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Trust Camay to take your skin

it of the Shadows
and into the light of New LoveUnessJ

Follow this Camay bride's way! You'll have a fresher,

brighter skin with your JFirsLCake_of Camay!

Girls who’d court compliments and

attention—girls who can count on

romance and a bridal veil— never let

dullness cloud the beauty of their com-

plexions and keep their dreams from

coming true!

So why let your beauty be masked in

shadows? With Camay, you can take

your skin out of the shadows and

into the light of new loveliness.

Show the world a lovelier com-

plexion! Change to regular care -use

Camay alone. A fresher, smoother look

appears with your very first cake\

There’s no finer beauty soap than

Camay! It’s so gentle! And what a rich,

creamy lather Camay gives! Take your

skin "out of the shadows” and into the

light of new loveliness with Camay,

The Soap of Beautiful Women.Camay
ihe soap of bectwtvful women

Bring all your skin new beauty!

The daily Camay Beauty Bath brings

arms, legs and shoulders that "beau-

tifully cared-for” look. It touches you

with Camay’s fragrance. For more

lather— more luxury — use big, eco-

nomical Beauty-Bath Size.

[is lovely bride-Mrs. Gary Fleming,

ites: "Camay’s like magic! Soon

er I changed to regular care and

may I had a clearer skin.”



Prompt Action
can often help head them off

or lessen their severity

\\Thatever else you do, gargle Listerine

’ Antiseptic at the first hint of a sneeze,

sniffle, cough or scratchy throat due to a cold.

Kills Germs on Throat Surfaces

Listerine Antiseptic reaches way back on throat

surfaces to kill millions of germs, including

those called “secondary invaders.” (See panel

below.) These are the very bacteria that often

are responsible for so much of a cold’s misery

when they stage a mass invasion of the body

through throat tissues.

Listerine Antiseptic is so efficient because,

used early and often, it frequently helps halt

such a mass invasion . . . helps nip the cold in

the bud, so to speak.

Fewer Colds and Sore Throats in Tests

Remember, tests made over a 12-year period

in great industrial plants disclosed this record:

That twice-a-day Listerine Antiseptic users had

fewer colds, generally milder colds, and fewer

sore throats than non-users.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis 6, Mo.

SOME OF THE “SECONDARY INVADERS”

(1) Pneumococcus Type III, (2) Bacillus influenzae, (3) Slreptococcus hemolyticus

(4) Pneumococcus Type IV
, (5) Streptococcus viridans.

Tests showed that even fifteen minutes after Listerine

Antiseptic gargle bacteria on mouth and throat

surfaces were reduced up to 96.7%; an hour after-

ward as much as 80%. Among bacteria on mouth
and throat surfaces can be many of the "secondary
invaders," some of which are shown above. These

are the very germs that can cause so much of a

cold's misery when they invade the body through

throat tissue.

See The SAMMY KAYE SHOW • "So you want to lead a Band

“

CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
1



FAVORITE OF AMERICA’S “FIRST MILLION” MOVIE - GOERS FOR 40 YEARS

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM CLEANS
YOUR BREATH WHILE IT CLEANS YOUR

TEETH. AND THE COLGATE WAY OF
BRUSHING TEETH RIGHT AFTER EATING

^ STOPS TOOTH DECAY BEST!

READER’S DIGEST* Reported The Same
Research Which Proves That Brushing Teeth

Right After Eating with

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM
STOPS TOOTH DECAY BEST
Reader’s Digest recently reported the
same research which proves the Colgate
way of brushing teeth right after eating
stops tooth decay best! The most thor-
oughly proved and accepted home meth-
od of oral hygiene known today!

Yes, and 2 years’ research showed the
Colgate way stopped more decay for more
people than ever before reported in denti-
frice history! No other dentifrice, ammo-
niated or not,offers such conclusive proof!

7* Use Colgate Dental Cream
Y To Clean Your Breath

v' While You Clean Your Teeth- \

v And Help Stop Tooth Decay! -

*YOU SHOULD KNOW! While not mentioned by name,

Colgate's was the only toothpaste used in the research

on tooth decay recently reported in Reader's Digest.
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Fascinating
, fickle

Pandora . . .

the girl

who lived for

sensation! Her songs,

her escapades,

her fabulous love

affairs scandalized

Riviera society—
for she dared to do

what other women

only dreamed about!

Under the> cloak

of nighf, she swrnni

out to the mystery yacht

FREE
This beautiful 8"x 10" full -color

photograph of green-eyed auburn-

haired Ava Gardner! Suitable for

framing. Send only 10< to cover

postage and handling cost to Box
1259.GPO, 8th Aye. & 33rd St.N.Y.C.

The fatal bull-fight

fulfilled a prophecy-1

M-G-M presents

beach party shocked

the gilded set!
Mad dash for glory-

in a flaming racing car

COLOR BY Technicolor
with NIGEL PATRICK • SHEILA SIM • HAROLD WARRENDER • MARIO CABRE

Written and Directed by ALBERT LEWIN • Produced by ALBERT LEWIN and JOSEPH KAUFMAN An M-C-M Picture

(For Dorkay Productions, Inc.)

P
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All Drugstores

have Midol

READERS INC. I

Cheers and Jeers:

As an ex-cosmetics salesgirl, required

to read all the beauty columns in fashion

and movie magazines, I discovered that

Photoplay consistently has the best beauty

columns. They are the most informative

and helpful. I believe that Hollywood
stars are the most beautiful women be-

cause they are groomed for individual

looks rather than the follow-the-leader

fashion models’ type of beauty (?). (Wit-

ness the number of Hollywood girls who
stuck to long hair that flattered their type

when the rest of the world was sheared

—

now we’re all back to normal.) Photo-

play’s beauty columns show the average

girl how these glamorous girls got that

way and therefore, how she can make
herself as individually attractive as they.

In fact I wouldn’t be surprised if

Photoplay talked me into becoming the

movie fan I used to be.

Jacqueline O’Brien
Binghamton, N. Y.

What is this “thing” called Leslie

Caron and why did M-G-M even bother

to spend money on a boat ticket to bring

her from Paris when such enchanting

stars as Sally Forrest, Vera-Ellen or Cyd
Charisse could have played her role

—

without that toothy grin and annoying

accent. Send her back on the next boat,

please.

Sonny Keating
New Orleans, La.

I just saw “An American in Paris” and

I can go on forever singing praises for the

magnificent ballet, wonderful score and

Gene Kelly. But then there’d be no room
to talk about Leslie Caron, whose win-

someness and charm make her the dis-

covery of the year.

Martha P. Dale
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Casting:
I think it is a shame that no studio has

ever filmed Frederic Wakeman’s wonder-

ful book, “Shore Leave.” I think it would

make a great movie. My vote for Crewson

would be Gregory Peck.

Pat Blodgett
Forest Dale, Vt.

Why don’t they fijm a big gaudy Tech-

nicolor version of “Oklahoma 1 and star

Howard Keel as Curley (the role he did

so well on the Broadway stage and in

London), lovely little Kathryn Grayson

as Laurie, and feature Debbie Reyonlds

and Carleton Carpenter as the comedy

duo?
Janet Chapman
Seattle, Wash.

Readers’ Pets:

Why doesn’t anybody ever write in

about ” Debra Paget? She is the most

beautiful star in Hollywood. Rita Hay-
worth, Liz Taylor, Rhonda Fleming and

others look like mops compared to her.

Andrys Yuke
San Francisco, Calif.

Craig Hill deserves the best of every-

thing. He’s got the looks and can act

better than Clark Gable. While every-

body’s drooling over Monty Clift, I’m just

waiting for a good picture with Craig

starring in it.

Pat Harvey
Thomasville, N. C.

Question Box:

Who is the sigh guy that John Wayne
was always “riding” in “Flying Leather-

necks”? Is he married?

June Hinkle
Brooklyn, N. Y.

(That was Brett

King,' born 12/29/22
in Brooklyn, N. Y.

He’s 5'11", 160 lbs.,

has blue eyes, brown
hair. He was a fight-

er pilot in the war,
made 100 combat
missions and came
home with many
medals. He was once a singer over Radio
station WNEIV. He’s next in “The
Racket.”)

I noticed (Sara Hamilton’s) statement I
re Michael Wilding in October Photo- 1
play. Was very amused by it. Being I
English, I have seen this actor several I
times. I am much interested for you to I
name the wife he is supposed to have I
requested a divorce from, as his fans in I
Britain were under the impression that he
never has taken that step.

Mrs. Marie Drea
Montreal, Quebec

(Michael Wilding married Kay Young in I

England in 1939.)

M-G-M is being quite unfair to Howard
Keel by handing Mario Lanza the star-

!

ring role in the screen version of the

successful stage play “Carousel.” After
j

all, Howard made the play a success on I

the Broadway stage and I think he should
J

have the right to play in the film version. I

Dorothy Davis I
St. Louis, Mo.

(M-G-M had not bought "Carousel” as I
we went to press. But Mario says if they I
don’t buy it for him, he’ll buy it and make 1

it independently.)

“On the Sunny Side of the Street” was
|

a wonderful picture, but I would like to

know if that was really Jerome Court-
;

land’s voice.

Helen Paluck
Bloomfield, N. J.

(Yes. Jerry sang, too, in the musical
,

“Flahooley” on Broadway last spring.)

I have just seen “Here Comes the
j

Groom.” The voice of Anna Maria Al- j

berghetti was marvelous. Could you please i

print a picture of her and her address ? ]

Carole MacAlpin I

South Bend, Inch

(Anna Maria was
born 5/15/36 in Pe-
saro, Italy. She has
brown eyes and hair.

Her first picture was
“The Medium”; her

next, “The Goddess.”
For information on
stars’ addresses, see

page 77.)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay ,
205 East 42nd

Street, Neiv York 17, N. Y. However,

our space is limited. We cannot therefore

promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.
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DEAN .

.

The Navy's "C

Chief Petting i

Officer!

f "The Sailor's Polka'

“Never Before"

“The Old Calliope" §

“Merci Beaucoup”

"Today, fl

Tomorrow, Forever"

JERRY..

The Drip

of The

i Ship!

production

fl/iARjj«i- liifi/lS

Co -3fatrtn
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CORinnE

KOBERT STRAUSS
With

/] mii i j
—

.
MARION

cm-mmiLDirected by HAL WALKER * Screenplay by

JAMES ALLARDICE and MARTIN
RACKIN dialogue by JOHN GRANTdialogue by

Adaptation by ELWOOD ULLMAN

From a play by KENYON NICHOLSON
and CHARLES ROBINSON • New Songs

by MACK DAVIS and JERRY LIVINGSTON

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

P
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YOUR PROBLEMS ANSWERED BY

WHAT SHOULD I DO?

CLAUDETTE
COLBERT

Claudette Colbert of
‘'Let’s Make It Legal”

EAR MISS COLBERT:
I am twenty-three years old and

have been married for almost three years.
But I think my marriage is going to pieces
because of my husband’s cruel and unusual
attitude.

I am about to have our first child and
I am very happy about it. According to

everything I have ever read, a husband is

usually just as pleased about this as the
mother-to-be. In movies the husband takes
good care of his wife, wants to get a glass

of water for her, and wants her to sit

down right away the minute he hears the
news. He buys footballs and dolls and
shows in a dozen ways how proud he is.

However, my husband quickly changes
the subject every time I mention the new
baby. He worries about bills and about
finding a house we can afford since we
have to move from our apartment. He is

even talking about taking a job that would
keep him away from home three evenings
a week, and this would be in addition to

his daytime job. He says I don’t understand
the responsibility of a child.

Miss Colbert, how can I make my hus-
band understand that he. is supposed to

be overjoyed at the arrival of the new
baby?

Ardelle R.

In reality, a man’s approach to father-
hood is different from a woman’s ap-
proach to motherhood—motion picture
comedies or comedy-dramas to the con-
trary. Scenes of a prospective father in

most motion pictures are acted and di-

rected with emphasis on oversolicitude,
an awkward anxiety. This part of enter-
tainment technique has little to do with
reality. It is often impossible for the real

life prospective fathers to assume the atti-

tude shown on the screen.
Many a prospective father is jealous of

his child, fearing his wife’s love will les-

sen. And a conscientious man must face
a new financial burden as he acquires a
family.

Your problem will vanish if you will

face the fact that a woman’s reaction to

motherhood is usually romantic, whereas
a man’s reaction is practical. This makes
for satisfactory balance because it is the
woman who must glorify the unceasing
care of the new human being who takes
over her home. And it is the man who
must provide the home’s material secur-
ity.

You might write to me when your
youngster is about sixteen months old and
tell me whether, looking back over the
period of your child’s extreme babyhood,
you still regard your husband’s serious
approach to fatherhood as “cruel and un-
usual.”

Claudette Colbert

DEAR MISS COLBERT:
At the age of twenty-five, I am a

complete failure. I have a job in a large
company, but it certainly isn’t a career.

My family life is tops. I keep house for
r my father and brother who treat me

swell, but I want to get married. The idea

of being an old maid scares me.

I dress well and have a fairly good
figure. My face is average, my hair is

brown and my eyes gray. I used to go
with my girl friend to dances in a neigh-
boring town (on double dates) but she
would have a wonderful time and I would
be miserable. I am a good dancer, but I

can never think of a thing to say. I am
not witty and full of fun like other girls.

I simply don’t have what my father calls

“it.”

Now my girl friend is engaged and is

to be married in the spring, so I am left

out of everything. I always feel that

people dislike me and are laughing at me
because I am not as clever as the next
girl.

You are the only person who has been
told how I feel. My friends would be
shocked if they knew how I worry about
myself and my future.

Katie Y.

I\o one is ever a complete failure at

any age. Every individual on this earth
has a purpose. The trick is to find that
purpose and to pursue it diligently.

First of all, you should go to a doctor
and have a complete physical examina-
tion. Sometimes the sensation of being
useless and unimportant is caused by a
minor physical problem such as slight

anemia or a simple glandular imbalance.
Literally thousands of discouraged hu-
man beings have been turned into dyna-
mos by easy medication.

I\ext, you should stop thinking about
yourself and your own shortcomings and
turn your attention to other people and
other things. You should read at least

one good book a month; you should start

saving your salary in preparation for a
truly exciting vacation trip next summer

;

you should study the vacation magazines
and decide ichat most interests you; then
you should have your hair restyled. While
you are about it, you might ask for a
facial restyling, too. Sometimes the use
of a good eyebrow pencil anti a new shade
of mascara works ivonders. American

Have you a problem which seems

fo have no solution? Would
you like the thoughful advice of

I LAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.

beauty shops are really miracle workers. I
If you don’t like what is done in one •

shop, try another. Don’t bewail your ap-
pearance; do something constructive §about it.

(iJPon * ,̂e afmid to ask your friends,
“How could I improve myself?” Much of
the resultant advice will have to be dis-
carded, but you are sure to get good tips,
too.

Claudette Colbert

DEAR MISS COLBERT:
I am twenty-one and will soon finish

business college.
I have had a crush on a boy for over

a year, and I believe he had one on me,
too. When I first began to notice him I
wanted him to notice me, so whenever i

there was a holiday such as Christmas, INew Year’s, St. Valentine’s, Easter or his
jbirthday, I sent him one of those secret

pal or “Guess who?” cards.
Several of our mutual friends told me

,

he was at first curious about the sender
and rather flattered. Then he began to be
annoyed. Finally someone told him that
I was the girl responsible and he was
furious. Naturally, I stopped sending the
cards. Before he knew about the cards,*
he used to be nice to me when we met at
a party or at school, and he used to ask
me to dance. Now everything is different.]
We only say “hello” and go on our way.f
How can I start talking to him and en-j

couraging him to ask me for dates? How
can I make sure I am not making a fool

j

of myself? How can I learn the “tricks]
of the trade” for getting what I want? I

Tirania U.
|

I’m afraid your potential romance with
this man is ruined forever.

I know that many girls rebel against|
the system, but the fact remains that a
man tvants to do his own hunting. Fur-
thermore, he wants to do it, usually, in an
unobtrusive way. He likes to approach
the object of his interest gradually, and
not in full view of the grandstand.

If you had sent these cards without let-

ting anyone else in the world know what
you were doing, you might have produced,
results eventually by sending a final card
revealing your identity. However, wheru
you described your campaign to a series

of mutual friends, you defeated yourself..
Incidentally, the only “tricks of the
trade” for getting what you want are-

these: Be genuinely interested in otherj

people ; be guided by accepted rules of so-

cial conduct; be ivorth while in the same
ways in which you regard others as worth-
while. Avoid being arch and constructing
plots. Only the very beautiful can afford
to be arch and only the intensely clever®

can plot successfully.
Claudette Colbert I

DEAR MISS COLBERT:
I am not going to sign my legal name

to this letter because I don’t want to re-1

ceive a bundle of poison-pen letters as

a result of what I am about to write.
Description of writer: six feet, 2 inches

tall; eyes—blue- (Continued on page 83)
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MRS. MARTHA WADE, right, winner of Santa Fe trip,

wore prize Doris Dodson suit to Cocoanut Grove, where she
and daughter-in-law Mrs. Darlene Hibbitt met Tito Guizar

BACKSTAGE byplay didn’t scare Darlene! She and Mrs.
Wade went to see Hollywood play, “The Drunkard,” were
later introduced to “The Drunkard” himself and Woodie Wilson

EXCITING prelude to seeing “The Drunkard” was dinner at The
Cove where the ladies were entertained by the owners, Hans
and Herman. Restaurant is famous for its excellent cuisine

MRS. WADE, at Beverly Carleton Hotel, poses with
other prizes—Minx Modes dress, Holeproof hosiery, Sea
Nymph and Sea Goddess bathing suits and Barbizon slip

LUNCH AT Romanoff’s gave Photoplay’s contest winner
something to talk about back home. Her hostess was Joan
Crawford, who has always been Mrs. Wade’s favorite star

MRS. WADE, charming in another Doris Dodson suit, and
Darlene, joined the stars at premiere of “A Place in the

Sun,” where they met Dot Lamour, who was emcee

P

WINNER TAKES ALL
Another Hollywood Tour winner is transported

to the stars—Mrs. Martha Wade of Texas
8
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Owe glance— onrf
Emily forgot the reso-
lutions she made that
morning !

—

From JOY STREET

I..-Y0U GET $18 WORTH OF BIG BEST-SELLERS FREE
on this amazing new introductory offer

JOY STREET. By Frances Parkinson Keyes—
When glamorous Emily Thayer met David Salo-
mont at her own wedding reception, she never
dreamed she would soon be risking everything to

see him again. The nation’s NUMBER 1 BEST-
SELLER, by author of “Dinner at Antoine’s."

THE INFINITE WOMAN. By Edison Marshall—
Lola Montero’s dark eyes held a challenge no
man could resist. “I’ll be your friend or your
mistress—but never your bride!” she said—as

she scandalized Europe with her cult of love!

FLOODTIDE, By Frank Yerby—when Morgan
Brittany lured her way into Ross Pary’s arms, he
knew she was using him to achieve some sinister

purpose. By author of “Foxes of Harrow,” etc.

SHORT STORIES OF DE MAUPASSANT—50

of most daring stories ever written. Tales of

love, hate, jealousy, passion—often imitated but

never equaled!

THE NYMPH AND THE LAMP, By Thomas
H. Raddall—Grey Skane loved Isabel Jardine

with the violent longing. But Matthew Car-
ney married her to save her from her own
sins!

FORT EVERGLADES. By Frank G. Slaughter-
Pulse-pounding tale of a frontier doctor who
learned about love from his best friend’s fiancee!

Tales From THE DECAMERON—Boccaccio’s

frank tales about the amorous antics of sinning
“saints” and saintly “Sinners,” told with all

the daring wit for which this great writer has
become world famous. Illustrated.

PROUD NEW FLAGS. By F. Van Wyck Mason—
Confederate Lieutenant Seymour boasted that

he was always an “officer and a gentleman”

—

UNTIL he was tempted by the kisses of his

brother’s wife!

HERE IS WHV ElfE— GIVE YOU THIS

ENTIRE LIBRARY FREE-

W E are making this startling offer because we want
to PROVE to you why the Book League is known

as “America’s Biggest Bargain Book Club.” Ordi-
narily, you would get your Club bonus books during
membership; one free with every two Selections you
take. But on this introductory offer, you get SIX
bonus books right away and TWO MORE best-sellers
FREE as your gift for joining. Send for your 8
FREE BOOKS now!

-8 BOOKS FREE

..as Your $
18. Gift

for Joining "America's

Biggest Bargain Book Club"

SEND NO MONEY! PAY POSTMAN NOTHING!
DOOK LEAGUE membership is an adven-u ture in exciting reading! You never pay
any dues or club fees—and every month
you get your own choice of the finest new
novels of romance and adventure . . . best-
sellers by authors like Steinbeck, Maugham,
Hemingway and others equally famous.

I: Your Savings are TREMENDOUS
Although the best-seller you choose each

month may cost $3 or even more in pub-
lisher’s editions, YOU pay the Club's bar-
gain price of only $1.49, plus few cents for
shipping—a clear saving of up to $1.50 on
each book you take!

Just THINK of the great savings you’ll
make on the twelve books you receive dur-
ing the year. And think, too, of the great
pleasure you can get right away from your
8 FREE BOOKS shown above!

2: You Choose Your Own Best-Sellers

The best-selling novel you receive each
month need NOT be the Club’s regular Se-
lection. You may choose any one of the

OTHER splendid new books described in
the Club’s publication “Review,” which is
sent to you free.

3: You Can Got MORE Free Books, Too
Moreover, there is NO LIMIT to the num-

ber of free Bonus Books you may receive!
If you remain in the club, you CONTINUE
to get gift books like the 8 above—not only
best-sellers of today, but also uniformly-
bound masterpieces of writers like Shake-
speare, Dumas, Balzac, Poe, etc. They grow
into an impressive library which you will
proudly display.

Mail coupon today—without money—and
receive your BIG FREE package containing
your 8 books . . . books that would cost you
$18.00 TODAY in publishers’ editions. You
will also receive the current best-selling
Selection now being distributed to mem-
bers. THEN you will understand why this
IS “America’s Biggest Bargain Book Club”!
Mail coupon—without money—now! BOOK
LEAGUE OF AMERICA, Dept. PH-1, Garden
City. N. Y.

Mail Wilhoui Money <o CS
BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. PH-1, Garueu winy, N. Y. •

Please send me at once- FREE—all eight of the
books described on this page (worth $18.00 in pub-
lishers' editions) and enroll me as a member of the
Book League. You may start my subscription with
the current Selection.

The best-selling book I choose each month may be
: either the regular Selection or any one of the other

! popular books described in the Club’s monthly
“Review.” I am to pay only $1.40 (plus a few cents
shipping charges) for each monthly book sent to me.

I may cancel my subscription at any time after
buying twelve books, or I may continue to take ad-
vantage of the Club’s book bargains for as much
longer as I choose. I will then be entitled to addi-
tional Bonus Books—one for each two Selections or
alternates I buy. There are no dues for me to pay ; no
further cost or obligation. SPECIAL NO-RISK
GUARANTEE: If not delighted with my bargain.
I will return all books in 7 days and this membership
will he cancelled!

Mr.
Mrs. r
Miss i Please print plainly

Address

City State. .

.

Slightly higher in Canada. Address: 105 Bond St.,
Toronto 2 (Offer good in U. S. and Canada only)
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TOPS AMONG the men, Tony Dexter, with
Jeff Hunter, recalled lean Broadway days -

CORNER ON TALENT: Alex Nicol, Dok Stanford, Joyce
Holden, a last year winner Rock Hudson, Susan Cabot

/

%
+

Photoplay

gives a party for

“ChooseYour Star”

winners

BEAUTY AND THE HOST: Top actress Mitzi Gaynor and Anne Francis, who came in sixth,

capture editor Fred Sammis—without a struggle—for party picture in Ciro-ette Room at Ciro’s

People’s Choice: You, the enthusiastic readers of Photoplay,
chose them as the most promising- stars of tomorrow. Once

again Cal gives you his annual report on the cocktail party given
at the famous Ciro’s in the Ciro-ette Room! Marge and Gower

Champion, Jeff Hunter and Barbara Rush—making Hollywood
history by being the first married couples to win simultaneously.
Marge (a shining example of how a new star should dress and

behave) showing everyone her fourth new diamond in her wedding-
ring. Her adoring Champion says it with a diamond every wedding
anniversary ... So young, so in love, so charmingly unsophisticated

and thrilled by it all, Jeffrey and Barbara naively
admitting they didn’t know how long cocktail parties last. So

they donned their best bibs and left the potatoes baking in the oven!
Fernando Lamas, tall, dark and tantalizing every lady in

the room, telling Mitzi Gaynor and fiance Richard Coyle that working
with Lana Turner in “The Merry Widow” (Continued on page 12)
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BARBARA RUSH, with Fernando Lamas, Mitzi,

left potatoes baking in the oven to attend party!

IT WAS FOURTH wedding anniversary for the

Champions, with Hollywood editor Lyle Rooks

A NEW ROMANCE? Looked like it—for every-
where Janice Rule went—Bob Sherwood followed!

MONICA LEWIS, with Pier Angeli,

was full of plans for tour of Korea
LOVELIGHT IN Bob Clarke’s eyes
matched fiancee Loraine Gayle’s ring

MITZI MEETS Photoplay’s scholarship winner
Virginia McGuire, who came with Dick Clayton

Listen to Photoplay's Hollywood Columnist

cal york on “hollywood love story”

Every Saturday morning, 11 A.M. EST,

NBC . . . the latest Hollywood news and

a complete drama of Hollywood life

KEN TOBEY, with wife and Fernando Lamas,
added to fun with tall tale about “The Thing”
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THAT'S
HOLLYWOOD

FOR YOU
BY SIDNEY SKOLSKY

I like Kirk Douglas personally but I wish he’d stop giving
that aggressive performance in which he leads with his
dimpled chin . . . Gary Cooper is certainly in love. He re-
ported for work on the set of “High Noon” having forgotten
to put on his socks ... I go for Jean Simmons’ honesty. She
says that Laurence Olivier is her favorite actor “regardless
of how it sits with Stewart Granger” . . . Cary Grant taught
me how to tie a Windsor knot. On him it looks better . . .

The last funny movie I saw about the Army was “Shoulder
Arms,” with Charlie Chaplin. And that goes for Martin and
Lewis in—what was the name of that picture? ... I don’t
want to disillusion you but Gregory Peck wore bobby pins

Cary Grant to keep his hair wavy to be David to Bathsheba . . . Marilyn
Monroe is “The Girl with the Horizontal Walk” . . . Corinne

Calvet prefers a tub to a shower. Corinne can come home from the studio exhausted.
Then husband John Bromfield prepares her bath. “Johnnee he put me in tub,” she
says. “He rub my back and soon I am new again” . . . When Dagmar was in Hollywood
she was introduced to Jane Russell, but the two girls didn’t get close enough to shake
hands.

Alan Ladd claims he’s a movie fan and enjoys all pictures but his own. Maybe
he’s a critic, too ... I know the manager of a movie theatre who got fired because
he watched television in his office instead of selling popcorn in the lobby . . . Danny
Kaye loves audiences. “What a feeling,” says Danny, “to get out there and know
the people like me and I like them and to have a big session together” . . . Clark
Gable deserves better pictures! . . . My favorite character, Mike Curtiz, said to a

writer, “It’s always good to get an original idea that will remind people of a hit

movie.” !

I seldom pass the old Trocadero without thinking of Judy Garland making her debut
there before a Hollywood audience singing “Dear Mr. Gable” ... By the way, you
should catch Shelley Winters doing her impersonation of Judy singing “Love.” Great!

. . . Marlon Brando says, “I became an actor because it’s the easiest way I know to

make big money” . . . Don’t know why it is, but I can see a movie in the afternoon

only in a projection room. Wouldn’t think of going into a

theatre when the sun is shining . . . Having Jane Russell

disguised as a boy—they do it for a scene in “Son of Pale-

face”—is like trying to make the Pyramids in Egypt look like

the plains of Nebraska . . . Sally Forrest sits and watches a

movie with a tiny dog in her lap. I’d like to catch her when
they’re both watching Lassie ... I can’t understand why
producers think Westerns are sure-fire. They all seem alike

to me and, besides you can see them on TV for free.

I saw Janet Leigh and Tony Curtis walking on Schlepp

Row, and Tony looked prettier . . . Many of the people who
criticize Mario Lanza for being temperamental are the

same people who say that movie stars aren’t as colorful as

they used to he . . . When asked why he works so much.
Bob Hope answered, “I’ve got to keep working. After all.

I’m a comedian and I’ve got a government to support” . . . Just so you’ll know, as

a rule, phony jewelry photographs real and real jewelry photographs phony.

I am a fellow who can wait patiently for the next Rita Hay-
worth movie ... If you’re interested, Jane Wyman keeps her

Oscar on her mantelpiece, greeting it on her way to work . .

Vivian Blaine didn’t win the affection of the coast company of

“Guys and Dolls” by saying that not one of that troupe could

have made the New York cast. Ray Shaw, a singer in the com-
pany, countered with praise for Pamela Britton, who does the

Blaine role, by saying, “Miss Britton is a dumb blonde only

on stage” . . . Vic' Mature was turned down by an exclusive

golf club because, they said, they didn’t take in actors. Vic

told them, “I’m not an actor and I’ve got over thirty pictures

to prove it!” . . . The toughest job M-G-M had with the

gigantic “Quo Vadis” was Nero and his fiddle. Everybody

knows Nero fiddled while Rome burned, but no one knows
what he fiddled, so M-G-M had Miklos Rozsa write some

Victor Mature original music for Nero to fiddle. And that’s Hollywood for you!

Sally Forrest

...Inside

was such a happy experience, “It has
spoiled me for peek-cheers forever!”...
Bob Sherwood,*" who just left M-G-M,
wangling an introduction to and never
leaving the side of Janice Rule, who just
signe 1 with M-G-M . . . Personal to Fred
MacMurray: Joyce Holden, who has the
face, figure and flair for the kind of
comedy that made you and Carole Lom-
bard such a sensational team, confessing
her greatest dream is to play opposite
you . . . Alex Nicol reminiscing with An-
thony Dexter (who sat in a corner with
his lovely wife and acted more like a
spectator than guest of honor) about
Broadway when both were struggling
actors! . . . Last year’s winner Rock
Hudson, who was on location and missed
the 1950 party, saying he owed his

“second chance” to Susan Cabot, who
asked him to be her escort . . . Vivacious
Monica Lewis intriguing Anne Francis
and Pier Angeli (she almost looks too
“natural”) with details of her coming-
tour to Korea, where she’ll sing for
G.I.’s . . . Robert Clarke introducing
Loraine Gayle who proudly wears the
diamond that belonged to Bob’s mother
on her third finger, left hand . . . Ken-
neth Tobey telling a tall tale about a
“thing” that happened to him when he
had a seance with a medium and talked
to an 18th Century minister—who used
20th Century dialogue! . . . Charlton Hes-
ton wiring regrets from the East where
he was making personal appearances . . .

Ditto Bob Wagner and Polly Bergen,
who were on a COMPO tour . . . The
stars of tomorrow! Cal can’t wait for
them to light up the skies of Hollywood!

Hearts and Flowers: There’s a damsel
deep in the heart of Texas that has
Danny boy making those Dailey calls.

Her name he is happy not to furnish upon
request! . . . Time doesn’t march on—it

gallops! Now it’s Maureen O’Hara’s
young brother who’s buying Cokes for
John Wayne’s eldest daughter . . . Cesar
Romero is saying it with orchids, because
he thinks those dates with Denise Darcel

IN M-G-M COMMISSARY, Debbie Reynolds

hears about stage show Howard Keel hopes

to do of his film “Callaway Went Thataway”
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Stuff

are the most fun to be had in Hollywood
. . . Ann Blyth didn’t need the studio to

arrange a furlough date for Richard
Long. They’re old friends, which is why
he escorted her to the Press Photog-
raphers’ Ball . . . Virginia McGuire, who
won Photoplay’s Scholarship Contest,

was having tea at the studio with War-
ners’ casting director. Steve Cochran
sat down for a second and the following

day they were a “torrid twosome” in the

local gossip columns! Virginia is learn-

ing her Hollywood lessons early.

Baby Talk: “Half Nelson” wants a

baby sister, so the Gene Nelsons have
placed their order . . . According to

X-ray technicians, that little girl is

going to be a second son, which will disap-

point the first son of the Mark Stevenses

. . . It’s a second son for K. T. Stevens
and Hugh Marlowe, who optimistically

believe their third will be a girl . . . Her
name is Romina Francesca Power. Ty
and Linda made this selection because
they met in Rome and were married in

the Santa Francisca Cathedral . . . Since

the arrival of his daughter, John Hodiak
is so candid-camera happy, Anne Baxter
says their negative bills are very posi-

tive . . . Audie Murphy, who has “always
" anted a kid,” is marking off the calen-

dar until next March . . . “If you needed
a good rest,” inquired Jeff Chandler of

Steve McNally, “why did you take your
three children to the giant redwoods?”
Answered the perpetual papa: “Because
—when you have six, as I have, it’s like

being alone—with three]”

Tantalizing Troupers: Come with Cal
and visit “Inside U-I of 1951.” Once a
year the studio puts on a show to show
producers and press how versatile their

newcomers can be. We only wish we
could tell you about the undiscovered tal-

ents of each and every one. There was
“My Girl,” clowned to hysterical perfec-

tion by Joyce Holden, who was admirably
assisted by newcomer Palmer Lee—a boy

(Continued on page 14)

LANA TURNER’S an exciting figure in

“The Merry Widow” with Fernando Lamas.
She slimmed down to a 21-inch waistline!

Hollywood
Party Line

BY EDITH GWYNN

The nighttime doings this month included
a lovely dinner, followed by a fashion show
(mostly the creations of French stylists

Dior, Balmain, Fath, Patou, etc.), at the
Ambassador Hotel for the benefit of the
Los Angeles Orphanage Guild. Emcee Ros-
alind Russell sparkled not only wittily but
fashionably in a two-toned blue satin dress.
Walter Pidgeon seemed to enjoy his stint
as auctioneer later when beautiful jewels
and other prizes went under his hammer
Mervyn LeRoy bought for $1,200 a mink
cape Ann Blyth modelled.

Then there was the glittery premiere of
“Streetcar.” Ronnie Reagan with Nancy
Davis were a woosome again. Also the
Jeff Chandlers, Joan Crawford in a white
gown, dazzling with white sparkly stuff,

with director Curt Bernhardt, the Gordon
MacRaes, Dan Dailey with Ann Miller (he
switched to Jane Nigh as his favorite date
a week later), Paul Douglas in a black

raw-silk dinner jacket (fashion note!), Scott Brady with Dorothy Malone and the
Gene Nelsons cheered the stars of the picture, Vivien Leigh and Marlon Brando.
White sure predominated this opening. Pat Wymore Flynn (see cut) wore an off-

shoulder Dior original of white tulle. Millions of permanent pleats made the skirt,

which was held in at the waist with a pink satin cummerbund. Pat wore that string
of pearls Flynn brought her from Korea, plus a white mink wrap.

Pat Wymore and Errol Flynn

It’s really been a month for fabulous fashion showings. Rex got most of Hollywood
out at ten one morning to show his new lids. There were lots of bejeweled cocktail
hats with accent on what goes on in back. Meaning trimmings were set where the
view from the rear would be the most exciting . . . Irene proved again that anything
goes in the way of line this season by showing many slim suits and dresses among the
folds and fullness of the current craze in skirts. Some of her skirts were really gay
deceivers in that they looked too tight to walk in but had wonderfully cut inserts of
knife or fan pleating center front or on the sides that didn’t even show . . . Sophie
showed her always glamorous collection at a dinner dance at Romanoff’s. Her coats
seemed to dominate proceedings and they were in every kind of fabric, design and
silhouette . . . Whether your coat is old or new, there are ways to make it seem like

two outfits by simply relining it with a silk or crepe of some hue vivid enough to be
noticed but not so bright that it won’t blend with most of your wardrobe. For
instance, a black coat lined with a deep ruby red will be compatible with just about
any color (particularly grays, beiges, blues, mauves) and what a lift when the color
contrast swishes into view. If your ward-
robe is mostly of black, brown, navy or
dark green, how about a bright yellow lin-

ing with gloves to match? Irene Dunne
lined a black coat with electric blue sheer
wool—wears it over black, brown, gray or

blue. And she’s cuffed it with huge turn-
backs of black fox. But any number of

furs would give the same stunning effect.

One shindig we can’t overlook was the
jammed session that crowded the Beverly
Hills Rodeo Room to view Red Skelton’s
TV debut. They watched it from many
sets placed about the place, then dined
and danced. Among those who fell apart
over Red’s antics were Esther Williams
and Ben Gage, Lex Barker and Arlene
Dahl, June Haver with Bill Campbell.
Red, bless him, was so overcome from all

the back-pats he was getting that in his

excitement he leaned over to embrace
Monica Lewis and kissed John Wayne by
mistake! Red Skelton and John Wayne

P
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WHAT

HOLLYWOOD’S

WHISPERIHG

ABOUT

BY P. S. LOWE

Ginger Rogers

The Stewart Grangers getting over
that “first year” hurdle. Stewart was
all set to take off somewhere by himself
after finishing “Scaramouche” but he
and Jean ironed out any difficulties they
may have had and are looking forward
to co-starring in “Young Bess” . . . Kirk
Douglas’s sudden and intense desire to

become a director . . . Those three

sweater changes that Barbara Stanwyck
gets in “Clash by Night,” which proves
she can hold her own in the upper
brackets. And, as a contrast, Bette
Davis’s complete wardrobe for “Phone
Call from a Stranger”—a faded night-
gown and a swim suit.

The trouble Ginger Rogers had in

getting her show, “Love and Let Love,”
to Broadway ! Dissatisfied with the
notices, the author wanted to close out
of town. But Ginger was determined
to see it through. Some of the biggest
names on Broadway were called in to

rewrite the script but consensus of
opinion was that Ginger should have
let the show die on the road . . .

Eleanor Parker’s candid remark: “I
want children and lots of them

—

enough to make the John Farrows
(Maureen O’Sullivan) look like slack-

ers.” The Farrows have seven now.

Marilyn Monroe’s official excuse that

she couldn’t attend the Press Photog-
raphers’ Ball because she had nothing
to wear. But the real reason, which she
confessed to intimates, was she didn’t

have an escort . . . The Shelley Winters-
Vince Edwards-Farley Granger triangle.

Shelley, after doing up Paris each night
with Farley, would return to her room
and place a transatlantic phone call to

Vince. Vince makes no secret of the fact

that he’s going full speed ahead to get
Shelley for his own exclusive property
. . . The trouble Columbia has been hav-
ing renaming Judy Holliday’s leading
man in “The Marrying Kind.” They
changed his name from Aldo Da Re to

" John Harrison—and now it’s simply
Aldo Ray—subject to change again,
without much notice, of course.

EMBARRASSINGMOMENTS :When Gary Cooper
took Pat Neal to the Mike Romanoff party for

Mrs. Dolly O’Brien (Gable’s ex-girl friend) . . .

. . . ONE OF THE first people they saw was Rocky
Cooper, at a table with Van Johnson. Rocky, who went
with Cesar Romero, still refuses to give Gary a divorce

(Continued from page 13)

who can’t miss. A highly dramatic mono-
logue by Tony Curtis touched everyone
to tears. Rock Hudson’s transition from
a sexy love scene to a rendition of the
Charleston was a revelation within itself.

Peggy Dow, Hugh O’Brian, Beverly Ty-
ler, Susan Cabot, John Hudson, others
too numerous to mention—all brilliant

under the brilliant direction of drama
coach Sophie Rosenstein. What perform-
ers these kiddies be!

Man Hunt: There’s a “red” carpet
awaiting Farley Granger, but not the
usual one accorded returning celebrities.

Boss-man Sam Goldwyn is annoyed
a-plenty at his handsome young star.

Fail was supposed to return from touring
the continent with Shelley Winters, on a

certain date. He failed to return, he
failed to send word that he wasn’t return-
ing and no one knew where or how to
reach him. Even his agents and his
family didn’t know which country he was
in. In all fairness to Farley, he knew
there wasn’t a script ready to shoot and
he was perfectly willing to remain off

salary until there was. It’s happened
before and it will probably happen again.
Faraway places hold a fatal fascination
for Farley. But give him credit for hav-
ing the courage of his convictions.

It’s News That: Peggy Dow has finally
capitulated and will become Mrs. Walter
Helmerich III (that means heir to an oil

fortune, son) and will commute between
a honeymoon house in Tulsa and Holly-

( Continued on page 16)



See how Playtex White Magic caresses you to true slenderness, gives you a newly fluid line from waist to thighs.

See how it encourages such grace of movement, allows you such freedom to sit, to stand, to step, to twirl!

“For slimness, freedom,

beauty— there’s no girdle

like it!” says top designer

Rosenstein. “It flatters your

figure in every way under

the newest fashions.”

“White Magic is fabulous!

As a designer I love the slim, free lines

this newest Playtex Girdle gives!"

“A girdle should do more than slim you,

it should be comfortable. That’s why
playtex Fab-Lined Girdles—with fabric

next to the skin—are so very perfect!”

“ Thisgirdle smooths away

the inches, without a seam,

stitch or bone— invisible

under all clothes.”

In the SLIM round tubes, playtex
girdles are at department stores and

specialty shops. $3.95 to $6.95. Choose

from playtex White Magic, Fab-

Lined, Pink-Ice, and Living Girdles.

©i95i International Latex Corp'n. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del. Playtex Ltd. Montreal, Canada
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Impertinent

Interview

BY ALINE MOSBY
U. P. Hollywood Correspondent

Coleen Gray

F

16

Many a Monday morning Coleen Gray
has stepped into her mink coat and
snappy convertible and left her impres-
sive Santa Monica home for an impor-
tant 11 a.m. appointment. Her urgent
rendezvous was not with a movie mogul
or a purring salesman for imported
black sable.

Coleen high-tailed over to the U.S.
Employment Service office to collect her
$25 weekly unemployment check. She
stood in line with many another fa-

mous film name. The others won’t ad-
mit it. But the beautiful Miss Gray
herself proudly announced to us that
she’s been a member of the “Monday
Morning Club.”
“When I’m between pictures, I’m

among the great army of the unem-
ployed,” she shrugged. “It’s my legal

right to get my insurance. After all,

it’s my money. It’s been taken out of

my pay checks ever since I first started
work in 1939 as a waitress in St. Paul.”
The public, she sighed, figures stars

can upholster their Cadillacs in green-
backs. “They think we make a mint of

money But after taxes and expenses
you just can’t make a fortune. Also,

our expenses go on when we’re not in

a picture.”

When Coleen accepted the lead in the
touring company of “The Moon Is Blue”
she went off the $25-a-week list. But
if she is out of work again she will once
more apply for the insurance. “This
business has been difficult,” she said.

“People say I’ve been very lucky. I’ve

done a lot more in the past two years
than many others with as much or more
talent than I.”

The blue-eyed beauty said autograph
fans could have a field day at the USES
office. “Oh, you meet all your friends

there,” she grinned. “I couldn’t give you
their names, though. That would be up
to them. I’ve met some fans in line,

too. One man said if he had money to

invest he’d star me in a movie. One
clerk at the USES showed me a fine

movie script he’d written.”

Well, we wanted to know, is she
nearly broke?
“Oh no, don’t make me out to be

broke,” she said. “I have a house in

Santa Monica and money in the bank.
But I have parents and a child to sup-
port. The unemployment money is

mine, so I take it—and am grateful for

it. This business is terribly insecure
You never know what will happen.
“Oh, well, if this doesn’t work out I can

always go back to being a waitress!”

. . . Inside Stuff . .

.

ALANA, ALAN, DAVID and Sue Ladd arrive at

Hearst estate for St. Anne’s Foundation Benefit.

Hollywood put on big show to raise needed funds

WHEN GENE TIERNEY went on three months’ tour of

France and Italy she took her daughter Tina along.

Here Tina plays in the Tuileries Gardens in Paris

(Continued from page 14)

wood . . . Clark Gable, as rumored, did

file suit for a Nevada divorce, all of
which caused Sylvia to amend her orig-

inal complaint and may result in a bloody
legal battle that involves a small alimony
fortune . . . Gloria De Haven decided to

accept her interlocutory divorce decree
from John Payne and now she’ll live in

New York and make two pictures a year
in Hollywood . . . Since that unfortunate
early morning traffic scrape that involved
Judy Garland and Sid Luft, his ex-wife,

Lynn Bari, obtained a court order for
him “to show cause why he should not be
forbidden to see their three-year-old son,

except under limited conditions.”

For Your Information: The Screen
Actors Guild hoped to establish a prece-

dent that would have revoked the mem-
bership cards of Barbara Payton and
Tom Neal . . . The M-G-M-Greer Garson
relationship has reached a point where
they could easily come to the parting of
the ways . . . Alex Nicol was such a hit

in Frank Sinatra’s “Meet Danny Wilson,”
he’s getting a new contract and star
billing . . . Gig Young’s overdue reward
is a new M-G-M contract (Cal tipped
you off several months ago) with a four-
figure weekly salary . . . Patrice Wymore
stood right next to Jeanne Crain at the
meat counter in the Laurel and Sunset
market. Neither housewife recognized the
other . . . Scott Brady moved out of

that apartment and into a hilltop home,
because he likes to play records loud and
long after midnight . . . No one would

( Continued on page 21)
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DUSTY HAS HIS own tractor but Linda Lou, a carbon copy of her dad—she even walks like Roy—prefers hitching a ride

with him. Although he has men to do farm chores, Roy loves to plow. As a boy he helped father run Duck Run farm in Ohio

CHERYL IS THE family pianist

—

doesn’t have to be coaxed to play when
Linda Lou, Dale and Dusty want to sing

COWBOYS
CASTLE

When Roy Rogers and Trigger

aren’t riding those movie

ranges, they head for this

San Fernando Valley home

|n spite of movie, radio, rodeo and
TV schedules (Roy and Dale debut

on TV December 30) life on the

Rogers ranch is casual and homey.
Roy, who is in “Son of Paleface,” is

an adoring father, but strict. Among
other chores, Cheryl exercises the

horses (she loves to ride bareback)
and Dusty and Linda Lou take care

of the chickens.

THE HOUSE is rambling, a one-story
ranch style. Behind it are tennis courts,

fenced-in swimming pool and stables

ROBIN ELIZABETH, age one, is still

delicate but making fine progress. She
adores Dusty, follows him everywhere
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Sandpaper Hands feel

Look, your loveliest'

with Cashmere Bouquet
~

Cashmere Bouquet

Lipstick

Talcum Powder
All-Purpose Cream
Face Powder

Absorbs Like A Lotion . . . Softens Like a Cream

!

Now— in just 10 seconds! . . . “Sandpaper Hands” are

smoothed and softened to lovely “Caressahle Hands” with

lanolin-enriched Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lotion! The secret

is an exclusive, new formula that enables Cashmere Bouquet
to smooth like a lotion while it softens like a cream!
Your thirsty skin seems to drink up Cashmere Bouquet

—

it dries without stickiness, leaves your hands so caressably

smoother, softer, younger-looking! And of course,

thev re romantically scented with the famous Cashmere
Bouquet “lragrance men love”! Treat your hands to

Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lotion today!



Inside Stuff
( Continued, from page 16)

take that bet that writer Cy Howard
would be the first to date Lana Turner.
The pattern was too familiar!

Lime-light: Unfortunately, in every
public gathering there’s always some
maladjusted person like the one who
threw limes at Dorothy Lamour and
Debra Paget. They were in Brockton,
Massachusetts, on a “Movietime,
U.S.A.” tour, when the shameful in-

cident took place. La Lamour, a sea-

soned trouper, took it in stride and
cracked, “I just forgot to duck!” For
Debra, who is sweet, sincere and un-
used to the world’s pettiness, it was a
shock that left a lasting impression.

Bulls and Belles: Amongst other
European achievements, Yvonne De
Carlo returned home (to play opposite
Joel McCrea) bearing gifts of jewelry
from Mario Cabre. Hollywood’s now
wondering and waiting to hear if the

famous matador, who once held public

readings of his poetry dedicated to

Ava Gardner, will come up with a re-

peat performance!

Grand Old Girl: Dark-eyed and dev-
astating, she stood there looking up at

the Superior Court Judge. “How old

are you, Joan Eunson?” he asked the
routine question. Without a moment’s
hesitation, she answered: “I’m four-
teen, your honor.” Poor Joan Evans
wished she could have disappeared
through the floor! “Now why did I say
that?” the well-poised seventeen-year-
old wailed at home that night. Having
selected wise parents, she received a
wise answer. “You stopped being Joan
Eunson at fourteen,” they explained,

“but it is still your legal name. When
the judge used it, you subconsciously
went right back to the age when you
last were Joan Eunson. It was an
honest, normal reaction.” Eunson or

Evans, we love her! She couldn’t be
happier having her fifth option taken
up by Sam Goldwyn.

Picture Palaver: It’s one of the

most entertaining movies of the year,

but they may recall “Angels in the
Outfield” and retitle it. Currently it

isn’t attracting the cash customers . .

.

For over ten years she’s been their

number one box office star, but her
studio never bought a big Broadway
musical for Betty Grable. That’s why
she’s campaigning for “Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes”—and they do when the
blonde is Betty! . . . Rock Hudson
finished his final scene in “Bend of
the River,” drove his best girl to Santa
Barbara for dinner and discovered he’d
left his wallet in his dressing room.
Fortunately, the head waiter had just

seen “Iron Man” and happily extended
credit . . . For the first time in her
illustrious career, Bette Davis wears a
one-piece bathing suit in “Phone Call
from a Stranger.” She insists, how-
ever, it won’t cause Esther Williams
to lose a stroke—or have one!

According to Cal: Our girl is grow-
ing up! Debbie Reynolds seen shop-
ping for gold cuff-links in miniature
ice-skate design. Surprise—Surprise!
They were a present for ice skating

star Bobby Specht . . . Gregory Peck’s
complete exhaustion from overwork
necessitated his resignation from La
Jolla Playhouse activities and enforced
a no-picture-making respite . . . The
Van Johnsons delighted guests by
marking each place at the dinner
table with a Holy Medal blessed by
the Pope . . . Doris Day will next
record an album of beddie-bye stories

for the kiddies, with soothing, sweet
songs by soothing, sweet Doris to go
with ’em.

Grape-Vine: Well, at least twenty-
four hours went by before those
rumors started to spread. On Sunday
Fernando Lamas announced that Mrs.
Lamas was returning to Argentina
for a second trial separation. Her
handsome husband pleaded with the
press to “Please write nicely because
my wife and 1 are the best of friends
and I wouldn’t want this announce-
ment to hurt her.” The press “wrote
nicely.” On Monday, however, the
rumor rumbled that Fernando was
romantically interested and vice versa,
in Lana Turner. It probably had to

happen. They would make a hand-
some, romantic-looking couple. They
are making “The Merry Widow,” to-

gether and Fernando did escort Lana
to the “American in Paris” premiere
in Hollywood.

As We Go to Press: His studio is

gravely concerned over the thyroid
condition that’s preventing Mario
Lanza from reattaining his normal
weight and appearing before the
camera . . . Rossellini says “It’s bunk”
and Ingrid Bergman says “It’s sheer
fantasy,” which is this month’s denial
of those habitual divorce rumors . . .

Along came a black-widow spider who
sat down beside her—and bit her! But
Kathryn Grayson is recovering . . .

Audrey Totter’s visit to the United
Nations hospitals in Kox-ea has her
crusading for badly needed visitors

from Hollywood . . . Roy Rogers won
his Federal Court suit to enjoin the
showing of his “old” pictures on TV
for commercial purposes . . . It’s all

over but deciding whether they’ll live

in his or hers, on account of because
both Mr. and Mrs. Howard Duff (Ida
Lupino) have houses at Malibu Beach
. . . Angela Lansbury is now wearing
those maternity blouses that Mrs.
Tyrone Power no longer needs.

Set-Stuff: It was just like the good
old days of movie making. On a sound
stage, Cal watched Mervyn LeRoy di-

rect one of those fabulous fashion
shows for “Lovely to Look at.” The
gowns designed by Adrian (he was
brought back to M-G-M to repeat for-
mer triumphs) were positively sensa-
tional looking models. Just as they
were ready for a take, Zsa Zsa Hilton
(Mrs. George Sanders), who has such
a fantastic jewel collection, walked
on the set. She was wearing that huge
square-cut diamond that almost covers
one hand. Red Skelton took one look,
shielded his eyes from the blinding-
glare and pretended to swoon. “Why,
Red!” exclaimed Zsa Zsa. “It isn’t new!”
Then Red did swoon.

Best Man: Of all the days to an-
nounce their marriage was shaky, a
local columnist picked the day Ruth
Roman and Mortimer Hall were mov-
ing into their own beautiful new
Brentwood home. Take it from Cal,
who was there for a preview peek, not
even this stupid untruth could have
spoiled the excitement of this dream
come true. Just to give you a little

idea of how happy they are, Morty
presented his bride with a little house
present, which was a little ol’ Aleutian
mink stole. She gave him one of those
fabulous new relaxing pillows. Plug
it in and while you’re sleeping it mas-
sages the neck and head. Morty figures
it will come in mighty handy when the
first of the month rolls ’round!

BILL DOZIER—crowned favorite bachelor of the month by 4 F’ers (for Fame, Fun,

Fortune or Fortitude) Dru Mallory, Marie Windsor, Ann Sheridan—views Marie’s

etchings, right. Girls meet twice monthly at Romanoff’s to look over bachelor crop



DICK WESSON, Ruth Roman, Janice Rule and all-star cast in

gay musical based on Hollywood’s service entertainment units

^ (F) Starlift (Warners)

R
EGARD this, please, as a good deed movie. It tells of the
morale building the Hollywood stars do for servicemen

leaving for and returning from the Korean front at Travis
Air Force Base, Fairfield, California. Entertainment min-
gles pleasantly with reality. And romance is heightened by
actual scenes of embarkation and debarkation. Such stars

as Doris Day, Gordon MacRae, Jane Wyman, Virginia

Mayo, Gene Nelson, Ruth Roman, James Cagney, Gary
Cooper, Frank Lovejoy, Patrice Wymore, Phil Harris and
Randolph Scott play themselves. Janice Rule and Ron
Hagerthy provide the romance, Janice playing a Hollywood
starlet and Ron a young corporal and member of the crew
flying troops back and forth between the base and Hono-
lulu. When his buddy, Dick Wesson, leads Janice to believe

he and Ron are off to the front, she tenderly kisses Ron
farewell and Louella Parsons prints news of a romance.
When Janice discovers the truth, the romance pops higher
than a champagne cork. Between sessions of the stormy
love affair, Doris, Jane and Gordon sing, Janice and Gene
dance and Gary, Frank and Phil cut capers.

Your Reviewer Says: A good deed well done.

Program Notes: Visits by Hollywood personalities to Travis Air
Base are now a iveekly event. They had their inception when
Ruth Roman first visited the field over a year ago. When Louella
Parsons and other stars became interested in the project, pro-

ducer Jack Warner immediately began production on “Starlift.”

Backgrounds for the film were photographed on the base. In-

cluded were scenes of the flight line, evacuation of patients from
a C-97, the terminal cafeteria, the base theatre and hospital. Brig-
adier General Joe W . Kelly, division commander, gave the weekly
flight from Burbank to Travis Field its name, “Operation Star-

lift” and was a frequent visitor throughout the shooting. Major
George E, Andrews acted as technical adviser . . . Janice Rule
makes her debut in the film, coming directly from the Broadway
stage , . . Young Hagerthy, a local boy, played Frank Lovejoy’

s

son in “l Was a Communist for the FBI” and icon a contract for
his work in this one.

•
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WHEN HEDY LAMARR mistakes burlesque clown, Bob Hope,
for a foreign agent—the fun takes on an international flavor

^ (F) My Favorite Spy (Paramount)

T
HIS is a Bob Hope movie so need we say more? If so,

we can say it in two words—Hedy Lamarr. With Beauty
and old Scoop Face as a team it doesn’t matter much what
the story is about. But briefly, Bob is a burlesque clown
who is called upon by government agents to impersonate
an international spy who could pass for his double. Or
vice versa. The dangerous adventure takes our hero to
Tangiers and straight into the arms of glamour Lamarr.
Any resemblance to sanity in any department of the story
from then on is strictly a coincidence but who cares? It’s

funny, it’s entertaining and you’ll probably love it. The
ending is funnier than an old time slap-stick comedy with
Bob swinging in the breeze from the end of a fire-truck
ladder.

Your Reviewer Says: Go on, split a gusset, what do you care?

Program Notes: Hope left for England the minute the film was
finished to make personal appearances at the Prince of Wales
Theatre in London for an English charity. He later flew to Ger-
many and France where he entertained our troops . . . Johnny
Mercer and Robert Emmett Dolan wrote the “I Wind Up Taking
a Fall” number and Jay Livingston and Ray Evans composed “Just
a Moment More” which Hedy sings—and for the first time on
the screen. Francis L. Sullivan, the ample Englishman who plays
the villain, was so broken up by Hope’s antics he could scarcely
get through his scenes . . . Mike Mazurki interrupted an exhi-
bition wrestling tour to fly to Hollywood for the role of Monkara,
one of Sullivan’s henchmen. Mazurki, who began his wrestling
career in 1935, has alternated from camera to canvas ever since . . .

Hank Hope, Bob’s nephew, made his final appearance before the
camera as a foreign agent, before reporting for active duty with
the Army. Hank hopes there’s nothing prophetic about the fact
he gets considerably bumped off in his Uncle Bob’s film.

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 87. For Best Pictures of the Month and
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BY SABA HAMILTON

F—FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY
A—FOII ADULTS

ALEX NICOL, Frank Sinatra, Shelley Winters re-enact fictional-

ized facts about a brash young singer’s fight to reach the top

v'v'Vi (F) Meet Danny Wilson (U-I)

Q
UITE simply this is a frank story about Frank. Or if

Sinatra is not actually playing himself, then he comes
close enough to his now familiar past of brashness, rash-

ness, lavishness and ingratitude to tread on his own toes.

In fact, this amazingly semi-autobiographical honesty serves

to intensify the story, grip the interest and shoot the film

right up to entertainment importance. And Frank is good,

better than he’s yet been on the screen, playing a smarty-
pants singer who hits big time replete with squealing fans,

public brawls, salary splitting and a break with his loyal

friend and manager, played by Alex Nicol. Shelley Winters,

larger in every direction than her lover-boy Frankie, seems
the only discordant note in the picture. Raymond Burr
is the hoodlum who plagues Frankie into sudden maturity.

Your Reviewer Says: Solid!!!

Program Notes: To quote from Universal, “Certain scenes in the

script about a nobody from the streets of New York who wallops

his way up to become the nation’s number one crooner are tail-

ored right from the pattern of Sinatra himself, who came up
from the sidewalks of New Jersey.” And, to quote Frankie, “It’s

like turning back the clock. This is such a fine line between
real life and reel life that I’m a little confused. Do I really have
make-up on?” . . . Mr. Sinatra remained true to life in the croon-

ing department as well, refusing corny novelty songs for such
standbys as “Old Black Magic” and “When You’re Smiling.” The
studio ordered Frank to add five pounds to his 139 but after a

]
diet of goat’s milk, fat beef and whipped cream, he discovered
he’d lost a pound and a half . . . Tall, blond Alex Nicol played
Henry Fonda’s understudy in “Mr. Roberts” before Universal

,
signed him . . . Raymond Burr ivas once a fire-fighter for the
Forestry Service in Oregon and will be remembered as the D^i.
who sends Montgomery Clift to his death in “A Place in the Sun.”

ROBERT TAYLOR learns never to underestimate the stamina
of a woman—like Denise Darcel—in this Western of pioneer days

v'v'V‘1 (F) Westward the Women (M-G-M)

CROSS wide prairies, rugged mountains and endless
deserts, march 140 women to men who will marry them

in a far-off California valley. Led by Robert Taylor, a
veteran guide and scout, the women march through a page
of American history, their footsteps echoing the heroism of

the dauntless courage of the women of our pioneer days.
The story opens in a small Chicago meeting hall. There
John Mclntire recruits women as wives for the men who
live and work in his fertile California valley. During their

heartbreaking trek west they endure floods, Indian attacks,

desertion by the men of Taylor’s crew. And some die on
the way. Denise Darcel and Julie Bishop, “fancy” girls out
for a new start—bluff and hearty Hope Emerson, Beverly
Dennis—the frail schoolteacher-—and Italian Renata Vanni
are outstanding among the women.

Your Reviewer Says: A powerful Western.

Program Notes: M-G-M sent the largest location company in

studio history 1,000 miles to the historic California Trail of the
forty-niners . . . Robert Taylor returned from seven months in

Italy making “Quo Vadis” to take on the colorful role of Buck
Wyatt . . . Denise Darcel, the “friendly” native of Bastogne in

“Battleground,” won the role of Fifi Danon ivho captures the
heart of Taylor, after director William Wellman had tested many
others . . . After Wellman saw University of Hawaii student
Henry Nakamura in the role of Tommy in “Go for Broke,” he
wrote in the part of Ito for the small actor.

•

Best Performances See Page 26. For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 86
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(F) Tine Lady Says No (U.A.)

S
OMEONE with an antiquated sense of

Riot construction thought it would be
screamingly funny if David Niven, as a
photographer for “Life” magazine, and
Joan Caulfield, as a prudish young au-
thoress, should spend time in a sleezy
night club, a trailer and Heaven knows
where qlse while Joan gets herself human-
ized. Maybe we’re wrong about this, but
the people around us weren’t amused or
even slightly entertained. That’s for sure.

Your Reviewer Says: Not as funny as it was
meant to be.

Program Notes: Joan Caulfield’s husband,
Frank Ross, makes his directorial debut in
this one (md acts as producer along with
John Stillman Jr. Mr. Ross recruited most
of the supporting players from the New York
stage . . . Frances Bavier, who plays Miss
Caulfield’s aunt, has had twenty-five years of
BroadlvOy experience and Lenore Lonergan,
young stage comedienne, plays Goldie, James
Robertso/i Justice (Uncle Matt) is a popular
actor in Britain.

S (A) The Big Night (U.A.)

JOHN BARRYMORE JR. becomes em-
’J broiled in a moody, oppressive bit of
drama that advances the march of movies
no farther than the nearest wailing wall.
Howeyer, it does reveal quite clearly that
the Barrymore lad has talent and if not
hampered continually by comparisons to
you-know-who, may one day become a
fine actor. Shame and revenge are the
forces that propel John Jr. through the long
night of gloom that blankets this one.
Shame for an adored father, Robert
Preston, who suffers a beating without
protest and the urgency for revenge on the
man who delivered that beating, Howard
St. John. Philip Boumeuf is the professor,
Joan Lorring the sympathetic girl.

Your Reviewer Says: Help yourself to a load
of “miseries,” folks.

Program Notes: Joan Lorring returned to
Hollywood and "The Big Night” after a long
run on Broadway in “Come Back, Little

Sheba” . . . All sorts of complications beset
Barrymore after this film. Leaving the cast

of a stage play a few nights before opening,
for the simple reason he didn’t feel himself
capable, brought him chastisement in the
newspapers from his famous Aunt Ethel,
who later forgave him. The two plan to ap-
pear together in a picture in the near future.

^ (F) Slaughter Trail (RKO)

S
OMEONE who has been listening to
those singing commercials on the radio

had an idea. It wasn’t good. All through
this picture, off stage singing breaks into
the action to interrupt the story and drive
the audience slightly wacky. For instance, a
stagecoach is held up by a band of rob-
bers on Slaughter Trail to the accompani-
ment of off-stage singing. And loud, too.

The heroine arrives at a U. S. Cavalry
Post (this is 1882) with the same old
“Hoofbeat Serenade” filling the canyon.
Soldiers take after the robbers (song, song,
song) and Indians take after the soldiers
while the warbling goes right on. Nothing
can stop it. Brian Donlevy, Robert Hutton,
Virginia Grey, Andy Devine and Gig Young
roam around in the melody.

Your Reviewer Says: I likes my shootin’
without no singin’, see.

Program Notes: A comical sight, indeed,

was a bund of real Navajos trying on wigs
p flown from Hollywood. Because these In-

dians no longer wear braids as they did in

’82, false ones icere provided . . . The troupe

encamped on a two-acre tract in the Santa
Susana mountains, seeking shelter from the

sudden desert sandstorms behind wet burlap
sacking. Despite the spills and tumbles neces-

sary to the plot, Gig Young ivas the only
casualty. Gig became lame from square-

dancing in his high-heeled cowboy boots.

p'p' (F) Two Tickets to Broadway
(RKO)

HAPPY, talent-laden musical with
beautiful people attempting to crash

television which, heavens knows, is a re-
lief from the old trying-to-make-Broadway
formulas. Tony Martin and his wonderful
voice are surrounded by such lovelies as
Janet Leigh, Gloria de Haven, Barbara
Lawrence and Ann Miller. With Eddie
Bracken as a misguiding agent they even-
tually make the Bob Crosby television show
but the shenanigans that go on before they
hit are plain unvarnished ridiculous. The
famous French acrobatic trio, “The Char-
livels,” and the variety show headliners,
Joe Smith and Charlie Dale, playing
delicatessen owners, provide the zip be-
tween the intervals of romance.

Your Reviewer Says: A lot for your money.

Program Notes: Jule Styne and Leo Robin
wrote the musical numbers . . . Janet Leigh,
who sings and dances on the screen for the

first time, rehearsed several months on the
various song-and-dance numbers and inci-

dentally sivung that baton like a veteran . . .

Gloria de Haven began her career singing
with Bob Crosby’s band and had many “do

-

you-remember” sessions with the famous
band leader.

t^l.4 (F) Silver City (Paramount)

I
T’S the silver in them thar’ hills that
prompts the action in this one and never

mind the gold. Story built around the
precious metal has Edmond O’Brien an
outcast in the far West of 1870 for conspir-
ing with robbers to obtain a mine assay.

Word of his one misdeed keeps O’Brien
hopping from one lost job to another until

finally he goes into the assaying business
on his own. To his office come Yvonne De
Carlo and her father Edgar Buchanan
for an assay of the ore from the mine
leased from Barry Fitzgerald. All goes well
until Richard Arlen, who knows first hand
of O’Brien’s misdeed, arrives in town and
upsets the apple-cart in more ways than
one. It’s a sound, well-developed movie
with brawls, fights, murder, exciting chases
and romance keeping the interest high.

Gladys George, Laura Elliot, Michael
Moore, John Dierkes round out the cast.

Your Reviewer Says: All sorts of unusual
outdoor activities.

Program Notes: The lumber town of Tuo-
lumne City had its building fronts “unlifted”

to suit the 1870 period . . . Oddly enough, a

gold mine of the Trans-Sierra Company
“stood in” for the silver mine and even in

glowing Technicolor no one knew the dif-

ference . . . During the exciting chase scene
the local lumbermen laid off ivork to stare

goggle-eyed at the daring lads from Holly-
wood tvho took plenty of chances.

V'V (F) Too Young to Kiss (M-G-M)

F
ROTHY and a bit light in the head, this

completely unbelievable yarn emerges

—

under the expert thespianing of June
Allyson and Van Johnson—quite a charm-
ing bit of entertainment. Naturally no one
believes Van is a concert manager wrang-
ling nasty tempers out of high-priced
artists, nor do they credit for a moment
the fact that June is a concert pianist

passing herself off as a fourteen-year-old
prodigy and dressed like a ten-year-old

brat. However, once convinced we’re not

really supposed to swallow this whopper,
a body can relax and enjoy the quite

ridiculous goings-on. Gig Young plays the

reporter who exposes the masquerade.

Your Reviewer Says: Romantic gaiety.

Program Notes: June Allyson reported to

M-G-M and “Too Young to Kiss” for the

first time since the birth of her son. Natural
ly every spare moment away from the camera
was spent by June on the phone inquiring

for young Richard ... Van could talk of

nothing but his forthcoming trip to Rome
where a movie awaited him. Evie Johnson
was just as eager, spending many lunch

hours at the studio making plans with her

husband . . . Gig Young complained that this

constant losing of the heroine was giving

him a complex. Frances Goodrich and Albert
Hackett, tvho wrote this story, promised to

do better by Gig next time.

(F) The Strange Door (U-I)

C
HARLES LAUGHTON has himself a ball

acting all over this creepy, corny story.

And Boris Karloff clanks around as the

kindly disposed guardian of Laughton’s
brother, Paul Cavanagh, imprisoned in a

deep dungeon for twenty years because
the girl Laughton loved preferred him. To
further feed his hatred and appease his

revengeful spirit, Charles plans to have
Paul’s daughter, Sally Forrest, wed scala-

wag Richard Stapley, hoping to engulf
his niece in marital unhappiness, but the

plan backfires in Laughton’s pudgy face.

Your Reviewer Says: Hoky with a capital H.

Program Notes: Sally Forrest announced to

one and all that she loved working with two

of the screen’s ivorst villains and that Mr.
Laughton was a dear and Mr. Karloff a

sweetiepie . . . Sweetiepie Karloff spent his

spare moments on the set reading Keats and
talking about his prize-winning camellia
bushes . . . Mr. Laughton, who has mellowed
after twenty years in Hollywood, listened to

the progress of the New York Giants via his

dressing room radio . . . Mr. Richard Stap-

ley, the English actor, writes books and
operas between movies and stage plays.

(F) The Tanks Are Coming
(Warners)

T
ANK warfare comes in with a special

spotlight on a lead tank commanded by
Steve Cochran, as Sgt. F. A. Sullivan.

According to the story, he won World
War II single-handed when he took com-
mand of a tank crew whose respected
leader had been killed. All through the

push from St. Lo in France to Germany,
Cochran rides his men unmercifully. He
rescues one of them under fire and brings

in a whole platoon of Germans, all at

the same time. Some guy! And Cochran
plays that way, too. It’s a hard working
movie all the way. Tanks in action per-
forming most realistically. Handsome new-
comer Robert Horton, playing Captain
Horner, looks like a find to us. Paul Picerni,

Robert Boon, Eugene Baxter, Ray Hyke
comprise the tank crew with Harry Bel-

laver as Lemcheck and James Dobson as

Ike providing the lighter moments.

Your Reviewer Says: Rugged!!!

Program Notes: This film is set forth as

an authentic dramatization of heroes and
tanks of the famous 3rd Armored (Spear-\

head ) Division. Most of the shooting took

place at Fort Knox, Kentucky, armored
training center . . . Cochran became so tank

happy he latched onto one of the iron mon-
sters when no one was watching and went

for a joy ride. The cowboy boots Steve

(Continued on page 26)
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(Continued from page 24)
wore for his role caused a furor among the
trainees who wanted to wear them, too.

Orders read: “Take them off.”

PV (F) Let’s Make It Legal
(20th Century-Fox)

C
LAUDETTE COLBERT plays a grand-
mother and looks no more grandmother-

ish than Dietrich. Truth is, we liked
Claudette better in her womanly role of
mother to a selfish daughter and grandma
to a darling baby than we have in a long
time. It’s comedy, of course, with Clau-
dette’s old suitor, Zachary Scott, arriving
on the scene the very day her divorce
from Macdonald Carey becomes final. The
two were once suitors for Claudette’s hand
and after twenty years, as it turns out, they
are still. The characters, unlike the zanies
in most farce-like comedies, are startlingly
lifelike, which makes the story grown-up
and doubly delightful. Robert Wagner as
the son-in-law is a comer, as Photoplay’s
“Choose Your Star” results proved. Bar-
bara Bates, who plays his wife, is a splen-
did young actress.

Your Reviewer Says: A real happy -happy
maker.

hoodlum who comes to grips with Mitch-
um, only to lose at the hands of double-
crossing William Conrad. Lizabeth Scott
plays the night-club canary (I picked up
dis lingo goin’ to de movies, see) in love
with Ryan’s brother, Brett King. The
rather outmoded plot attempts to show
the link between criminals and politicians,

as exposed in the Senate Crime Investiga-
tions Committee in an effort to bring the
gangster film up to date. Somehow the
attempt falls flat but the action leaps along
in high gear. Ray Collins plays a crooked
state’s attorney, William Talman the mur-
dered cop, and Robert Hutton the young
reporter.

Your Reviewer Says: Better reform, boys, or
Kefauver will get you.

Program Notes: Exterior night scenes ivere

shot on doivntown Los Angeles streets and
in suburban Culver City . . . Several near
accidents occurred when stunt men ran a
speeding car into a frame (breakaivay) shack.
Flying boards whacked heads right and left

. . . The studio hoped the sivitch casting, with
Mitchum as the honest police captain and
Ryan the law breaker, ivould startle the audi-

ence. It didn’t. The mistake could be felt

all over the theatre.

Program Notes: When Claudette took up
her brush and oils one day, the whole cast

gathered ’round to watch, for Miss Colbert
is by far the best amateur painter in Holly-

wood . . . During production Macdonald
Carey bought a house six minutes from the

studio and became a hero to all the kids in

the block, his own included, when he turned
soda jerk in the new kiddies’ bar . . .

Zachary Scott spent his spare moments
working out details for his own producing
company, Dix Films, which will operate in

Mexico . . . Robert Wagner has had only
small roles in two pictures before this one,

but Twentieth are so sold on Robert, they
plan to up his rating from notv on.

V'V (F) The Family Secret
(Columbia)

1 SERIOUS, tension-building movie, sound
ft in cast and direction, yet it consumes
too much time in the telling, thereby les-

sening the suspense. John Derek acci-

dentally kills his best friend and refuses to

confess his crime. When an innocent man
(Whit Bissell) is brought to trial for the
murder, John’s father, Lee J. Cobb, de-
fends him. Aware of his son’s guilt, Cobb
determines to free his client, realizing a
new investigation may lead to John’s ap-
prehension. But Bissell suddenly dies and
John is free from future investigation. His
tortured conscience remains with him,
however. Jody Lawrance plays his sweet-
heart, Erin O’Brien-Moore his mother.

Your Reviewer Says: An edge - of - the - seat

movie most of the way.

Program Notes: John Derek hurried home
from the studio each evening in order to

spend an hour with his young son, Russell,

before the baby’s bedtime. John is teaching

the year-old lad to walk. . . . Jody Lawrance
was presented ivith a new dressing room by
producer Robert Lord during the shooting.

Over its door hung a sign, “Jody’s Joint.

For Being a Good Kid” . . . Lee J. Cobb sold

his Beechcraft Bonanza and decided to stay

on the ground for a while. His many movie
offers leave him little time for flying these

days.

PV (F) The Racket (RKO)

R
OUGH, tough action with a couple of

rugged lads on opposite sides of the
r law fighting it out. Robert Mitchum seems

incongruously cast as the fearless police

officer. Robert Ryan is the murdering
26

pv (F) The Light Touch (M-G-M)

S
MOOTH as satin, clever as rose-tinted
sin, “The Light Touch” wends its dia-

bolical way along a too lengthy, repetitious
road. A shorter route would have en-
hanced the exciting events that begin with
Stewart Granger stealing a masterpiece
from a European art gallery, making his
way to Tunis, and double-dealing crafty
art dealer George Sanders into half believ-
ing the painting has been destroyed. Pier
Angeli, a young Italian artist, is lured into

copying the stolen masterpiece through
declarations of love by Granger. In this

way he hopes doubly to enrich himself by
selling both the original and the copy. He
even weds Pier in order to convince her
of his sincerity, but alas, treachery back-
tracks. Against some of the best back-
ground music since “The Third Man,”
move Joseph Calleia, Mike Mazurki and
Kurt Kasznar.

Your Reviewer Says: Sophistication in a big,

double dose.

Program Notes: Pier, who ivas brought to

Hollywood right after her touching perfor-

mance in “Teresa,” was sent right back to

Italy to make “The Light Touch.” Her next
will be on location in Germany . . . This was
Stewart’s first modern role since he was put
under contract to M-G-M. His others: “The
Wild North,” “Soldiers Three,” “Scara-

mouche” and “Young Bess” ivere all period
pieces.

Best Pictures of the Month

Westward the Women
Meet Danny Wilson

1 Want You

Best Performances of the Month

Farley Granger, Dana Andrews in

"I Want You”

The Women in "Westward the Women”

Pier Angeli, Stewart Granger in

"The Light Touch”

/14 (F) Ten Tall Men (Columbia)

T
HE Riffs and the Roughs meet on the

sands of the Sahara and what goes on is

no tea party, chums. With a sort of tongue-
in-cheek attitude, Burt Lancaster plays a

sergeant in the French Foreign Legion.

With a band of ten men, he attempts to

stall off an Arab attack until reinforce-

ments arrive in the city of Trafa. Kid-
naping the beauteous Arab princess, played
by Jody Lawrance, on the eve of her wed-
ding, the ten Legionnaires lead the Riffs

a merry chase over the burning sands.

Romance between the Princess and Burt
blooms all over the place despite the arid

locale. Gilbert Roland, George Tobias and
Kieron Moore are among the ten tall ones.

Stephen Bekassy plays the spiteful lieu-

tenant.

Your Reviewer Says: Adventure you want?
Adventure you got!

Program Notes: Resplendent tyith Techni-

color, the Colorado Desert of California

took on an unaccustomed Hvetiness when
the “Ten Tall Men” cast and crew moved in

for some sandy action. The company had
a much better time, however, when they lo-

cated in Palm Springs for twelve days shoot-

ing among the sand dunes nearby ... A
much-needed desert stream was provided by
letting water out of the All American canal

for several miles and then coursing it into

nearby orchards when the imtemction was
completed . . . Jody Lawrance plays her fourth
leading role in this picture, having previously

played opposite John Derek and Louis Hay-
ward . . . Burt Lancaster not only starred in

the film but kept a iveather eye out for pro-

duction costs, this being a Norma Production,
the company formed by Lancaster and Harold
Hecht.

(F) I Want You (Goldwyn)

O
NCE in a long while there comes along
a movie that refuses to overglamorize

and romanticize life and gets right down
to the business of everyday honest people
and their problems. This is sueh a movie,
telling of the Greer family with father

Robert Keith, a likable blow-hard of a sort,

doting mother Mildred Dunnoek and their

sons, Dana Andrews and Farley Granger.
The ever-widening world conffiet reaches
into their secure life, disrupting their

plans and dreams. How they meet it is

tenderly and realistically set forth in a

connecting series of homey, understand-
able events. Peggy Dow and Dorothy
McGuire round out the excellent cast.

Martin Milner registers as a boy who goes
off to war in spite of the effort of his

father to keep him from being drafted.

Beautifully adult, the picture presents a

sincerity that will be felt and appreciated
by everyone.

Your Reviewer Says: Our recommendation.

Program Notes : Mark Robson, who directed

Peggy Dow in “Bright Victory,” was so im-

pressed by her work that he persuaded Sam
Goldwyn to borrow Peggy for this film and
one other a year under his banner . . . Dana
is completing twelve years under contract

to Goldwyn—longest for any star Sam ever

had . . . Dorothy McGuire’s rehearsals of

“Legend of Lovers,” her new Broadway show,
ivere postponed so that she might make this

picture. With two new films to her credit

( the other is “Callaway Went Thataway”),
Dorothy feels she can spend the next year

on the stage . . . Sam Goldwyn Jr. read the

ioriginal story of “I Want You” in the New
Yorker and persuaded Pop that this was the

kind of movie the audiences would go for.

Mr. Goldwyn Sr., who is writing his biography
now, refuses to answer questions about his

life when he is interviewed. Says Sam, “Buy
a copy of the book and find out for yourself.”



foti'll see Nero and the burning of Rome in ‘Quo Vadis’. And if you know how steam heat parches your skin, you

can imagine how dry mine felt after making that scene. I had to be photographed inches away from live, crackling flames.

Soaking in water for this escape

scene dried my skin again . . .

And later, ‘my hands were tied’,

literally, with a harsh rope . . .

So I soothed iny hands, arms and

face with Jergens Lotion . . .

At home, too, jergens Lotion is

my head-to-toe beauty secret”. .

.

Being liquid, Jergens is quickly

absorbed bv thirsty skin . . .

You can prove it yourself with

the simple test described above. .

.

You'll see why Hollywood stars

prefer Jergens Lotion 7-to-l!

CAN YOUR LOTION

OR HAND CREAM PASS

THIS “FILM TEST"?

To soften, a lotion or hand cream

should be absorbed by the upper

layers of the skin. Jergens Lotion

contains quickly-absorbed ingredi-

ents that doctors recommend - no

heavy oils that merely coat the

skin. Proof? Water won’t “bead"

on a hand smoothed with Jergens

Lotion as with a lotion or hand

cream that leaves a heavy, oily film.



If Iagical,

Marvelous. Musical

Mitzi Gaynor

...The Golden Girl Herself...

In 2oth Century-

F

ox’S

Happy- Hearted Show About

The Girl Who Set an V
Era Aglow !

fOlO« »"(

wife Una Merkel

Rsymaed Walbam

Produced by Directed by Screen Play by

GEORGE JESSEL* LLOYD BACON * WALTER BULLOCK, CHARLES O'NEAL- GLADYS LEHMAN From a Story by ALBERT and ARTHUR
LEWIS and EDWARD THOMPSON



I WAS THERE

This was no

personal appearance

of a movie star

—

EXCLUSIVE pictures
of Judy in her dressing

room and on the old

Palace stage, where her
heart overflowed as she

received baskets of

flowers from all over

the world—including
one from daughter Liza

PHOTOGRAPHS BY BEN MANCUSO

this was a

great trouper,

giving her all

By BEVERLY LINET

I ’ll never forget Judy Garland’s opening at the Palace. Neither will

anyone else who was there. A star-studded audience paid a

six-dollar top to see her. The theatre was completely renovated

for her, hung with priceless paintings and sparkling crystal

chandeliers. And a red velvet carpet was spread from the curb in

front of the theatre right up to the stage.

On stage came eight young men, billed as “Judy’s Boyfriends,”

chanting a little ditty about her. There was a flash of black

velvet behind them and the applause grew and grew into an ovation

that threatened never to stop. But Judy, stepping to the footlights,

shouted the crowd down. Her first number was a medley

especially written for this evening
—

“Until (Continued on page 71)
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Mario Lanza

s biggest

headache ?

He’s Mr. Big—‘-conceited, ungrateful,

uncooperative. That’s what gossip says. Hedda

faced him with all the charges. She

didn’t pull any punches. Neither did Mario

BY HEDDA HOPPER

IVIario Lanza, so many columns say, “Should change his

favorite song to ‘Be My Lunch’ ”... “Mario Lanza has

sent a script back to producer Pasternak unopened” . . .

“Mario Lanza’s head also needs reducing” . . .

“How big can you get?” . . .

The “vicious whispering campaign” against Mario

—

whispering, my hat, bellowing would be more like it—started

during the production of “The Great Caruso.” It

reached an explosive climax when Mario refused to make
“Because You’re Mine” (originally titled, “The Big Cast”)

Mario’s studio accused him of being egotistical,

uncooperative, temperamental and ungrateful. In short:

A headache.

“Mario,” I said over the phone the day he returned

from Oregon, “I hear you’re a prize headache.”

“No, Hedda, no,” he shouted. “I’m not, I’m not. Don’t

believe those horrible things you hear about me.

They’re not true.”

“Mario, don’t you dare try to tell me that you’re

not conceited. Because I know you (Continued on page 68)

MARIO and wife Betty rented Ginger

Rogers’s ranch in Oregon. He returned

to Hollywood thirty pounds lighter!

“I STILL fight

first and think later,”

grins Mario. His next,

“Because You’re Mine”

WHEN Mario was given gold

record of “Be My Love,” he in-

sisted Hedda present it

-4
31



Debra Paget prefers

fun with her family to

movies with her mother

to dates with

wise



BY JESSYCA RUSSELL

A studio employee, not long

ago, approached Debra Paget’s

mother—without whom Debra

is never seen—to ask if Mrs.

Paget would mind going to a

premiere that night with another

member of her family. “Debra

should be photographed with

someone else for a change,” he

explained. “Hollywood is be-

ginning to wonder why she’s

never seen with anyone else!”

“Hollywood doesn’t have to

wonder!” interrupted the usually

placid Debra, suddenly appear-

ing on the scene. “My mother

isn’t with me because she wants

it—but because / want it!”

That evening her mother ac-

companied her as usual. And
Hollywood hasn’t stopped won-
dering. It isn’t normal for any-

one as young (Debra turned

eighteen last August) and lovely

to prefer her mother’s com-
pany to that of all others. Many
protest that Debra one day is

certain (Continued on page 84)

Debra’s next is “Belles on Their Toes’’

ON Sundays,

r Debra and her
mother spend day
and evening at

movies. Left, with
sister Lezlie

can give
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Lines to the lovely ladies whose lovely lines make them
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the pick of the pin ups

W HICH are the favorite curves and curls

In this year’s garden of Pin-up girls?

Well—no one’s taken a Gallup Poll.

And the sum above may be not the whole,

But we have balloted many a man, Sirs,

And here are the four bewitching answers.

It can’t be all in the point of view,

For look at the facts—and the figgers, too!

BY PHYLLIS McGINLEY

FOR FACTS ABOUT THESE FIGURES SEE PAGE 76
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HOLD YOUR MAN
A good man is hard to

find, warns Esther, so don’t stretch your

luck too far with habits you can change

BY RUTH WATERBURY

“GLAMOUR alone isn’t enough—it attracts a man but it has
nothing to do with holding him,” insists Esther Williams

If i weren’t careful,” Esther Williams

says, “I could dangerously neglect my hus-

band because 1 enjoy being with my chil-

dren so much. After a working day I look

forward to a wonderful moment that’s wait-

ing for me when I get home. Five minutes

after I’m in the house, I throw some bubble-

bath in the tub, toss off my things and then

Benjie, nearly two and a half, fourteen-

month-old Kimmie and I all get into our

bath together.

“However, I’m lucky! Ben enjoys the

boys as much as I do. From the start we
knew we wanted a large family and we
hope to add more members to it as time

goes on. We advise any couple that wants



“IF I WEREN’T careful,” says Esther, “I could
dangerously neglect my husband — I love my
children so much.” Above with Ben, Benjie, Kim

“GROWN-UP love is the most thrilling,” says
Esther, here with Ben. Her next is “Texas Carnival”

to remain happily married to do the same.

There’s something basically unsound with

just living for yourselves. Ben and I fell

in love at first sight, but we waited two
years before marriage to be absolutely cer-

tain. We wanted to get to know each other

well and it was important for Ben to know
whether I’d be the right mother for the

; children he wanted and of course I wanted

to be certain he’d be the right kind of father.

Thus we began our marriage on a firmer

;

foundation than it might otherwise have had.

“My marriage is now at that period some
experts call the ‘danger point,’ ” Esther said.

“Statistics show that the sixth to tenth year

is the common ( Continued on page 70)
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Geary Steffen crooked a finger

at his baby’s button nose, touched

it gently and said “Boo !

”

Over her shoulder, Jane Powell

Steffen gave the two men in her

life an indulgent smile and went

on tidying up her dressing room

at the Chicago thea-

BACKSTAGE BABY ,re "here she was

/ \
*-
*

BABY burped with
pleasure when he saw his

hotel room—Janie
turned it into a nursery

making personal ap-

pearances. Geary crooked his fin-

ger again with the same result.

The baby’s eyes just opened wider.

“Isn’t he ever going to learn to

smile?” Geary wanted to know.

Woman-wisdom of the ages dic-

tated Jane’s reply. “He will. As

soon as he’s old enough.”

Geary’s strong -hand cupped

Geary Ill’s tiny head and he

ruffled the silken fuzz. Holding a

strand to the light he examined

it closely. “Honey,” he said, “I’m

afraid this kid is going to have

red hair!”

The slight tinge of alarm in his

voice brought the attention he

wanted. Jane crossed the room,

gave his own blond thatch a play-

.ful tug and said, “For goodness

sake, silly, the baby’s hair isn’t

red, it’s light brown. Most babies

have hair this color. Just like they

have blue eyes at first.”

“Sure?” he asked.

“Certain,” she replied. “Your

mother says yours was exactly the

same shade.”

A million young parents have

played the same scene exactly the

same way while getting acquainted

with that (Continued on page 80)

TO JANE and Geary,
Jane’s tour always
will be a milestone

When Janie Powell

went on a personal

appearance tour

nobody—but nobody—
stayed home.

Not even Geary

Steffen HI!

BY HELEN BOLSTAD

JANE, who’s in “Baby
Needs Shoes,” wants
five more like Geary!

CARPENTER
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MR.DYNAMITE

BY PAULINE SWANSON

Bill Holden is a nice unassuming guy.

His family, his friends, his employers and
his co-workers all vouch for this. They
also vouch for the fact that he carries in his

nature a high charge of emotional

dynamite. Such a high charge that it is

indeed fortunate this explosive element is

under firm control.

In the beginning the control was imposed

by Bill’s fond but strict parents. By the

time he was old enough to make his

own rules, it was as much a part of his

nature as his talent and his rugged

good looks.

Bill’s mother, Mrs. Mary Beedle,

remembers the oldest of her three sons as

an impulsive, enormously curious and
eager little boy who, “Could

think up more mischief in a minute than I

could undo in a day.”

When the spirit of adventure was in him,

he’d try anything—a parachute jump,

for instance, with his mother’s umbrella

from the roof of a fifteen-foot

garage. Nothing but the umbrella was
broken in this experiment, so experience

could not be said to have taught him
caution. Later he tried tight-rope walking

on the telephone wires above the street.

Responsibility Bill learned the hard

way by discovering very early in life

that—in the Beedle family, at least

—

AGE 4—an
impulsive, curi-

ous, enormously
eager little boy

AGE 12—his

father’s illness

turned him into the
man of the house

AGE 21— in

“Golden Boy” he
was overnight sensa-
tion. But he
wouldn’t play the

social lion offstage
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BILL AND WIFE
Brenda during one of

Bill’s leaves from the

Army. They agreed that
when the babies ap-
peared, Brenda would
give up her career

MOVIE AUDIENCES
felt impact of the “new”
Bill Holden in “Born
Yesterday,” below, with
Broderick Crawford
and Judy Holliday

responsibility and self-discipline were
the price of privilege.

When Bill was very young, the family

shared the big, comfortable home in

O’Fallon, Illinois, owned by his grand-

father. And Grandfather’s rights to

privacy and order had to be respected.

Bill’s mother was a schoolteacher. His

father was a serious young chemist,

driving himself at work to establish a

business, needing a calm, quiet house-

hold when he came home from the office

tired. Bill could invite all of his young

friends to play at his house. They could

pitch tents, build tree houses, or play

cops and robbers to their hearts’ con-

tent—if they restricted their games to

the play areas of the big, tree-shaded
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DYNAMITE

yard and stayed clear of Grandfather’s

rose garden. Bill could make an unholy

shambles of his room if he were willing

to put it back in order.

By the time the family moved to Mon-
rovia, California, when Bill was five,

going on six, he knew enough of give

and take to instruct his year-and-a-half-

old brother, Bob, in the techniques of

getting along in the big, new world they

both were investigating.

Not that, there weren’t occasional

crises.

Mrs. Beedle remembers one eventful

Sunday morning when Bill presented

himself for breakfast in battered blue

jeans and a beat-up shirt and announced

that he was not going to Sunday School.

BILL AND BRENDA with her daughter Virginia

by her first marriage, their sons West and Scott

and Bill’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. William Beedle

He had a new bicycle, it was a beautiful

day, and he could see no reason for coop-

ing himself up indoors.

It was open rebellion, for Sunday
School was a Beedle family “must.” But
no battle ensued. All Mrs. Beedle did

was to remind her son calmly of the

inseparable link between privilege and

responsibility. It would be okay to skip

Sunday School if Bill were willing to

give up the movies next Saturday.

He went to Sunday School.

Once, when he was ten, Bill nearly

burst with excitement when Ray Schalk,

the great catcher for the Chicago White

Sox and a family friend, offered to take

Bill out to the (Continued on page 75)

AFTER SMASH HIT in “Sunset Boulevard” with
Gloria Swanson, Bill rebelled at next role offered him,
went on suspension. He’s in “Submarine Command”
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girl

u a

Liz Taylor really in love with

Michael Wilding.”

“Liz and Nicky stage romantic

idyll.”

“Liz Taylor and Clift wooing

here.”

These newspaper headlines ap-

peared recently within the same

month—long on sensation and

short on truth. Liz Taylor is not a

little tramp.

Elizabeth returned from Eng-

land to laugh at the Wilding ru-

mors. “I had no flirtations at all in

England,” she told me. “Between

Michael Wilding and me there

was no romance, I promise you.”

I believe Elizabeth. She is not

Michael Wilding’s type. He likes

more mature, sophisticated ladies,

such as Marlene Dietrich for

whom his devotion was long ap-

parent.

“I worked hard in England,”

Liz went on, “I had to be at the

studio early in the morning. It

took a (Continued on page 85)

IF ELIZABETH HAD been a tough,

more sophisticated miss she would
have handled her life more expertly

The
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behind the headlines

LIZ WAS disturbed

—but not romanti-
cally—by young men
she met in England,
where she made
“Ivanhoe” with
Bob Taylor, above

ROOMMATE Peggy Rutledge went with her
to Washington for Movietime, U.S.A. tour

BY ELSA MAXWELL

Elsa doesn’t believe

what she reads—when it’s

about Liz. And attacks

those headlines with

some Taylor-made truths

NICKY HILTON may have done Liz a good
turn when he met her in her New York hotel



When Hollywood Press Photographers

throw a party it’s time to dress up and go!

PARTY WAS just full of characters! Steve Cochran and
Yvonne De Carlo called themselves just a couple of beach-
combers. Joining in the conversation is Denise Darcel, right

ALL TOGA’D UP for the occasion—plus fetching brow bou-
quet—is Paul Douglas, masquerading as Antony, the fellow

who fell for Cleopatra. In this case, Cleo is Jan Sterling

BOB ARTHUR kept his identity dark for a long
time before anyone guessed he was man behind
the Topsy make-up. Wanda Hendrix is Little Eva

DARK-ROOM
When the lens boys hold their annual

frolic, the stars ransack studio wardrobes

or let their imaginations be their guide

—

for costumes that make the Arabian Nights

seem a pallid dream. Outside Ciro’s, on

this night, crowds stargaze blissfully, for

always the big names of Hollywood gather

to make the Press Photographers’ Ball one

of the most exciting shindigs of the year.

ADDING TO THE pandemonium at the party .are

Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis, whose zany antics kept

guests entertained. Jack Benny was rib-cracking emcee46



“THE KING AND I,” hit Broadway play, was the inspiration for the John Irelands’ cos-

tumes. John the King of Siam, Joanne Dru, his favorite wife, brought along their brood of

five to give it a realistic touch. P.S. The kids stayed only long enough to be photographed

GENE NELSON couldn’t

resist the music and
the guests couldn’t re-

sist him when he gave
impromptu dance, right

SHADES OF Barnum
and Bailey! That’s Deb-
bie Reynolds, left, and
Carp Carpenter, who put
on singing-dancing act

STRUTTERS' RAIL



BETTE DAVIS fought her way through some of her best pictures. Above, with
director Jean Negulesco, husband Gary Merrill on set of “Phone Call from a Stranger”

P % 1
1
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HANDLE

WITH CARE
When temperamental stars

and directors meet—that’s when

the real shooting begins!

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM
CARY GRANT uses man-to-man approach. With
Norman Taurog on set of “Room For One More”



HIS MOODS create scenes. Unpredictable Mark Stevens, above
with director William Keighley, is currently in “Reunion in Reno”

It isn’t easy to be a hero or heroine to a director.

If he’s any good at his job, he has to be the boss.

Which may or may not be why Preston Sturges

is not one of Betty Grable’s favorite directors.

On the last day of Betty’s last picture with Pres-

ton, she was even determined to outsmart him and

not say goodbye to him. With the help of her hair*-

dresser, she snuck out, minus the farewell. But
fate and Mr. Zanuck outsmarted Miss Grable. She

was called back a week later for re-takes.

In a more recent picture, Betty met her Water-

loo. She wanted a certain close-up. The director

disagreed, finally said, “Okay, then we’ll have the

camera on your face when you’re dancing.” Betty’s

rosebud lips emitted a forceful word. The director

tossed it right back at her. He says he’ll never

make another picture with her. But I’m sure he

will when Betty asks for him. They happen to make
beautiful pictures together.

When Shelley Winters ( Continued on page 72)

THE WRONG DIALOGUE makes Hedy Lamarr ill. Hedy, here with

director Richard Wallace, Bob Cummings, is in “My Favorite Spy”



FRONT OF living room—dining area—is all windows,

commands superb view of entire San Fernando

Valley. Janes in ’‘The Las Vegas Story”

PHOTOGRAPHS BY D£ GENMAPO



Jane Russell’s an individualist, and her house

reflects her. Just as you’ll probably never see another

Jane Russell, so you’ll probably never find another

house exactly like hers—from the fire pit in the living

room to her purple dressing room.

Jane’s house perches, like an eagle’s nest, high among
the hills above the San Fernando Valley. It is designed

so that almost every room makes the most of the

sweeping outlook. Floor-to-ceiling windows bank one

wall of the living room. The master bedroom
features the same breadth of light and air. Even in

the kitchen, windows start at the counter top and extend

the length of the room, into the breakfast room. In

fact, the only rooms which do not command
the view are the den and the guest room, which open

onto a small, sheltered patio at the rear of the house.

The site was perfect for Jane and (Continued on page 78)

BY LYLE WHEELER
Art Director, Twentieth Century-Fox Studios

SUNKEN section of

living room, left,

features novel
fire pit, built-in sofas.

Vivid red shades top

Chinese war dog lamps

CENTER, stairway to glass

front door. Glass

walls on either side re-

veal gold-leaf-covered

walls in entry hall

FAVORITE spot with

Jane and Bob is

small den, right, be-

hind living room.
Bob keeps his football

trophies here

SKYTOP house

A fire pit in the living room. A front door made of
I

glass. Red jersey curtains. That’s Jane Russell’s individual
I

way of creating a home to suit herself
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w

in the cool,

cool,

cool

She could have remained

a wise-cracking

blonde. But Jane Wyman knew

how far a

WYMAN WAY
bright gal can go

BY IDA ZEITLIN

I he picture flickered out, the lights clicked on and

Jane sat lost in reflection for a while. Then she

whisked up with an air of decision, “Nah, I don’t

think so. Comedy’s more fun—

”

Such was her initial reaction to “The Blue Veil.”

Trying to snare Wyman for the lead, Jerry Wald
had asked her to look at the French version. He had
caught her in the midst of a hilarious romp called

“Here Comes the Groom.” Working with Crosby,

Capra et al. was like drinking vintage champagne

—

all zing, sparkle and a heady sense of well-being.

Drama twisted your nerves and left you limp as a

dish clout. Who needed it? (Continued on page 81)

“COMEDY’S more fun,” decided
Jane, after “Here Comes the Groom”
with Bing Crosby. But “The Blue . , .

JANE’S private life

is her own. Ask her about
Greg Bautzer and
she’ll say, “He’s a nice guy”

. . . Veil,” with Cyril Cusack,
above, was a challenge she couldn’t
resist. Jane went dramatic again!
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Salome dancing to a hurdy gurdy . . . fireworks on

a windy day . . . fire and tenderness . . . love song on an Irish

harp . . . glamour with a tomboy streak

Photograph by Powolny: Susan is in “ With a Song in My Heart





FOR JUST

Hollywood stars know the first secret

of good dressing is to have clothes fit

.
perfectly. For excessive alterations

can spoil the very lines for which you

chose a dress in the first place. With

so many fashions designed and cut

for just your figure type, why take a tuck

—why not get exactly the right

size? Find your size classification,

highlight your best points and be

on your way to being really well dressed

Nancy Davis, left, of M-G-M’s “It’s a

Big Country,” models a flattering coat dress

that’s perfect for the half-size, shorter-

waisted figure. In silk-faced rayon shantung,

it has a tiny, stand-up collar. By

Rite-Fit, 14V&-22%, in navy, peacock, red, gray.

Around $9.00 at Wanamaker’s, New York, N. Y.-;

Marshall Field, Chicago, 111.

Alexis Smith, right, of Paramount’s “This Is

Dynamite,” models a rayon ottoman jacket dress

proportioned to fit three heights

—

short, medium and tall. In vibrant blue—

a

tonic for any wardrobe—or red, gray, champagne,

black. 12-20, sized to height. $17.95 by Mur-

ray White at Crowley’s, Detroit, Mich.; Woodward &

Lothrop, Washington, D. C. Kislav gloves, Kramer pin
DIRONE

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 79
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Petite Debbie Reynolds of M-G-M’s “Singing

in the Rain” is at her perky best

in a style designed for the girl 5' 5" and

under. Cute and young looking, this

charming coat dress opens its shiny

buttons to reveal the separate plaid petticoat.

By Annetta, in black cotton only, 10-20

petite. $14.95 at Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn,

N. Y., Maison Blanche, New Orleans, La.

Jan Sterling, right, of Paramount’s “Military

Policeman” reveals the sophisticated charm of a

dress designed for the girl who is 5' 8" or

over. High-rising midriff minimizes

the line from shoulder to waist. For

glitter effect, a single rhinestone

button on the bodice. For a finishing

touch, a separate bolero jacket. In rustling

paper-finish taffeta shantung, 10-20 tall.

By Betty Briggs, in gray, under $25.00

at Lane Bryant, New York, N. Y.,

Jordan Marsh, Boston, Mass.

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 79



for

someone close to you? Let him

know you care . . . with a

personal gift of Signature by

Max Factor Hollywood.

He doesn’t have to be a movie

hero to appreciate it, but he’s

likely to act like one

on Christmas morning!

Christmas-shopping

Tingling masculine

fragrance and skin-smoothing

conditioner in AFTER SHAVE

LOTION will give him cheek-

to-cheek appeal. $1.30*

Give him TWOSOME and

you’ll love to run your

fingers through his hair!

The foamy Shower

Shampoo is deep-cleaning,

quick-rinsing . . . handy squeeze

dispenser hangs on faucet.

Exclusive formula Cream Hair

Dressing smooths hair,

leaves no "goo”. $2.60*

THREESOME has

After Shave Lotion

plus matching Deodo-

rant Cologne to keep

him fresh all day, and

amazing new Lazy Shave

compressed talc that

hides beard

shadow. $4.20*

For home,

office or

travel, give

him TRAVEL

TRIO, a neat

kit with Deodorant

Cologne, Cream Hair Dress-

ing and After Shave Lotion

in leak-proof plastic

squeeze bottles, $3.50*

Handsome roomy

Vinylite zipper TRAVEL

KIT (not shown) contains

Shower Shampoo, Cream

Hair Dressing, After Shave

Lotion and Deodorant Cologne

in squeeze bottles, plus

Lazy Shave, $12.50*

the new

grooming

essentials

for men

• Plus Toe H O L L Y W O O D



PHOTOPLAY
PATTERN OF

THE MONTH

Donna Reed

models the original dress

designed by Jean Louis

for her to wear in

Columbia’s “Scandal Sheet
”

Elegance in soft crepe—a dress

to dream about—and make.

Flattering to any figure, it can be

made with or without the graceful

side drape. Intriguing shutter

neckline gives a bolero effect when

worn open, as at left—is per-

fect for dressy occasions. Or, with

the neckline worn high, as above,

it becomes that all-important

basic dress. For dramatic effect,

Teitelbaum’s black fox muff,

Marvella jewelry by Michael Paul

For detailed pattern drawings see page 79

nutate
s

I
Photoplay Patterns

Box 229, Madison Square Station

New York 10, New York

Enclosed find fifty cents ($.50) for which please

send me the Donna Reed “Scandal Sheet” pattern

#6 in size 10 - 12 - 14 - 16 - 18 - 20.

Name Size....

Street •

City State Age
NOTE: For speedy delivery, enclose five

cents extra for snecial handling.



SELECT YOURS NOW

PI 35 THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD—Fulton
i ***** Ourslcr. Over 1,000,000 copies sold—the world-
famous best-seller that re-tells, faithfully and reverently,
the ever-new story of Jesus. Approved for readers of all
faiths. ONLY 35c

PI 3B OUIETLY MY CAPTAIN WAITS

—

Evelyn
***** Eaton. Gripping story of savage love and swift ac-

tion in pioneer Canada—of a man who sold himself to an
Ind an tribe to save the woman he loved but could never
possess! ONLY 35e

P25 HANDY legal adviser for home and
BUSINESS—Samuel C. Klitig, Counselor-at-Law.

1,000 most vital legal questions clearly answered accord-
ing to the laws of your state—marriage, divorce, acci-
dents, lawsuits, wills, etc. Now completely revised, up-to-
<1 -to! ONLY 35C

PI 34 THE RAGING TIDE— ( Fiddler's Green)—
i Ernest K. Gann, author of Blaze of Noon. Beauti-
ful Connie, torn between two men who loved her. had to
save one of them from death. But she could save one only
by betraying the other! ONLY 35cm THE PERMA CROSSWORD PUZZLE DIC-

TIONARY—Frank Eaton Newman. Over 2 0,00 0

definitions of words most commonly used in crossword puz-
zles. Invaluable for expert or beginner. ONLY 35c

PR? THE PERMABOOK OF ART MASTERPIECES
1 Ufc —Ed. by Ray Brock. 32 most popular famous
paintings reproduced in FULL COLOR—plus fascinating
stories about the paintings and the immortal artists who
painted them. ONLY 35t

PI 25 THE SALEM FRIGATE

—

John Jennings. Ro-
* mance and excitement by the author of The Sea
Eagles. The strange story of Dr. Tom Tisdall. the man
he saved from death, and the two beautiful women torn
between them—sweeping to a powerful climax of fatal
violence! ONLY 35c

DR7 the SCIENCE FICTION GALAXY—Ed. by
1 U » Groff Conklin. Thrilling reading about the strange
worlds of tomorrow, wonders of the earth, dangerous inven-
tions. time travelling, etc. ONLY 35c

PI 33 THE SEA EAGLES

—

John Jennings. Furious
I IUV action on the high seas during the Revolution

—

and the story of a young bond-servant who fell in love with
his master’s sister! ONLY 35c

P74 SOUTH SEA STORIES OF W. SOMERSET
1 MAUGHAM. Tales of suspense for which the
great storyteller is most famous. 25 6 pages—including
“The Letter,” “Red.” “Honolulu,” etc. None ever before
published in this low-priced book form. ONLY 35c^ SPURS WEST!

—

Ed. by Copt. Joseph T. Shaw.
Man-slanted, man-size collection of the best and

burliest western action stories by top-notchers like Ernest
Haycox. A. B. Guthrie, and many others—the cream of

the western crop! - ONLY 35c

P5 THE STANDARD BARTENDER'S GUIDE—Pat-
1 u rick Gavin Duffy. How to mix any of 900 cocktails,
highballs, toddies, rickeys, etc., all in professional style.

ONLY 35C

P40 STOP ME IF YOU'VE HEARD THIS ONE—
1 "U Lew Lehr, Cal Tinney and Roger Bower. Most up-
roarious stories told by the three popular comedians.

ONLY 35c

STORIES OF FAMOUS OPERAS—Harold V.
Milligan. For enjoyable reading and ready reference—complete stories of the 5 0 most popular operas.

ONLY 35c

P15fl THORNDIKE-BARNHART HANDY POCKETluU DICTIONARY—Ed. by Clarence L. Barnhart,
who was featured in Life , Time and Reader's Digest. A
really new, easy-to-understand dictionary paced to today’s
life and today’s language. Over 36,000 words simply and
clearly defined. ONLY 35c

each

Best-Selling Novels AND Popular Non-Fiction

Complete, Unabridged, Handy Pocket Size

PERMABOOKS! 35c Each-Any 3 for Only $1.05!

Yours for Week's FREE Trial!
TAKE YOUR PICK from this big list—hit novels,
books of fun, wisdom, information and instruction
—for ONLY 35c each . . . ANY 3 for ONLY $1.05
(minimum order)! Send no money, pay postman
nothing. The handy coupon below brings all you
want for FREE examination. Pay only for those
you keep!

PI 38 BLACK JUDAS— (Run Mongoose)— Burke
I IUV Wilkinson. Luscious Felicity Bantry was a wild-
cat. What she wanted she bought or took. But Bill Stacy
wouldn’t be bought—and he’d take her only on his startling
terms . . . ONLY 35c

Pldfl DIVINE MISTRESS—Frank G. Slaughter, author
1 l“U 0f jn a Dark Garden, etc. Handsome young An-
tonio challenged the torture masters of Renaissance Italy
for the woman he loved—and discovered the shocking secret
of a depraved cult, in winning her! ONLY 35c

pi 41 LAND OF VENGEANCE—Call the New
i i World-—*John Jennings, author of The Salem
Frigate. Disgraced, cashiered from the American Army in
the War of 1812 by another's treachery, Peter Brooke
escaped to South America to join Bolivar in his fight for
freedom—and fall in love with a wanton Spanish beauty.

ONLY 35C

PI 24 ARREST THE SAINT!—Leslie Charteris. The
1 ^ modern Robin Hood who metes out his own justice—at a profit ! Widely famed in movies and radio, the
roguish Saint here whirls through eight sizzling adventures
with tough gangsters and torrid women. ONLY 35c

PI 93 THE BEAUTIFUL AND DAMNED—F. Scott
i B Lm u Fitzgerald . author of The Great Gatsby

,

etc. A
great modern classic by America’s foremost writer of the
flaming '20s. Passion and heartbreak, young love and
decadence, in a brilliant novel acclaimed by public and
critics. This is the only edition available. ONLY 35c

Pfl BEST JOKES FOR ALL OCCASIONS

—

Ed. by
1 u Powers Moulton. Enliven your personality—select your
jokes from 2.000 in tills laugh-provoking book.

ONLY 35c

N BEST LOVED POEMS

—

Ed. by Richard Charlton
MacKenzie. A treasure chest of America's favorite

verse for everyday enjoyment and inspiration. ONLY 35c

P3 best QUOTATIONS FOR ALL OCCASIONS—
1 U Ed. by Lewis C. Henry. Here are gems of wit. wis-
dom and knowledge from the writings and utterances of

the world's great thinkers, poets, orators and leaders.

ONLY 35c

PI 1 Q TO HELL AND BACK—Andie Murphy. The per-
I U sonal story of America's “most-decorated” soldier,

written with forthright honesty by the infantryman who
won 21 medals (including the Congressional Medal of

Honor) before he was 21. One of the most famous war
books ever published. ONLY 35c

PI 08 UNCONOUERED—Neil H. Swanson. Sold as a
I I UU slave to the highest bidder—that was lovely Abi-
gail's fate! One man could save her—but only if he dared
to defy a ruthless enemy! The whirlwind story of Amer-
ica’s wilderness days that became a Hollywood epicl

ONLY 35c

Mail This Coupon for FREE Trial!

P66

PI (15 THREE MINUTES A DAY—Iter. James Keller,
1 uv j\j )/ This remarkable book will lift troubles

from your mind and heart, help you live a better life in
a better world! 3 65 inspiring messages, one for every day
of the year. ONLY’ 35c

P41 best SHORT STORIES OF JACK LONDON.
New collection of the great storyteller's most

thrilling tales—vivid action and outdoor adventure rang-
ing from Alaska to the South Seas. ONLY 35C

PI 01 CAREERS that change your world
Christopher Guides for Jobs that Make the Future—/fee. James Keller, M. M„ author of You Can Change

the Ji orld. How to work actively for a better world in vital
fields like television, government, social work. etc. A valu-
able guide for all who want to give direction to their lives.

ONLY 35c

PI 32 CHAD HANNA—Walter D. Edmonds, author
of Drums Along the Mohawk. Warmhearted, ro-

mantic novel of a young man in the riotous circus life of
America 100 years ago. How Chad Hanna ran away from
an orphanage to join Hugenine’s circus and learn to fight,
perform and love like a man. ONLY 35c

P1 15 THE CHAIN—Paul /. Wellman, author of The
i > o u iron Mistress. Handsome John Carlisle was a dedi-
cated minister of God. Gilda Westcott was a beautiful and
worldly girl. No wonder the town was shocked when these
two were drawn together in a strange and unexpected bond!

ONLY 35c

PI 27 FAIR WIND TO JAVA

—

(jarlaiid Roark. Fast-
1 14,1 paced novel of adventure in the exotic South Seas
during the 1880’s—of a ruthless captain who kept his
hell-ship under iron control, until the day he took an
irresistibly beautiful native girl aboard! ONLY 35c

PI R FORTUNE TELLING FOR FUN AND POPU-
1 1 v LARITY

—

Paul Showers. Fifteen different methods
of fortune telling—palmistry, astrology, numerology, hand-
writing, etc. Illustrated. ONLY 35c

P1?1 THE GOLDEN ISLE—Frank G. Slaughter. Kid-
napped to care for a brutal slave trader’s human

freight. Michael Stone sought escape through the help of
lovely Marian—only to find that her charms were an even
more dangerous trap! ONLY 35c

PI 06 HOW.TO OVERCOME NERVOUS STOMACH
- I I UU TROUBLE Joseph P. Montague, M.D. How-
victims of the high tension of modern living can overcome
indigestion and gastric disorders without resorting to drugs
or nostrums. How to organize brain, nerves and stomach,
for a longer and happier life. ONLY 35c

PQ8 NEW STANDARD BOOK OF MODEL LET-
r.uU TERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS—Leo J. Henkin.
Why go through the torture of composing difficult letters
yourself. Just copy these hundreds of excellent examples
for every situation, social or business. Letters of sympathy,
invitation, sales letters, credit, applications, etc.

ONLY 35C

PI 28 NIGHT WITHOUT STARS—Winston Graham.
i itiU The incredible suspense story of a man who pre-
tended to be blind, to track down a “dead” man who had
been seen alive—and find the girl who was too lovely to
be trusted! ONLY 35C

PI 37 LUSTY WIND FOR CAROLINA—Inglis
I • U * Fletcher. The young Virginia colony had driven
Ann Bonney away and burned her mother as a witch. Now
she was back—captain of a pirate ship—to seek bloody
revenge. ONLY 35C

ra RAINBOW IN THE ROYALS

—

Garland Roark,
author of Wake of the Red Witch. The pulsing

excitement of a great clipper ship race between two cap-
tains who were brothers and bitter enemies—with a lovely
girl the victor's prize! ONLY 35c

Send no money now unless you wish! Pay only for

the books you keep!

PERMABOOKS, Dept. PH
Garden City, New York

Please send me, for FREE examination, the
Permabooks whose numbers I have circled
below. Within one week, I will return those
I do not want, or send my payment at the
rate of 35c each, or 3 for $1.05* (plus 5 cents
each for postage). Minimum order $1.05.

PI P3 P5 P8 P16 P25 P40 P41 P62 P66 P67

P74 P89 P98 PlOl P105 P106 P108 PI 1 5 P119

P121 PI 23 PI 24 PI 25 P126 P127 P128 P130

P132 P133 PI 34 P135 P136 P137 P138 P139

PI 40 P141

(* Every 3 books $1.05, 4 books $1.50, 5 books
$1.75, 6 books $2.10, etc.)

City and
Zone. . .

.

.State.

|
|—|

SAVE MORE. Enclose payment with this

I I coupon and we will pay all postage. Same ex-

_ amination and return privilege; refund guaranteed.

P
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Long line nylon bra.

with dainty nylon

marquisette trim, pin-

tuck stitching for extra

support, is perfect with high-

waisted girdles. $3.95 by

Bestform, 34-44. B-C cup

TO WHITTLE THE

FLATTER YOUR

'
' \

AVERAGE FIGURE

For contour control, a “floating

action” cotton bra with extra

straps for added freedom.

By Exquisite Form. $2.50. 32-42,

A-C cup, at Saks 34th. New
York, N. Y. “White Magic,” the

new fab-lined girdle by Play-

tex, controls the curves, smoothes

the lines. $6.95, all sizes

Attractive support for the larger

figure is cotton bra, far left,

with bow detail, wide straps.

By Lovable, $1.50, 34-44,

C-D cup. To create a slim illu-

sion, a long 16" girdle with high,

nipped-in waist. By Perma-lift,

in nylon leno with satin panels,

side zipper. $12.50, 26-34

AVAILABLE AT ALL LEADING STORES FOR STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 79
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Are you in the know?

A' wisp of femininity is the

nylon taffeta waist nipper, left,

that takes inches off your

midriff. With inserts of em-

broidered nylon sheer, it zips

in front. $7.50 by Wispese,

small, medium, large

Softly curved is Princess line

bra, below, with lace insert.

By Maidenform, $1.50, 30-36,

AA-A cup. Young in line is

miniature nylon leno panty girdle

with satin panels. By Gossard,

$5.00, small, medium, large

If invited to visit your fiance at camp, who pays your way?
I I Utile o

I'
you Q Leave it to

Depends on your hero’s financial status —
and whether Mom says you can go. Is he

loot-happy? Let him buy your round-trip

ticket. But, if his only income is a G.I.’s

pay — better foot your own expenses. Don’t

him Q Put the bee on Dad

be travel-shy just because "that” day is

due. Let Kotex keep you comfortable, with

softness that holds its shape. For Kotex is

made to stay soft while you wear it; and that

special safety center gives extra protection.

More women choose tCOTEX

than a// other sanitary nafih/ns

3 ABSOUBEfVC/ES.' RE.C-UL4R. JUfU/OR, SUPER

T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.—————————— ————— —
Have you fried Del»ey*? It’s the new bathroom tissue

that’s safer because it’s softer. A product as superior

as Kotex. A tissue as soft and absorbent as Kleenex.*

(We think that’s the nicest compliment there is.)

What's the correct way
to wear a corsage?
PI Stems up

I I

Stems down

[_) On the right shoulder

Is that an orchid — or an upside-down-cake?

Why pin posies with stems pointing sky-

ward? Wear a corsage on the left shoulder;

and remember — petals up! Being sure helps

keep your confidence hitting on all 8 cyl-

inders. Like trying all 3 absorbencies of

Kotex. Whichever one you select, you’re

"sure” with Regular, Junior or Super!

Which togs make good sense
for skiing?

I I
Free n' easy

I I

Fleecy woolens

I I
A fur-lined topcoat

If you’ve ever trudged up a ski slope — you
know better than to tog yourself like a

fugitive from the Yukon! Ski clothes should

be light-weight; tailored free n’ easy. You
don’t need bulk for problem-day protection,

either. That’s why Kotex has flat pressed

ends . . . (not thick; not stubby). No reveal-

ing outlines with Kotex!
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Announcing

THE 1952 PHOTOPLAY
SCHOLARSHIP

CONTEST
A second chance to study at Pasadena Playhouse where

the 1951 winner, Virginia McGuire, already is discovering
)

liow great is the prize she won!

p

BY KATHERINE PEDELL

THIS COULD BE YOU! Radio audiences listened in as Frances Scully interviewed 1951
winner Virginia McGuire, runners-up Joyce McLeod and Rachelle Mendlovitz at famed
Brown Derby. Girls also went on TV, met the press, stars and top studio people
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AS PHOTOPLAY’S winner, Virginia

appeared on Jeanne Gray’s TV show
—was given full glamour treatment

PARAMOUNT casting director

William Meiklejohn inter-

viewed Joyce for a screen test

THREE FINALISTS of 1951 contest, Rachelle, Joyce, Virginia, on

steps of Playhouse dormitory where winner Virginia is now living

Proudly, Photoplay announces a second search for undiscov-

ered talent. The prize again will be a two-year scholarship

complete with tuition, room, board, allowance, books and

transportation to the Pasadena Playhouse—the college which

offers its students the most intensive, the most thorough train-

ing of any dramatic school anywhere.

This, the second Photoplay Scholarship Contest, begins in the

spotlight of the first search, only recently concluded. Virginia

McGuire, 1951 winner from Bridgeport, Conn., is now settled

at the Playhouse, learning how to turn natural ability into

finished performance. Runners-up Rachelle Mendlovitz of

New Braunfels, Texas, and Joyce McLeod of Providence,

Rhode Island, also share the spotlight. ( Continued on page 74)

IN PARAMOUNT COMMISSARY, Joyce and Rachelle met Alan
Ladd, other stars. Rachelle is being coached at Paramount for test

that may mean a contract, studio training with other young players

Photoplay Gives Thanks To . . .

The judges on each audition board
who gave their time and effort. With-

out them this contest could not have

run.

#The radio stations, the colleges, the

community playhouses which offered

the space in which these auditions

were held and who often disrupted

their own schedules to do so.

•The National Thespian Society
which made it possible to find the

above people and places in each com-
munity.

R
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If you want to be

YOU WON’T BE wasting your time
with Webster if you’re the

kind of girl who’s lost for words
YOU CAN GO to any formal lengths

if you remember to suit yourself

It’s examination time!

For ten months now we’ve been studying charm and personality problems to-

gether in these pages of Photoplay and it’s time, I think, to check our progress.

We’ve talked a lot about what I like to think of as “Personality Plusses.”

We’ve said that the charming woman is:

1. Positive—She knows the minute she’s living right now will be gone forever

in sixty seconds, and she makes the most of it.

2. Optimistic—She knows that everybody, including herself, has problems.

But she also knows that the happy thing about a problem is its challenge; that

always you can do something about it.

3. Cooperative—No girl is charming who lives for herself alone.

4. Unselfish—The girl who can put herself in the other fellow’s place makes
friends by being friendly.

5. Self-Confident—Doesn’t mean being conceited, but knowing her worth.

6. Self-Controlled—Knowing that temper is self-indulgence, and gossip is as
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charming

DON’T WORRY ABOUT the circles

under your eyes. If you can’t cure
them—you can camouflage them!

TWO HUNDRED BRUSH strokes a day and
you’ll develop more than beautiful hair

ruinous to charm as a wart on the end of the nose.

Six plusses—all of which every girl can attain, no matter what her educational

background, no matter what her economic limitations, no matter what.

Add up your score. What is your charm rating?

All This And Beauty Too
You will notice that nowhere on that list is beauty, fashion-wiseness, or any

special talent listed as a charm essential. Appearance is important to charm

—

but I ' think it is included in my second plus among those problems that the

charming woman will face as a challenge.

I know from letters that most of you readers are deeply concerned about those

things you feel to be beauty defects or figure problems. I want to help you with

those^ too, if I can. Once you add those six big plusses to your personality, you
can lick any beauty defect or figure problem, or, if they are unlickable, you
will be able to accept them and live more happily and (Continued on page 74)

S:;.:
'
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Is Mario Lanza Hollywood's Biggest Headache?
(Continued from page 31) are. You’re no
shrinking violet, my boy. But who wants
shrinking violets?”

It was agreed that we would get together
at Mario’s huge rented house in Beverly
Hills the following afternoon.

If you have to take off weight, heaven
forbid, there’s certainly no better place in

the world to do it than at Ginger Rogers’
Rogue River Ranch near Medford, Oregon.
Ginger doesn't usually rent her ranch,
which is her pride and joy, but when Mario
asked her, she relented. With his attrac-
tive wife, Betty, his manager, Sam Weiler,
and his press agent, Jack Keller, he spent
four weeks there. He rode horseback, he
chopped wood, he fished, and he sweated
over woodland trails in a heavy rubber
reducing suit. When he left Hollywood he
weighed 234 pounds. He was down to 204

when he returned. One hundred and nine-
ty pounds is his goal. He swears to me
that he will keep his weight down to this

figure if it kills him.

“Ill ELL, Mario,” I said, after his big effu-

II sive Italian hug, “what about this

hassle with your studio? Who’s calling

whom what? As if I didn’t know.”
“Peace has been declared, and peace, it’s

wonderful,” said Mario happily. “We got

together. They admitted their mistakes. I

admitted mine. And now we’re friends.

“It was like this, Hedda. When I read
the script of ‘Because You’re Mine’ 1

didn’t like it. However, for the records,

when that item appeared in the columns
that I had sent the script back to Joe
Pasternak unopened, I hadn’t even re-

ceived it! I’d never do a rude thing like

that. But eventually I did get it, and when
I read it I knew it was not for me. I just

couldn’t follow ‘Caruso’ with that turkey.

How do I get out of it? I thought. I

racked my brain. I know—I’ll be the male
Judy Garland. The studio took Judy out of

a picture when she became overweight.

“I started eating everything rich, some-
thing I like to do anyway, and soon I had
gone up to 200 pounds. But the studio kept

saying, ‘You look wonderful, we’ll start

the picture next week.’
“Hedda, I looked awful. And I realized

I had figured it all wrong. I couldn’t let

the public see me so fat. And I couldn’t

do that picture. I had the nervous jim-

jams. I was moody, irritable. And then my
wonderful wife Betty took charge. She
asked the big boys at the studio, Dore
Schary, Eddie Mannix and Joe Pasternak

to come to our house, one by one, so we
could get to know each other better. The
afternoon Dore came he said he could only

stay a few minutes.
“ ‘Look, you goon,’ I said. ‘I want to be

your friend. I like you. I want you to

like me.’ He stayed three hours.

“Dore and I discovered we have much
in common,” Mario continued. Dore
Schary is his boss now that Louis B. Mayer
has left the studio. “We have the same
background. We were brought up in poor

neighborhoods of big cities and we learned

when we were kids that we had to fight for

everything we got in this world. As kids

our instinct was to fight first and think

later. The only trouble is,” Mario grinned,

“I still fight first and think later.”

It was agreed finally that Mario would
be given eight weeks in which to get into

picture trim and that the script of “Be-

cause You’re Mine” would be re-written.

Mario is on a high protein diet. This is a

real hardship for a fun-loving, food-loving

fellow like Mario. “I made a mistake in

p letting myself get so fat,” Mario says with

a sigh. “I’ve made a lot of mistakes—but

things happened so fast. My greatest fault.

Hedda, is that I do everything too much.”
“That I believe. There’s nothing half-

way about you, Mario.”
Mario believes that much of his bad pub-

licity stems from the boys at the studio
who do not like him.
His trouble with the publicity boys, he

believes, must have started in a Mid-west
city where he was giving a concert. The
studio press agent, 2,000 miles from home
base, imbibed rather freely, and Mario
had to shove him none too gently out of
the auditorium. He returned to the studio
with his knife sharpened.
Mario also got off to a bad start with

others of his fellow workers, when he
promised to sing at the studio party given
by the technicians. He was in the midst
of production of “Toast of New Orleans”
at the time. It was a cold, raw day and
all day Mario had done one take of a
scene which showed him being hauled
out of the studio tank. By three o’clock his

voice was getting hoarse.
“Look, Joe,” he said to the producer,

“I’ve got to sing at the studio party to-
night. Let me go home and dry out.”

“It’s more important that I get a scene
finished than that you sing for the studio
boys,” said Pasternak.

It was arranged with Kathryn Grayson
that she would make a lengthy announce-
ment at the party explaining that Mario
had been dunked all day and was com-
pletely water-logged. But instead, Kath-
ryn merely said, “Mario can’t be here to-
night.” The technicians didn’t like it. Mario
was a snob and a stuffed shirt, they
thought. He could sing at producers’ par-
ties, but he couldn’t sing at theirs.

“Oh-oh,” I said, “so that’s what started

your feud with Kathryn Grayson.”
“No, Hedda, it isn’t true,” Mario in-

sisted. “Kathryn is one of my wife’s best
friends. I like her very much. And be-
sides, I’m sentimental. I’ll always have a
soft spot in my heart for Kathryn because
she was in my first two pictures.”

Actually, Mario hadn’t sung at pro-
ducers’ parties for some time. Though I

can see why the grips and technicians
were pretty sore As soon as a studio

signs a player on a term contract they im-
mediately assume that they own him lock,

stock and barrel. Soon after he signed
with Metro, Mario was asked to sing at

eight of Louis B. Mayer’s parties. Mario’s
motto is, “Don’t put it in the living room,
put it on the screen.” But he wanted to

be agreeable. Right away, other producers
and directors started asking him to sing

at their parties.

IS real blow-up came one night when
Mario was having some of his good

friends in for one of Mom’s spaghetti din-

ners. The phone rang, and a very promi-
nent Hollywood director insisted that he
come over right away and sing for his

guests.

“I, too, have guests,” exploded Mario.

“Why don’t you come over here and amuse
my guests by directing a picture!”

It was thereby decided by many of the

Metro biggies that Mario was uncoopera-
tive and ungrateful.

Last fall, Mario, making his first radio

appearance on my air show, sang “Be My
Love.” That started the avalanche. Over
a million records of “Be My Love” have
been sold since then. On tour Mario wrote

me, “I am eternally grateful to you, Hed-
da.” And. you know, I believe him. When
he was given a gold record for the one-

millionth sale he would allow no one to

present it but myself.

“I read in an article lately,” I said, “that

an Armv buddv of yours, Johnny Silver,

told a magazine writer that when you were
at the air base at Marfa, Texas, you didn’t

take a bath for six months, and you didn’t

change your socks for six months. True
or false?”
“Hedda,” said Mario quietly. “Have you

ever seen anybody who hasn’t taken off

his socks for six months? H’mmm? I’d

like to see socks that hold up that well.”

“It said in the same article that Johnny
Silver pasted your name on a Frederick
Jagel record, and not a Caruso record,
and played it for Peter Lind Hayes when
he was recruiting soldier talent for an
Army Air Force Show.”
“So help me, Hedda, it was a Caruso

record. And I pasted the label on it.”

Mario is hurt that some of his former
pals have turned against him in print.

Most of them were friends to whom he had
loaned money after he had gotten into the
chips. “I even cooked steaks for them,”
added Betty indignantly. When one of his

former pals was approached by a reporter,

he is supposed to have said, “I wouldn’t
have a thing to say about that son of a

so-and-so.” It could well be this man was
extremely disappointed because Mario
didn’t get him a part in “Caruso.”

“I tried to get a lot of the boys pSrts in

my films,” said Mario. “But Joe Pasternak
has his own ideas about casting. Why
should these guys turn on me?”

“There’s only one word for it, Mario,”
I said. “Jealousy.”
Our conversation was interrupted by the

appearance of Mario’s two little girls,

Colleen and Elissa, all dressed up in rib-

bons and bows to see Aunt Hedda. They’re
little beauties, with Daddy’s dark limpid
eyes. Mario is simply crazy about them.
He had intended staying in Oregon a

month longer, but he couldn’t bear to be
away from his babies. “Twice a day,” said

Betty, “we’d have to drive the thirty-five

miles to Medford so Mario could call home.”
Mario is especially annoyed with an

item that recently appeared which said,

“Mario Lanza wants out of his contract.

This is very ungrateful of him as Metro
discovered him and made him the big name
he is.” Mario wants it known that he has
never asked to be let out of his contract.

He considers his contract quite fair. How-
ever, he wants it known that Metro didn’t

“discover” him. The concert that Ida Kov-
erman arranged for him at the Hollywood
Bowl was his 76th concert. He had been
pretty well “discovered” before then.

He loves being in pictures, is the first to

admit that they are the backbone of his

great success. Pictures travel all over the

world, and so fast. Through them, he’s

had many concert dates, bigger and better

radio contracts and record contracts. He’s

become so popular that a concert hall can
no longer hold the crowds that want to

hear him. When he goes on tour next

spring or summer, he will sing in stadiums.

Whereas he used to sing perhaps to 2,500

people, now between ten and fifteen thou-
sand people a night fight to get in to hear
that golden voice.

Not only golden, but powerful. A mir-
ror hanging on his living-room wall bears

witness to its power. Mario, waiting for

his lunch, was listening to a recording of

tenor Aurelino Pertile singing “Adriana
Le Coeuvre.” Enthusiastically he started

taking the high notes along with Pertile.

He was holding a “D” when his butler

entered the room. There was a shattering

sound. The mirror cracked from the vibra-

tion of Mario’s high tone. The butler

dropped his tray. “Boss,” he said, “I seen

it with my own eyes.” And I can add that’s

a truthful man. I’ve seen it too.

The End



LAUGHING
STOCK

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

Jm&/ Easier, surer protection for

your most intimate marriage problem

(See Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood Reel”
on your local television station.)

A Hollywood producer had to give one of
his wife’s relatives a studio job. Arriving
at the studio, the relative asked:
“What will my job be?”
The producer thought for a moment and

then said: “It’ll be a sort of public-relations
job. Just don’t make it public that we’re
relations.”

* * *

Shelley Winters plays a hangover scenem “Meet Danny Wilson” and one of her
lines to Frank Sinatra goes:

“If I could stand the noise I’d kiss you.”
* * *

They’re telling about the actor who
gave the Treasury Department a plan
to stop inflation. The plan: To print his
picture on money so women would never
spend it.

* * *

Actress to her husband: “I’ll meet you
halfway—I’ll admit I’m wrong if you’ll
admit I’m right.”

* * *

Overheard at Mocambo: “She’s either
out to catch a man or a cold.”

* * *

Sign in a San Fernando Valley pet shop:
“Big Sale Of (YOU SHOULD PARDON

THE EXPRESSION) Russian Wolfhounds.”
* * *

A film producer was explaining a big
movie battle scene and said, “We’ll have
10,000 savages dash across the plains
and. ...”

(

Just a minute,” interrupted a writer.
“Ten thousand savages! How we gonna
pay ’em?” “Who’s gonna pay ’em?” snapped
the producer. “We’ll use real bullets.”

* * *

A character was hauled into a Hollywood
jail the other morning. When told by the
desk sergeant that he had been brought in
for drinking, the fellow said:
“Okay—let’s get started.”

* * *

An actor fired his imaginative, wild-
dreaming press agent.
The reason: MYTH-representation!

* * *

Lah-de-dah chorus doll looking at Bob
Ryan’s bared chest on a “Best of the
Badmen” billboard:
“Who said that there’s a beef rollback?”

* * *

Danny Thomas describing a butcher
shop gone Hollywood: “They’ve even got
wedgies on the pigs’ feet.”

* * *
They were discussing the age of a movie

doll in the ladies’ room at Mocambo. Said
one of the ladies:

“She has the face of a woman of thirty,
the allure of a girl of twenty and the
mind of a child of ten. Add them up.”

* * *

Frank Fontaine about a talkative movie
queen: “An echo is the only thing that
ever cheated her out of the last word.”

* * *
Dress Designer Lifi overheard it:

“What a charming split skirt. It matches
her split personality.”
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(Continued from page 37) breaking point,
the years in which many hundreds start
divorce proceedings. That will-o’-the-wisp
called romance is apt to have almost van-
ished and it is up to the pair to decide
whether they are going to enter into a
more mature relationship. In some mar-
riages, by the sixth year the husband al-
ready is mixed up with another woman,
or the wife with another man. In others,
the wife may feel she has lost her hus-
band’s interest. Or she is bored by him
and wants to seek her so-called ‘ideal.’

"I think the first important thing to de-
cide, if you are even remotely thinking
about a divorce, is this,” she said. ‘‘Is it

worthwhile to give up the investment of
six years spent with one man? And how do
you know that the next man you find
might not have just as many faults and
perhaps some that are a lot worse. Be-
sides, can you honestly say you don’t have
as many flaws in your own make-up as
you think he has in his?

“If you’re like I am, I’ll bet you find
yourself on a bad morning thinking of all
the little things your husband does that
annoy you. That’s the time to start con-
centrating on the good things. With Ben
and me, his being such a wonderful father
comes first. I give him twelve stars for
that. Balanced against that, those little
things about him that I can never change,
mean nothing at all.

“The things about ourselves that our
husbands would love to change, we can
go right to work on. Too many girls take
the easy way out and say—‘That’s just
the way I am, I can’t help it.’ But if you
want to have a happy marriage, if you
want to have your love grow into the
kind of maturity that means the most
wonderful adult happiness, you must do
something to help it.

“When I make a distinction between
mature love and romance, it’s because I

believe that love is something you earn
and develop and which, in turn, develops
you and pays you life’s greatest divi-
dends. Each step in marriage has its com-
pensations and to cling to one and not
go on to the next exciting step would be
to remain adolescent.”
We asked Esther if she thought a girl

must be glamorous to hold a man.
“Most experts agree,” Esther said, “that

Hold Your Man
glamour may attract a man but it has very
little to do with holding him. To me one
aspect of glamour means cleanliness. A
girl doesn’t have to be beautiful to be
scrupulously neat. I know Ben appreciates
neatness in me even around the house.
It’s more important for a girl to worry
about how clean her dress is than how
many frills it has on it. If she’s clean and
dresses in good taste—inexpensive though
her costume may be—she has glamour, be-
lieve me.”

H
OWEVER, Esther thinks there are other
things far more important in a success-

ful marriage than glamour.
“Any man,” she said, “and especially

your husband, the man you see so con-
stantly, will approve if you develop your
sense of humor and the art of being a good
sport. If seeing the funny side of things
doesn’t come naturally, try to develop an
awareness of humor. A marriage without
laughter isn’t as good as it should be.

“If you aren’t feeling well,” she said,
“you naturally want to tell your husband.
But you don’t have to dwell on the sub-
ject. Another thing! I don’t think it’s fair
for a wife to spend time acquainting her
husband with all the things that have gone
wrong around the house while he has been
at work. She can only make a bore of her-
self. He’s probably had complications that
day too while earning the family’s living.”

Esther laughed. “I’ve discovered also
that it’s possible to be too charming. One
night not long ago, I’d had a hard day at
the studio. Then I came home and played
with the babies until Ben came home. His
system of making business appointments
in the late afternoon is one of the sweet
adjustments to my career that Ben has
made. When I’m working on a film, I have
only a few moments with the children
before leaving in the morning. And un-
less I have them with me immediately on
my return in the evening, I can’t see them
except when they’re sleeping. Ben, under-
standing this, makes many of his business
appointments between five and seven in

the afternoon, which allows me to have
this time, quite free, to play with the chil-

dren. Then by that time Ben is home for

their bedtime and prayers, the boys are
tucked in and I’m ready for our dinner and
evening together. Usually this routine

leaves me in a relaxed state. But one par-
ticular night I was still full of bounce. Ben
was discussing our restaurant, The Trails,

telling me its problems. I’d keep popping
up saying: ‘Darling, now I think . .

.’ and
‘Now, honey, it’s my opinion . .

.’

“All of a sudden Ben was standing up,
looking down at me. ‘Do me a favor,’ he
said. ‘I love you being so vivacious, but
for once just don’t have an opinion. Don’t
be quite so vital. Let me finish what I’m
saying and then go a little easy. No
jumping to conclusions, please.’

“He was smiling broadly, but we both
knew he was kidding on the square. It

taught me such a lesson,” she declares.
“In sports, I know how hard I always want
to win, and yet I’ve always known, as any
athlete does, that if you press, you be-
come so tense that it’s almost impossible
to win. That night I really was over-
doing it. Ever since then, I have tried

consciously to relax with Ben. I con-
sciously listen, wait for him to ask my
opinions before volunteering them—and
don’t always have an opinion!
“On that word ‘consciously’ a hold on

a husband often depends. Much more so
than on glamour or sex. Sex between
husband and wife is beautiful, when it is

understood and when it takes its rightful
place. But the conscious uniting of your
mind, your interests and your enthusiasms
and the bond your children bring to you
are twice as important.”
The $64 question, what would Esther do

if Ben fell in love with another woman.
“What a question!” she exclaimed. “I’d

stick to him like glue, I think. Until such
a thing happens you never know, of course.

But I like to think that instead of indulg-
ing in false pride I’d study that other
woman to find out if she offered my hus-
band more than I could. I’d want to know
if it were infatuation or real love that my
husband felt for her. If I became con-
vinced that it was infatuation, a passing
fancy, I’d regard it as a sickness and
stick to my husband just as I would if he
were suffering from pneumonia—and pray
with all my heart that he’d get over it.”

“What about the subject of money?”
“I certainly don’t think,” she said, “that

a wife has a right to be extravagant with
her husband’s hard-earned cash. She
should be aware of how difficult it is for

him to earn money and consider it part
of her job to help save for a secure future.

“Neither Ben nor I are very impressed
by extravagance. We know my career
can’t last forever and that’s one reason
we’re so happy that Ben’s business inter-

ests are turning out so well. After I’ve re-
tired from pictures and we have, we hope,
several children growing up, we want to

be able to look forward to a secure future.

“I’ve never needed expensive things in

order to be happy. Because of my work
I have to spend more money on clothes
than I would otherwise. But I’m convinced
a girl can look just as smart and lovely

in an inexpensive, well-thought-out cos-
tume as she can in a number turned out by
a custom designer. I’m also the kind of girl

who thinks nylon makes better lingerie

than all the embroidered silk in China.”
Separations, Esther thinks, are not good.

“Marriage is made up of all the intimate
daily things; the small laughs, small tri-

umphs, even small hardships that a man
and wife share. You don’t share these
moments in the same way when you’re
apart. Ben and I try to avoid separations.
If my work takes me out of town for any
length of time, Ben tries to arrange his

business engagements to be with me.
“After all, remember that old saying:

‘A good man is hard to find.’ So, if you
find him—don’t let him go.” The End
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I Was There

(Continued jrom page 29) You Play the

Palace.” It told about her career. It kidded
the newspapermen who, she was sure,

were going to report that she needed to

lose ninety pounds more. And it waxed
sentimental as she paid homage to the
great names that had preceded her on that

stage, singing their theme songs. Fanny
Brice’s “My Man,” Eva Tanguay’s “I Don’t
Care,” Sophie Tkicker’s “Some of These
Days.” Then Judy sang her songs. “You
Made Me Love You,” “The Trolley Song,”
“For Me and My Gal.” Sometimes she
would stop and wipe her brow with an
orange hankie that matched her crino-

line petticoat. “This isn’t very ladylike,

but it’s very necessary,” she would say.

Or, going over to the piano for a glass of

water, “Gotta have some water,” she’d ex-
plain. “You don’t know how hot it is up
here.” She’d come to the footlights with
the pitcher and glass in her hands. “Any-
body want a glass of water?”

T
HIS was no personal appearance by a

movie star. This was a great trouper giv-
ing her all. For, ever since she was little

Frances Gumm, barnstorming the country
in cheap vaudeville houses, Judy had
wanted to “make the Palace.” But long,

long before she was a star, the famed
theatre had turned into a chain movie
house. Now two-a-day was coming back

—

and she was the trail blazer.

For her second appearance she came on
in tights, a shortie jacket and a cocked hat.

“Hallelujah,” she shouted, “Come on, Get
Happy,” her song from “Summer Stock.”
Another change—this time to the tramp

costume for “A Couple of Swells,” her big
number from “Easter Parade.”

It was getting late. But the Garland
spirit was still soaring. She came back
for bow after bow. But everyone knew there
was one more song to be sung. Again Judy
came to the footlights. She took off her bat-
tered hat, sat on the stage apron and sang
“Somewhere Over the Rainbow.” When she
finished, her eyes were moist and the
showfolk in the audience were weeping
unashamed. “I’m not good at making
speeches,” she faltered. “What can I say
except ‘bless you.’ ” The usherettes came
down the aisles with flowers from all

over the world and, most prized of all,

a basket of roses from Judy’s little girl,

Liza.

Backstage was a madhouse. Photogra-
phers, reporters, friends surged to hug
Judy and kiss her and tell her how won-
derful she was. “Thank you, thank you,”
she repeated again and again. “Are you
coming to my party?” she asked. “You
must come to the party.” Sid Luft gave a
reception for her at the 21 Club. “I’ll prob-
ably go straight home and collapse, but
you must go to my party.”
At last, breathtaking in a pale blue tulle

gown, she was ready ti leave the theatre.
“Don’t worry,” a publicity man told her.
“We’ll get you out through a side door.”
“No, no,” said Judy. “They told me they

were waiting . . . for six hours. I want to
go out through the front.”
There were at least 5,000 people waiting.

The news of Judy’s triumph had spread
like wildfire. “I’ve been on this beat twenty
years,” said a policeman. “I’m telling you
I’ve never seen anything like it.”

She came out arm in arm with Sid Luft,
surrounded by four policemen. But there
was no disorder. Just the din of thousands
of voices shouting, “Judy! Bravo! Bravo!

1 Judy!” You could hear the cheers and
applause all the way down Broadway to

i

42nd Street—drowning out the hum of the
i busiest street in the world.

The End
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(Continued from page 49) co-starred with
Frank Sinatra in “Meet Danny Wilson,”
people in the studio held their breath wait-
ing for the battles of temperament. But
Shelley and Frankie fooled everyone.
While they weren’t crazy about each other,
they didn’t fight. But, oh, how Shelley
fought with the director, Joseph Pevney!
She never will again, however. Mr. Pevney
took control of her temperamental temper-
ature, right off the bat. “Hold it!” he
shouted after the first two takes. “Look,”
he said to Shelley, “you’re trying to be
cute. Stop it!” Shelley turned white, but
she stopped it.

I caught another sample of Joe’s tactics

when I mingled with the crowd at Ciro’s.

Shelley, doing a scene with Sinatra, was
supposed to be singing, and Frank, suppos-
edly drunk, was to come into the night club
and ruin her song. Shelley started telling

Pevney how she wanted the scene played.
The director turned to his writer and said
quietly, “Write her out of the scene.” Later,
when Shelley again started to direct the
director, he said again, “Write her out of

the scene.” Shelley, who would rather
die than lose a scene, rushed to her dress-
ing room, locked herself in for twenty
minutes, then came out, sweet and sub-
dued, with “Okay, I’ll do it your way.”

T
HERE are more ways of getting past a
mountain than by climbing it. June Al-

lyson is just as determined to have her own
way as Shelley is, but she approaches her
objective with—shall we say—more intelli-

gence. June has never embarrassed her di-

rector by shouting at him on the set. June
merely goes to her dressing room, crinkles

up her cute little nose, and sits until she
gets her way. P.S. She usually does.

Joan Crawford rarely loses her temper
on the set. She’s too hep for that. But re-
cently, when a top-name director per-
sisted in picking on a small-part woman
player, Joan, who just happened to have a

glass of water in her hand, involuntarily

poured it over the startled man’s head.
Joan immediately apologized. The director

laughed. But he stopped picking on the bit

player.

When Hedy Lamarr doesn’t see eye-to-
eye with her director, she usually falls flat

on her back. In one recent picture, Hedy
actually had her couch right under the
camera! But when she was asked what
was wrong, she never quite knew. “It feels

funny,” she’d say when she felt ill, when
she didn’t like her dialogue.

Not too long ago preparations were made
to go on location. The crew was set,

tickets bought, everything lined up. The
day before the company took off, Miss La-

Handle with Care
marr calmly announced that, according to
her contract, she didn’t have to go on loca-
tion—ever! Sure enough, it was in the
small print. The director had his revenge
later. One Saturday when Hedy planned
a weekend out of town, he ordered her to
come to the studio at four-thirty in the
afternoon to be made up and have her
hair fixed, for a scene presumably. By the
time Hedy was ready, it was too late to
work. “But it ruined her

.
weekend,”

gloated the normally kind executive.
Stars are sometimes frustrated directors.

Claudette Colbert is one. So is Kirk Doug-
las. Claudette always has a phobia about
one side of her face. And lately when her
director wanted a three-quarter shot of
Claudette’s face, with the other player to

the side of her, Claudette insisted on turn-
ing the other cheek, which meant backing
the other player into the camera. The di-
rector was sarcastic. Claudette rushed
from the set. “But,” the director told me
later, “when the time came to shoot, she
was there waiting, and she laughed and
said, ‘All right, you so-and-so, do it your
way.’ ” Actually it was a compromise,
with something new added—respect.

Mr. Douglas is a very perspicacious per-
former. And if I ever directed him in a
picture, which isn’t likely, I’d consult with
him on the scenes because he knows what’s
what. When directors don’t do this, Kirk,
if he is sure he is right—ups and leaves
the set. The one time he should have and
didn’t, was when he was told to move
aside because he was hiding Walter Bren-
nan in a scene. I’m told Kirk refused to

budge on artistic grounds.

Beautiful blonde Marilyn Monroe is

short on stardom, long on confidence. She
was forty minutes late reporting to the

set one bright summer morning. The di-

rector gave her a wicked tongue-lashing
before the assembled cast and crew. Mar-
ilyn has never offended again. Perhaps
the lesson of punctuality is better learned
at the beginning of your career.

Bette Davis made some of her best pic-

tures with Willie Wyler and Curtis Bern-
hardt. I wouldn’t want to buy her personal
relationship with either man. Curt meg-
aphoned her comeback picture, “Payment
on Demand.” (This was before “All

About Eve” when it was tough going,

career-wise, for Bette.) Because of an ar-

gument over the ending of the picture,

Bette hasn’t spoken to Curt since—even
though the box-office proved Curt right.

Willie Wyler directed Bette in “Jezebel,”

“The Letter” and “The Little Foxes.” After

each picture—a better word would be
“battle”—Bette swears she’ll never do an-
other with Willie. And when Goldwyn

wanted to harness star and director for
“The Little Foxes,” Bette tried to beg off,

telling Wyler that Tallulah Bankhead was
the only person for the picture.
As you know, Bette did the film, but

throughout the long schedule, she and
Wyler fought like—well you name it.

Willie crowned everything, and was near-
ly crowned himself, by accusing Bette of

imitating . Tallulah! (Later Bette did just
that in “All About Eve.”) Came the day
when Bette saw the finished picture. And
she remarked, “Working with Wyler is

hell. But when you see what comes out on
the screen, it’s heaven.”

I have never known anyone more un-
predictable on the set than Mark Stevens.
One minute, happy, sweet and gentle. The
next, pugnacious, suspicious and definitely

not happy. It w-as an unhappy idea to

team Mark with director Irving Reis who
is sensitive to the point of complexity.
“Dancing in the Dark” is the picture they
made. And never were two adults more
in the dark. One afternoon, Irving, on a
trigger point of exasperation, pushed Mark.
Then fists flew, with both emerging from
the fracas with bloody noses.
A psychologist told me that Mark’s

feuds and fights are based on his own per-
sonal insecurity. Well, he can’t be worried
too much about dollars and cents. He
voluntarily relinquished a very handsome
contract at Twentieth Century-Fox. It’s

too bad that, since then, the fine A pic-
tures for which he gave up his Fox job,

haven’t materialized.
I always find Joan Fontaine pleasanter

to chat with when her movie star isn’t shin-
ing too brightly. Some of her directors
say the same. Edmund Goulding, who is

charming, especially to his lady directees,

had a swell method of handling Joan dur-
ing their “Constant Nymph” picture. After
each scene, he’d go to everyone on the set

and whisper, “Tell her how beautiful she
is. Tell her what a wonderful actress she is.

She’s so insecure, you know.”
They call Barbara Stanwyck “Everyone’s

Girl.” She’s certainly one of the best ac-
tresses the town has ever had. But if she
has ever argued with the director during
the making of a picture, I haven’t heard
about it. Her attitude towards her career
was summed up for fine by ace-cameraman,
George Folsey. “She puts you on the spot,”

said George. “Stars have to be ready to

work at 9 a.m. Most of them are ten min-
utes late and that’s all right. But I get to

the set at twenty minutes of nine and Bar-
bara is made up and eager to go.”

Barbara loves—and lives for—her work.
She once told me, “When I’m in front of

the camera, an invisible wall separates me
from the world, and I know peace.”

Other delightful guys and dolls from
the director’s eye-and-ear view: William
Holden—very cooperative; Cary Grant,
who, if he has something on his mind about
script or direction, takes the director into

his dressing room and says, “Look, I want
to explain”; Robert Mitchum, a great

worker, who is very gallant to the ac-

tresses, never backs them into the camera;
Betty Hutton, so wound up in her work,
so high strung, but so intelligent about
what she is doing.

In the constant seesaw for position be-
tween stars and directors some stars get

their egos soundly smacked. Sometimes
it is the director who loses and resigns.

Sometimes everything is just peachy from
start to finish But, except for a few rare

heavenly specimens, this mostly happens
when the lead in the picture is a boy or

girl who hasn’t yet reached the top—or has

reached it and is falling down.
The End

Listen to
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GENE NELSON cut a tree to his liking

—planted it on vivid star-trimmed table

VERA-ELLEN’S gay design for Xmas

—

greeting card trimmings on wooden tree

more holiday ***

Gene Nelson of “Starlift” used Styro-
foam and a hand saw to make his table
tree. First he cut out two tree outlines,

sawed one in half, then cut round holes
at end of each layer of branches. Into
holes, he inserted tree ornaments, held in

with wire. He then fastened two halves
of tree to center of whole piece, with bond
adhesive. Banked with cut-out stars on a
red cloth, it made a festive tree.

Wooden tree used by Vera-Ellen of
“Belle of New York” is easy to make.
Trunk, a 2 x 2, three feet high, is sanded
until round and tapered at the top. Dow-
eling, thrust into holes in trunk, forms
branches. With a coat of green paint,
Vera-Ellen ’s tree was ready to brighten
her home at Christmas.

. . . with FLOATING ACTSON
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NEW YORK, N.Y. In newspa-
pers and magazines, on radio

and television —America’s
beauty experts acclaim Hazel
Bishop No-Smear Lipstick,

because it does not smear off

on cups, cigarettes, teeth—or
the object
of your af-

fections.
Yet re-
moves eas-
ily with
soap and
water, or
cream.

Stays On You Cynthia
—Not On Him! Cabot, Phil-

adelphia Inquirer : -''Exciting
news to women is Hazel
Bishop’s amazing lipstick
which is indelible, yet possess-
es themost attractive features
of other fine lipsticks. It has a
smooth, creamy texture easily
applied; is not sticky, does
not dry out.”

Antoinette Donnelly,New York

News :"The
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is Hazel
ishop’s

ability to
remain
fixed to the
lips with-
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Announcing the 1952 Photoplay Scholarship Contest

( Continued from page 65) At the end of

their momentous trip to California, made
at the invitation of Photoplay, they were
interviewed by the casting directors of
major studios, won themselves screen
tests and possible screen careers.

If you want to be an actress, if grease
paint and footlights, first-night audiences
and rising curtains fill your dreams, then
this is your opportunity. Whether you live

in a tiny township or a great metropolis,
the Photoplay Scholarship Contest can
find you through your applications, letters,

voice recordings and pictures. And if,

through these things, your talent becomes
evident, you will be invited to one of the
auditions held in sixty or more cities

across the nation, at which the judges will

be directors from the local radio station,

producers from the community theatre,
drama critics from the local newspaper,
instructors from near-by schools.

“Placing” at the auditions puts you in
the running for the California finals. And
though only three girls are invited to the

finals, winning the local audition can be
a springboard for furthering your career.
Photoplay notes with pride the Honorable
Award winners who found recognition
at these auditions.
Betty Britz, a North Carolina girl in

Los Angeles for the preliminaries, was later
contacted by a Pasadena Playhouse scout
for a possible part in one of their Com-
munity Theatre Productions. Noel Marie
Mast so impressed the Chicago board, she
was auditioned at the NBC talent bureau,
is being considered for a spot with a local

show at the end of the school year. Nita
Winslow was recommended by New York
audition board judge, actress Judith Evelyn,
to the casting director of CBS. And Eastern
representatives of Twentieth Century-
Fox, who saw Wisconsin’s Nancy Fowlkes,
New York’s Ruth Hartley and Indiana’s
Neva Reece, invited them back for inter-
views, now have a watchful eye on their
progress. Other Honorable Award winners
whose talent Photoplay believes someday
will be recognized are: Jo Anne Henderson

of Kansas City, Missouri; Martha Morrison
of Detroit, Michigan; Marjorie Margot
Schmitz of Cleveland, Ohio; Petrina ;.

Susanne Williams of Hackensack, N. J.

If you are one of those chosen as a final-

ist, you become a celebrity overnight. You
are interviewed by the newspapers. Your
picture is on the front page. Photoplay I]

writes a story about you. And you go off

to California for the finals. There, whether
or not you are the winner, you meet the I

press, the casting directors of the Holly- ;

wood studios, producers and stars. You ,i

make guest appearances on radio, on TV
programs broadcast coast-to-coast.

If you want to study at the Pasadena 1

Playhouse, if more than anything in the I

world you want to be an actress, enroll in

the Photoplay Scholarship Contest. You
need never have acted before an audience.
You need not be beautiful. You need only :

talent and the desire to succeed.

Watch for the February Photoplay for

further details.

( Continued from page 67) attractively with
them. It’s personality that counts, as I

think I can prove to you.
When Joe Kaufman, my producer on

“Sudden Fear,” came home from New York
recently, he phoned me in great excitement.

“Joan,” he said, “I think I’ve found a girl

for Irma.”
“Tell me about her.”

“She’s twenty-one,” he replied, “and she

has the most beautiful posture, the nicest

way of greeting you, the most gracious

way of speaking.”
Not a word about her figure, or the shape

of her nose, or the color of her eyes. Not
even a word about her dramatic training.

She was proud, friendly, gracious. She
had charm. I was certain, from this de-

scription, that she was right for the part.

Paging Noah Webster

Take this business of speech.

How many girls have “a gracious way
of speaking”?
This is terribly important to first—or

fiftieth—impressions, yet most of us are

downright sloppy about it.

Why do so many of us say “Yeah” or

“Nah” or grunt unintelligibly when “Yes,”

“No” or “Maybe” are just as easy and so

much more positive (i.e., charming) ?

Why is it that youngsters especially glom
onto a word like “keen” or “slick” and
work it to death?
My twelve-year-old, Christina, barged

into my dressing room the other day and
said, “Mommie, have you any absorbent

cotton? I want a whole deely of it.”

“What is a deely?” I gasped.

“Oh,” she confessed after a moment, “it’s

just a word ... a word you use for what-
ever you want to say—for a—a deely

”

See how easy it is to get into the habit?

I have a little vocabulary game I play

with myself when I find myself over-

working already tired words, or am un-
able to express an idea as fully and
interestingly as I would like.

I get out my well-worn dictionary.

First I look up the meanings of five words
I’m not quite sure about. Then I practice

using these words—in sentences.

After that, since the dictionary is open
before me, I find five brand new words

—

brand new to me, at least—and add these

to my vocabulary. It’s fun.

Try it. You’ll be less tongue-tied the

If You Want to Be Charming

next time your gang gets together.

Glamour—Two Versions

This is the time of year when glamour
comes into its own; when many invitations
read “Formal!”
How formal is “formal”? you’re won-

dering. Long dress or short? Big hair-do,
or the everyday hair-do? What do the
men in our lives really like?

The other night at the formal opening
of “Streetcar Named Desire” I saw both
versions of formal glamour—Patrice Wy-
more arriving on the arm of her handsome
husband, Errol Flynn, was as dramatically
beautiful as a princess in a fairy story.

Her long gown was a Dior original, white
with a pink cummerbund, with ruffles

cascading from the knee into a slight train!

She wore long white gloves and masses
of diamonds (presents from Errol, lucky
girl!) and a white ermine stole.

Her blonde hair was pulled severely

back from the forehead, to cascade at the

nape of the neck into a cluster of curls.

Coming in just behind her was Joan
Evans, with one of her young men. Brushed
and scrubbed, she gleamed with youth and
health, not diamonds. Her only jewels

were modest clip earrings. Her gown, short

and very full, was a simple taffeta with
cap sleeves—its only ornamentation a few
sequined leaves at the neckline.

Joan’s hair, parted in the middle, was
simple and casual, but she was glamorous!
The proud face of her young man said

that in no uncertain terms.

Looks as though “formal” can have as

many interpretations as you—and your
young man—want to give it.

If You Ask Me
Now for some of your questions.

A reader is concerned about chronic

lines and circles under the eyes.

To know how to advise her, I first would
have to be aware of their cause.

For some people, circles under the eyes

are structural—actually shadows in the

hollows between deep-set eyes and high,

prominent cheekbones.
Make-up, very sparsely and carefully

applied, can minimize those shadows. Use
a somewhat lighter powder base under
the eyes and blend carefully at the line

of the cheekbones. Beware of too much
make-up—it’s worse than none at all.

If your circles are of the “give-away”
variety, from too much food and drink,
too many late nights, the answer is simple.
Go to bed early for a few nights, and
sleep, sleep, sleep. Try a day of liquid
dieting, too, for your innards’ sake. The
eyes will show it.

Sometimes, little lines about the eyes are
an indication of very dry skin. For this

condition get the richest cream you can
find, and pat it gently around your eyes
just before you pop into bed.
Another follower of this column, yearn-

ing for long, long hair, writes that she has
a problem. Her hair just won’t grow. It’s

been shoulder length for ten years.
My advice may frighten her but here

it is: Cut your hair. Removing the dry,

split ends will encourage growth.
Buy two good hairbrushes, and every

night after your shower, lean way over
and brush hard—give your hair at least

two hundred firm, deep sweeps. With a

brush in each hand, use alternating strokes.

There’s an unexpected prize in this rou-
tine, incidentally. This two-hairbrush trick

is the best exercise in the world for a

beginning-to-sag bust line.

“I have a very limited budget for

clothes,” another reader tells me. “I hate
cheap clothes, yet if I splurge all of my
money in one suit and a couple of dresses,

I bore myself and my friends wearing the

same thing always.
I can sympathize with this girl, and I

think she’s smart to choose fewer, better

things—more expensive clothes are often

a real economy. They last longer.

That, of course, is part of the complaint.

They last, and last, and “bore me and all

of my friends to death.”
But they needn’t.

I, too, buy “better” dresses and suits—

and in my business I can’t afford to look

the same day after day. So I keep a huge
drawer full of inexpensive but effective

accessories . . . artificial flowers, costume
jewelry, scarves, belts, collars and cuffs.

I find it a challenge to see how many
ways I can change one good basic dress.

Imagination can be a better wardrobe
stretcher than money.

Do not hesitate to write me about your
charm problems. Send your letters to

Joan Crawford, c/o Photoplay, 321 S. Bev-
erly Drive, Beverly Hills. Calif.



Mr. Dynamite

(Continued from page 43) training field

to watch a winter training session.

Bill was mad about baseball, and mad
about Ray, and he wanted that day with

the team mere than he had ever wanted
anything in his life.

And, in her heart, Mrs. Beedle wanted
it for him. But she couldn’t weaken. For
some time, Bill had been showing definite

signs of being allergic to his school work.
With his standing so questionable, a day’s

absence would be a serious thing.

“But I may never get a chance like this

again,” Bill stormed.
“I know,” said his mother, sympatheti-

cally. “It’s really too bad.”
“For a minute,” Mrs. Beedle recalls, “it

looked as though he were going to cry. I

don’t know what I would have done if he
had. Given in, probably. But he just

stood there looking at me, two big tears
glistening in his eyes, then he walked over
to the phone and called Ray Schalk.”
“Gee, Ray, I’m awful sorry,” she heard

him say. “I’d give anything to go. But
I’m in a jam at school and I can’t.”

i
fil’dE control already was operating. And
Ihe needed it soon enough. For in the
early thirties the Beedles—along with the
rest of the country—faced up to the prob-

|l lems of the depression. And Bill’s father,

I

seriously ill of pneumo-silicosis, was bed-
ridden for three years. Mrs. Beedle—with
three small sons by this time, Richard
having arrived two years after the family
settled in California—had to go back to

her teaching. Bill, as the oldest, actually
stepped into his father’s shoes in the
household.

1 Mrs. Beedle says she should have real-
ized then that Bill was destined to be an
actor. He played out his new role as
though it were a part in a play. Many a

[

night when his mother came wearily home
[

from school, he would seat her at the table
like a queen, and, appearing in white

jj

jacket, with a spotless linen towel over his
jarm, proceed to serve her the dinner he
had cooked, as though he were the major-
domo at the Ritz.

To know these stories about Bill Holden
as a boy makes it easier to understand the
rare blend of temperament and talent,

modesty and common sense which today
sets him apart from most of his Hollywood
contemporaries.
When Artie Jacobson, head of talent of

Paramount studios, first set eyes on Bill,

I
he was dumfounded by the earnest six-
footer who sat across the desk from him.
Jacobson’s assistant had “covered” the

performance at the Pasadena Community
Playhouse to scout a young actress.

The assistant had come back raving, not
about the girl, but about the “elderly
character actor” who played her father.
The “elderly character actor” by virtue

of wig, beard and grease paint, had been
twenty-year-old Bill Beedle, a Pasadena
Junior College student, making his very
first appearance on any stage.

“Any green kid who can convince me
that he is an old man is an actor,” the
assistant had reported.

,
Jacobson offered Bill a chance any other

twenty-year-old of his acquaintance
would have jumped at—a screen test.

“We’ll shoot it Saturday,” Jacobson said,

‘provided you can get yourself over here
every day between now and then for some
:oaching.”

Quite calmly Bill said that to get to the
studio every day was out of the question.
‘You see, it’s finals week and I can’t skip
classes.”

“You mean you’d pass up a chance like
his rather than skip school for a week!”

Hollywood star \\ t . . »
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Now— see how lovely your hair is after your very first

Rayve Creme Shampoo! Bewitching Gale Storm exclaims—
“I never knew my hair had such lovely highlights— so

much natural wave!” Rayve’s blend of curl-conditioning

oils with deep-cleansing lather creams your hair to

glorious softness . . . leaves it shining, obedient, easy to

curl! Get a tube or jar of Rayve today!

Cream-condition your hair with
Rayve’s unique Balanced Formula!

Take TABCIN to

check cold misery
quick! TABCIN

I checks sneezes
and sniffles, helps
relieve headache and feverish
feeling. Eases aches and pains.

\

Tabcin contains a tested anti-

histamine in compound with

|

other ingredients to give more
' complete relief for cold distress.
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how. Soon you are playing the music you
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sic, Studio B-201. Port Washington, N. Y.
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EARN
$
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a Month"

WritesA.M.L.,San Francisco

Ambitious and energetic, Mrs.
A.M.L. learned how to be a
practical nurse through the
physician-endorsed home-study
methods of the Chicago School of Nursing. Now she has
steady income, doing work she loves.
High School Not Required. Whether you’re IS or 60—you
can benefit, as have thousands of men and women, by
studying practical nursing at home in your spare time.
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“1 can’t risk flunking out,” the boy said.
Artie threw his head back and laughed.

“I think you’re crazy; I think I’m crazy,
too. But I like you. Let’s do it your way.”
A series of coaching sessions for after-

school hours were arranged, and the test

was shot on schedule the following Satur-
day. (In the meantime, Bill passed his
college exams with flying colors.)

However, a producer, who had final say
about hiring new people, looked at Bill’s

test, and yawned. Bill was nothing, he
said. Dull, colorless.

Bill had everything, Jacobson insisted,

he just didn’t throw it at you. It was a
matter of restraint, rare in a kid so young.
At that moment, Mr. Biggest, Y. Frank

Freeman, vice president and studio head of

Paramount, walked into the projection
room, and wondered out loud what the
argument was about. Jacobson filled him
in and re-ran the test.

Freeman lined up with Jacobson and 1

gave the green light which put Bill Holden
under stock contract—at a beginner’s
quick $50 a week.
Not long after this William Perlberg,

about to produce “Golden Boy” at Colum-
bia, was looking for a girl to play the
sister. He ran off a Paramount test of a
starlet. It was Bill Holden’s test, as well.
When Perlberg looked at the test, how-

ever, he telephoned Artie in great excite-
ment. “Who is that boy?” he yelled. Ja-
cobson told him what he knew about his

find.

“You’ve found our Golden Boy,” Perl-
berg told him.

WORKING gruelling hours daily in a
strange new medium, dividing his nights

between a violin teacher and a boxing
coach who were teaching him the special

skills the exacting part demanded, Bill

was an overnight sensation in Hollywood.
But he was too busy and too tired to know
it. He did have time to make one good and
lasting friend. Hugh McMullan, a grad-
uate of Williams and Oxford and a former
teacher of music and art at Berkshire, was
“Golden Boy’s” dialogue director.

McMullan chose books from his sub-
stantial library for Bill to read, helped him
to an appreciation of music and art. “Made
me,” says Bill, “appreciate many things I

might otherwise have overlooked.”
One of those “things,” although it prob-

ably wouldn’t occur to Bill, was a beauti-
ful young girl whom McMullan had known
as Ardis Ankerson in New York, and who
now—as Brenda Marshall, under contract
to Warner Brothers, was starring in “The
Sea Hawk.”

Bill and McMullan had taken a small
house together in the Hollywood hills, and
McMullan—seeing that Bill was singular-
ly lacking in girl friends—undertook to fill

that hole in his friend’s life, too.

One after another, pretty girls that Mc-
Mullan knew were invited to the bachelor
diggings for dinner. At some point during
the evening Hugh would look questioning

-

ly at Bill, and more often than not be an-
swered with a disinterested shrug of the
shoulders.

It could have been, as McMullan thought,
that Bill was too exhausted from his stren-
uous work at the studio to be interested
in romance. But he wasn’t too exhausted
to go to Artie Jacobson’s Saturday night
badminton parties and play his heart out.

When McMullan first mentioned Ardis
Ankerson, Bill was even more obstinate
than usual.

“I don’t want to meet any married wom-
en with children,” he said. Ardis had sep-
arated from her husband, but, in Bill’s

eyes, she was married.
However, soon after the release of

“Golden Boy,” when Warner Brothers bor-
rowed Bill to co-star with George Raft in

“Invisible Stripes,” Hugh hinted again that
Ardis was a mighty attractive gal and that
Bill just might run into her on the lot.

“If you do,” he said, “invite her to din-
ner.”

They did meet. And Bill had found his

“one woman” at last.

Bill and Brenda Marshall—he, and most
of her intimate friends, still call her Ardis
—met in September, 1939, and were mar-
ried twenty-one months later, on July 13,

1941, in Las Vegas, Nevada.
It would have been much sooner except

for the time involved in Ardis’ suit for di-
vorce and custody of her young daughter,
Virginia.

VRHEN they finally set a date, Bill was
working. So they decided, since he was to

be allowed no time off, to charter a plane
for a Saturday night flight to Las Vegas.
Bill arranged for the Congregational min-
ister to meet them in his chapel at 10 p.m.,

and made reservations for the bridal suite
and a midnight wedding supper at El
Rancho Vegas.
To get things off to a hectic start, Bill

—

and his best man, Brian Donlevy—were
held up for a couple of hours on the set.

When their plane got off the ground, with
the bridegroom still in full make-up, they
ran into bad weather, landing finally,

three hours late, in a muddy emergency
field.

By the time they hiked into town it was
three o’clock in the morning. The minister
had gone to bed. And the hotel had given
away the bridal suite.

At four, the pastor sleepily performed a
ceremony at the foot of a big double bed
in a hotel bedroom. After donning fresh
clothes, the Holdens and the Donlevys felt

gay enough for a champagne breakfast.
An hour later, their pilot suggested that

they’d better head back to Los Angeles if

they wanted to beat the fog to the Pass.
“That,” Bill sighs, “was only the begin-

ning. On Monday I went back to work.
Ardis moved our things into the new house
we had bought for the honeymoon we
didn’t have.”
On Wednesday, Ardis left for three

weeks’ location in Canada. She returned
on a Friday afternoon to find that Bill had
left Friday morning for location in Carson
City. Bill came back from Carson City ten

days later in an ambulance, and was de-
livered to the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital
for an emergency appendectomy. His bride

visited him there every day and told him
how things were shaping up in the honey-
moon house. On the day before Bill was
to be released, Ardis complained of a pain
in her side.

“Sympathetic pains,” Bill scoffed.

PIN UPS OF 1952
(see PAGES 34 AND 35>

• Virginia Mayo, of “She’s Working Her

Way Through College,” is S' 4y2
",

weighs 118 pounds; bust 34; waist

24; hips 34

• Ava Gardner, of “Pandora and the

Flying Dutchman,” is 5' 5y2
", weighs

118 pounds; bust 37; waist 22; hips

37

• Mona Freeman, of “Darling, How Could

You!” is 5' 3 3
/4 ", weighs 110 pounds;

bust 33; waist 23; hips 33

• Monica Lewis, of “The Strip,” is S' 3",

weighs 110 pounds; bust 36; waist 24;

hips 36

But the doctor didn’t think so, and trun -

dled the bride off for her emergency
appendectomy.
They had a few quiet weeks after that,

convalescing. In January they left for

Washington to attend the President’s
Birthday Ball, planning to go on to New
York—where Ardis was committed for

personal appearances—figuring they could
squeeze in a few evenings of seeing the

city together. The United States was at war
by this time, and Bill knew that the honey-
moon must be now or never—for he had
decided to enlist.

Meantime Paramount moved up the

starting date of his final picture to the day
after the Birthday Ball. Bill flew home to

work, and Ardis went on to New York
alone.

On April 15th, Bill finished his picture

and on April 17th he enlisted in the Army.
Among the problems which Ardis and

Bill had “settled” in advance during that

year of waiting was the one all career
girls face with the approach of a baby.
When that happened, they agreed Ardis

would retire—devote all of her energies to

her two most important jobs of wife and
mother.
So Brenda Marshall stepped out of films,

when she was at the peak of her career and
became plain Mrs. Bill Holden, a decision

she says she has never regretted.
When their son was born on November

17, 1943, Bill flew home from his station in

Texas and chose the baby’s name

—

Peter Westfield Holden, after his brother,
Bob Westfield Beedle, then flying danger-
ous combat missions over Europe.
Bob’s gay letter welcoming his new

namesake was the last word Bill ever
had from him. Only a few weeks later, ihe
Beedles were notified that their son had
been killed in action.

For the final nine months of his Army
service, Bill was transferred to the Motion
Picture Unit’s west coast post at Culver
City, where he could live with his family.

Those who knew him in the Army say
that he never beefed. He knew that some
actors were faking their way back into

civilian life. He wouldn’t, although he was
going into debt for the first time in his life,

and it was eating his soul.

He stuck it out to the end, and so re-

turned to a movie business already re-
j

covered from its former leading-man
shortage. And it was eleven months before
Paramount found a suitable role for his

re-introduction to the public.

The months of inactivity provided a wel-
come rest and a chance to get acquainted
with his family, which had increased early
in 1946 with the arrival of a second son,

Scott Porter.

Inevitably, however, soon after Bill

started working again, it became apparent
that there was more gunpowder where that

first blast came from. The “new” Bill

Holden, the explosive Bill Holden, shook
the screen in “Union Station.” And in

“Born Yesterday,” there it was again

—

dynamite under control.

Moreover, Bill didn’t use his stored-up
ammunition just in front of the camera.
When—after the smash success of “Bom
Yesterday,” Columbia proposed to cast Bill

in what he called “a trite old-fashioned
conception of a motion picture,” he said,

“No, thanks.”
The studio was aghast. Bill Holden

didn’t rebel. Bill Holden was a “nice guy.”
Nice and tractable.

But, with time, with Bill quietly going
on suspension rather than make that

movie, the Hollywood producers learned
what the Beedle family had discovered
when Bill was a little boy; not to be

fooled by his pleasant, casual exterior

—

that he’s high voltage underneath—Mr.
Dynamite. The End



TO REACH THE STARS
Photoplay receives thousands of letters
asking for photographs and addresses of
movie stars. Home addresses cannot be
revealed and Photoplay cannot fill re-
quests for photographs. However, follow-
ing are the addresses of the major motion
picture studios and a list of the stars they
have under contract. If your favorites are
not listed in any contract list, write to
them in care of the studio at which they
made their last picture. For autographed
pictures send twenty-five cents to the star
to cover cost of mailing. Clip out this list
and save it for future reference.

Columbia Pictures. 1438 N. Gower St., Hollywood: Gene
Autry, Smiley Burnette, Broderick Crawford. Joan Davis,
John Derek, Glenn Ford, Barbara Hale, Rita Hayworth.
Judy Holliday, Anthony Dexter, Jody Lawrance, Jack Ma-
honey, Beverly Michaels, Terry Moore, Pat O'Brien. Donna
Reed Carl Benton Reid. Mickey Rooney, Dolores Sidener,
Charles Starrett, Johnny Stewart, Pat Williams, Aldo Ray.

Goldwyn Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave., Los Angeles:
Dana Andrews, Joan Evans, Farley Granger.

Metro-Goldtcm-Maver, 10202 W. Washington Bivd., Culver
City: Dawn Addams, June Allyson, Richard Anderson, Pier
Angel l, Fred Astaire. Lionel Barrymore, Keefe Brasselle
l\ay Brown, Louis Calhern, William Campbell. Leslie Caron,
Carleton Carpenter, Gower Champion, Marge Champion, C’yd
Charisse, Eileen Christy. Donna Corcoran, Jonathan Cott,
Bruce Cowling. James Craig, Vic Damone, Nancy Davis,
Michael Dugan. Billy Eckstine, Marilyn Erskine, Sally
rorrest, Dan Foster, Clark Gable. Ava Gardner, Greer Garson
Stewart Granger, Kathryn Grayson, Jean Hagen, John Ho-
dialt. Van Johnson, Howard Keel. Gene Kelly, Deborah Kerr,
Fernando Lamas, Mario Lanza, Peter Lawford, Janet Leigh
Monica Lewis. John Lupton. Marjorie Main. Maria Elena
Marques^ Ann Miller, Ricardo Montalban, George Murphy
Henry Nakamura. Reginald Owen, Walter Pidgeon Ezio
Pinza Jane Powell, William Powell. Paula Raymond. Debbie
Reynolds, Jeff Richards, Red Skelton, Lewis Stone, Barry
Sullivan. Elizabeth Taylor, Robert Taylor, Spencer Tracy,
Lana Turner, Vera-Ellen. James Whitmore, Esther Williams
Keenan Wynn.

,1Ionogram Pictures. 4370 Sunset Drive, Hollywood: Johnny
Mack Brown, Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall, Florence Marly, Jane
Nigh, Whip Wilson.

Paramount. Pictures, 5 4 5 1 Marathon St., Hollywood: Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Judith Ames, Jean Arthur, Peter I).

Baldwin, William Bendix, Lyle Bettger, Pierre Cressoy, Bing
Crosby, William Demarest, Laura Elliot, Rhonda Fleming,
Joan Fontaine, Mona Freeman, Nancy Gates, Paulette God-
dard, Gloria Grahame, Nancy Hale, Virginia Hall, Peter
Hanson, Patricia Ann Harding, William Holden, Bob Hope,
Betty Hutton, Dick Keene. Alan Ladd, Irene Martin. Hubert
Merrill, Ray Milland, Michael Moore, Susan Morrow, Mary
Murphy. Nancy Olson, Eleanor Parker. Barbara Rush, Jan
Sterling, Joan Taylor, Alan Young. Under personal contract
to Hal Wallis: Polly Bergen, Corinne Calvet, Wendell Corey,
Don DeFore, Vincent Edwards, Franca Faldini. Charlton
Heston, Burt Lancaster. Jerry Lewis, Marion Marshall. Dean
Martin, Eddie Mayefioff, I.izabeth Scott, Richard Stapley.

IlKO Studios, 7 80 Gower St., Hollywood: Keith Andes. Carla
Baienda, Jack Buetel, Janice Carter, the Charivels, Barbara
Darrow, Brad Dexter, Joan Dixon, George Dolenz, Faith
Domergue, Betsy Drake, Mel Ferrer, Steve Flagg. Jane Greer
Dee Hartford. Tim Holt, Richard Martin, Charles McGraw,’
Colleen Miller, Robert Mitchum, Carole Morton, Mala Powers
Jane Russell, Robert Ryan. Margaret Sheridan. William
Talman, Mary Jo Tarola, Ursula Thiess, Kenneth Tobey.

Republic Pictures. 4024 N. Radford Ave.. N. Hollywood:
Rex Allen, Roy Barcroft, Adrian Booth, Judy Canova, Michael
Chapin, William Ching, Penny Edwards, Eilene Janssen,
Mary Ellen Kay, Allan "Rocky” Lane, Muriel Lawrence,
Adele Mara, Vera Ralston, Estelita Rodriguez, Roy Rogers,
Grant Withers.

Twentieth Century-Fox, 1 0201 West Pico Blvd., Beverly
Hills: Richard Allen, Merry Anders. Dana Andrews (with
Goldwyn), Ray Andrews, Charlotte Austin, Richard Base-
hart, Lauren Bacall, Barbara Bates, Anne Baxter Richard
Boone, Cornell Borchers, Scott Brady, Marlon Brando, Jill
Clifford, Valentina Cortesa, Joseph Cotten. Jeanne Crain
Dan Dailey, Dennis Day, Dannielle Darrieux, Bette Davis,
Joanne Dru, Gloria DeHaven, Henry Fonda, Anne Francis
Mitzi Gaynor, Betty Grable, Bob Graham, Cary Grant Billy
Gray, Susan Hayward, June Haver, Craig Hill, Jeffrey
Hunter, Richard Hylton, Louis Jourdan, Patricia Knox,
William Lundigan, Myrna Loy, Joyce MacKenzie, George
Mathews, Victor Mature, Hugh Marlowe, James Mason Gary
Merrill, Zero Mostel, Marilyn Monroe, Ava Norring Pat
Neal. Debra Paget, Walter (Jack) Palance, Gregory Peck
Jean Peters, Tyrone Power, Mlcheline Prelie. George Raft
Michael Rennie, Thelma Ritter, Dale Robertson. George
Sanders, Constance Smith, Helene Stanley. Warren Stevens
James Stewart, Randy Stuart, Gene Tierney, Robert Wagner
David Wayne, Clifton Webb, Orson Welles, Oskar Werner
Helen Westcott, Richard Widmark, Cornel Wilde

Universal- International, Universal City: Abbott and Costello,
Julia Adams, Ann Blyth, Judith Braun, Susan Cabot, Jeff
Chandler Anthony Curtis, Peggy Dow. Charles Drake. Yvette
Dugay, Richard Garland, Cindy Garner. Nancy Guild Joyce
Holden, John Hudson, Rock Hudson. Alice Kelly Piper
Laurie, Palmer Lee, Richard Long, Stephen McNally, Bodil
Miller, Audie Murphy, Lori Nelson, Alex Nicol Hugh
O'Brien, Gigi Perreau, William Regnolds. Beverly Tvler
Shelley Winters.

Warner Brothers, 4000 W. Olive Ave.. Burbank: Mari Aldon
Charles Bickford, Humphrey Bogart. Ray Bolger, Eddie
Bracken Marlon Brando, David Brian, James Cagney. Philip
Carey, Helena Carter, Steve Cochran. Gary Cooper', Horace
Cooper, Joan Crawford, Ginger Crowley. Doris Day Kirk
Douglas, Betsy Drake, Errol Flynn. Yirginia Gibson, Farley
Granger, Cary Grant, Ron Hagerthy, William Holden, Kim
Hunter, Phyllis Kirk, Hurt Lancaster, Vivien Leigh, Frank
Lovejoy Gordon MacRae, Raymond Massey, Virginia Mayo
Allyn McLerie, Ray Milland, Eve Miller, Dennis Morgan
Gene Nelson, Lucille Norman, Nancy Olson, Gregory Peck’
Paul Picerni, Ronald Reagan, Ruth Roman, Janice Rule!
ui ^1-
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3 Randolph Scott, Aileen Stanley Jr., Ray Teal,
Phyllis Thaxter, Gene Tierney, Danny Thomas, Lurene Tut-
tle John Wayne, Richard Webb, Dick Wesson, Jane Wyman
Patrice Wymore. Gig Young. •

* ’

Hollywood
stars acclaim
elsa maxwell9s
etiquette book
“Elsa Maxwell’s blueprint for
correct social usage, as re-
vealed in the pages of her
fine book, are an inspiration
to all who enjoy gracious liv-
ing.”

Joan Crawford

“After reading Elsa Maxwell’s
gay, entertaining book on eti-
quette it is easy to understand
why she is universally popular
as a hostess and as a friend.”

Doi•is Day

“Here at last is a down-to-
earth book on etiquette that
is as breezy and easy-to-read
as it is practical.”

Gordon MacRae

“I loved Miss Maxwell’s hook,
so interesting and not just a
dry list of do’s and don’ts. It’s
delightful, too, to look
through work on etiquette
which is styled as niodernly
as our life today. And I agree
with her 100% that good
manners are one of the great-
est personal assets anyone can
possess.”

Jeanne Crain

Elsa Maxwell’s new hook is
painless. That’s the news for
anyone who wants the low-
down on etiquette but wants
it interesting. I like it . . .

It’s useful. And, it’s good
reading.”

Dan Dailey

llGay, exciting, amusing . . .

those are the words for my
favorite kind of movie , . ,

and those are the ones for
Miss Maxwell’s book. She’s
lived an interesting life—and
it jumps out at you so briskly
from her pages! You’ll never
find such lively reading any-
where on what’s right to do
when and where.”

Mitzi Gaynor
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Cloth-bound $2.50

Paper-bound $1.00

At bookstores or from publisher

Elsa Maxwell, the famous hostess
to world celebrities, is being
showered with praise by Holly-
wood stars for her splendid eti-
quette book. In Hollywood they
are calling it the most useful
and entertaining book on the sub-
ject ever written. Once you get
your copy of this remarkable book
you, too, will join the stars of
Hollywood in your praise of this

fascinating, up-to-date guide to good manners.

Elsa Maxwell

A Social Education
Elsa Maxwell s new book is different from the
usual dry-as-dust etiquette volume. It’s gay! It’s
up-to-date! It’s just chock-full of the type of

t+
^oiinstion that you can put to immediate use.

It brings you a thorough social education that will
enable you to live a happier life.
Here are the answers to all your everyday eti-
quette problems. By following the advice con-
tained in this book you know exactly how to con-
duct yourself on every occasion. Here you find
important suggestions on good manners in restau-
rants—in church—in the theatre—in the home-
on the street—and when you travel.

Weddings
In this book Elsa Maxwell
covers every phase of en-
gagements and weddings.
The bride who follows the
suggestions contained in
this book need have no
wedding fears. She will be
radiant in the knowledge
that her wedding is correct
in every detail.

Good manners are impor-
tant—and the most encour-
aging thing about good
manners is that anyone can
possess them. You owe it

to yourself to get a copy of
this great book—at once.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE. INC.. Dept. PH-152
205 E. 42nd St.. New York 17, N. Y.

ETIQUETTE BOOK in the edition checked below
I enclose $ .

Cloth-bound Edition $2.5

0

Paper-bound Edition $1.00
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( Continued from page 51) her husband,
Bob Waterfield, star football player. The
lot’s so high above the road that passers-
by never guess it is there at all. Instead of

leveling the entire pie-shaped lot, they
tucked the house against the slope of the
hill so that the rear is level with the
ground while the front is second-story
height and built on stilts. Perhaps I

shouldn’t say “stilts,” for the supports are
massive walls, all integral parts of the
basic design. Also they’re arranged so

that Jane and Bob can use this area for

outdoor living. They put a barbecue grill

in the open section of three supports, each
a third of a circular pillar, with space
between the thirds. A bar is built under
the rear of the house, well shaded and
protected. So are the dressing rooms. Un-
orthodox? Yes, but so is Jane!
Swimming in their pool is like swimming

on the edge of the world. It’s at the front

of the lot, and the grapestake fence around
the property curves down to about a

foot in height at the front, so that when
swimming around the pool, you still have
the superb view to enjoy.

It would be nice to be able to say, “You,
too, can have a house like Jane’s and
Bob’s,” but such is not the case. Your
house should fit you and not Jane and Bob
Waterfield. But certainly there are ideas

you can adapt to your own home.
To get the house she wanted, Jane

worked with an architect. Is she pleased
with the results? Well, you can tell when
a person is happy with his home by the

way he discusses it.

“How did the architect know so well

what I wanted?” she said. “He’s Kemper
Nomland Jr., and We went to school to-

gether. I told him my ideas, worked them
in squares, and he gave it design.”

You can’t see much of the house as

you approach up the steep driveway, until

suddenly, there you are by the carport.

It’s under the kitchen, and the entrance
to the house is at the left. Hardwood steps

wind up to the entrance at second story

level. From the ground, however, you
don’t see the entrance, just the plain red-
wood exterior, stained deep brown.
Most homes feature a heavy wooden

slab for a front door, with solid walls on
either side. Usually they’re needed for

privacy, but since the stair-well prevented
a vista into the house, Jane specified glass

for the front door, and glass walls on
either side. You look right into the house,
but all you see are the gold-leaf-covered
walls of the entry hall, a plant box to the
right, and opaque glass above. As you face

Skytop House

the front door, the living room is com-
pletely concealed by a wall.
One of the primary objections to modern

home designs is that they’re stark and
cold. That isn’t true of Jane’s and Bob’s
house, largely because in the decorating
Jane worked out a theory of her own.

“I wanted a modern house,” she said,

“but I wanted it to look aged, about a
hundred years old. That’s why I chose
dark colors, both inside and out. That’s
also the reason for my Chinese pieces.
They’re so simply styled they fit beauti-
fully into a modern setting, yet they have
an ageless quality.”
The living room is almost rectangular,

with the dining area jutting out about
three feet. Green broadfelt carpets the
entire floor, but eventually Jane plans
to use wool chenille in a gray to match
the combed plywood walls. When asked
what the wall color is, Jane laughed.
“That’s ‘pouf’ umber,” she said. “My own
concoction, a combination of raw umber
and burnt umber.”

J
ane likes beamed ceilings, but the archi-
tect said no. She persisted, however, and

consequently, free hanging beams cover
the living-room ceiling. They’re about
ten inches thick, and are suspended from
the ceiling with small iron rods: They
carry the brown color of the exterior
into the room, and make a nice pattern
against the gray ceiling.

Guests talk most about the fire pit, op-
posite the windows. It’s a sunken section

of the living room, three steps down; a
modified rectangle, ten feet wide at one
end, six at the other, and about fifteen

feet long. Two sofas fit snugly into the
front and side, their backs level with the
living-room floor. Built-in cabinets sup-
port lamps and offer storage space, and a
plant box juts into the area between one
of the sofas and the steps. Palos Verdes
stone comprises the entire wall, echoed
by slate on the floor, and focal point of

the area is the five-foot open fireplace,

enclosed by an outside brass fire curtain.

With the built-in sofas, Jane and Bob
felt they should keep furnishings at a
minimum. The fewer tables and chairs
that take up floor space, the more you
have that feeling of lightness and spacious-
ness. All the sofas are upholstered in

gray-beige cotton boucle, and the lounge
chair in brown cotton boucle.
Though the dining area is part of the

living room, its floor is about six inches
higher than the living room, and a plant
box divides the two areas, perpendicular

to the window wall. Following the Chi-
nese motif, Jane’s dining group is of teak-
wood, the seats upholstered in the same
gray -beige used elsewhere.
Such a dramatic outlook needed equally

dramatic framing. Jane chose draperies of

bright red silk jersey.

All accents in the living room are gold,

in picture frames, in gold wash trim for

the lamp bases, in vases, and dinnerware.
For a change she specified silver, combined
with gray, for the adjoining master bed-
room. Ultimately both spread and head-
board will be of gray velvet. And large
gray cabinets will serve as bedside tables,

the gray finished off with rubbed silver.

From the somberness of the master
bedroom, Jane went violently colorful

in her dressing room. Let rooms that you
occupy only a few minutes at a time be
outrageously gay. Jane’s dressing room
combines purple and pink.

In a guest room, too, you can be more
extreme in your scheme, because it’s

lived in only for short periods. Here Jane
used royal blue and pink, with accents of

white. The blue’s on the walls. The pink is

on the ceiling, in the cotton shag carpet-
ing, the chenille spreads on the twin beds,
the sill-length raw silk draperies, even on
an old Victorian lamp table.

Whereas everything else in the house
is simple and modern or Chinese, the

guest bedroom goes in for frou-frou. The
Victorian rocking chair, and the lamp
that stands beside it are in white wicker,
the latter styled after a birdcage and
filled with dried flowers and pods painted
pink and white. A little white wicker bird-
cage, filled with the same flowers, hangs
next to the chest and the final fillip is

provided by white rococo sconces on the
walls.

Jane’s color schemes are simple, with not
over three colors in one room. One color

dominates, a second is used in the propor-
tion of about one-third and the third

strong color is for accent only. Neither
does she feature a print, but relies instead

on texture for interest.

The one exception is the den. It stands
in back of the living room and uses the
same massive stonework for a fireplace,

slate for the floor. At the windows, Jane
hung heavy cotton draperies which fea-
ture a red and green pattern on brown
ground. And a second pattern is in the
heavy Navajo rug in black, gray, white
and red. Furnishings are simple, a red
leather chair, a green leather sofa, end
tables, a desk and a television set. One
wall houses Bob’s football trophies, and a
second wall is devoted to books.
What about music? A corner of the mas-

ter bedroom, next to the living room, is

allotted to that. It looks like a large closet.

In it are built-in radio and phonograph,
with shelves for record storage.

When you build a house that’s designed
especially for you, it’s essential that you
consider and make provision for every
aspect of your life. Jane loves to paint
and enjoys many hobbies. There’s a tre-
mendous room off the kitchen, a service
room, containing washing machine, dryer
and mangle, with cupboards for mending
and ironing. But it’s also a hobby room for
Jane and Bob. A counter extends around
two sides and over half of one wall is de-
voted to cupboards, closets and drawers.
For Jane and Bob the house is practically

perfect. They can’t think of a thing they
would change. Because they thought ahead,
worked out their ideas on paper and
mulled them over before making them
into actualities, they achieved the results

they wanted. “How happy can you get?”
they ask. And they mean it!

The End

“Now There'll Be a Tomorrow

for John and Me”
Yes, thanks to the help of radio’s “My True
Story,” countless people have found the key to
happiness. This is because “My True Story”
dramatizes, in vivid form, real-life problems of

real people- -right out of the files of True Story
Magazine. Here are people who might be you,
your friends, or your neighbors. You’ll find the

answers to problems of love, hope, fear, jealousy
and many others.

TUNE IN

“MY TRUE STORY”
American Broadcasting Stations_



WHEREVER YOU LIVE YOU CAN BUY

PHOTOPLAY
FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the
stores in your vicinity where the Photoplay
Fashions are sold, please write to the
manufacturers listed below:

Murray White jacket dress
560 Harrison Ave., Boston 18, Mass.

Annetta dress
1375 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Betty Briggs bolero dress
1375 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Rite-Fit dress
463 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Bestform bra
64 West 23rd St., New York, N. Y.

Exquisite Form bra
159 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Maidenform bra
200 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Lovable bra
180 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Wispese waist cincher
302 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Gossard girdle
111 N. Canal St., Chicago, 111.

Playtex girdle
350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Perma-lift girdle
1143 W. Congress, Chicago, 111.

\\
Detailed drawings of the Donna Reed

—Jean Louis pattern on page 60
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MUST REMOVE
EXCESS WASTE
Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy, head-

aches and dizziness may be due to slowdown of kidney
function. Doctors say good kidney function is very
important to good health. When some everyday con-
dition, such as stress and strain, causes this im-
portant function to slow down, many folks suffer
nagging backache—feel miserable. Minor bladder
irritations due to cold or wrong diet may cause
getting up nights or frequent passages.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these conditions

bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It’s amaz-
ing how many times Doan’s give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and niters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today'
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(Continued from page 38) amazing crea-
ture, their first-born. Yet here there was
a difference. Up the theatre stair-well

came a bellowed warning, “Haaaaalf hour!”
Jane’s voice was matter of fact but her

eyes turned back for another fond look at

her husband. “Honestly,” she remarked, “I

suppose I’m being foolish but do you
know, I hate to leave the baby for even
the few minutes I’m on stage?”
With a rustle of taffeta, she ran down the

stairs. Geary smoothed out small blankets
and remarked, “There. I guess he’s com-
fortable. This fellow is overdue for a nap.”
But this fellow manifestly had other

ideas. Small clenched fists fought their

way out of the covers. Geary covered him
up again. “Hi, Socker, no fair. You’re
supposed to go to sleep.”

The baby continued to demonstrate how
he had earned his first nickname. As fast

as his father could tuck in the blanket he
worked his hands free.

Geary shook his head. “The kid’s got me
licked. He’s used to Janie singing him to

sleep and I’m no Janie.” Then the spark
of an idea kindled. “Say, do you suppose
I could take him into the wings? I’d sort

of like to hear Janie myself.”

Spreading out a blanket he folded his

son into a snug cocoon and arrived in the
wings just in time to hear Janie confiding
to her audience, “All you mothers have
sung this song at some time or another.

It’s all about a curly-headed baby. But I

don’t want to deceive you. I want you to

know that my baby hasn’t a curl on his

head. All he has now is a light brown
fuzz.”

The enthralled audience gave a happy
sigh. The baby, recognizing Jane’s voice,

turned his head. As she crooned the lulla-

by his eyelids drooped and before she had
taken her last bow, he was sound asleep.

Thus Geary Steffen III, at the age of

two months and one hour, became, on the

stage of the Oriental Theatre in Chicago,
the latest inheritor of an ancient theatrical

tradition of being cradled in a trunk.

Stars just don’t take their small children
on tour any more. When they are on the
road, their offspring are left at home in

charge of a trained nurse.
In the eyes of Janie and Geary, such an

arrangement was strictly no good. Yet
there is no denying that when the question
of a personal appearance tour came up, it

forced into sharp focus a problem which
Geary and Jane share with many other
young couples: Should Jane choose work
or motherhood as her true career?
Motherhood took precedence over work,

but they’d choose both if they could make
it practical

The roots of their decision went back to

their basic attitude that having children is

an enriching human experience and they
credit Dr. Bill Caldwell, Joan Leslie’s

husband, with crystallizing it.

Geary explains, “Bill’s not only a great
obstetrician, he’s a wise friend. He under-
stands the strong emotional drive which
makes a person a star. He knows that if

you try to bottle up talent, it just ends in

an explosion.”

Geary rigged up a phone system that
ran from the baby’s crib to a loud speaker
at the side 'of their own bed. They were
able to hear every slightest move that

Socker made. One night Jane put it at

her side of the bed and on the next night
Geary had it beside his pillow. In that

way one was always “on duty” to attend
to changing and feeding and the other
could get a good night’s sleep.

p One thing about this system bothered
Janie. When Geary asked the usual morn-
ing question: “How was Socker last

Backstage Baby

night?” she often replied. “Oh, he was
sort of fussy.” Or, “He wouldn’t take all

of his bottle.”-

But when it was the other way around
Geary answered heartily: “Everything was
just fine. Just wonderful. Just great. He
didn’t give me a bit of trouble.”
Janie furrowed her brow and brooded

a little about this. Then one morning she
inquired, “How does it happen that I al-

ways seem to get Socker on his bad nights
while you get all the good ones?”
Geary shrugged in a big way. He said,

“Well, I’m just lucky, I guess. Or maybe
it’s because we boys get along better.

That’s it. Man to man we just seem to

understand each other.” Then he ducked
and ran to avoid the pillow that was flung.

C
EARY was aware that Jane was getting

restless. Having been in pictures since
she was thirteen years old, the habit of

working was deeply ingrained. On Geary’s
return from work one evening, Jane
greeted him with a solemn face. “I called

today and my picture is being postponed.
Gosh, I don’t know what I’m going to do.

I’ve been shut up in this house for nearly
ten months now, and it’s getting me.”
The next night when he came home,

Jane had further news for him. “My agent,

Paul Small, has an idea. He wants me to

go on a personal appearance tour. What
do you think?”
For an hour they weighed the pros and

cons. Geary settled it by saying, “Let’s

call Bill and find out what he thinks.”

“If you feel strong enough, it’s okay,” Bill

decided. “But use your head about it. Get
to bed early. Rest between shows. No
benefits or other outside activity.”

That’s when the commotion really

started in the Steffen household, with
Janie, the actress, in conflict with Janie,

the wife and Janie the mother.
To Geary she wailed, “I’m going to call

the whole thing off unless you can come
with me. I just don’t want to go alone.”

In a business manner, Geary sat down
and studied her proposed itinerary. He had
insurance matters he could attend to in

Chicago. New York, too, would fit into his

plans. Buffalo and Cleveland—no. They
worked out a compromise. Where Geary’s
work fitted into the schedule, he’d be
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along. “It’s a good plot,” he concluded.
“Also I’ll be back home part of the time to

help Gladys with the baby.”
Janie gasped, “Why, I can’t leave my

baby! I just got him.”
Geary threw up his hands. “You want

to go on tour, and you don’t want to leave
the baby. Janie, darling, once and for all,

make up your mind.”
Janie did, in a typically feminine way.

“Why don’t I just take the baby along?
Actresses used to do it all the time.”
Applying his usual rule of reason, Bill

Caldwell said, “I don’t see why not. The
kid is perfectly healthy, you’ll give him the
same care on the road that he gets here.”
Not having sung for ten months, Janie

was afraid she was rusty. Her vocal coach,
however, listened to her and beamed. “It’s

just like with Schumann-Heink. Having a
baby has been good for your voice.”

As the packing went into its last flurry,

their friend, Barron Hilton, of the Hilton
hotel family, took over. He made certain
their suite would be exactly right when
they reached the Palmer House in Chicago.
According to plan, Jane and Geary came

on ahead. Gladys and the baby were to fly

in two days later, after Janie was over the
excitement of her opening.

Arriving at the hotel, they found a bottle
warmer in the kitchenette, the makings for

formula in the refrigerator. But at the
sight of the crib, Jane grew misty-eyed
and Geary admits he swallowed hard.
“But we didn’t telephone home right

away,” he says. “We knew the baby was
perfectly all right with Gladys. So we
waited twenty-four hours—when we just

couldn’t stand it any longer.”
When Geary III finally did arrive, even

though he was never actually brought
onto the stage, he came close to topping
his famous mother in popularity. Janie
hadn’t really intended to take him to the
theatre at all, but playing six shows a day
she didn’t have time to return to the hotel

between performances and she just couldn’t
bear being separated from him.
The public, discovering somehow that

the baby was in the dressing room, clam-
ored to see him. They jammed arcund
the stage door in such numbers that Geary
and Jane, fearing Geary III might get hurt
in the crush, had to leave the theatre by a
circuitous route which led into a tunnel,
through the kitchen of a restaurant.

To Jane and Geary their Chicago visit

always will be a milestone as the place
where the baby learned to smile, to floo

over in his crib all by himself, and to crawl.

Jane, modest about his achievements,
protests it isn’t really crawling. Geary
contradicts. “It is, too. I put him on his

tummy, he sticks his feet in the air, and
then when I flatten my hand against them,
he straightens his legs and inches forward.
What do you call that if it isn’t crawling?”
But such memories, treasured as they

are, are overshadowed by the fact that

they found during the personal appear-
ance—with baby—confirmation for the

plan of living they had set for themselves.
“We know now,” says Geary, “that Janie

can continue working as long as she hap-
pens to want to. The only difference is

that when she’s having a baby she won’t
be able to be in a picture.”

Then he grins. “Come to think of it,

maybe that means she’s going to miss quite

a few. This young fellow of ours will face
plenty of competition.”
Janie nodded happily. “He’s going to

have five brothers and sisters. We made
up our minds we would have six children,

even before we were married.”
They’re smart, Janie and Geary—smart

with heart! The End



In the Cool, Cool, Cool Wyman Way
(Continued from page 53) On the set a

couple of days later Bing strolled over.

“Got your next opus lined up?”
“I’m toying with the idea of ‘The Blue

Veil.’
”

“Kid’s clever. Plays both ends of the

piano at once.”

“I’ll probably skip it
—

” Her gamin grin

flashed. “This picture’s made me real lazy.”

“Quiet, Emmadel. Rumor has it that 1

sweat for my dough. Let’s keep it that

way.”
Time passed, they wrapped the “Groom”

up, and Bing went to the hospital for an
operation. One morning Jane was driving
along, minding her business, when a horn
honked and a voice yelled, “Hey, Emma-
del!” Who but the convalescent Crosby,
riding in unwonted state with a chauffeur
beside him? He poked his head amiably
through the window. “What you doing?”
“Blue Veil.”

“I knew it,” he whooped. “Wyman smells
a great role and unfurls her feathers to

the breeze.”
June called him an idiot, blew him a kiss

and drove on. Behind the Groaner’s kid-
ding, however, she recognized truth. On
the surface, Jerry Wald talked her into the
part. “If it flops, we’ll all pick our whistle-
stop. If not, we’ll all take our bow. But
it’s a challenge, so you can’t turn it down.”
Wald is a very persuasive fellow. On the

other hand, Wyman’s a gal who thinks for
herself. Once convinced that a course is

wrong with her, TNT won’t budge her. A
wise monk named Luis Ponce de Leon once
said that life reveals its beauty only if you
act in conformity with your own nature.
Shakespeare said it another way: “To thine
own self be true—” Jane was following
both when, out of a dozen possibilities,

she gravitated toward the role of Louise
Mason.

T
HERE’S something paradoxical about
her. Years of struggle to reach the star-

crowned pinnacles have left her freshness
undimmed. Longstemmed, sweatered and
skirted, her appearance suggests a fugitive
from Vassar. Cameras can fake plenty.
They can’t fake the purity of Johnny Be-
linda’s look. Meeting her casually, you’d
call her uncomplicated. She’s anything
but. Beneath the animation, the humor,
the friendliness, lie depths of reserve. You
can go so far and don’t cross the line. She
belongs to herself. It’s a self that admits
few intimates but loves humanity with
a steadfast sense of responsibility. This
feeling demands release and finds it in the
kind of pictures she makes.
“We’re put into this world, nobody

knows why. Sometimes I don’t like it.

Sometimes I’d rather be in heaven or else-
where. Meanwhile, I’m here for a certain
span of years. Nothing adds up for me ex-
cept how much good you can be to how
many people during that span. Without a
»cal you don't live, you drift. I’ve set my-

|

self quite a few. This is the only one that’s
ever made sense.”

i
She’s traveled a long way from her early

;oais. In a picture headed by Joan Blon-
lell and Dick Powell, they gave her the
iverwhimsical name of Bessie Fumffknick,
md a line to speak. And if you think she
lidn’t go billowing through space that day,
'ou’re crazy—or you’ve never burst out
>f the chorus into a bit.

Actually, the line was as silly as the
lame “What do you do?” Dick Powell
isked her meaning in the dance way. “I
wim, ride dive, imitate wild birds and
play the trombone—

”

Having delivered herself triumphantly
f this masterpiece, she withdrew to rest
n her laurels and watch the principals,

and presently found herself in a state of
shock. Blcndell, it appeared, was dissatis-

fied with something. Not only that, she
was saying so out loud. Fumffknick turned
big brown eyes to the hairdresser beside
her. “How,” she breathed, “can anyone not
like a part?” The other’s dry glance swept
her. “Keep your hair on, kid. If you’re
lucky, you’ll learn.”
She was lucky. She achieved her first

goal—a part—and cherished it like a moth-
er because it was hers. That phase passed,
as naivete wore off, and she learned what
the hairdresser meant. Keep on taking
any old part, and you’re sunk.
A few years ago Jane, like a fly in amber,

was imprisoned in light comedy. If she
hadn’t been Wyman, she might have gone
on forever, making a good thing out of

wisecracking dames. But the mold stifled

her and, come victory or defeat, she’d have
to break out of it. Her break happened to

come through Brackett and Wilder who,
more perceptive than others, plucked her
out of the groove to play Helen in “The
Lost Weekend.” Helen led to “The Year-
ling” which led to “Johnny Belinda.” In
the light of that radiant performance, one
tends to lose sight of the courage, vision,

faith and plain backbreaking toil demanded
not only of Jane, but of those who helped
and encouraged along the way. Time was
when the hmt of Wyman in such a role
would have stamped you a candidate for

the loonybin—except with the few who
could see beyond their noses.
Where “Jchnny Belinda” opened fresh

paths of understanding toward the voice-
less, “The Blue Veil” promised to do the
same for the aged. Jane felt she could
handle the young Louise Mason. What
dogged her days and haunted her nights
was Louise at seventy. If you’ve never
been old, how do you feel your way into

an aging body? For make-up, she had
Perc Westmore—than whom, like Dinah,
there’s nobody finer. But make-up was
only the top. This woman had to be old
from the inside, or she’d be nothing.
“You’ve got a puzzle on your face,”

Charles Laughton said one day.
She looked up at him—the finished ac-

tor, the kindly human. Impulsively she
asked: “Mind if I talk to you about it?”

“Talk away.”
“I have to know why old people walk

the way they do. What happens to their
minds and nerves and muscles? Why do
their hands move more slowly? What
makes them unsure of their steps? Will I

find the answers in anatomy books,
Charlie?”

“Some of them, yes—and others
—

” he
tapped her temple, “—here. The books I

have. I'll mark them and bring them in

tomorrow.”
He worked in the picture for only ten

days, but Jane’s voice glows with thanks
that he worked in it at all. “From this

man whom I’d never met before I learned
more in ten days than I could have learned
in ten years knocking my own blundering
head against walls. He made me feel old.”

Well, “The Blue Veil” is in release now,
and nobody’s going to have to pick any
whistlestops. For Wyman, there’s talk of
another Oscar. However that may turn
out, her goal is achieved. She’s made a
picture worth making by her standards.
After “Starlift” she goes into “Mr. Fa-

mous” with Crosby again. Because she
loves working with Bing, because laugh-
ter's also important, because you need a
change of pace. “Anyway, I do. I’d rather
live like a roller-coaster than a suburban
train. It may not be as safe, but if one
curve swoops you down, the next one lifts

you higher than a church steeple. You’re
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maybe riding for a fall, but you know
you’re alive.”

This yen for experiment helped dynamic
Jane to her spot in the Hollywood sun.
At the moment it seems to have helped
her to a whole new career, which started
with an improbable call from Bing. “Care
to make Cool on a record with me?”

“Sure. Let’s swim the Channel together
next Christmas too.”

“Look, junior, there’s cabbage involved.
Would Everett let me kid you about cab-
bage?”

Finally convinced that it wasn’t the gag-
of-the-month, she joined Mr. Music on the
appointed day, had herself a ball kicking
the song around, and drove home chuck-
ling. “That’ll fix Crosby. There’s one
he’ll never make a dime on.”

So she and Maureen were lolling round
the pool when the phone rang. “This is

Johnny Grant—” Johnny Grant’s a pop-
ular disc jockey. “Like to hear your
record?”
Her mind was a thousand miles away.

“What record?”
“The one you did with Crosby—

”

Jane’s yelp cut him short. “Play, maes-
tro, play—

”

“Okay. Hang up and turn on your
radio—

”

If the effect tickled Jane, it electrified

her daughter who’s as full of ideas as an
egg of meat. She loped for the phone. “Is

this Johnny Grant? I just heard the most
divine song on your program. With Jane
WYMAN and Crosby. I can’t remember
the name. (She knew it better than her
own.) Oh Mr. Grant, would you mind
playing it again? It’s simply delish—” She
then called sixteen friends in rapid succes-
sion. All afternoon Johnny Grant’s phone
and head buzzed with girlish voices, plead-
ing for “This terrific number I just hap-
pened to catch. Jane Wyman sounded so
cute.”

You can’t tell Maureen and her clique

that they didn’t have something to do with
zooming “Cool” into the Hit Parade, though
they’re willing to credit Crosby with an
assist. Meanwhile Jane’s disbelieving ears
flapped to another siren call from Decca.
“
‘Cool’s’ been such a smash, we’d like

you to make two more sides with Durante,
Groucho Marx and Danny Kaye.”
Her first kindly impulse was to tell them

they’d lost their minds. Her next was to

let them find out for themselves. “I’m
game if you are. My showerbath’s taken
the drubbing up to now. Let’s try it on
wax.”
They waxed “How Do You Do and

Shake Hands” from “Alice in Wonder-
land” with “Black Strap Molasses” on the
reverse. It sold like mad, “Black Strap”
being the side most buyers asked for. At
Decca they kept turning the needle back
to four lines warbled by Jane.
Muh grandpa’s older than the old gray

mare,
He sits a-rockin’ in his rockin’ chair,

But now he’s got a smile that he can’t
lose,

Grandma’s sittin’ knittin’ baby shoes

—

Obviously it wasn’t the lyrics that fascin-
ated them. The voice, they concluded, had
a torchy quality worth looking into. Jane’s
next stint for Decca will be strictly on her
own, except for a background chorus.

She’s gleeful as a kid about the whole
deal. Sails into shops and asks brazenly
for her latest record. Even enjoys being
squelched, as when the girl said: “You
mean with Durante, Marx and Danny
Kaye—?”

“I’m sorry about the billing,” replied
Jane meekly.

She’s sorry about nothing. “It’s giving
me the biggest boot of my life. Even more
than movies in a way, and here’s why.
Movies I love, but they’re work. Singing
1 love, and the way I sing isn’t any work
at all. You open your mouth and out
comes something, and if the people don’t
mind, why the heck should I? It’s that
much added to the gaiety of life, and I’m
no girl to look a gift blessing in the teeth.”

The gold statuette reacts dismally on
some players, flopping them flat on their
dignity while they wait for another script

from heaven to hit them, and often fade
away in the process. Figure Bergman or
De Havilland, for example, chirping away
about Grandma’s baby shoes. Wyman’s a

horse of a different color. Her humor,
zest and endless curiosity keep her lively

as an ocean breeze.

T
HIS is a far cry from the Jane of another
day whose whole course was charted, and

who felt that all major problems could be
solved by the four walls of a house. Be-
cause furniture seemed the symbol of

security, she amassed furniture. Her fa-

vorite indoor sport was shoving it around
or polishing it speckless for the sheer joy
of owning it. Now she knows that security
bears no relation to breakfronts, and can
shine more steadily from the eyes of a

wayside tramp than from those of a rajah.

Possessions don’t mean a thing to Jane
any more, unless it’s a pain in the neck.
Her big house is up for sale.

She bought it for the sake of its four
bedrooms, which she needed. Three living

rooms she didn’t need, but they came with
the place and she couldn’t figure how to

send a couple back on credit. As the kids
went off to school, Jane found herself rat-

tling around like a penny in an outsize

piggy-bank. One day she addressed her-
self to Carrie, the housekeeper who’s been
with her for years. They call each other
Ma, and probably nothing but death could
part them. “Ma, know what I’d like? A
place you could take care of alone, with
somebody in to do the laundry.”
“Now you’re talking, Ma. When do we

go?”
“Let’s see what the kids think.”

Maureen, a firecracker for enthusiasm,
promptly sat down to design herself a

dream bedroom. Michael had one reserva-
tion. “Where am I going to stick my ten-
nis racket?”

“In the garage.”
“I can’t look at it there.”

“You can look at it every night and
every morning, and it’ll be nice company
for the car.”

Mike’s a car-lover. “Okay,” he agreed. W
With all hands satisfied, Jane put her
house on the market and felt a rush of

freedom to the head.
To Maureen and Michael, their mother’s

:

a friend. To her, they’re a source of delight,

amusement and occasional confusion.
At eleven, Maureen’s as tall as her

mother—a development that sent her into

swirls of ecstasy. Jane found this flatter-

ing, if a trifle excessive, till Maureen spun
down and came to a starry-eyed halt, i!

“Just think, Mother. I can wear your
clothes now.” In search of her best sweat-

;

er, Jane’s likely to locate it on her daugh-
ter’s back.
She makes it a rule to arrange working

schedules so that her free time coincides
with summer vacations and she can give
the children all her attention. Tennis
with Maureen in the morning, pingpong
with Mike after lunch, and such evening
galas as the Ice Follies or ballet at the
Bowl. Conversation spicing everything,
and ranging from idle chatter to what
Maureen calls a “real heart-to-heart—

”

Warm afternoons bring a flock of bright-
suited youngsters—Maureen’s gang—to

cavort in the pool, listen to records and
lap ice cream cones.
You’ve often heard that the children of

movie stars are spoiled, blase and over-
sophisticated. This is as true as most gen-
eralizations. Some are, some aren’t and,
as with the children of bankers or boiler-

makers, the difference depends on train-

ing. There’s nothing remotely blase about
these two. Maureen, for example, reacts

to movie stars like the eleven-year-old
in your own house. Plasters her room with I

profiles till the walls are all thumbtack
holes and, when Betty Hutton drops in to

see her mother, asks shyly, “Please, may I

have your autograph?”
Jane never permitted Maureen to see

“Johnny Belinda.” Comedy, yes, but
drama, no, she decreed. “We’d both had
all we could take with ‘The Yearling.’

My child wouldn’t speak to me for two
weeks because I killed the deer.”

But “The Blue Veil” came along and
Maureen was older and the premiere
would be something for that rabid fan to

remember. “How would you like to go?”
asked Jane superfluously.
Her daughter’s delirium was broken by

a wail from her son. “You never take me
any place.”

“Darling, you know that’s not true, but

I certainly can’t take you to this when
you’re not even seven. Besides, you’re

going to the ranch, you’ll ride your goat.”

No soap. Burrowing his head in her lap,

P
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he refused to be comforted till he came up
with streaming eyes and his own solution.
“If I don’t get to see the Beil— (his “V’s”
are uncertain), you’re going to have to
take me to ‘The Groom Went.’ ”

Jane needed to see “The Groom Went”
like she needed forty-eight heads, but
fair’s fair. Michael escorted his mother to
a matinee and emerged with a sense of
masculine superiority. “You won’t like
the Beil at all,” he informed Maureen. “In
the Beil, Mommy doesn’t sit on the other
lady’s stomach.”

T
O Hollywood at large, the premiere of
“The Blue Veil” was Wyman’s night. Jane,

between mirth and tenderness, knew that
Maureen was the true fairy princess,
treading glory, untouched by the realities
of the grown-up 'world. Dressed like her
mother in black velvet, she stepped out of
the car into storybook land—lights pop-
ping, fans yelling, beautiful movie stars
in beautiful clothes smiling and saying
hello to her.

But the evening’s most glamorous event
was the picture itself. It sucked her in and
drowned her, so that presently a sob shat-
tered the silence—loud, gusty and issuing
unmistakably from a child in black velvet
sitting beside the star.

“Maureen—” Another sob. “Holy cow!”
thought Jane, and shook her out of her
trance. “Stop crying, Maureen.”

“But, Mother, it’s so sad
—

”

“The saddest is yet to come. Especially
if you don’t hang on to yourself.”
By fadeout time, Maureen was a limp

and happy mass of tears. By some alchemy
she also managed to translate herself into
queen for the evening, welcoming Jane’s
friends as they dropped in later, accepting

j

congratulations for her mother. Next
morning Jane heard her on the phone with
a chum. “Well, of course I saw ‘The Blue
Veil’ . . . three handkerchiefs, sopping
wet, don’t miss it. . My mother? Well, I

want you to know she was sitting right
next to me, and she wasn’t moved at all.

t
——

I don’t believe my mother understands
drama

—

In today’s world no one can be at peace.
You can, however, set your own house in
order. Through her children, her work,
her grasp on essential values, her sense of
profound oneness with mankind, Jane’s
achieved that inward balance which makes
for serenity. But she differs from the
woman • in the story who, asked for the
secret of her happiness, said: “Ah done
quit strivin . So long as there’s room for
growth—meaning while life and strength
remain—Jane will go on strivin.’
From an editor’s viewpoint, no story’s

complete without a touch of romance.
Jane thinks that’s too bad. Everything
she put into her work, which is plenty,
belongs to the public. The rest belongs to
herself. Trying to poach on her reserves
will get you nowhere. It’s an open secret,
for instance, that she dates Greg Bautzer!
Ask her about him, and she’ll say, “He’s
a nice guy—” Then the air goes dead.
Yet she doesn't hesitate to report a re-

cent proposal. The gentleman entered her
bedroom and laid it cn the line. “Mom,
will you marry me—?”

A fine time, she groaned to herself, with
one eye open, to explain to your son that
he can’t marry his mother. Lifting her-
self on an elbow, she made the attempt.
“Someday you’ll meet a nice little giri
and bring her home and say, ‘Mom, this is
the girl I want to marry.”
Mike would have no part of this. Brood-

ing, he wandered down to Carrie. “I
asked Mom to marry me and she won’t.”
Since Carrie had both eyes open, she

went into the situation more thoroughly,
with no marked effect on the young suitor’s
spirits. Then another idea popped, and he
brightened. “Well, if Mom won’t marry
me, I guess I’ll just have to marry my
goat.”

With that romantic angle we trust we
leave our readers happy. Anyway, it’s the
only one we could get.

The End

What Should I Do?
(Continued from page 6) green; hair-
brown. Disposition: friendly. Intentions:
honorable unless overwhelmingly tempted
Beef: the female of the species.
Not long, ago I was invited to attend the

wedding of a buddy of mine. I received
my invitation the customary three weeks
in advance, and promptly began to cull
my little black address book for the name
of some girl whom I might take. I thought,
calculated, and figured. I discarded every
name in the book for one reason: Any
girl I took to a wedding would take it

that I was getting serious about her. I

wound up taking another buddy of mine;
afterwards we had two highballs at a
pretty nice club and followed this with
hot cakes, coffee, and conversation until
dawn.
We agreed on one thing: the average

girl is an eager beaver. She is determined
to get married before she is twenty-five;
she can’t be friends with a man. She re-
fuses to face the economic fact that a guy
who has served his time in uniform (and
every guy for the next twenty years is
going to have to spend some time in the
chow line) has to get his education after-
ward and isn’t ready for marriage until
ie is through school. Sure, I know some
guys who have married and then got a
degree, but that’s a rough deal. I wouldn’t
want to put a woman through it.

Result of this get-that-ring-or-die-in-
he-attempt attitude of girls is that plenty
>f them sit home dateless while fellows
;o stag or team with a buddy to avoid
implications.
Okay, so I sound like a jerk. Lady, 1

sound like a lot of guys who spend their
time unclutching those smooth, caressable
hands from their necks.

The Reluctant Dragon

4s we said during the second World
War, things arc tough all over.

Hotvever, if 1 am to judge from things
l hear and letters I receive

, there is much
in what you say. Life tvas simpler in the
old days when a girl was supposed to
marry at sixteen, and a girl's father was
within his rights if he ashed a young gen-
tleman—after six months of regular ap-
pearance—to describe his intentions.

Lately I have heard serious viewers of
the social situation point out that our cus-
toms are undergoing tremendous change.
I am inclined to agree. They say that
Lord

,

Byron's celebrated observation,
“Man’s love is of man's life a thing apart,
tis woman s whole existence,” is due for
revision. Woman, apparently, will have
to make a life for herself first, as a man
does, and, like man, is going to have to
regard marriage, home and family as nor-
mal eventualities somewhat second in the
scheme of things.

The deep thinkers point out that much
of our difficulty has been brought about
by war, by the killing of large numbers of
young men. If women really want to do
something to restore themselves, they
should band together and stop tear.

In the meantime, a wary young man
can do little except “unclutch” the clutch-
ing hands and refuse to anstver the sixty-
four-dollar question.

Claudette Colbert
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Mama's Girl

(Continued from page 33) to look back
at her dateless teens and wish she hadn’t
missed the beaus and excitement that are
part of any growing girl’s heritage?

"No!” insists Debra. “I don’t have time
for dates and things like that. My whole
life is my work. Mom at this time can
give me a lot more than any boy could.
She gives me confidence and understand-
ing. She coaches me. I’m not the calm,
easy-to-be-with person I appear.” She
could have passed, with her long pigtails

and her wistful look, for twelve years old.

“Mother lends me stability and, most of
all, feeds my ambition. I am ambitious,
you know.”
Hollywood knows also that Debra’s

mother (whose professional name is Mar-
garet Gibson) always has determined
that her five children should follow in her
show-business footsteps. From the time
the oldest, Teala, could walk, she went
everywhere with Mom—on tours, in stock,
legit, even burlesque, absorbing the back-
stage chatter and coming back home to

tell the other children what she had
discovered about acting. And Mom has
coached the other children, too, in turn.
There are long nights of reading one-act
plays aloud. Not even the marriages of

Teala and brother Frank have interfered
with their careers. For Debra to have show
business in her blood, then, is natural.
What isn’t natural is her extra-strong
attachment to her mother which shuts
everyone else out.

Asked if she was afraid of people or
shy, Debra turned a little defiant. “I’m
neither! It’s just that with most people
I would feel I was wasting my time. It’s

more fun, too, on a free evening, to go
to a movie with Mom. In fact, on Sun-
days we often see three movies—one at

noon, then another, and still another after

dinner. They teach me a lot about this

business we’re in.”

“There are so many things a girl has to

do for her career,” Mrs. Paget explained.
“Personal appearances, working on lo-

cation, going to bed early for those very
early studio calls. All these things take
up much of the time that ordinarily would
be used for dating.”

VI!E suggested there was time between
II pictures. “No!” Debra was emphatic.
“Although I was just graduated from high
school, I still have other lessons. Besides,
I like to be home with the rest of the
family as much as possible. And since we
all chip in with the housework and take
care of our own clothes, there isn’t much
time left.”

Debra also insisted, vehemently, that she
doesn’t miss the fun of sodas with the
crowd at the corner drugstore, picnics with
the bunch during school vacation, parties,

or even the delight of double-dating.
“Who wants to waste the chance that

I have to make something better of my-
self?” she demanded. “There’s always
someone in the family to go with if I want
a soda. And it’s a lot more fun to share
family interests.”

As to that story that Debra doesn’t even
buy her own clothes, she asks, “Why
should I—when Mom’s taste is so perfect?
Sometimes I go along with Mom—when
she’s not sure I’ll like her selection. But
I always do. She’s never wrong . .

Looking at Debra’s mother, plump,
older, you wonder if Debra someday
may not hear herself called an echo of her
mother’s wishes, her mother’s personality.
To which Debra says, “Mom never has

domineered over any of us. In fact, we
had more freedom than most kids. Partic-
ularly about money. Everything that Dad,
Mom or Teala or any of us has ever earned

has gone into a family fund—a community
chest, you might say. It still does. Any
of us can take from it anything that we
want. The knowledge that our taking
leaves less for the others has made us
more cautious about spending than if we
lived on a budget. But that’s Mom. She
gets the point across without having to

hit you on the head with it.

“I do wish people would stop being crit-

ical of Mom, believe she is with me at my
insistence. Because I need her. There’s
nothing wrong or old-fashioned about
depending on someone you love—it is too
bad that enough people aren’t honest
enough to admit this about themselves.
And frankly, not enough people have a

mother like mine.”
Debra is forever eager to see that

people do not get her mother wrong. She
takes pains to tell you that although le-

gally it is no longer necessary for her
to have a chaperone, since she has passed
her eighteenth birthday, she insisted it be
put into her contract that her mother
can be with her anywhere, any time.
“This business about not liking my
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"Always give a woman driver hall

the road ... if you can tell which half

she wants."

. . . BRIAN DONLEVY
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mother to go along with me to premieres!”
she protests. “I’d like to hear them tell

Jeanne Crain or any married star that

she couldn’t be seen with her husband so

much! Well, until I marry, my mother will

escort me—as I shall expect my husband to

do later on.”

She does then dream about marriage.
“I like the tall, masculine, quiet type,”

she says. “Of course I shall have to marry
someone who will let me continue my
career, even though I do not mean to

allow my career to rule my married life.

I want to blend the two into each other

in the wonderful way my mother has. She
has been married to Daddy for twenty-
eight years—and to look at them is a

true inspiration.”

It is hard to look at Debra, to remember
the passionate dark-skinned maiden she

played in a couple of her pictures, with-

out feeling she must have a desire for all

the things natural to young girls. Holly-
wood believes she should have handsome
young men singing love songs to her on

dimly lighted dance floors—and wonders
if her confined existence of career, home
and mother will not one day lead her, as

it did Jeanne Crain, to such a sudden
romance and elopement as estranged
Jeanne and her family for a long time.

Debra hopes no romance will come
along during the next few years. “You
don’t have to seek it to find it,” she nodded
wisely to me. “A girl’s heart can find the

right man if he’s only a stranger passing

by. She needn’t date everyone else just

to be sure she hasn’t been overlooked by

Fate. I meet many people in my work,

but for the time being I belong to myself

and my family and love it!”

Although it is the general feeling that

this is not enough for a girl of eighteen,

few ever venture to say anything of the

kind to Debra—to set her big eyes to

smoldering and start her talking in ex-

clamation points—for all the world like a

knight in armor, defending her beloved

Mom. The Eni



The Girl Behind the Headlines

( Continued from page 44) long time to

make up and dress as Rebecca for “Ivan-
hoe.” But when my schedule permitted it 1

went out; danced a little. I like to dance
One weekend I spent with Lord and Lady
Mountbatten. I thought the young English-
men who came to the party the Mountbat-
tens gave for me quite attractive. But they
did not seem to care for me. .

.”

It seems incredible that any young man
should not care for Elizabeth, unquestiona-
bly one of the great beauties of our time.

Besides, she is gentle, with an innate mod-
esty, not remotely a flaunting star. If she
was not received enthusiastically by the
young Englishmen she met at the Mount-
battens’ it must have been because of her
past publicity, her short-lived marriage.

S
HE was disturbed by the young English-
men’s attitude. It was this, I think, that

influenced her to go with Nicky to her
Uncle Harold Young’s house in Connecticut
to meet her mother. Nicky and Elizabeth’s

mother have, through the past year, re-

mained good friends. Elizabeth and her
mother and father have been estranged.

Nicky Hilton is, in my book, a horribly
spoiled young man. But about mothers he
is sentimental. I believe it was to talk to

Elizabeth about her mother that he came
to see her in New York.

If Nicky brought Elizabeth and her fam-
ily together so that Elizabeth might be
with Sara and Francis Taylor when, a few
days later, they celebrated their silver

anniversary, he did her a good turn. Eliz-

abeth, always sheltered, proved—before
she sailed for England—that she cannot
cope with the Hollywood razzle-dazzle.

Her mother worried about her. “Stop
fretting,” a friend of mine told Sara Taylor.
“Going to England is the best thing that

could happen to Elizabeth. She’s come
through a stormy year. Her short-lived
marriage in itself must have been horribly
shocking to her. However, she’s still your
daughter. She still knows all the things

you and her father have taught her. She
still has all the standards you ingrained
in her. In England she'll go back to her
roots. In England she’ll find herself

—

you’ll see.”

Never were truer words spoken.
1 understand that Mrs. Taylor would

favor a reconciliation between Elizabeth
and Nicky. But I doubt there will be one.

And if there is one, take my word, it never
will last. It would be impossible for Eliza-

beth to forget or forgive his treatment of

her on their honeymoon. He was rude to

her beyond words. And he neglected her
shamefully for the gambling houses.
“What in Christendom does that young

Hilton want?” everyone asked. “Most
young men married to such a charming,
beautiful girl would never leave her side.”

It was, I think, Elizabeth’s career that
caused Nicky’s attitude. She did not
want to have a family for a few years at

least. Nicky, I understand, felt differently.

And when a young husband’s authority is

questioned and a young husband’s ego is

affronted he turns resentful. Whereupon, to

salve his wounded pride, he seeks escape.
Where many men would have turned to

another woman, Nicky turned to gambling.
It is, I believe, just that simple.
Were Nicky Hilton an analytical young

man he would run from another beauty
with movie ambitions, Betsy von Fursten-
berg, for instance. But it could be that
Betsy who, with her beautiful countess
mother, has spent her life in an impover-
ished castle in Germany and a walk-up flat

in New York, has known enough insecurity
to settle for the Hilton millions and let

stardom go hang. Elizabeth, with reason,
values her career. Even when she was on

her honeymoon she got made up and cos-
tumed to work as an extra in “Quo Vadis,”
then shooting in Rome.

Elizabeth has been working for her ca-
reer ever since she- was seven years old
when her father, deciding that war was
closing in oh Europe, sent her and her
mother and brother to her maternal grand-
father’s home in Pasadena. That same year
Elizabeth signed with Universal. But Uni-
versal soon dropped her. After that, she
auditioned for Metro who that first time
said “No, thank you.”

Elizabeth’s career, so really brilliant after

‘A Place in the Sun,” was not as easily or
miraculously come by as many believe.
Furthermore, the critics, who have dis-
missed many of her performances by talk-
ing of her appeal or beauty or charm, have
devilled her. “I wish,” she more than once
has wailed, “they would say I was good!”

Well, they’re saying she is “good” now.
With reason. Not since “National Velvet”
has Elizabeth turned in such an acting job.
She made “A Place in the Sun,” remember,
before she married. It was, in fact, while
the company was on location at Lake Ar-
rowhead that Nicky Hilton, coming up to
visit with young Frank Freeman, met Eliz-
abeth for the first time. Elizabeth, I am
sure, sensed the hit she had in this movie
—and wanted to follow it up with other
hits, rather than with babies.
All of which brings us to the Monty Clift

rumors. Liz and Monty did date while she
was in New York. But facts deny any seri-
ous romance. When a Paramount publicity
man told Monty that Elizabeth was coming
in he called her, to promise, casually, “I’ll

catch up with you while you’re here.”
Also, asked to go to Washington on a
Movietime, U.S.A. tour, Monty declined,
although Elizabeth was going. “I’ve ap-
peared for Movietime in New York and
Dallas,” he explained. “I don’t want to
overdo it.”

M
OREOVER, when Elizabeth checked into
the Hotel Plaza,' with her twenty-two

pieces of luggage, she found her suite filled

with flowers. From Paramount, for whom
she made “A Place in the Sun” and from
Metro, to whom she is under contract—not
from Monty, or Nicky, or Michael Wilding.

“First thing I want,” she said, kicking off

her shoes, “is a cup of coffee with real
cream, flapjacks and crisp bacon. Then I

want to go to bed and sleep. For days! No-
body in Paris ever sleeps. You go back to
your hotel only to change your clothes and
go out again. It’s a twenty-four-hour town.”
When someone asked her why she had

not shipped some of her luggage to avoid
the heavy freight she had had to pay

—

more than her passage, actually—she
looked horrified. “I couldn’t! I had to have
everything right away.” Which is typical of
her.

“I had hoped,” she said, “that ‘A Place in

the Sun’ would premiere while I was in

England. I would have liked to be there.
Maybe I’ll fly back—if I’m not in produc-
tion—and they really put on a big do . .

.”

It is, unless I’m very mistaken, Eliza-
beth’s career that occupies her heart to-
day. And this is a good thing. She needs
time to find herself. She is, above all, a nice
girl, the nice fruit of her nice family tree.

Had she been a tough, sophisticated miss
who knew her way around, she would have
handled her life far more expertly. And she
would not be so hurt at what happened to
her.

“Liz Taylor really in love with Michael
Wilding.”
“Liz and Nicky stage romantic idyll.”

“Liz Taylor and Clift wooing here.”
Don’t you believe any of it. I don’t!

The End
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High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as yonr time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-
dent school work—prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subjects
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School. Dept. H 153. Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37

How to Make Money with

^ Simple Cartoons*
A book everyone who likes to draw

^should have. It is free; no
obligation. Simply address

CARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 591 Pleasant HIM, Ohio

IT

r^ARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
8p*cVAt 0MFEifcro
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With Photo, you will also receive F REE CATA-
LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
PICTURES of popular starson cover. Also tells

how to get ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS' HOMES. Send name of
your favorite star and only 1 5c for handling.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
ox 2309. Dept. L-12, Hollywood 28, Calif.

How Eyes Win Men . .

.

• Kurlash curls lashes ... makes
eyes gleam . . . sparkle. For glam-

orous eyes buy Kurlash today. $1

and $1.25 at cosmetic counters.

The Kurlash Co., Inc., Rochester 4, N. Y.
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Thrilling New Massage Cream

Contains PC-11. Acts Instantly to

DRY UP SKIN
BLEMISHES

rom Both Oily Skin and

External Causes!
Have you tried in vain to get
rid of oily, muddy look, pim-
ples, “Hickies,” other exter-
nally caused skin blemishes?
Well, you never had PC-11
before! That’s POMPEIAN’S

name for Hexachlorophene. Wonderful discovery
of science helps dry up such skin blemishes!
PC- 11 is now .contained in new POMPEIAN
Massage Cream! Acts instantly to clean out dirt,
help you remove blackheads like magic! See how
it goes on face pink—rolls off muddy gray!

GENEROUS TRIAL TUBE
-10 CENTS! Send name, address
and 10 cents for 5 massages to
POMPEIAN CORP., Department
Ml, Baltimore 24, Md. Or get
Pompeian Milk Massage Cream
at your favorite drug store.

ACT NOW—HELP FILL THE NEED
Now you can prepare for practical experience

as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.

Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High
school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.

WAYNE SCHOOL OK PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.

2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-60. Chicago 14. III.

ANALYZE HANDWRITING
MORE INCOME. Prestige. Success. Fas- I JLtUcc
cinating uncrowded profession-business, full / kJjCC-C.
or spare time. FREE illustrated lesson & /c-v
Year Book shows how men and women in

' : '

home, business ' and professions analyze
handwriting to understand people, MAKE
MONEY. FREE lesson and information
about unusual opportunities if over 21.

721 Wilhoit Bldg.
I. G. A. S.. Inc.

Springfield. Mo.

TURN SPARE TIME INTO CASH

BONUS.
WRITE TOT)

IT’S EASY, PLEASANT, QUICK
Show and sell friends, neighbors, co-
workers irresistible Elmira assortments of

all-occasion greeting cards, personalized
stationery, napkins, many other profitable
gift items. No investment, no experience.

SAYING OFFERS, PROMPT SERVICE.
FREE samples. Assortments on approval.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OTTTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGItO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
he cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

P

sufF psoriasis
(SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

KDCRmOIL
Prove it yourself no matterhowlongyou have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo-
graphic proof of results
sentFREE.Writeforit.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot

nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liqgett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 5704, Detroit 27, Mich.

Brief Reviews

AJ4 (F) ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI—
M-G-M: A fairly interesting Technicolor Western
with Clark Gable as a trapper who marries Indian
maid Maria Elena Marques for selfish reasons and
learns to love her and her people. (Dec.)

AAv/ (F) AMERICAN IN PARIS, AN—M-G-M:
Ex-G.I. Gene Kelly remains in Paris after the war
and falls in love with pal Georges Guetary’s girl,

Leslie Caron, in this gorgeous Technicolor musical.
With Oscar Levant, Nina Foch. (Nov.)
Ak/ (F) ANGELS IN THE OUTFIELD—M-G-M:
A charming fantasy in which tough baseball manager
Paul Douglas inherits a guardian angel. With Janet
Leigh, Keenan Wynn, Spring Byington. (Nov.)
A (A) BANNERLINE—M-C.-M: The usual story
about a cub-reporter whose daring and courage in-

spire the townfolk to wipe out a dangerous racketeer.
With Keefe Brasselle, Sally Forrest, Lionel Barry-
more. (Dec.)

AA^ (F) BEHAVE YOURSELF—RKO: Shelley
Winters and Farley Granger co-star in this ridicu-
lously tunny mix-up about a missing dog, gangs of
hoodlums, murders galore and a nagging mother-in-
law. (Dec.)

V/Vk/ (F) BLUE VEIL, THE—RKO: A tender
episodic story with Jane Wyman as a young widow
who devotes her life to caring for other women’s
children. With Charles- Laughton, Don Taylor, Joan
Blondell, Richard Carlson, Audrey Totter. (Dec.)

A /2 (F) CATTLE DRIVE—U-L: Dean Stockwell,
stranded after leaving his father’s private railroad
car, meets up with cowhand Joel McCrea and after
a trek across the desert becomes a new boy. (Oct.)
(F) CAVE OF OUTLAWS—U-I : A dull Western
in which ex-convict Macdonald Carey heads for the
Carlsbad Caverns to find gold hidden there years
before, and finds more glitter in Alexis Smith. (Dec.)

AA (F) CLOSE TO MY HEART—Warners:
Heart-tugging drama in which Gene Tierney and
Ray Milland face the complications of adopting a
foundling of unknown parentage. (Dec.)

AJ4 (A) COME FILL THE CUP—Warners: After
losing both Phyllis Thaxter and his newspaper job
by imbibing too much, James -Cagney reforms and
sets out to put other alcoholics back on their feet.

A heavy and overlong drama. With Gig Young,
Raymond Massey. (Dec.)
(F) CROSSWINDS—Paramount: An adventure
film with plenty of killings, double dealings, triple

schemings that has John Payne, Rhonda Fleming,
Forrest Tucker running around in vicious circles.

( Dec.)

A)/ (F) DARLING, HOW COULD FO.LL'—Para-
mount : A cozy family type comedy in which Joan
Fontaine and John Lund return after five years and
are faced with some merry problems as they try to

become reacquainted with children Mona Freeman
and David Stollery. With Peter Hanson. (Nov.)

Ak// (A) DAVID AND BATHSHEBA—20th
Century-Fox: Spectacular Technicolor production of

the Biblical love story. With Gregory Peck and
Susan Hayward as the lovers and Raymond Massey,
Kieron Moore, Jayne Meadows. (Oct.)

AA (F) DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL,
THE—20th Century-Fox: In this out-of-this-world
drama a messenger from Mars lands in Washington
and starts a series of exciting events. Michael Ren-
nie is the Martian. With Pat Neal. (Nov.)

AA (A) DECISION BEFORE DAWN—20th
Century-Fox: An unusual story about German pris-

oners of war who turned against Hitler to spy for

the Allies. With Richard Basehart, Gary Merrill,

Hans Christian Blech. (Dec.)

AA (A) DESERT FOX ,
THE—20th Century-

Fox: James Mason portrays Rommel in this inter-

esting biography with events covering the Field Mar-
shal’s defeat in Africa, up to his liquidation by the
Nazis. With Jessica Tandy, Bill Regnolds. (Nov.)

A)AA (A) DETECTIVE STORY—Paramount: A
terrific melodrama set in a midtown police station

with Kirk Douglas as a relentless detective whose
lack of leniency and understanding have a disastrous
effect on his marriage to Eleanor Parker. With Lee
Grant, William Bendix, Craig Hill, Cathy O’Donnell.
( Dec.)

AA' (F) FLYING LEATHERNECKS, THE—
RKO: An overlong and somewhat repetitious story
of the Marine Air Corps during the siege of Guadal-
canal. With John Wayne, Robert Ryan, Don Tay-
lor, Janis Carter. (Nov.)

AkA (A) FORCE OF ARMS—Warners: Realistic
and tender love story in which William Holden and
Nancy Olson meet and marry in war-torn Italy.

With Frank Lovejoy. (Nov.)

A/ (F) GOLDEN HORDE, THE—Universal: An-
other Arabian Nights type of fantasy with Ann
Blyth as a princess who tries to rid her city of
Genghis Khan’s blood-thirsty conquerors. David
Farrar is around to help her. (Nov.)

AA 1

/

2

(F) HERE COMES TILE GROOM—Para-
mount: Bing Crosby returns from abroad to find

his girl, Jane Wyman, about to wed Franchot Tone.
The methods he uses to prevent the marriage make
this a zingy comedy. With Alexis Smith. (Oct.)

AA. (A) HIS KIND OF WOMAN—RKO: Fast-
moving drama with some comedy relief in which Bob
Mitchum takes a mysterious assignment in Mexico
and becomes involved with Jane Russell and mur-
der. With Tim Holt, Vincent Price. (Nov.)

A/ (A) HOTEL SAHARA—Rank-LLA.: A sa-

tirical British comedy about the efforts of Peter Usti-

nov to keep fiancee Yvonne DeCarlo from the hands
of the Italians, French and Germans. . (Nov.)

AA (F) IT’S ONLY MONEY—RKO: There’s
loads of laughs when bank teller Frank Sinatra is

given a fortune and is unable to explain. Jane Rus-
sell and Groucho Marx are in on the fun. (Nov.)

V/ (F) LADY FROM TEXAS, THE—U-I : Howard
Duff prevents Josephine Hull from being declared

insane by unsciupulous characters in this corny
dull comedv. With Mona Freeman. (Nov.)
A (A) LADY PAYS OFF , THE—U-I : Linda
Darnell, who resents being loved for “the mother in

her” meets gambler Stephen McNally whose feelings
aren’t maternal, in this corny comedy. With Gigi
Perreau. (Dec.)

AA/ (A) LA VENDER HILL MOB, THE—Rank-
U-I: There’s sheer delight in this unusual and hilari-

ous British comedy about a meek bank employee,
Alec Guinness, who steals the bank’s gold and tries
to get it out of the country in a most unusual way.
(Dec.)

// (A) LAW AND THE LADY, THE—M-G-M:
Greer Garson and Michael Wilding form a partner-
ship to fleece millionaires in this sprightly comedy.
With Fernando Lamas, Marjorie Main. (Oct.)

A/ (A) LITTLE EGYPT—U-I: Too much con-
versation in this fanciful take-off on the story of the
turn-of-the-century hooch dancer. With Rhonda Flem-
ing, Mark Stevens, Nancy Guild. (Oct.)

A/ (A) MAGIC FACE, THE—Columbia : Even
if you won’t go along with the theory that Hitler
was killed midway in the war and an actor hired
to impersonate him, you’ll be interested in this un-
usual melodrama. With Luther Adler, Patricia
Knight. (Oct.)

A (F) MEET ME AFTER THE SHOW—20th
Century-Fox: A typical Grable musical with Betty
suffering from amnesia and being wooed again by
estranged husband Macdonald Carey. (Nov.)
AA (A) MILLIONAIRE FOR CHRISTY, A—
20th Century-Fox: A gay comedy in which Eleanor
Parker decides to marry Fred MacMurray sight un-
seen and proceeds in a mad and merry way to do
it. With Richard Carlson. (Nov.)
AA (F) MR. BELVEDERE RINGS THE BELL
—20th Century-Fox: Clifton Webb pretends he’s
seventy and enters, along with pandemonium and
havoc, an old age home. With Joanne Dru, Hugh
Marlowe. (Oct.)

AA
.

(F ) MISTER DRAKE’S DUCK—U-I: A
whimsical comedy of events that occur when Douglas
Fairbanks and Ynlande Dolan, honeymooning on his
farm, find their duck lays uranium eggs. (Oct.)

A/ (A) MR. IMPERIUM—M-G-M: Beautiful hut
numb Technicolor production with Lana Turner, Ezio
Pinza, Debbie Reynolds, Marjorie Main. (Oct.)

AA/ (A) MOB, THE—Columbia: Policeman Brod
Crawford secures a job as a dock worker in order
to bring himself in contact with the “mob.” Rugged
action drama. (Oct.)

AA/ (A) NO HIGHWAY IN THE SKY—20th
Century-Fox: An unusual and exciting comedv co-

starring Jimmy Stewart, Marlene Dietrich, Glynis
Johns. (Oct.)

//k (F) ON MOONLIGHT BAY—Warners:
When Doris Day and Gordon MacRae fall in love,
they have plenty of trouble coping with papa Leon
Ames and kid brother Billy Gray, in this nostalgic
Technicolor musical. (Oct.)

A/ (FT O.Y THE LOOSE—RKO-Filmakers : Neg->
lected by her parents, Joan Evans makes some mis-
takes that almost lead to her suicide. With Melvyn
Douglas. Lynn Bari, Bob Arthur. (Nov.)
A/ (F) PAINTING THE CLOUDS WITH SUN-
SHINE—Warners: An outdated musical with Vir-
ginia Mayo. Lucille Norman, Virginia Gibson as
three ambitious young entertainers who go to Las
Vegas to snag a millionaire. Dennis Morgan, Gene
Nelson and Tom Conway are the men. (Nov.)
(F) PARDON MY FRENCH— U. A.: American
school teacher. Merle Oberon, inherits a French
chateau and becomes involved with musician Paul
Henreid and his five children. (Oct.)

// (A) PEOPLE AGAINST O'HARA, THE

—

M-G-M: Spencer Tracy, as an alcoholic lawyer,
tries to save Jim Arness from the electric chair in

this drama. With Diana Lynn, Bill Campbell. (Nov.)
// (A) PEOPLE WILL TALK—20th Century-
Fox: A strange comedy in which Cary Grant and
Jeanne Crain fall in love and marry under some
unusual circumstances. With Hume Cronyn. (Nov.)
A / (A) RAGING TIDE, THE—U-I : Murderer
Richard Conte takes refuge on fishing boat owned by
Charles Bickford and Alex Nicol and proceeds to
complicate everyone’s life in this rather trite story.

Shelley Winters plays Dick’s girl; Stephen McNally,

HELP . . police find the fugitive

criminal named and described on

the "True Detective Mysteries”

radio program Sunday afternoons

$1,000 00 REWARD
... is offered for information lead-

ing to the arrest of any one of

these criminals. Hear the details

about this $1,000.00 reward on

"True Detective Mysteries”

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES

Every Sunday Afternoon on 523 Mutual

Stations
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the detective on his trail. (Dec.)

y\ZVz (F) RED BADGE OF COURAGE, THE—
M-G-M: Audie Murphy is a frightened young farm
boy who, thrown into battle, overcomes cowardice in

this moving Civil War story. (Nov.)

yy2 (F) REUNION IN RENO—U-I : A sentimen-
tal comedy-drama in which Gigi Perreau asks attor-

ney Mark Stevens to secure her a divorce from
parents Frances Dee, Leif Erickson. With Peggy
Dow. (Dec.)

yyy (F) RHUBARB — Paramount: Hilarious
tarce about a spirited cat who inherits a baseball

team and $30,000,000. With Ray Milland, Jan Ster-

ling, Gene Lockhart. (Oct.)

I/V (F) RICH, YOUNG AND PRETTY—M-G-M

:

When millionaire Wendell Corey takes daughter
Jane Powell to Paris, he doesn’t count on her meet-
ing her mother, Danielle Darrieux, new beau Vic
Damone. With Fernando Lamas, Una Merkel. (Oct.)

yy (A) SATURDAY’S HERO—Columbia : A dis-

illusioning expose of the college football scene with
John Derek, Donna Reed, Sidney Blackmer. (Oct.)

)/S (A) SECRET OF CONVICT LAKE, THE—
20th Century-Fox: Glenn Ford leads Richard Hyl-
ton, Zachary Scott and two other fellow convicts to

a mountain settlement where they are reluctantly
given, refuge by Gene Tierney, Ethel Barrymore,
Barbara Bates and Ann Dvorak. Exciting! (Oct.)
(F) SON OF DR. JEKYLL, THE—Columbia : A
lot of nonsense about events that occur when Louis
Hayward tries to prove Papa was a great humani-
tarian instead of a murderous fiend. With Jody
Lawrance. (Dec.)

y iA (A) STRIP, THE—M-G-M: Mickey Rooney
becomes involved with racketeer James Craig, night-

club dancer Sally Forrest and a killing in this mild
melodrama with a Sunset Boulevard setting. (Nov.)

yy (F) SUBMARINE COMMAND—Paramount:
Thrilling story of submarine warfare and of the men

who live and die encased in steel beneath the sea.

With Bill Holden, Don Taylor, Nancy Olson. (Dec.)

yy* (F) SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET—
Columbia: Frankie Laine and Billy Daniels again
co-star in a pleasant little musical. With Jerome
Courtland, Terry Moore, Audrey Long. (Nov.)

(F) TALL TARGET, THE—M-G-M: Detec-
tive Dick Powell prevents an assassination attempt
on President Lincoln in fairly interesting story sup-
posedly based on a chapter in American history. With
Marshall Thompson, Paula Raymond. (Nov.)
V'V (F) TEXAS CARNIVAL—M-G-M: A rip-

roaring musical with Red Skelton and Esther Wil-
liams as carnival performers who are taken for Texas
tycoons by Howard Keel and Ann Miller. With
Keenan Wynn. (Dec.)

yy (A) 'THUNDER ON THE HILL—U-I : A
tense melodrama in which nun Claudette Colbert
tries to prove Ann Blyth innocent of the murder
charges against her. With Philip Friend. (Oct.)

yy2 (A) TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY—
Warners: Ex-convict Steve Cochran meets dime-a-
dance girl Ruth Roman, becomes involved in a death
which forces the couple to turn fugitive. (Nov.)
yyy* (F) WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE—Para-
mount: A fascinating science fiction epic in which
forty-three people are chosen to escape in a rocket
before the earth is destroyed by another planet.
With Richard Derr, Peter Hanson, Barbara Rush.
( Dec.

)

yy/j (F) WELL, THE—U.A.: A gripping movie
about the riots that ensue after a little Negro girl

falls into a well and a white man is accused of her
kidnapping. With Henry Morgan. (Oct.)

\/V? (F) YOU NEVER CAN TELL—U-I : Con-
fusing but fanciful little comedy in which Dick
Powell plays a German Shepherd dog who comes back
to earth to expose Charles Drake who is after Peggy
Dow’s money. With Joyce Holden. (Nov.)

Casts of Current Pictures

BIG NIGHT, THE—U. A.: George La Main, John
Barrymore Jr.; Andy La Main, Preston Foster;
Flanagan, Howland Chamberlin; Al Judge, Howard
St. John; Dr. Lloyd Cooper, Philip Bourneuf; Peck-
inpaugh, Emil Meyer; Julie Rostma, Dorothy Com-
ingore; Marion Rostina, Joan Lorring; Singer, Mauri
Lynn.

FAMILY SECRET, THE—Columbia: David Clark,

John Derek; Howard Clark, Lee J. Cobb; Lee Pear-
son, Jody Lawrance; Ellen Clark, Erin O’Brien-
Moore; George Redman, Santos Ortega; Donald
Muir, Henry O’Neill; Dr. Reynolds, Carl Benton
Reid; Sybil Bradley, Peggy Converse; Vera Stone,

Jean Alexander; Marie Elsnor, Dorothy Tree; Joe
Elsnor, Whit Bissell; Mr. Sims, Raymond Green-
deaf; Judge, Onslow Stevens; Cora: French, Elizabeth
Flournoy; Larry, Bill Walker; Bertha, Frances E.

Williams; Miss Martin, Mary Alan Hokanson.

/ WANT YOU—Samuel Goldwyn Productions:
Martin Greer, Dana Andrews; Nancy Greer, Doro-
thy McGuire; Jack Greer, Farley Granger; Carrie
Turner, Peggy Dow; Thomas Greer, Robert Keith;
Sarah Greer, Mildred Dunnock; Judge Turner, Ray
Collins; George Kress Jr., Martin Milner; Harvey
Landrum, Jim Backus; Mrs. Turner, Marjorie
Crossland; George Kress Sr., Walter Baldwin; Ned
Ivcrsen, Walter Sande; Gladys, Peggy Maley; Anne
Greer, Jerrilyn Flannery; Tony Greer, Erik Neilsen.

LADY SAYS NO!, THE—U.A.: Dorinda, Joan
Caulfield; Bill, David Niven; Uncle Matt, James
Robertson Justice; Goldie, Lenore Lonergan; Aunt
Alice, Frances Bavier; Midge, Peggy Maley; Potsy,
Henry Jones; Goose, Jeff York; Bartender

,

George
Davis; General, Robert Williams; Mary, Mary Law-
rence.

LETS MAKE IT LEGAL—20th Century-Fox:
Miriam, Claudette Colbert; Hugh, Macdonald Carey;
Victor, Zachary Scott; Barbara Denham, Barbara
Bates; Jerry Denham, Robert Wagner; Joyce, Mari-
lyn Monroe; Ferguson, Frank Cady; Gardener, Jim
Hayward; Miss Jessup, Carol Savage; Milkman,
Paul Gerrits; Secretary, Betty Jane Bowen; Hugh’s
Secretary

,

Vici Raaf; Police Lieutenant, Ralph San-
ford; Hotel Manager, Harry Denny; ’Mailman, Harry
Harvey, Sr.

LIGHT TOUCH, THE—M-G-M: Sam Conride,
Stewart Granger; Anna Vasarri, Pier Angeli; Felix
Guignol, George Sanders; Mr. Aramescu, Kurt
Kasznar; Lt. Massiro, Joseph Calleia; Mr. R. F.
Hazvklcy, Larry Keating; Mr. MacWade, Rhys
Williams; Anton, Norman Lloyd; Charles, Mike
Mazurki.

MEET DANNY WILSON—U-I: Danny Wilson,
Frank Sinatra; Joy Carroll, Shelley Winters; Mike
Ryan, Alex Nicol; Nick Driscoll, Raymond Burr;
Tommy Wells, Tommy Farrell; T. W. Hatcher,
Vaughn Taylor.

MY FAVORITE SPY—Paramount: Erie Augus-
tine, Peanuts White, Bob Hope; Lily Dalbray, Hedy
Lamarr; Karl Brubaker, Francis L. Sullivan; Tasso,
Arnold Moss; Harry Crock, Tonio Selwart; Donald
Bailey, Stephen Chase; Henderson, John Archer;
General Fraser, Morris Ankrum; Ben Ali, Marc
Lawrence; Lola, Iris Adrian; Monkara, Mike Ma-
zurki; Hoenig, Luis Van Rooten; El Sarif, Ralph
Smiley.

RACKET , THE—RKO: Captain McQuigg, Robert
Mitchum; Irene, Lizabeth Scott; Nick, Robert Ryan;
Johnson, William Talman; Welch, Ray Collins; Mary
McQuigg, Joyce MacKenzie; Ames, Robert Hutton;
Lucy Johnson, Virginia Huston; Turck, William
Conrad; Delaney, Walter Sande; Chief Craig, Les
Tremayne; Connolly, Don Porter; Sullivan, Walter
Baldwin; Higgins, Howland Chamberlain; Joe Scan-

lon, Brett King; Enright, Richard Karlan; Tony,
Tito Vuolo.

SILVER CITY—Paramount: Larkin Mofjatt, Ed-
mond O’Brien; Candace Surrency, Yvonne De Carlo;
R. R. Jarboe, Barry Fitzgerald; Charles Storrs,
Richard Arlen; Mrs. Barber, Gladys George;
Josephine, Laura Elliot; Dutch Surrency, Edgar
Buchanan; Tafj

,

Michael Moore.

SLAUGHTER TRAIL—RKO: Capt. Dempster,
Brian Donlevy; Vaughn, Gig Young; Lorabelle Lar-
kin, Virginia Grey; Sgt. McIntosh, Andy Devine;
Lt. Morgan, Robert Hutton; Singalong

,

Terry Gilky-
son; Hardsaddle. Lew Bedell; Heath, Myron Healey;
Levering, Ken Koutnik; Rufus Black, Eddie Parks;
Stage Driver, Ralph Peters; Chief Paako, Rick
Roman; Susan, Lois Hall; Nancy, Robin Fletcher;
Sentry, Ralph Volkie; Caller, Fenton Jones.

STARL1FT—Warners: Nel Wayne, Janice Rule;
Sgt. Mike Nolan, Dick Wesson; Corp. Rick Wil-
liams, Ron Hagerthy; Col. Joe Callan, Richard
Webb; The Chaplain, Hayden Rorke; Steve Rodgers,
Howard St. John; Doris Day, Gordon MacRae, Vir-
ginia Mayo, Gene Nelson, and Ruth Roman as them-
selves; also guest stars James Cagney, Gary Cooper,
Virginia Gibson, Phil Harris, Frank Lovejoy, Lu-
cille Norman, Louella Parsons, Randolph Scott, Jane
Wyman, Patrice Wymore.
STRANGE DOOR, THE—U-l: Alan De Maletroit,
Charles Laughton; Voltan, Boris Karloff; Blanche
De Maletroit, Sally Forrest; Denis De Beaulieu,
Richard Stapley; Talon, Michael Pate; Count Gras-
sin, Alan Napier; Corbeau, William Cottrell; Rin-
ville, Morgan Farley; Moret, Edwin Parker; Turec,
Charles Horvath; Edmond De Maletroit, Paul
Cavanagh.

TANKS ARE COMING, THE—Warners : Sully,
Steve Cochran; Lt. Rawson, Philip Carey; Patricia
Kane, Mari Aldon; Danny, Paul Picerni; Lemchek,
Harry Bellaver; Ike, James Dobson; Tucker, George
O’Hanlon; Col. Matthezvs, John McGuire; Heinie,
Robert Boon; Sgt. Joe Davis, Michael Steele.

TEN TALL MEN—Columbia: Mike, Burt Lan-
caster; Mahla, Jody Lawrance; Luis, Gilbert Roland;
Pierre, Kieron Moore; Kruger, Stephen Bekassy;
Marie, Mari Blanchard; Mouse, Nick Dennis;
Roshko, Mike Mazurki; Jardine, John Dehner; Lus-
tig, Ian Mac Donald; Mossul, Robert Clary; Henri,
Phil Van Zandt; Eijah, Paul Marion; Levon, George
Tobias; Kurt, Henry Rowland; Prince Hussin, Ger-
ald Mohr; Browning, Michael Pate; Ben Allal,
Raymond Greenleaf.

TOO YOUNG TO KISS—M-G-M: Cynthia Potter,
June Allyson; Eric Wainwright, Van Johnson; John
Tirsen, Gig Young; Denise Dorcet, Paula Corday;
Miss Benson, Kathryn Givney; Danny Cutler, Larry
Keating; Mr. Sparrow, Hans Conried; Mrs. Boykin,
Esther Dale; Veloti, Antonio Filauri; Gloria, Jo
Gilbert; Conductor

,

Alexander Steinert.

TWO TICKETS TO BROADWAY—RKO; Dan,
Tony Martin; Nancy, Janet Leigh; Harriet, Gloria
DeHaveir; Lew Conway, Eddie Bracken; Joyce
Campbell, Ann Miller; Bob, Bob Crosby; Y. F.
Rogers, Barbara Lawrence; Harry, Joe Smith; Leo,
Charles Dale; Willard Glendon, Taylor Holmes;
Sailor, Buddy Baer; and The Charlivels.

WESTWARD THE WOMEN—M-G-M : Buck
Wyatt, Robert Taylor; Fifi Danon, Denise Darcel;
Patience Hazvley, Hope Emerson; Roy Whitman,
John Mclntire; Laurie Smith, Julie Bishop; Rose
Meyers, Beverly Dennis; Jean Johnson, Marilyn
Erskine; Margaret O’Malley, Lenore Lonergan;
Mrs. Moroni, Renata Vanni; I to, Henry Nakamura;
Antonio Moroni, Guido Martufi; “Cat,” Bruce
Cowling.

RELIEVES PAIN OF

HEADACHE • NEURALGIA

NEURITIS

The way
thousands of

physicians

and dentists

recommend

Anacin® relieves headache, neuralgia, neuritis

pain fast because Anacin is like a doctor's pre-

scription—that is, Anacin contains not just one,

but a combination of medically proven, active

ingredients in easy-to-take tablet form. Thou-

sands have been introduced to Anacin through

their own dentist or physicians. If you have

never used Anacin, try these tablets yourself

for incredibly fast, long-lasting relief from

pain. Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.

JOLLY TIME
POP CORN

BEST FOR HOME POPPING

;tOKPROFITSmiNG§a«*toift6l

2Sl^
»••••• ••••*•, Start your own business, make BiG
, KAD||| l

MONEY the easy friendly Sunshine way.

J
• complete selection greeting cards, sta-

•: EXTRA :• tionery, gift wraps, novelties, etc. Send
• mah a anc'« postcard now for samples on approval.

•. P # SUNSHINE ART STUDIOS. Dept. MW-1,
••••••%••*••••• H5 Fulton St., New York 38, N. Y.

NOSES RESHAPED
FACE LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tat-
toos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Men & women.
Consultation and Booklet
MC Free.

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 Fifth Ave., Suite 63, N. . C. LE. 2-1596

Check size and color of frame.
5x7 Ivory and Gold
8x10 Brown and Gold

Beautiful silk finish black and white
enlargements made from your favorite
snapshots, photos or negatives.' Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes
and clothing for complete information
on having your enlargements beauti-
fully hand colored in oil. SEND NO
MONEY. Simply pay postman for each
enlargement and frame plus cost of
mailing. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Limit 3 to a customer. Originals re-

turned with enlargements. Offer
good in U.S.A. only.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. C-ll, Hollywood 38, Calif.

l*lf SLEEPLESSNESS
Jj (Due to Nervous Tension)

^ MAKES YOU FEEL

LONG FACED and DULL
. . . try Miles Nervine for

welcome relief. Contains
no Barbiturates. Follow
the label. Avoid excessive

use. At all drugstores.

1 MILES

13031 a



YOUR PHOTOPLAY

A-

Tony Curtis, of “Son of All

Baba” isn’t the kind of guy who
brushes off his kid brother. Although

Robert is only ten years old, the boys

share many interests-—really are pals.

One day, Tony invited Bobby and his

gang to a picnic. Five happy kids piled

into Tony’s convertible for a day at

Griffith Park. Before long, however,

Tony discovered he had a demon . . .
. . . named Arthur, aboard; Arthur stung Tony with

his peashooter and pelted him with spitballs. By
the time they reached the park, Tony was ready . . .

... to commit murder! But he held on to his temper—even when
he caught Arthur dropping grasshoppers into the lemonade. Grit-

ting his teeth, Tony suggested a game of baseball. But when . .

. . . Arthur planted a bone-cracking blow on his knees with the

bat, Tony decided he’d had enough. He piled the kids into the

car and drove home. It was just as bad going back! Tony . .

. . . at the end of his patience, was just about to pull the car

over to the curb when a siren wailed. “What now!” he groaned

P —and stopped. Up marched a traffic cop-—and the arm of the . .

. . . Law yanked Arthur out of his seat—and turned him over his

knee! “I’ve had my eye on him for blocks,” he told the aston-

ished Tony. “Don’t worry—I’m fust doing my duty. He’s my kid!”

88
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THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS •

FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
Each one of the three Breck Shampoos is made for a

different hair condition. One Breck Shampoo is for dry hair.

Another Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third Breck

Shampoo is for normal hair. Add to the beauty of your

hair with one of the three Breck Shampoos. A Breck

Shampoo leaves your hair clean, fragrant and lustrous:

The Three Breck Shampoos are available at Beauty Shops and wherever cosmetics are sold .•

JOHN „H BRECK INEW YORK SPRINGFIELD j MASSACHUSETTSOTTAWA CANADAN C MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS
SAN FRANCISCO



Doris Day, Tony Dexter, Janet Leigh, John Derek and others
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Count on Camay to take your skin

0.

and. into the light of New Loveliness !

This beautiful bride, Mrs. William D.

Harden, declares: "After 1 changed to

regular care and Camay, my skin became
clearer so quickly 1 was astonished!” Like this Camay bride, you'll discover that your

First Cake of Camay helps to clear and brighten your skin

!

Camay

ANY GIRL who has romance and

wedded bliss as her goal won't let

dullness dim the natural beauty of her

complexion and come between her

and her heart's desire!

Don't let shadows veil your natural

beauty! Take your skin "out of the

shadows” and into the light of roman-

tic new loveliness with Camay, The

Soap of Beautiful Women.

A lovelier complexion will soon greet

your eye— if you'll change to regular

care— use Camay alone. Your skin will

be clearer, softer, really lovelier, before

the soap of beautiful women

you finish your first cake of Camay.

For complexion or bath, there’s no

liner beauty soap. Camay is so mild!

And what a rich, creamy lather Camay

gives you. See your skin come "out of

the shadows” and into the light of new

loveliness with Camay, The Soap of

Beautiful Women.

Wake your sleeping beauty—head to toes!

The daily Camay Beauty Bath brings

all your skin head to toes that "beau-a

tifully cared-for” look. It touches you-a

with Camay's flattering fragrance. Use -

the big Beauty-Bath Size Camay for

more lather, luxury and economy!



first party was so wonderful

Think of it! Dancing

every dance at the school

party . . . twice with the

nicest boy there. Meanwhile a

schoolmate, far prettier and more

expensively dressed, sat

neglected most of the evening.

How come?

It was as simple as this:

Betty Lou was extra-careful of her charm. The other girl wasn’t.

Betty Lou took no chances with halitosis (unpleasant breath). The other girl did.

Betty Lou used Listerine Antiseptic before leaving home. The other girl didn’t.

That little extra-careful precaution spelled the difference in their popularity.

How Is Your Breath Today?

Never take it for granted. Never risk offending.

Remember, halitosis (unpleasant breath) can affect

you any time, without your realizing when.

So, always, before any date where you want to be

at your best, rinse the mouth with Listerine Anti-

septic, the extra-careful precaution against bad breath.

Instantly your breath becomes sweeter, less likely

to offend . . . stays that way not for seconds or

minutes . . . but for hours.

See and hear The SAMMY KAYE SHOW

To bo 'Extra-Attractive bo Extra-Careful

Yes, actual clinical tests showed : that in 7 out of 10 cases,

breath remained sweet for more than four hours after the

Listerine Antiseptic rinse.

While sometimes systemic, most cases of halitosis, say

some authorities, are due to bacterial fermentation of tiny

food particles in the mouth. Listerine Antiseptic halts such

fermentation and overcomes the odor it causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC . . .

“So you want to lead a Band” • CBS TELEVISION NETWORK



^//COLGATE
DENTALCREAM
HAS PROVED SO COMPLETELY IT

STOPS BAD
BREATH*!

^SCIENTIFIC TESTS PROVE THAT IN

7 OUT OF 10 CASES, COLGATE’S INSTANTLYSTOPS

BAD BREATH THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

For “all day” protection, brush your teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream. Some toothpastes and powders
claim to sweeten breath. But only Colgate’s
has such complete proof it stops bad breath.*

Colgate’s wonderful wake-up flavor is the
favorite of men, women and children from
coast to coast. Nationwide tests of leading

toothpastes prove that Colgate’s is preferred

for flavor over all other brands tested!

Yes, science has proved that brushing teeth

right after eating with Colgate Dental

Cream stops tooth decay best! The Colgate

way is the most thoroughly proved and
accepted home method of oral hygiene

known today!
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The battle for Texas

and the battle of the sexes!

M-G-M presents
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NEL BARRYMORE
Produced by
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What should
I do? your problems

answered by Claudette Colbert

Possibly your mother is overprotective.
She may be afraid, having read traffic
accident statistics, that learning to drive is

placing you in constant danger. She may
not want to admit this (many women are
superstitious about voicing a fear), yet
it may be at the base of her resistance.
On the other hand, she may feel that

if you learn to drive you are going to want
to use the family car in conflict with the
convenience of other members of the
family. Your letter, however, gave me
no impression of selfishness.
Why don’t you take driving lessons from

a professional instructor? The cost is not
great, and the advantages to you as a
neophyte driver and a member of a fam-
ily in controversy would be well worth it.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
Bob and I were married five years ago,

when we were seventeen and sixteen, and
we have been extremely happy. We’ve
never had a serious disagreement, never
been apart overnight, have never gone
to sleep without a good-night kiss. Our
first two years we had a struggle; had to
finish high school, and I am now a college
senior. When my mother died two years
ago, I inherited her house, furniture and
car and because of careful savings we have
over two thousand dollars in the bank.
Our problem is that I was in a wreck

when I was a youngster, so I am sterile.

We have tried to submit a petition to
adopt a child, but we are said to be too
young. I feel that I am denying Bob one
of his predominant rights—that of being
a father, although he never speaks of it.

A girl who was a schoolmate of mine is

going to have a child, and the man respon-
sible refuses to marry her. This girl has
agreed to have the baby bom under our
name if we will pay the doctor and hos-
pital bills. We would be good to this

child, and would give it a good home.
Do you think this would be a wise thing

to do? Would it hinder our chance of
adopting additional children later?

Elizabeth J.

Under no circumstance should you take
this child in the way you contemplate.

Throughout the state in which you live

there are excellent adoptive agencies
which seek to match the blood lines, col-

oring and background characteristics of
adoptive parents and children. Such
agencies have had long-time experience
in a delicate business.

Taking this baby in the manner you
plan might lead to heartbreak. Suppose,
after you had spent years caring for this

child, had grown to love it deeply and had
planned its future and integrated it into

a family of younger children, the natural
mother decided that she wanted her child?
Courts are obliged to return to its nat-

ural mother, a child which has not been
legally adopted.

Here is another hazard: Sometimes a
baby born of healthy parents turns out to

be seriously ailing. The picture of par-

enthood which you cherish is rosy; but
(Continued on page 91 )

Claudette Colbert of“
Let’s Make It Legal”

It EAR Miss Colbert:
U I have a big problem. I am a widow
of fifty-three and I have four married sons.
I am not a beauty, but I have been lucky
enough to retain my figure and strangers
who meet me for the first time are aston-
ished when I introduce any of my grown
children. Friends say I look ten years
younger than my age. Incidentally, I

make no secret of my fifty-three years.
A young man of thirty, whom I have

known since he was in kindergarten, ap-
pears to be deeply in love with me. Our
tastes are identical, and we are happy
when together. He is highly intelligent,

conscientious, and old for his years. He
is also very ambitious and a hard worker.
We have gone together regularly for the

past three years and he has asked me, re-
peatedly, to marry him. My sons say that
it is up to me to do what I think will make
me happy as they like this man very much.
Would it be too much of a gamble, in

your opinion, for me to marry him?
Kathleen L.

The Social Sciences Department of a
state university, while making a survey of
successful marriages, came upon the fact
that some of the happiest of all marriages
were those in which either the man or the
woman was much older than the marriage
partner. The fact that your sons like this

man is encouraging. Usually families are
critical, under such circumstances.

There is only one word in your letter

which brought me up short. You say
that this man is “very ambitious.”

That being the case, it might be wise
for you to consult your attorney and have
a pre-marital settlement drawn up in
which this man waives all right to your
property. Also, your children should re-

main the beneficiaries under your will, at

least during the first years of your new
marriage.

I do not mean to impugn the integrity

the sincerity of this man, but the pass-

of time reveals many things. If this

man is willing to sign atvay any hoped-for
financial advantage before making you
his wife, you will enter the marriage with
far less misgivings than otherwise.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

I am twenty-one years old, the eldest of

four girls in the family. I want to learn

to drive the family car.

My dad doesn’t mind my learning, but
every time he takes me out for a lesson,

my mother won’t speak to either of us
for several days. She says that she’ll

never ride with me. I buy the gasoline

when Dad and I spend an afternoon driv-

ing. I don’t run around with a so-called

“gang,” so there is no worry of that

sort to trouble my mother. I’m very
careful, and Dad says I am alert and have
good judgment. My mother herself drives,

so why should she make it so difficult for

me? I was getting along fine, but now I

seem to have lost confidence in myself.

How can I “sell” my mother on the idea

of my driving?
Ena D.
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With all its joys and

all its melody and all

its heart, comes

Warner Bros’,

story of songdom’s

glorious Gus Kahn — and

the girl who put the love

in his love songs!

From Chicago's North Side

where he started, to the

Southland's lovers lanes -and

from the boulevards of Hollywood

the brightlights of Broadway -

songs and his name are loved

others are.

the wonderful fellow who didn’t

how to say ‘I love you’

girl - but wrote it in

song for all of America’s sweethearts!

Warner Bros. present

FRANK IOVEJOYPATRICE WYMORE
James gleason melvFlle shavelson A n D jack rose mTph afi pi i rt 17

PRODUCED BY LOUIS F. EDELMAN Musical Numbers Staged and Directed by LeRoy Prim ^ ^ I I * * L- I \ I I A. by R<

rection \$y
Ray Heindort
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drim
Actually filmed in

Florida’s Everglades

cameras never penetrated

before-in color by

TECHNICOLOR

Wj!> Captain Quincy Wyatt and

his Swamp-Fighters! The heroic

rescue-band who fought through

bottomless quicksands— and

man-devouring wilderness to

free a captive beauty from its

perils, turning the tide of the

savage Seminole Indian War!

If's the call to adventure!

From Warner Bros. comes

WITH SCREEN PLAY BY

MARI ALDON • NIVEN BUSCH^ MARTIN RACKIN
A UNITED STATES PICTURES PRODUCTION *

DIRECTED BY

RAOUL WALSH
WARNER

PRODUCED BY

PRESCNTEO BY

MILTON SPERLING
BROS.

MUSIC BY
MAX STEIIfSJI
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CONGRATULATIONS

TO

WEDDING DRESS

CONTEST WINNERS

We are happy to announce the win-

ners of the October 1951 contest, “What
does a wedding dress mean to me?”
There were so many interesting letters

|i that it was not easy to make the final

| selections, but the judges finally de-

cided as follows:

1. Beverly Cooper, 9216 Dickens Av-

|

enue, Miami Beach, Florida, will re-

ceive her choice of a wedding, evening

cocktail or afternoon dress designed

especially for her by the famous de-

signer for Paramount Studios, Edith

Head, and made in the Paramount
Studios Wardrobe Department.

2. Helen Zill, 2034 N. Kedvale Av-
enue, Chicago, Illinois, won an after-

noon dress which will be designed

especially for her by Edith Head and
made in New York of William Heller

worsted jersey.

3. Pfc. Dolores V. Pilny, Women
Marines Detachment No. 1, Marine
Corps Air Station, El Toro, California,

won the Ben Kalish rabbit jacket.

4. Mrs. W. F. Stohlman, 11 Edgehill

Street, Princeton, New Jersey, won the

Sherbrooke cravenetted suede cloth

coat.

5. Mrs. R. E. McIntyre, 11412 Rupley
Lane, Dallas, Texas, won the Season-
able two-toned gray rayon flannel suit.

6. Mrs. Barbara Kleitsch, 2504 Cum-
! berland Avenue, Ashland, Kentucky,
' won the Nan Buntly rayon sharkskin

suit.

7. Midge Begley, 1341 Prospect Place,

Brooklyn, New York, won the Bobbie
Brooks suit.

Does your personality respond

to the colors you wear?

Don't put yourself in the shade—by

wearing the wrong shade!

HOLLYWOOD stars tell you why

in one of Photoplay's

most exciting features

—

"Show Your Colors"

In the March issue,

on sale February I 3

must know

noiv for new EREE
Inch fully explains i

intimate facts of lil

Mail coupon for free book (never before published)

.

Reveals intimate facts and gives complete information
on feminine hygiene. Write Zonite Products Corp.,
Dept. PP-22, 100 Park Ave., N. Y. C. 17, N. Y*
Name ——
Address.

City State

A modern woman doesn’t have to be told

how important the practice of complete

hygiene (including internal feminine

cleanliness) is to health, married happi-

ness and after her periods. She also

knows that even the most refined woman

must constantly guard against an odor

— far graver than bad breath or body

odor. And a modern woman knows she

should always use zonite in her douche

because no other type liquid antiseptic-

germicide of all those tested is so power-

ful yet safe to tissues.

Wise Women No Longer

Use Old-Fashioned Methods

A well-informed woman would no longer

even think of relying on old-fashioned

ineffective mixtures which are nothing

more than ‘kitchen makeshifts.’ On the

other hand she understands the

serious dangers of using harmful

poisons. That’s why zonite is such

a blessing for womankind!

Yet, despite its great germ-killing

© 1952 Z.P.C.

Zpnite* FOR NEWER

Offer good only in U. S. and Canada

Gown by
Kiviette

power, ZONITE is absolutely safe to

the most delicate tissues. It is positively

non-poisonous, non-irritating—the first

antiseptic-germicide in the world so

powerfully effective yet harmless for a

woman to use.

ZONITE’s Miracle-action

zonite dissolves and removes odor-

causing waste substances. It helps guard

against infection and kills every germ it

touches. It’s not always possible to con-

tact all the germs in the tract, but you

can be sure zonite im-

mediately kills every
reachable germ and keeps

them from multiply-

ing. You can depend on

zonite!

f/EP//
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INSIDE STUFF

IT’S A DARK DAY : Doris hides her freckles and
blonde hair for blackface number, “Toot-Toot-
Tootsie,” in new film, “I’ll See You in My Dreams”

PIPER LAURIE and Rock Hudson dance a mean
Charleston at U-I's press party on set of the gay
’twenties picture, “Has Anybody Seen My Gal?”

3



KIRK DOUGLAS, who has serious role in

“Detective Story,” was all smiles at premiere

with new leading lady, Elizabeth Threatt

LOST—in the music are Lana Turner and

Fernando Lamas, caught dancing at Mo-
cambo. They co-star in “The Merry Widow”

Trend of the Times: The second “T”
(for Topping) has been removed and the

monogram on Lana Turner’s Cadillac

door reads “L. T.” again . . . Whether
they select Glenn Ford or Chill Wills,

the public still wants to see William
Holden play opposite Rita Hayworth in

her comeback picture. Monthly request
letters pour in by the thousands . . . Be-
fore the news had a chance to circulate,

’tis rumored, the stork cancelled his date
with the Van Johnsons . . . One of beau-
tiful Mrs. Frank Sinatra’s wedding pres-
ents from her husband is a beautiful oil

painting. Ava Gardner has it hanging
over her bed. The subject is—a picnic

scene!

Two on the Town: They’re being seen
everywhere together, beautiful blonde
Lana Turner and dark handsome Fer-
nando Lamas. At Ciro’s, Mocambo, the
premiere of “An American in Paris,”
driving along the Sunset Strip, they
cling together and laugh in each other’s
eyes. Last month Lana denied their ru-
mored romance. Last month she was tell-

ing the truth, but thirty days can bring
about monumental changes in Holly-
wood. Mrs. Lamas went back to South
America but has not yet started divorce
proceedings. And although Lamas
denies any further plans of a future
marriage, these two good-looking people
certainly appear to be in love.

“WHERE DO we go from here?” ask Pat Nemey, Mona Free-

man, Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh, after recent premiere

CAL YORK’S GOSSIP OF HOLLYWOOD

p
The Hollywood Story: As you know

every time they needed an actress to

play something out of a deep freeze
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THAT’S
HOLLYWOOD

FOR YOU
By SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Sidney and Mitzi Gaynor

I find Lana Turner more interesting off the screen than
on and I can’t say that about many sex bundles . . . No
matter how bad the dialogue is in a movie, I prefer it to
the conversation of the couple sitting behind me ... I

think the Gabors, all of them, are greatly overrated in every
department . . . Mitzi Gaynor is the best of the new-
comers . . . Anne Francis wanders around at cocktail parties
holding her shoes in her hands ... I have great admiration
for the work-effort put into “Quo Vadis” . . . Wish you
could see Jerry Lewis’s home-made movie, “The Re-Inforcer,”
a gag gangster film about a crime “hatched like the larva of
a black widow spider in the most sinister section of Los
Angeles-—Beverly Hills” ... I also wish Dean Martin would
stop carefully combing his hair so that it appears disheveled

• • • Denise Darcel played a six-minute role in “Battleground” and became a star
in nothing flat, which I think best describes her—nothing flat . . . People who don’t
go to the movies regularly are the medium’s severest critics . . . Gene Fowler sent
Errol Flynn a copy of his fine book “Schnozzola” with this dedication: “Try taking
this to bed sometime.”

Since the Kefauver hearings I haven’t seen a gangster film that seemed real . . .

Gene Kelly has great admiration for Fred Astaire and told me, “Fred can give an
audience pleasure hv just walking across a floor and I envy him that ability” . . .

I’m weary, so weary, of Liz Taylor’s romances . . . I’d hate to have to eat some of
those meals I see prepared by heroines in pictures . . . Groucho Marx, when told,
“I met a lady inventor,” replied, “Am I glad he invented ladies!”

I wonder where else it could happen: Gene Markey walked into Romanoff’s and
on the way to his booth stopped to say hello to ex-wife Joan Bennett, ex-wife Myrna
Loy, ex-wife Hedy Lamarr—all with their current husbands . . . John Derek would
be great to play F. Scott Fitzgerald in a screen biography, if he could only act . . .

I saw Marilyn Monroe in several revealing evening gowns and have come to the
conclusion that she’s allergic to clothes . . . John Wayne told me: “You can act on
the stage, but not in the movies. On the stage you’re allowed to act. You can say
something phony but if I tried that in a picture you’d get up and leave” . . . Inter-
mission at a movie theatre to sell candy is as annoying as the commercials on TV . . .

I much prefer to watch Paul Douglas on the screen than Kirk Douglas ... As a
columnist I have discovered that you can write a million nice things about a movie
star and never hear from him, but just write one harsh thing and you hear plenty
. . . There isn’t a movie producer in town who wouldn’t have been proud to have
made “A Place in the Sun” . . . While shopping along Schlepp Row, Betty Grable
said to a saleslady, “I never buy nightgowns any more. I’ve been married too long” . . .

This sign used to be in Joseph Mankiewicz’s office: “You can never really teach a

person anything. You can only show him how to learn it.”

Corinne Calvel boasts that she has the sexiest bathroom in Hollywood, all re-

flecting black tile. “It’s so fascinating,” says Corinne, “that people never seem to

want to leave it” . . . Wonder if Howard Duff ever mistakes Sally Forrest for Ida
Lupino . . . Ann Blvth is one of the few actresses I know who can be both wholesome
and sexy . . . Whenever I see the movies crowded on Saturday night, I feel sorry

for the performers on television who are acting to no audience . . . Shelley Winters,
discussing her romance with Farfel, said, “Maybe we won’t get married. So many
people get married and divorced maybe we’ll just get divorced.”

I’m curious to know if Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh ever

sit down to a quiet game of gin rummy . . . Lex Barker, the

Tarzan, sleeps between pink sheets because his mate, Arlene
Dahl, prefers them . . . Red Skelton, the movie and TV
star, is proof that people will pay to see something they can

get for nothing ... I would like to listen to a tape recording

of the private conversations between Ava Gardner and Frank
Sinatra . . . Most models, who look so appealing in the

advertisements, are not good movie material . . . Mickey
Rooney looks better sitting down than standing up . . . My
favorite character Mike Curtiz, when asked what he thought
of a rival’s picture, said, “I don’t like to pan, so all I’ll say is

it ain’t as good as his bad pictures.” That’s Hollywood for you. Lex Barker

Denise Darcel

...Inside

they sent for Alexis Smith. As you also
know, it took everything short of witch-
craft for her to win that wonderful com-
edy role in “Here Comes the Groom.” So
now what happens? When Bill Holden
asked for her to play a serious role oppo-
site him in “This Is Dynamite” the front
office groaned: “But we can’t use her.

Alexis is an excellent actress but she’s

a—comedienne!” Bill Holden held his

ground. “So we’ll play it for laughs,” he
said grimly. P.S. Alexis got the part.

Cal Wonders: If it’s true that Paulette
Goddard is terribly worried because she’s

lost so much hair and has to wear false

pieces ... If Countess Betsy von Fursten-
berg, who is engaged to marry Elizabeth
Taylor’s ex, Nicky Hilton, is actually en-

titled to her title. Her mother is ah Amer-
ican who married a Count, which auto-
matically made her a countess. Some say,

however, Betsy can’t claim it ... If Farley
Granger realizes that Shelley Winters’
constant references to other romantic in-

terests in her life aren’t flattering to him
or pleasing to his fans, when he’s supposed
to be Shelley’s acknowledged number one
heart interest.

Assembly Line: Quite a productive girl

is Missy Jeanne Crain! During the last

four years she’s given husband Paul
Brinkman three sons and Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox nine pictures. Now she’s going
to give her studio one more picture before
she gives Paul a daughter (they hope!)
next June. Obviously the gal who looks
like a teenager herself wasn’t kidding
when she said she hopes to have six chil-

dren before she starts throwing rocks at
the stork!

League of Notions: They’re all nineteen
and quite an amazing trio of friends—
French Leslie Caron, Italian Pier Angeli,
American Debbie Reynolds. When Leslie

married into the Hormel Ham family,
Pier and Debbie were hysterical with ex-
citement. They threw a big shower and

WHILE Judy Holliday chats with director

George Cukor on “Marrying Kind” set,

i her first since “Bom Yesterday” . . .



Stuff

invited the entire studio. The day Leslie
returned from her honeymoon, they all

lunched together. Pier and Debbie sat
staring transfixed. “But Leslie,” they
squealed, “since when have you been
smoking?” Very nonchalantly the little

French bride replied: “Oh-o-o, a verr-ee
long time. Two weeks!”

Behind the Scenes: They’re fresh out of
trained leopards in Hollywood. So Mitzi
Gaynor will walk with an ostrich on leash
in “The I Don’t Care Girl” . . . Published
stories to the contrary, Fernando Lamas
made his first Hollywood picture for Re-
public. “The Avengers” shot in Mexico in

1949, starred Adele Mara . . . Because
Richard Egan performed brilliantly in

“The Korean Story,” producer Edmund
Grainger signed him to a term deal while
director Tay Garnett was trying to place
Dick under personal contract . . . For the
first time in Hollywood history, the stork
handled a Hollywood Premiere. M-G-M
wanted Deborah Kerr there when they
rang up the curtain on the mighty “Quo
Vadis.” They arranged the date accord-
ingly!

Could Be: Actual prison scenes for “My
Six Convicts” were shot in San Quentin.
In many ways it was quite a thrilling-

experience for such Hollywood “inmates”
as Millard Mitchell, Gilbert Roland, Mar-
shall Thompson, Alf Kjellein, Jay Adler
and Henry Morgan. Because they mingled
with the real prisoners the boys had to
carry regulation identification cards at all

times. Theirs only differed in one respect.
After the word “Offense” it said—

ACTORS!

Modern Age: Imagine sitting in your
own living room with your own friends
and watching your own self on your own
television set! Cal was one of the lucky
ones to be invited to the Desi-Lu ranch on
a Monday night. After sensational chicken
and dumplings, Lucille Ball and Desi Ar-

(Continued on page 12)

. . . her co-star Aldo Ray whiles away
time between scenes learning about movie

[

sound mixing from expert Jack Goodrich
J

Hollywood
Party Line

BY EDITH GWYNN

Hollywood should take time out to pat it-

self on the back for the terrific impression
its designers made on hundreds of editors
from all over the U.S. during National Press
Week. I think the most “news” is in the
bathing suits. They’re divine! Almost gone
are the bra, bare-midriff type suits. The
new ones are more like abbreviated evening
gov/ns with draped or crushed heart-shaped
strapless necklines, with detachable haiters
—and made of fabrics running from lastex
to satins and all fitting like the “paper on
the wall.” Enough to give you spring fever
’way ahead of time.

Leslie Caron and George Hormel II

Ciro’s was but mobbed the night Lita
Baron, Rory Calhoun’s wife, opened there
in a singing-dancing act with Billy Daniels.
Her costumes (including everything from
black chiffon scanties to gorgeous gowns)
were designed by Mitch Leisen and were
out of this world ! One table included

John Hodiak, Shelley Winters, Dan Dailey and six others; another just Lana
Turner (stunning in a low-cut black velvet, hair piled high in a chignon) with
Fernando Lamas. These and so many other celebs had just come from the sparkling
premiere of “An American in Paris’’—and what a turnout that was! Joan Evans,
in soft pink chiffon, with Chris Randall; Leslie Caron, with her bridegroom George
Hormel II, wore a strapless white satin with silver lace draped into the shell-like

front of its tight bodice and a white ermine stole. Kathryn Grayson in brocaded
satin, Pier Angeli in pink jewel-studded net. Marge and Gower Champion (she in

a charming ballet-length, dark red, full-skirted net dress), Jane Wyman in a dress

combining pink and white tulle, Marie Wilson swathed in ermine—just a few- we
might mention.

Paul Mills from London tossed a huge going-away party at the Champagne Room.
This cocktail soiree lasted till midnight and between listening to Bob Hope’s jokes, I

noted the cute little hat of pink satin ribbon and almost no brim on Jane Wyman; the
smart off-shoulder black crepe and lace cocktail dress on Claudette Thornton, who
was of course with Bob Stack; Tony Martin and Cvd Charisse (she was in a good-
looking emerald green velveteen, straight-skirted dress), Dan Dailey (stag), Errol

Flynn (stag), Scott Brady with Eileen Howe.

You should have seen the stars galore who
when a sudden downpour almost washed
them from their cars into the theatre the
night of the “Detective Story” opening.
Eleanor Parker looked regal in draped
white satin, her hair slicked back from her
face and wound into a big braided bun in

the back. The braids were intertwined with
a jewel-studded chain. Paul Douglas got
his picture snapped as he carried Jan
Sterling over the dripping curb. Janet
Leigh wore a white faille evening wrap with
a big soft black velvet collar (see page 9).
Kirk Douglas with his leading lady in “The
Big Sky,” Elizabeth Threatt, who was
in dart, high-necked ruby satin topped by
an ermine wrap; Mona Freeman, in cream-
colored satin and tiny white mink cape;
Debbie Reynolds with Craig Hill, Arlene
Dahl in a drifting gown of multi-colored
shades of blue net—were on hand. Some
went on to Ciro’s where Lily St. Cyr was
doing a “respectable strip-tease act.” Liz
Dailey, Dan’s ex, was there with Bob Neal
and Steve Cochran was with socialite Dolly
O’Brien, who used to go with Clark Gable.

literally became “puddle jumpers”

iH
V

'hi

Craig Hill and Debbie Reynolds
t
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INSIDE STUFF
WHAT

HOLLYWOOD’S

WHISPERING

ABOUT
BY P. S. LOWE

Pamela and Audie Murphy

Scott Brady’s loyalty and friendship

for brother Larry Tierney during his

recent trouble. Scott paid Larry’s hos-

pital bills and all other expenses. He
remembered the way Larry staked him
while he was struggling for a Holly-

wood foothold . . . The excellent way
Pamela Murphy is handling Audie and
the Murphy finances. Audie has plenty

in the bank—for the first time in his

career . . . Mrs. Dale Robertson re-

directing a love scene between Dale
and Anne Francis for “Lydia Bailey”

—

changing a long clinch into one not so

long and not so ardent.

Betty Grable’s request that Twenti-

eth buy “Guys and Dolls” and/or “Call

Me Madam” for her—or else . . . Esther
Williams’s latest bathing suit, an all

plastic job . . . How come Denise Dar-
cel didn’t know what a certain actor

was talking about when he recited The
Lord’s Prayer in French at a party.

The longest fencing sequence in

motion picture history—between Stew-
art Granger and Mel Ferrer in “Scar-
amouche,” with the boys doing their

own sword work while a stretcher, doc-

tor and ambulance stood by . . . The
fact that they’ve started referring to

Gable as The King at M-G-M again
since “Across the Wide Missouri,”

which was nearly shelved, began doing
tremendous business . . . Greer Gar-
son’s making with the startling fact

that she yearns to play a lady pirate—
a la “Anne of the Indies.”

Universal’s idea of having Tony
Curtis’s profile insured for a hundred
thousand dollars. Tony’s friends feel

this might make him a target for

roughnecks who might want to take
a poke at said profile for publicity . . .

Barbara Stanwyck trying like crazy to

get the one autographed picture she
always wanted—Winston Churchill’s.

(Continued from page 11)

naz made a half-circle of chairs and the
show went on. Their program is just ter-

rific but Miss Luci Desiree Arnaz is the
real scene-stealer in that household. “We
flip a coin every night,” grinned Lucille,

“to see which one gets to pick her up for

her ten o’clock feeding!”

It’s News That: Mother Nature out-
witted the X-ray technician who predicted
the Mark Stevenses would have a boy.
They’re thrilled to the teeth over their

new baby daughter . . . Marilyn Erskine
(the whole M-G-M lot is raving about her)
and Cesar Romero are making beautiful
dating together . . . Jane Powell is so
thin since the birth of her baby (she col-

lapsed on a Movietime tour recently) the
studio has ordered her to stop counting
calories . . . Even though glamour girls

aren’t supposed to be good friends in Hol-
lywood, Joan Fontaine still invited Eliza-
beth Taylor to drive in her new Jaguar
from New York to Hollywood.

Hollywood Is: Curious about Jane Wy-
man’s reasons for becoming so interested
in the personal predictions of Astrologer
Carroll Righter . . . Amused by Ethel
Barrymore’s amusement during’ those
scenes with Bing Crosby . . . Hopeful that
Janice Rule will begin looking like a
movie star now that M-G-M believes she’s

going to be a very important one . . . Dis-
appointed with the news that Robert Tay-
lor, who moved into the Valley home of

his stand-in, is now searching for an
apartment. To all appearances there will

be no reconciliation with Barbara Stan-
wyck.

Soft Soap: “Come over to Stage 16 if

you want to see a glamorous movie star,”

June Allyson called out to Cal. Naturally
we wanted to see “The Girl in White” who
was making her first picture since the
birth of Rickie Powell. As the first woman
to do interne duty at Bellevue Hospital,
June mopped the floor magnificently.
“How was that scene?” she asked John

Sturges, as she collapsed in a chair. “The
mop looked great,” kidded the director.

“Thanks a lot,” said June drily. As we
left the set we encountered the wardrobe
woman with little Pamela Powell, who
wore a duplicate of the Red Cross nurse’s

outfit that her mother wears in the pic-

ture. “Sh-s-sh,” whispered Pam, as she
planted a chubby finger in front of her
lips. “It’s a surprise for Mommy.” We
promised to keep her secret.

Around the Town: Jane Wyman with-

out an escort, with the Michael Rennies
in a pai'ty at Chasen’s and wearing a
fetching pink satin hat that was shaped
like a seashell . . . The Gary Merrills at

the Bar of Music, breaking up over Arthur
Blake’s brilliant impersonation of Bette—
which he says, “keeps me in food and
clothes!” . . . Sometimes in the near fu-

ture, the William Holdens hope to estab-

lish themselves as a permanent Mr. and
Mrs. team in a radio series . . . The mu-
rals painted by Tony Curtis on their

apartment walls have turned his land-

lord into quite an art “critic” ... No, not
all of Betty Grable’s suspension period is

being spent at the Del Mar Race Track.
The blonde that gentlemen prefer has
been attending those parents’ teas at the

Westlake School for Girls, where Vicki

and Jessica James are enrolled.

That’s Friendship: Dan Dailey thought
he was a nice kid and good company,
which is why he invited Robert Wagner
to go water-skiing at Lake Arrowhead.
Then, while Bob was making personal
appearances, Dan saw him in “Let’s Make
It Legal.” Quicker than you can say
Darryl Zanuck, a long-distance call went
through to Bob in Boston, “Why, you
were great,” exclaimed the excited Dan.
“But you have too much to offer to waste
your time with me. If you work hard
you’ll become one of the most important
stars in the business.”
The big-hearted Irishman wasn’t kid-

ding, either.

(Continued on page 14)

ROYAL GREETINGS: Producer Ben Lyon introduces Merle Oberon, Fred MacMurray,

to Queen Elizabeth at Command Performance in London. Pete Lawford is the lad look-

ing Princess Margaret’s way! In rear are Evie and Van Johnson and Dan Duryea



HE AIMS AT THE STARS

Meet the man whose “Screen

Snapshots,” for twenty years, have

revealed the real heart of Hollywood

BY FRANCES MORRIN

For twenty years Ralph
S ta u b—through his Screen
Snapshots—has recorded an

intimate history of Hollywood

and its people. . . .

He has photographed the

stars at home, with their chil-

dren, working for the war ef-

fort, at parties—going about

the daily business of living. . .

He was the only man in Hollywood to film all

of the major stars in uniform—a difficult project

on which he spent five months traveling to six

different locales to catch his subjects in action, to

photograph Alan Ladd on K.P. peeling onions,

Bob Stack teaching gunnery technique, Clark

Gable as gunnery student, and Gene Autry at a

Phoenix, Arizona, camp where Ralph had to wait

two days before Gene’s superior officer would al-

low him off duty. For this Screen Snapshots Staub

received an Academy Award nomination.

He filmed the late Valentino, fencing, boxing

and living at Falcon’s Lair, just as he will soon

make a similar record of the second “Valentino,”

Columbia’s Anthony Dexter. His first film on

Joel McCrea won Joel a film test. He was the

first to film Jean Peters, whom the public came
to know as Carole Lombard. And later he was
on hand to photograph Carole when she took off

on the bond-selling mission from which she never

returned. He took his first Screen Snapshots of

John Wayne when he was an extra in silent pic-

tures, and he has enough film on Mary Pickford

to make a full-length feature. Years ago he turned

his camera on Bill Boyd when he was a dramatic

star in “The Volga Boatman.” And recently he

completed a short on Bill as Hopalong Cassidy at

his Los Angeles playground called Hoppyland.

When Staub first started making Screen Snap-
shots, he was a one-man company; producer,

camera man, director, film editor, electrician and

LORETTA YOUNG greets Ralph at Bev-
erly Hills Hotel, where he filmed Photo-
play’s Sixth Annual Gold Medal Awards

property man all rolled into one. With the years

and the change from silent film to sound, his staff

grew gradually to fourteen. However, in all the

twenty years he has been featuring Screen Snap-

shots he never has paid any star to appear in one

of his short subjects and he’s still on the friendli-

est terms with all those he has photographed.

The only change he has made in the Snapshots

came about last year when he was photographing

Photoplay’s Gold Medal Awards dinner. The radio

Master of Ceremonies, who was to have inter-

viewed the stars as they came into the Beverly

Hills Hotel while Ralph was photographing their

arrival, was held up in a traffic accident. So

Ralph stepped up to the mike and ad libbed with

winner John Wayne and other stars. Columbia

officials so liked the genial graying Ralph in his

new role of emcee that he’s now added “actor”

to his list of jobs. Recently, wearing his cowboy
shirt which all the Western stars have signed, he

went rarin’ out to the Sheriffs’ Rodeo at the

Coliseum to get it on film. Gene Autry allowed

that Ralph looked real sharp in a ten-gallon hat.

p
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A product so small, so dainty—and yet

featuring so many improvements and ad-

vantages for the benefit of women . . .

women faced with that old problem of

sanitary protection on "those days”
of the month. . . . No wonder they

call it "magic.”

Let’s take a look at this modern, doc-

tor-invented wonder-product endorsed

by many medical scientists and now used

by millions of women. Here are the facts

.... Tampax is worn internally,

absorbs internally and is only a

fraction of the bulk of the older

types. Made of pure surgical
I

cotton contained in slender in-

dividual applicators, making insertion
easy and convenient.

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

No belts, pins or external pads with
Tampax. No odor; no chafing. You can-

not even feel it while wearing it! No
bulges under clothing. You need not
remove the Tampax for your tub or

shower bath. And naturally, with its small

size, it is easily disposable.

Buy Tampax at drug or notion coun-
ters. 3 absorbency-sizes: Regular, Super,

Junior. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer,

Massachusetts.

isMgqg

DEEP FREEZE: That’s the way it feels

to Meredith, with parents Gordon, Sheila

MacRae, sister Heather at Racquet Club

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from page 12)
At the Moment: It really was a New

Year’s celebration for Loretta Young and
Tom Lewis, who began building that new
house on the Beverly Hills bridle path
. . . British-born Peter Lawford, who
couldn’t wait to get back and make a
picture in London, couldn’t wait to get
back and be a beach boy at Santa Monica
. . . His studio always knows where to
find Robert Wagner, because Mona Knox
is making a picture at his studio! . . .

When Ann Blyth took a chance on a
studio punch board, she selected the name
“Katie” after her picture, “Katie-Did.”
The prize was a twenty-pound turkey—
and Annie won! No comment—even
though it kills us!

Foolish Maiden: Here’s how to lose
friends and influence people! The occa-
sion was the Inter-faith Charities Fash-
ion Show, a pet project of civic-minded
New Yorkers. Not only had Gloria De
Haven agreed to appear, she had even
fitted a gown to model. Practically at the
last moment they begged Betty Lynn to
substitute, for Gloria was ill. Now Betty
had a date to attend the big premiere of
“Quo Vadis,” but, sweet soul that she is,

she forfeited it. The next day’s papers
carried pictures of celebrities at the pre-
miere. No, Betty Lynn’s face wasn’t there
—but Gloria De Haven’s was! Period.

Real and Reel: It’s no top-drawer secret
that Arlene Dahl and Lex Barker have
had to make the usual adjustments since
their marriage. However, they’ve man-
aged to smooth things out by discussing
them intelligently without making hasty
decisions. Those discordant moments usu-
ally occur, friends say, after they’ve been
to the movies. Arlene, so the story goes,
becomes so engrossed in a performance,
she identifies herself with the heroine.
Net result, Lex has to quietly coax her
back to being his beautiful bride again!
We can see where this could become
quite confusing if it happened too often.

Stork News: It’s doctor’s orders, so
Mrs. Gene Nelson will remain in bed
from now until the time little Christo-
pher Nelson’s baby sister (?) is born

ANN SOTHERN, on Broadway in “Faith-

fully Yours,” was guest at a party given

by Earl Blackwell of Celebrity Service

. . . Four times a father by a previous
marriage, Dean Martin and his pretty
wife Jeanne are the proud parents of a

seven-pound son . . . The expected twins
that turned out to be a baby daughter,
still made Bob Hutton and Bridgett Carr
doubly happy . . . June is the month for

brides but for the Wendell Coreys it

means the arrival of number four . . .

Glamorous Joan Bennett is on the stork’s

list again. She’s going to become a grand-
mother for the second time.

Stir Stuff: Cal’s favorite singer of

sweet songs had that soft, soothing con-

fidential tone in her voice. “Something
very interesting just happened.” Doris
Day’s blue eyes beamed as she said it.

“I received a song in the mail that was
written by a prisoner in San Quentin,
Now, as a rule these songs are sent right

back. But this man enclosed a letter that

touched me. He said he hoped to sell his

song, because he wanted the proceeds to

(Continued on page 16)
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That Foreign Legion

breed of man . .

.

that "Beau Geste"

brand of greatness!

BURT AND THOSE UP-AND-AT'EM

BOMBS RIPPING INTO THOSE

ROUGH-AND-READY RIFFS!

LEGIONS OF THRILLS IN THE

HILARIOUS HAREM RAID THAT

SAVED THE DAY!

with L u
SCREEN PLAY BY PRODUCED Bf DIRECTED BY

IS -null

p
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Impertinent

INTERVIEW

POWER TRIO: Tyrone,
Linda, Romina Francesca

BY ALINE MOSBY
U.P. Hollywood, Correspondent

Tyrone Power a settled-down stay-at-
home family man?

That’s what Hollywood figured would
happen with the arrival of the baby Ty
and Linda had wanted for so long.
Ty and Linda met back in 1948 when

he was working in his first European
movie in Italy. Except for a brief trip
home two years ago to star in “Rawhide,”
he had been abroad ever since.
He and Linda were the “gay continen-

tals.” They preferred Maxime’s in Paris
to Romanoff’s ... a stroll down Bond
Street to a stroll along Sunset Boulevard
. . . wine in sidewalk cafes to Cokes at

Schwab’s drugstore. But late last sum-
mer, several months before the stork
paid them an October visit, they hurried
back home, bought a house and settled

down.
Or did they ?

Even the Powers’ new abode in

swanky Bel-Air doesn’t have a California
appearance. It is an old Italian-style hill-

side mansion remodeled to look like a
house in Bermuda.
“And it’s built,” Ty explained, “so we

could live in it alone or have room for
children.”

I hoofed out to Twentieth Century-Fox

for a peek at “Rover Boy” Power to see
if he has acquired that family look yet.

He hasn’t.

In his red plaid dressing room, Ty an-
nounced that Romina Francesca will not
keep him or Linda at home. Instead, they
plan to make a gay continental Jr. out
of her.

“Next spring I hope to do another pic-

ture in Europe,” he said, “and we’ll take
the baby with us. Why not?”

Ty’s in favor of making all of his

movies away from Hollywood. He was,
in fact, due to travel to Trieste for his

latest picture, “Diplomatic Courier,” but
director Henry Hathaway’s health pre-
vented the trip.

“When you get away from Hollywood,”
Ty said, “you get a broader outlook. Most
of the people in Hollywood are contin-

ually discussing motion pictures. There
are a great many other things that inter-

est people throughout the world. It’s

stimulating to discuss them and to be-

come familiar with other ways of

life. I like to make new friends,” Ty went
on.

“I never stay around Hollywood unless
I’m working and have to. The minute this

picture is over we’re going to Mexico to

see Linda’s family.
“However, the bahy won’t go with

us on this trip, she’s a little too young.
But next spring she’ll be old enough to

travel right along with us.”

INSIDE STUFF

( Continued from page 14)

go to an incapacitated piano player who
had been in an accident. Well, we tried

out the song and it does have possibilities.

Don’t you think it would be wonderful
if it did become a hit?” Cal says: Just
as wonderful as the little lady who may
make it possible.

In Case You Care: Ida Lupino is now
married to Howard Duff; her first hus-
band, Louis Hayward, is about to marry
June Blanchard; Ida’s second husband,
Collier Young, is not going to marry Joan
Fontaine, and Louis Hayward’s second
wife, Peggy Morrow Fields, is not going
to marry Zachary Scott, whose former
wife is now married to author John Stein-
beck! Care to go ’round again? ... Like
Hedy Lamarr, those personal reminders
of the past are being auctioned off for

Betty Hutton . . . George Sanders and
his quixotic Zsa Zsa say that they may or

may not reconcile and you may take it

from here! . . . It’s another agreement
to disagree for the John Carrolls who
now may get a divorce . . . According to

printed reports, Dinah Shore announces
that she won’t wear low-cut gowns on
her new television series because, her
program “will go into the nation’s living

rooms during the dinner hour.” Yes, we
don’t get it too.

Feline Fugitive: The things that can
happen to an actor! During a radio
interview Ray Milland was asked how
he liked working with “Rhubarb.” Now
everyone loathed the Jimmy Cagney of
catdom, which clawed and scratched its

way through the entire picture. Ray
said as much but he didn’t say he loathed
all cats. Well, cat societies, cat lovers,

in fact everyone but the James Masons
protested violently. Poor Ray! For the

p record, he loves cats, he owns three and
as far as “Rhubai’b” is concerned, he’d
still like to slip him a hot mouse!

LIKE MARY’S little lamb, Young Bess,

Jean Simmons’s toy poodle, insists on fol-

lowing her to “Androcles and the Lion” set

BEN GAGE had his cake—and ate it at

surprise Hawaiian birthday party given

by Esther Williams and some old friends

JANE RUSSELL, who’s slimmed down
since trip to England, celebrates return

with football -hero husband. Bob Waterfield
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SIGNS OF A LOVELIER YOU...

Spring is still only a promise—but the

first robin is On his way. It's not one day too

soon to begin your

foundation for fresh

springtime loveliness! You'll see

new beauty bud, blossom ,
bloom week

by week ifyou'll start with a

iy don't you stop in at Woolworth,'s soon

and see them all? Shop, pick and choose

at leisure. Or, ifyou prefer, ask

the friendly Woolworth Salesgirl

. 5mJ° help you make selections.

FOR CLEAN MOUTH TASTE.
PEPSODENT'S patented
oral detergent, not soap,
brings clean mouth taste

for hours. Cleans where your

brush can’t reach, leaving

your whole mouth cool and
refreshed. 10*, 27*, 47 *, 63*

ARE-FREE LIP BEAUTY. Now
iscover the way to keep lips

lovely all day. It's HAZEL
USEIOP No-Smear Lipstick,

if'on't eat off, bite off, kiss

I ff! So lasting, yet it's creamy
nd easy to remove. $1.10*

A PERMANENT SOLUTION.
This home permanent
"takes" every time. . . PROM!
Prom needs no neutralizer.

Use any plastic curlers. Ap-
ply... rinse 30 minutes later.

3 Prom lotions for different

hair types. $1.50*

UNSHINE IN YOUR HAIR. Use
THITE RAIN tonight...
’omorrow your hair will be

unshine bright! Gentle
:<Tite Rain is Toni's new
\lion shampoo, guaranteed not

,o dull or dry your hair.

30*, 60<t, $1

ffleitL f

3

J*-'*
I

ISE COLOR ABOVE ALL. Try
dESTLE COLORINSE to

end exciting color-appeal to

our hair. Just rinse in...

jhampoo out. So smart! For

onger-lasting color, use

iOLOR TINT.
Colo rinse 10*, 25<*

Color//T/ 25**

LEARN TO SHINE. For your
grooming's sake, form the

daily SLIAVE habit today.

Just a "kiss” of Suave keeps
hair perfectly in place the

day long. And greaseless

Suave leaves hair radiant!

504. $1

WOOLWORTH’SgdSMt&att
visit to Woolworth's . . . now. On

Woolworth's handy counters, you'll

find everything you need for head-to-toe

winter beauty care. I've room here to mention

just a few of our many timely toiletries.

FOR DREAM HANDS. Cream
hands regularly against win-
ter cold and spring winds
with PACQU1NS HAND
CREAM. Smooths, protects.

Purple label tor normal
skin. Red label for extra-

dry skin. 254 , 49*, 98**
tools! 25*, 39** - -

A TOUCH OF SCENT. New BREATH OF BEAUTY. Eat, MAKE A CLEAN SWEEP. And
glamor! Apply scent to drink, smoke what you don't forget your teeth!

your fingertips with DURA- want. New FRESHiES Replace worn or unsafe

GLOSS Perfumed Nail Lac- Mints stop bad breath in 1 brushes now with DR.
quer. Ten lovely shades to to 3 seconds with nature's WEST'S MIRACLE-
choose from. As with un- deodorant— chlorophyll. TUFTS. There’s a brush-

scented lOf* Dura-Gloss, Why take chances? Take head design for you to

the color is on the cap. Freshies today., .keep them thoroughly clean each sur-

25** handy. 10* face ot your teeth. 59*

OUBLE CHARM INSURANCE!
IEED Spray Deodorant pro-

ects clothes while it protects

ou! Prevents stains because
: covers underarm better,

ihecks perspiration, stops
>erspiration odor. So impor-
ant with winter and spring

HEALTH IS BEAUTY'S AIDE.

Lots of "cold’’ weather
ahead! So keep LISTERINE
ANTISEPTIC handy to
check sore throats due to

colds. Use it, too, tor hali-

tosis and infectious dandruff.

10*, 29*, 49*, 79*

Wany of these products avail-
‘hie at Woolworth stores in

'.anada at slightly higher prices. *Plus tax Shop Woolworth’s First for Everything in Toiletries
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keeps complexions

clearer by keeping

skin cleaner!

Dial's AT- 7 (Hexachlorophene) removes blemish-spreading

bacteria that other soaps leave on skin.

The cleaner your skin, the

better your complexion. And mild, fragrant Dial with AT-7

gets your skin cleaner and clearer than any other kind of soap. You see.

Dial’s bland beauty-cream lather does far more than remove dirt and

make-up... does far more than give you scrupulous cleanliness to overcome

clogged pores and blackheads. Here’s the important difference:

when you use Dial with AT-7 every day — it effectively clears skin of

bacteria that often aggravate and spread pimples and surface blemishes. Skin

doctors know this, and recommend Dial for both adults and adolescents.

Protect your complexion with fine,fragrant Dial Soap.

DIAL DAVE GARROWAY -NBC. Weekdays

Cheers and Jeers:

After seeing your article, “The Twelve
Most Beautiful Women in Hollywood,” I

was extremely disappointed to find that

you had left off your list the beautiful and
glamorous Lana Turner. The experts
sure must have been asleep when they
picked these twelve stars. I think it’s a
disgrace to Lana Turner when the experts
chose such inferior beauty as that of Joan
Crawford and Loretta Young.

David Canine
Terre Haute, Ind.

What ! Ava Gardner more beautiful

than Liz Taylor and Susan Hayward?
Impossible! And how did Mona Freeman
and Marlene Dietrich ever find their way
on the list? And if Deborah Kerr man-
aged to edge her way on, why were Jean
Peters and Hedy Lamarr so thoughtlessly
neglected ?

Joe Philipps
Forest Hills, N. Y.

I would like to praise three of Holly-
wood's most talented stars, Jean Peters,

Jeffrey Hunter and Walter Brennan, who
are here on location for “Swamp Girl.”

Since their arrival they have entered
into all social events. Mr. Hunter has at-

tended two high school dances and re-

fused a civic club dance so that he could
be with the high school group. Mr. Bren-
nan attended a Friday night football game
and became just as excited as we over the

victory of our team. Miss Peters, who
practices her archery at a near-by park
each day, doesn’t accomplish much, for

she lets all the small children try their

skill.

Shirley Seaman
Waycross, Ga.

If everyone in Hollywood put as much
of himself into the part lie’s playing as

Cary Grant did in "People Will Talk,”
the Academy Award people would have a

worse time than they do now. Upon leav-

ing the theatre, I felt as if I had just had
a talk with my family doctor. I wonder if

Cary ever considered being a physician.

He certainly is convincing.

Mrs. Edward J. Ford
Waterloo, Towa

What goes with Hollywood? Movies
are becoming like abstract art—only the

artists understand what they are trying

to portray. It is not the fault of the actors

who may play a part superbly—but the

stories which pass for “entertainment.”

Oh, for the days of corny endings wEere
problems were ironed out w'ithout psy-

chiatry and the hero and heroine made it

through alive and healthy

!

Mrs. Jack Dodge
Bellingham, Wash.

Casting:
Since I heard Columbia had purchased

“From Here to Eternity,” I wish they’d

cast wonderful Bill Holden as the warden
—he’d be perfect. His acting, looks and
appeal make all other actors seem down-
right insipid.

Barbara
Jacksonville, Fla.

How- about a remake of “Evangeline”
with Ingrid Bergman, Cary Grant and
Charles Bickford in the starring roles?
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This would be enough to establish Ingrid
once again on the screen.

Dean Smith
Wichita, Kans.

( This picture is being remade with Debra
Paget.)

Readers' Pets:

In a recent article on screen newcomers
your magazine said Eugene Iglesias wasn’t
handsome. Well, he may not be handsome
but he’s terribly cute and he is a won-
derful actor which is more than you can
say for a lot of the pretty boys.

Leslie Envards
Mattoon, 111.

For some time I haven’t seen anything
in your magazine about Ruth Roman. She
has just as good looks as Elizabeth Tay-
lor, as nice a figure as Virginia Mayo and
acting ability as superb as Bette Davis.
She will undoubtedly live to be another
Ethel Barrymore.

Sylvia Johnston
Quebec, Canada

Question Box:

Would you please tell whether Ava
Gardner actually was the person who did
the singing in “Show Boat?”

Nancy Diefentlialer
Kiel, Wise.

( Annette Warren’s voice zvas used in the

film, but Ava’s voice zvas used in the

records made later.)

Could you please give me some infor-

mation on James Anderson? I’ve just seen
“Five” and I think he is a great actor. In
“Choose Your Star,” you said he was
in "The Blue Veil." However, the news-
papers gave his name as Warner Ander-
son. Was it a misprint ?

Judith Taylor
St. Albans, New York

(Warner Anderson
played Joan Blon-
dell's beau. James
Anderson zvas the

prof e s s o r w h o

flirted zvith Jane
Wyman at the party

for Richard Carl-

son, James zvas
born in Weturnfi-
lm, Ala., 7/13/21.
He has brown hair, blue eyes, is 5'11",

165 lbs.)

I have just seen “A Streetcar Named
Desire." 1 think the wdiole cast is superb,
especially Vivien Leigh and Marlon Bran-
do. Can you tell me something about Kim
Hunter? Hasn’t she been in other pic-

tures? If so, what?
Tommy Dyer
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma

(Kim Planter zvas

born in Detroit,
Mich. ,11 /12/22.She

, has hazel eyes, light

brown hair, is 5'3/i"
tall, weighs 115 lbs.

Other pictures in-

clude “Seventh Vic-

tim,’’ “Tender Com-
rade,” “Stairzvay to

Heaven,” and she’s

in forthcoming “Anything Can Happen,”)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, Nezv York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore
promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.

MAUREEN O'HARA, co-starring in Universal-International’s

“FLAME OF ARABY”— Color by Technicolor

MAUREEN O’HARA ... beautiful Lustre-Creme Girl, one

of 12 women voted by “Modern Screen” and a jury of famed

hair stylists as having the world’s loveliest hair. Maureen O’Hara

uses Lustre -Creme Shampoo to care for her glamorous hair.

The Most Beautiful Hair

in the World
is kept at its loveliest ... with

Lustre-Creme Shampoo
When Maureen O’Hara says, “I use

Lustre-Creme Shampoo” . . . you’re

listening to a girl whose beautiful

hair plays a vital part in a fabulous

glamour-career.

You, too, like Maureen O’Hara, will

notice a glorious difference in your hair

after a Lustre-Creme shampoo. Under

the spell of its lanolin-blessed lather,

your hair shines, behaves, is eager to

curl. Hair dulled by soap abuse . . .

dusty with dandruff, now is fragrantly

clean. Hair robbed of its natural sheen

now glows with renewed highlights.

Famous Hollywood Stars use Lustre -Creme Shampoo for Glamorous Hair

IQ

Lathers lavishly in hardest water . . .

needs no special after-rinse.

No other cream shampoo in all the

world is as popular as Lustre-Creme.

For hair that behaves like the angels

and shines like the stars . . . ask for

Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

The beauty-blend
cream shampoo
with LANOLIN.
Jars or tubes,

27{ to $2.
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makes your hair behave!

For that near natural look, rub a few drops of new Lady
Wildroot Cream Hair Dressing on the ends of your hair,

along the part, and at the temples.

Hair Dry and Brittle?

LAUGHING
STOCK

1

BY ERSKINE JOHNSON
m

(See Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood Reel”

on yonr local television station.)

fl^HE rain machines spewed water all over
I Clifton Webb and half a dozen feminine

i
x extras for a scene in the movie “Elope-
ment.” The moment the camera stopped,
Webb rushed for his dressing room.
“This picture,” he snapped through the

chattering of his teeth, “should be called

I

‘The Frogman and Girls.’
”

* * *

Producer talking about a temperamental
star:

“She’s a very high-CLASH type of girl.”
* * *

Caption under a photograph of a group
of studio cuties at Yellowstone National
Park: “Geysers and dolls.”

* * *

Fred Finklehoffe, the producer, took time
out to deny a rumor that he and his wife,
singer Ella Logan, were separating. Said
Fred: “Ella will never leave me. How
could she replace anybody as repulsive
as me?”

* * *

Ann Miller frequently wears a sweater
that has all the answers. Embroidered on
it are “Yes,” “No” and “Maybe.”

* * *

A lazy movie exhibitor booked “Show
Boat” and “Meet Me after the Show” and

I marqueed the double bill:

“Meet Me after the Show Boat.”
* * *

Overheard: “The best way to get rid of a
noise in your car is to let her drive.”

“They had a very quiet wedding. Her
father put a silencer on his shotgun.”
"You look so good on television you

should never be seen in person again.”
* * *

Joan Crawford, talking about Tallulah
Bankhead: “She’s the only woman i the
world who can slam a cigarette into an
ashtray.”

* * *

Actress to Paul Conlan: “Do I remind
you of Jane Russell?”

Paul: “Yes, you have legs just like Bob
Waterfield.”

* * *

Floward Keel is claiming he saw a West-
ern movie cn TV that was so old the cow-
boys were riding dinosaurs.

* * *

For quick relief rub a few drops of new Lady Wildroot
Cream Hair Dressing on rhose stiff ends. Presto, they feel

soft, and manageable!

Scalp feel tight, dry?

Pour a few drops of Lady Wildroot Cream Hair Dressing
on your fingertips and massage your scalp. Notice how
quickly it relaxes . . . feels oh-so-good!

Want a feminine hair dressing?

Remember, new Lady Wildroot Cream Hair Dressing is

made especially for women's hair. It's not sticky, not
greasy. It contains lanolin and cholesterol to soften dry hair,

to give it more body, make it behave. Delicately perfumed.

P. S. For a shampoo that gleams as it cleans,

try new Wildroot Liquid Cream Shampoo.

([/Meet

«•***

Personal size

Dressing-table size $1.00

(plus tax)

mi

A producer called an agent about his

casting problem on an espionage drama.
“I need a very busty leading lady to play

the spy,” he said. “Very busty. This is a

kind of ‘Cloak and Dagmar’ picture.”
* * *

Irene Ryan to Macdonald Carey: “Texas
better start building some more cities.

Warner Bros, are running out of movie
titles.”

* * *

The Dan Duryeas’ Lake Arrowhead
cabin is named “The Minkote”—for the

mink coat Mrs. Duryea was supposed to

get, but didn’t.
* * *

Overheard at Ciro’s: “She’s running
around with the studio brass. A friend in

the wardrobe department loaned her some
20



Brief Reviews
yyt (F) ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI—
M-G-M: A fairly interesting Technicolor Western
with Clark Gable as a trapper who marries Indian
maid Maria Elena Marques for selfish reasons and
learns to love her and her people. (Dec.)

/yy <F) AMERICAN IN PARIS , AN—M-G-M

:

Ex-G.I. Gene Kelly remains in Paris after the war
and falls in love with pal Georges Guetary’s girl,

Leslie Caron, in this gorgeous Technicolor musical.

With Oscar Levant, Nina Foch. (Nov.)

/i/ (F) ANGELS IN TLIE OUTFIELD—M-G-M

:

V charming fantasy in which tough baseball manager
Paul Douglas inherits a guardian angel. With Janet
Leigh, Keenan Wynn, Spring Byington. (Nov.)

/ (A) BANNERLIN

E

—M-G-M: The usual story

nbout a cub-reporter whose daring and courage in-

•pire the townsfolk to wipe out a dangerous racketeer.

With Keefe Brasselle, Sally Forrest. (Dec.)

\/yy2 (F) BEHAVE YOURSELF—RKO: Shelley

‘Winters and Farley Granger co-star in this ridicu-

lously funny mix-up about a missing dog, gangs of

loodlums, murders galore and a nagging mother-in-

a\v. (Dec.)
/(A) BIG NIGHT, THE—U.A.: A depressing
Irama in which John Barrymore Jr. sets out to seek

;

yengeance on the man responsible for the beating of

iis father, Robert Preston. With Joan Lorring. (Jan.)
(F) BLUE VEIL, THE—RKO: A tender

I

|

pisodic story with Jane Wyman as a young widow
: vho devotes her life to caring for other women’s

hildren. With Charles Laughton, Don Taylor, Joan
Rondell. Richard Carlson, Audrey Totter. (Dec.)

F) CAVE OF OUTLAWS—U-I : A dull Western
I n which ex-convict Macdonald Carey heads for the

'arlsbad Caverns to find gold hidden there years
I iefore, and finds more glitter in Alexis Smith. (Dec.)

/y (F) CLOSE TO MY HEART—Warners:
leart-tugging drama in which Gene Tierney and
(ay Milland face the complications of adopting a

1 bundling of unknown parentage. (Dec.)
/y2 (A) COME FILL THE CUP—Warners: After
psing both Phyllis Thaxter and his newspaper job

( y imbibing too much, James Cagney reforms and

I
ets out to put other alcoholics back on their feet.

I With Gig Young, Raymond Massey. (Dec.)

;

F) CROSSWINDS— Paramount: An adventure
lm with plenty of killings, double dealings, triple

ichemings that has John Payne, Rhonda Fleming,
1

'orrest Tucker running around in circles. (Dec.)

,

/y (F) DARLING, HOW COULD YOU!—Para-

j

lount A cozy family type comedy in which Joan
1 ontaine and John Lund return after five years and
re faced with some merry problems as they try to

I ecome reacquainted with children Mona Freeman
nd David Stollery. With Peter Hanson. (Nov.)
'y (F) DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL

,

> HE—20th Century Fox: In this out-of-this
:
world

Irama a messenger from Mars lands in Washington
nd starts a series of exciting events. Michael Ren-
ie is the Martian. With Pat Neal. (Nov.)

V (A) DECISION BEFORE DAWN — 20th

i'entury-Fox: An unusual story about German pris-

oners of war who turned against Hitler to spy for

le Allies. With Richard Basehart, Gary Merrill,

Ians Christian Blech. (Dec.)V (A) DESERT FOX, THE—20th Century-

|

ox: James Mason portrays Rommel in this inter-

sting biography with events covering the Field Mar-
lal’s defeat in Africa, up to his liquidation by the
fazis. With Jessica Tandy, Bill Regnolds. (Nov.)
/yy (A) DETECT1VE STORY—Paramount: A
•rrific melodrama set in a midtown police station

ith Kirk Douglas as a relentless detective whose
:ck of leniency and understanding have a disastrous
Ject on his marriage to Eleanor Parker. With Lee
rant, William Bendix, Craig Hill, Cathy O’Donnell.

1 Dec.)v (F) DOUBLE DYNAMITE—RKO: There’s
>ads of laughs when bank teller Frank Sinatra is

[liven a fortune and is unable to explain. Jane Rus-
L’ll and Groucho Marx are in on the fun. (Nov.)
/y (F) FAMILY SECRET , THE—Columbia: John

[j’erek accidentally kills his best friend and refuses
» confess his crime—even when another man is

reused of murder—in this serious melodrama. With
ee J. Cobb, Jody Lawrance. (Jan.)

V (F) FLYING LEATHERNECKS, THE—
KO: An overlong and somewhat repetitious story

if the Marine Air Corps during the siege of Guadal-
jinal. With John Wayne, Robert Ryan, Don Tay-
r, Janis Carter. (Nov.)

V' (A) FORCE OF ARMS—Warners: Realistic
id tender love story in which William Holden and

Nancy Olson meet and marry in war-torn Italy.
With Frank Lovejoy. (Nov.)

(F) GOLDEN'HORDE, THE—Universal : An-,
other Arabian Nights type of fantasy with Ann
Blyth as a princess who tries to rid her city of
Genghis Khan’s blood-thirsty conquerors. David
Farrar is around to help her. (Nov.)
l/V. (A) HIS KIND OF WOMAN—RKO: Fast-
moving drama with some comedy relief in which Bob
Mitehum takes a mysterious assignment in Mexico
and becomes involved with Jane Russell and mur-
der. With Tim Holt, Vincent Price. (Nov.)
yyVi (F) I WANT YOU—Goldwyn : A stirring and
adult drama about the effects of present-day world on
the lives and love of every-day people as enacted by
Farley Granger, Peggy Dow, Dana Andrews, Dorothy
McGuire. (Jan.)

y (F) LADY FROM TEXAS, THE—U-I : Howard
Duff prevents Josephine Hull from being declared
insane by unscrupulous characters in this corny
dull comedy. With Mona Freeman. (Nov.)
^ (A) LADY PAYS OFF, THE—U-I : Linda
Darnell, who resents being loved for “the mother in

her” meets gambler Stephen McNally whose feelings
aren’t maternal, in this corny comedy. With Gigi
Perreau. (Dec.)
(F) LADY SAYS NO, THE—U.A. An antiquated
comedy about what happens when prudish young
authoress Joan Caulfield meets breezy photographer
David Niven. Who cares? (Jan.)

yy iA {A) LAVENDER HILL MOB, THE—Rank-
U-I : There’s sheer delight in this unusual and hilari-
ous British comedy about a meek bank employee,
Alec Guinness, who steals the bank’s gold and tries
to get it out of the country in a most unusual way.
(Dec.)

yy (F) LET’S MAKE IT LEGAL—20th Century-
Fox: On the day of her divorce from Macdonald
Carey, grandmother Claudette Colbert starts being
pursued by ex-beau Zach Scott, much to the annoy-
ance of daughter, Barbara Bates, and Robert Wagner.
A happy comedy. (Jan.)

yy (F) LIGHT 'TOUCH, THE—M-G-M: Pier
Angeli, a young artist, is lured into copying a stolen
masterpiece by Stewart Granger, in this exciting but
overlong drama. With George Sanders. (Jan.)

(F) MEET DANNY WILSON—U-I: Frank
Sinatra, Shelley Winters and Alex Nicol star in a
gripping story of a brash singer who hits the big-
time . . . and the effect it has on his ego. (Jan.)
^ (F) MEET ME AFTER THE SHOW—20th
Century-Fox: A typical Grable musical with Betty
suffering from amnesia and being wooed again by
estranged husband Macdonald Carey. (Nov.)
1^1/ (A) MILLIONAIRE FOR CHRISTY, A—
20th Century-Fox: A gay comedy in which Eleanor
Parker decided to marry Fred MacMurray sight un-
seen and proceeds in a mad and merry way to do
it. With Richard Carlson. (Nov.)

yy (F) MY FAVORITE SPY—Paramount: Bur-
lesque clown Bob Hope is called upon to impersonate
foreign agent, Bob Hope, and becomes involved with
siren Hedy Lamarr and dangerous international spies
in this breezy bit of slapstick. (Jan.)

y/ (F) ON THE LOOSE—RKO-Filmakers : Neg-
lected by her parents, Joan Evans makes some mis-
takes that almost lead her to suicide. With Melvyn
Douglas, Lvnn Bari, Bob Arthur. (Nov.)
yy2 (F) PAINTING THE CLOUDS WITH SUN-
SHINE—Warners: An outdated musical with Vir-
ginia Mayo, Lu9ille Norman, Virginia Gibson as
three ambitious young entertainers who go to Las
Vegas to snag a millionaire. Dennis Morgan, Gene
Nelson and Tom Conway are the men. (Nov.)

(A) PEOPLE WILL TALK—20th Century-
Fox: A strange comedy in which Cary Grant and
Jeanne Crain fall in love and marry under some
unusual circumstances. With Hume Cronyn. (Nov.)

yy (F) RACKET , THE—RKO: Rough, tough,
action film attempting to show links between poli-

ticians and criminals with Bob Mitchum as a fearless
police officer out to get hoodlum Robert Ryan. With
Liz Scott, Brett King, Robert Hutton. (Jan.)

yy2 (A) RAGING TIDE, THE—U-I : Murderer
Richard Conte takes refuge on fishing boat owned by
Charles Bickford and Alex Nicol and proceeds to
complicate everyone’s life in this rather trite story.
Shelley Winters plays Dick’s girl; Stephen McNally,
the detective on his trail. (Dec.)
yyVi (F) RED BADGE OF COURAGE, THE—
M-G-M: Audie Murphy is a frightened young farm
boy who, thrown into battle, overcomes cowardice in
this moving Civil War story. (Nov.)

yy2 (F) REUNION IN RENO—U-I : A sentimen-
tal comedy-drama in which Gigi Perreau asks attor-

ney Mark Stevens to secure her a divorce from
parents Frances Dee, Leif Erickson. With Peggy
Dow. (Dec.)

yVz (F) SILVER CITY—Paramount: Fast-moving
Western built around the search for silver and the
romance between Edmond O'Brien and Yvonne De
Carlo. With Barry Fitzgerald. (Jan.)

V/ (F) SLAUGHTER TRAIL—RKO: A dull West-
ern in which soldiers chase robbers and Indians
chase soldiers to the constant accompaniment of
distracting off-screen singing. With Brian Donlevy.
Robert Hutton. (Jan.)
(F) SON OF DR. JEKYLL, THE—Columbia : A
lot of nonsense about events that occur when Louis
Hayward tries to prove Papa was a great humani-
tarian instead of a murderous fiend. With Jody
Lawrance. (Dec.)

yy (F) STARLIFT—Warners: An all-star cast
including Doris Day, Gene Nelson, Ruth Roman,
Gordon MacRae, Virginia Mayo, Gary Cooper. Jane
Wyman in a gay musical about the way the stars
build morale of servicemen. Janice Rule and Ron
Hagerthy carry the plot. (Jan.)

yy2 (F) STRANGE DOOR. THE—U-I : A real
chiller-diller in which Charles Laughton plans to

marry niece Sally Forrest to scalawag Richard Stap-
ley in order to avenge the marriage of his brother
to the girl he loved years before. (Tan.)

yy2 (A) STRIP, THE—M-G-M : Mickey Rooney
becomes involved with racketeer James Craig, night-
club dancer Sally Forrest and a killing in this mild
melodrama with a Sunset Boulevard setting. (Nov.)

(F) SUBMARINE COMMAND—Paramount:
Thrilling story of submarine warfare and of the men
who live and die encased in steel beneath the sea.

With Bill Holden, Don Taylor, Nancy Olson. (Dec.)

yy2 (F) SUNNY SIDE OF THE STREET—
Columbia: Frankie Laine and Billy Daniels again
co-star in a pleasant little musical. With Jerome
Courtland, Terry Moore, Audrey Long. (Nov.)

t/ (F) TALL' TARGET, THE—M-G
:
M : Detec-

tive Dick Powell prevents an assassination attempt
on President Lincoln in fairly interesting story sup-
posedly based on a chapter in American history. With
Marshall Thompson, Paula Raymond. (Nov.)

y i/2 (F) TANKS ARE COMING, THE—Warners:
Steve Cochran ignores orders of superior officers Phil
Carey, Robert Horton—through the push from France
to Germany—as he rules his crew, Paul Picerni, Rob-
ert Boon, Eugene Baxter with an iron fist; tries to

win the war single-handedly. With Mari Aldon. (Jan.)

y x/2 (F) TEN TALL MEN—Columbia: Tongue in

cheek French Foreign Legion adventure with Burt
Lancaster as a tough sergeant who kidnaps princess
Jody Lawrance and proceeds to lead the Arabs a
merry chase over the burning sands of the Sahara.
With Gilbert Roland. (Jan.)

yy (F) TEXAS CARNIVAL—M-G-M: A rip-

roaring musical with Red Skelton and Esther Wil-
liams as carnival performers who are taken for Texas
tycoons by Howard Keel and Ann Miller. With
Keenan Wynn. (Dec.)

yy2 (A) TOMORROW IS ANOTHER DAY—
Warners: Ex-convict Steve Cochran meets dime-a-
dance girl Ruth Roman, becomes involved in a death
which forces the couple to turn fugitive. (Nov.)

yy (F) TOO YOUNG TO KISS—M-G-M
: June

Allyson poses as child prodigy in order to obtain
an audition with concert manager Van Johnson

—

and the inevitable happens in this frothy comedy.
With Gig Young. (Jan.)

yy (F) TWO TICKETS TO BROADWAY—
RKO: A happy talent-laden musical in which Tony
Martin, Janet Leigh, Gloria DeHaven, Ann Miller,
Barbara Lawrence, try—with the misguidance of
Eddie Bracken—to crash T.V. (Jan.)

yyy2 (F) WESTWARD THE WOMEN—M-G-M:
Robert Taylor escorts Denise Darcel and 137 other
women across the plains to a new life in California
in this absorbing drama of pioneer days. With John
Mclntire, Tube Bishop. (Jan.)

yyy2 (F) WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE—Para-
mount: A fascinating science fiction epic in which
forty-three people are chosen to escape in a rocket
before the earth is destroyed by another planet.

With Peter Hanson, Barbara Rush. (Dec.)

yy2 (F) YOU CAN NEVER TELL—U-I : Con-
fusing but fanciful little comedy in which Dick
Powell plays a German Shepherd dog who comes back
to earth to expose Charles Drake who is after Pegg}'
Dow’s money. With Joyce Holden. (Nov.)

Your Favorite Actor

ly name My age

\our Favorite Actress

Mail to: Readers’ Poll Editor, c/o Photoplav. 205 East 42nd St.,

N. Y. 17, N. Y.
P
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MUD,
SWEAT
AND FEARS

Gary Cooper plunges

into the Everglades

—

and takes his hat off

GLARING SUN added to general discomfort.

Here a first aid man gives Gary eyedrops

\ftfhen Gary Cooper heard he was going to

Florida on location for “Distant Drums,” he
was delighted. He had illusions of flying over
to Cuba for the weekends. Illusions were right.

Gary’s been on rugged location trips before.

“But,” he says, “not since I went to Nairobi,

Africa, in 1933 on a hunting expedition, have
I encountered anything like the Everglades.”

At Big Cypress Swamp, the temperatures
hovered around 120 degrees. And every morn-
ing, early, two snake men went to work to beat

the rattlers and cottonmouths out of the area

where the company worked. Even so, a couple

of snakes managed to hide out in the grass. “I

know,” says Gary, “because a deadly little

moccasin struck at me, twice. Fortunately, my
heavy boots saved me from the venom.”
Gary had another experience—with quick-

sand. Leading a group of swamp soldiers across

the river, he deviated from the established path
—to find himself sinking deeper and deeper.

The crew had to throw ropes to pull him out.

to the man he portrays

in “Distant Drums”
|

GARY’S TRIP to the Florida jun-

gles for “Distant Drums” follow.'

current trend for shooting on thf

spot. (See “African Queen” page 50)
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See how Playtex White Magic caresses you to true slenderness, gives you a newly fluid line from waist to thighs.

See how it encourages such grace of movement, allows you such freedom to sit, to stand, to step, to twirl!

slimness, freedom,
— there’s no girdle

it!” says top designer

“It flatters your

in every way under

newest fashions.”

"White Magic is fabulous!

As a designer 1 love the slim, free lines

this newest Playtex Girdle gives!”

UA girdle should do more than slim you,

it should be comfortable. That’s why
playtex Fab-Lined Girdles—with fabric

next to the skin—are so very perfect!”

a Thisgirdle smooths away

the inches, without a seam,

stitch or bone— invisible

under all clothes.”

playtex . . . known everywhere as the

girdle in the SLIM tube. At better stores

everywhere. $3.95 to $6.95. Choose

from playtex White Magic, Fab-

Lined, Pink-Ice, and Living Girdles. P

i95i International Latex Corp'n. . . . PLAYTEX PARK . . . Dover Del. Playtex Ltd. Montreal, Canada
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For Complete Casts of Current

Pictures See Page 33

For Best Pictures of the Month

and Best Performances See Page 31

For Brief Reviews of Current

Pictures See Page 21

SHADOW
BY SAR

BETSY DRAKE, Malcolm Cassell, Cliff Tatum Jr. and
Cary Grant face problems of adopting problem children

^ (F) Room for One More (Warners)

C
ARY GRANT and Betsy Drake, husband and wife ofl

screen and on, tell us in this film how problem chil-

dren from Welfare homes can be made lovable, respon-
sible members of a family. As is usual with pictures ol

this sort, some entertainment value is sacrificed in get-

ting over the “message.” But not too much. Certainly

there is warmth, tenderness and high good humor in the

story of a wife who loves children, dogs, cats and even
her husband. The two problem children taken into their

home are played by Clifford Tatum Jr. and Iris Mann.
The real family children are Malcolm Cassell, Gay Gor-
don and George Winslow. Lurene Tuttle is Miss Kenyon
of the Welfare Home.

Your Reviewer Says: Families everywhere, this is for you.

Program Notes: Clifford and Iris have a long list of Broadway
hits behind them despite their respective years of thirteen and

twelve . . . Malcolm Cassell, twelve, who plays Tim, went after

the role himself, talking the casting director into the test that

won him the role . . . Betsy celebrated her birthday with a party

on the set. The kids ate ice cream and cake for hours. Cary

presented Betsy ivith a guitar which she strummed between every

scene . . . The snow scenes (faked, of course ) were made in the

midst of a record heat wave. The cast all but passed out in their

heavy coats and galoshes.

ENDEARING STORY of a father and son,DanDuryea and

Gordon Gebert, racing against time to meet a family crisis

^ (F) Chicago Calling (U.A.)

O
NCE in a while a little gem of a movie creeps up on us

unballyhooed and surprise and pleasure take us by

the hand. “Chicago Calling” is that kind of movie. Simple
is the story and simple the acting but so genuine is the

human interest, the story takes on a special quality of

endearment. Dan Duryea plays the weak husband of

Mary Anderson who, with their young daughter, starts

out for her parents’ home by car. A telegram from Mary
telling of the serious injuries to the child en route, with

further news to be telephoned the following day, reaches

Dan just as the telephone company is removing the

instrument for non-payment. Dan’s frantic efforts to

maintain his phone, to gather money for the overdue bill,

and the devotion of young Gordon Gebert—an appealing

child actor—constitutes the plot.

Your Reviewer Says: It will hit you where you live.

Program Notes: Dan who did this picture on a complete pay-

ment deferment ( meaning he was to get paid after the profits

were in) teas asked to sell his interest in it but turned the offer

down as result of great sneak preview reports . . . Although Mary
Anderson has played many sweet ingenues in her time, it was

notably “meanie” roles that contributed to her greatest success.

Won plaudits as Evelyn in Broadway’s “Guest in the House” and

as the boy-crazy Amy in “Cheers for Miss Bishop” . . . Ten-year-

old Gordon Gebert says he prefers his part as Dan Duryea’s son

best of all his screen roles because he had no women to contend

with. Gordon seems to have an aversion to actresses. We’re con-

vinced he’ll outgrow this.
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F—For the whole family

A—For adults
HAMILTON

^ (F) Red Mountain (Paramount)

A
WELL-thought-out Western in beautiful Technicolor.
Alan Ladd plays a Confederate officer in the year 1865

who goes West to reestablish his gold claim. The assayer
has stolen it. Shooting hirp down, Alan later saves the
life of Arthur Kennedy who is about to be hanged for

the crime. Kennedy and his fiancee, Lizabeth Scott, ride

after Ladd to turn him in. In the ensuing struggle, Ken-
nedy is seriously injured. Before aid can be summoned,
along comes General Quantrell and his raiders. Believing
them still faithful to the South, Ladd joins up. Finding
Quantrell’s methods unbearable, Ladd joins Kennedy and
Lizabeth. They manage to hold off Quantrell’s men and
his Indian allies, until help can be brought. John Ireland
plays the historical Quantrell and Jeff Corey plays Skee.
If the dialogue grows corny at times, the story keeps
moving, at least.

Your Reviewer Says: The kids will whoop with delight.

Program Notes: Gallup, New Mexico, and the dramatic scenery
thereabouts, provided the setting. One hundred Navahos living on
a reservation near Gallup were hired as actors. In addition, three

Ute Indians were flown from Colorado to teach the Ute dialed
to the Navahos. The language sessions were a riot . . . Arthur
Kennedy and Alan were reunited for the first time since “Chicago
Deadline,” made several years ago . . . John Ireland returned
from the road company of “Summer and Smoke” in time to play
Quantrell, mustache, stoop and all .. . Lizabeth Scott plays her
first Western role and loved it, ridin and shootin like a veteran.

syy* (A) Quo Vadis (M-G-M)

T
HE Technicolored pomp and pageantry of mighty Rome,
in the burning of Rome and the sacrifice of Christians

is a spectacle-happy production, massive in scale, tre-

mendous in scope. Robert Taylor, a proud Roman con-
queror and Deborah Kerr, the hostage who tames his

spirit, carry the main love story. Leo Genn, an aristocrat

at Nero’s court, and his slave girl, Marina Berti, portray
the secondary lovers. The mad, decadent Nero is played
by Peter Ustinov with Patricia Laffan his Empress. Weav-
ing in and out of the impressive story move Buddy Baer,
Deborah’s faithful bodyguard, Abraham Sofaer as Paul,
the Apostle, and Finlay Currie as Peter, the Disciple.

For years to come “Quo Vadis” will remain a marvel of

moviedom, a production with a message of hope for all

Christendom.

Your Reviewer Says: A stirring chapter in movie history.

Program Notes: Twelve years of planning preceded the shooting
in Italy which consumed a year’s actual camera work ... A re-

production of the Circus of Nero, large enough to seat 30,000
people, a whole section of ancient Rome, and Nero’s palace, were
all constructed according to careful historical research . . . The
huge Cinecitta Studios, eight miles from Rome, with 148 acres
of land and nine big sound stages were taken over by the “Quo
Vadis” company ... The thousands of extras, divided into groups
of twenty, were made up and dressed in relays . . . The Italian
government lent M-G-M the treasured Forma Urbis, a model of the
city as it appeared 2,000 years ago.

WHEN CONFEDERATE officer Alan Ladd goes West, life

becomes wilder for Lizabeth Scott and Arthur Kennedy

EPIC STORY of mad Emperor’s role in ancient history,

with Leo Genn, Peter Ustinov, Bob Taylor, Deborah Kerr
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Intimate feminine

Hygiene

Greaseless Suppository Assures

Hours of Continuous Action —

Daintier . . . More Convenient

Zonitors are greaseless,
stainless snow-white vag-
inal suppositories which
offer women a far daintier,
more convenient method
for feminine hygiene. And
every woman today fully
realizes the necessity of
feminine cleanliness for
married happiness, her
health, after her periods
and to guard against an

separate odor more offensive than
glass vial bad breath or body odor.

So POWERFUL yet SAFE to Tissues

Zonitors provide a powerfully effec-
tive yet harviless higher type of
hygiene. When inserted, Zonitors re-

lease the same powerful type of
germ-killing and deodorizing prop-
erties as world-famous zonite. And
they continue to do so for hours.
Positively non-poisonous, non-irri-
tating. Ready for immediate use. No
mixture or apparatus required!

Easy to Carry if Away From Home

Zonitors actually eliminate odor.
They help guard against infection
and kill every germ they touch. While
it’s not always possible to contact all

the germs in the tract, you can de-
pend on Zonitors to immediately kill

every reachable germ. So easy to
carry if away from home. So easy to

use at home!

NEW! FREE!
Send coupon for new book revealing all

about these Intimate physical facts.

Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-22, 100 Park Ave-
nue, New York 17, N. Y.*

Nome

Address.

City State.

‘Offer good only in U. S. and Canada.

pV (F) Distant Drums (Warners)

A
DVENTURE! Suspense! Warning drums,
foretelling death at the hand of sav-

ages in the heart of unexplored Florida
in 1840. Gary Cooper, as Capt. Quincy
Wyatt, leads a raiding party formed of
U.S. soldiers against a fort supplying arms
to the Seminoles. Shut off by Indians, he
leads his weary men and two women pris-
oners through 150 miles of swamplands to
safety. Constant Seminole attacks, threat-
ening snakes and alligators, and con-
suming quicksands beset the travelers, A
growing love interest between Cooper and
Mari Aldon, one of the prisoners, high-
lights the beautifully photographed story.
Richard Webb plays the Navy officer. Rob-
ert Barrat is General Zachary Taylor.

Your Reviewer Says: A humdinger.

Program Notes: ( See page 22).

YV (A) Fixed Bayonets! (20th
Century-Fox)

K
OREA and a lone group of men are
swallowed up in the vast snow-covered

wastes. Ahead are the Reds. Behind, their
own regiment is attempting to reach the
bridge at the end of the pass. It is the job
of this first platoon to stall the enemy
until the bridge is reached; to make like a
regiment rather than a few. Among the
group is Richard Basehart, a sensitive G.I.

afraid of nothing but leadership. Ahead of
Corporal Basehart in command are Ser-
geants Gene Evans, Michael O’Shea and
Lieutenant Craig Hill.

Throughout the long, bitter cold night the
enemy attacks, testing the strength and
number of our men. In the action, the
three men ahead of Basehart are killed.

The moment he has dreaded is upon him.
How he meets and faces the test is a
fitting climax to this tough, rugged, real-

istic story of war as fought in Korea. Skip
Homeier is outstanding in his role of a

knowing “Belvedere.”

Your Reviewer Says: This will bring it home
to you.

Program Notes: For two long months G.I.

actors slogged their way across Twentieth
Century-Fox battlefields, a dirty, haggard-
looking, bearded lot. They climbed end-

lessly up and down snow-covered mountains
extending 760 feet with peaks reaching 145

feet . . . Special effects men fed almost 700
tons of ice into eighteen snow machines
ivhich ground up fifty-pound chunks and spit

them out as snow ... The temperature was
kept at thirty-five degrees. Before it was over
there were nineteen casualties, ranging from
minor wounds to broken legs . . . Richard
Basehart studied Italian between takes. He
and his Italian bride, Valentina Cortesa, plan

a honeymoon trip through Italy in the spring.

yy'l/s (F) Callaway Went Thataway
(M-G-M)

A
BUCKETFUL of chuckles and a couple
of big, healthy guffaws are yours for

the price of admission. A comedy-satire
on a TV cowboy, this movie kids the “that-

away” boys and has a whale of a good
time in the process. Howard Keel is tops

as Smoky Callaway, the ex-cowboy star

whose old films make TV history ten years
after the actor has disappeared in an
alcoholic fog. Keel also plays the naive

ranch lad, Stretch Barnes, who is per-
suaded by Fred MacMurray and Dorothy
McGuire, heads of an advertising agency,

to impersonate Smoky, the idol. When the

real Smoky reappears still rum-dumb, the

fun begins and almost ends in a hidebound
catastrophe, by gum. Glimpses of Esther

Williams, Elizabeth Taylor and Clark

Gable give an authentic charm to the
comical goings-on.

Your Reviewer Says: A romp all the way.

Program Notes: M-G-M turned over its own
studio lot as locale for part of the story with

its own sound stages, projection rooms,
studio gates , etc., as part of the picture . . .

A replica of a typical Hollywood nightclub
was built on a studio stage but the famed
Los Angeles Coliseum was used for the rodeo
scene that climaxed the film . . . Keel had
no trouble riding like a veteran having
learned the art of saddle-sitting for his first

film, “Annie Get Your Gun” . . . The chil-

dren who appeared briefly with Esther Wil-

liams ivere not her own but bragged to their

schoolmates about playing Esther’s children.

Wi (F) The Barefoot Mailman
(Columbia)

A
N odd little off-beat movie that has Rob-
ert Cummings a smooth-tongued con-

fidence man. Invading the “last frontier of

America,” the southern coast line of Flor-
ida in 1890, Cummings plans to fleece the
local citizenry. The settlers, cut off by
swamps and jungles, receive mail carried
by Jerome Courtland from the general
store at Palm Beach to the general store

at Miami. Due to marauding beach-
combers, Jerome reluctantly consents to

guide Cummings on his route from Palm
Beach to Miami. With them on the three-
day trek is Terry Moore passing (for

safety’s sake) as a twelve-year-old. In
reality Terry is a well-stacked nineteen
Well, of course, the beachcombers know a

feminine curve when they see one and
kidnap Terry. Posses search the alligator-

infested swamps to rescue the damsel.

Your Reviewer Says: Third class mail.

Program Notes: Off to Florida flew the

Californians for the location site previously

selected. But a hurricane had hit in the

meantime and salt spray had turned the

foliage brown. Undaunted, a crew sprayed
the foliage a beautiful green and replaced
the uprooted trees. The Supercinecolor cam-
eras were then set up for action . . . For a

torch scene the jungle was sprayed again,

this time with flame-proof liquid. Natives
exchanged knotting winks about the crazy

Californians . . . Terry Moore took a large

black snake home as a pet and placed it in

the family laundry tub. Her mother now
carts the soiled linen to the nearest laundro-

mat . . . After the picture Robert Cummings
flew to Broadway for the play “Faithfully

Yours” with Ann Sothern.

^ (F) Cloudburst (U.A.)

«
NCE this English-made film emerges
from its obscure beginning, it has quite

a little story to tell—that of a man crazed

by grief and almost mad for revenge. It

all happens to Robert Preston, hero of the

British Underground during World War
II and now head of the Code section of

the British Foreign Office. Weary with
bitterness and the memory of the torture

endured by his beautiful wife, Elizabeth

Sellars, also an Underground worker, Pres-

ton at last looks forward to a happier

future. And then tragedy strikes, His wife

is unmercifully run down and killed by
two escaping murderers. Taking the law

into his own hands, Preston kills one of

the guilty pair and accidentally drops a

personal note in code. The police bring

the message to Preston’s office for decoding

and discover him to be the killer.

Your Reviewer Says: Grim, but interesting.

Program Notes: Robert Preston, the only

American in the film, arrived in London for
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in sunny

“Skiing is my hobby, but wind

and frost on the slopes can

bite your skin raw, even while

folks, a few miles away, bask

in California sunshine. So

Jergens Lotion is always in my
suitcase. Here’s what

happened on my last trip:

“Before skating, I protected my
hands and face with Jergens Lotion.

You can prove Jergens contains

quickly - absorbed ingredients, in-

stead of oils that merely coat skin . .

.

JANE RUSSEU
starring in

DOUBLE DYNAMIT

an RKO-RADIO Pi^Jui

“My first day out, my hands and face got stinging red and chapped. But later, Jergens

softened my reddened,, rough skin beautifully. Jergens is never a bit sticky, either . . .

“Just try this ‘film’ test: See

how water won’t bead on a

hand smoothed with Jergens

as on a hand coated with an
oily skin care . . .

“At the studio, my skin was
soft, smooth—ready for close-

ups.” ( That’s why Hollywood

stars prefer Jergens 7 to 1

over other hand cares.

)

Use Jergens Lotion this win-

ter, for soft and pretty skin.

Used by more women than

any other hand care in the

world. 10<* to $1.00, plus tax.
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WIN
THE TIME OF

YOUR LIFE AND

A CHANCE FOR

FAMEandFORTUNE!

ENTER THIS CONTEST FOR

THE LOVABLE Gl RL-OF-TH E-MONTH

!

WIN an all-expense paid

trip to New York City.

WIN a 4-day stay at New
York's famous Governor Clin-

ton Hotel!

WIN a year's supply of

flattering Lovable bras!

WIN a complete Candy
Jones Conover High Fashion

and Beauty Training Course!

WIN a traveling set of

Amelia Earhart Luggage!

WIN lovely creations de-

signed by Henry Rosenfeld!

WIN a year's supply of

Scandia's luxury cosmetics,

perfumes and lipsticks!

WIN personal TV and
RADIO appearances with
these famous judges in the

Lovable Girl Contest!

Appear on TV with Miss Sydney Smith,

star of the MARKET MELODIES fashion

show daily on WJZ-TV in New York.

Meet a famous movie star as the guest of

PHOTOPLAY Magazine’s noted fashion

Editor, Shirley Petigrue.

Be the guest of LANNY ROSS, world-famous
singer heard daily over 500 radio stations

on the WOR-Mutual radio network.

HERE’S HOW YOU CAN ENTER LOVABLE GIRL CONTEST

Mail a good recent photo of yourself with your name, address, age and following

measurements: height, weight, bust, hips and waist. Mail to Lovcble Girl Contest,

Box 1176, New York, N. Y. Contest closes midnight February 15 and all entries must

be postmarked before this time.

that's all. ..no labels. ..nothing to buy. ..so hurry!

2. Photos ore non-returnable and become
property of Lovable Girl contest. Photos will

be judged for beauty and decision of the

judges will be final.

1. Contest is open to all girls living in the U. S.

except employees of Lovable Bra, Photoplay,

their advertising agencies or members
of all their respective families.

shooting during the nastiest and foggiest of
weather. But jar from hindering their sched-
ule, the weather exactly suited the story
mood so no time was lost in outdoor scenes
. . . Elizabeth Sellars, who plays Preston's
wife, is one of London’s top musical comedy
stars and her delightful dancing graces the
best of England’s light comedies. This is the
first dramatic role Miss Sellars has played on
the screen.

V (F) Hong Kong (Paramount)
!

ACTION it has. And that’s for sure. Story?
r* Well, not to be too fussy, it has one of
a sort. Anyway, these Pine-Thomas mov-
ies, turned out by the carload for Para-
mount, have a way of making money so
people must like ’em. This one has Ronald
Reagan as the vet who returns to China to
pick up a fast buck. Instead, he picks up
a small Chinese orphan, Danny Chang,
clutching a priceless Chinese idol in his
hot little hand. Then comes the problem.
Should Reagan sell the idol for a fortune
and forget the kid or— ? Big decision, you
see. And pretty Rhonda Fleming is the
girl who helps him make it. Nigel Bruce,
Lady May Lawford (Pete’s mother) and
Claude Allister are the principals.

Your Reviewer Says: Fair enough.

Program Notes: A camera crew shot thou-
sands of feet of Hong Kong scenery for back-
ground shots. The players, however, never
set a foot out of California . . . Ronald Rea-
gan commuted the thirty miles each day to
his new 360-acre ranch near Malibu Lake.
Reagan has gone in for horse breeding and
cattle raising . . . Rhonda Fleming bought
her first home during the filming where she
lives with her young son Kenny and a house-
keeper . . . Little four-year-old Danny Chang
ivas discovered through a newspaper ad
placed by producers Pine and Thomas. Born
in China. Danny was brought to America at
the age of six months.

(F) Elopement (20th
Century-Fox)

S
TEP up and warm your heart at the
bright little flame of this cozy, amusing

story that has to do with families and
young love. Anne Francis is the girl—

a

smart young college graduate. William
Lundigan is the boy—a smart young psy-
chology professor. Suddenly the two know
they are in love and decide to elope. Both
families howl their objections when the
elopement is discovered and take off in
pursuit. Anne’s parents, Clifton Webb and
Margalo Gillmore, dislike Bill’s parents,
Charles Bickford and Evelyn Varden.
And vice versa. Reginald Gardiner as
Anne’s godfather does a bang-up job.

Your Reviewer Soys: You'll love it.

Program Notes: Clifton Webb sheepishly
crept into the studio gym and asked for box-

ing lessons explaining he had to knock out
Charles Bickford in his next picture. Among
those who hadn’t read the script, bets were
taken all over the place that Bickford would
win, hands down. After you see this, you’ll

know the “winnah” . . . Anne Francis, who
comes to movies from the soapiest of radio
operas, was simply breathless over playing

with Clifton. Sophistication and all that,

you know . . . Charles Bickford celebrated

his twenty-first year in movies during the

making of the film. Everyone in the studio

dropped by at one time or another to con-

gratulate him . . . Bill Lundigan had a red

face for days over the kidding he took anent

his bubble-bath scene. To add to his embar-
rassment director Henry Koster had the bath

water dyed green in order to attain sparkling

realism. Bill stayed green all over for a

week afterwards.
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"A friend recommended Noxzema," she continues.

“Now it’s my regular hand care. That medicated formula

really works. I use Noxzema faithfully every night. It

helps keep my hands looking lovely.”

MWcAftftwvtfe.
look lovelier ir

Are you a homemaker? Do you work in a shop
or office? Here’s the hand cream just for you!

# If you aren’t getting much help from your present hand
cream, maybe that’s because it’s made for lady-of-leisure hands.

Hands that work need the two-way care Noxzema gives!

Helps heal — helps beautify! Noxzema is especially made
to help sore, chapped, unattractive working hands look lovelier

these two important ways:

7 . Helps heal tiny cuts and cracks quickly, with its unique
medicated formula.

2 . Helps hands feel softer— look smoother and whiter—
supplies a light film of oil-and-moisture to skin’s surface!

And Noxzema is greaseless, too! Never leaves hands feeling

sticky. Apply faithfully each night, also, before going out into

the cold. And always rub in a little medicated Noxzema after

having hands in water.

Noxzema works— or your money back!
'In clinical tests, Noxzema helped the red, rough hands of 9

out of 10 women look lovelier— often within 24 hours! It should
do the same for you.

Try soothing medicated Noxzema on your hands tonight. If

you don’t see improvement— within 24 hours— return jar to

Noxzema, Baltimore, and you’ll get your money back. But like

millions of other women, you will be delighted with results.

Get greaseless, medicated Noxzema today and save money!

Registered Nurse. Jean
Crow of Baltimore says:
“Scrubbing my hands con-

stantly could easily make
them red, ugly. But using

medicated Noxzema daily

helps keep my hands looking

soft and smooth!”

Homemaker. Mrs. J. I. Ran
some of Dallas says: “House-
work used to leave my hands
looking rough, feeling dry

and uncomfortable. Now
Noxzema helps keep my
hands looking lovely and
feelino wonderful.”

look bvelferoffer!
40<t Noxzema

plus
only fax

Limited time only!

After you find out what
Noxzema can do for you -

you’ll want the big, thrifty

1 0 oz. jar, only 89<- plus tax.

drug, cosmetic counters.

24 hown*.2Z*

p
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It’s here! A sensational new bottle that won’t spill when it’s acci-

dentally tipped over! No more worry over spilled polish ruining

clothes and furniture— thanks to Spillpruf Cutex, the polish that’s

better on every count

!

Fabulous, Flattering Colors! A wide choice of latest-

fashion shades. All with matching Stay-Fast Indelible Lipstick

!

Longer "No-Chip" Wear! Why pay more,when only Cutex

contains Enamelon—the miracle ingredient that makes Cutex

the longest lasting, best wearing nail polish in all America!

Perfect Manicures! Exclusive new
“Nail-Measure” neck automatically meas-

ures polish to cover each nail perfectly.

TRY CUTEX. It gives so much more—
for less money ! You’ll rave

!

Cutex Spillpruf ... 1 50 plus tax

Stay-Fast Indelible Lipstick

Never leaves a kissprint ! Lasts all day, all

evening! Creamier because it’s made
with pure lanolin. 290 plus tax

V' (F) Week-end with Father (U-I)

V
AN HEFLIN is a widower and the
father of two small daughters, Gigi and

Janine Perreau. Patricia Neal is a widow
with two small sons, Jimmy Hunt and 1

Tommy Rettig. They all meet for the first

time at Grand Central Station where the
children are about to take off for camp.
But once the children have left, the par-
ents are off to romance and a big head-
ache when they are reunited for a
weekend near camp. The boys term Van
a Schmo first class when he fails to win i

in the father-son contests. The girls prefer

!

glamorous TV star, Virginia Field, their
father’s old flame. Richard Denning plays
the muscle-bound camp counseler.

Your Reviewer Says: Nostalgic treat for par-
j

ents.

Program Notes: The role of father to two
small girls came naturally to Van Heflin who

,

in real life, is the father of Vana, aged seven
and Cathleen Carol, five. Even so. Van wasn’t
quite prepared for the roughage involved,
with the kids constantly playing pranks on
the long suffering actor. One shoulder was,
dislocated when he tripped over a rope. His\
shins were scraped in a headlong fall over
a fence. . . . Patricia Neal, who is 5'8" tall,

was delighted that Van topped her in height.

Her favorite escort, Gary Cooper, tops her
even more, being well over six feet.

'S (F) Flame of Araby (U-I)

A
REAL “giddap” movie with all the
colorful trappings of an Arabian Night

setting. Action revolves around the capture
of Shazada, a fabulous wild steed known (

to be the fastest horse in all Araby. Tam-
erlane (Jeff Chandler), son of a Bedouin i

sheik, and Princess Tanya (Maureen
O’Hara) each try to capture the stallicn

for different reasons. Maureen, who has
promised to wed the winner of the annual
Grand Tayifa race, hopes to ride the steed
herself. In this way her nasty, smelly
Barbarossa suitors will be ruled out.

Chandler wants the horse to appease his

own pride and glory of achievement. Rich-
ard Egan plays Captain Fezil and Maxwell
Reed the evil Prince Medina who gets

himself properly stomped on.

Your Reviewer Says: Goody, we had two
dollars on Shazada.

Program Notes: The giant waterfall, 50 feet

high and 32 feet wide, through which the

wild horses mysteriously disappear, was built

on Universal’s back lot to the tune of $25,000.

With other studios bidding for its use, the

studio expects plenty of money over-the-dam
to roll in . . . Jeff Chandler claims his role

of Indian Chief in “Broken Arrow” prepared
him for the hard riding sessions with the

steed . . . Maureen O’Hara left for her native

Ireland to make “The Quiet Man” immedi-
ately after completing this one . . . Maxwell
Reed was brought from England to play the

villain . . . Buddy Baer and Lon Chaney,
the Barbarossa barbarians, scared women
and children into fits with their make-up.
Sometimes the boys seemed afraid of them-
selves.

pv (F) Golden Girl

(20th Century-Fox)

M
ITZI GAYNOR! Dale Robertson! A ro-
mantic combination set to the music of

the times of 1861 when actress Lotta Crab-
tree was the toast of the coast. Bright, gay,

talented Mitzi steps into Lotta’s dancing
shoes and emerges a star on her own.
The metamorphosis of Mitzi begins in

her mother’s boarding house in Rabbit
Creek, California, takes her among the

rough mining towns of that era, on to re-

nown at the famed Bella Union theatre

;
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i San Francisco and eventually to star-

on in New York. Dale, meantime, has

Mowed Mitzi from town to town, pre-

1 iding to be a professional gambler but

I ally revealing himself to be a Southern
<icer. His job is to prevent gold from
1 aching the north. Una Merkel and James
lirton play Mitzi’s parents. Dennis Day
i her faithful suitor.

’ ur Reviewer Says: Romance with music,

I story with charm.

jogram Notes: Everything, both good and
id, happened to Dale and Mitzi during the

looting of “Golden Girl.” At a Saturday

tght dinner party Dale met beautiful Jac-

idine W'ilson and five days later married

13 young lady. After a twelve-hour honey-
non, Dale was back on the set vowing his

ive for Mitzi ... In her jubilant glee at

ifting the role, Mitzi executed a whirl in

It room and broke a toe. Emerging from
U cast three weeks later, she developed
ryngitis and was unable to speak . . . Dale
ifisted upon riding his own horse “Thun-
<r” in the film but had all sorts of com-
locations to iron out, including the provid-

i » of a stand-in horse . . . James Barton
i shed back to Broadway and rehearsals for

“aint Your Wagon” as soon as his scenes
ire completed.

jA4 (F) Finders Keepers (U-I)
TO a little child shall lead them—with

.
gun in hand, according to this tale. A

lal honey of a movie is marred by this

tie incident. Certainly, the spectacle of

; two-year-old baby (Dusty Henley), and
sreal marvel, twitching in nervous fear

< d being compelled to shoot willy-nilly, is

it pretty. Up to that point, it’s a delight-
II movie with Tom Ewell as Dusty’s
i;her, a paroled convict, and Julia Adams
1; mother. While the child’s parents are
i work, grandma Evelyn Varden looks
t.er his welfare. Or rather Dusty looks
;;er himself while grandma works out
lr gambling schemes. Finding stolen
nney in a vacant lot, the child drags it

1 me in his little cart. Gangsters who
Ive hidden the loot, discover the baby
liking off with more of the plunder and
Hnap him. Then begins the unpleasant
:pect of the movie. Which is too bad.

' ur Reviewer Says: The baby is worth the
pee of admission alone.

1 ogram Notes: More than 200 tots were
iited over a five-week period before little

nsty Henley was chosen. School authori-

were so impressed they insisted upon
(is adaptability test. In this, Dusty displayed
\e mental attainments of a six-year-old . . .

i >elyn Varden accepted the role of grand-
nther when Ethel Barrymore bowed out,
i;e to the strenuous requirements of the
ile. After chasing Dusty over hill and dale
r take after take, Evelyn felt Miss Barry-
nore had something there.

Best Pictures of the Month

Quo Vadis

Golden Girl

Callaway Went Thataway

est Performances of the Month

obert Taylor, Deborah Kerr, Leo Genn,

Peter Ustinov in "Quo Vadis”

Mitzi Gaynor, Howard Keel

in "Golden Girl”

I"

Guaranteed by <

.Good Housekeeping
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ALL-OCCASION f

GREETING
CARDS
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Get all the things you want. Just

show big value $1 All-Occasion

Assortments in spare time. They sell

fast wherever shown. Make $50 cash

profit on 100 boxes. Many other lead-

ing sellers, including $1 Personalized

Stationery, double your earnings.

You need no experience. Send

no money. Mail coupon now

for samples on approval.

529 Adorns Street,

Elmira, New York

i FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS, INC.

J
529 Adams Street, Elmira, New York

YES! Send me full facts, Assortments on approval

and FREE Personalized Samples.

Name

Address _

j
City Zone State_



PHOTOPLAY PIN-UPS only 35c each
(on sale at netvsstands January 11)

an album assembled by PHOTOPLAY magazine,

Americans favorite movie magazine

SEE and SIGH TO ALLURING

If PHOTOPLAY PIN-UPS are sold

out at your newsstands, use the

order form attached. Hurry ! Don’t
miss this gorgeous array of female
pulchritude.

if .lane Russell

if Ava Gardner
if Esther Williams
if Shelley Winters
if Betty Grable
if Rhonda Fleming
if Debra Paget
if Elizabeth Taylor

and many more of the
world’s most curvaceous
glamour girls in captivating

F full-color pictures— 14 of
them are full-page size.

mail coupon today

PHOTOPLAY, Dept. 87

205 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y.
Send me postpaid PHOTOPLAY PIN-

UPS as checked below.

1 copy—1 enclose 350

O 3 copies—I enclose $1.00

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY... . STATE.
PP7
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Casts of Current Pictures

BAREFOOT MAILMAN , THE—Columbia: Syl-
vanus Hurley, Robert Cummings; A die Titus, Terry
Moore; Steven Pierton, Jerome Courtland; Theron,
John Russell; Dan Paget, Will Geer; Ben Titus,
Arthur Shields; Oat McCarty, Trevor Bardette; Pig-
gott,' Arthur Space; Doc Bethnne, Frank Ferguson;
Dewey Durgan, Percy Helton; Miss Della, Ellen
Corby; Miss Emily, Renie Riano; Farrell, Robert
Lynn; Mrs. Thomas, Mary Field.

CALLAWAY WENT THATAWAY — M-G-M:
Mike Frye, Fred MacMurray; Deborah Patterson,
Dorothy McGuire; “Smoky” Callaway, Howard Keel;
“Stretch” Barnes, Howard Keel; Georgie Markham,
Jesse White; Tom Lorrison, Fay Roope; Martha
Lorrison, Natalie Schafer; The Drunk, Douglas Ken-
nedy; Marie, Elisabeth Fraser; Johnny Terrento,
Johnny Indrisano; Marvin, Stan Freberg; Director,
Don Haggerty.

CHICAGO CALLING—U.A. : Bill Cannon, Dan
Duryea; Mary Cannon, Mary Anderson; Bobby
Kimball, Gordon Gebert; Jim, Ross Elliot; Nancy
Cannon, Melinda Plowman; Pete Sherman, Roy
Engle; Christine Sherman, Jean Harvey; Babs Kim-
ball. Judy Brubaker; Art, Bob Fallon; Clerk, Bud
Stork; Vendor, Mark Lowell; Usher, Glaze Loman;
Laborer, Mel Pogue; Peggy, Marsha Jones; Mr.
Blake, Rudy McKool; Lucky, Roy Glen; Mr. Cook,
Lauren Raker; Finance Co. man, Bill Lehner;
Woman in street, Grey Loman; Relief Agency
Worker, Eleanor Rathcliffe; Lt. Ryan, Steve Pendel-
ton; 1st Detective, Carl Vernell; 2nd Detective,
Chuck Flynn; Smitty, the Mongrel.

CLOUDBURST—U.A. : John, Robert Preston;
Carol, Elizabeth Sellars; Insp. Davis, Colin Tapley;
Lorna, Sheila Burrell; Mickie, Harold Lang; Peggy,
Mary Germaine; Jackie, Thomas Heathcote; Sgt.

han; Ramirez, Paul Richards; Mainotes, Tony Kent;
Borcellino, Don Orlando; Paddy, Patrick Fitzgibbon;
Medic, Neyle Morrow; Griff, George Wesley; Bul-
check, Mel Pogue; Zablocki, George Conrad; Big-
mouth, David Wolfson; Husky Doggie, Buddy
Thorpe; Lean Doggie, A1 Negbo; Fitz, Wyott Ord-
ung; Jonesy, Pat Hogan.

FLAME OF ARABY—U-I : Tanya, Maureen
O’Hara; Tamerlane, Jeff Chandler; Captain Fezil,

Richard Egan; Clio, Susan Cabot; Borka, Lon
Chaney; Hakim, Buddy Baer; Medina, Maxwell
Reed; Basra, Royal Dano; Yak, Dewey Martin; Krai,
Neville Brand; Mallik, Henry Brandon.

GOLDEN GIRL—20th Century-Fox: Lotta Crab-
tree, Mitzi Gaynor; Tom Richmond

,

Dale Robertson;
Mart, Dennis Day; Mr. Crabtree, James Barton;
Mrs. Crabtree, Una Merkel; Cornelius, Raymond
Walburn; Sam Jordan, Gene Sheldon; Lola Montez,
Carmen D’Antonio; Bouncer, Michael Ross; Union
Officer, Harry Carter; Mrs. Probe, Lovyss Bradley;
McGuire, Emory Parnell; Man in Box, Luther
Crockett; Stagehand, Harris Brown; Manager, Ker-
mit Maynard; Stage Manager, Robert Nash; Ward-
robe Woman, Jessie Arnold.

HONG KONG—Paramount : Jeff Williams, Ronald
Reagan; Victoria Evans, Rhonda Fleming; Mr.
Lighton, Nigel Bruce; Mrs. Lighton, Lady May Law-
ford; Tao Liang, Marvin Miller; Hotel Clerk,
Claude Allister; Wei Lin, Danny Chang.

RED MOUNTAIN—Paramount: Capt. Brett Sher-
wood, Alan Ladd; Chris, Lizabeth Scott; Lane Wal-
dron, Arthur Kennedy; Quantrell, John Ireland;
Skee, Jeff Corey; Dr. Terry, James Bell; Randall,
Bert Freed; Benjie, Walter Sande; Dixon, Neville
Brand; Morgan, Carleton Young; Miles, Whit Bissell;

June Allyson grew up when . .

.

June Allyson’s lovely blonde head bowed
gently, and the famous crinkly blue eyes ca-

ressed the tiny form in her arms. Pamela had ar-

rived to take her place as the first child in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Powell.
The warmth of life itself suffused June’s en-

tire being. Her heart beat high and fast. Then
suddenly she was calm. A new serenity held her
as surely and protectingly as she herself cradled
the baby.
“This is a real person,” June thought in

soundless words her very soul could hear.
“Responsibility for a life has come to me.”
And in that moment she grew up. Respon-

sibility, lovingly and voluntarily fulfilled with
understanding of another’s needs, was for her
the keystone of adulthood.

BY VIOLA SWISHER

Ritcliic, George Woodbridge; Chuck Peters, Lyn
Evans; Mrs. Recce, Edith Sharpe; Thompson, James
Mills; Kate, Daphne Anderson; Cardew, Edward
Lexy; Supervisor, Noel Howlett; Carter, Robert
Brown; Constable, Charles Saynor; Doctor, Gerald
Case; Porter, Fredric Steger; Milkman, Stanley
Baker; Desk Sgt. Martin Boddey.

DISTANT DRUMS — Warners: Capt. Quincy
Wyatt, Gary Cooper; Judy Beckett, Mari Aldon;
Richard Tufts, Richard Webb; Private Mohair, Ray
Teal; Monk, Arthur Hunnicutt; Gent. Zachary Tay-
lor, Robert Barrat; Sgt. Shane, Clancy Cooper.

ELOPEMENT—20th Century-Fox: Howard Os-
borne, Clifton Webb; Jake Osborne

,

Anne Francis;
Tom Reagan, Charles Bickford; Matt Reagan, Wil-
liam Lundigan; Roger Evans. Reginald Gardiner;
Millie Reagan, Evelyn Varden; Claire Osborne,
Margalo Gillmore; Daniel Reagan, Tommy Rettig;
Mr. Simpson, J Farrell MacDonald; Mrs. Simpson,
Julia Dean; Pinky, Howard Price; Dr. Brenner,
William Bouchey; Mrs. Brenner, Maude Wallace;
Dr. Halsey, Selmer Jackson; Western Union Clerk,
Norman Leavitt; Pinkie’s Mother, Doris Kemper;
Pinkie’s Father, Frank Ferguson; Sid, Michael Ross;
Charlie, Parley Baer; Bert, Robert Foulk.

FINDERS KEEPERS—U-I: Tiger ICipps, Tom
Ewell; Sue Kipps, Julia Adams; Ma Kipps, Evelyn
Varden; Tiger Kipps Jr., “Dusty” Henley; Eddie,
Harvey Lembeck; Mr. Fitzpatrick, Harold Vermilyea.

FIXED BAYONETS

l

—20th Century-Fox: Corp.
Denno, Richard Basehart; Sgt. Rock, Gene Evans;
Sgt. Lonergan, Michael O'Shea; Wheeler. Richard
Hylton; Lt. Gibbs, Craig Hill; Whitey, Skip Home-
ier; Vogl, Henry Kulky; IValowicz, Richard Mono-

Little Crow, Jay Silver Heels; Marshal Roberts,
Francis McDonald; Indian, Iron Eyes Cody; Indian
Guard, Herbert Belles; Braden, Dan White;
Meredyth, Ralph Moody; Cavalry Major, Crane
Whitley.

ROOM FOR ONE MORE—Warners: “Poppy”
Rose, Cary Grant; Anna Rose, Betsy Drake; Miss
Kenyon, Lurene Tuttle; Mrs. Foreman, Randy
Stuart; Harry Foreman, John Ridgely; The Mayor
Irving Bacon; Mrs. Roberts, Mary Lou Treen; The
Doctor, Hayden Rorke; Jane, Iris Mann; Teensie,
George Winslow; Jimmy-John, Clifford Tatum Jr.;
Trot, Gay Gordon; Tim, Malcolm Cassell; Ben, Larry
Olsen.

QUO VADIS—M-G-M: Marcus Vinicius, Robert
Taylor; Lygia, Deborah Kerr; Petronius, Leo Genn-
Nero, Peter Ustinov; Poppaea, Patricia Laffan;
Peter, I* inlay Currie; Paul, Abraham Sofaer-
Eunice, Marina Berti; Ursus, Buddy Baer; Plautius
Felix Aylmer; Pomponia, Nora Swinburne; Tigelli-
nus, Ralph Truman; Nerva, Norman Wooland; Na-
zartus, Peter Miles; Terpnos, Geoffrey Dunn;
Seneca, Nicholas Hannen; Phaon, D. A Clarke-
Smith; Acte, Rosalie Crutchley; Chilo, John Rud-
dock; Croton, Arthur Walge; Miriam, Elspeth
March; Rufia, Strelsa Brown; Lucan, Alfredo Va-
relli; Flavius, Roberto Ottaviano; Anaxander, Wil-
liam Tubbs; Galba, Pietro Tordi.

WEEK-END WITH FATHER—U-I: Brad Stubbs
Van Heflin; Jean Bowen, Patricia Neal; Anne Stubbs’
Gigi Perreau; Phyllis Reynolds, Virginia Field: Don
Adams, Richard Denning; Gary Bowen, Jimmy
Hunt; Patty Stubbs, Janine Perreau; David Bowen
Tommy Rettig; Eddie Lewis, Gary Pagett; Cleo
Frances Williams; Mrs. G., Elvia Allman.

• • • Beautiful Heavenly Lips

Romance-hued liquid colors that take to

your lips with the idea of staying. Liquid

Liptone, the miracle 'lipstick’ at last, that

can’t smear—and that really won’t rub

off! Makes lips beautiful and keeps them
beautiful for an extra long time. And the

shades are lovelier—much lovelier than

you have ever hoped for!

Now you can make up your lips before you go

out—and no matter what you do—or whether

it be in sunlight or in moonlight—they’ll stay

divinely red until long after you are home
again. Sounds impossible, doesn’t it? But it

is so true. Obviously, this miracle couldn’t

be performed by lipstick made of grease, and
it isn’t.

A LIQUID DOES IT...

A heavenly new liquid which instantly imparts

glamorous color in the most romantic shades everl

Lips feel delightfully soft and

smooth—no dryness or chap-

ping. All better stores feature

new Liquid Liptone. Get yours

today. Price, complete with

patent brush applicator $1. For

lovely natural cheek color get

’magic’ creamy Cheektone $1.

liquid liptone
SEND COUPON for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept. 2102
2709 S. Wells St., Chicago 16, III.

Send Trial Sizes of the shades I checked below*
I enclose 25c coin for each one.

Medium—Natural true red—very flattering.

Gypsy—Vibrant deep red—ravishing.

Regal— Glamorous rich burgundy.
Orchid— Exotic pink—romantic for evening.

English Tint— Inviting coral-pink.

Clear (colorless) —Use over lipstick, smearproofs.

CHEEKTONE—"Magic" natural color for cheeks.

Miss
Mrs -—
Address

City. State



School days at Pasadena Play-

house, where putting on an act is

part of the course for Photoplay’s

’51 winner, Virginia McGuire

“HOW NOW, brown
cow,” isn’t as silly as it

sounds, in speech class. In-

structor is Pat Challgren

MAKE-UP CLASS is

fun—even if it does leave

you looking like a hag!

Virginia compares “age” lines

with classmate Neva Sebert

STUDY PERIOD

^A^HEN Virginia McGuire, Photoplay’s ’51 Scholarship Winner, went to school

in Pittsburgh, she had to learn to like the town. But Pasadena captivated her at

first glance—and she captivated Pasadena! At the Playhouse, Virginia

is fascinated by the constant exciting activity. By the end of her first quarter she

had been filmed twice, her voice recorded innumerable times and she had

made her debut on the main stage. Right now, she’s putting her all into pre-

paring a dramatic scene from Shakespeare's “Merchant of Venice”— her first big

project alone. At school, she’s a celebrity, too—the other students follow her activities

avidly, because they sense her innate talent and ability.

i



PASADENA
PLAYHOUSE

ON WITH the

dance! In this class,

Virginia learns new
poise, grace and balance

VIRGINIA’S LETTERS home are full of the daily excitement of the

school. Busy, happy in her student life, she hasn’t time to be homesick!



The kind ofa

motion

«SCOTT BRADY THELMA RITTER

She was young and oh so

wise - but when she kissed

she closed her eyes... until

she met the guy who opened

them . . . wide . . .and wonderful!

and the

wt

THE

MARRIAGE

BROKER!

She

brings

people

together

and gives

love a

shove in

the right

direction!

with Zero MOSTEL • Michael O’SHEA • Helen FORD • Frank FONTAINE • Dennie MOORE • John ALEXANDER • Jay C. FLIPPEN

Produced by Directed by Written by

CHARLES BRACKET! GEORGE CUKOR • CHARLES BRACKETT, WALTER REISCH - RICHARD BREEN 2a
CENTURY-FOX



Ava Gardner’s life

One day in 1940 Barney Duhan,

a clerk with Loew’s Inc. r stopped

before a photographer’s window
to admire a portrait of the loveliest

girl he had ever seen.

He wanted to “date that dish.”

So he told photographer Larry

Tarr he was a Metro talent scout.

“That girl’s my sister-in-law,”

Larry explained. “Right now she’s

down home in North Carolina. I

could send her a wire .

.

Barney got panicky. “No, no . .

.

I wouldn’t want her to come on!

Tell you what, send her picture to

M-G-M, attention Marvin
Schenck.”

“How can I make sure he’ll ever

see it?” Larry asked.

“Put a red mark on the enve-

lope,” ad libbed Barney, talking

fast.

•He didn’t think much more
about that girl for years until

—

a subway cop now—he saw her

picture on a magazine cover.

“Who knows what might have
happened if she’d been in New
York that first day,” says Barney.

“But as things worked out, I’ve

never even met her. What would a

famous star want with a New
York detective like me?”

AVA GARDINER
>

PHOTOPLAY FEATURE ATTRACTION
37



From Grabtown to Hollywood is a long way-

if you measure it in heartache and

tears. But it was a road Ava Gardner

had to travel—this girl, lost in a dream

TRANSFORMATION of Ava: Top,

in 1943. Above, in 1945 and 1946.

Below, in 1947 and 1948. Right,

Ava Gardner, today, in “Lone Star”



I hey were married, Frank Sinatra and Ava
Gardner, on November seventh, 1951, and it

terminated a romance that had reached over

three years, over two continents, over many
lands and over oceans of tears, love letters

and avowals. To wed her, Frankie had given

up one-third of his yearly income for life,

which means, with what the Government
takes, that he can never be a rich man again.

He had given up his religion, and Nancy,

and his three children, and his two luxurious

homes.

Ava, during the bitter waiting period, had
taken a pretty brutal beating in the press

and some sections of Hollywood society. She
had known terrible loneliness, and insecur-

ity, and tears and months upon months of

insomnia.

But there never was one day during that

whole waiting time that Ava didn’t think

Frank’s love was worth this suffering. And
there never was a moment when" Frankie

didn’t doubly feel the same about her. For
this is a girl worth loving, and a girl to whom
the dream of love has ever, and will forever,

come first.

This is the story of how she got that way.
It begins in the wide place in a North

Carolina road called Grabtown, on the day
before Christmas in the mid-twenties. When
Ava was born, her hair was yellow as a

buttercup and her eyes were green as

emeralds.

Maybe you’ve heard her birthplace called

Smithtown, because Smithtown was the

nearest dot on the map that had any real

population. A thousand probably in Smith-

town. But Grabtown was actually Ava’s

birthplace, and real deep south it was, too,

a sleepy region of tobacco and cotton farms.

She was the baby of the family. There had

been six Gai'dners before her; Beatrice, Elsie

May, Inez, Myra, Raymond and Melvin.

From her vantage point of being the

youngest, Ava observed from her earliest

moment that the happiest thing in the world

was to be married and have a family.

With that, nothing else mattered. Without

that, nothing else mattered, either.

The first way of living was all wonder and

fun, all warmth and sweetness. The latter

way was too unendurable to think about.

Once Ava’s daddy had owned his own to-

bacco farm, but when she came into being,

he was a share cropper. With her brothers

and sisters she grew up, picking worms off



AVA, at six, blonde—all drama and
dreams—one day the tomboy, the

next, a wildly feminine creature

AT EIGHTEEN.Ava met and married Mick-
ey Rooney. But the country girl couldn’t

keep up with Mickey’s life in the spotlight

The Life

and Loves of

AVA

GARDNER

MARRIAGE TO Artie Shaw ended in

divorce and heartbreak. But Ava
was learning. She studied at UCLA

WHEN SHE was fourteen, Ava
went to New York to live with
sister Beatrice, where the latter’s

husband, Larry Tarr, took photo
on page 37 which launched Ava
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COVER GIRL

AVA, CHANGED NOW, concentrated on her
career. With steady date Howard Duff she
found a balance for her romantic dreams

gave the poignancy of her owi
love-lost dreams. Her next i:

“Lone Star,” with Clark Gabli

—



tobacco leaves and then, when she was tall enough, handing up the leaves to

the trucks so that the grownups could grade them.

All through her childhood, there was practically no way by which the Gard-
ners could have been poorer. In money, that is. And there was certainly no
way they could have been richer in love.

Jonas B. and Mary Elizabeth Gardner (nicknamed Molly) had been married

twenty years when Ava was bom. Molly was forty then, and still beautiful,

despite her years of toil and childbearing. Jonas, four years her senior, was
still right handsome and idealistic, despite the crop failure and the other dis-

appointments he had endured.

Sinatra and Hollywood’s ac-

knowledged No. 1 glamour girl,

Ava holds to the same dream she

dreamed as she trudged barefoot

to school, three miles each way,
through the dust of Grabtown.^
Frank’s in “Meet Danny Wilson”

Such bad luck would have depressed most men to the vanishing point, but

Jonas was sustained by his passionate adoration of Molly and his children.

From the very beginning, Ava sensed the depth of her parents’ love for each

other. And she saw that her oldest sister, Beatrice, (Continued on page 92)
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BY IDA ZEITLIN

No blue notes

MARTY LIKES sweaters
and skirts on Doris. “She’s

more sensible about clothes

than lots of girls”

ENGSTEAD

“TO BE perfectly

honest, I don’t understand boys,”

admits Doris. “But Marty
handles Terry fine”

ORNITZ AND FINK

42 1
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Sometimes a little boy can
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THREE MELCHERS: Doris’s son Terry introduces Mart proudly as

his dad, signs his school papers “Terry Melcher” with a flourish

ORNITZ AND FINK

DORIS LOVES to

stick her face right

in the sun and gab.

But the sun makes
Marty sleepy
MC CARTY

Doris Day and her bridegroom Marty Melcher are re-

decorating their house. And though Doris’s son Terry never

saw a thing wrong with his home, he’s responsible.

For months Doris had been sighing, “It’s a real saltbox
—

”

“Traditional Cape Cod,” Marty amended

—

“Here a room, there a room and what can you do with it?”

“Pour in a bunch of money that’ll never show up
when it comes time to sell. Let’s skip it, honey. Someday
we’ll buy us a view lot.”

That was the dream. If you-live where the mountains

are lovely, why not make (Continued on page 74)

I
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BY KAY CAMPBELL

The Hollywood warning signs

are up for Tony Dexter.

He reached the heights

as Valentino. Will he be

able to stay there—as himself?

PHYSICALLY there’s a resemblance
between Tony and Valentino, but psy-
chologically, Tony feels, they’re quite

different. Above, with wife Marjorie

T ony Dexter is known for the cloak he wears, a secondhand

cloak that once belonged to Valentino. Tony feels

this cloak does not fit him too well. And he does not think

it is too becoming. “Never,” he says, “will I

wear it again.”

That Tony will not again play Valentino is believable.

But he is intrigued by the letters which ask him to portray

“The Sheik,” Valentino’s most typical role. Also, the

scenes of his new picture “The Brigand” (Continued on page 97)

IN “The Brigand,” Tony
dances typical Valentino

tango with Gale Robbins

“WHEN I played
Valentino,” Tony says, “I tried

to interpret him, not to mimic him”

44
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“IN OUR letters we planned the house we’d build

someday.” Above, in dream home, with son Christopher.

Gene’s next is “She’s Working Her Way Through College”

N ot long ago I had luncheon with

a girl friend who was bewildered

and blue. Her best beau was going

into service, wanted to marry her.

“You married Gene under the same

circumstances,” she said, “Would you

do it over again?”

What I did ten years ago, in the

winter of 1941, can’t be used as the

perfect example, because marriage

(like the human nose) is of highly

individual nature, no two being

identical. However, since our marriage

was a wartime romance, helped and

hindered by all the usual difficulties,

our story may serve other young

couples.

First of all (and I think this is

terribly important) ,
I was self-support-

ing. When Gene first asked me to

marry him, I was dancing in “Let’s

Face It.” Before that I had danced

in “Panama Hattie.” It was reasonable

to suppose that I could continue to

secure well-paying jobs.

If a girl is going to marry a

serviceman who, like Gene, will be

drawing a slim seventy dollars per

month, she should have her own

source of (Continued on page 83)

“SOMETIMES separations are good

for a young marriage—they prolong

the courting days—turn every meeting

into an adventure and a challenge”

COLOR PORTRAIT BY FINK AND SMITH

I married a

SERVICEMAN
BY MIRIAM NELSON
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She live*! for phone calls,

snatched at rare weekends,

haunted the mailbox

for V-letters. It was as miserable

as they’d warned her a war

marriage would be—and as

wonderful as she’d dreamed



GOSSIPS MISS the target when they say Ingrid Bergman
will return to Dr. Lindstrom. The latter lost his case

when he took daughter Pia to London to see Ingrid

GOSSIPS overlook the obvious

when they claim an admirer of

Jean Peters, with director Hath-
away, pays her to stay single

BING CROSBY’s health keeps studio heads hopping

—

out of bed. But not because of anything Bing says!

QLAMOUR and gossip. They seem to go together. And
nowhere in the world is there so much of both as in Hollywood.

Lana Turner slipped in the shower and flooded the town
with rumors of suicide! We’ll never know the true story

behind the jagged gash on Lana’s wrist. Only Lana and

her mother share the secret. But the rumors will

live as long as Lana is news.

Since Judy Garland tried to end it all, attempted suicide has

been Filmland’s most fashionable rumor. Frank Sinatra in

Las Vegas had a tummy-ache. Trying to hide his simple

ailment, he called a doctor, under a different name, which

is what most stars do when out of town. The doctor

gave him a salt water solution to make him ill. You and I can

take an emetic and it isn’t suicide. But in Frankie’s case

there’ll always be an echo—did he really try,to kill himself?

Rumors of romance, divorce, deceit. Hollywood has ’em all,

over the coffee, over the counters, upstairs, downstairs, in

milady’s chamber, and in milord’s chamber, too.

Came the rumor all the way from (Continued on page 72)
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BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

I

When you hear the latest

stories about the stars,

you don’t know what you’re

missing—and that’s the truth!

PRINCE ALY KHAN’S black eye was
less surprising to Joan Fontaine than
the report she heard of how he got it

hr

THE NEXT TIME Tony Curtis makes a
statement, he’ll make sure whoever is listen-

ing in gets more than half of his story 1

v
V



Photoplay Sneak Previews

66TheAFRICAN QUEEN

KATIE wore floor-length skirts when
working in this Horizon-United Artists

release, but at night she put on
her favorite costume—slacks

V

ABOVE, continuity girl Angela Allen, hairdresser Eileen Bates, Katie
Hepburn, Humphrey Bogart, Lauren Bacall (who went along for the

ride), director John Huston. Right, Bogey, Lauren. Latter played ten-

nis in shorts, was nicknamed “Lady with a two-piece” by the natives

Africa calls—and

Katie and Bogey de-

cide that filming

stories on the spot

is an exciting expe-

rience they’ll take

—

once in a lifetime!

jfiKSM



WHEN MISSIONARY Bob Morley sees Germans burn
native village, he protests, is struck down and dies

—leaving sister Katie Hepburn alone in the jungle

KATIE IS rescued by Humphrey Bogart, captain of

supply boat, “The African Queen.” Before they anchor
for night, Bogey tells her a German gunboat is near
by. He says they can’t escape—-but Katie has a plan

ON HAZARDOUS TRIP they bog in mudbed. Katie goes in to

help Bogey when he tries to pull boat out. Later, he staggers
back on deck, shivering, covered with leeches. Katie washes . . .

. . . THE LEECHES off with salt, covers Bogey up and prays

for help. She has learned to love the rough mechanic! That night

it rains—the boat is released. Next day they reach the open . . .

. . . LAKE, sight the gunboat. They head for the river bank,
prepare to put Katie’s plan into action. Bogey makes torpedoes
from explosives on board, fastens them to side of boat

Actors feel like adventurous explorers

these days with movie companies, more
and more, insisting upon filming stories

against their native backgrounds. For
“The African Queen,” the cast lived nine

weeks in the jungle—dodged snakes,

were pestered by huge ants and green
flies and slept with sentries on guard
to ward off the wild animals that prowl
at night. But the film they brought
back is a vivid record of jungle life.

A SUDDEN STORM swamps the boat

—

Bogey and Katie are picked up by the en-
emy—sentenced to die as spies. But “The
African Queen” completes her mission!
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HEADED for hap-
piness: Peggy Dow’s
in

‘‘Reunion in Reno”

The President may never know it, but you might say

he played an important part in giving the bride

away. . . . For it was in Washington, D. C., three months

before November 24, when Peggy Dow, the charming new
U-I star of movies like “Bright Victory,”

“Harvey,” “Reunion in Reno” and “I Want You,”

realized for the first time that she was in love. She’d

gone to the nation’s capital for the premiere of

“Bright Victory.” She’d met the President. She’d made
a speech before important officials. She’d been the

guest of honor of the Senate. And ( Continued on page 78)
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SOMEDAY, Walter Helmerich wants to go
to Washington and put a monument on the

spot where Peggy discovered love came first

She was the guest of

honor at a Washington

luncheon. And suddenly Peggy Dow

knew her heart wasn’t in

it. It was somewhere in Tulsa
ABOVE, Peggy,
fifthfrom right (with

upswept hairdo), at

school in Gulfport

where she metWalt-

er. Right, Peggy
heads line for break-
fast at Studio Club.
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Wherever you go—from Holly-

wood to Cairo and back again—every-

one talks about Hollywood parties. Well,

when Hollywood parties are good they

are very, very good. And when they

are bad—blame it on the hostess! For

no party, whether it be a neighborhood

gathering of six or eight or a big

wingdo on which a small fortune is

spent, can be one whit better than the

consideration and friendship and under-

standing that the hostess gives to it.

Do you have know-how as a hostess?

Here is another Hollywood quiz that

will answer this question for you. When

you approve of what a star is reported

as doing in the following items indicate

your approval with a “yes’ ; when you

disapprove, with a “no.

1.

When Claudette Colbert tells her

cook to plan dinner for eight o’clock,

her guests sit down at eight o’clock. She

does not permit dinner delayed by extra

rounds of cocktails.

2. Virginia Mayo asks her maid to

greet her guests by name and—when

she doesn’t know a guest’s name—to

say “Good evening” with a smile; to be

friendly rather than aloof.

3. In Hollywood not so many years

ago there was a lavish hostess who had

the habit of taking six or seven cocktails

too many—whereupon she did things

which she later regretted. To avoid such

complications she instructed her secre-

tary to put knockout drops in her cham-

pagne glass whenever he considered she

had imbibed too freely.

4. Recently at a June Allyson-Dick

Powell party everyone commented on the

beauty of the buffet table. June, these

days, goes to great lengths to see that
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the food served at her house is attrac-

tive to the eye.

5. Jeanne Crain and her husband,

Paul Brinkman, put Decalcomania in-

itials on each guest’s cocktail or highball

glass.

6. Gene Tierney and Oleg Cassini

have, according to Gene, “the world’s

biggest Lazy Susan.” Everything is

placed on this revolving tray except the

dessert, which is served later.

7. When Rita Hayworth gives a party

she looks too lovely for words. But she

has very little to say, prefers to let her

guests do the talking.

8. Ann Miller, who usually entertains

at small parties, encourages arriving

guests to move through her more formal

drawing room to the lanai and to be

seated comfortably at one of the bamboo
tables or on (Continued on page 85)
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STRICTLY FROM

I
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^A^HEN Gene Kelly had the idea for the Gershwin ballet

in “An American in Paris,” there were a lot of doubting

Thomases on the Metro lot. “That’s an awful lot of ballet for one picture,”

studio executives protested. “Maybe the big cities will go for it. But

small town audiences will be bored to tears.” However—the small

towns loved it. It all worked out just as Gene had planned. And
Gene’s planning has been working out all right for a long time now.

About fifteen years ago, two young men were sitting in a

musty dressing room out in Canonsburg, Penn- (Continued on page 88)

“Lawyers eat,” decided Gene. And

he made np his mind to star at the bar.

Then along came the depression ... BY DAVID CHANDLER

,
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WHEN daughter Kerry, who says she hates ballet, goes

into her dance, Gene and Betsy know why—it’s bedtime!

GENE KELLY in

dance sequence from
his next picture,
“Singin’ in the Rain”

piu »
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Photoplay
magazine

Color photograph
by Fraker

Sterling

Fur stole by

Teitelbaum



WIFE.
BY PAUL DOUGLAS

She was blonde and she was
beautiful, make no mistake

about that. Her name was
Jan Sterling.

She said, “I’ve heard of you.”

I said, “Nothing good, I

presume.”

She said, “They told me you
were a bore and a loud mouth.

Just a lucky no-talent guy. Is

that good?”

I said, “For Hollywood, yes.”

Then she grinned at me. So I sat

down. And that was the beginning

of a beautiful friendship.

Soon after that we fell in love

and were married. And we’re still

good friends. And that’s good. In

Hollywood, or anywhere else.

One of the questions I am often

asked is: “How did you first meet
your wife?” To this I reply, “I

picked her up in a saloon.”

Usually I twinkle roguishly when
I make this remark. Because

actually it is not precisely true. It

is a fact that one part of Romanoff’s

in Beverly Hills is devoted

exclusively to the sale of light

refreshments. But Prince Michael,

the proprietor, prefers that bis

establishment be referred to as a

restaurant. And since they do

serve excellent food, (and I am a

stockholder) (Continued on page 80 )

A BRASSY wench in pictures,

she’s a doll around the house

PAUL is in
“Clash by Night”;

Jan is making
“Hear No Evil”

“FROM THE beginning, Jan and I talked

of the worst we’d heard about each other”

PAUL KNEW, the first time he met
Jan, that he’d probably marry the girl!

She can’t cook. She drops

hairpins in his shaving

cream. And look out for

her when she’s mad! But as

a wife—she’s not so dumb!
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MAC of “Let’s Make It Legal” and Betty in their liv-

ing room. “Put simple curtains at the windows, cheer-
ful colors on the walls and choose sturdy furniture when
there are children,” advise the Careys, who have three

PHOTOGRAPHS BV DE GENNARO

If you want to catch the glow of the

Macdonald Carey home—cast your eyes

on some of their decorating ideas

BY LYLE WHEELER



WHERE LIVING

IS FUN

Did you ever see a house that was both dignified

and friendly, had poise and warmth, all at the same

time? That’s the Macdonald Careys’ house! It has

many rooms and most are large—all of which makes

it suitable for a family with three young children.

Macdonald, or “Mac,” as his friends call him, and

his wife, Betty, used everything they could from

their previous home, and you’d never know that it

wasn’t all specially ordered.

“Well,” you might say, “that’s all very go.od, but

theirs is a large house. Mine isn’t. And besides—look

at their income.”

Now there’s no point in pretending you can have

imported lamps and luxurious carpeting on a limited

budget. You can nevertheless give your house the

same quality the Carey house has. If you follow

the basic rules they followed.

Mac and Betty chose a wonderful teal blue for the

dominant living-room color. They framed it with

white woodwork and a white ceiling, and blended

in beige wool carpeting. Cream-colored heavy otto-

man draperies hang from the ceiling, topped by deep

cornice boxes of teal blue linen trimmed with two

rows of pleated blue cotton taffeta. This same pleat-

ing travels down the inside edge of the draperies and

decorates the blue linen tie-backs.

For furniture, they blended modem and tradi-

tional. All occasional tables are of dark mahogany.

The drum table by the lounge chair is strictly tra-

ditional. So are the two pie-crust tables folded

back against either side of the fireplace. But
the glass-topped coffee ( Continued on page 81 )

FIREPLACE of living room shows perfect blend
of modern and traditional pieces. Velvet trim on
white lampshades matches design on china urn bases

CENTER of family life is the den, with its sturdy

cotton tweed rug, green grass cloth walls, whim-
sical iron roosters topped with red lampshades

SUNNY sitting room, in rear, where
Careys relax over papers and coffee



Color portrait by Blackwell. Janet's in “Just This Once”

ANET LEIGH Psyche in a form-fitting sweater . . . rendez-

vous with excitement

.

. . wood violets and candy hearts . . .

tinkling tunes on a music-box . . . star-gazing realist
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OHN DEREK A Greek statue warmed by the sun . . . firm hands on the

reins of life . . . sleigh ride in the moonlight . . . Dreamboat

at the corner drugstore . . . youth fired by anibition s torch

Color portrait by Smith-Ornitz. John’s in “The Dark Page”
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PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
IT’S COTTON PICKIN’ TIME

This year cotton stars in any season—with the tweedy-

effect of wool, the texture of linen, the sheen of satin. Smart,

practical and pretty, it adds a fresh excitement to the fashion

scene. It is the perfect answer to the modern girls’ wardrobe prob-

lems. And the price is as intriguing as the fabric

PHOTOGRAPH BY ENGSTEAD

Anne Francis of Twentieth Cen-

tury-Fox’s “Lydia Bailey” models a

challis print dress of quilted cot-

ton. Young and gay is the fitted

bodice, trim waistline. Full skirt

is just right for pretty petticoats.

By Jerry Gilden in gray, yellow,

red, green, black, 10-18. $17.95 at

Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Jewelry by Coro. Debutante belt

Accent on feminine charm is the

Jonathan Logan adaptation, op-

posite, of dress Michael Woulfe de-

signed for Marie Wilson to wear

in “A Girl in Every Port.” Charm-

ing bodice, cuffs, are in polka-

dot pique. In turquoise, navy,

green, gray, brown, 7-15. $12.95

at Foley Bros., Houston, Tex.,

Wm. Taylor Son & Co., Cleveland,

0. and Broadway Dept. Store, Los

Angeles, Cal. Capezio shoes

COLOR PORTRAIT BY SAMERJAN

Marie Wilson,
right with Groucho
Marx, wears the

original dress in

scene from RKO’s
“A Girl in Every Port”

FOR^STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT

TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PACE 67
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Joyce Holden in the original dress designed by Bill Thomas for her role in UniversaFs “Bronco Buster
*1

Smooth lines for cotton: We
guarantee you’ll enjoy

every stitch you take when

you make this two-piece

suit with its trim bellhop-type

jacket, slightly flared

skirt. A touch of white

in the tab collar, sleeve pip-

ing, adds to its young

appeal. For a different

look, wear without the

scarf, add a jewelled pin. We
suggest making in Everglaze

crease-resistant all cotton

linen by Custom Fabrics

—a wonderful texture in a

variety of exciting colors

Photoplay Patterns

Box 229, Madison Square Station

New York 10, New York

Enclosed find fifty cents ($.50) for which please

send me the Joyce Holden “Bronco Buster” pattern

#7 in size 10-12-14-16-18-20.

Name. . .
•. Size

Street

City State Age. . .

NOTE: For speedy delivery, enclose five cents

extra for special handling



WHEREVER YOU LIVE YOU CAN BUY

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where the Photoplay

Fashions are sold, please write to

the manufacturers listed below:

Jonathan Logan dress

1407 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Jerry Gilden dress

498 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Linsk Jr. Sportswear skirt and jacket

3111 West Allegheny, Philadelphia, Pa.

Koret of California suit

611 Mission St., San Francisco, Cal.

Pat Hartley dress with spencer

1400 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Eye-ful petticoats

45 East 30th St., New York, N. Y.

* ^

DETAILED PATTERN DRAWINGS
OF THE JOYCE HOLDEN DRESS, LEFT

-

...THE ACCEPTED SYMBOL

For fit that’s magically flattering, comfort that’s posi-

tively pampering — look for the label that says Life by
Formfit! Only life bras by Formfit are “Triple Fitted”

to you. Proportioned to (1) your bust size, (2) your cup
size, (3) your separation— wide, medium or narrow. And
life girdle alone gives you Formfit’s tailored-in control

that slims the waist. Trims and smooths hips and thighs.

With free-action comfort all the way! life bra working
with life girdle. The secret of A Sweetheart of a Figure!

Be fitted and see, at any of the better stores. You’ll know
then why more women demand Formfit than any other make.

Life Bras from $1.25 Life Girdles from $8.95

d d/cdicw
I HE FORMFIT COMPANY • CHICAGO NEW YORK

ap.



IT’S COTTON

PICKIN’ TIME

Barbara Rush, above, of Paramount’s “Flaming Feather”

makes a smart appearance in denim—an Irwin Mills fabric.

Fitted jacket has stand-out pockets, push-up

sleeves. A perfect suit for the girl who commutes, it comes in the

new brown, pink or blue. By Koret of California, 10-18.

$12.95 at Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y., McCreery’s,

New York, N. Y. Marvella jewelry, Dani hat

M-G-M star Janice Rule models an intriguing two-piece

dress that looks for all the world like tweed—is really

a yarn-dyed waffle pique cotton by J. P. Stephens.

The fitted waist-length jacket, full flared skirt, can be

mixed or matched with other pieces in your wardrobe. By

Linsk Jr. Sportswear, in black, brown or navy. Skirt

$7.95' 9-15. Jacket $4.95, 9-15. At Lit Bros., Phila-

delphia, Pa. and McCreery’s, New York, N. Y.

-



“CHOOSE YOUR STAR 99 WINNERS add

variety to the spice of this sparkling collection of cottons

Universal star Joyce Holden shows

how versatile a dress can be.

For casual appearances, wear the en-

chanting fitted spencer jacket.

And be ready for a party in the

dress, alone, with its buttons to

the waist, wide open neck and shorl

sleeves. The fabric, by Dan River,

looks and feels like linen—is really

seventy-five per cent cotton,

twenty-five per cent rayon. By Pat

Hartley, in a wonderful variety of

color combinations. Around $20.00.

9-15, 10-16, at Oppenheim Collins,

New York, N. Y., Crowley, Detroit.

Mich. Perky hat by Debway

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

To give the new full skirts that fashion swing—Eye-ful petticoats

For store nearest you write direct to manufacturer listed on page 67
P



YOUR PHOTOPLAY

Luna Turner used to say her

daughter Cheryl never would
grow up to he an actress—she

just didn’t seem to care about

any kind of entertainment—
except Hopalong Cassidy. But
one day, on the set of “The
Merry Widow.” Lana was sur-

prised to overhear Cheryl tell-

ing co-star Fernando Lamas..

. . . that she was going to be in a school play!

Later, at dinner, Cheryl informed her mother she

was taking the place of a schoolmate who had . . .

. . . the measles. Delighted, Lana offered to help her rehearse.

But Cheryl refused. She wanted to surprise her mother when the

play opened. Once, when Lana entered Cheryl’s room, she . . .

. . . saw her daughter posing before a mirror and gesturing. Lana
said nothing, quietly closed the door. On the night of the play,

Lana was as nervous as a wet hen! The play went on and . . .

... on but no Cheryl. Where was she! Would she fluff her

lines? Lana fretted and fidgeted, waiting for Cheryl to

appear. Then, just before the final curtain, a figure . . .

. . . floated across the stage. It was Cheryl! “Bless you she

said in loud clear tones as the curtain dropped! Lana choked.

—then giggled. Mama’s little ungel was off to a flying start!



Charming Margaret E. Brown announced

her engagement to Sylvester P. Larkin, Jr.

in September. Both of Greenwich, Connecti-

cut, their exciting plans include a winter

wedding and reception in New York. There

will be a matron and a maid of honor, but

all eyes will be on Margaret—a perfectly

exquisite bride!

Soft brown hair, sparkling sky-blue eyes,

a beguiling smile, and wonderful skin— as

smooth-textured as the petals of the first

snowdrop! These are the things you notice

first about Margaret. And her face lets you

see at once the quick understanding warmth

of her bewitching Inner Self.

Doesn’t it give you a lift—when you
know you look your most attractive self?

Margaret feels a "must” in any girl’s

beauty rules is fastidiously clean skin. She
thanks her nightly cold cream cleansings

with Pond’s for her own lovely complex-

ion."! couldn't go to bed without a thorough

cleanse with Pond’s Cold Cream,” she

says. "It makes my skin feel marvelous.”

You can have a "happy-to-look-at” com-

plexion, too, if you will only cream your

face with Pond’s Cold Cream every night

as Margaret does, this is the way:

Hot Stimulation—a good hot water splashing.

Cream Cleanse—swirl light, fluffy Pond’s Cold

Cream over face and throat to soften dirt and
make-up, sweep them from pore openings.

Tissue off* well.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s now, to rinse off last

traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

Now, doesn’t your face feel tingly clean ,

rosy, waked-up? And look velvet smooth?

Don’t think it’s vanity to want to look

pretty. When you know you are showing
your nicest face, a confidence sparkles you,

attracts others to you on sight!

Start your Pond’s beauty care now.
Help your face show a lovelier You!



Believe It or Not

(Continued from page 48) New York, when
Joan Crawford was visiting there, that
she was breaking up the home of Yul
Brynner and Virginia Gilmore. The King
of Broadway and the Queen of Holly-
wood—a juicy tidbit. But Joan swears it

wasn’t true. “I met this guy,” she told a
friend shortly after her return, “to dis-
cuss a television show. I’m not interested
in him romantically.” And she must have
been right because, soon after, Mr. Bryn-
ner went back to his wife.

A
NEW rumor has Ingrid Bergman return-
ing to Dr. Lindstrom, when and if she

divorces Rossellini. And her close friends
in Italy and Hollywood now are saying
that boredom is raising its marriage-
shattering head in Bergman’s heart. But
this I know, in spite of the gossip. No
matter what happens to Ingrid and Ro-
berto, she never will return to her first

husband. He zeroed his chances when he
froze Ingrid out of a warm meeting with
their daughter in London, for never in the
stingy periods of time allotted her was she
alone with Pia. Just one half-hour the
first day! And to get to her daughter as
quickly as possible, Ingrid had ferried
across the stormy English Channel in a
small private boat. It will be interesting
to see what happens when Pia is of an age
to choose the parent she wants.
Greta Garbo rumors always are rampant.

Every month for the past ten years, she’s
been going to make a different picture. I’ll

believe she’s going to make another movie
when the last foot of film is in the can.
You’ve heard, of course, about the dia-

mond ring Scott Brady gave to Dorothy
Malone. “Just talk,” says Scott. “Dorothy
and I never have been engaged.” Maybe
not. But Scott’s in love with Dorothy. Or
he wouldn’t check her landlady on all her
movements! When Dorothy arrived in-
cognito, as she thought, in Palm Springs
not long ago, she was surprised to hear
herself being paged as she entered the
hotel lobby. On the phone was Scott

—

describing the clothes she was wearing.
Brother, that’s no rumor-—that’s romance.
Elizabeth Taylor is supposed to have said,

“I have the body of a woman and the
mind of a fourteen-year-old girl.” She
insists this is a figment of an imaginative
reporter’s notebook. So many lines of
print, true and false, have spilled over
Elizabeth’s beautiful head. She also denies
now that she was ever in love with or
engaged to Glenn Davis. I remember how-
ever, when she showed me the little gold
football she wore on a chain near her
heart. And Stanley Donen! She and Stanley

never had plans to marry, she says now.
But they did. This month, Liz will be
free of her Nicky Hilton marriage. Wanna
bet she stars in a new, immediate rumor
of marriage?
Not long ago I had lunch with Tony

Curtis at Universal. He had jumped up
fast and I wondered aloud whether the
studio had given him a new contract to
match his new status. “No,” said Tony.
“They offered me another deal. But I’d

rather wait and see how the public likes
me as a star. Then maybe I can get a
bigger contract.” Makes sense! But this

simple, sensible statement of planning
developed into a supposedly big fight

Tony was having with the studio. Not by
me—by someone who heard only half the
story.

To show you how facts can be twisted
in Hollywood, when Lauren Bacall was
expecting Bogart’s baby, I was told by a
Columbia publicity man, “This isn’t Bogey’s
first child, you know. He had a child when
he was married to one of his former wives.”
I was surprised. “Are you sure?” I asked
the press agent. “It’s easy enough to find
out,” he reminded me. “Just ask Bogey
or Betty.” So, the next time I was talking
to Betty (Lauren’s real name), I said, “I

was told the other day this isn’t Bogey’s
first baby, that he had a child by another
wife. Is that true?” Lauren laughed and
said, “No, this is his first.” I laughed too,

and called my press-agent friend. “You
were wrong,” I told him. And thought no
more about it.

But some months later the story came
back to me like this—that I had called
Lauren Bacall just before she got into the
car to go to the hospital to have the baby,
to tell her that her husband had fathered
a baby by a nameless woman—born that
very same morning!
For years the rumormongers have been

insisting that Nelson Eddy was going blind,

that Margaret Sullavan was stone deaf, and
that Gregory Peck had a weak heart. For
the record, Nelson is merely myopic, Mar-
garet did have some hearing trouble that

was cured in an operation, and Gregory,
who has overworked consistently, jokes
about his heart with reporters.

When I first came to Hollywood, I was
told that Clark Gable had removed his

upper and lower teeth at a party and
waved them about while he cried, “Amer-
ica’s Sweetheart!” I have never asked
Clark, “Are your teeth your own?” That’s
a matter between Gable and his dentist.

But I’m sure he has too much good taste

to remove his molars at a party, even if he
could.

The most prevalent and perennial Holly-
wood rumor is that this or that star has
been killed. Bing Crosby, especially. Studio
press chiefs are continually being routed
out of their beds in the wee small hours
with gruesome details of the sudden death
of the studio’s top star. Once in a while,
of course, as in the tragic case of Robert
Walker, the story is unfortunately true.

But mostly, these reports are grossly ex-
aggerated.
Have you ever been hit by a revolving

door or walked into a lamp-post? You
might get away with either of these ex-
planations for a black eye. But were you
a star everyone would smile unbelievingly.
Betty Grable reported for work one morn-
ing with a beautiful shiner. She said some-
thing about backing her car into the garage
and hitting her face. The story went round
and round and came out here quite differ-

ently. Something about a fight with spouse
Harry James.
Talking of black eyes, when Joan Fon-

taine was dining at Deauville with Prince
Aly Khan, he ogled another beautiful
woman at a near-by table. Whereupon the
woman’s husband upped and punched
him. That is the story as it appeared in
print. But Harry Crocker, who was there,
knows how Aly really got his shiner—when,
exercising, he banged his head on a parallel

bar!

June Haver, a devout Catholic, spent
hours in the hospital chapel, praying for
her fiance Dr. John Dusik both when he
was ill and after he had passed on. But
when a rumor circulated that, as a result
of John’s death, June would give up her
career and enter a convent as a lay sister,

she was most annoyed.

F
OR a long time there’s been a fantastic
rumor that a wealthy admirer pays Jean

Peters a big annuity to stay single! This
I don’t believe, never have. The man is un-
married. If he wanted Jean all to himself,
why wouldn’t he marry her?
One of the classic fabrications of all time

reports that Pat O’Brien’s chest was
tattooed and that he had the skin peeled
off to make a lampshade for his wife.

(Sounds more like a yarn from Buchen-
wald.) Pat says that if he ever catches
the person or persons spreading this ri-

diculous tale, he’ll murder them.
When Ann Sheridan’s name is tied

romantically with a guy—I usually smile.
Unless they spell it “Steve Hannagan.” I

never believed she was in love with Jeff

Chandler, even though I read about a torrid

romance daily in the columns. Because,
when the Chandler thing was supposed to

be at its height, Steve slipped quietly into
town, and Annie slipped firmly into his

arms. She always does, ever since they met
about ten years ago. And it wouldn’t
surprise me if they announced one day
they had been married for lo, these many
years.

Ava Gardner was dining with Frankie in

Mexico’s plush Acapulco playground.
Across the room sat Hedy Lamarr with her
new husband, Ted Stauffer. Hedy, newly
wed, was reported to have snubbed the
not-yet-married couple. Hedy was the first

to rush into print and say it wasn’t so.

The simple truth—she didn’t see them!
Anne Baxter admits she dieted strenu-

ously to lose weight. “But the figures are
always wrong,” wails Anne. “I lost twenty-
two pounds, not sixty!”

Even mules are not immune. Do you
know what they say about Francis? Well,
gather round, kiddies, and I’ll let you have
it. They say that he’s two men in a mule-
skin!

The End
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say thousands of regular listeners to radio’s

“My True Story”. That’s because “My
True Story” is not just another radio pro-

gram with made-up characters and situa-

tions. It’s a refreshingly different slice of

real, everyday life, lived by the kind of

people you know and see all the time. And
for a true life drama acted behind the
scenes at a broadcast of “My True Story,”
read “Ring For Mary” in February RADIO-
TV MIRROR magazine now at news-stands.

TUNE IN

MY TRUE STORY
American Broadcasting Stations



If you want to "be charming

BY JOAN CRAWFORD
Star of "That Woman Is Dangerous"

M any of your letters to this column asking

for help with beauty and charm problems start

off on this half apologetic note:

“You’ll think I’m silly for worrying so much
about this, but . .

I don’t think you’re one little bit silly.

But show me a girl who isn’t trying every

day to make the most of her feminine self

and I’ll bet you she’s been defeated once too

often, and so has given up, died a little, really.

Dorothy McGuire said one of the wisest

things anybody ever has said about this beauty

business:

“Being conscious of beauty is not vanity,”

Dorothy said. “It has a deeper side. It is a

note of friendliness, a way of saying you want

to be pleasing.”

Beauty, then, is a friendly gesture. Striving

for beauty, struggling to overcome whatever

particular problems you have is then a con-

structive act—nothing certainly to feel guilty

or furtive about.

What am I to say to a young girl who writes

OVERWEIGHT in one spot? Watch that

diet act or you'll lose some lines you like

that she has been working at the same job

for eight years and has “hated every minute

of it”?

The rut of misery she has been digging for

eight hours a day, six days a week, for eight

long years is dangerously deep by now and

a flip “Get out of it” would be about as help-

ful as the farmer’s “Get a horse” to the city

fellow whose car broke down twenty miles

from the nearest garage.

But “Get out of it” is still the essence of

my advice, and with these specific reasons:

From the charm standpoint alone, I am
horrified to think what all those hours of re-

pressed anger must have done to the girl’s

relationships with her family and friends, what
havoc it must have played with her natural

outgoing friendliness and consequently with

her attractiveness.

But, more important, there’s no good reason

for anyone to get stuck in a job he hates. I

believe this firmly and ( Continued on page 90)
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No Blue Notes

(Continued from page 43) the most of

them? One evening they visited friends
who’d built in the hills. The three-tiered
English house left them gasping. The
countryside, rolling from windows to far-

away skyline, lifted their hearts. In the
car Doris turned to her husband, but he
said it first. “Tomorrow you go out with
a real estate man. If you find something
you like, I’ll come and look.”
Next morning they took it up with Terry,

whose every freckle seemed to leap in

pure panic. “You always said a dead-end
street was important. Where would I ride

a bike or roller-skate? You can’t do that

to me. You can’t take me away from all

my friends. We have the fort and every-
thing. I sort of help to run things around
here

—
” The voice that had started in out-

rage threatened to falter.

Over his head the others exchanged a
swift glance. “There’s the answer,” said

Marty quietly, and Doris nodded. He spoke
to the boy. “We’re not leaving, Terry.”
“But you said

—

”

“That’s before we knew how you felt.

Now we’re staying put.”
“Is—is it all right with you—?”

“It’s swell with us,” smiled Doris. “We’d
rather stay.”

Two young arms half strangled them.
“Gee, thanks, Mart. Thanks, Mommy.
Wait’ll I tell the fellas,” and Terry was
gone.
Marty’s thoughtful gaze followed him.

“You figure and figure and suddenly find

you’ve been thinking only of yourself.”

“Gee, thanks, Mart,” echoed Doris softly.

“For what? He’s my boy too. Well, bride,
now that we’re going to live in the place,

let’s fix it up the way we want it.”
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N saltbox, shack or three-tiered ele-

gance, it’s the atmosphere that counts.

Wherever they lived, the Melchers would
carry theirs with them. Their home is

plainly a place of warmth and peace. Like
a radiant blonde butterfly Doris flits about,
looking tinier, blonder and still more
radiant as she comes to ’light beside her
big dark husband. They make no parade
of their feelings, but neither do they mind
expressing it in their own fashion. Melch-
er’s a man both articulate and intelligent,

his speech shot with lazy humor. “I be-
lieve the principle behind any marriage is

closeness. Doris and I have a talent for
staying close, and for two excellent
reasons. One, I like it. Two, she insists on
it.”

“Then why do you go to sleep in the
backyard?”
“Because the sun makes me sleepy.”
The sun makes her talkative. She loves

to stick her face right in it and gab. When
she’s working, she can’t. The freckles show
up too much. “When I’m not working, my
husband falls asleep on me, and I end up
talking to the wall. So I get real mad, and
march back to the house. Dragging him
after me.”
“The picture,” says Marty, “of Doris

dragging me may seem unrealistic. In es-
sence, it’s true. Through my slumbers I

hear her heckle, ‘Why don’t you come in?’

For the above mentioned excellent reasons,
I go-”
From the age of eighteen till he mar-

ried Doris Day, Melcher had lived in hotels
and longed for home. Now he has what he
wants, knows it and revels in it. Let others
fly off to Honolulu or Palm Springs. Bur-
bank is Shangri-la enough for him. Not
long ago he and Doris spent the day shop-
ping. Back within their four walls, he
drank the room in as though they’d been
away for weeks. “I love coming home,”
said the simple Mr. Melcher, and his simple
wife choked down a lump in her throat.

Home means not only Doris, but her
mother and her son. Mrs. Day used to

worry at first. “Look, I think maybe you
kids should be by yourselves

—

”

“Nanna, you’re never getting away from
us. What’s more,” he continued placidly,

“if the bride ever acts up, I hereby give
notice that I’m taking you and Terry.”
It looks as if he’s taking Aunt Reeree too,

who came on from Cincinnati for a visit

and promptly established herself in Marty’s
affections. “She’s a great gal,” he informed
his wife, “and a comfort to your mother.
Think we could keep her here?”
“Nothing like asking,” said Doris, both

tickled and touched.
Instead of asking, he told her. “We’ve

decided you’re a member of the family.

We love you, Reeree, we’d like you to stay

with us
”

A childless widow, accustomed to fend-
ing for herself, Reeree needed a moment to

recover. “Want your answer now, or can
I think about it?” If the voice came out
dry, the eyes didn’t.

So Marty seems to have copped himself
an aunt. And if all this makes him sound
like an unthinking pushover for his wife’s

family, the impression’s wrong. His atti-

tude’s based on a solid foundation. “We’re
friends,” says he. “I have no use for the
in-law relationship. I dislike the term.
We’re friends because they’re nice people
—gentle, gracious, helpful, good to have
around. It’s just a coincidence that they
happen to be relatives too.”

Then, of course, there’s Terry. With won-
der and thanksgiving, Doris watched the
love between man and boy take deep root

new hope

for hearts
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and grow. Terry introduces Mart proudly
as his daddy, and signs his school papers
“Terry Melcher” with a flourish. He’s not
too old to jump into Marty’s arms the mo-
ment he sights him, nor to crawl into bed
with him mornings, where they talk air-

planes or Terry asks serious questions

—

and gets serious answers—about what it

means when a man’s prime minister and
why we’re fighting in Korea

—

“I stay out of it,” says Doris. “To be
perfectly honest, I don’t understand boys.

My son, for instance, collects very odd
things. He’ll walk in with a huge spider,

and I’ll die. Marty gives him a cosy chat
on spiders, then explains that you shouldn’t
catch things and put them in jars. Happy
endings for all, including the spider.

“Or take fights. Kids are always having
big scraps. Maybe six turn against one,

so that one sits alone in the house and he’s

trapped. When Terry got involved, I’d

say, ‘Go to your room. You’re not being
a gentleman—’ Sounded silly even to me,
but I couldn’t think how else to handle it.

Marty handles it fine. Gets them all to-

gether, holds court, hears evidence, has
them roaring inside five minutes, so they
can’t remember what the fight was about.
Another thing’s dirt. Dirt used to bother
me out of all proportion. Marty says, ‘Look
at our blackface comic,’ and sends him up
to wash. ‘A boy has to get dirty,’ he told

me. ‘I used to get dirty. It comes off in

the water.’ And all of a sudden dirt stopped
being a problem.

“I used to scold. Not Marty. His voice

just gets firm.”

At eight-thirty Terry’s playing the piano.
“Time for bed,” says Marty. Terry gives
out with a hopeful line of doubletalk. “It’s

time now,” says Marty, who’s opposed to

dilly-dally, and now it is. Or maybe
junior’s trying to steer clear of a shower.
“I took one yesterday and I didn’t play
very hard and I’m not very dirty.”

“We won’t discuss it. Upstairs.” End of

discussion.
And though Terry may grumble on prin-

ciple, his heart isn’t in it. Doris feels that
deep down he enjoys taking orders from
Marty, that it gives him a sense of security;
of belonging.

In Marty’s mind there’s never been any
question as to where Terry belonged. From
the beginning he said: “As soon as we’re
married, I want to adopt him.” Adoption
is a long-drawn-out procedure and the
wheels move slowly. Not till last October
were the Melchers called downtown for a
conference. At its close, they were told that
an investigator would be sent to look their
home over, to inspect Terry’s room, and
to talk with him.
Doris conveyed this information to her

son. “There’ll be a lady out here to see you
soon.”
“What lady? What about?”
“About Marty’s adopting you and how

you feel about it.”

“How I feel about it! How does she think
I feel about it? Anyway, why does she
have to ask me? Because you certainly
wouldn’t let him if you didn’t love him
and know he’s a nice guy and a good
father.”

“You’ll never find a better,” contributed
Nanna, always ready with her two-cents-
worth on the subject of Melcher

—

“That’s just what I’m going to tell her.”
Marty surveyed his domestic circle. “Do

I bow now,” he inquired, “or wait for an
encore?”

L
OVE’S an essential cornerstone of mar-
riage, but not the only one. Common

interests, common values and a common
faith are equally important, and these the
Melchers share. Their faith teaches hu-
mility, patience, tolerance. “It’s a goal,”

says Doris, “even though you’re forever
falling short. I fall shorter than Marty.
He’s got a wonderful disposition and better
control.”

Flamboyance holds no attraction for
them. Normality is the keynote of their
daily living. They eat on the screened-in
porch where there’s a breeze and no flies,

and toil happily in the backyard. Doris
weeds and cut flowers. Marty waters, puts
up trellises and keeps an eye out for Terry
and his gang. Big Moo, the kids call him.
“Don’t you call me Big Moo,” he growls,
and dunks them in the pool. Terry’s nick-
name is Little Too, acquired when a lady
of three fell in love with him and the near-
est she could come to Terry was Tooey.
Helped by a cook, Nanna runs the

household. Marty’s gained twenty pounds,
swears he hates every ounce and continues
to eat his way ’round the clock—with Doris
a close second when she isn’t working.
Since the day her uncle brought them a
German salami, Marty hangs German
salamis all over the place. Nanna garnishes
salad plates with wafer-thin slices that
never reach the table because Marty
prances behind her, gobbling them up.
Anything she lays hands on tastes better

to him. Charlotte Greenwood, a close
friend, asked them to stay for dinner one
evening. “We’ve got hickory smoked
ham.”
“I’m not hungry,” Marty announced.

“I’m not eating tonight.”
Till he crossed his own threshold, sniffed.sd.
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headed for the kitchen, started picking up
lids and proceeded under his wife’s fas-
cinated gaze to devour everything in sight,

topped by lemon cream pie. Then he
glared fondly at Nanna. “You make me so
mad, you cock so good.”
Flanked by dishes of ice cream, by

plates of popcorn and fudge, they like to
spend evenings at home watching TV. Last
season’s spectacular baseball wind-up kept
them glued to the set by day as well, and
stirred in them a sense of civic obligation.

It was Doris who turned an accusing
glance at her husband. “All we do is gripe
about how the local teams stink and why
can’t we have major league ball out here.
Well, it isn’t fair. These kids have to start

someplace.”
“Guilty,” said Marty. “Next year we

patronize home talent.”

T
HE issue may be minor. The sense of re-
sponsibility toward themselves, their fel-

lows and their way of life is significant.

Because they’re non-drinkers, they enter-
tain informally. At night your guests ex-
pect liquor. Unwilling either to disappoint
them or to violate their own rules, Doris
and Marty throw daytime parties in the
backyard. Volleyball, swimming and a disc

jockey for records because, according to

Doris, a party should be planned. It’s not
fair to ask people just to come and sit.

They barbecue steaks and hamburgers,
serve coffee and soft drinks, and compro-
mise on beer.

To the Melchers, cocktail parties are a
headache and not merely because of their

disinterest in cocktails. Crowds and noise
oppress them. They prefer the intimacy
of small groups where they can talk. They
enjoy charades and number games, but
their greatest enthusiasm is reserved for

what Doris calls “discussion parties.”

These were initiated by their attorney,
Jerry Rosenthal, another non-lover of

conventional whoopee. “Let’s get six or
eight people together for dinner,” he sug-
gested. “Let’s decide beforehand what
we’re going to talk about, and come pre-
pared. Then after dinner let’s talk

—

freely, openly and without heat—”
Doris glows over these evenings. “One

night we talk politics, one night we have
a real frank discussion of religion. We all

say what we believe and don’t believe. We
disagree but respect each other’s opinions.

There’s no deviation to gossip. It’s pro-
ductive, it’s stimulating, it means some-
thing and you learn a lot. Marty—” she
adds her favorite clincher— “Marty’s
crazy about it

—

”

If you want sanity and a well-ordered
existence, you can get it in Hollywood as
elsewhere. Marty, who’d rather walk bare-

foot than owe for a pair of shoes, refus
to go overboard in refurbishing the

saltbox. “A beautiful house that’s out
line with your income is a snare and d
lusion. You don’t walk into it on a sol

foot.” Doris feels the same way, but
sometimes tempted to sacrifice economy
beauty. Marty acts as stabilizer. In t

end, they compromise.
One compromise involved not cash, b

floral designs. Say “floral design”
Marty and he shudders. “You can’t <

this to a man.”
“I suppose you’d like checks and plaid:

“What else?”
“All right. In the bedroom I’ll go alo

with that deal because we share it. But
|

the living room we’ll have floral pattern:
A howl of anguish from the male. “Flo!

al patterns are chi-chi
—

”

“You’ll like them. Honestly. If not, h
eat them—

”

“Then why not settle right now f
quilted salami?”
They settled for floral patterns. Apt

from this single lapse, Marty considers h
wife’s taste impeccable, going so far as I

let her pick his ties. He also goes shoppi: 1

with her for the fun of it. Doris has fi

too, and not only with clothes. At a pla
like Saks’ or Magnin’s, Marty’s a picnj
“Now this one’s only three hundred a:

fifty,” says the salesgirl sweetly.
Melcher faints dead away but makes

strategic recovery to demand: “Thr
fifty for what? My wife looks elegant in

skirt and sweater. She doesn’t need tha
“Marty, I can’t wear a skirt and sweai

to the Academy Awards.”
“Don’t worry, dear. I’ll whip you up

number under the name of Jacques Me
chior.”

Actually, Doris falls no harder than
for the high-pressure routine. On this h

husband hands her the accolade. “Sh
more sensible about clothes than lots

girls who never earned a quarter.” 1

true that she loves the simplicity a

originality of the top designers, nor dc

she believe in bargains. But neither dc

she believe in fancy prices, and thin

the best thing is to find yourself a wonde
ful dressmaker. Her taste runs to s>

colors. She’d wear a splash of red, 1:

never a red coat. Marty’s favorite shac
on her are gray and blue, and he noth
everything. “Mmmmm, nice! Nanna, coi

look at my bride.”

They have special names for each oth
which Doris isn’t telling, because they
too silly. “People read them and say, ‘i

no!’, not realizing that their names <

just as silly
—

” But she makes no secret

the fact that she basks like a kitten in 1

sun of her husband’s love. He’s ve

THE Happiness Three Nations Tour arrives at RKO studios. Mrs. Mary
Priestly, second left, won Photoplay trip to California, Mexico, Canada.



:monstrative and that suits her fine. He
tes to baby her and she laps it up. Any
ne of the day or night, if she’s not feel-

g well, he’s at her beck. Though the
mghter they hope for hasn’t announced
?rself yet, Doris can hardly wait. Because
arty’s already worried. “What do hus-
inds do? How do they get you to the
ispital in time?”
Which reduces her to tender mirth. “Oh,
arty, you’re going to be really funny—”
. . . That’s in the future. Meantime she’s
ally funny to him—an endless sou.-ce
diversion, mostly unconscious. By his

(

andards and Nanna’s, she’s inclined to
slightly prissy, blushing at the barrel-

>use humor they enjoy. She enjoys it

o. Blushes, embarrassment and all, she
ithdraws to another room and laughs
r silly head off all by herself.
She’s forever cutting in on his phone
11s, business or otherwise. “Who’s this?”
quires a bright voice on the extension,
it’s someone she knows, Marty’s dead,

‘•h, how are you? Where’ve you been
aping yourself? Why don’t you come over
inday?”
“Why don’t you?” seconds Marty. “Then
aybe you and I can talk.”
He views himself as a whiz with hammer
id paint. Doris rates him lower. “It’s

right for you to do the garden stuff,
side, we’ll have experts.”
‘What am I—?”

‘A doll. But the fence you put up is
joked.”
Since she can spot a crooked picture at
ir miles, he’s licked. This frustrates him
t in a pleasant way, since it also saves
n from getting involved.
With the benevolence of a Newfound -

id watching a puppy at play, he sees
aight through her whims and finds them
guiling. Whenever they go out, he has
stand inspection. Sometimes she makes

him change. “Darling, it’s formal. You’ve
got to wear dark blue—

”

So it’s informal, and he stands out like
a missing tooth. “What are you all dressed
up for?” people ask.
“My wife insisted. I like it,” he adds

equably.
Then there’s the motor trip routine.

Since records are part of his business,
Marty likes to play radios in cars. Except
for thrillers, Doris can leave radio alone.
To complicate matters, she reads a book
and with such absorption that, when the
music starts, she never looks up. Instead
she lifts her hand in a queenly gesture,
meaning, “Turn it off.” Whether or not
he turns it off depends on how important
the record is. But the royal command
is something he wouldn’t miss.
He counts himself lucky to get any food

on the road. Doris enters a restaurant and

Flying won’t ever be safe until we do
away with the ride to the airport.

. . . JOHN WAYNE

heads for the kitchen. Unless it’s speck-
less, she’s out front in one minute flat. Or
she doesn’t even get as far as the kitchen.
One sniff is enough to send her on her
way. Seeing her flit for the second or
third time, Marty orders a sandwich,
munches it in the car and fares cheerfully
farther—a knight in search of grub for
his lady fastidious.

Marital kinks have developed from lesser
trifles. It depends on the viewpoint. “If
you’re adult,” says Marty, “such things
don t annoy you. To me they’re humorous.
Changing suits or restaurants isn’t that

much of a problem. If I’m going to argue,
it 11 be on the basis of a real difference.
These are unreal. Most people who bicker,
bicker out of false pride or unaccountable
phobias. They blow up huge issues from
infinitesimal causes. It’s the old story of the
toothpaste cap. If it’s off, let it stay off,
who cares? Arguing over a crooked fence
is a non-intelligent form of exchange.

“That’s the^ theory, anyway. Needless to
say, we don’t always live up to it. I

used to be trigger-tempered about many
things. So was Doris. But the first two
months were the hardest, and we’re learn-
ing. My wife and I get along very well
indeed.” He dropped his sober tone to
survey her blandly. “Twenty minutes go by
with never a cross word,”
“Marty, they might believe it,” Doris

wailed.
“Don’t you want them to?”
“It’s one of those two-way cracks, like

when did you stop beating your wife?”
“Weeks ago,” said he, and his wife gave
up.
Terry once came in at the tail end of

cross words. About something idiotic like
floral designs. “You can do your own
decorating,” Doris flared and flounced off.
After one look at Marty, the boy followed

his mother. “Are you fighting, Mommy?”
In the sun-splashed face, his blue eyes were
big and stricken.
“Pay no attention, dear.”
He didn’t even hear her. “I don’t know

why you did that. There’ll never ever be
anyone like Marty again.”
“How right you are,” she whispered

and ran down to make up with the one,
the only, the irreplaceable Melcher.

If he’ll allow us to lift a phrase from him,
they re nice people. Gentle, gracious,
kindly. It’s just a coincidence that they
happen to be magazine copy too.

The End
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Divided

(Continued from page 52) at this moment
she was attending a luncheon with law-
makers, diplomats, publishers and their
wives—all people of importance and inter-
nationally known Suddenly, Peggy found
herself thinking: Of all the people 1

know, who is the one person I’d like to
have sitting beside me right now? Some-
body I’d be proud of—somebody whose
opinions and comments would command
the respect of all these people around me
Also somebody, she thought, feeling sud-
denly weary and a little lonely, I would
be sure I’d want to see.

P
EGGY, who’s undoubtedly one of the
most normal, typically American girls in

all Hollywood, realized how very weary
she was. This had been her most success-
ful year in Hollywood She should be the
happiest girl in the world. But something
was lacking. Under the mounting pressure,
her career was becoming a grind, with
acting less a pleasure This wasn’t what
she’d dreamed about.

“It was such a strange thing—the feeling
of loneliness that came over me,” Peggy
says slowly. “Something that might happen
once in a lifetime

So she asked herself again, “Of all the
people I know—who do I want beside me
now, and here? To share this particular
moment with me?”
“Walt!” she realized.

Walter Helmerich, a Tulsa oil man and
drilling contractor; age, twenty-eight;
height, six-feet-one; hair, dark and crew-
cut; brown eyes that could laugh or storm
—and recently they’d been storming, with
his increasing conviction that any man
could only come second to Peggy’s career.

I want Walt here, Peggy realized. He
would fit here. He fits anywhere. He’s the
greatest . She stopped, dazed by her
sudden discovery that this must be love.

“Our courting days were really some-
thing!” Peggy says now, remembering the
two stormy years that eventually led to the
altar She and Walt had been breaking
up—and making up—almost from their

very first date
They met first—very casually—seven

years ago. when Peggy was attending a
girls’ finishing school in Gulfport, Missis-
sippi, and Walt, a lieutenant in the Air
Corps, stationed in Biloxi, was dating a
cute classmate of Peggy’s named “Susie.”
“He was so handsome in his officer’s

uniform and his blue convertible—and all,”

Peggy says. “When he came after Susie,
the rest of us would watch from the win-
dow—and sigh.”

When he was discharged from the ser-
vice, Walt enrolled in Harvard business
school. Peggy studied drama at North-
western University and one day headed
for the West with a letter of introduction
from a friend of her father’s to an agent
in Hollywood.
Then in New York on location with “The

Sleeping City,” Peggy had gone to a party
at the St. Regis Roof with John Conte and
Nina Foch There was something familiar
about the man sitting at the next table.

“Please,” she smiled, “I know you from
somewhere.” It was the same approach so
often handed her, and this time she was
handing it back—in all sincerity.

“I wish I could say the same for you,’
he’d grinned But, being gallant too, he
immediately offered to be of any assistance
possible.

“I went to Northwestern University,”
Peggy began probmgly.

“I went to Riverside.”
“I work for Universal -International

Studios,” Peggy proceeded.
That stopped him for a minute He’d been

Heart

to Hollywood and he’d dated some ;ir

who worked for U-I—but this attriti-

blonde, how could he have forgotten ier

They continued reviewing their cl:

grounds, until Peggy finally came t th

part. “And I went to Gulfpark Collej-
"Hey, I used to date a girl there!”
“Susie! You’re Walt Helmerich,’ rt

membered Peggy.
“And you are Peggy Varnadow!” \iic

is just about the way a scenarist igr

have had boy meet girl.

Later, when Peggy returned to her jte

she received a wire from Walt s; in;

“You’re the nicest thing that’s happeri :

me in years.” But, like Cinderella, sh wa
leaving for California the next a.m.

IllHEN Peggy went home to Athens, ea

ti nessee, for the holidays, Walt calle he

from Tulsa and made a date for the i i

go to the Sugar Bowl game in New Oi a:

on New Year’s Day. “I’d love to,”sai

Peggy. Then the next day she had t a
back and explain she’d had a call rot

the West Coast saying she was needc f(

a radio show. Wait’s answer was a .ge

long telegram listing all the airlines -Jh

routed through Tulsa to the Coast. Dn

had a two-hour stop-over, he noted, fl

didn’t she take that?
Aboard the plane, Peggy began to av

misgivings. And by the time the a;

taxied up the Tulsa runway, she’d los hi

nerve completely. When the other pa er

gers disembarked, she pretended le

misplaced something. She took a ste th

look out of the plane window and he v sc

even there. He just wanted to see i vo

would come. He’s probably watching rd

somewhere to see if you get off—ther le

vanish—like that! she thought.
By now the stewardess seemed on

cerned too, and Peggy, making with >n

double-talk, disembarked and wfc
swiftly towards the airport building li

side, she saw a familiar figure pacing o

window to window saying, “She saiiisl

would be on Flight Six. When’s theie

plane? What happened to you? I

broke off, spying her.

“I—1 couldn’t find my coat,” Peggy*
lamely, throwing the line away.

“Well, it’s nice of you to stop,” he a

a little formally, reaction having setS-
“Oh, it’s nothing really,” Peggy asi

him airily. She had to go to Holly

4

anyway, and it was only the natural d

to do to go by way of Tulsa.
Finally, when they stopped sparrin a

relaxed, Walt took her out and introi c

her to his family.
Walt proposed that spring, the s<U

time he came to California to see her. h

were en route to Romanoff’s for d a

“You’re out of your mind!” she lau|i

“You don’t even know me.”
“I know as much about you as I’d K

to know for a lifetime,” he insisted, i

“My career interfered with our cl

ship,” says Peggy now, admitting til

the understatement of this—or any !

Peggy couldn’t make Walt under!
why, after the work, the hopes, the H
breaks—and now finally success, shell

reluctant to waste all that had transl

before this handsome, gay guy hacl

scended into her life with the unch
effect of an Oklahoma cyclone,

should I come out here and work lik

—then just walk away?” she reasoned
through everything, get my foot insic

door finally, "then just give it all up?
Finally, Peggy asked him not to

for her any longer. “It isn’t fair to e

you to wait. It might be a month, a y

or ten years
—

”

Then thev almost got married New



51 in New Orleans when they finally

pt their date for a Sugar Bowl game.

r

alt wanted to marry there and then. And

n
'ggy almost weakened. “But there’s no
ne,” she said. She was due back to the

i

past to go into a picture with Dick Pow-

e

immediately. She couldn’t make Walt
iderstand. They quarreled bitterly. This

ne, they agreed, was the last. . . .

Two weeks later, Peggy was wandering

f
stlessly around her room at the Holly

-

)od Studio Club, when the phone rang,

was Walt calling from some little town
Wyoming. It was freezing cold, and
was so miserable. “I’ve never been so

, Id—or so lonely in my life, and I’ve

on thinking everything over

—

Then, that day in Washington, D. C.,

ting at lunch, when Peggy had found
rself feeling the same way, she called

l'

lit and asked him to meet her in New
lf:

irk. “I’d like you to,” she repeated.
“‘Well, I—”

! \nd Peggy had said again, “I want you
.
»

t(
(

'

uHEY saw the shows, they danced, they
lid all the things there hadn’t been time

B p the first time they’d met there. Final-
one night, Walt had asked, “Why did

11 want me to meet you here?” Peggy
sitated, then said, “I just wanted to see

0
a.” How could one explain to any human
,;ng, after all this time, how she’d sud-

os
;aly found she loved him? . . .

jjflhe didn’t have to explain. For Walt
s saying, “Why don’t you marry me?”

le
‘That,” said Peggy, “is a very good

«[
a -”

j|
t was typical of this sentimental South-

g
i girl, that she wanted a home town

ai tiding in Athens, Tennessee (population
300), in the presence of her parents and

]

['rounded by the love and affection of her

h
lily and their friends.

w ’heirs was an all-white wedding in the

it
ith Memorial Church in Athens on Sat-

ig
lay, November 24, 1951.

typical of Peggy, too, that her wed-
ie -g gown was made by an old friend

n’t
the family, who had made Peggy’s
thes back in Tennessee. “I designed it.

gy
had it planned all my life,” she says,

;>it dreamily now. It was a breathless

it
ation of tulle and taffeta and some

et
uable old French lace which her mother

as;|l saved for years—encrusted with seed

I

ris and iridescent sequins,
ler sister, Ann, seventeen, was maid of
lor. Walt’s sister, Cadijah Jr., and

in:‘ ?gy’s cousin, Clyde Green, were brides-
k: ids, with her~“two little adopted cousins
flower girls. Walt’s father, Walter Hel-

)

rich, the Second, was best man.
lespite her husband’s lucrative interest
the Helmerich-Payne Drilling Com-

ity—they’re “at home” today in Tulsa
: one of a solid block of brand new
'Mrtments, brick and Bostonian in ap-

' ranee, which rent for $100-up-a-month.
ii'eggy isn’t giving up her motion picture
fleer. She plans to commute back and

iv ;h from Tulsa to Hollywood for pic-
feiies “when a good script comes along—

-

i perhaps I’ll do two pictures in a row,
;hi

‘ works out that way—and Walt will fly

m i

on weekends.”
i»l|he doesn’t anticipate any problems of
id -'riage versus career at the present.

alt wants me to go on with my career.
It spent a great deal of time on the set
is h me the past year, and he understands
si

[

work much better now. I’ve been going
:c fund oil wells and leases with him, and
to Inderstand his work too.”
nd someday her husband would like

i go to Washington and erect a monu-
it on the spot—where the Peg of his

k rt made that startling discovery—and
?re this story first began.

The End
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(Continued from page 59) I am willing to

admit the issue.

Also Jan and I were properly and for-

mally introduced. And by a gentleman

whose manner and savoir faire made it

obvious that he was a student of the works

of Emily Post. So that part was according

to the book.
But this man who brought Jan to Ro-

manoff’s and paid for her dinner did not

escort her home. I did. And I feel that

I have a point there.

Here are the details. I had just finished

my after-dinner coffee when I looked

across the crowded room and there she

was. She was wearing something black

and smoothly fitted and she had a couple

of yards of mink thrown casually over her

chair. I already knew her name.

T
HEY had told me, “She’s gorgeous. But

temperamental and unpredictable. When
she gets mad she’s hell on wheels.”

The first part of it I could see. The rest

of it I was willing to discover for myself.

Her companion was a friend of mine, Louis

Shurr. I waited until he had paid the

check; then I strolled over and joined them.

Right from the beginning Jan and I

talked of the worst we had heard about

each other. That was the way it was. No
holds barred. Later that night, as I drove

her home, we tried to learn some of the

best things. And when I finally left her at

her front door, I said, “If I ever get mar-

ried again, you will be the girl.

Five times after that I called her, and

five times she said she had another engage-

ment. The sixth time she agreed to have

dinner with me. We went to Dave Chasen s

which is also in Beverly Hills.

I said, “Were you really busy the other

five times I telephoned?”

She said, “There’s only one answer to

that.”

I said, “Or could it be that you wanted

to find out if I was just another wolf?”

Then she smiled. “Well, it’s nice to know
tnai yuuic nut.

That was in February of 1950. After that

we went, as the saying goes, steady. I dont

think I ever actually proposed to Jan. But

I’m sure she was soon aware that I had

marriage on my mind.

One evening when I called for her she

was still dressing. I hollered through the

door and suggested that she get a move on.

She opened the door a crack and eye-

browed me with a cool look of inquiry.

“How’s that again?” she asked.

I grinned at her. “One of these days we re

going to be married,” I said. I thought I d

better begin to get some practice talking

like a husband.”
This didn’t seem to surprise her much. So

I began to take it for granted that we were

engaged. But she says she didn’t make up
her mind about me until she saw my pic-

ture, “Everybody Does It.” She liked the

way’ I made love to my screen wife, Celeste

Holm. She told a mutual friend, “There’s

really no reason to leave this man around

loose any longer.” And on May 12th, 1950,

we were married.
There are a number of reasons why I

married Jan Sterling. Some of them are

quite obvious to anyone of ordinary vision,

and can be witnessed on page 58 of this

magazine. But there are many others.

For one thing, it is a pleasure to talk to

her. Being a man, I like to talk. Being an

actor I like to talk about myself and about

my work. And Jan is that gem of priceless

quality, an intelligent listener.

On the other hand, she likes to talk, too.

F And I have found it equally enjoyable to

listen to her. So we provide our own mu-
tual admiration society. And in between,

there are happy intervals when talking is

Take My Wife . . .

not at all necessary. We can relax and just

be contented and quiet.

As you may have read, Jan was born
of rich but honest parents who were duly

accredited in the New York Social Register.

When she was just a little girl, her father

and mother were divorced. Later, her

mother married an oil-company executive

whose work took him to the capitals of Eu-
rope and South America. So for several

years after that Jan was constantly on the

go from Montevideo and Rio de Janeiro

to London, Paris, Vienna and the Riviera.

However, by the time she was twelve,

Jan decided that she was no longer inter-

ested in international high society. They
were living in London when she announced
that she wanted to become an actress. She
persuaded her mother to enroll her in Fay
Compton’s School of Dramatic Art. And
the theatre has been her absorbing inter-

est ever since. (Professionally, that is.

Privately, she still admits to considerable

interest in an actor named Paul Douglas,

who is presently working in the RKO pic-

ture, “Clash By Night.”)

Despite the disapproval of her mother,

Jan was not quite fifteen when she made
her debut on Broadway in “Bachelor Born.”

Since then (in odd contrast to Jan’s true

personality and her Blue Book back-

ground) she has portrayed a succession of

gun molls, strumpets, harridans and other

unsavory characters. That she has done

her work well was evidenced when Para-

“Of all the labor saving devices ever

thought up for a woman, nothing is so

effective as a wealthy man!”

. . . RONALD REAGAN

mount recently signed her to a long-term

contract. After that, she made one brief

excursion toward respectability as a “good

girl in the picture, “Rhubarb. But at the

moment she is up to her old tricks again,

playing a brassy wench who lures and

leaves Tony Curtis in “Hear No Evil.”

To say that Jan and I now live in the

lap of luxury would be an understatement.

We are perched right on top of its head.

Our home, a rambling pink stucco affair

of doubtful architectural ancestry, is pretty

incredible even judged by local standards.

According to a recent count we have

about fifteen rooms (or is it twenty?).

There are several enormous bedroom
suites, a balconied drawing room, a dining

room large enough to have an echo, and a

ballroom with a fully equipped orchestra

stage. A tremendous terraced patio strewn

with wrought-iron furniture (one visitor

said it looked overwrought) provides a

breathtaking view of the grounds. One day

when I asked Jan if she’d like to go for an

exploratory stroll, she remarked,, “I

wouldn’t consider it without a safari.”

On a clear day we can stand at one end

of our swimming pool and just barely see

the other. Actually. It is 360 feet long as

the goldfish swims. It winds through trees

and rocks, and at one place it detours past

a real sandy beach. At the upper end there

is a 100-foot waterfall which can be turned

on and off with the aid of a motor-driven

pump specially provided for that purpose.

How did all this happen to us? It’s a long

and complicated story. Through an in-

volved series of leases and subleases we
acquired it at a very nominal rent which

includes upkeep of the grounds. Of course

it was strictly for laughs and it seemed

like a fine idea at the time.

But now the fun and novelty have worn
off. We have the distinct feeling that we

are living in a resort hotel out of seasoi

So the moment our lease expires next Ma
we shall move to a house just adequate an
big enough for the two of us. With an extr

room for my daughter, Maggie (by m
former marriage to Virginia Field), wb
spends every fourth month with us, an

the other three with her mother.
Maggie Douglas is seven. Before she ar

rived for her first visit I had a few anxiov

moments wondering how she and Ja

would get along. But it was needless worr;

With female directness they sized eac

other up, liked what they saw, and pro

ceeded to become pals.

Now when Maggie comes into the hous
she is apt to greet me with, “Hi, Dadd;

Where’s Jan?” Then they put their heac

together and sit around chattering girl tal

like sorority sisters. Once when I rash)

attempted to break up one of these session

Maggie said, “Please! Not now. Your wii

and I are discussing life.”

B
UT what of my home life with the pir

up girl who became my wife? Have
you may ask, discovered her to be the pe;

son I was warned against? The answer, i

some instances, is yes.

Jan has a forthright honesty that caus<

her to resent frauds and phonies an

bores. She has great personal integrity an

she cannot abide those who are satisfie

with compromise or mediocrity. She has

passion for loyalty and a habit of frankne;

that speaks out against those who do m
share these ideals. In these cases, whe
she is aroused, she is indeed a veritab

hell-on-wheels of fury.

She cannot cook. Nor can she success

fully operate a can opener. Her appeti

is excellent but her digestion has bee

conditioned by years of eating in fly traj

while on theatrical tour. When she buil(

a sandwich she is apt to let it rise to

height undreamed of by Dagwood.
Is this a thorn in our marital bed i

roses? It is not. We have an excellei

cook who rules supreme in our kitchen,

also have a self-educated culinary knac

that enables me to take over on sped
occasions. And in moments of crisis we ce

always repair to the nearest drive-in. f

eating becomes a pleasure rather than

well-chewed bone of contention.

Of course, like all married couples, v

do have our moments of controversy. The:

are usually brought on by minor inciden

such as hairpins in the shaving cream i

nylons on the shower rail.

And Jan has never been able to unde

stand my passionate interest in sports. F
example, being a Giant rooter, I took

pretty big when they came from far b
hind, and, with a ninth-inning home ru

won the National League pennant and tl

right to play in the World Series. But Jar

only comment was, “So, what’s the diffe

ence? It’s only a game.”

But these are small differences of opu

ion. Our major framework for happiness

based on a mutual respect for the abiliti

and individualities of the other. So we t:

to live quietly and privately in an atmo

phere of tolerance and understanding. F

we feel that these are important facto

for success in marriage and in love.

One thing more. They say that the gua

who stands by the statue of the Venus 1

Milo rarely looks at this world-famo

work of art. And in the same manner

husband often takes for granted the beai

tiful woman who is his wife.

So I’m delighted that Photoplay h

chosen to print this pinup of Jan Sterlir

Will you excuse me while I turn back t

pages for another look? I wouldn t wa

to miss anything as luscious as that.

The End



Where Living Is Fun
(Continued from page 61)

table and the two glass-topped lamp
tables have modern bases which feature a
stylized leaf design. Needless to say, the
glass is heavy enough to be practical, to

hold an occasional bowl of flowers and the
smoking accessories, including the large

crystal ash trays, cigarette chest and Ron-
son lighter. The upholstered pieces, too,

repeat the two furniture periods. Actu-
ally, the only true modern fabric in the
living room is on the curved sofa, a

brown cotton boucle shot with gold. The
modern chairs wear a traditional floral

pattern in rose, green, blue and yellow on
a gray ground in a heavy Belgian linen.

Besides the Lawson chair, which is cov-
ered with rose rayon and cotton, there’s a blue
velvet side chair and one in yellow brocade.

WHAT can you borrow from this room to

adapt to your own home? First, the
color scheme can be used exactly. Select

the blue paint from a paint catalog and
apply it to your wall with a roller instead

of a brush. Put flat white on the ceiling

first, then do the walls, and finish off the
white trim last.

Forego wool carpeting and substitute a

beige cotton shag. If carpeting is beyond
your budget, a large rug that extends to

within six or eight inches of the baseboard
will create almost the same effect.

Don’t try to duplicate the curved cor-
nices. Make yours straight boxes. To
upholster the cornices, put several layers

of outing flannel over the wood, stapled on
the back of the cornice. Then cover with
blue fabric (to match the walls), also

stapled or tacked to the back, pulling the
material taut to eliminate wrinkles.
“Almost everything we’ve used came

from our other house,” said Mac happily,

“and Betty and I are really pleased with
the result.”

The dining room’s a case in point. They
followed generally the living-room color

scheme, with pale blue walls, and cornice
boxes upholstered in a matching blue
twill. White panels hang to the floor,

'this subdued scheme brings out the rich-

ness of the mahogany dining-room furni-
ture, which, incidentally, is a beautiful,

simple, Chinese design. Instead of being
full-length, the table’s in three sections,

a large one in the middle, small tables

at each end. These have a wonderful
versatility. Square side chairs belong with
the group, and the seats are upholstered
in a rose-colored textured cotton.

They’ve two more good ideas. A buffet

stands against one wall, between two win-
dows. Above it, a large mirror extends to

the ceiling, reaching the windows on
either side. It’s the best way I know to

add depth and space to a room.
For the second idea, Mac and Betty have

used hanging shelves in the dining room
to accommodate their silver, both hollow-
ware and flatware. They’re all the same
style, large rectangles with a drawer across

the bottom of each. The two smaller ones
occupy wall space on either side of the
kitchen door. The two large shelves are
on a third wall, side by side, which makes
them seem to be one large piece, propor-
tioned to fit the space.

“With children,” Mac says, “it surely
helps if you have one room where the

whole family can relax together. We’ve
got our living room the way we want it.

We hope to keep it that way.”
Consequently, the den is the family

room. It’s warm and colorful, with books
everywhere. They’re part of the unit

surrounding the fireplace, which consists

of shelves on either side and a row across
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the opposite wall, from the ceiling down
to desk height. There are two built-in
cabinets at either end of the wall, and a
desk between, so that the entire wall seems
one unit.

For the rest of the room, the carpeting’s
a tough cotton tweed that can “take it,”

combining brown, tan and ivory. It goes
well with the bleached panels above the
fireplace, and the green grass-cloth walls.
Men envy Mac his two red leather chairs
that flank the fireplace. And women ex-
claim over the two iron rooster lamps,
topped with red yarn shades, on either side
of the green and red cotton-covered sofa.

R
UNNING second for family living is

the small sitting room off the living
room. Mac and Betty like to enjoy the
sun that pours in through the large win-
dows, sipping a second cup of coffee while
glancing through the newspapers, or plan-
ning the day’s schedule.
The furnishings are simple enough, a

chartreuse two-piece sectional with cotton
boucle covering in the window bay and a
contrasting cherry-red cotton and rayon
couch built into an alcove. A modern side
chair, a rattan tub chair and a small,
bleached, modern coffee table complete
the group. Though the large window juts
out in a bay, the cornice follows the ceiling
line and frames the bay. Draperies can
be pulled only over the windows that open,
and not in front of the large windows.
The glass shelves that extend across are
decoration enough, and the curtain clos-
ing isn’t needed for privacy, since this

side of the house overlooks the rear yard.
"We kept all of the bedrooms completely

practical,” explained Betty, “using cottons
almost exclusively. Personally, I think
they’re a ‘must’ when you have small
children.” They selected one print for the
master bedroom, a gray, green and red
floral chintz, and used it for window
valance, headboard and dust ruffle. Back-
ground colors tie in also, French gray
walls and a large maroon rug. A lounge
chair repeats the maroon.

Focal point, however, is the black fire-

place, which, when the fire is lighted,

makes the room seem cheery on bleak
mornings or gray days.

The girls, Lynn and Lisa, share quarters
and young Stevens occupies a crib in his

nurse’s room. As Lynn and Lisa are
barely growing out of the toddler class,

their room decor means less than nothing
to them. Consequently, furnishings are
simple and comfortable—the twin beds in

French Provincial style with a gray finish,

while the wallpaper’s a French print in

shades of rose and red, with a touch of

yellow. The cotton draperies blend in with
a rose print. You, who have children,

should take a hint from the Careys. Leave
the frills and furbelows until later, when
your children really want and appreciate
them. To avoid extra work for yourself

put simple curtains at the windows, cheer-
ful colors on the walls and choose sturdy
furniture.

The dignified, modified English exterior,

white with green trim, gives no indication

of the friendliness within. But should you
go around to the back, you’d get more of

a hint about the occupants. For safety’s

sake, a white picket fence surrounds the

small swimming pool, but it’s banked with
flowers, the same as those which line the

fence down the sides of the green lawn.

The entire scene is friendly and inviting.

If you like the Careys’ house, then the

chances are you would like both Mac and
Betty. Their house reflects them just as

your house should reflect you. Borrow
their ideas, if you like, but use them in a

way that makes them your own.
The End



I Married a Serviceman

(Continued from page 46) income. People
who are forming their own family unit

should not expect to be subsidized by
either the boy’s parents or the girl’s.

Not only is the girl’s ability to earn her
own way important from the standpoint of

self-respect, but her work will occupy her
mind, helping the months—and sometimes
years—of waiting seem to pass more
quickly.

Another vital reason for our marrying
in the face of Gene’s leaving for the Army
was this: For over a year we had seen each
other almost every night, and even before

we fell in love we had been good friends.

We had discovered, for instance, that we
were both wild about lamb chops, and
could eat them at almost any hour, day or

night. Both of us were movie hounds. We
could talk dance routines for hours with-

out getting restless or bored.

WE HAD experienced the good fun of in-

troducing one another to enthusiasms
which were new: Gene, the Californian,

had taught me to like avocados and arti-

chokes. I had initiated him into the rites of

eating oysters in a dozen different guises.

We had worked our way through a

series of arguments and had learned how
to adjust. For instance, I had always been
late for everything while Gene was as

punctual as sunrise. Finally he blew up
and we had a good healthy quarrel over
it. I became time-conscious—and improved
my character in the bargain.

We had even decided that we wanted
two children, a boy and a girl; we agreed
that even if Gene never hit the Big Time,
we could bring up two children as we
would like, giving them good educations.

We added, “Of course, if something won-
derful happens so that we can afford a big

family, that will be perfect.”

All of these developments took up the

winter of 1940, the spring, summer and
fall of 1941. Gene had volunteered and
was waiting his call at the time of Pearl

Harbor. After that, we knew he would
soon be on his way.
We were deeply in love. I would look

at him (when I thought he was unaware
of it) and would be overwhelmed at the

idea of our being separated for months,
perhaps years. Sometimes I caught him
staring at me, the same question deep in

his eyes.

My girl friends said it would be foolish

to marry; that while Gene was away I

would have to spend lonely nights, refus-
ing dates, sitting at home, wondering and
worrying and being miserable. They sug-
gested that Gene might come back from
war a totally changed man.
My parents pointed out that if we had

a child, and if Gene didn’t come back, I

would be weighted down by the responsi-
bility of bringing up a youngster alone.

Gene’s friends were saying that it was
better to wonder whether a girl friend
was stepping out, instead of breaking one’s
heart over a wife. They pointed out that
there are alluring girls everywhere in

the world and that a man shouldn’t fence
himself in.

That’s how matters stood one December
day when I was helping Gene address his

Christmas cards. Abruptly he said, “I

think we should have an understanding: if

we aren’t going to get married, there is no
reason why I shouldn’t date other girls

wherever I’m stationed. You’d be free to
choose your own company, too.”

“Well, then, why don’t we get married?”
I inquired, not exactly playing hard to
get. That, it developed, was Gene’s prerog-
ative. For about thirty minutes he listed
all the hardships I would have to endure.

1

Then we settled to a discussion of big
wedding or small; home, church, or city

hall. We settled on city hall on Decem-
ber 22, 1941.

There is something intensely sweet
about a marriage and a honeymoon which
face the hazard of parting. I’m not sure
how best to say this, but realizing that
every moment is precious, newlyweds, it

seems to me, are able to put aside the
small bickerings which often occur, to

make adjustments and think only of the
happiness they are sharing now.

I’ll remember forever the honeymoon
suite in the hotel Gene prepared for me.
He lined dresser drawers with tissue, and
he and Mother installed my. trousseau
lingerie. Final touch: Gene had bought a
mirrored box for cleaning tissues and a
smaller, matching mirrored box for bobby
pins. I can’t tell you what those frivolous
gifts meant to me; eloquent as they were of

Gene’s thoughtful and loving personality.

Gene had decorated a small Christmas
tree and set it on the coffee table. He put
roses in tall vases around the room. Mother
had baked a chicken and put it in the ice-

box along with the essentials for the first

breakfast I would prepare as a bride. Gene
had ordered a bottle of champagne to be
iced, and Eve Arden had sent us a second
bottle.

We had three wonderful months of
building a marriage together before Gene
was ordered to Fort Monmouth, New Jer-
sey, and I packed up and moved back to

my old room in the family home.
Every girl who has to leave her honey-

moon cottage, even if that home is a small
hotel suite in which she has lived only
three months, experiences such an ad-
justment as I had to make. I had grown
used to hearing Gene’s morning baritone
in the shower; used to telling him where
his burgundy sweater was; used to dis-

cussing every incident of the day with him,
and laughing far into the night.

In moving back into the family home, I

could not regain my single status. Before
I had been a single girl. Now I was a lone
woman.

I was allowed to spend a week at Fort
Monmouth when Gene had finished his

basic training. For several seconds after I

caught sight of him, I didn’t recognize him.
His hair had been G.I.-ed, he was thin as
a needle, his cheeks were gaunt.

“Darling, are you all right?” I cried and
collapsed in a soggy heap in his arms.

S
OMETIMES separations caused by mili-
tary duty are good for a young mar-

riage. They protract the courting days,
turning every meeting into an adventure
and a challenge. The experiences of wed-
ded weekends are the stuff of which
wonderful memories are made.
After three months at Monmouth, Gene

was requisitioned for “This Is the Army,”
the Irving Berlin service show, and was
transferred to Camp Upton, New York. He
had a three-hour layover in New York. I

met him at the station and we rushed to

Pat’s Steak House, where we ate lamb
chops and talked, planned, dreamed until

train time.

On such moments the service wife must
live. She must be careful not to spoil the
moments by crying or complaining or
bickering. She must put aside everything
except the delight of being with her hus-
band. She must think only of him and of
the wonder and permanence of their love.

Gene and I were luckier than most
service couples. While “This Is the Army”
was playing in the East, I was able to spend
an occasional weekend with him. When the
troupe was sent to California to make the
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picture version of “This Is the Army,” I

resigned my job and joined nine other
Army wives in a battered Pullman which
was attached to the westbound troop train.

Aha!—what a train trip. We were en
route in the winter; at night the mercury
would slip down to five and ten below
zero. And one memorable midnight when
the heat failed entirely, nine Army wives
found out that it is possible to wear every
stitch you own and still flirt with per-
manent refrigeration.

Our husbands were allowed to join us
briefly each morning, for luncheon and for
an hour in the afternoon. Whenever the
train stopped, if we had the good luck
to stop outside a town, we made a wild
dash to the grocery store to secure some
palatable food which we could prepare
and share with our men. Chow on that
train was strictly training for C rations.

I suppose some girls would have classi-
fied this experience as hardship, but most
of us loved it. The essence of marriage is

sharing, and certainly we appreciated what
a troop train meant to our men when we
finally reached Los Angeles.

While “This Is the Army” was being made,
Gene and I lived with his parents.

Through a series of lucky breaks I was
given a stock contract by Paramount.
There was a breathless quality about

those weeks—and then he was gone.
Any girl who plans to marry her service

sweetheart must face the fact that one of
the biggest jobs on earth is waiting. Mere-
ly waiting. Not knowing, but clinging to
faith. Not receiving mail, but believing that
the letters will arrive—any day.
Sometimes there seems to be an invisible

telephone wire that reaches out from hus-
band to wife when they are apart. I was
awakened abruptly one night by a light-

ning-like pain in my right ankle. I couldn’t
imagine what could have happened. Turn-
ing on the night light, I studied the throb-
bing flesh and bone.
As suddenly as the pain had struck, it

departed. One minute I was wondering
whether I could crawl to the telephone
to call a doctor, and the next there was
nothing wrong with my ankle at all.

Months later, when Gene felt he could
write without worrying me, he confided
that, in leaping over a table in his dance
number in the show, he had wrenched his
knee and his ankle, and for several days
there was some fear that he might not
walk again. He wore a cast for weeks.

This accident occurred in England at

eleven o’clock in the evening. That same
night, also at eleven o’clock, I had suf-
fered my strange seizure. There are about
eight hours difference in time between
London and Los Angeles, a fact which
makes the transference of the information
even more inexplicable.

It’s easy to write a trite, uninspiring
letter; but it requires time, patience, and
planning to write a good one. Gene and
I wrote each other via V-mail every other
day and once a week a regular air-mail
letter, giving a detailed report.

We tried to make our letters an actual
exchange. We planned the house we would
build one day, exchanged drawings until

we had perfected a floor plan. Then we
exchanged ideas about furniture until we
had plans for each room.

I reported regularly on our bank ac-
count, and I told him how I was spending
my salary. At the time Gene was buying
one war bond each month and sending me,
also, an allotment. Each month I deposited
the bond in our safe deposit box, and the
allotment in our savings account.
A worthwhile man in uniform nearly

always feels a certain amount of frustra-
tion over the fact that he isn’t getting

ahead in his chosen field; it is up to his

wife to show him mat, in some measure,
they are building a future.

In his own way Gene was contributing
to our dreams. He was investigating the
world and finding it full of wonder. His
letters, which I have saved, would infect
a statue with wanderlust. For instance:

Sweetheart: Can you believe it! Can
you imagine me, the California Norski,
sweltering in Cairo, Egypt. Someday
I’m going to bring you here.
Yesterday a group of us went through

the Muskee Bazaar. It is filled with
booths where vendors are selling every
type of native craft.

I picked up a couple of presents for
you: a bottle of Chanel No. 5 and a
bottle of Shalimar. Not the diluted per-
fume we buy at home, but the concen-
trated essence that has to be cut with
alcohol. Brrrrother, is it potent!

I could write ten more pages about
how lonesome I am for you, but I

feel that wherever I go, I’m serving
as a location-scout for us. Gosh, I

could sure earn a merit badge for dili-

gence in chasing a blonde if you were
here tonight.

With all my love, Gene.
At another time he wrote:
Honey girl: This idea of your roll-

ing out at 3: 30 in the morning in order
to go by streetcar from Santa Monica
to Paramount in Hollywood in time
for an eight o’clock call is crazy. I

love to have you living with my folks,

of course, but no man could expect
you to keep up that kind of a routine.

Better get a little apartment near
the studio. You suggested that maybe
you and June Allyson could bunk to-

gether. That sounds great. You’ve been
wonderful about telling me everything
that happens. I notice that when you
go out the party always adds up to

an odd number. Three couples, and
Miriam. Or one couple, and Miriam.
I sure don’t want you to sit at home
all the time, but I don’t want you to

have real dates, so this squad move-
ment is a good answer. I’ll make it up
to you when I get home, wait and see.

Thanks for mailing the swimming
flippers and the goggles for spear fish-

ing. They haven’t caught up with me
yet, but as long as I’m in the Mediter-
ranean area, I’ll be able to use them
whenever they arrive.

Be sure to send me exact details

about the apartment arid how it looks
when you get settled.

Your homesick husband, Gene.
I did move, first into an apartment with

June and then into an apartment with my
mother. In my letters to Gene I described
every item of furniture and drew dia-
grams. On that wonderful day when he
came home in 1945, he walked in, looked
around and said, “I’ve been here a hun-
dred times in my dreams. It’s really home.”
Mother had moved out to stay with

some friends, so we had the apartment to

ourselves for our second honeymoon.
I consider a second honeymoon, alone,

one of the most important plans for a

couple who have been separated. They
must have an opportunity to get re-
acquainted without having to think of any-
one on earth except themselves.

I suppose my beliefs can be explained
like this: a girl should marry her service

sweetheart if she has known him long
enough to have an accurate idea about
what sort of person he really is, and what
his life aims are; if she will have at least

a month of marriage before he is sent
away; if she has the character to cling to

him, forsaking all others; if she really

intends to mean her vows forever when
she says, “until death do us part.”

The End
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Are You a Good Hostess?

(Continued from page 55)

a bamboo stool at her bar—whereupon Ann
personally mixes each person’s drink,

whether it be a Martini or the equally
popular—these days—frosted glass of gin-
ger ale with lemon peel.

9. Joan Bennett is inclined to allow her
very charming husband, Walter Wanger,
to greet their guests and manage things
generally.

10. Whenever Sonja Henie gives a party
there are prizes—for games or dancing
or bridge or for the two or three guests who
receive a lucky number at the door.

11. Not long ago Joan Fontaine gave
a beautiful party. And a beautiful hostess
she was in her heavy satin gown, pink
striped and quite decollete. Most of the
evening she talked intently and listened

intently to an attractive new man.
12. When Susie and Alan Ladd give a

party, however formal, their children are
dressed in their prettiest so they may
meet the guests and enjoy the party at

least for a little while.
13. Irrespective of how large a party

may be and irrespective of whether he
is host or guest Tyrone Power is able to

call anyone he has ever met before by
name, to talk to each person of his or her
work and family; to inquire, for instance,
“How is your little Johnny getting on? He
must be in kindergarten now.”

14. Lana Turner likes to entertain eight
to twelve at a barbecue beside her pool.

It is at once very informal and very elegant,
with the guests seated at small tables
after they have been served. Anyone who is

a stranger is seated at Lana’s table. When
Lana is working she excuses herself at
ten o’clock or shortly thereafter—arrang-
ing with her mother or whomever is

assisting her to keep the party going.

15. The fiancee of a movie star invited
a woman, famous in international society,

with whom the star previously had been
in love, to lunch with her. Immediately
they were seated in one of Hollywood’s
famous restaurants, the fiancee took the
ruby links and studs and other charming
gifts, which the society woman had given
the star, from her bag and pushed them
towards her. “Take these,” she said. “He
neither needs them nor wants them.”
Whereupon she signalled the captain
'"’at they were ready to order luncheon.

16. Bette Davis has a great gift for

houses. Wherever she lives, within ten
minutes after she moves in you find

warmth and charm. However, in spite of
her love of houses, Bette rarely entertains
at home. After serving her guests cock-
tails and hors d’oeuvres she takes them on
to some gay restaurant.

17. Before Loretta Young gives a party
she rearranges her furniture, placing
chairs in little groups.

18. Maureen O’Hara, after introducing
one guest to another, will start some con-
versation before she moves on to another
group.

19. Barbara Stanwyck goes to the
greatest lengths to please her guests. If

she entertains on a Friday she determines
if any of her guests are Catholic. She makes
it a point to have her friends’ favorite
cigarettes in her cigarette boxes. She
knows who drinks Scotch, who drinks
Bourbon, who prefers tomato and clam
juice or Rhine wine and seltzer.

20. Teresa Wright keeps a range of
powder, rouge, lipstick and mascara colors
in her powder-room, also a cellophane
box of individual powder puffs.

21. When June Haver is entertaining
several people who do not know each other
well she has the hors d’oeuvres prepared

Hollywood’s young stars adore the lively new beauty Rayve
gives their hair! “My hair just sparkles with life and
light after a Rayve shampoo!” says enchanting Marilyn

Monroe. Now—see how lovely Rayve makes your hair! Its

luxurious deep-cleansing lather, its rich curl-conditioning

oils discover gleaming curls you never dreamed
you had! Get a tube or jar of Rayve today!

Rayve’s rich curl-conditioning oils
make your hair want to curl!
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pay. Everything supplied without cost.

Experience Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE I
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big, new Style Line showing scores of
latest fashions, with actual fabrics,
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You Can Learn Your Favorite

Instrument This Easy A-B-C Way
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cause you learn to play by playing real tunes by note,
right, from the start. And just think, you can learn your
favorite instrument for only a few cents a day. If inter-
ested, mail coupon for FREE Booklet and Print and
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spare time, without a private teacher.
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RINSE and TINT
With GOLDEN GLINT
• Golden Glint has been used by over
60 million women to put stars in their

hair . . . glamour in their lives ! Use
it on your hair for satiny sheen,

caressable softness, youthful lustre,

captivating color. Remember, beauty
experts agree “a shade lighter or

darker is the most satisfying,

fascinating hair coloring.” And a

beautiful shining rinse with Golden
Glint Hair Rinse after each shampoo

is the quickest way to a subtle change
of color plus film-free, gleaming,

manageable hair ! Safe, non-permanent.
1 1 exciting shades and

1 send for

l FREE

colorless Lustre Glint. Try
1 it today!

sample 104 and 254 packages everywhere

Golden Glint Co., Seattle 14, Wash. Box3366-J
Please send free sample for shade marked “X.’’

J. Black
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3. Sable Brown
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5. Not Brown
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11. Light Auburn
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ous headache. Contains no Barbi-

turates. Follow the label. Avoid

excessive use. At all drugstores.
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P
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As hundreds of thousands
of users have learned, Siroil
tends to remove psoriasis
crusts and scales on outer
layer of skin. Light applica-
tions help control recurring
lesions. Siroil doesn’t stain
clothing or bed linens.
Offered on two-weeks-satis-
faction - or - money - refunded
basis. Wri te for free booklet.
*S.D. means Skin Disorder.
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AT ALL DRUG STORES
Siroil Laboratories Inc., Dept.M-6 I, Santa Monica, Calif.

_____ Siroil of Canada, Box 488, Windsor, Ont

in the living room. While one guest spreads
crackers with different cheeses, another
guest is assigned to a chafing dish in which
chicken livers are cooked, another spreads
the wafer-thin slices of rye bread on which
the livers are served.

22.

Mona Freeman keeps a book in

which she lists her friends’ favorite dishes.

23. Dismissing the inadequacies of his

housekeeper’s table, a certain movie star
always concludes his good-byes with, “Oh
well, we had a lot of laughs.”

24. Jennifer Jones, usually shy, is a
chatterbox at her parties. However, she
spends much of her time with the wall-
flowers.—

25. The day before one of the younger
stars entertains she delights in poring over
cook books for something exciting and new
for her cook to prepare.

(If you are right on from twenty to
twenty-five questions it is indicated that
you are a wonderful hostess. If you check
with fifteen to nineteen answers you have
only to give a little more of yourself to
be one. If you come in under the fifteen
mark don't despair; the very fact that you
completed this quiz shows you want to
entertain charmingly. And really that's
all that is necessary! The answers follow.)

1. Yes. Too often in Hollywood—and
elsewhere—a dinner is ruined because
hostesses rely almost exclusively on cock-
tails to make their parties successful. If

you gather the right people together and
plan your dinner and entertainment,
you can seat your guests before dinner is

ruined with no fear that your party will

die unless kept alive with alcohol.
2. Yes. The greeting a guest receives

at the door is a small thing—but more
often than not it engenders the mood with
which a guest moves into your living room
and your party.

3. No. A party cannot go on gaily after
a hostess is carried out—if the guests
are truly friends. Besides, a champagne
glass with such potent drops invites dis-
aster; as it did one evening at this star’s

home. "Be sure to see that Miss So and So
gets this,” her secretary instructed a waiter,
placing a carefully doctored goblet of
wine on the waiter’s silver tray. However,
the waiter found it necessary to cross
the dance floor where the late Leslie
Howard was dancing with Merle Oberon,
with whom he was then very much in love.

As the waiter passed, Leslie reached for
the goblet, raised it in a toast to Merle
and, looking into her eyes, drank deeply
of the wine—whereupon it was Leslie, not
the hostess, who was carried out.

4. Yes. June, who knew little or noth-
ing about running a house or giving parties
when she married Richard Powell, has
learned—what every good chef knows:
that our taste buds are stimulated by the
color and appearance of food; that mashed
potatoes, for instance, become far more
appetizing with the barest sprinkling of

paprika or a few sprigs of parsley.

5. Yes. This is flattering to guests. It

indicates their arrival was anticipated and
planned. Besides, few of us are so lacking
in fastidiousness that we do not occasion-
ally wonder if a hurried host has given
us our own glass and, if not, if the glass

was washed properly.

6. Yes. Gene and Oleg’s guests twirl

the Susan and help themselves. This brings
a pleasant informality to the Cassini parties.

It also permits everyone to be served
vegetables and a sauce or gravy while
the meat is still hot. Deliver me from
the hostess who insists upon formal ser-
vice without a domestic staff adequate to
handle it. Gene and Oleg entertain delight-

fully because they have the wit- not to be
pretentious, - because they dramatize in- .

formality rather than formality. They
know a good casserole of rice and chicken
with curry and chutney on the side is one
hundred times better than pheasant and
wild rice with the vegetables failing to

appear until most of the guests have no
pheasant or wild rice left on their plates.

7. No. Rita is lovely, I’m devoted to her.

But, as she would admit, she does not shine
as a hostess. A good hostess is quick on
the up-take, keeps conversation going as

j

skillfully as a badminton player keeps a

bird flying back and forth.

8. Yes. Doing this, Ann starts her party
on a warm, friendly note. Also in giving
of herself she observes the first rule of any

j

good hostess. Far too many hostesses

—

and the stars are especially guilty on this

score—leave the details of their parties to

others. Their secretaries make out the
guest list, send the invitations and both
order and arrange the flowers. Their cooks
or caterers plan the menus. Too often as a
result a star is far more like a dress-
extra on a movie set than a hostess. It is

the death of entertaining when you pay
people to do things for you. A good party
reflects the personality of the hostess.

9. No. Although Walter Wanger is more
than equal to taking charge of all depart-
ments at a party the Wanger guests would
feel more welcome if Joan, a delightful
creature, would exert herself more in their

direction.

10. Yes. Sonja gives the most beautiful
parties in Hollywood—because she and her
mother spend days planning every detail.

Mrs. Henie even goes into the kitchen
to prepare a famous chocolate dessert,
the receipe of which she brought from
Norway. And Sonia, giving prizes, is smart
enough to realize that since none of us
ever completely grows up—everyone loves
a surprise present.

11. No. Joan is a darling. But she is not
a good hostess because if she wishes to sit

with a certain man, she sits with him and
lets the party go on without her. It never
would occur to Joan to leave a man in

whom she was interested to see whether
her guests had drinks or if said drinks
might not need a little added ice.

12. Yes. If children are accustomed to

having a small part in an adult party—and
the Ladd children are—they cause no con-
fusion, the guests enjoy the children as

much as the children enjoy seeing their

parents’ friends in party clothes.

13. Yes. There is nothing more flattering

than to be remembered after a casual
meeting. Whereupon, of course, a guest
feels warm and friendly—and a party be-
comes more successful. Tyrone has trained
himself to remember names and facts about
people. It is comparatively easy for him
to do this, no doubt, since he naturally
likes people and is interested in them.

14. Yes. Lana, like June Allyson, has
learned a great deal about entertaining
in the last few years. There was a time
when she would have been so absorbed
in doing whatever pleased her that any
stranger among her guests would have
been neglected. Ordinarily a hostess cannot
leave her party. But circumstances, in

time, create new customs. .And the stars,

who have to be up and about at six o’clock

in the morning when they have a nine
o’clock call, can let nothing interfere with )

their required hours of rest. Their energy
and appearance depend upon it. So Holly-
wood has come to understand and accept
a hostess who retires early, leaving some-
one to take her place.

15. No. The star himself, a gentle and
charming man, never would have done

|

such a thing. Had he felt compelled to

return the gifts, he would have sent them
to the society woman with a gracious



note. He would not have set up the pre-
tense of a friendly luncheon. The society

woman, I think, behaved magnificently.

Quietly she placed the gifts in her hand-
bag. “Thank you very much,” she told the

star’s fiancee. “I am very glad to have
them.” And adding, “And now, if you will

excuse me!!” she departed—in full posses-
sion of her dignity. Which is more than
could be said for the fiancee.

16. No, not really. Although Bette ar-

ranges her restaurant parties with thought
and charm and sees to it that there are
flowers and candles on the table and her
guests are seated in a congenial manner.
However, choosing to entertain outside

of her home, Bette instinctively saves her-

self all the thought and preparation that

a home dinner requires.

17. Yes. Furniture properly grouped
allows congenial guests to huddle and talk

with more interest than ever would be
possible if they had to talk across a room.

18. Yes. Those just meeting might begin

a dozen conversations before they came
to a common interest. Maureen saves her

guests this trial and error routine. After
all, she knows at once if they are interested

in the theatre or music, if they like to

talk about international politics or if

they’re golf enthusiasts.

19. Yes. One of the best. Barbara, you
see, is secure enough to let it be known
that she will go to any trouble to please

her guests.

20. Yes. Teresa allows for the fact that

not all of her guests use the same cos-

metic shades, that a guest may well arrive

in a powder room to find she has forgotten

powder, lipstick or rouge or that her eyes

need a little retouching. Maureen also

allows for the fact that the guest who has
forgotten her powder is likely also to have
forgotten her powder puff.

21. Yes. With June’s hors d’oeuvres
routine everyone becomes acquainted fast.

Guest participation is to any party what
audience participation is to a radio or TV
program.

22. Yes. Here again we find a hostess

really using thought and effort to please

her guests.

23. No, he is a wretched host. If a man
or woman knows the food provided is not
good or is inadequate there is no excuse
for allowing it to continue that way.

24. Yes. Jennifer disciplines her shyness
to be a true friend to her guests and to

encourage all—especially those who haven’t
relaxed—to have a good time.

25. No. Nothing makes a cook more nerv-
ous than a recipe she has never tried be-
fore and nothing, by the same token, is

more likely to make a new recipe go
wrong than a nervous cook The wise
hostess serves dishes with which she and
her cook are familiar. The End

HELP police find the fugitive

criminal named and described on

the “True Detective Mysteries”
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... is offered for information lead-

ing to the arrest of any one of
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1,000 “How-to-do-it” sketches and drawings—a com-
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We’ll Send These 3 Boxes of Greeting Cards to

vALL WHO WANT EXTRA MONEY

On approval
Barrol-of-Fun,
All-Occasion,
Parasols-Pina-
fores Notes.

MAKE MONEY showing friends, neighbors, others
exciting new Feature All -Occasion Greeting Card
Assortment PLUS laugh -packed Barrel -of- Fun
Assortment! Extra profits with brand new Parasol
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you make up to 50c. Cards for Birthdays, Get- Well,
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If you can draw, your future is secure
America’s 12 Most Famous Artists

now test your art talent!
Thousands paid $1.00

to take this amazing test.

To meet the ever-increasing demand

for artists needed for higher-paying jobs,

this talent test is now offered

FREE. Quantity limited. Write today!

^This exciting test, printed on 8 large pages

of 11" x 14" drawing paper, has over 50
illustrations. It tests you seven ways to show

your sense of design, composition, form,

observation, imagination, originality and pic-

ture sense. Yours if you act today.

FAMOUS ARTISTS COURSE
Studio 83-B, Westport, Connecticut

Send me with no obligation the Famous Artists Talent Test

Mr.
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Miss (please print
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Address
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fo Time Limit

HOSPITAL
PLAN

GOOD ANYWHERE IN U.S.

Protects You in Case of

SICKNESS & ACCIDENT

COSTS only 3c a DAY
Individual or entire family elig-

ible, birth to age 70. Policy

pays Hospital Room and Board
Benefits as long as you remain
confined. NO TIME LIMIT! (rest

homes, sanitariums. Gov. Hos-
pitals excluded). You get Cash
Benefits for 74 Surgical Opera-
tions... Lump Cash for Acci-

dental Death . . . Cash Payment
for Loss of Eyes, Hands, Feet . .

.

Special POLIO protection...

plus other valuable coverages.
No waiting period! We pay
CASH DIRECT TO YOU! Only
3c a day for adults; 1 Vic a
day for children to age 1 8.

Sold direct! No agent will call!
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HOSPITAL ROOM AND BOARD

FOR SICKNESS

£i>
’150.00

(No time limit)

HOSPITAL ROOM and
BOARD for ACCIDENT

’iso.oo
(No time limit)

74 SURGICAL OPERATIONS

*10 » *100
Policy Provides In Lieu ol

Other Benefits the Following—

ACCIDENTAL DEATH

«500 to 52000
LOSS OF EYES. HANDS,
FEET DUE TO ACCIDENT
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INFANTILE PARALYSIS

HOSPITAL UP $CAA
BILLS TO

DOCTOR BILLS UP$CAA
While In Hosp. TO 3VV
ORTHOPEDIC UPtCAA
APPLIANCES_TO

TOU CAN GET MATERNITY

FREE! MAIL COUPON
I NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY I

|

Dept. 252-MC, Wilmington, Del.

I

Please send me, without obligation, details about
your "3c A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan". I

|
Nome.... |

|
Address

|

I^Cify State

.J

Southern’s Way Is The EASY Way

-MAKE MONEY
Show enchanting new All-Occasion Greeting
Cards, styled with South’s flair for beauty.
EVERYBODY BUYS ! $1 Assortments pay
np to 60c profit. Big variety of self-sellers. No ex-
perience needed. Sensational plan starts yoa earn-
ing. WRITE NOW FOR SAMPLES on approval

!

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD CO.
216 S. PAULINE STREET. Dept. J-31, MEMPHIS 4. TENN.

STYLE A. En- STYLE B. Wed- STYLE C. Wed-
gagement Ring ding Ring with ding Band Plain
with a 1 kt. im- many simulated or Embossed,
ported simulated imported dia-
diamond. monds. _________
SIMULATED DIAMONDS IMPORTED
To make thousands of new friends we
offer you choice of any ring shown. Any
style in white or yellow gold color effect
or Sterling Silver. Just select style ring.
Send together with this ad—name, ad-
dress, ring size and 50c coin or money
order. ACT NOW! Guarantee: 10 Day
Money Back If Not Satisfied.

SIMMONS CO., 849 Church St. Annex

Depf. D-752, New York 8, N. Y.

ONLY

50£
POSTPAID
Nothing More
to Pay— Ever!

Wake Up
To More Comfort

Without Nagging Backache
Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy, head-

aches and dizziness may be due to slowdown of kidney
function. Doctors say good kidney function is very
important to good health. When some everyday con-
dition, such as stress and strain, causes this im-
portant function to slow down, many folks suffer
nagging backache—feel miserable. Minor bladder
irritations due to cold or wrong diet may cause
getting up nights or frequent passages.

Don’t neglect your kidneys if these conditions
bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It’s amaz-
ing how many times Doan’s give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!

Strictly trom Hunger

( Continued from page 56) sylvania, a town
well within the Pittsburgh smog limit. Each
warily and knowingly eyed the other for

some moments. Each one knew that this

was one show date that paid a fast five

bucks, no more, maybe less.

“What do you do?” one asked. “Hoof?
“Something like that.”

The first man smiled slightly. “Does
Astaire have to worry?”
“Not yet. But he’ll know the name on--:

day.”
“What is it?”

“Kelly. Gene Kelly. What’s yours?”
“Perry Como.”
“Thanks,” the hoofer named Kelly told

the singer named Como. “I’ll keep you in

mind if my booking agent can’t place this

fellow Crosby.”

T
HEY both laughed and then stopped
suddenly, looking around the shabby,

grease-stained dressing room.
“How do you get there?” the singer

named Como asked. “I mean, how do you
get up there, on top?”
“A plan,” Kelly replied. “You’ve got to

figure it out. Make a plan and keep to it.”

If there ever was proof in a pudding, the
life and career of the five-buck-a-date
dancer in Canonsburg, Pennsylvania, is

that. From the time he first made up his

mind to dance professionally, he knew
he wasn’t going to be content merely with
executing a niftier buck-and-wing than
the next one. A strong, positive fellow, he
had equally strong and positive ideas about
the kind of dancing he was going to do.

The night Gene started to dance in a
Cap and Gown show, the annual musical
at the University of Pittsburgh, match-
light and pocket flashlights flickered all

over the house. You could hear whispers
from the audience: “Who’s that fellow?”
“He’s sensational.”
The next morning, critics in all the Pitts-

burgh papers who usually covered Cap and
Gown in an indulgent and condescending
way, had things to say about Gene Kelly.

One, Florence Fisher Parry, who still

writes one of Pittsburgh’s most popular
columns, got to her typewriter and told

the Pitt student body to throw their aca-
demic caps in the air. “You have a great
dancing star on your campus,” she said in

effect. Everybody on the campus was pretty
impressed. Almost everybody, one should
say. Except Kelly. He was too busy plan-
ning to be a lawyer to be much impressed.
The morning after the Cap and Gown

show, he was sitting with a friend in the
outer office of the student employment
agency. Today, students can do baby-sit-
ting evenings for fifty and seventy-five
cents an hour. That year’s class was happy
to grab twenty-five cents an hour bus-
boying in a cafeteria during rush hours.
And Gene worked his way through college,

wrestling freight, stacks of dirty dishes or
two-hundred-pound packing cases—and
dancing on Saturday nights for a five-spot.

“It says here,” the friend read aloud to

Kelly from a newspaper, “that if Holly-
wood is smart, they will drop everything
they are doing out there to persuade you
to be a movie star.”

“I will not hold my breath until that
happens,” Kelly said.

“It also says,” the friend continued, “that
whatever you’re planning to do, you should
give it up and be a dancer.”

“I don’t want to be a dancer. I’m going
to college so I can be a lawyer.”
“After these reviews?” the friend asked.
“Lawyers eat,” Gene said simply. “Danc-

ers have to live on reviews—if they’re
lucky.”
By the time Gene got his B.A. degree

he’d discovered a simple truth: Sometimes,

when times are tough enough, even law-
yers don’t eat.

He also found that by being a dancer he
could always make a dollar. On rickety
stages and narrow makeshift platforms in
Legion halls, trade union halls and lodge
rooms, he developed the style of dancing
he uses today.
Then he got a job teaching dancing to

children in the Squirrel Hill Beth Sholom
Synagogue. (Gene, who speaks almost as
fine a Yiddish as Jimmy Cagney, calls it

a “shiil.” “Don’t forget the umlaut,” he
says, spelling it out.) He did so well as a
dancing teacher that he had a bright idea.

He’d be a dancer, not a lawyer, but a spe-
cial kind of dancer.
He’d build himself a nice little financial

backlog, teaching dancing. He’d study
ballet, take off summers to work with
teachers whose work he admired, and
when he was really ready, hit New York.
As always, he was a Young Man with a

Plan. Just as he’d gone after being a law-
yer, now he was going to be a dancer.
Every so often he would pack a bag and

go to Chicago. Maybe he’d study with some
great ballet teacher or maybe he’d just try
playing to a Windy City audience for a
change. He’d get a whiff of what condi-
tions were like for dancers and be grateful
for those dancing schools of his back in

Pittsburgh. (The teaching business was
going so well he had a number of schools
by then.)

One date that he played for a fast five

bucks he hasn’t forgotten yet. “All they
wanted out of me was a little dancing, a
little patter and then about twenty -five

minutes of jokes,” he says. “That’s all! It

took me well over an hour to get out there
by streetcar. When I finished the act, and
I did everything but introduce a troop of

trained dogs, they reminded me I had to

give another show before I could get the
five dollars. So I did another show. I was
getting dressed. It was two-thirty in the
morning and I was dead-tired.

“‘Hey, what about the late show?’ the
manager asked me. So I went on once more.
The next day when I found the booker
who’d got me that lovely job, I was ready
for mayhem, but he beat me to the draw.

“
‘Don’t hold out on me, Gene,’ he said.

‘Don’t forget I get fifty cents commission
out of that five.’

”

I
T WAS 1938 when Gene hit Broadway in a

Cole Porter show, “Leave It to Me.” But
it so happened there was someone named
Mary Martin in the show, too. She sang a

song about her heart belonging to Daddy,
aided and abetted by a modified strip tease

that stopped the show nightly. She got the
lion’s share of the notices, but a few dis-

cerning people around Broadway remem-
bered the name Kelly. A couple of seasons
later, he persuaded William Saroyan to

give him a chance to play Harry, the

Hoofer, in “The Time of Your Life.” The
younger theatrical set around Ralph’s res-

taurant and the Penn-Astor drugstore on
Broadway were frankly skeptical. They
admitted the guy was a great dancer, “But
now they say he’s got this bug about be-
ing an actor. Dancers can be personalities

but they can’t be actors,” they insisted.

They didn’t know Kelly. He was a hit.

And it was inevitable that he’d reach star-

dom in the musical play, “Pal Joey,” which
called for real acting as well as dancing.

Just as it was inevitable for him to be

brought to Hollywood. Signed by David O.

Selznick, he arrived on the West Coast and
then found the people who owned his con-
tract had no idea what to do with him. A
similar experience has unnerved a lot of

people, but it didn’t bother Gene. “I’m

learning a lot,” he said, during this waiting



period. “And I’m not complaining.”
Later, when M-G-M had bought his con-

tract from Selznick, he made his first pic-

ture, “For Me and My Gal.” Although he
had established his personal style by then
—a combination of authentic jazz hoofing
and pure ballet—a style that was unique,
it was dismaying to find that all Gene had
to do in the picture were a few consciously
corny song-and-dance man routines that

some eight hundred and fourteen other
dancing members of Actors Equity could
do equally well.

But was Gene concerned? He shook his

head. “Very interesting, seeing how they
make pictures,” he said. “I have a lot to

learn. Someday I may want to direct my
own dances.”
He had something in mind, even then

—

that something that was seen in “An
American in Paris” and that will be seen
in “Singin’ in the Rain.”
But like most people with a plan, Kelly

does what he wants to do, quietly, with a
minimum of hoopla. He joined the Navy
during the war, without benefit of the

press, and he leads a busy and compara-
tively quiet home life in sedate Beverly
Hills. At his home the company is highly
intellectual, the talk good, his friends

mature and interested in pretty much any-
thing and everything.
Gene is so crazy about his family—his

wife Betsy, his daughter Kerry—he talks

about “us” all the time, the way most
actors talk about themselves. He’s always
thinking in terms of Betsy-Kerry-Gene.
The only disappointment, apparently, in his

family life is that nine-year-old Kerry
doesn’t like to dance.
“She says she hates ballet,” Gene de-

clared, almost wistfully.

“Then you can’t get her to dance.”
“A funny thing,” Gene said. “That girl

has brains. She’s smart. She knows how to

get what she wants. When it’s bedtime and
I call out to her to get to bed, that’s when
she comes up to me and asks if I would
like her to dance for me.”
Kelly winked. “She thinks she’s out-

smarting the old man, of course. What she
doesn’t know is that I like a gal who uses
her head. I’ll trade a few minutes of her
bedtime for that. And, what’s more, that
way I get her to dance for me.”
You might call Kerry a young lady with

a plan. What she doesn’t know yet is that
plans are an old story to friend father.

The End
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Now curl and wave your hair right while you sham-

poo and set. You have to wash your hair anyway so

why not curl it at the same time with the fabulous

MARLENE'S HAIR WAVING SHAMPOO. Lus-

trous waves, glorious curls that stay in usually from

shampoo to shampoo.

COUNTERACTS DULL, LIFELESS HAIR

Marlene’s rich hair conditioning lather gently dis-

solves every particle of clinging dust film, whisks

away dandruff flakes, actually cleans each hair strand

separately and shines it with renewed life, gorgeous
sparkling sheen . . . leaves hair smooth and soft yet

manageable even to the ends . . . radiant in beauty

and feminine loveliness. Makes permanents last

longer! And Marlene’s doesn’t just make your hair

want to curl . . . each Marlene’s Shampoo and set

actually curls it without permanent waving.

NO CLOUDING SOAP FILM EVEN IN HARD WATER!
MAKES HAIR SOFT, MANAGEABLE, GLOWING WITH LIFE AND LUSTRE
Marlene’s Hair Waving Shampoo contains
not a trace of soap, nothing harsh, nothing
drying or dulling whatsoever. It cleans, con-
ditions and glorifies your hair and each
shampoo and set curls and waves it at the
same time. And, very important it rinses in-

stantly. In all the world there is nothing like
Marlene’s Hair Waving Shampoo. No won-
der Marlene’s is sweeping America! Get
Marlene’s, get the shampoo of your dreams
and long-lasting curls and waves at the same
time, or money back

!

MARLENE’S HAIR WAVING SHAMPOO
AT COSMETIC COUNTERS, ALL OVER THE U.S. AND CANADA

Or Send $1.20 Tax Incl. To Marlene's, Inc., 230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, III.

PSORIASIS
PSORIASIS SUFFERERS: Has everything failed to
bring even temporary relief from scales, lesions and
itching? Then write today for FREE important in-
formation. You needn’t invest one cent!

PIXACCL CO., Dept. Y, Box 7097, Cleveland, Ohio

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

L

Go as rapidly as yonr time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-
dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. sabjecta
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School, Dept. H253, Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37
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$593*
Check size and color of frame.

5x7 Ivory and Gold
8x10 Brown and Gold

Beautiful silk finish black and white
enlargements made from your favorite
snapshots, photos or negatives. Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes
and clothing for complete information
on having your enlargements beauti-
fully hand colored in oil. SEND NO
MONEY. Simply pay postman for each
enlargement and frame plus cost of
mailing. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Limit 3 to a customer. Originals re-
turned with enlargements. Offer
good in U.S.A. only.HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS

7021 Santa Monica B4vd., Dept. C-25. Hollywood 38. Calif.

HEMSTITCHER
Hemstitch on any sewing machine with this handy
attachment. Does two piece, criss cross, inlaid,

circular and hemstitching lor pleats; also tucking,

smocking and picotmg. Makes rugs, comforters,

slippers, etc. out of any material. Easy directions

included.

si
Makes button holes on your sewing machine in-

stead of by hand. Also darns stockings, sews
buttons, zippers; and can be used for quilting.

Sews in any direction-front, back or sideways.

SEND NO MONEY- Merely send your name,

address and pay postman $1.00 plus postage on

arrival. Or, send $1.00 with order, and we mail

attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Satisfaction guaranteed or $1.00 back

LELANE CO., Dept. MW-22, Box 571, Kansas City 10, Mo.
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GORGEOUS
BOXES
SENT ON
APPROVAL

Sell Cardinal Everyday Greeting Cards
and “coin” money in your spare time!

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
We send you 4 Box Assortments on ap-
proval. Just show them to friends. New
21-Card $1 Assortments are miracle sellers

—pay you up to 100% cash profit! Unique
FIoral Cards, Humorous, DeLuxe Station-
ery. Also Gift Items, many others. The
Cardinal plan pays you big profits plus an
EXTRA CASH BONUS. Plan for groups,
too. Send coupon now for samples 1

C RAFTS men!
1400 STATE AVE., Dept. K-29, Cl NCINNATI 14, OHIO •

Please send money-making plans and 4 Assortments on approval. I

xt a mri?
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CITY ZONE STATE
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Earn
$50 a week
AS A

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed!
Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of
age^—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn §5.00 to $10.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $47 4.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson; in 1 4 months she earned $ 1900. You,
too. can earn good money, make new friends. High
school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 53rd year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 22, 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name-

City

—
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Thrilling New Massage Cream

Contains PC-11. Acts Instantly to

DRY UP SKIN
BLEMISHES

From Both Oily Skin and

External Causes!
Have you tried in vain to get
rid of oily, muddy look, pim-
ples, “Hickies,” other exter-
nally caused skin blemishes?
Well, you never had PC-11
before! That’s POMPEIAN’S

name for Hexachlorophene. Wonderful discovery
of science helps dry up such skin blemishes!
PC-11 is now contained in new POMPEIAN
Massage Cream! Acts instantly to clean out dirt,
help you remove blackheads like magic! See how
it goes on face pink—rolls off muddy gray!

GENEROUS TRIAL TUBE
“10 CENTS! Send name, address
and 10 cents for 5 massages to
POMPEIAN CORP., Department
Ml, Baltimore 24, Md. Or get
Pompeian Milk Massage Cream
at your favorite drug store.

jARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Depf. 592, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

Marvelous new line of all-occasion
greeting cards. So sensational all you
have to do is show them. Box of 21
only 1.00. Over 100 other terrific
boxes including birthday, get-well,
etc. Profits to 100% plus bonus.
Write for free samples. Kit on
approval.

REGAL GREETING CARD CO
Dept. TS-20, Ferndale, MichiganD

WALL
CLEANER

Saves Costly Redecorating
'AMAZING INVENTION. Banishes old-— style housecleaningr mess and mass. Norags—no sticky “dough”—no red, swollen hands. No

y more dangerous stepladders. Literally erases dirt like
, magic from Wallpaper. Painted Walls, Ceilings. Window
Shades. Take orders from friendel Earn money / Act now 1SAMPLES FOR TRIAL SXStSltfZ'tfte

send name at once. Hurry. Postcard will do. SEND NO MONEY—
ju*t your name

.

K R I STE E CO ., Dept. 439. AKRON 8. OHIO

Civil Service Jobs!
Start high as $3,795.00 year

MEN — WOMEN. Thou-
sands of positions open.
Prepare NOW for next
Examinations. Write im-
mediately for free 32-
page book, with list of
positions and particulars
telling how to qualify.^ Veterans get preference.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
(Not Government Controlled)
Dept. E-98, Rochester 4, N. Y.

If You Want to Be Charming

(Continued from page 73) I have the opin-
ions of some of the best career counselors
in the country to back me up.
We all have our share of the world’s

work to do. And thank heaven for that. I

know a few parasites, and their misery
approaches desperation.
But there are millions of kinds of jobs,

and of this vast well of opportunity there
must be at least one which would fit every-
one of you. Why do so many young people
take the first job that comes along and get
stuck with it?

A lot of girls, I think, secretly feel that
“Any old job will do until I get married,”
and then get so acidulous and tense doing
work they hate that they lose all the
natural magnetism which attracts the op-
posite sex. Young men accept “temporary”
dull jobs, then take on such heavy re-
sponsibilities they dare not risk a change.
Others plead grim necessity, or lack of

training in the thing they would like to
do. But there are right courses, free ones,
and free vocational advice clinics, if you
really want to get out of your rut.

Weight Deductions:
A young wife writes that, concerned

over a rapidly expanding derriere, she
asked her doctor for advice. He put her
on a stringent diet, which she followed
faithfully. Now, three months later, the
unsightly hips are gone, but so, alas, are
two inches from her once perfect bust.
She also has some problems: unattractively
bony shoulders and hollows in her cheeks
which she says make her look old and ill.

“What now?” she asked the doctor.
“You American women have a phobia

about figure,” he exploded. “First you
want to get so skinny that you could just
melt away, and then you say, ‘But I don’t
want to be bony.’ Ach!”

I have no medical degrees, but I would
argue with his original advice.
Diet certainly is the answer for girls

who are just plain fat. But when a girl

with an otherwise good figure wants to
reduce one unsightly spot, then I’d think
that localized exercise would do the trick
without any unpleasant side results.

Hips too big? My girl, get down on the
floor and roll.

Tummy out of hand? Lie on the floor

and elevate your legs, first alternately
and, when your abdominal muscles can
take it, both at once, higher and higher
each day, and bring them down slowly,
counting, slowly, to ten, to twenty, to

thirty. You can take it.

Upper arms? Stand facing a wall, your
hands pointing inward, elbows bent. Push
away until your arms are straight. Feel
the stretch. Keep the tension. Repeat only
as often as you can do the exercise without
fatigue. Then rest.

Remember that striving for a good figure

is not vanity but a friendly gesture. It’s

your way of saying, “I want to be at-
tractive. I want to be nice to have around.”

Let’s Face It:

Through some perversity of nature the
adolescent years and skin problems seem
to be inseparable.

I know we’ve talked about this a lot

before, but since the anguish about pim-
ples, blackheads, acne, the whole dreary
catalog of teen-age tortures is so general
I’d like to hammer away at it again.
There are three approaches to the skin

problem: Internal, external, psychological.
Internal correctives include policing your

diet: more milk, more fruit and green
vegetables, liberal proteins—meats, fish,

chicken, cheese, eggs. And, sorry, girls,

almost no sweets or starches until this

battle is won. Also important internally
is the amount of fresh air you breathe

—

get out in the open and move around until
your whole body breathes!
Viveca Lindfors, who has the most

beautiful skin I’ve ever seen in my life

—

is up at seven every day. She swims the
cold Pacific before breakfast (every day
of the year!). She walks, at least two miles,
on the beach every day. She’s so full of
good, pure oxygen you’d think she’d inflate.

Now for number two in the list of cor-
rectives, the external:
While the right food and sufficient ex-

ercise in the open air are getting their
licks in at your innards, there are some
surface tricks that will speed the job along.
The first external essential is, of course,

cleanliness. Soap and water and friction
are the chief ingredients.
One of our readers who, bless her, is

recovering from polio in a hospital in the
East, wrote me that she had suffered agon-
ies with acne before she got sick, but that,
with the help and counsel of a friendly
nurse, she will go home with an absolutely
flawless complexion. The nurse’s secret
was a complexion brush, which she used
with a mild soap and plenty of warm water,
both morning and night.

I would suspect that the hospital’s
scientifically trained dieticians were
equally helpful to our convalescent friend.
And how about number three—the psy-

chological factor? Well, kids, the truth is

that adolescent skin eruptions are somehow
related to the teen-agers’ struggle to grow
up, to pass from the dependence of child-
hood into a stand-on-your-feet maturity.
That’s a problem that every one of us has to
live through and resolve for herself. I’m
certainly not saying it’s easy, but look
around you—somehow or other a lot of
people have managed. Good luck!
Now then, a lot of you who write me

moan, “How do I get rid of freckles?”
This is a tough one for me. I happen to

like freckles—which is fortunate, since
I have my share. There’s something young,
healthy and outdoorsy about freckles, I

think, which is peculiarly American.
Doris Day has so many and such de-

termined freckles that even heavy screen
make-up couldn’t hide them. So did
Warner Brothers fire her? On the contrary.
“The freckles are charming,” they said.

“Skip the make-up. Let them show.”

Welcome Strangers:
A letter before me is from a young

matron who recently moved with her
husband to a new city. “We knew making
friends would be difficult and that largely

it would be up to us,” she writes.

They didn’t wait for invitations, but
broke the ice themselves by inviting their

new acquaintances—business associates and
neighbors—to their heme.
“Nobody declined our invitations,” the

perplexed young woman says. “They not

only came, but they stayed late and seemed
to have fun. But not once did we hear
another word socially from any of them."
This kind of rudeness is common practice,

I’m afraid. People are busy. They’ll get

around to returning the hospitality one
day, but in the meantime how are the

newcomers to know that they are accepted?
It isn’t necessary to plan a dinner party

right away to prove to a stranger in your
midst that he’s welcome. A little note or

just a friendly “thank you” phone call

would be almost as effective.

We want to be charming, it says here

—

but do we? Sometimes, I think, we hus-

tling, bustling Americans find charm elu-

sive because we don’t take time for

common courtesy. The End



What Should I Do?

(Continued from page 4)

what would you do if the child tcere han-
dicapped? Could you face a lifetime of
selfless care and enormous expense?

Be wise enough to go through a legiti-

mate agency to get your baby, and be
woman enough to wait your turn. Let
your friend solve her immediate personal
problem by going to one of those agencies

for aid and care. Both ivill be supplied
in kindness and with understanding.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My mother and father died when I was

four. Since then I have lived with my aunt
and uncle, who are very strict.

Two nights ago I attended the Junior
Prom. My aunt made me wear an old

dress of hers. She said she had worn it

only once about twelve years ago and that
it was right back in style. It was made
of navy blue lace over a watered bur-
gundy taffeta slip. It had a wide boat
neck and long sleeves which came to a

point over the hand. The skirt was pulled
up at one side, and fastened with three
old red velvet roses.

Miss Colbert, I just looked awful. All

the other girls wore nylon net or tulle, or

just yards and yards of taffeta.

Even so, the boy I went with was nice
and said my hair looked pretty. He asked
me for another date for next week and
when we got home, he kissed me good-
night just as if I had looked like Cinder-
ella. But my aunt peeked out the win-
dow, and saw it, and she popped her cork
when I came in the house. She says I

can’t go out after dark for a month and
that I can’t have any telephone calls either.

Sybil H.

I gather that your uncle and aunt have
had no children, and that you were im-
posed upon them as a duty. I imagine
that they love you dearly, even though
they are incapable of being as under-
standing as you would wish. It may be
your aunt knows as well as you do that the
garment was not suitable, but she was un-
able to provide anything better.

Your letter indicates that you are
bright and intelligent and have a feeling
for fashion. Why don’t you learn to

setv? Then that skill, coupled with the
money you could earn by baby-sitting,
would provide you with a nice wardrobe.

4s for the month’s restriction of privi-

leges, I agree with you that this seems a
bit harsh. However, why don’t you tell

your beau the story when you see him at

school and ask for a rain-check on your
date? I’m sure that he will stand by you,
because our contemporaries understand
what our elders cannot.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which seems
fo have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care
of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your
problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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NOW—BE YOUR OWN BOSS!
There’s a big opportunity for you to make from $10 to
$50 a week—and it costs you nothing but your spare
time! Take subscriptions for all magazines for your
friends and neighbors. (For U. S.A. sales only.) For full
particulars write: Subscription Secretary Division

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS. Inc.
Dept. WG-2, Bartholomew Bldg.

205 E. 42nd St. New York 17. N. Y.

She Got *400°-°

for a Half Dollar
Umill pay CASH for]

|
POST YOURSELF1 It pays!,

1 1
paid $400.00 to Mrs. Dowtyf

I ofTexas, forone Half Dollar;

'

^J.D.Martin ofVirginia $200.00,
"for a single 1

Manning
one Silver Doll

received $740.00 for a few old coins. I will pay big prices
for all kinds of old coins, medal9, bills and stamps.

I WILL PAY S10CL00 FOR A DIME!
;
-,,v

1894 S. Mint j $60.00 for 1913 Liberty Head Nickel (not Buffalo) W
and hundreds of other amazing prices for coins. Send 4c for f

Large Illustrated Coin Folder ana further particulars. It may
mean much profit to you. Write today to A-

B. MAX MEHL, 3S7 Mehl Bldg., FORT WORTH, TEXAS
(Largest Rare Coin Establishment in U. S.)

I'm a mother of yo^ng ones,

The"cowboy and gun"ones,

"Too tired to sleep"? Yes -sir-ree"

SHuT-EYE Saved the day,

I sleep soundly, and say,

Im as calm as old "MotherMachree?

Submitted by
MtS.WALTER KOTUIA ©rffgl
Chicago. 111. k J

GET SOME

shuteye
$1

NO PRESCRIPTION NEEDED

YOU’U SLEEP BETTER TONIGHT
-OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

CONTAINS NO NARCOTICS OR BARBITURATES
DEPT. #T. HARRISON PRODUCTS. Inc., SAN FRANCISCO 5

Follow the label—
AVOID EXCESSIVE USE

Send
For

|

Samples
Sell famous W&S Greeting Cards. No experi-
ence needed. 21-Card $1 Assortment for all events pays up to
60c. EXCLUSIVE Gift Wraps, over 100 others. Cash bonus;
group earning plan. Write now for samples on approval.

WETMORE & S U G DEN, INC., Dept. B-9
749 MONROE AVENUE. ROCHESTER 2. NEW YORK

'Eabcin
EASES SNEEZES.

AND OTHER COLD MISERY
When you take cold—take TABCIN
quick! Tabcin is the modern
cold formula of time-tested in-

gredients to relieve the headache,
the feverish feeling and aches
and pains of a cold. Tabcin also

contains antihistamine to check
sneezes and sniffles.TABClN offers

more complete cold relief 1

Miles laboratories, Inc., Elkhart, Ind.

ALL DRUG STORES in the BRIGHT RED package

Borrow $50 to
$600

BY MAIL
Confidential Loan Service
Need money? No matter where you live . .

.

you can borrow BY MAIL, $60.00 to $600. 00
this easy, quick, confidential way. No en-
dorsers needed. Employed men and women
of good character eligible. Solve your money
problems quickly and in complete privacy with
a loan made by mail. Employer, relatives and
friends will not know you’re applying for a loan.
Convenient monthly payments. Rush coupon-
giving occupation — for Application Blank sent
FREE in plain envelope. There's no obligation.

STATE FINANCE CO.. 323 Securities Bldg.
Dept. G-120, OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA

("state FINANCE CO., Dept. G-120,
I 323 Securities Bldg.. Omaha 2, Nebraska
- Please rush FREE Application Blank.

J
NAME

|
ADDRESS

|
CITY STATE

|
Occupation Age

^Amount you want to borrow $

No Endorsers
REPAY
ON EASY
TERMS

Quick! Easy!
PRIVATE
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Callouses?

VUI I Id • Bunions?

No waiting ! Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s Zino-pads
relieve pain in a jiffy . .

.
prevent corns, sore toes, cal-

louses, blisters . . . ease new or tight shoes . . .

remove corns, callouses one of the fastest ways
known to medical science. Now, more than ever,
it pays to insist on Dr. Scholl’s! Try them!

ANALYZE HANDWRITING
cinating uncrowded profession-business, full
or spare time. FREE illustrated lesson
Year Book shows how men and women
home, business and professions analyze
handwriting to understand people, MAKE
MONEY. FREE lesson and information
about unusual opportunities if over 21.

I. G. A. S., Inc.
721 Wilhoit Bldg. Springfield, Mo.

NOSES RESHAPED
FACE LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, out-
standing ears, lips, baggy
eyelids, breasts, scars, tat-
toos—corrected by plastic
surgery. Men & women.
Consultation and Booklet
MC Free.

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 Fifth Ave., Suite 63, N. Y. C. LE. 2-1596

SHOW AMAZING VALUE
Deluxe Greeting Cards

— Sell for less than St each

Friends quickly buy low cost box as-
sortments. Big profits. Bonus. No ex-
perience needed. Bequest FREE TRIAL
outfit of Feature All-Occasion Assort-
ments on approval, FREE samples
exclusive Name Imprinted Stationery,
Napkins and Surprise Offer.

NEW ENGLAND ART PUBLISHERS
North Abington 636-K, Mass.

BOOKLET TELLS HOW TO

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Practical nurses earn to $75
a week. Thousands needed
for MD offices, hospitals, san-
itariums. Our course written

by doctors, tested in clinic. Earn as you
train. Outfit sent. Terms. Write for free
booklet!

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave., Chicago 26 DeptNI-2

Name Age
City .State

Amazing New Creme Shampoo

RE-COLORS HAIR
IN 17 MINUTES
Now change streaked, gray, gray-
ing or drab hair to a new lus-
trous youthful-looking color, try
Tintz Creme Shampoo-Tint today.
It's a new hair coloring that , re-
colors hair at home as it shampoos
Takes only 17 minutes. No waiting
for results. It’s easy to use — no
messy mixing. Won’t wash or rub out
Get your choice of color today: Lt.
Ash Blond. Golden Blond, Blond. Lt.
Warm Brown, Lt. Auburn, Auburn. Med.
Warm Brown, Dk. Warm Brown, Dk. Brown,
Lt. Brown, Med. Brown, Black. Jet Black.

f Deposit with postm
on delivery $1.50 plus tax and post-

age on MONEY BACK Guarantee of satisfaction. (Enclose
$1.80 incl. tax Tintz pays postage.) Mail order today to

TINTZ CO., Dept. 67 9B, 230 N. Michigan, Chicago 1, III.

The Life and Loves of Ava Gardner

(Continued from page 41) called Bappie
by the family, was experiencing the same
type of love for a nice young man named
Larry Tarr. Quite by accident, Larry
Tarr would later be responsible for her
becoming a Hollywood star, but nobody
dreamed such a fantastic thing then, when
Ava was born, and Bappie was already
Mrs. Tarr.
By the time Ava started toddling, Elsie

May was wed, and when she was three,
Inez, too, became a bride. But this was
different. Ava was old enough to be
jealous of Inez.

What might have happened if her new-
est brother-in-law hadn’t been so under-
standing of a little girl’s emotions? Would
it have been better for her if there, in her
babyhood, one man had disillusioned her?
Would it have kept her heart from being
so buffeted later, her idealism from being
so flagrant, her romantic hopes so high?

Inez’s husband did understand her,

though. He took her, all by her small
blonde self, for a ride in his Ford. Today.
Ava Gardner drives the biggest, most
powerful cars on the road, but nothing will

ever thrill her like that first ride of hers
in an old model “T” flivver. It hadn’t been
new for ten years. It couldn’t possibly
have worked itself up over a boiling fifty

per. But to be alone in such a wonderful
vehicle, with her brand new brother-in-
law! This was bliss, and such male
thoughtfulness set up a new idol in her
worshipping heart.

However, she went really wild when
Myra, who was a mere seven years her
senior, married before Ava was so much
as in her teens. She and Myra had always
quarreled like crazy, mostly over which
one of them was due to wash the nightly
dinner dishes, which one due to wipe. But
to have Myra being a Mrs.!
The horror that just possibly she, Ava,

the spoiled baby, might be an old maid
swept over her. Molly had often told her
that boys didn’t really like girls who were
tomboyish—and heaven knows, she was
all of that. Ava swore to herself that she
would marry the very first second she met
the right man. Of course, the man would
be rich, handsome, and she would have a

perfectly huge family—nine children at

least—and she and her dreamy husband
would live happily forever and ever.

Trudging back and forth to school, three
miles each way, barefooted through the
dust of Grabtown, small Ava Gardner
dreamed this dream. And today in Holly-
wood Mrs. Frank Sinatra, the sensational

star of “Showboat” and “Pandora and the
Flying Dutchman” and the town’s acknowl-
edged number one glamour girl, hasn’t

changed the dream one bit.

It is fairly symbolic that the color of her
j

hair changed to its present darkness just
|

before she was twelve. Because that is
|

when the first dark shadow of “different-
|

ness” fell over her heretofore sunny life.

That was when she moved from Smith-
town to Newport News, Va., which then *

seemed to her a greater metropolis than
New York or London or Paris now s£em. 1

That was when she first said her name
was Avah Gahdnuh, that she was from
No’th Cah’lina, and her daddy was a fah-
mah, and heard a schoolroom rock with
laughter at her accent. That was when she
first discovered how very poor she was,
with one pair of shoes a year, with her
dresses that Molly made for her, and her
carefully hoarded pennies for Sunday
School.

S
HE had been all drama and dream until

that. She swung through a cycle
of moods—one day the tomboy, playing
sandlot baseball on an otherwise all-boy
team, the next day a wildly feminine
creature, making elaborate dresses for her
large family of dolls. She would spend
weeks being the eager-eyed student,
studying like mad for the adoration of
her teacher, and then she’d change, play
hookey, steal watermelons from the fields, i

and run away from home to stay with
Negro families, who adored her.

She knew that playing hookey was for-

bidden. So, too, were climbing trees and
tearing her clothes. Yet, when she wanted
to do any of these things, she calmly did
them, then marched bravely home for

the licking she knew Mamma would ad-
minister. Mamma always did, too, only
later to hold out her arms so that Ava
could crawl into her lap for comfort.
And you don’t have to be a master

psychologist, certainly, to have this attitude
remind you of Ava striding into the Sham-
rock Hotel in Dallas, Texas, two years
ago when Frankie was singing there

—

and thus blowing open the Sinatra-Gard-
ner triangle. Child or adult, when she’s

danced, she has also been ready to pay
the piper.

Maybe this type of realistic courage
came from the admiring friendship that 1

she and her mother established for

each other right from the start. They were
forever putting up proud pretenses for one
another. Mamma, for instance, never
pointed out how painfully extravagant it

was to make Ava two birthday cakes, one
chocolate, one cocoanut, every birthday
because, for one thing, it came so close

to Christmas, and also because her spoiled

baby never could make up her mind which
of the two flavors was her favorite.

Ghe was only two when she and Mamma

Listen to

HOLLYWOOD LOVE STORY

A complete romantic drama

presented on each program. Cal

York, famed PHOTOPLAY
Magazine reporter, digs into

Hollywood’s love life for these

heart-palpitating stories. Also

latest Hollywood news.

Every Saturday

morning, 11 :30 A.M.

EST, NBC
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left the wooden frame house where they
had all been born and went to live at a
teacher’s dormitory in Smithfield. A bad
tobacco crop made that trip necessary.

It meant two less mouths for Daddy to

feed. It meant some little cash for Mamma,
and Ava, the baby, was too young to be
left behind. They still were within walk-
ing distance of the farm, however, so
they weren’t really cut off from the rest

of the family.

Sundays, after the Baptist services, Jonas
and Molly always spent together, usually
joined by Bappie and Larry, by Elsie

May and her husband, by Inez and hers.

That’s when A1 began figuring promi-
nently in Ava’s life.

A1 was actually Elsie May’s son, and
therefore Ava’s nephew, even if he was a

whole year older than she. From the mo-
ment she was conscious of anything, she
was aware of how wonderful it would be
if this older male would call her “Auntie.”
So she began learning about the stubborn-
ness of men from him: A1 never did call

her anything but Ava.
The schoolteachers in the dormitory,

for whom Mamma kept house and cooked,
gave her her first lessons. Then came
Grabtown school, then Smithtown, and
High, and then, oh roseate moment, her
first great love. He was grades beyond her.

He was years older. Well, two anyhow, but
you know how vast that is at fourteen. So
she wrote him love letters. Sonnets. Poems.
And more love letters. Which she never
mailed.
His name was Luther Davis. In fact, it

still is, and he still lives in Smithtown,
and the last time Ava was home she
called on him and his wife. All her Smith-
town friends are still her pals, and nothing
in the world—except Frankie—makes her
so happy as going down there and seeing
them and all her kinfolk again.

Once Luther’s sister found some of Ava’s
letters and threatened to expose her. This
scared Ava so, coming on top of the New-
port News shock of discovering her own
differentness, that she didn’t dare fall in

love again for some time. Nearly a year

—

and this time with a football captain.

D
ADDY hadn’t liked Newport News.
Neither did Mamma. They returned

to Smithtown and the bad crops.

All through High, Mamma kept telling

Ava she’d better figure out what kind of

work she wanted to do. Ava had no idea.

There was a boy who played on the
basketball team who interested her much
more. Her oldest brother said he’d finance
her for one year in college, if she really

wanted to go. She said she guessed so.

She kept her mind on the boy who
i played basketball, though how she could
think of the game at all when it had con-
tributed to one of her most humiliating
moments, she didn’t know. That was when
she’d been on the girl’s basketball team
in High. She was only a sub, and the
Gardner poverty prevented her having the
team costume, like the other girls. But
somehow, one night, they put her in to

play, wearing a little skirt and shirtwaist
Mamma had made for her. As she ran, she
felt the waist leaving the skirt, heard, as
she hurled toward a basket, groans and
laughter instead of applause. But she made
the basket anyhow, and stopped and dis-

covered she’d made it for the other side.

Bappie and Larry, meanwhile, moved to
New York City. Near Broadway, no less,

where Larry was being a theatrical pho-
tographer. To the Gardners it sounded
impossibly luxurious. And when she was
only fourteen, Bappie invited Ava up
no’th to see them. It was all too glittering
for Ava to believe it, but when Bappie
said that she, the baby, might take up

li modeling, that was really a joke. Besides,

Ava knew she didn’t want to be a model
or an actress. She wanted to be a wife.

But after that trip she came home and
did seriously think about becoming a
stenographer after she studied a little bit

at Atlantic Christian College.
And Atlantic Christian, for the single

year she went there, dutifully studying
pothooks and typing and all dull business
things, wasn’t half as bad as she expected.
For she went to dances with boys from
Duke and Chapel Hill, and there was one
special fellow about whom she doesn’t re-
member anything except that he was
special to her then and that his name was
Bunny Fleming.
She even wonders now if it was he who

took her out the time that they were both
so shy that driving along the road they
could only read signs to one another. Be-
cause of her shyness she had a lot of one-
shot dates. They’d look at her and
decide she must be sultry. They’d take
her out and find out she couldn’t say a
word. So she got dropped and when “The
Pine Knot,” the college annual, came out
that year, she ran fourth best among “the
Freshman Class prettiest girls.”

Her father became very ill. Mamma was
working too hard, trying to keep a home
together. Ava felt she had no right taking
her brother’s money to go to college. She
quit, went back to Smithtown, meaning to
get a job, any sort of job. Till marriage, of
course. But then the impossible happened.
Bappie wired that Ava was to come to
New York at once, that there was a chance
to get her into the movies, that Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer had her picture and
wanted to see her (see page 37).

WHEN Ava came to New York she was
dizzy with excitement. With her youth,

her beauty, her figure, she turned heads
everywhere she went. But she was too
busy looking about her to notice. She
loved to walk anywhere and everywhere
in New York. She went window shopping,
admiring the lovely clothes she saw, yet
not envious because she couldn’t have
them. In the evenings, with Bappie and
Larry, she went to the movies and one
night, in a restaurant called Hickory
House, she had a real thrill. She saw a
movie star there, Henry Fonda, and she
finally got up courage to go over and ask
him to autograph her menu, which he did
with such charm that she couldn’t sleep for
thinking of it all night long.

It was ten days before they heard from
Metro. During that time, Ava saw an ad
for a band vocalist. She and Bappie prac-
ticed on “Amapola” for days, then she
tried out. They let her finish one chorus
and that was that. Which was just as well
for next day a call came from Metro.
Mamma made her a special dress for this

glorious occasion. It was green velvet and
it dropped off the shoulders. She went in to
take the test, saying a prayer of thank-
fulness for Mamma, and by the way of
forgetting her fear, remembering such
wonderful things about Mamma as the
Christmas day when she’d been thirteen
and Mamma had given her her first lip-

stick. It was her only present from her
parents, all they could afford, but she
adored it so much that she went along
with the gag and pretended she really
thought it came from Santa Claus.
They were doing a test of Hazel Scott

and Vaughn Monroe that same day and
Ava was nearly overcome by contact with
such celebrity, thankful that she didn’t
have to say a word. All she had to do
was to sit full face, looking into the camera,
turn her head for both profiles, get up
and smile and walk around. She didn’t
know then that Marvin Schenck, hearing
her talk, knew that she was done for if

she so much as opened her mouth in that
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stains and nail holes. Window may be left open, closed or
locked. Shelf is flanged to slip between window and sill.

Edges raised so articles can’t slide off. Finished in beauti-
ful white enamel of strong, rigid steel. 23" long by 6" wide.
JUST CLIP THIS AD AND MAIL with name, address and
how many shelves you want. Save costly C^O.D. fee by send-
ing price of this offer plus two dimes for one, three dimes
for 2 or more shelves. We’ll then prepay postage to your
door on 10-day money back guarantee. Immediate delivery.
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[you $25.00. Be different! Sell the unusual!
Cute Salt Shakers, musical toys, novel dolls.

Secret Pal cards. Eastern Star, Catholic boxes.
Kiddy books and records, $1 Gifts. Largest line
Everyday Greeting Cards assures top sales. Send
'today for FREE Note Samples and Cards on approval

.
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...Train At Home For

A WELL PAID CAREER

PRACTICAL NURSING

I

Help fill the argent need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If you are between 18 and 65, it's easy to 1

train at home in yoar spare time to take your place in this respect-

I

ed calling. Many earn while learning. High school is not needed.
Nurse's equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts.

,
Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc.,

I 2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-61, Chicago 14, III.
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Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liqgett and Walgreen Druo
Stores and other leading druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 5804, Detroit 27, Mich.
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FEMININE HYGIENE
Protection

Quickly cleanses sources of offensive

odors and germ breeding mucus,

sanitizing such germs on contact. Pro-

motes healing of irritated membranes.

Mu-col is an instantly soluble,

low cost powder prescribed by

many Doctors. Proved by 47years

experience to be efficient for

Care-Free Feminine Daintiness.

The MU-COL Co. Dept. PH2, Buffalo 3, N.Y.

. . . Write for Free Liberal Trial Supply . .

.

I
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.

JOLLY TIME
/i - - til BIST ^ Home Popping

POP CORN
NEW TINYTONE RADIO!

Really works. NEW PRESET CRYSTAL elim-
inates TUBES. BATTERIES OR ELEC-
TRIC" PLUG-INS" FOREVER! Beautiful
Red plastic case. GUARANTEED TO
WORK on local stations—use most any-
where.SEND ONLY$1.00(bilI.ck..mo.)and
pay postman $3.99 COD. or send $4.99 for

P.P.delivery.COMPLETE WITH EXTRA
LONG DISTANCE AERIAL KIT AND
PHONE. LIMITED SUPPLY. ORDER

NOW- Midway Co., Dept. BFW-2, Kearney. Nebr.

EARN EXTRA MONEY AW!

Show Gifts!

Friends buy on sight! Smart Exclusive Gold-
Stamped Playing Cards, Napkins, $1 Name-Im-
printed Stationery, others. Just show FREE
Samples—pocket big profits! Also 100% profit on
newest All-Occasion Greeting Cards. Make $50

on 100 Boxes! Full line. Noexperience needed. Get
Assortments on approval. Imprint Samples Free.

HERALD GREETINGS, 1702 PayneAv., Dept G-15, Cleveland 14, Ohio

EARN EXTRAMONEY
MAKE THIS EXTRA MONEY EASILY! Write

-

today for FREE SAMPLES of gay Party Nap-j
Kins you can sell to everyone, PLUS unusual.
Everyday Greeting Cards (50 assortments.!
For every occasion) good all-year 'round,

(

also Gift Item»» Gift Wraps, Stationery, etc.
Get Card Assortment on APPROVAL—FREE I

NAPKIN SAMPLES!

CHAS. C. SCHWER CO., 29B Bm St, Westfield, Mass.

50f°r $ l
name Imprintad

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A tew drops of OTJTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGTtO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

test and let Hollywood hear that magnolia
and honey accent.
Smartly, the young Mr. Schenck let her

beauty do its work for her. And that was
how, with Bappie as chaperone, she got
to Hollywood on a hot July day less than
two weeks later. She was eighteen, beauti-
ful, shy, innocent, dreaming, and the very
first day she was in movietown she met
the biggest box-office star of them all:

Mickey Rooney.
Ava says now of Mickey, “He was a

little boy, and I was a little girl. We were
immature in entirely different ways.
Mickey had always been around show
business from the day he was born, vir-
tually in his mother’s dressing room in a
burlesque theatre. I’d never known an
actor, never seen a live show, never faced
a footlight.”

Mickey began a courtship the like of
which hasn’t been seen in Hollywood since.

He phoned Ava eight and ten times a day.
He sent her flowers—a hundred roses at a
time, a dozen orchids. He took her to

night clubs where the checks ran into
hundreds of dollars. He bought her din-
ners that cost twenty-five and thirty
dollars. He made her laugh at his never-
ending jokes. He made her marvel at his
acting ability. She still says, “I don’t know
anybody on earth who has as much talent
as Mickey. If it were channeled, I think
he would be a genius.”

H
E overwhelmed her, of course, as he
overwhelmed all Hollywood at that

time. As he overwhelmed the whole amuse-
ment world, as a matter of fact. They were
married on the 10th of the following
January and before the next January they
were divorced.

“I kept on months after it was over,”
Ava says, and then clams up. Nobody
has ever heard her say a word against
Mickey yet. But her friends say plenty.
They tell how Mick, knowing nothing of
domesticity, would disappear for a night,
a week, two weeks, and never phone his
bride. They tell how he took Ava gambling
and before her lovely eyes which, previous
to Hollywood, had never seen $100 all in
a single bill, he’d drop $500 or $1,000—or,

more rarely, win similar sums.
In acting parlance, Mickey was “on”

all the time, meaning that he was con-
tinually absorbing the spotlight. Ava
laughed with delight at this—at first. But
night after night, in clubs, at parties, in

private households, it grew bewildering.
Because, you see, she had no part of it.

She was not a partner. She was, too
rarely, his wife, his helper. She was just
audience, as anyone else was audience, to
Mickey.

Yet, when she had gained her freedom,
she proved how deeply he had hurt her.
For she did all the things he had com-
plained about. Mickey had taunted her with
being a country girl, a hick, a kid who
didn’t know about night life.

She went in for it with a vengeance. She
had a tiny contract at M-G-M but she gave
it no mind, and equally, M-G-M gave her
no mind either.

Her days were full of phone calls from
every wolf in the West—and her evenings
were always spent in night clubs. She
laughed and she flirted and she danced,
and then one day in 1944 when her guar-
dian angel’s head was turned away, she
met Artie Shaw.
She shakes her head now, with chagrin,

as she confesses that she fell for the oldest
line in the world. Artie told her, and she
believed him, that “she was the only
woman he had ever loved.” She knew about
Lana Turner, a Mrs. Shaw before her time.
She knew vaguely about some other Mrs.
Shaw—but it wasn’t until she, too, bore
that name that she knew she was the
fifth.

Not that she cared, those first few
months, because she was again so much in

love. And he was so highbrow. So wonder-
fully, beautifully, intellectually superior to

her. She could look up to him, as Molly,
her mother, had looked up to Jonas, as she,

small Ava of Grabtown, had looked up
to her imaginary dream man.

Artie might earn his living playing hot
music on smooth records, but there was
none of that at home. At home there were
discussions of politics, literature,* eco-
nomics, philosophy, psychiatry.
A tremendous best-selling book came

out at that time. “Forever Amber” by
Kathleen Winsor. Ava brought it home
one night. Artie’s scorn was so dynamic
that he took the book from under her arm,
hurled it out of the door, out of their
lives forever. He explained in exact words
what he thought of anyone who would
read such a story. The words were even
more scathing than the words he used
usually to her about her lack of know-
ledge on the subject of world affairs,

mental processes, and how, economically,
depending upon international factors, two
and two could equal six or three.

Ava cried at being such a fool, so piti-

fully ignorant, never dreaming that fate

would give her a last laugh when Artie
married the author of “Forever Amber”
(and divorced her, too).

VA had weighed 126 when she married
Artie. She went down to 106. Yet

something good came out of it because
she also entered U. C. L. A. and took
courses in politics, literature and eco-
nomics. And in 1946 she secured her
second divorce.

The wolves howled around her house
once more, but she discovered she had
changed. She didn’t want flattery now, nor
quick excitement, nor night clubs mixed
with alcohol. She still wanted love, first

and foremost, but if love was not for her,

she did have a second choice: a career.

She still had her M-G-M contract, even
though under it she had made only two
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small pictures. She began to think about
the possibility of serious acting. She played
with the idea of having a home of her

• own. With her first marriage, she had
moved into Mickey’s completely furnished
apartment. With her second, she had
moved into Artie’s house, where he had
lived in previous matrimonial engagements.
She was borrowed at that moment for

an independent picture, “Whistle Stop,”
and to her shocked surprise she got good
notices for her work on it. Then she got
her chance at “One Touch of Venus” and
she met Howard Duff.

Ava always said, during that time, to

interviewers and other questioners, that
they “weren’t serious” but the truth is that
Howard always was.
He was like a balance between her

romantic dreams. He had charm and
looks but he had neither the flamboyance
ot Mickey nor the pretensions of Artie.

It was a pretty steady dating while it

lasted—and perhaps if Ava hadn’t been
sent to New York on a personal appearance
tour just as “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes”
opened and hadn’t just happened to go to

that opening with a party that included
Frank Sinatra, the ending of this story
might be very different.

And if she hadn’t made “The Killers,” she
and Hollywood might never have known
what a great performer she could be.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, about the only

studio that is sentimental about its stars,—
tried to protect her in every way from
he storm of publicity that broke over her
meetings with Frankie. She was, of course,

the ideal to play “Pandora” and yet part
of her being cast in this magnificently
beautiful picture was based on the fact

that it was to be made in Spain. Nobody
said so, in so many words, but the reason-
ing obviously was that if she could be
separated from Frankie, if perhaps she
met someone else attractive. . . .

She did meet someone else very at-
tractive, Mario Cabre. And she fell in

love—with Spain. There, on the shores -of

the Mediterranean, she saw such beauty
as she never knew existed, saw a simplicity
of life for which she yearned—and saw that
love was love in every part of the world,
ever the same, ever growing, everlasting

—

and the only thing that really mattered.
She could have defended herself against

some of the attacks that were made against
her because of Nancy Sinatra. Or she
could have been a polite social hypocrite
and hidden her love for Frank. But she did
neithei

.

She did much better. She faced up to the
fact that if Frank could never be free,

if he should even return to his family, he
had brought the inner meaning of love to

her, love that was constructive, love that
gave without seeking, gave freely. Or,
in other words, she grew up.
And now read the exclusive story of

Ava’s and Frank’s wedding:
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NEW NAME FOR HAPPINESS
Exclusive! Ava talks about the

Gardner -Sinatra honeymoon

and their plans for the future

BY JILL WARREN

jlt^S. SINATRA? Oh—oh, yes, please send
1*1 it up.” Ava Gardner put the phone

down and laughed, “You know, I’m not
used to my new name yet and every time
I hear it, it takes me a second to click.”

Glowing with excitement and happiness,
Ava popped down into a chair and said,

“I don’t know whether I’m coming or going
—the phone hasn’t stopped ringing, the
bell hasn’t stopped buzzing, I’ve been
packing all afternoon, and this place is a
mad-house. But it’s all so thrilling and
wonderful! And Mrs Frank Sinatra is the
happiest girl in the world!”
The scene was the Sinatras’ up-in-the-

sky honeymoon suite at the Hampshire
House on Manhattan’s Central Park South.
Frank was twenty blocks away rehears-
ing his television show for that night, the
last program to be done in New York.
Luggage was piled on the floor. Con-

gratulatory telegrams and notes and clothes
and shoes, ready for last minute packing,
were everywhere. Catching a glimpse of
herself in the mirror, Ava groaned, “Look
at me—I’m a sight!” Her hair was in
pin curls, covered with a net—she had
on a quilted, navy blue short house-
coat, not a scrap of make-up—she was
barefoot . . . and on her this combination
spelled pure glamour.
She talked about her wedding of a few

days before. The ceremony, originally to
have been held at the Philadelphia home
of Mr. and Mrs. I. D. Levy, long-time
friends of Frank’s was, because of a last

minute change of plans, at Lester Sacks’
house, in the West Germantown section
of Philadelphia. Lester’s brother Emanuel

AVA AND FRANK, in the excitement,

went to Miami without her trousseau!

“Manny” Sacks, is one of Sinatra’s oldest
and closest friends. Ava, Frank, Manny,
and Mr. and Mrs. Axel Stordahl (he’s
Frank’s conductor and she’s June Hutton,
the singer) drove down from New York
together.

It was a small affair—the only guests
were Frank’s mother and father; Ava’s
sister, Beatrice; Mr. and Mrs. Levy; Ben
Barton, Frank’s partner in his music firm;
and Dick Jones, a musical arranger friend
of Sinatra’s, who played the wedding
march on the piano.
• “I was so nervous and excited,” said
Ava. “When Manny and I started down the
stairs—he was giving me away—he slipped
and we slid about three stairs before we
regained our footing. I had a quick vision
of the bride in a heap at the foot of the
stairs. But we did make it down the rest
of the way and as soon as I saw Frank
standing there, I wasn’t nervous any more.
He looked wonderful in his blue suit and
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gray tie—and so composed. But he told me
later he had the biggest lump in his throat.

And all of a sudden I was in front of Judge
Sloane. June was my matron-of-honor
and Axel stood up for Frank. It was really

a lovely ceremony and. . .
.”

Asked about her dress, she said excit-
edly, “It’s so pretty,” and ran over to one
of the open suitcases to lift her bride’s dress
from it. Beautiful it was, designed for her
by Howard Greer. It was cocktail length,

one piece, with the fabric a mauve-toned
gray marquisette, slightly stiffened. The
marquisette started just below the bust
line and fell simply into a graceful skirt.

The strapless top was taffeta, in a soft

shade of pink. The neckline was fashioned
into a petal design, ending at the top in

angular points. Ava wore the little gray
bolero during the ceremony. It was styled
into a short cut-away, bordered around
the edges and sleeves with the pink, all

perfect for Ava’s exquisite rose-petal
coloring. Her opera pumps were of faille,

dyed the exact gray of the dress and
her only jewelry was a double choker of

pearls and small pearl earrings with little

diamond drops. Ava explained, “My dress
was new, I borrowed June’s pink handker-
chief. And my slip was both old and blue.”
The Sinatras’ wedding bands are per-

fectly plain thin platinum circlets, Frank’s
a little wider than Ava’s. Her band goes
with her engagement ring, which is a beau-
tifully cut emerald, about six carats in size,

set simply in platinum, with a pear-shaped
diamond sloping down either side.

“Anyway,” Ava continued, “the wedding
was beautiful. And do you know—every-
body cried, even Axel. Also, thanks to him,
we have a permanent record of it because
he took home color movies. Lester and
his wife had arranged a nice buffet and
everyone had champagne, though Frank
and I only had one glass, and I was so

[

excited I couldn’t eat a bit of food!”

A
BOUT eight -thirty Ava changed into

her going-away outfit—a brown Chris-

j

tian Dior suit, brown alligator shoes and

j

bag, beige gloves—and her wrap. “My wed-
ding present from my husband,” beamed
Ava, leaping to the closet to bring out the
most beautiful cape stole of sapphire blue
mink! It is one of the rarest mink shades,
exactly the color of a star sapphire jewel.
Ava’s present to Frank’ was a large,

heavy gold disk locket, with a St. Chris-
topher medal on one side and a St. Francis
medal on the other, which he wears on a
chain around his neck. The locket holds
her picture with a personal inscription.
Frank had chartered a twin-engined

Beechcraft plane, with pilot and co-pilot,

to fly them from Philadelphia to Miami,
from where they would hop to Cuba. The
plane was just about to take off when they
discovered that Ava’s large suitcase had
been left at the Sacks’ house. “All my
trousseau clothes were in that bag,” said
Ava, “and what bride wants to go on her
honeymoon without her trousseau? But
we didn’t want to delay our take-off. so we
decided to have the bag sent after us.
On a commercial plane we reasoned it

might even arrive ahead of us.

“On the plane,” Ava continued, “since
we had about a seven-hour flight, I

changed into the old blouse and sport skirt
I had worn driving down from New York.
These I had put into my small suitcase.”
Ava said she and Frank, happily tired

from the exciting day, took off their shoes
and settled down for the trip, which was
as smooth as silk all the way. A friend of
Frank’s met them at the airport in Miami
in the wee hours of the morning and drove
them to the Green Heron, a small ocean

-

front hotel at Miami Beach, where they
originally had intended to stay only until
their plane left for Cuba.

“And here's the payoff,” laughed Ava.
“When 1 got off the plane in Miami, I wore
the jacket to my new going-away suit
over my old skirt and left the skirt to my
suit in the plane. Furthermore, that bag
left on a later plane than we thought it

would. So there we were. And the next
morning we couldn’t go down to the
dining room the way I was dressed and the
hotel didn’t have room service. So we had
the maid bring us some groceries and I

cooked our wedding breakfast in the little

kitchen in our rooms.
“But I did Frank’s eggs just right, in

olive oil, the way he likes them. You
know, she added, “before I knew Frank
I couldn’t stand olive oil in anything, not
even salad dressing, but now I adore it.”

That afternoon they did venture out
of the hotel, but only as far as the sand.
Ava thought her makeshift outfit would do
for a short walk along the beach.
They canceled their first plane reser-

vations to Cuba. But Ava’s suitcase finally
arrived in time for them to take the next
plane.

“We spent two days in Havana,” Ava
recalled. “We got a car and went sightsee-
ing and in the evening we went to the
night spots. In one of the clubs they pre-
sented us with a little wedding cake with
a miniature bride and groom on top. It

was all such fun. But Frank had to get
back to rehearse for his program. So Sat-
urday we flew to Miami and then to New
York. And you can be sure that I made
sure I didn't leave my suitcase behind.”
They arrived in New York Saturday

night, went to the Hampshire House, and
then out to dinner. But not to one of the
plush spots. Instead, they chose Patsy’s,
a little Italian restaurant in the West
Fifties, and one of Frank’s favorite “pizza
palaces.” Sunday afternoon Frank worked
on his show with his producer and writers
and in the evening he and Ava went out
with June Hutton and Axel Stordahl.

“It was a sentimental night,” Ava said,
“because June and Axel took us on a tour
of the town, to all the little places we
had taken them the night they returned
from their honeymoon, a few months ago.
“Monday night,” Ava went on, “we drove

out to Hoboken, New Jersey, to have
dinner with ‘the folks,’ Mom and Dad
Sinatra. What a dinner! Mamma Sinatra,
famous as a cook, really outdid herself.
I don’t even know the names of some
of the things we had—chicken like you’ve
never tasted in your life, some wonderful
little meat things rolled in dough, and
just about every Italian ‘goody’ you can
imagine. There was so much food we
brought some back to the hotel with us.
I’m determined to learn how to make
Frank’s favorite dishes. Actually I’m a
pretty good cook. Frank’s mother has
promised to send me the recipes and I’ll

have time to fool around in the kitchen
because I don’t have to report to Metro
for several weeks.”
Ava was deliriously happy, perched

on her own little pink cloud. “We leave
early tomorrow morning for California—
and home.” Her green eyes were shiny. “It

will be so good to get back and get settled.”
Frank’s television show will be done

from the Coast for the rest of the season.
And they’ll spend as much time as possible
at Palm Springs.

“We’re going to redecorate Frank’s
house,” Ava explained. “I’ve got some
terrific ideas on colors and fabrics.”

“You know^I figured out something,”
she said dreamily. “Our life together has
a lucky star on it from the very start!

We were married at seven o’clock on
November 7—that’s the seventh hour of the

seventh day of the eleventh month of the
year. So. seven-seven-eleven! A lucky
sign, right?” The End



Look Out, Tony

(Continued from page 44) find him look-

ing exceedingly like Valentino—especially

in those scenes in which he does the tango.

In spite of this Tony says, “Even though
in ‘The Brigand’ the camera sometimes
catches a resemblance to Valentino, I think
the public will forget Valentino in con-
nection with me after this movie is shown.”

It is to be hoped Tony is right. Since
the beginning of show business those who
have found success by impersonating some-
one else and then have attempted to hold
their success by continuing the imper-
sonation, have been doomed to oblivion. . .

Robert Alda, who played Gershwin in

“Rhapsody in Blue,” was a forgotten man
for years—until he returned to Broadway
to star in “Guys and Dolls” . . .

The pretty girl, whose name is long
since forgotten, who finished the late Jean
Harlow’s role in “Saratoga,” following

Jean’s sudden death, never was heard of
again. . .

Larry Parks, playing A1 Jolson while
A1 Jolson was still alive, brought A1 back
into the limelight. But Larry himself never
equalled the success he found singing
“Mammy.”

T
ONY, coming to the screen as Valentino,
got off to a bad start with the press. Pro-

ducer Edward Small, in an understand-
able effort to conceal anything and
everything being done in connection with
the Valentino movie, forbade Tony to see
reporters. Whereupon Tony was considered
difficult. Other rumors, too, more vicious,

soon sprang into being. It was said that
Tony, to increase his resemblance to
Valentino, had dyed his hair and had
undergone plastic surgery. Tony did not
dye his hair. Neither did he have plastic
surgery. The facial scars, which lent cre-
dence to the surgery rumor, are the
result of an automobile accident.
Just the same the studio went to great

lengths to present Tony in the Valentino
image. So much so that Ern Westmore,
the make-up man, once suggested, “Let’s
dig up Valentino, make a mask of his
face and let Tony play the part wearing
it.” Everyone laughed and relaxed. And
goodness knows Tony couldn’t have looked
more like Valentino, with a mask!
Tony thinks Edward Small is wonderful.

“The Boss,” he says, “surely knows what’s
best for my career.” In Hollywood such
deference to any boss is all too rare.
Not that Tony lacks a mind of his own.

They tell at Columbia Studios how, dur-
ing the filming of Valentino, he told off

a member of the high echelon in a calm,
quiet and final tone, and how for several
days afterward he avoided talking to the
gentleman in question, to the amusement
of the crew who knew how eager the
Brass was to make up.
Tony points out that in spite of his

physical resemblance to Valentino he
couldn’t be more different psychologically.
To Rudy the most important business in
life was Romance. His glance told every
girl, “I think you’re wonderful.” With a
glance he could turn a baked apple into
forbidden fruit.

“This was the character I sought to
interpret when I played the role,” says
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Tony. “But I sought only to interpret

Valentino, not to mimic him.

“Had I played the Valentino role on the
stage,” he adds, “by now it would be over
and done with—last season’s portrayal, a
thing of the past.”

To be a convincing actor is the goal

upon which Tony has set his heart. To
achieve it he is willing to give every-
thing he possesses. However, he has not
completely closed the door on his old
academic life. He’s now on an extended
leave from the College Faculty of High
Point, North Carolina, where he was head
of the Speech Department. In college life,

he remembers, he found peace and con-
tentment.
This in itself marks the great psycho-

logical difference between Tony and
Rudolph Valentino. So does the life Tony
leads in Hollywood. He still prefers to be
called by his stage name of Walter Craig
rather than by the unquestionably more
famous name of Tony Dexter. He and his

wife, the former Marjorie Jeanne Todd,
share a small unpretentious rented home
in the Valley where their friends are
largely from other walks of life. One of

Tony’s closest pals is a dentist with whom
he goes hunting. Also, conservative and
meticulous about his appearance, Tony
has yet to be seen in a sweater or a
T-shirt.

The day his daughter Kimberly was
born Tony went quietly about his business.
“Isn’t it Exciting about Walter’s baby?”
asked actress Gale Robbins of one of the
publicity men on the set. “What!” screamed
the man. “Has his baby arrived?”
To this day Tony doesn’t understand

why the publicity man was so excited.
The increasing interest in his private life

puzzles him. “On the stage,” he says, “your
private life is your own.”
Those who go out with the Dexters

always are more aware of the commotion
Tony creates than either he or Marjorie.
They never think of themselves as celeb-
rities. Once, when Marjorie and Tony were
being photographed with a starlet and her
husband, Marjorie told a friend that she
was tongue-tied. “What,” she asked, “does
one talk about to so famous a person?”
Tony won’t pose for “cheese-cake” pic-

tures.. And he won’t pose washing dishes.

“I’ve washed enough dishes in my college
career to last a lifetime,” he explains
quietly.

An athlete in college, he’s now past
active sport participation. But he never
misses a football or a basketball game.

He’ll never be a typical Hollywood actor.

For he promises always to be concerned
first of all about pleasing the members of
his father’s Lutheran parish in Colorado
where, growing up as Walter Fleischmann,
he knew poverty and hardship. He has
not one iota of dashing temperamental
Latin in him.
Columbia Pictures says that ninety per

cent of his overwhelming fan mail comes
from youngsters or adults who never saw
Valentino; and the minor portion of mail
from old Valentino fans, while approving
his portrayal, accepts him as Anthony
Dexter.

Fair enough. But looking at the picture
of Tony in “The Brigand” on page 44 and
noting his very Valentino-ish appearance
and manner—in spite of all that he and
his studio have to say to the contrary

—

we ask will he be given a chance to sur-
vive as Tony Dexter, actor—or will he
be doomed to Valentino type roles for the
rest of his picture career? And if so, how
long can the Valentino craze be expected
to last?

Look out, Tony!
The End

Ugly BLACKHEADS
OUT IN SECONDS

Keep your com-
plexion free of
Blackheads this
new way — look

attractive
instantly

!

Try YACUTEX
Blackhead-Remover
The amazingly effective
Vacutex extracts Blackheads
automatically — WITHOUT
squeezing the skin or injur-
ing tissues. Easy to use with
three fingers. It reaches
Blackheads anywhere. Try it

10 days and if not delighted,
return VACUTEX and yoor

4 money will be refunded.

10 DAY TRIAL COUPON
I BALLCO PRODUCTS CO.. Dept. 28 |

,
19 West 44th St.. New York 18. N. Y.

I Q Enclosed find $1. Send postpaid.

. Q Send C.O.D. I will pay postman $1 plus postage;

|
$1 refund if not delighted.

$ SORRY. NO C. 0. D.’s OUTSIDE U. S. A.

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
, ,

SP*Ec'l AL OF^EIt—FO*R*lTm ITED TI^TEOFILY

photos of STARS’ HOMES. Send name of
“ vour favorite star and only 1 5c for dandling.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER
Box 2309. Dept. L-2, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Demonstration Kit

FREEfoYOII
with Actual Sample Stocking

Easy to make money in spare time, intxodoc-

ing sensational pre-made-to-measare Nylon— Hosiery. Yours-Traly Nylons are different.

better. 3 PairsGuaranteed 3 Months orMoney
Refunded. Rash your name, address for

i Demonstration Kit and our money-making plan.

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS
DEPT. C-22, INDIANAPOLIS 7, IND.

GRAY HAIR
Brush It Away — At Home — Look 10 Years Younger

It’s easy! Now, with Brownatone, you can quickly

tint streaks of gray to lustrous youthful shades that

actually defy detection. Snip a gray lock and prove it.

See how, in one tinting, Brownatone imparts any de-

sired shade from lightest blonde to black. Thousands
thrilled by natural-looking results. Soft, rich, glamor-

ous. Guaranteed harmless. Economical, lasting; won’t

rub off. wash out or affect permanent. First use must
give your hair youthful color or money back. Get
Brownatone now. 750. All drug and toiletry counters.

lowlyusedPRESSES

for

10 'The biggest bargains we have
ever offered. Prints, solids,
rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted
styles and colors. Sizes 10 to
18, 10 for $4.95. Larger sizes
6 for $4.95. Some of these 1

dresses were worth up to
$30.00 when new. Send $1
deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. Your $4.95 refunded
if dissatisfied, or merchandise
exchanged if desired. Many other clothing bar-
gains for entire family.

Buy with confidence at
Allied Mail Order Co., Inc., Dept. AD

162 Christopher Ave. Brooklyn 12, N. Y,
POSTCARO BRINGS FREE CATALOG

UNWANTED HAIR ?
IT S OFF because IT’S OUTKsB

Quick as a wink, superfluous hair eliminated. One
application completely removes all hair from face,

arms, legs. Leaves the skin petal smooth.

E F= I L. A T O R
Like magic, Milady's skin becomes adorable. For the

finest down or the heaviest growth. Seems miraculous,
but our 39 years experience proves it is the scientifically

correct way. Odorless. Absolutely safe for the most
sensitive skin. Simple to apply. Superior to ordinary
hair removers. For 15 years ZiP Epilator was $5.00.

NOW ONLY $1.10. Same superior product, same
size, same formula. Good stores or by mail $1.10,
or C.O.D. No Fed. tax. Money-back
JORDEAU INC. Box B1 9.SOUTH ORANGE.

IV 4

L
mail $1.10,

|

guarantee. I

NGE, N. J.A
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For this Carnival Girl,

Men Foughtand Killed!

A WOMAN
CALLED FANCY
Frank Yerby

P ENNILESS but beau-
tiful, she enchanted

every man from moun-
taineer to blue-blood . . .

and went on to become
Georgia society’s most
scandalous bride ! Yer-
by’s newest hit, even
better than The Foxes of
Harrow and Floodtide!

"Being a Queen Is Not
Enough—/ Want to Be

a Woman, Too!”

KING’S RHAPSODY
Hester Chapman
& Ivor Novello

PRINCESS Christiane
came a thousand

miles to marry handsome
King Nikki—and found
he had wed her only for
convenience. To win his

love, she donned a peas-
ant’s disguise and set out
to prove, with wicked
daring, that even a
Queen can be a woman

!

The Dancing Beauty
Who Scandalized a

Continent!

THE INFINITE WOMAN
Edison Marshall

TO NEW MEMBERS OF THE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB

3 Great New Best-Sellers . . . with 3 of the

Most Bewitching Females You Ever Mef/*
\X7 HAT A BARGAIN! This big TRIPLE-THRILL package of top” * book entertainment—for only $1.00! Three full-size, hard-bound
books — combined value in publishers’ original editions $9.00! We’ll
send you all three for only $1 (or any substitutions from the list below)
if you join the Dollar Book Club now. A big generous sample of the
fascinating reading and huge savings that you enjoy through this club!
Send no money now—just mail coupon below to accept this great offer!

TOTAL $9.00 VALUE IN PUBLISHERS'

RETAIL EDITIONS!

stprv*, W‘w

*Or Substitute Any of These Other
j

Hits in This Big 3-for-$l Offer:
)

THE IRON MISTRESS
Paul I. Wellman

EACH MAN'S SON
Hugh MacLennan

LOVELY dancer Lola
Montero shocked

Victorian England with
her abandoned ways —
for Lola was raised in
the strange customs of
India. Her pagan beauty
enslaved a poet, an ar-
tist, a king—and set a
continent aflame ! By the
author of Yankee Pasha!

THE STRANGER BESIDE ME
Mabel Seeley

maIlTh!?coupo™
Doubleday Dollar Book Club, Dept. 2TSW, Garden City, New York
Please enroll me as a Dollar Book Club member. Send me at once
my triple package of books (check 3 below)—and bill me only $1
FOR ALL 3, plus a few cents shipping cost.

0 A Woman Called Fancy 0 King’s Rhapsody 0 The Infinite Woman

0 The Iron Mistress 0 Each Man’s Son 0 Stranger Beside Me
With these books will come my first issue of the free descriptive
folder called “The Bulletin”, telling me about the new forthcoming
one-dollar bargain book selections and other bargains offered at
$1.00* each to members only.

I have the privilege of notifying you in advance if I do not wish
either of the following months’ selections. The purchase of books
is entirely voluntary on my part. 1 do not have to accept a book
every month—only six a year. I pay nothing except $1 for each
selection received plus a few cents shipping cost.
SPECIAL NO-RISK GUARANTEE: If not delighted, return all
3 books in 7 days and this membership will be cancelled.

Mr.
)

Mrs. Y
Miss )

Address

(Please
Print)

City &
Zone No State

*Slightly higher in Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto 2.
Offer good in U. S. and Canada only.

I

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

The Only Club That Brings You *3.00 Best-Sellers for Just
$
1

Y ES, the very same titles sold in

the publishers’ retail editions for

$3.00 to $3.50 come to Dollar Book
Club members for only $1 each—an
incredibly big saving averaging two-
thirds on the selections you buy.
These savings are possible because
of the huge printings made for a mem-
bership of nearly 1,000,000 families!

Take as Few as Six Books a Year!

Membership in the Dollar Book Club
requires no dues of any kind. You do not
even have to take a book every month;
the purchase of as few as six books a year
fulfills your membership requirement!

Start Enjoying Membership Now!

Upon receipt of the coupon at the
left you will be sent your introductory

TRIPLE package of books and you will

be billed a total of only $1, plus a few
cents shipping cost, for ALL THREE.
Thereafter, you will receive regularly the
Club’s Bulletin, which describes the
forthcoming Club selections. It also re-

views many other popular books which
you may purchase at the Club price of
only $1 each. You buy only the books
you want.

Send No Money— Just Mail Coupon!

When you see your TRIPLE book
package—and realize these three books
are typical of the values you will con-
tinue to receive from the Club for only
$1 each—you will be delighted to have
become a member! Mail the coupon
now to accept this wonderful offer!

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB
GARDEN CITY, NEW YORK
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PASTE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD MAIL TODAY!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Studio J-2039 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

^ I d like to hx one of the women who ^et the chance to
make up to $100 in a month for wearing and showing Fashion
Frocks. Without obligating me in any way, please send every-
thing I need FREE!

Addres j

-Zone- . Slate_

I

Dress Size-

#407
Detachable
cape adds
charm to

rayon linen

$100 IN A MONTH
JUST FOR

WEARIHG
AND SHOWING

LOVELY DRESSES!
Ladies—here's the best news you ever heard! Your chance to get a
whole new beautiful wardrobe of your own ... a stunning collec-
tion of the most colorful new styles . . . WITHOUT PAYING A
SINGLE PENNY! And—unbelievable though it sounds—you
can make up to SI 00 in a month just by wearing these glorious
dresses—and showing them to your friends!

HERE'S ALL YOU DO!
Just wear these lovely Fashion Frocks given to you as a bonus.

What could be more pleasant? You have your choice of over 150 striking
new styles — designed by one of America’s best known dress companies.
When friends ask about them— (as they're bound to! )—simply explain how
you can get them the same exquisite styles. Your friends, relatives, neighbors
— almost any woman you know — will jump at the chance to get these
dresses. It's our way of advertising the unbeatable values offered bv world-
famous FASHION FROCKS!

NO CANVASSING... NO EXPERIENCE!
No woman can resist such smart, original styles . . . such magnificent
colors and fabrics. And there's a complete range of sizes for every type of
figure ... Misses, Half-Sizes, Juniors and Stouts. Until you actually see
the breath-taking portfolio of new Fashion Frocks, you simply can't
imagine the amazing variety of styles, colors, weaves and patterns.
What's more, each dress carries the Good Housekeeping Seal and
our own unconditional guarantee of satisfaction. So it's no wonder
you II be making BIG MONEY just by wearing and showing
them to your friends. Best of all, there’s no door-to-door canvass-

ng . . . you're strictly your own "boss '! You need no experi-
ence either. And to top off the whole wonderful plan, you
can get your own gorgeous new dresses month after month
—without cost to you!

NO OBLIGATION OF ANY KIND!
Everything is ABSOLUTELY FREE OF COST!
I he coupon brings you a striking Style Portfolio,
showing the whole thrilling array of Fashion
Frocks designs in glorious color. And you’ll re-

ceive actual fabric samples of each exclusive new
style. And don't forget

!

The coupon also brings
you full color reproductions of the styles you
may soon select for personal use!

#419
Span is h -

print dress

with whirl-

ing sic i r t

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Studio J-2039 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

DON’T WAIT!
OPENINGS LIMITED!
This NEW plan is so sensational that
openings are limited. So hurry! Fill

•out the coupon and send it in before
the quota is filled. Don't miss this
chance of a lifetime! Remember
there is no obligation, not a penny
to pay! Paste coupon on a postcard
—and mail it today!
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selling
cigarette

In Hollywood, Ciro’s cigare!

Chesterfields— See Miss Hi starring in "THE FIRST TIME"

orfna Production—A Columbia Picture

+ j

'

-V /

because of

MILDNESS plus

No Unpleasant After-Taste
* FROM THE REPORT OF A WELL-KNOWN RESEARCH ORGANIZATION

. . . AND ONLY CHESTERFIELD HAS IT!

Copmehi -i 'i
1 Liecm & Mills Tobacco Co

*
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Also: Hollywood’s Mystery Girl

By Iledda Hopper



Behold ! Camay can take your skin

"Out of the Shadows”
and into the light of New Loveliness !

MRS. PAUL T. crane, a recent Camay bride

vows: 'Td be lost without Camay. Once
I rhane-ed tn regular rare and O.amav in nevr

Learn from this Camay bride! See a dearer, brighter skin

appear with your First Cake of Camay!

W HEN A GIRL has her heart set

on love and romance, when a

happy marriage is her aim and ambi-

tion, she never permits dullness to hide

the beauty of her complexion.

There’s no need to have your beauty-

clouded in shadows! Camay can take

your skin "out of the shadows” and

into the light of new loveliness. Change

to regular care—use Camay and Camay

alone— and a fresher, clearer complex-

ion will be yours with the very first

cake of Camay you use.

For complexion or bath, there's no

finer beauty soap than Camay. How
gentle it is! And its lather is so rich

and creamy. See your skin come "out of

the shadows” and into the light of new
loveliness with Camay, The Soap of

Beautiful Women.

> A

Camay the soap of heeuetiful women

New beauty for arms and legs, too!

,
The daily Camay Beauty Bath

brings arms and legs and

shoulders that 'beautifully

cared-for" look. It touches you

with Camay's flattering fragrance.

Use the big, Beauty-Bath Size for

more lather, luxury and economy.



Don’t fool with

Start with

A little normal shedding is

natural, but when flakes and

scales persist on coat collar, look

out! They may mean infectious

dandruff. Dandruff is the most fre-

quent scaly disease of the scalp.

When due to germs, Listerine Anti-

septic is especially fitted to aid you

because it gets after the germs in

a jiffy.

Don’t fool around with prepara-

tions devoid of germ-killing power

which merely remove loose dan-

druff. Start now with Listerine Anti-

septic and massage regularly twice

a day . . . the medicinal treatment

that has helped so many. Listerine

Antiseptic treats the infection as an

infection should be treated . . .

with quick germ-killing action.

You simply douse it on the scalp,

full strength, and follow with vigor-

ous fingertip massage.

Kills “Bottle Bacillus”

Listerine Antiseptic gives your scalp

an antiseptic bath— and- kills mil-

lions of germs associated with in-

fectious dandruff, including the

“Bottle Bacillus” germ, (P. ovale).

This is the stubborn invader that

many dermatologists say is a causa-

tive agent of infectious dandruff.

The stubborn “BOTTLE BACILLUS"

(P. ovale) which many dermatolo-

gists say is a causative agent of

infectious dandruff.

Keep the treatment up regularly:

see how quickly the flakes and scales

begin to disappear . . . how itching

is alleviated . . . how healthy your

scalp feels.

Remember, in clinical tests twice-

a-day use of Listerine Antiseptic

brought marked improvement in

the symptoms of dandruff within a

month to 76% of dandruff sufferers.

When You Wash Hair

To guard against infection, get in

the habit of using Listerine Anti-

septic whenever you wash your hair.

Listerine Antiseptic is the fine, time-

tested medicine that has served

Americans so well for more than

sixty years. Lambert Pharmacal
Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

See The SAMMY KAYE SHOW • "So you want to lead a Band" • CBS TELEVISION NETWORK

1



OnlyCOLGATE

DENTALCREAM
HAS PROVED SO COMPLETELY IT

STOPS BAD
BREATH*!

^SCIENTIFIC TESTS PROVE THAT IN

7 OUT OF 10 CASES, COLGATE’S INSTANTLY STOPS

BAD BREATH THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

For “all day” protection, brush your teeth

right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream. Some toothpastes and powders
claim to sweeten breath. But only Colgate’s

has such complete proof it stops bad breath.*

* *
V'W '

"
• ' 1.

-

Colgate’s wonderful wake-up flavor is the
favorite of men, women and children from
coast to coast. Nationwide tests of leading

toothpastes prove that Colgate’s is preferred

for flavor over all other brands tested!

Yes, science has proved that brushing teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stops tooth decay best! The Colgate
way is the most thoroughly proved and
accepted home method of oral hygiene
known today!

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER
Offers Such Conclusive Proof!

Bet PURE.WHITE.SAFE COLGATE* Today!
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New finer MUM

stops odor longer!

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW
INGREDIENT M-3 TO PROTECT UNDERARMS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

• Protects better, longer. New Mum now
contains amazing ingredient M-3 for more
effective protection. Doesn’t give under-

arm odor a chance to start!

• Softer, creamier new Mum is gentle,

contains no harsh ingredients. Will not

rot or discolor finest fabrics.

• The only leading deodorant that contains

no water to dry out or decrease its effi-

ciency. No waste. No shrinkage.

• Delicately fragrant new Mum is use-

able, wonderful to the last fingertipful.

Get new Mum today.

New MUM
CREAM DEODORANT

A Product of Bristol-Myers

Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

Star of “Let's Make It Legal”

EAR MISS COLBERT:
I am sixteen and a junior in high

school. Not long ago I broke up with Dean,
with whom I had gone for eighteen months.
We were very close during the time we
went steady with the result that several
times our emotions got out of control and
we went too far. Because I had such a
guilty conscience about this, I was crabby
and always started arguments with Dean.
Finally we broke up.

Since then I have met several very nice

boys and have liked some of them, but I

have made no more mistakes and I never
intend to.

Dean calls fairly often and insists that

we are going to get married in two years,

after I have graduated from high school.

Now here is the dreadful truth: I don’t

want to marry Dean. I still love him, but
not in such a way that I want to get mar-
ried and spend the rest of my life with him.
I have found out that other boys dance
better, talk better, have better manners
and are more fun to be with'.

Do you think I should marry Dean be-
cause of my mistake? I am really paying
for those foolish moments and I need ad-
vice. He says I would never feel right,

being married to any other person.
Sara S.

The Bible tells us that any one of us

may reform, even up to the eleventh
hour, and start living in the proper nay.

If you marry this boy, not out of love
and a determination to establish a lifelong
companionate partnership, but out of
guilt, you ivill be parlaying a series of
serious mistakes into a lifetime of heart-

break. The thing to do is to begin at once
to live according to your highest ideals.

In the future, there may be difficulties

arising from your mistake, but if you be-

gin to live properly, putting the past reso-

lutely into the past, time ivill work for
you. You will regain the respect of those
who know of your error but. most impor-
tant of all, you will regain your own self-

esteem.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:

When I married my husband, over a year
ago, he was a senior in college. He painted

a glowing picture of our future. I was to

keep on working until he got his degree,

then he was going to find a wonderful job
and eventually I would be able to quit and
raise a family.

Instead, his grades went down, practic-

ally from the day we were married, until

he failed to graduate. He will have to spend
another year in school. He is twenty-four,
but he spends all his time after classes with
college fellows who are much younger
than he, and unmarried.

I know he needs recreation, and I would
not object to his playing ping-pong and
bridge if he would study enough to get

passing marks. Every time I suggest that

he hit the books, he accuses me of nagging
and says I should let him do things in his
own way. Lately he has been talking about
changing his major, which would mean
two more years in school.
Finally, I reminded him that he was

neglecting work toward the very goal he,
himself, had set, and asked him exactly
when he intended to get his degree. He
said that if I really loved him it wouldn’t
make any difference to me how long he
stayed in school as long as he was happy.
He said that a master’s degree, after he
gets his B.A., would give him a much better
chance toward a really good job.

I love my husband, but I’m beginning to
worry about our future. How can I wake
him up to his responsibilities?

Mrs. lone C.

/’in sorry to have to say this, but many
a working wife of a G.I. student has dis-

covered to her consternation that she was
more bank account thaii beloved.

Eventually you're going to have to

make a decision. It may be long post-
poned because I believe you are, as you
have said, very much in love with your
husband. However, the time may come—
I hope it will not—when you will have to

face the fact that your husband is a per-
ennial student and you must be the peren-
nial breadwinner.

If you love him enough to support him
as long as he wishes, that will have to be
your life. If

<
you decide that he must as-

sume the role of provider, you can do
nothing except resign your job and look
helpless.

May I inject one word of encourage-
ment: Sometimes a man who gives the
impression of being a hopeless parasite
turns out to be a stalwart when placed
under pressure.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am seventeen years old and a senior in

high school. I have been going steady with
a boy who is a sophomore in college. We
started to go together when he was a

senior in high school. He has been very
prominent in college athletics, and during
the football season his name and his pic-

ture were in the paper every week.
Here is what happened to our romance:

His cousin came to visit in our town, so I

met her and liked her very much. When
we were having lunch together one Sat-
urday, she let it slip that Gil had been
married when he was sixteen. I just

couldn’t believe it. He had to marry a

girl, the baby died when it was two months
old, and this girl divorced him. They had
never lived together, and Gil’s cousin said

Gil married her only because he felt sorry
for her and that he wasn’t really re-

sponsible.

I thought about it for several weeks, and
finally I talked to him about it, telling him
how hurt I was at being deceived. I said

4
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Brt of her

was Ritz

—

part of her

was ‘racket’

—

all of her

was exciting!

Beth Austin —
stylish dame with

a stylish name -
who lived by

jungle law

in a big city

and clawed her

way to where

the money was..!

you

look

at the

record

/

Out of the Blazing Pages of the ‘Who’s Who’ of the Mobster-World- a New Screen-Scorcher from Warner Bros!

RICHARD WEBB • MARI ALDON • PHILIP CAREY • screen play by GEOFFREY HOMES and GEORGE WORTHING YATES * DIRECTED BY FELIX FEIST- PRODUCED BYROBERT SISK
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I didn’t know what my family would think

if they ever knew, so Gil said he would
tell them. I was afraid of what they would
say, but he said this thing had gone far

enough, so he told my mother and father

and said he hoped they wouldn’t hold his

marriage-in-name against him.
They were wonderful, and said they un-

derstood, and that Gil and I would have to

work out our future plans between us.

After a week or so, Gil told me that he
had decided it would be better for both
of us if we should quit. I assured him that

I was willing to forget he was ever mar-
ried, but he said he had made up his

mind. What I need to know is, how can I

get him back? Georgia L.

Perhaps it will be easier for- you to ac-

cept the end of your romance if you can
understand what really happened and can
profit from the experience

I make no claim of being a psycholo-
gist, but in this case the forces at work are
fairly plain. I suspect that you felt some-
what inferior to your football-hero boy
friend and without quite knowing it, you
were constantly on the lookout for some
means of dominating him, of making him
feel subservient to you. You found the
perfect “whip” when you acquired knowl-
edge of his brief marriage. You seem to
have made a great drama of it, doing your
best to make him feel ashamed. Of
course, the play got away from you. You
started forces which were beyond your
powers to control.

I doubt that you will be able to repair
this romance, but the episode should teach
you a number of valuable lessons: Never
charge someone you love with your fore-
knowledge of a confidence. Give the in-

dividual a chance to tell you his secret in

his own good time, and then have the
tact not to say that you knew it all along.
Never try to get the better of a man you
love; you’ll lose him. Don’t ask me why
and don’t wail that it isn’t fair. All I know
is that it’s true. Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-nine and a war bride. I

met my husband in Germany during the
last war. Theo and I fell very deeply in

love, partly, I think, because of the atmos-
phere of the times. The bombing and the
constant horror brought us close together
and we were married during a period when
the only thing that seemed important was
being alive, young, and in love.

I fear now, six years afterward, that our
marriage may have been a mistake. My
ways and customs, even of keeping house,
are very different from those of Theo’s
friends and their wives. Theo knows many
sophisticated women, whereas I am with-
out glamour. I feel that many of them are
far more interesting and attractive than
I, because of our different attitude toward
the way for women to dress and to con-
duct themselves.

I want to be a good wife, yet I feel out
of place. My parents want me to return
to Germany. Do you think I should go?

Heidi L.

I am a little sorry that, in peacetime
(or as approximately peacetime as we
have known for many, many years) you
have lost sight of the truth that the only
things of genuine importance at any time
are the values you mentioned as being
paramount in wartime: being alive, young
(in spirit or years), and in love. It is a

shame to let minor considerations becloud
this ultimate truth.

You shouldn’t worry about your ways
and customs being different from those of
your friends. The United States has

thrived on exactly such differences. For

instance, everyone in America wants to
visit New Orleans because of its French
atmosphere and cuisine; everyone wants
to visit those parts of Pennsylvania in

which those of Dutch ancestry have built

up an interesting way of life. Be proud of
your customs and they will seem charm-
ing to everyone else.

Perhaps it might be a good idea for you
to go to Germany for a visit. I believe that
vacation would bring you back to your
husband’s arms and to your American life

with new appreciation.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
What would you do if your husband

wouldn’t let you see his weekly pay check?
It makes 1 me mad to have my husband

keep this a secret. He gives me enough to

pay our bills, but if I want spending
money I have to ask for it. Whatever is

left after the bills are paid, he puts in his

pocket. I have a budget which he makes
me keep, so I even have to put aside our
entertainment money.
He calls whatever is left over our “emer-

gency fund.” I would like to know how
much is going into that emergency fund.
I tell him to put it into our bank account
(I carry the bank book for the savings
account), but no! Then I tried another
angle: “Give me half of the emergency
fund or some kind of an allowance to

spend.” That didn’t work either.

I know that money burns holes in my
pockets, but I never spend money I don’t

have. I’m careful to keep within limits.

How can I find out exactly how much
the pay check is, so that I will know how
much is left over? My husband is twenty-
eight and ambitious to get ahead. I am
twenty-six. We have been married five

years and at first I knew everything, but
during the past two years I have been
treated like a child. Helena D

Probably the best way to avoid being
treated like a child is to stop acting like

a child, don’t you think?
Your letter is delightfully frank and re-

veals the situation far more clearly lhaq
you, yourself, realize. Apparently during
the first three years of your marriage,
your husband tried to be frank with you
and to expect you to be a mature woman,
capable of helping to save something
from the family income each month. He
must have discovered that, as you say,

“money burns holes” in your pockets, so

he had to restrict your knowledge of in-

come to that which must be spent to main-
tain the home.
Why don’t you surprise him by becom-

ing economical? Incidentally, did you
know that more divorces are caused by
disagreement over money matters than by
any other single factor? You might think
this over carefully. Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which seems

fo have no solufion? Would
you like fhe thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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Drop two

ALKA-SELT
tablets in a glass of

water—listen to it fizz—
then drink it!

. . . from discomforts of a cold. Drink a

glass of pleasant-tasting ALKA-SELTZER

and see how it helps relieve the headache, the

ache-all-over, feverish feeling of a cold. And, if

your cold causes a sore, raspy throat, try an ^
ALKA-SELTZER gargle.

Alka-Seltzer
BRAND R.g.U.S. Pol. Off.

Also for FIRST AID for ACID INDIGESTION,
HEADACHES, MUSCULAR PAIN

'BeTTi/ttgGj

BUY THE LARGE SIZE

MILES LABORATORIES, INC.
ELKHART, INDIANA

Copyright— 1952 Milei loborolorlei, Inc.

AT ALL DRUG STORES
U. S. AND CANADA

Casts of Current Pictures

AFRICAN QUEEN—U-A: Charlie Allnut, Hum-
phrey Bogart; Rose, Katharine Hepburn; Brother,
Robert Morley; Captain (Louisa), Peter Bull; 1st
Officer (Louisa), Theodore Bikel; 2nd Officer (Loui-
sa), Walter Cotell; Petty Officer (Louisa), Gerald
Onn; 1st Officer (Shona), Peter Swanick; 2nd Offi-
cer (Shona), Richard Marner.

BOOTS MALONE—Columbia: Boots Malone, Wil-
liam Holden; The Kid, Johnny Stewart; Stash
Clements, Stanley Clements; Preacher Cole, Basil
Ruysdael; John Williams, Carl Benton Reid; Beckett,
Ralph Dumke; Howard Whitehead, Ed Begley; Mat-
son, Hugh Sanders; Quarter Horse Henry, Henry
Morgan

; Mrs. Gibson, Anil Lee; Joe, Anthony
Caruso; Eddie Koch, Billy Pearson; Foxy Farrell,
John W. Frye; Goofy Gordon, Harry Hines; Jenny
West, Tony Gerry; Red, Hurley Breen; Lou Dyer,
Whit Bissell; Cabbage Head, Earl Unkraut; Colonel
Summers, Harry Shannon; Touting Clocker, John

BUSHWHACKERS
, THE—Realart Pictures: Jeff

Waring, John Ireland; John Harding, Wayne Mor-
ris; Sam Tobin, Lawrence Tierney; Cathy Sharpe,
Dorothy Malone; Air. Taylor, Lon Chaney; Norah
Taylor, Myrna Dell; Peter Sharpe, Frank Marlowe;
Ding Bell, Bill Holme*; Cree, Jack Elam; Gully,
Bob Wood; Justin Stone, Charles Trowbridge; Slo-
cum, Stuart Randall; Guthrie, George Lynn; Quig-
ley, Gordon Wynne; Kramer, Gabriel Conrad; Yale,
Norman Leavitt;. Funeral Franklin, Eddie Parks;
Mrs. Lloyd, Evelyn Bispham; Lloyd Kids, Bob
Broder, John Anthony Ireland; Mr. Lloyd, Jack
Harden; Woman, Venise Grove; Soldier, Ted Jor-
dan; Oldster, Kit Guard.

CIMARRON KID, THE—U-I: Bill Doolan, the
Cimarron Kid, Audie Murphy; Carrie Roberts Bev-
erly Tyler; Bitter Creek, James Best; Rose of Cim-
arron, Yvette Dugay; Dynamite Dick, John Hudson;
Marshal Sutton, Leif Erickson; Bob Dalton Noah'
Beery; George Weber, John Hubbard; Red Buck,
Hugh O Brian; Grat Dalton, Palmer Lee; Enviett
Dalton, Rand Brooks: Will Dalton, William Rey-
nolds; Pat Roberts, Roy Roberts; Swanson, David
Wolfe; Tulsa Jack, John Bromfield; Stacey Mar-
shall, Frank Silvera; Jim Moore, Richard Garland;
Tilden, Eugene Baxter.

DEATH OF A SALESMAN—Columbia: Willy
Loman, Fredric March; Linda Loman, Mildred Dun-
nock; Biff, Kevin McCarthy; Happy, Cameron Mit-
chell; Charley, Howard Smith; Ben, Royal Beal;
Bernard, Don Keefer; Stanley, Jesse White; Miss
Francis, Claire Carleton; Howard Wagner, David
Alpert; Miss Forsythe, Elizabeth Fraser; Letta,
Patricia Walker.

FIRST TIME, THE—Columbia: Joe Bennet, Rob-
ert Cummings; Betsey Bennet, Barbara Hale; Mel
Gilbert, Bill Goodwin; Donna Gilbert, Jeff Donnell;
Andrew Bennet, Carl Benton Reid; Cassie May liew',
Mona Barrie; Florence Bennet, Kathleen Comegys;
Teeming, Paul Harvey; Miss Salisbury, Cora
Witherspoon; Mrs. Potters, Bea Benaderet.

GIRL ON THE BRIDGE, THE—20th Century-
Fox: David Toman, Hugo Haas; Clara, Beverly
Michaels; Mario, Robert Dane; Harry, Johnny
Close; Mr. Cooper, Anthony Jochim; Blonde Doll,
Judy Clark; Young Woman, Maria Bibikoff; Her
Husband, Darr Smith; Bartender, A1 Hill; Prose-
cutor, Richard Pinner; Baby Judy, Rose Marie Val-
enzuea; News Vendor, Joe Duval; Smoky, Alan Ray;
Poker Player, William Kahn; Little Boy, Jimmy
Moss.

GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, THE— Para-
mount: Holly, Betty Hutton; Don Sebastian, Cornel
Wilde; Brad, Charlton Heston; Phyllis, Do'othy
Lamour; Angel, Gloria Grahame; “ Buttons”, A
Clown, James Stewart; F.B.I. Man, Henry Wil-
Coxon; Klaus, Lyle Bettger; Henderson, Lawrence
Tierney; Emmett Kelly, Cucciola, Antoinette Con-
cello, John Ringling North, Themselves; Harry,
John Kellogg; Asst. Manager, John Ridgely; Circus
Doctor, Frank Wilcox; Ringmaster, Bob Carson;
Buttons' Mother, Lillian Albertson; Violet, Julia
Faye.

GREEN GLOVE, THE—U.A.: Michael Blake,
Glenn Ford; Chris Kenneth, Geraldine Brooks;
Father Goron, Sir Cedric Hardwicke; Count Paul
Rona, George Macready; Gaby Saunders, Gaby
Andre; The Countess, Jany Holt; Insp. Fauhert,
Roger Treville; Jacques Piotet, Georges Tabet;
Aladame Piotet, Meg Lemonnier; Inspector, Paul
Bonifas; Singers, Juliette Greco, Jean Bretonniers.

HERE COME THE NELSONS—U-I : Ozeie, '

Ozzie Nelson; Harriet, Harriet Nelson; David,
David Nelson; Ricky, Ricky Nelson; Charles Jones,
Rock Hudson; Barbara Schutzendorf

,

Barbara Law-
rence; Clara, Ann Doran; Joe, Jim Backus; H. J.

Bellows, Gale Gordon; Samuel T. Jones, Paul Har-
vey; Monk, Ed Max; Duke, Sheldon Leonard; Tex,
Chubby Johnson

I’LL NEVER FORGET YOU—20th Century-Fox:
Peter Standish, Tyrone Power; Helen, Ann Blyth;
Forsyth, Michael Rennie; Tom Pettigrew, Dennis
Price; Kate Pettigrew, Beatrice Campbell; Duchess
of Devonshire, Kathleen Byron; Mr. Throstle, Ray-
mond Huntley; Lady Anne Pettigrew, Irene Browne.

(Continued, on page 95)
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LAUGHIING

STOCK
BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

(See Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood Reel”

on your local television station.)

Dorothy Lamour tells it on herself: She
went shopping early one morning to avoid
the crowds and was recognized in the
elevator by a girl who nudged her com-
panion and, in a loud whisper, identified

Dottie.

“You sure?’’ the friend whispered. “She
doesn’t look so glamorous to me.”
“For goodness sake,” the girl snapped.

“It’s too early in the morning for that.”
* * *

As Jerry Lewis sees it: “Children would
learn to write sooner if allowed to do their

homework on wet cement.”
* * *

Credit this to Steve Cochran: “Many a

man thinks he’s being cultivated when he’s

only being trimmed.”
* * *

A screenwriter was telling a producer
about the plot of a new movie in which
a gangster takes over a country store

and gets mixed up with a lot of rural

characters.
“Great,” said the producer, “What’s the

title?”

"Hood-Lum and Abner,” ducked the

writer.
* * *

A Hollywood photographer, Allen Grant,

is filming a 16 mm. satire on the Fox movie,
“The Frogmen.”
His title: “Tadpole, Son of Frogman.”

* * *

Credit Eddie Cantor with the line about
drive-in theatre showing movies for adults

only. No cars under sixteen years of age
admitted.

* * *

Old proverb on a table at the Palm
Springs Doll House: “At twenty a woman
blushes when a man praises her. At thirty

she thinks he’s a clever fellow. At forty

she wonders what he wants.”
* * *

There’s a dressmaker’s dummy in the
wardrobe department at one of the studios

where Gloria Swanson just completed a

film. A sign across the chest reads: “Gloria
Swanson—1951 Model.”

* * *

Orson Welles, his movie pals are saying,
will do a TV film series in Europe. Natural-
ly, he’ll produce, write, direct, star and, if

necessary, turn himself into a dancing
beer bottle for the commercials.

* * *

Howard Duff to Ann Sheridan in “Steel

Town”:
“Did you make that sweater?”
Ann, after a wink: “Some people think

I do.”
* * *

A Hollywood writer is tapping out a play
based on the Gabor sisters titled “Orchids
and Salami.” He got the idea, he says, while
visiting the Gabors’ New York apartment.
He was told to help himself from the ice

box and found it filled with only orchids
and salami!

* * *

Overheard at Ciro’s: “I’ve got a great
idea. I’m going to make some old movies
for television.”

* * *

Pearl Bailey to the customers at Ciro’s:
“Don’t applaud. Just throw money.”

CALIFORNIA
Three days at Yosemite, 6

meals, 2 nights jnAQQ
at a rustic lodge.

NEW YORK CITY
Four gay days at famous
spots, 3 nights at tiQin
a smart hotel. I 0

WASHINGTON

to

... on a Greyhound
Expense-Paid

AMMAHtmToW
You can capture a world of romantic adventure on
a Greyhound Amazing America Tour . . . with low-
cost travel to sunny Southern resorts, lively ranches
. . . gay, glamorous cities, or famous National Parks!
Choose tours ranging from two days to two months
. . . with everything planned for you . . . including
hotel reservations, transportation and sightseeing.
Write for full information!

EVERGREEN CIRCLE KENTUCKY CAVES
3 Days from Seattle . . $24.20 3 Days, 6 Meals . . . $22.10

COLONIAL VIRGINIA LOS ANGELES
6 Days $41.95 4 Days $13.50

COLORADO SPRINGS MIAMI
5 Days, 10 Meals . . $37.10 6 Days $32.00

BOSTON CHICAGO
3 Days $14.45 3 Days $13.10

HAVANA, CUBA DENVER
4 Days $71.85 3 Days $13.50
(Includes round trip lore by bus SALT LAKE CITY
ond airplane -Miami to Cuba.

I

3 Days $9 50
SAN FRANCISCO MEXICO CITY

3 Days $11.75 8 Days $76.15

To these prices, add Greyhound round-trip fare from your home town.
Except where shown, prices do not include meals. U. S. tax extra. Ho-’
tel rates are for double-room (per person). All prices subject to change.

Four days touring Nation's

WRITE FOR FREE PICTORIAL TOUR FOLDER!
Greyhound Information Center MY TOUR PREFERENCE
105 W. Madison Street

Chicago 2, Illinois :

NAME

Please send me a free folder
about the tour in which I am
interested.

ADDRESS

CITY STATEGREYHOUND P



The Most
Dangerous Place

In The World ..

CORNEL CHARLTON DOROTHY GLORIA with
and JAMES

HENRY WILCOXON

LYLE BETTGER

LAWRENCE TIERNEY

EMMETT KELLY

CUCCIOLA

ANTOINETTE

CONCELLO

Produced and Directed by CECIL B. DeMILLE • Produced with the cooperation of Ringling Bros.- Barnum & Bailey Circus

Screenplay by Eredric M. Trank, Barre Lyndon and Theodore St. John • Story by Fredric M. Frank, Theodore St. John and Frank Cavett
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Brief Reviews

l/y2 (F) ACROSS THE WIDE MISSOURI—
M-G-M: A fairly interesting Technicolor Western
with Clark Gable as a trapper who marries Indian
maid Maria Elena Marques for selfish reasons and
learns to love her and her people. (Dec.)

L/ (A) BANNERLINE—M-G-M: The usual story

about a cub-reporter whose daring and courage in-

spire the townsfolks to wipe out a dangerous racketeer.

With Keeie Brasselle, Sally Forrest. (Dec.)
\Sy2 (F) BAREFOOT MAILMAN, THE—Colum-
bia: The southern coast of Florida in 1890 is the

setting for this odd little picture in which Terry
Moore, Robert Cummings ana Jerome Courtland make
a perilous trip from Palm Springs to Miami. (Feb.)

\S l/2 (F) BEHAVE YOURSELF—RKO: Shelley
Winters and Farley Granger co-star in this ridicu-

lously funny mix-up about a missing dog, gangs of

hoodlums, murders galore and a nagging mother-in-
law. (Dec.)

(A) BIG NIGHT, THE—U.A.: A depressing
drama in which John Barrymore Jr. sets out to seek
vengeance on the man responsible for the beating of

his father, Robert Preston. With Joan Lorring. (Jan.)

I/)/)/ (F) BLUE VEIL, THE—RKO: A tender
episodic story with Jane Wyman as a young widow
who devotes her life to caring for other women’s
children. With Charles Laughton, Don Taylor, Joan
Blondell, Richard Carlson, Audrey Totter. (Dec.)54 (F) CALLAWAY WENT THATAWAY—
M-G-M: A gay satire in which Howard Keel plays a
dual role of an alcoholic movie and TV cowboy and
the shy cowhand hired by Dorothy McGuire and Fred
MacMurray to impersonate the actor. (Feb.)
(F) CAVE OF OUTLAWS—U-I: A dull Western
in which ex-convict Macdonald Carey heads for the

Carlsbad Caverns to find gold hidden there years
before, and finds more glitter in Alexis Smith. (Dec.)

(F) CHICAGO CALLING—U.A.: This un-
usual human interest story centers around Dan
Duryea’s effort to keep his phone from being discon-

nected as he awaits news of his injured daughter’s
chance of survival. With Mary Anderson, Gordon
Gebert. (Feb.)

(F) CLOSE TO MY HEART—Warners:
Heart-tugging drama in which Gene Tierney and
Ray Milland face the complications of adopting a
foundling of unknown parentage. (Dec.)

(A) CLOUDBURST— U.A.: Robert Preston
takes the law into his own hands when his wife is

run down and killed by escaping murderers in this

grim but interesting British thriller. (Feb.)

^ (A) COME FILL THE CUP—Warners: After
losing both Phyllis Thaxter and his newspaper job

by imbibing too much, James Cagney reforms and
sets out to put other alcoholics back on their feet.

With Gig Young, Raymond Massey. (Dec.)
(F) CROSSWINDS—Paramount: An adventure
film with plenty of killings, double dealings, triple

schemings that has John Payne, Rhonda Fleming,
Forrest Tucker running around in circles. (Dec.)

(A) DECISION BEFORE DA WN—20th
Century-Fox: An unusual story about German pris-

oners of war who turned against Hitler to spy for

the Allies. With Richard Basehart, Gary Merrill,

Hans Christian Blech. (Dec.)
(A) DETECTIVE STORY—Paramount: A

terrific melodrama set in a midtown police station

with Kirk Douglas as a relentless detective whose
lack of leniency and understanding have a disastrous

effect on his marriage to Eleanor Parker. With Lee
Grant, William Bendix, Craig Hill, Cathy O’Donnell.
(Dec.)

(F) DISTANT DRUMS—Warners: Gary
Cooper, shut off from the main route by Indians, is

forced to lead his soldiers and Mari Aldon across

150 miles of dangerous Florida swamplands in this

exciting adventure story. (Feb.)

(F) DOUBLE DYNAMITE—RKO: There;s
loads of laughs when bank teller Frank Sinatra is

given a fortune and is unable to explain. Jane Rus-
sell and Groucho Marx are in on the fun. (Nov.)

(F) ELOPEMENT—20th Century-Fox: When
Anne Francis and William Lundigan decide to wed,
they lead their parents, Clifton Webb and Margalo
Gillmore, Charles Bickford and Evelyn Varden on a

mad and merry chase. With Reginald Gardiner.
(Feb.)

(F) FAMILY SECRET, THE—Columbia: John
Derek accidentally kills his best friend and refuses
to confess his crime—even when another man is

accused of murder—in this serious melodrama. With
Lee J. Cobb, Jody Lawrance. (Jan.)
*4 (F) FINDERS KEEPERS—U-I : A charming
little comedy with Tom Ewell and Julia Adams as
parents of two-year old Dusty Henley, who finds a
fortune in a vacant lot and starts off an unusual
series of circumstances. (Feb.)

(A) FIXED BAYONETS!—20th Century-Fox:
A tough realistic episode in the Korean war in which
Richard Basehart is forced into command of a platoon
ordered to delay the enemy. With Gene Evans,
Michael O’Shea, Craig Hill, Richard Hylton. (Feb.)

(F) FLAME OF ARABY—U-I: Another Arabian
Nights tale revolving around the rivalry of Maureen
O’Hara and Jeff Chandler to capture the finest horse
in Araby. In Technicolor. (Feb.)

(F.) GOLDEN GIRL—20th Century-Fox:
Mitzi Gaynor and Dale Robertson are delightful in
this romantic Technicolor musical about entertainer
Lotta Crabtree and her romance with a daring Con-
federate spy. With Dennis Day, James Barton. (Feb.)

HONG KONG—Pine-Thomas-Paramount: War
veteran Ronald Reagan returns to China to pick up
a fast dollar, picks up war orphan Danny Chang
instead and discovers the boy possesses a rare idol.

A routine drama. With Rhonda Fleming. (Feb.)54 (F) I WANT YOU—Goldwyn: A stirring and
adult drama about the effects of present-day world on
the lives and loves of every-day people as enacted by
Farley Granger, Peggy Dow, Dana Andrews, Dorothy
McGuire. (Jan.)

(A) LADY PAYS OFF, THE—U-I: Linda
Darnell, who resents being loved for “the mother in
her’’ meets gambler Stephen McNally whose feelings
aren’t maternal, in this corny comedy. With Gigi
Perreau. (Dec.)
(F) LADY SAYS NO, THE—U.A. An antiquated
comedy about what happens when prudish young
authoress Joan Caulfield meets breezy photographer
David Niven. Who cares? (Tan.)54 (A ) LAVENDER HILL MOB, THE—Rank-
U-I : There’s sheer delight in this unusual and hilari-

ous British comedy about a meek bank employee,
Alec Guinness, who steals the bank’s gold and tries
to get it out of the country in a most unusual way.
(Dec.)

(F) LET’S MAKE IT LEGAL—20th Century-
Fox: On the day of her divorce from Macdonald
Carey, grandmother Claudette Colbert starts being
pursued by ex-beau Zach Scott, much to the annoy-
ance of daughter, Barbara Bates, and Robert Wagner.
A happy comedy. (Jan.)

(F) LIGHT TOUCH, THE—M-G-M: Pier
Angeli, a young artist, is lured into copying a stolen
masterpiece by Stewart Granger, in this exciting but
overlong drama. With George Sanders. (Jan.)54 (F) MEET DANNY WILSON—U-I: Frank
Sinatra, Shelley Winters and Alex Nicol star in a
gripping story of a brash singer who hits the big-
time . . . and the effect it has on his ego. (Jan.)

(F) MY FAVORITE SPY—Paramount : Bur-
lesque clown Bob Hope is called upon to impersonate
foreign agent, Bob Hope, and becomes involved with
siren Hedy Lamarr and dangerous international spies
in this breezy bit of slapstick. (Jan.)54 QUO VADIS—M-G-M: The long awaited
Technicolor super-epic complete with the pomp,
pageantry, ar.d burning of ancient Rome, and the
romance of Nero’s soldier Robert Taylor and Christian
maiden Deborf < Kerr. With Leo Genn, Peter Ustinov
and a cast o* thousands. (Feb.)

(F) RACKET, THE—RKO : Rough, tough,
action film attempting to show links between poli-
ticians and criminals with Bob Mitchum as a fearless
police officer out to get hoodlum Robert Ryan. With
Liz Scott, Brett King, Robert Hutton. (Jan.)

54 (A) RAGING TIDE, THE—U-I : Murderer
Richard Conte takes refuge on fishing boat owned by
Charles Bickford and Alex Nicol and proceeds to
complicate everyone’s life in this rather trite story.

-Shelley Winters plays Dick’s girl; Stephen McNally,
the detective on his trail. (Dec.)

(F) RED MOUNTAIN, THE—Paramount:

Ex-Confederate officer Alan Ladd heads West to re-

establish a gold claim and becomes involved with
Quantrell’s outlaw raiders. A well plotted Technicolor
Western. With Lizabeth Scott, Arthur Kennedy,
John Ireland. (Feb.)

54 (F) REUNION IN RENO—U-I: A sentimen-
tal comedy-drama in which Gigi Perreau asks attor-
ney Mark Stevens to secure her a divorce from
parents Frances Dee, Leif Erickson. With Peggy
Dow. (Dec.) ,

(F) ROOM FOR ONE MORE—Warners:
Cary Grant and Betsy Drake face the problem of
winning over foster children Iris Mann and Clifford
Tatum Jr. in an absorbing domestic drama. (Feb.)
54 (F) SILVER CITY—Paramount: Fast-moving
Western built around the search for silver and the
romance between Edmond O’Brien and Yvonne De
Carlo. With Barry Fitzgerald. (Jan.)

(F) SLAUGHTER TRAIL—RKO: A dull West-
ern in which soldiers chase robbers and Indians
chase soldiers to the constant accompaniment of
distracting off-screen singing. With Brian Donlevy,
Robert Hutton. (Jan.)
(F) SON OF DR. JEKYLL, THE—Columbia : A
lot of nonsense about events that occur when Louis
Hayward tries to prove Papa was a great humani-
tarian instead of a murderous fiend. With Jody
Lawrance. (Dec.)

(F) STARLIFT—Warners: An all-star cast
including Doris Day, Gene Nelson, Ruth Roman,
Gordon MacRae, Virginia Mayo, Gary Cooper, Jane
Wyman in a gay musical about the way the stars
build morale of servicemen. Janice Rule and Ron
Hagerthy carry the plot. (Jan.)
54 (F) STRANGE DOOR, THE—U-I : A real
chiller-diller in which Charles Laughton plans to
marry niece Sally Forrest to scalawag Richard Stap-
ley in order to avenge the marriage of his brother
to the girl he loved years before. (Jan.)

(F) SUBMARINE COMMAND—Paramount:
Thrilling story o*f submarine warfare and of the men
who live and die encased in steel beneath the sea.

With Bill Holden, Don Taylor, Nancy Olson. (Dec.)

54 -(F) TANKS ARE COMING, THE—Warners :

Steve Cochran ignores orders of superior officers Phil
Carey, Robert Horton—through the push from France
to Germany—as he rules his crew, Paul Picerni, Rob-
ert Boon, Eugene Baxter with an iron fist; tries to
win the war single-handedly. With Mari Aldon. (Jan.)

54 (F) TEN TALL MEN—Columbia: Tongue in

cheek French Foreign Legion adventure with Burt
Lancaster as a tough sergeant who kidnaps princess
Jody Lawrance and proceeds to lead the Arabs a
merry chase over the burning sands of the Sahara.
With Gilbert Roland. (Tan.)

(F) TEXAS CARNI VAL—M-G-M : A rip-

roaring musical with Red Skelton and Esther Wil-
liams as carnival performers who are taken for Texas
tycoons by Howard Keel and Ann Miller. With
Keenan Wynn. (Dec.)

(F) TOO YOUNG TO KISS—M-G-M: June
Allyson poses as child prodigy in order to obtain
an audition with concert manager Van Johnson

—

and the inevitable happens in this frothy comedy.
With Gig Young. (Jan.)

(F) TWO TICKETS TO BROADWAY—
RKO : A happy talent-laden musical in which Tony
Martin, Janet Leigh, Gloria DeHaven, Ann Miller,

Barbara Lawrence, try—with the misguidance of
Eddie Bracken—to crash T.V. (Jan.)

(F) WEEKEND WITH FATHER: A merry
comedy in which widowed Van Heflin and Pat Neal
try to find romance together despite the disapproval
of her daughters, Gigi and Janine Perreau and his

sons, Jimmy Hunt and Tommy Rettig. With Virginia
Field. (Feb.)54 (F) WESTWARD THE WOMEN—M-G-M

:

Robert Taylor escorts Denise Darcel and 137 other
women across the plains to a new life in California
in this absorbing drama of pioneer days. With John
Mclntire, Julie Bishop. (Jan.)54 (F) WHEN WORLDS COLLIDE—Para
mount: A fascinating science fiction epic in which
forty-three people are chosen to escape in a rocket
before the earth is destroyed by another planet.
With Peter Hanson, Barbara Rush. (Dec.)

1
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WE DO! If you want to see your favorites in

Photoplay’s color pages, send in the names now of

Your favorite actor Your favorite actress

Mail to:

Reader’s Poll Editor, Box 1374, Grand Central Sta.. N. Y. 17, N. Y.

My name My age P
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Married a year! There was only one thing for the Jeff Hunters to do—GIVE A PARTY!

r

12

an niversary
They had spaghetti and salad and garlic bread.
And everyone had fun with the games. And
before they went home, the guests all agreed,
a rented two-bedroom apartment is a wonder-
ful place to celebrate—that first year wedding
anniversary. (Jeff Hunter and Constance Smith
are in “Cry of the Swamp,” Barbara Rush, in

“Flaming Feather,” Tony Dexter, “The Brigand,”
Dale Robertson, “Return of the Texan,” Helene
Stanley, “Wait Till the Sun Shines, Nellie,” Bob
Wagner, “With a Song in My Heart!”)

MRS. TONY DEXTER can’t wait to try

Barbara Rush’s Caesar salad! In rear are

their husbands, Jeff Hunter, Tony Dexter

JEFF has Dale looking like Frankenstein!

Game oi fitting head into women’s hose

produced some hilarious facial effects!

JEFF swings into some organ music for his guests. Standing are Jacqueline

Robertson, Bob, the Tony Dexters. Dale, seated, who also plays, kept the party

going earlier until Jeff, working late, arrived with the spaghetti for dinner

ner, Helene Stanley, Brian Forbes with re-

cordings from his film “Cry of the Swamp”

HORROR line-up: While Jackie, Constance Smith, Barbara, Helene are guessing,

we’ll let you in on the boys’ impersonations. Dale’s Peter Lorre, Jeff’s Sydney
Greenstreet, Brian’s Hitler, Bob’s the Wolf Man, Tony’s Hunchback of Notre Dame!



HOWARD HUGHES presents

LAS VEGAS...
where everybody plays a game!

THAT GIRL. ..with her

a man always runs a risk

...but he never runs far!

THE LOSER wins the

jackpot. ..of bullets. ..when

these two boys fight it out!

HELICOPTER attack

on a fleeing auto. ..the most

terrifying duel ever waged!

GAMBLING palaces lure

thrill-seekers to a world
of wild gaiety and revelry!

I’

JANE and
r

HOAGY R K O
RADIO

h HOAGY CARIY

I by ROBERT STE

d HARRY ESSEX f
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THE TV POWERS gave a
luncheon for Viennese
war orphan Hanka Traub
(adopted by fifteen Twen-
tieth Studio secretaries.)

Right, Linda Power, June
Haver, Dan Dailey, Hanka,
Mitzi Gaynor and Tyrone

THE SUN shines bright

—on Betsy and Cary

Grant, new taking a

rest from making movies

LOVE WILL find a way!

When Vittorio Gassman
flew in from Italy for

quick'visit, Shelley
Winters was going on

location — insisted that

Vittorio go along, at

the studio’s expense!

P

CAL YORK’S GOSSIP

Hollywood and Vine: Jane Wyman dined in the
Beverly Hills Hotel Lanai Room with her favorite
astrologer and the Jennings Langs just prior to the
sensational shooting of Lang by producer Walter
Wanger, who alleged the agent broke up his

twelve-year marriage to Joan Bennett . . . Shy,
sensitive Pier Angeli blushing right through her
make-up in a love scene with Stewart Granger
when Mrs. Granger (Jean Simmons) visited the set

. . . Dan Dailey II sitting up on a shoeshine stand
with Dan Dailey III. Father and son grinning
pridefully from ear to ear . . . Howard Duff and
Ida Lupino making like interested spectators at
various TV shows, on account of because they’re
planning their own visual program after the wee
one arrives . . . Roy Rogers and Dale Evans remain-
ing unrecognized at a masquerade ball. They wore
cowboy clothes! . . . Joan Evans making two new
discoveries, an operatic voice and Chris Randall.

14



OF HOLLYWOOD

KATHRYN GRAY-
SON, with Richard
Allan, took camera to

premiere— shot ev-

eryone in sight! Now
they are calling
her “Fink” Grayson!

LIZ TAYLOR steals

the spotlight at
premiere with beau,

Michael Wilding

Frying Pan: What do the great stars of Holly-
wood talk about when the clan gathers? At this

particular party—Shelley Winters! The thing that
gripes the girls, it seems, is the bombastic blonde’s
great talent for unprofessional behavior and great
lack of artistic talent to back it up. (It’s their
opinion and not ours!) She’s been having a ball

for herself with Vittorio Gassmann, whom you
remember as the handsome Italian gangster in

“Bitter Rice.”,

They met when she visited Italy and this time
it’s the real thing. (That’s what the lady said!)

When Vittorio flew to Hollywood recently for a
quickie visit, she went on location and he went
along. According to an inside source, Shelley in-

sisted on the studio paying Vittorio’s expenses. In

these cost-cutting times, there is no doubt about
it, you’ve got to be “gooa” to get such results
in Hollywood.

Hello Young Lovers: To lunch at Twentieth
Century-Fox with Jeffrey Hunter, the happiest, the
wettest (on this occasion) and one of the nicest
new actors in Hollywood.
As they dragged him out of the swamp on the

“Cry of the Swamp” set, he shouted: “Do you mind
if I get out of these clothes before we eat?” (My,
he is new, isn’t he?)

Jeff, as you know, is married to Pa'-amount’s
beautiful Barbara Rush. They’re so seriously in love.

“It was our first anniversary the first of last

December,” Jeff confided. “We didn’t want to go
night-clubbing as we’re furnishing our apartment,
but we sure did want to be together. When I had
to work, Barbara came over on the set and sat
there until midnight—watching me make love to
Jean Peters! Kind of unusual, huh? Then she went
home to prepare a small party for some of our
friends.” (See page 12.)

p
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Inside
THAT’S

HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
By SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Sidney and Frank Sinatra

Id say that Lana Turner and Fernando Lamas off the
screen look like they belong together on the screen . . . De-
spite the fact that the majority of movie critics kicked
“Quo Vadis” in the togas, I like it . . . Waitresses in movies
are always good looking and waiters are comedy characters
. . . Mitzi Gaynor chews about four packs of gum during a
day’s work on the set. She can kiss the hero with the gum
in her mouth and neither he nor the camera knows it . . .

Anne Francis walks around with her shoes in her hands,
even at cocktail parties ... I don’t think I could name a
true blonde actress . . . The freckles on Katharine Hepburn
fascinate me . . . Robert Taylor says that the first thing
he notices about a woman is her voice. “If that’s pleasant,”

says Robert, “then I’ll notice her complexion and hair” . . .

I like to ask movie ushers what they think of the picture now playing. If an usher
replies that he didn’t see it all—beware! . . . Bing Crosby can give people the brush-
off without their realizing it better than any other actor in Hollywood . . . Lili St.

Cyr looks better with clothes on.

Anne Francis

Lee Grant, who as the kleptomaniac in “Detective Story” stole the picture, should
be back in Hollywood making another movie ... I saw Piper Laurie eating a steak
at Chasen’s and I’ll bet when her escort got the tab he washed those stories about
Piper’s eating flowers were true . . . June Allvson likes to sit on the floor ... I

sure wish Norma Shearer would make another movie . . . After watching Patrice
Wymore exhibit her legs in “I’ll See You in My Dreams,” I had a much better
opinion of Errol Flynn. I believe that Pat’s gams, Marilyn Monroe running and
bouncing along the alleys of Beverly Hills and the lights of Hollywood from Sunset
Boulevard are the three best views in town . . . My favorite character, Mike Curtiz,

when asked his opinion after a preview, said: “If I told you the truth, I’d be a

hypocrite.”

I’ll bet Clark Gable will get the girl in his next movie and I don’t even know what
it’s about . . . Gene Kelly in “Singin’ in the Rain” is one I won’t miss ... I know that

Hollywood has taken a terrific beating because of the Tone-Payton-Neal and Wanger-
Bennett-Lang scandals, but I didn’t read of anyone panning and blaming Broadway for

the Rose-Holm-Mathews mess ... A movie always seems more important when seen
at the Radio City Music Hall. There should be a class movie theatre like that in every
key city so a picture could be presented with dignity ... I must admit I get along
fine with Frank Sinatra. In fact he admires my neckties and often when we meet he
takes the necktie I’m wearing from me . . . Dale Robertson in typical he-man fashion

said that since he got married he is becoming accustomed to sleeping without his dog
in his bedroom . . . I’ve been told that Hollywood is a place full of beautiful girls

chasing talent scouts who are supposed to be trying to discover them.

P
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I’m tired, so tired of those scenes in pictures in which an old lady suddenly does
a hot dance number . . . Shelley Winters says she’d like mornings more if they
came later in the day . . . Debbie Reynolds’ favorite is banana splits . . . Charlita
was turned down as Lex Barker’s leading lady in “Tarzan” because “The public
wouldn’t understand her being more chesty than Tarzan” . . . Denise Dareel is as
frank as she is French. “I dress for me,” she admits. “Some things, like our figures,
we must keep a secret—but not top secret” . . . Tom Jenk’s description of a mink-
coated Hollywood starlet: “There’s a gal who can hear a dollar bill falling into a
plate of yogurt.”

I’ve never been concerned about Betty Grable’s problem
in any of her pictures. I always figured she could take care
of herself and make good . . . Marlon Brando, when making
“Viva Zapata,” had this sign on the door of his portable
dressing room: “Please do not knock. I’m snoozing. Me” . . .

Zsa Zsa Gabor admitted, “I've been an actress all my life,

only now I’m getting paid for it” ... I can always tell when
an actor is wearing an option-lifted smile . . . Marie Wilson
was being congratulated after her marriage. “You’re going
to be very happy,” a friend said. “Of course,” Marie replied.

“My husband simply adores me, and so do I.” That’s Holly-
wood for you. Marlon Brando

Return Engagement: Recalling the pro-
longed bitterness between Kathryn Gray-
son and Johnnie Johnston, Cal couldn’t
believe his eyes. But then, neither could
the other patrons at the surrounding
tables in Scandia Restaurant. Sitting side
by side in a party of friends, the hand-
some couple behaved like newlyweds.
They held hands, whispered and giggled,
kissed each other on the cheek—com-
pletely oblivious to their surroundings.
Everyone was fascinated! It looked as if

it should have been a reconciliation. It
wasn’t. Johnnie had just flown to Holly-
wood for a few days, to see their adored
little daughter, Patti Kate.

Status Quo: “No names, please,”
cracked our favorite comedian, after he
made a very funny crack. We w6re in
the theatre lobby. The occasion was the
premiere of “Quo Vadis.” How did he
like the picture? Cal wanted to know.
“Brilliant, wonderful, magnificent!” ex-
claimed the funny man, “and Peter
Ustinov, in the role of Nero, gave the
best impersonation of Betty Hutton that
I’ve ever seen!”

Memory Lane: M-G-M was so anxious
to get Bette Davis for a weekly radio
show, they allowed her to select her own
leading man. Instead of a current box-
office boy, she asked for and got—George
Brent. Not only is the handsome Irish-
man right for the role and so capable of
portraying it, but some of his and Bette’s
biggest hits were made together and
they’re lucky for each other. Wanna bet
she won’t be making M-G-M movies ?

They need a dramatic star of her caliber
and the whole lot is crazy about Miss D.

Mr. Bluebird: If Bob Hutton gets any
happier, he’s liable to burst. “Gobs and
Gals” turned out so well at Republic, they
may send him to London to make another
picture. Then, on the distaff side, Bob
and his Bridget have enrolled in a short
story class and plan to write radio scripts

WE JUST can’t keep up with Greg
Bautzer—when the girl in his arms is

Joan Crawford. Where’s Jane Wyman?



Stuff

together. “We have to tear ourselves f

away from our little daughter,” beams
Bob. “You know we named her Jolie

|

because it’s so appropriate. In French it
j

means ‘pretty’ and we have the prettiest
|

baby in the whole world!”

Medicine Men: Read on and roar! Mrs.
Rory Calhoun (Lita Baron) and Billy

Daniels completed a successful dancing
engagement at Ciro’s recently. Suddenly |

they received an S.O.S. to rush right over
j

and give an additional show. Lili St. Cyr
was the featured entertainer on the bill,

but it seems on this particular night,
Ciro’s had been taken over by a conven-
tion of doctors. With all due respect to

j

the talents of the sensuous stripteaser,
the pill shooters wanted no part of her
act. “Seeing a lady with her clothes off is

no noveity to us,” they kidded. “We
|

wanted to be entertained!” So Billy and
j

Lita entertained them.

It’s True That: Despite all rumors to

the contrary, when Elizabeth Taylor’s
contract expires a year from now, she
will stay with M-G-M—the studio that
'las always stood by her . . . Intimate I

friends of writer-producer Norman Kras-
|

na, who never approved of his short
romance and shorter engagement to .

Betty Hutton, are rejoicing over his sur-
prise elopement with the charming wid-
ow of A1 Jolson . . . Bob Hope and his

grateful family finally got together on
Christmas for the first time in six years.
However, he still dashed down to Long-
Beach to do a show for hospitalized vets |

. . . Clark Gable narrowly escaped death
|

in Tucson, Arizona, in a four-car crash.
His beautiful convertible Cad was de-
molished ... “I Love Lucy” is such a

hit on television, Lucille Ball and Desi
Arnaz rated tenth place on the Nielson
Report after their 4th show. Happy?
They’re hysterical!

Miss Jinx: Cal caught up with Ruth
j

(Continued on page 18)

LISTENING IN on the ladies: Pat Neal
and Joan Fontaine have something to

say at Cobina Wright’s recent dinner party

Hollywood
Party Line

BY EDITH GWYNN

The Howard Keels, Gower Champions

The most rootin’ tootin’ super-duper pre-
miere staged around here in many a moon
was the one put on for “Quo Vadis.” (“QV”
means “whither goest thou?”—and believe
me, that night everybody was going to it!)

Among the very decollete-clad glamour
gals was Liz Taylor (with Michael Wilding)
in a dress of brocaded satin cut heart-
shaped and down to there! (See page 15.)

Marge Champion was a doll in white taffeta

and black lace. Her bodice was of tightly

fitted velvet with streamers from the low
back right down to her hem. But it was
Lana Turner’s costume that almost stole

the show. She looked a dream with her
billowing wrap of pink feathers over a
pale pink gown of lace that sported drap-
ing of the lace around the hips. She was
with Fernando Lamas—natch. Never saw
so much mink—all shades from white,
through blonde, through silver blue—and
later Director Mervyn le Roy had a tableful

of dolls and guys at the Cocoanut Grove where a special “Night in Rome” decor
had been arranged. Among them, Tony Martin and Cyd Charisse, Zsa Zsa Gabor in
pale blue tulle (plus lotsa diamonds), Kathryn Grayson, in masses of pink tulle.

Evie Johnson was telling us about the one and only really extravagant dress pur-
chase she made while she and Van were in Europe. It’s a gorgeus gown created by
Italy’s famous Fontana—a billowing thing of pink satin and net that not only has
four under skirts, but a hoop skirt besides ! Evie wore it to the fancy dinner-dance
the Mike Romanoffs tossed for visiting Dolly O’Brien, former flame of Clark Gable.
June Allyson was there in a blue satin ankle-length dress, entirely covered with
black lace. The low-cut bodice was held up with tiny black straps. Jane Greer in

cocoa chiffon, Mrs. Doug Fairbanks in garnet velvet, Sylvia Gable in white
satin with an enormous stiffened-out skirt were other eye-catchers. Pat Neal
was wearing a beige sweater-type top over a black satin skirt. Since it could hardly
he called a “ball gown” some of the guests are still trying to figger it out. Rocky
Cooper arrived with Cesar Romero and John Hodiak (Anne Baxter was on location)
and though Gary was there with Pat, he and his almost-ex had a regular gah-fest.

This is the time of year when you hesitate about buying anything that won’t look as

good under your spring coat as it might under a winter warmer. Some gals have al-

ready acquired the perfect between-season sheer wools that can do pleasant duty for

’most any time of the year. Ruth Roman, dining at La Rue with hubby Morty Hall, wore
a pale gray light-weight wool, street length, tight-bodiced, with a flaring skirt. Its

scoop neck was outlined by tassled navy braid and so was the hipline of the skirt. (Give
you any ideas?) Mona Freeman loves the delightfully prim look of the Gibson Girl

—

and just got a silk daytime dress in a black and white pattern which gives it the look
of graph paper. It has a simple bodice, long sleeves, tucked front and stock-tied collar

of dead white. Mona ties her tiny waistline into this with a black patent leather belt

to hug the full-flaring skirt. Janice Rule’s spring wardrobe includes a dream of a

dark green silk taffeta dress in princess styling with vertical tucks across the bodice
and horizontal tucks marching around and all over the entire full skirt. Gives a won-
derful silhouette and Janice’s dress is self-belted with a small rhinestone-studded
dagger for a buckle. Betty Hutton has a black sheer wool that’s dressy enough to go
to dinner, but suitable for day wear. It has a button-down bodice over a full,

gathered skirt with deep pockets set into the side seams. A fresh note is the pink
grosgrain ribbon that sneaks out from under the high collar and ties in a small bow.

The Ty Powerses gave a house-warming for their new Bel-Air mansion they won’t
forget for a long time ! They erected a big tent and set up their flower-trimmed
tables, etc. But the eighty or more guests had no more than seated themselves when
there was a sudden downpour and it was soon discovered that the tent leaked ! Only
a few got splattered before a quick patching job fixed things up. It was that eve that
Shelley Winters sprung her “mad passion,” Vittorio Gassman, on a big chunk of
Hollywood’s glitter crowd. Farley Granger was there too—and quite unperturbed.
Linda Christian wore green—with emeralds and diamonds; Joan Crawford, with
“Butch” Romero, wore a beige chiffon flowing gown and gobs of topaz jewelry;
the Michael Rennies (enjoying their first Hollywood party), Claudette Colbert, the
Ray Millands, Merle Oberon, home from Europe with a fabulous wardrobe, Loretta
Young and the Jimmy Stewarts were among the gay dining-dancing crowd.
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WHAT

HOLLYWOOD’S

WHISPERING

ABOUT
BY P. S. LOWE

GENE AUTRY

Gordon MacRae’s unprofitable sing-

ing engagement at a Las Vegas night
club when he lost some $15,000 be-

tween shows at the gaming tables

. . . Gene Autry’s dilemma when he
made a personal appearance in Mon-
treal recently and most of the French-
speaking natives of the town didn’t

savvy his they-went-that-a-way Wes-
tern-style routine . . . Marlon Brando’s
wish that his next picture be a musi-
cal so he can show off his vocal and
tei'psichorean prowess ( ? ? ? ? !

)

Shelley Winters’ complaining that

Scott Brady’s role opposite her in “Un-
tamed” was a little too important to

suit her tastes . . . The bald spot on
the back of Frankie Sinatra’s head,
which he’s making no attempt to hide.

And Ava Gardner’s comment that she
wants to lose that luscious figure, but
quick—for motherhood, that is . . .

The rave sneak preview reports on
Bob Walker’s performance in “My
San John” which makes the tragedy of
his death even more so . . .

Rita Hayworth’s weekly Bible
classes, which are serious and con-
structive . . . Gloria Swanson’s second
misfortune on the opening night of her
Broadway play, “Nina.” (The first was
getting into the play at all.) The
whalebone in her dress came loose dur-
ing the performance and crept up and
up until it was level with her nose.
Gloria couldn’t see it but the audience
could, despite co-star David Niven’s
attempt to help out.

The more than forty minutes of
songs recorded for the new Mario
Lanza starrer, “Because You’re Mine”
. . . Why M-G-M had to re-dub a lot

of Liz Taylor’s lines from “Ivanhoe”
. . . Tony Martin’s leaving nd" stone
unturned to try to persuade his studio
and Deanna Durbin, too, that she
should make her comeback in his next
picture, “A Song Forever.”

INSIDE
(Continued from page 17)

Roman on the “Mara Maru” set (that’s a
boat, son!) and on her even that long
woolen underwear looked good. Ruth was
about to share a typhoon with Errol
Flynn and didn’t look too happy at the
prospect. She had virus from battling
those studio-made waves. A few days
earlier she had fallen down the projection
room steps and all but killed herself. Add-
ing insult to close-ups, poor Errol forgot
that there were big fat love scenes to do
with Ruth and had eaten lots of garlic
for lunch! “It’s a good thing I’m not
pregnant,” said our girl friend philosophi-
cally. We think she’s got a point there.

Contrasts: June Haver wearing black
velvet slacks with matching tassel-

trimmed bolero, emerging from UCLA’s
Newman Club (she’s supervising a re-
decorating job) carrying a script instead
of school books . . . William Holden and
Gene Nelson (each would like to be as
good as the other in his chosen field)

exchanging mutual admiration talk from
opposite barber chairs . . . June Allyson
carrying a smart little lunch pail, so’s

she can dash over to Beverly Hills and
shop on her lunch hour . . . Farley Gran-
ger in old dungarees, unloading his shin-
ing convertible in the driveway of the
hilltop home he’s rented from director
Irving Rapper.

Horse Sense: Dale Robertson’s prob-
ably the most refreshing newcomer in
Hollywood. Instead of talking about him-
self, the gentleman from Oklahoma begs
interviewers to write about Joan Craw-
ford, Warner’s casting director Solly
Biano—in fact everyone who gave his
career a helping hand. Rarer still, Dale’s
trying to avoid too much publicity. “If
you make a noise going in, you have to
make a noise going out,” he confided to
Cal. “I prefer just to ease my way along.”
On the “Outcasts of Poker Flat” set,

Miriam Hopkins, who can be tempera-
mental, is like a lamb. Every time her
lips tighten, Dale just smiles and in that

DEBRA PAGET, with mother at recent
premiere, caught bad cold—had to delay

starting a new film “Les Miserables.”

STUFF
quiet way, he says: “Relax, Hopalong
hopkins, nothing is worth losing your
temper.” Miriam relaxes—and loves it!

Two-ing the Town: Lana Turner doing
a “Merry Widow” waltz with Fernando
Lamas at the Mocafnbo, wearing those
four-and-a-half-inch diamond-studded
heels from the picture by the same name
. . . Ann Blyth and Dick Clayton having
a Hamburger Hamlet hamburger with
Jane Powell and Geary Steffen . . .

Former actor—now new U-I producer
Ross Hunter, tasting tamales at La Casa
Escobar with Ann Sheridan . . . Elizabeth
Taylor and Michael Wilding with Jean
Simmons and Stewart Granger seeing
the sights at the Farmers Market. M-G-M,
by the way, has received an avalanche of

letters from irate Liz Taylor fans. They
don’t want their dream doll to marry a
man old enough to be her father.

Royal Pain: The life of a Princess-
even one who abdicates, ain’t like it is

in story books! This, Rita Hayworth’s
discovered since she’s back in Hollywood.
Not being divorced yet, she isn’t free
to take on a new and serious romance.
Also, Columbia suspended her because
she’d refused to report for the shooting
of “Affair in Trinidad.” Rita, who had
started the dance rehearsals, claimed
she’d never received a completed satis-

factory script. Her studio said as how
she allowed them to invest $500,000 before
indicating her dissatisfaction. This they
no likee. Insiders say cameramen have
been concerned because the beauty isn’t

quite as lush and lovely as she was B.A.
(Before Aly). Cal delighted that Colum-
bia and Rita finally made up and her
picture’s under way again, says: Let’s

stop all this nonsense. We wanna see
Rita and so does everyone else.

Floater Policy: To actresses who col-

lapse every time they snag a hangnail,
this little item is dedicated. Jane Wy-
man in the midst of making “Famous”

(Continued, on page 23)

BETTE DAVIS, husband Gary Merrill

do Lux Radio show of “All About Eve,”

film that won her Gold Medal honors
18
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Tampax

fullcf

explained

in a few words

:

.MM The purpose of Tampax is to
9* give women generally more

comfort, convenience and
freedom during that period
each month when sanitary 99
protection is needed. 99

it Tampax was perfected by a

physician who used the prin-

ciple of internal absorption
long known to the medical Mm
profession.

It
Tampax is made of pure sur-

gical cotton contained in pat-

ented throw-away applica-
tors for easy insertion. Your
hands need not touch the

Tampax. It

99 Tampax is many, many times
99 smaller than the external

forms of protection. Further-

more, it requires no belts, pins g

g

or other supporting devices.*®

No odor with Tampax. And it

cannot create bulges, ridges
or edgelines which otherwise
might “show” through snuglv
fitted suits or dresses.

Tampax cannot be felt by the
woman or girl while wearing
it. And you need not remove
it while tubbing, showering
or swimming.

ft
Buy Tampax at drug and no-
tion counters in 3 absorben-
cies: Regular, Super, Junior.
A month’s supply will go
right into your purse. Econo-
my box will last four months
(average). . . . Tampax Incor-
porated, Palmer, Mass.

READERS INC.
Cheers & Jeers:

if I were Liz Taylor I would learn

how to keep house, cook and other things

a housewife should know in case she gets

married again, which she will. I don’t

blame a thing on her husband. It’s mostly
all her fault. A man wants to see his wife

cook instead ©f having a maid etc. hang-
ing around. I hope she learned her lesson.

Mrs. Ralph Dresback Jr.

Sidney, Ohio

Do I feel like a heel ! I had seen Mitzi

Gaynor in some small part and I got the

idea that she could dance but certainly

could not act. I did everything to avoid

seeing “Golden Girl” but was trapped

with some friends who were determined

to see it. I laughed, I cried and I loved

every minute of it. She was wonderful in

evefy way. Here’s wishing Mitzi the best

of luck.

Nan Leader
Birmingham, Ala.

Nothing is more disgusting than to see

a highly dramatic role played by an

actress not possessing the ability to make
her characterization ring true. This I

discovered as I watched “A Streetcar

Named Desire.” With very few excep-

tions, Vivien Leigh’s scenes were so ter-

ribly overacted. I couldn’t help thinking

how any one of our own truly great

American actresses could have made
Blanche shine, sparkle, glow

;
even as

brightly as Brando's Stanley.

John D. Humphrey
Chicago, 111.

I recently saw "On Moonlight Bay.

It was wonderful, but why not have Doris

Day and Gordon MacRae in more up-to-

date pictures like “Tea for Two”?
Judy Pace
Dawson, Ga.

Farley Granger and John Derek and all

the rest.

Ann Rockefeller
Altadena, Calif.

“Secret of Convict Lake” had three

good clinches in it (and we can use
them), but the best was between Dick
Hylton and Barbara Bates, one of those
“don’t let’s rassle over it” scenes. A lot

of us are going to remember that Dick
Hylton. What a doll ! Let’s see more
of him. I work at another stud-io ; so
this Hylton has made me commit treason

against our own stars.

Sally Richards
Hollywood, Calif.

Why doesn’t a good actress like Jane
Russell get more and better roles? Not
only is she the best actress in Hollywood,
she has the best figure and the prettiest

face. She’s really wasted in the roles she

gets.

Marion Burns
Chicago, 111.

Question Box:

Who played Captain Horner in “The
Tanks Are Coming”? I would appreciate

any information you may have on him.

Mary Howard
Grand Rapids, Mich.

{Robert Horton
was born in Los
Angeles 7/29124.
He is 6', 175 lbs.,

lias brown eyes,
auburn hair. He
is a graduate of
U.C.L.A. and has
appeared in tele-

vision. His next,
“Return of the Texan.” Write him at

20th Century-Fox, Beverly Hills.

Why, oh why does Photoplay waste a

perfectly good color page each month on

a vulgar display of a so-called “pin-up”

queen? I feel this feature has cheapened

the magazine considerably. I’d much
rather see a full page of a star and

family. Something nice and wholesome
for a change.

Agnes Williams
St. Petersburg, Fla.

Casting:

I just read where Twentieth may cast

Mitzi Gaynor in “The I Don’t Care Girl"

and Marilyn Monroe in “Gentlemen Pre-

fer Blondes.” These are two colossal mis-

takes because both roles are tailor-made

for Betty Grable. I certainly hope they

give both roles to Betty.

B. Thatcher
Hartford, Conn.

I would like to suggest starring Jeff

Chandler and Ava Gardner together in a

drama. He is so masculine and handsome
and she is so feminine and beautiful. I’m

sure they would make a terrific team.

Beverly Steinberg
Detroit, Mich.

Readers' Pets:

Where has that Dale Robertson been?

I just saw him in “Golden Girl” and how
can anyone be so cute ! This boy beats

Could you please tell me if “Gorgeous
George” is a brother to Shirley Temple?

Linda Furst
Midland, Mich.

( Shirley has a brother, George Temple,
but although he’s been a wrestler, he’s

not Gorgeous.)

Who was that darling little boy who
played Teensie in “Room for One More”?
How old is he?

{That was five-

year-old Georgie
Winslow. He was
chosen for the role

from over 500 chil-

dren. He lives in

Hollywood with his

parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Wenslaff, who
say he’s a natural

born actor). Address

Jane Ryan
Waterloo, Iowa

/

: Warners, Burbank.

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore

promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.



JUNE ALLYSON, starring in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “THE GIRL IN WHITE

JUNE ALLYSON . . Lustre-Creme presents one of 12 women voted by “Modern Screen ’ and a jury oi tamed

hair stylists as having the world's loveliest hair. June Allyson uses Lustre-Creme Shampoo to care for her glamorous hair.

The Most Beautiful Hair in the World

is kept at its loveliest ... with Lustre-Creme Shampoo

Yes, June Allyson uses Lustre-Creme

Shampoo to keep her hair always

alluring. The care of her beautiful hair

is vital to her glamour-career.

You, too, like June Allyson, will notice a

glorious difference in your hair alter a

Lustre-Creme shampoo. Under the spell of

its lanolin-blessed lather, your hair shines,

behaves, is eager to curl. Hair dulled h\

soap abuse . . . dusty with dandruff, now

is fragrantly clean. Hair robbed ol its

natural sheen now glows with renewed

highlights. Lathers lavishly in hardest

water . . . needs no special after-rinse.

No other cream shampoo in all the

world is as popular as Lustre-Creme.

For hair that behaves like the angels

and shines like the stars . . . ask for

Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

The beauty-blend
cream shampoo
with LANOLIN.
Jars or tubes,

27(f to $2.

Famous Hollywood Stars use Lustre-Creme Shampoo for Glamorous Hair
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and no other make-up

looks and feels so naturally lovely!
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to just seconds. No puff, no spon ge, no streaking.

Your Pan-Stik Make-Up is so gossamer-light, so dewy-fresh, it looks and feels like

your very own skin. Yet it conceals every imperfection, stays lovely hours longer—

with never a trace of “made-up” look. Pan-Stik is another of the fabulous

Max Factor products, created to enhance the off-stage beauty of Hollywood’s

loveliest stars— and now brought to you. Try Pan-Stik today. See how Max

Factor’s exclusive blend of ingredients gives you a new, more alluring,

natural loveliness with perfect results guaranteed*

the very first time you use it.

New cream make-up
in stick form

n60
plus tax. In 7 enchanting

shades— to harmonize with any

complexion. At leading drug

and department stores.
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^Guarantee : Buy Max Factor Pan-Stik Make-
Up at any cosmetic counter and use according to

directions. If you don’t agree that it makes
look lovelier than ever before, the very first

run use it, simply return unused portion to

Factor. Hollywood, for full refund

* Pan -St ik (trademark) means Max Factor
lywood cream-type make-up.
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time
Max

Hol-

Just stroke it on ! Pan-Stik ’s

unique form makes it so simple

and quick. Just apply a few

light strokes to nose, forehead

and chin, with Pan-Stik itself.

No messy fingernail deposits

as with cream cake make-up;

no dripping as with liquid.

And Pan-Stik tucks away
neatly in your purse for

unexpected touch-ups. No
spilling, no leaking.

A little does so much !

Pan-Stik Make-Up spreads far

more easily just with the

fingertips, blends more

evenly than any other kind of

make-up. Never becomes

greasy or shiny. Covers more

perfectly, clings far longer. No
hourly touch-ups necessary.

Your skin always feels and

looks so fresh— young—
naturally lovely.

Pan-Stik
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COKINNE CALVET
as she look's when away from the cameras.

This vivacious young actress

is now appearing in

“SAILOR BEWARE"
a Hal "Wallis Production

a Paramount Picture

One of the many.HolU wood beauties who
enhance their fresh, glowing, natural

loveliness with ..Max Factor Pan-Stik

Make-Up . . . wherever lllcV go . . what-

ever they do!

To harmonize with hersfitond coloring
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’’
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Impertinent

INTERVIEW

VERA-ELLEN with A. C.

Lyles, took a dress cue!

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 18)

with Bing Crosby, suffered from a float-

ing kidney. She has to wear a binding
brace that almost kills her. “Everyone
keeps asking why I don’t stay home,”
Jane told us. “My back also hurts just as
much at home as it does here—so why not
work? Why hold them up?” Makes good
sense to us, Janie, and here’s hoping you
don’t have to have that operation.

Temporary Target: The walls of Jer-
icho had nothing on the walls of M-G-M
when Esther Williams was voted the
most uncooperative actress of 1951 by
the Hollywood Women’s Press Club. Cal
was curious. How come Esther’s been
on so many covers and gets so much
space? We queried a few of the 126
members who had given the mermaid the
bird. Following are some of their quotes:
“It wasn’t that Esther didn’t do things,
it was the way she did them. She kept
cameramen waiting for hours, then gave
them the rush act.” “Yes, Esther posed
after breaking dates, changing plans and
upsetting everyone.” “Esther tried to
tell us how to do our job instead of doing
her own.” “Esther was always trying to

promote things for free.” But there are
still two sides to a story. Cal can hon-
estly say that Esther Williams has always
been kind and cooperative to him.

Why Do They Do It Dept.: Publicize
Janet Leigh’s special recipe for prepar-
ing boiled cabbage, when she’s supposed
to be the most fascinating little filly who
ever filled a sweater . . . Photograph
John Derek changing the baby’s diapers,
when teenagers all over the country sleep
with his picture under their pillow . . .

Insist that Errol Flynn has turned into a
real homebody, when he made his name
and fame by being a fascinating gentle-
man of adventure . . . Try to tell us that
certain movie stars who behave like un-
mitigated exhibitionists, are actually shy
and frightened “children,” just trying to
cover up a feeling of inferiority! WHY ?

BY MIKE CONNOLLY
Hollywood. Reporter Columnist

“Somebody should award Vera-Ellen a
special Oscar for being the worst-dressed
off-screen actress in Hollywood.”

I ran this item in my column in The
Hollywood Reporter after several . months
of trying to catch a glimpse of Vera-Ellen
at parties and premieres. I had never been
able to see the girl for all the beads,
jangling earrings, jeweled gloves, ribbon
bows and flowing draperies.
Some time later, at a party, a nice guy

named A. C. Lyles collared me. “That was
a nasty thing you wrote,” he said. “The
poor kid’s been heartbroken ever since.”

Over A. C.’s shoulder I caught a glimpse
of the object of our discussion, and caught
my breath. Vera-Ellen wore a simple green
cocktail dress, mink stole, plain gold neck-
lace, ring and wrist watch—and high-
heeled shoes. For once she had forsaken
the fussy furbelows and ballet slippers
that had made her look squatty.
“How do I look?” she chirped.
“Great!” I said, and out of the corner of

my mouth, “Beat it, A. C.—I’ve gotta have
a talk with this girl.”

“It took your item to straighten me out,”
she confided. “First I bawled. Then I went
to Sam Kress, head of wardrobe at the
studio, and to Helen Rose, who helped me
by designing some less frou-frou dresses.
They were the kind, as Helen explained,
that would let people see me. No ribbons,

no bows! Then I talked with Ann Strauss

of M-G-M publicity. She said that when
I dressed to go out I should give myself one
last once-over and take something off. Now
if I deck myself out in earrings, bracelets,

rings and necklace, I take off the earrings

—

and sometimes both necklace and earrings!

In addition, I learned plenty from Clau-
dette Colbert, Gloria Swanson, Marlene
Dietrich and Irene Dunne, with whom I

attended the Command Performance in

London. I studied not only the way they
walked and talked in public and the clothes

they wore, but the way they wore them.
“I think my own gaudy taste in clothes

was a throwback to my childhood. We
were a rather poor family. Mother and
Grandmother made over my clothes and I

guess I always thought I knew what was
right. I wanted to glitter like the movie
stars did in those days. Besides, I was a
skinny little kid and the ruffles covered up
a lot of ugly angles. Then when I became
a dancer, high heels were uncomfortable.
So I always wore ballet slippers; I’ve dis-

covered it’s important to spend time on
your looks rather than concentrating
strictly on your talents.

“Do you like my perfume?”
I took a whiff.

“Just one drop behind each ear,” she
said.

“Smells good,” I said.

ANNE BAXTER takes the coveted Golden Apple as most cooperative actress
at party given by Hollywood Women’s Press Club at Beverly Hills Hotel.
Bill Holden and John Derek, tied for most cooperative actor award, receive
gold script markers from the Club’s president, writer Fredda Dudley Balling

LANA TURNER’S daughter Cheryl, Gigi Perreau
and Gary Cooper’s daughter, Maria, share fun at P

party given by Universal-International before
showing of Gigi’s latest, “Week-end with Father”
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AN EPIC picture of circus life, with Charlton Heston,

Cornel Wilde, and Betty Hutton under the Big Top

THE FUN STARTS when Judge Lewis Stone hires

lawyer Janet Leigh to keep an eye on Peter Lawford

SHADOW
BY SARA

(F) The Greatest Show on Earth
(Paramount)

II URRY, hurry, ladies and gentlemen, get your tickets,

/ |
get your programs, see “The Greatest Show on Earth,”

a De Mille spectacle of daring feats and death-defying
acts. In short, see a bang-up, big time, full blown movie
of a tremendous circus in action: or drama under the
“big top.” Betty Hutton is a dynamo of action as Holly,
an aerial artist, and Cornel Wilde a debonair daredevil
of the air, billed as The Great Sebastian. Charlton Heston
as the circus manager, James Stewart as a clown, Dorothy
Lamour and Gloria Grahame as star performers are
outstanding.

Your Reviewer Says: Sensational!

Program Notes: In eighty-three days of shooting, De Mille
maneuvered hundreds of people into a closely knit story of a

circus in action ... In Philadelphia, Betty Hutton performed
her thoroughly rehearsed trapeze act for the first time before
an audience . . . that same night Gloria Grahame went through
her fool-on-face elephant routine . . . For her “ironjaw” act

Dorothy Lamour went through weeks of neck exercises . . . A
friendly rivalry really went on between Betty and Cornel. In the
Paramount gym each tried to outdo the other, kidding each other
about their surpassing talents as trapeze artists . . . John Ring-
ling North, owner of the circus, played himself.

SSK
(F ) Jllst This Once (M-G-M)

DELIGHTFUL, diverting comedy designed solely for

the amusement of a problem-weary public. Thumb-
ing its nose at common sense and romping along on its

paper-thin premise, the story has Janet Leigh, a beautiful

but practical young attorney, falling in love with Peter
Lawford, a millionaire playboy. Janet, we are asked to

believe, is retained by Judge Lewis Stone to restrain

spendthrift Lawford from squandering his fortune. By
closing his charge accounts and selling his priceless

furnishings, Janet soon has the charming Lawford over
a barrel. Undismayed, he moves in with Janet, which
disturbs her fiance, Robert Anderson, more than a little

bit. Benny Rubin and Marilyn Erskine, caught up in

the melee, seem to have a good time, too.

Your Reviewer Says: Laugh appeal, sex appeal, heart appeal.

Program Notes: The studio claims Janet Leigh’s wardrobe is

a model for all business girls. W ith Jane’s minute waistline

and her dressy appearance as an attorney before the bench, we
ivonder what business girls will really think . . . Peter Laivford
returned from a twenty-city personal appearance tour and with
little rest stepped into the comedy. The minute it was finished,

Pete took off for London and another movie . . . Marilyn
Erskine, who plays the telephone operator in Janet’s office,

arrived from the Broadway revival of “Strictly Dishonorable”
for her first movie job . . . Handsome and sedate Richard
Anderson never dreamed he’d one day be on the receiving end

of a berry pie, a la Mack Sennett. But he claims he enjoyed it

so much he wants to play comedy from now on.
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STAGE
HAMILTON *

V* Fair

V'V' Good
V’/V' Outstanding

F—For the whole family

A—For adults

v'v'V^ (F) I’ll See You in My Dreams (Warners)

I DREAM of a movie, warm and tender. A movie that

gives abundantly of song and happiness, of simple
pleasure and abiding love. A movie that tells the story

of songwriter Gus Kahn and his wife, Grace LeBoy.
How they met, how they worked, how they endured
through good times and bad. Danny Thomas as Kahn
infuses his role with a down-to-earth appeal that knocks
at every heart. Doris Day as the wife, who literally

pushed her husband to fame, is equally fine. And the

music! The many beloved songs for which Kahn wrote
unforgettable words. Frank Lovejoy,James Gleason, Mary
Wickes are fine contributors to an outstanding movie.

Your Reviewer Says: A musical with heart.

Program Notes: Mrs. Kahn approached Danny Thomas on the

set with a gift; the small surgical scissors her late husband used
to clip his cigars. Mrs. Kahn, as technical adviser, visited the

set each day and the Veterans Hospital at Sawtelle each evening
where she played and sang for the boys . . . One of Danny’s
greatest boosters when he began his career at the 5100 Club in

Chicago, was Kahn himself. Both Gus and Grace believed in

Danny . . . During production Doris Day and her husband,
Marty Melcher, formed a music publishing company of their

own . . . The banquet scene for Gus was filmed in the banquet
room of the Beverly Wilshire Hotel. In this same room the ac-

tual testimonial dinner for Kahn was held in 1939.

Wy* (A) Death of a Salesman (Columbia)

T
HIS IS a closeup of the mental deterioration of a
well-intentioned, average sort of man who lives in

dreams and becomes weary beyond usefulness. The story,

adapted from the Broadway play, is inclined to over-
stress the mental disturbances of Willie Loman, and this

sometimes throws the theme considerably off key. But
Fredric March, as Willie, is so outstanding, any flaw
becomes a secondary matter. Mildred Dunnock, re-

cruited from the stage play, is perfect as his wife, loyal,

loving and enduring. Cameron Mitchell (also from the
original play) and newcomer Kevin McCarthy are his

sons. Howard Smith is Charley, his one loyal friend and
Jesse White, the boy next door.

Your Reviewer Says: Splendid but depressing.

Program Notes: The play, by Arthur Miller, was originally
written for Fredric March. But March, making a film in London
at the time, turned it down after a cursory reading. Later, aware
of his mistake, March leaped at the offer to play the screen
version . . . Mildred Dunnock, a former teacher at the exclusive
Brearley School for Girls in New York, won the stage role hands
down after one reading . . . Kevin McCarthy, who played Biff in
the London company, appears on the screen for the first time . . .

After two weeks of intensive rehearsals, the actual shooting
time consumed only twenty-six days. The crew attended re-

hearsals, thus knowing exactly where. the lights should go and
the best camera angles before shooting.

DORIS DAY and Danny Thomas make a tuneful two-
some in musical biography of songwriter Gus Kahn

CAM MITCHELL, Mildred Dunnock, Howard Smith,
Fredric March, Kevin McCarthy in moving human drama

f
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mm (F) I’ll Never Forget You
(20th Century-Fox)

A
MODERNIZED version of “Berkeley
Square,” played so beautifully by the

late Leslie Howard, the story tells of a
young scientist who journeys back in time
200 years. Tyrone Power, unattractively
adorned by a crew haircut, plays the scien-
tist. Ann Blyth, both as the modern and
the 18th century miss, looks beautiful and
turns in a telling performance. Michael
Rennie, as Tyrone’s fellow scientist, radi-

ates considerable strength through effective

calm. An 18th century fop and dandy is

played by Dennis Price with exactly the
right shadings. Beatrice Campbell, Kath-
leen Byron and Raymond Huntley mingle
harmoniously in this time-spanned film in

which the authenticity of furnishings, cos-

tumes and scenes of 18th century London
compel respect and call forth admiration.

Your Reviewer Says: A charm-laden bridge
between reality and fantasy.

Program Notes: Tyrone Power, who was
starring in “Mr. Roberts” in London, worked
at Denham Studios throughout the hours he
could snatch from his stage work. The
English habit of a 6:30 to 7 p.m. curtain

call meant earlier morning calls for the star.

The crew haircut was a “Mr. Roberts”
requisite and could not be eliminated,

unfortunately . . . Michael Rennie rushed to

Hollywood at the film’s conclusion to play

the visitor from Mars in “The Day the Earth
Stood Still” . . . Visitors from all over
England exclaimed over the rare period
furnishings and the equally impressive sets

depicting the squalor of the period . . .

Dennis Price will be remembered as the

unscrupulous fortune hunter in “Kind
Hearts and Coronets.”

mm (F) Navajo
(Lippert Pictures, Inc.)

A
REVERENTLY, beautifully created
story of a small Indian boy showing

how he reasons and how he reacts to his

natural enemy, the white man. The grim
fate of the Navajo tribe is individualized

in this story of one Indian family. With the

father absent, the family, headed by the
grandfather, heeds the warning of the great

owl to seek a new home and fresh pas-
tures for their sheep. Ever a prey to

century-old superstitions, the little family

of Navajos eventually meet a tragic end.

Little Son of a Hunter, the sole survivor,

flees the white schoolteacher who seeks to

befriend him, leading the teacher and his

Indian companion on a chase over steep

canyon walls and dangerous precipices. The
good within the heart of the little lad

triumphs over hatred as he flees through
the night to seek help for the teacher and
his injured friend.

Your Reviewer Says: A gem of a movie.

Program Notes: Despite the fact that he
spoke no English and still maintained an

innate shyness among white people, seven-

year-old Francis Kee Teller was chosen to

play Little Son of a Hunter . . . Because
tribal law forbids common usage of Navajo
names, familiar English names were be-

stowed on the Indian actors for production
purposes . . . Francis’s real mother and little

sisters played the role of his mother and
sisters in the film . . . Gray Singer, the

grandfather, is an illustrious statesman of

the tribe and a famed medicine man . . .

Directions given by Norman Foster were
issued through an interpreter to the Indian

family who spoke no English and had never

seen a movie . . . Most of the beautiful

scenery was filmed in northern Arizona,

close to the border of New Mexico.

mm (F) The Wild North (M-G-M)

A
DVENTURE, wild and rugged, against
a panorama of the white, cold North.

Stewart Granger, as Jules Vincent, a
French fur trapper, contributes mightily to
this adventure, injecting his role with a
sexy, lusty vigor that can be felt a mile
off. Wendell Corey, a Northwest Mountie,
kicks in with his share, too. As the man
who attempts to bring in Granger, ac-
cused of murder, Corey is excellent. Con-
stantly and deliberately badgered by
Granger on the long frozen trek back to
civilization and attacked by a wolf pack,
Corey finally reaches mental exhaustion.
Then it becomes Granger’s turn to bring
in the Mountie, shocking him into aware-
ness by a wild canoe ride over the rapids.

Cyd Charisse is very pretty as the Indian
girl but it’s the camera, constantly reveal-
ing the dramatic starkness of the scene,
that deserves that extra bow.

Your Reviewer Says: A chiller-diller.

Program Notes: Stewart Granger joined
M-G-M and saw the world. This marks his

fourth film in a row photographed on some
distant location. From the heart of Africa
and “King Solomon s Mines,” Granger trav-

eled to northern Idaho for winter sequences

of “The Wild North.” Before the final

sequences were completed in Wyoming,
Granger had flown to Sicily and Tunis for
“The Light Touch” and to Calabasas, Cal.

for scenes in “Soldiers Three” . . . Wendell
Corey finished “Rich, Young and Pretty”
between location jaunts on this one . . . The
boys worked only short periods at a time
during the winter scenes due to the extreme
cold . . . Natives lined the banks of the
rampaging Clearwater River for miles to

witness the spectacular canoe scenes . . . Cyd
Charisse was happy her scenes occurred dur-
ing the spring sequences. A trading-post tele-

phone kept her in touch with her son and
husband Tony Martin.

mi/y (F) The Model and the Mar-
riage Broker (20th Century-Fox)

D
EDICATED to the “lonely,” this semi-
humorous, semi-pathetic story of Thel-

ma Ritter as a marriage broker hits and
misses' at the same time. The story

emerges as a jumbled hodge-podge of

sentiment that can’t seem to find its way
home. Jeanne Crain, unflatteringly photo-
graphed, gives a rather bored performance
as the model, caught up in Thelma’s big-

hearted plans. Scott Brady comes off much
better as her suitor. As a young X-ray
technician, Scott has a lot to give and
gives it. Dead-pan Ritter tries to keep
tight hold of the story reins. Without her
in it—ugh, we shudder. Zero Mostel and
Swedish Frank Fontaine play bachelor
clients in search of wives. Michael O’Shea
is the newspaper man who thinks the

marriage broker a real swell dame. Helen
Ford plays the lonely widow who years
before stole away Miss Ritter’s husband.

Your Reviewer Says: Entertainment spelled

backwards or something.

Program Notes: Jeanne Crain’s walk under-

went a “de-bouncing” for her role of model.

Director George Cukor insisted Jeanne stroll

without a trace of sashay for her modeling
scenes. Incidentally her measurements were

found to be model size. Bust 36 inches,

waist 24, hips 37 .. . Scott Brady so pleased

the studio heads with his work, he was
signed by 20th to a seven-year contract for

one picture a year. Scott hopes he’s free of

cops-chasing-robbers roles for a while. Claims
he’s getting flat-footed . . . Thelma Ritter

feels she was perfectly cast as the cupidy
marriage fixer, having been born on St.

Valentine’s Day, no less . . . Michael O’Shea
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DREAMY EYE

MAKE-UP

looks so naturally lovely

you won't believe your eyes!
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Eye Shadow-12 dreamy shades., gold-tone “lipstick-
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and his wife, Virginia Mayo, purchased a
cotton and cattle ranch near Tucson, Ari-
zona, just before production began. The
minute the director called “cut'’ on the last

scene, Michael and Virginia took off for a
spell of wide open spaces.

VV*. (F) Sa :Ior Beware
(Paramount)

M
'HAT would happen if Paramount gave
Martin and Lewis a really good picture?

A riot, we presume, considering the laugh-
ter stirred up by their mildly amusing
stories in the past. This one, just as weak-
kneed, has the boys messing up the Navy,
in a jumble of funny and unfunny situa-
tions. There’s Jerry’s imitation of a prize-
fighter, which is good, and his antics in

the ring. Also the duet between Jerry and
Dean (“The Old Calliope”) and Jerry atop
a submerging submarine. But in between
are stretches of mediocre nonsense and
one or two scenes, such as the inoculation
episode, that may offend the squeamish.
Despite this, the boys have that certain
can-do-no-wrong air about them that
audiences go for. Betty Hutton is glimpsed
briefly in a scene or two. Corinne Calvet
brings a bit of sexy charm to the pro-
ceedings. Marion Marshall plays the Wave
and Leif Erickson the submarine com-
mander.

Your Reviewer Says: Go on, laugh, no one’s

stepping you.

Program Notes: San Diego may never re-

cover. For eight days the cast and crew shot

scenes at the San Diego Naval Training
Center with Martin and Lewis providing a

circus for the Navy boys . . . The submarine,
the principal prop, was listed at $12,000,000.

The studio built a replica of the sub’s in-

terior on one of their own sound stages.

They were taking no chances with the prop
at the hands of their pair of zanies . . . Lieut.

Chet Richey, Navy technical adviser, taught
the cast how to make up eighty sea-bags
correctly. Dean and ferry reduced their bag-

packing time from twelve minutes to sixty-

two seconds after one day’s lesson.

V'Vi (F) It’s a Big Country (M-G-M)

P
RODUCER Dore Schary has set out to
teach us what America is and why we

should love it. He has employed actors
Gene Kelly, Fredric March, Gary Cooper,
and others to be our guide. The lesson—in

eight separate episodes—is interesting but
also somewhat whimsy-pooh in the Holly-
wood manner. William Powell sets the pace
in the first scene, explaining the various
worlds within our great and wonderful
country. Ethel Barrymore, Janet Leigh,
Keefe Brasselle, Van Johnson, George
Murphy and others enact separate episodes.

Each sequence purposes to emphasize the
many facets of life in these United States.

Why some of them have to go way ’round
the mulberry bush to get to the point is

beyond me. Maybe you can figure it out.

Your Reviewer Says: M-G-M discovers
America, yet.

Program Notes: Van Johnson no sooner
removed his clerical vestments than he and
his wife Evie were off to England and the

Command Performance . . . Just as eager

to be off was Janet Leigh who, with her
husband, Tony Curtis, was slated for a

Charity Benefit in London . . . Gary Cooper
got such a kick from his Texas routine, he
asked his agent to find him a darned good
outdoor drayma and pronto . . . S. Z. Sakall

requested everyone on the set to forego his

nickname of “Cuddles.” Sakall thought it

unbecoming for the head of a family, con-

sisting of five pretty girls; Janet Leigh the

prettiest among them . . . Marjorie Main

stepped out of her Ma Kettle role for the
role of a bereaved mother. It so tore up
Marjorie emotionally, she was glad to hurry
back to Universal and Ma Kettle once again.

V' (F) The Cimarron Kid (U-I)

O
UTLAWS of the Old West! The Dalton
gang this time has stony-faced Audie

Murphy as the cozily whitewashed “Cimar-
ron Kid.” Seems as if Audie was just
naturally shoved into his life of crime
through the plain cussedness of a certain
railway detective. Railroaded into prison,
he goes straight after his release, until once
again he is falsely accused of banditry.
Figuring he might as well have the game
as the name, Audie joins up with the
Dalton boys and embarks on a life of
shootin’ and robbin’. It is the girl he loves,
Beverly Tyler, who finally turns him in.

For his own sake, you understand. James
Best, Yvette Dugay, John Hudson, Noah
Beery mess around on t’other side of
the law. Leif Erickson is the marshal.

Your Reviewer Says: For some reason a bad
boy comes out a hero—sort of.

Program Notes: It required 75 pistols, 150
rifles, 3,000 rounds of ammunition, 200 head
of horses and 350 pounds of black powder
to plunder the location sets near Sonora,
California . . . Audie and his bride, airline

stewardess Pamela Archer, spent their honey-
moon on location. Pamela, who was slated
to play a minor role in the film, became a
victim ol poison oak and missed the chance
. . . Audie keeps in touch with the military
as captain in the Texas National Guards,
subject to active duty . . . Yvette Dugay got

off to a bad start first day on location. A
horse politely stepped on her foot and
later another steed threw her, shaking her
severely . . . Beverly Tyler played in her
first W'estern and loved it. The Technicolor
camera lit up Beverly’s red hair like a desert
sunset.

(F) Japanese War Bride
(20th Century-Fox)

WHAT happens when an American soldier
takes a Japanese bride? According to

this film, a lot of high-powered unpleasant-
ness. Families are severed, friends alien-
ated. Oddly enough, nothing is solved
throughout the story unfoldment, but it

does end with a suggestion; Americans are
urged to be more tolerant, more under-
standing. Don Taylor plays the young
American officer who brings his Oriental
bride to his father’s ranch in California.
And very good Don is, too, nicely shading
his performance as his anxiety grows.
Shirley Yamaguchi is very pretty and
natural as the bride. Cameron Mitchell

plays Don’s brother and Marie Windsor his

trouble-making sister-in-law. James Bell

and Louise Lorimer are the troubled par-
ents and Philip Ahn their Japanese
neighbor.

Your Reviewer Says: A problem story that

remains a problem.

Program Notes: Don Taylor developed a

mild case of charley-horse due to his

cramped position in the tea drinking scenes.

How the Japanese can even walk after a

session of sitting on their own legs for hours

at a time is a mystery to actor Taylor. The
two small monkeys, part of the Japanese
household, developed such a crush on Don,
he begged their owner to sell them. It wus
no dice, much to Mrs. Taylor’s relief . . .

Shirley Yamaguchi is a famous star in Japan
and was brought to Hollywood to make this

picture . . . Time off was given the Japanese

actors for tea drinking just as the English

do . . . The American cast passed up the

tea in favor of Cokes.
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“Again and again through the

shooting of this picture, I was

dripping wet. You know how

drying that is to skin!”

Happily, there was wonder-

ful Jergens Lotion to use after

every ‘take’. There’s no

quicker way to restore soft-

ness to dry skin.

A scene like tins is worse for hands

than mopping 20 kitchens. So see

why Jergens helps so fast. Smooth

one hand with Jergens Lotion — the

other with any lotion or cream . . .

ESTHER WILLIAMS

co-star of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

SKIRTS AHOY!"
Color by Technicolor

“To get this comedy sequence, I was literally doused for hours.” What a relief to smooth

on soothing Jergens! It’s so quick and easy to use— never leaves any sticky film.

Then wet them. Water won’t

“bead’ on the hand smoothed

with Jergens as it will with an

oily care. No wonder stars

prefer Jergens Lotion 7 to 11

“For close-ups with co-star

Barry Sullivan, my skin was
smooth again.” Jergens makes

it easy to keep skin soft in

spite of chores or chapping.

Keep your hands lovely. Use

Jergens Lotion and see why
it’s used by more women than

any other hand care in the

world. 10^ to $1.00, plus tax.
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Without Dieting

or Hunger!

• Music is one of Yvonne De Carlo’s • Yvonne in one of the lovely costumes
major interests. Yvonne says: “I’m she wore in a recent picture. “I have
grateful for what Ayds has done for my many friends—Hollywood film stars

—

figure. It helps me to lose weight and who feel about Ayds just the way I do,”
look and feel better while I’m doing it.” says Yvonne.

Yvonne De Carlo Tells You How to Reduce!

Let lovely Yvonne De Carlo tell

you how to have a lovelier figure.

Lose unwanted fat the safe,

healthful Ayds way — without
dieting or hunger.

With Ayds you lose weight
the way nature intended you to.

A quick, natural way, clinically

tested and approved by doctors,

with no risk to health. With the

Ayds plan you should feel

healthier, look better while re-

ducing— and have a lovelier
figure.

No starvation dieting— no hun-
ger pangs ever. Ayds is a spe-

cially made, low calorie candy
fortified with health-giving vita-

mins and minerals. Ayds curbs
your appetite—you automati-
cally eat less— lose weight natu-
rally, safely, quickly. Ayds is

guaranteed pure. Contains no
drugs or laxatives.

Users report losing up to ten
pounds with the very first box.

You will lose weight with your
first box (2.98) or money back.

When you take Ayds before
meals, as directed, you can eat

what you want— all you want.

Slim the Way

the Stars Slim

'S (F) Boots Malone (Columbia)

A
BEHIND-THE-SCENES story of race
track stables and the men who make

horse racing their life work. In a role in-

ferior to his talent and ability, William
Holden plays a shady jockey agent into

whose empty life appears Johnny Stewart,
a wealthy runaway boy yearning to be a

jockey. At first Holden plays along with
the kid merely for the money he brings
with him. But gradually a newer, closer

feeling envelopes the two and under Hol-
den’s tutelage, Johnny becomes a top
jockey. The boy’s honesty, loyalty and
affection for his teacher gradually trans-
form the shady Holden, giving him a new
lease on life. Stanley Clements plays the
ex-jockey and Basil Ruysdael the friend

whose horse Johnny rides to victory.

Your Reviewer Says: Take a chance—play it

to show.

Program Notes: The troupe began to feel

like regular touts when the company moved
from two weeks’ location shots at the Hippo-
drome de los Americas in Mexico City to

the De Anza track in Riverside, California

. . . Fifteen-year-old Johnny Stewart, taken

from the cast of the Broadway hit, “The
King and I,” stepped into his first movie
job and loved it . . . Those before-dawn
calls that had Bill Holden traveling from
his Burbank home to various locations, all

but finished the weary actor who makes one
movie after another. For instance, the rail-

road depot scene was shot at Claremont,
California and the breeding shots were taken
at Corrigan’s Ranch in Hidden Valley . . .

Basil Ruysdael, who once sang with Caruso,

found himself humming to his favorite

horse between scenes but no one could pre-

vail upon him to utter a note for the cast

and crew ... At the end of the film Colum-
bia presented young Stewart with a long-

term contract. The entire cast joined in

congratidations.

1^14 (A) The Girl on the Bridge

(20th Century-Fox)

A
MATURE frankness and artistic know-
how mark the path of this tragedy. The

story deals with a kindly disposed older

man and an unfortunate young woman.
They meet, these two, on a bridge under
which the elderly man, played by Hugo
Haas, maintains a small shop. The girl,

Beverly Michaels, about to commit suicide,

is dissuaded by Haas. The following day
she comes, with her illegitimate baby, to

thank Haas for saving her life. Persuading
Beverly to marry him and give the baby
a name, Haas is ideally happy until John-
ny Close, cousin of the. baby’s father

(Robert Dane), threatens his security. De-
fending his family against violence, Haas
kills Close, a deed that eventually causes

him to leap from the bridge.

Your Reviewer Says: Dire doings, indeed.

Program Notes: Producer -director -actor

Hugo Haas who fled the Nazi hordes in his

native Czechoslovakia sought refuge in Hol-

lywood. An actor-writer abroad, Haas ac-

cepted small roles until he learned Holly-

wood production methods. “Pickup,” his

first film, was made on a small budget and
minted a neat profit. Haas refused lucrative

offers from major studios to continue on his

own. “Girl on the Bridge” is his second
production effort . . . Beverly Michaels,

originally a brunette, dyed her hair red for

the role of good girl gone wrong. Beverly

formerly graced the shapely chorus of Billy

Rose’s famous “Diamond Horseshoe” in New
York . . . Robert Dane spends his spare time

writing popular songs. His latest, “I Dream
Alone,” has a good chance of hitting the

mark.
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\kv' (F) Here Come the Nelsons
(U-I)

I COZY, well-loved radio family—Ozzie
it and Harriet Nelson with their sons
David and Ricky—take to the screen with
little success. It isn’t that the Nelsons aren’t

talented and capable actors, it’s just the

ingredients for fun and frolic aren’t there.

Ozzie is his usual blundering husband.
Harriet, together with the two boys, goes

along with Ozzie’s foolishness. But un-
fortunately there doesn’t seem any place

to go. Rock Hudson is handsome as the

intruding house guest and Barbara Law-
rence is right pert as the rodeo rider. Jim
Backus plays the. neighbor and Sheldon
Leonard the stick-up hoodlum.

Your Reviewer Says: Kids will love it.

Program Notes: David and Rickey Nelson

stand to earn $150,000 apiece in the next

eight years under the terms of their radio

contract, but neither boy wants to go on
being an actor. The Nelson boys have only

one goal—to be football sturs like their dad
was at Rutgers . . . Ozzie, who left off being

a band leader to become an actor, still loves

sports. He is one of the best tennis players in

toivn . . . Harriet goes in for antique-buy-

ing. The Nelson home in North Hollywood
is testimony of her good taste . . . Rock
Hudson, former Hollywood mailman, played
his first light comedy role in this movie.

'S Vz (F) On Dangerous Ground
(RKO)

R
OBERT RYAN, a soul-weary plain-
clothesman, embittered through years

of association with crooks and informers,
becomes a problem to his boss, Captain
Ed Begley, who sends him out of town
on a case. The case involves a witless
murderer, the brother of a blind girl, Ida
Lupino. Miss Lupino’s entrance into the
story, long delayed, is signal for a com-
plete change of pace. Ryan himself under-
goes an almost instantaneous character
change too. The results are a bit bewil-
dering, to say the least. Ward Bond,
Charles Kemper, Anthony Ross play im-
portant roles.

Your Reviewer Says: Interesting, up to a
point.

Program Notes: Robert Ryan determined
to play his role of detective minus all “pri-

vate eye” nonsense as delivered over the
radio. Basing his characterization on detec-
tives he knew or had met. Ryan pays them
the respect due most of them, who neither
spout slang nor glorify hangovers . . . The
metropolitan scenes were shot in Boston,
Mass. For the country locale the entire
troupe traveled to Granby , Colorado, 100
miles northwest of Denver, where they
worked in cold and snoiv at an 8,500-foot
altitude . . . Ida Lupino sandwiched her
role between two directorial assignments,
“
Outrage” and “Mother Was a Champion.”

(F) The Green Glove (U.A.)

WHAT goes on here? If the glove, made
of iron, had conked us on the head we

couldn’t be more confused. Anyway, it be-
gins with George Macready being found
dead and it ends with the audience' in
practically the same condition. In between,
we have paratrooper Glenn Ford finding
the priceless gauntlet stolen by art dealer
Macready and lost during an air raid.
When Ford returns to Europe after the
war to pick up the treasure, yoi, what
happens! Macready chases him all over
Europe, people get killed, crazy people be-
come sane and sane people go mad. Ger-
aldine Brooks gets mixed up in it, too.

Your Reviewer Says: Pardon me, little movie,
but didn’t you drop your glove?

Now ... try the only hairdressing that makes

hair obey the new soft way . . . With miracle

Curtisol—so amazingly light, so penetrating it never

leaves oily "after-film”! Just a few delicate

drops of Suave "sparkles" hair, prevents dryness

and split ends, frizziness after a permanent.

Gives you "easy-do” hair instantly. Even after shampoo!

No wonder women prefer Suave 5 to 1.

ENDS DRY HAIR WORRIES
... NO OILY “AFTER-FILM”

50 *
— ?!

The hairdressing recommended

by beauticians everywhere.

Available at beauty salons,

cosmetic and drug counters.

NOW! MEN’S SUAVE, TOO!

created by foremost name in hair beauty
p
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Ann Sheridan praises

amazing results of penaten

in Woodbury Cold Cream...

learn

Program Notes: Glenn Ford really made
this trip to Europe pay off in pleasure.

After completing the picture, he took off on
tours of Paris, Vienna and London. Upon
his return, Glenn was rushed into “Young
Man in a Hurry” as a quick substitute for
Russell Nype . . . This was Geraldine Brooks’
second Italian-produced picture in a row.
However, it’s being released in America
before the first one she made—“Volcano”

—

with Anna Magnani and Rossano Brazzi.

V'V' (F) Shadow in the Sky (M-G-M)
|!0 TWO ways about it, Ralph Meeker is

ll a young man to be reckoned with. He is

certain to be among the top in the coming
year. In this story Ralph plays an emo-
tionally shattered veteran who is reluc-
tantly taken into the home of his sister

Nancy Davis and her husband, James
Whitmore. How he conquers his lapses
into neurotic fears and how his sister, his

brother-in-law and his girl, Jean Hagen,
adjust themselves to his condition, is the
premise of this interest-holding film.

Ralph, himself, lends credibility to the
story by his refusal to overact, always
keeping his role of war-shocked soldier
within reasonable bounds.

it cleanses

deeper

!

it softens

better

!

Lovely motion picture star findsWoodbury’s

exclusive new miracle ingredient, penaten ,

allows rich Woodbury cleansing oils to

penetrate much deeper into pore openings

— loosen every trace of clinging make-up.

Beautiful Ann, co-starring in “STEEL

TOWN”, a U-I Picture, color by Techni-

color, shows how easily penaten in Wood-

bury Cold Cream loosens hidden dirt ! Pen-

aten takes rich oils so deep your skin feels

“re-born”— satiny, supple, soft!

Your Reviewer Says: A picture that will
come close to many hearts.

Program Notes: Ralph Meeker has “Teresa”
and “Four Men in a Jeep” to his credit. An
athlete with a build to match, Meeker was
delighted when told of his swimming scenes;
swimming beifig one of his fortes . . . James
Whitmore scored on Broadway in “Com-
mand Decision” and was brought to M-G-M
for “Battleground.” They’ve kept him busy
ever since . . . Jean Hagen loved her “sexy
tomboy” role. Feels it will advance her
farther than just pretty heroine roles.

v'V (F) The First Time (Columbia)

A
LITTLE chuckle here, a giggle there.

and a hearty laugh now and then, adds
up to a pretty good evening’s entertain-
ment. The story (narrated by a baby, sup-
posedly) tells of the trials of young parents
—Robert Cummings and Barbara Hale

—

and their anxieties over their first baby.
There are the bills, of course, and the
job Robert doesn’t like and the couple’s
first quarrel, and the time Bob almost left

home and finally—another baby on the
way. Bob and Barbara get the most out
of every incident, keeping the pace high.

Bill Goodwin and Jeff Donnell play the
neighbors and Mona Barrie and Kathleen
Comegys are the grandmothers.

Your Reviewer Says: Baby talks and people
laugh.

it leaves you
lovelier

!

A touch tells how penaten smooths

!

Five

minutes prove how much lovelier the

extra- deep cleansing of Woodbury Cold

Cream leaves your skin ! So much younger-

looking, too! 254 to 974 plus tax.

Program Notes: Bob Cummings was already

the father of two small children before the

film was made. Shortly after its completion
Bob and his wife Mary had their third baby
. . . The baby’s voice in the film was recorded
by Simon “Stuffy” Singer, a small boy who
loved his salty lines . . . This is the second

film completed by Norma Productions, the

company formed by Harold Hecht and Burt

Lancaster. The first was “Ten Tall Men.”

VzV (F) The Bushwhackers
(Realart)

1
WESTERN, of course, with the dog-
gonest phantasmagoria of shootin’ and

killin’ you ever did see. And the funny
thing is, it starts out with a man looking

for peace. Peace, he wants! And you should

see what he gets! John Ireland plays the

peace-seeking confederate sergeant who
gets a job on Frank Marlowe’s newspaper
and finds himself shot at, arrested (false-

ly) for murder, a witness to mass killings

burnings of homesteads and jes’ abou
(Continued on page 91)



A gain it is Photoplay Gold Medal time. And
once more the votes which you, the movie-
goers of America, cast throughout the past

year for your choice in movie entertainment

are in and counted.

This year the presentation of Photoplay’s

Gold Medals will take place February 11 at a

brilliant dinner in the Embassy Room of The
Ambassador, with George Murphy, one of the

most beloved and respected men in Hollywood,
as master of ceremonies. Among the hundreds
of guests will be Hollywood’s leading pro-

ducers, directors, writers and players.

Before the dinner, the Lux Radio Theatre
will present, at 9 p.m. EST, over the CBS radio

network, a one-hour dramatization of the

picture you voted the most popular of the

year with the original stars in the roles in

which they appeared on the screen.

Newsreels will cover the arrival of the many
celebrated guests as well as the presentation

of the medals. And Ralph Staub will again

film this occasion as one of his popular short

subjects “Screen Snapshots.” Entitled “Holly-

wood Night Life,” it is scheduled to be released

to theatres beginning May 17th.

Following the presentation of Gold Medals
a special award will be made to Cecil B.

De Mille for his many brilliant contributions

to the screen and, above all, for “The Greatest

Show on Earth.”

The Photoplay Gold Medal Award dinner

is today one of the most important events on
Hollywood’s social calendar—as it should be

—

since among all the annual awards these alone

represent the choice of you, the people, for

whom movies are made.
To the winners, listed on the following pages,

the editors of Photoplay Magazine offer their

most sincere congratulations.

PHOTOPLAY'S
COLD MEDAL
AWARD
WINNERS
FOR 1951



PHOTOPLAY’S GOLD MEDAL

The final figures

are in. From all

over the nation you

voted these the

most popular perfor-

mances and pic-

tures of the year

MOST POPULAR picture: “Show Boat” thrilled new generations as it still does the old, proved
nostalgic tunes never die. A Technicolor version of a beloved American classic, with Kathryn
Grayson, Joe E. Brown, Howard Keel among many who contributed to its wide appeal

MOST POPULAR actor: Mario Lanza’s voice

and lusty charm gave unforgettable impact to

portrayal of great singer “The Great Caruso”

MOST POPULAR actress: Dons Day s sparkle,

singing and dancing in “Lullaby of Broadway,”

made her favorite leading lady of the year



AWARD WINNERS

hich movie did you enjoy most

1951 ?

in

What performances were your favor-

ites?

The votes you cast for the most

popular movie and performances, all

through the past year, have been tabu-

lated so that Photoplay’s treasured

Gold Medals may go to the most en-

joyed movie and to the man and the

woman who gave the most enjoyed

performances.

The Gold Medal picture is:

“Show Boat.”

The Gold Medal performances are:

Doris Day in “Lullaby of Broadway.”

Mario Lanza in “The Great Caruso.”

Hollywood receives many annual

tributes. There are the Oscars which

go to the motion picture and the stars

chosen, on artistic merits, by all those

engaged in the studios. Other awards

are given by newspaper critics and

magazine editors. Still others come
from foreign lands. But Photoplay’s

Gold Medals are the only awards which

represent the choice of the American
movie-going public, those for whom
movies are made.

Actually, the movie and the stars

winning the Gold Medals reflect the

public’s preferences so faithfully that

they might be regarded as something

of a national barometer. This year,

for instance, both the winning picture

and the winning performances illus-

trated the need all of us knew for

entertainment that would make us for-

get our -troubles. In every instance

your votes indicated a preference for

music and romance and the nostalgic

American scene.

“Show Boat,” a story of the Missis-

sippi, features the long loved songs

with which Oscar Hammerstein II and
Jerome Kern enriched the original

Edna Ferber story
—“Old Man River,”

“Can’t Help Loving That Man,” “Only

Make-Believe,” “Bill.”

Doris Day in “Lullaby of Broadway”
was as appealing, hopeful and young
as the favorite songs she sang: “Lullaby

of Broadway,” “Somebody Loves Me,”
and “Zing Went the Strings of My
Heart.” And in this movie, as well as

scores again for “The Great Caruso” role

BETTE DAVIS came back into high

favor with public in “All About Eve”

AVA GARDNER, for her hauntingly

beautiful Julie in musical “Show Boat”

SHELLEY WINTERS, for poignant per-
formance in “A Place in the Sun”

FOR 1951

BING CROSBY, a favorite, marches
ahead with “Here Comes the Groom”

HOWARD KEEL sang his way into all

hearts as gay Ravenal in “Show Boat”

GREG PECK—on last year’s lists—re-

peats again with “David and Bathsheba”

RICHARD WIDMARK, for convincing
realism of his role in “The Frogmen” P
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2. “A PLACE IN THE
a tragedy of youth involving

Monty Clift, Shelley Winters

3. “THE GREAT CARUSO,” a musical biogra-

phy of a memorable singer’s life, with Mario

Lanza in title role, Ann Blyth as Caruso’s wife

4. “DAVID AND BATHSHEBA” brought to

vivid life one of the Bible’s greatest love stor-

ies, starred Gregory Peck and Susan Hayward

PHOTOPLAY’S GOLD MEDAL AWARD WINNERS FOR 1951

in the other movies in which Doris ap-

peared in 1951, she proved she no longer

is primarily a singing and dancing star

but an actress who also can sing and dance.

Mario Lanza in “The Great Caruso” im-

mediately staked his claim for a spot among

the year’s favorites. And, as time went on

and this Technicolored story of the late

Enrico Caruso’s life—enriched with musical numbers like

“Celeste Aida,” “Ave Maria,” “Pagliacci,” “Last Rose of

Suminer” and “Because”—left the big first-run movie

palaces and began playing neighborhood houses, Mario

rapidly moved to first place.

This year, more than ever before, you were very definite

in your choices, not only of the top winners but of those

in the winning lists. And time and time again the perform-

ances you voted as favorites came from movies which were

favorites too.

After “Show Boat” the pictures you most enjoyed, listed

in the order in which you voted for them, were: “A Place

in the Sun,” “The Great Caruso,” “David and Bathsheba,”

“An American in Paris,” “All About Eve,” “Bright Vic-

tory,” “Here Comes the Groom,” “Captain Horatio Horn-

blower” and “Father’s Little Dividend.”

The women’s performances you chose above all others,

listed alphabetically, were: Ann Blyth in “The Great

Caruso,” Bette Davis in “All About Eve,” Ava Gardner in

“Show Boat,” Shelley Winters in “A Place in the Sun.”

And your favorite men’s performances, listed alphabeti-

cally, were: Bing Crosby in “Here Comes the Groom,”

Howard Keel in “Show Boat,” Gregory Peck in “David and

Bathsheba,” and Richard Widmark in “The Frogmen.

“Show Boat,” the Gold Medal picture, you will note, also

scored two favorite performances, those of Ava Gardner

and Howard Keel.

“The Great Caruso,” which zoomed Mario

Lanza into first place, not only ranked as

the third most popular picture of the year

but also put Ann Blyth in the favorite per-

formance group.

“A Place in the Sun,” the second most

enjoyed picture, scored a favorite perform-

ance with Shelley Winters; “David and

Bathsheba” with Gregory Peck; “All About Eve” with

Bette Davis; “Here Comes the Groom” with Bing Crosby.

This year, to give the Gold Medal awards an even wider

scope, the findings of Photoplay’s critic and editors, box-

office receipts and the opinions of readers were combined,

together with the results of the annual poll conducted

throughout the land by Audience Research, Inc. To tabu-

late all these evidences of favorite pictures and favorite

performances required painstaking effort. But we believe

the results, the most comprehensive expression of your

preferences ever compiled, justify the endeavor.

In supporting the new personalities of 1951, you have

been extraordinarily decisive. The actress who won your

most enthusiastic support and so madg the greatest gain

in popularity is Mitzi Gaynor. The actor who topped all

the rest in popularity gain is Tony Curtis. Not for many

years, in fact, have two players moved ahead in any such

spectacular manner.

Among the runners-up in the popularity climb were:

Debra Paget, Piper Laurie and Debbie Reynolds—Tony

Dexter, Howard Keel and Dale Robertson.

All told, it has been a good year. The Hollywood pro-

ducers have outdone themselves to make good the slogan

“Movies Are Better Than Ever.” And you have responded

to both pictures and performances with an enthusiasm

that made it rewarding and exciting to tabulate the

national vote for this year’s Gold Medal Awards.
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8. “HERE COMES THE GROOM,” hilarious story of a newspaper
man who took too much for granted and his fiancee, who nearly

took—the wrong man. Jane Wyman and Bing Crosby match wits

5. "AN AMERICAN IN PARIS,” Techni-
color treat, with Gene Kelly and new-
comer Leslie Caron in a romantic ballet

6. ALL ABOUT EVE,” a tongue-in-cheek story of

the theatre, its rivalries and heartbreaks, with Anne
Baxter, Gary Merrill, Celeste Holm, Bette Davis

7. “BRIGHT VICTORY,” a

story of man blinded by war.
Peggy Dow, Arthur Kennedy

9. “CAPTAIN HORATIO HORNBLOWER,” swashbuckling
sea story with Greg Peck as daring captain who conquers the
ocean and Virginia Mayo. Above, with Terence Morgan

10. “FATHER’S LITTLE DIVIDEND,” follow-up to “Father of

the Bride,” is tender, often hilarious story of a father’s trials when
his darling daughter presents him with his first grandchild

P
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Are you in

the know?
When you don’t know the party guests, should you —

1 I
Plunge in boldly Q Pause of the doorway Q Hug the wall

Before you cross a crowded room — of strangers — better get your
bearings. Instead of anteloping in (only to flounder midway,
flustered), pause at the door long enough to spy your hostess.

Then beeline (but s-l-o-w-l-y) in her direction; she’ll take over

from there. And if it’s "that” time, don’t dismay. You’ll be com-
fortable, confident — with Kotex. For Kotex is made to stay soft

while you wear it; holds its shape for hours, what’s more.

Which lipstick makes teeth look whiter?

I I
Blue-red Q Orange-red Q Brown-red

Your uppers-and-lowers lack that alabaster

look? Along with faithful brushwork,

pucker-paint helps. To make teeth seem
whiter, blue-red’s the lipstick hue for you.

And on sanitary protection days, learn

what a difference it makes, poise-wise, to

choose a "just-for-you” absorbency of

Kotex. You’ll see — when you try all 3!

(Different sizes, for different days.)

Know a quick pick-up for a wilted veil?

I I
A little light refreshment Q Waxed paper

If you haven’t time for ironing — try this

trick: Slide the tired veil quickly back and
forth on a lighted lamp bulb. It’s a slick,

last-minute way to crisp that glamour-wisp!

Of course, to outwit calendar emergencies,

you’re smart to buy Kotex — in advance.

With that special safety center you get extra

protection that perks up your confidence,

revives your poise!

If your tootsies tangle, what to do?

I I
Shun school shindigs Q Insist it's your fault

You step on his feet and you say "I’m
sorry.” If he gallantly takes the blame, no

need to contradict him — nor shy away
from future shindigs because you misstep

now and then. Relax. Practice. You’ll soon

follow smoothly. And even at certain times,

"watching eyes” needn’t worry you. Be-

cause Kotex has flat pressed ends, there’s no

revealing outline!

More women choose KOTEX than all other sanitary napkins

Want to get "certain" facts straight?

I I Ask Sis Q See a librarian Q Read “V.P.Y.”

Hazy about what happens and why —
at "that” time? Read "Very Personally

Yours”— the new, free booklet filled

with easy -to -understand facts, plus

lively illustrations (by Walt Disney

Productions). Hints on diet, exercise,

grooming . . . do’s and dont’s a girl

should know! Send for your copy today.

FREE! Address Room 42, 919 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago 11, Illinois.

KOTEX IS » REGISTERED TRADE MARK
OF THE INTERNATIONAL

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS COMPANY
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An abandoned baby cried—and far away in Hollywood

Mario Lanza, listening, let his heart dictate

the way he should go

On the night of September 11th, in Beverly

Hills, Mario Lanza’s two little girls were put to

bed. With laughter, with prayers and the love that

is every child’s birthright. Their father sang them

a lullaby, gentling his big voice to the tiny ears.

Their mother brushed the soft cheeks in a final

kiss. Arm in arm, Mario and Betty Lanza went
down to the lamp-lit living room at peace in the

sense that their children were sheltered and safe.

That same night, three thousand miles away
from Hollywood, in Pittsburgh, a figure slipped

into an apartment house and left in the vestibule

a new-born baby boy. With prayers, perhaps, but

certainly not with laughter. With love, perhaps,

confused by pain and despair. Lips may have

brushed the soft cheek before the figure fled. Or
maybe not. For the child was sheltered only in a

sheet—and not very safe.

Several days later, Betty Lanza looked up from

a letter she was reading— (Continued on page 96)

AT TOP, Sister James Regis receives the

baby into the Roselia Foundling Home. Below,

Betty’s Aunt May (with husband Joseph
Wilkinson) looks at baby whose future she

secured with her letter to Betty and Mario

in the name of

LOVE
By SDA ZEITLIN



tony
CURTIS

Photograph by Peskin: Tony's in “Hear No Evil'

Robin Hood in a turtleneck sweater . . . Gershwin musiq

on harmonicas . . . sentiment with a wisecrack . . . moon-

light sail on a ferry boat . . . be-bop and old-world charm
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'

june
HAVER

Angel in spangles ... a rain-ivaslied spring morning . . .

the Swan Lake ballet . . . youth meeting life on its

own terms . . . pink and white bonbons in a crystal bowl

Photograph by Hesse: June's in “The Girl Next Door” : Daphne gown designed by Durazzo



LIFE IS FOR

THE KAPPELHOFF kids, Paul, 6, Doris, 3, pose

for the “pony man,” outside Cincinnati home

LIVING
BY RUTH WATERBURY

She could face poverty and heartache

AT FIFTEEN, Doris was well on her way profes-

sionally as featured singer with Les Brown’s band

| was there when Doris Day received the news that

she had won the Photoplay Gold Medal as the most

popular actress of the year.

For a moment she sat quite still, in shocked disbelief.

Then tears swam in her round blue eyes and her

cheeks flushed with excitement. “I’ve won this just

for entertaining people?” she asked.

“You probably won it for bringing them happiness,”

I said.

The tears in her eyes were happy tears but now

her look grew very serious and introspective. “No,” she said,

“you can't bring people happiness. I want all my pictures

to be entertainment and I’ll never talk about art

or doing anything ‘different’ and ‘serious.’ I hope my
pictures can make people forget their troubles and start

dreaming wonderfully. But happiness is something

much more than that. Happiness is ( Continued on page 45)

—but not defeat. For always, Doris

Day, Photoplay’s Gold Medal winner.

had to succeed—for somebody else

DORIS, guesting on Bob Crosby’s CBS “Clutl

15” show. She sang with his Bobcats at 11

HOLLYWOOD’S sun-

shine girl: Doris Day’.1
!

next, “The Big League’





LIFE IS FOR LIVING

DORIS, in early twenties, knew no one when she went to

Hollywood to make .“Romance on the High Seas” with Jack Carson

FOR “Lullaby of Broadway” with Gene Nel-
son. Doris gets the Photoplay Gold Medal

SHE CONTINUED popularity score in “On
Moonlight Bay” with co-star Gordon MacRae

AS COMPOSER’S wife, Doris scores in “111

See You in My Dreams” with Danny Thomas

AFTER several fluffy, roles, Doris went dramatic

in “Young Man with a Horn” with Kirk Douglas

a
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something that every person has

to earn personally and leam per-

sonally.”

She paused and then she smiled

that radiant, openly honest Day
smile. “Today I’m just about
the most fortunate and happy
person alive,” she said. “I’ve

treasures that are beyond all

price—my husband, my son

Terry, my mother, my work
and my faith. But there have
been times in my life when I

couldn’t see how I could go on
one day longer—and other times

when I felt I’d never really laugh

again. If I hadn't had the re-

sponsibility of my son. .
.”

There were times like this

for Doris Day:

The manager of Station WLW
in Cincinnati looked incredu-

lously at the pretty blonde girl

before him. He was so charmed
by her youth and personality

that he ( Continued on page 87 )

COVER GIRL

RATHER than leave Terry, Doris once took

less pay. But now they both have Marty

DORIS received news she’d won Gold Medal, with tears.

“I’ve won this just for entertaining people?” she asked

VALESKA



Photoplay Magazine

V.//
color picture by Smith and Fink

Marge and Gower Champion



mr. and mrs.DARLING

Meet the hatchet man

and the gum-drop girl, who

stepped out to become Hollywood’s

cutest couple—those dancing

Champions, Marge and Gower

BY FREDDA DUDLEY

Great love stories are supposed

to begin with the measure of a

waltz, or a fire crackling in a

mountain cabin while outside it

snows. That’s the way the books

tell it.

Practically nowhere can you
find romance invested in three

stacks of gum drops and a well-

seasoned primitive axe. Yet, con-

sider the case of a boy named
Gower Champion and a girl

named, at the time under discus-

sion, Marjorie Belcher.

Both were students at Bancroft

Junior High School, and both

were struggling with the final his-

tory project for the school year.

Being farsighted, Gower had

planned his masterpiece, a stone-

age battle gadget, some months
in advance.

Other students had given their

all to the project. There was an

entire medieval castle carved

from soap. There was a log cabin

made of scorched popsicle sticks.

Pretty impressive display, all

things considered.

Gower was viewing these ef-

forts with mingled envy and

amazement when he

felt a tug at his sleeve.

The small, brown-eyed

doll named Marge
Belcher, having gained

his attention, mo-
tioned him to a (Con-
tinued on page 97)

“BUTTERBALL!” his

friends said. But Gow-
er didn’t see her that

way! He and Marge are

in “Lovely to Look At”



Mona Freeman sparkles in red, shudders

ivhen she has to wear purple . . .

And there's a reason! Mona's next is “Hear No Evil"

Barbara Stanwyck owns dozens of siveaters in every shade

but brown ... The reason goes back to Barbara's childhood.

Her next picture is “The Man with a Cloak"

Give yourself new excitement

—spark your personality with

colors to match your mood!

BY VICKY RILEY

BEAUCHAMP

Bright colors may set off Elizabeth

Taylor's dark beauty but she feels



hen you claim you just “can’t

stand to wear orange,” it is no flight
*

of fancy. Neither is it a silly notion

when you insist “red does some-

thing to me, particularly at a party

full of unattached fellows.”

Don’t take our word for it. Take

Edith Head’s—Edie, who has been

dressing ( Continued on page 80 )

7cu/h>c

loveliest when she wears periwinkle

blue. Elizabeth is in “Ivanhoe

"

Purple accentuates the positive for Corinne Calvet . . .

She doesn't feel nearly as dangerous in pale pink,

blue or brown! Corinne's in “Sailor Beware"

Eleanor Parker looks charming in yellows, greens

and pastels—but she’s a different girl when she

wears red, white or blue! Eleanor is in “Scaramouche"
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Jean Peters, Hollywood’s mystery girl, lives in

a plain little rented house with the sort of furni-

ture that goes with such houses.

She doesn’t drive a flossy car.

She never has attended a premiere. I’ve never

met her at a night spot. Nor have I ever seen

her dining in quiet corners with various beaus.

She owns neither an ermine nor a mink,

considered practically a uniform for such a suc-

cessful star as she must be counted after “Viva

Zapata.”

However, Jean does own a very handsome
emerald, and she wears it on the fourth finger

of the left hand. This ring caused considerable

speculation when she was gifted with it in 1947.

It still does.

“How about your emerald?” I asked.

“I like rings,” Jean answered. “I have a

sapphire and diamond ring also.”

More than this she (Continued on page 100)

Jean Peters lives in a plain little rent-

ed house, sews her own clothes, is rare-

ly seen with men—but wears an emerald as

big as a rock on her left fourth finger!

NO MYSTERY when she arrived in Hollywood as
campus popularity contest winner, Jean now lives with
aunt, leaves parties alone in chauffeur-driven sedan
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SECOND
CHANCE

TO r

WIN PHOTOPLAY’S
Get in—and >vin! Once again Photoplay offers you the chance of your acting

STUDENTS are given chance
to appear on school’s weekly
television shows on
Pasadena Station KTTV

IN Dr. Helmuth Hormann’s
class, students learn the im-
portance of stage positions



SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST
lifetime—the opportunity to study at Hollywood’s famed Pasadena Playhouse BY KATHERINE PEDELL

PLAYERS are posed for action. There’s no time for

cuts when a movie or television show starts rolling

DTOGRAPHS BY ORNITZ AND SMITH

N ow, with Photoplay’s first talent search a suc-

cess beyond all dreams, we proudly announce

the Photoplay Scholarship Contest for 1952. Once

again, the winner will receive a two-year scholar-

ship at the most famous of all dramatic schools,

the Pasadena Playhouse, College of Theatre Arts.

The prize will cover tuition, room, board, all meals

not included in the board, student fees, books and

transportation plus an allowance of $5 a week for

spending money—all for a period of two years.

If you want to be an actress, this is your oppor-

tunity!

Fill out the enrollment blank on this page!

Attach to it the information requested on page 94!

CALL BOARD reflects the hectic life of the school, where
five theatres keep the students hopping—to rehearsals!

Tear off and mail with answers to questionnaire on page
94, to: Photoplay Scholarship Contest, Box 1811, Grand
Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

ENROLLMENT BLANK

Please enroll me in the Photoplay Scholarship Contest. I agree
that should I win the two-year scholarship to the Pasadena Playhouse,
College of Theatre Arts, I will comply with all student rules and
regulations in regard to general conduct, hours, meals, health, studies

and other items as set forth by the College. I will maintain to the

best of my ability a satisfactory rating in my dramatic work and
all academic studies required by the College.

(please type or print clearly)

Name

Add ress

City State

Name nearest major city State

Distance of above from your home

School last attended Years

Date of High School Graduation

Date of birth Month Year Today's date

Signature 53



"WIN PHOTOPLAY’S SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST

WILLING hands help

Photoplay’s ’51 winner,

Virginia McGuire,
fix skirt for forth-

coming production

CLASSROOMS are rarely empty for long. Even after

class, students stay on for rehearsals, or to discuss the

new things that they have learned in the day’s classes

NEWCOMERS soon lose that first “homesick” feel-

ing in the friendly atmosphere of the girls’ dorm and
enjoy the long gab-fests and exciting theatre talk



FAVORITE SPOT with everyone is the Patio

Players Fountain and shady courtyard around it.

Many come here to put on impromptu rehearsals

Mail them together, before April 15, 1952, to: Photo-

play Scholarship Contest, Box 1811, Grand Central

Station, New York 17, N. Y.

To enter this contest you need only a high school

diploma or to be a member in good scholastic stand-

ing of the current graduating high school class. You
must also be under twenty -five years of age on

June 1, 1952.

To win this contest, you need only talent. Neither

beauty nor dramatic training matters. If you are

talented, Photoplay will find you—first through your

letters, then through your voice recordings and finally

through auditions which will be held next August in

about one hundred cities throughout the country.

•The three finalists chosen from these auditions will

be invited to visit the Pasadena Playhouse early in

September. Photoplay will (Continued on page 93)

CALIFORNIA sunshine streams through the windows
of the sunroom in the girls’ dorm, Bale Hall. It’s a

wonderful spot to relax in a rarely quiet moment!
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ELSA MAXWELL SAYS

\ MEN

“WHERE do I live?” Bob asks. “Wherever I unpack my
bag for a night, a week or a weekend.” George San-

ders, temporarily separated from Zsa Zsa, is smart

enough to know how important a wife can be and
worldly enough to search for the kind of woman he wants

BROD CRAWFORD, top, won’t even talk about the

time he and wife Kay separated. Jeff Chandler, below,

will tell anyone how miserable he was without Marjorie!
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THIS TEST, our author
says, would prove her point

about Hollywood men

ARE LONELY

Divorced men in Hollywood—in

spite of the existing impression

to the contrary—have a thin time

of it. Very rarely does freedom

materialize as the sweet wine

men dream about in their con-

nubial twin beds. I know! The

men themselves have told me!

Robert Taylor and . I came
back from Europe on the Queen
Elizabeth. If ever a man was

ready to kiss and make up and

promptly move his things—scat-

tered to the four winds, some at

his club, some at his mother’s

house and some packed in suit-

cases in friends’ garages—back

into the drawers and closets of

the old double bedroom, it was
Bob. I really looked for a recon-

ciliation. But Barbara Stan-

wyck’s friends tell me that, fond

of Bob as she is, for her there

can be no going back. She was,

it seems, too deeply hurt by the

Lia di Leo episode. The pity is

that Bob ever let Barbara visit

him in Italy, to the further detri-

ment of her pride. He let her

do this, I think, among other

reasons, because—separated for

many months while he made
“Quo Vadis” in Rome and she

worked in the Hollywood studios

—he plain wanted to see her.

Once Bob realized that Barbara

might forgive but that she never

could forget he turned again

towards Europe, rather than

spend the holidays alone in

Hollywood.

What will happen now is any-

body’s guess. I predict Bob,

forty years of age now, will

marry (Continued on page 74)

Hollywood examples

of what happens to a

husband when there’s

no longer a

wife in his life

CLIFTON WEBB would not be such a confirmed bachelor if he didn’t

live with his mother, Maybelle. All the things marriage, a wife

and a home connote are the very things Monty Clift doesn’t want—yet!
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SEVENTEEN—and
head over heels in love

with Greg Bautzer

BUT something went wrong.
Artie Shaw caught her heart

on rebound. Four months later

. . . THEY parted. Tony Martin 1

sparked a new lovelight. But
their romantic note fell flat

HER marriage to Steve Crane ’

brought a child—but not happiness.

This time Steve was hardest hit

HER HEART IS

SHOWING AGAIN
BY WYNN ROBERTS

With Lana Turner, as always, now’s the

time to fall in love. And yesterday’s heartaches

are forgotten in her new romance

Lana Turner and Fernando Lamas were the most dazzling sight at the brilliant

Hollywood premiere of “An American in Paris.” As they walked down the reproduction

of a Paris Boulevard into which the courtyard of Hollywood’s Egyptian Theatre

has been turned, there was, between the golden little Turner girl and the tall, slim,

worldly Lamas, that electric something that a movie camera or a news camera
senses instantly. And good reporters too.

A hundred flashguns went off at that second. A half-dozen top reporters

rushed forward. The secret that Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer had been trying to keep was out.

To its eternal credit, M-G-M loves its stars and tries to protect them
against their own indiscretions. And even on that evening, it still tried, valiantly

and ineffectively.

“Oh, you know how these premiere twosomes are,” the Metro boys laughed. “They’re

meaningless.” (Continued on page 83)
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HER romance with Tur-
han Bey was stormy. It

couldn’t have lasted . . .

. . . AND didn’t. Lana’s sus-
ceptible heart leaped to Vic
Mature’s charm. Then along . .

.

. . . CAME Ty Power and for a year

Lana was happy—until his European
trip changed romantic picture. Then . .

.

. . . LANA became Mrs.

Bob Topping—but not for

keeps, as she had hoped

LANA WENT back to work—on “The Merry Widow” set. And between Hollywood’s golden girl and
the darkly handsome Fernando Lamas an electric something flashed. And Lana was in love again!
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WOLF CALLS
BY EDITH GWYNN

KIRK DOUGLAS

ALBIN

Maybe some of these sound

familiar—but if you think you wouldn’t

fall for them, you’re smarter

than the Hollywood girls who do!
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A/Ien have been pulling lines with girls

ever since girls began pulling lines with

men. Nothing new about the practice. But

sometimes the technique is new. And
sometimes it’s amusing.

Like the time Farley Granger first

went after Shelley Winters’ evenings—or

mebbe after Shelley’s winter evenings

—

and used a unique approach. He gifted

Shelley with three blouses, on the pock-

ets of which were painted “Monday,”

“Wednesday” and “Friday” respectively.

With -them came his note which read:

“And what are you doing Tuesday, Thurs-

day, Saturday and Sunday?”
Kirk Douglas must know every datable

girl in town by now. Yet, with about four

girls to every eligible man in Hollywood,

he calls up girls he doesn’t even know for

dates! Maybe he gets his kicks thinking

the girl on the other end of the wire will

be impressed when he tells his name, that

she’ll just swoon for joy at the thought of

joining him. Sometimes it works—some-
times not. (Continued on page 92 )

FINK AND SMITH

STEVE COCHRAN



THE PRESSMANS sit and sun the year around on porch,
facing south. Sides have glass walls, sliding glass doors

PAINTING ON alcove wall hides projection machine.
Panels on opposite wall open to reveal movie screen

wiiii a French

Accent
BY LYLE WHEELER

Art Director , Twentieth Century-Fox Studios

Catch the glow of Claudette

Colbert’s Georgian home and you’ll

really be living in style

Claudette Colbert and her husband, Dr Joel

Pressman, live in just the kind of house you think a

movie star should have. It’s big, beautiful

and gracious and located in Holmby Hills.

But, despite its size, you can glean decorating

hints from it since basic rules apply to

all homes, small or large.

You can borrow a color scheme right from the

playroom. “It’s really the room we live in,” says

Claudette. “The actual living room is more
of a drawing room, much too formal for daily use.”

At one time the playroom was styled after an
English taproom. But Claudette and her husband,

growing tired of the waxed paneling,

had it bleached and sandblasted to give the fine

grained magnolia wood a rich creamy white velvety

texture. The deep-piled beige chenille

rug has the same velvetlike quality.

Black floors offer sharp contrast, and are

much more (Continued on page 76)

BACKGROUND for

color—black floors, beige

rug, bleached walls CLAUDETTE TOOK colors from
a print—red, green, gray and beige

—built living room around them •

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DC GENNARO





WHEN ROBERT TAYLOR kissed “His Brother’s Wife,” he
stopped putting on an act with the star, Barbara Stanwyck

IF DICK BASEHART had turned down “House on .Tele-

graph Hill,” Valentina Cortesa might havewed somebody else

DAN DAILEY and June Haver were just friends on the lot

—

until “The Girl Next Door” brought them closer—to romance

ItioJil

make believe



sometimes
says Sheilah. You may be getting a

preview of a new romance!

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

IT WAS the love scenes in “The Fountainhead” that sparked

the rumors about Gary Cooper and his leading lady, Pat Neal

CARY GRANT took his cue from the title when he
made “Every Girl Should Be Married” with Betsy Drake

**

| love you,” murmured Montgomery Clift.

“And I love you,” replied Elizabeth Taylor,

brushing his ear with softly parted lips.

“Cut and print it!” shouted director George

Stevens. As Monty walked to his dressing room
on the set of “A Place in the Sun,” he whispered

to a pal on the sidelines, “I can’t stand that girl.”

Exactly one year and three months later, Mr.

Clift was holding hands with Miss Taylor in New
York, and telling friends, foes and columnists,

“Elizabeth is everything (Continued on page 85)

Watch those love scenes,
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the A uit case

Cyd Charisse, left, of M-G-M’s “The Wild

North” models a suit that would put spring

into any girl’s step. Of worsted sheen gabar-

dine, the easy, charming bolero has long

sleeves and keyhole notch collar. Two half-

moon pockets add interest at the sides. Grace-

ful flared skirt has panel pleats and rustles

with its taffeta lining. By the House of Swa'ns-

down, it comes in beige, peacock blue, navy

or red. Around $60.00, 8-16, at stores listed

on page 71. Betmar hat. brilliant pin by

Kramer, Companion bag

Sally Forrest, right, of Universal-Interna-

tional’s “The Strange Door,” shows off the

perky lines of a suit in Dan River’s striped

Rivercord. Boxy jacket and full swing skirt

have a youthful flare—will be just as crisp and

charming in summer. By Ben Gaynes, in blue,

red, green, brown, gray and purple stripes

on white ground, 7-15, 8-16. $25.00 at Wm. H.

Block, Indianap-

olis, Ind., Straw-

bridge & Clothier,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Hat by Dani, Su-

perb gloves, bag by

Town and Country

To wear with suits—a nylon or crepe blouse, left, with diagonal tucks. The front

seamed waistline keeps it in place. By Alice Stewart, $7.95, in variety of colors

FOfi STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 71
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Mona Freeman, left, of U-I’s “Hear No Evil,” models feminine dressmaker suit in navy blue sheen gabardine

Fitted jacket is padded at the hipline, skirt is flared. By Donnybrook, 9 -15 , it comes in other colors. $45 .00 .

Oppenheim, Collins & Co., New York, N. Y., and Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia, Pa. Debway hat. At right, Jai

Greer of Twentieth’s “Down Among the Sheltering Pines,” wears a classic suit in doeskin flannel. Longer jacket,

slim skirt, have that special Rosenblum tailoring. A suit for town or country, the price is just right—$39.95. In sizes

10-20, regular and petite, it comes in several colors. At Saks 34th, New York, N. Y. and Famous Barr Co.,

Louis, Mo. Sally Gee scarf, Samsonite luggage, Agnew earrings

FOR STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER ON PACE 71

photoplay
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Again Awarded

the Fashion Academy

Gold Medal

Luxite at far less than you’d expect to pay

breath-taking nvlon tricot lingerie . . . the kind that makes

yon look and feel glamorous . . . but costs so surprisingly little. These

Luxite beauty-makers are all-nylon, have double nylon mesh ruffles

and trim, fine French picot edges. Luscious pastels,

sizes 32-42. Slip S4.95, Gown $6.95.

at your favorite storeFINE LINGERIE

® HOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY, Milwaukee 1, Wis. • In Canada: London, Ont. * World. Famous Men's Socks • Luxite Lingerie ond Hosiery * Nappers—All-Nylon Slippersocks



Shelley Winters wears

the original ensemble

designed by Bill Thomas

for her to wear

in Universal-Intemation

“Meet Danny Wilson”

Photoplay Patterns

Box 229, Madison Square Station

New York 10, New York

Enclosed find fifty cents ($.50) for which please send

me the Shelley Winters “Meet Danny Wilson” pat-

tern #8 in size 10-12-14-16-18-20.

Name Size

Street

City State Age ....

NOTE: For speedy delivery, enclose five

cents extra for special handling.

An intriguing ensemble that can double

as a dress or suit. Eye-catching panels

give a stole-like effect to the sleeveless

jacket which, worn separately, would be

a sparkling addition to other dresses.

The slim dress, with carefully designed

details at neck and three-quarter sleeves,

flattering to the figure, is wonderfully

easy to make



WHEREVER YOU LIVE YOU CAN BUY

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
If the preceding pages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where the Photoplay

Fashions are sold, please write to the

manufacturers listed helow:

House of Swansdown suit

500 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Rosenhlum suit

1407 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Ben Gaynes suit

500 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y^

Donnybrook suit

500 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Alice Stuart blouse

525 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Companion bag

54 West 33rd St., New York, N. Y.

Town & Country bag

350 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Superb gloves

240 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

Belniar bat

1 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

Haiti bat

15 West 39th Si., New York, N. Y.

Debway hat

42 West 39th St., New 'i oi k. N. ^ .

Sally Gee scarf

240 Madison Ave., New 't oi k, N. Y.

Kramer pin

48 West 37th St., New York, N. Y.

Samsonite luggage

Schwayder Bros.

1050 South Broadway, Denver, Colo.

Only one soap
gives yourskin this

And Cashmere Bouquet is proved extra mild . . . leaves

your skin softer, fresher, younger looking!

The following stores

Swansdown suit:

Atlanta, Ga.

Baltimore, Md.

Chicago, III.

Columbus, 0.

Dallas, Tex.

Denver, Colo.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

St. Louis, Mo.

St. Paul, Minn.

Toledo, O.

carry the House of

Davison, Paxon Co.

Hutzler Brokers

Morris B. Sachs

Roberts

1 itche Goettinger Co.

Gano Downs Co.

Frank & Seder

Scruggs-Vandervoort-
Barney, Inc.

Schuneman’s

Lamson

For other stores

write directly to manufacturer

Now Cashmere Bouquet Soap— with the lingering, irresistible

“fragrance men love”— is proved by test to be extra mild

too! Yes, so amazingly mild that its gentle lather

is ideal for all types of skin— dry, oilv, or normal! And
daily cleansing with Cashmere Bouquet helps bring

out the flower-fresh softness, the delicate smoothness,

the exciting loveliness you long for! Use
Cashmere Bouquet Soap regularly . . . for the

linest complexion care . . . for a fragrant

invitation to romance!

Cashmere
Bouquet
Soap

Adorns your skin with the

fragrance men loue!



T MERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOO S

EOR THREE I) IEEE RENT HAIR CONDITIONS
A Breck Shampoo w ill help bring out the natural beauty of your

hair. There are three Breck Shampoos. One Breck Shampoo is

for dry hair. Another Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third

Breck Shampoo is for normal hair. When you buy a shampoo

ask for the Breck Shampoo lor your hair. A Breck Shampoo will

clean your hair thoroughly, leaving it soft, fragrant and shining.

The Three Breck Shampoos are available at Beauty Shops and wherever cosmetics are sold.

H B R E C K INCJOHN
NEW YORK

MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS SPRINGFIELD 3 MASSACHUSETTS
CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO • OTTAWA CANADA



Star of "This Woman Is Dangerous"
Si8S3s%

DON’T BE fooled by
that, distant look—he’s keeping

his distance because he’s scared!

BY JOAN CRAWFORD

:

If you want to

| don’t know what it is about boys, but from the letters

I’ve been getting you’d think that they devote all their

male energies to scaring the girls to death—particularly in

the high school set.

Confidentially, I think boys keep a safe distance and wear

a forbidding look because they’re scared to death them-
selves and don’t want to show it—but whatever the reason,

something has to be done. The time has come at last when
mothers have relented and said okay to a little lipstick

and some moderately high heels, and to parties with boys.

For parties with boys, you gotta have boys.

So come on, fellas, warm up and be friendly. There’s a

school dance next Friday night. Ask that girl you’ve been

admiring secretly for so lpng, and when you get her there,

for heaven’s sake talk to her, and dance with her, and don’t

leave her on the wallflowers’ bench while you flee to the

bull session in the men’s cloak room.

So Hard To Be Happy

As for you girls who have been writing me your woes:

You have some jobs to do, too, if you want to break up
this teen-age ice jam.

Gail, you say: “I never seem to get along well with the

boys. I watch the other girls who seem to be quite popular

and try to act like them, but it never seems to work out.”

Do you really think, -Gail, that ( Continued on page 102)

WHY LOOK down on the fun?
Get in on the ground floor if you
want to meet a modern Romeo

be charming
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(Continued jrom -page 57)
again. “I’m very lonely, Elsa,” he told me.
“Where do I live?” He repeated my ques-
tion with a crooked smile. “Wherever I

unpack my bag for a night, a week or a
weekend.”
While in Hollywood Bob flew a great

deal, in his white twin-engined Beech

-

craft. Literally and symbolically he got
away from it all.

He had no fun in London, where he
made “Ivanhoe” with Elizabeth Taylor.
“No dates at all?” I asked. He shook his
head. “We worked hard. Often when I

finally get back to my hotel at night I

would have dinner alone in my room.”
Bob must wonder, too, about his old

dream of retiring to a farm. The way he
dreamed it, Barbara would have been
there. With her, over many years, he had
struck down roots of friendship and con-
geniality and it could have been a good
life. Whether he eventually marries Lia
di Leo, presumably the cause of his mar-
riage break-up, or someone else, his
chances of finding happiness on a farm

—

even retiring to a farm—certainly aren’t
too good.

I

’D LIKE to play the game, illustrated on
page 57, with Hollywood’s divorced men.

I’d like to ask them to use the four forms
as often as necessary to make a design, and
place my bet as to which of these symbols
they’d most often use. I would, I think,
win this bet, hands down.
Even the men who want “out” aren’t

happy when they get it. Take Gary
Cooper. Recently Gary spent several
weeks in a New York hospital. Ulcers!
Ulcers, the doctors now advise, are induced
by tension and unhappiness. Moreover,
night after night, from his hospital bed,
Gary telephoned—his wife, Rocky. It’s

even possible they will be reconciled by
the time you read this.

If Gary, who was a bachelor for a long
time, who has a charming way with the
ladies, who even now is reported as the
man in Pat Neal’s heart, is lost—no further
proof is needed that bachelor apartments
or suites at a club aren’t nearly as satis-
fying as the boys, cozy and snug at home,
expect they will be.

I’ve visited Hollywood gentlemen, di-
vorced or in the process of being divorced,
at their bachelor apartments and their
clubs. I’ve heard their phones ring and
ring and ring. . . . I’ve been surprised, too,
at the ladies who were doing the calling.
Invariably you can tell by a gentleman’s
reaction how long this sort of thing has

Men Are Lonely

been going on. The first week or two the
telephone bell puts a real gleam in his eyes.
After about a month he doesn’t exactly
leap to answer the darn thing. And after
six months he lets it ring or has his num-
ber changed or gives up having a tele-
phone—as I understand Dan Dailey has
done—so he can sleep or brood in peace.
Some men get along very well without

a wife. Monty Clift, for instance, and Mar-
lon Brando and Clifton Webb. . . .

The last thing on earth Monty seems to
want, in spite of the best efforts of the
most attractive girls to show him the error
of his ways, is anyone to look after him.
Monty—a rebel about something, perhaps
the routine of his life as a child—is quite
content to look after himself, to go to bed
at 6 a.m. if he happens to want to sit up
all night talking or dancing or forgather-
ing with congenial souls at some intimate
cafe ... to throw a few duds into a duffle
bag on a sudden whim and set sail for
any distant port that beckons his imagina-
tion. All the things that marriage, a wife
and home connote are the very things
Monty doesn’t want—not yet, anyway.
Marlon Brando hankers for pretty much

the same pattern of life as Monty. But
being more romantic and impulsive and
emotional than Monty, who’s a very cool
proposition, Marlon may well be swept off
his course by a girl with sloe eyes or beau-
tifully turned legs or a provocative voice.

Clifton Webb never will marry while his
mother lives. But should he ever lose
Maybelle—who gives him many of the
things a wife gives a man—I think there
very soon would be a Mrs. Clifton Webb.

T
HERE are other men, like George San-
ders, smart enough to know how im-

portant a wife can be, who are also worldly
enough to make a careful search for a
woman who has the most to offer in the
kind of life they, above all, want.
Shortly after George Sanders was

divorced from his first wife, I met him at
a Hollywood party. “I will be in New
York next month,” he told me, aware I

shortly was going East, “and I hope you
will make it possible for me to meet some
of your friends.”
“Which friends?” I asked, curious.
He did not hem or haw. “Barbara Hut-

ton,” he said. “Or Millicent Rogers. Or
Janet (Mrs. William H.) Stewart.”

All the ladies George mentioned were
rich, social and beautiful.
“Why these three?” I asked.
“They’re attractive,” George said, “and

have mystery. They make front pages.”

Well, when George came to New York
I put him next to Janet Stewart at a din-
ner party. A few nights later he dined
with her at her home. Janet called me.
“This Russian-speaking Englishman to
whom you introduced me is quite a char-
acter, she said. But I could see she was
entertained and amused. In fact George,
his guitar and his songs were a Manhattan
piece de resistance that winter. . . .

Then one night when I was giving a
dinner, George called me. “May I bring
a lady to your dinner?” he asked. “Zsa Zsa
Hilton? She’s very beautiful. I think I will
marry her. I am very lonely, Elsa.”
The perpetual cry of the divorced male.

But I was adamant. “I am sorry,” I said,
“but you may not bring Mrs. Hilton to my
dinner because my dinner is for my friends
and I do not know Mrs. Hilton.”
So I was not surprised, as many were,

when the newspapers shortly announced
that George Sanders and Zsa Zsa Hilton
would wed. Now they are having diffi-
culties. Whether they will reconcile no
one knows. They will, I suspect, if she
really wants it. If they do not, I predict
George will marry another lovely lady
who knows her way around the world.
Let us face it; once a man is house-

broken, he’s a sad and lonely spectacle
without a wife. ...

Jeff Chandler admits he was wretched-
ly unhappy during the time he and Mar-
jorie were separated. . . .

Brod Crawford won’t even talk about
his marital holiday. It plainly is an in-
terval he prefers to forget. . . .

Kirk Douglas’s reaction to his separa-
tion and divorce from Diane has, many
feel, changed his personality, caused him
to be more of a wolf (see page 61) than
he ever otherwise would have been.

Basically Kirk is sensitive and intelligent.
That he is now behaving badly indicates
he is not happy nor secure. Were he these
things he would not need to strut into
the spotlight nor to give such evidence
of thinking himself God’s gift to women.
When Kirk marries again I assure you it

will not be any of the professional glamour
girls. He will marry a woman with a feel-
ing for a home and children.

I never believed for one minute that he
would marry Irene Wrightsman, largely
because of her casual attitude as a mother.
She rarely sees her daughter, who always
lived in Europe with her father, the late
Freddie McAvoy.
Kirk himself is fiercely paternal. He’s

interrupted more than one romantic holi-
day to be at home when it was time for
his sons to visit him. It sounds a little silly

to call such a successful Don Juan as Kirk
a lost, lonely guy—but that’s exactly what
I think he has been ever since, hat tipped
jauntily, he stepped out on the town.
Don’t be fooled by all the gay pictures

of Hollywood’s divorced men entering
Romanoff’s with lovely ladies or dancing
with other lovelies at Mocambo. They
may look debonair. But were you to
catch them off guard, as I do, you’d know
you never can tell about an actor on
parade; you’d know, as I do, that Holly-
wood’s divorced men are a lonely, un-
happy lot.

Now to explain the game. The square
stands for a wish for stability or security;
the wiggly line, for a desire for freedom or
escape; the triangle, for an interest in

career; the circle for a preoccupation with
love—or sex. It’s my belief that Holly-
wood’s divorced men, playing this game,
would use many more squares and triangles

in their designs than the symbols for love
—or freedom! The End

//

J7t 'j £ike a 4#V*
Radio’s “My True Story” has brought hope and
courage to thousands of listeners in need of

help. For “My True Story” portrays in vivid

form real problems of love, hope, fear, jealousy,

and many others. The people you meet here are
people you might meet anywhere—people like

you, your family, your friends. You’ll hear their

heart-felt problems and their own solutions

—

direct froTn the files of True Story Magazine,

TUNE IN

“MY TRUE STORY”
AMERICAN BROADCASTING STATIONS
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Oct ^tfaefcd !

Roberta Haig happily insists the men she met
in Europe last summer can’t compare with her

wonderful "boy-next-door.” Last August, she and

Philip Kniskern, both of Swarthmore, Pa., became
engaged. They’ll be married in June, in Swarthmore’s

charming Trinity Episcopal Church. It will be a

bridal party of sixteen—with Roberta a queenly bride!

Beautifully tall and slender—Roberta Haig has a

special, charming grace. Her wide-set, clear, blue

eyes, pale golden hair set off a really exquisite

complexion. Her expressive, mobile face lets you see

right away the delightful person that is her Inner

Self. No wonder Roberta makes friends so quickly.

Sit !

Roberta Haig's ring

Three shining diamonds
in a platinum setting

fou/c fee&fc

There’s nothing helps your

confidence quite so much
as knowing you look your

very nicest!

Roberta thinks immaculately clean skin is

the prime essential for every girl’s groom-

ing. Her own skin is soft and smooth as

silk, flawless as fine porcelain. "I cream

my face with Pond’s Cold Cream,” she

says. "Pond’s cream-cleansings are quick

and so effective! They leave my face feeling

waked-up, rosy, and smooth as smooth!"

You can make Roberta’s beauty care

your own—it’s so easy! Every night (for

day cleansings, too) cream your face with

Pond’s Cold Cream, as she does, this way:

Hot Stimulation—a good hot water splashing.

Cream Cleanse—swirl light, fluffy Pond’s Cold

Cream over face, throat to soften dirt and make-

up, sweep them from pore openings. Tissue off.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s now, to rinse off last

traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

Now—look in your mirror! Your face

looksso much prettier,feels so much softer

!

It’s not vanity to want to look lovely.

When you look your sweetest best, a win-

ning confidence smiles out from your

face—attracts others to you on sight! Start now to help your face show a lovelier You!

9
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feast
your
eyes!

on Hollywood's
most beautiful stars

at their very
bee-u-ti-full-est

in

PHOTOPLAY

PIN-UPS
on sale at newsstands now!

An album assembled by PHOTO-
PLAY magazine, America’s favorite

movie magazine

each
if Jane Russell

if Ava Gardner
if Esther Williams
if Shelley Winters
if Betty Grable

if Rhonda Fleming
if Debra Paget
if Elizabeth Taylor

and many more of the
world's most curvaceous

P glamour girls in captivating
full-color pictures—14 of
them are full-page size.

English with a French Accent

( Continued from page 62)

successful than the so-usual hardwood
floors.

With the background of this room as

neutral as it is, Claudette put all the color

into the furnishings. That’s one of the ideas

you can borrow from her. If you have
plastered walls, paint them white. If you’ve
paneled walls, remove the finish and apply
white paint with a rag. Then wipe most of

it off. Enough paint stays in the grain to

give the wood a white cast. Take the
varnish from your floors, getting down to

the natural wood, then paint them black.

If, however, a room gets much traffic, avoid
the black finish, for it shows wear readily.

Instead, carpet your floors from wall to

wall. Cotton costs less than wool, but dirt

can be seen more easily on cotton. Now
you have your neutral background, put
color in the furnishings as Claudette did.

She chose a gay print, combining red,

green, gray and beige, used it on a sofa

and two chairs in front of the fireplace, and
built the room around them. The tufted

sofa and armless chairs near the terrace

were red. The third grouping offers a de-
parture. A beige sofa fits into an alcove,

the back wall of which is covered with
green cotton tweed, and the ottomans in

front of the sofa are upholstered with the
same fabric. The entire scheme is very
simple and refreshing.

Many people make the mistake of using
too many colors in one room. Select one
print. Put it on several pieces, but else-

where in the room use only the colors in

the print. If you do this, you can’t make a
mistake.

C
LAUDETTE has a real gift for colors.

Even she didn’t realize this talent until

about three years ago when, as a hobby,
she tried painting. Today her portraits are
not only the talk of Hollywood but are
known nation wide.
She has exercised her feeling for color

even in her choice of occasional tables.

Most of us have a tendency to use the same
wood throughout a home, or at least in one
room, but Claudette mixed them up. Two
of the coffee tables, a round one in front of

the red grouping, and the rectangular table

between the beige sofa and the ottomans,
are of bleached wood, carved in a bamboo
design, matching the large round pedestal
table which bears a gallery of family and
friends’ photographs. The two lamp tables

by the fireplace are a shiny lacquered
black, and the third coffee table, in front

of the fireplace, is in dark green leather.

Because this room is the most lived in,

Claudette has her most cherished accessory
pieces here, a row of beautiful little terra

cotta dancing girls on the mantel. They’re
incredibly old, dating back to about 500 to

700 A.D. To go with them, a wise old camel
of the same period stands serenely on the
black Steinway grand piano.

For home movies, the Pressmans con-
ceal a screen behind folding panels on one
wall. Opposite, above the beige sofa, a

beautiful oil painting by Claude Monet
hides the openings for the projection ma-
chine. However, the separate projection
room has an outside entrance, and cannot
be reached from the living room.

Built-in cabinets with small windows
above form the alcove for the beige sofa.

The cabinet on the right is for general
storage, but that on the left houses the
Pressmans’ radio phonograph with con-
trols on the side just above the arm of the
sofa, for easy tuning.

Claudette treated the windows above the
cabinets as decoration and filled their

openings with old-fashioned movable shut-
ters, finished the same as the paneling. She
made a design of sea figures, had them

carved of wood, and placed one in front of
each shutter. .

For parties and for entertaining, the
Pressmans have a built-in bar. It’s at the
right of the fireplace, and there’s a corre-
sponding cavity at the left of the fireplace,

which Claudette made into a gay little

powder room with lacquer-red walls and
white monkeys cavorting over it. Let your
imagination run riot, use bright colors and
whimsical designs in rooms that get in-
frequent use, but go conservative in rooms
that get a lot of living.

O
NE of the beauties of the Pressmans’
living room is that by means of wide

French doors it opens onto a large covered
porch, and beyond is the swimming pool.

Even in winter, Claudette and her hus-
band enjoy this spot, for it’s on the south
side of the house and gets the benefit of

sun all day. Permanent glass walls on the
east side of the porch provide wind pro-
tection, and sliding glass doors on the west
admit a breeze when one is needed.
Claudette chose furnishings for the porch

that were practical and colorful, rattan
pieces with green cushions, green and
natural rush squares for the flagstone floor.

The entrance hall gives an indication of

the graciousness of the rest of the house,
for it uses the same colors. as the drawing
room—beige and apricot—and has the same
beige rug on its floors. Walls have been
painted a rich apricot color with the
woodwork white for contrast. The stair-

way is at the right, traveling up and
around, so that the upper half seems to

be a balcony around the wall of the en-
trance hall. The same apricot walls and
white trim continue down the hall at the
left which leads to the living room and a
guest bath -dressing room. Straight ahead,
as you enter the house, is the drawing
room.
As Claudette said, the drawing room is

too formal for everyday living, but there’s

no gainsaying its beauty. It stems from the
Georgian Colonial period in architecture.

The fireplace wall, with its paneling and
its bookcases, could have come right from
one of America’s heritage homes in Virgi-
nia or Maryland. At the opposite end of the
room another paneled wall frames the en-
trance to the dining room. The west wall
has two large French doors which open
onto the terrace, and there’s a small bay
between them. Though the east and west
walls echo the white paneling on a low
dado and around doors and windows, the
balance of these two walls repeat the rich

apricot color.

The rich beige textured rug leaves
enough of a border around the room to

display the beautiful parquet floors.

Upholstery colors tie in with the beige
and apricot, for the sofa and two chairs in

front of the fireplace wear beige covers
enhanced with apricot, beige and tan in a

crewel embroidery design. A library table

backs up the sofa, and a drum table sepa-
rates the two chairs. Both of these' pieces

are of mahogany in an eighteenth century
style, as are all furnishings in the room.
Two small chairs and a wonderful old

table with a tortoiseshell top occupy the
bay. The upholstery on the chairs is of

linen, smocked with a brown thread. Two
wing chairs stand near the dining-room
doorway. Both feature a textured weave,
one in toast color with the same fringe trim,

the other in off white, brown fringe edging
the seams.
A point you should note is that

Miss Colbert kept the lampshades uniform,
even though the bases differ. They’re
hand woven, two of yarn and silk

thread, the other two of boucle and
metallic thread
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Only Lilt’s Superior Ingredients give such a Superior Wave! You can
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sizes ten to twenty. .. beautifully proportioned

petite sizes. Otlier superb woolens, pure

silk, linens 35.00 to 59.95 ... at fine stores.

Los Angeles

and all four in a simple drum style. Fancy
shades are in opposition to most decorator
rules. Emphasis should be on the lamp
base, and the shade should complement it,

not vie for attention.

The Pressmans kept the dining room
formal, also, since it’s just two steps up
from the drawing room. The raisin color

rug contrasts with the cream color dado
and aqua wallpaper, which features a

mural effect. Heavy repp-weave draperies
hang from mirrored cornice boxes edged
with wood, carved to simulate bamboo.
Claudette placed a mirrored screen in front
of the swinging door so that the pantry
cannot be seen by guests.
Such a distinguished setting is right for

the Pressmans’ eighteenth century mahog-
any dining group—Duncan Phyfe table,

side chairs with lime-green upholstered
seats, two console tables and Sheraton
sideboard. With so much emphasis recently
on modern and provincial interiors, it’s

refreshing to find a home which has dig-
nity and graciousness.

EXQUISITE is the best word to describe
Ij Claudette’s bedroom. It’s dainty and
feminine without being saccharine, a su-
perb combination of pink and white.
Imagine white, deep-piled carpeting, so

thick and heavy it’s like walking through
fur. With it, visualize white walls bearing
an ethereal design of pink flower sprays.
The bed is of carved wood in a bamboo

effect, lacquered shell pink, with pleated
white linen in the headboard. The white
linen spread has a beautiful embroidered
and appliqued sea pattern which Claudette
designed. Pink lacquered step tables stand
at each side of the bed, and each bears a
lamp made of a Steuben glass fish, the
shades handwoven from lucite tubes, white
wool and metallic thread.

Opposite, a vivid pink sofa and chair
flank a large, white lacquer comer table.

It holds a tailored lamp which Claudette
designed, the base created by four columns
of lucite topped by a matching tailored

lucite shade. A round lucite coffee table

completes the grouping.
In a small bay is a pale pink lacquer and

lucite desk, and a lucite lamp made in the
shape of a carp, also Claudette’s de-
sign. And at the windows in the bay, hang
the most exquisite curtains: sheer white
linen panels, the panels joined together
with two-inch strips of lacy faggoting.

Dr. Pressman’s room, adjoining, is the
antithesis of Claudette’s for, instead of

delicate tones, it uses vibrant green shades
combined with white. The white’s on the
ceiling, walls and woodwork, but the car-
peting is dark green. A lounge chair and
the studio couch repeat the same green in

a textured cotton. For variety, the green’s

combined with yellow and white in a cot-
ton print used for draperies, the desk
chair, and for covering three pillows on
the studio couch.
This studio couch fits into a built-in unit

composed of cupboards and shelves, with
cabinets at either end flanking the couch.

“But where does Claudette do her paint-

ing?” you’ll probably ask. Since such a

room must be strictly a work room, Clau-
dette transformed the small house by the

tennis court into a studio. Here she can
work without interruptions, without the

distraction of people moving about in the

house, without hearing the doorbell or

telephone.

The exterior of the Pressmans’ house
has all of the graciousness inherent in the

interior. In Georgian style, built of white

brick, it’s distinctly formal, yet inviting.

You just know that the owners are people

of great charm and fine taste, and this con-

viction is carried out when you enter the

door.
The End
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Show Your Colors

(Continued from page 49)
glamour dolls since before Crawford ever
wore a padded shoulder or Dietrich ever
discovered chiffon scarves. Edie, under
contract to Paramount, dresses all the girls

on the lot like dreams and there are nu-
merous other stars on other lots who won’t
wear a rag that Edith doesn’t order—Bette
Davis, for instance. Barbara Stanwyck, for
another instance. This causes political

upheavals in other studios, with other
designers tearing their hair and their con-
tracts. But the stars stay firm and Edith
wins.
Edith not only understands line. She

understands colors. She knows why not
only Hollywood heroines but all of us re-
volt every once in a while and, irrespec-
tive of what fashion may dictate, refuse to
have anything to do with a certain shade.
Having studied with our best psycholo-

gists, Edith accepts the effect of different
colors on different personalities. While she
laughs at the old superstition that peo-
ple had a “color aura” and if you had
second sight, you would see this aura
around them, she accepts, as every doctor
does, the fact that if anyone entertains an
established “suggestion” about a color, she
will react to the “suggestion” while apply-
ing, in her thoughts, the reaction to the
color itself.

T
AKE lavender, for example: Lavender
has a way of turning up every so often in

the fashion magazines, in fashion patter. A
couple of seasons ago, it was called “La-
guna lilac.” It’s had scads of other names.
The big idea is that if you would just

please buy it, you’d have to buy almost
everything new in your wardrobe—shoes,

hats, bags—and wouldn’t that be fun for

the merchants? The reason - you and I

don’t, however, is that to the subconscious
of most of us, lavender stands for two
different facts—both unhappy. The one is

old age. The other is death.

Corinne Calvet' is a dazzling exception
to this thinking. To Corinne, purple, lav-
ender and violet all stand for passion.
Wearing any blend of blue and red, which
combined make the purple shades, this

French firecracker claims her vibration
with men is multiplied, tripled, quad-
rupled. But on the other hand, you can’t

get Mademoiselle Calvet into any pale

shade of any other color—pale pink, pale
blue or most particularly that pale shade
of tan called cafe au lait.

Since redheaded Rhonda Fleming is

usually cast in much this same siren cate-

gory, you might think she’d want this hot-
stuff dressing. But, according to Miss
Head, Rhonda wants no part of color. It’s

white for Rhonda. She always wears it

in the evening, and she’d continually wear
it by day if she thought she could get away
with it. Gray, however, ordinarily desired

by redheads, she loathes. She says she
simply can’t act in gray. Edith believes

this is because Rhonda, for all her flam-
boyant appearance, is naturally shy. The
serenity of white makes her relax but
gray makes her feel mousy.

In all of us it seems our actual color re-

action is based on some event or condition

in our youth. Consider the case of the
“glambuoyant” Betty Hutton—and glam-
buoyant is what I mean—part glamour
girl, part bounce and all pretty wonderful.
Wouldn’t you expect this human bomb-
shell to crave red?

Betty loathes it—but she does know
why. As a child, she was very poor, as you
undoubtedly know, and she was bounding
around cheap theatres, music halls and
even saloons, making a living, before she
was even in her teens. Red was neces-



sary there, plus spangles and gewgaws of

every sort. Today, Betty will only wear
the most refined colors, all black, all blue,

all white or sometimes blue combined
with white. The styles she chooses are
just as conservative.

In private life, no girl in Hollywood
lives more quietly, elegantly or gently
than Eleanor Parker. So she will wear
anything as long as it is red, white or blue,

preferably in combination. If you are a
Parker-type girl and you find yourself
reacting in this way, the answer may be
what it seems to be in Eleanor’s case:

Here is another shy girl, with an inner
force of great drama. The pastel shades
that seem suited to her appearance, do
not suit her hidden, but real, personality.
She hates pastels, chartreuse, yellow and
green particularly. To her they seem
merely to emphasize the timidity she con-
tinually tries to overcome.
Breezy Mona Freeman may not want to

overcome her youthful appearance quite
as much as she thinks she does. At any
rate, that is how our psychologist-designer,
Edith Head, figures it. For Mona is one
of the anti-purple girls. To her it is tor-
ture to wear lavender or violet—but give
her red and she goes to town. It happens
that her pleasant young husband doesn’t
like a real red -red too well, so Mona com-
promises on the warmest possible pink
shades. And, in case you wonder why
some men love red so much on girls, while
others equally dislike it, Miss Head has an
answer to that one too: she says—either
way—it’s because men associate red with
b-a-a-ad girls.

You’d hardly put Barbara Stanwyck in
the classification of sweater girl—yet that
is right where Stanny puts herself. She
has literally dozens of the most beautiful
handmade sweaters, with everything
woven on them but money. But not one
of them is in brown. In fact, the brown
sweater in which she was photographed
for Photoplay, she simply donned for the
sake of Edith and this magazine. And
Edie had to borrow it for her—Stanny
refused to buy anything in that shade.

If you have this color hate, too, it’s prob-
ably based on the fact that to most people
brown does seem downbeat. Consider the
expression, “a dark brown taste” which
always means something unpleasant. Even
when used sentimentally, as in “little

brown hen,” it doesn’t mean anything too
charming. Barbara is a girl who has
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severely disciplined herself. In private
life, little of the emotionalism she gets on
screen ever shows itself. But the gay and
glittering sweaters do express this inner
mood—just as the color brown probably
reminds her of her drab, unhappy child-
hood.
Two personalities less alike than Eliza-

beth Taylor and Shelley Winters are hard
to discover, yet they have in common their
love of pastel shades. To get Shelley into

red that seems to suit her screen self is

a life work. Yet she loves the most deli-
cate blues and yellows—or neutrals like

black or white.
Liz, on the other hand, doesn’t like the

yellows, the beiges, any of the golden
shades that would naturally be chosen
to contrast with her dark locks, but she
quite adores all the blues, particularly
periwinkle blue. Now actually, this does
suit Liz’s off-screen personality, since in

reality she barely talks above a whisper
and always seems almost frightened, so
great is her gentleness, her shyness, her
insecurity.

H
AVE you ever stopped to think how few
green dresses you’ve seen on screen,

how few you’ve ever seen photographed in

Photoplay? This is because, as a class,

theatrical people are superstitious about
green. They think it means bad luck and
some of them carry this superstition to

such an extent that they won’t wear green
jewelry, not even if it includes rare, price-
less emeralds. Greer Garson is the ex-
ception to this, of course. Greer really likes

no other color except green and even has
it throughout her house, from the great
green velvet couches in her drawing room
straight down to the shoes she wears.
And this, too, proves a lot about her per-

sonality, for beneath all her surface gen-
tleness, her real refinement, Miss Greer is

a woman of iron. She gets her way, she
dominates, tactfully, sweetly, but none the

less dominates everyone around her. If

you, too, are a “green.” girl, check up on
yourself and see if you, too, don’t tend to

“boss” a bit.

If you do not seem to react to color at

all, this still proves much about you.
Bette Davis pays no attention to color

whatsoever. This reaction, to go back to

the psychologists, is a more adult and
adjusted one than overreacting to color.

Probably, if you don’t notice color very
much, you are losing a certain, definite

pleasure, but it means your attention is

completely content with other things.

The too-nervous person can transfer

her anger toward a brown glove or red

shoes. She can “loathe” mustard shades
so that she “cannot stand to be in the

same room with them.” Such trifling

annoyances wouldn’t get under the skin of

the adjusted person. Edith Head says she

doesn’t believe Bette knows whether the

gown for a scene is in red or black, orange,

or yellow and white stripes. As a matter
of fact, Bette seldom pays any attention,

either, to the lines of a dress. She de-
mands only that she be able to move com-
fortably in it.

The answer is really quite simple. Bette

doesn’t have to express her inner self

through either clothes or color—because
she always is expressing her inner self.

She hasn’t an inhibition in her. They all

come out. She is fiery on the set What
she wants to say, she says. What she wants
to do, she does, let the chips fall where
they may.
So—show your colors. Wear only those

shades that make you instinctively hold in

your tummy, throw back your shoulders

and lift your chin. Better to be a siren

than a mouse!

I
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Her Heart Is Showing Again

(Continued jrom page 58)

Now the studio did have some faint

chance of selling that idea, because many
a time twosomes appearing at swank open-
ings had been brought together by nothing
more romantic than the publicity depart-
ment.
But Lana and Fernando blasted that

chance when they appeared, a couple of
nights later, on the dance floor at Ciro’s.

They glided about in one another’s arms,
and between the orchestra numbers they
sat at their table visibly lost in each other.

The next morning, the studio was ter-

ribly, terribly hurt with the inquiring
reporters. It threw out the standard Holly-
wood retort under such circumstances—the
one about bad taste—bad taste on the
questioner’s part, naturally. It clammed up
Lana and Fernando, too.

But on the day before Thanksgiving
when Mrs. Fernando Lamas sailed back to
her (and Fernando’s) native South Amer-
ica, taking their small daughter with her,

there was no heed for anybody to ask
anything. Besides, by this time, Lana was
telling all her friends about being in love
again. Really in love. Her first true love.

Her lasting love.

And you know what? Hollywood hopes
maybe it is true at last.

Because, you see, for all her escapades,
for all her wildness, Hollywood loves this

golden girl. You can’t say of many glam-
our girls what you can prove of Lana

—

that she has never been deliberately cruel
to anyone, that she has hurt only herself.
Her faults are those of being too generous,
too trusting, too believing.

Right now her heart is showing again.
But her brains? Or wiliness or worldly
wisdom? Oh, no!

It is really true that Fernando and his

wife were having trouble long before he
was imported to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Admittedly, it couldn’t have helped the
situation to have a spectacular Lorelei like

Lana entering into it. But Latin lovers are
rarely famous for their devotion to home
and fireside, even though Latin wives who
usually are good Catholics are famous for

their tenacity toward their marriage vows.
At the moment Mrs. Lamas has retreated
from the field

_
of competition—but that

doesn’t mean that she has lost.

Yet Lana, with every attribute that
should bring a girl romance, has lost and
lost and lost.

A
GREAT American poetess, Edna St. Vin-
cent Millay, writing a piece of verse just

about the time that Lana was born, really

summed her up. Wrote Miss Millay at the
end of one of her lovely sonnets:
Pity me that the heart is slow to learn
What the swift mind beholds at every

turn.
Lana is one of Hollywood’s most un-

happy children, eternally believing she has
discovered love, eventually learning that
she has not.

As an example of her unwisdom where
her own best interests are concerned,
remember it was only last September that
she was separated from her third husband,
Bob Topping. If she were shrewd, she
would have arranged a property settle-

ment from this millionaire long before
this—but she hasn’t. If she were discreet,

she would have filed for her divorce. But
she hasn’t done that, either.

Now, undoubtedly, when Lana does
pause in this newest romance she will go
into court, and it is fascinating whose legal

firm is representing her. The studio says
grandly, “Arnold Grant is representing
Miss Turner,” but don’t let that fool you.
The able Mr. Grant is a member of Greg-
son Bautzer’s organization.
And Greg is definitely the first man Lana

ever did love. She was seventeen then
and all Hollywood pointed out that Greg
with his prospects, his maturity and charm
was the ideal husband for her.

Then, suddenly, something went wrong.
She had just come over to Metro from

Warners and it was fascinating the stir she
had caused, since she’d only done three
small pictures.

At an interview she told her life story.

She said she didn’t expect ever to marry,
that her career came first with her and
that was the reason she had stopped seeing
Greg Bautzer.
“He insisted that if we married I must

give up my career,” she explained. “I tried

to get him to let me make two pictures a
year—but he said no. Just imagine! It

wouldn’t take me more than twelve weeks
to make two pictures and that way I’d

make $20,000 a year. But Greg refused, so
I’ve stopped seeing him and I don’t care if

I ever see him again.”

That was in 1940, while she was still in

her teens and while she thought $20,000
a year was terrific, little dreaming that in

1948 she and Bob Topping, her third hus-
band-to-be,, would plan to give a party
that would cost, for one evening, $25,000.

Little dreaming, either, that in 1951, Bob
—with whom she had her first formal
wedding: of whose love she said, “This is

for keeps,” and for whom she nearly died,
trying to have his child which did die
before birth—that he’d walk out on her.
Of course, from Greg Bautzer to Fer-
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nando Lamas there have been the others
she has loved.
Hollywood will always believe she was

showing off to Greg when she eloped with
Artie Shaw on the night of their first date.
Maybe you remember that Artie had stood
Judy Garland up that night, in Lana’s
favor, but his real girl at that time was
Betty Grable.
He was Lana’s first husband, Artie, and

naturally theirs was to be the love that
nothing could destroy. They flew to New
York on their honeymoon and the morn-
ing after their elopement gave out ador-
ing statements from the so-called “tasting
room” of a wine company’s sales office.

Exactly four months and seventeen days
later they parted and Lana has always
referred to that union since then as “her
college education.”

Her next major subject was Tony Martin
—dark, intense Tony, golden, intense Lana.
For months you never saw one of them
without the other. This, too, was going to
be perfect for Lana. And surely Tony has
been a perfect husband to Cyd Charisse.
But he and Lana broke up before they
even got around to an engagement.
So then she met a boy who wanted to be

in pictures but who mostly was a restaura-
teur, Steve Crane. By July of 1942 she was
married to him. By Christmas time she
was happily proclaiming her approaching
motherhood, only to rock Hollywood back
on its heels, a month later, by going into
court and getting her marriage annulled.

This time it was the man in her life who
took it hard. In fact, Steve took an over-
dose of sleeping pills, but was rescued
before they had done their suicidal work.
The pathos of Steve, the drama of his

deed, nearly shattered Lana. A heart like

hers couldn’t bear the idea that anyone
had been that unhappy over her. So she
eloped to Tijuana and rewed Steve.

When Cheryl Christine Crane came into

the world it was all enchantment. Yet by
April they were quarreling and Lana filed

for divorce. But again they reconciled, and
again they parted arid in August, Lana
wasn’t Mrs. Crane any more.
She was very lonely. She was very un-

happy, but she was a wonderful mother.
And then Turhan Bey came her way.

In her heart’s tempestuous history, this

was really all storm and sunshine, all

thunder and kisses, all dreams and mon-
umental quarrels. It couldn’t have lasted,

and it didn’t, and Vic Mature succeeded
Turhan. But Vic didn’t last either, and
Tommy Dorsey succeeded him, and very
briefly thereafter Tommy was succeeded
by a guy in his own band, Buddy Rich.

I

T WAS 1946 by now—and Lana entered
into her realest love since Greg—Tyrone

Power. From the day of their first real

dating to the date of his departure on a

long flying trip to Europe, you never saw
Ty without Lana. This had magnificence,

this had beauty. Together they were like

something dreamed up by a master painter.

Ty’s black masculinity against her blonde
girlish yielding. They laughed together,

they danced together, they swam together

—and openly adored each other for one
whole year.

But every so often, the travel bug gets

Ty—and in 1947, when it hit him, Lana was
working. Ty planned only a little hop to

Paris, Rome and such places.

The night before Ty’s departure for

Europe they were given a great party and
the place cards had hearts on them with
their initials entwined. Lana sat on Ty’s

lap, while flashbulbs popped. They were
the perfect picture of love’s devotion.

Yet when Ty came back from Europe,
he didn’t come back to Lana. He came back
with Linda Christian, who today is Mrs.

Each in
separate
glass vial

Power and the mother of Francesca Ro-
mina Power.
She took it like a thoroughbred, did

Lana. She never said a word against Ty.
She never asked for pity. She lost weight
and her skin grew too pale but she said,
valiantly, “It’s been a wonderful year but
from now on I carry my chin a little

higher and I work a lot harder.”
Thus Hollywood was very glad for her

when not much after that they heard about
her plans to marry Howard Hughes. “At
last Lana is thinking of her future,” they
said. .“Sure, he’s an older man—but he is

very intelligent, very important, and very
rich. This will be a good marriage for her.”
Lana had her trousseau all ready. She

had her bags packed to go to the airport.
Only she never did go.

Instead, she went to New York alone

—

and there she met Bob Topping. He was
still married to Arlene Judge, but they
were in the process of divorcing and he
put on a courtship of Lana that was worthy
of a maharajah. His freedom came on
April 23rd, 1948 and he made Lana his
wife three days later.

T
HEIR marriage started off with such ap-
parent good intentions on both sides. Bob

uprooted himself from New York and his
old associates there. He bought a $94,000
home in Hollywood so that Lana could
carry on her career. She, on her part,
said she’d retire if he insisted, and, when
she wasn’t working, she made every effort

to adapt her life and her interests to Bob’s.

For instance, his doctor had advised
more sports for him, less night life. So
Lana went in for sports and daytime living,

too. Instead of going dancing in the eve-
nings, they played tennis all day or swam
or did simple things like going for drives
and having picnics on the beach. They
were early-to-bed, early-to-rise and as

quiet as any suburban couple.

Then Lana began thinking about a com-
panion for little Cheryl. Her doctor ad-
vised her against it. He told h§r that be-
cause of the contrasting blood types she
and Bob were, it would be the gravest
personal risk for her to essay motherhood.
But Lana tried it.

“Mr. Imperium” came up at that time.

Lana never wanted to make the picture.

She and Pinza were never friends. Un-
happy on the set over her work, she felt

miserable at home because of her preg-
nancy.

If her baby had not died prematurely
Hollywood still believes her marriage
would have survived. But again she was
gallant. Once more she held her chin a

little higher, but she didn’t work harder.
Maybe that was a mistake. She was trying

to be Mrs. Bob Topping, a quiet, typical

society matron. Perhaps Bob couldn’t be
in love with anyone but the laughing,
dancing Lana who first attracted him. Cer-
tainly the girl who came between them
wasn’t a quiet little society type.

Three days after they announced their

separation last August, Lana’s wrists were
cut. I hope you notice how I put that.

Her wrists were cut. The studio hastily

announced that this was an accident. Lana
said nothing. She did as bid, posed for the

newspapers, wearing dark glasses and
smiling. But despite her careful, lovely

smile, she looked wretched.

But these nights, she is radiant again.

Her eyes are laden with dreams once more,

her mouth constantly curves into smiles

and her step has that lightness that always
comes to a woman in love. And she and
Fernando are like two firebrands together.

Yes, Lana’s in love again—and once more
her heart is on her sleeve.

Wish her luck. She really deserves it.

She really needs it. The End
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a man would want.”
It happens all the time—a ‘reel’ kiss for

the screen, turns into the real thing in

private life. Usually the combination is

instantaneous. Sometimes, as with Lizzie

and Monty, a long delayed take.

June Haver and Dan Dailey have been
friendly around the lot for several years.

Suddenly since they’ve been playing to-

gether in “The Girl Next Door,” a whole
new world has opened up for them. There’s

been no one serious in June’s life since

the death of her fiance. Dan, who’s been
dating Jane Nigh and Ann Miller on
alternate nights (and a few others at

odd moments!) wears the happy, relaxed
smile of a boy who’s fallen for a girl.

Both have had more than their share of

turbulent times, so we think they deserve
a reward. Each other, that is.

The passion process was quicker for

Lana Turner and Fernando Lamas. Lana
had been vaguely aware of Fernando for

a year, in the Metro cafe, still gallery,

driving into the studio, etc. Fernando is

good looking and Lana appreciates a hand-
some male. But it wasn’t until Metro co-
starred them in “The Merry Widow” that

the smoke erupted into a quake that
jolted old-timers into remembering the
love scenes of Garbo and Gilbert in “The
Flesh and the Devil.”

It was probably coincidence, but shortly
after starting rehearsals with the volcanic
Latin, Lana said ‘Goodbye’ to Bob Topping.
And halfway through the picture, Mrs.
Lamas, who had left hubby three times
previously, took off for the Argentine
after announcing a fourth separation.

Once previously, Lana succumbed to

the charms of a character in one of her

films. She even married him—Artie Shaw.
They met in 1939 when Lana starred and
Artie appeared with his band in “Danc-
ing Co-Ed.” But, like Elizabeth and Monty,
it was not love at first sight. Quite the
reverse. After scenes, Lana said, “He’s the
most conceited man I ever met.” She was
obviously right the first time, because the
marriage was as brief as the sudden
courtship.

B
ETTE DAVIS was near a breakdown
when she started “All About Eve.” Her

big battle with William Grant Sherry was
front page humiliation. She was rushed
into the picture to replace ailing Claudette
Colbert, when Bette’s body and brain
craved a rest and a change.
At the end of the first week of shooting,

a friend of Bette’s on the set, asked,
“Who’s that?” pointing to a man in shorts
peddling a mechanical bicycle. “He’s an
actor from New York,” said Bette, adding
very casually, “If they handle him right,

they’ll have a big new star.”

Bette didn’t take any chances. It was
she who handled Gary Merrill right. At
the end of the second week, he was
closeted with her between takes—every
take—in her dressing room, with the door
conspicuously closed. “Learning their

lines,” I was told when I called to check
the tip-off. “Besides, he’s married.” But
unhappily—fortunately for Miss Davis, not
so fortunately for his wife. From gloom
to gladness in one Academy Award pic-
ture. And Bette would still probably be
miserable and moping for Mr. Sherry, if

she hadn’t met and kissed Mr. Merrill in
“All About Eve.”

I remember when Pat Neal landed the
leading-lady role opposite Gary Cooper

in “The Fountainhead.” “I’ve never met
him, what’s he like?” Pat asked me. “Ter-
rific.” I told her. Neither Pat nor I knew
at the time that she had also landed
Gary Cooper. The picture flopped but Pat
was a success—with Mr. Cooper.
Cornel Wilde was married to Pat Knight

for ten years, and during that decade Cor-
nel was the most faithful husband in

Hollywood. He positively never looked at

another woman. Not even Jean Wallace.

Jean was a stock player at 20th Century-
Fox when Cornel was the top star. To
oblige little Jean, who reminded him of

his beloved Pat, Cornel made a test with
her. He held her in his arms. They kissed.

When it was over, Cornel said, “She’s very
nice,” and promptly forgot her. And Jean
married Franchot Tone.
Several years later, Cornel and Pat were

separated. Jean and Franchot were di-

vorced. Cornel was in one group at Mo-
cambo. Jean was with another. A mutual
friend re-introduced them. Jean reminded
Cornel of the test and reiterated how
grateful she was. “She looked like a little

lost puppy,” Cornel told me later. Jean
was lost.

As Mrs. Cornel Wilde, Jean is forgetting

her tough time with Franchot. She has her
two children living with her, hopes to have
more babies.

Cowboys in good screen standing are
not allowed to kiss their leading ladies.

But Roy Rogers did the next best thing
with Dale Evans. He kissed Trigger. Dale
and Roy, who married January 1st, 1947,

have made twenty-seven pictures together.
The first, “The Cowboy and the Senorita,”
introduced them in 1944. Of course, at the
beginning, there was never any question
of a romance. Roy was married and had a
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family. But when his wife died after the
birth of their son Dusty, Roy turned for
comfort to his best friend, the girl he
loved on the screen. Dale, mother of baby
Robin Elizabeth Rogers, is also a won-
derful mother to Roy’s other children. And
it is a pleasure to visit them all at their
ranch in The Valley.
Jane Wyman came to grips with Ronald

Reagan in “Brother Rat.” She decided to
get brother Ronnie. I believe it was Reagan
who made the classic remark, “I chased
her all over Hollywood until she caught
up with me.” The romance jelled on the
p.a. tour with Louella Parsons. I never
thought I’d see this one break up. Too
bad that Jane was bored with Ronnie’s
extra-curricular speeches and activities for
the Screen Actors Guild.

Lucille Ball, Hollywood’s number one
comedienne, is deadly serious about her
real life husband Desi Arnaz. She always
has been, from the moment her blue eyes
absorbed him on the set of their- picture,
“Too Many Girls.” When Desi made with
the maracas, Lucy’s heart melted in big
chunks. I used to visit a friend on Hay-
worth Avenue where Lucille lived with
her mother and sister. Every time I went
there, Lucille was draped over Desi’s auto,
either kissing him Hello or Goodbye. She
loves him just as madly today. And vice
versa. But now they will kiss for the
public once a week on their “I Love Lucy”
TV series.

“I want you to meet my new discovery,”
Howard Hawks told me seven years ago,
on the set of “To Have and Have Not.”
And so I met Lauren Bacall. And that’s

how Baby met Bogey. He was married to
the late Mayo Methot, but their battles

were old Hollywood history. Even so, I

was surprised when Bogart moved out on
Slugger, as he used to call Mayo, and
appeared in public with Miss Bacall. It took
a lot of dollars to settle the alimony de-
mands. And Bogey was almost with the
“Have Nots” group. But he had Baby.
Errol Flynn brought the charming Rou-

manian Princess Ghika to Hollywood and
blared forth the news of his marriage
plans with her. The petite Princess accom-
panied Errol on location to Gallup, New
Mexico, for “Rocky Mountain.” A few
days later she was unexpectedly back in

Hollywood and packing for Paris. The
mystery was soon explained. Errol had
some new marriage plans—with Pat Wy-
more, his leading lady in the picture.
“Nothing like an American girl,” sighed
Errol soulfully, after their first screen kiss.

Kirk Douglas, as of going to the printers,

is pitching woo to Elizabeth Threatt, the
girl he loves and wins in “The Big Sky.”
Time will prove whether this romance is

for picture publicity, or for real. I think
the former. But that’s what I said when
Tyrone Power and Annabella were a
column item. “It’s a build-up for their
picture ‘Suez,’ ” stated this know-it-all.
On the day my item appeared, Ty and
Annabella eloped!
The Robert Taylors are divorced now.

But oh, how they danced on the night that
they met! It was in 1936, when they were
introduced for the co-starring roles in

“His Brother’s Wife.” One kiss, and Bob
said to heck with the brother. Maybe they
should make a picture together now to

recapture that old magic.
Ann Sheridan and George Brent worked

on the same lot—Warners—for five years,
but they were five hundred miles apart for

all they saw of each other. Then fate and
Mr. Warner tied them together as lovers
in “Honeymoon for Three.” They took
the hint and sailed off on a honeymoon for

two. But it was short-lived.
Marlene Dietrich was at the lowest ebb

of her career and confidence as a woman
—when she met Jimmy Stewart in “Destry
Rides Again.” One kiss from James, and
her morale was restored. Ditto her movie
career.

Richard Basehart almost didn’t make
“The House on Telegraph Hill.” His wife
recently had passed away after a lingering
illness. And it was a toss-up whether Dick
should make the picture or go away for a
change of scene. He is so glad he worked. A
few months later, he married his leading
lady, Valentina Cortesa, who was then in

love with an Italian orchestra leader and
had been for years without getting any-
where near the altar. One kiss from Dick
and the batoneer was forgotten.

Cary Grant, you remember, first saw
Betsy Drake in a play on the London stage,

and she traveled to New York on the same
boat with him. When Cary insisted, she
was brought to Hollywood to be his lead-

ing lady in “Every Girl Should Be Mar-
ried.” This was a pretty good start in any
romantic language. And Betsy made the

most of it—especially between scenes. “Will

you please help me with my dialogue?” she
would ask Cary, looking appealing and
helpless. Cary would and did. Behind the

closed doors of her dressing room.
Stewart Granger was married when he

first saw Jean Simmons—in a movie they
made in London, “Adam and Evalyn.”
And Jean very properly saved her kisses

for the screen only, until she was a little

bit older—she was sweet sixteen when she

first kissed Mr. Granger on the set.

So, you see, all you have to do to marry
a star is to act in a picture and be kissed.

And if you know how to do that, please

tell me. The End
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didn’t notice she was too pale beneath
her careful quiet make-up and that behind
the business-like brightness of her eyes
there were shadows of tragedy.

“But, Doris,” he said, “you’re a big wheel.
You’re the hometown kid who made good.
You’ve been on the road with name bands.
You’ve sung in some sharp clubs and all

that. What do you mean you want a job
here at the station on a sustaining basis?

Have you any idea what that could pay?”
“No,” said Doris Day, who twenty-one

years before had been born right there
in Cincinnati—Dorothy Kappelhoff she was
then. “How much does it pay?”
“Sixty-four dollars a week,” said the

station manager. “I couldn’t even promise
i you a raise unless you auditioned for every-
body and you’d have to sing at all hours.”

“I am desperate.” Doris said it very
;
quietly, both because of her natural pride
and her fear. She didn’t dare go into how
desperate she was. She didn’t think he’d
believe her anyhow if she told him she
didn’t have a cent in the world.
Waiting for his decision, which was, of

course, a fast enthusiastic acceptance when
he realized he actually could get her,

Doris thought this was the blackest moment
there could ever be in her life.

But she was wrong.
A much blacker time was to come. There

would be nights when she looked out from
a New York night club and watched the
snow flakes fall. She would bounce through,
“Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow”
and the fond audience would applaud her
and laugh at her gaiety and she would
laugh back at them. But all the while her
secret heart was crying.

And there was to be the day when she
made her first movie test. Somebody at

Life Is for Living

Warners asked her, “Are you nervous?”
She replied “No” very truthfully. She
couldn’t be nervous over facing a mere
camera because she lately had gone
through something so much more terrible,

so nearly devastating. And when, after the
test, she was incredibly signed by Warner
Bros., she had suffered too much to think
that it could mean happiness.
That wonderful test seemed to guarantee

steady work for her and that was very im-
portant because she wanted so many
things for her little boy. She wanted so
many things for her mother. Love was
something she had put behind her. In her
early twenties now, she was sure she
could never love again.

She had taken an inexpensive room in
Hollywood’s Plaza Hotel, a tidy place,

but not luxurious. Her room looked right
out on the hotel’s electric sign toward the
Brown Derby, across the street.

S
HE worked by day on “Romance on the
High Seas” but every night she was back

in the Plaza Hotel, all alone. At dinner-
time she crossed the street and ate alope
in the Derby. Then she walked back, ex-
cept on those evenings when, because of
her desperate hunger just to be near people
and to hear their voices, she would walk
down Hollywood Boulevard and look in

the store windows. As she walked, she
watched the young lovers on the Boule-
vard, who whispered, “Darling.” She
watched the young mothers and heard them
say, “Let Mommy help you up the curb.”
And she gulped back her tears, wanting
Terry with her so heartbreakingly, but
not yet able to afford to send for him.
She never could walk many blocks before

a masculine figure would pause too close
to her and a masculine voice would mur-

mur, “Why be lonesome, girlie?” She
would turn fast then and walk faster back
to her hotel and play records, which she
collected frantically, until she fell asleep.
She collects records no longer. She

doesn’t need to now. In her snug white
house in The Valley, with Marty Melcher,
her husband, and Terry, her son, and Alma,
her mother, the song is in her heart.
But this is the record of the courage and

intelligence and tenderness and wisdom
that make her the most popular girl in
the amusement world today.

* * *

It was the golden-haired, apple-cheeked
little girl who lay in her bed, shivering
with fear. She trembled, knowing what
she would see when she raised her eyes
to the window. Yet something made her
look.

It was a black, cold night with the wind
howling. Yes, exactly as she feared, they
were there, ten and twelve feet tall, all of
them, with burning eyes and flat noses and
claws for hands.

If she stayed there in bed, all alone in
the big black room, they might do what
she always believed they’d do—come
straight through the window and get her.

But if she acted quickly, maybe, she could
escape.
She threw off the bedclothes, hopped

out and flinging open the door of her room
started running down the hall. “Mother,
mother,” she screamed.
Her father’s voice answered her. “Go

back to bed at once, Doke,” he ordered.
That stopped her screaming. But she

still ran, though silently now, and on tip-

toe. She came to the door of her parents’
room and leaned against it, waiting. From
inside, she heard her father grumble,
“That crazy girl. Always imagining things.”
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Then she heard the bedsprings creak as
he turned over to go back to sleep.

Her heartbeats began to quiet down.
Now it was just a matter of waiting, and
presently, it happened, as she knew it

would. The door opened, soundlessly.
Mother’s hand reached out for her and she
slid in, to tiptoe with Mother across the
room and then to creep into the warm
double bed and feel Mother’s arms about
her and hear Mother’s voice whispering,
“There, there, Doris baby.”
Day and night, it was always like that

with Doris Kappelhoff, growing up in a
bustling suburb of Cincinnati, Ohio. To
Dad and her older brother, Paul, she was
“Doke.” To Mother, she was the fancy
"Doris” which she always wanted to be.
They lived on the ground floor of a three

story brick house in a rambling flat of nine
huge rooms. There Richard had been born,
and then Paul. Richard was so beautiful
he won baby contests, but he died before
Doris came along. “The only thing they
could say about me as a baby was that I

was healthy,” Doris now declares.

H
ER father was very thoroughly the dis-

ciplinarian. He taught German in the
schools, but his real love was music

—

German music, preferably. Late afternoons
and evenings he gave lessons, piano or
violin, and conducted songfests, to which
very genuine music lovers of Cincinnati
flocked in great numbers. So Doris grew
up, naturally, loving music and rhythm.
Her father’s distress when he first heard
her trying to sing something called “Life

is Just a Bowl of Cherries” was monu-
mental. Doris just sang it around Mother
after that and Mother loved “Just a Bowl
of Cherries” because Doris loved it.

Mother also loved Doris’s portraying a duck
in a Mother Goose play at school.

Mother was everything a good house-
wife of German ancestry should be—and
everything a good American mother should
be, too. She was frantically neat and Doris
inherited this tendency—but she distinctly

didn’t inherit her mother’s great talent for

cooking.
As a little girl, if a drop of anything

got on her clothes, Doris changed them,
even if it were three or four times a day.
She still does that. And her mother had
an interest in things outside the home,
too, which Doris also has. Mom was presi-

dent of the PTA. It was she who worked
toward getting uniforms on the kids in

school, so that you couldn’t tell who was
rich or who was poor in the classrooms.
She was one of the voters who got free

milk .into the school cafeterias.

“Oh, she was so wonderful,” Doris says,

“With Paul and me growing up and her
huge home to take care of, and our meals
to prepare and all of that, she still had
time to be the school Santa Claus. She
was Santa for my first and second grade
but I didn’t recognize her till I got in the

third grade.”

From the moment of her earliest aware-
ness Doris had crushes on boys and for-

tunately, from the day she could toddle,

boys had crushes on Doris. One of them
lived in College Hill, the Cincinnati suburb
farthest from Evanston which was the

suburb where the Kappelhoffs lived. He
phoned Doris so often the line was always
busy. There practically wasn’t an un-
scarred tree in the neighborhood because
he was always carving their initials. Being
barely in his teens, he was not allowed

to touch the family car, but one fine day he
borrowed a pal’s bike and started to trun-

dle over to his lady fair. As it was a long

way, he got six fellows to go with him.

It was really a big moment for the

flirtatious Doris when they all hove in

sight—but her father thought it all nonsense
(like most fathers do) but mother invited

the boys into the warm kitchen, gave then
cookies and milk, made them her friends
made her daughter doubly desirable. An
today, in Doris’s Toluca Lake home, she’
still at it. When Marty Melcher first pro
posed, Doris said, “I don’t think you’r
in love with me. You just want to marr;
me to get Terry and Mom.”
The golden Day wasn’t able to kid abou

love like that, as she grew up, or whei
she was first married, or any time later

until she met Marty, with whom she feel:

so safe, so beloved, so fulfilled.

Her parents were separated when Dori:

was eleven.

The first boy who ever said, “I lov<

you” to Doris was a druggist’s son, quitt

worldly, and from his father’s store hf

was able to get Valentines at a whole-
sale rate. So he sent her fourteen at once
But instead of overwhelming her with
romance, it embarrassed her. She much
preferred another boy (her brother’s i

friend) because he was hard to get. In fact

he ignored her, and she was always asking
her brother to invite him over, to play.

But she dropped him for the older brother
of one of her other playmates, with whom
she did her first professional acting.

To her he was just one of the kids on
the block but his brother remains in her

memory as a man of the world. He was a

“heavy spender,” the type who would pay
twenty-five cents to park his Ford in a

garage, when if he’d parked free in the

street they would only have had to walk
eight blocks to the show where they were
going.

Her next crush was a dance-hall band-
leader, who ignored her, even though she

ogled him nightly for four weeks and
thought how wonderful it would be to be

his wife. Then she fell for the trombone
player in Barney Rapp’s band, on their

very first date together, but two weeks
later, he was transferred to another band
—and she, all unknowingly, as the singer

with Barney—was on the personal road to

success.
“I was sixteen,” she said, “and I knew

nothing about life or love or people. I

was working with Barney, who was won-
derful to me, and I was doing what I’d

dreamed of doing. Everybody who has ever

read a line about me knows how Barney
dropped off that German surname of mine
and borrowed my professional surname
from the song ‘Day After Day’.”

She was such a success that she went
from Barney Rapp’s band, which was a

local Cincinnati one, to Bob Crosby, and

then to Les Brown, with whose musical

backgrounding she made her record of

“Sentimental Journey” which sold a mil-

lion pressings and which really put her

across. That professional side of her life

is a very open book.

And that story of the automobile acci-

dent in which she was involved when she

was sixteen has been often printed. One
moment, she was a laughing sixteen-year-
old, out for a gay and casual evening with

another girl and two boys, and the next

moment, a train had plowed into the sedan

in which they were traveling, and she had

become a girl who might never walk again,

let alone dance.

That left a mark on Doris, of course, be-

cause of her long recuperation, because of

her fears and then her hopes, just as her

parents’ separation left its mark on her.

She was nineteen at the time of her

first marriage and the boy was a couple

of years older. He was charming and

handsome and to herself, she said, “This,

this is it.” She gave up her singing without

so much as a thought. The road had been

fun, the applause had been fun. But it

wasn’t a thing true and deep and real, as

love was. She wanted a home and chil-

dren. She intended to be the best wife in

1
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the world. She believed in love everlast-

ing, shared and given, freely and without

stint.

Soon after, Doris knew she had made
a mistake. Doris was not a religious girl

then as she is today. She was just a

romantic child, who loved songs and laugh-

ter and life and people. She did not read

her Bible daily, as she does now. Yet after

the realization of her mistake she thanked
God, sincerely and devoutly, when less

than three months later, she found that she

was pregnant. She believed that the com-
ing of a baby must make everything all

right.

Terry was born, and today she says, her

voice deep with feeling, “Now I can say

thank God that I had my baby. Because
of him my whole life took on new
meaning.”
The moment Doris felt that her baby

was old enough to travel safely was the

moment she went back to Cincinnati and
applied at Station WLW for the sustaining

job. She had just money enough for their

train fare. She wasn’t sure that she could

sing any longer, and it did not enter into

her head to ask for alimony.

But so natural and outstanding was her

talent that Doris made that $64 minus
taxes for one week only. She auditioned

for everything that came in the station’s

direction, and before the month was over

she was earning $300 a week. It meant she

was working, sometimes, ten hours a day.

But it also meant that Mom was back with

her, looking after Terry, cooking those

wonderful meals, making a home for the

three of them.
Before the end of the second month the

bandleaders were again beating a path to

the door of their little flat.

S
HE signed up, finally, with Les Brown.
It meant the road again but she refused

to be separated from Terry or Mom. She
spent every minute that she wasn’t actually

working behind a microphone with Terry
in their various hotel rooms. She was a

perfect mother, a wonderful singer, the

ideal canary to the boys in the band. And
presently Terry was lisping “Dodo” at

sight of her, the nickname which is now
her favorite title.

Yet she was only just past twenty-two,
with her clear white skin, her natural

health and vitality, golden hair, and blue

eyes that drew men for miles around.

So, inevitably, she fell in love again,

against her wish, against her intention.

But nevertheless in love again, deeply,

idealistically, dreamily. And so she was
wed once more.
He was a musician and a dreamer, even

as she. Once again Doris gave up her
career, to give her marriage every chance.
So they moved with Terry to California,

because Hollywood seemed to offer greater

opportunity. Then when they couldn’t find

a house to rent or buy, because of the
housing shortage, they bought a trailer.

Only work was not plentiful in Holly-
wood as her husband had believed. Finally
they agreed that Doris might take a tem-
porary sustaining job at CBS.
Two weeks later the offer from the

“Little Club” in Manhattan came in, and
the salary was colossal. “But I can’t leave
you,” Doris told her husband. “I won’t.”

“You should go, Dodo,” he said. “The
offer is too good to resist. You’ll be a big
hit and you’ll only be gone four weeks.”
Doris had to admit, their finances being

what they were, that that made sense. So
she wired Mom to come and look after

Terry in New York.
The “Little Club” was a very swank spot

with a very swank Manhattan audience.
The winter night she was to open she was
a very unhappy girl. Her career was going
fine but her marriage was definitely over.
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explains in detail.

Gown by Kiviette

Before entering marriage, every

young woman should be fully in-

structed on the practice of internal

feminine cleanliness. And it’s of

vital importance that her informa-

tion should be based on modern
scientific knowledge— not outdated

,

handed-down advice. Thanks to the

great zonite principle— developed

by a world-famous surgeon and
scientist — you can now instruct

your daughter with assurance.

First, you’ll impress on her how
important frequent douching is for

her health, married happiness, after

her periods and especially as a pre-

caution against offensive odor. Then
assure her that no other type liquid,

antiseptic-germicide of all those tested

for the douche is so powerful yet

safe to tissues as zonite. It’s posi-

tively non-poisonous ,
non-irritating

!

many foolishly went to the other

extreme and used weak, ineffective

homemade solutions—which couldn't

possibly offer them the powerful

germicidal and deodorizing proper-

ties of zonite. The advent of zonite

put an end to all this confusion and
has furnished women a dainty yet

powerfully effective and safe-to-use

antiseptic-germicide for important

intimate feminine cleanliness.

What ZONITE does . .

.

zonite removes odor-causing waste

substances. It helps guard against

infection and kills every germ it

touches. As you know, it’s not

always possible to contact all the

germs in the tract, but zonite does

kill every reachable germ and leaves

one with such a refreshed dainty

feeling. ©issjz.p.c.

}ne of the greatest advancements in hygiene

For years many women were forced

:o rely on harmful poisons. Then
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other famous PURITAN products Include

PLANET & ECLIPSE CLOTHES LINE • PURITAN SASH CORD
•

PURITAN CORDAGE MILLS, INC. (Mfrs.J

Louisville 6, Kentucky

ocer YOU EVErI ^lvv«t b "T- rnicp tenucwTI

_ ATE/ J POPS \
C qpliCIOOS/ J

JOLLY TIME POPCORN

MAKEiasvCASH FEEESAMPLES

ire’s BIG, HEW Line ol Greeting *Wfor y
/l

Cord Assortments, Book Matches, Gift Hems /
Amazing 1952 line ready now—values sell
themselves! Stunning 21 -card all-occasion
box SI—Other whirlwind sellers: 14-card
box, Easter, comic, metallic cards. Plus
children's records, books, surprise novel-
ties & gift items. Huge selection of Imprinted stationery,
note paper, napkins, matches. Bonus oner. Costs nothing
to try. Start earning: Write now for samples.

190 Fox Street
ELMIRA, N. Y.EMPIRE CARD CO.

— DIAMOND RINGS

$1.49 each or both for $2.49
Gorgeous Solitaire and Wedding
Ring 6et with beautiful imitation
diamonds in 1 30 14Kt Yellow
Gold Plate or Sterling Silvei or
White Gold color effect. MONEY
BACK GUARANTEE. SEND NO
MONEY. Pay Postman on delivery
plus postal charges. If you send
cash or money order with order we
pay postage.
HAREM CO.. “The House ot

Rings.” 30 Church Street, Dept. K94, New York 7. N. Y.

//A

NU-NAILS
ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

QUICK-DRYING GLUE
’ Cover short, broken, thin nails

| with NU-NAILS. Applied in a
i jiffy with our amazing new quick-
drying glue. Can be worn any

length . . . polished any shade.
Help overcome nail-biting
habit. Set of ten . . . only 29c.
At dime, drug& department stores

NU-NAILS CO., Dept. 16-C
5251 W. Harrison, Chicago 44

She had signed a contract for four weeks
with options for more. That night be^o^e
she opened she told the management she
wanted out at the earliest possrpie mo-
ment. The bosses tried to talk her out of
leaving, begged her to stay on, but at this

point her career was farthest from her
mind. She had lost ten pounds in the four
weeks, and cried, through her songs.

MONTH later, Doris stepped off the
train in Pasadena and went to Holly-

wood’s Roosevelt Hotel.
Shortly after, her agent called about a

Warner Brothers’ test and had high hopes
for a contract.
Two days later, she was making that

test at Warners. The acting didn’t bother
her because her mind wasn’t on it. But
when they asked her to sing “Embraceable
You” she almost couldn’t get through it.

The next day when, miraculously, she
was offered a seven-year contract it was
the turning point for her and she knew
it. “I never had any wish to be a movie
star,” Doris said. “I just wanted to be an
average girl with an average home and
husband and children.” But she wasn’t
average, ever, for she always had her
talent, her charm, and more important,
strength that let her rise over the blows
that would have conquered many girls.

She signed the contract, and moved out
of the expensive Roosevelt to the less ex-
pensive Plaza so she could have Terry and
Mom with her that much sooner.
She worked and she slept. She ate and

she played records. Then she worked and
slept some more. She was grateful to Jack
Carson for helping her through scenes.
She was grateful to Director Mike Curtiz
and to the hairdressers and the dress-
makers and the make-up artists. She had
one ideal in mind now, to get a home
for the three of them. She grew too weary,
as the weeks went by, to be aware of her
loneliness. Then, too lonely to be aware
of anything else. Her heart was stone
within her. Yet something came through in

her voice, deepening it, sweetening it, as

she thought of other lonely girls.

After “Romance on the High Seas” she
did “My Dream Is Yours” and a couple of

others. Terry and Mom arrived and she
was happy again. Business details began to

swamp her, so she consulted her business
agents often, but barely noticed one of

them, a tall man named Marty Melcher.
But she was depending upon Marty

Melcher’s advice and wisdom more and
more. For the first time in years, she was
carefree. She became aware of the sunshine
flooding Hollywood Boulevard, and how

warm and pleasant it was.
Right after that, she purchased Martha

Raye’s little white house in The Valley. It

was full of mirrors, so that, as Doris said,

“you came into a room and saw your-
self with forty legs.” They tore the
mirrors out, filled the rooms with lovely
early American antiques.
Marty Melcher began to call. She didn’t

know she was falling in love with him.
Sne only knew how much she liked him.
She was deeply interested in religion and
she discussed it with him. She discussed
her career with him, and Terry and his
problem. Talk. Talk. They talked con-
stantly, eternally. And Marty fixed any-
thing in the house, from broken window
panes to screen doors. “Marty wooed me
with a hammer in one hand and a paint-
brush in the other,” Doris says.
The months went by, eighteen of them.

Terry took his problems to Marty. Her
mother took her problems to Marty. And
it gradually came over Doris that none of
them could get along without him, that
he smoothed out life for all of them, with-
out ever demanding anything for himself,
without ever intruding.
She was not really aware that they were

engaged until they set their wedding date
for her birthday, last April 3rd. Terry was
delighted. On their way to get their
license, Doris stopped and got curtain
material for the kitchen windows. On
their honeymoon, which her mother in-

sisted they take, they spent their bridal
night calling Terry, and headed for home
the next day knowing how foolish they
were ever to have left.

There is not one moment of artificial

excitement in their white Valley home.
Their best friends are the quiet ones of

Hollywood.
Today, the most popular star in the

motion picture industry, Doris is also the
friendliest and the realest human being.

She loves to talk to people, not the grand
ones, but the simple ones like the postman
and the Good Humor Man.
And she is simple in the way that a

great piece of sculpture or a great strain

of music is simple. Which is as it should
be, because the way she has conquered her
own life is an art, really.

She looks at you from her lovely shining
eyes and says, “Some people learn easily,

but apparently I had to learn from ex-
perience. I had to grow up through
emotion, and know what it is to be lonely,

and afraid and heartbroken. But today I

count my blessings and fully realize how
wonderful life is. God intends it to be that

way.” The End

PHOTOPLAY’S Gold Medal Girl, Doris Day, with her mother, Mrs. William Kappel-

hoff, who always understood about Doris’s nightmares—and her wanting to be a singer
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Shadow Stage

(Continued, from page 32)

everything you can think of. The “brains”

behind all this bushwhacking is Lon
Chaney, a power-mad cripple. Lawrence
Tierney and Bill Holmes are his hench-
men and Myrna Dell his hard-boiled
daughter. Wayne Morris and Dorothy
Malone round out a fair-to-middlin’ cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Back in them days they
shore whooped it up.

Program Notes: Dorothy Malone, who lives

with her parents in Burbank, was scarcely

able to make it home after a hard day’s

wear and tear on the back lot location site

. . . John Ireland has had a run of outdoor
epics and couldn’t be happier. His step-

children (John is married to Joanne Dru,
Dick Haymes’s ex-wife) wanted to know
hoiv many Indians he shot each day. No
Indians—no interest . . . Wayne Morris,

whose Navy record is one of the best, has
made too few pictures since his return from
overseas. He hopes this role ivon’t cast him
on the villain side in the future.

V'V'Vz (F) The African Queen
(U.A.)

A
N adventure story—exciting, odd and
completely off the beaten path. A story

of love, too, between a man and woman
who find themselves aboard a frail river

craft, The African Queen. Katharine Hep-
burn, gaunt and forceful, plays the sister

of missionary Robert Morley. When the
Germans (the year is 1914 in German East
Africa) burn out the village and abduct
the natives, Morley dies of shock. Mine
worker Humphrey Bogart takes Miss Hep-
burn aboard his old “coffee grinder” craft.

The two, alone, set out to evade the
Germans. But Miss Hepburn has an idea—
they’ll build and attach torpedoes to their

boat and, braving raging rapids and open

I

fire from a German fort, blow up the
German gun boat. They fall in love as
they go. Their hardships and determina-
tion contrast with the beauty of Africa.

Your Reviewer Says: A terrific movie; see it.

Program Notes: Katharine Hepburn, Bogie
and producer Sam Spiegel received no salary

for the efforts in this picture. Each tossed
in their talents for a three-way on the
returns . . . Lauren Bacall accompanied
Bogie, washed all their clothes herself while
in the jungle and for four days administered
aid to a sick unit that came down with a mys-
terious jungle ailment.

Best Pictures of the Month

The African Queen

I’ll See You in My Dreams

Death of a Salesman

The Greatest Show on Earth

Just This Once

Best Performances of the Month

Betty Hutton, Charlton Heston, Cornel
Wilde, Jimmy Stewart, Gloria Grahame in

"The Greatest Show on Earth”

Doris Day, Danny Thomas in
"I’ll See You in My Dreams”

Fredric March in "Death of a Salesman”

Katharine Hepburn, Humphrey Bogart in
"The African Queen”

Steivart Granger in "The Wild North”

SWPPAININSTANliy
COMBAT INFECTION
PROMOTE HEALING

WITH SOOTHING

Campho-Phenique
(pronounced cam-fo-fin-eek) 1

USE IT FOR

FEVER BLISTERS
COLD SORES, GUM BOILS

Not only do fever blisters heal faster, but the same
thing happens when Campho-Phenique is used on

cold sores, pimples*, gum boils. Wonderfully sooth-

ing too, for minor burns, insect bites, poison ivy.

And Campho-Phenique is a highly effective, pain-

relieving antiseptic for minor cuts and scratches

from paring knives, can openers, tin cans, etc. It

doesn’t stain the skin. Get a bottle today.

Send No Money-Pay No Money!
Your choice of Gorgeous New Dress or
Suit—in your favorite 6tyle, size, color,

i given to you for sending orders for only
]
3 Dresses for vour neighbors, friends or
your family. That’sali! Notonecentto
^pay. Everything supplied without cost.

Experience Unnecessary
SAMPLES FREE I

Famous Harford Frocks will send you
big, new Style Line showing scores of
latest fashions, with actual fabrics,

i in dresses—including seperates, mix
& match, convertibles, casuals—cot-
tons, nylons, rayons, others—at sen-
sationally low money-saving prices.

,

Also suits, sportswear, lingerie , ho-
, siery, children’s wear. Show styles,
fabrics to neighbors, friends, fam-

\
ily— sendinonly three orders and

( your own dress included WITH-
OUT PAYING ONE CENT.
EARN CASH, TOO ...

upto $7 in a Day in Spare Timef
§0 Yea, yon can earn big cash income—in Just SpareTime
; f —besides getting a complete wardrobe for yourself—

j
Easy! Mail coupon for complete Style Line TODAY !

Harford Frocks, Dept. G-314, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

f HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. G-314, Cincinnati 25, Ohio”]
J Please rash me the new HARFORD FROCKS Style

J

^
Line and full details of your offer. I!

I Name_,

Address.

_

|

City

|

DRESS SIZE

State_

AGE_

PLAY
RIGHT
AWAY!

—even if you don't
know a single note now!

NOW it’s EASY to learn ANY instrument. No boring
exercises. Even if you don’t know a single note

now, we’ll have you playing delightful pieces RIGHT
AWAY—right from your FIRST lesson! And properly,

BY NOTE. Simple as A-B-C. Make amazing progress.
No talent needed. Learn at home in spare time,
without a teacher. Only few cents per lesson. Soon you
can play any piece you wish. 850,000 students.

FREE BOOK and Free Print and Picture
Sample—just send this ad, with your
name and address filled in below, to:

U. S. School of Music, Studio B203, Port Wash-
ington, N Y. (No obligation; no sales-
man will call.)

Name.
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DO VOU DEED H10I1EV?
*40.00 is yours
for selling only 50 boxes of our 300 greet-
ing card line. And this can be done in a
single day. Free samples. Other leading
boxes on approval. Many surprise items.
It costs you nothing to try. Write today.

CHEERFUL CARD CO., Dept. N-7, White Plains, N. Y.

FREE
SAMPLES
PERSONALIZED
STATIONERY

AND
NAPKINS

O The quick, low-cost WAYNE
way to a High School
education. No classes;
pleasant, spare -time home
training; college preparatory;

standard texts; credit (or

past schooling. If you hove

finished 8th grade and are

over 17 years of age, write

for free catalog.

WAYNE SCHOOL
2 S 27 SHEFFIELD AVENUE

Catalog HH-5 CHICAGO 14. ILL.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER! All For
To Get New Customers We Otter These Adorable 3-Plece Sets ONLY

Personalized DONKEY CART PLANTER
with ENCHANTING SALT & PEPPERS
Beautiful imported china, in brilliant hand- painted
colors and embossed design. Artistically hand-lettered with
any family name on Cart, and first names of couple on each of

the charming Figures; one pours salt the other pepper. The
cart can be used as a lovely planter, ashtray, or for candy,
nuts, mints, cigarettes, etc. TRULY, A WORK OF ART.

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back!
Worthy of a proud place on your mantel, table, knick-knack
shelf, etc. Adds a gay note to any room. Not more than two
sets to each customer. Eachsetcanbe personalized differently,

i f you desire, so that you can give one away as a gift. Add 20c to

each set ordered forpostageand handling. No C.O . D.’ s please.

Great American Sales Co.. 900 W. take St., Dept. 600, Chicago 7, III.

Wolf

( Continued from page 61 )

A couple of his night-club companions
have told me he spent most of their time
talking about himself or his career. Kirk
was such a humble fellow when he first

came to Hollywood. Now he struts around
any spot as if he owned the place! Basi-
cally he’s a nice guy, though—and should
know better.

Jimmy Stewart, for all his shyness, had
plenty of charm for plenty of girls before
he gave up bachelorhood. One of Jimmy’s
pre-wedding dates told me, “He is so
gentle, so easy going, so seemingly un-
wolfish that you’re in love with him be-
fore you know it.” Jimmy first met Gloria
McLean at a party. But he ran into her at
at least four more before he got his first

date by stammering, “How about going to
the next party with me?”
Ed Tierney loves to call gals and pretend

he’s some big star. He does a wonderful
voice imitation of Farley Granger—and
also of brother Scott Brady. He’s tied up
many a gal for a date that way. However,
when they find it’s a gag—they’re not
disappointed usually to learn it’s Ed, who
does okay on his own.

R
ORY CALHOUN, before he wed beau-
teous Lita Baron, used to pull a “line”

that drove some sit-by-the-phone girls

crazy! He had a habit of calling and saying,
“I’ve just been lying around the house here
—thinking of you. I wanted to talk to you—
etc., etc.” Then he’d talk for at least twenty

j

minutes during which the girl of course
was panting to hear that, “What are you
doing tomorrow night?” routine. But she
almost never got it from Rory! He’d use
this routine with perhaps one girl—some-
times several—for weeks on end! And
always he ended his calls with, “Well, it’s

been wonderful talking to you—I’ll call

you real soon.” Most of them are still wait-
ing for that call! Some girls who did catch
up with Rory—or vice versa—in their pre-
marital eves were Jeanne Crain, Lana
Turner, Beverly Tyler and Corinne Calvet.
These he actually took out!

Dan Dailey, who flits from flower to

flower lately with the varied choice of a
bee, usually gives out with this, or a
reasonable facsimile; “I’m just crazy about
you. I could really go for you—fall in love,

I mean. But I have my career to think
of—and—well, I don’t want to get hurt.”
This line, while it’s been done before, is

guaranteed to arouse the interest of most
wide-eyed, starry-eyed types. It makes a
girl feel “dangerous,” venturesome—as
though she, and she alone, might be the
one to penetrate the core of protection that

Dan hopes to keep around himself. How-
ever, Jane Nigh, Ann Miller and scads of

other Dailey dates, could tell you how
sweet he is on a date—how he flatters his

partner of the evening, really makes her
feel like a queen.
A slant used by at least one famous star

goes like this: “You remind me of someone
I was once in love with—” and then this

wolf (and others who use similar tactics)

stares alternately at the girl and off into

space! This is not only confusing but very
interesting to the more dopey dolls. If they
believe the “line,” it challenges them to live

up to what the guy thought he loved so

much in the “someone” he was talking

about—if there was anyone. If his date is

more hep, she’s much more likely to resent

that line and wonder out loud what’s

wrong with her—and why doesn’t he start

living in the present instead of the past??!!

George Raft was quite sincere when he
pulled this line on someone I know. He
phoned and said, “You’re different—not

like all those gals who have to be seen

Calls

in a night club every five minutes. How
about a nice, quiet dinner in some out-of-
the-way place?” The cutie in question was
delighted, flattered too that George wanted
to be alone with her. But the next day she
found out that the reason Georgie-Porgie
wanted to dine in a “nice, quiet place”
was because he was going steady with
another girl!

Also in Hollywood there’s the “name-
dropper” type, who hands out this line

—

and it never varies: “Let’s have dinner
tomorrow night, I’ve invited Lady Godiva
and the President of Inter-family Pic-
tures to join us—I’m sure you won’t mind,
etc., etc.” The girl on the other end of the
wire is usually very impressed with the
“guests”—if not with the caller. But the
distinguished guests, or the producer who
might give her a job, or the big star she
really wanted to meet, is always unable
to join them at the last minute! So she’s
stuck with the guy who baited his “line”
with big names. (Vera-Ellen and Martha
Vickers could tell you about one such
line-puller.)

A girl who likes her name in the papers
or likes her man bizarre and uninhibited,
can’t miss on a date with Marlon Brando.
Marlon uses stunts, freak costumes, brawn
and brain. Some say he hands out much
of the nonsense that gets into print, merely
for his own personal publicity gain—and
I don’t doubt it. But he can be very con-
siderate too. When he heard (indirectly)
that Judy Clarke was moving and had no
one to help her, he showed up at her place
with a rented trailer attached to his car.

Before the day was over he’d moved Judy,
her mother, their furniture, clothes, dog
and cat to another apartment. Then he in-
vited Judy to go to dinner and the fights.

She accepted. But when he picked her
up for dinner he hadn’t even bothered to
change from his levis.

T
HERE are the stags (one top male star in

particular) who say something like,

“You certainly impress me as a cold—yes,

a very cold person.” This, he figures, will

result in the doll (even if she is an ice-

berg) immediately attempting to prove
she’s a walking fire-bomb! If the girl is

actually attracted to the guy, that line

naturally precipitates matters. If not, her
answer is “So what?”
Steve Cochran, an ex-married man,

boasts that he doesn’t believe in the tactics

used by most would-be “great lovers” on
the prowl. Steve likes to invite a girl to

his home and to cook a good dinner for

her—or better yet, have her cook a good
dinner for him. He makes no effort to dis-

guise his amorous intentions.

When Scott Brady takes a girl out, he
figures his duties end with pulling out the

chair at their table for her to sit upon!
He doesn’t send flowers, he doesn’t send
candy. But the girls like Scott’s direct-

ness, his well-known lack of “line”—his

rough treatment of the femmes.
It could be that you who read this are

hep to all these lines and wouldn’t fall for

any of them. But the sad fact remains that

many of Hollywood’s glamorous girls, be-
cause of the town’s acute man-shortage,
don’t choose to be that smart!

Kirk Douglas is in “The Big Trees,”

“The Big Sky” and “Detective Story,”

Marlon Brando in “Viva Zapata!” Farley
Granger in “I Want You,” Scott Brady in

“The Model and the Marriage Broker,”

Steve Cochran in “Lion and the Horse,”

Jimmy Stewart in “The Bend of the

River,” Rory Calhoun in “With a Song
in My Heart,” Dan Dailey in “The Pride of

St. Louis,” and George Raft in “Hoodlum
Empire.” The End
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Scholarship Contest

( Continued, from page 55)

assume all the expenses of this trip and
put the finalists up at the Playhouse. After
the final auditions at which members of the

faculty and eminent Hollywood personali-

ties will judge, the runners-up will be
taken on a tour of the film capital. They
will appear on radio or television programs
and they will be interviewed by casting

directors of major Hollywood studios.

If you win the 1952 Photoplay Scholar-
ship Contest, undoubtedly, like Virginia
McGuire, 1951 winner, you will find the
Pasadena Playhouse the most exciting

school you ever attended. This school, in-

formal, friendly and inviting, is like a five-

ring circus. It opens up every phase of the
theatrical world—radio, television, stage

and screen. In all theatres of the Pasadena
Playhouse, as well as on the main stage,

students continuously perform and re-

hearse, working on lighting, make-up, cos-

tumes and sets, all the while producing,
directing, writing and acting.

You’ll live in one of the cheerful dormi-
tory rooms which you’ll share with an-
other girl whose hopes of stardom will be
like yours. And you’ll be very much like

your classmates whether they come from
Tallahassee or Tent City—and yet different

because you’re Photoplay’s winner. At
times, Photoplay’s photographers of the

stars will arrive on the campus with
cameras, flash bulbs, tripod and staff

—

to record a Day in Your Life for all the

world to see.

In addition to working in stage produc-
tions, you may perform on KTTV, the
local Pasadena TV station. Or you may be
cast in one of the two weekly shows given
by the radio department. You may even
take to the road with the State Theatre
Players, a road company supervised and
conducted by the Playhouse. And someday,
you may perform at the Playbox Patio

Theatre, the pride and joy of Playhouse
Director and Founder Gilmor Brown.

D
URING all this—the movie studios and
agents will be watching and waiting

for you to complete your training, anxious
to sign the Photoplay winner.

Though there is only one winner, many
others forge ahead through this great

talent search. For at the local auditions

held before radio and TV personalities,

theatre critics and drama coaches, many
girls find recognition. Some come away
with brand new contracts, modeling jobs

and careers. The top fifty to one hundred
runners-up in this contest are brought to

the attention of radio and television pro-
ducers, agents and directors. Noel Mast of

the Honorable Award Group took top
honors at the Illinois auditions, was later

brought to the attention of NBC’s Philip

Morris Playhouse and she made her radio
debut with Eva Le Gallienne in “The
Little Foxes” last December 18th. And the
Hollywood Screen Test TV show is culling
other runners-up for its show.
For your chance to attend the Pasadena

Playhouse, enter the Photoplay Scholarship
Contest now. In addition to fame you also
win an education. High school graduates
receive, on completion of the two-year
course, a certificate equal to that given by
all accredited Junior Colleges. If you have
had two or more years of college, on en-
rolling at Pasadena, you will be eligible for
a Bachelor of Arts degree.
The complete rules are listed on page 94.

All contestants eligible to compete in the
second, third and fourth stages of the
contest will be notified directly through
the mails. However, because stories about
the contest’s progress will appear regu-
larly in this magazine, a trial subscription
is offered for your convenience on page 23.
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Style 492 BROADCLOTH
Style 495 SATIN 200

White only • A cups 32 to 36 •

. . . with FLOATING ACTION
Style 392 BROADCLOTH
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$29
$59

Check size and color of frame.
5x7 Ivory and Gold
8x10 Brown and Gold

Beautiful silk finish black and white
enlargements made from your favorite
snapshots, photos or negatives. Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes
and clothing for complete information
on having your enlargements beauti-
fully hand colored in oil. SEND NO
MONEY. Simply pay postman for each
enlargement and frame plus cost of
mailing. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Limit 3 to a customer. Originals re-
turned with enlargements. Offer
good in U.S.A. only.

ILLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
Santa Monica Blvd.. Dept. C-G9. Hollywood 38. Calif.

HEMSTITCHER
Hemstitch on any sewing machine with this handy
attachment. Does two piece, criss cross, inlaid,

circular and hemstitching lor pleats; also tucking,

smocking and picoting. Makes rugs, comtorters.

slippers, etc. out ol any material. Easy directions

included.

Makes button holes on your sewing machine in-

stead of by hand. Also darns stockings, sews

buttons, zippers; and can be used for quilting.

Sews in any direction-front, back or sideways.

SEND NO MONEY-Merely send your name,

address and pay postman $1 00 plus postage on

arrival. Or, send $1.00 with order, and we mail

attachments postage paid. You risk nothing. Satisfaction guaranteed or $1.00 back

LELANE CO., Dept. MW-32, Box 571, Kansas City IO,Mo.

"The drcles heath her eyes

were dark

They called her Hazard Hannah'

But since she tried SHUT-EYE
for sleep

She's charming' all Savannah"

Follow Ihe label — 1 lul,luni

AVOID EXCESSIVE USE -OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

CONTAINS NO NARCOTICS OR BARBITURATES
DEPT. RT, HAKRI50N PRODUCTS, Ini.. SAN FRANCISCO 5,

"Like My Work . .

.

a Month"
WritesA.M.L.,San Francisco

Ambitious and energetic, Mrs.
A.M.L. learned how to be a
practical nurse through the
physician-endorsed home-studv
methods of the Chicago School
steady income, doing work she
High School Not Required. Whether you're 18 or 60—you
can benefit, as have thousands of men and women, by
studying practical nursing at home in your spare time.
Nurses are always needed! Mrs. E.K.. Phila. , writes that
she earned *'$48 per week while taking the course.” Les-
sons easily understood. Earn as you learn. Trial plan, easy
payments. Certificate upon completing course and experi-
ence. Equipment included. 53rd year. Write today!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 23, 41 East Pearson St., Chicago II, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.

Name A ge

of Nursing. Now she has
loves.

City. State.
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Colorful photos and interesting descrip-

tion of the following vacation regions.

Mail coupon for your free copy.

SUN VALLEY, IDAHO • CALIFORNIA • PACIFIC
NORTHWEST • COLORADO • YELLOWSTONE-
GRAND TETON *ZION-BRYCE-GRAND CANYON
NATIONAL PARKS • LAS VEGAS-HOOVER DAM

DUDE RANCHES

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
Room 494, Omaha 2, Nebraska

Please send free folder "Western Wonderlands."

Name ——
Street Address

City Zone State,

I am also interested in All-Expense Vacation Tours

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD

INFANT NURSE
CHOOSE A •

CAREER AS AN

GOOD PAY, BIG DEMAND FIELD
Over 1 ,250,000 more births in U.S. each year than
10 years ago. Help fill this growing demand for
nurses in this pleasant, well-paid work. Pre-
pare at home in spare time. Classes supervised
by registered NURSES. Simplified, practical
course; modern methods. High School diplo-
ma not needed. Write now for FREE book-
let of sample lesson pages. No obligation.
Wayne School of Practical Nursing
2525 Sheffield, Dept.E-62,CHICAGO 14, ILL.

START $3,270.00 to $3,795.00 A
Prepare NOW for NEXT exams

MEN—WOMEN — —
Th .„c,„jc / FRANKLIN INSTITUTEThousands ap- ^ (Not Gov »

t Controlled)
pointments being ft Dept. F-98. Rochester 4, N. Y.
made. 32-page <1 Sirs: Rush without charge, (1) 32-page
Book FREE. book with list of U.S. Government Jobs:

Mail Coupon (2) Tel1 me how qualify for one '

Today. / Name
SURE. Address Age
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Don't mistake
for the stubborn, ug ^embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales bavo
gone, the red patches gradually dls>
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Derxnoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous One bpot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed.Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liagett and Walgreen Drug
Stores and other leading druggists. LAKE LABORATORIES,
Box 3925 Strathmoor Station, Dept. 5904, Detroit 27, Mien.

RULES
1952 PHOTOPLAY SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST

1. Entrants must be young women high school graduates or members of the current

graduating high school class and under 25 years of age on June 1, 1952. They must

have maintained a grade average of “C” during their last school year. Entrants must

reside within the continental limits of the United States. They cannot hold member-

ship cards with any of the following organizations: American Federation of Radio

Artists, Television Artists, Actors Equity or the Screen Actors Guild.

2. The contest is composed of four parts:

a. To enter—Fill in enrollment form on page 53 or a reasonable facsimile thereof.

Mail this together with the answers to the questionnaire printed below and two

candid snapshots of yourself—one close-up of your face, one full-length. This entry

must be postmarked no later than April 15th. Those qualified to compete in the

next stage of the contest will be notified by May 15th.

b. Voice Recordings—Contestants notified by Photoplay by May 15 will be asked to

submit recordings postmarked no later than June 15th. Contestants will be asked

to record one of the passages printed in the May Photoplay, together with a passage

of their own choosing. The combined length of the two passages should be no longer

than four minutes. Contestants who pass the recording stage and qualify for the

audition stage will be notified by July 15th.

c. Auditions—Those candidates notified by July 15th will he invited to audition be-

fore local hoards of judges appointed by Photoplay. These auditions will take place

in major cities throughout the country during the weeks of August 1-16. The top

contestants at each hoard will be asked by the board to submit a photostated copy

of their high school and college record if any, plus two letters of recommendation

from outstanding members of their community. The three national finalists chosen

from these auditions will he notified by September 2nd.

d. Finals—Three finalists will be invited to attend the California auditions at Photo-

play’s expense, during the week of September 14-20. At this time winner will

be selected by a board of judges, to be named in the April Photoplay. The winner

will be announced in the December Photoplay.

3. All material submitted becomes the property of Macfadden Publications, Inc. and

cannot be returned.

4. The decision of the judges is final. In the event of a tie, duplicate prizes will be

awarded. This contest is not open to employees of Macfadden Publications, Inc., or to

members of their families. This contest is subject to all State and Federal regulations.

QUESTIONNAIRE
INSTRUCTIONS

Please type all answers, double-spaced on standard white paper no larger than

8% x 11 inches. Your name and address must appear in the upper right-hand corner of

each page submitted. Print clearly your name and address on the hack of each pic-

ture submitted. Be sure you have attached all the information requested: pictures,

enrollment form, questionnaire. Mail all material to: Photoplay Scholarship Contest,

Box 1811, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

1. Write in 300 words or less a letter on: Why I want to be an actress. Tell why you

think you can act. State your reasons simply. Your letter will be read for content,

not literary style.

2. Next to acting, what would you like to do most if training, money or time were not

a problem? Be as brief as possible.

3. Fist all schools attended since grammar school. Give dates, addresses, diplomas or

degrees received. Explain any gap between non-consecutive school years telling what

you did during that time.

4. Fist any art, dancing, music or voice lessons you have had and time studied.

5. What school offices have you held? Give titles, length of time you were in office;

state your duties.

6. Fist all honors, medals, awards you have received. Give details.

7. If you have had any theatrical training, state same in detail. List the name of each

production you participated in and exactly what you did—act, direct, produce, scenery,

costumes, or whatever. List all roles you played. State whether this was a school or

outside activity. If outside activity, give details.

8. If you have worked part or full time, tell when, where and what you did.
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Casts of Current Pictures

(Continued from page 8)

I’LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS—Warners

:

Grace LeBoy Kahn, Doris Day; Gas Kahn, Danny
Thomas; Walter Donaldson, Frank Lovejoy; Gloria
Knight, Patrice Wymore; Fred Thompson

,
James

Gleason; Anna, Mary Wickes; Johnny Martin, Julie
Oshins; Sam Harris, Jim Backus; Mrs. LeBoy,
Minna Gombell: Mr. LeBoy, Harry Antrim; Florenz
Ziegfeld, William Forrest; Bert Van Allstyne, Dick
Simmons; Irene (age 6 ), Bunny Lewbel; Donald
age 8), Robert Lyden; Irene (age 3), Mirni Gibson;
Donald (age 4), Christy Olson.

IT'S A BIG COUNTRY—M-G-M: Mrs. Brian
Patrick Riordan, Ethel Barrymore; Sgt. Maxie
Klein, Keefe Brasselle; Texas, Gary Cooper; Miss
Coleman. Nancy Davis; Adam Burch, Van Johnson;
.earns Xenophon, Gene Kelly; Rosa Szabo, Janet
Leigh; Mrs. Wrenley, Marjorie Main; Papa Espo-
sito, Fredric March; Mr. Callaghan, George Murphy;
Professor, William Powell; Stefan Szabo, S. Z.
Sakall; Sexton, Lewis Stone; Mr. Stacey, James
Whitmore; Michael Fisher, Keenan Wynn; Secret
Service Man, Leon Ames; Mama Esposito, Angela
Clarke; Joseph Esposito, Bobby Hyatt; Sam Szabo,
Sharon McManus.

JAPANESE WAR BRIDE—.20th Century- Fox: Tae
Shimizu, Shirley Yamaguchi; Jim Sterling, Don
Taylor; Art Sterling, Cameron Mitchell; Fran Ster-
ling, Marie Windsor; Ed Sterling, James Bell; Har-
riet Sterling, Louise Lorimer; Eitaro Shimizu, Philip
Ahn; Emily Shafer, Sybil Merritt; Shiro Hasagawa,
Lane Nakano; Mrs. Milly Shafer, Kathleen Mul-
queen; Ted Sterling, Orley Lindgren; Woody
Blacker, George Wallace; Emma Hasaga7va, May
Takasugi

;
Mr. Hasagawa, William Yokota; Tae’s

mother, Susie Matsumoto; Kioto, Weaver Levy;
Man at fish market, Jerry Fujikawa; Japanese Ser-
vants, Chieko Sato; Tetsu Komai; Old Japanese
Woman, Iiisa Chiba; Man at plant, David March.

JUST THIS ONCE—M-G-M: Lucy Duncan, Janet
Leigh; Mark MacLene, Peter Lawford; Judge Sam-
uel Coulter, Lewis Stone; Gertrude Crome, Marilyn
Erskine; Tom Winters, Richard Anderson; Frank
Pirosli, Douglas Fowley; Mr. Blackwell, Hanley
Stafford; Jeff Parma, Henry Slate; Stanley Worth,
Jerry Hausner; Herbert Engel, Benny Rubin; Adam
'Backwith, Charles Watts.

MODEL AND THE MARRIAGE BROKER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Kitty, Jeanne Crain; Matt,
Scott Brady; Mae Swazey, Thelma Ritter; Wixted,
Zero Mostel; Doberman, Michael O’Shea: Emmy,
Helen Ford; Johannson, Frank Fontaine; Mrs. Gin-
gras, Dennie Moore; Mr. Perry, John Alexander;
Chancellor

,

Jay C. Flippen; Alice, Bunny Bishop;
Mrs. Kuschner, Kathryn Card; Delia Seaton, Maude
Prickett; Trudy, Athalie Daniell; Joe, Dennis Ross;
Mr. Kuschner

,

Ken Christy; Ina Kuschner, Shirley
Mills; Miss Eddy, Eve March; Young Clerk, Tommy
Noonan; Miss Perry, Jacqueline French; Miss Perry,
Edna May Wonacott; Miss Perry, June Hedin.

NAVAJO—Lippert Pictures, Tnc. : Little Son of the
Hunter, Francis Kee Teller: His mother and sisters

are his real mother and his sisters, Linda and Eloise
Teller. Grey Singer, John Mitchell. Ute interpreter,
Billy Draper.

ON DANGEROUS GROUND—RKO : Marv Mal-
den, Ida Lupino; Jim Wilson, Robert Rvan; Walter
Brent, Ward Bond; Bill Daly. Charles Kemner; Pete
Santos, Anthony Ross; Captain Brawley, Ed Begley;
Carrey, Ian Wolfe; Danny Malden, Sumner Wil-
liams; Lucky, Gus Schilling: Willows, Frank Fer-
guson; Myrna, Cleo Moore; Mrs. Brent, Olive Carey;
Bernie, Richard Irving; Julie. Pat Prest.

SAILOR BEWARE—Paramount: A l Crowthers,
Dean Martin; Melvin Jones, Terry Lewis: Guest
Star, Corinne Calvet; Hilda, Marion Marshall: Lar-
doski, Robert Strauss; Commander Lane, Leif Erick-
son; Mr. Chubbv, Don Wilson: Blayden, Vincent
Edwards; Mac, Skip Homeier; *Bama, Dan Barton;
Tiger, Mike Mahoney; Ginger, Mary Treen.

SHADOW IN THE SKY—M-G-M: Burt, Ralph
Meeker: Betty, Nancy Davis; Lou, James Whitmore;
Stella, Jean Hagen; Mrs. Lehnrr, Gladys Hurlbut;
The Doctor, Eduard Franz: Chris, Dennis Ross;
Nina, Nadene Ashdown; Clayton, John Lupton;
Doug, Jonathan Cott.

WILD NORTH, THE—M-G-M: Jules Vincent,
Stewart Granger; Constable Pcdley, Wendell Corey;
Indian Girl, Cyd Charisse: Father Simon, Morgan
Farley; Callahan, J. M. Kerrigan; Brody, Howard
Petrie; Old Man, Houselev Stevenson: Sergeant,
Lewis Martin; Indian Chief, John War Eagle,
Ruger, Ray Teal; Sloan, Clancy Cooper.

Direct from Hedda Hopper
the truth about the

KATHRYN GRAYSON—MARIO
LANZA FEUD

In April Photoplay

on sale March 12

Love/y young '

Hollywoodstar

PEGGYDOW
co-starrinq in

Universal-

Internationals

",BRIGHT
VICTORY"
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Glamorous young stars of Hollywood love the magic new
beauty Rayve gives their hair! Captivating Peggy Dow
finds it the perfect shampoo. “Sparkling highlights . . .

wonderful curlability—no wonder I adore Rayve Shampoo!”

Now see how lovely Rayve makes your hair! Let its

luxurious deep-cleansing lather, its rich curl-conditioning

oils discover hidden sparkle, soft gleaming curls

you never knew you had! Get a tube or jar of

Rayve Creme Shampoo today!

made with skin-soothing Lanolite

an anti-perspirant

gentle as a face cream

NEW AQUAMARINE

LOTION DEODORANT

Longest Protection, Ever! Stops odor

immediately, completely . . .checks perspira-

tion more effectively. . . without

a trace of irritation. And this

rich liquid-cream (scented

with famous Aquamarine

fragrance) is so easy to use!

Press the “plastic-squeeze”

bottle— out Hows just enough

creamy fluid. Lotion it on-
vanishes instantly!

)

p
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BABS are Better...

• Can’t cut or scratch scalp

• Can’t cut, break or split hair

• Longest rubber tips

• Won’t peel off

• Won’t get "gummy”
• Can’t scratch or mar teeth

• Can’t break nails, chip polish

• Exclusive DYNA-SPRING steel

BABS.««f#>e First

smd still the Finest
- u

|Now, at last, you can offer your friends these
excitingly different notes. Just 50 boxes bring
you §25.00. Be different! Sell the unusual!
ICute Salt Shakers, musical toys, novel dolls,

Secret Pal cards, Eastern Star, Catholic boxes,
Kiddy books and records, $1 Gifts. Largest line
Everyday Greeting Cards assures top sales. Send

’ ' rEREEr ~ ~ ’today for Note Samples and Cards on approval

.

Midwest* 1 1 13 Washington. Dept.W35, St. Louis 1. Mo.

Only by KILLING THE HAIR ROOT can you be i

UNWANTED HAJR u GONE FOREVER. Bnno* r*l«l i

and social happmati. Do not use out mathod until j

too hava road out ln*ttuction book carefully and
j

learnad to it* MAHLER METHOD safely and ,

efficiently Used successfully over fifty years ^
BEAUTY ’

YOU*

MAHLER’S, INC Dept S3-C, Providence 15, R. L
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SPECIAL BARGAIN OFFER
TO GET NEW CUSTOMERS

Beautiful
MAHOGANY FINISH

iKnick- Knack
SHELF

Complete with 6-Piece

Hand -Painted China Tea Set

ONLY 59^
i Worthy of a proud place on
your wall, mantel, etc. Alovely
two-tier miniature filigree de-
sign shelf and china tea set

that enhances the beauty of
any room. Complete with
Charming, richly glazed 6-

piece China Tea Set, containing Tray, covered Sugar
Bowl,Creamer.Teapot and 2 Cups; attractively decorated

in true color floral designs with gold trim. You’ll cherish it!

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
Adds a gay note to surroundings. Shelf comes with hooks for
easy hanging. Not more than 2 sets to each customer. Add
20cto each set ordered for postage and handling. No C. O.D.

GREAT AMERICAN SALES CO., Dept. 605
900 West Lake Street - - CHICAGO 7* ILLINOIS

In the Name of Love

( Continued jrom page 39)
her eyes wide with sympathy and concern.

‘‘What’s the matter, honey?” asked
Mario.

“It’s from Aunt May. Listen.”
Betty’s Aunt May lives in McKeesport,

near Pittsburgh. With her letter she’d
sent some newspaper clippings, showing
an infant cradled in the arms of a nurse.
Abandoned babies aren’t news as a rule.

They crop up too often. . . .

«
N September 12th, at his usual hour of
6:40 a.m., B. H. Westland had closed the

apartment door behind him to go off to

work. But the punctual Mr. Westland
was late getting there that day, because of

something white he saw in the vestibule.

Funny, he thought, who’d leave a sheet
lying there? Then he stopped dead in his

tracks, scalp prickling. Unless he was
crazy, that sheet had stirred.

The next moment he was down on his

knees, gathering it up, mounting the stairs,

calling “Ann, Ann!” with such urgency
that his wife flew out of the apartment.
“Look!” he gasped. “In the vestibule

—

”

One glance, and she had the pathetic
bundle in her arms. “He’s alive, anyway.
Come on, let’s take him to Martha.”
Martha Cowe, their house guest, hap-

pened to be a nurse. With hot water bot-
tles, she applied first aid to the chilled

little body. “Can’t be more than a day
old. Get me a blanket. How he ever
survived in this thin sheet!”
Ann raced for a blanket. B.H. called the

police. By the time they arrived, young
Mr. X lay warm in his borrowed nest. The
women kissed his head. B.H., looking
sheepish, followed suit and went off to

work. The baby was sent to the Pitts-

burgh Hospital.
Even for one day old he was very small.

And at first very quiet. But he must
have been working up a good head of

steam, because suddenly a bellow broke
loose, so lusty, so long-drawn-out and
purposeful that it seemed to bear no rela-

tion to this human scrap, barely snatched
from oblivion. Enchanted, the nurse
leaned over his crib. “Only once,” she in-

formed him, “have I heard a voice more
powerful. Hey, brother, you know what
they ought to name you? Mario Lanza—

”

So that’s what they named him. And
that’s why his story hit the papers. . . .

* * *

Mario listened until Betty finished Aunt
May’s letter, then came around to look
over her shoulder at the baby’s picture in

the press clippings. “Quite a guy.”
“One day old, and left in a vestibule.

Makes you sick to your stomach.”
“Eh, little Mario,” said big Mario. “Keep

the chin up.”
Most popular movie stars have name-

sakes the world over; Lanza’s no exception.

Parents write to him to say, “We hope you
don’t mind, but we’re naming our baby
after you.” Far from minding, he’s touched
by the compliment. This baby, however,
touched a deeper chord. Nameless except
for Mario’s name, rejected, it stirred

Mario’s protective sense and made the child

seem in a special way to belong to him.
All day, he carried the clippings around.
Mom and Pop came over. “Look at the

baby named after me.”
Mom wept. Pop slapped his thigh in

delight. One photographer had caught the

infant with its mouth wide open, doubtless
in a yawn. “He’s singing,” roared Pop.

Colleen appeared, fresh from her nap.
Betty showed her the picture. “See the
baby named after Daddy?”
After a moment’s scrutiny, she lifted soft

Italian eyes. “That’s very lovely.” It was
said with such earnest approval. “See the
baby named after Daddy?” The blonde
spaniel took a sniff and licked her hand.
“Tenor,” she announced, “thinks it’s lovely
too.”

After dinner the Lanzas sat at their TV
set, but Mario’s mind was elsewhere. “Care
if I turn it off, honey? It’s that baby. I’ve

been thinking about him all day. There
are hundreds of kids in the same spot, and
they all need help. Only, not being the
Mint, you can’t help them all. But I’d like

to send five hundred dollars to little Mario.
It’ll give him something to start with, any-
way. And if he’s adopted later, fine, they
can still put it toward his education. Will
that be all right with you?”

“That’ll be swell with me,” said Betty.

T
HEY kept baby Mario at the Pittsburgh
Hospital for a few days on the chance

that he might be claimed. Nobody claimed
him. So the Roselia Foundling Home,
staffed by the Mother Seton Sisters of
Charity, took him in. Nurse Pauline Ver-
dun remarked, “Everyone knows I’m mad
about Mario Lanza, but never did I dream
of holding him in my arms.”
Unlike the original, Mario II is a blue-

eyed blond. Since the Lanzas couldn’t
see him for themselves, Aunt May under-
took to act as go-between. Her first

glimpse of the baby brought a catch to

her throat. He lay there so small and still

and uncomplaining, staring out into space,
that all you could do was take him and
hold him close. Aware of his background,
Aunt May of course read into the sober
face her own emotions. It was almost as
though he knew he’d been belted into a
tough world, and might as well learn
to take it now as later. “What breaks your
heart,” she wailed over the phone, “is that
he never cries. Oh Betty, if I were ten
years younger, I’d adopt him myself.”
Adoption offers swamped the Roselia

Home. Baby-starved people everywhere
had read the story, and pleas for little

Mario came pouring in. “The only
problem,” Aunt May wrote, “is to pick the
best. Wherever he goes, he’ll want for

nothing. But oh, my dears, there are so
many other's. I never wished I had a

million dollars till I saw these babies.”
There are so many others. It went ring-

ing through Mario’s head. Hundreds of

kids in the same spot. Only, not being the
Mint, you can’t help them all.

But you could help more than one.
“Look, Betty, suppose we start a fund at

Roselia. Once little Mario’s adopted, he
won’t need us any more. But there’ll al-

ways be babies left in vestibules.”

“More’s the pity. Let’s do it, Mario. Let’s

make it a permanent thing, and contribute
each year. Apart from everything else,

we’ll feel a lot better.”

The Mario Lanza Fund is now estab-
lished at Roselia, where baby Mario

—

waiting for the good Sisters to pick the
best possible home for him—continues to

thrive. Aunt May reports that he’s smil-
ing better now and though still small for

his age, he’s wise beyond it.

His plight brought home to a couple of

warmhearted people the needs of others
like him, and they did what they could.

None of us can do more. The End
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Mr. and Mrs. Darling

(Continued from page 47)

corner of the room. “I need help,” she
confided solemnly. “I can’t remember the

names of two of the Three Musketeers.
The only one I can think of is D’Artagnan.”
“He wasn’t an original musketeer,”

Gower murmured. “He was an added at-

traction. The genuine boys were named
Athos, Porthos, and Aramis. Why?”
The sparkling Miss Belcher lifted the

lid from a shoebox which she had been
cradling in her arms. Inside, lined up in

stage fashion, were three small totem poles

made by impaling gum drops on toothpicks.

“See? My history project is ‘The Three
Musketeers.’ Aren’t they terrific?”

Several years elapsed before the hatchet
man again met the gum-drop girl. He had
decided to take dancing lessons, so he
enrolled at the Ernest Belcher school.

Ernest Belcher was Marge’s father so she
spent a good deal of time around the
school . . . that is, when she wasn’t serving

as model for Walt Disney’s Snow White or

the Blue Fairy in “Pinocchio.”
Gower’s dancing lessons paid off. He

won a dance contest at the Ambassador
Hotel’s Cocoanut Grove, teamed with the
contest’s feminine winner and went on
tour. This combination was slowly build-
ing a reputation when Pearl Harbor auto-
matically transferred Gower from a dance
floor to the deck of a Coast Guard cutter.

He saw transport duty in both the Atlantic

and the Pacific. And when at last he re-
turned to Los Angeles to re-activate his

dancing muscles, sharpen his timing, and
to develop some new routines, he now
and then caught fleeting glimpses of the
gum-drop kid.

She still lifted one eyebrow when she
laughed; she still leaned forward a little

when she talked. There was something
breathlessly zestful about her. Incidentally,
she was very busy. She was on her way
east to do another Broadway show. She
said she would be seeing him.

T
HAT’S the way their association prog-
ressed for a long time. Like all people in

show business, they saw one another at
parties occasionally and exchanged Los
Angeles gossip. They did not consider it a
stubborn prank of Fate that they con-
tinued to meet one another under unex-
pected circumstances. Finally, in the spring
of 1947, they decided that they might play
the eastern night-club circuit as a team.
Gower was triumphant. When telling his

friends about it he emphasized the team-
ing’s importance as a professional break.
He said nothing about love because, con-
sciously at least, he wasn’t thinking about
it. “Marge’s a great dancer,” he liked to say.

“She’s stimulating. There isn’t a step you
can spring on her; she’s a master of instant
improvisation.”
Okay, said the friends, let’s see this

thistledown wonder.
They saw her dance. Afterward, when

Gower had dropped Marge at her hotel,
and had joined his buddies, he noted a
certain reserve. Finally, someone said,

I

“Look, Gower—so maybe you’re in love
with the girl. Marry her. But don’t dance
with her. She has wonderful eyes and a
great smile, but, man, she’s a butterball.”
“She’s a feather,” countered Gower.
“She’s a stack of tennis balls,” said some-

one else. “Lots of spring and bounce, but
you need a sylph to go along with a lean
and lanky guy like you.”
“Well, glad you like my new partner,”

said Gower, who knows his own mind.
It was a great summer. Wherever Marge

and Gower were booked, the clubs were
sold out and the owners begged for a
hold-over. One owner said, “It isn’t that
you kids are the greatest dancers in the
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world—I wouldn’t want to put ideas in
your heads—it’s just that you’ve got some-
thing that people like. All the women
cackle over you, saying, ‘Aren’t they
darling!’ and come back every night for
two weeks.”

In the fall, Marge was invited to try out
for a big part in a new musical. She kept
telling Gower how excited she was about
the chance. Gower himself had some happy
prospects lined up. The day Marge was
assured of the part, Gower took her to
luncheon to celebrate. “I’m thrilled to

death,” she said for the tenth time. “What
a break. Now, what about you?”
Gower said things were stacking up nice-

ly. From where he sat, the future looked
rainbow-bright. There was nothing of the
typical movie-musical scene in the situa-
tion. No mock bravery. No secret agony
over the breaking up of the team. At
least, not on Gower’s part, it seemed.
Suddenly, Marge broke into tears. From

behind a handkerchief she said shakily,
“I should be so happy, and I guess I am

—

but I’ll miss you—I’ll never see you. .
.”

“Don’t be so upset,” said Gower. “Other
people in show business work it out and
so will we. After all, we’re going to be
married, you know.” Realizing that this

was the first time either of them had
spoken of marriage, they broke into peals
of laughter at thought of this casual ap-
proach to a proposal.

ND so they flew to Los Angeles to be
married at the home of Gower’s aunt,

with both families in attendance. The date
was October 5, 1947. Immediately after the
ceremony, the Champions flew back to
New York (Marge had already passed up
the part in the musical), and made their
triumphant debut as a married team at

the Persian Room of the Plaza Hotel. The
butterball had slimmed down to a size

ten; she was, the critics said, the perfect
foil for her broad-shouldered, angular
husband.
From The Plaza, the Champions went on

tour, winding up at Mocambo in Hollywood
where they were besieged by film offers.

M-G-M, who had once cast Gower in the
“Smoke Gets in Your Eyes” number in

“Till the Clouds Roll By,” won a contract
and put them to work in “Show Boat.” By
the time you read this, you will be seeing
them in their second film, “Lovely to Look
at.”

In addition to building a family career,
the Champions set to work at once to

build a substantial life together. Forever
is a long time, but one must get started
on it with speed. While they were dancing
at The Plaza, they took a small flat in

New York and furnished it—partly. They
bought a mahogany spinet. They fell in

love with a pottery pattern made in North
Carolina by M. A. Hadley, and they be-
gan to amass service for twelve. They
operated on a strict budget, so acquisition
took time.
One spring they stripped the travel

budget and bought tickets on a tramp
steamer bound for the Virgin Islands. They
were exhausted and determined to acquire
a vacation tan. They had scarcely unpacked
their bags before they were called back
to New York on such short notice that
they had to fly. A stopover was made at
Puerto Rico, and Marge, the prowler of
the family, discovered a chair shop in the
airport terminal. “We must have two of
those chairs,” she told Gower.
“With what?” asked the man with the

billfold.

“With what’s left of our vacation money,
since we have to go home.”

“There is much in what you say,” agreed
her husband.
Each chair consisted of two black ma-

hogany frames laced crosswise with white
cord. The cord formed back and seat, which
were joined by a pair of bolts and could
be dismantled for shipping,

In addition to learning about show-
business vacations, the West Indies, and
exotic furniture during this period, the
Champions were learning a great deal
about each other. Take, for instance,
Gower’s attitude on gift-giving. If he can’t
afford what he wishes to give, or if he
can’t locate the precise item, he refuses
to compromise on a substitute. On the day
before Christmas, 1947, when Gower and
Marge had been married less than three
months, he explained that he knew ex-
actly what he wanted to give her for
Christmas, but he had been unable to find
it, so there would be nothing under the
Christmas tree for her.
She had purchased the usual socks,

shirts, cigarettes, books and recordings
for him, but Marge was not dismayed by
the non-gift announcement. “When people
ask me what you gave me for Christmas,
what shall I say?” she inquired placidly.
“Simply say, ‘Nothing,’ and let the mat-

ter drop.”
Marge began to twinkle. “Let’s watch

their faces. Some people won’t believe us;

others will feel sorry for me and give you
a ‘That Monster!’ gaze. Some will think
it’s a gag. I can scarcely wait.”
In the Champion household the col-

lection of expressions grew as time went
on. Came Marge’s birthday the following
September 2, and Gower still hadn’t been
able to make contact with his dream gift.

Again, the answers to inquirers was “Noth-
ing.” The situation was unchanged at

Christmas, 1948. But on Christmas, 1949,

Gower left a velvet box on Marge’s break-
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fast plate. It contained an exquisite gold

and enamel reproduction of an antique

Florentine bracelet. Inside the ornate me-
dallion clasp a watch was concealed.

Marge was ecstatic. Not until she had
worn the watch for several hours did she

say to her husband, “Oh dear. Now I won’t

be able to stop everyone cold by answer-
ing ‘Nothing’ to The Question this year.”

The test of a marriage is this: Do the

two people involved seem to find more
things to laugh about as the days go by?
For instance: Marge has an absent-

minded habit of buttoning a sweater of a

jacket at whatever point the two sides

happen to meet. Nine times out of ten,

she is one button to the north so that if

she continued to close the garment, she
would end with an extra buttonhole.

At first Gower would tell her: “You’re
buttoned caddywampus. Match up the but-
tons with buttonholes.”

Patiently she would make the correction,

but when she changed wardrobe a few
hours later, Gower would have to issue

his reminder again. Finally he stopped
doing it. Instead of mentioning the slip,

he would button his own jacket in the

same rakish way. Part of the time this

produced laughs. Part of the time Marge
was totally unconscious of the situation.

A Metro employee, observing the

Champions on the way to rehearsal hall

one morning, said wpnderingly, “Those
kids must live on a hill. They always look

as if they were buttoned on the slant.”

Actually, the Champions do live in one
of Los Angeles’ imaginative hillside houses.
When they signed their Metro contract,

they decided that they might as well buy
a house in California. “Even though we
want to spend part of our time in New
York each year,” Gower said.

T
HE Champions set Sunday aside as their

house-hunting day, and they took the
easy way to search. Over some such del-

icacy as Shrimps Antoine as prepared by
Marge, plus crusty French bread and mugs
of coffee, they studied “House for Sale” ads.

With red pencil they circled anything
that sounded interesting, and in the after-

noon they drove to the addresses to in-

vestigate. Frequently the advertisement
had been more alluring than any house
could be. But there came a day when the
house waiting for Gower and Marge,
proved to be even more enticing than its

description.

Because it clung to a wooded hillside, it

had a splendid view. Because one entered
on the second level where all the living

rooms were located, and then descended
to a huge, unpartitioned room on the first

level, it was ideal.

“We’ll turn this into a rehearsal room,”
Gower said. “We’ll install mirrors along
that wall—think what that view will be,

I

reflected along the length of this room

—

and we’ll add a cork finish above the
hardwood floor.”

That done, they sent to New York for
possessions stored there: two barrels of
dishes, one Toulouse-Lautrec poster, one
mahogany spinet for use in the rehearsal
room, and two mahogany and cord chairs
from Puerto Rico.

They bought two beds and a sofa and
set up housekeeping. The two barrels in
which the dishes had been packed became
end tables.

Marge’s prowling around antique stores
turned up a pair of wire and wood chairs
of the type which used to inhabit ice
cream parlors. She and Gower painted
them coral to establish the bright accent
in a color scheme still to be perfected.
With white paint, Gower improved miles

of bricks which had been installed as a
retaining wall from street to garage. And

then he proudly planted a magnolia tree.

“Pretty,” mused Marge. “I wonder if

we could have a loquat tree? When I was
a little girl, we had one in our back yard.
I used to eat the fruit so fast it had no
chance to ripen.”
“One loquat tree, coming up,” said her

husband.
He planted a loquat and another mag-

nolia. Then a flowering eucalyptus. Then
a European sycamore. Finally there were
forty trees on the Champion property
and no possible place in which to install

one more tree.

“You’re through!” chirped Marge.
Gower merely looked frustrated. The

following week he planted an entire row of

citrus eucalyptus. But he had to plant
them on the adjoining property, beyond
the safety of his own fence.

“Now he loses sleep for fear someone
may buy the lot, just when the trees be-
gin to flourish, and chop them down,”
Marge told a Metro friend. She did not
add that there is a second possibility:

Gower is keeping close account of the
weekly sum allowed him by his business
manager for personal use. There is a light

in his eye which suggests that he may
purchase the lot himself, to save the trees
already installed, and to provide space for

building an authentic jungle.

“Next thing you know,” predicted a

friend who gave Gower a pair of hibiscus
bushes for his birthday, “he’ll be playing
Tarzan in tap shoes.”

A
SIDE from planting trees and practicing
dance routines, the Champions use their

spare hours to labor over a fascinating

game which could be copied by inquiring
minds everywhere. Gower, who perfected
it with the aid of two friends, calls it

“Analysis” and it is as close to the psy-
chiatrist’s couch as most people care to get.

Each player writes a word, title, phrase,
or sentence on a slip of paper. The slips

are mixed, then each person draws one.

Having acquired a subject, each player
writes this at the top of a letter-size page
and sets to work, freely writing down
everything he can think of pertaining to

the subject. For instance, Gower once was
given the word “Roses”—a cinch for such
associations as “moonlight and,” “The war
of the,” “Sleeping Beauty,” and so on. Or,

if an incident suggests itself, that should
be written as briefly as possible.

Time is called at three minutes and the
results are read aloud.

The game was ruined one night by a girl

who was given the word, “Death.” Her
first sentence was, “I can scarcely wait.”

Her next was, “He is a handsome young
man.” It scared the Champions into aban-
doning the game for two weeks.
During that time they returned to their

favorite recreation—seeing movies. As they
were leaving the theatre one night, after

seeing Jean Cocteau’s “Beauty and the
Beast,” they were stopped by a pair of

teen-aged fans.

One asked, “Did you enjoy the picture?”
Marge said they certainly did; they

had seen it four times.

Responded the fan, “That’s nothing. I’ve

seen ‘Show Boat’ nine times, until I’ve

almost memorized your dance routine. You
know, I’d love to have your autographs.
I’m ashamed to say that I can’t remem-
ber your real names. To myself I always
call you ‘Mr. and Mrs. Darling’.”

The Champions think that is the nicest

compliment of their career. In happy mo-
ments these days, they are likely to call

one another “Mr. Darling,” or “Mrs. Dar-
ling” as the case may be.

The title couldn’t be used for two more
deserving people.

The End
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Hollywood’s Mystery Girl

(Continued from page 51)
would not say. A wily fish, she recognizes
such sallies as bait and by-passes them
with a smile.

What caused Jean to become Holly-
wood’s Mystery Girl is the $64 question.
She was no mystery, certainly, when she
first came to Hollywood, fresh from Ohio
State, after winning a campus popularity
contest—the prize of which was a trip to
Hollywood and $200. All the mystery
began when Jean’s first movie took her
to the sleepy little Mexican village of
Morelia. Only Morelia didn’t stay sleepy
very long. Lana Turner arrived to visit

Ty Power, a bachelor in those days. And
Jean also had a visitor. One of the most
eligible bachelors in this country landed
his plane there. Whereupon the place
swarmed with reporters and photographers
—and the days of Jean’s free give-and-
take ended abruptly.
By the time Jean made “Deep Waters,”

which took her to a little island off the
coast of Maine, her private affairs were
very private indeed. And for the next two
years, during a lull in her career, no one
saw much of her.

OW, for all the mystery that has come to
surround this girl, I’ve always liked the

cut of her jib, her green eyes, her sti’aight-

forward manner and her complete lack of
pretense.

She’s refreshing in a town where the
make-believe of the studios often be-
comes part of the stars’ personalities—until
you can’t tell where the real individual
leaves off and the reel one begins.
“How do you manage to keep your

private life your own?” I asked Jean.
“Oh, that isn’t hard,” she said. “I con-

centrate on my work. And I don’t go to
night clubs. My not going out now is

probably a violent reaction to what I did
in my college days. Then I went all the
time—morning, noon and night. College
was the most hectic time I ever spent

—

parties all the time. But out here I’ve

gotten into the habit of avoiding night
life, consequently people have come to
think of me as a stand-offish kind of
person.”

“Just the same,” I told Jean, coming
back to the mystery that surrounds her,
“it is considered part of an actress’s duty
to climb into her mink and show up at

premieres. Doesn’t the studio demand
that you appear on such occasions?”

“I haven’t any mink,” she said, “and
I’ve never formed a habit of going to

premieres.”

I told her, “Other stars tell me they have
a dreadful time getting out of premieres
and parties and such.”

Jean, however, denied she’d had any
bad moments.

She’s a distant cousin of Welsh heavy-
weight champion Tommy Farr, but I led
with my chin: “Isn’t it unusual when a
beautiful girl like you goes out with an-
other girl at night? A girl with all your
sex appeal doesn’t have to do that unless
she chooses.”

“I don’t make a practice of going around
at night with girls,” Jean said. “We once
had a girls’ party at the opera. It came
about when a few of us, who love opera,
confided to one another that we’d love to

go, but that the men we knew wouldn’t.
So, not wanting to spend an evening with

j

escorts, who were escorts on sufferance,
we decided to get ourselves some tickets
and go.

“It was as simple as that.”
She has a way of taking the intrigue

out of things as she discusses them.
She iikes to dine at home with a few

friends, she says. Or, she’ll go to a small
dinner if she likes the company. On such
occasions she arrives in her black sedan
with her chauffeur. He waits outside for
her. And she leaves alone.
Currently Jean has a project which adds

to her mystery. She went to see the beau-
tiful rug made by the Dowager Queen
Mary of England. “I can make a rug like
that,” she announced, “and that’s what I’ll

do! Only I’ll work into my rug some fa-
mous paintings of Renoir, Degas and other
artists I like.”

Such an undertaking of course demands
great ability with petit point. It also means
thousands of hours of time. It’s scarcely
the sort of thing that would interest most
girls of twenty-five, much less a single
and lovely movie star. It is, in itself, an-
other indication of the recluse Jean is

'

when she is not working in the studio

—

and which obviously she plans to con-
tinue being.

Jean lives presently with Cis Francomb,
a grand-aunt who has been a resident of
these parts for some twelve years. “Be-
fore that,” she said, “I lived with another

;

aunt, Melba Doss.” Through Melba, whose i

husband is in the real estate business, Jean
has bought property at Laguna; a hard-

|

headed investment against possible lean i

years. “I bought two duplexes there,” she I

told me, “not on the Cliff Drive which fronts
the ocean but up from the main street.”

These investments have replaced Jean’s
,

previous purchases of a variety of farm
animals.
“My mother, who is now on the farm in

Canton, Ohio, is getting the wanderlust
and I don’t want to complicate things for

her in case she wants to get out from under
it ail,” Jean explained. “However, I love
farm animals and it’s hard not to invest
when I see a fine one—I’m a real country
girl.”

M
UCH of Jean’s independence stems from
her early life. Her father died when

she was ten and she and her mother ran
a tourist camp in order to survive. Her
sister Shirley was then only two years old,

so Jean helped her mother and took care
of Shirley too. It was then she learned
that God helps those who help themselves.
And she’s never forgotten it.

She didn’t go off to college with a trunk-
ful of pretty clothes and a generous allow-
ance. She had a primitive little wardrobe
compared to what the average college girl

considers necessary. And she took a job
and worked her way. Since sororities are

both clannish and expensive, she never felt

she could afford to consider one. She had
a small apartment with another girl and
school was strictly a matter of business
with her.

Once when I admired a gown Jean was
wearing, she told me she had made it

herself, that she made many of her clothes.

On her first location trip, I remember

“When someone seems the silent type—that doesn’t mean a thing. If the

lights aren’t on in a house, it doesn’t mean that the current is turned off.”

. . . MACDONALD CAREY
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she was a nine days’ wonder because she
took along a portable sewing machine and
made her winter clothes. Also when she
got a day off from the set, she visited the
public schools: she wanted to compare the
Mexican system of teaching with our sys-
tem. The idea of being a schoclmarm was
still in her blood. She had interrupted a
Normal course to become an actress.

“If I’m a flop as an actress, I can always
go back to teaching,” she used to say in
those days. And she meant it.

However, she talks about going back to
teaching no more!

She’s finishing her second starring pic-
ture. Her first, “Anne of the Indies,” she
fought for.

“It took a lot of fortitude to go after a
big part,” she told me. “If I am a flop,
I thought—and a woman pirate is a diffi-

cult role to play because women in the
audience won’t be able to create any
identity with her—then I have brought
about my own downfall.
“However if you sit back and let life pass

you by, you have only yourself to blame if

you are overlooked.”
Following Anne, which came off so well

that Jean was given her choice of several
starring roles, she selected the part of a
girl who is lost in the swamps with her
father and lives there for seven years
under most primitive conditions. No so-
phisticate herself, she prefers roles in which
the basic human traits are stressed.
Jean admits she is a jack-of-all-trades.

“Every country girl is,” she says. “I can
lay bricks and fix plumbing. In the coun-
try you can’t always get help in a hurry,
so you learn to do a lot of things for your-
self. I love to remake furniture too—take
off the paint or the varnish and clean it

right down to the wood and start from
there. It rests me to work with my hands.”

She’s happy to be twenty-five years old
now. “Because,” she says, “I’m getting
closer to thirty-five. I feel I’ll start to live
at that age.”
“And stop being a mystery girl?” I in-

quired, remembering the quiet, retiring
life she lives with no sign of any beau
in spite of that hunk of an emerald on the
right finger, with never a mention of that
eligible bachelor who landed his plane at
Morelia before the iron curtain descended
on her life.

Jean smiled. “I don’t think I'm a mys-
tery girl at all. Whatever gave you that
impression?”

The End
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If You Want to Be Charming

(Continued from page 73)
copying another girl’s personality will

make you more charming? Do you think
that Elizabeth Taylor, whose best friends
when she was your age were her horse and
her dogs, grew up to be the heartbreaker
she is by copying, say, Lana Turner?
No, you must be yourself—we all must

—

to project any personality at all. Think
hard about yourself, ask yourself, “What
am I really like?” then act like yourself.

Have Brains—But Hide ’Em
Rosalyn has another boy problem.
“I go out occasionally and often attend

parties, but I always seem to feel that the
boys aren’t intelligent enough. Don’t get
me wrong. I’m no genius, but still I always
feel that I could meet someone better and
for that reason I usually don’t care to go
out with boys.”

Now look, Rosalyn, before I scold you
just a little. You have a point—it is true
that during the teen years girls do mature
faster than boys; they find it easier to be
comfortable with the opposite sex, and
socially gracious. But it is decidedly un-
gracious to feel and act superior to your
friends, and it is unlikely that you will

ever find “someone better” if you are
incapable of being warm and sympathetic
to the boys now at hand. You may indeed
have superior intelligence (although the
psychologists say this conviction some-
times masks a deep feeling of inferiority)

.

If you have, then you owe it to your
friends to make their social times more
interesting and invigorating.

I have a friend, a beautiful and very
popular girl who is a Phi Beta Kappa. She
would kill me if I told you her name—she
doesn’t want to scare people away with a
reputation for “brains.” But don’t think
for a minute that in concealing them she
wastes them. Her parties are the gayest
in town, sparkling with good talk and
original ideas. She loves people—even
“inferior” people and they love her right

back. Try it, Hon.

Time for a Switch
Poor Suzanne complains that she “can

talk to almost any boy except the one I

like most.” We all have had some experi-
ence with that feeling—when our emotions
are involved, our tongues get all twisted.

But, Suzanne, remember he probably likes

you most, too. And he wants to get to know
you better, so give him a chance.

Karen has to give herself a chance. She
writes that she goes to her school dances
with her two best girl friends who are
awfully popular, and then goes upstairs to

sit in the balcony to watch all the fun.

“I’m afraid to go down,” she says. But
will he come up? There are mighty few
Romeos these days who will climb all the
way to a balcony to ask a girl to dance.

All of us shy people—and I am shy at

large parties, too, believe it or not—had
better stop worrying about “what people
will think about me.” Switch to thinking
about people—other people—and life will

be much less difficult, and Big Nights much
more fun.

We all have our own unique problems
in learning how to get along with people,

and particularly with boys—especially The
Boy.
But there are some rules all of us can

remember with profit. We can do all the
ladylike things we know how to do, in

our manner of dress and conversation and
appearance. We can make ourselves ex-
tremely feminine and always look clean
and scrubbed. We can read a lot so we will

have lots of subjects to discuss. And we
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Adjustable leg strap. Soft,
flat groin pad. No steel or
leather bands. Unexcelled for
comfort. Also used as after-
operation support. Give meas-
ure around the lowest part
of the abdomen. Specify
right or left side or double.
We pay postage except on COD's. PIPER BRACE CO
811 Wyandotte Dept. MWG-32 Kansas City 6, Mo.

GRAY HAIR
Brush It Away — At Home — Look 10 Years Younger

It’s easy! Now, with Brownatone, you can quickly
tint streaks of gray to lustrous youthful shades that

actually defy detection. Snip a gray lock and prove it.

See how, in one tinting, Brownatone imparts any de-
sired shade from lightest blonde to black. Thousands
thrilled by natural-looking results. Soft, rich, glamor-
ous. Guaranteed harmless. Economical, lasting; won’t
rub off, wash out or affect permanent. First use must
give your hair youthful color or money back. Get
Brownatone now. 75£. All drug and toiletry counters.

UNWANTED HAIR ?
IT’S OFF because IT’S OUT

Quick as a wink, superfluous hair eliminated. Com-
pletely removes all hair from FACE, arms and legs.

Checks future growth. Leaves the skin petal-smooth.

E (=1 UATOR
Like magic. Milady's skin becomes adorable. For the

finest down or the heaviest growth. Seems miraculous,
but our 39 years experience proves it is the scientifically

correct way. Odorless. Safe. Harmless. Simple to apply.

Superior to ordinary hair removers. For 15 years ZiP
Epilator was $5.00. NOW ONLY $1.10. Same superior

formula, same size. Good stores or by mail $1.10 or

i C.O.D. No Fed. tax. Above guaranteed, money-back,
j

L.JORPEAU INC. Box C- 19, SOUTH ORANGE. NJ.^
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Elsa

Maxwell's

Etiquette

Book
A
T LAST—an etiquette

book that treats this

subject from a mod-
ern-day viewpoint. In this

book the famous hostess

to world celebrities writes

helpfully about the cor-

rect thing. The bride-to-

be, as well as the father

of the bride will find the

exact information they
want in this authoritative etiquette book.

Elsa Maxwell

Wedding Fears

Your wedding should be an exciting and
reverent- making occasion. Yet many
brides are completely swallowed up by
nervousness for fear that some part of

their wedding arrangements might not

follow the correct rules. You need have
no such fears if you know exactly how
to plan every detail of your wedding.

Good manners open doors to successful

achievements—and the most encouraging
thing about good manners is that anyone
can possess them. You owe it to your-

self to get this great book-
now

fudt ‘Pu&ltefed

Cloth-bound $2.50

Paper-bound . . $1.00

At all bookstores or direct

from publisher

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. P-352
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me postpaid a copv of ELSA MAX-
WELL’S ETIQUETTE BOOK in the edition
checked below. I enclose $ .

Cloth-bound Edition $2.50

Paper-bound Edition $1.00

NAME.

.

STREET.

Please Print

CITY STATE.

When NERVOUS
> TENSION

MAKES YOU

ALL “KEYED-UP”
Take Miles Nervine to re-
lax. See how it can soothe
and comfort “jangled”
nerves. Contains no Bar-
biturates. Follow the label.

Avoid excessive use. At all

drugstores.

MILES

NERVINE

can remember always to talk to other

people about the things they are in-

terested in. These are positive rules for

popularity.

Tall, Handsome—and Unhappy
Have been hearing tales of woe from

a lot of you tall girls, too, and you’re getting
pretty sick of being taller than all of your
girl friends and most of your boy friends,

and sick to death of the perennial crack
which for some obscure reason the crackers
seem to think is original: “How is the
weather up there?”
Mary, who is five feet, nine inches tall,

says she used to be proud of her height.
She felt tall girls could wear clothes w-ith

more style than shorter girls, and right

she is—or was! Mary says she is so dis-

gusted with the cracks, she feels such
a freak, that she is about to throw away
all of her nice high-heeled shoes in favor
of sloppy flatties, and go into a permanent
slump, emotional and physical.

Mary, don’t do it.

Your original pride in your stature was
healthy and good. And remember that tall

girls can make good in a lot of pretty
competitive fields—think of the models

—

very few of the professionals are shorter
than you. And don’t forget the exciting
story of the new star, Beverly Michaels.
She was a sensation in her first film,

“Pickup,” and now has a fat contract.

Not an eligible bachelor in Hollywood
but who would like to take her out.

The weather “up there” is just fine.

And Beverly is over six feet tall.

For Girls Only
If any men are still with us, they will

please go away now, for this is going to

be girl talk.

We’re going to talk about bosoms.
If the mail this column gets is any in-

dication, the Number One beauty problem
plaguing American women is The Bosom,
or rather the lack of same.
This makes me a little cross at my home

town of Hollywood because I think the
movies are more to blame than anything
for the prevailing misconception and it is

a misconception—that if a girl doesn’t have
a top as impressive as Jane Russell’s, she’s

a discredit to her sex and completely un-
lovable.

A lovely breast is one of the great
feminine assets, of course, but, in my
opinion, bulk is not the measuring stick

for loveliness in this department.
If you “don’t have anything,” however,

I grant you have a problem. And you’re
right to want to do something about it.

There are things to do, exercise-wise.

Swimming, of course, is the best all-

around exercise for building up the bosom
—particularly the breast stroke. The Pow-
ers models have a very good exercise
that you can do at home.
Cross your wrists and grasp the upper

side of your forearms midway between the
elbows and the wrists. Now, raise your
arms to shoulder level. Grip hard and push
your hands toward your elbows. (Don’t
let your hands slide upward!) Hold for a
count of five, release your grip and repeat.

The inventor of this exercise says that

if you perform it properly you will feel

a very definite pull in your chest muscles.
Try to strengthen this pull every time
you do the exercise. Twenty times a day
is enough for a start, but increase gradually
to as much as 100 a day.

In the meantime, until the results of

your persistence begin to show, give in

and buy a pair of “falsies”—you’ll look
better, you’ll feel prettier and more fem-
inine. And who’s going to know?

The End

No Time Limit

I0SPITAL

Prolects You in Case of

SICKNESS & ACCIDENT

COSTS only 3c a DAY
Individual or entire family elig-

ible, birth to age 70. Policy

pays Hospital Room and Board
Benefits as long as you remain

confined. NO TIME LIMIT! (rest

homes, sanitariums, Gov. Hos-

pitals excluded). You get Cash
Benefits for 74 Surgical Opera-
tions... Lump Cash for Acci-

dental Death . . . Cash Payment
for Loss of Eyes, Hands, Feet . .

.

Special POLIO protection...

plus other valuable coverages.

No waiting period! We pay
CASH DIRECT TO YOU! Only

3c a day for adults; 1 Vie a

day for children to age 1 8.

Sold direct! No agent will call!

rPOLicf PAYS
HOSPITAL ROOM AND BOARD

FOR SICKNESS

*150.00
(No time limit)

HOSPITAL ROOM and

BOARD for ACCIDENT

*150.00
(No time limit)

74 SURGICAL OPERATIONS

$10 to
$i00

Policy Provides In Lieu ol

Other Benetlts the Following

—

ACCIDENTAL DEATH

$500 to $2000
LOSS OF EYES, HANDS,
FEET DUE TO ACCIDENT

$250 to $2000
INFANTILE PARALYSIS

HOSPITAL

BILLS TO

DOCTOR BILLS UP$CAA
While In Hosp. TO

$500

ORTHOPEDIC OPSCAA
APPLIANCES_TO

YOU CAN GET MATERNITY

NORTH AMERICAN MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

|

Dept. 3S2-MC, Wilmington, DeL

Please send me, without obligation, details about .

I your "3c A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan”. I

|
Nome. |

|
Address |

|^City Stale J

*Sew For Cash**
use our patterns, materials, directions in your
|own home, full or part time. We buy from you.

Wilson Ties, 402 S. Main, Stillwater (3) Minn.

How Eyes Win Men . .

.

• Kurlash curls lashes ... makes
eyes gleam. . .sparkle. For glam-

orous eyes buy Kurlash today. $1

and $1.25 at cosmetic counters.

^k^urfaih—
The Kurlash Co., Inc., Rochester 4, N. Y.

Confidential Loan Service
Need money? No matter where you live. .

.

you can borrow BY MAIL, $50.00 to $600.00
,

this easy, quick, confidential way. No en-
dorsers needed. Employed men and women
of good character eligible. Solve your money
problems quickly and in complete privacy with
a loan made by mail. Employer, relatives and
friends will not know you ’re applying for a loan.
Convenient monthly payments. Rush coupon-
giving occupation — for Application Blank sent
FREE in plain envelope. There’s no obligation.

STATE FINANCE C0. f 323 Securities Bldg.
Dept. H-120. OMAHA 2, NEBRASKA

["state FINANCE CO., Dept. .H-120,

No Endorsers
REPAY
ON EASY
TERMS

Quick! Easy!
PRIVATE

323 Securities Bldg., Omaha 2, Nebraska
Please rush FREE Application Blank. I

ADDRESS .

|
CITY STATE

|
Occupation Age..

I Amount you want to borrow $
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Being in demand for pictures

is all very well, but after

finishing his fourth in a row,

“Family Secret,” John Derek was

worn out! Patti, his wife, de-

ciding he needed something to take

his mind off his work, suggested

a new hobby

John thought of his painting. But that didn't

seem to fill the bill. Then, one day, he dropped

in at the local hothouse for flowers. And . . .

. . . became fascinated by the florist’s talk of plants. This

was it, he decided. IPhen he arrived home, he looked as if

he was ready to start a greenhouse himself. And he was!

At first Patti was pleased. But, as time went by, she began

to have her doubts. She never could get John away from the

plant shed he’d built—even at mealtimes! As for doing . . .

. . . any work around the house, John was just never available.

Then, one freezing winter night, Patti woke up, shivering.

She couldn’t understand it. Suddenly, she knew what had . . .

. . . happened. Throwing on a robe, she dashed downstairs and

out to the shed. There, sure enough, was John—tenderly

draping his beloved young plants—with her electric blanket!

104
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Why did you change to Camels, MAUREEN O'HARA?

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N.C.

Not one single case of throat irritation

due to smokingCamels /-
—that’s what noted throat specialists reported

in a coast-to-coast test of hundreds of people

who smoked only Camels for 30 days!

Make your own 30-day Camel test — the

sensible test of cigarette mildness. Smoke

only Camels for 30 days . . . enjoy the rich,

full flavor . . . compare Camels with any

cigarette you’ve smoked. You’ll see how mild

Camels are . . . how well they agree with your

throat, week after week. Then you’ll know
why, after all the mildness tests . . .

Make your own
sensible 30-Day

Camel mildness test

in your "T-Zone"—

T for Throat,

T for Taste.

CAMEL LEADS ALL OTHER BRANDS - BY BILLIONS!



truth about The Kathryn Grayson—Mario Lanza Feud by hedda hopper
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See how Cama) takes your skin

out of the shadows
7

-how it brings New Loveliness to Ug'lit

!

Follow in this bride’s footsteps ! Gain a fresher, clearer

complexion with your very First Cake of Camay!

MRS. KEITH E. MULLENGER, this stunning
Camay bride, confesses: "I’d be lost

without Camay! When I changed to

regular care and Camay, I had a brighter,

clearer complexion right away!”

WHEN admiration and romance

are a girl’s dream and desire—

when she looks forward to wedding

bells and a happy marriage—she won’t

let dullness veil her complexion and

delay That Wonderful Day!

Don’t let your beauty be obscured by

shadows. With Camay, you can take

yourskin "out of the shadows” and into

the light of new loveliness. Change to

regular care— use Camay alone— and a

fresher, brighter complexion will be

revealed . . . before your very first cake

of Camay is gone!

Camay

For complexion or bath, there's no

finer beauty soap than Camay! Camay

has such gentle ways! And it lathers so

quickly and richly. So take your skin

"out of the shadows” and into the

light of new loveliness with Camay,

The Soap of Beautiful Women.

New beauty’s yours—tip to toe!

The daily Camay Beauty Bath wakes the

sleeping beauty of your arms and legs and

shoulders! It touches you with Camay’s

flattering fragrance. For more lather, more
luxury, more economy, always use big,

Beauty-Bath size Camay!

the soap of beautiful women



ANY date... L1STERINE ANTISEPTIC

•*v

And
her Mother

was

to blame...

P
oor child, she had no means of

knowing why her first real party

had been such a failure . . . why one

boy after another coolly ignored her

and whispered about her behind her

back. The very night she wanted to

be at her best, she was at her worst.

It can happen that way when
halitosis (unpleasant breath) steps

in. One little suggestion from her

mother might have made the eve-

ning a delightful one instead of the

nightmare it was.

Be Extra-Careful

To be extra-attractive, be extra-careful

about your breath. Never take it for

granted and never, never trust to mo-

mentary makeshifts. Always put your

faith in Listerine Antiseptic, the extra-

careful and trustworthy precaution

against offending.

Sweetens for Hours

Listerine Antiseptic sweetens

s> and freshens the breath— not

for mere seconds or minutes,

but for hours.

Yes, actual clinical tests

showed: that in 7 out of 10

cases, breath remained sweet

for more than four hours after

i the Listerine Antiseptic rinse.

* Never omit it before any date

where you want to be at your

best. Better still, make Listerine Anti-

septic a night and morning “must”. It

gives you a wonderful feeling of greater

assurance that you are desirable.

Though sometimes systemic, most
cases of halitosis are due to the bac-

terial fermentation of tiny food parti-

cles in the mouth. Listerine Antiseptic

quickly halts such oral fermentation,

then overcomes the odors it causes.

LAMBERT PHARMACAL COMPANY
Division of The Lambert Company

St. Louis, Missouri

See the SAMMY KAYE SHOW • “So You Want to Lead a Band” • CBS TELEVISION NETWORK
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OnlyCOLGATE
DENTALCREAM
HAS PROVED SO COMPLETELY IT

STOPS BAD
BREATH!

SCIENTIFIC TESTS PROVE THAT IN

7 OUT OF 10 CASES, COLGATE’S INSTANTLY STOPS

BAD BREATH THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

For “all day” protection, brush your teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream. Some toothpastes and powders
claim to sweeten breath. But only Colgate’s

has such complete proof it stops bad breath.*

Colgate’s wonderful wake-up flavor is the
favorite of men, women and children from
coast to coast. Nationwide tests of leading
toothpastes prove that Colgate’s is preferred
for flavor over all other brands tested!

Yes, science has proved that brushing teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stops tooth decay best! The Colgate
way is the most thoroughly proved and
accepted home method of oral hygiene
known today!

No other Toothpaste or Powder
OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER
Offers Such Conclusive Proof!

'
Get PURE.WHITE,SAFE COLGATE* Today!

• . stftv
> • «Vi, ’ '
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GET EXTRA CASH TO HELP MEET
TODAY'S HIGH HOSPITAL COSTS!

NO TIME LIMIT

p

HOSPITAL PLAN
PAYS CASH DIRECT TO YOU .

.

as long as you remain in Hospital

ifcAnd Pays in Addition to Other
Insurance You May Already Have

> Protects You & Your Entire Family
;

: IN CASE OF

SICKNESS or ACCIDENT
i

Costs Only3* a Day for Adults

Let's talk plainly. Most Hospital Insurance Policies

won't meet the full costs of a hospital confinement.

Either benefits are too small, or time limited. Then
you must dig into family savings to pay the dif-

ference. The remarkable NORTH AMERICAN PLAN
pays benefits as long as you stay in the hospital —
NO TIME LIMIT! Pays cash direct to you — regard-

less of what you collect from any other insurance

for same disability. Costs only 3c a day — half rate

for children! Vitally needed EXTRA protection if

already insured! Best protection at lowest cost if

not insured!

ACCIDENTAL DEATH and POLIO INCLUDED!
One Policy covers individual or entire family, birth

to age 70. In addition to Hospital Room and Board
Benefits (Rest homes, sanitariums and Govt.
Hospitals excluded) — you get Cash Benefits for 74
Surgical Operations . . . Lump Cash for Accidental

Death . . . Cash Payment for Loss of Eyes, Hands,
Feet . . . special Polio Protection, plus other valu-

able protection included. Maternity Rider available

at slight extra cost. No waiting period. We pay
CASH DIRECT TO YOU!^ ^ OFT FRFF BOOK

Be wise! Mail coupon for valu-

able FREE BOOK! No obliga-

tion! NO AGENT WILL CALL!

- Mail Coupon for Valuable Free Book—

|

fJMAmaUmMuUtcU 'company^
jDept. 452-MC, Wilmington 99, Del.

Please send me, without obligation, full details .

about your new low cost NO TIME LIMIT I

HOSPITAL PLAN. No agent will call.

Name I

Address

City Zone ...... State |— Paste on postal or mail in envelope.—

J

READERS INC.
Cheers and Jeers:

If there ever was a talented, handsome
heart-warming Latin actor, it’s Fernando
Lamas ! Why don’t you promote some of

his he-man love making instead of making
a big deal of Anthony Dexter?

Janet Finnegan
Westwood, N. J.

Why doesn’t Betty Grable press charges
against Mitzi Gaynor and the people who
have the idea that she might someday
take Betty’s place? If you ask me, Mitzi
looks like she was wrung from the
wringer. Just give her a pair of far-fly-

ing wings and let her take off.

Pat Kudlinski
Toledo, O.

Hasn’t anyone ever noticed that Michael
Rennie, (wow!) is the Ava Gardner of

the opposite sex ?

Sahara Van Brunt
Kirkland Lake, Ont., Canada

I’ve enjoyed Photoplay’s sane and fair

reporting for years, but Sheilah Graham’s
sarcastic tone toward Dr. Lindstrom in

“Believe It—or Not” (Feb.) was in bad
taste and distinctly sob-sisterish. In call-

ing Dr. Lindstrom “stingy” in the time
he allotted to Bergman with Pia, Miss
Graham only made it more pointed how
very “stingy” Miss Bergman had been
with her time for, and consideration of,

Pia.

Jane Mendenhall
Englewood, Colo.

Do you realize the whole plot of “Call-

away Went Thataway” hinged on one big

fat boner ? Howard Keel wrote in that

everyone was making fun of him because
they saw this TV cowboy who resembled
him. When Dorothy McGuire went look-

ing for him she had to go to a rural

district in Colorado. Since when has TV
reached such out-of-the-way places ?

James Edens
Boston, Mass.

You Decide:
I read the January issue and thought

Miss Hopper was unfair to Mario Lanza.
If Mr. Lanza is the biggest headache in

Hollywood, I think that all should let

him take the aspirin for it. And Miss
Hopper can stick to writing articles for

the newspaper.
Lena Spalitta
Chicago, 111.

It was a great relief for a change to

see someone taking a stand against all the

unpleasant things said recently about
Mario Lanza. I’m speaking of my fa-

vorite columnist, Hedda Hopper. She
has bypassed the petty things and has

hit upon the important points that make
for the finest article I’ve read in ages.

Mrs. Jane Pagel
Tucson, Ariz.

I read “Mama’s Girl” in the January
issue and I think Debra Paget is dis-

gusting. What is she trying to prove?
I am not insinuating that she run around
with every man in town, but how does she

ever expect to learn anything? It’s Mom
this and Mom that. She says she will

marry when love comes. I say she had
better wise up or that certain party will

pass her by.

Mary L. Thompson
East St. Louis, 111.

It’s unfair to criticize Debra Paget for
going out with her mother instead of
being like Piper Laurie, Anne Francis,
Joan Evans, etc., who flit around town
every night with different men—wearing
low necklines and an excess of make-up.
As a mother of two teen-age girls, I’d like

to set up Debra as an example of a healthy
and happy girl who doesn’t have to be
a gadabout to be contented.

Mrs. Evelyn O’Malley
Boise, Idaho

Question Box:
How about some pictures of and articles

on Lee Grant? She did a terrific job as

a shoplifter in “Detective Story.”

Sandra Gold
Forest Hills, N. Y.

( Lee was born Ly-
ova Haskell Rosen-
thal in New York
City 10/31/26. She
has blue eyes, brown
hair, is 5'3%", 110
lbs. “D e tec five
Story” was her first

screen role—she also

played in the stage
version.)

I would like to know if Howard Keel
was the voice of Clark Gable’s son in

“Across the Wide Missouri.” I think

the girl who played Kam-Tah is a fine

actress and I would like to know sorm
facts about her.

J. M. D.
Albuquerque, N. M

(Yes, Howard Keel’s voice was the one
Kam-Tah was Maria Elena Marques
She ivas born in Mexico City zvhere sh>

has made many films—one opposite Ri
cardo Montalban. ‘‘Across the JVidi

Missouri” was her first in U. S. She is

5‘3"
, 105 lbs., has dark broum hair, haze

eyes .

)

“Westward the Women” was wonder
ful. Who was the boy who played Sia
and what about him?

Martha Taylor
Marshall, Tex.

(That zvas Pat Con-
way, born in Los
Angeles 1/9/31, son

of retired M-G-M
director Jack Con-
ivay, grandson of

Francis X. Bushman.
He studied at Pasa-
dena Playhouse and
served a term zvith

England’s Old Vic. He has dark broivn

hair, blue-gray eyes, is 6’2"
,

175 lbs.,

married to Dionyse Humphrey. Next in

“Singin in the Rain,” “Just This Once,”
“Scaramouche,” “Invitation.”)

Can you tell me if June Allyson really

played the piano in “Too Young to

Kiss” ?

Jane Evans
Brooklyn, N. Y.

(No, the playing ivas dubbed in, but

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer won’t tell who
did it.)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore

promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.
4
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Saturday Night

In Punkin Crick

The General

Store

ChoresSONGS
A dozen-and-one of ’em...

nd all new and ALL terrific,

by Award-winning

Livingston and Evans!

Purt' Nigh,

But Not Plumb

My Beloved

Still Water

Marshmallow

Moon ^
Why Should

I Believe ^

In Love?

Life Is A Beautiful Thii

Will You Be At Home
In Heaven ,gfC?

Produced Direction and

Screenplay by

Based on the play by Walter Benjamin Hare A Paramount Picture



New finer MUM

stops odor longer!

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW
INGREDIENT M-3 TO PROTECT UNDERARMS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

• Protects better, longer. New Mum now
contains amazing ingredient M-3 for more
effective protection. Doesn’t give under-
arm odor a chance to start!

• Creamier new Mum is safe for normal
skin, contains no harsh ingredients. Will
not rot or discolor finest fabrics.

• The only leading deodorant that contains
no water to dry out or decrease its effi-

ciency. No waste. No shrinkage.

• Delicately fragrant new Mum is use-
able, wonderful right to the bottom of the
jar. Get new Mum today.

NewMUM
CREAM DEODORANT

ONE OF THE BEST

Arthur Kennedy isn’t carry-

ing any chip on his shoulder

for those lost years in Holly-

ivood. He’s come back—with

a bang! • by Beverly Linet

W
HEN Arthur Kennedy bought a

California home last year and
moved his wife, Mary Cheffey, and kids

Terrence and Laurie, west from Con-

necticut, Hollywood received its first

indication that Arthur was back to

stay.

Until recently he considered Holly-

wood a place to work between Broad-

way plays. This never has been an

attitude of snobbery. For a long time

Arthur couldn’t forget the years fol-

lowing his release from the Air Force.

After his first picture, “City for Con-

quest,” made before his enlistment,

Arthur was riding high. But when he

came out of service the parts that were

offered were in C or D murder mys-
teries. No actor would have wanted

these parts—-certainly not an actor

whom George M. Cohan once called

“the most brilliant young performer on

Broadway.”

To Arthur, acting and living are the

same. If he weren’t paid for acting he’d

probably act for nothing while he

earned his living another way. After

all, the salary he could have received

for those C’s and D’s would have been

good. But he returned to Broadway
to play the lead in the prize-winning

play, “All My Sons,” willing to forfeit

Hollywood until he could get a movie

role he could respect.

He held no grudge against Holly-

wood. When parts came up that he

liked, in “The Window,” “Boomerang”
(one of his favorites) and “Cham-
pion,” he accepted them. But always

upon completion of a picture he would

head back to New York. When he set

Broadway on fire with his portrayal of

Biff in “Death of a Salesman,” all the

studios were after him. Warners, who
previously had let him go, paid a small

fortune to get him a ten weeks’ leave of

absence so he could play Tom in “The
Glass Menagerie.” And when his run-

of-the-play contract expired, Universal

was waiting with his “Bright Victory”

contract.

It was after completing “Bright Vic-

tory” that Arthur began packing his

eastern possessions for good. No longer

was there any need to worry about the

way he rated in Hollywood.

He now has the approval of all scripts

submitted to him. Upon completion of

“Bend of the River,” and “Rancho No-
torious,” he went right into “The Girl

in White” and “Cowpoke.” And when
he has time off between pictures he

works on his pet project, an Actors

Workshop. Here he and his friends

present plays for invited audiences,

and someday he hopes to open this

theatre to the public.

His wife, Mary, whom he met while

they both were attending drama classes

at Carnegie Tech, and the children

always have been partial to California.

Arthur has no phobias. He dresses

casually but not for effect. Everyone

calls him Johnny—his first name which

he dropped for professional reasons.

He wears glasses offstage, plays good

games of tennis and golf, is a licensed

pilot, an expert skeetshooter and quite

a hand with sailboats. Actually he’s

one of the most unactorish actors imag-

inable. And he doesn’t need an Oscar

(though he’s up for one this year—and

all the odds are in his favor) nor the

N. Y. Film Critics’ Award which he

already has won for “Bright Victory,”

to prove he’s one of the best.
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Now!

Everywhere

Warner Bros

a Streetcar

Named Desire
STARRING

AND
From the Play KIM HUNTER • KARL MALDEN SCREEN PLAY BY TENNESSEE WILLIAMS
that Won the

Pulitzer Prize
DIRECTED BY based upon the original play -a streetcar named desire’ by TENNESSEE WILLIAMS

and Critics
’ ELIA KAZAN AS PRESENTED ON THE STAGE BY IRENE MAYER SELZNICK

Circle Award

PRODUCTION

PROOUCED BY



what should i do ?

\ Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

\ Star of “ Let’s Make It Legal
”

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am nineteen years old and I’ve never

had a real boy friend. I hold a job as
receptionist and have been told that I am
attractive, that I dress well and have a

good figure. I think I have a fairly good
personality; at least I seem to be able to

accumulate girl friends easily.

However, I don’t think any of the traits

mentioned above really matter much. If

a fellow got a chance to know me better,

he might find that we have a lot in com-
mon, but men you meet at a dance or a
company hangout seem interested only
enough to spend one evening and take a
girl home. At the end of the evening they
all want to neck. Whether I do or I don’t
doesn’t seem to matter; the boy seldom
asks for another date.

A couple of my friends have the same
problem. We discuss it often, and we
can’t figure out what it takes to catch a
man. Other girls get them, but how they
do it is beyond me, unless they take the
first one who comes along. I don’t want
an old bore who doesn’t interest me, and
not necessarily one who will fall madly in
love at first sight. I just want one who
likes me as I like him, and with whom I

can spend clean, enjoyable evenings with-
out either of us getting too serious.
What is it that boys want and I don’t

have? Am I too fussy, or do I belong to

a species which holds no attraction for
the opposite sex?

Madonna P.

I believe that when a girl fails to at-

tract even one beau, there is just one
thing wrong: Subconsciously, the girl is

not interested in anyone she meets.
She may not be, at nineteen or at twen-

ty-nine, ready for romance. I\ot all girls

develop at the same rate, so that years
have little to do with emotional readiness
for seeking the men companions from
whom one may choose a mate. Because
of some childhood experience or be-

cause of an unhappy home life a girl may
not want to become entangled with mar-
riageable men, because she doesn’t really

wish to marry. Occasionally a girl’s dream
of the perfect boy friend and eventually
the perfect husband is so far beyond her
powers of realization that she is defeated
before, she starts.

If hone of these problems apply, a girl

should look around her and then analyze
herself in comparison with her surround-
ings.

U every other girl in her office has a

short bob. she should try an up-do. or add
a chignon to her own hair. In brief, she
should be different enough from her
friends to be interesting. Finally, a girl

should relax and maintain an air of quiet

confidence in her destiny. Self-criticism

and impatience add nothing to the situa-

tion except tcrinkles.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My father is an ex-convict who has

served several years on a charge of arson.
Even though he is out now and says he
has reformed, he has left quite a blot on
our family history. My mother is a hard-
working woman who is getting old before
her time because of her troubles. My
younger brother is running around with
a bad crowd and frequently gets drunk.
Over a year ago I decided that I had

had enough, so I went to another state to

make a new start. I got a good job, took
an apartment with a nice girl, and through
her I met a wonderful set of new friends.

One of these friends is a young man with
whom I am in love. He has asked me to

marry him, and I have said that I would
but that I felt we should be engaged at

least a year. I have been a guest in his

home many times, and respect his parents.
They are fine people with excellant stan-
dards which have given them an enviable
position in the community.
Now my family have decided that since

I could make a new life for myself, they
can too. They want to move to this city.

I love my parents and my brother, but
I am heartsick for fear they will disgrace

me and that I will lose the man I love.

What can I do? Would it be dreadful for

me to tell them to stay where they are?
Joyce M.

I don’t think it would do any good to

tell your family to stay away. It is the

habit of families to follow the most suc-

cessful member, and in the ultimate
scheme of things, this is good. It is a fine
thing for one member of a clan to be able

to open new doors and to offer new hope
to loved ones.

This change might be exactly the tonic

needed by your younger brother to turn
him into a fine specimen. He may be
much like you: in need of a fresh en-

vironment which will influence him to de-

velop the constructive side of his nature.

Have you a problem which seems

fo have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.

Undoubtedly your mother needs you, a
fact of which, from the tone of your let-

ter, you are well aware.
Your father offers the most serious

problem. You should make inquiry in

your city, probably of some reliable medi-
cal doctor, as to the name and address of
a competent family counselor. The com-
mitting of arson is indicative of mental
disorder. Your father has been, and may
still be. a sick man. He needs help more
than censure. Given a fresh chance to

make good under the care of a competent
medical man, he may turn out to be a
source of pride to you.

In any case, you should tell your fiance
the story of your family. Better to have
faced this problem before you marry,
than to have it come up afterward.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty years old and have been

married eight months. My husband is

twentv-two and has been overseas for the
past six months. It seems a pity that, after

being together only two months, we are
drifting out of our marriage, but there is

good reason. I married an unreasonable
man.

It all started this way: my mother-in-
law loaned my husband one hundred dol-
lars so we could get married. Afterward,
she paid oUr rent for two months and
made two car payments for us, which came
to around one hundred and fifty dollars.

Then, while my husband was still on the

West Coast, she loaned me another one
hundred and fifty dollars.

I am getting an allotment of one hundred
dollars per month from my husband, but

I have to give half of that amount to my
mother. She is living on a pension and
needs every cent she can lay hands on.

I am living with her, so I feel that it is

only right for me to pay.
Here is the trouble: my husband keeps

asking me to get a job so that I will be

earning money. He says that we have to

work together to pay off that four hundred
dollars owed to his mother. My family

tells me not to be a dope for any man.
They say that if I start working now, he

will expect me to keep it up always. My
husband wants me to pay up our bills

and get something in the bank for a start

when he gets home, but my family say

it’s up to him to provide a home for me.

Personally, I think he is wrong to ex-

pect me to assume so much responsibility.

I think he should expect to take care of

me. Don’t you think I’m right?
Rosa E.

I think you have lost touch entirely

with the fact that you are living in 1952.

Your attitude indicates that you are a

princess living in the past and that it

would be too, too humiliating and unjust

( Continued on page 26)
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SEE the difference

TASTE the difference

j SMOKE the difference

21% Longer . ..

Extra-Mild and Soothing ...

pim Fatima Quality

"I look for real quality in

my dogs and guns-and in

my cigarette. That's why

I smoke extra-mild FATIMAS
You'll like them too."

NOTED SPORTSMAN— ENGINEER





Paint mnoWN

Frosted Nail Enamel

Regular Lipstick

New-Formula Nail Enamel

Indelible-Creme Lipstick .

.

Gown: Lawrence Gaines Jewels: Eisenberg Photo' Ivedon
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So quick! So easy!

and no other make-up looks and feels

so naturally lovely!
§n

Pan-Stik
by

max Factor
New cream make-up

ill stick form

®1 60 plus tax. In 7 enchanting

shades— to harmonize with any

complexion. At leading drug

and department stores.

Available in Canada at slightly

different prices.

LORI NELSON
as she looks when away from the cameras.

This vivacious young actress is now appearing in

MA AND PA KETTLE
AT THE FAIR”

Universal-International Picture

One of the many Hollywood beauties

who enhance their fresh, glowing,

natural loveliness with Max Factor
Pan-Stik Make-Up . . . wherever

they go . . . whatever they do!

To harmonise with her bloml

coloring and fair complexion.

Lori uses “Fair” Pan-Stik.

Gown by Ann Fogarty.

It's Pan-Stik*! Max Factor’s exciting new creamy make-up,

as easy to apply as lipstick. Shortens your make-up time

to just seconds. No puff, no sponge, no streaking.

Your Pan-Stik Make-Up is so gossamer-light, so dewy-fresh,

it looks and feels like your very own skin. Yet it conceals

every imperfection, stays lovely hours longer— with never a trace ot

“made-up” look. Pan-Stik is another of the

fabulous Max Factor products, created to

enhance the off-stage beauty of Hollywood’s

loveliest stars— and now brought to you.

Try Pan-Stik today. See how

Max Factor’s exclusive blend of

ingredients gives you a new,

more alluring, natural loveliness, with

perfect results guaranteed* the very

first time you use it.

T*!

Just stroke it on! Pan-
Stik s unique form makes
it so simple .and quick.

Just apply a few light

strokes to nose, forehead
and chin, with Pan-Stik
itself. No messy finger-

nail deposits as with
cream cake make-up; no
dripping as with liquid.

And Pan-Stik tucks
away neatly in your purse
for unexpected touch-ups
No spilling, no leaking.

A little does so much!
Pan-Stik Make-Up

spreatls far more easily,

just with the finger-

tips, blends more
evenly than any other

kind of make-up. Never
becomes greasy or shiny.

Covers more perfectly,

clings far longer. No
hourly touch-ups

necessary. Your skin

always feels and looks

so fresh — young —
naturally lovely.



fW Outstanding

FV' Good
V' Fair BRIEF REVIEWS
A—For adults

F—For the whole family

See page 28 for this month's reviews

yyy* (F) AFRICAN QUEEN, THE—U.A. : A
completely off-the-beaten path adventure story with

spinster Katharine Hepburn and rough mine-

worker Humphrey Bogart thrown together on a frail

river craft in German East Africa. They set out

to destroy an enemy gunboat and find a rare and un-

expected kind of love. With Robert Morley. (March)
^>/2 (F) BAREFOOT MAILMAN, THE—Colum-
bia : The southern coast of Florida in 1890 is the

setting for this odd little picture in which Terry
Moore, Robert Cummings and Jerome Courtland make
a perilous trip from Palm Springs to Miami. (Feb.)

1/ (A) BIG NIGHT, THE—US.A.: A depressing

drama in which John Barrymore Jr. sets out to seek

vengeance on the man responsible for the beating of

his father, Robert Preston. With Joan Lorring. (Jan.)

y (F) BOOTS MALONE—Columbia: Behind the

scenes story of the race-track stables introducing

Johnny Stewart as a rich kid who yearns to be a

jockey and Bill Holden as a shady agent who’s

reformed by the boy’s loyalty and affection. (Mar.)

yi,

y

(F) BUSHWHACKERS, THE—Rcalart
John Ireland, a peace-seeking Confederate ser-

geant, takes a newspaper job and gets involved in

killings, arson, and murder charges. A violent

Western. With Dorothy Malone, Lawrence Tierney.

(Msr )

yyy2 (F) CALLAWAY WENT THATAWAY—
M-G-M: A gay satire in which Howard Keel plays a

dual role of an alcoholic movie and TV cowboy and
the shy cowhand hired by Dorothy McGuire and
Fred MacMurray to impersonate the actor. (Feb.)

1/1/ (F) CHICAGO CALLING—U.A.: This un-

usual human interest story centers around Dan
Duryea’s effort to keep his phone from being discon-

nected as he awaits news of his injured daughter’s

chance of survival. W’ith Mary Anderson, Gordon
Gebert. (Feb.)

1/ (F) CIMARRON KID, THE—U-I : Audie
Murphy, after being twice railroaded to prison un-

justly, joins up with the murderous Dalton gang in

this ho-hum Western. With Beverly Tyler, Yvette
Dugay, John Hudson. (Mar.)

\/ (A) CLOUDBURST—U.A.: Robert Preston
takes the law into his own hands when his wife is

run down and killed by escaping murderers in this

grim but interesting British thriller. (Feb.)

yy'/ (A) DEATH OF A SALESMAN—Columbia:
Faithful screen version of the Pulitzer prize-winning
play which tells of the mental deterioration of an
average man whose false values lead to his down-
fall and the downfall of his sons. Starring Fredric
March. With Kevin McCarthy, Mildred Dunnock,
Cameron Mitchell. (Mar.)

V'\/ (F) DISTANT DRUMS—Warners: Gary
Cooper, shut off from the main route by Indians, is

forced to lead his soldiers and Mari Aldon across

150 miles of dangerous Florida swamplands in this

exciting adventure story. (Feb.)

/j/ (F) ELOPEMENT—20th Century-Fox: When
Anne Francis and William Lundigan decide to wed,
they lead their parents, Clifton Webb and Margalo
Gillmore, Charles Bickford and Evelyn Varden on a

mad and merry chase. With Reginald Gardiner.
(Feb.)

yy (F) FAMILY SECRET, THE—Columbia: John
Derek accidentally kills his best friend and refuses
to confess his crime—even when another man is

accused of murder—in this serious melodrama. With
Lee J. Cobb, Jody Lawrance. (Jan.)

1/14 ( F) FINDERS KEEPERS—U-I: A charming
little comedy with Tom Ewell and Julia Adams as
parents of two-year-old Dusty Henley, who finds a
fortune in a vacant lot and starts off an unusual
series of circumstances. (Feb.)

/V (F) FIRST TIME. THE—Columbia: A
light-hearted comedy about the trials and anxieties
of parents Barbara Hale and Robert Cummings as
seen through the eyes of their first offspring. (Mar.)
yy (A) FIXED BAYONETS

!

—20th Century-Fox:
A tough realistic episode in the Korean war in which
Richard Basehart is forced into command of a platoon
ordered to delay the enemy. With Gene Evans,
Michael O’Shea, Craig Hill, Richard Hylton. (Feb.)

y ( F) FLAME OF ARABY—U-I: Another Arabian
Nights tale revolving around the rivalry of Maureen
O’Hara and Jeff Chandler to capture the finest horse
in Araby. In Technicolor. (Feb.)

!4 (A) GIRL ON THE BRIDGE, THE—20th
Century-Fox: A mature and morbid drama about the
tragedy that ensues after middle-aged Hugo Haas
saves Beverly Michaels from suicide and makes
a home for her and her illegitimate child. (Mar.)
I/"l/ (F) GOLDEN GIRL—20th Century-Fox:

Mitzi Gaynor and Dale Robertson are delightful in
this romantic Technicolor musical about entertainer
Lotta Crabtree and her romance with a daring Con-
federate spy. With Dennis Day, James Barton. (Feb.)
1/1/1/ (F) GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, THE—Paramount: A spectacular Technicolor epic in
which the acts, atmosphere and excitement of the
Big Top are combined with the talents of Charlton
Heston, Betty Hutton, James Stewart, Gloria
Grahame, Cornel Wilde and Dorothy Lamour to
make this one of the most beautiful and dramatic
pictures of the year. (Mar.)
(F) GREEN GLOVE, THE—US. A.: Former para-
trooper Glenn Ford, returning to Europe to retrieve
a priceless gauntlet he found during the war, be-
comes mixed up in a hodgepodge of murder and
madness. With Geraldine Brooks, George Macready.
(Mar.)
J4l/ (F) HERE COME THE NELSONS—U-l

:

The ingredients for fun and frolic are missing as
the well-loved radio stars Ozzie, Harriet, David and
Rickey Nelson bring their family life to the screen.
With Rock Hudson, Barbara Lawrence. (Mar.)
I/ HONG KONG—Pine-Thomas-Paramount: War
veteran Ronald Reagan returns to China to pick up
a fast dollar, picks up war orphan Danny Chang
instead and discovers the boy possesses a rare idol.

A routine drama. With Rhonda Fleming. (Feb.)
yy'A (F) I WANT YOU—Goldwyn: A stirring and
adult drama about the effects of present-day world
on the lives and loves of every-day people as enacted
by Farley Granger, Peggy Dow, Dana Andrews,
Dorothy McGuire. (Jan.)
1/1/ (F) I’LL NEVER FORGET YOU—20th
Century-Fox: Modernized remake of classic “Berkeley
Square’’ in which scientist Tyrone Power journeys
two hundred years back in time only to find that
the old days weren’t so good after all. With Ann
Blyth as the 18th Century and modern miss Ty
learns to love and Michael Rennie. (Mar.)
1/1/ A (F) I’LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS—
Warners: Doris Day and Danny Thomas are a
tuneful twosome in a heartwarming musical bi-
ography of lyricist Gus Kahn and his wife Grace.
With Pat Wymore, Frank Lovejoy, James Gleason.
(Mar.)
1/(4 (F) IT’S A BIG COUNTRY—M-G-M: A
somewhat overdone lecture on what America is and
why we should love it, illustrated by eight separate
episodes of varied merit and enacted by an all-

star cast including Van Johnson, Ethel Barrymore,
Gene Kelly, Janet Leigh and Gary Cooper. (Mar.)
1/ (F) JAPANESE WAR BRIDE—20th Century-
Fox: When Don Taylor brings wife Shirley Yama-
guchi back to America a lot of high-powered un-
pleasantness results from the intolerance of family
and friends. An indecisive melodrama. With Cameron
Mitchell. (Mar.)
l/l/(4 (F) JUST THIS ONCE—M-G-M: Attor-
ney Janet Leigh is retained by Lewis Stone to pre-
vent Peter Lawford from squandering his fortune
in this delightful and diverting comedy. With
Richard Anderson. Marilyn Erskine. (Mar.)
(F) LADY S

A

T.S' NO, THE—U.A.: An antiquated
comedy about what happens when prudish young
authoress Joan Caulfield meets breezy photographer
David Niven. Who cares? (Tan.)
1/1/ (F) LET’S MAKE IT 'LEGAL—20th Century-
Fox: On the day of her divorce from Macdonald
Carey, grandmother Claudette Colbert starts being
pursued by ex-beau Zach Scott, much to the annoy-
ance of daughter, Barbara Bates, and Robert Wagner.
A happy comedy. (Jan.)
1/1/ (F) LIGHT TOUCH, THE—M-G-M: Pier
Angeli, a young artist, is lured into copying a stolen
masterpiece by Stewart Granger, in this exciting but
overlong comedy-drama. With George Sanders. (Jan.)
1/1/14 (F) MEET DANNY WILSON—U-I: Frank
Sinatra, Shelley Winters and Alex Nicol star in a
gripping story of a brash singer who hits the big-
time . . . and the effect it has on his ego. (Jan.)
I/ 1/ (F) MODEL AND THE MARRIAGE
BROKER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Amusing and
sentimental comedy revolving around Thelma Ritter’s
attempts to bring lonely people together and to make
a match between reluctant Jeanne Crain and Scott
Brady. With Michael O’Shea. (Mar.)
yy (F) MY FAVORITE SPY—Paramount: Bur-
lesque clown Bob Hope is called upon to impersonate
foreign agent. Bob Hope, and becomes involved with
siren Hedy Lamarr and dangerous international spies
in this breezy bit of slapstick. (Jan.)
yy (F) NAVAJO—Lippert: A beautiful story of
a small Indian boy, showing how he reasons and how
he reacts to his natural enemy, the white man.

With Francis Kee Teller. (Mar.)
k/(4 (F) ON DANGEROUS GROUND—RKO:
Weary and embittered plainsclothesman Robert Ryan
undergoes a miraculous change when he meets blind
girl Ida Lupino, while on a case involving Ida’s
brother. Moderately interesting drama. (Mar.)
l/l/(4 QUO VADIS—M-G-M: The long awaited
Technicolor super-epic complete with the pomp,
pageantry, and burning of ancient Rome, and the
romance of Nero's soldier Robert Taylor and Christian
maiden Deborah Kerr. With Leo Genn, Peter
Ustinov and a cast of thousands. (Feb.)
1/1/ (F) RACKET, THE—RKO: Rough, tough,
action film attempting to show links between poli-

ticians and criminals with Bob Mitchum as a fearless
police officer out to get hoodlum Robert Ryan. With
Liz Scott, Brett King, Robert Hutton. (Jan.)
1/1/ (F) RED MOUNTAIN, THE—Paramount:
Ex-Confederate officer Alan Ladd heads West to re-

establish a gold claim and becomes involved with
Quantrell’s outlaw raiders. A well plotted Technicolor
Western. With Lizabeth Scott, Arthur Kennedy,
John Ireland. (Feb.)
1/1/ (F) ROOM FOR ONE MORE—Warners:
Cary Grant and Betsy Drake face the problem of
winning over foster children Iris Mann and Clifford
Tatum Jr. in an absorbing domestic drama. (Feb.)
1/(4 (F) SAILOR BEWARE—Wallis-Para.

: Jerry
Lewis and Dean Martin are at it again—this time as
gobs whose slapstick antics all but sink the U. S.
Navy. Corinne Calvet, Marion Marshall and Vince
Edwards are part of what passes for a plot. (Mar.)
1/1/ (F) SHADOW IN THE SKY—M-G-M:
Nancy Davis and James Whitmore take her brother,
emotionally shattered war vet Ralph Meeker, into
their home and try to help him find himself again.
An absorbing drama. With Jean Hagen. (Mar.)
yVz (F) SILVER CITY—Paramount: Fast-moving
Western built around the search for silver and the
romance between Edmond O’Brien and Yvonne De
Carlo. With Barry Fitzgerald. (Jan.)

k/ (F) SLAUGHTER TRAIL—RKO: A dull West-
ern in which soldiers chase robbers and Indians
chase soldiers to the constant accompaniment of
distracting off-screen singing. With Brian Donlevy,
Robert Hutton. (Jan.)

(F) STARLIFT—Warners: An all-star cast
including Doris Day, Gene Nelson, Ruth Roman,
Gordon MacRae, Virginia Mayo, Gary Cooper, Jane
Wyman in a gay musical about the "way the stars
build morale of servicemen. Janice Rule and Ron
Hagerthy carry the plot. (Jan.)
1/(4 (F) STRANGE DOOR, THE—U-I: A real
chiller-diller in which Charles Laughton plans to
marry niece Sally Forrest to scalawag Richard Stap-
ley in order to avenge the marriage of his brother
to the girl he loved years before. (Jan.)
1/(4 (F) TANKS ARE COMING, THE—Warners:
Steve Cochran ignores orders of superior officers Phil
Carey, Robert Horton—through the push from France
to Germany—as he rules his crew, Paul Picerni, Rob-
ert Boom, Eugene Baxter, with an iron fist; tries to
win the war single-handedly. With Mari Aldon (Jan.)
y'A (F) TEN TALL MEN—Columbia: Tongue
in cheek French Foreign Legion adventure with Burt
Lancaster as a tough sergeant who kidnaps princess
Jody Lawrance and proceeds to lead the Arabs a
merry chase over the burning sands of the Sahara.
With Gilbert Roland. (Jan.)
1/1/ (F) TOO YOUNG TO KISS—M-G-M

:
June

Allyson poses as child prodigy in order to obtain
an audition with concert manager Van Johnson

—

and the inevitable happens in this frothy comedy.
With Gig Young. (Jan.)

1/1/ (F) TWO TICKETS TO BROADWAY—
RKO: A happy talent-laden musicial in which Tony
Martin, Janet Leigh, Gloria DeHaven, Ann Miller,
Barbara Lawrence, try—with the misguidance of
Eddie Bracken—to crash TV. (Jan.)
1/ (F) WEEK-END WITH FATHER-. A merry
comedy in which widowed Van Heflin and Pat Neal
try to find romance together despite the disapproval
of her daughters, Gigi and Janine Perreau and his
sons, Jimmy Hunt and Tommy Rettig. With Virginia
Field. (Feb.)

l/l/ (4 (F) WESTWARD THE WOMEN—M-G-M:
Robert Taylor escorts Denise Darcel and 137 other
women across the plains to a new life in California
in this absorbing drama of pioneer days. With Tohn
Mclntire, Julie Bishop. (Jan.)
1/1/ (F) WILD NORTH, THE—M-G-M: North-
west mountie Wendell Corey sets out to bring ac-
cused murderer Stewart Granger back to civilization,
only to have Granger save his life instead. A rugged
adventure yarn. With Cyd Charisse. (Mar.)



CAL YORK’S GOSSIP

p

Two guys and a doll:

Anthony Quinn, Gregory Peck

and Ann Blyth aren’t at

a costume ball. They’re co-

starring in period story,

“The World in His Arms”

Sitting this one out:

Vera-Ellen and Fred Astaire

take a rest between

scenes on “Belle of New York”
set. He plays a Park Avenue
playboy—she’s his Mission-

Belle sweetheart
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Nudging the News: The Alan Ladds were
officially cited as Hollywood’s ideal married
couple of the year, as Nick Stuart (one of Sue
Ladd’s former husbands) made plans to return

to the screen . . . Meanest robbers in the world
relieved Linda Darnell and Jane Wyman of

their furs and jewels, which resulted in both
lovely ladies hiring night watchmen . . . Pier

Angeli treated herself to a broken arm when
she fell ten feet from rehearsing on a movie
tightrope . . . Shelley Winters got her way
(natch) and flew to Rome to see Vittorio Gass-
man, who she hopes will get a divorce in Las
Vegas and then marry her . . . For the second
time in a row lanky, likable John Wayne was
named number one on the top ten at the box-
office list. Runners-up were Abbott and Cos-
tello, Bing Crosby, Bob Hope, Randy Scott,

Gary Cooper, Doris Day and Spencer Tracy.
Here’s hoping those Hollywood stars who be-

lieve their own publicity, will stop, look and
toss away their scrapbooks!

Sissy Stuff: Cal just happened to arrive on
the “Outcasts of Poker Flats” set as Cameron
Mitchell turned into a louse to end all lice—for

the camera, of course. First he slapped Anne
Baxter woozy, next he pistol-whipped Billy

Lynn after breaking his arm and then shot

Miriam Hopkins in the back. Humphrey Bogart
and Richard Widmark also happened to walk in

just as Cameron was in the midst of his dirty

work. “Let’s get out of here,” cracked Bogie
to Dick, “before this filthy rat gives us an
inferiority complex!”

Studio Scuttlebut: Robert Mitchum, who is

singularly unimpressed by the behavior of

most people, was so impressed with Ann
Blyth’s conduct on “The Korean Story,” he
presented her with heavy amethyst earrings
at the end of the picture ... A discouraged
Jack Palance (he played that fabulous killer

in “Panic in the Streets”) was about to quit
Hollywood cold when Joan Crawford selected
him to play opposite her in “Sudden Fear” . . .

“Across the Wide Missouri,” considered a
lemon by critics, is cleaning up at the box
office, while “Callaway Went Thataway” re-

ceived rave notices and is laying an egg that
has nothing to do with Easter!

Marilyn Monroe’s date at big party following “The
African Queen” is RKO director, Nick Ray. He and

Gloria Grahame are parting—via the divorce courts

Hollywood opening of “Two Tickets to Broadway” turned whole

town into a carnival. Even Dorothy Mitchum, soon to be a mother

again, joined big parade with husband Bob, sons Jim, Chris

Meet the champion—as far as Janet Leigh is concerned! She stopped by to visit

Tony Curtis on set of “Flesh and Fury.” He plays role of deaf-mute boxer
15



THAT’S
HOLLYWOOD

FOR YOU
By SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Sidney Skolsky

You might not believe this from her appearance but in her
set Janet Leigh is considered “one of the boys” . . . Danny
Thomas is proof that the handsome movie hero doesn’t have
to be handsome . . . Bing Crosby can revive “Down the Old
Ox Road” in his next picture as far as I’m concerned . . .

I have never seen Joan Crawford in a movie and believed she
was a poor working girl . . . Maybe Ezio Pinza needs Mary
Martin in order to have sex appeal . . . I’m willing to bet any
amount—and give odds—that Betsy von Furstenberg will

never be a movie star . . . Former candy-store owners should
make the best movie theatre managers . . . The most good-
natured actress I’ve ever met is Marie Wilson. She’d give you
the shirt off her back. And I mean back. It’s off already in

front . . . Chorus girls in movies don’t seem to be as pretty as they used to be . . .

Whenever an actress makes a pal out of her hairdresser, I tab the actress to be a very
lonely person . . . James Mason told me, “The average Hollywood actress has enough
talent to permit survival, but not much more.” Guess Bill Saroyan isn’t the only person
Mason slapped . . . My old friend Tom Jenk says that money
doesn’t talk these days—it goes without saying.

Mickey Rooney no longer dreams of growing taller . . .

I’ve seen Scott Brady in a laundromat doing his own washing
just like a housewife . . . Most trailers give away too much
of the picture and spoil it . . . To me Errol Flynn is a dope
to go on a trip alone when he can have “Legs” Wymore with
him . . . George Raft’s hair is all gray and he looks like a
dignified gangster waiting to talk to Kefauver . . . Holly-
wood to me is the forecourt of Grauman’s Chinese Theatre.
And I wish they’d stop putting footprints of unworthy actors
there just for the publicity . . . When Bebe Haas asked Hedy
Lamarr, “How’s your husband?” Hedy answered, “New!” . . .

Leo Genn should be in Hollywood making a movie ... I

don’t think even Elizabeth Taylor looks pretty in her poodle haireut . . . This style

haircut makes many catty actresses look doggy . . . Rita Hayworth’s picture will

have to be very good to overcome her bad publicity ... I must admit that since TV
I hate to go to anything I can’t tune out . . . Complaint department history has no
record of a woman who ever tore an old pair of stockings on a movie seat.

Gene Tierney deserves better movies . . . Denise Darcel Admits she can’t resist

big American men, particularly those with blue eyes ... I must admit that I never
would have picked Leslie Caron, and her appeal still eludes me . . . Marlon Brando is

not particular where he sleeps. I’ve seen him take a snooze on the floor. Marlon’s

as unconventional about bed as about anything else . . . Some of the latest photo-
graphs of Patricia Neal leave no doubt about what Gary Cooper saw in her . . .

Hollywood to me is Hollywood Boulevard and Vine Street. But I wish actors would
go there once in a while so the tourists wouldn’t be so disappointed . . . When I

know an actress wears falsies, she isn’t sexy to me . . Definition of a starlet: a

promising actress who gets along famously with everyone, as long as they’re famous
. . Walter Bullock tells about the producer who said to him, “This script has the

same old stuff. Can’t you give me some new cliches?”

Joyce Holden is good fun at a party . . . Gregory Peck seldom tells a funny story.

“It takes a special talent to be a comic,” says Greg . . . Jane Russell is an actress

who can forget her lines when she has nothing to say . . . Shelley Winters told me
that platonic friendship is someihing only possible be-

tween man and wife . . . I’m looking forward to Charlie

Chaplin's “Limeiight” . . . Gloria Grahame is now on
my list for my desert island. She’s got it . . . Clark Gable
and Ava Gardner look as if they belong together on the

screen. It’s too had they can’t get a good movie . . . All I

know about Rock Hudson is that he goes with girls . . . Jerry
Lewis reminds me of a bellboy in a middle-class hotel . . .

Jan Sterling and Paul Douglas get along splendidly, even
when they quarrel . . . The trousers of June Allvson’s

pajamas are generally baggy .... At Romanoff’s there’s a

blackboard where the celebrities write their names in chalk.

There is also an eraser. Fame written in chalk ready to be
erased. That’s Hollywood for you.Gloria Grahame

Leo Genn

...Inside
.

Silver Lining: If there was a dark
moment in Dale Robertson’s marriage,
take it from Cal these two couldn’t be
happier today. They’ve dated the stork
and they admit it because it merely hap-
pens to be true. Twice before it was
rumored and twice before those Holly-
wood columnists were playing their usual
guess game. Over the holidays Dale
drove Jackie to Oklahoma to meet the
home folks. She fell so in love with them
she wanted to stay back there for a
longer visit. Wisely, they finally decided
it would be better for her to be back here
where she could be closer to their family
doctor. Dale’s mother and brothers have
been invited to visit Hollywood when the
baby is born this summer. Wanna bet our
casting directors won’t blow their tops
when they get a gander at the other Rob-
ertson men? They’re equally as hand-
some as Dale.

Hollywood Hog Wash: That Katharine
Hepburn drives a beat-up jalopy that
looks like it escaped from a junk yard.
It’s an old model Ford, newly painted
black and polished to shining perfection
. . . That Robert Arthur’s parents made
a special trip here from Washington to

meet his new girl friend, Wanda Hendrix.
The kids were under contract together
several years ago at Warners . . . That
Janet Leigh is going to retire, raise
babies and just be little ol’ Mrs. Anthony
Curtis . . . That beautiful and popular
Virginia Grey, who gets more phone calls

than any gal in Hollywood, is toting a
torch for one Mr. Gable . . . That Ann
Sothern is, or ever has considered, enter-
ing a religious order as reported.

Sights You See: Farley Granger and
terrific dancer Jimmy Mitchell (M-G-M
always casts him to play those unworthy
heavies!) congregating with friends at
Trianon, a charming little French restau-
rant on the Sunset Strip . . . Jane Wyman
with Travis Kleefeld adding additional
glamour to singer Fran Warren’s glam-

Mgjpi^sr.v

Ann Miller and Barbara Lawrence prepare for

the spotlight they shared at big premiere of

their picture, “Two Tickets to Broadway”
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Stuff...

Hollywood
Party Line

BY EDITH GWYNN

Mr-
orous Mocambo opening . . . Beauty and
the beast—or Jane Powell splitting a fat

Nova Scotia lobster at the King’s while
she hums along with the Disc Jockey . . .

Roy Rogers and Dale Evans fishing off

the coast of Malibu, where a whale sud-

denly emerged next to their boat and
sent them scooting back to their boots

and saddles!

Canine Critic: Hearing Smudgie, her
pet pooch, howling his head off, Doris Day
went into the living room to investigate.

With back stiffened and fur all but flying

he was sitting there watching a popular
singing star make her debut on television!

No, Smudgie didn’t receive an extra
special bone for his loyalty. Doris never
worries about rival singers and anyway,
she has too much humor to consider any-
thing but the very funny side of this very
funny story!

Slow Poke: Everybody loves her but

|

the fact still remains, somehow Marilyn
/ Monroe always manages to be behind

schedule. Although she has never been
known to hold up a set—she does keep

: even reporters waiting. That’s like

breaking one of the ten commandments
in Hollywood.

Armed Guard: Here’s one for the

Hollywood book. The Stewart Grangers
took Elizabeth Taylor and Michael Wild-
ing to Palm Springs just before the

latter departed for England. Liz and
Michael didn’t want to pose for photog-
raphers down there, because of the little

time they had left to be together. When
the Grangers were asked to pose sep-

arately, they begged off, explaining—
I

1 “We’re chaperoning and it wouldn’t be
very nice for us to leave Elizabeth and
Michael by themselves!”

Wherp Men Are Men: Wearing a
beautiful new gown, Joanne Dru floated

down the stairway as her young son,

(Continued on page 18 )

Katie Grayson, who has been living very quiet-

ly since divorce from Johnnie Johnston, came
with David May, once wed to Ann Rutherford

Marie Wilson, Jane Russell, Tony Mar-
tin, Cyd Charisse at Pantages premiere

used to be identified with knits only for

Spring! Spring! Spring around, gals, and
get yourselves one of the first and newest
resort dresses now blooming in the shops.
As always, they’re the real tip-off as to

what we’ll be wearing for months to come.
When Arlene Dahl and Lex Barker had a
bunch of their friends in for a Swedish grog
party, she wore a simple short-sleeved V-
necked dress of a wonderful beige nubbed
silk. It was a perfect foil for her Titian
coloring. There’s a narrow button-down
panel of matching beige linen from neck to

hem of its moderately full skirt; the cuffs

are edged with linen, too. Arlene wore
gobs of bright coral and gold jewelry with
it. Jeanne Crain and Georgiana Montal-
ban, both expectin’, were wearing beauti-
fully embroidered and beaded sweater
cardigan jackets over their full skirts. The
one-time prosaic sweater is now in full

swing as a real glamour job. And the
sequins, headings, embroidery, etc., that
winter wear, are now chic all year round.

John Lund’s pretty wife Marie whipped up a flaring, quilted gold-toned crepe skirt

to go with a beautiful gold sweater decorated with topaz sequins that she bought

—

and wore this stunning outfit to a party at my house. Lena Horne wore a chartreuse
sweater crushed into a big skirt of chartreuse silk faille, its unpressed pleats held to

a tiny waistline by a corset-like belt of black patent. Lena sang for us all accom-
panied by her husband Lennie Hayton, alternating with Roger Edens, the former
pianist and musician who arranges all Judy Garland’s songs as a gesture of friend-
ship, even though he’s a producer now. Errol Flynn and Pat Vymore, the Bruce
Cabots, the Herbert Marshalls, the Johnny Greens, Angela Greene and lovely Donna
Reed in black lace were other dropper-inners at Chez Gwynn. Omigosh, almost
forgot the Van Johnsons. Van was wearing a dark blue suit, bright red flannel vest,

bright red socks and black suede slippers with dull gold embroidery on ’em that
Van said he bought in England. For laughs maybe?

There was dancing in the streets—but literally—the night Howard Hughes preemed
“Two Tickets to Broadway.” Traffic at Hollywood and Vine came to a stop; there
were people standing on roofs of buildings around the Pantages Theatre as uniformed
men (soldiers, sailors and marines) grabbed cuties from the Studio Club (specially

invited for the event) and did Charlestons and rhumbas right on the street! Manny
Harmon’s hot band blared from a raised platform in the lobby. People broke through
police lines and mobbed the celebs and star Tony Martin got into the general mad
spirit and did some vocalizing. Jane Russell, wearing the heaviest pair of chandelier
earrings you’ve ever seen (see cut), got a big hand fi-om the crowd. Kathryn Grayson,
with David May, was in pale gray; Gloria de Haven was with her pa, Carter de Haven;
Laraine Day looked perky in bright red taffeta with Leo Durocher; Joyce Holden, with
Dok Stanford, was a charmer in a net dress that shaded from blues to deep violet tones.

There was a mad crush of humanity at the party hosted by Frank Sinatra after

the preview of “Meet Danny Wilson” at the Ambassador. Ava Gardner remained in

the background as Frank bounced around being nice as all-get-out to the press and
other invitees—even sang for the crowd. There was quite a jam session later, with
Dean Martin, Janet Leigh, Tony Curtis, the Jeff Chandlers, Marilyn Maxwell,
Shelley Winters, Donald O’Connor, Billy Eckstine and Rock Hudson taking part.

There’s one more party we must tell you about—because it was such fun and
so gay. I’m referring to the night Sam Spiegal and Humphrey Bogart, who co-
produced “The African Queen,” invited a hundred guests to a special showing, then
wined and dined them later with a supper dance at Romanoff’s. After that delightful

movie, everyone was in a fun mood and when they got to Romanoff’s they found
hundreds of little toy monkeys strung from ribbons over the bar and their tables
decorated with tiny mechanical elephants, lizards, etc., that really “did their stuff'

when wound up. Lauren Bacall, in a black and white cocktail dress, acted as

hostess for such as Cary Grant and Betsy Drake, Marilyn Monroe with Nick Ray
(being unwound from Gloria Grahame), Dan Dailey (stag), the Ray Millands,
Arlene Dahl and Lex Barker, Ann Miller, in white trimmed with lots of white
ostrich feathers, with Eddie Grainger, the James Masons (Mrs. M. in a slinky black
crepe gown), Eleanor Parker in flowing yellow chiffon.



What

Hollywood's

WHISPERING
About

By P. S. LOWE

Bing Crosby’s desire to get into the
science-fiction mood of film-making. He
suggested his next “Road” picture be
changed from “Bali” to “Road to the Moon,”
and in all seriousness, too . . . Bob Hope’s
wonderful remark when someone admired
his new tuxedo: “Did it with an old suit of

underwear and some boot polish” . . .

Anne Baxter’s unsuccessful effort to charm
a policeman out of giving her a parking
ticket. Evidently the officer remembered
her “Eve.” He wouldn’t be taken in.

Rhonda Fleming’s hair-raising expe-
rience in England when she got locked in

a Westminster Abbey Tower and, unable
to attract the attention of any of the
king’s men, was not rescued for over an
hour . . . Sterling Hayden’s sudden inter-

est in his career. Sterling always said

sailing came first. Now he’s done an
about-face and even sold his boat . . . The
New York Palace’s pipe dream of getting

Ava and Frank Sinatra to follow Judy
Garland there.

The violent protests of Ruth Hussey’s
brood when Ruth became a blonde for her
role in “Minnesota” . . . Joan Crawford
testing the cameramen who will photograph
her next, “Sudden Fear” . . . Joan Ben-
nett’s plans to open a chain of beauty
parlors in Manhattan.

Rhonda Fleming

John Agar’s turning down a huge check
and one of the best parts in Hollywood
when he learned the independent pro-
ducer intended cashing in on the pub-
licity which ensued from John’s prison
term . . . The movie biography of his
grandfather’s life as a Florida cracker
that John Mitchum is writing . . . The
new mink coat Ginger Rogers is wearing,
rumored to be a present from Greg
Bautzer.

Jean Peters’s revelation that she has kept
a diary every day for five years and plans
to publish it . . . Liz Taylor’s demand for
a $3,500 increase over her current take-
home pay, if she re-signs with Metro

—

and everyone’s speculation as to whether
she’ll receive it when her present deal is

up this July. Also, before she starts her
next picture, Liz wants to fly to Korea to
entertain the troops . . . The shiner Robert
Ryan got from teaching the kids in his
Valley school the art of self-defense.

The partings between Joan Crawford
and Warners, Dana Andrews with Fox
and Goldwyn. Both wanted the right to
work on TV . . . The beautiful blonde
Gary Cooper is dating quietly, who is

anything but the spittin’ image of Patricia
Neal . . . The reason Judy Holliday and
Bette Davis will never become friends.

INSIDE STUFF
(Continued from page 17)

Richard Ralph, looked up with adoring
eyes. “Oh, mother!” he exclaimed breath-
lessly. “You’re the prettiest woman in the
whole world!” Joanie thanked him pro-
fusely. “Why, mother,” he added, “you’re
even as pretty as Dale Evans!”

Date with Fate: It was such a- happy
tenth anniversary for the Gene Nelsons:
The Gordon MacRaes and the Gower
Champions gathered ’round Miriam’s bed
in the living room where Gene had placed
it in front of the television set. Just four
months more—in April—his wife would be
up again with the new baby Gene hoped
to call Jennifer. Eleven days later, on
New Year’s Eve when happy people cele-
brate, Gene rushed Miriam to the hos-
pital. Sadly they somehow managed to
explain to their little son that he’d have
to wait patiently for the little sister they
still hope and pray to give him.

Hollywood Looking Glass: As proof
that he isn’t marrying Jane Nigh, dapper
Dan points to his new bachelor apart-
ment which he says, “I’ve furnished in
Early Dailey” . . . The unworthy ma-
terial given to Errol Flynn for his TV
debut with Abbott and Costello proves
that movies are better than ever . . .

Practically half of Hollywood is plugging
for Joyce Holden who is merely perfect
for “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” . . .

Economy note: Claudette Colbert, who
hasn’t given a big party in seven years,
dreamed up a dilly for the Jack Bennys’
25th wedding anniversary . . . They
wanted Katharine Hepburn to wear shorts
or abbreviated skirts for her tennis play-
ing scenes in “Pat and Mike.” P.S. She
is wearing slacks! . . . Ida Lupino, in her
new role of expectant mother, is playing
it like the grand trouper she is . . . For-
tunately for Shelley Winters, she didn’t
overhear the conversation between Joseph
Cotten, who plays opposite the bombastic
blonde in “Untamed,” and Frank Sinatra,
who wishes it hadn’t happened in “Meet
Danny Wilson”.

(Continued on page 20)
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Kim Crawford feels like a real cowpuncher in his new Western togs. He and mother

Kay joined Brod in Yuma, Ariz., where Pop’s on location for “The Sabre and the Arrow”

Jim Stewart, behind prison walls for convict scene, in

story of “Carbine Williams,” who invented carbine gun



John decorated their second-hand station

wagon with family emblem—3 derricks

Daddy’s picture! John, amused, finds he’s

the current attraction at a local theatre.

He’ll be seen next in "Scandal Sheet”

Hi-ho, Silver! John and Patti, shopping
for one of the zany hats everyone wears,

couldn’t resist buying son a cowboy suit

Palm Springs WEEKEND
The desert called—and the Dereks were off on a rest

cure that sent them home happy—and exhausted!

The Dereks, with Russell safely anchored on John’s knee, look down at hundreds of

palms that give Palm Springs, located on an old Indian reservation, its name

“Let’s drive down to the desert for

the weekend,” suggested John. And
Patti Derek didn’t have to be urged!
John and Patti swam in the Racquet
Club’s turquoise pool, took Russell sight-

seeing and shopping in the village. At
Palm Canyon, John had to explain to

Russell why there were no Indians.
Wise in the ways of Nature, the Indians
had warned everyone that great storms
would soon come and flood the Canyon
and, for the first time in many years,
the entire tribe had moved up into the
hills.

When Howard Duff, also a guest at

the Club, offered to babysit (he needed
the practice, he said, now that he’s

going to be a poppa!) the Dereks
jumped at the chance to join friends
on the tennis courts, and go for a
tandem bike tour of the picturesque
village.

It was over all too soon. Even Rus-
sell, nodding sleepily in his new cowboy
outfit, protested, “I don't want to go
home yet!”

Life at the Racquet Club centers around the r

beautiful pool. Here guests swim, play

games and lunch on patio surrounding pool



INSIDE STUFF

Impertinent

INTERVIEW

BY MIKE CONNOLLY
Hollywood. Reporter Columnist

The news that Esther Williams had been
handed the Sour Apple by the Hollywood
Women’s Press Club jolted Hollywood.
I, for one, couldn’t understand how any-
body could consider Esther uncooperative.
Determined to track down the real reason
for Esther’s doubtful honor, I went to

Esther herself.

Sitting across from me in the M-G-M
commissary, Esther turned on that melt-
ing smile and said, “I honestly don’t know
why they named me. I don’t know any-
body who works harder to please inter-

viewers and photographers.
“You know what? I think I’ll bundle

up all the interviews and photos I’ve done
this year and send them to the girls.

Maybe when they see them in one lump
like that they’ll realize how hard I’ve

worked and feel a little kindlier toward
me.”

I checked up on Esther’s claim later and
found that in ten months she had been
interviewed for twenty-four magazine
and newspaper layouts. In addition, she
had posed for twenty-five pictorial layouts
during that period and appeared on thir-

teen magazine covers. She also had enter-
tained in fifteen hospitals. Add them all

together and you have just about as much
time as a star, a wife and a mother of two
children can possibly spare.
To get the Hollywood Women’s Press

Troops at the Korean war front got this view of

cute Piper Laurie on recent USO tour. Writer,

actor, director Richard Norris is stage partner

Is Esther, with Donna Reed, collecting

magazines to prove she is cooperative?

Club’s side of the hassle, I called on several
of the ladies of the press.

“Esther is cooperative, all right, but
only with big columnists and name maga-
zine writers—not with the everyday work-
ing press,” one of them said. “She dictates

what she wants in print about herself!”

Another said, “Esther always is a half-

hour to two hours late for an interview.
At a sitting she says to the photographer,
‘Hurry up, now, I have to meet Ben at The
Trails in an hour.’ Now I ask you, what
kind of portraits can you get in fifteen

minutes? But don’t take my word for it.

Ask the boys how impossible she can be.”
I promptly talked to several photog-

raphers. “Remember when the Press Club
named Greer Garson as most uncoopera-
tive of the year?” one asked. “Well, Greer
became a good girl after that, didn’t she?
That’s the way the Press Club girls hope
it will be with Esther. They hope she’ll

be big enough to correct her mistakes of

the past. Why, I can remember a time
when Esther would have stood on her head
to get her picture published. And you
wanna know something—as big a star as

she is, she still needs to have her picture

in the paper because the public likes to

see it there! The final verdict always rests

with them.”
And there you have both sides of the

story.

The man behind the mustache is Charles

Laughton, with David Wayne on the set of

"Full House,” adapted from an 0. Henry story

(Continued from page 18)
Pink and Blue News: While three-

year-old Stephen Humphrey Bogart un-
derwent an operation for hernia, his
“hard-boiled” old man paced hospital
halls with tears in his eyes. The Bogarts
will be rewarded with a second visit from
the stork, come August . . . Bette Davis
took her little Bee-Dee right back to the
Santa Ana Hospital where she was born,
for that tonsillectomy . . . Viveca Lind-
fors, who has two children by her first

husband, didn’t mind canceling her New
York play for director Don Siegel’s baby
which arrives in July . . . The Howard
Keels have until late summer to select
another unusual name for the expected
brother, or sister, of little Kaiya Liane
. . . British ballerina Moira Shearer (who
had to bow out of “Hans Christian An-
dersen”) is hoping she has twins . . . The
James Whitmores, who have two sons,
have requested the stork to make that
June delivery feminine gender.

Twinkle-Twinkle: Cal was fooled just
like everyone else who visited the
“Dream Boat” set. She was wearing a
curly bx-own wig, thick curved eyebrows
and a cupid’s-bow mouth. Her skirt

ended at her knees. She stood next to us,

“accidentally” nudged us with her elbow
and squealed with delight when we finally

recognized—Ginger Rogers! You kids
who are too young to remember pre-
talkie pictures will get a great kick out
of this one. Ginger and Clifton Webb
play silent-day movie stars—just the way
they used to chew up the scenery. “No
one recognizes me in this get-up,”
laughed Ginger. “Even a wardrobe
woman who dressed me for years cut me
cold on the lot!” We asked her if she
now had her fill of the New York theatre.
“Not until I’ve had a smash hit on
Broadway,” she answered. Knowing
Ginger as we do, it can happen there!

According to Cal: Looks like love be-
tween Joan Fontaine and Collier Young,
though both still deny it. Vacationing
at the same time in Mexico, Joanie looked
heavier and happier than she has in years
. . . The brothers of Ronald Reagan, Spen-
cer Tracy and Bing Crosby proved that
acting talent doesn’t run in the family
when the boys appeared together on a

TV show . . . Sterling Hayden has can-
celed those divorce proceedings which
could mean a reconciliation with the
mother of his three children . . . Family
opposition or not, Ed Tierney, who used
to stand in for his brother Scott Brady,
married actress Hanne Axman . . . The
same week Abbott and Costello contrib-

uted $15,000 to the St. Joseph’s Hospital
building fund, the chubby one was or-

dered to answer to a charge for smoking
in a restricted backstage area . . . Mark-
ing finis to ten years of marriage to dress

designer Oleg Cassini, Gene Tierney is

so in love with Argentina, she plans a

part-time home there.

It’s True That: Happy-hearted, sunny-
dispositioned Doris Day, Photoplay’s
Gold Medal winner, has issued an edict.

She didn’t appreciate all those crying

scenes in “Alexander, the Big Leaguer”
and won’t turn on the watei'-works in

future films . . . Susan Hayward won the

first “Oscar” for 1952. It’s a miniature
gold replica presented to her by Director

Walter Lang, who believes Susie will tote

home a real one when “With a Song in

My Heart” is released . . . Jane Wyman
is giving the most painful performance

(Continued on page 23)



HERE’S YOUNGER- LOOKING, LASTING HAIR COLOR ... IN MERE MINUTES!

WHY TOLERATE THE GRAY STRANDS that so often say "old”? In just minutes,

ROUX COLOR SHAMPOO colors every visible gray or dull hair—brings you

radiant, younger-looking haircolor again! And whether you’d match your natural

shade or change it, make it lighter or darker, Roux treatments mean lasting color,

natural-looking color, with no flat, painted look. Visit your beauty salon for this

quick-acting, loiv-cost way to lovelier haircolor!

COLOR
SHAMPOOEASY AS 1-2-3 THIS "SHAMPOO” WAY!

1. Coloring
mixture poured

right from bot-

tle—a FINGER
application.

PROFESSIONAL COLORISTS USE MORE ROUX THAN ALL OTHER COLORINGS COMBINED

2. Same with

the ends. No
combing. No
paint brush.

3. It's sham-
pooed. And
THIS color won’t

wash out!

Use according to directions.

FREE! 'You and Your Haircolor,” an i

booklet on haircoloring. Write ROUX.
91, Triboro Station, New York 35, N. Y.



here’s ©eltah's

)resenting the lovely

)ELTAH DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY NECKLACE
a luminous strand of exquisite simulated pearls

with genuine diamond set in the 10K white gold safety clasp

Here’s Deltuh’s glorious necklace to celebrate 60 years of creating

beautiful simulated pearls for beautiful women! This lovely

strand has a soft, moonlight glow . . . the diamond sparkles

like a star, set in a fine 10K white gold clasp.

With your Anniversary Necklace in its trans-

lucent plastic gift chest, you’ll also receive,

without any extra cost, Deltah’s exquisite

Souvenir Pin, brilliantly rhodium-plated

and set with flashing rhinestones!

AT BETTE* JEWELERS

^Deltah
DIAMOND ANNIVERSARY NECKIAC

$18 -75

this exquisite pir

(authentic copy of originc

in diamonds and platinur

valued at $1,500.0C

is yours without extra cos

when you buy th

Diamond Anniversary Necklac

VIRGINIA MAYO
co-starring in

STARLIFT
A Warner Bros. Production



Highlights from Hymie Fink’s camera of Patti and Jerry Lewis’s seventh anniversary. Top, Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, Mona Freeman wait

for Jerry to appear with Patti, for whom Jerry planned party as a surprise. Patti was so excited when she saw the gang, she began to cry!

Upper right, Mona proves she’s as big a mugger as Jeyry! Above, Janet, Mona's husband Pat Nerney, Mona, Patti and Mrs. Howard Ross

(Continued frovi page 20)

of her career in “The Story of Will
Rogers.” Period costumes prohibit that
brace Janie must wear to support her
floating kidney.

Between Takes: They’re getting a

I) kick out of playing themselves with
: Katharine Hepburn and Spencer Tracy
in “Pat and Mike,” but you should hear
golf pros Beverly Hanson and Babe Did-
rikson groan over those early morning
calls in the make-up department . . .

Everyone at U-I is hysterical over Shel-
ley Winters’ experiences in Italy’s rail-

road stations. In answer to her “Me
Hollywood movie star—me want ticket,”

the bewildered Italians threw up their
hands, exclaiming: “Wonder why she
doesn’t speak English!” . . . Remember
that super-sexy pin-up picture Photoplay
ran of Marilyn Monroe last year? G.I.’s

still are tearing it out of the magazine to
> send to Marilyn to be autographed.

Party Line: Just a hop and a skip from
the heart of Hollywood and Cal was

INSIDE STUFF

transported into a world of art, music,
good food and fine friends. Honoring
the Frank Sinatras, in their studio apart-
ment, were artist Paul Clemens and his
beautiful sculptress wife, Ruthie. Beau-
tiful cook is that one, too, so Ava spent
half the evening writing down recipes.

Mona Freeman and her Pat were there,

also the Mark Stevenses. The Sinatras
sat together and held hands affectionately
all evening. Cal finds it difficult to vis-

ualize Frank as antagonistic as reported.
Unassuming, humorous and lavish in his
praise over Buster Keaton’s work on his

TV show, Frank filled the room with
warmth and friendship.

This Month in Hollywood: Lana Turner,
Alexis Smith and Nanette Fabray (Fred
Astaire’s new dancing partner) held an
alumnae luncheon. All three glamour
gals went to Hollywood High . . . Every

studio, including Warners, tried to sign
Tod Andrews, who so successfully suc-
ceeded Henry Fonda in his role of “Mr.
Roberts.” Tod’s talents were once wasted
at Warner Bros, when he answered to
the name of Michael Ames . . . Like Greer
Garson, Tony Martin raided his piggy
bank and invested his beautifully-sung-
for pennies in seventy-five head of Here-
ford cattle . . . Maureen O’Hara, who
knows her publicity, is staging a one-
woman campaign to promote the movie
careers of her handsome brothers . . .

During Hollywood’s recent destructive
deluge, brunette Elizabeth Taylor and
blond Tab Hunter were stuck in the mud
for five hours but Tab (he plays opposite
Linda Darnell in “Saturday’s Island”)
says, “It seemed like five minutes!”

Cal Wonders: Why certain Hollywood
stars who hope to win an Academy
Award bother to hire personal press
agents to remind voters how great their

performances were. This year it hap-
pened again but, instead of helping, it

( Continued on page 24)
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Doctor

does
good

Deed
Good news for women
in the field of monthly

sanitary protection

Physician invents Tampax

for internal use

Speaking practically, not
many recent inventions have

benefited women more than

Tampax. Perfected by a doctor for

monthly use, Tampax is based on the

recognized medical principle of internal

absorption. Made of pure absorbent cot-

ton compressed in disposable applica-

tors, Tampax is readily and
comfortably inserted. In

fact, the wearer cannot feel

its presence!

Tampax needs no belts,

pins or bulky external pads.

With Tampax there is no
odor or chafing. Nor bulges

or ridges under close-fitting

dresses. You can wear Tam-
pax while swimming and dur-

ing tub or shower bath! It is

really a wonderful invention!

The small size of Tampax
allows you to carry a month’s supply in

your purse; also disposal is made particu-

larly easy. So you see Tampax is designed

in many ways to take the load off your

mind on "those days”. ... At drug and

notion counters in 3 absorbencies: Regu-

lar, Super, Junior. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Producer Alfred Hitchcock and wife lunch in Pump Room of Chicago’s Ambassador East

Hotel with Jimmie Hart, president of Hotel Sherman. Jimmie recently turned actor when
he appeared in ""Aaron Slick of Punkin Crick,” turn-of-the-century story about his hotel

INSIDE STUFF

( Continued from page 23)

actually hindered. Cal was present at
several parties where he learned two
guilty stars (male and female) lost the
votes of everyone in the room just be-
cause they were “pushing” too hard. Bill

Holden best sums up the situation: “Five
personal press agents approached me
when I was nominated for ‘Sunset Boule-
vard.’ I told them if I couldn’t win an
Oscar because people thought I deserved
it—then I hoped I’d never win it.” Cal
could be wrong but we believe Vivien
Leigh and Arthur Kennedy will walk off

with the 1951 statues. Neither star paid
out a penny for personal tub-thumping.

All About Bette: There’s a “new”
Bette Davis and all it took was a short
haircut. It not only transformed her
into a woman who looks ten years
younger, but ten times more attractive.

She treated the town to its first look
at the premiere of “Decision Before
Dawn.” Typical of that wonderful Davis
humor, here’s how she made up her mind.
“I’m not a vain person,” says Bette, “but
I have always had good hair. So even
though it isn’t worn long these days, I

still kept mine. Then Gary and I hap-
pened to see Lili St. Cyr at Ciro’s. While

everyone else admired her strip-teasing,
I kept looking at her smart short bob.
The next day I told Perc Westmore to

cut quick—before I changed my mind!”

Here and There: Since the crowd
roared its applause at the sneak preview
of “With a Song in My Heart,” director
Walter Lang is the white-haired boy on
the Twentieth Century-Fox lot . . . Check-
ing off the last item on her “things I

want” list, Janie Powell is now the proud
possessor of her first diamond wrist
watch . . . Handsome Jeff Chandler has
such amazing versatility that once when
Burt Lancaster was fifteen minutes late

for a broadcast, Jeff impersonated his

voice and no one knew the difference . . .

Red Skelton, who now makes a million
dollars a year, can’t even keep one tenth
of it because of his tax bracket . . . Rival
actresses on her home lot, who believe
her best performances aren’t given on the
screen, refer to her as—Betsy von Fooey-
stenberg!

Sharp Citizen: Fred Allen said it:

“When I went out to Hollywood to appear
in ‘We’re Not Married,’ my salt-free diet

was so tough, I didn’t dare go back to

New York via Salt Lake City.”

Can’t help having fun when comedian Danny Thomas is around! He, Monica Lewis and

Kirk Douglas are at Kirk’s party for retiring UP correspondent, Virginia MacPherson
24



new "youth factor" in makeup

LENTHERIC HAS CREATED FOUNDATION

(Sfab 22 .. . her secret is Sheer Beauty!

A foundation for today’s active woman who knows that the

beginning of her makeup is the secret of its flawless finish.

A satin-soft, tinted liquid, Sheer Beauty Foundation contains

a remarkable emollient* to smooth on easily, perfectly, in

double-quick time—a youth factor for a young, translucent

glow. Besides giving their complexions a fascinating new

radiance, many women say that Sheer Beauty Foundation,

worn every day, actually helps improve the texture of

their skin. Try it—the touch of your fingertips will tell

you! Sheer Beauty Makeup— the only translucent finish

that gives you that flawless sheer look.

Sheer Beauty Foundation 1.25 plus tax

Sheer Beauty Face Powder • Pon der Pac

Mascara • Eyebrow Pencil

Rouges

PARIS • LONDON • NEW YORK

40 .. . would you guess it?

26. .
.
people think she’s younger! dfa&30... in years, much younger in looks!

^Con to ins positively

no estrogenic

substances

itr hormones . .

.

o superior product

for all ages.

©1952, LENTHERIC, INC.

673 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK
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jhampoo
plus egg

CONDITIONS
EVEN "DIFFICULT” HAIR

TO GLORIOUS NATURAL
RADIANCE

The only shampoo made with

fresh, whole egg— Nature’s own

hair-conditioner, known to

generations of beauty-wise women!

Use like ordinary shampoos . .

but what an exciting difference

in the brilliance, manageability,

smoother texture it gives your

hair! Try it. See how

lovely your hair

pan really be.

4 oz. 59c • 8 oz. $1

Available at beauty

salons, cosmetic
and drug counters.

BE SURE OF
YOUR SHAMPOO-
DO AS BEAUTY
EXPERTS DO!

USE SHAMPOOS
MADE BY

What Should I Do?

( Continued from page 8)

for you to function as a twentieth century
woman.

Certainly you should go to tvork. Your
husband is risking his life for you ; the
least you can do is to be a good partner,
to assume the responsibilities of mar-
riage, to face your financial obligations
and to assure your family that you are a
big girl now.

If you were old enough to get married,
you are now old enough to be a woman,
and the business of being a woman in-

cludes standing shoulder to shoulder with
your husband in all things: paying off
family debts included.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am twenty-six, happily married, and

the proud mother of a year-old daughter.
My husband is doing well professionally,

and we recently moved into a new home
where we own all our furniture and appli-

ances. I should be a very happy woman.
Yet I get moods of melancholy and

suffer from a sense of futility. Keeping
house does not strike me as justification

for living; even watching the baby grow
(which should be the most rewarding of

experiences) is not enough.
My husband works from ten a.m. until

seven, six days a week. He drives a great
distance, so we are always up early, and
try to turn in early. As a result, my days
are a succession of dishes, dusting, sweep-
ing, preparing formula, shopping, cooking
and such trivialities.

You see, I want to write. I hear a strain

of music or an epigram, and I am reminded
of my childhood in another country. I

want to write about that life. Sometimes
I sit down and start to write, but the
kitchen floor screams to be scrubbed, or

my little girl wants a dolly dressed, or the
clock calls me to the stove, and the mo-
ment passes. The days go by, and the
weeks. The urge collapses into a chronic
although vague melancholy.
How can a housewife and mother find

any time for creative outlet? Do you
know of some method to be used in daily

life to make it possible for those of us who
reach for something beyond the dishes in

the sink to satisfy that yearning?
Estella W.

You have an answer to your problems,
although you haven’t recognized it. Ob-
viously, you and your husband have
learned the wisdom of budgeting, which
explains your material welfare.

In your own life, you should budget
your time. At earliest opportunity you
should make a list of every task required
in your household. Then, after experi-

menting. you should note the time re-

quired to complete that task to your satis-

faction. Try shortcuts to better your time.

Establish routines. Market for several

days at a time. Develop lists of menus
and essential shopping lists, so you will

waste no time making routine decisions.

Then set aside an hour each day—
probably your daughter’s nap time—to

write. Never let anything except natural
calamity interfere.

Finally, don’t allow futility to enter

your thoughts. If you painted the side of
a house for an hour each day, think how
much painting you would complete in a
year ! The same accumulation holds true

of writing. Keep at it, a little each day,
and you’ll be astonished to discover how
soon you have a book drafted. Louis
Bronx field once told me that the best ad-

vice he’d ever had was from Somerset
Maugham, who said that anyone with the
urge to write should sit down every day at

a certain time and go to it—and then do
the chores or go about the business of
living. He said he accomplished much
more that way than burning the midnight
oil or disappearing to mountain retreats

ivaiting for the muse to inspire him.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a young girl of twenty-four who

works in an office five days a week. My
parents are not living, so I have only an
uncle and an aunt and they do not live

in the town where I live and work.
I am in love with a married man, who

is thirty. He is my immediate superior in

the company and he and his wife have
been very kind to me. I have been a

guest in their home many times. That’s

one of the things that bothers me: I am
a friend of his wife. Eleanor is twenty-
nine, and a capable woman. She holds a

wonderful position and her superior is a

man of forty-five or fifty. He takes her to

luncheon, lets her drive his expensive car,

and has taken her on business trips. Al-
though she gets furious over the gossip,

there is gossip.

When I talked about our situation to

Jim one night, he said that he would
never divorce Eleanor because he had no
intention of paying alimony to one woman
and trying, at the same time, to support
a second wife. He keeps telling me to be
patient and have faith in him and every-
thing will work out.

My conscience is driving me crazy. I

love him, but I like Eleanor. She is mak-
ing a big mistake, but I don’t think that

excuses me. Will you be honest and tell

me what you think?
Kimball H.

I’ll be honest and I do hope that you
will take my opinion seriously.

Pack up your belongings, resign your
job and move to the town in which your
uncle and aunt are living. Find lodgings

near them, ask them to help you find a

neiv job. and cling to them. Usually a

family is a toiver of strength in a trouble

such as this.

Frankly there is something very dis-

turbing in the relationship of this man
and his wife. The average husband would
be outraged at such a situation, unless

he had good reason not to care. Perhaps
he doesn’t care because he prefers his

own compromised freedom: he is safely

married, yet hv is able to represent him-

self as an object of sympathy in the eyes

of impressionable young women.
Don’t let yourself be hurt and your fu-

ture be compromised by a man tcho is, at

best, selfish and mercenary.
Claudette Colbert

WHEN MICHAEL WILDING TALKS
ABOUT LIZ TAYLOR . . .

that's a story worth reading! Make sure you get your

copy of the May issue of Photoplay on sale April 9
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• Joan Bennett spends many happy hours
reading in the library of her Beverly Hills
home. Joan says, “The Ayds way is the
really sensible way to reduce. That’s why

l'
so many Hollywood stars follow it.”

• One of Joan’s favorite recreations is

gardening. “If you are overweight, Ayds
can do wonderful things for your figure,”

says Joan, “because it helps you to reduce
the way Nature intended.”

• Here is Joan all ready to go for a drive
with her favorite French poodle, Bambi.
"I recommend Ayds to any woman who
wants to keep herself looking slim and
youthful,” says Joan.

"AYDS Can Do Wonderful Things for Your Figure,"
says Joan Bennett

Let lovely Joan Bennett, mother of four, tell you how to

win a lovelier figure! Lose weight the way Nature in-

tended you to! A quick, natural way with no risk to

health. With the Ayds Plan you should feel healthier,

look better while reducing—and have a lovelier figure!

When you take Ayds before meals, as directed, you
can eat the foods you like. Ayds contains no harmful
drugs . . . calls for no strenuous diet. Ayds is a specially

made candy containing health-giving vitamins and min-
erals. It acts by reducing your desire for those extra

fattening calories. Easily and naturally you should be-

gin to look slimmer, more beautiful day by day.

Users report losing up to 10 pounds with the very
first box. In fact, you must lose weight with the first

box (2.98) or your money back.

P
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For Complete Casts of Current

Pictures See Page 94.

1st Pkdfej0% k tfouA. gui/t.

For Best Pictures of the Month
and Best Performances See Page 30.

For Brief Reviews of Current

Pictures See Page 13.

Texas uprising: Clark Gable and Ava Gardner join forces to unionize

the Lone Star State—and romance and action result—but pronto

^ (F) Lone Star (M-G-M)

T
EXAS, suh. And a cast as big and powerful as the state

itself, with Clark Gable as the manly hero, Ava Gardner
the beauteous heroine, and Broderick Crawford the am-
bitious villain. According to M-G-M these three play

actual characters who were instrumental in Texas coming
into the Union. Gable—rough, ready and a bit of a

racketeer—was all for it. Crawford, just as rugged, was
selfishly against it. Wavering this way and that was Ava,
the newspaper publisher they both loved. And, like a lot

of things Texan, when the story threatened to bog down,
the men put up their dukes and fought things out. The
arrival of Sam Houston at a bloody, crucial moment pro-

vides quite a lusty climax. Also in the cast are Lionel

Barrymore, Beulah Bondi and James Burke.

Your Reviewer Says: Nobody stood still very long, anyway.

Program Notes: Ava’s role of newspaper woman was not too con-

vincing but the pretty tune she warbled will convince you she never
sang those songs in “Show Boat.” And that’s for real sure . . .

Clark and Ava, reunited for the first time since “The Hucksters,”

en joyed working together. Gable was most sympathetic and under-
standing to Ava who was in the midst of her heavy romance ivith

Sinatra at the time. Clark’s role in “Across the Wide Missouri”
proved good experience for all the hard riding he does in this

outdoor epic . . . The several years Brod Crawford was buried
in minor W'esterns gave him that splendid ease in the saddle and
quick readiness with gun and fists.

SHADOW
BY SARA

For love or money: Dorothy McGuire is misled by Van Johnson’s

motives in the drama of a woman who is given just one year to live

^ (F) Invitation (M-G-M)

S
ENTIMENT, neatly, tearfully and tastefully wrapped in

an “Invitation” to some splendid entertainment. The
miscasting of Van Johnson is, perhaps, its one false note

—

Van being more at home in rugged, outdoor epics. But this

is a minor fault in a story of a struggling and unsuccessful

architect. Louis Calhern, a wealthy and influential citizen,

asks Van to marry his daughter, Dorothy McGuire, who
has one year to live. Knowing Dorothy loves Van, Calhern
wants to give her one wonderful year of happiness. The
inevitable happens as it always does to those who play God
and the bleak drama in which the characters suddenly are

caught up creates some mighty fine movie moments. Ruth
Roman is quite convincing in the role of Van’s jilted

sweetheart.

Your Reviewer Says: From the heart.

Program Notes: The change in pace for Tan Johnson caused the

actor more than his usual moments of uneasiness before shooting.

Van, a sensitive actor, had all sorts of qualms that caused him
several sleepless nights. Sensing this, the director, aware that Van
is always at home on a tennis court, shot the tennis scene first . . .

The role of invalid ivas a sudden turnabout for Dorothy McGuire,
as well, after her previous comedy role for M-G-M, “Callaway
Went Thataway” . . . Max Reinhardt, son of the late Max Rein-

hardt, and former producer, turned his hand to directing for the

first time and did a bang-up job . . . The beautiful set decorations
by Keogh Gleason and Edwin W'illis lured as many visitors to the

set as the actors.
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HAMILTON

STAGE

Tribute to courage: Exciting musical based on true story of Jane Fro-

man, with Una Merkel, David Wayne, Thelma Ritter, Susan Hayward
On the Oregon trail: Julia Adams, Arthur Kennedy, James Stewart

travel a dangerous road in this picturesque Technicolor Western film

v'v'V'l (F) With a Song in My Heart

(20tli Centnry-Fox)

R
EAUTIFUL to see and to hear is this story of singer

Jane Froman—her rise to fame, her tragedy, and the

indomitable courage that carried her through. Susan Hay-
ward radiates a new warmth in the role of Jane. But it’s

Jane’s own voice, beautiful and vibrant, that fills the screen

with nostalgic melodies. Slow in getting under way, the

story reveals Jane’s meeting with David Wayne, who plays

her first husband, her rapid rise to number one singer,

the plane crash in Lisbon that shattered her right leg,

the endless operations (twenty-five in all), her tour of

overseas camps while still on crutches and the new, won-
derful love that comes into her life. Thelma Ritter plays

Clancy the nurse, Rory Calhoun is the plane pilot who loves

Jane. And Robert Wagner gives a great performance as a

young paratrooper.

j

Your Reviewer Says: A song of triumph for every heart.

Program Notes: Over and over in the Susan Hayward-jess Barker
home , the records of Jane Froman were played and replayed.

i Susan’s twin sons, seven-year-old Timothy and Gregory, learned the
songs by heart . . . Miss Froman, on the set as technical adviser,

sent Susan first-day flowers with a card reading, “I’m so glad you’re
playing me.” . . . The femme players gave a long, low ivhistle

when Rory Calhoun walked on the set in his uniform as War II

pilot and Jane’s present husband, John Burns. After watching a
love scene between Rory and Susan, Burns, now a Pan-American
pilot, said, “Brother , are the Pan-Am boys going to kid me for not
being that handsome.”

^/2 (F) Bend of the River (U-I)

P
URPOSE and determination ride doggedly across the
mountains and plains of early America to bring into

being the state of Oregon. Guiding a party of determined
Missourians, whose purpose is acquiring new homes and
farmlands, is Jimmy Stewart, former Kansas border raider.

With them $lso is Arthur Kennedy, another raider, whose
life Stewart has saved. Reaching Portland, they contract for

supplies to be delivered in the fall. The rescue of these
delayed supplies from a gold fevered Portland, and Ken-
nedy’s treachery, when he attempts to hijack the food and
cattle, provides intense action. Rock Hudson, Julia Adams,
Stepin’ Fetchit (of all people) and Jay C. Flippen round
out a splendid cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Gripping outdoor epic.

Program Notes: In his sixteen cinematic years, Jimmy Steivart
never faced a more rugged location. In the rarefied atmosphere of
the 8,000-foot level of Mt. Hood, with its precarious crossings on
horseback, Stewart engaged in a dragged out battle with Arthur
Kennedy in the freezing Sandy river. Both actors all but passed
out . . . Kennedy was so intrigued with his Western role, he tried
to buy the horse he had ridden throughout the film . . . Julia
Adams interrupted her honeymoon with writer Leonard Storm for
the five weeks’ location assignment . . . Stepin’ Fetchit makes his
third screen comeback after a?i absence of sixteen years . . . The
cast were swung from their Timberland location by a mile-long ski
lift to their Mt. Hood site. Several of them found breathing
difficult for hours afterwards.
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14^ (F) Flaming Feather

(Paramount)

B
ACK in the 1870’s, in Arizona Territory,
an outlaw known as The Sidewinder

cut up such a mess of varmity cussedness
that both rancher Sterling Hayden and
Cavalry Lt. Forrest Tucker determined
to get him. A bet between the men, as to

who could uncover his identity first,

prompted a melee of activity including
kidnaping, killings, Indian raiding, ro-
mance, and suspense against some mighty
purty scenery. The action is heightened
by a good cast with such actors as Victor
Jory, Richard Arlen, Edgar Buchanan and
George Cleveland gettin’ their wind up.

Arleen Whelan plays a frontier entertain-
er, Carol Thurston an Indian maid and
Barbara Rush the girl Hayden loves.

Your Reviewer Says: The kind of blood and
thunder kids like.

Program Notes: Midway between Prescott

and Flagstaff stand the gigantic and ancient

cliff dwellings which provided the setting for

the story's climax. Much action was photo-
graphed on and in this historic cliff. How-
ever, the inner compartments, too small to

accommodate the bulky equipment, were
duplicated on a Hollywood sound stage.

These cave walls were sponge-lined to pre-

vent injuries to the fighting hero and vil-

lain . . . The Navajos refused to shear their

long hair for their roles despite the fact

they were in direct contrast to the crew-cuts
worn by the Utes.

Y 14 (F) The Big Trees (Warners)
If IRK DOUGLAS gets himself reformed
IV up among the giant redwoods of North-
ern California in the year 1900. The fact

that you can figure out this obvious con-
clusion from the time the movie starts

proves a story weakness that never is

quite overcome. The minute pretty Eve
Miller, member of a religious sect, enters
the story, you just know they’ll end up
together “bringing in the sheaves.” But
at least the giant redwoods are preserved
against the greed of man. And that’s some-
thing. Timber boss John Archer dons the
robe of villainy cast aside by Douglas and
on him it’s quite fetching. Patrice Wy-
more, pretty barroom belle, Roy Roberts,
broadminded judge and Edgar Buchanan
as Yukon Burns lend a willing hand.

Your Reviewer Says: Spare those trees.

Program Notes : For three weeks the com-
pany lingered among the impressive big

trees, traveling each morning to this loca-

tion from the splendid Eureka Inn . . . The
cabin, crushed by the fall of a giant tree,

was especially erected for the scene. People

of Eureka gathered to watch this suspense-

ful scene and to gape at the 75-foot suspen-

sion bridge built solely for the fight scene

between Douglas, and Archer. They were

Best Pictures of the Month
Bend of the River

The Alan in the White Suit

With a Song in My Heart

Viva Zapata!

Best Performances of the Month
James Stewart, Arthur Kennedy in

"Bend of the River”

Alec Guinness in

"The Alan in the White Suit”

Susan Hayward in

"With a Song in My Heart

”

Marlon Brando in "Viva Zapata!”
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amused, too, at the make-up applied to the

foreground trees for Technicolor purposes
. . . Douglas claims the cliche “easier than
falling off a log” is the bunk. His fall off

a log resulted in a lacerated leg, arm and
side.

'S (A) Another Man’s Poison
(U.A.)

T
O BE appropriate, dear customers, wear
your deepest black and fasten a jaunty

noose around your neck before taking a
dose of this other fellow’s poison. This is

the weirdest, most unrelieved—and at
times the hammiest—bit of goings-on this
side of a wake. Bette Davis plays a ruth-
less woman who interrupts her affair with
her secretary’s fiance to murder her hus-
band. Gary Merrill, a sort of poor man’s
Heathcliffe, roams through the story’s mor-
bidity looking unshaven, unsure and un-
happy. Pretty Barbara Murray plays the
secretary, Anthony Steel is her fiance and
Emlyn Williams the veterinarian.

Your Reviewer Says: Histrionics, indeed.

Program Notes: Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
and Daniel M. Angel formed themselves
into a producing company and assigned Mr.
and Mrs. Gary Merrill ( Bette Davis ) in
their first co-starring film. It was to ride
over the gloomy moors in this movie that
Bette and Gary sailed for England, taking
Bette’s small daughter with them. Bette’s
first act upon arriving home was to start
taking off the extra poundage induced by
England’s starchy diet.

^ (F) Bugles in the Afternoon
(Warners)

RAY MILLAND joins the “Westward Ho”
II trek so popular these days and seems
at home in the sagebrush country. He
plays a disgraced Army officer (Civil War)
who goes west to join the U.S. Cavalry at
Fort Lincoln. Here he meets villain Cap-
tain Hugh Marlowe, the very man who has
been responsible for his Army discharge.
Marlowe, continuing his enmity, not only
becomes Ray’s rival in love but repeatedly
and determinedly places Ray in positions
of certain peril. The defeat of Custer and
the last death charge of the Sioux, provide
an exciting climax to the final struggle be-
tween the two men. Forrest Tucker and
Barton MacLane play cavalrymen. Helena
Carter is the beauty sought by both Ray
and Marlowe.

Your Reviewer Says: Not too bad giddyap.

Program Notes: Ray Milland, former
member of the Household Cavalry in the
King’s Royal Guards, mounted and rode
his horse with such ease and skill that
mouths popped wide. Few of the cast re-
membered Ray’s former cavalry experience
in England . . . Shot in Technicolor amidst
the natural scenery around Kanab, Utah,
the film boasted Col. Charles B. Benton
formerly of the 7th and 8th Cavalry Regi-
ments, as technical adviser. Residents of the
little town donned uniforms and mounted
horses to play soldiers of the fort . . . Real
I\avajos were brought in from Arizona but
the townswomen, all made up, played their
squaws and loved it .. . The ingenious crew
erected an elevator to haul equipment to
the top of the cliff. The sight of the cart
moving up the steep cliff had some of the
Indians bug-eyed.

W (F) Scandal Sheet (Columbia)

Y
ELLOW journalism comes in for a shel-
lacking, with the accusing finger of jus-

tice leveled at the right source—managing
editor Broderick Crawford. Ironically
enough, John Derek, a gullible yet capa-
ble reporter and champion of boss Craw-
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ford, is the lad who unknowingly exposes
Crawford as the murderer. Donna Reed, a
sob sister, plays Derek’s girl friend. Right
from the start the story generates interest
and keeps up its goose-pimply pace to

its dramatic end. Rosemary DeCamp is

excellent as Crawford’s ex-wife. Henry
O’Neil, Henry Morgan and Jonathan Hale
all do good jobs.

Your Reviewer Says: Worth an EXTRA, at

least.

Program Notes: The modern newspaper
plant constructed on Columbia’s Stage 2,

ivas built with such realism and care for

detail that visiting newspaper correspon-
dents felt they were having a busman’s holi-

day . . . Both Brod and John visited several
newspaper plants in Los Angeles before
shooting and made several discoveries. Most
reporters fail to use the touch system in

typing and very few wear their hats on the
back of their heads or their ties askew as

so often pictured in movies . . . Donna Reed
loved the idea of wearing clothes befitting

a working girl, the type a girl could afford
on the salary she would be making.

V'V'J/r, (F) The Man in the White
Suit (U-I)

I

F IT’S an Alec Guinness picture, it’s

come to be the best show in town—or
at least among the best in entertainment
value. Not since the early days of Stan
Laurel or possibly Chaplin has an actor so
capably blended pathos and humor in one
character. One laughs, but with compas-
sion. Alec, this time, is a research chemist
who invents an everlasting cloth that
throws England’s textile industry into a

blooming turmoil. With an all-English cast

including Joan Greenwood, Cecil Parker,
Michael Gough and Vida Hope, the story
gurgles chemically and explodes scientifi-

cally into cheery bits of nonsense but with
an underlying thread of much sense, in-

deed.

Your Reviewer Says: A sheer delight.

Program Notes: Behind the one white suit

worn by Guinness, lies a headache not soon
to be forgotten by England’s leading design-

ers and special effects experts. To create a

luminous, dirt-resisting material, capable of
sudden disintegration, required weeks of re-

search. In the end the disintegrating suit

was constructed of paper tissue strengthened

Jeff Chandler as Apache Chief Cochise, Susan

Cabot as his wife, in scene from dramatic story

of Indians at war, “Battle of Apache Pass"
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at the seams with cotton and tape backings

. . . The sounds, replacing music for the

laboratory scenes, proved another bit of re-

search headache. When finally achieved,

the measured, non-musical music, in strict

tempo, four beats to the measure, provided

some of the biggest laughs in the picture

. . . Foggy-voiced Joan Greenwood began

her career as a ballet dancer but her un-

usual husky tones drew so many screen of-

fers, she quickly forgot ballet.

v'Vi (A) For Men Only (Lippert)

A
N OUT-AND-OUT indictment against

hazing in college fraternities—the use-

less, needless and often brutal atrocities

inflicted upon boys about to enter a col-

lege frat. Paul Henreid plays a defiant

professor at a small college who persistent-

ly tracks down the culprit responsible for

a boy’s death. The boy met death as a

result of inhuman, brutal hazing. A cast of

unknowns support Henreid nobly. Robert
Sherman plays Tod Palmer, the victim.

Vera Miles is his college sweetheart. Rus-
sell Johnson is the football hero and fra-

ternity pledge master. Kathleen Hughes is

the brattish co-ed and Margaret Field

Henreid’s wife.

Your Reviewer Says: Not for the squeamish.

Program Notes: Paul Henreid produced
and directed as well as starred iti the film

. . . Several smaller colleges were visited

in order to copy a typical small-town col-

lege . . . Three of the newcomers selected

by Henreid were chosen from Hollywood
drama schools: Kathleen Hughes, native

of Hollywood, Robert Sherman of Brook-
lyn and Russell Johnson of Ashley, Pa. To
give it an interesting turn, Margaret Field

was discovered in the audience at the Pasa-

dena Community Playhouse . . . James Dob-
son of Greeneville, Tenn., has several Broad-
way hits and important movies to his credit.

Dobson plays Beanie Smith, a fellow pledge.

V'V'Vz (A) Viva Zapata!
(20th Century-Fox)

T
IVA Zapata! offers a grim story, bril-

liantly directed, acted and photo-
graphed. Marlon Brando is excellent in

the title role of Zapata, the humble Mexi-
can zealot who gave his life for the land-
robbed peons. A hero to his people many
years after his death, Zapata emerges an
unselfish patriot and proven friend of the
humble. Jean Peters plays the Mexican
girl Zapata loves and marries. Anthony
Quinn is his brother, Margo a loyal fol-

lower and Joseph Wiseman the traitor.

Alan Reed is seen briefly as Pancho
Villa.

Your Reviewer Says: Baffling but brilliant.

Program Notes: Stymied by the endless red

tape involved in a Mexican location jaunt,

director Elia Kttzan and author John Stein-

beck found a Mexican counterpart in the

canyons of Texas along the Rio Grande and
in the countryside near Durango, Colo. The
100-year-old Mexican town of Roma, Texas,

with its adobe churches and buildings, was
used in the village scenes with 500 of its

local citizens donning make-up for their

extra roles. A stickler for realism, Brando
insisted that make-up men flare his nostrils

with plastic rings and glue up his eyelids to

a resemblance of the Mexican patriot . . .

Margo and Quinn, both Mexican born, were
able to contribute to the authenticity of
scenes and costumes.

P' (F) Love Is Better Than Ever
(M-G-M)

I
OVE may be better than ever but
movie plots aren’t—if this is any sam-

ple. Three fourths of this story is de-
voted to Elizabeth Taylor, in brief danc-
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Harvey is so proud of me today . . . my curvedovely

Easter outfit is giving him (and me!) a tremendous lift! Yes,

I mean my Maidenform . . . fitting companion to a

ing costumes, scurrying around trying to
make Larry Parks love her. Elizabeth
is a New Haven dancing teacher, Larry a
debonair Broadway agent. Just why he
should find it so awful to be loved by
Elizabeth is never quite clear. People,
male people especially, aren’t going to
believe this. Josephine Hutchinson and
Tom Tully play Miss Taylor’s parents.
Gene Kelly as Gene Kelly is glimpsed
briefly.

Your Reviewer Says: Tut, tut, Mr. M-G-M.
You know better than this.

Program Notes: This movie, made well
over a year ago , was held up because of
Lurry Parks’ admission of Communism be-
fore the Congressional Committee . . .

Elizabeth was having troubles of her own
during shooting. The explosion of her di-

vorce from Nicky Hilton had given her the
nervous jitters. Stanley Donen, the young
and handsome director of this film, became
Liz’s best friend during and after the film-
ing, giving rise to new romance rumors.

fashionable figure . . . the bra that puts my dreamy

contours liltingly, upliftedly on parade!

v'V*. (F) The Treasure of Lost
Canyon (U-I)

W ILLIAM POWELL, along with most
of Hollywood, hits the Western trail

in an adult story dealing with a lost
treasure and an orphan boy. There are
no marauding Indians or fighting cowboys
to complicate the already complicated
character portrayed by Powell. Adapted
from a Robert Louis Stevenson novel, the
story tells of a Sacramento lawyer who
cheats orphan Tommy Ivo out of his
inheritance. A few years later when the
boy is adopted by Powell and his wife
Rosemary De Camp, the lawyer is ex-
posed as a crook and the boy is revealed
to be Powell’s nephew. In between are
circus renegades, a recovered Spanish
treasure chest and a bang-up fire. Henry
Hull is the rascally lawyer and Chubby
Johnson, Baltimore Dan. Charles Drake
and Julia Adams are the romantic duo.

Your Reviewer Says: Different kind of story
amid different kind of scenery.

| Program Notes: Accepting an invitation

from the small town of Burney in northern
California, to shoot their scenery for a
change, the company of eighty took off in

tivo chartered planes. Against a Mt. Shasta
background, enhanced by Technicolor, Pow-
ell and young Tommy went through their

outdoor paces . . . Fifteen-year-old Ivo’s

career began when he teas four and looked
three. Today Tommy looks and plays a
twelve-year-old but can swim and ride like

a veteran . . . Handsome Charles Drake plays
a hero which evens his score. Drake has
eight heros and eight villains to his screen
credit.

V' (A) Something to Live For
(Paramount)

D
EVOTED wives and mothers who have
loved their husbands in adversity

aren’t going to like this. Can’t say we
blame them, either. Ray Milland, a for-

mer alcoholic and a member of AA, just

can’t help falling in love with Joan Fon-
taine, also an inebriate whom he has tried

to help. Such things do happen, of course.
But it does seem a rum go for Ray’s faith-

ful, loving wife, Theresa Wright, who
stood by him in his lush days. Ray’s
seeming indifference to his two boys seems
a bit thick, too. But smart wife Theresa
copes beautifully with the untidy situ-

ation while Joan and Ray work out their

“something to live for” design. Richard
Derr and Douglas Dick have nothing to

live for, so far as this one goes.

Your Reviewer Says: Glum, grim gloom.
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Program Notes: The three Academy Award
winners, Ray, Joan and Theresa, made the

entire story, laid in New York, without leav-

ing Hollywood . . . Director George Stevens
and a technical crew visited New York and
studied various location sites in the Big
Town. As a result, elaborate duplicates of
Penn Station, Times Square and even a

Broadway theatre ivere erected on Para-
mount sound stages with minute detail.

v'Vi (F) This Woman Is Dangerous
(Warners)

F
RANKLY, we thought this type of melo-
drama went out with Adrian shoulder

pads—which Joan Crawford still seems to

be wearing. A talented actress who
deserves better, Joan plays one of those
notorious female hoodlums who is so
darned “refeened” and charming that

nice men forgive her everything. Said
nice man this time is Dennis Morgan, a

famed eye specialist who restores Joan’s
failing sight. The bad man in her life,

David Brian, suspects Morgan of romantic
poaching on his property and climbs to

the gallery of the operating room to shoot
him. Richard Webb, Mari Aldon and Philip

Carey are in it up to their necks.

Your Reviewer Says: The familiar garment
is well cut, but the chic is gone.

Program Notes: Joan Crawford wears a

frock made from a new material aptly named
Joan Crawford wool. The cloth combines
the appearance and draping quality of silk

ivith the firmness of wool . . . Mari Aldon,
who couldn’t drive a car, took a quick series

of driving lessons and received her driver’s

license the day before she took over the

wheel of a car for several long sequences . . .

Dennis Morgan bemoaned Ihe fact he had
missed seeing his sixteen-year-old son’s

prowess on the football field. Dennis made
up for it by having his son’s fullbacking
photographed on a 16 millimeter camera.

^l/
2 (F) A Girl in Every Port (RKO)

J1ROUCHO MARX! Marie Wilson! Bill

R Bendix! A trio that miraculously reaps
laughs with unfunny material and un-
funnier dialogue. Only please, don’t go
asking me what it’s all about. Not even
the writers know that answer. In its more
lucid moments the story has Groucho
and Bill the two oldest sailors in the Navy
—and the worst. They get even more ter-

rible when Bill buys a race horse with his

inheritance and Groucho attempts to

straighten out matters. Hanley Stafford

plays the Lieutenant, Don DeFore and
Marie Wilson are the frantic romantics
and Dee Hartford the gal who loses.

Your Reviewer Says: Just laugh and never
mind why.

Program Notes: In navy blues, wearing eye-

glasses, a mustache and smoking a huge
cigar, Groucho Marx threw visiting sailors

to the set into a sea-going panic. Before the

camera he broke up Marie W ilson so often

the actress ivas in a real state . . . Bill Ben-
dix took it all philosophically. Bill was
more interested in the horses than horse
play . . . Don DeFore became a Marie Wil-

son fan when the pair first teamed in the

movie, “My Friend Irma” . . . A real Cali-

fornia drive-in was photographed for the

long shots. But here’s a secret—the wait-

resses wore no such scanty get-ups as Marie.

yV (F) Phone Call from a Stranger
(20th Century-Fox)

1
PLANE crashes! Shelley Winters, Kee-
nan Wynn and Michael Rennie are

killed. The fourth member of the friend-
ly group, Gary Merrill, survives. In epi-
sodic fashion and with an abrupt change of

(Continued on page 88)
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actresses

By KATHERINE PEDELL

Students learn every phase of acting—are assigned to a rehearsal group that puts on

plays. Here student director Pat Miller coaches tense scene from “Uncle Harry”

No one skips rehearsals at the Playhouse. In early days,

students still need that script. But it isn’t long before,

to their surprise, they are giving a finished performance

a
p

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry! Your last

chance to make your bid for Photoplay’s

two-year scholarship at Pasadena Playhouse

mm^you want to be an actress? Are you eager to

be a part of every play given by school, church or

camp—even if you only work on props? Are you

convinced furthermore that, given a chance, you could

be a great star?

Photoplay is ready to pave the way to stardom

for you.

So if you are a high school graduate or a member
of a current graduating high school class and if you

will not have reached your 25th birthday by June 1,

1952, the second annual Photoplay Scholarship Con-

test is your great opportunity.

You can win a full two-year scholarship to the

famous Pasadena Playhouse, College of Theatre Arts,

the school where many of Hollywood’s most important

stars studied and were discovered. The prize covers

tuition, room, board, all meals not included in the



Student Becky Bovarie checks eye make-up chart, then

goes to work with mascara and greasepaint. There’s al-

ways something new and fascinating to learn at Pasadena

board, student fees, books, transportation and five dol-

lars a week spending money for two full school years.

Moreover, your training completed, Photoplay will

introduce you to the casting directors of leading Holly-

wood studios. Even now, with only six months of

Pasadena behind her, last year’s winner, Virginia

McGuire, is being sought with contracts by Twentieth

Century-Fox and Warner Brothers.

To enter Photoplay’s talent search fill out the enroll-

ment blank on this page or a reasonable facsimile

thereof. Attach to it the information requested on page

102. Mail the two together, postmarked no later than

April 15, 1952 to the Photoplay Scholarship Contest,

Box 1811, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

To win this contest you need only talent.

Again this year the three finalists in this contest will

visit the Pasadena Playhouse ( Continued on page 103)

Last year, prestige of being in the top hundred group gave runners-up

many offers. Noel Mast, center, won co-starring role in “The Little Foxes”

with Eva Le Gallienne, left, on Philip Morris Playhouse radio program

Tear off and mail with answers to questionnaire on page
102, to: Photoplay Scholarship Contest, Box 1811, Grand
Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

Please enroll me in the Photoplay Scholarship Contest. I agree
that should I win the two-year scholarship to the Pasadena Playhouse,

College of Theatre Arts, I will comply with all student rules and
regulations in regard to general conduct, hours, meals, health, studies

and other items as set forth by the College. I will maintain to the

best of my ability a satisfactory rating in my dramatic work and
all academic studies required by the College.

(please type or print clearly)

Name

Addr

City State

Name nearest major city State

Distance of above from your home

School last attended Years

Date of High School Graduation

Date of birth Month Year Today's date p

Signature
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Ladies and gentlemen! “The Greatest Show
on Earth” is coming to your town. You will

see the circus, close up, as you never saw it

before. You will fly with The Great Sebas-

tian from the high wire. You will lie on the

tanbark with the elephant girl, to watch the

elephant’s foot, descend slowly upon her

face.

To iftake this unforgettable movie Cecil B.

De Mille photographed the Ringling Bros,

and Barnum & Bailey Circus at its winter

quarters in Florida, traveling in the gaily

painted cars of its private train and playing

in cities across the land.

For many years now Cecil B. De Mille has

enriched the screen with many magnificent

productions. But it was because the editors

of Photoplay believe this picture to be the

greatest of them all that they honored Mr.

De Mille, upon the occasion of this year’s

Gold Medal Awards dinner, with the Photo-

play Achievement Award.
“The Greatest Show on Earth” is a beau-

tiful and exciting spectacle. But it doesn’t

stop there. It is also—through the magic of

Mr. De Mille and stars like Betty Hutton,

James Stewart, Charlton Heston, Cornel

Wilde, Dorothy Lamour and Gloria Gra-

hame—a human and exciting drama.

The Editors
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THE TRUTH ABOUT

THE KATHRYN GRAYSON -

MARIO LANZA FEUD

One little word from Mario and Katie blew her

top. Then Mrs. Lanza got into the picture. And be-

fore the air had cleared—everybody was in the act

!

BY HEDDA HOPPER
(Who sparked the fuse)

m ovie feuds, which receive so much publicity

—

and let’s face it, they’re great space getters—often

begin over nothing at all. A single word I in-

cluded in the January Photoplay almost started a

feud between Kathryn Grayson and Mario Lanza.

I quoted Mario as saying, “I’ll always have a soft

spot in my heart for Kathryn because she was in

my first two pictures.” He meant, of course, the

first two pictures that he had made.

Kathryn, however, put a different interpreta-

tion on that statement. And her Irish blew sky

high. What did the big clown mean—his pictures!

Why, she had been a star years before Lanza had

ever seen a movie camera. She had helped him
through his screen test. She had taught him many
tricks of the actor’s trade during the making of

“That Midnight Kiss” and “The Toast of New
Orleans.” And now the man was calling them his

pictures.

Being a girl of more temper than temperament,

Kathryn doesn’t sulk. She believes in getting a

beef off her mind and forgetting it. So she grabbed

a phone and called Betty (Mrs. Lanza) to ask

her what that husband of hers implied by his

quote. The affair doubtless would have ended

right there—because Betty and Kathryn are close

friends, and I’m sure they could have talked the

matter over and skipped it—but Betty was away
from home.

Meanwhile, a Hollywood columnist with a dull

day and no headline on his hands contacted

Kathryn and needled her with the quote in order

to get her to spill an opinion of Lanza. This is a

popular method of creating news—also feuds—in

Hollywood. Kathryn, still not having heard from

Betty and bubbling with anger, boiled over. She
let Mario have it, but good. And the columnist,

doubtless chuckling up his sleeve over getting

such .a rise out of her, gave the story a big splash.

When I read Kathryn’s blast against Mario, you
could have knocked me over with a pinfeather.

Less than a week before (Continued on page 84)
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LET’S STOP CODDLING
A realistic warning to the sentimentalists who are holding

Judy Garland back—from the way she could go

Judy was far happier when, as a teenager, she entertained

Mickey Rooney and the young Hollywood gang at her house

Used to vaudeville hours, she couldn’t adjust to movie
schedule. So, slowly hut surely, she set the pattern

for the future. Above, in 1939, with Jackie Cooper

Her marriage to David Rose lasted only three years



JUDY!

BY ELSA MAXWELL

Vincente Minnelli, older, more mature
and very sensitive, tried to help Judy

But not even little Liza, whom both Judy
Vincente love dearly, could save this mar

|t is past time we all stopped being

sentimental about Judy Garland.

Judy is charming and attractive and
gay. And, well aware of all the adjec-

tives that have been used to describe

her glowing act at the Palace Theatre
in New York, I would add to them.
She has a warm magic. She is a great

entertainer.

This is exactly why we should stop

being sentimental about Judy, and
making excuses for her, encouraging
her, in other words, to go on the way
she is going.

I saw Judy last—except on stage at

the Palace^at Cannes. She was play-

ing roulette at the French Casino.

“What are you doing here?” I asked,

surprised at the sight of her.

“I’m learning to play this darn
game,” she (Continued on page 106 )

Soon Judy will enter a third marriage—with her manager, Sid Luft



She’s young, she’s beautiful and she
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lives alone. And she knows how to have

fun—and stand clear of gossip

By MARILYN MONROE

| like the life of a bachelor girl—including

its temptations. It’s a lot better life than the

one I used to have. I can remember when I

was practically a nonentity. What else is a

girl who doesn’t know much about

her background?

Everyone used to tell me what to

do and how to do it, with me afraid

of myself, always trying to please

someone' else.

So I find it pleasant now to come
and go as I wish, to do what I want
to do when I want to do it. How-
ever, I wouldn’t say the life of a

bachelor girl is all roses. There is,

for one thing, the matter of lone-

liness. . . .

Loneliness offers temptatidns.

Girls who live alone can become so

tired waiting for someone to ask

them out that they look anywhere

for excitement, accept almost any

kind of date, go on any kind of

party—just to go. They come to

settle for too little, to take the easy

road instead of growing more ma-
ture and becoming stronger. To
settle for too little can lead to a

wrong marriage, to promiscuous-

ness, to self-deceit. I’ve managed

to avoid this danger because my
work and other interests keep me
mentally and physically occupied.

Recently, my days have begirn at

six in the morning. It’s been seven

when I got home to have dinner,

study my lines and then work on

my school lessons. I’m not sup-

posed to ( Continued on page 95)

“If you lead a man on, don’t

expect him to stop when you put up the

no-go sign,” says Marilyn
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A BACHELOR GIRL



Those who say Lawrence

Tierney can’t lick his prob-

lem forget one thing—that Scott

Brady is in there fighting, too

BY ROBERT MACGREGOR

Scott Brady appears

next in “Untamed”

'7

.



TWO BROTHERS

It looks, at long last, as if Lawrence Tierney is

finding himself—as if he will finally emerge from

the illness, frustration and emotional insecurity

that have plagued him—and interrupted the

career he began so brilliantly. Ask anyone in

Hollywood how all this came to be and you will

hear a story of brother love that you will not

soon forget—a story that might well be the basis

of a great novel or a fine movie script.

When Larry Tierney goes for special medical

treatment Scott goes with him. It is reported

that both brothers have been at AA (Alcoholics

Anonymous) meetings.

Scott also has been with Larry when Larry

became involved in bar-room brawls and night-

club arguments. For Scott is the one person who
can subdue his brother tactfully.

Scott, in other words, is doing for Larry what
Scott and everyone else believes Larry would
do for Scott if their (Continued cm page 93)

“Whatever mistakes my brother may have made, he has paid for,”

says Scott. “He is a great actor and a greater friend.” Lawrence
Tierney, right, with Charlton Heston in “Greatest Show on Earth”
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W hen, a kid in high school, I was
the proud owner of a hopped-up ja-

lopy, I printed on my fenders: “This

car slows down for brunettes, stops

for blondes and backs up for red-

heads.” Another kid might have an-

nounced his preference in a completely

different order. We’re not all partial

to the same type. But, in spite of this,

wherever you go—in any group, in

any town—certain women always are

surrounded by men. When they’re on

the dance floor they’re cut in on again

and again. When they elect to sit

quietly men cluster about their chairs.

Even at a chance meeting in a res-

taurant, a man is likely to stop and

chat with such a woman when ordi-

narily he merely would bow and pass

on to his table.

For these women have an appeal or

an excitement which cannot be denied.

They need not be beautiful. And they

need not have sex appeal—although

I cannot honestly say that these things

work as any handicap.

Even in Hollywood, where women
are world famous for their attrac-

tion, not all have this special quality.

The girls who do have it, in Holly-

wood, as (Continued on page 97)
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What makes some women appealing and

exciting to men? It’s a variety of things, says this

brave star—and he isn’t just talking about

beauty and sex appeal! • BY GLENN FORD

BLACKWELL
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COVER GIRL

HER
HEART KNOWS

As a child she helped pay for voice

lessons by running errands for tenants

of apartment house where her father

worked. Above, at 15, when she made
debut in “Song of the Open Road”

PHOTOPLAY

FEATURE

ATTRACTION

If Jane Powell hadn’t

listened to her heart she
Janie, at 9 months, with her mother. Al-

though she was an only child, she wasn’t

spoiled—there was never money enough

never would have grown up to be a movie

star or such a happy wife and mother

By RUTH BRIGHAM

The failure of her parents’ marriage—

they divorced two years ago—strength-

ened Jane’s desire to build her mar-

riage so firmly it will last forever

The tiny, honey-haired blonde strode

into her hotel suite, passed through the

sitting room and bedroom without so much
as a glance about her, and quickly threw

open the bathroom door. Then she let out

a squeal of delight at sight of nothing more

exciting than ordinary bathroom scales.

Tossing a triumphant but mischievous grin

over her shoulder at the tall, attractive

young man who followed, she kicked aside

her shoes and stepped on the scales—all

five feet, two inches of her. They registered

ninety-nine pounds.

But they registered far more than that,

for the pretty young girl was Jane Powell,

and the smiling young man was her hus-

band, Geary Steffan—and bathroom scales

happen to be a mute but potent symbol of

the happiest marriage in Hollywood’s

“younger set.” They represent the time

Geary laid down the law.

And, while Jane Powell can afford to

buy mink coats she can’t buy any scales

for her pretty Brentwood home. Because

Geary won’t permit them.

“When Janie and I first started going

together she always was worrying about

Jane Powell will soon

appear in “The Student Prince”
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HER HEART KNOWS

A proud mother greets Jane, fresh from her

triumph as one of singing leads in ’48 per-

formance of “Student Prince” in Hollywood

her weight,” he explains. “She stepped

on the scales first thing in the morn-
ing, last thing at night and at intervals

during the day. For a youngster who
seldom topped 102, it seemed pretty

silly to me. If she gained an ounce she

worried about it. A pound extra would

bowl her over. If she drank a milk-

shake, she couldn’t enjoy it for won-
dering how (Continued on page 79)

B. G. ( Before Geary

)

when Jane, with

Johnny Sands, was a

popular date with

Hollywood boys

MX
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Contributing factor to Jane’s warm charm is her complete lack of self-importance. She was always just one of her gang, never

traded on fact she was one of Hollywood’s brightest young stars. Above, in 1948 with David Holt, Darryl Hickman, Betty Lynn



"We were engaged
for 11 months—we
danced together

and skiied to-

gether. We knew
so much about
each other when
we married, we
were spared any

rude awakening"

Happiest reason of all for the Steffans's happy marriage is Geary the

III. Jane, recalling her loneliness as an only child, sings him lulla-

bies about the four more little Steffanses she hopes to have some day
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An old-fashioned platform rocker iscozily at

i home in blue master bedroom. Doris had it upholstered in

red, white and blue. Sofa is in red and white check

sunny side up
Take some old pieces, add some modern

notes and spray it all over with bright colors

—and you have Doris Day’s home

BY LYLE WHEELER
Art Director, Twentieth

Century-Fox Studios

When you come in the front door, right away you know this

is where Doris lives. Somehow the gay colors, the warm in-

formality reflect her engaging personality. “Only the house

isn’t finished yet,” adds Doris, after a welcoming grin. “Those

chairs have to be re-covered. Curtains are scheduled for the

dining room. And what do you think I should do with the

entrance hall?”

That’s Doris, and that’s her house. To anyone else it looks

good. To. Doris, there are a million things to be done. But
she’s the girl in a hurry, and no time in which to do every-

thing. “If only 1 had nothing to do but to shop around for

fabrics and wallpaper . .
.” she moans.

“You’d go crazy,” finishes husband Marty Melcher, and

Doris laughingly confesses that he’s right.

Surely, gradually, the changes will be made, but there will

always be something else to do, and that’s what makes it fun.

In the meantime, despite Doris’s protestations, her house is

delightful. It’s on a quiet, tree-shaded ( Continued on page 104)

Mirrors behind bookshelves give depth

to living room. Doris used Provincial shut-

t
ters with movable louvres at windows

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DE GENNARO

An early Welsh cupboard, selected

by Marty, goes well with other informal

period pieces in the living room

Pine lazy Susan table makes a charm-

ing centerpiece for Early American dining

room, with its cheery red and white

Provincial paper, white wainscoting.

(Doris is in “Alexander, the Big Leaguer”)



UZ- TAYLOR Barefoot girl in a Ceil Chapman gown . . . Champagne

and salt water taffy . . . orchids in a country

garden . . . Cleopatra on Sunset Boulevard

. . . youth on a romantic spree

Color portrait by Engstead. Liz is in
“Ivanhoe

”
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ALE ROBERTSON
Night ride across the prairie . . . dynamite with a slow fuse . . . sourdough and

red wine . . . the lightning flash of a distant storm . . . determination with a drawl

Cnlnv hnrtrait h'v Pmuolnv. Dale's in “Return of the Texan

“



“You’re a lou§y actor,” the redhead told

him—and Greg and Ken began a friend-

ship that thrived on hardtack and hope

and survived one man’s leap to success

By IDA ZEITLIN

Four Pecks: Greg may not say “I love you” to

Stephen and Jonathan too often—but it comes across

just the same. He swims and rides

with them, gets down on the floor and wrestles

©RETA Konen and Gregory Peck were at

a World Series baseball game when they

decided to get married. “I’ll call Tobe,”

said Greg, but Tobe wasn’t in. After the

ceremony they stopped by at Greg’s place

to pick up his things. Every few minutes

the groom poked his long neck through

the window and presently spied the man
he was waiting for. “Hey, Ken!”

The rugged redhead ambling down the



Essentially, says Ken, Greg s the ieliow I met twelve

years ago. More mature, of course. And harder-working.”

Right, Greg as he looked in ’39 stage play “Anna Christie”

street below looked up. Peck’s grin broad-

ened. “Hi! I just got married—

”

A year ago Kenneth Tobey met Penny
Parker, who was singing with a band.

“You sing so pretty,” he told her. Penny’s

his wife now. They had planned to be

married last August at La Jolla, with Greg
as best man. Instead, they found the

perfect apartment. “Take it or leave it,”

said the landlord. (Continued on page 74)



In get-rich-quick Hollywood, money is

often a buy-word. And some star

spenders forget that tomorrow will

bring—a bill from the tax collector!

If Jean Simmons hadn’t kept her head, she and Stewart Granger
would still be living in a small palace not meant just for two.

Mario Lanza’s in the money now—and having a wonderful time shar-

ing his fabulous new income with his wife, family and friends.

He still has to learn how much of it belongs—to Uncle Sam!

Lana Turner married a millionaire. But it didn’t help her finan-

cial picture. She’s still singing those March fifteenth blues!

CARPENTER



FLAT on their

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

BANK ACCOUNTS

With two big houses on his hands. Van John-

son is going to have to do some fast figuring to

make his salary check stretch for taxes, too

Got those income tax blues? Then move over and make
room for Van Johnson, Rita Hayworth, Frank Sinatra,

Mario Lanza, and maybe Martin and Lewis. Or, maybe
you’d rather be financially depressed along with Stewart

Granger, Errol Flynn, Lana Turner, Mickey Rooney,

Robert Mitchum, or Betty Grable?

The earning ability of these top stars is amazing. But
most of them live lavishly from hand to mouth.

Rita Hayworth was so broke when she returned to

Hollywood, her agents had to loan her $100,000 to make
a new beginning. The Cinderella star who married the

son of the richest prince in the world doesn’t even own an

auto, much less a home. It may take Frank Sinatra the

rest of his life to break even with (Continued on page 90)

Betty Grable would need some fast horses in her stable to make
up money she lost not working. For $8,000 a week ain’t hay!

ni
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Mitzi, describing fiance Richard Coyle,

says, “He’s a handsome, prematurely gray, nice man!”
They’ll marry when she’s 21

Life with Mitzi can be dangerous,'

says her mother, who still panics when Mitzi

lifts loaded coffee table with her toes!

qaHLImk

sparkle
plenty

BY LIZA WILSON

She eats everything in sight except

parsnips . . . calls her leading men “Cuz”

. . . and can’t even put her stockings

on without going into a Gaynor dance

When georgie jessel isn’t making people laugh at

banquets, or making people cry at funerals, he

is busy searching for new talent for Twentieth

Century-Fox.

“Georgie,” said Director Henry Koster, “there’s

a singing-dancing girl named Mitzi Gerber in ‘The

Great Waltz’ downtown at the Los Angeles

Philharmonic Auditorium.”

That’s all Jessel needed to know. For months

he had been hunting for a girl to play the bouncy,

bubbling Lotta Crabtree, America’s first com-
edienne, in his production of “Golden Girl.”

Next day he reported to the inner circle luncheon

group at the studio. “Two minutes after this Mitzi

Gerber came on stage last night I knew I was

watching the greatest young personality in show

George Jessel saw Mitzi

Gaynor dancing in downtown Los

Angeles—and knew he’d found his “Golden

Girl.” Mitzi calls him “Pappy”
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Mitzi, as Lva languay in “I he I Don t Care Girl,

so impressed the studio that they added two more

numbers to make it an even bigger musical

Mitzi says she isn t superstitious, but 11 any-

one whistles in her dressing room she makes him

go outside, turn around three times—and spit!

-feW e/rilLl/Wl

business. Before the first act curtain I knew I had my Lotta. She dances

like a dream, she sings like a lark. She made me laugh and cry. She

sparkled like champagne. I’ll make you a wager, boys, she’ll be the next

big star in Hollywood.”

Following a three-way test (singing, dancing and acting) Mitzi was

signed to a long term contract with the understanding that after a warm-

up in minor parts in “My Blue Heaven” (as the girl who made Betty

Grable jealous of Dan Dailey), in “Take Care of My Little Girl” (as the

girl whose mother sent her to college so she’d stop smelling like a horse)

and in “Down Among the Sheltering Palms” (as the torrid native dancer

who attaches herself to William Lundigan), the studio would star her as
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sparkle plenty

Mitzi, who loves people, and is usually

knee-deep in friends, is all for leav-

ing that “alone stuff” to Garbo

!

Mitzi began doing her famous impersonations

when she saw Carmen Miranda on the screen.

Oscar Levant, above, is her accompanist in picture

She usually has lots to say but when
George Jessel told her she was a star,

Mitzi merely said, “Well, gosh, thanks!”

Lotta Crabtree in “Golden Girl” and Eva Tanguay in “The I Don’t Care

Girl,” Georgie Jessel productions. Studios have an unhappy habit of

“making over” their embryonic stars, but all they did to Mitzi was change

her last name to Gaynor—a name that made millions for them some
twenty years ago. So far no one has confused her with the former Janet

Gaynor, except a cab driver who picked her up one morning to take her

to the studio. “Miss Gaynor,” he said, “it’s a pleasure to drive you. I

have been an admirer of yours ever since I saw you in ‘Seventh Heaven/ ”

Mitzi thanked him.

When Jessel told her that she was now on the Twentieth Century-Fox

contract list, along with such names as Betty (Continued on page 99)





Featuring Joanne Dru, star of Twentieth’s

"Pride of St. Louis/' in junior designs

from the St. Louis fashion market

“Pride of St. Louis” the vivid life

story of one of, baseball’s most colorful

figures—Dizzy Dean. Another pride of

St. Louis is the junior fashion market,

where young styles have become noted

for their individuality and youthful flair

Joanne Dru, left, opens this month’s fash-

ion series in a smart navy blue ensemble.

Trim dress is sleeveless, with tucked bod-

ice, youthful white linen collar. Separ-

ate cape is lined in “Cardinal” red. Red

carnation adds an extra dash of color. By

Minx Modes, in American Silk Mills

crepe, 7-15. Also in navy with chartreuse.

Under $23.00 at Abraham & Straus,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
; Scruggs-Vandervoort-

Barney, Inc., St. Louis, Mo. Gloves by

Hansen. Perfect complement to a spring

wardrobe are the Prim stockings in a new

Downey shade—a versatile beige

A hit, anywhere, is Joanne’s two-piece

faille suit, right, with its cutaway jacket,

soft full skirt. Separate sleeveless pique

blouse is cut like a bellhop’s, can be

worn tucked in the skirt. By Carlye, in

black, brown, navy, 7-15: Around $45.00

at Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.

and Stix, Baer & Fuller, St. Louis, Mo.

Benedikt pin. Hats by Doris Originals

FOR OTHER STORES SEE PAGE 7 I

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ENGSTEAD



photoplay junior fashions

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ENGSTE

Joanne Dru scores again in a casual, easy-

to-wear skirt and blouse, above. Alternat-

ing gores of solid and striped chambray

add interest to softly flared skirt. Man-
tailored shirt has cuffs and collar of same

stripe. By Shirley Lee in blue with orange,

gray with yellow, 7-15. Blouse $3.95, skirt

$5.95. At D. H. Holmes Co., Ltd., New
Orleans, La., Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney,

Inc., St. Louis, Mo. Hat by Doris Originals

Reserved for special attention is this crisp

two-piece dress, left, with sleeveless blouse,

full dirndl-type skirt. Easy-action looseness

makes it ideal for warm days ahead. A
Galey & Lord fabric in woven cotton plaid,

in beige, lilac or blue. Blouse $5.95, skirt

$8.95. By Jo Collins, 9-15, at Abraham &

Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y. and Stix, Baer &

Fuller, St. Louis, Mo. Belts by Debutante
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You’ll thrill at these colorful creations

by Grace Walker ... a wide range

of styles to choose from ... in new,

smart shades . . . keyed to give just the

right touch to your Spring ensemble.

Favored by the fashion-wise, they’re

made to fit and flatter your feet. You’ll

find them at your favorite store,

or write us for nearest dealer’s name.

Vivacia {lop), Interlude (right). Wisteria

Ufost. styles $8.95 to $10.95

created by Friedman -Shelby division • International Shoe Company • Saint Louis

World’s Largest Shoemakers
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photoplay fashions

Foot flattery in soft kid.

Two-toned stripping gives

this graceful, open-toed

pump the new tapered

look. By Trim Tred, in

several colors. Just $10.95

snoe

shiners

Footnotes from t

ter for shoes eqnl

Personality in patent

leather, accented with

white perforations. Low

shell pump is by Grace

Walker, at a low $9.95

Step out this season in

“St. Louis Blue,” a won-

derful new color. By

Naturalizer
, in Heyl’s kid,

a sandal steal at $11.95

Scenes from Twentieth Century-Fox’;

For difference with dis-

tinction, a suede and

calf pump, right, that

goes perfectly with suits.

By Jolene at only $9.95

AVAILABLE AT LEADING STORES—FOR STORES NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 7|b70



Louis, a noted cen-

to every occasion

Footnote for cottons:

Low-shell flat-heeled

pump that steps out

with its own bow—on

the vamp. A Connie de-

sign costing only $6.95

For casual comfort, a

soft calf moccasin-type

shoe in a neutral color

that goes with every-

thing—ash blonde. $9.95,

by Town and Country

DRAWINGS BY DIANA SLATIN

‘‘Pride of St. Louis” starring

Joanne Dru and Dan Dailey

The following stores carry

PHOTOPLAY’S ST. LOUIS JUNIOR FASHIONS

MINX MODES (APE DRESS

Atlanta, Ga Davison, Paxon Co.

Raton Rouge, La The Dalton Co., Inc.

Charlotte, N. C Belk Bros. Co.

Cincinnati, O Jenny, Inc.

Detroit, Mich The Rollins Co.

Flint, Mich Goodman’s
Hartford, Conn Sage, Allen & Co.

Jackson, Miss .-. Parisian

Jacksonville, Fla '. .'...Furchgott’s

Knoxville, Tenn S. H. George & Sons

Memphis, Tenn Lowenstein’s

New Orleans, La Maison Blanche Co.

New York, N. Y Saks 34th St.

Oakland, Cal ...The Gray Shop
Paterson, N. J Meyer Bros.

Philadelphia, Pa John Wanamaker
Tacoma, Wash Kay Karlson’s

Terre Haute, Ind Root Dry Goods Co.

Wichita, Kans Geo. Innes Co., Inc.

Worcester, Mass John C. Machines Co.

CARLYE DRESS

Akron, 0 Birnbaum, Inc.

Madison's

Albany, N. Y Jalart’s, Inc.

Albuquerque, N. M Tomlinson’s

Asheville, N. C Winner’s

Augusta, Ga Frank Goldberg Co.

Baltimore, Md Hutzler Bros.

Stewart & Co.

Baton Rouge, La Corinnes Harold’s Clothing

Billings, Mont Doyle’s

Birmingham, Ala Loveman, Joseph & Loeb
Boston, Mass -. Filene’s

Charlotte, N. C Belk Bros. Co.

Charleston, S. C Daisy Bogin

Chicago, 111 Maurice L. Rothschild & Co.

Colorado Springs, Colo Rae’s

Columbia, S. C Belk’s

Mary Lowe
Columbus, Ga Kayser Lilienthal, Inc.

Dayton, 0 Rike-Kumler Co.

Denver, Colo Daniels & Fisher Stores Co.

Denver Dry Goods Co.

Des Moines, Iowa Younker’§

Detroit, Mich Himelhoch Bros. & Co.

Evansville, Ind De Jongs, Inc.

Fort Wayne, Ind Leo C. Ward Co.

Fort Worth, Texas The Fair

Monnig’s

Great Falls, Mont Sullivan’s, Inc.

Indianapolis, Ind H. P. Wasson & Co.

Jacksonville, Fla Purcell’s

Kansas City, Mo Chasnoff’s

Knoxville, Tenn S. H. George & Sons

Lansing, Mich Maurice, Inc.

Lima, 0 Madison’s, Inc.

Little Rock, Ark Pfeifer’s

Macon, Ga Goldman’s

Miami, Fla. Eleanor’s

Milwaukee, Wise Bitker, Gerner Co.

Smartwear-Emma Lange, Inc.

Minneapolis, Minn ....Dayton Co.

Minneapolis, Minn. Maurice L. Rothschild-

Young-Quinlan Co.

Morgantown, West Va Kaufman’s

Nashville, Tenn Cain-Sloan Co.

Newark, N. J L. Bamberger

New Orleans, La D. H. Holmes Co.

Oklahoma City, Okla ..Street’s

Philadelphia, Pa Strawbridge & Clothier

Phoenix, Ariz Switzer’s

Pittsburgh, Pa Kaufmann Dept. Stores

Portland, Ore Charles F. Berg, Inc.

Providence, R. I Lee’s Dress Shop

St. Petersburg, Fla The Hobnob
Salt Lake City, Utah MakofFs
San Antonio, Tex Frost Bros.

San Francisco, Cal I. Magnin & Co.

Savannah, Ga Joseph's

Shreveport, La Centenary Dress Shop
Spokane, Wash Bernard's

Spokane Dry Goods Co.

Syracuse, N. Y The Addis Co.

Terre Haute, Ind Jame-Wolf Co.

Topeka, Kans Harry Endlich

Trenton, N. J Yard's

Tucson, Ariz Levy’s

Tulsa, Okla Seidenbach’s

.Street's

Washington, D. C Woodward & Lothrop

Wheeling, W. Va Geo. R. Taylor Co.

Wichita, Kans .....Thurston's

SHIRLEY LEE DRESS

Atlanta, Ga Davison, Paxon Co.

Fresno, Cal E. Gottschalk & Co., Inc.

Lincoln, Neb Gold & Co.

Louisville, Ky H. P. Selman & Co.

Memphis, Tenn Levy’s

San Antonio, Tex Carl’s, Inc.

San Diego, Cal Walker-Scott Corp.

Savannah, Ga Levy’s

Toledtf, 0 Lion D. G. Co.

Tucson, Ariz Levy’s

JO COLLINS DRESS

Albany, N. Y Flah’s

Birmingham, Ala Kesslers’s

Boston, Mass Filene’s

Chicago, 111 Marshall Field & Co.

Cincinnati, 0 The H. & S. Pogue Co.

Dayton, 0 Thai’s

Detroit, Mich Crowley’s

Evansville, Ind De Jongs, Inc.

Flint, Mich Maas Bros.

Kansas City, Mo Harzfeld’s

Lincoln, Neb Magee’s

Memphis, Tenn B. Lowenstein & Bros., Inc.

Minneapolis, Minn L. S. Donaldson Co.

New Orleans, La Maison Blanche Co.

Pittsburgh, Pa Kaufmann’s
Springfield, Mass Forbes & Wallace
Topeka, Kans Pelletier Stores Co.

Washington, D. C Woodward & Lothrop
Wichita, Kans George Innes Co., Inc.

Wilmington, Del Arthur’s

For other stores write direct to manufacturers listed on page 78



if you want to be CHARMING

It's Such Sweet Sorrow!

It must be time for the spring thaw.

For First Love, as much a spring-

time perennial as the first crocus, is

bursting the seams of my mailbag

these days.

So many of you girls who write

to this column are—for the first

time—s-o-o-o in love, and s-o-o-o

unhappy!

I don’t mean to josh about this.

I expect you are getting enough

teasing from your pals. And I

haven’t forgotten that falling in love

for the first time can be a pretty

agonizing experience.

I was particularly moved by a

letter from seventeen-year-old

Carol. (Carol is not her name, but I

want to discuss her problem in

some detail, and it might be

embarrassing.

)

Carol, a senior in high school, has

dated one boy on and off ever since

she was a freshman.

He has told her, she writes, that

“he likes me very much, even more
than likes me.” But he has never

said anything about “going steady.”

He has even teased her about

wearing his ring, “how it’s getting

too small for him. (Cont’d on page 96)

Watch before you leap at him for paying

attention to another girl! You won’t look so

charming if you’re in that jealous mood



-

I know why
Jolene shoes are the

Pride of St. Louis/'
says glamorous Joanne Dru

JOANNE DRU
Starring in

PRIDE OF ST. LOUIS

a 20th Century-Fox

Production "... Jolene shoes have

that Hollywood touch." You,

too, can star at every occasion with

Jolene Hollywood -inspired

shoes, so gentle of fit, so smart

afoot.. so easy on your budget too!

tO 9.95 c°hra snakes slightly higher
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For the name of the store nearest you, write TOBER-SAIFER SHOE MANUFACTURING CO.« ST. LOUIS 3
73



(Continued from page 59)
Since they couldn’t support three apart-
ments—Pen’s, Ken’s and this third one

—

they took it and flew to Arizona, where
you don’t have to wait.

That's the story of how Gregory Peck
wasn’t Kenneth Tobey’s best man, and
Kenneth wasn’t his.

Back in the lean days, Tobey’s wedding
gift to the Pecks was a Silex. Theirs to

Penny and him was sterling silver. “But
I guess in each case,” says Ken, “the gift

meant the same thing.”

What it meant was a solid friendship,

short on words, long on understanding.
The paths of the two men met, ran close,

parted and met again without disturbing
anything fundamental. While Peck’s pro-
fessional star zoomed to the top of movie
heaven and stayed there, Tobey floundered
in one legit flop after another. Not till

eight years after his friend’s spectacular
rise did Tobey come crashing through in

“The Thing,” hitting Photoplay’s popularity
poll among others. When he got the part, it

was Peck whom he called first. “I think
he wanted it for me as much as he wanted
his own career for himself.”
Trying to analyze Peck’s special gift

for friendship, Tobey takes time to pick
his words. “It’s a kind of father confessor
quality. Yet—maybe that gives the wrong
impression, too. Because there’s nothing
detached or holy about him. But he
listens—not just with his ears but with all

of him. And somehow, when things get
rough, he knows how to put his finger
on the sore spot and apply just the right,

balm. Maybe fifteen minutes later you’ll
be thinking, ‘What am I feeling so good
about? I’ve still got the same problems—

’

Nevertheless, the warmth remains.”
Once, after a protracted dry spell, Tobey

lost a very good part at Metro. The con-
tracts were drawn up. He came bouncing
in to sign, and went jolting out with a
sickening sound in his ears. “Sorry, we'll
have to use someone else.” Morose was
too cheerful a word for him as he bumped
into Peck and gave him the sour news.

Greg’s eyes studied him. “You’ve got a
lot of guts,” he said, and that’s all he said.
It was enough. It gave his friend the sense
that someone was with him, someone who
understood, and his burden lost half its

weight. “Maybe once in a blue moon,”
he says, “I’ve been able to do the same
kind of thing for him. Maybe not. He’s
a hard person to do anything for—reluc-
tant to accept help, ready to give it

—

”

t
^EN was a big help at their first meeting.
^ Called Greg a lousy actor or words

to that effect. At the University of Cali-
fornia, they joined the Thalians, a theatre
group. Greg was on stage in a drama-
tization of “Moby Dick”; Ken was in the
audience. Greg, a pre-med student, liked
to act for the hell of it. Ken, studying law,
was out to acquire aplomb, nonchalance
and ease. “Commodities,” he’ll tell you
cheerfully, “that still elude me.”
The audience was asked to criticize the

players. Ken would have felt lots better
with his mouth shut, but that was no
way to practice public speaking. Quaking,
he rose, fixed glassy eyes on the stringbean
with the face of a Near East prince, and
in a few ill-chosen words condemned
his performance as hammy. The victim
took it with composure. Grinned at Ken in
passing. “You sure gave me a roasting.”
So they started saying hello. Soon the

hellos grew more enthusiastic. Ken landed
a fat line in a musical. “Peaches, I want my
dinner.” This struck Greg as so uproar-
ious that he still quotes it. They cast Peck
as Mat in “Anna Christie.” Tobey thought

A Tobey and a Peck

he did a good job and told him so. Their
co-workers rated them as follows: “The
movies’ll take Greg on account of his looks,

but he’ll never be an actor. Tobey won’t
be an actor or any good for the movies.”
As if to kick this appraisal straight in

the teeth, both boys snagged scholar-
ships for the Neighborhood Playhouse in

New York. Dazzled, they chucked law
and medicine to the wolves. Greg entered
the Playhouse on time. Ken arrived late,

detained by the need of earning some
dough at the San Francisco Fair. This
accident introduced a new feeling into

what had been a casual, if pleasant,
relationship. Lonely as a barb in a frat

house, Ken braced himself for the cool
stares of the elite. “Hello, Tobey,” said a
quiet voice, welcoming, warm—and there
stood his fellow Californian.
With interests, tastes and poverty in

common, they joined forces. In a way,
they complemented each other. Both were
self-conscious, but their self-conscious-
ness took different forms. Greg withdrew
into himself. Ken found release in a kind
of boisterous humor which amused the
ether. Economically, they were one, split-

ting whatever funds came their way. Ken
bought Greg his first zombie, Greg bought
Ken the first New York steak he ever
set tooth to. Tobey Senior, acting as
custodian of his son’s shekels, doled them
out by request at the rate of thirty-five

“Most of the things people achieve in

this life come to them because they get

mad—mad enough to do something

about getting what they want.”

CLARK GABLE

dollars every two weeks. So much they
were sure of while it lasted. Greg did
some modeling. No collar-ad stuff, though.
Always something rugged like an engineer
in overalls. When he got twenty-five
bucks, he’d blow it on anyone who needed
a meal. Inconsistently enough, it was Greg,
the shy one, who promoted eating money
wrhen they went broke on Saturday after-

noons. “Think we could touch Miss
Lewisohn for a loan?”
“Not me, brother

—

”

“All right then, I will. But you’ve got to

come along for moral support—

”

Irene Lewisohn was head of the Play-
house, a lady of dignity, charm and reserve.

Fascinated, Ken would watch his partner
wind himself up like a electric gadget till

the words came blurting out. “Miss
Lewisohn, may I borrow five dollars?”
“Why—yes

—
” Then she’d look at him.

“Yes, Gregory—” with the shade of hesi-

tation gone, as if how could you let a

guy like this go hungry.
Meantime they were lapping up New

York—from concerts to subways, from
the top gallery of the Metropolitan to a
hill in the Bronx, where they borrowed
sleds from a couple of kids and went coast-

ing.

When Guthrie McClintic and Katharine
Cornell were taking “The Doctor’s Di-
lemma” on tour, they gave Greg the
role of the art dealer. It was one of those
miracles that can’t happen but does

—

Shaw, Cornell, McClintic, magic names in

the theatre and Peck in the midst of them.
Tobey recalls what happened during

rehearsals. Greg was the novice, the green-
horn, naturally anxious to do well, anxious
to be liked. One day he came home looking
bothered. “What’s wrong with me, Tobe?

Either I’ve got no humor or I’m dumb, i

These guys in the cast—Ralph Forbes,
Cecil Humphreys—swell people, friendly,
been wonderful to me. Only they’ve got so i

much in common—background, experience,
tradition. So they talk and laugh their I

heads off while I sit like a goon and can’t
think of a word to say.”
After cutting it nineteen ways, Greg

came up with his own answer. “What’s
wrong with me is, I’m no conversation- i

alist. Okay. When I’ve got something to
say, I’ll say it. Otherwise, I’ll keep my i

trap shut. There’s no percentage in trying
to be what you’re not.” He talks more
easily nowadays, says Ken. But except
in the world of make-believe, he’s never
tried to be anything but himself.

B
OTH men realized with a touch of sad-
ness that Greg’s departure marked the

end of a chapter. His bags stood at the
door. “Well, s’long, Tobe.” Then, a very
casual afterthought: “Oh, by the way, you
got any dough?”

“Sure,” said the other, fingering the
nickel in his pocket. Keeping only enough
for cabfare, Greg shoved some bills at him,
picked up the bags and was gone.
His return was memorable, too. Know-

ing that Greg’d met a girl named Greta
who was something special, Ken elected
himself a welcoming committee of one. i

Armed with kazoo, trumpet and toy drum,
he descended on Grand Central, spotted !

Greg’s head above the crowd and went I

into action on his noisemakers. It would
have been fine except that, along with
Greg and the pretty blonde at his side,

walked Cornell and McClintic—two people
Ken would have liked to impress, though
not as a clown. Turning green, he stuffed
the brass in his pockets and tried to pre-
tend that the drum ’round his neck wasn’t
there. Greta stoutly maintained that the
effect was charming, and Ken pledged her
his loyal allegiance on the spot.

In a play called “Sons and Soldiers,” the
friends appeared together on Broadway
for the first and only time. It was a nice
experience, if brief. They closed after
three weeks and again they parted—this

time with more finality. Proving the
Thalians true prophets in one respect,
Hollywood the golden sent for Mr. Peck.
The cliche runs that Hollywood changes

people. Tobey thinks it ain’t necessarily
so. “Friendships are more often spoiled by
the friend left behind who carries a chip i

on his shoulder through envy, oversensi- 1

tiveness or what-have-you. I speak from
first-hand experience. Greg didn’t change.

;

I did—or started to
—

”

He was working, but not steadily. When
Greg came to town, they’d go out. For every
drink and dinner Greg bought, Tobe
matched him. The other’s protests hit

solid bone, for Ken had grown self-con-
scious about money as he’d never been
when Greg was in the same boat. Resent- 1

ments began to simmer—so deep he was
hardly aware of them till one day his

friend plucked them into the open.
“I know how you feel, Tobe. It’s human. .

In your place, I’d feel the same way.
And in my place, I hope you’d say the
same things to me. Friendship has no room
for this kind of competition. Each one
should do what he can. In the old days
we’d have taken sharing for granted.

What’s different about now?”
In Greg nothing was different. Gently

he had put his finger on the sore spot, and
Tobey was healed.

Confident of Tobey’s quality as an actor,

Peck’s idea was that he and the movies
should get together. Ken was more than ;

agreeable. In ’46 he came out on a courting



visit that netted him a couple of indiffer-

ent stares, so back he went to play in
“Joan of Lorraine.” The spring of ’48

brought a wire from Peck. “La Jolla starts

soon. If you want to work, get out here.”
Funds being at ebb, he caught a cheap
plane. Greta met him at the airport.

“You’re staying with us.”

He stayed seven months—a notion that
would have staggered him in advance. But
when the La Jolla season closed, Greg
said: “Why don’t you stick it out for a
while? Maybe something’ll break.” Greta
said: “Please, Ken. You know we have
plenty of room.” Without piling it on, they
made him feel wanted and welcome.

T
HE first small toehold came in “Twelve
O’clock High.” Greg was responsible only

up to a point. No star, however big, casts

his own pictures and his influence is nar-
rowly limited. If you’re Peck, you don’t
overstep those limits. If you’re Tobey, you
don’t want them overstepped. Greg intro-

duced him to the casting director at Fox,
and Ken began hearing about this picture.

For the first time he made a specific re-
quest. “I think if I met Henry King, I might
sell myself to him.' Could that be arranged?”
Greg took him to the director. “I’d like

you to meet a friend of mine,” he said,

“who’s a good actor,” and left.

Tobey did the rest. Before the interview
ended, he was King’s boy. “I wish you’d
come sooner. There’s only a bit left now
—the sentry at the gate.”

This scene was the first in the picture.

It impressed other people with the truth

of Peck’s unadorned statement that his

friend was a good actor. As more jobs
came along, he felt it was time to stop

being a guest and moved out to a hotel.

The day he left, Greg said, “You’ll be
needing a car, Tobe,” and gave him a

check. “Look;” he added before the other
could register, “when one of our cars went
on the blink, you got up at four and waited
for traffic to start, so you could bum a ride.

That’s no good. If you’re going to work in

this town, you need transportation.”

“I feel like a cadger.”
“You’d do it for me, wouldn’t you?”
With a contract at RKO, Tobey’s repay-

ing him now. The contract grew out of

“The Thing.” “The Thing” grew out of “I

Was a Male War Bride,” Howard Hawks
directing. “Some day,” said Hawks, “I’m

going to make a picture with unknowns.
If you’re still unknown, Ken, I’ll want you
as the lead.”

Pleasant words that might mean any-
thing or nothing. Two years slipped by.

Then one day the phone rang. Mr. Hawks’
secretary calling. An hour later Hawks
handed Tobey a script. “We’ll have to make
a test. That’s a Howard Hughes rule. But

as far as I’m concerned, you’re in.”

“The Thing” bounced Tobey, with
his easy performance, his attractive blend
of humor and strength, out of obscurity
into public favor. They signed him to a
long-termer. Not the least rewarding
moment of those thrill-packed days was
the voice of his friend Greg on the wire:
“Told you you’d make it.”

For a Tobey’s-eye view of the Peck of
today, let Ken do the talking:

“Essentially, he’s the fellow I met twelve
years ago—simple, direct, with a courtesy
that comes as natural as breathing. More
mature, of course. And harder-working.
But whatever he does, he throws himself
into. Even canasta. Plays a reckless
game for pennies, but hates to lose.

“But I guess it’s his family life that
tells most about him. They say you can
judge by kids what the parents are like.

If so, these parents, Greg and Greta, can
take a bow because the kids are great.

Jonathan’s seven—dark, slender, serious.

Stephen’s a sensitive five-year-old’ and
one of my best friends. Carey Paul’s still

a baby,' blond like Stephen and his

mother. They’ve all got Greg’s courtesy,
Greta’s enthusiasm and their own charm.

“I’ve heard Greg talk about what he
wants for them. For the future, to work
at whatever they want. For now, love and
security and some of the advantages he
can afford to give them. But not enough
to dull them to what’s more important.

“If Jonathan wants to ride, he has to

earn that right by keeping his room
straight. Riding he loves. Swimming he
used to hate. When the swimming teacher
came, he’d hide under the bed. Greg
neither forced nor shamed him into the
pool—just eased him into it with affection.

I wouldn’t call him demonstrative with
the kids. He maybe doesn’t say ‘I love you’
as much as I would. But it comes across
just as plain without his saying it. Or
plainer. He swims and rides with ’em,
gets on the floor and wrestles with ’em.
“He never brushes them off. Jonathan

brings his paintings home from school.

Every kid brings his paintings home from
school. We make a big fuss over the first

two or three, then we lose interest. Greg
spends as much time on the twentieth as
on the first. He gives their trivia the same
concentrated attention as his own affairs

—

offers honest opinions, makes them feel

they’re somebody—which they are.”

Tobey paused reflectively. “If there’s one
quality that sticks out in Greg, it’s his

fierce regard for the individual. Humans
really matter to him as humans. Your
dignity is as safe with him as his own.
“To my mind,” his friend concluded,

“that’s the measure of a man—

”

The End

The votes are pouring in tor candidates

for Photoplay's color pages.

Are yours among the missing?

Send the names in now of

Your favorite actor Your favorite actress

Mail to: Readers' Poll Editor, Box 1374,

Grand Central Sta., N. Y. 17, N. Y.

My name My age

lunior

Celanese rayon jersey

indispensable one-piecer;

Solid tone teamed

with print.

Brown, red or navy.

Sizes 7 to 15 and

L.W.J. sizes 9 to 15 for

long-waisted, tall

juniors . . . under 815

At one fine store near you;

write us, we’ll tell you where.

R. Lowenhaum Mfg. Co. St. Louis
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suit by Joselli

Marilou • Almost bare as a pump

can be—and its theme of delicate

straps and bands embraces your

foot in style and comfort.

feet. And you’ll look fashion-right every step

of the way when you wear one of these beautiful shoes. The

Trim Tred shoemakers asked me to look over their new

line . . . make my selection from almost a hundred different

patterns, all of them smart as they can be. I chose these

eight for going places smartly ... in style and comfort /”

Danila • The classic pump in rich gleaming leathers with

a jaunty piped-bow at the throat. Beautifully comfortable.

Wisteria • Slim tapered pump with a sleek, new, perforated

mudguard effect! One of the season's really smart shoes.

Nectar • Contour-hugging silhouette accented with smart

contrast-color on the edging, ribbon-thin strap and heel.
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dress by Carlye

hut by l^ecie

Zorina • Pump with a new idea in trim.

Two leather ribbons, in complimentary

color, flow smartly along the shoe top.

$795 lo $U95

Daytona • How cute can a casual

be! This clever wedgie sports

four little lizard leaves.

Trina • Openly smart, netty nylon bordered

in rich, glossy calf . . . and really comfortable.

Oberta with its clever collar

at the throat is a suit shoe

that’s smart, comfortable.

For Dealer nearest you, write: Roberts, Johnson & Rand, DIVISION of international SHOE COMPANY, ST. LOUIS 3, mo.



Bra by

> Guaranteed by <

Good Housekeeping

...loves her

Y ES ... a single needle makes the

difference. Round ’n’ round it goes,

shaping as it sews, creating a bra that lifts, rounds,

firms oh-so-beautifully. Satin, nylon or.

cotton, only $1.50, everywhere.
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GIRLS, WIN FAME!

ENTER LOVABLE GIRL CONTEST!
CONTEST
JUDGES

Girls, look what you can winl (1) Free round trip to N. Y.f (2) 4 days
at famous Governor Clinton Hotel! (3) Year's supply of Lovable Bros!

o (4) Complete Candy Jones Conover High Fashion Coursel (5) Amelia
o Earhart Luggage set! (6) Lovely Henry Rosenfeld creations! (7) Year's

supply of Scandia's luxury cosmetics and perfumes! (8) Personal RADIO
and TV appearances with LANNY ROSS and SYDNEY SMITH!

° AND HERE’S AU YOU DO TO ENTER:
° Send a good recent photo with your name, address, age and following

measurements: bust, waist, hips, height and weight. Mail to Lovable

_ Girl Contest, Box 1176, New Yorkl,N. Y. All entries must bo postmarked
before Midnight, April 1 5. THAT’S ALL . . . NO LABELS . . . NOTHING TO
BUY! Contest is open to all girls living in U. S. except employees of

Lovable, Photoplay or their agencies. Decision of judges is final; ail

photos non-returnable. No ties or second prize awarded.

LOVABLE BRASSIERE CO. f 180 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C. 16

3LOJLOJULOJLOJLSULQJULJLOJLOJUUUULOJUL2J!_ft.

Lanny Rots

Famous singer
heard week-
days coast-to-

coast via

Mutual Broad-
casting System

Sydney Smith

"Domestically
Yours" Star.

Women's show
seen daily on

WJZ-TV, N.Y.C.

IP
Wherever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS
If the preceding pages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where the Photoplay

Fashions are sold, please write to

the manufacturers listed below

:

Minx Modes cape dress

2225 Locust St., St. Louis, Mo.

Carlye suit

508 North 4th St., St. Louis, Mo.

Shirley Lee dress

1641 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Jo Collins dress

901 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Trim Tred shoes

1501 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Grace Walker shoes

1507 Washington Ave, St. Louis, Mo.

Jolene shoes

1204 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Naturalizer

1600 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Connie shoes

1601 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Town and Country shoes

Ambassador Bldg, St. Louis, Mo.

Doris Originals hats

1127 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

who are the

LOST CITIZENS?

.The boys who can’t belong to a

Boys’ Club because there aren’t enough

funds to build one in their neigh-

borhood! It takes money to start a

club and keep it going. But it’s money

that pays dividends in citizenship

—in self-respect—in hope for the future. :

BE A GOOD CITIZEN-

HELP BUILD A GOOD CITIZEN!

GIVE —to the National Boys’ Clubs of

America. Headquarters. 381 Fourth Ave.,

New York, N. Y.

.

REMEMBER THE BOYS

NATIONAL BOYS' CLUB WEEK
•

MARCH 31 TO APRIL 6
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Her Heart Knows

( Continued, from page 52)

much she would gain. Maybe all tiny

people are like that, because a few pounds
can make a difference, but I told Janie I

wasn’t going to put up with that nonsense,
and before we were married 1 said we
would never have any scales in our house.

And we haven’t.”

So, way back more than two years ago,

Geary let it be known that he was going

to lay the law down about anything that

fretted Jane. And Jane just loved it.

Jane and Geary have not found their

happiness by any set of rules. As Jane
says, “We didn’t enter marriage with di-

vorce and failure in the back of our minds,
so we don't hold it before our eyes as a

pitfall to avoid."

She’s the least star-like person imagin-
able. Not long ago a small group was sit-

ting around a hotel swimming pool cabana.
Bill Pawley Jr., a good friend whom the

Steffans inherited from Elizabeth Taylor,

joined the party and was reminiscing with
one of the men about wartime flying.

Others at surrounding cabanas were gaz-
ing at the group and Jane told the two
men, who were talking rather loudly:

“Say, you two fellows are attracting

plenty of attention. Everybody else must
be as interested as I am."

I looked to see her kidding grin, but
there wasn’t even a glint in her eye. She
was so fascinated by their stories she sin-

cerely believed that was what attracted

others from near by.

J
ANE never had any burning ambition to

be a movie star. She has a glorious voice
that she has been using since her mother
first arranged for her to take voice les-

sons—almost as far back as she can re-
member. Then she was sent out to use
that voice on radio and in public appear-
ances back in Portland, wherever she
could make a dollar to help pay for the
lessons. It was a circle that kept her too

busy to indulge in a doll-playing child-
hood. But she has no regrets.

“I’m glad my mother had ambitions for

me, because I certainly had none for my-
self—and yet I’ve loved every minute of

what it’s led to. I like to sing. I guess
it’s part of me, even if my job is a lot of

hard work.”
When on tour in personal appearances,

Jane has no maid to help her dress or to

do her hair. “I don’t have a personal maid
at home,” she says, “so why at any other
time?” She’s never been spoiled, even if

she was an only child, because the family
of a Portland, Oregon, apartment house
custodian has little money for pampering.

“I’ve always worked,” she says, “I don’t
remember when I wasn’t working. I was
singing on the radio back home in Port-
land when I was nine. Before that

—
” her

voice trailed off.

She doesn’t want to say anything that
would hurt or embarrass her parents, who
were divorced two year’s ago, just after her
marriage to Geary. She adores them both.
Undoubtedly the failure of their mar-
riage strengthened—subconsciously at least
—her desire to build her marriage on
such a firm foundation that it never would
topple.

She very definitely doesn’t like to talk
about her childhood when she earned the
cost of her voice lessons by working for
the residents of the apartment house where
her father was employed.
She ran errands for the parents of the

other children, and children can be cruel.
Many times, delivering a package and look-
ing in on a tea party to which she hadn’t
been invited, she must have been hurt.
But this she doesn’t talk about.
Geary says her background has helped
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LIQUID CREAM SHAMPOO
It's new! It’s different! It’s not just a liquid . . . not just a

cream. It's a combination of the best of both. That’s Wildroot
Liquid Cream Shampoo.

A deep-down cleanser

Wildroot is a soapless shampoo
,
a deep cleanser that floods

away loose dandruff, cuts grease and grime without drying

up precious natural oils.

Leaves hair gleaming bright

Wildroot Liquid Cream Shampoo leaves hair so clean, so

springy, so manageable that a set seems to fall into place.

Lathers in hardest water. Needs no special rinse.

It's right for your hair

Whether your hair is dry or oily, baby soft or wiry, blond
or brunette, try Wildroot Liquid Cream Shampoo just once,

and you'll agree it’s right for your hair . . . good for your
hair. Remember, it contains soothing lanolin.

Soapless Sudsy • • • Lanolin Lovely!

THREE SIZES:

29c 59c 98c
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P. S. To keep hair neat between shampoos use Lady II ildroot Cream Hair Dressing.

to keep her feet firmly on the ground. And
now, when she has everything, she hasn't
forgotten what it means to have so little.

If she should ever forget, Geary will be
there to remind her.

“I didn’t know Jane when she was a little

girl,” he says, "but I do know how hard
she worked doing things for other people.
I know, too, how little she had. I think
that’s one reason she is so sweet and con-
siderate. She is also very sensible, natu-
rally. And should she ever get cocky, I’ll

be there to take her down right quick.”
Geary’s indispensable to Jane and she

knows it. So much so that at first she was
miserable when he left her. The first year
of their marriage, therefore, had its little

ups and downs. But the world never heard
about their quarrels because they never
occurred in night clubs, and Jane never
went heme to Mama.

J
ANE isn’t perfect, you can take both her
and Geary's word for it. And neither is

he. He likes to play tennis. So Jane is

often a tennis widow. At first it irked her.
"Janie is understanding about it now,”

Geary says, “and doesn’t fume about my
going out for a few sets of tennis with the
fellows. She did at first. I’d tell her to
come along, if she wanted, but I knew she
didn’t. She’d want to know what time I’d

be home, and I’d say, "Oh, around two
o’clock,’ going out about ten in the morning.
Well, you can t tell about those things so
maybe I wouldn't get in until four o’clock.
Then she would be mad. But I soon made
her see that recreation was important to
me, and that no marriage would last if a
man turned namby-pamby. Now, when I
play tennis, she is busy about the house
and with the baby and I don’t think she
even misses me.”
Also Jane loves to cook. And Geary likes

to eat. So this is another important con-
tribution to their marriage. Like all good
cooks, she likes to experiment with wines
and sauces—and like most American hus-
bands, Geary often fails to appreciate the
mystery of the cuisine. It hurts, but he
tells her. And she files that dish among
her souvenirs. When he does enjoy a dish,
which is more often the case, he tells her
too. And you should hear him brag about
her souffles when she isn’t around!
There were numerous other difficulties to

iron out that first year. Jane is sensitive,
a hangover from childhood, and sometimes
feels a slight when Geary is sure none is

intended. Once she came home highly crit-
ical of a fellow worker and, pouring out her
accusations to Geary, she waited for the
words of sympathy that she felt sure
would follow

Instead, Geary told her quietly, “You
never knew this person before. That’s
probably just his way of talking. You
don t like it. Well, there may be something
about you that he doesn’t like. Let’s have
this guy for dinner and play a game of
looking for his good traits.”

Today, this man is one of their good
friends. Together, they’ve worked out a
system of finding something pleasant in the
seemingly most objectionable people. And
a couple who practice looking for good in
others must apply the same method at
home—and so avoid that road which leads
to divorce courts.

By this time everyone knows that the
happiest reason of all for Jane and Geary’s
happy marriage is little Geary Steffan the
third, who will be one year old in July.
Jane sings him lullabies and she tells him
about the four more little Steffans who
she and his daddy hope will share his
nursery within the next few years.

Always when Jane talks about the fam-
ily she wants, a wistful note creeps into
her voice. “I was so lonely,” she says. “I

remember begging my parents for a sister



to play with—or a brother.” Geary sup-
plied this need for Jane. too. for marriage
to him gave Jane two sisters. It was while
visiting in the home of his married sister

that she and he learned to know each
other so well.

“We were engaged for eleven months,”
Jane recalls. “We knew so much about
each other when we were married that we
were spared a rude awakening. Our mar-
riage was more of a transition. We danced
together, skied together, tobogganed and
skated together. Geary even ate my cook-
ing before we were married. If I advocate
anything for a successful marriage, other
than being in love, it’s an engagement long

enough for two people to learn all about
each other.”

Geary, of course, had to learn that—mar-
ried to a celebrity—he must make adjust-
ments. Fortunately, he was familiar with
the entertainment world and so realized
the demands that are made on a star. For
before Geary married Jane he was an ice

skater. Wisely, he turned to a business

career, opening his insurance agency.

T
HEY own their home jointly with all of

its contents. Each month they contribute

to their far-from-lavish Brentwood house-
hold—run with one maid, Gladys—on a

fifty-fifty basis.

“Nobody ever can say that anybody car-
ried me,” says Geary proudly. However,
he is sensible enough to know that a movie
star is required to dress like a movie star.

He adds, “Whatever Jane wants to do with
her money after we divvy household bills

is all right with me. If she wants to spend
$5,000 for a mink coat, I don’t care, but she
can’t spend five cents more on the house
than I do.”

Jane Powell was a pert young miss of

twenty who was doing all right when she
met Geary Steffan, but to hear her now
you’d never even know it.

“Since I’ve been married to Geary I’m
calmer, quieter, and have a lot more
poise. I used to talk too much—just prattle

—and never say anything. Now I don’t
talk unless I’ve got something to say. He
made me realize it was nervousness that
makes people talk too much and act gay
and life-of-the-partyish when they just

want to sit and listen and relax sometimes.”
What Geary has given Jane, of course,

security and serenity, are things that
money can’t buy; such things as keep
escaping the Lana Turners, Elizabeth
Taylors and many others in Hollywood.
Geary also has given Jane a feeling of

religion. When other little girls were rais-

ing their voices in Sunday school choruses,
she was raising her beautiful young voice
over radio and on stages—for pay.
“Every child should have some religion

in his or her background, but I had none,
was connected with no church,” she says,

wistfully. “I went to different churches as
I grew older but that's not like belonging."
And she added with determination, “Our
baby will grow up in a church.”
Geary is a Catholic and he and Jane

were married at the Church of the Good
Shepherd in Los Angeles.
They started out their married life, as so

many young' couples do, in a small apart-
ment, with Jane doing the housework. She
didn’t have to, of course, but it was fun,

and she felt closer to Geary that way.
When they knew their family was increas-

ing, they moved into their own home, and
Jane got Gladys, “a real jewel,” to help her.

“I’m so lucky to have Gladys. She’s a

wonderful cook, maid, nurse, housekeeper
rolled into one, and how she loves the
baby! When Geary and I went to Miami
Beach last December, where I sang at the
Copa City, Gladys was tickled to death to

get me out of the house, so she could have
the baby all alone.”
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Since the Steffans don t have a “regulai-
nurse ’ they get up themselves at night
with the baby, but they don’t spoil him.
“We get up and look at him and if there’s

nothing wrong, we let him cry, which isn’t
often,’’ Geary says with parental pride.
Thus, they prove again that theirs is an
old-fashioned marriage, based on old-fash-
ioned methods, for the most modern way
is like the old way, to pick up the baby
and comfort him if he cries.

Janie s and Geary’s friends are not
among the glamour set of Hollywood. And
they are not ringside habitues at smart
night clubs, even though they like to
dance and have their nights out just like
young couples everywhere.
But there seems to be more time thi-

everything for Jane now that she’s a wife
and mother and a bigger star than ever.
She has found, through her pleasant, easy
way of life with Geary, that there’s really
no need for hurrying about everything.

“I m inclined to be impatient, to want
everything done at once. Geary never is
in a hurry,” she laughs, adding, “but he
always gets things done.”
“Janie was a long time learning that,

but it finally soaked in,” he kidded her.
"When she wants a rug moved or a lock
fixed or the baby’s diaper changed or
anything else

—

”

“Well, the baby’s diaper—” Jane inter-
rupted

—

“—must be changed, I know,” Geary
granted. “But it never hurt the other
things to wait a few minutes. I just don’t
like to hurry. And Janie is learning.”
Above all, they’re both considerate of

others. Once, a young entertainer, with far
less of the world’s goods than they, asked
them to go deep sea fishing. They accepted
and agreed to share the cost. When rough
waters appeared likely the day before they
were to go out, Geary, telling Jane he was
afraid she might be seasick, suggested they
should cancel their plans. Jane agreed,
quickly adding, “Has he made a deposit
on the boat? Will he lose anything?”

“I’ve already taken care of that,” Geary
assured her with an affectionate pat.
Unlike so many who no longer have to

worry about money, Jane remembers that
others often do, explains this cheerfully, in
fact, by asking, "How can I forget—when
I was poor much longer than I wasn’t?”

That’s Janie. She has the infinite wis-
dom a woman knows when she listens to
her heart. Otherwise, reacting unhappily
to the unhappy things that have happened
to her, she would have matured with less
of all the qualities that have won her
stardom and Geary Steffan and the good
life she loves today. The End

try woodbury cream make-up!
Velvetizes your skin ... veils tiny blemishes!

Magnificent alone, doubly beautiful with matching

shade of Woodbury Powder. 43c plus tax.

Backing a worthy cause is Doris Day, star of

"I'll See Tou in My Dreams.” She'll make a
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Lovely women

instinctively choose this

exquisitely light,

fabulously fine powder.

Only Woodbury, with its

secret blending process and

special foundation-cream

ingredient, offers such

exciting satin-smoothness,

such superb vibrant shades,

longer cling. Try it . .
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YOUR PHOTOPLAY

(A-

Jeff Hunter and his cute

wife Barbara Rush are

doing all right in their

movie careers—he’s in

“Cry of the Swamp” and

she’s in "Flaming Feath-

er.” But still they have

to watch their budget.

But as the day came closer, Jeff wasn't so sure. And when he

saw a sign, “Auction today on Early American Furniture,” he

thought, “no harm in looking!” The first thing he saw was . . .

... a spice cabinet. Just what Barbara wanted! Besides, it was

furniture for the house, too. When the cabinet was auctioned, Jeff

bid $5—and prayed no one would raise him. But a woman’s . . .

. . . voice from the rear called “17.50!” Jeff went higher and
higher. But the woman outbid him to the bitter end! Indig-

nantly, Jeff turned to glare at her—then froze. For there . . .

. . . stood Barbara, looking at him accusingly. For a minute
he looked guilty because he'd broken their bargain. Then p

light dawned. Barbara was the woman who'd outbid him!
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The Truth About the Kathryn Grayson-Mario Lanza Feud

(Continued from page 41)
I had had a lovely visit with Kathryn,
Mario, Betty and their children in the
Lanza home. At that time all had been
as serene as a June meadow. They all

couldn’t have been more affable toward
one another.

I’m used to the chameleon quality in

Hollywood relationships, but this one had
me puzzled. I called Kathryn to ask what
—in the sacred name of M-G-M—had
happened between her and Mario?
“That columnist caught me in the wrong

mood, and I blew my top,” she said. She
had enough spunk not to disavow her
words or accuse the columnist of mis-
quoting her. Then, having had her ex-
plosion, she simmered down to laugh at

the whole affair.

Meantime, however, Betty read what
Kathryn had said about her husband—and
her Irish too “went sailing skyward. “Mario
asked me to forget the incident; explained
that Kathryn, having recently completed a
picture, was just tired,” Betty told me. “But
I couldn't get the damper on my temper.”
So Betty called Kathryn, demanding an
explanation for her tirade against Mario.
The two girls had it hot and heavy over
the phone; then tempers cooled, apologies
were exchanged, and once more serenity
descended.
By this time, though, the press had

begun to bounce the story around and
by the time it reached New York, it had
been hypoed into a hot feud between
Mario and Kathryn. I’m not saying that the
heat is entirely off at this writing. But
I do know that all parties concerned have
given logical answers for their actions and
are complimentary toward one another.

Betty, for instance, made it clear that
Kathryn was absolutely not at fault when
Mario got in Dutch with his fellow
workers by failing to sing at a party given
by studio technicians. This incident, as I

have explained before, is regarded as the
start of Lanza’s much publicized troubles
at Metro. On the day of the party he had
been working in water for hours in a
“Toast of New Orleans” sequence. His
voice was hoarse. It was decided by the
higher-ups that he had better rest rather
than sing at the studio party. Kathryn was
to give full explanation for his absence.
This she failed to do, merely announc-

ing that Mario wouldn’t be there. Later
the implication was given that Kathryn
had deliberately withheld the facts to
antagonize the technicians against Mario.
“This is completely untrue,” Betty told

me. “A studio representative was to in-

struct Kathryn in exactly what to say. He
neglected to do so. Kathryn only knew
that Mario wasn’t going to be present so
that was all she could tell the guests.”
Kathryn, on her part, pays tribute to

Mario’s voice at the mere drop of a half-
note. But to say she claims him among
her favorites as a person would be an
overstatement of the year. However, she
does have an impish regard for him and his

antics that is a form of affection. “Life
around Mario never is dull,” she says.

Unless angered or goaded, she doesn’t
elaborate upon this statement. But a wry
smile and a twinkle in her eyes imply
that she could a tale unfold about the big
boy that would make fascinating reading.

L
ANZA is never noted for a surplus of
inhibition; nor Kathryn for a lack of

high spirits. A saving sense of humor en-
ables them to work together. “A singer has
to be positive or the voice would wabble,”
Kathryn said to me. The studio cautiously
puts their dressing rooms on opposite sides
of the sound stages to lessen the possibility

of fireworks. They keep out of each other’s
way when the cameras are not grinding.
Once, however, Kathryn was trying to

take a nap when Mario began a favorite
form of exercise, weight-lifting, near her
dressing room. After taking the grunts and
bumps as long as she could, she went out,
picked up the barbell, and hoisted it

above her head. “Now,” she said, “will you
get over to your side of the sound stage?”
The startled Lanza complied. An awed
technician later told Kathryn the bar-
bell she’d lifted weighed 110 pounds.
Even when the cameras are turning, the

two have a spirited relationship. Re-
member the Butterfly sequence in “The
Toast of New Orleans”? One scene re-
quired Mario to hold Kathryn by the arm
and for her to slap him. During rehear-
sals, he gripped her arm so tight that he
left blue marks on the flesh. “Take it

easy,” she whispered. “I’ve got to play it

this way,” he whispered back. He did.

“And,” said Kathryn, “when the time came
for me to slap him I brought my punch all

the way from the floor.”

But Kathryn still wasn’t through with
her vengeance. At the finish of the se-
quence she and Lanza had to run up a
flight of stairs. It was an ordeal for Mario,
who even then was overweight. So Kathryn
deliberately fluffed the scene so the stair-

running would have to be done over and
over again, much to the discomfiture of

the puffing and panting Lanza. “I can be
twice as mean as he can be,” Kathryn
once told me with that impish grin.

By such methods she keeps the exuber-
ant Mario under control.

Movie feuds are usually confined to

verbal snipes; but occasionally they reach
the state of fisticuffs. Mark Stevens
slugged director Irving Reis after an argu-
ment on how a scene should be played.
Cornel Wilde punched cameraman Leon
Shamroy during the filming of “Forever
Amber.”
The current meowing between Ccrinne

Calvet and Zsa Zsa Gabor, though based
on fact, hqs the odor of a publicity bonfire.

However, both girls have sharp claws and
know how to use them. So, if needled
properly by the press and publicity de-
partment, Corinne and Zsa Zsa, who began
their tiff playfully, may wind up scratch-
ing.

Rarely does Shelley Winters make a film

that I don’t hear she’s feuding with some-
body on the set. Most of her trouble
stems from insisting on playing scenes
her way. When she was making “A Place
in the Sun,” I said to director George
Stevens, “Keep your foot on Shelley’s neck,
and you’ll get a good performance from
her.” He replied a bit grimly, “Don’t worry.
She’ll do as I say.” Obviously she did,

because she came through with a perform-
ance worthy of an Academy Award.
Frank Sinatra was not so successful in

controlling that willful Winters girl when
they made their new picture, “Meet Danny
Wilson.” A clash between the two was
inevitable, because they’re both head-
strong, quick-tempered, outspoken per-
sonalities who are not short on ego.

Tension on the set during the shooting
often had the lesser lights looking for

places of refuge in case the storm broke.
When Frank went to Nevada later for

night-club engagements, I’m told he used
“Pardon the expression” before mentioning
Shelley’s name on his show.
Most of the current comedy teams are

too closely knitted together in the public
mind to risk disrupture. What would
Abbott be without Costello or vice versa?
True, Lou and Bud have battled plenty
with their studio over money matters; but
they also fight together. All is not peaches
and cream between the boys in private
life. Frequently reports of their private
differences reach me; but they never let

the difficulties interfere with their work.
Nor do Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis.

They admit to having been really mad at

each other only once since they formed a

team. The tiff came when Dean reproved
Jerry for speaking too harshly to an as-

sistant. “I could be with Dean every day
and still love the boy,” Lewis once said

to me. “But not our wives. So to keep
harmony, we don’t see too much of each
other socially.”

Such a-feudin’ and a-fussin’ is to be ex-
pected in an industry that deals in high
pressure, high salaries, and high opinions
of oneself. It goes on all the time in Holly-
wood, with the Kathryn Grayson-Mario
Lanza feud, if such it can be called, most
recently taking the spotlight. When I’m
making the rounds of a studio lot and the
studio publicity man accompanying me
turns ashen as we approach a certain

sound stage—when he explains that so-
and-so is not working today, or the set is

closed, I have a faint suspicion that some-
body’s blowing a gasket inside. Usually I’m
right.

Kathryn Grayson is currently in “Lovely
to Look At,” Mario Lanza is in “Because
You’re Mine.”
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It Really Js My True Story
”

say countless listeners when they hear many of

their own problems dramatized on radio’s “My
True Story”. You see, “My True Story” presents

in vivid form true-to-life problems—taken di-

rectly from the files of True Story Magazine.

You'll meet real people—people like yourself,

your friends, or your neighbors. And you'll

hear them solve real-life problems involving

love, hope, fear, jealousy, and many others.
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she's engaged

/

Dorothy Mabry to Richard Petty

Theirs was a campus romance— at the

University of Southern California.

To give Dorothy the ring he wanted

for her, Dick worked all his vacation

in a lumber camp! They will take

their vows this summer in the First

Presbyterian Church in Los Angeles

with Dorothy a most adorable bride!

she's lovely!

She is a darling! With the happiest

blue eyes, and a complexion that is

luminous rose pearl—Dorothy

Mabry’s entrancing face shows you

immediately the sweet charm of her

Inner Self. No wonder you love her

the instant you meet her

she uses Pon

u F

You get such a happy feeling when you

look your prettiest^" Dorothy says
IMMl'

;

Dorothy Mabry has the velvety complexion other girls would love I

"Pond’s Cold Cream is divine she says. "I use it every day.”

Isn’t it delightful—the confidence that

comes to you when you know you look

your very nicest?

Dorothy feels the most important point

on a girl’s beauty program should be a

sparkling-clean, smooth skin. Her own

complexion is enchanting. "You couldn t

catch me going to bed without cleansing

with Pond’s Cold Cream,” she says. It

makes my skin feel heavenly.”

Your skin can "speak out” with a magic

new loveliness, too, when you give it this

very special Pond’s care.

Every night and morning, cream your

face with Pond’s Cold Cream as Dorothy

does. This is the way:

Hot Stimulation—a good hot water splashing.

Cream Cleanse—swirl light, fluffy'Pond’s Cold

Cream over face and throat to soften dirt and

make-up, sweep them from pore openings.

Tissue off.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s now. to rinse of! last

traces of dirt, leave skin immaculate. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

Now—isn’t it marvelous the way your

skin looks so smoothed and refreshed?

And doesn’t it feel soft, heautijully clean?

It’s not vanity to want to look your pret-

tiest. When you are happy with the way

you look, a captivating confidence sparkles

your face, attracts others to you on sight!

START NOW TO HEIR YOUR FACE SHOW A LOVELIER YOU!
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After a dance number, what’s

your next step ?

| |
Thank him and retreat

]
Do a reoeat

As the music stops, ’tween numbers —
maybe you’re plagued by a passel of doubts.

Such as — might Pete prefer the next whirl

with some other girl? Should you retreat

to Wallflowers’ Roost? Or high-sign the

stag line ? ’Course not ! Continue with your

partner ’til a gent cuts in. If problem-time

doubts beset you, you can vanquish them
with Kotex, for those flat pressed ends

rout revealing outlines. So prance through

the prom undismayed!

Does writing letters help to improve—
!

Knock-knees

1 I Your romance Q Your chatter

Bet this stumped you! Any hoo, you can

whittle fat from the inner knee thusly:

Lying on back with leg straight up —
"write” letters of the alphabet with your

big toe. Repeat with other leg. Get plump-

ish knees in shape for summer playtogs —
and for comfort on certain days, get Kotex:

this new softness holds its shape!

When to tell him your dating curfew?

I I

When starting out j_J Play the waiting game

He planned to top the evening off with a real

special eat-treat. But you're due home— as of

now! Why wait ’til your dating deadline?

Break the curfew news when you’re starting

out. Likewise, when listing sanitary needs,

don’t wait ’til calendar time to choose Kotex.

That special safety center gives extra protec-

tion. Try all 3 absorbencies.

More women choose KOTEX
than all other sanitary napkins

Are you
in the

know?

_*T. M. REG. U. S. PAT. OFF.

How to prepare for "certain" days ?

| |
Circle your calendar Q Perk up your wardrobe

I 1 Buy a new belt

Before "that” time, be ready! All 3 answers can help.

But to assure extra comfort, buy a new sanitary belt.

Made with soft-stretch elastic — this strong, lightweight

sanitary belt’s non-twisting . . . non-curling. Stays flat

even after many washings. Dries pronto! So don’t wait:

buy a new Kotex belt now. Buy two—for a change!

STOCK
BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

(See Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood Reel"
on your local television station.)

G.I. to Bob Hope: “Do you know where
Jane Russell was born?”
Hope: “I dunno, but wherever it is, it’s

a whistle stop!”
* * *

After seeing “A Place in the Sun,” a
Fitchburg, Mass., theatre owner wrote di-
rector George Stevens:
“Next time you make a picture like this

have Montgomery Clift kill the society
girl instead of the factory girl—gees over
better with these milltown audiences.”

* * *

In “Clash by Night,” Barbara Stanwyck
marries Paul Douglas and then discovers
she’s in love with Bob Ryan. The studio
sent the spicy love triangle plot to the
censors for approval. The censors asked
for only one change—they said Barbara
couldn’t smoke in bed!

* * *

Vic Mature, back in Roman armor again
for “Androcles and the Lion,” had this
grinning explanation for his many sheet-
metM wardrobe roles:

“I’m the only man in Hollywood who can
carry eighty-seven pounds of uniform.”

* * *

Someone asked Roy Rogers how he did
in the Bob Hope movie, “Son of Pale-
face”: “Terrible,” said Roy. “They gave
me dialogue.”

* * *

Talking about her TV appearances, Zsa
Zsa Gabor said: “Every week they put
on more and more make-up and take off

more and more clothes. I love it.”

* * *

Day after Buddy Baer “killed” a bull

with his bare hands for one of the big
thrills in “Quo Vadis,” a prankster sent
him a steak with a note: “This is from the
bull you killed.” Buddy returned the
steak with a note: “Sorry, I refuse to eat
a fellow actor.”

* * *

Current explanation of why Hollywood
is making so many Biblical films: The
producers want to show a prophet.

* * *

A professional wrestler named “Bomb-
er” Kulkovich, working in a fight scene
with Gregory Peck in “The World in His
Arms,” was asked by the director to give

it a little more expression.
“Sure,” said the wrestler, “which one

of my expressions do you want—hurt,

double-hurt, triple-hurt or the super-
colossal I-can’t-stand-it?”

* * *

Busy film executive to his secretary:

“Where’s my pencil?”
Secretary: “It’s behind your ear.”

Executive: “Come, come, I’m a busy
man. Which ear?”

* * *

Jane Russell went to bathing-suit de-

signer Rose Marie Reid and said she

wanted a couple of suits for her personal

wardrobe. “As you know,” smiled Jane,

“I have a problem.”
“On you,” replied Rose Marie, “it’s no

problem.”



Look lovelier offer!
Yes, lovelier looking skin in 10 days
. . * __ . _ ofuqeufitnermi bactaeru

with Doctor’s Hoine Facial ... specie

Make-up base. “I always use

Noxzema under my make-up
and I’m delighted with the way
it helps heal blemishes*,” says

Paulette Hendrix of Savannah.

“Cream wash. “My skin

looks smoother since I ‘cream-

wash’ with Noxzema,” says

Phyllis Iliggs of Brooklyn. “I

recommend it to all my friends.”

Dry skin. Noxzema has helped

my skin look so much softer

and smoother,” says Val Lewis
of New Orleans. “It’s fine for

rough, dry skin.”

MORNING: EVENING:

1. For thorough cleansing, “cream-

wash”: Apply Noxzema liberally to face

and neck. Then with a cloth wrung out

in warm water “ereamwash" with Nox-

zema instead of using soap. How fresh

and clean your skin looks! No dry,

drawn feeling!

2. Apply Noxzema lightly as pow-

der base. It helps protect

your skin all day long.

3. “Creamwash” again with medicated

Noxzema. See how completely it washes

away make-up and dirt.

4. Now apply Noxzema as your night

cream to help skin look softer and

smoother. Pat a bit extra over any
blemishes* to help heal them. It’s

medicated — that’s one secret!

Greascless, too. No smeary

face! No messy pillow!

Follow these directions for a

lovelier-looking skin!

See for yourself how quickly the new

Noxzema Home Beauty Routine can help

your skin look smoother, lovelier.

This simple routine was developed by a

noted skin doctor. In actual clinical tests,

it helped 4 out of 5 women to have love-

lier-looking complexions — often within

two weeks.

Surveys show that all over the United

States hundreds and hundreds of women
like those pictured here are switching to

this sensible skin care, shown at the left.

Read how it helped Val Lewis of New7

Orleans who had rough, dry skin. Read

how delighted Phyllis Riggs, Norma Bu-

chanan and Paulette Hendrix are with

the way Noxzema helps heal externally-

caused blemishes and keep skin looking

smooth and lovely. Hundreds report sim-

ilar results.

See how it can help you. No mat-
ter how many other creams you
have used, try Noxzema. It is a

medicated formula. That’s ONE
secret of its effectiveness !

If you have problem skin and have been

longing for a complexion that wins com-

pliments— that looks softer, smoother—
just give Noxzema’s Home Beauty Rou-

tine a 10-day trial.

Noxzema works— or money back!

If not delighted with results, return jar

to Noxzema, Baltimore. Your money
back! For inexpensive trial, take advan-

tage of LOOK LOVELIER OFFER today.

Blemishes*. “Until I started

using Noxzema, I always had
blemishes*,” Norma Buchanan
of Montreal says.“Now my skin

looks so much fresher.”

*externatli/-caused

CUP THIS COUPON AS A REMINDER

i look tafeffer offer!

i Get40tNOXZEMA
only

plus

tax

^ Use this trial jar—see
how much lovelier it

helps your skin look

2 then save money by
getting the

GIANT 10 oz. JAR
only 89^ plus tax!

At any drug or cosmetic counter.
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in the exciting April

TRUE ROMANCE
at newsstands now

In this bigger, better-than-ever April issue, you’ll find an extra

8 pages, 2 heart-warming full length novels instead of one and,

to add to the already powerfully human pictures, TRUE RO-

MANCE will bring you wonderful full-color! If you’ve enjoyed

reading this stirring magazine of life, love and romance in the

past, you’ll get twice the satisfaction when you get your copy

of the thrilling new April issue. Don’t miss it!

Get your copy of April

TRUE ROMANCE
on sale at your local newsstands today!

( Continued, from page 35)
pace, the story then follows Merrill’s vis-
its to the homes of the deceased. Each
visit provides a little drama of its own,
sometimes tragic. Bette Davis is seen
briefly in the final episode. An arresting
film, expertly directed and beautifully
acted, it manages to hold one’s interest
despite the leaping or idly meandering
plot. Rounding out the story are Evelyn
Varden, Warren Stevens, Beatrice Straight,
Craig Stevens and Helen Westcott.

Your Reviewer Says: It will linger in your
memory.

Program Notes: Mr. and Mr. Gary Merrill
( Bette Davis ) lunched each day in their
dressing room from a picnic basket . . . On
the set the phone rang constantly—Farley
Granger calling Shelley Winters who was ;

then his best girl. Finally director Jean
Negulesco suggested the picture be re-titled,

“Phone Call from a Granger” . . . The
cast figured that during the shooting, Shel- ,

ley had consumed twenty-one cartons of .

chewing gum . . . Craig Stevens and his wife, •

Alexis Smith, invited the entire cast, with
their husbands or wives or sweethearts, to a
pool party at the completion of the picture.

V'Vz (F) The Las Vegas Story
(RKO)

WHAT a lot of whoop-de-do this is with
a helicopter chasing a murderer all I

over the Nevada countryside. It all starts
when Jane Russell, a former singer in
The Last Chance gambling spot, returns

;

to Las Vegas with her new husband
Vincent Price, a reputed millionaire. Here i

Jane again meets Victor Mature, the man i

she loved and jilted. Well, in no time at .

all, Jane discovers she still loves Victor
i

and Vincent is just a broken down old j

embezzler who suddenly finds himself ac-
cused of murder. The real murderer, in i

the meantime, abducts Jane. Victor, in the
helicopter, is on his tail for an exciting

|

finish. Hoagy Carmichael plays the piano.

Your Reviewer Says: Better roll the dice
again, kids.

Program Notes: The white bathing suit i

worn by Jane in the picture evoked louder
whistles than the Super Chief coming into I

Chicago . . . Victor Mature enjoyed the Las
Vegas location but kept away from those
games of chance. Vic just is not the chancy I

type ... The diamond necklace worn by
Jane was the real thing, created for the film
by Cartier of New York. Its price? $150,000

.

. . . Hoagy Carmichael’s new tune “The
Monkey Song” was sung and played for the
first time by Hoagy himself.

V (F) Actors anti Sin (U.A.)

P
RODUCER-writer-director Ben Hecht
brings two separate stories to the screen

in one film. The first story concerns a

worshipping father, Edward G. Robinson,
whose actress daughter, Marsha Hunt,
meets a just fate. The writing, directing
and acting are all good. The second story,

however, goes hog-wild in an attempt to

kid Hollywood, with the story idea itself

somehow getting out of hand. Eddie Albert
is an agent, Alan Reed is the big pro-
ducer. Jenny Hecht is the nine-year-old
prodigy who writes a screen epic.

Your Reviewer Says: Search me. I still don't

know what to think.

Program Notes: Marsha Hunt went on tour,

after completing this picture, with “The
Cocktail Party,” replacing Pat Neal who
played in the original La Jolla production.

Now Marsha’s back in Hollywood for “The
Happy Time.” Edward G. Robinson also

made a return to the stage taking over the

Claude Rains role in “Darkness at Noon.’
38



WITHOUT RISKING A PENNY!

In this fascinating puzzle game, you can easily qualify to win a fabulous Cash Award. Here is a money-making

opportunity for you ... an opportunity to earn $3,000.00; $5,000.00; $10,000.00 or EVEN AS MUCH AS
SEVENTEEN THOUSAND DOLLARS cash, and without leaving the comfort of your own home.

SEND NO MONEY WITH YOUR ENTRY!
In this FUN puzzle game, you are required only to rearrange

the 20 “Names in the News” shown in the panel, so that all

the blank squares will be filled with letters to spell these 20

words correctly. Could anything be easier than that? The
detailed instructions given below are “crystal clear” and easy

to follow. No dictionaries, encyclopedias, picture puzzle books

or other reference books are needed. You know exactly what

to do. There is no uncertainty. Send your puzzle solution

quickly and some day you may say “that was the luckiest

day of my life.”

$42,000.00 IN CASH PRIZES
This Huge Distribution of Contest Cash is offered by the COMMUNITY YOUTH CENTER of Indianapolis. This na-

tion-wide non-sectarian campaign is being conducted to acquaint you with our activities as well as to enlist your support,

so that the splendid work carried on for many years among the underprivileged children of this great city may be main-

tained and extended.

HERE S HOW TO SOLVE THIS PUZZLE

Starting on the chart with the name “INDIANAPOLIS” fill in

ALL the blank squares, each with a separate letter, to spell a
“NAME IN THE NEWS.” Spell from left to right and from
top to bottom. Use only names found in the list of names shown
in the margin of the puzzle chart. Every name must be used in

solving the puzzle and no name can be used twice. All names
must be connected or interlocked. One letter only may be used
in each letter square and the name “INDIANAPOLIS” must
remain on the chart in the position shown.
When the 20 “NAMES IN THE NEWS” in addition to

“INDIANAPOLIS” have been used, filling in all of the squares
with the letters properly connected or interlocked, you will

have finished your solution. Spelling must be the same as in

the word list. For example, starting with “N” in INDIAN-
APOLIS, it’s easy to see the correct name to use is “NEHRU.”

When mailing back your entry, write on a
separate sheet, the names and addresses of

two persons you know who enjoy working
interesting puzzles and who you feel sure
would like to enter this money-making
puzzle competition. Should either of these
friends win any of the three top prizes, you
will receive $1,000 EXTRA as your reward.

FREE TfouAf
After you have filled in all the blank squares with the

proper names, correctly spelled and joined together,

clip out the puzzle chart with coupon, print your
name and address and mail to COMMUNITY
YOUTH CENTER, 44 South Capitol Ave., Indian-

apolis 4, Ind. SEND NO MONEY. That’s all you
need do to be eligible.

The same day we receive your entry, we will reply,

telling you how easy it is to proceed and win one of

the 500 generous prizes, including the Grand Award
of $17,000.00. Mail your entry and make certain you
have taken the first step which can lead to prosperity.

COSTS NOTHING TO TRY. When you receive our
letter outlining the next step in this fascinating game
—you will be under no obligation to go any farther

unless you want to continue in the contest. Residents
of the United States, Alaska, Puerto Rico and Ha-
waii, who are 18 years of age and over, are eligible

to enter contest.

TltUM* Ot t&e 'JtetM puzzle
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ALGIERS M0NSAN0
BERLIN NEHRU
EGYPT 0KE
ELKH0RN RABUE
GLASGOW SUEZ

GLASH0NG TEHRAN
GR0ET TRIESTE

KAESONG WALES

LW0W WARSAW
MEUSE WASHINGTON
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I have filled in the above chart with 20 connecting names. Tell me how I may NOW
proceed to win up to $17,000 GRAND AWARD in your 2nd ANNUAL GOLD
RUSH CONTEST. I am at least 18 years old.

Name

Address

City or P. O State

Mail to INDIANAPOLIS YOUTH CENTER
44 South Capitol Ave., INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
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adds fullness without pads or puffs

Suddenly your curves are fuller, rounder, excitingly in line with
fashion—and only you know the reason. It’s Hidden Treasure—
with the amazing patented Magicup ! The built-in contours can’t

ever wash out. No wonder fashion-wise women ask for Hidden
Treasure by name more than any other bra. Regular, plunging
and strapless— about 3.50 to 5.00

Extremely small bust? Ask for Peter Pan Tripl-Treasure. Plung-
ing and strapless—about 5.00 and 5.95

PCT8R pon %mimm

U.l. »T. OFF. FATCMTC0

PETER PAN FOUNDATIONS, INC. • 312 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK 1

MERRY-GO-ROUND OF CANADA • 3643 ST. LAWRENCE BLVD., MONTREAL. QUEBEC

Flat on Their Bank Accounts

(Continued from page 61)
his bank account. At last reports Lana
Turner still owed the Internal Revenue
gents $160,000. Robert Mitchum, who earns
$4,500 a week, tells me he still must borrow
every year to meet the March 15 deadline.
Van Johnson lives from check to check.
Miss Grable’s collateral is controlled by an
H—for horses. And if there is anything
more unpredictable than a nag, don’t tell

me.
As for the new terrific million-dollar

movie men, Mario Lanza and Martin and
Lewis, when you get an eyeful of their
mode of living, you’ll wonder, as I do,

whether they possibly will be able to live

on the right side of the ledger when the
glory and the glamour are just a memory.
Rita Hayworth’s contract at Columbia

reads like the dream her marriage to

Prince Aly wasn’t. It’s a straight seven-
year deal. The first two years Rita receives
$4,500 weekly. Next two years $5,000 every
seven days. Two more years at $6,000. The
last year, it’s up to Rita to decide how
much.

I first learned of Rita’s present impe-
cunious state when she rented a lawyer’s

“To borrow a famous man’s way of say-

ing it, ‘A good speech is like a lady’s
dress—just long enough to cover the
subject and just short enough to be in-

teresting.’ ”

GEORGE MURPHY

home in Beverly Hills. He wanted to sell

it. But Rita didn’t have the down payment.
So she agreed to rent at $850 a month, with
a vague option to buy. The swank Lincoln
car she drives belongs to her studio, who
change it for a new car every year, regis-
tered in their name. That’s a nice deal, but
personally I’d rather own my own car, so I

can raise some cash on it when and if

things get tough. And they are tough for

Rita.

Even the house she did own B. A. (before
Aly) was sold by order of Aly through his

horse trainer. The $50,000 received for the

house was expressed to Lloyds in Geneva,
and used, according to a good source, to

pay some of Aly’s more pressing gambling
debts. Aly, I’m told, is in debt to every
bookmaker in England.
While Rita was still living with the

supposedly billionaire Moslem Prince, she
was sued by her Hollywood business man-
ager of many years, for unpaid salary. I

hear that Rita still is in debt. The big (

house, with two nurses and three servants,

is expensive to run. And how can Rita

save for a future rainy day with an
income tax bracket of ninety cents on
every dollar?
Frank Sinatra makes between half and h

three quarters of a million every year. You
and I could be very happy on that. We I

might even retire after a year or two or

three. But Frankie daren’t stop working i

for more than a month. It isn’t so much
what he has to pay Nancy—one third of his

salary up to $150,000 and 40 per cent on

anything over that—it’s the way Frankie
has become accustomed to living that cuts

the bottom from his money hope chest.

His “shack” at Palm Springs cost him (I

$160,000. When he tried to sell the place >

recently, $60,000 was the highest bid re- i

ceived for the white elephant. He decided

it would be cheaper for him and Ava to

live there. His courtship of Ava meant a

big revenue for the airlines—and set him
back plenty for transportation. Also that

emerald and diamond necklace he bought
Ava, didn’t grow on any tree.

If Frankie confined his generosity to his
90



family, he might have a chance of break-
ing even one day. But he gives so much to

so many people. One Christmas he gave
away five cars as presents. I heard him tell

a member of his crowded entourage
—“Go

down to the barber shop, find out the name
of that manicurist who’s leaving on her
vacation tomorrow ... I want her to have
the best rawhide luggage you can buy.”
The four pieces came to $900. “That’s just

what I wanted,” said Frankie. This, for a
girl whose name he didn’t even know!
Only Mickey Rooney has spent so prodi-

giously for the ladies—and this includes his

three wives. I’m told that each mating cost

the Mick $100,000. The birds and the bees
do it cheaper. Wife number two, Betty Jane
Rase, invested her hundred grand in a
string of motels managed by her mother.
She’s doing fine. I’ve never asked Ava what
she did with hers. I hope she socked it

away. She may need it with Frankie.
Martha Vickers is taking hers at the rate

of $2,000 a month, with $10,000 in cash
for a down payment on a house.

Mickey received $75,000 for his Bob Hope
picture. He gets $100,000 for three pictures
from Columbia. But to save him from his

mania for spending, the studio pays him at

the rate of $1,000 a week over six years. I

use the word “mania” advisedly. At one
time Mickey had ten cars in his garage,
and a hangar housing a $35,000 airplane!
There was a car for his butler and one
for the nurse! His favorite piece of litera-

ture is The Racing Form. He’s trying hard
to cut down on the horses. But not long
ago, I saw him place a $400 bet on each of

the eight races in one afternoon. That adds
up to an expensive three hours. Even a
millionaire would pause. And with the
astronomical income taxes of today Holly-
wood stars are a long way from joining
the millionaire fraternity.

M
ARIO LANZA’S intake for 1951 touched
the million and a half mark. For nine

months of RCA recordings Mario received
a check for $401,000. In addition to his

income from movies and radio and con-
cert tours, he owns a tungsten mine, a
ball-bearing works and a song-publishing
company. He won’t have to borrow to pay
his income tax this year. But his over-all
fortune easily could be stunted on the
present regime of spending.

Mario, generous to a fault, recently
bought his wife Betty an $18,000 silver-blue
mink coat. Betty has only to open her
mouth to ask for something, and it’s hers.
Last week, for instance, Mario came home
with two love birds—a mere $400—chicken
feed. Mario also was willing to spend $250,-
000 for the Arthur Lyons home on Sunset
Boulevard. But he was spared the $125,000
a year maintenance cost of this place when
Betty spoke up and said it was silly, be-
cause Mario plans to spend six months of

each year away from Hollywood, giving
concert tours in this hemisphere and in
Europe.
Mario’s a good son and a good friend.

With his first bonus, he bought a $25,000
house for his parents. He gave ex-Marine
Dale Goodman $20,000 to start a chicken
farm in Oregon. His trainer, Terry Robin-
son, was gifted with a Chevrolet con-
vertible.

For himself, 29-year-old Mario likes ex-
pensive clothes, rare gold watches—he has
one $1,500 watch intricately inserted in-
side a $20 gold piece. And cuff-links of

precious stones. He loves people and likes

to entertain. The house in Beverly Hills

is crowded from morning until night.

Mario has a good business manager, and
I assume the latter is socking away a dollar

for every dollar Mario spends with such
joyful fortissimo.

No one knows for sure how much Martin
and Lewis are making. But the young
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(only two minutes’

reading time may end

all vour confusion)

For a number of years there has been

great confusion as to just what to use

for internal feminine cleanliness.

Women are certainly fully aware how
necessary internal hygiene is to their

health and married happiness. They
realize how important it is to douche
after their periods and to guard against

offensive odor. But what to use has

long been the bewildering question.

In the past, many women were
forced to use harmful poisons. Then
next, women foolishly went to the

other extreme and used weak, in-

effective home-made solutions. Im-
agine any up-to-date fastidious woman
taking such chances with the most
intimate concern of her life! But for-

tunately the advent of zonite has put
an end to all this confusion.

Developed By Famous Surgeon and Scientist

The zonite principle— developed by
a renowned surgeon and scientist

—

was the first in the whole world to be

powerfully effective yet absolutely safe

to tissues. Scientists have tested every

known antiseptic-germicide they could

find on sale for the douche and no

other type proved so powerful yet

harmless as zonite. It is positively

non-poisonous, non-irritating, zonite

can be used as directed as often as

needed without the slightest risk of

injury. And it does the job!

What ZONITE does . .

,

zonite gives you both internal and

external hygienic protection. It keeps

your person so dainty and clean.

zonite helps guard against infection

and kills every germ it touches. It s

not always possible to contact all the

germs in the tract, but you can de-

pend on zonite to kill every reachable

germ. An ideal solution for effective

feminine cleanliness. Inexpensive, too!

Ideal All Purpose’ Antiseptic- Germicide For General Home Use

©1952. z.p.c. /VElV/ FREE/

M _ -Tar'i ii
Mail coupon for FREE book (never be-

r M __ —
, ^ fore published). Reveals intimate facts

’"W/’M M M (BKflffiSlli and gives complete information on fem-

m M M'm M M Wj&KaffimiP inine hygiene. Write Zonite Products
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100 park Ave-

FOR NEWER BlWF 1 Name

|
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*Offer good only in U. S. and Canada. I —
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are YOU that

one girl

in a million?

Perhaps as you read this YOU may be the

girl on the threshold of a new, exciting life.

YOU may be that someone among our mil-

lions of readers who will be chosen as Miss
True Story for 1953. The winner will

have her picture appear on the covers of

True Story Magazine, she will receive

$1,000 in cash for her services as a model
and many handsome gifts. She may even

follow in the footsteps of lovely Elaine

Stewart, this year’s Cover Girl, who is now
a professional model and screen starlet liv-

ing in Hollywood. She may be YOU!!
This is the opportunity of a life-time. You
can’t afford to miss it.

For Complete Details on the wonderful

Miss TRUE STORY 1953

Cover Girl Contest
be sure to get MAY

TRUE STORY magazine
on sale at newsstands Friday, April 11th

comics, unknown a few years ago, chalked
up something in the neighborhood of one
million smackeroos for the fiscal year end-
ing this March. It’s fun to spend money
when you’re young. And Dean and Jerry
are having fun; Jerry more than Dean, who
is slightly handicapped with alimony pay-
ments of $36,000 a year to his former wife.
A payment of $36,000 requires an earning
intake of nearly half a million dollars.

That’s what Dean has to make before he
starts paying for his second family.
Jerry paid cash for his $125,000 home.

He owns two Cadillacs as does Dean. He
supports his own and his wife’s parents.
He took up golf a month ago, and promptly
bought thirty sets of clubs for his friends.
He gives watches to all of his acquaintances.
When Dean sees anyone with an unusual
watch, he says, “That must be a friend of
Jerry’s.” And young Mr. Lewis has the
most expensive hobby in town. He makes
full-length movies for private viewing. A
conservative estimate of Jerry’s camera
equipment is $30,000. The film alone for
his last, “The Re-Enforcer,” cost $2,000.
Add a dozen lawsuits since Jerry and
Dean hit the fame jackpot and you’ll see
why income tax day could be a problem.

I
ana Turner was in debt when she mar-
ried reputed millionaire Bob Topping.

And, like Rita Hayworth, she came out of
her marriage poorer than when she went
in. I’m told it’s her money in the Turner-
Topping honeymoon mansion in Bel-Air—
$95,000 worth. She is disposing of the pretty
show place for something more in keeping
with her pocket.
Lana spends her salary the way stars

used to in days of no income tax. I hope
she has signed her new Metro contract
by the time you read this story. It’s sup-
posed to take care of the fortune she owes
Uncle Sam.
Van Johnson, like Stewart Granger, bor-

rowed a big hunk of dollars to pay for a
lovely home after his marriage to Evie.
Van’s place cost $125,000. Granger’s, with
all the additions, cost nearer $150,000.

When you figure these people are lucky
if—with a quarter million dollars a year
salary—taxes leave them with $30,000 a
year,- you realize how tough it can be for

them to pay back a loan of $100,000.

When Van, with Evie’s two boys and a
daughter of his own, outgrew the first

home, he moved into another more prac-
tical but just as expensive place in Beverly
Hills—without waiting to sell the first. And
Van was the boy who was so scared of

getting into debt, he lived in one bedroom
—before his marriage, of course.
The Grangers have come down to earth

too—with quite a bang-bang. Stewart
wanted only the best for his young bride,

Jean Simmons. But the little lady gasped
—in dismay, when her handsome husband
carried her over the threshold of a small
palace after she married him fifteen months
ago. Now they’re looking for a nest to
call their own, and hoping desperately for
a buyer to take the big house, and take
them out of the red.
There was a story that when Betty

Grable changed agents, the new ten per
centers loaned her $40,000 to tide over a
financial difficulty. Betty denied the story
at the time, but the agents who were jilted
told me the story was true. It’s a com-
mon practice. Stars who need ready cash
are tempted to switch to agents who will
make money advances. There is no risk
involved and the agent always collects. If

Betty is hard up—and she lost eight months
of salary at $8,000 a week last year, on sus-
pension—you could put it down tb the
horses again. Unless you win consistently,
the sport of kings is very expensive. Like
owning a yacht.
Which brings us to Errol Flynn. Errol

wants to sell the famous “Zaca.” He earns
$200,000 for every picture he makes at
Warners. But his yacht costs $1,000 a month
to maintain. Add to this $12,000 a year ex-
pense there’s $30,000 it costs him to support
his first wife, the gal he calls Tiger Lili
(Damita). There’s also the $550 a month
he pays for his two children, with Nora
Haymes. All of which, plus his non-stop
lawsuits, doesn’t leave much over for the
future. Errol hopes to get away from it all

one day and settle on his ranch in Jamaica.
I hope he can swing it.

If Robert Mitchum stays out of trouble,
he should break even in the financial de-
partment by 1953. He has paid back half
of the $50,000 he borrowed from boss How-
ard Hughes to finance his home and swim-
ming pool. He lives quietly with Dorothy
and the boys, with no lavish parties, so
that faithfully every week he can diminish
his debts. He still has to make up the
money he lost when a former business
manager bilked him of something like

$70,000. A business manager took Linda
Darnell for the same amount. Me, if I ever
make a lot of dollars, I’ll manage it myself.
Dan Dailey is playing it safe. “I get $75

a week for spending money and food,” he
told me recently. “The rest goes into stocks
and bonds and annuities.” Dan waited to

buy a swank make car, until he could put
every dollar on the line. No deferred pay-
ments in Dailey’s life.

They say the man with all the money in

town is Bob Hope. I’ll match him with
Fred MacMurray and Joel McCrea, both
of whom parlayed their movie earnings
into big fortunes. And when you can do
that, in these high taxable days, you are

a genius. The End

. . . police find the fugitive

criminal named and described on the “True
Detective Mysteries” radio program every

Sunday afternoon.

*1,000.00 REWARD
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the arrest of any one of these criminals.
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positions were reversed.
The only person who really could tell

this story in its dramatic entirety is Scott
Brady. But there’s no chance he ever will

tell even a part of it. If anyone, in fact,

so much as suggests that Larry has been a

source of sorrow, Scott’s eyes become
steely slits.

“Larry,” he flares, “is as good as they
come. Since he is both sensitive and in-

telligent he has paid with his own suffer-

ing for whatever mistakes he may have
made.”
More than this he will not say. His ad-

miration and devotion for his brother is

great. His gratitude, if possible, is greater.

In a way, he owes his success to Larry
—so what if he lately has assumed the
greater portion of family responsibility? He
is only doing what Larry did before him.

I
T WAS seven years ago that Scott, dis-

charged from the Navy, made tracks for

Hollywood. His family had moved there

from Brooklyn following Larry’s success

in the studios.

Not that Scott entertained any thought
of becoming an actor. Like every man who
came back with his hide whole Scott want-
ed only to laugh at life and to spend his

terminal leave pay recklessly.

But one day when he and Larry were
lunching at Lucey’s Restaurant, producer
Hal Wallis, sitting at the next table with
Photoplay’s Sheilah Graham, called him
over and offered him a screen test.

That did it. Scott was convinced Wallis

had a few marbles missing. But not Larry.
Larry promptly proceeded to coach Scott

at home. And he finally induced him to en-
roll in a school for acting on his G.I. Bill

Two Brothers

of Rights. Moreover, whenever Scott ap-
peared in a school play, Larry would plant
himself in the audience. And when, at last,

he believed Scott to be ready, he induced
agent John Darrow to see one of his per-
formances and to sign him.
“Larry wouldn’t have let me quit if I

had tried,” Scott will tell you. “He worked
with me. And he made me work. And he
was always shoving me forward, kindly
and unselfishly—until at last he made me
believe in myself.”

“Whenever I see a young actress who is

carried away with herself, I’m reminded

of the fly riding on a wagon 'wheel who
looked backward to remark, ‘Mv, my,
look at the dust I’m kicking up.’ ”

. . . MARJORIE MAIN

Soon enough after Scott started acting

the gossips went to work . . .

“He thinks he can become a star by
imitating Larry’s cocky walk and tough-
guy mannerisms,” they used to say, utterly

ignoring the fact that Scott had changed
his name so he would not trade on Larry’s
success.
Then, as Scott forged ahead, the story

changed. “Larry,” they said, “sure must
be jealous of Scott’s success.”
Neither brother paid any more attention

to that gossip than they pay to gossip to-

day when those, determined to be vicious
and destructive, announce: “Looks as if

Scott’s playing the binge circuit with Lar-
ry.”

Far and away the majority know that
Scott travels with Larry hoping to help
him circumvent the unfortunate publicity
that has dogged him recently. Far and
away the majority know also that between
Scott and Larry lies such a story of brother
love as is unparalleled in Hollywood
history. And there also are those close
to Scott who feel, although they know
better than to mention it, that he some-
times carries his sense of devotion and re-
sponsibility too far.

You don’t, if you wish to stay healthy,
interfere with the Tierneys from Brook-
lyn. “They may,” a family friend observes,
“have tempestuous moments amongst
themselves. But they stand staunch and
firm as a unit.”

It was late last year that Larry appeared
for his thirteenth intoxication trial in seven
years. At this time he accepted a three-
year probation in exchange for his word
of honor to abstain.

“I give you my word of honor I won’t
drink again,” he said, “And I’ve never
given my word of honor before.”

Scott said nothing. But it soon became
evident that he believed Larry meant to

keep his word—and that he was going to do
everything he could do to help him.
However, he wants no bows for anything

he has done. And anyone stupid enough
to ask questions is answered, all too elo-
quently, with a frozen silence.

“Scott understands Larry better than
anyone else,” friends of the Tierneys say.
“If Scott believes it is going to work out
all right, it will.”

With all our heart we hope so.

The End
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Casts of Current Pictures

ACTORS AND SIN—U.A.: Actor’s blood: Mau-
rice Tillayon, Edward G. Robinson; Marcia Tillayoit,

Marsha Hunt; Alfred O’Shea, Dan O’Herlihy; Otto
Lachsley, Rudolph Anders; Tommy, Alice Key;
Clyde Veering, Rick Roman; Mr. Herbert, Peter
Brocco; Mrs. Herbert, Elizabeth Root; George Murry,
Joe Mell; Mrs. Murry, Irene Martin; Emile, Herb
Bernard; Thomas Hayne, Bob Carson.
Woman of Sin: Orlando Higgens, Eddie Albert;

J. B. Cobb, Alan Reed; Miss Flannigan, Tracey
Roberts; Mr. Blue, Paul Guilfoyle; Mr. Devlin, Doug
Evans; Mrs. Egelliofer, Jody Gilbert; Mr. Brown,
George Baxter; Producer, George Keymas; Movie
Star, Toni Carroll; Movie Hero, John Crawford;
Miss Wright, Kathleen Mulqueen; Moriarity

,

Alan
Mendez; Joseph Danello, Sam Rosen; Daisy Marcher,
Jenny Hecht,

ANOTHER MAN’S POISON—U.A. : Janet Fro-
bisher, Bette Davis; George Bates, Gary Merrill;
Dr. Henderson, Emlvn Williams; Larry, Anthony
Steel; Chris, Barbara Murray; Bigley, Reginald
Beckwith; Mrs. Bunting, Edna Morris.

BEND OF THE RIVER—U-I : Glyn McLyntock,
James Stewart; Emerson Cole. Arthur Kennedy;
Laura Baile, Julia Adams; Trey Wilson, Rock Hud-
son; Jeremy Baile, Jay C. Flippen; Adam, Stepin’
Fetchit; Marjic, Lori Nelson; Shorty, Henry Mor-
gan; Cap’n Mello, Chubby Johnson; Tom Hendricks,
Howard Petrie; Mrs. Prentiss, Frances Bavier; Red,
Jack Lambert; Long Tom, Royal Dano; Wullie, Cliff

Lyon.

BIG TREES, THE-—Warners : Alicia Chadwick,
Eve Miller; Daisy Fisher, Patrice Wvmore; Yukon
Burns, Edgar Buchanan; “Frcnchy” LeCroix. John
Archer; “Tiny”, Alan Hale, Jr.; Judge Crenshaw,
Roy Roberts; Elder Bixby, Charles Meredith; Cleve
Gregg, Harry Cording; Mrs. Blackburn, Ellen
Corby.

BUGLES IN THE AFTERNOON—Warners: Sgt.
Kern Shafter, Ray Milland; Josephine Russell,
Helena Carter; Capt. Edward Garnett^ Hugh Mar-
lowe; Pvt. Donovan, Forrest Tucker; Capt. Myles
Moylan, Barton MacLane; Lt. Smith, George Reeves;
1st Sgt. Hines, James Millican; May, Gertrude
Michael; Bannack Bill, Stuart Randall; Pvt. Tinney,
Wm. “Bill” Phillips; Maj. Genl. G. A. Custer, Sheb
Wooley; Pvt. McDermott, John Pickard.

FLAMING FEATHER—Paramount: Tex McCloud,
Sterling Hayden; Lt. Tom Blaine, Forrest Tucker;
Nora Logan, Barbara Rush; Carolina, Arleen
Whelan; Turquoise, Carol Thurston; Sgt. O’Rourke,
Edgar Buchanan; Lucky Lee, Victor Jory; Show-
down Calhoun, Richard Arlen; Tombstone Jack, Ian
MacDonald; Doc Fallon, George Cleveland; Lafe,
Bob Kortman; Ed Poke, Ethan Laidlaw; Trooper
Condon, Don Dunning; Prospector, Paul Burns;
Brad Larkin, Ray Teal; Jose, Nacho Galindo; Hopi
Joe, Frank Lackteen; Jeb Weaver, Gene Lewis; Bar-
tender, Larry McGrath; Stagecoach Driver, Herman
Nowlin; Blackcloud, Bryan Hightower; Jubal Hite,
Donald Kerr.

FOR MEN ONLY—Lippert: Dr. Stephen Brice,
Paul Henreid; Tod Palmer, Robert Sherman; Ky
Walker, Russell Johnson; Julie, Margaret Field;
Tracy, Kathleen Hughes; Kathy, Vera Miles; Beanie,
James Dobson; Mayberry

,

Douglas Kennedy; Hop-
kins, Robert Carson; Mrs. Palmer, Virginia Mullen;
Roy, Steven Clark; Jack, Chris Drake; Phil, Bob
Chapman; Prof. Bixby, O. Z. Whitehead; Ogle-
thorpe, Arthur Marshall; Jerry, Frank Mathias.

GIRL IN EVERY PORT, A—RKO : Benny Linn,
Groucho Marx; Tim Dunncvan, William Bendix;
Jane Sweet, Marie Wilson; Bert Sedgwick

,

Don
DeFore; Millicent Temple, Dee Hartford; Garvey

^

Gene Lockhart; Skeezer, George E. Stone; The
Pearl, Rodney Wooten; Drive-in Manager

,

Percy
Helton; Navy Lieutenant

,

Hanley Stafford; High
Life, Teddy Hart.

INVITATION—M-G-M : Dan I. Pierce, Van John-
son; Ellen Pierce, Dorothy McGuire; Maud Rcdwick,
Ruth Roman; Simon Bowkcr, Louis Calhern; Dr.
Warren Pritchard, Ray Collins; Dr. Fromm, Michael
Chekhov; Agnes, Lisa Golm; Molly, Diane Cassidy;
Gardener

,

Stapleton Kent; Sarah, Barbara Ruick;
Arthur, Norman Field: Paul, Matt Moore; Bill,

Patrick Conway;. Mr. Redwick, Alex Gerry; Mrs.
Redzvick, Lucile Curtis.

LAS VEGAS STORY, THE—RKO: Linda Rollins,

Jane Russell: Dave Andrew, Victor Mature; Lloyd
Rollins, Vincent Price; Happy, Hoagy Carmichael;
Thomas H abler, Brad Dexter; Drucker, Gordon
Oliver; Harris, Jay C. Flippen; Fogarty, Will
Wright; Martin, Bill Welsh; Desk Clerk, Ray Mont-
gomery; Mary, Colleen Miller; Clayton, Robert
Wilke.

LONE STAR—M-G-M: Devereaux Burke, Clark
Gable; Martha Rondo, Ava Gardner; Thomas Cra-
den, Broderick Crawford; Andrew Jackson, Lionel
Barrymore; Minniver Bryan, Beulah Bondi; An-
thony Demmet, Ed Begley; Luther Kilgore, James
Burke; Tom Crockett, William Farnum; Captain
Elliott, Lowell Gilmore; Sam Houston, Moroni Olsen;
Maynard Cole, Russell Simpson; Mizettc, William
Conrad; Seth Moulton, Lucius Cook; Bud Yoakum,
Ralph Reed; Gurau, Ric Roman; Pres. Anson Jones,
Victor Sutherland; Ben McCulloch, Jonathan Cott;

, . . JMr. Mayhezv, Charles Cane; Vincente, Nacho Gal-
indo; Sid Yoakum, Trevor Bardette; Dellman, Harry
Woods; Ashbel Smith, Dudley Sadler; Josh, Em-
mett Lynn.

LOVI. IS BETTER THAN EVER—M-G-M: Jud
Parker, Larry Parks; Anastacia Macaboy, Elizabeth
Taylor; Mrs. Macaboy, Josephine Hutchinson; Mr.
Macaboy

,

Tom Tully; Mrs. Levoy, Ann Doran;
Pattic Marie Levoy

,

Elinor Donohue; Mrs. Kalirney,
Kathleen Freeman; Albertina Kahrney, Doreen
McCann; Hamlet, Alex Gerry; Smittie, Dick Wessel.

MAN IN THE WHITE SUIT—U-I: Sidney Strat-
ton, Alec Guinness; Daphne Birnley, Joan Green-
wood; Alan Birnley, Cecil Parker; Michael Corland,
Michael Gough; Sir John Kicrlaw, Ernest Thesiger;
Cranford, Howard Marion Crawford; Hoskins,
Henry Mollison; Bertha, Vida Hope; Frank, Patric
Doonan; Harry, Duncan Lamont; Wilkins, Harold
Goodwin; Hill, Colin Gordon; Miss Johnson, Joan
Harben; Roberts, Arthur Howard; Green, Roddy
Hughes; Harrison, Stuart Latham; The Tailor,
Miles Malleson; Mrs. Watson, Edie Martin; Gladdie,
Mandy Miller; Mill Girl, Charlotte Mitchell; Knud-
sen, Olaf Olsen; Mannering, Desmond Roberts;
Fotheringay, Ewan Roberts; Wilson, John Rudling;
Pete, Charles Saynor; Davidson, Russell Waters;
King, Brian Worth; The Lodger, George Benson;
The Baker, Frank Atkinson; 1st Company Director,
Charles Cullum; 2nd Company Director, F. B. J.
Sharp; Express Reporter, Scott Harold; Reception-
ist, Jack Howarth; Taxi Driver, Jack McNaughton;
Nurse Gamage, Judith Furse; Nightzvatcliman, Billy
Russell.

PHONE CALL FROM A STRANGER—

2

Oth Cen-
tury-Fox: Binky Gay, Shelley Winters; David Trask,
Gary Merrill; Dr. Fortness, Michael Rennie; Eddie
Hoke, Keenan Wynn; Sally Carr, Evelyn Varden;
Marty Nelson, Warren Stevens; Mrs. Fortness,
Beatrice Straight; Jerry Fortness, Ted Donaldson;
Mike Carr, Craig Stevens; Jane Trask, Helen West-
cott ; Marie Hoke, Bette Davis; Stezvardess, Sydney
Perkins; Dr. Brooks, Hugh Beaumont; Mr. Sawyer,
Thomas Jackson; Dr. Fletcher, Harry Cheshire; Dr.
Fernzvood, Tom Powers; Thompson, Freeman Lusk;
Doctor, George Eldredge; Headwaiter, Nestor Paiva;
Mrs. Brooks, Perdita Chandler; Mrs. Fletcher,
Genevieve Bell.

SCANDAL SHEET—Columbia: Steve McCleary,
John Derek; Julie Allison, Donna Reed; Mark
Chapman, Broderick Crawford; Charlotte Grant,
Rosemary DeCamp; Charlie Barnes, Henry O’Neil;
Biddle, Henry Morgan; Lieut. Davis, James Milli-

can; Judge Hacker, Griff Barnett; Frank Madison,
Jonathan Hale; Baxter, Pierre Watkin; Needle Nel-
lie, Ida Moore; Joey, Ralph Reed; Jordan, Luther
Crockett; Heeney, Charles Cane; Bailey, Jay Adler;
Pete, Don Beddoe.

SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR—Paramount: Jenny
Carey, Joan Fontaine; Alan Miller, Ray Milland;
Edna Miller, Teresa Wright; Tony Collins, Richard
Derr; Baker, Douglas Dick; Mr. Crawley, Herbert
Heyes; Billy, Harry Bellaver; Albert, Paul Valen-
tine; Waiter, Frank Orth; Young Man, Bob Cornth-
waite; Mrs. Crawley, Helen Spring; Chris Miller,
Rudy Lee; Johnny Miller, Patric Mitchell.

THIS WOMAN IS DANGEROUS—Warners:
Franklin, Richard Webb; Ann Jackson, Mari Aldon;
Will Jackson, Philip Carey; Joe Crossland, Ian
MacDonald; Admitting Nurse, Katherine Warren;
Dr. Ryan, George Chandler; Ned Shaw, William
Challee; Susan, Sherry Jackson; McGill, Stuart
Randall; Club Manager, Douglas Fowley; Oculist,
Kenneth Patterson; Mike, Harry Tyler; Hairdresser,
Gladys Blake; Prison Matron, Cecil Weston.

TREASURE OF LOST CANYON, THE—U-I:
Doc Brown, William Powell; Myra Wade, Julia
Adams; Jim Anderson, Charles Drake; Lucius,
Henry Hull; Samuella, Rosemary De Camp; David,
Tommy Ivo; Baltimore Dan, Chubby Johnson;
Gyppo, John Doucette; Paddy, Marvin Press;
Stranger, Frank Wilcox.

VIVA ZAPATA

!

—20th Century-Fox: Zapata, Mar-
lon Brando; Josefa, Jean Peters; Eufemio, Anthony
Quinn; Fernando, Joseph Wiseman; Don Nacio,
Arnold Moss; Pancho Villa, Alan Reed; Soldadera,
Margo; Madero, Harold Gordon; Pablo, Lou Gilbert;
Scnora Espejo, Mildred Dunnock; Huerta, Frank
Silvera; Aunt, Nina Varela; Senor Espejo, Florenz
Ames; Zapatista, Bernie Gozier; Col. Guajardo,
Frank De Kova; General Fnentes, Joseph Granby;
Innocente, Pedro Regas; Old General. Richard Gar-
rick; Dias, Fay Roope; Don Garcia, Harry Kingston;
Officer, Ross Bagdasarian; Husband, Leonard
George; Lazaro, Will Kuluva; Fuente’s Wife, Fer-
nanda Eliscu; Captain, Abner Biberman; C.O., Phil
Van Zandt; Garcia’s Wife, Lisa Fusaro; Nado’s
Wife, Belle Mitchell.

WITH A SONG IN MY HEART—20th Century-
Fox: Jane Froman, Susan Hayward; John Buryi,

Rory Calhoun; Don Ross, David Wayne; Clancy,
Thelma Ritter; G.I. Paratrooper, Robert Wagner;
Jennifer March. Helen Westcott; Sister Marie, Una
Merkel; The Tenor, Richard Allan; Guild, Max
Showalter; Radio Director, Lyle Talbot; General,
Leif Erickson; Diplomat, Stanley Logan; U.S.O.
Man, Eddie Firestone; Texas, Frank Sully; Mule-
face, George Offerman ; U.S.O. Girl, Beverly
Thompson.



Temptations of a Bachelor Girl

(Continued from page 45)

be the type, I know, but I’ve been taking
a literature course at UCLA. I’ve gained
much from it.

Dates, too, are a problem for the bach-
elor girl—if she allows them to be. But not
long ago when I could think of no one I

knew well enough to ask to take me to a
party, I went alone. And had a wonderful
time.

Another night, dateless, I was pretty de-
pressed. I called a couple of friends to ask
them over, but they were busy. I tried
listening to records, but wasn’t in the
mood. Finally, I got in my car and drove
down to the beach. I got over the bleak
mood, but I felt like every other bachelor
girl—it would have been so nice to have
someone to come home to.

A few men may have rather strange
ideas about a bachelor girl’s character, feel

that because she lives alone she must be
a little careless of her reputation. A girl

can give this impression, or she can make
her moral principles quite clear.

I once heard a bachelor girl say, ‘‘You
know, it’s so difficult living alone. You
have to be twice as careful in what you do
and say so as not to give people—men
especially—the wrong impression.

I didn’t waste much time in disagreeing
with this character, in telling her, “I see no
reason for worrying about what other
people think or say about me as long as I

can face myself. I owe no apologies to

anyone and have no intention of going
around making explanations.”
Some bachelor girls, of course, act as if

they were carrying a sign reading, “The
pure of heart.” There’s no point in this

attitude either. If you’re going to be on a
tightrope when you go out for fear you’ll

say or do something that will give the
wrong impression, you’re better off at
home. Some girls, of course, adopt the
pure in heart attitude after spending most
of the evening leading a man on. Then,
when he reacts accordingly, they’re oh! so
shocked!
A man will take a cue from a girl every

time—whether she’s a bachelor girl or not.
On dates, there may be the problem of

letting a man know that the evening stops
at- your front door. However, when a man
puts his foot inside your front door and
wants to come in, just thank him for a
nice evening and—close the door!

I have confidence in men—and their more
noble, as well as their baser, instincts. A
man wants approval. He won't force his
attentions on you if you make it clear that
said attentions are unwelcome.

“I do the hardest work of the whole day

before breakfast—getting up!”
MONTGOMERY CLIFT

If he doesn’t go for the quiet explana-
tion of “keep out,” if he argues, gets bel-
ligerent, can’t understand why he can’t

come in for “a few minutes,” then I lose

all interest in protecting his manly feelings.

If he asks for a door to be closed in his

face—he deserves it.

Some people, I know, disapprove of a

bachelor girl entertaining a man at home.
I entertain men at home—usually for din-
ner or for an evening of record-playing.
I don’t leave my door open and I don’t
have to know a man for two years before
I invite him to my apartment. Neither do

I say, “Come on up” to someone I’ve just

met.
Before I think seriously of marriage, the

goal of most bachelor girls, there are, I

know, things about myself I’ll have to

change.
First I’ll have to do an about-face on

my would-be present independence and
start establishing some roots. This, I think,
will not be difficult since I adapt easily.

There’s also my personal carelessness. I

come home from the studio, kick off my
shoes and leave them where they fall. I

may pick them up later and I may not. I

go into the kitchen, fix a hurried meal,
atid sit on the floor by the fire and listen

to records as I eat. When it’s time to go
to bed, I’m apt to drop my clothes
wherever I am.

This might not do if I were married.
With a husband as careless as I am we’d
have quite a place. But carelessness is a
habit we bachelor girls get into.

I’ll also have to learn to share more be-
fore I quit my bachelor girl estate. I’m
used to making my own decisions and
taking care of my own problems. I’d have
to be on guard not to be quite as efficient

around my husband. I doubt that any man
appreciates a wife who wants to pay all

the bills, carve the roast and mix the
cocktails.

There’s also the matter of being on time.

Because there’s no one around me to keep
me posted on my appointments, I often
forget to arrive on time. This I understand
is something which no husband appreciates.

I don’t plan, however, to put these
changes into effect just yet. I’m going to

stay a bachelor girl for a while. It’s a won-
derful life—in spite of all the temptations.

The End
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Elsa

Maxwell's

Etiquette

Book
A

T LAST— an etiquette

book that treats this

subject from a mod-
ern-day viewpoint. In this

book the famous hostess

to world celebrities writes
helpfully about the cor-

rect thing. The bride-to-
be, as well as the father
of the bride will find the
exact information they

want in this authoritative etiquette book.

Elsa Maxwell

A SOCIAL EDUCATION
Elsa Maxwell’s new book is different from
the usual dry-as-dust etiquette volume.
It’s gay! It’s up-to-date! It brings you
a thorough social education that will en-
able you to live a happier life. Here are
the answers to all your everyday eti-

quette problems. Here you find important
suggestions on good manners in restau-
rants—in church—in the theatre—in the
home—on the street—and when you
travel. This is the book you
have always wanted—order
your copy today.

Cloth-bound $2.50

Paper-bound $1.00

At all bookstores or direct

from publisher

rBARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. P-452
I 205 E. 42nd St.. New York 17. N. Y.

* Send me postpaid a copy of ELSA MAX-
• WELL’S ETIQUETTE BOOK in the edition
checked below. I enclose $

Cloth-bound Edition $2.50

Paper-bound Edition $1.00

NAME
Please Print

STREET
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AMAZING CREAM REMOVES
UNSIGHTLY HAIR
QUICKLY

,

SAFELY
Acts Below “Razor Line”

Without Cutting or

Scraping Legs

The modern way to remove
ugly hair from your legs is with

Neet® Cream Hair Remover. It

works deeper than a razor, be-

low the surface of the skin.

Safer too from razor cuts and
scratches. Neet leaves tender
skin soft and smooth, free from
razor stubble. Just apply Neet
like any cream, then rinse off

and hair disappears like magic.

If You Want to Be Charming

(Continued from page 72)
He even put it on my finger once, and
then took it right off, grinning for all he
was worth.”
That hurt. It wasn’t that Carol wanted

the ring so much. “I just want him. Period.”
She loves the boy.
She loves the boy; she thinks he loves

her—but she’s not sure.

And, quite understandably, she’s miser-
able and, she confesses, “terribly jealous
of him.” It happens everywhere—even,
need I add, in Hollywood.
An attractive out-of-town girl came to

the last dance Carol’s crowd gave, a for-
mal, and “her” young man paid marked
attention to the newcomer.

Carol seethed on the sidelines. Was he
just leading her on? She even wonders, at

this point, if she should reverse “the old
jealousy routine,” go out with another boy
just to “show him.” Oh

—

oh.

See what happens? When jealousy comes
in the door, love flies out the window.
Anger, malice, wishes for revenge

—

there’s nothing loving in a combination
like that. And nothing—remember, this is a
charm department—even faintly charming.
You may get your man, girls, by in-

voking the old jealousy routine—but you
won’t keep him. Remember all the sad
stories you’ve heard about broken mar-
riages in Hollywood, and in your own
home town.
Be feminine—and loving; be patient

—

and charming. I’ll bet on charm over con-
quest any day of the week.

They’re Either Too Young, etc. . . .

Another touching letter came from Kay,
who is twelve, but looks and feels, she
says, fifteen. Her best girl friends, who
are older than she is, have dates—she’s too
young.

“I’d give anything,” she writes, “to be
as old as I look or look as old as I am.”

I’d like to have a long talk with Kay,
the sort of talk I often have with my own
daughter, Christina, who, like Kay, longs
for “grown-up” privileges like high heels

and earrings and unchaperoned dates. It

seems only yesterday, I would tell her, that

Elizabeth Taylor was twelve.

Kay feels her life is “all mixed up.” But
she should cheer up. Time will take care
of her problem very soon.

Wilma laments that all of the boys in

her crowd think of her as “a big sister,”

and Joan is just as unhappy because the
special boy in her life treats her “like

Dick’s little sister.” Which she is.

Wilma thinks the solution of her prob-
lem is in meeting new people, and I sus-
pect that she’s right. When all the boys
you know start confiding in you about their

troubles with other girls, then it’s time to

get to know some other boys.

Joan wants to know if maybe she should
“try and act lots older.” I’m afraid it

wouldn’t work. No matter how success-
fully she did it, it would still be an act.

You have to be yourself to establish any
kind of meaningful friendships, whether
you’re fourteen or forty. But even little

sisters have a habit of growing up. Joan’s
solution, like Kay’s, I think, lies in the
lap of time.

Tips for the Too-Thins

I talked with Katharine Hepburn soon
after she returned from Africa, and picked
up some wonderful tips for all you too-
thin girls who have written me that you
just can’t gain weight.

Katie dropped fifteen pounds—which she
couldn’t spare—during the rigorous pro-
duction of “The African Queen” (such a

wonderful picture!) and came back to face n
an ultimatum—for once the doctors and h
the film producers were in complete

j

agreement—that she had to get it back J

before she went to work again before the l|

cameras.
Diet, I was interested to discover, is i

secondary in any program designed to put
on pounds.
You can, of course, have cream with

your cereal at breakfast, and an extra
pat of butter for your baked potato at

j

dinner. You can even have a double malt
in the afternoon if you promise to be a
good girl and eat your dinner all up in

spite of that sweet, sickly feeling it leaves.

But adding calories won’t do the trick

unless you first defeat the tension and
fatigue—the real villains in your particu-
lar struggle.

Katie’s doctors emphasized rest—at least

nine hours unbroken sleep at night. No big
parties, no late hours. And, this was new
to me, a half hour’s rest after each meal,
morning, noon, and night. You can read
during these siestas, if you like, but stay
off the telephone, You must relax.

Another secret of quick gaining, I

learned, is regularity. You must eat three
meals every day, and at exactly the same
time every day. You too-thin girls will

have to give up the idea that you can
have a standing-up breakfast and make
up for it with a big lunch. Your tempera-
mental stomachs won’t stand for it.

As for exercise, while this building up
process is going on, settle for unhurried
walks in the open air. And take it easy.

You can swim and play tennis a few
months from now, and be of good cheer.

With the extra pounds you’re putting on
you’ll be looking much better in your
shorts and bathing suits.

As Time Will Allow

Briefly I’d like to answer three more
quite specific questions.

Pat is plagued with excess perspiration.

Her clothes are being ruined, and none of

the commercial deodorants seems to work.

I would like to suggest that she try ex-
ercising for about an hour a day in the

open air. This would eliminate most of the
perspiration by getting it out of the
system.

Evelyn is unusually short and is par-
ticularly worried about what sort of' gloves
she should wear. They all seem to look
huge.

Shorties are the answer, the briefest

possible gloves, and in colors which blend
rather than contrast with the rest of her
costume.

My advice to stick to the diminutive
goes right along to take in all of her
other accessories: small bags, small jewel-
ry, small belts, and scarves. So long as she
keeps accessories to scale, they will mini-
mize rather than accentuate her figure

problem.

Edalina has been trying without success
to copy the short, soft curls which Eliza-

beth Taylor wears so becomingly, and
wants to know what she has been doing
wrong.

Elizabeth’s hair, of course, is naturally
curly, and I expect, if she sets it at all,

she rolls it up in big, fat, loose pin curls

with very little water, and brushes it out
before it is completely dry. Straight hair

would have to be allowed to dry com-
pletely before brushing, but in any event
I think a few big curls rather than many
skimpier ones would give, the naturally

curly effect.

The End
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They Are Men's Women
( Continued from page 48)

everywhere else, certainly never lack
masculine attention. For any man to name
the exciting women in his home town is

dangerous business—but here goes for
Ford: In my book, the Hollywood girls

who belong in this group, not listed in
order of preference, are June Allyson,
Rita Hayworth, Barbara Stanwyck, Gene
Tierney, Denise Darcel, Greta Garbo, Joan
Crawford, Ethel Barrymore, Janet Leigh
and, if I’m not prejudiced, Eleanor
Powell. You sometimes read how the
Hollywood girls, lacking dates and escorts,

sit at home lonely with a book. Well, these
stars never did unless that was what they
wanted to do. And it’s my guess they
never will.

J
UNE ALLYSON is a doll. Not because
she’s beautiful. On the contrary, June’s

beautiful—in her individual way—because
she’s a doll. Genuinely friendly, with a
warm informality, she puts men immedi-
ately at ease and makes them yearn to

please her as impulsively as they would
seek to please a beguiling child. Including,
after six years of marriage, one Richard
Powell.
June never is inhibited by manners.

Not that she ever is rude, noisy or incon-
siderate. Far from it. But if she happens
to be sitting on the dais at a big important
dinner—as she often does happen to be,

always being feted or awarded something
or other—and she sees a friend, she waves.
It’s a little wave, but it’s also warm and
enthusiastic.
June never is submerged by anything.

Always she’s herself. And men like that
better than almost anything else I know,
providing, of course, the woman is essen-
tially a nice human being.

Rita Hayworth I’ve known for a long
time. When we were kids, we were
neighbors. Rita was Margarita Carmen
Cansino, twelve years old. She and her
family danced at a floating night club off

the coast. And I ran a water taxi out
to it.

Rita and I began our screen careers at

the same time. She was the first leading
lady opposite .whom I ever worked. She
was the first girl to whom I made love on
the screen. Of all the pictures we made
together, “Gilda” stands cut in mind. Be-
cause to me Rita is Gilda.

She has the same exotic beauty and the
same great sex appeal. These things, as

I said before, are no handicap. But men

To Glenn Ford, his wife Eleanor Powell is

still the most exciting woman in the world.

"Although Ellie gave up her career, she never

has become bogged down by domestic routine”
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Corns
CALLOUSES • BUNIONS • SORE TOES

No Other Method Does As Much For You!

|
Stops Painful Shoe Friction In A Jiffy,

Lifts Pressure On The Sensitive Spot

O Removes Corns, Callouses One Of The
Fastest Ways Known To Medical Science

q The Proved Method That Stops Corns

And Callouses Before They Can Develop

You get super-fast relief with Super-Soft Dr.
Scholl’s Zino-pads! The pads alone speedily
stop painful shoe friction, lift nagging pres-
sure; ease new or tight shoes; prevent corns,
sore toes, callouses, blisters. Used with the
separate Medications included, Zino-pads re-

move corns, callouses one of the fastest ways
known to medical science. Now, more than
ever, it pays to insist on Dr. Scholl’s!

CORNS CALLOUSES BUNIONS SOFT CORNS

D- Scholls Zino-pads
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GRAY HAIR
Brush It Away — At Home — Look 10 Years Younger

It’s easy! Now, with Brownatone, you can quickly

tint streaks of gray to lustrous youthful shades that

actually defy detection. Snip a gray lock and prove it.

See how, in one liming, Brownatone imparts any de-

sired shade from lightest blonde to black. Thousands
thrilled by natural-looking results. Soft, rich, glamor-
ous. Guaranteed harmless. Economical, lasting; won’t
rub off, wash out or affect permanent. First use must
give your hair youthful color or money back. Get
Brownatone now. 750. All drug and toiletry counters.
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WOMEN WANTED TO
MAKE MONEY
Tarn spare hours into cash calling on friends,
neighbors, and showing them beautiful, new-
est-style dresses, and lingerie, hosiery, chil-
dren’s wear, men’s shirts, socks, etc.Take or-
ders at amazingly low prices with big profit
foryou. Noexperience needed—and nomoney
needed, ever. You can even get personal
dresses for yourself without paying one centl

SAMPLES FREE!
SEND NO MONEY—Rush name today for

package of ACTUAL
MPLE fabrics and com-
ete, colorful style pres-
itation—all Absolutely
-ree—with complete in-
structions and money-
. making plans. Send
> in your name and address TODAY!
THE MELVILLE COMPANY

Dept. 6724, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

also are attracted by Rita’s shyness and
idealism. It is these qualities that keep
her from being the cool, self-assured, self-
sufficient woman she otherwise might be

—

a type which makes men feel uncom-
fortable.

There aren’t too many girls like Rita
around since women discovered they can
look out for themselves, often quite hand-
somely. So I suppose it’s natural that men
should gravitate towards her in the very
way that anyone who is a little cold seeks
a warm, bright fire.

One day, I hope I’ll make a picture with
Barbara Stanwyck. I know it will be a
happy experience. When you work with
“Stanny” you come to know the electri-

cians, grips and prop men on the set much
better than ycu know them usually. They
come in and down from their posts to sit

around and talk with Barbara—about their

wives, their kids, the house they’ve bought
or are building, the second-hand car
they’ve fixed up so it’s really better than
any of the new jobs, the night courses
they’re taking.

Men accept Barbara the way they accept
another man, but they don’t feel the same
way about her. She’s forthright and hon-
est. In her scheme of things there’s no
time for phoniness or idle flattery. If she
has something to say, she says it. It will

be, more likely than not, something
pleasant. But if it isn’t it’s always so
honest and fair that you find yourself
nodding your head like mad in agreement.

flENE TIERNEY, another man’s woman, is

U exciting looking. And she dresses with
a sophisticated flair. Just like two dozen
other actresses. However, the others don’t

have the special attraction that Gene has
—because they don’t know as much as

Gene knows. She’s that rare breed who is

an intellectual but never makes you feel

you have to sit and listen to a lecture.

Most men—in spite of a corny theory to

the contrary—admire intelligence in a

woman if they are not made to feel they
should how to her intellect! If Gene didn’t

know as much as she does she couldn’t

listen the way she does, with her ears and
eyes and mind, actually with all her body.
She bends towards you, just a little, when
you tell her something. And if she inter-

rupts you don’t mind because she asks
interested, pertinent questions.

Gene also has gumption. She doesn’t

—

as she could, so easily—take advantage of

the fact that she’s a very smooth package.
I remember a scene we did together in

which we had to ride, full speed, over a

cold, dirty, rough hill. As we neared the
top, Gene fell. But there were no tears,

no protestations. She just got back on
the horse and kept riding.

That movie, which was “Secret of Con-
vict Lake,” introduced me to another
woman who has ranked as special wher-
ever she has traveled in the world. And
today, over seventy years old, she is as ex-
citing—if not more exciting—than she was
in her youth. Ethel Barrymore! Miss Barry-
more makes women who fret about grow-
ing old seem very dull dishes. Her heart
is still young. She still enjoys living.

When she is around everyone instinctively

has better manners. Not because she
holds court. She doesn’t. Her bearing is

regal and her features are patrician but
her glorious sense of humor never allows
her to dramatize these things. In man-
ner, she is outgoing. Easily and kindly
she turns a tense situation into a laugh.

And often, for the sheer joy of it, she
clowns.

Denise Darcel is like spontaneous com-
bustion. Working with her in “Young Man
with Ideas” was a great experience. The
set bounced and bubbled when she was
around. She was so full of life she could
make the oldest man feel like sixteen.
Not only that, she was a great ambassador
of good will in that she made every man
want to go to France. Denise has a way
of bringing youth, gaiety and laughter
to everyone—and what could be more ex-
citing than that?

O list of Hollywood’s exciting women
would be complete without Joan Craw-

ford. Joan is what all women would wish
to be, a glamorous personality who dresses
beautifully, who has earned wealth and
fame and who, in her exciting and aggres-
sive search for all these things, never has
overlooked the importance of children, a
home, friends over for dinner and all the
other things that women were meant to
enjoy.

Greta Garbo hasn’t made a movie for

ten years. But she’s not forgotten. And
she never will be. She will become, I

think, even if she never makes another
picture, a Hollywood legend. It is, most
frequently, her artistry that Hollywood
loves to talk about. But even as we sit

around and yak about her artistry it’s the
woman she is whom we think about. Men
especially are intrigued by her mystery,
a product of her intense shyness. For, as
long as there’s anything about a woman
which a man cannot quite understand, he
will seek her.

Always I'll remember a scene I did with
Janet Leigh. I had to carry her across a
threshold and we were supposed to be
laughing. Before the director called, “Ac-
tion,” she whispered, “Glenn, tickle me so
I’ll laugh.” Well, I went along with the
gag—and once she got going she had quite
a time stopping. So did everybody else.

There’s something infectious about Janet’s
laughter—because she has the gaiety of

youth, because she’s a walking testimonial
that life is wonderful and that if you want
to be happy all you have to do is have a
happy attitude. A man would have to

be a complete dolt not to find Janet ex-
citing.

If I place Eleanor Powell, also known
as Mrs. Glenn Ford, last on my list it is

because it might seem bad taste for me
to put her above the rest. When Ellie

and I married, she was a brilliant dancing
star. Once she had two opening nights at

once on Broadway, premiering as the star

of the big musical hit “At Home Abroad”
at the same time her picture “Broadway
Melody of 1936” opened across the street.

Never have I quit being amazed that Ellie

chose to drop her career to become
strictly a wife, mother and homemaker.
In this she has found great happiness and
contentment. It is, she says, what she
always wanted. However, Ellie never has
become bogged down by her domestic rou-
tine, never lost her sense of humor, her
nervous energy or her vitality.

To me she is a combination of all the
good qualities in all women.

(Glenn Ford is in “Affair in Trinidad”
and “Young Man with Ideas”; June Ally-
son, “The Girl in White”; Rita Hayworth,
“Affair in Trinidad”; Barbara Stanwyck,
“Clash by Night”; Gene Tierney, “Way of

a Gaucho”; Joan Crawford, “Sudden Fear”;
Ethel Barrymore, “Deadline U.S.A.”; Janet
Leigh, “Scaramouche”; Denise Darcel,
“Young Man with Ideas.”)

The End

“An honest woman is one who doesn’t lie about anything except

her age, weight and her husband’s salary.” . . ROSALIND RUSSELL
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They Call Her Sparkle Plenty

(Continued from page 65)

Grable, Anne Baxter, Jean Peters, Linda
Darnell, Gene Tierney and Jeanne Crain,
Mitzi, who is usually volatile and voluble,

I

merely gave out with a limp, “Well, gosh,

thanks.”
Mitzi, who since then has won Photo-

play’s “Choose Your Star” poll, lives

with her mother in a two-level, rented,

furnished house in the Hollywood hills.

She drives a black Mercury, wears red
nail polish—red is her favorite color

—

collects ballerina dolls, eats everything in

sight except parsnips, and sleeps in gaily

flowered silk nightgowns. She saves mo-
tion picture magazines, and there are
stacks of them all over the house. “I like

to see how the stars live,” she says, “who
their friends are, and what they are doing.
I guess I’m star struck.”
She claims she is not superstitious, that

it’s just that she doesn’t take chances.
But if anyone whistles in her dressing
room she makes them go outside, turn
around three times, and spit before they
come back in. If she drops a mirror she
swears and spits to take off the curse. Her
favorite swear word is “77” in Polish.

“Because,” she says, “it sounds so mar-
velously awful, and everyone looks so
horrified.” She loves talking over the
telephone, while balancing on one foot,

and does arabesques during the conversa-
tion. Her mother says she even dances
while she dresses. She never pulls her
stockings up as other girls do. Instead,

she gets the foot of the stocking on, then
points her toes toward the ceiling, and
pulls her stockings down. She puts on all

her clothes, including her hat and gloves,

and then steps into her dress.

Life with Mitzi can be dangerous, ac-
cording to her mother. “As a dancer,” she
explains, “Mitzi is constantly exercising
her feet, so they’ll be exceptionally strong.

I believe she can do everything with her
feet she does with her hands except write.
One of her favorite exercise tricks is to

lift the coffee table, complete with china
and knickknacks, from the floor with her
toes. She’s been doing it since she was
eleven, but she panics me every time.”
Mitzi and her mother are great pals.

“I couldn’t exist without my mother,” she
says. “She is right about everything.”
Mitzi plays the piano by ear, and her
mother writes poems for the magazines.
Together they are composing a song called

“Little Dingle,” inspired by the San Fran-
cisco cable cars. Mrs. Gerber is definitely
not a movie mother. Very few people at

the studio have ever met her.

Lend a Hand To Crippled Children

Buy Easter Seals
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MUSIC
BE YOUR OWN TEACHER!

1 Learn at home this money-saving way
I It’s easy as A-B-C, no matter which in-
I strument you want to play. You learn by
I playing real melodies from actual notes
I instead of tiresome exercises. Every thing is
I
In print and pictures. First you read how to_- ——

~ pjay a fune Then a picture shows you how
Finally you play it and hear how it sounds. Some of our 850.000pupils are now BAND LEADERS. If you want to learn music
fast, send post card for FREE Booklet and
Print & Picture sample. Mention instrument.
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U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Studio B-204, Port Washington, N. Y.

FREE
BOOKLET
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DENIAL NURSE
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Blonde Mothers
and Children

WASHES HAIR
Lighter, Shinier—SAFELY
To keep those sunny golden curls light and
lovely, Mothers—use BLONDEX, the shampoo
with ANDIUM, made specially for blondes.
BLONDEX instantly removes the dull, dingy
film that makes hair darker. Brings out spar-

kling radiant COLOR—brightens faded hair.

Gives it extra lightness and SHINE. Safe for

children. Takes only 11 minutes at home.
Get BLONDEX at 10c, drug and dept, stores.
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ADD INCHES
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Now you may have the alluring
curvaceous bustline of your dreams
. . . without dangerous drugs . . . with-
out creams . . . without massaging! Yes, your days of
embarrassment because of sagging or undeveloped breasts
are over! Just put the amazing Bust Developing Record
on your phonograph and follow the easy directions
brought to you by a renowned beauty expert. You Mill
actually be TOLD how to develop the pectoral muscles
that support the breasts. You are led in daily bust de-
veloping exercises . . . step by step so there is no danger
of "home” medications and tissue destroying massages.
You actually get EXPERT instructions right in your own
home. Remember this is the SAFE . . . the SURE . . . the
EASY, HEALTHY way to that full, seductive bustline.
Send for your Bust Developing Record NOW!
SEND NO MONEY—No Risk Guarantee.Justsend your name
and address. On arrival of your Bust Developer Record
(in plain wrapper) pay postman only S2.98 plus C.O.D.
postage. If you are not completely satisfied return for
money back. Send cash. WE pay postage. Same Money
Back Guarantee. Write TODAY.

Free for prompt action full size jar of BB Lubricating Creme.
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FREE BOOK ON
HAIR REMOVAL
Read what thousands of women and girls do about
superfluous hair. Free book explains wonderful
method, proves actual success. No one need know
about it. Book sent in plain envelope—confidential.
Also TRIAL OFFER. No obligation. Write
ANNETTE LANZETTE, Dept. B-40, P.O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Chicago 54, Illinois.

REDUCE-THISWAY
In No More Alibis Sylvia of Hollywood tells

you how she helped many movie stars with their

figure problems. She names names—tells you
how she developed this star's legs—how she re-

duced that star's waistline—how she helped
another star to achieve a beautiful youthful fig-

ure. You can carry out Sylvia's beauty secrets

in the privacy of your own home. Send for No
More Alibis—today. Only $1.00 postpaid.

Bartholomew House, Inc., Dept. P-452,
205 East 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Pay nomoney ! Yoar choice of gorgeous new
dress in your favorite style, size and color
given to you for sending orders for only 3
dresses for friends, neighbors, or members of your
family. THAT’S ALL . . .and yourown dress is in-
cluded without payingone cent. FREE SAMPLES!
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of latest fashions— dresses, separates, mix and
match convertibles, casuals . . . actual sample
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a day IN SPARE TIME! You

complete wardrobe and EARN CASH
IN JUST SPARE TIME . . . EASY!
giving your dress size and your age.

FROCKS, Dept. G-414, Cincinnati25.0hio

The biggest thrill in Mitzi’s life (even
her exciting new career takes second bill-

ing) is her romance with Richard Coyle,
who is an expert in negligence law and
defense attorney for big corporations.
Mitzi described him to a friend, “Oh, he’s

okay, I guess, if you happen to like hand-
some, prematurely gray, brilliant, amus-
ing, nice men.” She first met her “ideal
man” when she was sixteen and playing
in a Los Angeles production of “Naughty
Marietta.”

Mitzi, Hungarian and impetuous, was all

for leading Richard to the altar as quickly
as she could get him there, but Mrs. Ger-
ber, a very sensible mother, suggested that
she wait until she’s twenty-one. “It isn’t

that she doesn’t approve of Richard,” ex-
plains Mitzi, “on the contrary, she ap-
proves of him so much, and thinks he is

such a fine person, that she wants him to

have a wife who is grown up enough to

make him a good wife.” And she adds,
with the wisdom of the ages, “A girl can
get away with things in her teens. People
say, ‘She’s so young she doesn’t know
better.’ But not in her twenties.”

LI ITZI believes that if a girl has her eye
1*1 on a man there is no point sitting at

home staring hungrily at the telephone.
She should do something about it, but in

a subtle sort of way. “Look who’s talk-

ing,” says Mitzi with a laugh. “Now that

I think about it maybe I wasn’t too subtle
with my first crush. It was while I was
in Junior High. He was the school’s lead-
ing athlete. I must have been an Annie
Get Your Gun sort of character. Every
time I saw him my mouth fell open. I

was never late for classes that year for

fear I’d miss a moment of his company. I

even studied hard sc I could show off in

front of him. And I was always finding

some excuse for strolling past the football

field.

“I finally persuaded my girl friend to give
a party so I could invite him to take me.
And what happened—I had to go to a
ballet class! Always, I had to go to a
ballet class. That’s the horror of being a
professional teenager. Months of , ma-
neuvering your man and boin-n-n-ng—
classes. But I mustn’t feel too sorry for

myself. There were other crushes. Sev-
eral at the Powers Professional School.
It’s part of being a teenager. Crushes for

the teens—marriage for the twenties.
“I learned a lot from my first crush,”

Mitzi continues. “I learned that boys at

Junior High scare easily. They’re at that

skittish age. So a girl should never be
overanxious around them. There’s a fine

line between anxious and overanxious.
True, I strolled by that football field until

my feet almost wore out—but at least I

never popped up in the boys’ locker room
and said to my dreamboat, ‘Why, fancy
meeting you here.’

“Most of all I guess I learned: Never
let a man know you are about to sink
your claws in him.”
Women always have been aggressive,

Mitzi thinks, but if they showed any signs

of it in the old days they were immediately
classified as “bad girls” by the overworked
Mrs. Grundys. But ever since women
left home and fireside, and especially the
kitchen sink, thanks to modern gadgets,
and went into business, manners have
changed considerably. The male still

wants to do the pursuing, and it’s his pre-
rogative, but there’s no reason why, if he’s

a mite dimwitted, or maybe just shy, he
shouldn’t be given a gentle, but deter-
mined push.
“The best way to get to know a boy,”

Mitzi advocates, “is to invite him to a
party. As there will be quite a few other
boys there he can’t suspect that you have
ulterior motives. If you have on your
prettiest dress, your highest heels and
your flashiest smile, you’re in business,
sister. Perhaps you can’t have a party
at your home, then persuade one of your
girl friends to give a chip-in party: every
girl will bring a part of the refreshments
and her own date.

“Also it could be that a good friend had
to leave town suddenly and gave you two
tickets to a football game, or to a popular
play, and you were just wondering. . . .

Naturally you bought those tickets your-
self, but there’s no point in saying so.

That just might be the little nudge he
needs. Next week he’ll take you to the
game—and it could become a habit.
There’s nothing wrong in calling a boy if

you have a good manufactured excuse.
But be sure it’s good. Maybe you bor-
rowed his handkerchief to get something
out of your eye at a party, and of course
you want to return it to him. The hostess
gave you his phone number. Or maybe
you discovered, just a block away from
his office, that you have lost your change
purse and haven’t even a dime for bus
fare. He’ll loan you the change, and
you’ll have to return it, etc., etc. It’s

corny, but you can always run out of gas
just a block or so from where your dream
man lives. You appear at his door look-
ing very helpless. It’s really the girl who
does the choosing and the chasing; she
always has, but don’t ever let the man
know. You’re a dead duck if he suspects
you. And don’t think, ever, that the
worthwhile kind of man is easy to

interest.”

I

N the land of the inflated ego Mitzi is

probably our least conceited star since

Baby LeRoy. But there was a time. . . .

“I joined the ‘Song of Norway’ company in

Philadelphia after a run with ‘Gypsy
Lady’ in New York. I was a big mad pro-
fessional and quite impressed with myself.
But I was the newcomer in a very tightly

knit group, who had all been together for

three years on Broadway. To put it mild-
ly, I wasn’t accepted immediately. Later
we all became good friends. But it took
a little time. They taught me a valuable
lesson.”
A gregarious young person, Mitzi is all

for leaving that “alone” stuff to Garbo.
Wherever you find Mitzi at the studio you
find her knee deep in friends, who call

her, incidentally, “Sparkle Plenty.” “Oh,
I’m not saying that the ‘Song of Norway’
experience cured me completely,” she

says. “I still have my moments of being
pleased with myself. But somebody quick-
ly comes along and cuts me down to the

size of a postage stamp.”
On the set Mitzi is always bouncing,

bubbling and clowning. “I’m the noisiest

person in the world,” she tells you, and
proceeds to prove it. She’s a great one
for calling people nicknames. Her nick-

names, like her impersonations, are never
unkind. She calls her leading men
“Cousin,” often shortened to “Cuz.” Her
two best girl friends on the lot, Jean
Peters and Jeanne Crain, she calls “Pete”

and “Dreamface.” Georgie Jessel she calls

“Pappy.” One of her own nicknames is

“Tootie.” Richard, however, is Richard.
Never Dick, or Rickie, or anything but

Richard. That’s a must. Mitzi is always
hungry on the set, and between takes

snatches nibbles from the workmen’s
lunch boxes. Unable to be inactive more
than a few moments at a time, she romps

“A mother is a person who sees there are only four pieces of cake for

five people and says she doesn’t care for any.” . . . RED SKELTON



around the stage entertaining with imita-

tions and puns. The imitations are won-
derful. The puns are dreadful.

About the only way to make Mitzi lose

her temper is to tell her that you hear that

the studio is grooming her to take over
Betty Grable’s pictures. It’s no secret that

Betty, who has been on the screen almost
twenty years, is far more interested now
in her home, family and horses, than she
is in her celluloid capers. But when a

columnist wrote that Mitzi was a threat

to the Grable throne, that young lady
fairly blew her top. “That’s ridiculous,”

she shouted. “No one can take Betty’s

place. She’s in a class by herself.”

Mitzi is an only child (“Can’t you tell?”

she asks) and was born in Chicago on
September 4, 1931. Inasmuch as her
father was a musical director and her
mother a dancer, Mitzi took to ballet slip-

pers like a duck to water. Before she was
out of her teens she was a ballerina. But
she is nothing like the traditional bal-

lerina. She isn’t temperamental, violent,

capricious or vain. Since the age of eight

she has studied ballet, first with her aunt,

Francine Woodbury, who showed her the
basic ballet positions. She first studied
seriously with Kathryn Etienne as her
teacher, then later with Mia Slavenska,
Anton Dolin and David Lichine. So when
you see Mitzi dance, don’t think that’s just

* a little something she learned over the
weekend. It’s the result of years of study.

WHEN she was quite young her family
took her to see Carmen Miranda in

“The Streets of Paris.” That started her off

on her impersonations. During World War
II she entertained at USO shows with her
impersonations of Carmen, Danny Kaye,
and any celebrities who happened to

amuse her. She was also featured come-
dienne-dancer of the special Air Force
show which played all bases between
Los Angeles and Charleston, South Caro-
lina.

Mitzi attended Tilden and Chandler
Grade Schools in Detroit, and later Le
Conte Junior High School and Powers
Professional School (which is run by Mala
Powers’ mother) in Hollywood. While
playing in a long run of an operetta in

San Francisco she was tutored by a Mrs.
Mack. Mrs. Mack recently came backstage
to see her former pupil when Mitzi was in

San Francisco making personal appear-
ances with “Golden Girl.”

“Mitzi,” said Mrs. Mack, beaming with
relief, “I despaired so of your arithmetic.
But I won’t worry about it any more.
After seeing you on the screen this after-
noon I know now you’ll always be able
to pay people to add and subtract for
you.”
Mitzi made her debut with Edwin Les-

ter’s Civic Light Opera Company at the
age of fourteen (she said she was sixteen),
in “Roberta,” and subsequently in “The
Fortune Teller,” “Gypsy Lady,” “Song of
Norway,” “Louisiana Purchase,” and
“Naughty Marietta.” It was during this

show that Lester saw her clowning during
rehearsals and decided to produce “The
Great Waltz” with the comedienne part
especially written for Mitzi. Choreogra-
pher Aida Broadbent devised a comedy
ballet which was the highlight of the show.
And that’s where Jessel discovered her.
“I’m afraid,” says Mitzi apologetically,

“that I make very dull copy. I’ve never
had a single handicap in my life. My
family has always encouraged me. I

have never been shy. I have a wonderful
mother. And on September fourth I’ll

be twenty-one years old and I’ll marry
the man I love.”

All that and stardom too. Couldn’t hap-
pen to a nicer girl.

The End—

a favorite for 50 years

Laco 100%
PURE

Castile Shampoo

Laco protects your hair from

Keeps it lovely nature’s way

You know what harsh detergents

can do to your hands, face, scalp.

This same synthetic chemical
magic that cuts • grease in the

roasting pan can leave your hair

dry, lifeless, uncontrollable. You
owe it to yourself to keep your
hair lovely nature’s way with

Laco 100% Pure Castile Shampoo.

When you shampoo regularly

with Laco, you protect against

"detergent dryness”—your hair

becomes soft, beautifully lus-

trous, so easy to manage.

COMPARE LACO! Send 10c to

Laco Shampoo, Baltimore 24,

Md., for generous Trial Size

Bottle. See how Laco's three

natural hair conditioners save

your wave, bring out the dancing
highlights and silken sheen
nature gave your hair

—

to-

day, tonight . . . and always!

W III •AY £10.00
EACH FOR CERTAIN LINCOLN PENNIES/-

INDIANHEADS $50.00; DIMES
$1000.00. SEND DIME FOR CATALOGUE
OF PRICES WE PAY.

/-//VC O Z- /V CO/A/ CO.
DEPT. 833 • 806 E INDIANA AVE.ELKHART /H/D/AAVA 1
FLOUIER CBTHLOC
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THE ONLY CATALOG
OF ITS KIND

28 kinds of flowers so life-like

you'd think they’re fresh-cut from the garden] Ex-
quisitely hand made. Terrific values! Add charm to
your home. Beautifying millions of homes since
1910. Send for free catalog now . . . none like it!

FIRST AMER ICAN-FLOWERS
Dept. C-30 Box 85 New York 29. N. Y.

YOU'D
NEVER
KNOW
I HAD

PSORIASIS.
IS. D.l*

As hundreds of thousands of users have learned,
Siroil tends to remove psoriasis crusts and scales
on outer layer of skin. Light applications help con-
trol recurring lesions. Siroil doesn’t stain clothing
or bed linens. Offered on two-weeks-satisfaction-

or- money-refunded basis.
Write for free booklet.

*S.D. means Skin Disorder.

AT ALL
DRUG STORES

Siroil Laboratories Inc., Dept. M-62, Santa Monica, Calif.

.Siroil of Canada, Box 488, Windsor, Ont.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

L

Go as rapidly as yoor time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-
dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subject*
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.

American School, Dept. H453, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

EARN AS YOU TRAIN— AND UP TO
575 A WEEK WHEN YOU GRADUATE

NURSING
Thousands of Practical Nurses
needed for MD offices, hos-
pitals. rest homes. Learn

quickly at home. Our course written by doc-
tors, tested in clinic. High school not needed.
Valuable outfit sent. Easy terms. Mail coupon

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave., Chicago 26 Dept. Nl-4

Name Ago

City State .

MATERNITY
STYIE BOOK

FREE
LANE BRYANT

Maternity clothes are new
Fifth Avenue styles that
keep you smart throughout
pregnancy. Adjust easily to
your changing figure.

• Misses’ Sizes 10 to 20
• Junior Sizes 9 to 17
• Women’s Sizes 36 to 44
Dresses,from $2.98 up; also

supporters, undies. Everything
for Baby, too. LOW prices.
Mail coupon for your FREE
Style Book in plain wrapper.

J^ne3 rbant

INDIANAPOLIS 17,

INDIANA I DEPT. 81 8

1

Mail FREE Maternity Style Book in plain wrapper.
(818)

Name

Address

Post Office State

p
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RELIEVES

HEADACHE
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS PAIN

Here's Why.
Anacin® is like a doctor's

prescription. That is, Anacin contains not

one but a combination of medically proved
active ingredients. Anacin is specially com-
pounded to give FAST, LONG LASTING
relief. Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.

For the best fit you’ve
ever had in your little

size—send for catalog
showing huge style va-

riety, then order by mail
’

inderella
DEPT.F— 85 SOUTH ST.
BOSTON 11. MASS.

FREE PHOTO DIRECT FROM
HOLLYWOOD

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STARr
(DELUXE TYPE—Suitable for Framl"?)
SPECIAL OFFER—FOR LIMITED TIMEONLY
WithPhoto, you will alsoreceive FREECATA-

M LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL
PICTURESofpopularstarsoncover. Alsotells
how to get ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS’ HOMES. Send name of
vour favorite star and only 1 5c for handling.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTERIB Box 2309. Dept. L-4, Hollywood 28. Calif.

Fresh, radiant eyes!

Start using Kurlene
today on lashes, lids and

^ brows. Rich, finely-blended

/ ingredients help curling, impart

soft dewy sheen. 10£, 50ff,

$1, at cosmetic counters.
THE KURLASH CO.. INC.. ROCHESTER 2. N. Y.

PRODUCT

SUFFERERS
FROM PSORIASISM (SCALY SKIN TROUBLE)

«LD6BmOllMAKE THE ONE 4 — **

SPOTfe-
TEST ^ jfjp

how longyou have suffered
or what you have tried.
Beautiful book on psori-
asis and Dermoil with
amazing, true photo-
graphic proof of results
sentFREE .Write for it.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply. non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis-
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement, to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.’’ Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-
day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print

RULES
1952 PHOTOPLAY SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST

1. Entrants must be young women high school graduates or members of the current
graduating high school class and under 25 years of age on June 1 , 1952. They must
have maintained a grade average of “C” during their last school year. Entrants must
reside within the continental limits of the United States. They cannot hold member-
ship cards with any of the following organizations: American Federation of Radio
Artists, Television Artists, Actors Equity or the Screen Actors Guild.
2. The contest is composed of four parts:

a. I o enter Fill in enrollment form on page 37 or a reasonable facsimile thereof.

Mail this together with the answers to the questionnaire printed below and two
candid snapshots of yourself—one close-up of your face, one full-length. This entry

must be postmarked no later than April 15th. Those qualified to compete in the

next stage of the contest will be notified by May 15th.

b. Voice Recordings-—Contestants notified by Photoplay by May 15 will be asked to

submit recordings postmarked no later than June 15th. Contestants will be asked
to record one of the passages printed in the May Photoplay, together with a passage
of their own choosing. I he combined length of the two passages should be no longer :

than four minutes. Contestants who pass the recording stage and qualify for the

audition stage will be notified by July 15th.

c. Auditions—Those candidates notified by July 15th will be invited to audition be -

4
fore local boards of judges appointed by Photoplay. These auditions will take place i »i

in major cities throughout the country during the weeks of August 1-16. The top

contestants at each hoard will be asked by the board to submit a photostated copy \

of their high school and college record if any, plus two letters of recommendation
from outstanding members of their community. The three national finalists chosen
from these auditions will be notified by September 2nd.

d. Finals Three finalists will be invited to attend the California auditions at Photo-

1

i

play's expense, during the week of September 14-20. At this time the winner will

be selected by a board of judges, to be named in the April Photoplay. The winner $*.

will be announced in the December Photoplay.

3. All material submitted becomes the property of Macfadden Publications, Inc. and
cannot be returned.

4. The decision of the judges is final. In the event of a tie, duplicate prizes will be

awarded. This contest is not open to employees of Macfadden Publications, Inc., or to

members of their families. This contest is subject to all State and Federal regulations. 1
1

I
QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS

Please type all answers, double-spaced on standard white paper no larger than

8V2 x 11 inches. Your name and address must appear in the upper right-hand corner of if

each page submitted. Print clearly your name and address on the back of each pic- ft

ture submitted. Be sure you have attached all the information requested: pictures,

enrollment form, questionnaire. Mail all material to: Photoplay Scholarship Contest,

Box 1811, Grand Central Station, New York 17, N. Y.

1. Write in 300 words or less a letter on: Why I want to be an actress. Tell why you 0

think you can act. State your reasons simply. Your letter will be read for content, |>

not literary style. v

2. Next to acting, what would you like to do most if training, money or time were not

a problem? Be as brief as possible.

3. List all schools attended since grammar school. Give dates, addresses, diplomas or

degrees received. Explain any gap between non-consecutive school years telling what |
you did during that time.

4. List any art, dancing, music or voice lessons you have had and time studied.

5. What school offices have you held? Give titles, length of time you were in office; 9

state your duties.

6 . List all honors, medals, awards you have received. Give details.

7. If you have had any theatrical training, state same in detail. List the name of each
f

production you participated in and exactly what you did—act, direct, produce, scenery, 1

costumes, or whatever. List all roles you played. State whether this was a school or

outside activity. If outside activity, give details.

8 . If you have worked part or full time, tell when, where and what you did.
102



Calling All Actresses

( Continued from page 37)

next September at Photoplay’s expense.

For one exciting week, they will live at a

Playhouse dormitory, tour Hollywood, be

given money for spending while there and
auditioned before the final board of judges:

Barbara Stanwyck, actress; James Ste-

wart, actor; Dore Schary, producer; Mark
Robson, director; Charles Prickett, Pasa-
dena Playhouse; Lyle Rooks, Hollywood
Editor, Photoplay.
And this year also the two girls who

are the runners-up will meet the casting

directors of major studios, be introduced
to stars and will appear on radio or tele-

vision programs.
It is not, however, only the three final-

ists of Photoplay’s Scholastic Contest who
gain recognition and prestige. The winners
of the local auditions, which will be held
this year during the weeks of August 1-16

from coast to coast in approximately 100

of America’s largest cities, are brought to

the attention of important actors’ agents,
producers and directors of radio and tele-

vision shows, summer theatres and little

theatre groups.
Last year, the prestige of placing within

the top hundred group brought such offers

as a full tuition scholarship at the Appren-
tice School of the Show Shop in Canton,
Connecticut, and two full tuition scholar-
ships to the Pioneer Playhouse in Danville,
Kentucky. The Grove Theatre in Nuan-
gola, Pennsylvania, is now searching
among this group for a young lead and
an ingenue. The casting director of NBC
in New York offered to interview every
girl on the list who could visit him at his

office. And in many cities producers and
directors have interviewed local contes-
tants. As a result of these interviews, many
girls have been offered jobs. One girl,

Noel Mast, appeared with Eva LeGallienne
on the Philip Morris Playhouse. Ruth
Jung, of the top hundred group, will soon
appear on ABC’s Hollywood Screen Test
TV show. Every day, in fact, Photoplay
hears of other new doors swinging wide
for other contestants.
Enter the Photoplay Scholarship Contest

now. The complete rules are on page 102.

calling

all

AMERICANS
To come to the aid

Readers Digest Reports
ON AMAZING NEW-TYPE MEDICATION FOR

PIMPLES
Clearasil l»p"

medication u,.d in “**S

reported id lanoary 1952

Reader’s Digest
(page 81) _

CLEARASIL SPECIALLY MADE TO

DRY UP PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED . .hides pimples while it works

You CAN now get the type of medication described

in the January 1952 Reader’s Digest just by asking

your druggist for CLEARASIL... the scientific, skin-

colored medication especially made for pimples!
clearasil is greaseless and fast-drying in con-

tact with pimples. Actually starves pimples be-

cause it helps remove the oils* that pimples“feed”
on. clearasil ends embarrassment — gives new
confidence immediately because its skin-color

hides pimples amazingly while it helps dry them
up. And because clearasil is greaseless, fast-

drying and stainless, it can be left on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

j&>»r

In Skin Specialists’ Tests
Using Clearasil on 202 Cases

9 out of 10 were cleared up
or definitely improved

Doctors who tested clearasil were amazed
at the results. Thousands of grateful users

have already found clearasil is one medi-

cation that really worked for them. So even

if other treatment has failed, you owe it to

yourself to try this proven medication. Satis-

faction guaranteed or money back. Get
clearasil today.

GREASELESS. ..STAINLESS

Only

594
T,y ClearasU

a
ECONOMY SIZE 984 AT ALL DRUGGISTS

Over-activity of certain oil glands is recognized by authorities as a major factor in acne. © EASTCO. Inc.. N.Y. 17. N.Y.

MAHLER’S, INC Depi.58-D, Providence 15, R. L

'

P29
&S9&

Check size and color of frame.
5x7 Ivory and Gold
8x10 Brown and Gold

Beautiful silk finish black and white
enlargements made from your favorite
snapshots, photos or negatives. Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes
and clothing for complete information
on having your enlargements beauti-
fully hand colored in oil. SEND NO
MONEY. Simply pay postman for each
enlargement and frame plus cost of
mailing. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Limit 3 to a customer. Originals re-
turned with enlargements. Offer
good in U.S.A. only.HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS

7021 Santa Monica Blvd.. Dept. C-80, Hollywood 38. Calif.

CHILDREN’S
PHOTOSWANTED!

For Calendars—Billboards—Magazines
Photos of children 6 months to 18 years are in BIG
DEMAND. Fees to $200 and more may be paid to

you by ADVERTISERS. Your child too can have this

wonderful opportunity. Send O.X/J small picture for

our approval (ONLY ONE). Please send s.a nped
envelope so picture can be returned if not acceptable.

Write your name and address on back of picture.

SPOTLITE PHOTO DIRECTORY
7070C Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28. California

It’s easy—*and profitable

—to get into a Greeting Card
and Gift business of your own,
full or spare time. Show America’s greatest line of
Birthday, Anniversary, Get -Well, Congratulation
Cards. All-Occasion Assortments tremendous
sellers. Also big Gift line, wraps, etc. No experi-

ence. We tell you how. Actual items sent on ap-
proval. Send no money! Rush nameon postcard now.

GENERAL CARD CO. ,1 300 W. Jackson Blvd., Depk 75-D, Chlcago7,lll*

of the Red Cross! This great

organization needs

funds to . . . Provide blood and

plasma to our men in the services.

Continue welfare services

in camps and hospitals.

Aid victims of disaster in this

country. Continue training

Americans in first aid

for civil defense

won’t you

ANSWER THE CALL
by giving as much as you can?

&6e&/tUeat/l/itytitaaAe.

OLD-FASHIONED

Amazing new discovery shuts your
eyes softly, safely, naturally ... or
your money back. At your drug store—30 Tablets $1 or send 25c for gen-
erous sample.

FOLLOW LABEL—AVOID EXCESSIVE USE

shut-eye
Dept. RT, Harrison Products, Inc., San Francisco, 5

Earn *50 a week
AS A

PRACTICAL NURSE!
Practical nurses are always needed!
Learn at home in your spare time
as thousands of men and women—18 to 60 years of
age—have done through Chicago School of Nursing.
Easy-to-understand lessons, endorsed by physicians.
One graduate has charge of 10-bed hospital. Nurse
Cromer, of Iowa, runs her own nursing home. Others
earn $5.00 to $10.00 a day in private practice.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Mrs. B. C., of Texas, earned $474.25 while taking
course. Mrs. S. E. P. started on her first case after
her 7th lesson: in 14 months she earned $1900!
You, too, can earn good money, make new friends.
Hi^h school not necessary. Equipment included. Easy
payments. Trial plan. 53rd year. Send coupon now!

CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING
Dept. 24. 41 East Pearson Street, Chicago 11, 111.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages

Name-

City

—

p
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Thrilling New Massage Cream

Contains PC -11. Acts Instantly to

DRY UP SKIN
BLEMISHES

From Both Oily Skin and

External Causes!
Have you tried in vain to get
rid of oily, muddy look, pim-
ples, “Hickies,” other exter-
nally caused skin blemishes?
Well, you never had PC-11
before! That’s POMPEIAN’S

name for Hexachlorophene. Wonderful discovery
of science helps dry up such skin blemishes!
PC-11 is now contained in new POMPEIAN
Massage Cream! Acts instantly to clean out dirt,
help you remove blackheads like magic! See how
it goes on face pink—rolls off muddy grq~»

GENEROUS TRIAL TUBE
CENTS! Send name, address

and 10 cents for 5 massages to
POMPEIAN CORP., Department
Pi, Baltimore 24, Md. Or get
Pompeian Milk Massage Cream
at your favorite drug store.

1

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

Instructive Details Reveal How
MALCQ PUBLISHERS. 3-MWG. COLUMBUS 5. OHIO

NEW TINYTONE RADIO
Reallv works. NEW PRESET CRYSTAL elim-

' inates TUBES. BATTERIES OR ELEC-
TRIC'PLUG-INS" FOREVER! Beautiful
Red plastic case. GUARANTEED TO
WORK on local stations—use most any-
where.SEND ONLY$ 1.00 (bill. ck..mo. land
pay postman $3.99 COD or send $4.99 for

P.P.delivery.COMPLETE WITH EXTRA
LONG DISTANCE AERIAL KIT AND
PHONE. LIMITED SUPPLY. ORDER

NOW. Midway Co., Dept. BMW-4, Kearney, Nebr.

Be A PRACTICAL NURSE
On The HOME FRONT

Women 18 to 55 of age wanted! GOOD PAY,
great demand for Trained Practical Nurses.
Learn at home in spare time. High school
diploma not needed. Easy, modern tech-
nique includes infant care, A-bomb first
aid. Full equipment furnished. Sample
Lesson Pages in BookletFREE. Write Now!
WAYNE SCHOOL of Practical Nursing
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk E-63, Chlcagol4

DO YOU WANT A
STEADY INCOME?

There's a big opportunity for you to make from $10 to
$5 0 a week—and it costs you nothing but your spare
time! Take subscriptions for all magazines for your
friends and neighbors. (For U.S.A. sales only.) For
full particulars write:

Subscription Agents Division

MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Dept. PH -452, Bartholomew Bldg.

205 E. 42nd St. New York 17. N. Y.

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGRO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

4
//SLEEPLESSNESS

(Due to Nervous Tension)

MAKES YOU FEEL

LONG FACED and DULL
. . . try Miles Nervine for
welcome relief. Contains
no Barbiturates. Follow
the label. Avoid excessive

use. At all drugstores.

1 MILES

3333 a

Sunny Side Up

( Continued from page 55)
street, the white Georgian Colonial ex-
terior, with its green trim, offering a dig-
nified welcome. The small entrance hall

echoes the dignity, but, instead of the
usual balustrade, a white partition topped
by a plant-box frames the landing for
the stairs that lead to the second floor. It’s

successful, because the stairway has a wall
on either side, and the landing makes a
square turn two steps up from the hall.

To the left of the hall is the living room,
and at the right a door opens into a bar.

“We don’t drink,” said Doris, “so we
planned to take the bar out, but that would
be very expensive. We have to consider re-
sale value, you know.” So the bar stays,
and Doris is doing it in red, green, black
and white. The red, green and white are
combined in a plaid paper for the walls,

and the black is in two chairs surrounding
a round pine table on which stands a
tremendous Vat 69 bottle, made into a
lamp and topped with a red linen shade.
Doris brings the black into the room again
through dime store frames which she has
painted and uses for pictures of people
with whom she has worked. These line the
wall behind the bar. Valances made of red
moire, which she bought in the basement
of a department store, top the shuttered
windows, and two green leather chairs
are on either side of a pine trestle table.

I
T’S an inviting room, but not any more
so than the delightful living room. From

her previous house, Doris brought two
Chippendale wing chairs covered with
printed cotton, a sporting scene in gray,
blue, yellow and touches of red against a
cocoa-colored ground. And two French
Provincial cabinets flank the cherry red
antique satin sofa, bearing attractive little

pewter pitchers which Doris had made into

lamps.
Jot down in your idea book the thought

of using cabinets beside a sofa or chair
instead of tables, particularly if your room
is small. The cabinet, you see, provides
storage for those extras that clutter up a
house, and also serves as a lamp table.

Speaking of lamps, there’s something else

you can borrow. Make your own lamps
from pitchers, as Doris did, or from a pair
of vases, or from a couple of copper tea-
kettles. You can buy the fixtures and wir-
ing at any hobby or hardware shop, and
by drilling a hole in the bottom of the
accessory, make the conversion. Be sure
that the lamp, from finial to base, is at

least twenty-seven inches high so that it

will provide proper illumination.
For her living room Doris chose a con-

trasting color scheme; green chenille car-
peting and a deeper green for the walls,

crisped with white ceiling and woodwork,
perfect foils for the red sofa. A gold tex-
tured cotton lounge chair and ottoman tie

in nicely, and echo the spot of yellow
found in the print.

A contrasting scheme means that two
colors opposite each other on the color

wheel are chosen. To be successful, one
must be used in larger proportion than the
other—in this instance, green—and a third

color may be brought in for accent, such
as the yellow. An individual with exuber-
ant personality, such as Doris, demands
an exciting combination of colors, which
is one of the reasons that this living room
reflects her personality.

A door on one side of the white fireplace

opens into the den and shelves march
up the wall on the other side. Doris lined

the back of the shelves with mirrors, so

that you get the impression that you’re
looking through the shelves into another
room. It’s a neat trick that works wonder-
fully well, if you have a need for it.

Occasional pieces in this room bier
together, even though Doris has tv,

French Provincial end tables beside tf

sofa; a round oak coffee table compk
mented with bowl of flowers, ash tray
Ronson lighter, but still leaving plenty i

room for party refreshments, in front <

it; an Early American Welsh cupboar
against one wall, and a pine Early Ameri
can table against the other. Why do a
these pieces, despite their various heril
ages, go together? Because they’re all in

formal styles. You can mix periods an
have a successful decorating scheme b\
you cannot mix formal and informal style

Actually, the round coffee table belong
to no period. It’s just nicely designed. Bi
you can achieve the same type of piece
you keep a sharp lookout for old, rount
dining tables. When you find one thj

has the diameter you want, buy it, then ci

it down to coffee table height by eliminat
ing the middle section of the legs. To giv
it a new finish, buy a good paint remove:
Then after you have cleaned and scrape
the surface down to the wood, sand it t

satin smoothness, then stain it or wax i

depending upon the finish you want. If it

stain you choose, clear Shellac adds a pro
tective coat to your table, but if you objec
to the gloss, cut it down with steel woe
and a final application of paste wax.
The shutters of the room please Dori

particularly. “They’re so informal,” sh
says, “and actually, you don’t miss draper
ies with these at the windows. But I’r

getting draperies as soon as I have a littl

time,” she adds hastily.

O
NE of the reasons Doris likes this roor
is that it’s filled with the things sh

loves. For instance, one day she and Mart
had a semi-spat over the furnishing. Fi
nally Marty, when the argument reached
climax, growled under his breath and mad
a dramatic exit. Half an hour later Dori
was called to the phone. “Honey,” sai

,

Marty, “I’ve found a really terrific some
thing or other—some kind of a cupboard.

It was a perfectly beautiful Welsh cup
board, complete with spoon rack and spic

drawers, and the only furnishing piece ths

Marty has ever selected by himself. Noth
ing could tempt Doris to part with it!

“This green thumbprint pitcher,” Dori
indicated on the shelf, “belonged to m
great grandmother. And my father sent m
this little coffee maker which was left i

an apartment which he owns. This Russia
wooden bowl belonged to my aunt, and th

Pembroke table in the hall came from a

old woman who worked for my grand
mother. It was an ugly green, but w
stripped it down to the wood, and see hoM
lovely it is now.” Of such things is a horn
made.
Vibrant as is the living room, the de:

offers a complete change of pace, bein
done in practically a monotone. Sculpture
beige carpeting echoes the wood tones c

the paneling on all four walls, and
natural leather sectional sofa practicall •

matches. A green leather chair offers a bi,

of contrast, however, as do the subdue'
floral draperies in a heavy repp weave
Here, too, is a television set, plus a pin

trestle table bearing a huge copper lam)

Needless to say, here’s where son Terr
and his friends hang out, watching thei >

favorite shows and indulging in games c •

canasta from time to time.
Because the living room opens onto th ll

dining room, Doris chose the same colo

scheme of red, green and white, but use* .

the colors differently. The red’s on the wal
j

in a wonderful, little Provincial print pape
above white wainscoting. Woodwork an

ceiling are all white, and the green carpet
j

ins’s the same as that in the living roorr
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For furnishings, though, Doris stayed
with Early American, in a round pine din-
ing table topped with a lazy Susan, sur-
rounded by old, hand-hewn pine chairs.

A large pine breakfront in the same style

displays Doris’s china and glassware, and
stores her linens and silver.

Windows in the rear wall of the dining
room look out on the garden, and a door

i and window in the side wall open onto a
festive, screened-in porch. Underneath this

window and continuing around under the
adjacent window which looks outside,

Doris built a plant box. White, it matches
the wainscoting and is the same height,

but the greenery refreshes the whole din-
ing room.
You could build one from plywood or

pine paneling, making it the height of the
window sill, the width of the window, and
about eight inches deep. Build a shelf and
place it inside the box about eight to ten
inches below the top. On this, place a metal
liner. You can fill this with soil and peat
moss and plant the greenery in it, or keep
the plants in their pots and fill the area
around them with a combination of peat
moss and soil. The latter arrangement is

most satisfactory, because you can keep
turning the plants so they will grow evenly,
and you can replace easily those which do
not flourish.

1/ou who live in the East and Middle
I West will be particularly interested in

the screened-in porch just outside the din-
ing room. A shed roof with exposed beams
stained a dark brown covers the area, and
the two outside walls are practically all

screens. There’s a brick floor, wonderfully
practical, and for furniture, a dark green
trestle table with two matching benches,
and a round, green wrought iron, glass-
topped table. Doris and Marty chose green
for these pieces because the walls are
yellow, edged with dark green woodwork.
To emphasize the outdoor feeling, wrought
iron brackets displaying pots of gay flow-
ers, travel up the sides of the walls.

As Doris and Marty use this for an out-
door dining room, a portable barbecue
takes over the cooking task, and for easy
serving, a yellow formica-topped counter
underlines the window area along the back
wall. Doris loves to entertain here in the
summer. “It’s so easy,” she declares, “and
everyone has a better time when frills are
eliminated.”
Of course, in the Melcher house, all the

guests could move right into the kitchen
and enjoy themselves, it’s so attractive!
The walls, ceiling and cabinet are of knotty
pine in a natural finish. A small window
bay decorates the sink area, where glass
bricks let in loads of light, and to the left

a Dutch door leads outside. Black and
cream rubber tile makes a good surface
underfoot, but the most notable departure

* from tradition is the mirror which lines one

wall above a waist-high cabinet. It seems
to double the size of the room.
The family takes advantage of these

pleasant surroundings, by having break-
fasts and lunches at the round table sur-
rounded by a built-in bench tucked into

a kitchen corner.
The master bedroom, fresh and crisp and

charming, again reflects Doris’s personality,

even though the colors are different from
the rest of the house. Here, she’s turned
to blue, instead of green, but the red and
white continues. It’s successful because it’s

simple.
Doris had a huge, old-fashioned, platform

rocker which she had reupholstered in a
red and blue documentary print on white
ground. It’s toile, and makes a very hand-
some piece indeed. Red and white checked
cotton taffeta goes beautifully with the
print, so Doris put it on the sofa, used it for

valances above the shuttered windows, re-
peated it on a pad that’s on a chest at the
foot of the bed. Finally, it will be used on
the bed headboard, which is on the list of

things to come. Meanwhile, a beautiful
white, quilted spread with blue flowers
appliqued in four corners covers the bed
—a gift from her aunt. Setting off all the
red and white are soft blue walls and ceil-

ing, trimmed with white woodwork, and a
deeper blue in the chenille carpeting.

For a bedroom lamp, Doris chose an old
bowl and pitcher, transformed the pitcher
into a lamp, and set it in the bowl filled

with philodendron, which adds a nice touch
of greenery to the room.
Outside the bedroom, the walls of stair

landing and hallway are papered with a
Provincial clover-leaf design in gray and
red, with green chenille carpeting on the
floor, and a few nice old furniture pieces
setting the atmosphere. A little Victorian
marble-topped chest looks right at home
next to a tapestry-covered platform rocker
that belongs to Doris’s mother. A milk-
glass setting hen and an old oil lamp con-
verted to electricity complete the picture.

For her son Terry’s room, Doris had
beige cottage curtains made of rayon
butcher linen. They’re trimmed with a red,

white and green provincial print, which is

used also for the valance, and for a pad
on a cricket chair. The quilted cotton
spread ties in, with its colors of green,
yellow and blue and the walls are covered
with a beige grasscloth paper. For furni-
ture Doris selected sturdy maple for desk,
bed and the built-in chest along one wall
which boasts a dropleaf for Terry’s electric

train.

“Someday,” says Doris, “I’ll have every-
thing in the house exactly the way I want
it,” at which Marty nods his head happily.
He knows she’s kidding herself, that always
there'll be some change to be made. “Oh,
well,” he remarks philosophically, “she
can dream, can’t she?”

The End

Barbara Lawrence’s Chicken Choice

Barbara Lawrence, now a busy little bride, has

dreamed up a divine and simple chiclcen dish. Here

it is: Brown a cut up fryer in V4 pound of butter.

Remove chicken and add to fat 2 medium sized

dry onions, 1 diced bell pepper, saute

slightly. Put chicken back on top, add 6 ounces

of olive oil (which is completely absorbed so the

dish is not greasy), cover and steam for half an

hour or until tender. Add a #2 can of tomatoes

and simmer for 15 minutes. Add 1 can of

tiny peas just before you serve, and heat. Serve

in a ring of wild rice or noodles. Serve with

heated French rolls and a mixed green salad.
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It’s true! Those soft, natural

looking curls and waves you set

after shampooing with Shampoo-
CURL last and l-a-s-t . . . make

permanents unnecessary. And what a shampoo! Even
in hardest water, mountains of rich oil-creme lather

cleanse safely, gently. No special rinses needed to

leave hair “alive” with body ... so manageable
. . . so radiant with silken sheen that accents

natural color.

For your very next shampoo, try original Shampoo-
CURL in this black-and-pink jar.

plus

Economical tool
Many beautifying
shampoo-curls in

generous 4-oz. iar

at cosmetic counter.*

BEAUTY SALES
9174 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood 46, Calif. Dept. 23

Please have my nearest dealer

send me jars of Shampoo-
CURL at S1.00 each.

Send Postpaid (add 25c for

tax and postage)

Send C.O.D.
* [~~] Send FREE Shampoo-

COLOR • Curl “chromo-
graph” and name of nearest

dealer.

**[] Color-OUT

Name

—

v want color 100 ,

while you curl
and shampoo
your hair? Send
for free “chro-
mograph” show-

ing 12 shades of

SHAMPOO-COLOR-
CURL. . .and name
of nearest dealer.

Want to re-
move old artifi-

cial color? Rinse
it away easily,

harmlessly with

COLOR-OUT. S1.25

(plus 35c tax and
postage)

UNWANTED HAIR ?
IT’S OFF because IT’S OUT

Quick as a wink, superfluous hair eliminated. Com-
pletely removes all hair from FACE, arms and legs.

Checks future growth. Leaves the skin petal-smooth.

E P I U A T O R
Like magic. Milady's skin becomes adorable. For the
finest down or the heaviest growth. Seems miraculous,
but our 39 years experience proves it is the scientifically

correct way. Odorless. Safe. Harmless. Simple to apply.
Superior to ordinary hair removers. For 15 years ZtP
Epilator was $5.00. NOW ONLY $1.10. Same superior
formula, same size. Good stores or by mail $1.10 or

L
C.O.D. No Fed. tax. Above guaranteed, money-back,

j
JORDEAU INC. Box D-19. SOUTH ORANGE, NJ.^
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Let's Stop Coddling Judy

p

( Continued, from page 43)
told me, with that beautiful gamin smile.

But it was apparent she was overly ex-
cited about the game, at a high tension.

Always Judy is a little odd. She never
seems to have a normal approach to life.

I saw her on the beach too, with her
enchanting little girl, Liza. They had
been in the sea. And they had been
lying in the sun. And Judy, I was sorry
to see, had lost much of her prettiness.

She was sadly overweight and she did
not look groomed.
No wonder, I thought, there were little

gasps when she began her comeback trail

in London at the Palladium. For it is

not, let us face it, in the tradition of the
theatre for any star to appear at so
much less than her best. But Judy sang,
“Over the Rainbow” and her Palladium
audience broke into cheers. And when she
stumbled on her way to the wings, then
picked herself up quickly, saying, so all

could hear, “That’s one of the most dis-

graceful exits ever made,” her audience
went wild.

In November, continuing her come-
back, Judy collapsed on the Palace stage
in New York. The second half of the
show, consisting of her and her company,
had been late in starting. The inter-
mission dragged on and on. When Judy
finally came on, those in her audience
report that her gait was unsteady and
she seemed to walk with great care.

After the first few bars of her opening
song, she missed the words, then caught
herself and continued, but sang off key.
When the orchestra broke into the intro-
duction for her next song she whispered,
“No, not that!” She walked to the piano
and took a drink of water. Then she sang,
“Rock-a-bye, my baby.”
Vivian Blaine, in the audience, was

asked to come backstage and stand by in
case Miss Garland collapsed. And it was
Vivian who took over as Judy was car-
ried on a stretcher from the theatre to a
sanitarium. She was, it was reported,
suffering from nervous exhaustion. Some
reporters wrote encomiums about her
courage, the show-must-go-on sort of
thing. But many in show business shook
their heads, said it was a pity that Sid
Luft, her manager—whom she is engaged
to marry—had gone out of town. Mr. Luft,
all explained, could control Judy. The
only time there had been trouble during
her London engagement, they added, was
when Judy and Luft were having diffi-

culty. Mr. Luft had gone to California
to answer a drunken-driving charge that
had followed a three-car collision and a
street argument. At the time, Judy,

according to her lawyer, had been in a
near-by cafe, appearing on the scene
only after she had heard the crash. She
was, he said, in a “highly nervous state.”

After this collapse of Judy’s, the Palace
Theatre was closed for four days.
The night she reopened, she received an

ovation. And her curtain speech, punc-
tuated with sobs, concluded: “I ... I

love you ... I mean it!” Ironically
enough, her emotionalism, which too often
had been her undoing, also too often
serves her well.
Her emotionalism, no doubt about it,

is both dramatic and touching. And
audiences respond to it. But when it

goes on and on and on, when unhappy
time after unhappy time her secretary,
manager, lawyer and physician excuse
her as being overwrought, or emotionally
exhausted, it becomes evident she is ill

and needs medical help.

0 one close to Judy took seriously her
attempted suicide nearly two years ago

when she cut her throat, mildly, with the
jagged end of a broken glass. Those
close to her professionally were wholly
satisfied she had been more intent upon
attracting attention than in taking her
life. “She’s done the same thing before,”
I was assured, “more than once.”
The realities, responsibilities and self-

denials of maturity are not Judy’s dish.

She was happier, far happier than she
ever has been since, when she was a
teenager—when Mickey Rooney and the
young Hollywood gang met at her house
to play records and dance and talk—when
she was a Hollywood belle and went to

night spots with her current beau. Her
first marriage to David Rose lasted three
years. Her second marriage to Vincente
Minnelli lasted five years—more or less.

Not even little Liza, whom they both
dearly love, could save them.

1 first became aware of Judy’s grave
immaturity at a party I gave at the Jack
Warners’ home. It was her first appear-
ance following her long illness and se-
clusion after Liza’s birth. One of the
prizes was a gold bracelet. Judy wanted
it. But someone else won it. Whereupon
Judy screamed and went on in a very
uninhibited and emotional way—in spite

of the fact that she did win a rather pretty
brooch. At the time I remember wonder-
ing why someone didn’t do something
for this girl, so young, charming and
talented—and so in need of help.

Because of all the things Judy is, every-
one always has forgiven her everything.
Louis B. Mayer, head of the M-G-M
studios when Judy was a star there,

listen to HOLLYWOOD LOVE STORY

A complete romantic drama presented

on each program. Cal York,

famed PHOTOPLAY Magazine reporter,

digs into Hollywood's love

life for these heart-palpitating

stories. Also latest

Hollywood news.

EverySaturday morning, 1 1 :30A.M.EST.NBC

eternally coddled her. That studio, in fact,

is reported to have spent over $100,000 on
doctors, hospitals and various forms of
psychiatric treatment to help her. But
finally they had to let her go. Too often
they rejoiced over her glad cry, “I’m back
at work—and so happy,” only to discover,
one or two or three weeks later, that her
company was waiting on a studio or re-
cording stage and she had not appeared,
that someone had telephoned to say she
was ill.

Betty Hutton, as everyone knows, had
her great success in the title role of
“Annie Get Your Gun” after Judy was
removed from the cast. Jane Powell
climbed higher than ever in “Royal Wed-
ding” after Judy blew up one day when
Arthur Freed, who had been instrumental
in getting the studio to entrust her with
the part, stood watching her rehearse.
“Stop looking at me,” ' she told him,
glaring. “Stop looking at me, I say!” And
then she cried and stomped off the set.

The week before, she had celebrated
her twenty-ninth birthday. Certainly she
should have had more self-discipline.

Metro didn’t want to let Judy go. Even
after her suicide attempt they consid-
ered her for Julie in “Show Boat,” Photo-
play’s Gold Medal picture in which Ava
Gardner won a citation for one of the
five most popular performances of the
year. But in the end there was no choice.
It costs hundreds of thousands of dollars,

even millions, to make great movies. And
stockholders want no part of any cost
sheet that shows the lost time an emotion-
ally unstable star must cause.

Whatever Judy does, however she does
it, all those who love her are quick with
excuses. She’s been in show business since
she was three, they say. All her life it

had been her habit to go to bed at dawn
and sleep all day. In order to 'adjust to

the turnabout schedule of movies she had
been obliged to take sleeping pills to go
to sleep at 9 p.m. instead of 3 p.m. And
because of the effect the sleeping pills had
upon her she had had to take benzedrine
to wake up. So it goes, affording Judy
no impetus to discipline herself.

The only time in many years when
Judy has seemed to be on an even keel
was during and following her treatment
at a Boston clinic. More psychiatry is

what she needs now, in my opinion. And
I’m not one of those who goes overboard,
who believes that because a person is

given to hiccoughs she was frustrated in

her youth. Not at all. I do believe how-
ever that psychiatry often will clear such
emotional maladjustments as seem to

plague Judy. And I’m convinced she
would do something about herself if her
public and colleagues would make it clear

they had had enough of her didos.

In January, the Palace Theatre again was
dark. Without Judy there could be no
show. The report was that Judy had
laryngitis. That might have been the whole
truth. But because of her history and be-
cause Sidney Luft again was out of town
there was more than a little speculation
about what ailed her.

I saw Judy behind stage at the March
of Dimes Show at the Waldorf. She seemed
to be in wonderful spirits and, in reply

to my question, “What’s next?” she said,

“I’m taking my entire show out to the

Los Angeles Philharmonic!”
Something should be done about Judy-

now! That she is permitted to go on ap-
pearing overweight, failing to make per-
formances, trading on her emotionalism
by sobbing through curtain speeches is

unjust to her and it also is unjust to the

tradition of the theatre. The End
106
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DON’T WAIT!
OPENINGS LIMITED!
This NEW plan is so sensational that

openings are limited. So hurty! Fill

out the coupon and send it in before
the quota is filled. Don’t miss this

chance of a lifetime! Remember . . .

there is no obligation, not a penny
to pay! Paste coupon on a postcard
—and mail it today!

PASTE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD MAIL TODAY!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Studio J-4053 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES. I'd like to be one of the women who get the chance to

make up to $100 in a month for wearing and showing Fashion
Frocks. Without obligating me in any way, please send every-

thing I need FREE 1

.Z.ont_ .S/a/e_

Dreu Size_

JUST FOR

WEARING
AND SHOWING

LOVELY DRESSES!
Ladies—here’s the best news you ever heard! Your chance to get a

whole new beautiful wardrobe of your own ... a stunning collec-

tion of the most colorful new styles . . . WITHOUT PAYING A
SINGLE PENNY! And—unbel ievable though it sounds—you
can make up to Sl(H) in a month just by wearing these glorious

dresses—and showing them to your friends!

HERE'S ALL YOU DO!
Just wear these lovely Fashion Frocks given to you as a bonus.

What could be more pleasant? You have your choice of over 150 striking

new styles — designed by one of America’s best known dress companies.
When friends ask about them— (as they're bound to! )—simply explain how
you can get them the same exquisite styles. Your friends, relatives, neighbors
— almost any woman you know — will jump at the chance to get these

dresses. It's our way of advertising the unbeatable values offered by world-
famous FASHION FROCKS!

$100 IN A MONTH

Everything is ABSOLUTELY FREE OF COST!
The coupon brings you a striking Style Portfolio,

showing the whole thrilling array of Fashion

Frocks designs in glorious color. And you'll re-

ceive actual fabric samples of each exclusive new
style. And don't forget! The coupon also brings

you full color reproductions of the styles you
may soon select for personal use!

FASHION FROCKS, INC.

Studio J-4053 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

NO CANVASSING... NO EXPERIENCE!
No woman can resist such smart, original styles . . . such magnificent
colors and fabrics. And there’s a complete range of sizes for every type of

re... Misses, Half-Sizes, juniors and Stouts. Until you actually see

breath-taking portfolio of new Fashion Frocks, you simply can’t

imagine the amazing variety of styles, colors, weaves and patterns.

What’s more, each dress carries the Good Housekeeping Seal and
our own unconditional guarantee of satisfaction. So it's no wonder
you'll be making BIG MONEY just by wearing and showing
them to your friends. Best of all, there's no door-to-door canvass-

ing . . .
you're strictly your own "boss "! You need no experi-

ence either. And to top off the whole wonderful plan, you
can get your own gorgeous new dresses month after month
— without cost to you!

NO OBLIGATION OF ANY KIND!
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REE BRECK SHAMPOOS
I OR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
Hair tends to he dry, oily or normal. For this reason three
reck Shampoos have been developed. One Breck Shampoo is

Fir dry hair. Another Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third
reck Shampoo is for normal hair. When you buy a shampoo

ask lor the correct Breck Shampoo for your hair. A Breck
Shampoo will leave your hair clean, fragrant and shining.
I he Three Breck Shampoos are available at Beauty Shops and -wherever cosmetics are sold.
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Look ! Camay takes your skin

out ofthe sbjti&ps*
and into the light of New Loveliness !

Take a lesson from this Camay bride! A fresher, clearer

complexion is revealed with your First Cake of Camay!

ANY girl who enjoys hearing whis-

pered compliments—any girl who
hopes to win romance and a handsome

husband some day — won’t tolerate a

dull, clouded complexion—a skin that

diminishes her appeal.

Why permit your beauty to be un-

der cover— "in the shadows?" With

clearer complexion before you finish

your very first cake of Camay.

For complexion or your daily beauty

bath, there's no finer beauty soap in all

the world than Camay! Mild Camay is

ever-so-kind to your skin . . . and it

gives you such a rich, creamy, luxuri-

ous lather! Watch and marvel at the

MRS. S. PAUL BOOCHEVER, delightful

Camay bride, says: "A change to regular care

with Camay brought me a fresher, brighter

complexion . . . amazingly fast!”

Camay you can take your skin "out of way your complexion comes "out of

the shadows” and into the light of new

loveliness. Change to regular care—use

Camay alone—and you’ll have a fresher,

the shadows" and into the light of

romantic new loveliness with Camay,

The Soap of Beautiful Women.

Camay the soap of beautiful women

Claim new beauty for all your skin!

Head to toes, the daily Camay
Beauty Bath brings that

beautifully cared-for” look. It

touches you with Camay's delicate

fragrance. Get the big, economical

Beauty- Bath sizt Camay for more
lather, luxury and economy.

i



actual clinical tests showed: that in 7

out of 10 cases, breath remained sweet

for more than four hours after the

Listerine Antiseptic rinse.

So, before any date when you want
to be at your best never, never pmit

Listerine Antiseptic. Better still, use it

morning and night.

While sometimes systemic, most cases

of halitosis, say some authorities, are

due to the germ-produced fennentation

of tiny food particles in the mouth.
Listerine Antiseptic kills germs, quickly

halts such fermentation and overcomes

the odor it causes. Lambert Pharmacal

Co. Division of The Lambert Company.

S
ue blamed marge for dancing half

the evening with Joe while she

stood on the side-lines. She blamed Joe,

too. But Sue was wrong. Actually, she

had only herself to blame . . . but she

would be the last to suspect why*.

Nobody wants to spend an evening

with another guilty of halitosis (un-

pleasant breath)*.

Isn’t it foolish to

risk offending or to

^ ^ BLE-CR 0 S S E R 5
trust t0 makeshifts of

momentary effective-

ness when Listerine Antiseptic puts

your breath on the pleasant side? Not
for mere minutes but for hours. Yes,

gnsa SPECIAL ON LISTERINE TOOTHPASTE,

Kjfe'5, THRIFT-PAK . . . two 451 tubes 59«

minty

SEE THE SAMMY KAYE SHOW • "WANT TO LEAD A BAND” . ON TELEVISION

STOP BAD BREATH FOR HOURS WITH.

f



OnlyCOLGATE

DENTALCREAM
HAS PROVED SO COMPLETELY IT

STOPS BAD
BREATH*!

SCIENTIFIC TESTS PROVE THAT IN

7 OUT OF 10 CASES, COLGATE’S INSTANTLY STOPS

BAD BREATH THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

For “all day” protection, brush your teeth

right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream. Some toothpastes and powders
claim to sweeten breath. But only Colgate’s

has such complete proof it stops bad breath.*

Colgate’s wonderful wake-up flavor is the

favorite of men, women and children from
coast to coast. Nationwide tests of leading

toothpastes prove that Colgate’s is preferred

for flavor over all other brands tested

!

Yes, science has proved that brushing teeth

right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stops tooth decay best! The Colgate

way is the most thoroughly proved and
accepted home method of orkl hygiene

known today!

P

2

No Other Toothpaste or Powder
OF ANY KIND WHAT5C
Offers Such Conclusive P

Get PURE,WHITE. SAFE COLGATE'S Today!

, .
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MAY

“SCARAMOUCHE”
starring Stewart Granger, Eleanor Parker,

Janet Leigh and Mel Ferrer in the

famed Sabatini story of love and adventure

filmed in magnificent ^Tec/mico/oi /

Something exciting for June!

“LOVELY TO
LOOK AT”
stars Kathryn Grayson,

Red Skelton, Howard Keel,

Marge and Gower Champion, Ann Miller
in a musical lilting with

romantic melody, gay as Paris and

glorious in ^/ec/inico/on/
Something joyous for July!

“SKIRTS AHOY!”

:

ggj§

stars Esther Williams, Joan Evans

and Vivian Blaine as three bewitching Waves
in a musical romance that’s joyous as a

Maypole with its songs, dances and water-revels.

The star-spangled cast includes Barry

Sullivan, Keefe Brasselle and serenader

Billy Eckstine in his film debut.

A rollicking hit enriched by e^ec/inico/c'i /
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SUPER
COLOR
RINSE
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abundant,
nalural-took'ng,

te^otat, color that glonte

any shade of hair.
^

—

-

Doreen dramatizes gray

and white
hair...blends-in

onwanted gray. Easy to appy

...iust rinse-in fresh and new

after each shampoo..

14 shades...15$,
30$, 60$ sizes.

Also applied in Beauty Salons.

Available in Canada.

READERS INC.
Cheers and Jeers:

I wish to express my disgust and disap-

proval of ‘‘Streetcar Named Desire.” Of
all the movies I have seen, it ranks high
as the most sordid and unwholesome
spectacle. Granted the acting is good
but the theme is awful. How anyone could

conceive such a story and then find some-
one to spend money to portray it is beyond
me. Are we that hopeless ?

Bessie C. Kraeger
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

I heartily concur with the astonishment
of Jean Peters at Hedda Hopper’s re-

mark that she is a “mystery girl” (Mar.).
Just because Jean’s private affairs aren’t

an open book for all Hollywood to gape
at, and she quietly minds her own busi-

ness instead of making a flagrant example
of herself by running around with a lot

of beaus she doesn’t give a hoot about,

is no reason for surprise. And after seeing

her heart-rending performance in “Viva
Zapata!” all this loving reader and movie-
goer can say is “Viva La Peters

!”

Joseph King
Rego Park, N. Y.

The article “Hold Your Man” by
Esther Williams (Jan.) makes me laugh.

What kind of an authority on that sub-

ject does she think she is? Isn’t she on
her second or third marriage already?
Telling us how to hold our husbands.
Ha! Ha!

Mrs. Jules Grossman
Meriden, Conn.

( Esther has been married to Ben Gage,
her second husband, since 1945.)

Readers’ Pets:

I just saw “Golden Girl” and I don’t

see where Twentieth Century-Fox gets

off calling Mitzi Gaynor a $3,000,000
gamble. She is a sure thing.

Bette Gates
Glendine, Mont.

Talk about dream men! William Lun-
digan’s got it over Gable, Curtis, Granger
and Holden. Bill was simply wonderful
in “Elopement.”

Monica Miller
Toledo, O.

Casting:
I think it’s about time John Derek got

a leading lady at least half as good look-

ing as he is. No one, male or female,

could be better looking, but if he were
teamed with luscious Liz Taylor, she

could certainly hold her own ! So far,

John Derek has made all of his leading
ladies look sick.

Lois J. Boyd
Streator, 111.

.Why doesn t Hollywood fema'ke “Gone
u;:th tne Wind” ? They say Jeff Chand-
ler’s a second Gable and Elizabeth Taylor
would make a wonderful Scarlett.

Lois Goodnow
Shelburne, Mass.

Beg Pardon:
We people of Houston have the dis-

tinction of having one of the largest hotels

in the country in our city. In your Feb-
ruary issue you stated that this hotel,

which is The Shamrock, was in Dallas.

Please make this correction, as we of

Houston are very proud of this hotel

!

Mary Carol Lemons
Houston, Tex.

( Our apologies to Houston—and to all

the residents who took the trouble to

write us about our error.)

Question Box:
Please give information on Ty Power,

Tony Curtis, Janet Leigh, Stephen Mc-
Nally, Marta Toren and Marilyn Monroe.
Include height, weight, birth dates, new
pictures, etc.

Betty Thorne
Salt Lake City, Utah

( Sorry zve can’t include such detailed in-

formation in this space. However, this in-

formation—together zvith many more
pertinent facts on over 550 stars, including
those you mention, is to be found in the
Photoplay Annual of 1952. If your news-
stand is sold out, send fifty cents to

Photoplay Annual, 205 E. 42 St., New
York 17, N. Y.)

Would you please print a picture and
some information about the cute blond
boy who played Happy in “Decision Be-
fore Dawn”? I think he is a wonderful
actor. Is he going to continue to make
pictures in Hollywood ?

Marcia Stephens
Miami, Fla.

( That was Oskar
Werner, zvho zvas
born in Vienna. He
is 5’9", 140 lbs., has
blue eyes, light
blond hair. He has
appeared in 45 plays
and seven films in

Austria, Germany,
France, England.
“Decision Before
Darden” is his first American picture,

though it zvas filmed in Germany. In 1943
he married the leading lady of a play he

was then in, Elizabeth Kallina. He is now
under contract to 20th Century-Fox.)

I read in a newspaper that a movie of

George Gershwin’s life was made six

years ago. If that is true, who were the

main stars and what was the name of it?

Shirley Spangler
Viola, Wise.

(“Rhapsody in Blue” with Bob Alda, Joan
Leslie, Alexis Smith, Oscar Levant.)

Some friends and I saw' “Distant

Drums” and I decided to write you for

more information about the actor who
portrayed the Indian chief. We thought

he did a fine job in his small but im-

portant role. Has he appeared in other

movies ?

Mae L. Schneider
Los Angeles

;
C3UL

( That was jjUrry

L arpenter, zvho will

be knozvn hence-

forth as Larry
Chance. He is 27

years old, 6'3", 195

lbs., has broztm hair,

brown eyes, is single.

His next picture,

“Against All
Flags.”)

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore

promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.

k
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r RED MOUNTAIN
STAINED BY THE BLOOD

OF THE WESTS GREATEST HEROES
One of the frontier’s epic adventures

brings one of the greatest action

spectacles to the screen! J

HMYALLIS
PRODUCTION

ALAN

LADD
LIZABETH

SCI

~
AF

KEN]
J(

IREL

Ladd crams it

with excitement

—

nature crowns it

with magnificence!

AN EXPLOSIVE
NEW ROMANTIC
COM BINATION!

They matched

bullet for bullet

V • kiss for kiss!

Directed by WILLIAM DIETERLE
Screenplay by John Meredyth Lucas,

George F. Slavin and George W. George
From a Story by George F. Slavin and JP

George W. George -A PARAMOUNT PICTURE^

The grandeur of the West-
Settings never before filmed—now in blazing

COLOR BY

Technicolor
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New finer MUM

stops odor longer!

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW
INGREDIENT M-3 TO PROTECT UNDERARMS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

• Protects better, longer. New Mum now
contains amazing ingredient M-3 for more
effective protection. Doesn’t give under-

arm odor a chance to start!

• Creamier new Mum is safe for normal
skin, contains no harsh ingredients. Will
not rot or discolor finest fabrics.

• The only leading deodorant that contains

no water to dry out or decrease its effi-

ciency. No waste. No shrinkage.

• Delicately fragrant new Mum is use-

able, wonderful right to the bottom of the

jar. Get new Mum today.

NewMUM
CREAM DEODORANT

A Product oj Bristol-Myers

Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

Star of “Planter's Wife”

EAR MISS COLBERT:
Ours was a war romance and mar-

riage. We knew each other ten months
before we married, and we have now been
married seven years and have two won-
derful children. I thought we were nor-
mally happy, but during the last six

months my husband has been strange and
moody. So finally I asked him outright if

he still loved me. He was sincere and
thoughtful about his answer; he said he
didn’t think either of us would be happy
or could get along apart. But he added
that he felt something was missing in our
marriage, yet he didn’t know what it was.
He said this was probably a phase through
which almost every marriage must go.

I was crushed. I began to think back.

During the war we had many friends

among the other officers and their wives;

now we have very few friends, partially

because of our financial problems. My
husband went to an art school for two
years under the G.I. bill, but when our
second child was born he had to quit and
get a job. His first job was with a com-
mercial art firm and he loved it. Then we
had to move out of the state because he
was still doing some Army work and his

outfit was moved. Now his job has nothing

to do with art so he hates it.

I must say that I brood. My husband
doesn’t bother to flatter or compliment me
any more, although I do try to keep my-
self attractive. He says dancing is a waste
of time and energy and that I can’t take

constructive criticism. He also says we
don’t have enough interests in common.

I’m all mixed up and it seems to me that

I can see our marriage going to pieces be-

fore me. It puts me in a panic. I'll appre-

ciate your help.
Florence W.

In a way your husband is probably
right, not only about your marriage, but

about all marriages. They are susceptible

to low and high tides, and the fact must
be accepted cheerfully.

Somehow, your letter gave me the im-

pression. however, that your husband was
probably more dissatisfied with himself

than with you. If one major phase of a

man's life goes awry, it is impossible for

him to maintain the best possible attitude

toward other phases. If your husband
hates his present job. he can’t give his

best effort toward any other portion of

his life.

I know that caring for two children and
a household is a full-time job, but isn’t

there some icay in which you could bor-

row from your local library a series of
books about art subjects? Since your hus-

band apparently has talent along that line,

one of the certain ways of establishing a

common interest would be for you to be-

come equally interested.

Another suggestion: the best tvay to in-

sure your own happiness is to make sure

that your husband is contented in his

ivork. You should make every effort to
help him change his job so that he can do
work which calls forth his best effort and
gives him a sense of accomplishment.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My problem concerns my sister and me. I

She is four years older than I, but I am
four inches taller. She is five feet, four
inches tall and I am five feet eight.

Naturally I am much heavier than she is
1

because I have a larger bone structure,
but I am not overweight.
Whenever we are out together, usually

;

in my gang, my sister tells everyone how
much more I weigh than she does and how
much taller I am. I don’t think she means
to hurt my feelings, but honestly there are

;

times when she makes me feel like a
dragon stamping around among ants.

How can I get my sister to stop this? We
are the very best of friends except for this

annoyance which I have never before put
into words.

Joletta C.

In your letter you tell a great deal
about yourself without realizing it.

In your position, the average sister

would have created a great family fuss
over this situation, but you haven’t said a

word. 1 admire you for that because, ob-
viously, your happy relationship ivith your
sister was more important to you than
your own social comfort. It should con-
tinue to be.

However, you will be more at ease if

you understand your sister’s problem, and
I’m reasonably sure that she has a prob-
lem. Apparently you are the popular
member of the family. This is easy to un-
derstand, because your letter is so warm
and pleasant. It is tny belief that you
make friends easily and keep them. Prob-
ably you are active in school enterprises
and get along as cordially with boys as

with girls. Your sister may be envious of
you although she may not realize it. She
tries to build herself up by indicating that

she is dainty and fragile in contrast to

your statuesque proportions.

If I were you. I wouldn’t pay any at-

tention to her comments. Simply recall to

yourself with satisfaction, the celebrated
lines from the Aneid. “Her great height
and her swift step revealed the goddess.”

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I really don’t know how to write this

because it’s so preposterous. Anyway, I

have finally been invited to join a club at

school. I have wanted to belong for a long

time, but because my family is not quite

as prosperous as certain other families in

the neighborhood I haven’t been asked
until now. One of my very best friends

was invited to join, so she asked to have
me initiated too. For initiation, each girl

( Continued on page 8)
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CONDITIONS
EVEN "DIFFICULT” HAIR

TO GLORIOUS NATURAL
RADIANCE

(Continued from page 6)
has to do something difficult. One girl had
to locate two eight-cent airmail stamps.
She borrowed them from a stamp col-
lector. Another girl had to have a deck
of cards autographed by a minister.
Luckily, her uncle is a minister, but the
girls didn’t know that.

Here is what I have to do: ask you to
send me a black wig exactly like Hedy
Lamarr’s hair. If you can’t do this, I

can’t become a member of the club so I

know you won’t let me down.
Ellie E.

It would be impossible to find a wig as
beautiful as Hedy Lamarr’s hair—there
isn’t such a thing. Even a wig which ivould
attempt to imitate it would cost many
hundreds of dollars—rather an exorbi-
tant initiation fee, don’t you agree? I am
quite sure that when you explain the cost

of a wig to the members of your club,
they will suggest some less expensive
method of proving your tvorth.

However „ / feel that there is something
to be said on high school clubs of this sort
and I might as well say it. In California,
high school clubs are strictly forbidden
unless they have a definite and clear-cut
purpose, approved by the faculty and su-

pervised by them. They engage in some
such worthwhile activity as collecting toys

for under-privileged children, raising
funds for school activities, decorating for
school parties, and in general contributing
something constructive to the community.
A club tvhose initiation is based unon

forcing new members to do humiliating
and foolish things isn’t a club to which 1

would leant a younger sister or a niece of
mine to belong. Why don’t you form
your own club and select as members
girls who want to do worthtvhile things?

Claudette Colbert

P

The only shampoo made with

fresh, whole egg— Nature’s own

hair conditioner, known to

generations of beauty-wise women!

Use like ordinary shampoos . . .

but what an exciting difference

in the brilliance, manageability,

smoother texture it gives your

hair! Try it. See how

lovely your hair

can really be.

4 oz.59c • 8 oz. $1

Available at beauty

salons, cosmetic
and drug counters.

BE SURE OF
YOUR SHAMPOO-
DO AS BEAUTY
EXPERTS DO!

USE SHAMPOOS
MADE BY

*Hampoo
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THE FOREMOST
NAME IN HAIR BEAUTY

Dear Miss Colbert:
My husband and I have been married

nine vears and we have three little daugh-
ters. When we were first married my hus-
band was studying to be a doctor, but our
babies came along so fast that he had to

quit. He couldn’t support us and get to be
a doctor, too.

We bought a little place in the country
and he got a job with a construction com-
pany. We also had to buy a car, a refriger-

ator, and a washing machine, so the pay-
ments have kept us stranped, although
we manage everything. The trouble is

that we get no recreation at all. I am tied

down with children and housework.
Next to our place there was another

young couple with whom we made friends.

They had two children and were more in

debt than we are, but it didn’t seem to

bother the man. He was always ready
for a good time, seeing movies, taking
weekend trips and dancing, and this an-
noyed his wife. I began to think of him,
mostly in my dreams, and began to yearn
for the good times he could give me. I

hated myself and kept my feelings

checked so he never knew.
Finally this couple moved away, which

was good. I have forgotten to some ex-
tent, but I am restless. I want my husband
to sell everything we have and move to

some other state, starting a fresh life.

When I talk to him about it, he sighs but
says nothing. How can I explain how im-
portant it is to our marriage, unless I tell

him about my feelings for this other man?
Mrs. Harvey F.

The one ingredient absolutely neces-

sary in building a successful and a lasting

marriage is generosity of spirit. It might
be a good idea for you to think over that

rule, which is not mine, but a principle

outlined by domestic relations clinics.

Your letter’s frankness tells much mot \

about yourself than you realize. An
stranger, reading it, would—I believe
be inspired to sympathy for your hu: 1
band. Perhaps you should think of hi
side of your marriage. He has had t

give up the career he wanted in order t

support you and the children. He has it

debted himself for conveniences to eas
your work. He is paying off this indebi
edness by doing tvork ivhich must be dui
and discouraging, since it is not the
which interests him. I found nothing i,

your letter to indicate that your husban .

complains about the situation. It seem
to me that he is a fine, self-sacrificin,
man, and that you are behaving like ,

spoiled schoolgirl, yearning for the cart
free days of the teens.

Unless you grow up and accept the not
mal responsibilities of marriage am
motherhood, you will destroy all thos
home values which the sensible womai
holds precious.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I’m a G.I. in Korea and, as I had a littL

time off, I came across a beat-up copy o
Photoplay and read your column. I likei

a letter signed, “An Ugly Duckling.”
This girl said she looked like a moos'

girl, being a pretty heavy-set type. I woul<
like to tell her not to bring herself dowi
on account of her weight. Take me, fo

example, I am thin, weigh only about 111

pounds and I’m not good-looking at all

I have a big nose, as everybody seems t<

tell me, but that doesn’t bother me oni

bit. I’m called “Nose,” “Beak,” “Buzzard,
and all kinds of names. I didn’t like th<

idea at first, but what could I do?
Well, I went into the Army and

changed from being shy and ashamed,
started going to dances, bowling, knockinj
around in my spare time. I stopped paying
attention to myself and paid attention t<

the girls. You don’t have to be a Var
Johnson to be liked.

I found out by going out with bo\
friends and their girl friends that you car

meet people. If they joke about how yoi
look, you joke back. When people say
“Your pop, Jimmy Durante, is making
plenty of money with his nose, why can’

you be like him?” I answer, “The Arm}
is keeping me overseas because I was giv-

ing Durante so much competition. Nov
he gives me 40 per cent and he keeps 60

so he stays bought off.” Things like that

I would tell this girl: It’s a lovely world
Not in Korea, but. this is just training foi

appreciating the States. Go out with

friends, and when someone makes a fresh

remark, laugh and be gay. Take things in

be sharp and throw it back in a friendl}

way to show people that little things don’l

bother you. You can get a happy ending

out of this world if you believe in it.

Sgt. Nose

Have you a problem which seems

fo have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
if you would, write to her in care

of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your

problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be

held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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that bring out your Beauty!

that blends with your Skin!

Cashmere Bouquet

6 Gloriously “Alive” Shades
that cling . . . that flatter . . . that bewitch!

Now a miracle of beauty can happen ... on your

own skin! The moment you smooth on Cashmere

Bouquet Face Powder, you know—here is powder with

texture so fine, color so radiantly, naturally alluring,

that a new kind of loveliness is yours! You'll he delighted by

the way Cashmere Bouquet clings and clings . . . without a

trace of linking, streak, or shine. And you'll he thrilled by the

subtle, romantic scent of the “fragrance men love”!

Hand Lotion

Talcum Powder

All-Purpose

Cream

f Lipstick

Sms

Look your loveliest

with Cashmere Bouquet



VV'V Outstanding

t'V Good
V Fair BRIEF REVIEWS
A—For adults

F—For the whole family

A (F) ACTORS AND SIN—U.A.: A drama and a
comedy about the theatre and the motion picture
industry are combined in this rather off-beat two-
part film. Edward G. Robinson, Marsha Hunt are in

the first episode. Eddie Albert, Jennie Hecht in the
second. (Apr.)

AA/4 (F) AFRICAN QUEEN, THE—El.A. : A
completely off-the-beaten-path adventure story with
spinster Katharine Hepburn and rough mine-
worker Humphrey Bogart thrown together on a frail

river craft in German East Africa. They set out
to destroy an enemy gunboat and find a rare and un-
expected kind of love. With Robert Morley. (March)
A (A) ANOTHER MAN’S POISON—U.A.: A de-
pressing British-made drama in which Bette Davis
murders her husband to be free to marry Gary
Merrill. (Apr.)

A^ (F) BAREFOOT MAILMAN, THE—Colum-
bia : The southern coast of Florida in 1890 is the
setting for this odd little picture in which Terry
Moore, Robert Cummings and Jerome Courtland make
a perilous trip from Palm Springs to Miami. (Feb.)

AA*/2 (F) BEND OF THE RIVER—U-I.: Jimmy
Stewart guides a party of determined Missourians to

Oregon and gets involved in some intense action when
former pal Arthur Kennedy tries to highjack the
pioneers’ food supply. With Julia Adams, Lori Nel-
son, Rock Hudson. (Apr.)

V'Vi (F) BIG TREES, THE—Warners: Unscrupu-
lous lumberman Kirk Douglas gets reformed by Eva
Miller in this trite melodrama concerning the preser-
vation of the giant California redwood trees. With
Pat Wymore, John Archer. (Apr.)

A (F) BOOTS MALONE—Columbia : Behind the
scenes story of the race-track stables introducing
Johnny Stewart as a rich kid who yearns to be a
jockey and Bill Holden as a shady agent who’s
reformed by the boy’s loyalty and affection. (Mar.)

A (F) BUGLES IN THE AFTERNOON—War-
ners: Disgraced civil war officer Ray Milland goes
west to join the U. S. Cavalry and clashes with
villainous Hugh Marlowe and war-minded Sioux in

this run-of-the-mill sage-brush drama. With Helena
Carter. (Apr.)

>4A (F) BUSHWHACKERS , THE—Realart
:
John

Ireland, a peace-seeking Confederate sergeant, takes
a newspaper job and gets involved in killings, arson,
and murder charges. A violent Western. With
Dorothy Malone, Lawrence Tierney. (Mar.)
AA/a (F) CALLAWAY WENT THATAWAY
M-G-M: A gay satire in which Howard Keel plays a
dual role of an alcoholic movie and TV cowboy and
the shy cowhand hired by Dorothy McGuire and
Fred Mac Murray to impersonate the actor. (Feb.)

AA (F) CHICAGO CALLING—U. A.: This un-
usual human interest story centers around Dan
Duryea’s effort to keep his phone from being discon-
nected as he awaits news of his injured daughter’s
chance of survival. With Mary Anderson, Gordon
Gebert. (Feb.)

A (F) CIMARRON KID, THE—U-I : Audie
Murphy, after being twice railroaded to prison un-
justly, joins up with the murderous Dalton gang in
this ho-hum Western. With Beverly Tyler, Yvette
Dugay, John Hudson. (Mar.)
A (A) CLOUDBURST—FT. A.: Robert Preston
takes the law into his own hands when his wife is

run down and killed by escaping murderers in this
grim but interesting British thriller. (Feb.)

AA^ (A) DEATH OF A SALESMAN—Columbia:
Faithful screen version of the Pulitzer prize-winning
play which tells of the mental deterioration of an
average man whose false yalues lead to his down-
fall and the downfall of his sons. Starring Fredric
March. With Kevin McCarthy, Mildred Dunnock,
Cameron Mitchell. (Mar.)
AA (F) DISTANT DRUMS—Warners: Gary
Cooper, shut off from the main route by Indians, is

forced to lead his soldiers and Mari Aldon across
150 miles of dangerous Florida swamplands in this
exciting adventure story. (Feb.)

AA (F) ELOPEMENT—20th Century-Fox: When
Anne Francis and William Lundigan decide to wed,
they lead their parents, Clifton Webb and Margalo
Gillmore, Charles Bickford and Evelyn Yarden on a
mad and merry chase. With Reginald Gardiner.
(Feb.)

AE2 (F) FINDERS KEEPERS—U-I: A charming
little comedy with Tom Ewell and Julia Adams as
parents of two-year-old Dusty Henley, who finds a
fortune in a vacant lot and starts off an unusual
series of circumstances. (Feb.)

AA (F) FIRST TIME, THE—Columbia : A
light-hearted comedy about the trials and anxieties
of parents Barbara Hale and Robert Cummings as

P seen through the eyes of their first offspring. (Mar.)
AA (A) FIXED BAYONETS!—20th Century-Fox:
A tough, realistic episode in the Korean war in which
Richard Basehart is forced into command of a platoon
ordered to delay the enemy. With Gene Evans,

Michael O’Shea, Craig Hill, Richard Hylton. (Feb.)

A (F) FLAME OF ARAB Y- U-I : Another Arabian
Nights tale revolving around the rivalry of Maureen
O’Hara and Jeff Chandler to capture the finest horse
in Araby. In Technicolor. (Feb.)
1/2A (F) FLAMING FEATHER—Paramount : Blood
’n thunder Western with Sterling Hayden and For-
rest .Tucker involved in a bet as to who could uncover
the identity of and capture a vicious outlaw. With
Richard Arlen, Barbara Rush. (Apr.)
'SVl (A) FOR MEN ONLY— Lippert: An indict-

ment against hazing in college fraternities in which
Paul Henreid plays a defiant professor out to track
down the culprit responsible for Robert Sherman’s
death. With Russ Johnson, Margaret Field. (Apr.)

yVi .(F) GIRL IN EVERY PORT, A- RKO: Bill

Bendix and Groucho Marx, as two oldest sailors in

the Navy, are involved in a lot of whacky goings* on
with horses. Marie Wilson and Don De Fore are in

this nonsense comedy too. (Apr.)

A^ (A) GIRL ON THE BRIDGE, THE—

2

0th
Century-Fox: A mature and morbid drama about the
tragedy that ensues after middle-aged Hugo Haas
saves Beverly Michaels from suicide and makes
a home for her and her illegitimate child. (Mar.)
AA (F) GOLDEN GIRL—20th Century-Fox:
Mitzi Gaynor and Dale Robertson are delightful in

this romantic Technicolor musical about entertainer
Lotta Crabtree and her romance with a daring Con-
federate spy. With Dennis Dav, James Barton. (Feb.)

AAA (F) GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, THE—Paramount: A spectacular Technicolor epic in

which the acts, atmosphere and excitement of the
Big Top are combined with the talents of Charlton
Heston, Betty Hutton, James Stewart, Gloria
Grahame, Cornel Wilde and Dorothy Lamour to

make this one of the most beautiful and dramatic
pictures of the year. (Mar.)
(F) GREEN GLOVE, THE—U.A.: Former para-
trooper Glenn Ford, returning to Europe to retrieve
a priceless gauntlet he found during the war, be-
comes mixed up in a hodgepodge of murder and
madness. With Geraldine Brooks, George Macready.
( Mar.)
UA (F) HERE COME THE NELSONS—U-I:
The ingredients for fun and frolic are missing as
the well-loved radio stars Ozzie, Harriet, David and
Rickey Nelson bring their family life to the screen.
With Rock Hudson, Barbara Lawrence. (Mar.)

1/ HONG KONG—Pine-Thomas-Paramount : War
veteran Ronald Reagan returns to China to pick up
a fast dollar, picks up war orphan Danny Chang
instead and discovers the boy possesses a rare idol.

A routine drama. With Rhonda Fleming. (Feb.)

AA (F) I'LL NEVER FORGET YOU—20th
Century-Fox: Modernized remake of classic “Berkeley
Square” in which scientist Tyrone Power journeys
two hundred years back in time only to find that
the old days weren’t so good after all. With Ann
Blyth as the 18th Century and modern miss Ty
learns to love, and Michael Rennie. (Mar.)
//>/2 (F) I’LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS—
Warners: Doris Day and Danny Thomas are a
tuneful twosome in a heartwarming musical bi-

ography of lyricist Gus Kahn and his wife Grace.
With Pat Wymore, Frank Lovejoy, James Gleason.
(Mar.)
AA (F) INVITATION—M-G-M: A compassionate
drama in which Van Johnson is persuaded by Louis
Calhern to marry Dorothy McGuire in order to make
happy her last year to live. With Ruth Roman. (Apr.)

A^ (F) IT’S A BIG COUNTRY—M-G-M : A
somewhat overdone lecture on what America is and
why we should love it, illustrated by eight separate
episodes of varied merit and enacted by an all-

star cast including Van Johnson, Ethel Barrymore,
Gene Kellv, Tanet Leigh and Gary Cooper. (Mar.)
A (F) JAPANESE WAR BRIDE—20th Century-
Fox: When Don Taylor brings wife Shirley Yama-
guchi back to America a lot of high-powered un-
pleasantness results from the intolerance of family
and friends. An indecisive melodrama. With Cameron
Mitchell. (Mar.)
//K> (F) JUST THIS ONCE—M-G-M: Attor-
ney Janet Leigh is retained by Lewis Stone to pre-

vent Peter Lawford from squandering his fortune
in this delightful and diverting comedy. With
Richard Anderson, Marilyn Erskine. (Mar.)
\/V2 (F) LAS VEGAS STORY. THE—RKO: Jane
Russell, in Las Vegas with husband Vincent Price,
meets up with ex-love Vic Mature and all three
somehow get involved in a murder, in this corny and
stilted story.

(A/ (F) LONE STAR—M-G-M : Clark Gable is for

the LTnionization of Texas, Brod Crawford is against
it and Ava Gardner wavers politically and romantic-
all v between them in this lusty outdoor drama. (Apr.)

A (F) LOVE IS BETTER THAN EVER—M-G-M:
A silly little comedy in which dancing teacher Liz
Taylor pursues agent Larry Parks all over the place

See page 24 for this month’s reviews

until she catches him With Josephine Hutchinson.
(Apr.)
//‘/2 (F) MAN IN THE WHITE SUIT, THE—
l -L: A delightful British-made comedy in which
Alec Guinness invents an everlasting cloth—and
throws the whole British textile industry into a tur-
moil. With Joan Greenwood. (Apr.)
A^4 (F) MODEL AND THE MARRIAGE
BROKER, I HE—20th Century-Fox: Amusing and
sentimental comedy revolving around Thelma Ritter’s
attempts to bring lonely people together and to make
a match between reluctant Jeanne Crain and Scott
Brady. With Michael O’Shea. (Mar.)

(F) NAVAJO—Lippert: A beautiful story of
a small Indian boy, showing how he reasons and how
he reacts to his natural enemy, the white man.
With Francis Kee Teller. (Mar.)
A z

/4 (F) ON DANGEROUS GROUND—RKO:
Weary and embittered plainclothesman Robert Ryan
undergoes a miraculous change when he meets blind
girl Ida Lupino, while on a case involving Ida’s
brother. Moderately interesting drama. (Mar.)
// (F) PHONE CALL FROM A STRANGER—
20th Century-Fox. An absorbing and different story
with Gary Merrill as the sole survivor of an air
crash, who calls on the relatives of Michael Rennie,
Keenan Wynn and Shelley Winters; each visit pro-
vides a drama of its own. Bette Davis has small but
effective role. (Apr.)

QUO VADIS—M-G-M: The long awaited
Technicolor super-epic complete with the pomp,
pageantry, and burning of ancient Rome, and the
romance of Nero’s soldier Robert Taylor and Christian
maiden Deborah Kerr. With Leo Genn, Peter
Ustinov and a cast of thousands. (Feb.)
// (F) RED MOUNTAIN, THE—Paramount:
Ex-Confederate officer Alan Ladd heads West to re-

establish a gold claim and becomes involved with
Quantrell’s outlaw raiders. A well-plotted Technicolor
Western. With Lizabeth Scott, Arthur Kennedy,
fohn Ireland. (Feb.)

// (F) ROOM FOR ONE MORE—Warners

:

Cary Grant and Betsy Drake face the problem of
winning over foster children Iris Mann and Clifford
Tatum Jr. in an absorbing domestic drama. (Feb.)
AK>. (F) SAILOR BEWARE—Wallis-Para.: Jerr>
Lew'is and Dean Martin are at it again—this time as
gobs whose slapstick antics all but sink the LT

. S.
Navy. Corinne Calvet, Marion Marshall and Vince
Edwards are part of what passes for a plot. (Mar.)
// (F) SCANDAL SHEET—Columbia: John
Derek tracks down the murder of an unknown
woman in order to get a scoop for newspaper editor
Brod Crawford—and discovers that Brod is the
murderer. An absorbing and suspenseful drama with
Donna Reed. (Apr.)

// (F) SHADOW IN THE SKY—M-G-M:
Nancy Davis and James Whitmore take her brother,
emotionally shattered war vet Ralph Meeker, into
their home and try to help him find himself again.
An absorbing drama. With Jean Hagen. (Mar.)
A (A) SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR Paramount:
A morbid drama in which AA member Ray Milland
tries to pull Joan Fontaine together and proceeds to
fall in love with her. Teresa Wright is Ray’s loyal

AU2
(

(*F)'

r

THIS WOMAN IS DANGEROUS

—

Warners: An outdated melodrama in which Joan
Crawford, notorious leader of a band of hoodlums,
reforms after Dennis Morgan restores her failing
sight. With David Brian. (Apr.)

A */2 (F) TREASURE OF LOST CANYON—U-I.:
William Powell and Rosemary DeCamp adopt Tommy
I vo, who was cheated out of his inheritance by
Henry Hull, and set out to reclaim it for him. With
Julia Adams, Charles Drake. (Apn)
AAJ4 (A) VIVA ZAPATA!—20th Century-Fox:
Marlon Brando’s excellent as the humble Mexican
zealot who fought for nine years in order to regain
the land stolen from his people. A baffling but bril-

liant motion picture. With Jean Peters, Anthony
Quinn, Joseph Wiseman, Margo. (Apr.)

A (F) WEEK-END WITH FATHER—U-I : A
merry comedy in which widowed Van Heflin and Pat
Neal try to find romance together despite the disap-
proval of her daughters, Gigi and Janine Perreau and
his sons, Jimmy Hunt and Tommy Rettig. With Vir-
ginia Field. (Feb.)

AA (F) WILD NORTH, THE—M-G-M: North-
west mountie Wendell Corey sets out to bring ac-

cused murderer Stewart Granger back to civilization,

only to have Granger save his life instead. A rugged
adventure yarn. With Cyd Charisse. (Mar.)
AA‘/2 (F) WITH a SONG IN MY HEART—
20th Century-Fox: Heart-warming Technicolor musi-
cal based on the true story of Jane Froman (Jane’s
beautiful voice is on the sound tracks) and the cour-
age that carried her through after a tragic plane
crash. With Susan Hayw'ard, Rory Calhoun, David
Wayne, Thelma Ritter. (Apr.)
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ELIZABETH TAYLOR, co-starring in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's “IVANHOE"— Color by Technicolor

ELIZABETH TAYLOR ... Lustre-Creme presents one of 12 women voted by “Modern Screen” and a jury of famed
hair stylists as having the world’s loveliest hair. Elizabeth Taylor uses Lustre-Creme Shampoo to care for her glamorous hair.

The Most Beautiful Hair in theWorld

is kept at its loveliest ... with Lustre-Greme Shampoo

Yes, Elizabeth Taylor uses Lustre-Creme

Shampoo to keep her hair always

alluring. The care of her beautiful hair

is vital to her glamour-career.

You, too, like Elizabeth Taylor, will notice

a glorious diffetence in your hair after a

Lustre-Creme shampoo. Under the spell of

its lanolin-blessed lather, your hair shines,

behaves, is eager to curl. Hair dulled by

soap abuse . . . dusty with dandruff, now

is fragrantly clean. Hair robbed of its

natural sheen now glows with renewed

highlights. Lathers lavishly in hardest

water . . . needs no special after-rinse.

No other cream shampoo in all the

world is as popular as Lustre-Creme.

For hair that behaves like the angels

and shines like the stars . . . ask for

Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

The beauty-blend
cream shampoo
with LANOLIN.
Jars or tubes,

21i to $2.

Famous Hollywood Stars use Lustre-Creme Shampoo for Glamorous Hair



In 1928, beautiful women fell

hard for Gilbert Roland’s Mex-
ican charms. Today, twenty-

lour years later, he's still mak-
ing romantic headlines—link-

ing him with Rita Hayworth
and Doris Duke, shown below

MR.

MARVELOUS
by Beverly Linet

Following the premiere of “The Bull-

fighter and the Lady” a group of teen-

agers, who were there to see Bob Stack,

crowded around Gilbert Roland who
played the aging bullfighter.

“Wherever did you come from?”
shouted an eager little miss.

“Ask your mother,” replied Gilbert,

with a grin.

In the late ’twenties the name Gil-

bert Roland made romantic headlines

equalled only by those created by Val-
entino a few years before. And it was
whispered that no actor, including Val-

entino, had been loved by so many
beautiful women. Clara Bow once de-
scribed Roland as “the great love of

my life.”

Roland, the son of a bullfighter, was
born Luis Antonio Damaso de Alonso
in Chihuahua, Mexico. Educated in

El Paso, he came to Hollywood to

try his luck in the movies because
“I was uncomfortably poor, and movie
stars were very, very rich.” During one
particular impoverished period in his

early Hollywood days he worked as a

packer in a department store. He be-
gan movie work as an extra, was soon
playing leads. Then Norma Talmadge
cast him opposite her in “Camille,” and
he was on his way. When his romance
with Norma ended and she left the

screen, he was considered a “has been.”

During the ’thirties he appeared in pic-

tures so inferior they wouldn’t even be
suitable for the late show on television.

And in bigger productions, like “Jua-
rez” and “The Sea Hawk,” his roles

were insignificant.

In 1933 he began to be seen with
Constance Bennett. For eight years

neither would admit they were any-
thing but “friends.” Then, in 1941,

they were married, and three years

later they were divorced. This was
Roland’s only marriage. He’s immense-
ly proud of his daughters, Lorinda and
Gyl, who attend a Swiss school and
spend their vacations with him.

When he was divorced from Connie,
romantic rumors started flying again,

linking him with Doris Duke, the rich-

est girl in the world. Again Gilbert

said, “We’re just friends.” And recently

he’s told those who have questioned
him about Rita Hayworth, “I have
known her since she was a little girl.

We are both of Spanish descent and
have many mutual interests.” Period.

Since “The Bullfighter and the Lady”
his career has prospered. He played
in “Ten Tall Men,” “Glory Alley” and
the pivotal role of Punch Pinero in

Stanley Kramer’s “My Six Convicts,”

may well find him in the running for

an Academy Award for ’52. Recently,

he completed the only starring role in

“Our Lady of Fatima.”

He doesn’t look a day over thirty-

five . . . but the records show he’ll

be fifty-one in December. He has a

twenty-nine-inch waist and boasts he
hasn’t gained a pound since that day
he scored in “Camille.” He may marry
again—he may not. But there’s little

doubt that women of all ages are still

fascinated by him.

p
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Dale Robertson takes a sport-

ing glance at the news between

scenes in ‘’The Clarion Call”

Sound off: Taking a tip from Bing Crosby, Doris Day,
most popular actress of 1951, also had her Photoplay Gold
Medal Award set in the top of an ebony cigarette box.
Do-Do doesn’t smoke but she does want that coveted
medal out where everyone can see it! . . . Van Johnson
presented his Evie with a pin featuring five gold and
baroque pearl angels to commemorate their fifth year of
marriage . . . Bill Holden’s wife, while he’s wearing that
German prison camp crew-cut for his role in “Stalag 17,”

kiddingly refers to him as—“Otto.”

Wonder if Spencer Tracy and Katie Hepburn are getting some golf

tips from visitor Jimmy Thompson? He’s famous golfer. Katie and

Spence are back together, for the laughs, in comedy “Pat and Mike”

P
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Double-Life: “That can’t be a movie star!” said a couple
of customers in a Beverly Hills smart shop. “They’re sup-
posed to be super-sexy Hollywood beauties.” The girl

they were watching wore old wrinkled dungarees, Indian
moccasins, the remains of a studio make-up was still on
her face and her hair was reminiscent of a startled pine-
apple. Several nights later the same girl walked into
Photoplay’s Gold Medal Award dinner. Her flower-like
face was surrounded with a halo of golden curls. She
wore a figure-fitting black lace over red taffeta gown, she
was poised, charming, she all but stole the show. There’s
no tag to our story—except, Marilyn Monroe can act too!

Home Folks: Because they believe night clubs are
boring and extravagant, the Dale Robertsons and the
Cornel Wildes organized a weekly group for cards and
canasta . . . The Larry Parkses hold open house each
Sunday for lonely out-of-town service men on leave . . .

The Dana Andrewses exchanging greetings with the Bill

Lundigans on the steps of the Little Brown Church in

San Fernando Valley . . . Ray Milland and Jimmy Stewart
planning a picnic for underprivileged kiddies, asked Betty
Grable to be guest of honor. Where does a guy go to get
“underprivileged”?

Set of the Month: Courage of a lion? It’s Carleton
Carpenter who has it. All M-G-M had to promise him was
stardom and Mr. Tall and Talented was right inside the
cage making friends with the king of the beasts. A true
story, if you remember your headlines. In “Fearless
Fagan” Carp plays the G.I. who takes his pet lion to war
with him. “My stomach was in knots,” he muses, “but
they casually reminded me not to show fear when the old

boy leaped up and put his paws on my shoulders. When he
licked my cheeks, all I could think of was that story they
tell about Danny Kaye!” The story? It seems producer
Sam Goldwyn wanted the comedian to make a picture with
a lion. Danny was scared stiff, so Goldwyn took him to

the lion’s cage. “Look,” he pointed, “he’s so gentle he
doesn’t even have teeth.” Just then the lion yawned and
displayed a full set of uppers and lowers. “What’s that?”
inquired Danny cryptically, “Bridgework?”
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In the Gold Medal spot-

light at Photoplay’s
Awards dinner. For more

party photos see page 52

Eric Johnston, President of Motion Picture Producers’ Asso-

ciation, spoke glowingly of Photoplay and Gold Medal Awards.

With him on dais is Photoplay’s popular emcee George Murphy

George Sidney and Arthur Freed, director and producer of

top picture, “Show Boat.” Producer Freed accepted Gold
Medal for that film, also citation for “An American in Paris”

George Stevens, producer-director of "A Place in the Sun,” solemnly

accepts citation for picture voted second most popular of the year. Look-

ing on are Photoplay’s Fred Sammis, M-G-M vice-president Dore Shary

To charming Julie Adams, one of leading lovelies in "Bright Victory,”
11

went honor of accepting a Photoplay citation for that picture. It won
seventh place in Gold Medal list of ten most popular pictures of year

Embassy room of the Ambassador looked like a fashion show. Virginia

Mayo, with husband Mike Shea, wore draped white chiffon and tiara. She
accepted citation for “Captain Horatio Hornblower,” one of winning films
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Inside
THAT’S

HOLLYWOOD
FOR YOU
By SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Sidney Skolsky

I’d say that the right caption for a photo of Bob Water-
field and Jane Russell is “Male and Female.” Don’t know
another couple who fit it better . . . I’m a Jerry Lewis fan
but not a fan of Jerry Lewis imitators . . . Charlie Chaplin
said that the only thing he learned about himself from the
book, “The Littler Feller,” is that “Limelight” is his eighty -

first movie . . . Performers who bill themselves as “Mr.
Showbusiness” annoy me . . . Shelley Winters is the only
actress I know who shakes hands with you ... I don’t dig
Zsa Zsa Gabor as an actress or as a personality. So sue
me! . . . Hollywood is a place where, if you can afford what
you have, you should have something better . . . Errol Flynn
sleeps in a bed he describes as “medium-sized, about the

size of a medium-sized football arena” . . . Alec Guinness is my idea of a great

actor. No ballyhoo, no Oscars, just great ... I believe that most of the girl ushers
in movie theatres are girls who wanted to be movie actresses . . . Piper Laurie in

the romance department is playing the field. So far, with Piper, it’s no hits, no runs,

no errors.

Bing Crosby makes bad lyrics sound, well, almost good
. . . Television is making progress. Milton Berle no longer
leads the popularity polls . . . Mitzi Gaynor is like “for two
cents plain” . . . No matter what Betty Hutton says, I have
a hunch she’d even give up her career for a happy marriage
. . . Since Jean Simmons got married she has taken to wear-
ing a nightgown occasionally . . . Katharine Hepburn said
it, I’m only quoting. Katie said, “I don’t care what anyone
prints about me, so long as it isn’t true” . . . Marlon Brando
in “Viva Zapata!” proves he’s good, too, when you can
understand him ... I consider Irving Berlin one of the best
businessmen in show business and he could make deals for
me . . . Doris Day is a member of the Van Johnson fan club
. . . I didn’t think anyone in Hollywood could he as innocent as Debra Paget is . . .

Hollywood is a place where you should take along a spare reputation . . . When
Marlene Dietrich asked a certain interviewer, “How old do you think I am?” this
interviewer replied, “I’d whistle at you first and worry about mathematics later.”

I would rather watch Clark Gable in a bad picture than Guy Madison in a good
one ... I think Rodgers and Hammerstein’s best score is “Carousel.” I never tire

of it . . . George Jessel can’t stand anyone chewing gum . . . Marilyn Maxwell is so
considerate. She wears low heels for me . . . That hunk of French pastry, Leslie
Caron, was startled by her quick success. “When people stare at you, you look
around and wonder, ‘Who is it? Who are you?’” Leslie is honest enough to admit
she loves it . . . Gloria Grahame’s sex appeal is in her expressive lips. “I use my
lips,” explains Gloria, “the way other actresses use their eyes, hands, bosoms” . . .

Cary Grant and Betsy Drake are sweet and lovely on the screen and off . . . I’m still

campaigning against double features. I think it was an outrage to show “A Place
in the Sun” and “An American in Paris” on the same bill. The next program can
only be an awful let-down ... If an exhibitor must give away dishes, it should be
dishes like Liz Taylor.

I’ve been told by Lana Turner that a pretty smile is a woman’s best asset. But
even when Lana isn’t smiling she has assets . . . When a man schlepps an umbrella
with him in a movie, it’s a signal to the audience that he’s a Mr. Milquetoast . . .

I want to make a prediction and say that Shirley Booth
will be a strong contender for many awards for her per-
formance in “Come Back, Little Sheba.” I’ll take odds
right now and bet she wins the Oscar ... I haven’t seen a

good Western for years and don’t care if I do . . . Richard
Widmark is a nice guy period . . . Hollywood is a place
where, when you remove the false tinsel, you get the real

tinsel ... I would love to have a tape recording of Bette
Davis and Gary Merrill spending an evening at home . . .

When John Derek gets in late from work and rushes to the

refrigerator, he often finds a check there, which reads: “Pay
to the order of John Derek—One Million Kisses.” And it

is signed by his wife Patti. That’s Hollywood for you!

Marlon Brando

Tease for Two: According to Vera-
Ellen (who should know) she has no in-

tention of marrying Rock Hudson, pub-
licist A. C. Lyles, a Hollywood agent or
any of the local lads whose names have
been linked with hers . . . Despite those
beautiful baubles Monica Lewis received
from Edmond O’Brien’s brother Bill, no
official engagement’s forthcoming, ’tis

said, until a religious problem is settled

. . . Write your own caption on this one!
Marilyn Maxwell’s Valentine Day pres-
ent to Rock Hudson was a white sport
shirt with a black heart ( ? )

printed pat-
tern . . . Something new under the Holly-
wood sun—Agnes Moorehead and her
handsome new boy friend featuring the
same color hair-dos.

Faith, Hope, Charity: Hollywood as

usual was there when needed and $10,000
was raised at the Damon Runyon Cancer
Fund Ball. Highlights of Irene’s fabulous
fashion show in the Ambassador’s Em-
bassy Room: Van Johnson charmingly
introducing such celebrated models as
Arlene Dahl, Ann Rutherford, Mona Free-
man. Pat Nerney, Frank Sinatra, Don
Budge, Paul Clemens, all stood up hold-

ing burning cigarette lighters over their

heads when Mona passed their table!

Last and loveliest, Ava Gardner modeled
black lace over flesh. Carrying a fragile

fan, she demonstrated the “language of

the fan.” Ava actually took lessons from
an expert on fan talking and Frank
Sinatra obviously got her “message.” He
grinned from ear to ear as he gazed upon
his beautiful bride!

Front and Center: It’s gay, witty
Natalie Schafer’s story and we love it as

much as Ann Sheridan and John Lund
did, when she told it to them on the set

of “Just Across the Street.” At one point

in her career, it seems, Natalie was called

out to M-G-M and signed to play the role

of Lana Turner’s mother. There was one
stipulation, however. In order to be con-

vincing as Miss T.’s mater, Natalie, the

To young stars like Rock Hudson, Lori Nel-

son, Gold Medal dinner was a preview of

such honors as they hope some day to know



Stuff

studio insisted, would have to build her
chest out! A year or so later she was
called out again, this time to play Lana’s
girl friend. And this time, said the studio,
to be convincing in the role—Natalie
would have to flatten down her frontage!
Whei'e, oh where hut in Hollywood.

Hollywood
Party Line

Junior Gee Man: Doris Day was on the
phone, so Cal settled down for one of
those hour-long “chats” he has come to
cherish. “The nicest thing happened last
night,” enthused Miss Velvet Voice. “Wil-
liam Warfield (the great negro singer)
came up to me to say how much he enjoys
my singing. Can you believe it?” Cal
could, but Doris still can’t accept herself
as a celebrity. “Oh, a very funny thing
happened, too,” she continued. “You
know, I always believe I’m just plain
mother to my son, Terry. Well, yester-
day he asked me to sign a photograph for
a carpenter working down the street. I

brought out a new head portrait. ‘Gee,
Mom,’ he grinned, ‘not that one. Men
like to look at all of you !’ ” Looks like, we
told Doris, sonny boy’s developing won-
derful powers of observation. “Looks like
sonny boy’s growing up,” she sighed.

Reformed Redhead: Cal caught up with
Susan Hayward in her dressing room.
“You’ve come a long way, Susan,” we had
to say. “That was a great performance
you gave in ‘With a Song in My Heart’.”
She flashed us a fast look to make sure
we weren’t kidding. “Listen to this guy
play,” she answered quickly, as she spun
a record. “His name is Erroll Garner. I

collect his records.” It was twelve years
ago that the former Edith Marriner and
her Brooklyn accent arrived in Holly-
wood. Cal reminded her of those dear
dead disgruntled days. “I was so scared
then,” Susan recalls. “Dietrich, Colbert
and Lombard were the great Paramount
stars. No one spoke to me and I was full

of defenses. I think established stars
should always take on newcomers and
make them feel welcome. A studio lot

Y. Frank Freeman, Paramount Vice President,

receives citation from George Murphy for

a winning film, “Here Comes the Groom”

BY EDITH GWYNN

You’ll see all the details of Photoplay’s annual Gold
Medal Awards dinner on page 52, but we do want to

add a few personal sidelights on the affair which surely
was the biggest and most glamorous to date. And oh,

the gorgeous gowns! Don’t know when I’ve seen more
beautifully (un)clad femmes under one roof. Ava
Gardner was breathtaking in a short white lace, full-

skirted gown made extra graceful by a long-waisted,
skin-tight basque top, the entire bodice mounted over
a nude-colored lining. Katie Grayson and Ann Blyth
were visions in white. Ruth Roman wore a long flowing
white chiffon dress with a “see-all” bodice that was
criss-crossed with silver sequins. Lovely features of
her gown were the two hem-length chiffon panels (one
from each shoulder) that breezed out behind her as she
walked. Then there was Betty Hutton’s gorgeous gown
of heavy white satin with pearl and bead embroidery.
Bettina told us its tremendous skirt is detachable at the

waist so she can whip it off any time she wants to go
into a “dance act” on a stage, etc. It has matching satin

shorts beneath it. Greer Garson, in black lace over white. Sue Ladd in a charming
halter-necked dress of oceans of periwinkle blue net that shaded into deeper hues;
Doris Day, among all the belles wearing necklines as low as the law allows, was in

a long-sleeved turtle-necked gown of white cotton lace—as demure as all git-out!

I giggled at Bill Holden’s half-inch haircut that he had to have for his role in

“Stalag 17”—but on him even that looks good.

In contrast to the elegance that prevailed at Photoplay’s dinner was the hectic,

mad, wild and woolly twenty-four-hour whoop-de-do that Howard Hughes staged for

stars and press to premiere “The Las Vegas Story.” Two Constellations flew more
than a hundred to the Nevada resort town and planted them in various hotels for the
night. But not before handing each guest a leather pouch containing fifty silver

dollars! That was for gambling. But before people got to the gaming tables, such
as Jane Russell, Bob Waterfield, Vincent Price, Mala Powers, Keith Andes, Ursula
Thiess, Margaret Sheridan, Jack Buetel, Lex Barker and others “took over the
town,” heading a big parade to the two theatres holding the joint preem. Police
had to hold back bobby-soxers screaming for autographs, bits of hair or clothing.

Later came the round of night clubs and that “episode” when Bob Waterfield almost
socked Ben Blue for “blue” remarks he was making about Jane Russell during his

act. It was only an overnight “ball”—but it was real crazy while it lasted

!

Bill Holden, Brenda Marshall

! Saw Cyd Charisse the other day wearing one of the new hats from Keneth Hopkins’

[

latest collection. A large-brimmed, honey-beige Milan straw, covered with double
circles of maline edged in narrow horsehair braid to make them stand out and ripple

just beyond the brim’s edge. For trimming—just one large rose close to the shallow
brim in front. Sally Forrest went for another of Ken-
eth’s lids—a little bonnet-type reminiscent of the gay

I nineties, with flowers and ribbons sitting atop it and
I ribbon streamers down the back. Speaking of collec-

| tions, Don Loper's summer duds are divine. Lots of

I sheer wools, new linens and gauze fabrics. His new
I

silhouette is a skirt that is very slim all down one
side, but with varied “jutting out” effects on the
other. Something else new—the stunning coats now
emerging made of Orion. That’s the wonderful new
material that looks like wool but is much lighter.

Lately it has come forth in lovely light pastel shades.

|
Though as warm as wool, this “zephyr fleece” weighs

|

almost nothing, is wrinkle-proof and supposed to be

|

moth-proof. What’s more, these coats can take rough

I

wear and when you wash them, they need no pressing.
Peggy Dow has one of pale lilac.

Odds and ends: Although Robert Taylor and
Barbara Stanwyck are divorced—at this writing her
favorite piece of jewelry still seems to be that dia- Ronald Reagan, Greer Garson
mond heart-shaped pin clip he sent her shortly after

|
they separated last year . . . Dingle-dangles are still popular—and those ankle-

j

bracelets of old are coming back. Lana Turner wears one—a thin gold chain with a

j

tiny gold heart on it, and Viveca Lindfors has one that sports a little bell that
i tinkles when she walks.



What

Hollywood's

WHISPERING
About

By P. S. LOWE

The quarrel that Ava and Frank Sinatra
had at Palm Springs recently. Ava finally
stormed out of the Racquet Club, found
her agent and had him drive her back to
Hollywood in the wee hours of the morn-
ing. Once again, however, Ava and Frank
kissed and made up . . . The effect that
getting sixty-one per cent of the profits
of all their pictures, starting with “Jump-
ing Jacks,” has had on Martin and Lewis.
Previously they’d ruin takes by their not-
in-the-script kind of clowning. But now
the boys are models of good deportment-
even got their latest picture in a week
ahead of schedule.

Farley Granger’s wanderlust and his
outspoken statement that he prefers New
York, London, Paris or any place where
people are interested in something else

besides themselves . . . Peggy Dow’s re-

luctance to leave Tulsa and groom Walter
when the studio requested her return to
Hollywood, preferring to take a suspension
instead . . . Bill Dozier’s refusal to let ex
Joan Fontaine take daughter Deborah to

Europe for two years . . . The boner
pulled by a Hollywood restaurant’s press
agent who asked Jeff Chandler if he
could tell the columnists that Jeff was in
with Ann Sheridan—only to learn that
the lady Jeff was out with that night was
his wife Marjorie.

Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin

i

Jimmy Stewart’s supreme happiness
|

and contentment which makes some of the
j

younger and much married males wonder
j

if perhaps it’s not better and wiser to wait i

fill one is out of the “wild oats” stage be-
fore settling down . . . Janet Leigh’s and '

Tony Curtis’s original good public rela- I

tions idea when abroad. They handed out I

autographed chocolate bars . . . Annie
|

Sheridan’s putting on some much needed
j

weight via a patent vitamin treatment— |

hut she won’t give out the secret. Says i

it should be recommended by a personal
,

physician.

The bright red fence that Scott Brady I

built and painted to surround his hill-
|

top home so his dogs would be safe from
j

roaming deer hunters . . . The romance
|

between Ann Blyth and Charles Fitzsim- i

mons, Maureen O’Hara’s brother. Every-
one wonders if the lovely Ann has lost her
heart at last . . . The separation rumors I

that suddenly started about Dale Robert- I

son and his bride Jackie, which were
|

vehemently denied by Dale, who said he
|

couldn’t be happier—especially now that
j

the stork is winging its way to his San i

Fernando Valley home . . . Humphrey
Bogart’s unconcealed disappointment when
Warners’ wouldn’t lend him to Hal Wallis I

for the lead in “Come Back, Little Sheba.” I

The part went to Burt Lancaster.

. . Inside
can be very lonely when you’re nobody.”
Susan, who is somebody, practices what
she preaches. Bob Wagner, who is so
good in her new picture, is living proof.

Studio Stuff: To Republic where Joan
Crawford is renting space for her inde-
pendent production of “Sudden Fear.”
John Wayne dropping by for a chat with
Joan whom he hasn’t seen since they
played opposite each other in “Reunion
in Vienna.” It’s reunion for the John
Waynes, too, who recently reconciled.
This news, together with that great movie
he made in Ireland, gave the big fellow
something to grin about ... To Twentieth
Century-Fox where Anne Baxter as a
frontierswoman in “Outcasts of Poker
Flat” was about to go into a love scene
on the hearth of a roaring fireplace with
Cameron Mitchell. What does a woman
think about at a moment like this ? “Isn’t
it wonderful that John (Hodiak) is going
to do a New York play?” Anne exclaimed
the second the scene was over. “I just
hope he can find a good hotel where they
serve food at all hours. John has a big
appetite, you know.” We were interrupted
by director Joe Newman. “Repair your-
self, Anne, and we’ll move in for a close-
up,” he said. They combed her hair and
as we left the set Anne was about to go
into the love scene all over again!

Hollywood Reds: They look like bed-
room slippers but with Van Johnson’s red
sox, those monogrammed black suede
numbers are currently correct for men’s
evening wear . . . With red-headed (tem-
porarily) Marilyn Erskine on his arm, on
Hugh O’Brian that red plaid sweater is

very becoming . . . Lana Turner wearing
a corsage of blood-red carnations to
match the boutonniere worn by Fernando
Lamas . . . Gary Cooper wearing a
stoplight red flannel vest, which was
given to him by Patricia Neal, which the
beautiful lady, believe it or not, bought
at an Indian trading post!

It was fun at first sight when vivacious Betty Hutton stopped to talk to Irving

Manheimer and his attractive wife Ruth, at Gold Medal Awards dinner. Mr.

Manheimer is Chairman of the Executive Committee of Macfadden Publications

Beauty judges would have had a hard time choosing

the loveliest woman at the dinner. Charming ex-

ample—Joan Caulfield, with husband Frank Ross
18
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.

Personal Oscars to: Michael Rennie,
for never being so self-engrossed that he
forgets he’s met you before. Incidentally,
did you know that Mike was once Bob
Young’s stand-in when he made a picture
in England? . . . Dean Jagger, for the
modest way he’s accepting those paens
of praise over his performance as Helen
Hayes’ husband in “My Son John” . . .

George Murphy, for being a sincere, seri-

ous-thinking fellow who brightens any-
one’s day anywhere with a kind word and
an amusing story . . . Hugh Marlowe, for
never squawking over those thankless
roles they give him at Twentieth, and
always making them worthy . . . Arthur
Kennedy, for not believing his own pub-
licity, which is all true, incidentally, and
thereby becoming a great actor off the
screen as well as on.

Inside Hollywood: Paul Douglas had no
complaint but Jan Sterling hated her
nose. Now she has a new one that makes
her look less sullen and more glamorous.
Paul just bought her a Utrillo, their first

painting in what promises to be a fab-
ulous collection . . . Jane Wyman has
never felt “right” in their home since
the robbery. Now she’s planning to
auction off everything she owns but her
books and paintings, and take a new
lease on life with a new background . . .

Lung congestion following a virus attack
put Roy Rogers in the hospital. Pneu-
monia was averted, relieving the fears
of endless admirers.

See No Evil: According to Dan Dailey,
“Television was invented for bachelors.”
Danny boy, who gets around a bit, thus
sums up the situation. “A bachelor goes
home because he needs a good night’s
rest. Then he turns on his television set
and what does he get? An old movie.
He’s probably seen it and it’s so old he
wouldn’t want to anyway. So he’s bound
to get a good night’s sleep!”

BY MIKE CONNOLLY
Hollywood Reporter Columnist

Bob Mitchum hates making movies. He
thinks they’re child’s play. He wants to
“make an honest living” like drilling for
oil, keeping a store or driving a truck.
“But you’re working hard here in Holly-

wood,” I argued, “and those back-breaking
locationing jaunts aren’t kid stuff. Isn’t

that an honest living?”
He lifted a lazy eyebrow. “Sure, and

the money’s good—or at least the little I

get to keep is good. Most of it goes to
Uncle Sam for taxes, you know. But Dor-
othy and I just don’t like picture-making.”
Bob is usually the most talkative star

in Hollywood (next to Zsa Zsa Gabor!) but
there was a long silence now while we both
pondered the importance of what he was
telling me. “You mean you’re quitting?”
I asked finally.

“Soon as my RKO contract is up,” he
said. “It has about three more years to

go. I’d leave quicker if they’d let me
out of it.

“It’s as simple as this,” he added, thought-
fully, “Dorothy and I have decided we don’t
care for the social life a movie star and his
wife lead. Neither of us was cut out for it.

Besides, I’d like to be my own boss and
if an oil deal I’ve got cooking pans out
I will be. We’re still young, Dorothy and I.

We’ll make a go of it elsewhere and we’ll

have more fun doing it than we have in

the picture business.”
Bob is likely to mean what he says, too.

Take the time when he served warning on

Bob Mitchum

that lad who heckled him in a bar in Colo-
rado while he was making “The Korean
Story.” In the newspaper story Bob was
painted as the villain. But here’s an eye-
witness account of what really happened
and it’s about time the truth was told. Bob’s
adversary once had been a boxing pro. He
thought he could lick Bob, whom he spotted
standing at the bar in a saloon. An Army
colonel interfered and the obstreperous one
back-handed him. Bob, grabbing the quar-
relsome character, got socked. “This boy’s
getting out of hand,” Bob said, “and I may
have to hurt him in order to keep him
quiet.”

Whereupon he grabbed his heckler
around the middle, spread him out on a
table and, holding his thumb under the
lad’s right eye, said, “I’ll give your eye
right back to you on the palm of my hand
if you don’t keep quiet.” The fighter broke
free. The fray continued and after his

opponent was knocked out, Bob took the
rap in order to keep the youth out of jail

and to avoid court-martial for some of the
officers who were present through the
blow-up.
He’s a tough guy, this Mitchum, even

though he walks away from trouble, as he
does whenever possible. But personally,
I’d hate to get into a fight with him.
The point I’m trying to make? Well, I

wouldn’t want to stand in Bob’s way when
he decides to walk out on his movie bosses
once and for all.

John Lee Mahin proudly displays his Photoplay
Gold Medal, presented to him by editor-in-chief

Fred Sammis for screen play of “Show Boat”

Guests at John Hodiak’s and Anne Baxter’s table hear the latest news—that John
P

is deserting Hollywood temporarily to do New York play. Anne will join him
later with their baby—right now she’s busy making “Outcasts of Poker Flat”



The face is familiar—but that pointed beard is not! It’s Clifton

Webb, all dressed up for "Three Musketeers” sequence in new comedy
“Dream Boat.” He and Ginger Rogers play silent-day screen lovers

Roman rehearsal: Van Johnson aims to please—the direc- i

tor. that is—in “When in Rome,” filmed in Italy. Leading
;

with his chin is Paul Douglas, who plays role of criminal -

For Men Only: Ann Sothern said it to

Jack Carson: “A woman’s dress is like

a picket fence. It’s supposed to protect
the property but not obstruct the view!”
Thank you, Miss Plunging Neckline.

Odds and Ends: Bette Davis and Gary
Merrill, who recently leased a big house
in the early-day movie star section of
Hollywood, adopted a four-weeks-old son.

They already have an adopted daughter
over a year old and Bette’s five-year-old
Barbara, whose father is William Grant
Sherry ... In style or not, it’s a no poodle
cut edict for Rita Hayworth in her new
movie . . . Evidently Eleanor Parker
meant it when she said she wanted six

children. She’s expecting number three
in October and Mr. and Mrs. Bert Fried-
lob hope it will be a son this time . . .

Fireworks are out but so is that rumored
reconciliation between Clark Gable and
Sylvia Ashley. They got together while
she was in a New York hospital with a
broken foot and discussed the situation

like adults . . . Red Skelton received two
“Emmys” (television’s “Oscar”) for hav-
ing the best comedy show on TV, and for
being the best comedian. Endearing him-
self to Hollywood forever, when he re-

ceived his second award, Red choked up
at the mike and said: “This one should
go to Lucille Ball for her ‘I Love Lucy’
show. She deserves it.” Lucy, who was in

the audience, cried all over the big guy!

t

20

Personality of the Month: For many
a magical moment her radio voice in Cal’s

living room thrilled him with its touching
talent. Then the dream came true—Shirley
Booth was there in person, thanks to the
kindness of our mutual friend, actor
Frank Milan. Together with Burt Lan-
caster, you’ll be seeing Shirley recreate
her all-time great stage performance in

INSIDE STUFF

“Come Back, Little Sheba.” “Don’t mind
me, I’m a percher,” she said. And perch
she did on the edge of a sofa—alive,
warm, her eyes filled with tenderness and
humor. Shirley not only could name every
Hollywood personality from Agar to Zan-
uck, but this wonderful woman amazed
Cal by recalling excerpts from his col-
umns. “I read all the movie magazines,”
she confided, “and see pictures between
shows. Now I’m making my first movie
and it’s very thrilling.” Last time she
visited our town, Shirley stayed at a
hotel which has since been converted into
a home for the aged. “I thought I’d bet-
ter make this picture first,” she said with
a twinkle in her eye, “before I check in
there!” Cal, not too subtly, suggested
she check into a home for the ageless.

It Happened in Hollywood: Local girl
makes good in the person of Alyce Can-
field, who you readers know as a favor-
ite movie magazine writer. Her first

screen original was produced recently
by Hal Chester. “Models, Inc.” was writ-
ten by Alyce for her good friend, Dan
Duryea. When he was unavailable,
Howard Duff thought enough of the
story to select it for his first as a free
lance player. Together with Coleen Gray’s
good acting and Alyce’s good writing,
Howard proves (in the movie, that is)

that a heel can be just as interesting as
a hero! Good luck to everyone.

Predictions: It may take one picture,
or many. The entire town still believes
that Marilyn Erskine is so versatile she
can’t miss great stardom. Currently in

“Eagle on His Cap,” opposite Robert
Taylor, Marilyn has been made a red-
head because Eleanor Parker is blonde—

which we suppose is as good a reason as
any! . . . Suddenly Cyd Charisse comes
of age in the movies. In “Singin’ in the
Rain,” she’s a sultry, sensational new
screen personality, who will electrify
movie audiences ... You fans are mostly
responsible. Let those enthusiastic letters
continue and his studio can’t miss giving
Jeffrey Hunter a romantic build-up to
end all build-ups.

Today’s Target: Can one ask too much
in the name of charity? Cal says no and
thinks Loretta Young should be lauded
for her tireless efforts. Hollywood, how-
ever (in certain quarters), took the beau-
tiful star to task recently when she took
up a collection for a destitute family at
a party she gave for friends. “If Loretta
wants to give, it’s very kind,” some said,

“but we give to many places, too, and
wouldn’t dream of soliciting help from
friends we invite to our house.” Cal
says: Someone was in need and Loretta
came to their rescue. More power to her!

News and Views: Seven months and
ten days of marriage to Mexico night-
club operator Ted Stauffer, proved to
Hedy Lamarr that “Our marriage was all

a mistake.” Grievous mental and physical
suffering without cause was the basis of
the beauty’s suit to divorce her fourth
husband . . . When their second child is

born next June, the Roberto Rossellinis
(Ingrid Bergman) hope, “Our marriage
will now be taken for the sacred, serious
thing it is” ... A broken ankle in a fight

scene produced tivo injuries for Errol
Flynn. He has a percentage of the pic-

ture which was held up by his accident!

. . . It’s “Henriettas” for Alan Ladd and
Esther Williams, proving them to be the
most popular movie stars in the world,

(Continued on page 23)



U’RE AS YOUNG AS YOU FEEL.

ike all ot you feel young with

olin-rich PACQUINS SILK.
SATIN LOTION. Use it

over your body. "Satinizes”

p, protects from Spring winds,
nmer sun. 25c, 49c*

orant, let dependable LRESH
ep you lovely to love. Fresh

illy stops perspiration! And its

lazing ingredients become re-

'ivated to protect you hour
er hour. 25c, 39c*

<ras»

.KE A FRAGRANT APPROACH
summer. Perfume all of you

ith MAVIS TALCUM after

th or swim. For a fragrant

ange, try DJER-KISS TAL-
JM, too. They cool, soothe,

event chafe. 12c, 29c, 43c*

wYAff cloy yacV.

lOK LOVELIER IN MINUTES. Your
in takes on a healthy, fresh
tie, feels smoother after a ten-
inute liome facial of FIOPPER
HITE CLAY PACK.! Use it

gularly and see the difference

;

your complexion. 25c, 49c*

RUSH UP YOUR SMILE with PRO
59”, a totally different toothbrush!

las softer, thinner bristles—

3

,mes as many as ordinarily—to

lean, polish, massage better.

Loose from several Pro-phy-
c-tic styles. 29c, 59c

NJOY A CLEAN MOUTH TASTE
>t hours! PEPSODENT witli

atented oral detergent
, not a

nap, works where your brush
ant reach! Cleans, brightens,
ghts decay . . . insures clean

COLOR BLOOMS ALL DAY. Imag-
ine haying lips as fresh-looking
at day’s end as in the morning!
You can with HAZEL BISHOP
No-Smear Lipstick. Won’t eat
off. bite off, kiss off. And it lasts

so long! l.io*

WARM WEATHER TIP! You can
be safe for sure with HEED Spray
Deodorant. Checks perspiration

so effectively, clothes are safe

from stains. Heed’s fine spray
covers underarm better . . . dries

faster, too. 25c, 39c*

FOR SPRING IN YOUR WAVE try

the New TONI HOME PER-
MANENT with new' faster-than-

ever process. So lovely, lively,

lasting, thanks to Toni's Price-

less Pink Lotion. Holds your
set longer. 1.50*

IMPROVE ON NATURE. If you can

brush your hair, you can add new
color appeal witli TINTAIR.
Lighten, darken or enhance your

own shade! Or use Tintair to

cover gray. It takes minutes . . .

looks natural. 2.00'

It’s Spring . . . and in every

rain-washec! bud you see

the promise of Summer

. . . urging you on to

Springtime beauty care that

will blossom into your own
Summer loveliness.

So . . . waken your skin,

brighten your smile, put fresh

new glints in your hair and

glow with new make-up shades!

It’s all so easy, especially

if you follow my advice . . .

and visit your nearest

YX’ool worth's. There, on those

handy cosmetic counters

that make shopping so

easy for so many smart

women, you'll find the timely

toiletries described here . . .

and many more besides. Choose

quietly at leisure, or ask the

saleslady to help you. You’ll

enjoy beginning your own
Spring-to-Summer beauty course

at your convenient, easy-to-shop

Woolworth store.

\Woolwortb's Shopping Reporter

s

GO DARING WITH PINK . . . with

Cutex's new nail polisli color,

STRIKE ME PINK! So saucy
witli Spring shades. Made with
long-wearing Enamelon. Buy it

in the Spillprut bottle. 15c*
'

FOR HAIR THAT’S SUNNY BRIGHT
tomorrow, use WHITE RAIN
tonight. White Rain is a new kind
of shampoo, Toni's lotion sham-
poo, guaranteed not to dull or
dry hair. Leaves it easier to
manage! 30c, 60c, 1.00

i

Many ofthese
products available

at Woolworth stores

in Canada at
slightly higher prices



Hollywood acclaims the Westmores’

cwir.

I

Now... you can share

glamor Make-up secret!

This is it! The make-up the stars asked the Westmores

to create... so their “everyday faces” would have the same

satiny perfection they have in close-ups on the screen.

Fabulous Tru-Glo ! A sheer, luminous veil of color

that magically hides blemishes, large pores, tiny lines.

liquid make-up so easy to apply, it flows on your

cheek as smoothly as if its radiance were put there by

Nature herself! Never a masky look, a tattle-tale line.

Equally magic—Tru-Glo’s neither greasy nor drying,

rerfect for al! types of skin. At all variety and drug

stores. (Available in Canada at slightly higher prices.)

The men who make the stars more beautiful

!

From l,ol> clockwise:

Pekc. Westmore, Dean of Hollywood

Make-Up Artists . .

.

Wally Westmore,

Make-up Director, Paramount Studio

Bud Westmore, Make-up Director,

Universa l Studios . .

.

Frank Westmore,

Famous Hollywood Make-up Stylist.

WESTMORE

WESTMORES’ creamy,
smearproof lipstick!

The color and fabu-

lous sheen stay on
unbelievably long.
Never smudges.
Creamy texture deli-

cious on lips

!

ONLY 59 ond 29i*
I *plus tax

COSMETICS
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SUSAN HAYWARD is now starring in “WITH A SONG IN MY HEART/
a 20th Century-Fox production; color by Technicolor

* TO REACH THE STARS

Photoplay receives thousands of letters
asking for photographs and addresses of
movie stars. Home addresses cannot be
revealed and Photoplay cannot fill re-
quest for photographs. However, follow-
ing are the addresses of the major motion
picture studios and a list of the stars they
have under contract. If your favorites are
not listed in any contract list, write to
them in care of the studio at which they
made their last picture. For autographed
pictures send twenty-five cents to the star
to cover cost of mailing. Clip out this list
and save it for future reference.

Columbia Pictures, 1438 N. Gower St., Hollywood: Gene
Autry. Smiley liurnette, llroderick Crawford. Joan Davis
• oh" Derek Glenn Ford. Barbara Hale. Kita Hayworth)
Judy llolliday. Anthony Dexter. Jody Lawrance, Jack 11a-

Bexerly .Michaels. Terry Moore, l'al O'Brien. Donna
Been, t ail Bentun Held. Miekey ituoney, Dolores Sidener.
I liar lea Starrett. Johnny Stewart, Pat Williams. A ldo Bay.

Utiltltrtn Studios, 1041 X. Formosa Are.. Los Angeles:Dana Andrews, Joan Evans, .Parley Granger.

}/.' t' o-ti'ddwwMayer, 10J0J W. Washington Bird. Culver
< m Dawn Addanis, June Allyson. Bit-hard Anderson. PierAilgeh, J red Astaire, Lionel Barrymore. Keefe llrasselle
Ka.t Brown. I is Calhern. William Campbell. Leslie Caron'
(.arleton Carpenter (lower Champion. .Marge Champion. Cydhansse. Eileen Christy. Donna Corcoran, .Jonathan Cott.

Vn
U

i.

e ( 'raig. ' ic Dainone, -Nancy Davis.
-Michael Dugan. Hilly Eckstiue. Marilyn Prskine. Salh
Jorrest. pan 1' osier, Clark Gable, Ava Gardner. GreetGat son Stewart Granger. Kathryn Grayson, Jean Hagen.John I India k. van Johnson. Howard Keel. Gene KellyDeborah Kerr Fernando Lamas. Mario Lanza. Peter LawforilJamt Leigh. Monica Lewis, John Luptun. Marjorie Main
.Marta Elena Martjues. Ann Miller. Kieardo MontalbanGeoige Murphy. Henry .Nakamura, lteginald Owen, Waller
lidgeon Ezio i'inza, Jane Powell. William Powell PaulaRaymond, Debbie Keynolds. Jell Itiehards. Bed Skelton
Lewis Stone, Barry Sullivan. Elizabeth Taylor. Robert
laylor. Spencer Tracy, Lana Turner, Vera-Ellen. JamesWhitmore, Esther Williams, Keenan Wynn.

Munuurum Pictures 437H Sunset Drive. Hollywood: Johnny

Nc’h *\Vhi"' Wii’-.m

'

r<*y' UuntZ JUI1> IrluD'nee Marly, Jane

PortiiHooui Pictures, S451 Marathon St.. Hollywood: Anna
.I.ui.t AlberghetU, Judith Ames. Jean Arthur, Peter D.Baldwin, \V llllaiii Bendix. I.yle Bettger. Pierre Cressoy. Bing
i tosh), William Demarest, Baura Elliot, Bhonda FlemingJoan I'ontame. Mona Freeman. .Nancy Gales. Paulette Gud-
tl.ml. Gloria (jialiame. -Nancy Hale, Virginia Hall. FetorHanson Patricia Ann Harding. William Holden. Boh Hope,
xi
C An ^eene. Alan Ladd. Irene Martin. Robert

Merrill, Bay Milland. Michael Moore. Susan Morrow. MaryMurphy. -Nancy Olson. Eleanor Parker, Barbara Rush. Jail
. let tmg .luan laylor. Alan \oung. Under personal contract
to lla Wallis; Polly Bergen. Uoriime Ualvet. Wendell Corey,
lion Del-ore. Vincent Edwards. Franca Feldini. Charlton
Heston. Hurt Lancaster. Jerry Lewis. -Marion Marshall. Dean
Martin, hddie Mayehoff, Lizabeth Scott, Kichard Stapley.

/.Vvo Studio* 780 Gower St., Hollywood: Keith Andes. Carla
i»a lcniia. Jack Buetel, Janice Carter, the Charivels. Harbara
Harrow, Brad Dexter. Joan Dixon. George Dolenz. Faith

oniergtie Betsy Drake, Mel Ferrer. Steve Flagg. Jane Greer.Dec Hartford Tim Holt, Bichard Martin. Charles McGraw,
( oUccn Miller. Bobert Mitchum, Carole Morton. Mala
lowers. Jane Bussell, Bobert Byan. Margaret Sheridan. Wil-
liam lalman, Mary Jo Tarola, Ursula Thiess, Kenneth Tohey.
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ures > 4024 N. Badford Ave., N. Hollywood:Bex Allen, Boy Barerott. Esperanza Baur. Bod Cameron
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Penny Edwards. Mary EllenKa> Allan Bocky Lane. Muriel Lawrence. Adele MaraVaughn Monroe, Vera Balston, Estelita Bodriguez Forrest
linker. John Wayne, Grant Withers.

Twentieth Century-Fox, 10201 West Pico Bhd., BeverlvHi is: Bichard Allen, Merry Anders, Dana Andrews (with

i.i i

n ’ lta
X Andrews, Charlotte Austin. Bichard Base-

ball. Lauren Bacall Barbara Bates. Anne Baxter. Bichard
Scult Brady

- Marlon Brando. Jill

ii o‘-i'
a e

,
lllllla

.

Cortesa, Joseph Gotten, Jeanne Crain.Dan Dailey, Dennis Day. Danielle Darrieux. Bette Da\isJoanne Dru, Gluria Della\en. Henry Fonda. Anne Francis’
Mit/.i Gaynor, Betty Grable. Bub Graham. Cary Grant. Billy
Gray, Susan Hayward, June Haver, Craig Hill, Jeffrey
Hunter. Bichard Hylton, Louis Jourdan. Patricia Knox
William Lundigan, Myrna Loy. Joyce MacKenzie. George
Mathews. V utor -Mature, Hugh Marlowe. James -Mason. Gary
Merrill, Zero Mustek Marilyn Monrue. Ava Norring Pat
Neal. Debra Paget, Walter (Jack; Palance. Gregory Peck.
Jean Peters, Tyrone Power, Mieheline Prelle, George Baft
Michael Bennie. Thelma Bitter. Dale Bobertson. Geor-e
Sanders. Constance Smith. Helene Stanley. Warren Steven's
James Stewart, Bandy Stuart. Gene Tierney, Bobert Wagner’
David Wayne. Clifton Webb, Orson Welles, Oskar Werner’
Helen Westcott, Bichard Widmark, Cornel Wilde.

Uniyersal- International, Universal city: Abbott and Costello.
Julia Adams, Ann Blylh, Judith Braun, Susan Cabot Jeff
Chandler. Anthony Curtis, Peggy Dow. Charles Drake. Yvette
Bugay. Bichard Garland. Cindy Garner, Nancy Guild. Joyce
Holden. John Hudson, Bock Hudson, Alice Kelly, Piper
Laurie, Palmer Lee, Bichard Long, Stephen McNally. Bodil
Miller, Audie Murphy. Lori Nelson, Alex Nicol, Hugh
O'Brien. Gigi Perreau. William Begnolds, Beverly Tyler,
Shelley Winters.

Warner Brothers, 4000 W. Olive Ave., Burbank: Mari Aldon,
Charles Bicktord, Humphrey Bogart, Bay Bolger. Eddie
Bracken, Marlon Brando. David Brian. James Cagnev, Philip
Carey. Helena Carter, Steve Cochran, Gary Cooper. Horace
Cooper, Joan Crawford, Ginger Crowley, Doris Day. Kirk
Douglas. Betsy Drake. Errol Fiynn. Virginia Gibson. Farley
Granger. Cary Grant. Bon Hagerthy, William Holden. Kim
Hunter. Phyllis Kirk. Burt Lancaster. Vivian Leigh. Frank
Lovejoy. Gordon MacBae. Baymond Massey. Virginia Mayo,
Allyn .VlcLerie. Bay Millard. Eve Miller, Dennis Morgan,
Gene Nelson, Lucille Norman. Nancy Olson. Gregory Peck.
Paul Picerni. Konald Beagan. Buth Boman, Janice Buie,
S. '/. Sakall. Bandolph Scott. Ailcen Stanley Jr.. Bay Teal,
Phyllis Thaxter, Gene Tierney. Danny Thomas. Lurene Tut-
tle. John Wayne, Bichard Webb. Dick Wesson, Jane Wyman,
Patrice Wymore, Gig Young.



INSIDE STUFF

( Continued, from page 20 )

according to the Foreign Press Associa-
tion . . . The long lost will of Maria
Montez was found in papers stored over
the garage, so her $200,000 estate will be
quietly settled by the still disconsolate
Jean Pierre Aumont . . . Dick Contino,
who now admits he made a “terrible mis-
take” and served his sentence for draft
evasion (he suffered panic claustropho-
bia) has been drafted again. The accor-
dionist, his public feels, has learned a
lesson and earned a second chance.

Behind the Camera: Those great fenc-
ing scenes in “Searamouche” were more
dangerous than the public realizes. Stew-
art Granger, by refusing to use a tip on
his blade, came perilously close to goug-
ing an opponent’s eye . . . Jane Wyman
making the “Story of Will Rogers,”
while Ronald Reagan makes “The Win-
ning Team,” met in Warners’ make-up
department every morning for the first

time since their divorce . . . Anything but
high hat, Alan Ladd passed Helen Win-
ston recently and didn’t speak to her.

She’s the gal who sacrificed her treas-

ured tresses in that head-shaving scene
in “Botany Bay.” Alan just didn’t recog-
nize “Baldie” with a full grown wig on!

For Your Information: Instead of go-
ing to night clubs, lovely Leslie Caron
prefers to remain home with her groom
and—bake a cake. Incidentally, the fas-
cinating French girl first fell in love
with Geordie Hormel III because “he
has one fascinating eyebrow!” . . . Chris
Randall has been drafted, which is dis-

turbing news to Joan Evans and com-
forting news to Lee Kirby . . . Richard
Anderson, who is Cary Grant’s favorite
tennis partner, met Piper Laurie when
they locked bumpers in a drive-in. They
exchanged insurance company names,
phone numbers—and now they’re dating.

Jane Powell didn’t exactly sing for her supper

hut she rated plenty of applause at the

recent Screen Directors Guild dinner dance

and your bra *

will not hike up

EXQUISI FORM BRASSIERE,

with and without

urw.

Circl-O-Form (left)

Style 492 broadcloth

Style 495 Acetate satin .2.00

Style 497 nylon marquisette 2.50

. . . with Floating Action (above)

Style 392 broadcloth

Style 395 Acetate satin 2.50

Style 391 nylon taffeta with
NYLON MARQUISETTE cup# 3.00

A cup 32 to 36 • B cup 32 to 40
• C cup 32 to 42. ITkite only

CHICAGO 54 - LOS ANGELES 14 - TORONTO

yet no pull on
your shoulder straps

your bra stays %
in place . . .

no slipping! }

r
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Best Pictures of the Month

My Six Convicts

5 Fingers

The Marrying Kind

Anything Can Happen

Best Performances of the Month

Millard Mitchell, John Beal, Gilbert Roland
in “My Six Convicts.”

Judy Holliday, Aldo Ray
in “The Marrying Kind."

Dan Dailey in “The Pride of St. Louis.”

Janies Mason in “5 Fingers.”

\jt Pkdfeplwf k ifMi qujA

SHADOW
BY SARA

Home, sweet home: Realistic picture of married life with Aldo Ray

and Judy Holliday as married couple who can’t keep out of trouble

Bases loaded: Romance scores a home run as Richard Crenna, Dan
Dailey, Joanne Dru re-enact story of the mound’s fabulous “character”

v'v'Vi (F) The Marrying Kind (Columbia)

O
NE long siege of marriage with Judy Holliday and Aldo
Ray reciting sequence after sequence to Judge Madge

Kennedy. Humor, tragedy and a lot of everyday plain

living are unfolded in a marriage story that could be any
average couple’s story of working and living together.

Judy, albeit miscast to a degree, is delightful and Aldo
Ray, of the husky voice, is a find, with a sense of down-
right drollery that’s infectious. Sheila Bond, John Alex-
ander, Rex Williams, Phyllis Povah and Peggy Cass round
out a cast that contributes to some mighty fine entertain-

ment.

Your Reviewer Says: The kind of a movie everyone will enjoy.

Program Notes: Aldo Ray, former football player and Navy
Frogman during the wur, leaped into prominence in Photoplay’s
Readers’ Poll after his role in “Saturday’s Hero.” Audiences
liked Aldo and his fog-horn voice . . . This makes the fourth
time George Cukor has directed Judy Holliday. George claims
he’s constantly amazed at the versatility of Miss Holliday . . .

The cast traveled to New York for sequences in Central Park,
Times Square, the bus terminal and the main post office. In-

terior scenes were made back in Hollywood . . . Silent screen
star Madge Kennedy makes her first appearance before a camera
in twenty-eight years. Miss Kennedy says the role of judge was
just too good to pass up.

24

^ (F) The Pride of St. Louis
(20th Century-Fox)

R
ASEBALL’S “Dizzy” Dean comes jauntily to life on the
screen in the person of Dan Dailey—a happy choice,

indeed. And right happy is the movie, too, that emerges
from the story of the Ozark mountain boy who could pitch
a man right off the field. And did. Keeping the character
firmly in the foreground, Dan gives an authentic portrayal
of the man whose screwy antics in the baseball world pro-
vided amusement for thousands of fans; of a man who,
when his good right arm went bad, floundered hopelessly
before his present radio baseball broadcasting job. Joanne
Dru plays his wife and Richard Crenna, his brother
“Daffy,” who also pitched for the St. Louis Cardinals.
Richard Hylton and James Brown bat the ball around.

Your Reviewer Says: Take your peanuts along and enjoy it.

Program Notes: Dan Dailey’s height, six feet four, and his

weight, 189 pounds, correspond exactly to the height and weight

of “Dizzy” in his prime. Even the facial expressions of the two
are similar and after Dan had listened for weeks to tape re-

cordings of Dizzy’s voice, his Ozark drawl was so like Dizzy’s,

you couldn’t tell one from t’other. Dan’s prowess at baseball

was something else again but after watching the antics of “Diz”
on seven kinescoped TV films and iveeks of hard work with
the “Hollywood Stars,” Dan had the part down pat. “The best

actor ever to play baseball for a movie,” the manager of the
“Stars” proclaimed and the players agreed . . . Richard Crenna
had to juggle his role around several radio serials, among them
“A Date with Judy” . . . Joanne Dru, required to knit through
several sequences, ended up with seven pairs of socks which
she presented to her husband, John Ireland.

For Complete Casts of Current Pictures See Page 34.
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V'V' Good
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F—For the whole family

4—For adults
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Behind iron bars: Marshall Thompson, Jay Adler, Gilbert Roland, Alf

Kjellin, Millard Mitchell are unusual aids in a plan for prison reform

l

wy* (F) My Six Convicts (Columbia)

1 GAINST the grimness of prison background there

emerges this whimsical, delightful movie, entertaining

from start to finish. Taken from the Donald Wilson novel
of the same name, the story tells of the attempts of

young psychologist John Beal to establish the first way
station on the road to prison reform. It is up to him to

make good or such work may die a-borning. After a dis-

astrous beginning, six convicts finally volunteer as assis-

tants and the work gets rolling, at times dramatically, at

times comically. The convicts are Millard Mitchell, safe-

cracker; Gilbert Roland, mobster and killer; Jay Adler,
embezzler; Marshall Thompson, alcoholic; Henry Morgan,
murderer and Alf Kjellin, hold-up man. Regis Toomey
plays the prison doctor.

Your Reviewer Says: Humor, drama, human interest all rolled
into one.

Program Notes: Because “progressiveness” has been the key-
word at San Quentin for many years, producer Stanley Kramer
chose that prison for location sequences. The “yard,” the mess-
hall, the cell blocks were photographed at length, with the cast
and crew tvorking within the prison yard for several weeks. . . .

Because convicts’ faces cannot be photographed, as many as 150
guards dressed as convicts for background shots. As a result the
guards took a fearful ribbing from the “cons” . . . The cast’s

identity cards were the same as those of the prisoners except for
one line; opposite the word “Offense” was written the word
“Actor” . . . Gilbert Roland shaved off his mustache for the
first time in twenty years for his role and Millard Mitchell re-

ceived his first kiss after twenty-three years in shoiv business.
Then, Millard complains, it was only a smack on the forehead.

For Brief Reviews of Current Pictures See Page 10.

—

Melting pot: Kim Hunter learns some old foreign customs from Jose

Ferrer. Kurt Kasznar, in film about an immigrant’s Americanization

1/2 (F) Anything Can Happen (Paramount)

T
HE “anything” that can happen does happen in this

charm-laden story of immigrants in America. Tenderly
appealing, the story bounces from laughter, the rollicking

kind, to tears, the deep-within kind. Never dull, its simple
childlike characters—Jose Ferrer as Giorgi, Kurt Kasznar
as Nuri Bey, Eugenie Leontovich as Anna—linger in mem-
ory long after the final reel. The story begins with the
landing in America of Jose and Kurt, goes on to Jose’s
search for his uncle, Oscar Beregi. bounces across country
to an orange ranch in California and, wonder of wonders,
Jose’s proposal to the lovely young American, Kim Hunter.
Oscar Karlweiss plays Besso, the miser. Makhail Rasumny
is Tariel, the former ship’s captain.

Your Reviewer Says: It will capture your heart.

Program Notes: About one quarter of the movie teas filmed
against its natural background in New York City. The opening
shots were actually made aboard an incoming Italian line ship,

the S. S. Saturnia. The courtroom scene was filmed in Magis-
trates Court on East 57th Street and the flower-picking scene took
place in Central Park . . . Jose Ferrer sings for the first time on
the screen doing several Georgian folk numbers . . . The movie
was adapted from the book “Anything Can Happen,” purported
to be the true story of its authors, George and Helen Papashvily.
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Who says

you can’t wear

Of course you can

!

DREAMY EYE

MAKE-UP

looks so naturally lovely

you won't believe your eyes!

Water-Repellent Mascara— II mist-soft colors...

tortoise-plastic case . . . 1.10*

Eye Shadow— 12 dreamy shades.. .gold-tone "lipstick-

type" case . . . 1.25*

Eyebrow Pencil— 6 inspired hues . . . tortoise-plastic

"swivel stick”. . . 1.10*

*PLUS TAX

V (A) Saturday Island (U.A.)

S
TRANGE and wonderful are the events
that take place on a lone Pacific Is-

land. Lone, that is, until shipwrecked
Linda Darnell, a Canadian lieutenant in
the last war, and Tab Hunter, a teen-age
Marine, are washed ashore. Every in-
vention known to Crusoe and his Man
Friday come to life under Tab’s ingenious
talents. And love, too, if you please. When
aviator Donald Gray cracks up in his plane
on the island, Linda, a doctor, amputates
his shattered arm and his heart, too, as it

turns out. Then the happy, ill-assorted
duo of Linda and Tab becomes a jealous,
hostile trio and from then on, things on
Saturday Island are never the same.

Your Reviewer Says: Well, really . . . Hide
my blushes.

Program Notes: The cast of three, Linda,
Tab and Donald, along with director Stuart
Heisler and camera crew, flew to the island

of Jamaica in the British West Indies for all

except the ship scenes . . . With tornados,
heat and lizards to plague them, the cast, es-

pecially Linda, fared none too well . . .

Keeping tourists out of camera range proved
one of the biggest problems . . . Tab Hunter
is not quite the youngster the story had him,
as he has already reached his twenties.

^ (F) Mutiny (U.A.)

I
N THE year 1812 Mark Stevens, as skip-
per of the U.S.S. Concord, sets sail for

France. With Mark, whose purpose was to

pick up gold for the United States from
France, goes Patric Knowles as first of-
ficer. In France, Mark picks up the gold
and Patric picks up Angela Lansbury, who
sails along with them. Under her instiga-

tion Patric plans to steal the gold, per-
suading the crew to mutiny. Mark is

therefore tossed overboard and only makes
shore by the very wet skin of his teeth.

Apprehended in the West Indies, Pat re-
deems himself in a homemade submarine
that really takes the cake.

Your Reviewer Says: Seasick? Thought I’d

die.

Program Notes: In addition to the regular
cast, 400 Marines took part in the military
clashes between Leathernecks and Commu-
nists . . . About 300 peace-loving Chinese
from Los Angeles' Chinatown were engaged
to play Chinese Communists . . . Some of
the Marine extras were veterans of the
Chosin withdrawal ( Retreat , Hell!) or other
Korean actions . . . Young Rusty Tamblyn
was sixteen during the filming and expressed
some embarrassment at having to leave a
rugged battle to take up his schoolbooks for
four hours a day. His teacher conducted
school in a tent erected near the set.

VzW (F) California Conquest
(Columbia)

A
LL by his little self, with some small
aid from Teresa Wright, Cornel Wilde

brings California into the Union. A real

don of old Mexico, Cornel plays at being
a peon, a bandit, a lover, a husband and
everything but a jumping bean. He foils

the Russians, who have sneaky territorial

ambitions, and confounds powerful Mexi-
can politicians by droves. He does every-
thing, in fact, but keep rude audiences
from laughing in the wrong places. Teresa
Wright as an American tomboy is so mis-
cast it bewilders John Dehner, who plots

with the Russians, and bandit Alfonso
Bedoya, who plots with Dehner. George
Eldridge is explorer John Fremont and
Lisa Ferraday and Ivan Lebedeff the Rus-
sian nobles.

Your Reviewer Says: Unpopped corn, folks.

Program Notes: After all his hazardous
trapeze ivork in “The Greatest Show on
Earth,” Cornel escaped without an injury.

But during his very first scene in this one,

the actor tumbled from his horse when a
cinch on the horse's gear worked loose.

There was little need of practice for the

dueling scenes, as Cornel was a champion
swordsman in Europe . . . Most of the out-

door scenes were filmed in Sonora, Califor-

nia. Many of her scenes called for trousers,

which made Teresa Wright happy. The
terrain can be mighty rugged with silk

stockings.

Program Notes: Picture ivas adapted from
a Hollister Nobel story about blockade run-
ning during the War of 1812 . . . Both Mark
Stevens and Angela Lansbury were expect-

ing heirs during production. But the period
costuming enabled Angela to finish her as-

signment before settling down to await the

birth. Mark's baby daughter Aurelle, born
November 1, preceded Angela’s son, Anthony
Peter Shaw, by a couple of months. Dimitri
Tiomkin’s score is sure to please music
lovers.

FV (F) Retreat, Hell! (Warners)

K
OREA and the grueling, devastating
horrors endured by our own Marines.

Outnumbered by the invading Chinese
hordes, brought low by the desolate

wastes and sub-freezing temperatures, our
men, among them Major Frank Lovejoy,

Capt. Richard Carlson and Corp. Rusty
Tamblyn (Jimmy McDermid) march on,

fight on, endure long. There is solid foun-
dation for factual entertainment here if

horror can be entertainment. The story

begins with the training of recruits and
reserves at Camp Pendleton, continues
with their hazardous landing on Korea
and ends with their march back from the

ill-fated attack by hordes of Chinese Com-
munists at Chosin Reservoir in North
Korea. It’s a film to think about, to talk

about and to respect. Ned Young is Ser-
geant Novak and Lamont Johnson is Cap-
tain “Tink” O’Grady.

Your Reviewer Says: A forceful right-now
close-up of our boys in Korea.

Wi (F) Rancho Notorious

( Fidelity-RKO )

T
HEY’RE kidding! They have to be! Out-
standing performers such as Arthur

Kennedy, Mel Ferrer and Marlene Die-
trich would never lend their talents to

such cliche-ish malarky if they meant it.

And as such we accept it, enjoy it and
have a heck of a good time all the way.
Out west in locale, Kennedy plays a young
rancher seeking revenge for the murder of

his sweetheart. Mel Ferrer is the hand-
some scalawag who leads Kennedy to

Chuck-a-luck, the villain’s hideout. Miss
Dietrich is the ex-saloon entertainer who
now operates the robber’s hideout. All

this, of course, transpires in the early days
of a Technicolor west with singing cap-
tions, yet.

Your Reviewer Says: “Ten Nights in a Bar-
room” all over again.

Program Notes: Dietrich in pants proved
nothing new. She started the slacks fad in

Hollywood many years ago. This time, how-
ever, the pants became snug-fitting blue

jeans . . . Arthur Kennedy was so sure of

the film’s success, he accepted a percentage

of the gross rather than a straight salary . . .

Mel Ferrer enjoyed the riding scenes, being

an expert horseman.

V (F) The Battle at Apache Pass
(U-I)

D
ON’T look now, buddy, but we’re sur-

rounded by Injuns again. And again

(Continued on page 28)
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ollywood
stars acclaim

etiquette book

Elsa Maxwell

Elsa Maxwell, the famous
hostess to world celeb-
rities, is being showered
with praise by Holly-
wood stars for her splen-
did etiquette book. In
Hollywood they are call-

ing it the most useful
and entertaining book on
the subject ever written.
Once you get your copy

of this remarkable book you, too, will join

the stars of Hollywood in your praise of

this fascinating guide to good manners.

A Social Education

Elsa Maxwell’s new book is different from
the usual dry-as-dust etiquette volume.
It’s gay! It’s up-to-date! It’s just chock-
full of the type of information that you
can put to immediate use. It brings you a
thorough social education that will enable
you to live a richer, happier life.

Here are the answers to all your every-
day etiquette problems. By following the
advice contained in this book you know
exactly how to conduct yourself on every
occasion. Here you find important sug-
gestions on good manners in restaurants
—in church— in the theatre— on the
street—and when you travel.

Engagements and Weddings
In this book Elsa Maxwell covers every
phase of engagements and weddings. The
bride-to-be, as well as the father of the
bride, will find the exact information they
want in the fresh approach of this book.
Here is everything you need to know
about invitations, announcements, the
wedding dress, the attendants, the recep-
tion, etc. The bride who follows the sug-
gestions contained in this up-to-date book

need have no wedding fears. She will be
radiant in the knowledge that her wed-
ding is correct in every detail.

Proper Introductions

One of the most important phases of good
manners is knowing exactly how to intro-
duce people—and how to respond to in-
troductions. Yet the uninformed always
fail on this point of etiquette. Don’t em-
barrass your friends—let Elsa Maxwell
tell you all the proper methods of intro-
ductions.

Table Manners
Correct table manners are a must for
every person. You just can’t afford to
offend your host or hostess by an igno-
rance of proper table manners. Be sure of

yourself at all times by following the
latest rules of good manners as contained
in this truly helpful book.
Good manners are important— they

open doors to successful achievements

—

and the most encouraging thing about good
manners is that anyone can possess them.
Glance at the partial table of contents
listed below and note how thoroughly
Elsa Maxwell covers this subject in her
marvelous new book. You owe it to your-
self to have the helpful information con-
tained in Elsa Maxwell’s Etiquette Book.
Get your copy—at once.

“Elsa Maxwell’s blueprint for

correct social usage as revealed
in the pages of her fine book
are an inspiration to all who
enjoy gracious living.”

Joan Crawford

“After reading Elsa Maxwell’s
gay, entertaining book on eti-

quette it is easy to understand
why she is universally popular
as a hostess and as a friend.”

Doris Day

“Here at last is a down-to-
earth book on etiquette that is

as breezy and easy-to-read as
it is practical.”

Gordon MacRae

“I loved Miss Maxwell’s book,
so interesting and not just a
dry list of do’s and don’ts. It’s

delightful, too, to look through
a work on etiquette which is

styled as modernly as our life

today. And I agree with her
100% that good manners are
one of the greatest personal as-
sets anyone can possess.”

Jeanne Crain

“Elsa Maxwell’s new book is

painless. That’s the news for

anyone who wants the low-
down on etiquette but wants
it interesting. I like it. It’s

useful. And, it’s good reading.”
Dan Dailey

“Gay, exciting, amusing . . .

those are the words for my fa-

vorite kind of movie . . . and
those are the ones for Miss
Maxwell’s book. She’s lived an
interesting life—and it jumps
out at you so briskly from her
pages! You’ll never find such
lively reading anywhere on
what’s right to do when and
where.”

Mitzi Gaynor

Qu-l t ftultLiiheci

Paper-bound Edition $1.00

Cloth-bound Edition $2.50

At all bookstores or direct from publisher

GET THE ANSWERS TO THESE ETIQUETTE PROBLEMS—NOW
ENGAGEMENTS— Chaperons.
When He Proposes, The En-
gagement Ring, Proper Gifts
to a Fiance, The Announce-
ment, Etiquette following the
Announcement, Showers.
WEDDINGS—Time and Place,
Invitations, Wedding An-
nouncements, Second Mar-
riages, Acceptance and Regrets,
Who Pays for What, Wedding
Presents, The Wedding Dress,
Bridesmaids’ Dresses, What the
Groom Wears, The Best Man
and Ushers. The Trousseau.
The Bridesmaids’ Luncheon,
The Wedding Rehearsal. Wed-
ding Pictures, Going to the
Church, The Best Man, The
Receiving Line, The Bride’s
Table, The Parents’ Table, Re-
ception. Refreshments. Wed-

ding Breakfast, Cocktail or Tea
Party, Buffet Supper, Dinner,
The Toast. The Home Wed-
ding . INTRODUCTIONS— In-
troducing Relatives, When You
Introduce Yourself, Group In-
troductions, Proper Responses
to Introductions, Hand-Shak-
ing, Who Stands—and When,
Gloves. Doffing the Hat. Say-
ing Goodbye, MANNERS IN
PUBLIC PLACES—Greetings
on the Street, Doors, In Trans-
it, Taxicabs, The Theatre, In
Church, Restaurants. VISIT-
ING CARDS AND THEIR USE
—Size, Names and Titles, The
Mr. and Mrs. Card, The Fold-
over Card, The Message Card.
Leaving a Visiting Card. IN-
VITATIONS — Formal Invita-
tions. Telephone Invitations

Informal Notes of Invitations
and Answers, Withdrawing an
Invitation. PARTIES—The
Tea Party, Cocktail Parties.
Buffets, Breakfast, Brunch.
Luncheon, Table Settings, Din-
ner, Bridge and Canasta. Chil-
dren’s Parties. TABLE MAN-
NERS—Eating Certain Foods,
Which Fork to Use. The Nap-
kin. LETTERS—The Bread
and Butter Letter, Thank You
Letters. Letters of Condolence.
WHEN DEATH OCCURS—Ar-
rangements, Flowers, A Church
Funeral, The Funeral at Home.
Burial. Mourning. TRAVEL-
LING— Trains, Airplanes.
Ships, Passports, Hotels, Tips.WHAT SHALL I WEAR—
Clothes for Men and Women.
Gifts—Children’s Manners.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. P-552
205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N. Y.
Send me postpaid a copy of ELSA MAXWELL’S
ETIQUETTE BOOK in the edition checked below.
I enclose $

Cloth-bound Edition S2.50

Q Paper-bound Edition SI.00
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(Continued from page 26)
because the greedy, conniving white man
breaks his word to the gentle, peace-lov-
ing red man. Jeff Chandler, in appropri-
ate trappings and tinted a gorgeous Tech-
nicolor copper, plays friendly Cochise,
Apache chief. John Lund plays Major Jim
Colton of Fort Buchanan. Together they
abide in peace until white agent Bruce
Cowling begins the dirty work that ends
in as big a dust-biting shooting match as

you’ve seen in a long, long time. John
Hudson, Beverly Tyler, Susan Cabot and
Regis Toomey keep dodging those nasty
flying arrows. Jay Silverheels does still

another take-off on Geronimo.

Your Reviewer Says: The Old West just
can’t seem to get settled somehow.

Program Notes: The film’s climactic bat-

tle in the pass is, it is claimed, an authentic

recreation of Apache experience with Ameri-
can artillery; the battle being fought exactly

as historians have described it ... A leg in-

jury caused Jeff Chandler considerable pain
during the rougher scenes but he refused to

give in until all location shots were com-
pleted . . . Susan Cabot feels she’s run the

gamut of nations, having played a Samoan,
a Sioux, a Gypsy and an Apache squaw . . .

Jay Silverheels is a full-blooded Mohawk
and is famed as Tonto, the friend of the

Lone Ranger in the radio series.

V (F) Return of the Texan
(20th Century-Fox)

T
HAT different Western you’ve waited
for, without whooping Indians, cattle

rustlers or stage coach hold-ups. Here,
instead, we have the story of a young
widower, Dale Robertson, who with his

two small sons and grandpa Walter Bren-
nan, returns to his broken-down ranch in

Texas. Discouraged over his failure to

make good in the city, Dale sets about to

make a living on the ranch. The problems,
misgivings, hopes and heartaches that sur-

round the little family constitute an ap-
pealing and warm-hearted movie. Joanne
Dru is the pretty and understanding girl

who eventually helps Dale to find happi-
ness. Dennis Ross and Lonnie Thomas
play the boys. Tom Tully, Robert Horton
and Richard Boone round out the cast.

Your Reviewer Says: Satisfying.

Program Notes: The studio felt that Dale
Robertson, a native westerner, was ideally

suited for his role. For Dale's drawl, riding

ability and approach to life are tinged with

his rugged Oklahoma ranch life upbringing.

He’s friendly too—made fast friends of the

two youngsters who play his sons in the pic-

ture. While in production Dale acquired

his fifth horse, “Diamond Star” . . . Joanne
Dru made a conquest during the shooting.

Dale’s five-year-old German shepherd
“Chief” became so enamored with her that

he followed her about between every scene

. . . Due to his work in this picture, Robert
Horton I Dr. Harris), signed by M-G-M, was
borrowed back by 20th for “Pony Soldier.”

Wi (F) Paula (Columbia)

WEARY and at times dreary, “Paula” was
designed solely to wring hearts and

arouse sympathy. Briefly, it tells of a

woman, Loretta Young, denied mother-
hood, who accidentally hits orphan boy
Tommy Rettig with her car. He is taken to

a hospital by a passing rancher, and his

case is listed as “hit and run.” Fearful

of injuring the career of her husband,
Kent Smith, Miss Young keeps silent. Her
conscience, however, leads her to take the
lad into her home. There, under the

guidance of specialist Alexander Knox,
she helps him regain his powers of speech.

Naturally her secret is discovered. And

before the God-bless-everyone-Tiny-Tim
ending, it looks gloomy for poor Loretta.

Your Reviewer Says: Heavy drammer.

Program Notes: Eight-year-old Tommy
Rettig toured the country with Mary Martin
in “Annie Get Your Gun” and starred in

television in New York before coming to
Hollywood. So good was the little actor he
made five pictures in a row . . . Alexander
Knox flew to Rome after his work was com-
pleted to appear opposite Ingrid Bergman
in Rossellini’s new film . . . Kent Smith took
off for New York and more television work
. . . Miss Young’s wardrobe, designed for
the film character’s financial position, looked
so elegant on the svelte actress it proved
very frustrating to designer Jean Louis.

W (F) Aaron Slick from Punkin
Crick (Paramount)

A
LMOST as ridiculous as its name and
twice as corny, this little movie is not

as funny as it was meant to be. For its

tuneful airs we grant it something. But
it’s sadly lacking in suitable songs for the
rich, melodic voice of opera star Robert
Merrill. A sort of Rubes versus City Slick-
ers theme . . . Dinah Shore and Alan Young
play the rubes. And Merrill and Adele
Jergens play the whoop-de-do-ers from
Chicago. The story has Merrill and Adele,
a pair of crooks, buying Dinah’s farm
under the impression it’s polluted with
oil. Merrill discovers his mistake too late

and the whole thing ends in a merry
chase through a Chicago hotel. Martha
Stewart plays a night-club singer.

Your Reviewer Says: Cracker barrel malar-
ky.

Program Notes: Amateurs have been play-

ing “Aaron Slick from Punkin Crick” for

many years, we’re told. The movies added
the tunes to their version with a dash of
Technicolor to smarten it up .. . Robert
Merrill incurred the wrath of Rudolph Bing,

head of New York’s Metropolitan Opera
Company, by taking a flier into movies.
Suspended for a year, Mr. Merrill has now
rejoined the company . . . Canadian Alan
Young has won all sorts of honors for his

clean humor on both radio and TV shows
. . . Dinah Shore had her dark hair made
blonde for her role. Husband George
Montgomery wasn’t too crazy about it.

y (F) Steel Town (U-I)

S
TEP right up, folks, and learn how steel

is made. View the hot molten metal
and the hot molten Annie Sheridan. Take
a peek at the blast furnaces and the kisses

between Annie and the blond John Lund.
John, you see, is the boss’s nephew trying

to learn the steel business the passionate

way. Fact is, when John goes to board at

Annie’s home, her former suitor Howard
Duff just naturally turns into a hot molten
clinker and burns quietly to pieces. Chick
Chandler, William Harrigan and James
Best just love and adore the steel business.

Eileen Crowe plays Ann’s mother.

Your Reviewer Says: Awfully hot business
to get into.

Program Notes: The Kaiser Steel mill in

Fontana, California, provided the locale for

this story with the principals working in

and around the plant for two weeks. Be-
cause the demands for steel are so urgent,

director George Sherman had to shoot his

scenes with the mill going full blast twen-

ty-four hours a day. The actors created con-

siderable interest but no time was lost. Fact

is, the open hearth crew tapped 111,503 tons

of steel the first week the cast worked . . .

William Harrigan left the role of the cap-

(Continued on page 30)
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tain in “Mr. Roberts” on Broadway to take
the part of Ann’s father . . . Worst break
occurred when Ann’s sacroiliac slipped a
cog in the middle of a kiss with John Lund
. . . Howard Duff took a day off during
shooting to fly to Las Vegas and marry Ida
Lupino. Director Sherman gave him an
extra twenty-four hours for a honeymoon.

v'Vz (F) Young Man with Ideas
(M-G-M)

I WARM, light, amusing story of family
d man Glenn Ford who believes his wife
Ruth Roman considers him a failure. At
her instigation, the couple, with their three
children, pull up stakes and journey to
Los Angeles for a new start. Ford, seek-
ing to pass the California bar exams, gets
all involved with pretty student Nina
Foch and night-club singer Denise Darcel.
And that’s not all. Believing Ford to be a
bookie, Sheldon Leonard and his gangster
mob get into the act and the whole kit and
kaboodle of them, Ford included, end up
in court. Donna Corcoran plays Ford’s
oldest child, Mary Wickes the neighbor.

Your Reviewer Says: A goody.

Program Notes: After several weeks of
shooting, the producers and director Mit-
chell Leisen decided that Russell Nype, the
young actor recruited from Broadway’s
“Call Me Madam,” was not the family-mats
type required for this. Nype agreed and
Glenn Ford was rushed into the role . . .

Ruth Roman makes her first M-G-M picture
in this one and hopes it isn’t her last . . .

For the first time on the screen French
beauty Denise Darcel is allowed to look her
chic and glamorous self. But only in one
snug-fitting black gown, which is enough
. . . Eight-year-old Donna Corcoran, who
made her screen debut in “Angels in the
Outfield” scores again in this one.

V'Wi (F) 5 Fingers
(20th Century-Fox)

T
HE best spy story in years. Authentic,
based on actual events in Turkey during

World War II, this movie is brilliant in
both acting and direction. James Mason,
valet to British Ambassador Walter Hamp-
den, plays the cool-as-a-cucumber spy,
labeled Cicero, who sells photographic
copies of top war secrets to the Nazis. His
reasons are twofold: to acquire coveted
wealth and the affections of his former
employee, the adventurous Countess Sta-
viski. Mason is superb, Danielle Dar-
rieux just right as the Countess. Michael
Rennie, Oscar Karlweis and Herbert Berg-
hof are outstanding.

Your Reviewer Says: A rare treat.

Program Notes: When producer Otto Lang
and Director Joseph Mankiewicz took their

company to Turkey for seven weeks shoot-

ing, Cicero, the actual spy of this story,

sought them out. But on their own initiative

and at the request of the Turkish govern-
ment they refused to have any dealings with
him. Hoivever, they did meet and talk

with the man whose exploits were first told

in the book “Operations Cicero” and report
him a crafty, shabby fellow intent on the

possibility of profiting from the Americans.
Modern Ankara and Istanbul with the real

German embassy, the Grand Bazaar, the

Oriental Express and the Mosques were
filmed at length. The interior scenes were
shot in Hollywood . . . During the shooting
Miss Darrieux became a fast friend of the

Masons.

V' (F) Ma anti Pa Kettle at the Fair

(U-I)

H
ERE they are again, folks, Marjorie
Main and Percy Kilbride as Ma and Pa

Kettle. Midst moss-grown puns and ivy-
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covered cliches, the pair, so comfortably
at home in their roles, glide from one
disastrous situation to another, complacent
and undaunted. M

a

loses the jam-making
contest at the fair, they land in jail on a

serious charge and Ma deliberately causes

Pa to lose the sulky race; and still they

come up smiling in their simple, trusting

goodness. Lori Nelson plays their pretty

daughter, James Best her good-looking
beau and Esther Dale is Ma’s rival.

Your Reviewer Says: Real homespun fare.

Program Notes: Everything happened to

Percy Kilbride during production. On his

way to work the first day, he teas struck doivn

by an automobile on Hollywood Boulevard.
His bruises attended to, the actor continued
on to the studio. At the Devonshire Downs
racetrack, Percy, who has never driven a

horse and buggy, let alone a racer and sulky,

found himself behind a runaway horse.

Holding on for dear life and scared white, he
escaped injury. Next came a shock from an
electric-blanket scene that knocked him flat

. . . Pretty Lori Nelson, who makes her
screen debut in this one, was seen in a little

theatre in The Valley and promptly signed.

(F) The Belle of New York
(M-G-M)

P
RETTY as a picture and as colorful as

the Currier and Ives prints it emulates,
“Belle of New York” is a musical in the
quaint style. Fred Astaire and Vera-Ellen
dance and sing against a New York back-
ground of the gay ’nineties; of horse-drawn
trolley cars, of carriages and singing wait-
ers. Vera is a mission worker and Fred
the playboy nephew of wealthy Marjorie
Main. Keenan Wynn, with too little to

do, plays Fred’s attorney. Alice Pearce is

amusing as Vera’s co-worker at the mis-
sion. The dancing, of course, is superb,
the Technicolor enchanting and the music
tuneful, but none of it adds up to more
than a fairly pleasant evening.

Your Reviewer Says: Light and feathery—

-

nothing more.

Program Notes: After their successful co-

starring roles in “Three Little Words,” it

was obvious that Vera-Ellen and Fred Astaire
would be reunited. Fred originated the
novel choreography of dancing on air . . .

Alice Pearce left “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes” on Broadway to appear in this.

V'V' (A) The Sniper (Columbia)
IjGLY in theme, excellent in execution,
^ sums up this story of a young psychi-
atric killer, freely roaming the streets of
San Francisco. Arthur Franz plays “the
sniper” whose tortured mind compels him
to shoot from ambush young women who
accidently come to his notice. Adolphe
Menjou, Gerald Mohr and Frank Faylen
of the police finally track down the
wretched boy through the aid of police
psychiatrist, Richard Kiley. Grim and dire
as it is, it does sound a constructive note
as to what should be done with sex offen-
ders who eventually become murderers.
Marie Windsor and Mario Dwyer, victims
one and two, and Mabel Paige as the land-
lady, add strength to the proceedings.

Your Reviewer Says: More frightening than
entertaining.

Program Notes: The un-mustaching of
Adolphe Menjou for the role of Police Lieut.
Kafka seemed unnecessary except for bally-
hoo purposes. Adolphe would have been just
as believable with the hirsute adornment
. . . The cast, en masse, moved to the city

of San Francisco where all exterior scenes
were filmed. The city’s famous steeplejack,
Ralph Clark, agreed to plunge 250 feet down
a smoke stack, attached by ropes, as a victim
of the sniper.
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LAUGHING

STOCK
BY ERSKINE JOHNSON

(See Erskine Johnson's “Hollywood Reel”

on vour local TV station.)

G
ARY COOPER, shopping for a cigarette
lighter, tested half a dozen, then
winked at the tobacco store clerk and

said: “On the screen, I just scratch a
match on my pants.”

Marquee sign: “Katie Did It—Along the
Great Divide—With Kirk Douglas.”

Taffy, the movie dress designer, is still

dazed. A much-married glamour star

rushed into her Beverly Hills salon and
said: “I’m divorcing my fifth husband and
re-marrying my first. Does that entitle me
to wear a white wedding gown again?”

* * *

Definition of a child: A thing that stands
halfway between an adult and a television

set.

A female Rhubarb purred it, as a star

noted for her slovenly clothes passed with
her small son: “Look, Howdy Doody and
his mother. Howdy DOWDY.”

* *

Harry Ritz got the check in a swank
Hollywood cafe, turned to his wife and
gasped: “You know, it would have been
cheaper to eat money.”

* * *

Barry Sullivan overheard his daughter.
Jenny, tell a friend: “If I’m noisy, I get

spanked. If I’m quiet, they take my tem-
perature and put me to bed.”

* * *

A Hollywood cutie told Red Skelton she
didn’t intend to get married until she was
twenty-five. “And you probably don’t in-

tend to be twenty-five,” came back Red,
“until you get married.”

* * *

Thelma Ritter spent a day at the lavish

home Jan Sterling and Paul Douglas rent

in Bel -Air. Most of the time was spent
with Jan beside the 100-foot-long swim-
ming pool, in which Douglas keeps a row-
boat. Next day Jan received a note from
Thelma which read: “Thanks for the day
by the edge of Lake Erie.”

* * *

Someone asked Zsa Zsa Gabor where
she had ever acted before crashing TV and
then the screen. She replied: “I’ve never
acted on stage or screen but, believe me,
I’ve acted in a lot of living rooms.”

V V ¥

A starlet smiled icily at the waiting line

as she stepped into a drug store telephone
booth.
“Don’t worry,” she snapped, “I won’t be

long. I just want to hang up on him.”
* * *

Overheard:
“The trouble with diet is that you get

fed up with not being fed.”

“She’s sending her dog to a psychoan-
alyst. It’s a cocker spaniel with happy
eyes.”

“She took the bounce out of his walk
and put it in his checks.”
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NOW— the most fabulous permanent since home waves were introduced

!

Never before—a wave so lovely! So lively! So lasting!

Holds the set longer than any other permanent!
Gowns by Filcol

Beverly Dahm, on the right, had her Toni set just before this picture was taken— Barbara, on the left, had her Toni set

one week before and never re-set it! Proof that Priceless Pink lotion gives a wave that stays lovely without re-setting!

You’ll forget all other ideas about

permanents the first time you use New
Toni with Priceless Pink lotion. For

it gives a wave with the vibrant spring

and silky-softness of a natural wave.

And it holds the set longer than any

other permanent.

Never a lotion so wonderful! New
Priceless Pink lotion curls more
completely— yet is kinder to your hair !

And that means a lovelier, livelier

wave for you. Less re-setting. New free-

dom from nightly chore of pin curls.

Never a neutralizer so fast! You save

20 minutes with the new Permafix

method of neutralizing. And because

Permafix neutralizes more thoroughly,

it "locks in” your Toni wave so it

can’t come out.

Today have a Toni with New
Priceless Pink lotion — and you’ll

forget your hair was ever straight.

New Toni Refill
$|50

Makes you forget your hair was ever straight!

**ew permanen> for Children

A new children
Permanent by Ton™

6

specially ZN'r
youngsters’™ n

d
e

e ,%
that resist* j-

hair

Permanents

P
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BRAS

"I’ve just bought a smart

Jubilee bra that does wonders

for my figure!* And it

was just one dollar!”

Satin ( #569), White, Pink,

Blue, Black. Cotton ( #469)

White, Pink. A,B,C, Cups

other Jubilee Bras

from 1.00 to 2.95

.

.

and here’s a darling

petticoat. It’s lavished with

deep eyelet embroidery,

and it cost me only $1.98!”

PRODUCTS OF

NITED MILLS

White Cotton ( #6336), with

elasticized waistband. Sizes

Small, Medium, Large.

other Realcraft Slips from 1.98 to 3.98

UNITED MILLS CORP., 180 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Casts of Current Pictures

AARON SLICK FROM PUNKIN CRICK—Para-
mount: Aaron Slick, Alan Young; Josie Berry, Dinah
Shore; Bill Mcrridcw, Robert Merrill; Gladys, Adele
Jergens; Mrs. Peabody, Minerva Urecal; Soubrcttc,
Martha Stewart; Headioaiter, Fritz Feld; Girl in
Red, Veda Ann Borg; Pitchman, Chick Chandler.

ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN—Paramount: Giorgi,
Jose Ferrer; Helen Watson, Kim Hunter; Nuri Bey

,

Kurt Kasznar: Anita Godiedze, Eugenie Leontovich;
Uncle Besso, Oscar Karlweiss; Uncle John, Oscar
Beregi; Taricl Godiedze, Makhail Rasumny; Chan-

cho, Nick Dennis; Luba Godiedze, Gloria Marlowe;
Sandro, Otto Waldis; Pavli, George Voskovec; Eliko,
Alex Danaroff; Madame Greshkin, Natasha Lytess.

BATTLE AT APACHE PASS, THE—U. I.: Jim
Colton, John Lund; Cochise, Jeff Chandler; Mary
Kearny, Beverly Tyler; Neil Baylor, Bruce Cowling;
Nona, Susan Cabot; Lt. George Bascotn, John Hud-
son; Corp. Hassett, Jimmy Best; Dr. Carter, Regis
Toomey; Sgt. Bernard, Richard Egan; Lt. Harley,
Hugh O’Brian; Joe Bent, Palmer Lee; Lem Bent,
William Reynolds; Gcronimo, Jay Silverheels; Little
Elk, Tommy Cook; Mescal Jack, Jack Elam; Culver,
Richard Garland; Johnny Ward, Jack Ingraham;
Pvt. Bolin, John Baer; Ross, Paul Smith.

BELLE OF NEW YORK, THE—M-G-M : Charlie
Hill, Fred Astairt; A ngela Bonfils, Vera-Ellen; Mrs.
Phineas Hill, Marjorie Main; Max Ferris, Keenan
Wynn; Elsie Wilkins, Alice Pearce; Gilfred Spivak,
Clinton Sundberg; Dixie McCoy, Gale Robbins;
“Frenchie”

, Lisa Ferraday; Clancy, Henry Slate;
“Frenchie’s” Girls, Carol Brewster, Meredith Leeds,
Lyn Wilde; Judkins, Roger Davis; Cab Driver, Bud-
dy Roosevelt; Bozvcry Bums, Dick Wessel, Percy
Helton, Tom Dugan.

CALIFORNIA CONQUEST—Columbia: Don Ar-
turo Bordega, Cornel Wilde; Julia Lawrence, Teresa
Wright; Jose Martinez, Alfonso Bedoya; Helena de
Gagarine, Lisa Ferraday; Ernesto Brios, Eugene
Iglesias; Freda Brios, John Dehner; Alexander Rot-
cheff, Ivan Lebedeff; Don Bernardo Mirana, Tito
Renaldo; Fray Lindos, Renzo Cesana; Ignacio,
Baynes Barron; Pedro, Rico Alaniz; Fernando

,

William P. Wilkerson; J unipero, Edward Colmans;
Juan, Alex Montoya; Sam Lazvrence, Hank Patter-
son; Capt. John C. Fremont, George Eldredge.

5 FINGERS—20th Century-Fox: Cicero, James
Mason; Anna. Danielle Darrieux; George Travers,
Michael Rennie; Sir Frederic, Walter Hampden;
Moyzisch, Oscar Karlweiss; Col. von Richter, Herbert
Berghof; Von Papen, John Wengraf; Siebert, A.
Ben Astar; MacFadden. Roger Plowden; Morrison,
Michael Pate; Steuben, Ivan Triesault; Von Papen’

s

Secretary, Hannelore Axman; Da Costa, David
Wolfe; Santos. Larry Dobkin; Turkish Ambassador,
Nestor Paiva; Italian Ambassador, Antonio Filauri;
Japanese Ambassador , Richard Loo.

MA AND PA KETTLE AT THE FA1R-U-1: Ma
Kettle, Marjorie Main; Pa Kettle, Percy Kilbride;
Marvin Johnson. James Best; Rosie Kettle, Lori Nel-
son; Birdie Hicks, Esther Dale; Billy Reed, Emory
Parnell; Geoduck, Oliver Blake; Crowbar, Zachary
Charles; Clem Johnson, Russell Simpson; Sheriff,
Rex Lease.

MARRYING KIND, THE—Columbia: Florence
Keefer, Judy Holliday; Chet Keefer, Aldo Ray; Judge
Carroll, Madge Kennedy; Joan Shipley, Sheila Bond;
Hozvard Shipley, John Alexander; George Bastian,
Rex Williams; Mrs. Derringer, Phyllis Povah; Emily
Bundy, Peggy Cass; Pat Bundy, Mickey Shaughn-
essy; Charley, Griff Barnett; Ellen, Susan Hallaran;
Joey, Christie Olsen, Barry Curtis; Newhouse,
Wallace Acton; Marian, Elsie Holmes.

MUTINY—U.A.: James Marshall, Mark Stevens;
Leslie, Angela Lansburv; Ben Waldridge, Patric
Knowles; Hook, Gene Evans; Redlegs, Rhys Wil-
liams, Robert Osterloh, Peter Brocco, Emerson
Treacy, Morris Ankrum, Todd Karnes.

MY SIX CONVICTS—Columbia: James Connie,
Millard Mitchell: Punch Pinero, Gilbert Roland;
Doc, John Beal; Blivens Scott, Marshall Thompson;
Clem'Randall, Alf Kjellin; Dawson, Henry Morgan;
Steve Kopac, Jay Adler; Doctor Gordon, Regis
Toomey; Warden Potter, Ray Roope; Captain Hag-
gerty, Carleton Young; Knotty Johnson, John Mar-
ley; Doctor Hughes, Russ Conway; Doc Brint, Byron
Foulger; Convict, Charles Buchinsky; Higgins, Jack
Carr; Mrs. Randall, Carol Savage.

PAULA—Columbia: Paula Rogers, Loretta Young;
John Rogers, Kent Smith; Dr. Clifford Frazer,
Alexander Knox; David Larson, Tommy Rettig;
Lieutenant Dargen, Otto Hulett; Raymond Bascom,
Will Wright; President Russell, Raymond Green-
leaf; Cora, Eula Guy; Dean Cornwall, William Ved-
der; Welfare Worker, Ann Doran; Gussie, Kathryn
Card; Dr. Morris Cull, Sidney Mason.

PRIDE OF ST. LOUIS, THE—20th Century-Fox:
Dizzy Dean, Dan Dailey; Patricia Nash Dean,
Joanne Dru; Johnny Kendall, Richard Hylton; Paul
Dean, Richard Crenna; Horst, Hugh Sanders; Moose,
James Brown; Manager Ed Monroe, Leo T. Cleary;
Castleman, Kenny Williams; Delaney, John McKee;
Frankie Frisch, Stuart Randall; Herbie, William
Frambes; Johnnie Bishop, Damian O’Flynn; Pitts-

burgh Coach, Cliff Clark; Alexander, Fred Graham;
Chicago Manager, Billy Nelson; Ella, Pattee Chap-
man; Connelly, Richard Reeves; Eddie, Bob Nichols;
Western Union Boy, John Duncan; Mike, Clyde
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rTrumbull; Waiter, John Butler; Doctor, Freeman
Lusk; Voo-rhecs, Jack Rice; Joe, A1 Green; Louis,
Phil Van Zandt; Kendall, Sr., Victor Sutherland;
Mrs. Martin, Kathryn Card; Roscoe, George Mac-
Donald; Miss Johnson, Joan Sudlow; Chicago—3rd
Base Coach, Fred Scannell; Announcers, Larry Thor,
John Wald, Hank Weaver, William Forman, Jack
Sherman, Tom Hanlon; Tom Weaver, Chet Hunt-
ley; Benny, John Doucette; Hotel Clerk, Harris
Brown.

RANCHO NOTORIOUS—Fidelity-RKO : Altar
Keane, Marlene Dietrich; Vein Haskell, Arthur
Kennedy; Frenchy Fairmont, Mel Ferrer; Beth,
Gloria Henry; Baldy Gander, William Frawley;
Maxine, Lisa Ferraday; Chuck-a-Lnck Dealer, John
Raven; Geary, Jack Elam; Wilson, George Reeves;
Preacher, Frank Ferguson; Harbin, Francis Mc-
Donald; Comanche Paul, Dan Seymour; Factor,
John Kellogg; Rio, Rodric Redwing; Starr. Stuart
Randall; Red, Roger Anderson; Hcvia, Charles Gon-
zales; Sanches, Felipe Turich; Gonzales, Jose
Dominguez; Deputy Warren, Stan Jolley; Whitey,
John Doucette.

RETREAT, HELL!—Warners: Steve Corbett,
Frank Lovejoy; Pan! Hansen. Richard Carlson;
Jimmy McDennid, Rusty Tamblyn; Ruth Hansen,
Anita

;

Louise; Sgt. Novak, Ned Young; Capt.
“ Tink " O'Grady, Lamont Johnson;

“
Shorty" De-

vine, Robert Ellis; Andy Smith, Paul Smith; Major
Knox, Peter Ortiz; Eve O'Grady, Dorothy Patrick;
Capt. Kyser, Mort Thompson; Lt. Ortiz, Joseph
Keane.

RETURN OF THE TEXAN—20th Century-Fox:
Sam Crockett, Dale Robertson; Ann Marshall, Jo-
anne Dru; Firth Crockett, Walter Brennan; Rod,
Richard Boone; Stud Spiller, Tom Tully; Dr. Harris,
Robert Horton; Are rill, Helen Westcott; Yo-Yo,
Lonnie Thomas; Steve, Dennis Ross; Foreman,
Robert Adler; Housekeeper, Kathryn Sheldon; Cordy
Spiller, Aileen Carlyle; Spiller Girl, Linda Green;
Spiller Boy, Brad Mora.

SATURDAY ISLAND—U.A.: Elizabeth Smythe,
Linda Darnell; Michael J. "Chicken’’ Dugan, Tab
Hunter; William Peck, Donald Gray; Grimshaw,
John Laurie; Tukua, Sheila Chong; Dr. Snyder,
Russell Waters; Ollie, Hilda Fenemore; Jane, Brenda
Hogan; Mike, Diana Decker; Maggie, Peggy Has-
sard; Eddie, Michael Newell.

SNIPER, THE—Columbia: Lieutenant Kafka,
Adolphe Menjou; Eddie Miller, Arthur Franz; Ser-
geant Ferris, Gerald Mohr; Jean Darr. Marie Wind-
sor; Inspector Anderson, Frank Faylen; Dr. James
G. Kent, Richard Kiley; Landlady, Mabel Paige;
May Nelson, Mario Dwyer; Checker', Geraldine Carr;
Pete, Jay Novello; Police Interlocutor, Ralph Peters;
Chadwick, Max Palmer; Interne, Sidney Miller;
Sam, Hurb I.atimer; Sandy, Dani Sue Nolan; Mayor,
Harry Cheshire; Chief of Police, Cliff Clark.

STEEL TOWN—U-I ; Red McNamara, Ann Sheri-
dan; Steve Kostane, John Lund; Jim Dcnko, Howard
Duff; Joe, James Best; Millie, Eileen Crowe; Mac,
William Harrigan; Ernie, Chick Chandler; Delores,
Nancy Kulp.

YOUNG MAN WITH IDEAS—M-G-M: Maxwell
Webster, Glenn Ford; Julie Webster, Ruth Roman;
Dorianne Gray, Denise Darcel; Joyce Laramie, Nina
Foch; Caroline II ebster, Donna Corcoran; Edmund
Jcthrow. Ray Collins; Mrs. Gilpin, Mary Wickes;
Willis Gilpin. Bobby Diamond; Brick Davis, Sheldon
Leonard; Eddie Tasting

,

Dick Wessel; Tux Cullcry,
Carl Milletaire; Judge Jennings, Curtis Cooksey;
Punchy, Karl Davis: Kyle Thornhill, Fay Roope’
Bushy-Haired Man, John Call; Susan Webster,
Nadene Ashdown; Max, Jr. Barry Rado, Norman
Rado; Mr. Cardy. Wilton Graff; Mrs. Hammerty,
Martha Wentworth.

bathing beauties

BEWARE !

Hollywood men go out on a limb—

to tell you what’s wrong with some

girls in the swim. You can’t afford

to miss it, if you want to use the

right beach tactics.

In June PHOTOPLAY on sale May 9

PLUS COLORFUL PICTURES OF

STAR BATHING BEAUTIES

It’s hard to smile ... to be charming when a

headache comes along. Next time you want fast, effective

relief from a nagging headache, try ALKA-SELTZER.
It's fast because it’s in solution when you drink it— 1

]

it’s effective because it contains one of the

world’s best pain-relievers. You’ll like the

relief ALKA-SELTZER brings from, a

headache . . . and you’ll like the way
it soothes your stomach.

BRAND Reg. U. S. Pof. Off.

Also FIRST AID for—
COLD DISCOMFORT—ACID INDIGESTION

—MUSCULAR ACHES & PAINS

at all drug stores U. S. and Canada

MILES LABORATORIES, INC.,
ELKHART, INDIANA

Copyright

—

1952 Miles laboratories, lnc<

P
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Virginia McGuire, 1951

Scholarship winner, rehearses

emotional scene under

watchful eyes of Warren
Robinson and Don Keck

the Race is on BY KATHERINE PEDELL

Virginia is interested first in dramatic roles—but she

knows ballet will give her the grace, sureness of move-

ment she needs. Above, with partner David Dyer

T he entrance ballots for the Photoplay Pasadena

Playhouse Scholarship Contest are pouring in.

The winner of this contest will lead the life of

a girl destined to fame. On campus, at the famous

college-workshop-theatre, she will attend classes

studying under some of the best dramatic teach-

ers of our time. Off campus, she will be known
as Photoplay’s promising young dramatic dis-

covery. She will meet the stars, filmdom’s

younger set, date the boys who belong to it—and

all the while she will be fulfilling herself as an

actress.

At Photoplay, preparations go on for reading

and judging the entries of all contenders for the

Photoplay crown—and no hopeful will be over-

looked; preparations also are being made for the

voice recording stage that follows and the na-

tional auditions that are to take place in impor-

tant cities throughout the country this summer.

By May 15th, those eligible to continue in this

competition will be notified by mail and will

record either two of the short passages from the
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popular motion pictures printed on page 82 or

one of these selected passages and another

one of their own choosing. The voice recording

you send may be a deciding factor in your life.

For, even if your town is too small to offer you

opportunity, through these recordings, you can

be given the chance of a lifetime. And you will

be heard and judged by professional judges anx-

ious to discover talent where they find it.

The recordings, which must be postmarked no

later than June 15th, can be made on disc, wire

or tape at any professional recording studio or

on a home-recording machine. The passages for

these recordings have been chosen for both

variety and their revealing qualities. If you
choose the two printed in this issue, be sure they

are suited to your personality and that you feel

easy performing them. Read the introductory

notes, remember the movies, if you saw them,

recall the mood, read the part aloud.

Think of yourself as the leading lady, but do
not give an imitation (Continued on page 82)

Dates with Virginia: At Pierre’s restaurant

in San Marino, Virginia and Bob Wagner of

“With a Song in My Heart” watch host

Pierre prepare his famous Crepes Suzette.

Below, left, daydreaming in class. Immedi-

ately below, a record session in girls’ dorm
with Lonie Blackman, Jackie Mincemoyer

s
I
i
i

1
i
1
I
1
X
I
1
i
1

1
1
8
R

I

THE ENTRIES ARE STILL POUR-

ING IN—FROM BIG CITIES, TOWNS

AND VILLAGES. ONE OF

THEM WILL COME FROM THE

GIRL WHO WILL WIN PHOTOPLAY'S

SCHOLARSHIP TO

PASADENA PLAYHOUSE

P
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2o* PRESENTS 1 1 9 DRAMATIC-ROMANTIC
MINUTES OF SHEER felNEMATIC DELIGHT!

starring

The fabulous cavalcade of

Miss Show Business herself, who

fought her way up the ladder of

musical triumph, song by song, show

by show, thrill by thrill. A trail-blazing

musical that bewitches the eye and

captures the heart!

songs

Jane Froman

sing them!

Written for the Screen

and Produced by LAMAR TROTH r WALTER LANG
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“Two motors out . . .

the third . . .

going . . And

Red Skelton

began to warm up

—for the greatest

act of his life

BY MAXINE ARNOLD

The chili!) watched the funny man in the seat

across from her. He kept blowing something up in

the air and watching it come down, then blowing

it up again. There wasn’t anything there. It was
just a game. But he was pretending—so she

was pretending too, her brown eyes wide and

excited. He was blowing harder now—his cheeks

puffed out as big as balloons.

She was a little Hindu girl, a victim of polio, who
still wore a brace on one small wasted leg.

He was an American star named Red Skelton,

alias Clem Kaddidlehopper—and he was making like

a half-wit playing with a feather now.

The imaginary feather landed on his nose. It

tickled, and he sneezed. The child laughed.

Back of her, eleven other pairs of eyes—some
Indian-brown and others (Continued on page 94) Red Skelton appears

next in “Lovely

to Look At”

CLOWH
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“Liz is affectionate and kind and people forget she has been through a very trying time. She wants to be mar-

ried to someone who will love and protect her,” says Michael Wilding. He’s next in “The Lady with a Lamp”

LIZ AND MIKE
Has Liz Taylor found the right man at last? We’ll let you judge

from this cabled story from England, with Mike Wilding

giving his version of their sudden romance By JEANNE SAKOL

“We hope to establish a

home in California and
still maintain my flat in

Mayfair,” says Michael.
Liz is next in “Ivanhoe”

There was a wide difference of opinion in Hollywood

about the Liz Taylor-Michael Wilding wed-
ding. Until Liz actually took off for England,

on February 17th, many of the citizens of her home
town did not believe this wedding ever would take place.

And when day after day her departure was postponed,

even those who had been convinced. Liz had found love

again and would become Mrs. Michael Wilding of

Mayfair, London, began to have some doubts.

At first, it seemed her wedding suit—gray wool
with rolled collar and cuffs of white organdy

—

was not ready. Then (Continued on page 92)

COVER GIRL
41COLOR PHOTO BY ENGSTEAD



June Haver used to think that the highest heels, the sheerest hose,

the longest boh and the most bows were the height of sophistication.

Until she took a tip from her dates and learned what to do about

her Dresden doll type of beauty. She’s in “The Girl Next Door”

COLOR PHOTOS BY POWOLNY AND SMITH

Katie, Grayson was a girl who loved life and music—and had no

time to worry about clothes. Until she took a trip to New Orleans

—and saw herself as others did. Now something new has been added

to Katie—beside that shortie haircut. She’s in “Lovely to Look At”

COLOR PHOTOS BY APGER AND FINK

Are you a beauty in hiding?

FOUR SMART
These girls were until they learned how to make the most of
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Doris Day didn’t have enough money for hairdressers or fancy clothes

when she started her singing career. But she learned from her audi-

ences and her beauty scrapbook how to dramatize her “casual”

blond beauty. Doris appears next in “Alexander, the Big Leaguer”

COLOR PHOTOS BY BLACKWELL. FINK AND SMITH

Piper Laurie wanted to look glamorous, did all the wrong things

with her hair, used so much make-up and mascara you couldn’t see

Piper for paint. Until a word from a director sent her home—on a

new beauty course. Piper will next be seen in “Almost Married”

COLOR PHOTOS BY ORNITZ AND ANDERSON

GIRLS BY

VICKY

RILEY

their individual attractions

Do you often have the wish that you had been bom
just flawlessly beautiful? Do you think it would

be heaven if you could just shake your curls into

place, pat the thinnest film of powder on your cute

nose, barely kiss your lips with lipstick and then

stand—perfect? Perfect like Doris Day, or June

Haver, or Kathryn Grayson or (Continued on page 88)
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D ale Robertson says, “I don’t get ex-

cited and I don’t get despondent. When
something good happens, it comes as no

surprise. And I don’t consider anything

that happens bad.”

Dale’s gray-green eyes look smoke-

colored through the heavy lashes. His

manner’s as easy as his Oklahoma drawl.

He says what he has to say and stops,

obviously under no compulsion to em-
broider. And at Twentieth Century-

Fox there’s been nothing to match him
since the year of the young Ty Power.

As he talks, you feel in him the same
kind of balance and sanity that you felt

in Joe Blake, blazing his quiet way
through “Take Care of My Little Girl.”

His ideas are definite without being

rigid. Curiously enough, he broke with

a girl on the sorority question. It hap-

pened at Oklahoma Military College.

“Are you joining a frat?” asked the

girl.

“No, I can’t (Continued on page 77)

A big guy, Dale never

had to knock anyone down

to get what he wanted.

He uses a different

approach. But the punch is

there, just the same

BY IDA ZEITLIN
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Photograph by Six: Gene's in “She’s Working Her Way Through Col

ene Nelson

Rain on the rooftops ... a frank flirtation .

boy next door, home from college . . .

doughnuts and apple cider . . . Mercury in blue j(
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White roses in a crystal vase . . . frat pin on a cashmere

sweater . . . a pitcher of lemonade on an awninged porch . . .

sports coat over a chiffon gown . . . level-eyed sentimentalist

Photograph by Bachrach: Peggy’s next is “I IP ant You”



PHOTOPLAY FEATURE ATTRACTION

Bernie Schwartz, 1y2 , with

his mother, who made their

home a refuge when tene-

ment life became too tough

Tony, 18, had two reasons for volunteer-

ing for submarine duty. One was ideal-

istic; the other, “I liked that fifty

per cent more pay you got for sub duty!”

LOVE
you give

BY RUTH WATERBURY

Tony had his crushes, including a girl

named Jean. But he insists he never real-

ly fell in love until he saw Janet Leigh

COLOR PORTRAIT BY PESKIN

There was nothing whatsoever

about the baby bom on June 3,

1926, in New York’s teeming

Flower Hospital, to indicate that

twenty-five years later he would
belong to Hollywood royalty and
be called Anthony Curtis, crown
prince of Universal - Interna-

tional.

He was neither a long nor a

short baby, nor beautiful in any

outstanding way. He weighed

seven pounds and on his small

head there was a fuzz of black

hair. His eyes were incredibly

blue, but that meant nothing

then. All newborn babies have

blue eyes. Pinned to the foot of

the sterile little basket in which
he lay was his name. “Baby
Schwartz,” it said.

He lay among a score of other

babies born at Flower Hospital

that day, while outside, their

noses pressed against the glass

that separated them from the

children, a score of eager fathers

stared rapturously.

There was nothing distinctive,

either, about Mono Schwartz,

Baby Schwartz’s father. To the

outer eye he looked like just

what he was, an obscure little

Jewish tailor, one of New York’s

typical East Siders, an alien,



Life, in the begin-

looked like a dead-

end street that led no

where. But strong fists

and a loving heart saw

Tony Curtis through



As a boy, Tony, walking with his fa-

ther, would pretend Central Park was

his estate and he was Emperor Franz

Joseph of Austria. Above, with his

little brother Robert and his parents

“This son of ours will make all our dreams
come true—he will be a great actor,” Mono
Schwartz had exclaimed when Tony was born

struggling for a decent living among
the millions in the world’s largest

city.

But at that moment Mono Schwartz

revived a part of his personality

which he had all but forgotten in his

struggle in America. This first-born,

this son of his, had brought back his

dreams, and Mono had become again

what he had been when he had
originally married Helen, his wife,

in the old country, Hungary. Once
more he was a handsome young
actor, back in colorful Budapest,

where thirty-odd theatres thrived

and where to be any sort of stage

performer was to be a looked-up-to

person. The dream of acting on

Broadway had brought Mono to

America. Being a dreamer, he hadn’t

considered what it would mean to

arrive, knowing no word of English,

to have not a single friend in New
York, no money in reserve, and no

trade.

Breaking in upon his father’s

meditation, Baby Schwartz gave a

prodigious yawn, and this so de-

lighted Mono he decided to hurry

back to the maternity ward and tell

Helen about it. Because it was the

charity ward, there were rows upon
rows of women, but as always, Mono
as he entered saw only Helen’s eyes,

and as always, they were shining

with devotion for him.

He knelt down and whispered to

her in Hungarian. “This son of ours

Tony, shown with Gregg Martel!

James Best, wasn’t even listed oi

“Winchester 73” cast, but audi

ences reacted to the Curtis charn

A few bit parts and Tony was in

—as co-star with Piper Laurie in

“The Prince Who Was a Thief”
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will make all our dreams come true.

He will be a great actor and con-

quer this country. Just you wait

and see.”

“Yes, my love, yes, yes.” Mono
didn’t realize that Helen always said

yes to him. She barely realized it

herself. She adored Mono—yet even

as she lay there, she was wondering

what they would do when they took

the baby home. She and her hus-

band had had such a bad time, try-

ing to feed just themselves. Now
they were three. They had no per-

manent home, no permanent income,

and the future seemed dark and

frightening. Mono always dreamed,

brave and fine. But. . .

But twelve years later, Mono was
proved to be partly right. Twelve
years later, after the terrible depres-

sion, after (Continued on page 85)

In his latest, “flesh and Fury,” Tony plays a deaf-

mute boxer, with Mona Freeman. As a boy he taught

gym to crippled kids—still does, with great success

When he first dated Janet, Tony made up in imagina-

tion what he Jacked in cash—gifted her daily with

earrings from the dime store, candy in penny bags!

Tony’s next, “Almost Married,” Janet’s, “Jet- Pilot”

ORNITZ

the LOVE
you give



“Sing, Mario, sing,” shouted the guests.

But top winner Lanza, thinner and very hand-

some, raised his hand. “Tonight I do not

sing,” he said emotionally. “I speak of

those who helped me—Hedda Hopper (below

with Mrs. Lanza), my manager Sam Weiler,

Frank Sinatra and producer Joe Pasternak”

The men were handsome, the

women beautiful, the clothes

—

out of this world. And so, every-

one agreed, was the party!

Ann Blyth, Photoplay citation winner for

role in “The Great Caruso,” with Maureen
O’Hara’s brother, Charles Fitzsimmons

Howard Keel, with Katie Grayson,

won citation for one of most popular

performances of year in “Show Boat”



It was Photoplay Gold Medal night. Outside the Ambassador,

crowds watched as the stars made their glittering way to the

Embassy Room. Over 500 top Hollywood executives, stars,

producers, directors, writers were Photoplay’s guests. In the

cocktail lounge, the hum of voices rose above the music from

the string orchestra. And once again, as the guests filed into

the dining room, all eyes turned, in silent tribute, to the huge

Gold Medal that hung over the dais—symbol of the oldest and

most valued award in the industry.

“There’s No Business Like Show
Business,” sang Betty Hutton and
Doris Day. Betty, who couldn’t at-

tend last year’s dinner to receive Gold
Medal for “Annie Get Your Gun”
—she was on location for “Greatest

Show on Earth”—presented Doris

with Gold Medal for top performance

of year in “Lullaby of Broadway”
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Frank Sinatra, with popular emcee George Mur-
phy, had had penicillin shots—but wouldn’t

let wife Ava go to the dinner without him!

An impulsive tribute from Betty Hutton to Cecil B. DeMille. Betty adores the

great producer, can’t thank him enough for giving her role in “Greatest Show
on Earth” for which Mr. DeMille received special Photoplay Achievement Award

Debbie Reynolds,who polled

high in popularity, with new
romance, Robert Wagner

Those charming Champions, Marge and Gower,

whose dancing highlighted “Show Boat,” with

Photoplay editor Adele Whitely Fletcher

No wonder Janet Leigh’s smiling!

Her Tony Curtis was voted actor

who gained most in popularity

Dick Widmark, one

of winning five for

role in“Frogmen” . .

.

i

I
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Julie and Magnolia (Ava Gardner, Katie Grayson), as distractingly beautiful

as they were in “Show Boat,” came directly from Lux broadcast of film. Ava
won Photoplay citation for one of five most- popular performances as Julie

A past winner looks on at the night's festivities.

Alan Ladd, whose popularity goes on and on, with

wife Sue. Home-loving Ladds rarely go to parties

Mona Freeman, with husband Pat Nerney, was
an excited little figure at the dinner. She's all agog

about plans for making her television debut

. . . chats with Mari-

lyn Monroe of hit

“All About Eve”

Adding their own special glow to

the evening are pretty Sally For-

rest and new husband, Milo Frank

Ronnie Reagan, president of Screen

Actors Guild, took his place on dais

with Hollywood editor Lyle Rooks

Who’s the girl with Tony Dex-

ter? Virginia McGuire, Pho-

toplay’s scholarship winner!
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Don’t answer until you’ve tried this quiz game. Then chart your

Joan Caulfield couldn’t wait to write the letter

that surprised Photoplay’s editors. Above, Joan
with talented dress designer Mary Kay Dodson

The richest people in the world, I think, are those who have

likable qualities, those who “have a way with them.” For even

if personal charm did not benefit our lives in both romance and

business—which it most certainly does—it makes us rich in

human relationships. Some people are bom with personal

charm. Other people live and learn and so in time, acquire charm.

It lies in the littlest things. . . .

Do you know what they are? If you do you can, by applying

your knowledge, increase your personal charm—and be happier

for it.

Indicate in the blank space following every paragraph

whether you think the star’s trait described therein is likable.

And tally your score according to the count provided at the end

of this feature:

1. Betty Hutton is utterly and completely frank about money
matters, explains that she cannot afford to give big parties or

indulge in the other extravagances that are thought to be part

of a star’s estate. “I’d love to give lush parties,” Betty says.

“But I can’t do it and pay my taxes. And if I owe any money

—

to the government or to anybody—I can’t sleep. For too many
years I had to lie awake and worry. If I don’t get anything else

out of my success I’m going to have peace of mind!”

A. Once upon a time it was considered bad taste to talk about

money. But today, taxes being as high as they are, money is a

favorite conversational piece. All of us, I suppose, feel better

when we hear how taxes are curtailing others’ spending too. Betty,

you'll notice, makes her position clear. But she does not moan or

pull a long face about giving Uncle Sam the major portion of her

*
Pat Wymore isn’t the

only woman who feels

more glamorous when
Errol Flynn’s around



YOU 3
course by the stars who shine brightest for you

BY ELSA MAXWELL

earnings. Betty would scorn to be dreary about anything—just as

she would scorn, too, bless her, to put on airs or live beyond her

means in any attempt to live dotvn the bitter poverty of her youth.

All of which makes her very likable. Yes.

2. Doris Day was asked to be the guest conductor of a maga-
zine’s shopping column. But upon seeing the items to be featured

in this column, she asked to be excused.

A. Doris was being neither elegant nor superior. Rather, she

was being human. She thought many of the items that were to

be in the column lacked real worth. So she would not lend her

name to recommend them. Yes.

Farley Granger has a way of reminding

people where they have met before

3. Jimmy Stewart was playing ball with his two sons. The

ball landed on the roof. “I’ll get it,” Jimmy said. Gloria, his

wife, protested. But, flaunting his agility, Jimmy smiled at her

and kept climbing. He retrieved the ball without any trouble.

But he could not get down again. “Let me call the fire depart-

ment, have them come with a ladder,” Gloria suggested. “No,

don’t do that!” protested Jimmy, horrified. “I’ll make it some-

how.” He knew if he’d gotten up so easily, that he could get

down; that he simply had a case of nerves. He tried one way
down, then another—and remained on the roof. For two hours

he stayed there—while Gloria pleaded that the fire department’s

help was the only solution. At last, gingerly, he made his way
down via ivy and shutters and a stout trellised vine that grew

near one corner of the house.

!
A. It is by being human (as Jimmy (Continued, on page 96)

A game w;ith Glor-

ia’s sons Ronald,

Michael, put Jim
Stewart on a spot!

Hostesses know what to expect when they

invite teen-age Joan Evans to a party! Above,

Joan at a premiere with Richard Anderson
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more

Nature intended Lana Turner to be

plump. And Nature usually gets its way
when Lana’s between picture assignments

If it weren't for Jane Russell’s studio,

this happy-go-lucky star really wouldn’t

have a thing to wear when she’s making

those glamorous public appearances!

please!

BY SHEILAH GRAHAM

Everything has to be perfect when Betty

Grable’s being dressed for a part. But any

old scarf and blouse will do with the same

old suits she wears when she isn’t working
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It’s all right to be

comfortable, says Sheilah,

but how far should

a movie star go—casual!

idea of a well-dressed woman
is one who wears the right

clothes for the occasion. With this

on the record, I’ll go ahead and tell

you which movie stars, in my opin-

ion, are the worst dressed in Holly-

wood—all ten of ’em. And in this

order—Rita Hayworth, Shelley

Winters, Bette Davis, Jane Russell,

Betty Grable, Susan Hayward, Pier

Angeli, Esther Williams, Lana
Turner and Janet Leigh.

Rita Hayworth will go down in

dress designing history as the most

un-chic Princess of our time. Her
sartorial coat of arms is a pair of

levis rampant. Her slogan
—“Com-

fort and Convenience.” Every
woman who has suffered to look

beautiful knows the comfort of that

something she saves for the days

and nights when she is alone at

home. For to look fashionable

—

and a movie star should—you have

to suffer in varying degrees, de-

pending on your decade. Just as it

was a chic necessity to compress a

bosom in the ’twenties, now in

the ’fifties you must pinch in the

waistline.

But Rita, half Spanish, all lan-

guid, reserves her glamour for her

pictures. And she hasn’t made one

for three years. A few days ago I

saw Rita walking into a conference

with Harry ( Continued on page 98)

A shapeless coat and slacks

are all right—occasionally.

Rut on Shelley Winters,

they’ve become a trademark
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GIRL

Dates with Ann mean
hamburgers at a drive-

in, picnics at the

beach, horseback riding,

ice skating and even church

on Sunday. Dick Clayton

is in “Sailor Beware”

She has a voice like

honey on velvet. She chews

gum like a fiend. And

though she’ll never

be the life of the party,

she’s the party this guy

—

who haunts her dating hours

—would like to go home to

BY DICK CLAYTON

| ’m the lucky hombre who often gets all dressed up and escorts Ann Blyth to

glamorous Hollywood premieres and parties. I’m still looking over that four-leaf

clover when we have picnics at the beach, go horseback riding in Griffith Park,

ice skating at the Polar Palace, and to church together on Sunday.

A guy doesn’t need a key to the U. S. mint to date Ann. When she knows I’m

low on funds she’s happy to go some place that is simple and inexpensive. I’ve

been thrilled—you can’t blame me—when she’s turned down some plush evenings

at Ciro’s or Mocambo to keep a dinner date with me at Hamburger Hamlet.

Ann and I became friends about twelve years ago, when we acted together on

children’s radio programs called “Coast to Coast on a Bus” and “Our Barn.”

Everyone has a first impression of someone who plays an important part in his

life. Let me tell you my first impression of Ann. The first time I worked with

her we were called for rehearsal at the NBC Studios in New York’s Rockefeller

Center. I didn’t appear in the opening scene and seated next to me on the side-

lines was a group of typically ambitious stage mothers. Their precocious off-

spring were at the “mike” with Ann and the mothers’ conversation went some-
thing like this: “What do they see in that mousy (Continued on page 100)

Ann Blyth appears next in

“The World in His Arms”
PESKIN
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A Sightseeing? Then don't miss color-

ful Olvera Street where, like Aldo Ray,
you can be fitted with handwoven huaf-

aches or shop for charms, linens, other

Mexican wares. Y In Farmers Market,
where Joyce Holden shops at one of the

mouth-watering fruit stands, you’ll find

something from every corner of the world.

^ And, like Macdonald and Lynn Carey,

you’ll catch a breathtaking view of Los
Angeles at Griffith Park Planetarium

Vacation in

ine snrimp ooats are coming:
ly, at San Pedro Fishing Harbor,

it’s tuna, sardine and herring that

Hollywood



make this one of the busiest, most colorful harbors in

the -world. Here John Derek paints the tall-masted

ships, catches the exciting life around the docks

Hungry for Smorgasbord? Adore English roast beef? Love enchiladas,

blintzes, Indian curries? You’ll find you’re in a gourmet’s paradise

in Hollywood, where restaurants cater to every food taste. And while

you’re enjoying the Cantonese food at Sugie’s Tropics, glance around!

You’re likely to see Lex Barker, Arlene Dahl, who dine there often

this year
Over the Rim of the World Drive, one hundred
miles from Los Angeles,

t
is year-round sports

resort, lovely Lake Arrowhead. Here Dan Dur-

yea lives and sails with sons Pete and Dick

— >
At Portuguese Bend, high above

the sea, in Palos Verdes Hills,

Sally Forresj views modern marvel

—the all-glass Wayfarers’ Church

By FREDDA DUDLEY BALLING

If you want what you want

—

when you want it—California is

the vacation land for you. In

California you can ski in snowy
mountains and, a few hours later,

swim in a tropical sea.

You can hear symphonies under the

stars at the Hollywood Bowl or dance

to Dixieland jazz at the Palladium. If

you are a star-gazer you can get a

close-up of the heavenly stars from

the Mt. Palomar Observatory and of

Hollywood stars at any one of the

flood-lighted premieres. There’s a

Chinatown and an old Mexican village

at Olvera Street.

And always there are shining high-

ways. Wherever you go as a tourist

in California you will notice the abun-
dance of California cars parked at

what would be considered, normally,

PHOTOGRAPHS BY STERLING SMITH



While touring the Los Angeles area, you will

blink over a rare assortment of strange place

names. Some have been borrowed from Indian

tribes, but Californians were originally Span-

ish s'o there is a pleasant flourish of fringed

shawls and castanets in our nomenclature too. Add to these influences

the spice of Yankee impatience with pronunciation and spelling and

you have as confused a group of labels as ever failed an eager scholar

in a spelling test. However, to aid you as much as possible in finding

your way around with a smile, this list of place names is submitted.

Altadena (A! ta deen' ah) : Combination of the Spanish for high (alta)

with the tail end of the Chippewa Indian word for hill (dena).

Alvarado (Al va rah' do): In honor of Juan Bautista Alvarado,

Governor of California 1836-1842.

Arroyo Seco (Ah roy' yo Say' ko) : Dry stream, but don't take this

too literally if you visit California in January, February or March.

Azusa (Ah zoo' sah): Said to mean "From A to Z, everything in the

USA." The name was actually derived from the Gabrielino Indian

word meaning . . . er . . . "skunk hill."

Cahuenga (Kah weng' gah): Derived from a Gabrielino Indian word

meaning landslide, an old habit of many of California's canyons. (This

interpretation is not accepted by all authorities, as Gabrielino is now

like Latin: something to give trouble to innocent freshmen.)

Cajon Pass (Ka hoan’): Box pass.

El Camino Real (El Ka mean' oh Ray' a h
I

) : The King's Highway, so

named because it marks the trail used by Father Junipero Serra when

founding the Missions in the name of The King of Kings.

Encino (En see' no): Oak. The evergreen oak is one of the few

trees native to California.

Figueroa St. (Fig ya row' ah): Originally named Calle de las Chapules

or Grasshopper Street, in 1849 by Lieut. E. O. C. Ord (Fort Ord was

named in his honor). In 1897 the Los Angeles City Council established

the name as Figueroa Street in honor of Don Jose Figueroa, Mexican

Governor of California 1833-35.

La Brea St. (La Bray' ya): Brea in Spanish means tar or pitch. The

tar pits from which tons of dinosaur bones were removed (and set up

in Los Angeles County Museum in Exposition Park for your amaze-

ment) are located near this street.

La Cienega (La See en' i ga): Here is a fine example of lazy Cali-

fornia spelling. The Spanish for swamp is Cienaga, but who cares. The

swamps have long since become a fine residential section.

La Jolla (La Hoy' ya): Nobody knows where this word came from

unless it is another example of manana spelling for jolito which

means serene.

Las Vegas (Lahss Vay’ gess): "The lowlands"—and well named, con-

sidering what their gaming tables can do to a once high pocketbook.

Loma Verde (Low' ma Vair' dy): Loma for hill; verde for green;

green hill.

Los Alamitos (Lowss Ah lah mee' tohs): The little poplars, in memory
of the trees which no longer frequent this Naval Air Station.

Los Feliz (Lowss Feel' iss) : The happy ones. Undoubtedly this refers to

those who live near this beautiful, curving highway.

Malibu (Mall' i boo): An Indian word meaning unknown, although

there was once an Indian village named Maliwu which was situated at

the mouth of Malibu Creek.

Paisano (Pie san' oh): Countryman, native. Anyone who has lived in

Los Angeles six years and doesn't know what "smog" is, is a paisano.

Pasadena (Pass ah dee' nah): Name coined by Dr. T. B. Elliott from

two Chippewa Indian words, pass-ka-mi-gra, meaning valley, and

pig-wa-dena, meaning hill: or a valley between hills.

Pfaya del Rey (Ply' ah del ray'): King's Beach, and no wonder. The

views from this section of the Los Angeles area are breathtaking.

Puente (Poo' en ty) : Spanish for bridge.

Palos Verdes (Pah' lowss Vair' dess): Green trees.

Sepulveda (Seh puli' veh deh): Honoring Francisco Sepulveda who

was mayor of Los Angeles in 1825.

Sierra Madre (See air' ah Mahd' ray): Mother mountains.

Sierra Nevada (See air' ah Neh vah' da): Snow-capped mountains.

Vallejo ( Val I ay' ho) : Little valley.

Vaquero (Va kay' ro) : Cowboy.

El Pueblo de Nuestra Senora La Reina de Los Angeles de Porciuncula,

pronounced L.A.

ilossary

points of interest only to a newcomer. Resi-

dents seldom call one another over the

weekend because it is assumed that no one

will be at home. Leisure in California means
four wheels and a full tank of gasoline. This

explains the traffic, which can be horrible,

and it explains why everyone can give you
a different suggestion for the perfect motor
trip, the perfect weekend, or the perfect

manner in which an eager visitor should

spend his time in this vacation treasure

house.

For instance; Presuming that you arrive

in Los Angeles on a Sunday night, herewith

is a get-acquainted series of tours starting

the first thing on a sunny Monday morning.

No matter how practiced a motorist you
are, it is a little easier for a stranger to get

his bearings if someone else does the driving

for at least one day. For that reason, Photo-
play recommends that on Monday the Tan-
ner Gray Line serve as your transportation.

Tour No. 5 leaves the Tanner Terminal at

1207 West Third Street at 8:45 a.m. (You
can be picked up at any of the downtown
hotels fifteen minutes

earlier, or at any of the

major Hollywood hotels

thirty minutes earlier.)

This tour takes you
past Angelus Temple,

Griffith Park, into San
Fernando Valley and
past the Walt Disney

studio; you drive
through the Warner
Brothers studio, past

Toluca Lake homes of

such stars as Bob Hope,

Ann Blyth, Dana An-
drews, and alongside

the Lakeside Golf
Course. You see Colum-
bia Studio’s ranch,
where its Westerns are

made, and Universal
City, the home of Uni-

versal Pictures. Return-

ing to Hollywood, via

the -Cahuenga Freeway,

Duplicates of the patio

bells used by the old

rancheros intrigue Pier
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Hollywood this year

Foreign shops in Farmers

Market have enthusiastic

customer in Pier Angeli!

you tour Hollywood
Bowl.

This tour takes
three hours and costs

$4.00 per person.
There are some leg-

ends with which you
should be familiar in

order to enjoy this

trip to the fullest. For

instance: Griffith

Park is haunted. The
story is this: in 1776,

an expedition from

the east headed by

Juan Bautista de An-
za reached Los An-
geles. Among the

exhausted, halt and

ailing immigrants
was Jose Vicente
Feliz, and his four

motherless children.

Senora Feliz had died in childbirth after

two days on the trail from Mexico. One of

these children, Jose Vicente Feliz, II,

who grew up to enlist in the forces of

Spain, was rewarded with a land grant

which took in the present area of Griffith

Park and the Los Feliz district. Both the

district and the modern boulevard were
named for him. Jose Vicente was a power.

When he ordered a mozo put to death, the

man’s widow placed a curse upon the

rancho. First to suffer from the curse was
a direct descendant of Jose Vicente,

Domingo Feliz, who was murdered by his

wife and her lover.

Action was prompt in those days, so

the outraged townspeople took Senora
Feliz and Gervasio Alispaz, the lover,

lined them up against an adobe wall and
shot them at dawn.

The last of the line of Feliz, Don Anto-
nio, died of smallpox in 1863 in the family

adobe house which was then where the

Municipal Golf Course Clubhouse is now.
He made a deathbed will under the aus-

pices of a lawyer and the latter’s friend,

separating his (Continued on page 74)

FOR A FAVORITE GIRL FRIEND:

Joseff's Jewelry, Bullock's Downtown, 7th St.

at Hill (TRinity 1911). The firm of Joseff supplies

all costume and much of the real jewelry used in

motion pictures. The line of retail costume jewelry

is handsome and imaginative and—happy to relate—reasonably priced.

FOR SOMEONE WHOSE HOUSE IS HER CASTLE:

Allan Adler, 8626 Sunset Blvd. (CRestview 1-9723). His silver designs

are personalized; he is entirely a California artist. For something mag-

nificently unique, here is your shop, which specializes in both table

silver and hollow ware.

Sunset Strip Pottery Shop, 8265 Sunset Blvd. (CRestview 8255). For a

bride who needs a breakfast set, or for a retired couple building their

own barbecue, you can find exactly the right set of pottery at this

shop. The stock is enormous.

Paper Unlimited, 315 South La Cienega Blvd. (BRadshaw 3-4276).

Ever see disposable baking dishes? You can get them at this store.

Planning a party when you return to your home? Get your place cards,

napkins, favors here. Plan to browse, because this shop is forever

coming up with something you've never seen before—but always wanted.

Mahrie's, 3160 Wilshire Blvd. (DUnkirk 7-6040). For linens and bone

china cups, this is the place to shop. They import exceptional items

from England. If you're lucky to arrive immediately after one of these

treasure trove shipments, you'll go broke—and be glad.

Artificial Flower Studio, 678'/j S. Vermont Ave. (DUnkirk 8-2653). Now
you can take home branches of oleander, boughs of hibiscus, sprays of

orange blossoms, spires of Hawaiian Bird of Paradise and anthurium

and keep them forever. Not until you have seen the fake flowers dis-

played in this shop do you have any idea how deceptive paper, wax and

linen can be. Don't miss this spot.

FOR THE MEN IN YOUR FAMILY:

Gifts For Men, 438 N. Rodeo Dr., Beverly Hills (CRestview 1454).

Everything from ties to shoelaces; the scarves are gorgeous, the bar

equipment as sleek as a movie set for a bachelor apartment.

A. Clubb & Sons, 430 W. 6 St., Downtown Los Angeles (MAdison
9-9673). The best stocked pipe and tobacco shop you've seen in ages.

FOR CHILDREN:

Gail Patrick's Enchanted Cottage, 363 N. Rodeo Dr., Beverly Hills

(CRestview 5-8788). Probably the prettiest, most lush kiddie shop in

the country.

TO BUY STARS' CAST-OFF CLOTHING:

Patsy Brogan, 444 N. Camden Dr., Beverly Hills (CRestview 5-7126).

Miss Brogan's stock consists entirely of cast-off motion picture stars’

clothing.- The prices are slight and the merchandise breath-taking.

ANYTHING UNDER THE SUN:

Farmers Market, Third St. at Fairfax Ave. in the Miracle Mile Area. In

addition to the food stores, the Farmers Market boasts some of the

most fascinating stores in the U.S.A. For instance, you can buy llama

slippers, warm woolly affairs, in the Argentina Shop; you can buy
baskets of every size, kind, color or degree of usefulness in either the

Orientol or the Mexican shop; you can buy Scotch toffee and Toby
mugs at the Scottish shop; there ore hand-loomed shirts and matching

jackets at the Guatemala shop. If you are shopping for a wedding
gift, the Crystal shop has exactly what you want. Want a hand-tooled

leather bag with shoes to match? Want a sequined peasant skirt? Need
artists' supplies? Have a friend who reads a great deal and would

appreciate a book about Los Angeles or anywhere else in the world?

Need sports equipment, yarn, or buttons? All available here.

MEXICO IN LOS ANGELES:

Olvera Street, opposite the Plaza, near the Union Station. Here you can

buy scented candles, after you have watched them being made. You
can buy the woven Mexican sandals called huaraches (smell before

you buy because sometimes the curing has not been forgotten quite

long enough), pottery, Ramona charm strings for the patio, Mexican
hand-drawn linens
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Fun-loving, gay, colorful and
- '•

: —£ —
budgef-minded, these clothes will

add zest to your wardrobe and

help brighten up the scenery

at home or abroad

VACATION

<
Virginia Gibson of Warners’ “About Face”

models the perfect travel suit—light-

weight, pretty and practical. Tailored to

fit in Celanese fabric, it has a mandarin-

type collar, arched liipline over an easy

' six-gore skirt. By Merritt Taylor—Warner

in blue, pink, aqua, rose, yellow, 10-20.

$22.95 at Franklin Simon, N. Y., N. Y.

For a perky touch, cotton candy-striped

gloves and ascot by Crescendoe in light or

dark pink, navy or chartreuse .with white.

$3.50 each at De Pinna, New York, N. Y.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ENGSTEAD

For play in the sun, Janet Leigh of M-G-M’s “Scaramouche”

stars in striped seersucker separates. Chalk-white pique piping

trims camisole blouse, dirndl skirt. A Galey &

Lord fabric in white with colors. By Korday, 10-18.

Skirt about $6.50, blouse about $4.50. At Stern

Bros., New York, N. Y.

FOR STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECTLY TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 73
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photoplay

pattern
of the month

Loretta Young in the original

dress designed by Jean Louis for

her role in Columbia’s “Paula.”

Cool enchantment for summer.

Add this to your wardrobe and

you’ll look smart even in the

middle of a heat wave! New
puffed sleeves with dropped

shoulder seams give it an in-

triguingly different air. Fitted

bodice is topped by a dainty

double-organdy collar that can

be removed for easy laundering.

Unpressed pleats are featured all

around the skirt with darts, front

and back, to control the fullness.

Easy to follow, the pattern is a

perfect foil for some of this year’s

frosty summer fabrics.

ENGSTF.AD

Photoplay Patterns

Box 229, Madison Square Station

New York 10, New York

Enclosed find fifty cents ($.50) for which please
send me the Loretta Young “Paula” pattern #9 in
size 11, 13, 15, 17, 19.

Nan'e Size

Street

City State Age
NOTE: For speedy delivery, enclose five cents

extra for special handling

For detailed pattern drainings see page 73
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Win One Of 6

Universal-international

Studios Screen Contracts

. . . your opportunity for fame

and fortune! THRILL to an all-

expense-paid trip to California

and the world's greatest

beauty pageant!

the only

world-wide beauty contest!

Catalina Swim Suits

Pan American World Airways

Universal-International Studios

and the City ol Long Beach, California

co-sponsored by

Catalina's "Official
Miss Universe" Suit

— worn by
Piper Laurie,

co-starred in "Has
Anybody Seen My
Gal”— a Universal-

International

Picture in color

by Technicolor.

As your state representative— you’ll fly to California

via luxurious Pan American World Airways, stay at the

finest hotels overlooking the blue Pacific at colorful

Long Beach, California.

You’ll enjoy breathtaking pageantry and thrills before

millions of spectators during the week of June 23, 1952.

You’ll compete for the “Miss United States” title—
the winner then to compete against beauty winners from 40

foreign countries for the “Miss Universe” crown.

You may win the world’s foremost beauty crown
“MISS UNIVERSE” and one of six Universal-International

Studios contracts or other valuable prizes.

IT’S EASY TO ENTER
! Merely send in a photograph of

yourself wearing your new Catalina Swim Suit. Contest
now open ; closes June 7, 1952. Ask for a contest entry

blank at your nearest Catalina dealer— or write:

Catalina, Inc., Dept. 3 13, 443 So. San Pedro St.,

Los Angeles 13, California.

!

r
around the world. ..it’s

LOOK FOR THE FLYING FISH Suntan by Skol
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Sleek and shimmering satin lastex is

molded and shirred to make this sophisti-

cated bathing suit worn by Joyce MacKenzie

of Twentieth Century-Fox’s “Wait Till the

Sun Shines, Nellie.” The empire bra is boned,

can be worn with or without straps. A panty

style, it has shirred panel front. About $8.00

by Shepherd, 32-38, white, aqua, maize, blue,

at B. Altman, New York, N. Y. Waterproof

terry cloth beach bag made by Kleinert’s

Marion Marshall of Paramount’s “The Stooge,” a Hal

W’allis production, wears a cotton swim suit with matching

jacket in an Egyptian print, stunning in any language.

The one-piece suit has appealing little boy'shorts, side bon-

ing. Pockets adorn the casual cabana jacket. Black ground

with orange, gold, pink, blue, chartreuse. By Brilliant,

32-38. Only $8.95. At Franklin Simon, New York, N. Y.

and Lansburgh’s, Washington, D. C. Beach hat by Dani



Photoplay Fashions continued on page 80

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ENGSTEAO

photoplay fashions,

in the swim Striped espa-
drilles with plain

hacks, cork rub-

ber soles. Around
$4.45 by U. S.

Rubber in a va-

riety of colors,

at better stores

throughoutU.S.A.

Marion Marshall is an exotic figure in aJoyce MacKenzie reveals the slimming lines of a Form

Control swim suit that does wonders for the figure.

The secret is a medically approved “Phan-tum” girdle

built into the suit. Diagonal slash of shirring, ruffles

at the bra top add feminine interest to this bathing

beauty in faille-lastex. $14.98, in Kelly, violet, lime,

coral rose, 32-38, at Oppenheim Collins, New York, N. Y.

Par-Form Javanese print cotton suit with

fully shirred front. Elasticized back as-

sures perfect fit. Floating-action molded

bra has rippled cuff effect. $11.00, 30-38,

in exciting colors at Abraham & Straus,

Brooklyn, N. Y. Solarex sunglasses

FOR STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 73
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| wonder if we’ll ever get this

through our heads: a woman can’t

hope for beauty, or charm, or even

for any real chic until she has

achieved individuality—until she

really knows what she looks like,

and is like—what suits her, what
is becoming.

I am repeatedly horrified at

American women—from fifteen to

fifty—rushing to take up each and

every new .style, be it a new skirt

length, a new hair-do, or make-up
trick just because some expert or

other pronounces it the “latest

fashion.”

Remember the “witch’s eyes”

last season. Horrors!

And now it gives the poodle

haircut.

Somebody suggested that I

should try it.

“Compete with my poodle, Cli-

quot?” I gasped. “You’re crazy.

She’s too pretty!”

To tell you the truth I have seen

only one woman with a poodle

haircut who didn’t look like a

poodle. That was Linda Christian.

She unveiled her new short locks

at the big (Continued on page 91)

If you
want

to be
charming

. . . without lower-

ing, swing body to

right, looking
straight back,
(move from waist

only—hips remain

straight forward

)

Bend arms in-

ward so that

hands, palms
down, are at

shoulder level.

Then press down
with elbows . . .

Now swing up and back,

doing same thing on

left side. Do eight

times to the right, then

eight times to the left

and sixteen times alter-

nating right and left

ditzi Gaynor’s
waistline whit-

ler: Stand
traight, arms ex-

ended, palms
lown, with feet

bout a foot apart
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wherever you live you can buy

photoplay fashions
If the preceding ftages do not list the

stores in your vicinity where the Photoplay

fashions are sold, please write to

the manufacturers listed below:

Merritt Taylor-Warner suit

512 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y.

Korday separates

1385 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Brilliant bathing suit

1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Shepherd bathing suit

1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Par-Form bathing suit

1407 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Form Control bathing suit

1370 Broadway, New York, N, Y.

Crescendoe gloves

240 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

U. S. Rubber espadrilles

1230 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Dani beach hat

15 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

Kleinert beach bag

485 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Solarex sun glasses

Bachmann Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.

pattern on page 68
re BRAS, GIRDLES, FOUNDATIONS

Vy-. m

THE ACCEPTED SYMBOL

EX or fit that s magically nattering, comfort that s positively

pampering— look for the label that says Life by Formfit! Only

life bras by Formfit are “Triple Fitted” to you. Proportioned

to (1) your bust size, (2) your cup size, (3) your separation

— wide, medium or narrow. And life girdle alone gives you

Formfit’s tailored-in control that slims the waist. Trims and

smooths hips and thighs. With free-action comfort all the

way! life bra working with life girdle. The secret of A
Sweetheart of a Figure! Be fitted and see, at any of the bet-

ter stores. You’ll know then why more women demand Formfit

than any other make.

THE FORMFIT COMPANY, CHICAGO, NEW YORK

Life Bras from $1.25 Life Girdles from $8.95



Vacation in Hollywood This Year

(Continued from page 65)
next-of-kin from rightful inheritance.
Gossip has it that Don Antonio was al-
ready deceased when the lawyer made the
will; that the lawyer asked questions and
the dead man’s head was manipulated by
a stick held by the lawyer’s friend, nod-
ding “yes” or “no” to the questions—to the
advantage of the legal gentleman.
When a niece of Don Antonio’s heard

of her disinheritance, she pronounced an
additional curse upon the rancho. Prompt-
ly the cattle died, grasshoppers ate the
crops, the grain burned in the field.

Eventually; the property came into the
hands of a Welshman named Griffith J.

Griffith who had fallen madly in love with
a local girl. In order to attract her atten-
tion, he had a professional writer compose
a few laudatory verses which Griffith ran
in a local paper at commercial advertising
rates. The lady was impressed and married
him, but as the years passed a certain lack
of harmony developed and eventually Grif-
fith shot his wife through the eye. Mrs.
Griffith leaped out of a second-story
window, landed on a porch roof and rolled
to the soft earth, thus saving her life.

Griffith was sentenced to serve two years
in San Quentin prison.

Some time before this episode he had
deeded the Griffith Park area to the city,

and after his unfortunate notoriety he
added the Planetarium and the Greek
Theatre to his beneficences.
There are those who swear that on

moonlight nights Jose Vicente Feliz, II, still

may be glimpsed, cantering his white horse
on an inspection tour of Los Feliz’ hilly

acres.

Another landmark of exceptional in-
terest on this particular tour is the adobe
at Campo de Cahuenga Park, 3919 Lanker-
shim Boulevard. It was here that the Treaty
of Cahuenga was signed between Lt. Col-
onel John C. Fremont (later General) and
General Andres Pico. Every year, on
January 13, Los Angeles notables gather
briefly to commemorate the event. The rest
of fhe year, the grounds and the historical
exhibits are open to the public from 8:30
a.m. until 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Have your driver drop you—after -this

tour—at Clifton’s Cafeteria, 618 South Olive
Street in downtown Los Ajigeles. It is one
of the spots you’ll enjoy. Here, you can be
picked up again for your afternoon trip:

Tanner Gray Line Tour No. 2, Hollywood
and Beverly Hills: This tour leaves the
Tanner Terminal at 1:45, takes three hours
and costs $3.25 per person. On this trip you
will see the original Brown Derby on Wil-
shire Boulevard, Hollywood Boulevard
and Grauman’s Chinese Theatre; the
homes of many picture stars, the University
of California at Los Angeles, Will Rogers
memorial ranch, Santa Monica, the beach
homes of many famous people, and the
National Soldiers’ Home at Sawtelle.
You will return from this tour at five,

which will give you plenty of time to get
back to your hotel, rest a bit, have dinner
at the restaurant of your choice, anfl be
picked up by the Tanner Gray Line at
seven o’clock for Tour No. 9. This trip takes
three and a half hours, $2.75 per person.
You will see Olvera Street and make a

tour of the shops; you will visit China-
town, then the Griffith Park Observatory
for a view of the city, then drive along
Hollywood and Wilshire Boulevards.
Before seeing Olvera Street, you should

know that this is the cradle of the city. The
actual birthday was August 1, 1769, al-

though the formal founding did not take
place until two years later.

On August 1, 1769, the expedition of Don
Gaspar de Portola made camp where the
North Broadway bridge crosses the Los

Angeles River at Elysian Park. It was his
scout, a Sergeant Ortega, who, traveling
with two Franciscan priests and soldiers,

decided upon the campsite. Father Serra
had remained at San Diego Mission while
the advance party moved up California
in the name of the Spanish King.
The expedition found that there was a

Shoshone Indian village near by, on the
area now occupied by Chinatown. It was
called Yang-na, and members of the ex-
pedition were horrified by the town and
its natives. Their houses were nothing but
mud bee-hives with a hole in the center
roof to allow smoke from the fires to escape.
The men wore no clothing at all, and the
women wore mere rabbitskin aprons.
August 1 is the jubilee day of our Lady

of the Angels of Porciuncula (Italy), so
the campsite was named El Pueblo de
Nuestra Senora La Reina de Los Angeles
de Porciuncula. The city had a fine earth-
quake the morning of this August first,

two more in the afternoon. But as the
men in the expedition had come from
Mexico where daily earthquakes were not
uncommon in those days, they regarded
this activity as friendly and welcoming.
While you are strolling through Olvera

Street, it is likely that you will hear the
ringing of the Plaza church bells across the
way. One of those bells has a romantic
history. Many, many years ago a daughter

“A really kind man is one who goes about

keeping promises he has never made.”

. . . JEFF CHANDLER

of the great Carillo family (Leo Carillo
is one of her great-great-great nephews),
whose name was Josefa, had two suitors.

One was Pio Pico, who became governor
and for whom Pico Boulevard was named.
The other was the new governor Echan-
dia, who had come up from Mexico to
supervise the affairs of California. However,
he was so enchanted with Josefa that he
remained in San Diego instead of reporting
to Monterey, the capital, and was promptly
put out of office by revolution.
Both suitors it turned out were to be

disappointed. Josefa fell in love with a
Yankee, the first mate of a ship that put
into port. She confided her love problem to
Pio Pico who, gallant to his soul, helped
her to elope by lifting her out of her bed-
room window onto the back of his horse
and galloped like a fury to the harbor
where he tossed her into the arms of her
lover. The ship pulled out to sea just as
Josefa’s family arrived and swam their
steeds uselessly after the laughing lovers.

When the pair returned to California,
they were tried and found to be unmarried,
despite their shipboard wedding ceremony.
The court also ruled that neither were
they single. The result was that they were
ordered to do penance of various types for
thirty days and to give to the Plaza church
a bell weighing at least fifty pounds.
That bell still hangs in the Plaza church

belfry and when it rings you can hear in
its song the laughter of two happy people.

Tuesday:
Why not have breakfast at Ollie Ham-

mond’s, and then dash down to the Ambas-
sador Hotel to be picked up by Tanner
so that you can take Tour No. 6, through
Forest Lawn Memorial Park. Here you
will see “The Last Supper,” rendered in

stained glass; you will see The Little

Church of Flowers, Wee Kirk O’ the
Heather (the Annie Laurie church) and
The Church of the Recessional; you will

see “Duck Baby,” “Frog Baby,” “David,”

“Moses” and “Mystery Of Life,” all sculp-
|

ture of untold value. The tour takes two
hours (leaving the terminal at 10 a.m.)

and costs $3.00 per person.
Have luncheon at Brookside Cafeteria,

and then take Tanner Tour No. 1, Pasa-
dena and the Huntington Library. This
tour leaves at 2 p.m. and costs $2.75. It I

requires three and a half hours of the
best-spent time of your life.

After leaving the Terminal, you will see
the Los Angeles Civic Center. From the
Civic Center, Tour No. 1 will take you past
Sycamore Grove where many of the state

picnics are held, thence along Orange
Grove Avenue in Pasadena, past the Rose
Bowl, past California Technological Insti-

tute, and on to Huntington Library where
“The Blue Boy,” “Pinky” and hundreds of

other art treasures may be seen.
After the visit to the Huntington Library,

|

the tour continues to San Gabriel Mission.
For an admission price of thirty-five cents
you are taken through this historic church.
There is a poignant legend about one of

the bells in the San Gabriel belfry.

When the mission was under construc-
tion, a young Spanish captain and a de-
tachment of foot soldiers were sent north
from Mexico City to guard the padres, their

Indian converts who were completing the
building, and the small band of settlers who
had taken up residence near by. Unfortu-
nately, the force sent for this purpose was i

too small. The warlike Yuma Indians de-
scended at twilight one night and mas-
sacred every human being in the parish.

In Mexico City a beautiful senorita

was told that her fiance had been mur-
dered with all his troops at San Gabriel
mission. • When it was decided to cast a
bell for the church—which was to be
completed in spite of forty tribes of Yuma
Indians—the senorita stripped off all her
jewels, dropped them into the molten
metal, moved with stately grace to her own
church to pray, and fell dead across the
threshold. But her gems, in the bell make it

answer the light of the morning sun, and
her gold ring from the hand that was
to have worn a wedding band gives sweet-
ness to the tone of the Angelus.
You will be back at the Terminal around

five-thirty, which will give you ample time
to reach your hotel, hop into a refreshing

tub, put on your favorite theatre suit, and
go to Cocoanut Grove in the Ambassador
Hotel for their famous “Night in Hawaii,”
complete with orchid leis, an enticing Is-

land dinner, and a great floor show. <

Wednesday:
A light breakfast at Armstrong-Schroe-

ders should be followed by a trip to the

Farmers Market at 3rd Street and Fairfax
Avenue. Use your own car and a map, or

call the Los Angeles Transit Lines, tell

them where you are, and ask them how to

get to the Market.
You will want to spend at least two hours

roaming the food stands and the shops in

the merchandise section. Then luncheon,
assembled in the market area and carried

to one of the second storey open-air dining
rooms, should top off this excursion nicely.

After luncheon, drive east on 3rd Street

to Vermont Avenue, south on Vermont to

Exposition Park which is clearly marked
on all Los Angeles maps. You will find the

Los Angeles County Museum here and in

it are the stone-age animals whose bones
were excavated from the La Brea Tar Pits.

Drive west one mile to Western Avenue
and turn south, continuing on Western
Avenue all the way to San Pedro. After
driving around this waterfront town, re-

turn to Western Avenue and follow it up-
ward around the Palos Verdes.

At Portuguese Bend, you will see the only



glass church in the world. It was designed
by architect Lloyd Wright (son of Frank
Lloyd Wright and uncle of Anne Baxter).
Eventually this religious community, which
is a world memorial honoring Emanuel
Swedenborg, will include the chapel (now
functioning as a church in which Sunday
services have been held since the day of
dedication, May 19, 1951, and which may
be visited by tourists every afternoon), in
addition to church offices, an assembly hall,

a 150-foot library, and a 65-foot bell tower.
These last-named structures will also be
constructed of glass, but their roofs will be
of tile. After leaving the church, you
should continue westward around the
green hills, pausing at turnouts in order
to admire the view and take pictures.
Late in the afternoon, when you have

descended into the beach towns, you should
treat yourself to a swim. If you have friends
who belong to any of the beach clubs, you
might ask the favor of guest privileges.
Club del Mar is impressive; the Deauville
is pleasant, and the Jonathan and the Bel
Air Bay Clubs are exclusive. The Surf and
Sand Club is a part of the old Marion
Davies beach home, and a sight to be seen
by every new explorer of the California
scene. You might inquire about beach
privileges at your hotel. All large hotels
have working agreements with the beach
establishments.
After your swim you should drive along

Ocean Avenue- in Santa Monica and park.
Walk over to the Palisades and look down
on the beach community below. Along
Pacific Coast Highway are some of the most
beautiful seaside homes in the world. No
one, merely driving along Pacific Coast
Highway, would guess at the number of
patios, fresh-water swimming pools, and
sun decks or the spreading expanse of the
houses hidden behind tall adobe walls and
redwood fences. Just before sundown, ful-
fill your reservations at one of the follow-
ing delightful seaside restaurants: Jack’s
at the Beach, Holiday House, or Carl’s,
where you can watch the Pacific do the
can-can with white petticoats flying.

Thursday

:

This is Catalina Island Day!
To drive to the Catalina Island Terminal,

motor south on Avalon Boulevard. The
route is clearly marked.

If you wish to let the Pacific Electric
Railway do the worrying, catch the Cata-
lina Island Special at the PE Station, 6th
and Main Streets. Departure time: 8: 40 a.m.
Round trip fare: $1.04.

The round trip fare for adults is $6.80
on the steamer, and the fare for children
is $3.40. The trip takes approximately two
and one half hours and is delightful.

If you prefer to fly, United Air Lines will
transport you in twenty minutes for $8.74
round trip.

When you reach the island, there is a
wealth of sightseeing to do. You can take
a trip in a glass-bottom boat in order to

find out what Neptune is doing. Time: 40
minutes. Tariff: $1.50.

That done, you can take the Avalon Ter-
race Drive which winds around the superb
hills of the island affording a breathtaking
panorama. Time: 50 minutes. Cost: $1.15.

Santa Catalina Island was discovered by
the Portuguese explorer, Juan Rodriguez y
Cabrillo, in September, 1542, just fifty

years after Columbus first touched on the
British West Indies. Cabrillo, like Colum-
bus, was searching for that fantasy—

a

northwest passage to the Orient. He
touched first at San Pedro, then sailed his

bathtub-with-canvas on to Catalina; how-
ever, he gave the island the name “Vic-
toria.” Fifty years later, Viscaino landed
on the island on the feast day of St. Cather-
ine, so named it Santa Catalina.
There is enough to do in Catalina to

keep you busy for several days. The men
in your family can go sword-fishing, and
the water babies can go swimming. The
golfers and tennis specialists will find
good sport at The Catalina Visitors’ Coun-
try Club, and there is the fascinating bird
farm for the delight of children.
Accommodations are simple, but they

are pleasantly priced.

However, assuming that you have only
one day for the island,, you will be back in
Los Angeles at 7 p.m. A quick trip to
your hotel for a breather . and a change
of clothes, and you might have dinner and
catch the early show at Ciro’s, then go on
for the late show at Mocambo.

Friday:
Don comfortable walking shoes this

morning, because this is your day for
seeing sights on foot—the only way, really,

to get to know a city on personal terms.
Have breakfast at the Brown Derby on
Wilshire Boulevard either opposite the
Ambassador or in Beverly Hills (as con-
venient), then board a Wilshire bus for
downtown Los Angeles. Prowl through
Bullock’s (especially the play deck on the
mezzanine of the sport shop on the Hill

Street side)
;
check their costume jewelry

section for gifts, their “separates” shop
where you can assemble your dream
outfit.

Wander west on 7th Street, noting the
specialty shops, the great jewelers: Brock
& Company and Donavan & Seaman, and
the J. J. Haggerty store, then turn into

J. W. Robinson’s and browse through its

first floor and its housewares section. Con-
tinue down 7th Street to Barker Brothers,
Los Angeles’ fascinating furniture store.

Investigate the model rooms which are a
homemaker’s delight.

Have luncheon at The Statler at 7th and
Figueroa. It is scheduled to open in June,

WHY DON'T YOU HURRY, HURRY
HURRY HOME!

And send in the names of your

Favorite Actor Favorite Actress

It's the only thing to do if you want to

see them in Photoplay's color pages

MAIL TO: Reader's Poll Editor, Box 1374, Grand Central Station,

Sarong drape excitement,

pertly bowed. Elastic shirred

back for figure control.

Wear it strapped or strapless.

This Everglaze fabric by Peter

is patterned from an old

Victorian Brocade. Gold ai

gray. Sizes 32 to 38. Abou

BRILLIANT sportswear, w

1410 Broadway * New Yo1

Everglaze
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GUARANTEED

My Name My Age



1952, and it will be a show spot
Board a Wilshire bus at Wilshire and

Figueroa and ride to Bullock’s Wilshire.

You’ll be open-mouthed before the trea-

sures of the remarkable shop.
From here, walk 2% blocte west to I.

Magnin’s, one of a group of elegant shops
owned by Bullock’s but with different mer-
chandising policies. Magnin’s is the fifty -

dollar cashmere sweater spot, etc.

Again, board the Wilshire bus and ride
to Beverly Drive in Beverly Hills. Walk
up Beverly Drive (northbound) to Santa
Monica Boulevard, cross the street and
walk south. Walk west on Wilshire to
Blum’s and have a chocolate ice cream
soda. Or walk south on Beverly Drive
and have a sundae at Wil Wright’s.
Better take a cab to your hotel (if your

car isn’t in the neighborhood) and have
a nap before going to The Tropics or Don,
The Beachcomber’s for dinner. Sissies,

at this point, will fall into bed and sleep
for ten hours. Strong characters will

catch a dance or two at the Palladium.

Saturday:
This is radio and television day for you.

Have an early breakfast at the Beverly
Wilshire Hotel where you can look out
upon the morning sunlight kicking up dia-
monds in the swimming pool, then hurry
to Radio Center which is centered at Sun-
set and Vine. NBC is on the comer; CBS
is one block east on Sunset; Mutual is a
few blocks south on Vine.

If you will go to the Information Bureau,
maintained in the main lobby of every sta-
tion, you will be told what tickets are
available and how to get them. With
even ordinary luck, you will be able to
spend the rest of your day observing
radio programs of every type.
Why not have dinner at the Hollywood

Derby or at Nickodell? Afterward, if

you have had enough radio and TV, it

might be a treat to see a foreign movie.
There are always a number of excellent
foreign releases (with English dubbing)
at nearby “art” theatres.

Weekend Trips

If you are in Los Angeles between
October 15 and June 1st, any year, you
should spend at least one weekend in
Palm Springs, about 125 miles southeast
of Los Angeles, and reached by a superb
and scenic highway. Palm Springs is an
incredible sight. Its green lawns, its masses
of flowers, its dazzling sunlight, and its

sharp nights are a climatic miracle. Dur-
ing October and November, the tempera-
ture will be in the 90’s during the day,
drop down to 60 at night. During Decem-
ber, January, and February, the high will

be between 60 and 70 during the day,
but there may be frost at night. March,
April and May are unbelievable: days in
the 90’s or low 100’s, nights in the 70’s.

Although accommodations can be ex-
pensive ($15.00 per person per day up,
up, up to $50.00 and $75.00), there are
also charming motels which are not
costly. The hotel situation is managed by
hundreds of one- and two-story travel

lodges, usually consisting of individual
cottages placed around a swimming pool.

There are restaurants on a par with the
best in Los Angeles, and their prices are
comparable (The Doll House, Chi-Chi,
Steak House, Saddle & Sirloin, The Dunes),
but The Village Coffee Shop and the Waf-
fle Shop and several others serve good
food at reasonable rates.

The palms in Palm Springs, the familiar
fan palm variety, have been set out, for

the most part, recently. However, back
in the mountain canyons there are strange
palms which bear no resemblance to any
species imported into this country. Bota-
nists can’t imagine how they arrived,

but they are almost certain that these
trees are as old as California’s sequoias
which were over two thousand years old
when a star shone in the sky above Beth-
lehem.
Those who are more interested in

modem movie stars than they are in
ancient botany will be pleased by the fact
that there are more picture people visi-
ble in Palm Springs during the season
than at any other single point in Califor-
nia. Tip: mainly they come out of their
houses and hotels in the early evening
and seek a place to dine. They, like all

other sensible people, spend their days
lazing around a pool, baking out taut
nerves and assembling a tan.

Arrowhead Lake:
Summer or winter, Lake Arrowhead

and the resort which surrounds it, rep-
resent fun. In the winter there is skiing
and ice-skating; in the summer there is

swimming, horseback riding, sailing, hik-
ing, and the usual golf, tennis, bowling,
badminton and exchange of tourist topics.
Dan Duryea and his family like Arrowhead
so well that they have established perma-
nent year-round headquarters in a hand-
some home called “The Mink.” Their
motor boat is named “The Little Mink.”
Gag is that Dan had always promised to
buy his wife a mink coat when finances
permitted—but they bought their place
here instead.

Arrowhead is about 100 miles from Los
Angeles, by way of an excellent highway,
which takes one through orange groves
and vineyards as far as San Bernardino
and then winds easily over a high-gear
road along Rim of the World Drive. The
village is nearly a mile above sea level,

and the lake occupies about 800 acres.
There are a number of places to stay.

You can live in velvet for $26.00 per day
(all meals included), or you can economize
for as little as $5.75 per day for a house-

planning a

hollywood holiday?
You may secure free, authentic travel

information by mailing this , coupon.

photoplay travel dept.

221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.

Please send free travel literature,
J
information about costs, routes,-

etc., right from my home city.

j 1

1 would be interested in details of

an escorted tour to Hollywood.

I am planning to go to Hollywood about

(Date)

There will be in my party

Your name..
(Please print)

Address

Phone

(This offer expires after Dec. 31, 1952)

keeping cottage accommodating four per H
sons. This is without meals, of course.

San Diego and Old Mexico:
One of the most delightful of weeken<|

trips is that to San Diego and into Tijuana |
Important note: Native-born American §•

will have no difficulty in crossing ant
recrossing the border, but naturalize* r
citizens must have their papers and alien >

should check with their Los Angeles con _

sulate before undertaking the trip out /

side of the States.

The Tanner Gray Line operates a two- *

day tour which is economical. Leaving a
8:30 a.m. one day and returning late ii I
the afternoon of the next, the cost i |
$10.00 per person, not including meals i
hotel accommodations, tips or activities 1

around town on your own. In addition fi t

this, there is a charge of fifty cents peiii
person at the border if you wish to se«

'

;

Mexico, and there is a thirty-five cen 1

fee for entering the grounds of San Juar 1

Capistrano Mission.
On this trip you see Long Beach anc

the oil fields where derricks grow in j I
forest of leafless spires; Laguna Beacl a

(the art colony where Bette Davis livecl
for several years), the Del Mar race track »

San Diego harbor with its Naval Comple-
ment, Tijuana, and then you go back up
the coast and across the causeway to the;

Coronado Hotel, on to Balboa Park, thence
to La Jolla (where Gregory Peck, Mel
Ferrer and others operate the Playhouse)
and on to Mission San Juan Capistrano

Santa Barbara:
One of the most beautiful cities in the

world is Santa Barbara as it lies above
its deep blue bay, about 125 miles north
of Los Angeles via the Coast Highway
Santa Monica, Malibu, and the town of

Ventura with its mission are on the out-
bound route. It is a good idea to return by
way of the Ojai and San Fernando Valleys.
Santa Barbara’s hotels are all that any

tourist could desire, and its restaurants
are superb. Don’t miss The Harbor for

dinner at least one night. You should plan
a shopping expedition through El Paseo, a

,

series of little shops surrounding a patio,

and the tea-room in this delightful arena .

is world-famed.
However, if you would prefer to have

your trip arranged so that you will see

all there is to see without a care or a

worry, this too is possible. There are

a number of escorted tours that include
visits to all the scenic, historic and inter-

esting places in California. Those who plan
these tours make all arrangements for

you. And everything you could wish is

covered by one low, all-expense price.

Happiness Tours, for instance, offer several

California tours which also enable you
to enjoy parts of the Pacific Northwest
and the Southwest en route to or return-
ing from California.

Wherever you travel this year, and
however you travel, be sure to carry

American Express Company Traveler’s

Checks. No one can cash these checks but
you. And they are honored by all hotels,

restaurants, stores and transportation lines.

Come to California and see the develop-
ment of its new legends while you tread

with fascinated feet upon the old, old soil

that still remembers the sandals of the

padres. It will make all your life more
vivid.

(Aldo Ray is in “The Marrying Kind”;
Joyce Holden, “Bronco Buster”; Mac-
donald Carey, “Let’s Make It Legal”;

John Derek, “Scandal Sheet”; Dan Dur-
yea, “Chicago Calling”; Arlene Dahl,

“Caribbean Gold”; Lex Barker, “Tarzan’s

Savage Fury”; Sally Forrest, “Banner-
line”; Pier Angeli, “The Story of Three
Loves.”) The End
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The Faith of Dale Robertson

(Continued, from page 45)

afford it,” Dale replied emphatically.
“Well, I’ve been pledged by a sorority,

and I don’t intend to turn them down.”
Dale was young enough to be disillu-

sioned. The girl’s father was far from
wealthy. It would take three or four years
to pay for her fun. By Dale’s standards,
this was grossly unfair. A battle royal
followed, busting up a beautiful friend-
ship. Today he says: “Like everything
else, there’s good and bad mixed up in

these college societies. All I knew then
was one thing. They were too rich for my
pocket, so for me they were out.”

He’s the only guy on the lot who ever
objected to having a photo retouched.
“Takes the character out—” He’s the only
guy who ever warned the studio against
overselling him. Editors, seeing “Take
Care” two months before its release, clam-
ored for copy on the new boy, who re-
mained level-headed. “I appreciate their

kindness, but the public hasn’t bought me
yet. Why get them steamed up' about a
bird who may not deliver? We’d all feel

pretty silly.”

In the country he hails from, a man’s
word is his bond. It’s a creed he absorbed
with the air he breathed, and he won’t
depart from it. He maintains, for instance,
that no actor has the right to reject a role.

“You’ve signed the papers, you’ve given
.your word, you keep it.”

A bystander commented, “Wait till they
try to shove the wrong part down your
throat.”

“They’ve tried,” said Dale. “There are
ways of handling it.”

His way was to go to the producer.
“I’m grateful for your confidence in me.
But I don’t think I’m right or ready for

this lead. If you insist, I’ll do it. That’s
part of the deal, and I don’t go back on
deals. But with all the money at stake, I

feel you’d be doing us both an injustice
to use me. And to prove I want to be in
your picture, I’ll play any little part I’m
suited for.”

Instead of fireworks, he contrived a
meeting of minds, won his point and made
himself a friend. Pressure doesn’t sit well
with Dale. Casting directors, refusing to
give him work, gave him free advice.
“Lose 'that accent, brother.”
“No,” said Dale, not out of pigheaded-

ness but because he’d feel unnatural with-
out it.

“An accent limits you.”
“Colman has an English accent. What’s

his limit?”

Impulse plays small part in his decisions
as young Jackie, his bride, found out.
Once, twice, he came home and sat silent
for an hour. She let it pass. The third
time she burst into tears. “You don’t love
me any more—

”

“Honey, what’s wrong with you?”
“Nothing. It’s you. Not saying a word.

Acting as if I’m not here.”
The grin broke as his arms tightened

around her. “You’re here, all right. Only
something came up today that bothered
me. When there’s anything on my mind,
I have to sit and think it through. Then
when I’ve got it settled, I’m okay.”
His basic serenity stems from his faith

in God, from his love of nature and his
deep family feeling. All three form part
of his heritage. Born in Harrah, outside
Oklahoma City, he grew up where the
world stood wide and the peace of the
open skies took hold of him. At the age
of twelve months or so, he gave his heart
once and forever to horses and dogs. Ex-
cept with animals, he’s hardly the type
for public demonstrations of affection. But
he’ll grab a horse round the neck, kiss

him and call him sweetheart. Money
couldn’t part him from Chief, his German
shepherd, whom he normally greets as
“Oh, you beautiful doll!” Chief’s son,

equally dear, was hit by a car while Dale
worked on location in “Return of the
Texan.” Over the phone Dale comforted
his wife, but couldn’t throw off his own
mood of wordless dejection. To Kit Carson,
stand-in and close friend, he explained
briefly, “It’s like I’d lost a member of the
family.”
The family ties are exceptionally warm,

the sense of kinship close. Dale’s par-
ents were divorced. How he feels about
his mother comes out in a few quiet sen-
tences. “She raised three boys and umpteen
dogs by herself. Worked for Kraft Cheese
till they wanted her to go on. the road,

but she wouldn’t quit us. Switched to the
State Banking Company. On $150 a
month, she not only gave us what every
other kid had but saved enough to start a
convalescent home. She’s still running
that. It’s a real good one, too. I figure if

I could hand my mother the moon, it

wouldn’t be too much. Thing is, she’d

find someone else who needed it more—

”

His aunts Lillian and Ruth did their

best to coddle Dale, youngest of the boys.
His brothers Chet and Roxy steered him
back to realities. He responded cheerfully
to both forms of affection, and took his

natural bent toward all forms of athletics.

If sports had never been invented, his

mother’s wistful dream of seeing him an
honor student might have fared better.

He did, in fact, make the honor roll one
year when a football accident kept him
trussed up in casts. “For Mom,” he re-
calls, “it was the height of mixed emotions.
She liked good grades but she didn’t like

’em that way.”

A
T Oklahoma Military, where his aunts
sent him to study law, he won twenty-

eight letters and was voted" the school’s
outstanding athlete. But Blackstone and
bodywork both faded before the grim fact

of war, which led Dale from the cavalry
to the air corps to OCS and a lieutenancy
with the 322nd Corhbat Engineers. Sta-
tioned temporarily at San Luis Obispo, he
ran down to Hollywood for a weekend’s
leave. That’s when he had his picture
taken. AMOS CARR STUDIO, read the
sign, and he thought: “I’ll send Mom a
photograph for Christmas.”
He didn’t know that Marion Parsons,

the camera girl, would blow his face up
and stick it in the window. Nor that
agents would stop, gawk and walk in to
ask for the man behind the face. By
that time the man had other things on
his mind. To Lieutenant Dale Robertson,
with Patton’s Third Army in Germany,
came letters from some of Hollywood’s
ten-per-centers, suggesting movie possi-
bilities, urging him to call such-and-such a
number at once. Stuck in a foxhole, Dale
thought this was pretty funny. “I laughed,
and never gave it another thought. Ex-
cept I was glad to get the letters. In the
Army, every letter you get is a break.”
V-E Day found him in Prague, with a

knee so shattered by enemy mortar fire

that to reassemble it took nine months
and two operations at Fort Bragg’s Army
Hospital. In March '46, he became a civil-

ian, jobless, with every indication of re-
maining so. Roxy took a look at him as
he wandered in from a day of fruitless
search. “I’m flying out to Los Angeles.
Need some fender skirts for the car. Want
to go along?”
He went along for the ride. He looked

up Marion Parsons because she was the
only girl in town he knew. When she

mentioned the buzzing agents, he said:

“That’s a joke.”
“Not for them, it wasn’t. Of course

times have changed. They were hungry
for new blood then. Now the big stars

are back. Still, it wouldn’t hurt to get in

touch with Jack Easton. He was the most
persistent. I’ll call him if you like.”

Dale shook his head. “I’d rather think
about it a while. But—thanks for giving

me something to think about—

”

Faith and effort did the rest—his own
faith, the faith of others in him, his own
shoulder to the wheel. At first he tried

the home town again. No soap. Then
Hollywood and Jack Easton. Quick to

give people their due, he says: “Jack had
every confidence in me and did all he
could. Unfortunately, the time was wrong.”
Five or six times he trekked back and
forth, got another agent, quit again, tried

again, quit again. “But a lot of things led

me to believe that I was supposed to come
here.” The nature of those things lie be-
tween him and the Lord he prays to. The
point is, he believed. Without that belief,

he’d never have gone to the folks with his

proposal.
“I’ve been out there six times and noth-

ing happened. Which maybe proves that

acting’s not right for me. But I still think
Hollywood is. So I’d like to learn the
other end of the business—cutting and
editing. That’ll take time and funds. If

you’ll finance me, I’ll pay you back. When
or how I don’t know, but I will pay you
back. And with six per cent interest

—

”

His mother and aunts considered it a
sound investment. “They knew,” says
Dale, “that they’d get a run for their

money. They knew I’d work, that I

wouldn’t just throw it away. They’d have
done as much for any of us boys. They
pretty well believe in all three of us.”

Three years later he was still slogging it

out, studying at USC, working with Peter
Ballbusch, M-G-M director, taking odd
jobs to bolster his shrinking capital. One
Robertson fan was Solly Baiano, who tried

to sell him - to everyone at Warners,
where he landed the smallest bit role in

“Flamingo Road.” Another was Lee Brooks,
independent producer, who talked of put-
ting him under personal contract. When
his production plans fell through, Brooks
introduced him to agents Ned Marin and
Charlie Feldman of Famous Artists. They
took him on and made the studio rounds
with him. Dale got to know lots of office

boys, perceptive characters with a cold
eye for a phony. They sized Dale up as
the genuine article, they began plugging
for him in practical ways. With a script

hot off the machine, they’d call him. On
the principle that God helps those who
help themselves, Dale would drive over,
meet them outside, read the story and re-
turn it before it could be missed. Then
he’d phone Ned Marin. “There’s a part I

think I might be able to handle.” Next
morning Marin would be pounding the
studio door down.
By such unorthodox but justifiable

methods, he got first crack at “Fighting
Man of the Plains,” Ed Marin directing,

Nat Holt producing. Ned pounded his
brother Ed’s door down and presented his
client for the part of Jesse James. “Read
it,” said Ed. Unruffled, Dale read it. “I

like him,” said Ed. “But Holt has to like

him too
—

”

Holt liked him too. And at the Long
Beach preview the fans greeted his ap-
pearance with rounds of applause and
after the show they mobbed him. Holt says:
“It was the McCoy. Nobody could have
that many relatives,” Dale says: “It was
quite a night.” Charlie Skouras, theatre-
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chain owner, says: “I grabbed the phone
and called my brother Spyros—” Spyros,
president of Twentieth Century-Fox,
called Zanuck. Zanuck called Ned Marin.
Marin called Dale, who had gone out on
personal appearances in Kansas City. “Fox
wants to sign you—”
“Okay. Sign.”
In the end it was that simple. “And

since then, may I add, everyone’s been
wonderful to me—” But as failure failed

to depress him, success fails to sweep him
off his feet. By his deep-rooted creed, if

this hadn’t happened, something else was
bound to. Less spectacular, ma'ybe, but
equally heaven-sent.
He figures his marriage was made in

heaven too. “The Hakims invited me to

dinner. Jackie came with Stanley Rubin.
Everyone else talked French. We talked
horses in English. When I found that
Stanley was just a casual date, I asked
for her phone number, called her and
took her out. On our third date I pro-
posed. Jackie said yes.”

Old-fashioned in his sense of courtesy
toward parents, Dale worked up a terrific

speech to make to her father. “In your
day, sir, people got engaged for a year, sir.

Things move faster now, sir. Jackie and
I—”
Mr. Wilson cut in, endearing himself

forever to his future son-in-law. “Young
man, you’re not addressing Methuselah. I

proposed to her mother the second time
we went out.”

By way of honeymoon, they got one day
at Santa Barbara. But last Christmas Dale’s
packed working schedule lightened suffi-

ciently to permit him to take his bride

—

along with her sister and two cousins—to

Oklahoma. It was a pleasant, if uneventful
holiday. Being a great family for cards,

they played pitch every night. And Mom
gave the boy cousin a horse, for the good
and sufficient reason that he’d always
wanted a horse and she had a flock of

them.
Dale calls his wife Jackpot, which she

doesn’t like. He describes her as a small
brunette. “With the same color eyes I

have and the same love for horses.” Others
describe her as a young Hedy Lamarr.
She’d just started in pictures when the
gentleman from Oklahoma talked her into

ditching them. “One career for two people
is enough. Two careers mean trouble.”
Having entered the field lightheartedly,
she left it in the same spirit.

His talent for composure isn’t always
appreciated. Jackie says he didn’t get
excited enough about the baby. Dale
tells it this way:
On the set one day Kit gave him a cou-

ple of looks. “Feeling okay, Dale—?”

“Oh, fine, fine
—

”

“Anything wrong?”
“Jackie’s not herself. Won’t drink cof-

fee, won’t smoke a cigarette.”

“That’s how it started with Boots,” said
Kit, whose wife was expecting a baby.
The outward Dale stood perfectly still

while his innards reared. “No kiddin’,”

he finally breathed.
Still, he kept his hopes under at first

lest they be disappointed, till day by day
they grew a little more sure. “We eased
into it. It’s not like you don’t suspect a
thing and suddenly bam! you’re going to

be a father—

”

So when Jackie phoned with the doc-
tor’s report that they’d be three next
June, Dale said: “That’s fine.”

“You don’t sound very excited about it.”

“Well, honey, I kind of almost knew it

anyway. Besides,” added the inspired
male, “I’ve only got a second. We’re be-
tween takes.”

Actually, the baby is his heart’s desire.

They call it Young, and Dale wants as
many Youngs as they can afford. “Boys,
girls, I don’t care, just healthy ones.”
They live in Reseda, thirty-five minutes

from the studio, because houses are cheap-
er out there. Under the G.I. bill, Dale’s
cost $200 down and $45 a month. Once
his debts are paid off, they’ll sell it and
get more land. “A big house we don’t care
for, but we want an acre of ground.
Enough for at least one horse, so we can
go out and nuzzle him when we feel like

it.” To nuzzle them now means a trip to

the stables where he boards five and loves
them so well that he won’t pick a favor-
ite. “They’re all favorites. And smart.
Pay their own keep. I use ’em in pic-
tures and take ’em off my income tax.”

S A husband, he acknowledges a cou-
ple of deficiencies. “I don’t pick up my

clothes round the house like I should and
I don’t help with the dishes like I should.
But in our family we weren’t raised for a
man to hang round the kitchen. Of course,”
he concedes as an afterthought, “we
weren’t raised to drop clothes behind us
either.” Jackie’s main fault is being late.

“Under m’y nagging, though, she’s im-
proved. Only that’s another thing I hate

—

to nag or be nagged—” So he didn’t nag
her about the poodle cut she sprang on
him, a lover of long hair in his women-
folk. Just ran a rueful hand through the
shorn crop. “Feels like I’ve got a little

boy by the hair
—

”

She’s a willing, if inexperienced, cook,
and good enough to suit Dale. And as
Dale points out, “I’m the only one she has
to please.” Pleasing him is a cinch. Para-
doxically, in view of his husky frame, he’s
indifferent to food and eats because he
must. This is a family idiosyncrasy. On
a bird’s appetite, his brother Chet man-
aged to tip the scales at 255. Dale’s cus-
tomary lunch consists of a lettuce and
tomato sandwich, topped by two glasses

of milk. He drinks milk like water. His
only other gastronomic enthusiasm is cat-
fish and hoecakes, Oklahoma style. “Get
in there and learn,” he told Jackie last

Christmas. Enchanted to discover some-
thing he liked, Jackie got.

The glamour of stardom means nothing
to him. Hollywood is his workshop, not
his playground, and he works hard. Averse
to dramatic coaches, he trains himself by
reading aloud. Before the cameras he
tries to be natural, honest and to read his

lines with reasonable sense. “If I had to

act, it would be the end of me.” He’s

written four stories which he hopes to sell
j

|

,

as vehicles for himself when the right time
|

if

comes.
His diversions are simple. The gift of a

pointer from his business manager sends •

him into a glow. He promptly named the I

dog Radar, “because he sure gets those li

signals from somewhere,” and went into a
huddle with Kit about building a concrete «

run alongside the house. They’re also .,

looking forward to the pheasant season i
next fall. “By that time the ladies’ll be

'

well along with motherhood, and won’t
mind our ducking out for a week or two.” v

On Sundays he’s up at six and plays golf i

till noon, then routs Jackie out of bed. t

Pockets stuffed with carrots and sugar,
j

they call on the horses. Jackie spends the j

afternoon with Boots Carson while Dale f

plays tennis. Evenings they take in a i

movie or get out the chessboard. Dale’s a l

sucker for movies, good, bad or indiffer- J
ent. Among his favorite stars are Dick t

Widmark and Gary Cooper. He thinks
]

Sally Forrest’s a little girl loaded with
j

talent, and feels a special fondness for 1

June Haver, “Because off screen she’s one (

of the finest ladies I’ve ever met—” His j

deferential use of the word lady marks a i

courtliness long outmoded and all the
^

more attractive in Robertson for its rarity,
j

He rates men and things for themselves
j

instead of by labels. Drives a Pontiac 1

because it gives him service, and keeps his 4

eye peeled not for a Cadillac but for an J

old Model A that’ll take him back and
j

forth. If a $40 suit looks well on him, he 1

doesn’t care who made it and wears it as i

blithely as though it cost $150. He likes
j

casual clothes, and generally goes tieless,
j

In Oklahoma they’re understandably
proud of him. His brothers express their
pride in brotherly terms. “Don’t worry,

\
Dale. When they kick you into the poor-

{

house, we’ll take care of you.” His moth-
j

er’s not afraid to be sentimental. Dale
j

took her to the Academy shindig last year, I

her first direct experience of fan reaction. I

As the roar for Dale rose and swelled, her 1

eyes bugged out of her head about a foot,
j

Thrilled, she beamed alike on the other
kids and her own. “Son,” she whispered,
“if you never paid back a cent of that

j

money, it’s all been paid back tonight
—

” I

“At six per cent!” he teased

—

“At 600—”
What his mother and aunts gave him,

apart from money, he can’t pay back.
“They stood behind me every step of the

way. That’s one reason I never got dis-

couraged.”
The other reasons rest within himself. :

So does his strength. Far from being the 1

end-all of existence, acting to Robertson
is a nice way of earning a living. Take it

away and the essentials remain—love of

family and friends (including the four-
footed variety), his sense of oneness with
the universe, his faith that the ways of

God are good. In such firm ground his

emotional roots are sunk. Hollywood can’t

touch them.
(Dale’s next pictures, “Outcasts of Poker

Flat” and “Lydia Bailey.”)

The End

JANET LEIGH GREW UP WHEN . . .

In 1948 Janet Leigh faced the fact that her
marriage to bandleader Stanley Reams had
failed and ended in divorce. She’d thought
it couldn’t happen to her.

Courageously she asked herself, “Why? What
did I expect from marriage? What did I give

to it? Where did / fail?”

She soon realized she had been bouncing
along on pink clouds of romance, leaving no
place for realities on her marital horizon.

When she met Tony Curtis it would have

By Viola Swisher been easy to hop another romantic cloud and

marry again. Instead, she and Tony waited.

Meanwhile, Janet analyzed herself and her

relationships. Gradually she adjusted her atti-

tudes and actions to harmonize with the pat-

terns of the world she lived in. And finally it

came to her that she now knew the truth about

growing up.

So she married Tony, confident that the

marriage will endure because she has learned

the great lesson of adulthood—adjustment.
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To be married this May—
Virginia Browne and George Carson, both of

Pennsylvania. George is with a Philadelphia

publishing house. Virginia is studying interior

decoration. Both love swimming and golf. Next

month, when Virginia walks down the aisle of

Old St. David’s Church in Devon, every guest

will agree—she looks truly a fairy queen bride!

Virginia’s coloring is dazzling—hair of finest

spun-gold, larkspur blue eyes, a complexion as

fresh and flawless as a sweetheart rosebud.

And shining right out from her face to you

is the gay, unaffected charm of her Inner

Self . . . telling you at once why Virginia

captivates everyone who meets her!

n
Knowing you look your best

does happy things for you Virginia says

Virginia’s ring

Virginia Browne—her complexion makes everyone think—what a lovely girl!

"Nothing cares' for my skin so beautifully as Pond’s Cold Cream,” she says.

YOU FEEL WONDERFULLY HAPPY, SO Itllich

at ease, that you're special fun to be

with—wjhen you know you are looking

your prettiest.

Virginia finds every girl’s prettiest look

starts with a soft, smooth complexion that

sparkles, it’s so clean! Her own skin has

an adorably rosy perfection. "I cream it

every single night with Pond’s Cold

Cream,” Virginia would tell you. "Because

I think Pond’s is the most marvelous

cream ever—and my skin just loves it!”

Make this happy discovery for yourself,

the wonderful goodness of Pond’s Cold

Cream tor your skin! Every single night

at bedtime follow Virginia’s beauty rou-

tine. It’s so easy and so effective. This is

the way that gives results:

Hot Stimulation—a good hot water splashing.

Cream Cleanse—swirl light, fluffy Pond’s Cold
Cream over face and throat to soften dirt and
make-up, sweep them from pore openings.
Tissue off.

Cream Rinse—more Pond’s Cold Cream now, to

rinse oft last traces of dirt, leave skin immacu-
late. Tissue off.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

Now—doesn’t your face feel thoroughly

clean . . . blissfully soft? And did you ever

see such a smooth look? Like satin!

It’s not vanity to want to show your loveliest

face. When you look your very best, a happy-

hearted confidence gives your face a special glow,

attracts other people to you on sight!

START NOW TO HELP YOUR FACE SHOW A LOVELIER YOU!



Photoplay Fashions Continued from page 71

UNDERTHINGS TO COMPLEMENT YOUR VACATION WARDROBE

1. For perfect form, white broadcloth Ex
quisite Form hra with 4-section circle-stitch

cups. Also in satin. $2.00, 32-40, A-B cup.

For a smoother figure line, fab-lined Play-

tex girdle with sensational Adjust-,

wafer-thin garters. In all sizes, ‘‘White

Magic” or pink, at $6.95

2. To round out the smaller bust line—

-

permanently padded cotton bra with light

undetectible foam rubber inserted in waffle-

stitched panels. By Maidenform, 32-38,

A-B cup, $3.00. For dainty figures, Form-

fit’s shirred elasticized net panty. $2.95,

white only, small, medium, large

3. Crisply charming under-summer clothes

—flattering eyelet cotton bra with adjust-

able camisole straps. $1.50 by Lovable, 32-

38, A and B cup, white only. Matching
garter belt with bow trim, $1.50, 24-30

4. Everything’s under control with Holly-

wood Maxwell’s strapless bra. Elasticized

back, comfortable boning keep it firmly in

place. Bra cup is broadcloth with net top.

.98, 32-38, A, B and C cup. For billowy

skirts, a Miss Elaine seersucker petticoat

with frosty organdy trim. $2.98, small,

medium and large

sweet lingerie d reams
Lingerie on this page available at leading

stores throughout country. For store near-

est you write direct to manufacturer

Exquisite Form hra, 159 Madison Ave.,

New York, N. Y.; Playtex girdle, 350 Fifth

Ave., New York, N. Y. : Maidenform bra,

200 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. : Formfit

panty, 358 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

;

Lovable bra and garter belt, 180 Madison

Ave., New York, N. Y. ; Miss Elaine petti

coat by Sel-Mor, 1136 Washington Ave.,

St. Louis, Mo.; Hollywood Maxwell bra,

6773 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

photoplay fashions
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Far Superior. ..Far More Foolproof. . .for Every type of Hair !

Procter & Gamble guarantees that

ft iP' 1|| MM jfjjiMm rC f% ^ Jjyl

makes hair look. .feel. . behave so much like the loveliest

Kto^ CUj to
Dress from H. B. Wragge

Here’s why, for your hair, or for children’s hair, is far superior

!

1. Lilt’s one Waving Lotion is far superior . . .

safer, surer for every type of hair . . . even for

children’s hair! No other Home Permanent today

has such a foolproof Waving Lotion!

The only foolproof way to neutralize is the sure

hut easy method Lilt uses!

3. Only Lilt gives such assurance of no kinky,

frizzy look . . . and the Lilt method is so quick.

so easy, so sure

Refill,

only $1.25*

2. Only Lilt has such a superior Neutralizer! It

gives as long-lasting a home wave as is possible

today. And Lilt leaves your hair softer, lovelier!

4. Only a Lilt wave is so easy-to-manage. A Lilt

requires less frequent setting than any other home
permanent wave!

Guaranteed by
t Good Housekeeping ,

OVtBtlStO

Mg I

Home Permanent
Procter & Gamble’s Cream-Oil Cold Wave

( Use any plastic curlers)

Complete Kit, $2.25*
*plus tax

Money-back Guarantee

:

Both
the Lilt Refill and Complete Kit
are guaranteed by Procter&Gamltle
to give you the loveliest, softest,

easiest - to - manage Home Perma-
nent wave you’ve ever had — or

your money back!
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M trip you’ll

always remember

f - a train

yorfD never forget

your carefree ride through

the colorful Southwest

Indian Country on the

with the

only Dome Car

between Chicago and

Los Angeles...

only train in the world

with a private

dining room ...

Daily departures.

R. T. ANDERSON'. General Passenger Traffic Manager. Santa Fe System Lines, Chicago 4

The Race Is On
(Continued from page 37)

of the actresses you saw in the roles
Rather, imagine how you would say these
lines if the situation were real for you. If

your second choice is a passage of your
own choosing, have it different in mood.
The only requirement of this passage is

that, like the ones given here, it must be
a monologue.

If you make the grade and are eligible
for the next stage, the auditions, you will
be notified by Photoplay by July 15th.
You will then be invited to auditions
which will be held in major cities through-
out the country (one will be near your
home) during the weeks of August 1 to
August 16. At this exciting event, you
will audition before the locally appointed
judging boards set up by Photoplay. The
boards will be composed of staff members
of the local radio and television stations,
local newspaper critics, high school and
college dramatic teachers. Out of these
auditions come the top hundred girls
whose accomplishments and talent will be
brought to the attention of every major
network, producer, director, little theatre
group and stock company in the country.
Also out of this group will come the
talented three girls who, at Photoplay’s
expense, will attend the California finals
this September 14-20. There, they will
audition before: James Stewart, Barbara
Stanwyck; Dore Schary, M-G-M top exec-
utive; Mark Robson, famous Hollywood
director; Charles Prickett, Pasadena Play-
house executive, and Lyle Rooks, Holly-
wood editor of Photoplay.
After the winner is selected, the two

runners-up will be introduced to the cast-
ing directors of major Hollywood studios,
meet the stars, tour the film capital and
appear on radio or television programs.

If you are one of the talented con-
tenders in this contest, mail your voice
recordings early. If your entry is on a
disc, wrap securely between cardboard so
that it does not warp or break in the
mails. The passages for the voice recordings
are printed below.

VOICE RECORDING SELECTIONS
Record either both of the following selec-
tions or one of the following and one
other short selection of your own choosing.

I WANT YOU. Reprinted courtesy of Samuel
Soldwyn Productions, Inc. Screen Play by Irwin

Shaw.
Carrie Turner, nineteen, attends an out-of-town
college, is home vacationing. Although in love

with Jack Sreer, last summer's beau, Carrie
doesn't want to admit it, even to herself. When
he kisses her, she pushes him away angrily.

Stop that! Can't a girl say there's a moon
in this town without having you lunge at her?

Last summer I was a kid. Kissing didn't mean
anything. It was a game. I don't play that

game any more.

I'm growing up. I don't like people to paw
me casually.

I have to tell you something. This doesn't

mean anything. NOT ANYTHING. Is that

understood?
Because I don't like the way you make me

feel. I . . . I'm not in control of myself . . .

for the first time . . . and I'm not ready yet

for that.

“It’s tough enough to climb the ladder

of success but it is still rougher trying

to get through the mob at the bottom.”

. . . ALAN LADD
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I have a plan for myself. I've made up my
mind . . . until I'm twenty-five . . . nothing
serious . . . I'm going to finish college. Travel.

Maybe get a job . . .

(During this incantation, they sway closer

and closer to each other. Fighting her emotion
Carrie brings up each absurd project as a new
barrier against Jack.)

I . . . I'm going to grow up . . . I . . .

I'm going to learn how to speak Japanese . . .

And there's a whole list of books I'm going to

read ... I wrote them all down . . . Two
hundred and eleven books . . . The Iliad, The
Critique of Pure Reason, Aristotle—I'm going
to be frivolous about men and serious about
everything else until I'm ready . . .

I've got to stay in control of myself . . .

in control.

WITH A SONG IN MY HEART. Reprinted
courtesy of Twentieth Century-Fox. Screen Play

by Lamar Trotti.

This is the story of Jane Froman's valiant fight

for recovery after the tragic plane accident
that almost cost her life and the loss of one
leg. Jane, not knowing whether she'll ever walk
again, alternates between depression and self-

pity. Clancy, a staunch friend and nurse, tries

to give Jane the confidence she needs to pull

her through this critical period. Hiding ad-

miration and sympathy behind a brusque man-
ner, Clancy speaks:

Of course, that's where we're different. If

it was me that had a bad leg and some guy
was still crazy about me, I'd figure maybe I

was lucky . . . My love life might not be so

vulnerable.

Look, this hasn't got anything to do with

you, understand. I'm talking about a couple

of other dames I know—pure hypothetical. But,

just for argument's sake, let's say one of them's

got the prettiest pair of legs in the world. A
regular pin-up girl! All the fellows are just

beating their brains out to marry her. Mil-

lionaires! Dopes! Producers! They can't wait.

So she gets married and three columnists swoon
just writing about it. But all the time this

dame's wondering if this guy married her for

herself or just because she's got the prettiest

pair of gams in the world. And before you
know it, she's worrying about what's going
to happen when maybe she hasn't got the

prettiest legs in the world, and about how nice

it would be if she could just sit back and
relax and say to herself there was something
else he married her for. Like maybe because
he was in love with her. Or because he admired
her spirit—or stamina—or something.

Ruth Jung, one of top hundred in 1951 Photo-
play Scholarship contest, went on to TV
appearance with Jackie Cooper over ABC’s
“Hollywood Screen Test.” Coaching her are
producers Neil Hamilton and Lester Lewis

“ ‘Creamwashing’ with Noxzema
helped my skin look so much smooth-

er and softer,” says Nellie Jane Can-

non of Crooksville, Ohio. "It’s a fine

night cream, too!”

look lovelier n. 10days

-DOCTOR'SHOME «CWL
or your money back

!

See for yourself how quickly the

Noxzema Home Beauty Routine can

help your skin look smoother, lovelier!

This easy routine was developed by a

skin doctor. In actual clinical tests, it

helped 4 out of 5 women with problem

skin to have lovelier-lookiug complexions.

Surveys show that women all over the

United States are switching to this sensi-

ble care. Hundreds report they’re de-

lighted with the way Noxzema helps heal

externally-caused blemishes and helps

skin look fresher, lovelier.

See how it can help you. No mat-
ter how many other creams you
have used, try Noxzema. Remem-

Morning: 1. For thorough
cleansing, apply Noxzema liber-

ally to face and neck. Then with
a cloth wrung out in warm
water wash your face with
Noxzema instead of using soap.
How fresh and clean your skin
looks after "creamwashing !

" No
dry. drawn feeling!

2. Apply Noxzema as a long-
lasting powder base.

Evening: 3. “Creamwash”
again with Noxzema. See how
it washes away make-up, dirt.

4. Now apply Noxzema as your
night cream to help your skin
look softer and smoother. Pat
a bit extra over any blemishes*
to help heal them. It’s medi-
cated— that’s one secret! And
it’s (/ceaseless, too. No smeary
face! No messy pillow!

externally-caused

her it is a medicated formula.
That’s one secret of its amazing
effectiveness.

If you have a skin problem and long for

a complexion that wins compliments —
just give Noxzema’s Home Beauty Rou-
tine a 10 day trial.

Noxzema works or money baek

!

If not delighted with results after 10

days, just return jar to Noxzema,
Baltimore. Your money back! Get
Noxzema Skin Cream today— at any
drug or cosmetic counter, 40C OOd

and $1.00 plus tax.



(in the dormitory

)

Three for bedroom C
Gloria Swanson takes Cupid for a

ride and the Super Chief becomes the

setting for a gay bedroom farce

The fun begins when screen star Gloria Swanson, adopted daugh-

ter Janine Perreau, appropriate Prof. James Warren’s Pullman.

He doesn’t recognize Gloria as the star on Photoplay’s cover

Jeanne: Same old story as last month. The
party comes at the wrong time for me. I

would be thinking about it every minute
—afraid people would notice . . .

Deborah: Don’t be that way. Wear Tampax
this time. I heard about it from Emily. It’s

perfect. You forget everything! You can’t

even feel the Tampax!

Jeanne: That sounds wonderful. Are you
sure about it?

Deborah: You ought to hear Emily rave.

She knows the whole story of Tampax.
How a doctor invented it— scientific prin-

ciples, you know. . . worn internally, my dear

. . . millions of women use it.

Jeanne: All right, I’m sold. I’ll get some
Tampax right away. See you at the party!

P

Accepted for Advertising

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Tampax requires no belts, pins or supports

of any kind. No external pads—no bulges

or ridges for anyone to observe. No chaf-

ing or odor. Easy disposal . . . Tampax is

made of pure surgical cotton contained in

slender disposable applicators. Fullmonth’s
supply fits into purse. Economy size lasts

4 months (average). Sold at drug and no-

tion counters in 3 absorbencies: Regular,

Super, Junior. . . . Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

In “Sunset Boulevard,” Gloria

Swanson played a forgotten

star of the silent days. In this

Warner film, she’s a star of

today. Gloria, who designed
the clothes she wears in this

picture, now has her own line

of dresses.

When Gloria met Jim War-
ren, he was a businessman. But
learning he’d been an actor

(he was featured in RKO’s
Westerns for years), she had

him tested for her leading man.
Much of this picture was ac-

tually shot aboard Santa Fe’s

de luxe train, the Super Chief.

Gloria turns on the charm and the dazzled chemistry

professor agrees to hunk in with the Pullman porter

They fall in love. Then Fred Clark, Gloria’s man-

ager, provokes a fight. The lovers part—bitterly

But at the last stop, Gloria gets

her man—with a lipstick message

Ol



The Love You Give

( Continued from, page 51)

all the terrible things they had gone
through, after the awful death of Julius,

their second son, there was their beloved
first-born, Bernie—an actor right before
their eyes.

It wasn’t in a real theatre. It was only
at a YMCA, and Bernie had only two
lines to say, playing the idiot son of a

lighthouse keeper in a show called “Thun-
der Rock.” Unknown to his parents, he’d
shaved his head for the part just before
going on, and he scared his parents half

to death, the way he looked. In fact, he
scared Mamma so that she screamed out,

and her scream scared him so that he
forgot his two lines. But just the same,
there Bernie was on a stage—in a Young
Men’s Christian Association, yet, and talk-
ing in English, and so handsome.

T
ODAY in Hollywood, so happily under
contract to Universal-International, so

ecstatically married to Janet Leigh, Tony
remembers how pain and pleasure con-
tinually came together in his childhood.
“I was a big baby till I was nearly five,”

he says—as though such prolonged baby-
hood were a crime. “I was scared to death
when I was four and they told me I had
to have my tonsils out, but after the opera-
tion they promised me all the ice cream
I wanted. I ate a whole quart, right then
and there, which was worth giving up
tonsils for.”

The Schwartzes were often dispos-

sessed for non-payment of rent. Mono
was eternally trying to find a little

shop, with rooms behind it in which they
could live. Their diet consisted largely of

potato pancakes, which are cheap, warm
and filling, and which Tony adores to

this day. But again and again the same
pitiful pattern turned up in their lives.

Mono would give credit for pressing and
cleaning, and then when his customers
couldn’t pay, he couldn’t pay either and
all his customers’ clothes as well as his

own pitiful equipment would be dumped
into the street. When the second son,

Julius, was born, things got tougher and
Bernie went to work, not for a fast buck,
but for a quick nicker or dime. His father
made him a little shoe shine stand, and
with that as his passport, he’d venture
farther and farther downtown, from the
neighborhood of the East River and the
’Seventies, which was his usual back-
ground, to the elegance of the ’Sixties, the
business of the ’Fifties. And this was
really how he discovered the carriage
trade, and the value of acting.
The carriage trade was at Blooming-

dale’s, a department store near Third
Avenue and Fifty-Ninth Street. (Bernie
and his pals would never have dared
venture clear over to Fifth Avenue or
Park, where the real carriage trade was.)
He did sometimes go, with his father, to
Central Park, which skirts Fifth Avenue.
Walking through the park on magical, rare
Sundays with his dad, he made believe
he was the Emperor Franz Joseph of
Austria, about whom his father had told
him, and that the park was their royal
estate. Actually, his father pointed out
the shacks which had sprung up within
parts of the park. “Hooverville,” his father
said, was what they were called, those
shacks housing some of the unemployed
of the great depression. But Bernie ignored
them. The dream was better.

Bloomingdale’s, on the other hand, was
strictly business. With his bootblack box
hung over his shoulder, wearing his shab-
biest clothes and usually only one stock-
ing and that one with a hole in it, Bernie
would sidle up to a lady as she left the
store, her arms laden with packages. If
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City State..

Don’t Fail to Read These Frank
Facts About the Most Intimate

Concern of Your Life...

It’s a tragedy that so many young women
keep up with the latest fashions and hair-

do’s yet remain so woefully old-fashioned

( really u n informed ) abou t the most i ntima te con-

cern of their lives— internalfeminine cleanliness.

Too many women do not realize the great im-

portance of putting zonite in their douche for

complete hygiene (including internal feminine

cleanliness), for married happiness, their health

and to protect against unmentionable odors.

Some women think they have to use harmful

poisons, overstrong solutions of which in time

can cause serious damage. Others go to the other

extreme and use weak homemade solutions of

vinegar, salt and soda. Your own good sense

should convince you these ‘kitchen makeshifts’

DO not and can not offer you the great germi-

cidal and deodorizing action of modern zonite.

Yet zonite is absolutely safe to tissues.

Proof of ZONITE’S GREAT SAFETY to Tissues

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide of all

those tested for the douche is so powerful yet

safe to tissues as zonite. It is not a poison. It is

positively non-irritating, zonite contains no
phenol, mercury or creosote. It is safe to leave

around your home.

ZONITE’S Miracle-Action

zonite thoroughly deodorizes. It helps guard

against infection and kills every germ it touches.

Whereas it’s not always possible to contact every

germ in the tract, you can depend on zonite to

immediately kill every reachable germ. It leaves

one with such a refreshed dainty feeling. Always
use as directed.

THIS IDEAL "ALL-PURPOSE" ANTISEPTIC-GERMICIDE

SHOULD BE IN EVERY MEDICINE CHEST

Suit by
Larry Aldrich

Mail coupon for FREE book (never be-
fore published). Reveals intimate facts
and gives complete information on fem-
inine hygiene. Write Zonite Products
Corp., Dept. PP-S2, 100 Park Ave.,
New York 17, N. V*
Name
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The Time of Your Life!
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LOVABLE GIRL CONTEST

ALL THESE PRIZES!

WIN

WIN

WIN

WIN

WIN

WIN

WIN

WIN

All-expense-paid trip to New
York City.

4-day stay at New York's fa-

mous Governor Clinton Hotel!

Year's supply of flattering

Lovable bras!

Traveling set of Amelia Earhart

Luggage!

Lovely creations designed by

Henry Rosenfeld!

Year's supply of Scandia's

luxury cosmetics, perfumes and
lipsticks!

Complete Candy Jones Con-

over High Fashion and Beauty

Training Course!

Personal TV and RADIO ap-

pearances with these famous

judges in the Lovable Girl

Contest:

ILANNY ROSS
1 Famous singer

I heard weekdays
on Mutual Network

I
coast-to-coast.

MHO BOULTON
Star of

“Domestically
Yours/’ daily on
WJZ-TV in N. Y.

‘irroinnnnrB

AND HERE'S ALLYOUDOTO ENTER:

Send a good recent photo with your

name, address, age and following meas-

urements: bust, waist, hips, height and

weight. Mail to Lovable Girl Contest,

Box 1 1 76, G. P. O., N. Y. 1,N.Y.AII entries

must be postmarked before Midnight,

May 15. THAT'S ALL... NO LABELS...

NOTHING TO BUY! Contest is open to

all girls living in U. S. except

employees of

Lovable, Photo-

play or their

agencies. De-

cisionof judges

is final; all

photos non-re-

turnable. No
ties or second

prize awarded.

THE LOVABLE BRASSIERE CO.
180 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY 16

she was also trying to signal a taxi, Bernie
knew he was in. “Help you across the
street, lady?” he’d ask, smiling like an
angel. The older and the better dressed
the lady was, the more she’d melt under
that smile. Rare indeed was the lady
who didn’t tip a dime, a quarter, and some-
times there was a mad-woman who’d
give him a dollar.

Men, and shoe-shines, were tougher.
BeTnie had staked out a corner at 72nd
and 3rd Ave. Only one block East pros-
perity began, at Lexington, to mount
into wealth at Park and Madison and
Fifth. Bernie gave good shines to those
shoes which were so often English custom
made and he figured, by adding a quick
clothes brush-down, he’d rate an extra
tip—a hundred per cent profit—a nickel
for the shine and a nickel tip. One day,
working on a real dude, he had visions

of maybe a quarter altogether. So he
gave those shoes a super shine and then
advanced with his whiskbroom.
“Get away from me with that filthy

broom,” the man cried, kicking out so
violently that he nearly broke the shine
box and scattered its contents in every
direction. With that he threw a nickel
into Bernie’s face and walked away.

H
ATRED and wild, almost uncontrollable
anger were no strangers to Bernie

Schwartz’s moods. But this day, in his

nine-year-old life, he knew such anger
that he prayed over it to his personal god
of vengeance. “Don’t let me forget this

man’s face,” he begged. “Someday I’m
going to kill him.”
Even at that age he often had to take

a beating from bigger boys, but he was
learning. There was the time, for exam-
ple, when Bernie was playing around a

condemned house with two Czech boys.

On this occasion an Irish boy, big and
menacing, suddenly joined them. “What’s
your name?” he demanded of one of the
little Czechs. “Flanagan,” he wavered.
“And what’s yours?” he asked of Bernie

Schwartz. “O’Flaherty,” said Bernie.

The Irish boy knocked him clear across

the roof; then, as he struggled to rise, he
hit him again. “That first one was for

being a Jew,” the Irish boy said. “The
second one was for not being Irish and
this one,” he hurled it, closing one of

Bernie’s eyes, “is for being a liar.”

Even as he heard the rest of his gang
retreating, Bernie lay still, absorbing the

lesson. The Irish boy was right, he de-
cided. Lying served no useful purpose, and
only got you into more trouble.

On the other hand, making believe was
different. That was acting, that was get-

ting away with something like his elabor-

ate and dangerous game of “victim”

whereby, dodging in and out of the East

Side traffic, he would pretend to be hit,

and fall moaning to the street. The driver

would almost always pull up, hastily stuff

money into his hand, murmur, “I’m sorry,

kid,” and then rush away. “Never once
did one of them offer to take me to a

hospital,” says Tony, now. “That was
mean of them, but it was good, too, be-
cause I’d have been arrested, I suppose, if

any of them had.”

He always had one sanctuary, growing
up, and that was his home. His grand-
mother and grandfather had come to

America now and lived near them, like

his father, eking out a bare living. But
what those Schwartzes lacked in cash

they more than made up in love.

“We were a very kissing family,”- Tony
says. “Once in a while when things had
gone well at my father’s shop or I’d made
a haul in tips, the whole Schwartz clan

would gather to celebrate. Mom would
have potato pancakes and soft drinks for

Julie and me. The older folks would have

-

some sweet wine and when we were
particularly prosperous, we’d have des-
sert with a penny’s worth of bubble gum
in addition for me and Julie.”
Then it happened, that accident that

Bernie had made believe about so often,
and had made pay him so well. Only this
time it was real.

There had been an American Legion
parade that day. “We’d tagged that parade
all afternoon,” says Tony, “and we’d had
a ball. Then all of a sudden, some little

kids came running over to me. ‘A boy was
knocked down by a truck,’ they shouted.
‘It looked like your brother.’ The next
minute I saw the traffic cop coming to-
ward me. ‘I want you to identify this kid,’

he said.

“It was the worst moment I’d ever en-
dured. Julie had always been more sensi-
tive than I. I had planned how I’d help
him over the rough spots, so he wouldn’t
have it as tough as I’d had it. Now, some-
how, I knew the worst had happened. I

wanted to run for my folks. I wanted
to scream for my mother. Then I knew
I couldn’t do it. I was twelve, then. I

knew I had to act grown up. I think
maybe then I did grow up. I certainly
knew I never was really young again, after
I looked down and saw that it was Julie.
“They took him to the hospital and

for two days they did all they could.
Only it wasn’t enough. And what I’ll

never forget was the lawyer for the truck-
ing concern, talking to my folks after-
ward, when they came to give us $2,000
in settlement. ‘Too bad the boy didn’t
live,’ the guy said. ‘That way you would
have had a steady income for life—not
big, maybe, but continuing.’

“Just like I wanted to kill the man who
had kicked my shoe-shine box apart, I

wanted to kill that lawyer. And if it

hadn’t been for Paul Schwartz, the chances
are I might have ended up like other
kids in that neighborhood—doing a stretch
of time up the river.”
Paul Schwartz wasn’t any relation of

Bernie (Tony Curtis) Schwartz—but he
was a man with an understanding of
tenement kids, their problems, and what
might save them.

T
ODAY, Tony recalls with tears in his

eyes: “Two months after Julie’s death we
were robbed from the store,” he says.
(And that’s the way he says it

—“robbed
from the store.” He didn’t speak English
until he was nearly eight and still when
he gets excited he reverts and puts a
foreign construction on his sentences.)
“My father lost everything and presently
he flipped completely. So my mother had
to break up our place and I went into a
home. But it wasn’t too long before my
father was all right again, and trying
again, but what did he ever know from
business? He should have been an actor
which is what he always yearned for.”

Paul Schwartz was a settlement worker
and he sought Tony out, suggesting he
come into the acting class they had near
his district. Until that moment, the boy
had never heard of King Arthur and his

Knights of the Round Table. After that

he could dream of little else. When Paul
suggested to Tony and his gang that they

do a play about these Knights, paint the

scenery for it, fix up the costumes, which
were mostly cardboard swords, memorize
lines, the boys went along with the idea.

Until the casting of Queen Guinevere came
up. None of them was willing to play a

“goil.” “We were still all at that stage

where we couldn’t figure what girls were
for anyhow,” Tony explains, grinning.

Finally our Mr. Curtis consented to be

Guinevere. It was either that or not have

the show—he was tough enough now to

knock out any of the guys who might kid
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him about it. He even consented to wear
a gold wig—and the acting bug bit deep
into him when, incredible as he looked,
he did somehow convey a very faint at-
mosphere of reality to the proceedings.
The boys were suddenly heroes in their

neighborhood, the ideals of parents, the
ideals of the other kids. Tony heard about
a settlement house further downtown
which taught more—the Henry Street
Settlement. He went there, and learned
more. From his slender earnings, he gave
a quarter a week to the settlement house,
which entitled him to summer camp and
there he taught dramatics to other boys
younger than he, his repayment to Paul
for what he’d been given. And he taught
gym to crippled kids, too, which is some-
thing he still does with great success.
He became sixteen and in high school,
and then the war came, and when he was
seventeen, he enlisted.

T
HERE had been a few girls in his life

up until then, but very unimportantly.
There was Elizabeth, who loved a boy
named Frank, who in turn loved Gretch-
en, who loved Tony, who preferred Eliza-

beth. “We made up foursomes,” Tony
says, “and if the right two of us got to-
gether, the other two were unhappy. I

learned right then and there life is never
complete.” There was a girl named Anne
when he was in Seward Park High School.
There was also a girl in high who offered

to teach him how to kiss. “I was one of

her best students,” Tony says, yet he
honestly doesn’t remember her name. The
whole truth is that he never remotely
fell in love until he met Janet Leigh.
And because he waited so long to fall in

love, he believes he will not fall out of

love, either, but that he and his beautiful
wife will grow, year by year, in love as
have his grandparents and his parents
before him.
He was three years in the Navy, the

greater portion of the time on the SS
Dragonette, a submarine. He had two
reasons for volunteering for sub service
and they were like his character—both
idealistic and practical.

“I got thct Jewish thing thrown in my
face again, ' Tony says. “There we were, all

fighting Hitler’s Jewish persecution, but
just the same, the anti-Semitic influence
would appear on deck every so often. So,

as a Jew, I thought it was my duty to go
into one of the most dangerous branches
of service. And also, I liked that 50 per
cent more pay you got for sub duty.”

It was at Guam, while loading a tor-

pedo, that the loading chain broke. It

slid across the deck, hitting his spine.

When they picked him up, his legs were
paralyzed and for seven weeks he lay in

a base hospital, believing he would never
walk again. In fact, it still bothers him a
little to dance, if he is somewhat overtired.
He came back to Manhattan, a man of

twenty with two quite varied ambitions.
He went back to high school, long enough
to get his diploma. He then went to the
Dramatic Workshop of the New School of

Social Research for a year. “I never quit
acting,” he says. “If I saw an old peddler
on the street, I’d walk home imitating him.
If I passed a woman carrying a baby, I’d

try being both of them.”
He had saved $300 while in the Navy.

Before his enlistment, he had never owned
a whole suit, so he spent $200 of his money
on clothes, which he thought then were
“sharp” and which he realizes now were
terrible clothes. He could live, he knew,
on his veteran’s compensation and he did,

until one day, standing in front of a
poolhall, he saw another vet doing the
same thing. The next day he was study-
ing acting under the G. I. Bill.

He got his first professional chance by
playing stock on the “Borscht circuit,”
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which means, usually, an all-Jewish com-
pany playing in the resorts around New
York City for all-Jewish audiences. Later,
he joined with a group of other ex-Dra-
matic Workshop students and took over
the Cherry Lane Theatre, one of Man-
hattan’s smallest playshops. A Universal-
International talent scout, Bob Goldstein,
was in the audience one night when Tony
was playing the lead in “Golden Boy.”
Mr. Goldstein has a fine eye for talent.
By a beautiful coincidence, Tony learned
on the afternoon of his twenty-second
birthday that he was actually being sent
to Hollywood under contract for an un-
believable and fabulous $100 a week. He
thought.
He arrived in Hollywood, knowing no

one, hustled to his studio and discovered
no one knew him either. It was two
miserable days later before he caught up
with Bob Goldstein, who straightened
everyone out. Then he discovered he
had to join the Screen Actors Guild,
which costs $150 and that he was on
“layoff” from the studio, which means no
dough. Since he had arrived with $4.12
net capital, something obviously had to
be done. It was. The studio “pro-rated”
him so that for nineteen weeks he got the
lavish sum of $32 weekly.
Two very different girls were very kind

to him. One was Ann Blyth, who volun-
teered to make his first film test with
him, and went on a date with him when
all he could afford to buy her was some
soda pop at the beach. The other was
Shelley Winters, who found him a place
to live, on a cooperative basis, with a lot

of other young actors.

“City Across the River” was the picture
that did it for him. He’d been in one
previously, playing a bit. He played a
bit in “City,” too, but he did get his face
in the camera and that was all that was
needed. The cast was entirely composed of

young people, all hoping for stardom.

Only Tony made it. He did four pictures
after “City” before he was starred in “The
Prince Who Was a Thief.” Meantime he
moved his people out to join him in
Hollywood. And he met Janet Leigh.
He fell in love with her at first sight

but when he discovered she was practi-
cally engaged to Arthur Loew Jr., the
wealthy son of one of the founders of her
studio, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, he held off
for months before he tried to date her.
But once he began, he more than made up
in imagination for what he lacked in cash.
They were silly gifts he bought her daily
—but adorable: earrings from the dime
store, flowers from a neighbor’s garden,
candy in penny bags.
Neither Janet’s studio nor Tony’s was

exactly hot for the idea of their marrying,
thinking it would hurt their box-office
standing, and last spring, U-I sent Tony
on the road with Piper Laurie to plug
“The Prince Who Was a Thief” and
M-G-M sent Janet to Pittsburgh on loca-
tion for “Angels in the Outfield.” That
did it. They eloped to Greenwich, Con-
necticut, in June, have lived in the wildest
happiness ever since—and their box-office
ratings are bigger than ever.
Which, of course, is the proper way the

first chapter of a Hollywood prince who
began as a pauper should end. Only Tony,
being colorful and modern and still Bernie
Schwartz, finally says, “It all proves what
my father told me when I was a kid.
“When I grew old enough for Bar Mitz-

vah, my confirmation into the church, I

was worried over how I would appear,
how I’d act. That’s when my father told

me to forget how I might or might not
impress people. He said, ‘My son, it is

the love you give that makes you—and
everybody you come in contact with

—

happy.’
”

Tony has lived by that rule ever since
and the whole world loves him accordingly.

The End

Four Smart Girls

(Continued, from page 43)
Piper Laurie. Such a lovely dream. And
that is all that it is. For not one of these
girls started that way. These are four smart
girls who found out how never to appear at

less than their absolute best.

You can do the same thing. It’s the

nicest art there is—the art of making
yourself irresistible.

No two girls could possibly be less alike,

in temperament, in background, or in

looks than Piper Laurie and June Haver.
Yet both of them, as teenagers, faced
exactly the same beauty problem.

It is one that most teenagers face—the
quality of discovering themselves, their

faults and their assets, in a beauty kind
of way, and then planning exactly what
they are going to do about it.

When Piper was going to Los Angeles
High, her idol was Lana Turner. She
wanted to bleach her hair, like Lana’s,

but her mother stopped that. She wanted
to wear slinky formals, like Lana’s, and
this much she did put across on her
mother. She piled her hair up on her
head in a pompadour about six inches high
except for the occasions when she let it

swing loose, like a blanket around her
shoulders. She wore too much, too black
mascara and her lipstick was painted on
her mouth for almost an extra inch on
both lips. Since she also wore a powder
base, under her make-up, there was prac-
tically no way of telling what her true

coloring was—hair, eyes, skin or mouth.
She didn’t look like Lana when she got

finished. She didn’t look like Piper Laurie,

either—and distinctly she didn’t look like

the beautiful Piper Laurie of today. But
since she did get signed by Universal-
International, she still felt she was on the
right track—until that day when she went
on the set of a Shelley Winters picture.

The sultry Winters was playing one of

her typical “bad” girls and as she came
flashing toward the camera, Piper heard
the director say, “You can take lessens
from this girl, Piper. She’s really an ar-
tist. Look, for instance, at the way she’s

had them cake that make-up on her—so

that she can prove in a glance what a

cheap dame she’s portraying.”
The mascara was so heavy on Piper’s

lashes that she practically couldn’t raise

her eyes to look at him. But when she
did, she saw he wasn’t being sly, that he •

wasn’t pointing out that she, too, looked
overmade-up, and therefore cheap. Never-
theless, she was shocked. For there was
Shelley for a part—wearing a slinky dress

and shoes with bows on them. Piper had
been wearing just such an outfit, only hers
was for true.

Piper went straight home and scrubbed
her face. Taking a hand mirror out into

the sun, she studied her pale skin against

her red-gold hair. She didn’t actually

like what she saw. The contrast seemed
to her too emphatic—but she also saw
that it was distinctive.

She tried wearing tomboyish clothes

for a time—dungarees and plaid shirts—
but they were wrong for her, she felt,

for she was still wearing a long bob.

Daily she experimented. She had been
wearing very dark red lipstick. She tried

pale pink—which looked like nothing on



her mouth. She tried one with consider-
able blue in it, which was simply terrible.

Finally she got a pink-orange lipstick,

which is what she still uses. She stopped
all cheek rouge.
The mascara experiments came next.

She eliminated black, tried dark brown,
abandoned that for the lightest brown.
The copper tones of her hair, the orange
in the lipstick, the brown-blonde lashes
began to make a color combination of her
pale young face, like one of those golden
summer lilies in a July garden.
Right at that moment she was cast in

“Louisa” in a part as young as she really
was, eighteen. The designers put her in
clothes so simple she hated them until she
saw on screen how effective they were.
Today, Piper talks to the studio fashion

designers constantly. She wears soft, very
feminine, very young clothes.

While still on her Lana kick, Piper had
put permanents in her hair, but now she
lets her naturally curly red locks fall into

their own soft waves.
However, Piper did evolve one appear-

ance trick that is just the reverse of natu-
ralness. This one is definitely art, and it

is based on her idea that no matter how
well one specific clothes style, or hair-do,
or make-up may be for you, if you affect

it utterly and always, you get dull.

Piper gets her moments when she doesn’t
want her wide-eyed girl look, when she
wants to be definitely smooth. You prob-
ably know that mood, too. At such times,
she slicks her hair back, fastens it just
below the crown of her head in a horse
tail and, if it’s evening and she’s doing the
town in a big, formal way, she wears
black lace. Her black lace formal is full-

skirted and strapless—not siren-ish, but
definitely sophisticated. In this get-up
she uses dark blue mascara on her lashes
and the faintest pink face powder. “But

I’ll never return to heavy make-up,” says
Piper.
June Haver’s problem, when she arrived

in Hollywood, just fifteen, was also that

of transforming superficial sophistication

into a real know-how of beauty. She
wasn’t just a little schoolgirl, like Piper.

She was, instead, a stage child, with a

wholly professional background. She wore
the highest heels, the sheerest hose, the
longest bob, the most bows. In personality
June always was a perfect darling, and
she still is, but in her starting days, she
looked like a doll in a toy shop.
So one of her teachers at Twentieth

Century-Fox took her aside and told her
she ought to try being more natural in

appearance. Poor Junie. She took it so
seriously, she went all out the other way.
She turned herself into a little peasant.
Peasant blouses, falling off her shoulders
and cut down to there. Peasant skirts

flaring out from her lovely legs, ribbons
and bows and silver buttons around her
waist, bows and flowers and heaven knows
what all in her hair.

CTUALLY, it was June’s dates who
changed her—and incidentally, a smart

girl always can learn a lot about appear-
ance from what the boys say. Junie has
always been very popular with males but,

when she was first starting out, she noticed
that whenever she did wear anything
tailored, she always got boy compliments.
With her keen mind, she couldn’t figure
whether that was because men are always
buying tailored things for themselves and
therefore recognize good tailoring, or be-
cause they actually were more becoming
to her. But she did like to have scads of

dates to choose from, so she began getting

more suits. At first, they were fancy, but
as she progressed, she got them simpler
and simpler—and found she was getting

fancier and fancier compliments thereby.

To show you how her mind works, when
short hair first came in, about three years
ago and before too many people were
wearing it, June cut hers very short. Then
she took a screen test in it, and she dis-

covered that while the short hair-do made
her head look tiny and chic, when her
figure was regarded as a whole, it was not
becoming to her head or to her profile in

close-up. Actually, she has never worn
very short hair on screen and doesn’t ex-
pect to. After her very close cut, she wore
a bun and bangs pinned on, till her hair

grew back again, to about one-half the
original length she had affected.

Today, whether evening or daytime, she
is one of the best dressed of the younger
crowd. She has achieved the right balance
between daintiness, that suits her Dresden-
doll coloring and smoothness. She wears
the most naturalistic make-up, a pink-red
lipstick, a rachel face powder, the lightest

touch of brown mascara, and for evening,

a faint touch of gray-blue eye shadow.
By day, she wears dressmaker suits,

custom-made or soft; tailored dresses,

ditto. She is always spotless. By night,

because her shoulders and bosom are so

smooth and attractive, she wears strapless

gowns, in tulle, gossamer or chiffon in soft

pastels, with white predominating. Her
favorite personality trick is to remember
her date’s pet perfume. She always wears
it when she goes out with him thereafter.

(The way she remembers is to mark his

initials on the bottom of the bottle.)

Kathryn Grayson is willing to admit
that the greatest thing that has come into

her life in the last year is the short short
haircut. But she never would have had it

if she hadn’t had to emcee a fashion show
in New Orleans and she would never have
had to do that if she hadn’t made “The
Toast of New Orleans,” so hereby hangs
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a tale. Katie openly and frankly admits that
until this event she was a pretty sloppy
girl. She loves music and she loves life

and she felt her days were too short to go
around spending hours shopping for ex-
actly the right gloves to go with the right
hat to go with the right dress. Or to sit

under the hair dryer daily for a daily
hair-set, or to give up grubbing in the
garden, in order to protect her manicure,
or any of the rest of it.

Of course, she got the full beauty treat-

ment when she was on screen. Dutiful as

a good child, she stood or sat and let them
put on her whatever her roles demanded.
Clothes went over her head and fell about
her lusciously full figure. Make-up went
on her face, emphasizing that sexy mouth
and pert nose. Katie gave it all no mind.
These were experts at work. Her thoughts
were concentrated on the lines she had to
speak, the music she had to sing. Lots of
teen-agers are as Katie was until the New
Orleans episode, so concentrated on what
they must do that they can not externalize
enough to “sell” themselves, sell their
beauty or personality.

P
ERSONAL appearances are hard on all

stars because their time is as overcrowded
as a college frosh going through rush
week. Besides their actual appearances
in the theatres, there are interviews, pho-
tographic sittings, teas, lunches and dinners
with dignitaries—and in Katie’s case there
was this particular early morning fashion
show, coming after a particularly late and
fatiguing night before.
She didn’t have time to have her long

hair set. She barely had time to dress.

She threw on a black dress, fortunately,
pulled on a perky hat, tossed on some lip-

stick—and walked out before the best-
groomed bunch of women she had ever
seen. She would have feared this in Chi-
cago, she would have anticipated it in

New York—but New Orleans, being so
much smaller, caught her off-guard. She
did not know that its women pride them-
selves on their extreme chic.

Now grooming is really polishing. Dia-
monds in the rough are certainly diamonds
—but no one except the person with an
expert eye is attracted to them that way.
Kathryn Grayson, of Hollywood, a roman-
tic dreamer, saw before her women who
had polished their appearance to the last

gleam of charm and attraction. Standing
before them all, she was very neat and
very beautiful. But that wasn’t enough
and, for the first time, she fully compre-
hended this.

Back in Hollywood she went at once to

her hairdresser. “Tell me how I can always
have my hair perfectly groomed.” That
was how her short short cut came about

—

and with it a psychological change in her,
augmented by a trip to England—but that
is another story. Her short short cut, with
a cold wave permanent, was one that she
could arrange anywhere in a minute or
two. And the fact of it gave her a sense
of release. The light weight of her head,
in contrast to the weight her long, heavy
hair had given her, gave a lift to her spirit,

too. You saw a warmer, more outward
going Kathryn as the result of this in

“Showboat” and when “Lovely to Look
At” gets out you will see a still warmer,
happier girl because of the new short cut,

plus England.
What happened on her trip for a Com-

mand Performance in England was that
she felt it would be bad taste in an
austerity country to be too glittering and
glamorous. Fortunately, however, she did
take one evening gown of the ultra
glamour type. On her very first day there,

a group of reporters expressed their hope
that she’d be very colorful for them. Then
one of the court ladies, sent to instruct her

in royal etiquette, spoke wistfully about
how she hoped she would dress. But the
payoff came when a group of ultra-polite
fans stopped her on the street and said
they couldn’t wait for the big evening, to

see her going in to the performance and
“looking the way we just remember that
everyone used to look.”
Katie came back with a new respect for

glamour, realizing the hope and happiness
it can bring people.

Doris Day’s beauty evolution was unlike
any of these other girls. Even as a tiny
child, she always knew she wanted to sing,
and even before she was in her teens, she
was so neat, she changed her clothes every
time she got so much as one spot on them.
As she was a tomboy, this meant chang-
ing constantly.
Then when she went out on the road

with various name bands, her problem
was her lack of funds. Since she had her
baby to support, she didn’t have enough
money for fancy clothes. Yet as a “canary”
she faced the necessity of many changes of
“formals.” She also, with one band, faced a
boss who had a big yen for the old South
and wanted her to look like Scarlett O’Hara
singing hot jazz.

That’s when Doris started her beauty
scrapbook and started learning from
audiences what was most effective for her.
She did get some very Southern, flouncy
things for that one employer and she
schmaltzed it up when she wore these
flouncy things, but she saw, from audience
reaction, that they did prefer her to be the
forthright American girl that she is. She
combed her hair straight back from her
face then in a long full bob, because that
she could shampoo and set all by herself

—

but she knew she needed a better hair-do.
She knew she needed to lose a few pounds,
too, but who can afford a steak and lamb
chop diet when she is economizing?
But she built up her beauty book. She’d

see a dress she thought was right for her
in a fashion magazine—and she’d clip it

out, paste it in the book, and later, when
she had to buy a new dress, she’d try to
get one with those lines—at a quarter the
price, naturally. She did the same with
hats, shoes, gloves, handbags. She did it

with hair styles too.

The result was that when she got her
contract with Warners’, she was ready.
She still is spotless. On the chops and
steaks she can now afford, she is slim as
a whippet. When the camera showed her
that her hair was more becoming slightly
lightened, she lightened it. She is not en-
tirely satisfied with the bangs which she
wears, and so continually she experiments
on new hair-dos. But she hasn’t yet found
one that is as flattering as the bangs. Don’t
just think those are “bang” bangs on Dodo.
They are not. Looking closely you will
see that part of them are curved away
from her face, part not.

She is subtle about all her make-up. She
dresses subtly and very expensively, too.

Even when she wears dungarees, they are
tailored-to-measure. Her apparently cas-
ual “boys” shirts are custom-tailored, too.

She has never been seen with a hair out
of place and when she goes to Romanoff’s
or such spots, she always wears a hat,

gloves and perfect accessories.

What’s more, she still keeps up her
beauty scrapbook. When she is called in

for a new film, she always has a pictorial

file of “dresses that might be an idea”—
and which the designers in the studio
always find are just about perfect for

her.

In other words, she’s beauty hep—and
for free. Just as you can be, too, you see,

by any one of the methods of these four
smart girls, all put together with your own
personal blend and accent.

The End



(Continued from page 72)

party she and Ty Power gave a few weeks
ago, and I must admit that she looked
charming. But then Linda has the little,

piquant face that the style requires, the
vivacity, and the daring.
Beware if your face is round—or your

figure ditto!

It all gets back to point number one:
the latest fashion is the best fashion for
you only if it does something for you.

Mitzi’s Slimming Secrets
For all you girls who have spot-reducing

problems—a bump here, or a bulge there
—and have written to ask me for specific
exercises, Mitzi Gaynor, Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox’s enchanting young dancing star,

has worked out some miracle-producing
routines.

I had heard about Mitzi’s magic exer-
cises, and phoned to ask her to share her
secret with the readers of this column.
She plunged at once into a description

which—since my telephone is not equipped
with television—sounded unbelievably
complicated.
“Oh, dear,” I said.

“Wait,” she said, hanging up, and in
twenty minutes she was squatting in the
middle of the floor of my library demon-
strating! What a lamb!

I watched, fascinated, and took notes

—

and I’ll try to describe the process for you.
There are only two exercises.
First, for reducing the waistline and

everything below it:

Squat down, feet together flat on the
floor, derriere close to the floor. Put the
palms of both hands flat on the floor in

front of you and keep them there through-
out the entire exercise. First, in that

If You Want to Be Charming
position, you bounce your bottom gently
four times, then rear it up in the air as

high as you can, straightening your knees,
your feet and palms still flat on the floor.

Alternate twice the four small bounces and
the high-bottom bounce, then down again
for three low bounces and a high bounce
up, then down again for two low bounces
and up for a high bounce, then down for

one short low bounce and up for four high
bounces.

(At this point, I interjected a remark:
anyone who can do this exercise, I main-
tained, doesn’t need it. Mitzi says it isn’t

so—it’s easy, she says.) But there’s more:
With feet and palms still flat on the

floor and derriere still elevated and with
knees straight, walk forward toward your
flat-on-the-floor palms taking eight steps
until toes and palms of hands touch. Then
grab hold of back of legs at the calves,

rear still elevated, knees still straight,

turn your head sideways and rest it on
your knees.
“Whew,” I gasped, and I had been only

a spectator. Mitzi wasn’t even winded.
Ellen Ray, her “dance-in” on “Down

Among the Sheltering Palms,” had taught
her the exercise, she said, and she is con-
vinced after doing it daily for months that
it stretches all the leg muscles, takes off

excess tummy, hips and rear and loosens
the arms like no other exercise.

Girls who need to reduce the waistline
and would be happy, as an extra prize, to

firm their shoulders and bosoms, are in-
vited to try Exercise No. 2—which, you’ll

be happy to know, looked easier.

Stand straight, keep knees straight, feet

flat on the floor and about a foot apart.
Pull in stomach, shoulders back, then ex-
tend arms straight in front of you, level

with shoulders and palms down. Bend
arms inward from elbow so that both
hands, palms still down, are directly in

front of you at shoulder level. Then
press down with elbows without lowering
them, swing body to right, looking straight

back without swiveling hips (hips remain
straight forward throughout this routine

—

you move from the waist upward only).

Then swing up and back and do the same
thing on your left side, so that you feel

yourself pushing your hips (but not your
stomach) forward and the Upper torso

backward and forward. Do it eight times
to the right, eight to the left, and sixteen

times alternating right and left.

“That’s all,” said Mitzi modestly, “there

is to it.”

And you have her word for it: it will

make you feel as lithe and limber and alive

as . . . well, as Mitzi Gaynor.

So Smile Again
I doubt if any of you has the strength

to read further after trying Mitzi’s exer-
cises, but I do want to answer one letter

from a reader who says she “is afraid to

smile” because her otherwise pretty teeth
are yellow and discolored.

We need every smile we can get these
days, so here is a suggestion for getting

this one back in working order.

A trip to the dentist for a thorough
cleaning would be a necessary first step.

After that, if daily brushing with any
one of the many good dentifrices on the
market doesn’t do the trick, I suggest try-
ing a weekly brushing with plain, old-
fashioned hydrogen peroxide. It isn’t too
unpleasant, and it’s harmless, and it works.

So, happy faces! The End

JaJce (joux, choice/:
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she had to remain to approve the clothes
being designed for her to wear in “The
Girl Who Had Everything,” scheduled to

go into production March 26th. Time really
was growing short.

Also, Michael Wilding in London had
just told me: (1) That he had not made his
trip to America expressly to see Liz . . .

(2) That Liz herself had bought the
beautiful sapphire which the press had
heralded as his engagement ring to her . . .

On the first score Michael logically ex-
plained, “It was because of Herbert Wilcox
and Anna Neagle that I visited America.
They asked me to accompany them for
personal appearances in behalf of ‘The
Lady with the Lamp,’ in which Anna
plays Florence Nightingale. My six weeks
in California gave me my first vacation in
years.”

O
N the second score, he said, equally
logically. “Money restrictions being

what they are, I hardly could afford to buy
Liz a hot dog and a Coke, much less an ex-
pensive ring. What happened was that one
night I looked into her eyes under the
California moonlight and said, ‘Honey, you
should wear sapphires to match your eyes.’

I said some other things as well. Next day
she rang me up to meet her at the jeweler’s
where she was having a hard time decid-
ing between two sapphire rings. I helped
her make the choice—but she paid for the
ring!”

At this same time Michael insisted that
whether or not he and Elizabeth would
marry the middle of February, when both
of their divorces became final almost
simultaneously, was a “yes or no” question.
He thought they both would like to see
what it was like being single again.

All of which is not the most romantic
beginning for a wedding story—but it is,

nevertheless, what happened. . . .

Michael, to do him justice, was a little

embarrassed when the story of the en-
gagement broke. “Elizabeth’s announce-
ment came as a surprise to me,” he ex-
plained. “I had thought we would wait a
few weeks. . .

And teasingly, Elizabeth told me, “It’s

leap year, so I leapt. . .
.” Then, more seri-

ously, “I have really grown up during the
last year. From the time I was fifteen I

had nothing but parties and silly little

romances. Nicky, of course, was a big
mistake. I think the idea of a June wed-
ding appealed to me more than anything.
But now I just want to be with Michael,
to be his wife. He enjoys sitting home,
smoking his pipe, reading, painting. And
that’s what I intend doing—all except
smoking a pipe,” she giggled.

“Even though on the surface our mar-
riage looks hasty,” Michael said, “both of

us are more than serious about making
life together satisfactory. Elizabeth is af-

fectionate and kind. People forget she has
been through a very trying year.

“She wants to be married to someone
who will love and protect her and that

someone—by some Heaven-sent luck

—

turns out to be me. I won’t let her down.”
They met, Michael and Liz, in 1949 when

she was in London making “The Conspira-
tor” with Bob Taylor. But not until last

May did they really become acquainted.

Then Michael visited the Elstree studios

where Liz was making “Ivanhoe,” to find

her breathtakingly beautiful in a simple

flowing robe, pinched in to show her small

waist and wearing two heavy braids inter-

twined with gold.

“She was a very lovely young woman,”
he says, “and a very busy woman. Among
other things, I remember she danced with

Prince Philip at the ball Lord Mountbat-
ten gave for his daughter, Pamela. But I

did manage to see her during lulls. Al-
|

ways, of course, I knew she must go back
to America. But the day she left, October
7th, arrived like an hour of execution. I

took her to the airport and suddenly, in

the awareness of farewell—before she ran
across the field to the waiting plane—she
kissed me goodbye. I rushed after her

—

and this time I kissed her. Then, from
the window she waved a final adieu. . . .

“In December we were together again,
in California. I visited there, before re-
turning to England, with Stewart Granger
who is my old and very best friend.

Stewart and his wife Jean Simmons and
Liz and I swam and danced and laughed
together.

“It is funny how much Jean and Liz
resemble one another. One day I thought
I spied Liz in the Granger garden. I

slipped up behind her and clapped my
hands over her eyes. Whereupon Stewart,
who was reading under a tree, said, ‘Sir,

you are molesting my wife.’ Liz and Jean,
their hair short and wearing bright cot-

tons, could be twins.
“They get on, too, are fond of each other,

which is so fortunate.”

MICHAEL, like Elizabeth, has been mar-
ill ried once before, to Kay Young, an
actress. Michael’s marriage, however, lasted

longer than Elizabeth’s—he and Kay hav-
ing been married ten years. Michael is a
descendant of the Archbishop of Canter-
bury who crowned Queen Victoria. Also of

John of Gaunt—but he says, “Wrong side

of the blanket, I’m sorry to say.” Born on
July 23, 1912, he is six feet one inch tall,

with blue eyes and brown hair. When he
attended Christ’s College he distinguished
himself with athletics, swimming and high
jumping.

In actual years, Michael is twenty years
older than Elizabeth. But in his interests

and general maturity he is even more than
twice her age. He has spent his life, for

one thing, with more sophisticated and
worldly people. Marlene Dietrich has, for

a long time, been his dear friend. But
remember that the frenzied commotion of

their wedding, which found Liz calm and
poised as fifty British bobbies held back
the crowds outside of the London Caxton
Hall Registry office, left him pale and
strained. Likewise in Paris, en route to

their eight-day honeymoon in the French
Alps, Liz was radiant and animated while
Michael protested he was too weary to

smile for the photographers, saying, “Mar-
riage is a pretty tiring business.” He also

complained wryly about his slim wallet,

wondering how he was to finance a honey-
moon on the little money he had been
allowed to take out of England.
He appears, certainly, to be money con-

scious, perhaps because British taxes

allow him to keep so little. However,
several years ago when, appearing in the

Hitchcock picture “Under Capricorn” with

Ingrid Bergman and Joseph Cotten and

“Stage Fright” with Jane Wyman, he filled

out a publicity form. He wrote that his

ambition was, “To be rich and not have to

work too hard.” His hobby, he noted, was

collecting paintings but added that those

he wanted he could not afford.

Those who know Michael best will tell

you he is delightful and fascinating and

stimulating but “not at all usual." It may
be he will love Elizabeth enough to enjoy

night clubs and dances and big dress-up

parties as much as she does. Or it may be

she will love him enough to forsake these

things for the older and, in many instances,

brilliant friends who gather in his London
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flat and discuss the world and all the
things in it they find interesting—for quiet
weekends in the country and the long
walks and simple life these holidays mean
to Michael. Not that he is stodgy, not at

all. The night Liz arrived in England and
he drove her to London, they both danced
merrily in the street before the Wilcox
flat where they had to sign their applica-

tions to marry. There are many specula-
tions about this marriage, of course. But
only time will tell.

When Elizabeth and Michael returned to

London after their eight-day honeymoon,
Michael had to report immediately at his

studio. It was his plan that during the

day, while he was working, Elizabeth

would rearrange his flat the way she
wanted it and cook their dinners. He
seemed happily oblivious that only a few
months ago Liz admitted to knowing
nothing about cooking.

Michael’s flat is on a little street off

Berkeley Square, a quiet street at night

where occasional footsteps, especially in

the fog, heighten the over-all Sherlock
Holmes atmosphere. Often his sleek blue

Jaguar car can be seen standing at the

entrance. You walk through the side door
of an expensive dress salon to reach the

creaky lift that takes you to the top floor

where, in a duplex, he combines his busi-

ness and home life under one roof. Before
the fireplace in which he likes to burn
huge logs, an easel occupies the main posi-

tion. The walls are hung with paintings.

There’s a framed photograph of Marlene
Dietrich on a small table, easy chairs,

books, lamps.
“We will keep my flat,” Michael says.

“It is so cozy and close to everything in

London. And in the late spring when I

can join Liz in California we will estab-
lish a home there. Until then she will live

in her Beverly Hills apartment. At pres-
ent our problem is geographical. I earn
my living in London. She earns hers in

Hollywood. Perhaps I shall make films

in America. Perhaps she will make more
films in England, after ‘Ivanhoe’ is shown
and is successful.

“In the meantime I can only be grate-
ful that a special fate brought Liz back
to her native London and into my heart.”

The End
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(Continued from page 39)
British-blue—began watching too. The
plane was losing altitude now, and the
children cried out with the pain that shot
through their ears. The funny man wig-
gled his jaws up and down, and they
wiggled theirs too. And gradually, watch-
ing Red, their tears dried into a grin.

How thin was the line between tragedy
and comedy, he was remembering. And
it was growing thinner every second now.
Beside him, a red-headed Catholic priest,

Father Edward J. Carney, of Lawrence,
Mass., began setting up an altar in the

plane window so he could give the passen-
gers the last rites of his church. And in

his own way, Red Skelton was performing
his last rites too—as a clown. . .

They were more than friends, these two
Irishmen. They’d been taken for brothers
—and they were in truth, very close of kin.
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B
ACK home in Vincennes, Indiana, as a

child—Red had meant to be a minister.

When he was four he would stand on a

high chair, Bible in hand, and “preach” to

his mother and his three brothers, his

small face solemn and intent. But at the

age of ten he was helping provide food for

the family, selling newspapers, working in

grocery stores, racking balls in poolhalls.

His hardworking mother had dreamed of

Red following in his dad’s flapping foot-

steps—as a clown. Sometimes he would
blacken his face, put on big shoes, and
“act” out in the backyard—and the kids

would laugh and forget for a moment the

meals they’d missed. He began working in

medicine shows, burlesque and vaudeville

and whenever he took a fall, he would
pick himself up from the floor to see smil-

ing faces on every side. As a clown he
was getting more and more converts.

Laughter, to Red Skelton, became a

heavenly sound. Lifting the human heart

was, in its way, a form of religion. This,

he felt, was what the Guy Upstairs had
intended for him—and this he dedicated

his life to do.

A few hours before boarding this plane

at Rome, Red Skelton had visited the

Vatican. His Holiness, Pope Pius XII, had
spoken to him. “You are helping us in

our great cause against Communism, by
means of the cinema, radio and television,”

he’d said. “I want to congratulate you on
your work—to tell you to keep faith and
keep heart. .

.” Then he had given Red
his special blessing. . .

At the same time, on another continent,

Communist rioters were refusing to re-

fuel the plane in which Red Skelton later

would ride. At Nairobi, Africa, Commu-
nist sympathizers were rioting. British

officers of the airline managed somehow
to get enough fuel to reach Rome. But
later, in a laboratory in France, tests were
to indicate sabotage; soil was found in

two oil lines of the plane, a propeller had
been put on in reverse.

To the Communists, a famous motion
picture star, Father Carney, a priest who’d
fought Communism for fourteen years,

Gene Fowler, a writer of international

renown who also was traveling with Red
and Georgia—and others—were a payload.

At Rome the luxury airliner had risen

from the runway into golden sunshine and
deep blue skies. From his seat at the end
of the plane, Red had faced women from
Calcutta, colorfully garbed in their saris;

a British ambassador to India; an English

film executive; Italians who’d boarded the

plane, too, in Rome. Georgia sat two rows
in front of him, with Mrs. Fowler. There
were many children, too—among them, the

four-year-old crippled Hindu child.

Red had been a very busy man at

first, photographing the mountains—purple,

green, red-violet and snow-capped pre-
cipitous peaks.
“Hey, little Red,” he had called to his

wife laughingly. “Look at those two St.

Bernards down there. One’s carrying the
brandy and the other the chaser.”
The pretty stewardess had been arrang-

ing trays for high tea when they felt the
heavy ship lurch for the first time. Look-
ing out of her window, Georgia had seen
that one propeller wasn’t spinning. They
were running on three motors.
Another lurch the other way had told

them an engine on the other side of the
plane was going too.

Up front the red light went on. “Pas-
sengers Fasten Your Seat Belts. No Smok-
ing, Please . .

.”

At the controls, Captain Patrick Hill, a
veteran pilot who’d had Lancasters shot
out from under him during the war, was
radio-ing a little field at Lyons, France

—

praying for a miracle that would get them
there. At Lyons, thirty-six minutes ahead
of them, was a narrow 2,000-foot emer-
gency landing strip built during the war

—

built for two-motor planes. It was much
too short for this four-motor job. Even if

he could make it—how could he stop
the plane from crashing into the hangar
and exploding at the end of the strip?

“Four-motor plane London-bound from
Nairobi, Africa. Prepare for crash landing.
Two motors out . . . the third . . . going—”
His voice was weakening to a whisper . . .

as the radio, too, went.
Behind the pilot, passengers’ ears alerted

to every new noise, their lips moved in

many prayers. And Red Skelton started
the warm-up tor what might well be his

last show. The plane dropped sicken-
ingly. A silver sheet, the width of a room,
streamed by the window now, shining like

liquid silver in the sun. They were dump-
ing gasoline.

Georgia smiled at Red reassuringly. She
held in her hand her crucifix, so recently
blessed. She was strangely unafraid. God
won’t take Red yet, she was thinking. He
has work to do. Her eyes sought Father
Carney’s and she noted with some shock
that his were red-rimmed and fixed with
a strange expression on some distant

point. He doesn’t even see me! she
thought.

T
HE priest, a chaplain with the para-
troopers during the last war, had been

close to death before—close enough to

recognize that this might be the last run.

They were beyond earthly help now. They
must look to Another, to His mercy and
love. They were in His care. Father Car-
ney put a purple ribbon around his neck,

and turning to Skelton, said words the

whole world was later to read: “You take

care of your department, Red. I’ll take

care of mine,” and he began giving the

last rites . . .

So, in his way, did Red . . .

He would have to do this one the hard
way. No rusty brown hat, no lucky maroon
tie, no cigar to chew. No falls—the safety

belt prevented that. No gags—the Hindu
and Italian children wouldn’t understand.

He would pantomime. Pantomime was a

universal language. The foreign children

couldn’t understand English, but they

could read his face. Children read faces

well—sometimes too well—and they must
not read the fear now in many of the

faces.

They were losing altitude, and the cries

of the children were mingled with the

eerie “honking” noise of the plane as the

pressure died.

Red began pantomiming the frightening

sound of the plane, pretending to be a

duck and “honking” too. He swallowed
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hard and comically, to get the little fel-
lows to follow suit and relieve the pres-
sure on their eardrums. When the plane
lurched, joggling the seats up and down

—

Red began to stroke energetically, pre-
tending to be rowing a boat.
He had the little girl across from him

now—she’d stopped crying. His audience
was gradually growing, as other children
watched and began smiling too.
They were approaching the highest

point of the Alps with Mt. Blanc growing
near—too near . . . And Red was Clem
Kadiddlehopper making like a half-wit
keeping a feather in air. With his mouth
open and a vacant grin, he watched the
feather slowly descend again. It caught
in his throat, tickling him. The children
laughed with him, and their parents
joined in—forgetting for the moment the
white face of the stewardess as she hur-
ried by. . . .

While Red clowned, the wounded ship
struggled in the sky, and the mountain
came nearer and nearer. But even as it

seemed they would collide, they felt a
strong Helping Hand like a tail wind lift-

ing them over that last perilous peak.
Then they were circling the small emer-

gency landing field at Lyons. Below they
could see the field—the brief, too-thin line
of the runway, the townspeople gathered
around—the fire engines, ambulances (and
hearses) waiting.
But they were not landing there. They

were dropping down into a field of clover
beside the strip. They were descending
into a setting of Biblical beauty, with sheep
grazing and herdsmen tending their flock.
An old shepherd watched them, shading
his eyes from the bright, bright sun.
Red was remembering Another’s

script. . . .

“The Lord is my Shepherd . . . Yea,
though I walk through the valley of
the shadow of death, I will fear no
evil; for Thou art with me. .

.”

With some of its force gone, the plane
bounced onto the runway, and on, nearer
and nearer the hangar at the end. One
foot away from the building it stopped. . .

.

It was Red who broke the silence. “Now
that we’re all down safe, we can pick up
the bad habits we were promising to give
up a few minutes ago.”
The little Hindu girl didn’t know what

he was saying, but she laughed with her
new friend. And as he disembarked the
children swarmed around, reluctant to
leave their Pied Piper of the skies.
Where there’s laughter—there’s life, a

way of life that must go on and on. . .

Christian and clown, Red’s job was not
yet done.

The End
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Do People Like You?

(Continued from page 57)
was when he had a back-yard catch with
his boys and enjoyed showing off his agility

before Gloria) and impidsive (as he was
when he decided to go to the roof after
the ball in the first place) and vulnerable
(as he was when he got a case of nerves
and made no bones about being skittish

about coming down) that people are most
lovable. We’re not nearly as likely to be
drawn towards those who hold themselves
superior and aloof. Yes.

4. Olivia de Havilland’s husband, Mar-
cus Goodrich, is given to lecturing anyone
and everyone on all manner of subjects.
He seems to look upon himself as a Great
Authority. However, though the Good-
rich usurpation has cost Olivia dearly she
holds brief for him always.
A. It is a wonderful thing for a wife to

be loyal and admiring. But when a man
costs a woman her friends—she should
find ways and means of tempering his

attitude rather than encouraging him to

continue as an autocrat. No.

5. A few days following Photoplay’s Gold
Medal dinner, Joan Caulfield, who had
attended with her husband, Frank Ross,
wrote to the editor of Photoplay to tell her
what a beautiful and exciting occasion the
dinner had been, to the least detail. “I

even,” Joan wrote, “got my beef rare when
I asked for it that way!”
A. It is common courtesy to telephone

or write a hostess following a small party.

But, too often, following a big club or busi-
ness dinner no one compliments those
whose responsibility such a dinner was,
those who naturally would be pleased to

hear that their guests had had a happy
time. It was warm and understanding of
Joan to do so. Yes.

6. Speaking of Photoplay’s Gold Medal
dinner reminds me of Mrs. Mario Lanza.
When Mario was informed that he had
won the Gold Medal for the most popular
performance of the year as Caruso he was
greatly excited. “It’s the oldest award in

the movie business,” he explained to Betty.
But beyond this fact he was at a loss. “It’s

all right,” Betty told him. “I’ll find out
all about it. And find out all about it she
did—by telephoning the Photoplay offices

and saying simply and directly, “Please
tell me about the Gold Medal Award—ex-
actly how the public makes the choice.

We are so excited, Mario and I, that he
should have this great honor. We want to

know everything there is to know about
it.”

A. I wish you could have heard the girls

in the Photoplay office rave about Mrs.
Lanza. “Some stars pretend they aren’t

impressed when they get one of these
awards,” they said. “They’re afraid to let

anyone see their pleasure or excitement.
Not Betty Lanza! She’s a doll!” Yes .

7. There’s a star in her middle thirties,

who acts cute and loves to giggle. Some
people call her Mrs. Pie, “because she
always crinkles at the edges.”
A. No matter how effective an act may

be, in time it is certain to infuriate or, at

least, to bore people. No.

8. Joan Evans, still a teenager, goes over-
board about greeting older people at

parties, is meticulous about thank-you
notes.

A. Joan also gets as excited over what-
ever is exciting to her as any other teen-
ager. She loves clothes, boy friends and
dancing. But, by some divine good for-
tune, she has escaped the delusion that to

be young and gay you have to resemble,

slightly at least, a hoodlum. Yes.

9. When Errol Flynn shakes hands with
a lady he bows and his eyes are smiling.
He acknowledges a lady’s greeting or an
introduction to a lady as though he had
at last, come to a happy moment in his

day.
A. Errol might be called first aid to any

hostess. For no woman guest leaves Errol’s

side without feeling more glamorous.
Whereupon, of course, she is happier—and
so she has more to contribute to a party’s
spirit. I could wish that more men would
choose to be such romantic cavaliers in-
stead of carrying to parties both the
brusqueness and the cares of their offices.

Yes.

10. At a Hedda Hopper party Mitzi Gay-
nor was asked to sing. She had a bad cold.

But she went to the piano and sang a little

song just the same.
A. Much better for her to sing a little

number than to apologize and explain
and apologize and explain. This way
everyone made allowances for Mitzi’s

slightly hoarse tones and felt warmly to-

wards her because of her willingness. Yes.

11. Ask Frank Sinatra to do something
and he will give every indication that he
would like to do it. He will explain, how-
ever, that he has to see about this or that
before he can give you a definite answer.
He will, he promises, call you back. And
you will be called back. But if Frank’s
final answer has to be in the negative he
prefers to have someone on his staff call

for him.
A. I think Frankie has someone else

make his refusal because innately he pre-
fers to say yes. But these tactics do not
endear him to people who feel let down
and wonder if Frankie wasn’t deceiving
them when he seemed willing in the first

place. Better always that we do our un-
pleasant jobs ourselves, as pleasantly as

we are able. So those we disappoint do not
feel hoodwinked as well as refused. No.

12. Joan Crawford arrived at the studios
the other day with her teen-aged Christina,

her slightly younger Christopher and her
twins. All four children were beautifully
dressed and groomed. Joan introduced
them one by one to her colleagues and
they shook hands, bowed or curtsied and
said all the right things—for all the world
like little well-trained soldiers. “And
Joan,” reports a bystander, “watched
them like a commanding officer.”

A. Joan—she would tell you so herself—
is a great disciplinarian. However, since

only the exceptional human being ever is

capable of being the perfectionist that she
is, there is a general feeling that Joan
really should demand less from her chil-

dren. Children should be well-mannered,
of course, but not put on parade. No.

13. Farley Granger meets many people.

Sometimes the meetings amount to little

more than introductions. However, if

someone Farley has met does not appear
to recognize him he will approach him
and call to mind the former meeting.
A. Usually it is the other way around.

Usually celebrities are the ones who do not

recognize those they have met before.

Sometimes they really don’t, for they meet
people by the hundreds. Other times they
simply don’t wish to be bothered. But
Farley has a warmth and a liking for peo-
ple. And a memory for faces and names
which is very flattering. Yes.

14.

Rita Hayworth is not a talker. In a

way she is somewhat inarticulate. So
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that’s how she is—and she doesn’t try to

be otherwise.
A. It is all very well to be true to your-

self. But there also is such a thing as
social responsibility. No one would sug-
gest that Rita make any attempt to be the
life of the party. However a little partici-

pation always is in order. Rita should
make some effort to keep the conversation
going. No.

15. Ava Gardner is as friendly as a
puppy. She is likely to come towards you
with both of her hands outstretched in

greeting, calling “Hi . . .”

A. This attitude in Ava is very refresh-
ing—because it is so folksy and Southern,
so true, in other words, to Ava’s back-
ground. Too many beauties hold them-
selves aloof—in what they believe to be
the most becoming pose and posture. As
a result they are deadly bores. Yes.

16. Recently Denise Darcel came to a
party given for the French Women of the
Resistance. She drank her tea and ate her
refreshments. She was photographed with
all the celebrities present. But she asked
to be excused from offering any enter-
tainment because she was not well.

A. I was not the only one to feel that if

Denise was well enough to come to the
party with her young man, to have re-
freshments and to be photographed in
every possible position likely to make the
newspapers, she also was well enough to

contribute to the entertainment. I said to

her, “Many of us have exhausted ourselves
running this big show for your country. I

did hope you would perform.” Brtt Denise
just shrugged her shordders. She obvious-
ly had no compunctions about using this

occasion to get publicity without making
any contribution to it. No.

17. There's an up and coming starlet in

Hollywood who, when you tell her a story
that reflects credit on someone, manages
to murmur “Oh, Honey . .

.” in a way that
either suggests you’re a nice person and
have been taken in or that there’s more
to the story than meets the eye. This
technique saves this starlet from ever ac-
tually saying anything unpleasant.

A. In spite of the fact that this girl never
commits herself in so many words, she has
come to be avoided not only by those peo-
ple whom she has dismissed with her “Oh,
Honey” technique but also by those to

whom she has cooed her sugar-coated but
disparaging words. People, I think, would
distrust her far less if she would come
right out and. say what she thinks. No.

18. Pat Nerney likes the fights. So Mona
Freeman saw to it that she’d enjoy the
fights too.

A. Mona doesn’t just pretend to like

boxing. Neither does she merely seem to

hang on Pat’s words when he talks about
fights. When she realized Pat enjoyed
the fights she made it her business—sitice

the sport wasn’t repulsive to her—to find
out about boxing. So instead of being a
dutiful wife, hiding her boredom, she’s a
real companion to Pat on fight nights. Yes.

Now then, if you are right on fifteen to
eighteen questions you can be pretty sure
that you know the qualities that make
human beings likable. If you check with
twelve to fifteen you’re at least on the
right track. In either case, since you know
what makes people likable, there’s no
reason on earth why you shouldn’t be
likable too. If you come in under the
above scores you haven’t analyzed the
qualities in others to which you react
pleasantly and unpleasantly. But you can
start doing this—right now!

The End
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More Dressing, Please

(Continued from page 59)
Cohn, the president of Columbia Pictures,
to discuss a new contract. She was wear-
ing rolled-up levis, moccasins with bobby
sox, a brightly colored shirt, while a scarf

covered some of her windblown locks!

I once asked Rita, “Why the levis?” She
explained that she likes to sit with her
legs folded under her, and a dress is out
of the question for such a position.

Shelley Winters once told a columnist
that she admired Joan Crawford tremend-
ously and wanted to pattern her career
on the fabulous Miss Crawford. Joan,
who admires Shelley for her acting, was
pleased and touched. But if Shelley is

really serious, she should begin by copy-
ing Joan’s chic way of dressing.

O one denies that pants are comfortable,
that a sweater is warm or that make-

up is sometimes a bore, but when a movie
star makes these casual things a per-
petual costume, the effect is unglamorous,
to put it mildly. Only a skinny-hipped
lady like Hepburn can wear trousers all

the time and get away with it. Shelley,

to whom nature has been generous, figura-
tively speaking, should put away those
eternal slacks of hers, tight, baggy, short,

long. At Sunday Night Academy movie
shows, Shelley appears in her unbecoming
trademarks, all topped with a shapeless
polo coat and with her hair every which
way. You love being a movie star, Shel-
ley. Please love to look like one.
When Bette Davis worked at Warners,

she bought a new dress, a French import.
“It’s the first time I ever owned anything
like this,” she confided to an intimate,

adding, “I’ll probably wear it for the next
ten years.” She wasn’t kidding. She’s
New England thrifty. A girl at Magnin’s
calls her whenever there is a sale, and if

it’s a good buy, Bette buys—even if the
dress isn’t too becoming.
When Jane Russell was about to take

off on her first personal appearance with
“The Outlaw,” an intrepid press agent
penned a note to her boss, Howard Hughes—“Her clothes are terrible. I think we
should spend a few hundred bucks and
get her ‘dressed up.’” Jane can be as

oblivious to the stains on her clothes as
her public, who usually stare at something
more interesting. She’s the tomboy type
of the wide open spaces.

But at RKO there’s a complete wardrobe
made especially for Jane, and loaned to

her when she goes on personal appear-
ances. For her appearance at the British
Command Performance, where she met the
Princesses and the Queen, RKO made her

a red velvet dress trimmed with mink. For
less formal occasions they loaned her
suits.

At home, Jane dispenses with girdles,
but never with a bra; likes sweaters,
blouses, and velvet and corduroy matador
pants, tied at the ankles! Jane’s much
publicized bust is 37 inches around. Not
too much when you consider that Kathryn
Grayson, who isn’t anywhere near as tall

or statuesque, has the same measurement.
Betty Grable was originally scheduled

to star as the “I Don’t Care Girl.” She
went on suspension at the time and Mitzi
Gaynor took over. But in private life

that belongs to Betty. She just doesn’t
care. Especially when it comes to clothes.
She has what you might call an un-
studied taste, an I’ll-put-this-on-because-
it’s-the-closest attitude. She does not
wear anklet jewelry any more, but that’s

about the only change in Betty’s private-
life dressing in the past ten years.
At the racetrack—Betty’s home away

from home—she wears what the trade calls

“a pattern suit.” Any blouse can fill in.

Now and then she wears a hat, but it’s

usually too small for her face. She loves
purple, pink, red, blue, every color, for
her huge collection of slacks and sweaters.
Any old scarf is good enough to cover her
platinum-dyed locks. A minimum of
make-up—usually just lipstick.

But when she dresses for the screen
it’s another story. Betty will try on a
hundred and fifty pairs of shoes to get
the right pair. Every strand of hair has
to be in place. She loves period gowns
and stands patiently for hours during
arduous fittings. Could be this is why
Betty takes a vacation from fashion in
her private life?

R
ECENTLY, a top designer, watching
Susan Hayward arrive at a premiere,

cracked, “Susan reminds me of the M-G-M
lion.” He continued—“A great mane, and
a pout.” A few months back, for her
Jane Froman picture, “With a Song in

My Heart,” Susan was persuaded to part
with a few inches of her mop of red hair.

She was the last of the stars (with the
exception of Rita) to cut her crowning
glory. It’s still longish, but now you can
see she has a neck.

“You’ll see a new Susan in the Froman
film,” Charles Le Maire, fashion arbiter

at Twentieth Century-Fox, assures me.
“She wears forty-two dresses, and it’s like

a fashion show. She told me, ‘Charlie,

I’ll never go out from now on, unless you
tell me what is right.’ She was so pleased
the other night when people did a double
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take and said, ‘I didn’t know it was you,

Susan.’ When she wants to she can be
so beautiful.”

That’s what I think. Susan’s problem
has been that she dresses the way she

thinks a movie star should. No peasant
skirts or slacks for Susan, she dresses—
up to the hilt. And what she can’t wear
she carries. At a party not so long ago,

she wore a black and gold dress that was
too shiny, too draped, too bunched and too

low cut. She has a gorgeous figure, but
like Janet Leigh, who is on this list only
for this reason, she shows too much of it,

front center.

I’ve been around, and I’ve lived a long
time in Hollywood, but I really was
pushed off my pins when I saw Janet at

a not- long-ago premiere. However, this

isn’t the place to give an intimate descrip-

tion of Janet from the neck to the waist.

Janet is a charming girl. I’ll never know
why she chose to use her figger for a pub-
licity prop.

Lana Turner spends a lot of money on
dresses, furs and jewels. And I’ve seen
her looking very glamorous and starlike

at night clubs and parties. But around
town, when photographers are not popping
with flashbulbs, Lana’s public sometimes
pops at sight of the blonde Lana in her
everyday shopping get-up. Last week,
anyone who saw Lana in the fashionable
Jean Long shop in Beverly Hills found it

hard to believe she was the same girl seen
on the screen. She wore a shapeless polo

coat, tied in the middle like a sack, over
drab-looking pants. Around her head
she had tied an old scarf and I recognized
her only because the gentleman with
her was Fernando Lamas.

If ature intended Lana to be plump.
11 And between pictures Lana is all for

giving nature its head, or rather, her
body. After her starvation diet to thin
down for “The Merry Widow,” she swore
she’d never put the poundage on again.
But she did. Directly “The Merry Widow”
was in the can, Lana forgot to remember
to count calories.

Pier Angeli is nineteen. But her
mother won’t let her grow up. Only once
has Mrs. Pierangeli (Pier’s real name)
allowed her darling daughter to be alone
with a man—the safe Arthur Loew Jr.

who escorted the Italian beauty to a
cocktail party honoring Betty Furness.
And even at that crowded gathering Pier
had to telephone her mother every two
hours to explain where she was. This
maternal surveillance probably accounts
for Pier’s childlike attitude, all whimsy
and Alice-through-the-looking-glass. It

also includes her appearance. Pier is

not allowed to use lipstick. She wears
flat shoes, full peasant skirts, and long
straggly untidy hair.

Esther Williams is so healthy looking,
I guess it doesn’t really matter what she
wears, or when. And this opinion is shared
by Esther. Esther always looks wonderful
in a swimming suit. And she looks okay
in her every-day suits. But, in the even-
ing, she often has a slightly homemade
look. It’s fine to make your dresses, but
they never should look as if you did.

And now I think I’ll leave town until
this issue of Photoplay is off sale.

(Lana Turner is in “The Merry Widow”;
Jane Russell, “Macao”; Betty Grable, “The
Farmer Takes a Wife”; Susan Hayward,
“With a Song in My Heart” and “Cow-
poke”; Shelley Winters, “Untamed”; Rita

!

Hayworth, “Affair in Trinidad”; Bette
Davis, “Phone Call from a Stranger”;
Pier Angeli, “Story of Three Loves”;
Esther Williams, “Skirts Ahoy”; Janet
Leigh, “Scaramouche.”)

The End

make.your next pantie the longer-wearing

PERFORMANCE-TESTED PANTIE

Smart, thrifty women
everywhere know that the

exclusive Dutchess
Performance-Tested

Pantie gives longer wear
and better fit! Dutchess—

maker of the famous
“Bee-Brief” and other

Performance-Tested
Panties in cotton, rayon

and nylon from $.69 to $3.95.

At Stores Everywhere, Or Write Dept. F-3, Dutchess Underwear Corp., 350 Fifth Ave., N. Y. C.

$100: MONTH
JUST FOR WEARING

Ladies—here’s your
chance to get a whole

new beautiful wardrobe of

your own without paying
a single penny! And, un-
believable though it sounds,
make up to $100 a month,
besides—just by wearing
stunning dresses and show-
ing them to your friends!

Here's All You Do!

Just wear these lovely Fashion
Frocks, which are given to you
as a bonus. Take your choice

of over 150 gorgeous models.
When friends ask about
them,— simply explain how
you can get them the same

exquisite styles. It’s our unique
way of advertising the unbeat-
able values offered by Fashion
Frocks! You need no experi-

ence . . . and no door-to-door

canvassing is required 1

Hurry! Openings limited!

Post Card brings you FREE
“Style Show” with the

whole thrilling array of Fashion
Frocks, plus actual fabrics

!

But please hurry because
openings are limited ! Send
in Post Card before it’s too
late! No obligation—nothing
to buy. When writing, be sure
to include your dress size, plus
name and address.

FASHION FROCKS, INC.,
StudioJ-5053,Cincinnati 25, Ohio

After each

shampoo or

home permanent

add the fresh

color and

lustre of

LOVALON
the modern hair beauty rinse

• Leaves hair soft, easy to manage • Blends

in yellow, grey streaks • 12 flattering shades

• Removes shampoo film • Gives sparkling

highlights

p
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UNWANTED HAIR ?
IT’S OFF because IT’S OUT

Quick as a wink, superfluous hair eliminated. Com-
pletely removes all hair from FACE, arms and legs.

Checks future growth. Leaves the skin petal-smooth.

e i= i i_ a t o R
Like magic. Milady's skin becomes adorable. For the
finest down or the heaviest growth. Seems miraculous,
but our 39 years experience proves it is the scientifically

correct way. Odorless. Safe. Harmless. Simple to apply.
Superior to ordinary hair removers. For 15 years ZiP
Epilator was $5.00. NOW ONLY $1.10. Same superior
formula, same size. Good stores or by mail $1.10 or

L
C.O.D. No Fed. tax. Above guaranteed, money-back,

j
.JORDEAU INC. Box E- 19, SOUTH ORANGE. NJ.^

HOLLYWOOD BEAUTY SECRETS
Look years younger—preserve youth—Astounding book on
beauty culture— Amazing results “inexpensive— easy to
follow instructions—Be glamorous like the stars

—

Order now—Only $1.00—Send to Jonie Lind. 6736 Selma
Avenue. Hollywood 28. COlif.

BABY COMING SOON?
Then don’t delay sending for your copy of Dr. Allan Roy
Dafoe’s book. "How To Raise Your Baby.” Covers care of
infants and young children—food problems, child ailments
and diseases, teething, nursing, proper growth, training,
vitamins. By the famous “quintuplet” doctor who really
knows about babies. Vital information needed by all par-
ents. Onlv 50c postpaid.

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, Inc., Dept. P-552
205 East 42nd St. New York 17. N. Y.

How to Make Money with

Simple Cartoons '

A book everyone who likes to draw

’should have. It Is free; no

obligation. Simply address
FREE
BOOK

_ ARTOONISTS" EXCHANGE
Dept. 595, Pleasant Hill, Ohio

OLD GOLD WANTED w
Highest prices paid on old or broken
Watches, Diamonds, Spectacle Frames, Den-
tal Gold. CASH by return mail. Information
free on request.

M. & M. Bldg.

Houston, TexasAlamo Watch Co.

CAM
/A/
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|
HURRY
MAIL
TODAY

If you need cash FOR ANY PURPOSE you
I may BORROW $50 to $500, regardless of V

I where you live . . . entirely by mail . . . FAST,
|

|

CONFIDENTIAL service. NO CO-SIGNERSI NO
JINQUIRIES made of employers, friends, or I

I
tradespeople! SOLVE YOUR MONEY PROS-

1

|

LEMS, NOW I Consolidate old bills. Buy what j

|

you need and repay in convenient monthly ,

payments to fit your income. ACT NOWI
I
Mail coupon for a money-request application.

AMERICAN LOAN PLAN DEPT. TW-5
|

Supervised by the §tate of Nebraska

|

219 City National Bank Bldg., Omaha 2, Nebr.

NAME

[

ADDRESS OCCUPATION

L CITY STATE

Kidney Slow-Down

May Bring

Restless Nights
When kidney function slows down,manyfolkscom-

plain of nagging backache, headaches, dizziness and
loss of pep and energy. Don’t suffer restless nights
with these discomforts if reduced kidney function
is getting you down—due to such common causes as
stress and strain, over-exertion or exposure to cold.

Minor bladder irritations due to cold or wrong diet

may cause getting up nights or frequent passages.
Don’t neglect your kidneys if these conditions

bother you. Try Doan’s Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
P successfully by millions for over 50 years. It’s amaz-

ing how many times Doan’s give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!

|

She's My Girl

( Continued from page 61)
little Blyth girl? She’s pretty enough, but
she’s scared of her own shadow.”

“She’ll never get any place the way
she sits quietly in a corner, never trying
to sell herself.”

“Why, you can just barely hear her
when she talks. My kid can act rings
around her.”
They were right on several scores. Ann,

who then was about eleven, did sit quietly
in an inconspicuous corner when she wasn’t
needed. She also might have been con-
sidered the mousy type, compared to the
kids who did hand-stands, cart-wheels,
anything to show off and attract atten-
tion. And Ann never did try to sell her-
self. But she wasn’t afraid and she could
act. While the other kids hammered home
their lines, Ann—even at that early age-
had a warm tender quality in her voice
that was far more arresting.

F
ROM 1942 to 1946, while I was in the
Navy, Ann and I naturally didn’t see

each other. She grew up in the meantime,
and the very first thing that impressed
me when we got together again was that
same inner serenity (more matured, of
course) that now glowed in her eyes and
was so appealing in her voice. The way
we met again, incidentally, is typical of

Ann’s lack of pretense and her wonderful
humor.

It happened one early morning back in
1946—January 24th, to be exact—just two
weeks, three days and a few million happy
heartbeats following my naval discharge.
The telephone rang. “Is that you, Dick?”
asked a voice that sounded like honey on
velvet. “This is Ann.”
“Ann who?” inquired this dope.
“So I have competition,” the voice

laughed back. “This is Ann Blyth. If

that other Ann won’t scratch my eyes out,

I was wondering if you’d like to take me
to a premiere tomorrow night.”

It had been four years since I’d talked
to the Ann I’ve loved from the time we
were kids around the New York theatre.

How did she know I was out of the serv-
ice? Who told her I was in town? Where
had she got my telephone number? It’s

amazing, I’ve since discovered, that Ann
is so intuitive. She always follows her
hunches and they seldom fail her. She
had had a hunch I was back in town. So
she had called the Screen Actors Guild
and made inquiry.
The day of the premiere I had to work

on a picture at Paramount until six. At
eight on the dot I rang Ann’s doorbell
and she came to the door. She kissed me
on the cheek, greeted me warmly, while
I held her at arm’s length to get a better
look at her. The child I had known now
was a lovely young woman. It was won-
derful to see her Aunt Cis and her Uncle
Pat again, too. And we shot the breeze
a bit until Ann suggested we head for

Hollywood.
“Is the studio car here?” I asked, assum-

ing that Universal-International would be
sending their new and important star in a

studio limousine. Ann’s eyes danced.
“What’s wrong with your car?” she

needled, “Don’t you like the color?”
“But, Ann,” I explained, “I haven’t had

it washed. And it needs a paint job after

being in storage four years. It never
occurred to me that you’d want to ride in

it

—

now!”
For the record, I’ve never made a re-

mark like that again! We arrived at the

premiere surrounded by the shiniest lim-
ousines. Ann had a ball. I kept thinking:

“If only my old shipmates could see me
now, they’d have to believe their favorite

actress really was a very dear friend of

mine.” Brother, how they used to rib
me about having forged the signature on
Ann’s photograph that hung in my ship-
board locker!
Because I’m lucky enough to see Ann

often, I’m invariably asked what she is

really like, especially on a date. Well,
Ann likes those unplanned evenings best

—

like the time we started out for a quiet
movie and ended up bowling our brains
out at the Sunset Bowling Alley. I’ll long •

remember her standing there, so tiny and ;

feminine and so determined to make a
strike.

Speaking of Ann’s quiet determination,
|

it sometimes seems to perform miracles.
Last summer we were fishing at Lake
Arrowhead. After two and a half hours. :

Aunt Cis, Uncle Pat and I threw down
our poles in disgust. But not Ann. She
continued to stare at the spot where her
line hit the water as if willing some poor
fish to bite. And for the next three days
we had trout coming out of our ears.
During my recent hospitalization (the

result of an old war injury), despite the
fact that Ann was busy preparing for a
picture she, with Aunt Cis and Uncle Pat,
was a regular visitor at the hospital. Her
presence did a lot to cheer me, as well as
three other young fellows who shared
my room and also eagerly awaited her
visits. One of them volunteered: “Ann’s
appearance here does more good for me
than all the miracle drugs.”

Shortly after my recovery, but before
I could walk very well, Ann invited me
to a luau at the Ambassador Hotel, where
she was honored as the favorite movie
star of the people of the Hawaiian Islands.

She had to hold my arm and help me
shuffle to our table. Outside the hotel as
we waited for our car we got a big laugh

t

out of the remark made by our friend
Vera-Ellen: “Ann, when you walked in

helping Dick, people wondered who the
old cripple was. And, as you left, I’m
sure they thought you were helping hold
up your escort, who had had one too
many!” Not many actresses of Ann’s age
and with her success would have put up
with me as an escort.

However, her warmth and generosity
goes out to strangers too.

O
NE Saturday night we went with Jane
Powell and Geary Steffen to the Damon

Runyon Cancer Fund Dinner Dance. Driv-
ing downtown Ann explained kiddingly:
“You get off easy tonight. The Russian

boots I wear all day for ‘The World in His
Arms’ rubbed an ugly blister on my heel,

so I can’t dance.”
Later, one of the group of servicemen

who were honored guests at an adjoining
table told her, “My buddies have a bet

that I can’t get you to dance the Charle-
ston with me.”
Under the table Ann’s sore foot slipped

back into her shoe.

“Isn’t it a shame they have to lose their

bet?” she said, smiling at him as they

headed for the dance floor.

Anyone in Hollywood knows that a

movie star would sooner part with her

husband (well almost!) than her Academy
Award Oscar. So imagine Ann’s dismay
when, attending a Scavenger Hunt given

by Columnist Ed Sullivan’s daughter, 1

Betty, we were assigned to return with the

Oscar which Joan Crawford had won for

her performance in “Mildred Pierce.” Ann
got her first big break in this pictui'e and

was herself nominated for an Award.
“Oh, Dick,” she groaned, “how can I

possibly ring Joan Crawford’s doorbell

and ask for the loan of so cherished a

possession?”
She finally decided to telephone first.



When Miss Crawford heard her voice on
the phone she couldn’t have been sweeter
or more understanding.
“Ann, dear,” she said, “you are the

only person in the world I would trust
with my Oscar. Take it with my love.”

For the rest of the evening Ann held
on to the Oscar tightly and never rested
until we took it back to Joan. There’s
a picture on my dresser of Ann holding
the Oscar and whenever I look at it I

can’t help saying a little prayer that
some day she’ll have one of her own.
Personally I don’t see how she can miss.
The Ann I know and love likes to take

long drives in the evening. When she’s
tired from a day’s work she’s not very
talkative. At other times she chatters
away as if she’d been stranded on a
desert island—confiding her dream to

sing opera—her hope to waltz on ice like

Sonja Henie—and her desire to make de-
serving people happy with the things
they’ve always wished for. Which re-
minds me, when she gave Aunt Cis a mink
coat last Christmas she was as excited
as Aunt Cis.

Ann’s vice, if you can call it that, is

chewing gum. I always keep a few pack-
ages especially for her in the compartment
of my car which she automatically reaches
for when we’re driving.

I’ve heard Arm criticized because she
doesn’t drink or smoke, or tell risque
stories, or try to be the life of the party
and I know she’s been accused of not
being “hot copy.” If she is aware of any
of this, be certain it doesn’t bother her

—

because she’s found what most people are
searching for: peace of mind and toler-
ance of her fellow men.
Margaret O’Brien’s mother, I think,

summed up Ann better than I ever could
hope to.

The night we were all together when
Josephine Baker sang for charity at Mo-
cambo, our group included Janet Leigh
and Tony Curtis, the Tyrone Powers,
Shelley Winters and Farley Granger, and
Margaret O’Brien and her mother. To-
ward the end of the evening Mrs. O’Brien,
who had been eyeing Ann intently, leaned
over and said quietly: “I’ve watched your
career, Ann, and admired the way you
handle yourself. When Margaret grows
up I hope she’ll be exactly like you.”

Editor’s Note: Dick Clayton recently
gave up acting to join Famous Artists, who
are Ann Blyth’s agents. So now he will
be instrumental in helping her with her
career. The End

here it is ! ! • don’t miss it

!

Your choice of radio and television’s

AWARD WINNERS

FOR 1951

announced in the special

AWARDS ISSUE

RADIO-TV MIRROR magazine

now at newsstands

These are the stars YOU selected

in a year-long, nation-wide poll ! !

Reader’s Digest Reports
ON AMAZING NEW-TYPE MEDICATION FOR

PIMPLES ft

Clearasil »• »*-« **•

reported in January 1952

Reader’s Digest
(page 81)

CLEARASIL SPECIALLY MADE TO

DRY UP PIMPLES
SKIN-COLORED . .hides pimples while it works

You can now get the type of medication described

in the January 1952 Reader’s Digest just by asking

your druggist for clearasil... the scientific, skin-

colored medication especially made for pimples!
clearasil is greaseless and fast-drying in con-

tact with pimples. Actually starves pimples be-

cause it helps remove the oils* that pimples “feed”
on. clearasil ends embarrassment— gives new
confidence immediately because its skin-color

hides pimples amazingly while it helps dry them
up. And because clearasil is greaseless, fast-

drying and stainless, it can be left on day and
night for uninterrupted medication.

•Ov«r-activity of certain oil glands is recognized by authorities as i

Jim*

In Skin Specialists' Tests
Using Clearasil on 202 Cases

9 out of 10 were cleared up
or definitely improved

Doctors who tested clearasil were amazed
at the results. Thousands of grateful users

have already found clearasil is one medi-

cation that really worked for them. So even

if other treatment has failed, you owe it to

yourself to try this proven medication. Satis-

faction guaranteed or money back. Get
clearasil today.

GREASELESS . . . STAINLESS

7
Only

594
• C\earas\\

ECONOMY SIZE 984 AT ALL DRUGGISTS

major factor in acn*. G EASTCO. Inc.. N.Y. 17. N.Y.

1

MAKE MONEY AT HOME
ADDRESSING ENVELOPES

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of Ingrown nail. OUTGItO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to
be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

$29$*

Check size and color of frame,
5x7 Ivory and Gold
8x10 Brown and Gold

Beautiful silk finish black and white
enlargements made from your favorite
snapshots, photos or negatives. Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes
and clothing for complete information
on having your enlargements beauti-
fully hand colored in oil. SEND NO
MONEY. Simply pay postman for each
enlargement and frame plus cost of
mailing. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Limit 3 to a customer. Originals re-
turned with enlargements. Offer
good in U.S.A. only.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Bind., Dept. C-90. Hollywood 38. Calif.

Keep Your Nails lovelier!

BLUE+CROSS

P'oblp*.

Both in re-fillable plastic Manicure

Shapers or one^ounce bottles ^
At 5 & 10's and Cosmetic Counterŝ 29i

ASTHMA
Write for NO-COST
TRIAL OFFER! ...
IP YOU SUFFER from Bronchial

_ AsthmaParoxysms. from coughs.
Rasping, wheezing — writ# quick for daring No-Risk, No-Cost Trial
Offer. No matter If you consider your case’ 'hopeless"—write today I

NACOR, 1 07-B State-Ufa Bldg., Indbmapollo 4, IndianaAt
The Single Most Important Record Of World War II— Written By The Single Most Important Leader 1

1

DWIGHT D. EISENHOWER'S

Crusade In Europe
50* PERMABOOKS

Now at all newsstands

LEARN NURSING AT HOME

or” $75 A WEEK
EARN AS YOU TRAIN, TOO!
A career is waiting for you as a Practical
Nurse. Thousands needed for MD offices, hos-
pitals. rest homes, private duty. Learn at home
in months. Course written by doctors, tested
in clinic.. High school not needed. Valuable
outfit sent. Terms. Mail coupon I

GLENWOOD CAREER SCHOOLS
7050 Glenwood Ave., Chicago 26 Dept. NI-3

Name Age , ...

How Eyes Win Men . .

.

• Kurlash curls lashes ... makes
eyes gleam. . .sparkle. For glam-
orous eyes buy Kurlash today. $!
and $1.25 at cosmetic counters.

^k'ur/at/i
N
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YOUR PHOTOPLAY

When the Dexters first moved
to Hollywood they weren’t

sure they’d he staying—rented

their home. But with Tony’s

success in “Valentino,” new
pictures coming up—his next

is “The Brigand”—and the ad-

vent of the baby, the Dexters

decided they were in Holly-

wood to stay—and so wore

agreed they should buy a

house. They notified the . . .

. . . landlord they’d be moving and Tony told the real

estate agent just what they wanted: “A house on a

hilltop, roomy, cheerful, with fireplaces.” But the . . .

. . . Dexters didn’t just sit back and wait for the agent to find

something. They toured the countryside and read all the ads. But

none of the houses seemed right. Then one day, Tony’s wife . . .

. . . realtor’s. “That house you advertised—we want to see it,”

they chorused and waved the paper in the agent’s face. Startled,

he took the ad, read it, then grinned. “You’ve seen it,” he . . .

. . . let out an excited yelp. "Look,” she cried, showing Tony an

ad. “Hilltop, roomy, fireplace,” he read. “And it’s listed with our

agent—let’s go !” They dashed out to the car, raced over to the . .

.

. . . told them. “It’s the house you’re living in!” The Dexters

gasped, reread the ad. "Hilltop, fireplace—just what we want.

And we had it all the time!” Tony grinned. “Okay, we’re sold!”
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Never before such a radiant, rosy-fresh glow . . . never before such an exciting

sparkle at lips and'fingertips! It’s “STRIKE ME pink” by Cutex! The pink of perfection

with this season’s beiges, grays and blues . . . with all the new pinks from palest
° Cutex nail polish, made with long-wear-

shell to rosy red. Wear it now . . . today. Wear it because something excitingly ing Enamelon, in the miracle Spillpruf

bottle, ? 5<f plus tax. Creamy, Stay Fast

different is destined to happen ... the minute you put it on! Indelible Lipstick, 29tf plus tax.



lest for Mildness...compare for Flavor

...you'll choose CAMELS

MORE DOCTORS SMOKE CAMELS than any other cigarette!

MAKE your own thirty-day Camel test —
a thorough test of cigarette mildness.

Smoke only Camels for thirty days and enjoy

Camel’s rich, full flavor, a flavor no other ciga-

rette has. See how mild Camels are . . . how
well they agree with your throat, week in and

week out

!

And remember this, too: according to a

nationwide survey of tens of thousands

of doctors, doctors in every branch of

medicine —

Test Camels

in your "T-Zone"

— T for Throat,

T for Taste.

CHQ\C,tL.

Ct\JA.\_YTX



GIRLS RUIN ROMANCE SAYS FARLEY GRANGER

WHY THEY ARE THE

BATTLING
SINATRAS

0



Like magic ! Camay takes your skin

"out of the shadows
and. brings to light exciting New Loveliness !

This lovely bride, MRS. JOHN-MICHAEL KING,

says: "A change to regular care and Camay
makes a world of difference. My complexion

grew fresher and clearer so quickly I thought

1 was dreaming.
"

Like this lovely Camay bride, you'll rejoice at the dearer,

brighter complexion your First Cake of Camay brings!

For complexion wr bath, there’s no

finer beauty soap than Camay. Camay
is praised for its gentleness—prized for

its rich, luxurious, creamy lather. Take

your skin "out of the shadows” and

into the light of new loveliness with

Camay, The Soap of Beautiful Women.

HOW CAN A GIRL be attractive and

admired — how can she hope to

be wooed and wed—when her skin has

a dull and overcast look about it?

Never permit your beauty to be

veiled in shadows! With Camay, The
Soap of Beautiful Women, you can

take your skin "out of the shadows”

and into the light of new loveliness.

Change to regular care — use Camay
and Camay alone — and your mirror

will show you a fresher, clearer com-

plexion — with your very first cake of

Camay, The Soap of Beautiful Women.Camay
the soap of beautiful women

New beauty begins

—

head to toe!

The daily Camay Beauty Bath

gives you that "beautifully

cared-for" look all-over. It brings

you lovelier arms, lovelier legs,

lovelier shoulders. It touches

you with Camay's flattering

fragrance. Always use the big

Beauty-Bath Size for more lather,

more luxury, more economy.



Rather dream about romance

oo much,

defends on you...

Sometimes one little improvement in

personality, looks or grooming can alter a

girl’s entire life . . . make it a thing of joy and

beauty. Take Mary, for example. Mary was a

successful business woman . . . attractive and

well dressed. But, somehow, she simply

didn’t click with men. More than all else, she

wanted marriage. But, here she was, without

a single prospect.

Then, quite by chance, she over-heard a

conversation that revealed the truth about her.

She lost no time in doing something about it!

Today her good-looking husband thinks

she’s the sweetest girl in the world . . .

and she is . . . now!

Stops Bad Breath for Hours

Don’t take chances with halitosis (bad breath).

Don’t offend needlessly. Your best friend in

breath-control is Listerine Antiseptic, the

extra-careful precaution that millions of

popular people rely on.

You simply rinse the mouth with Listerine

Antiseptic and bad breath is stopped. Instantly!

Delightfully! And for hours on end usually!

Never, never omit it before any date. You see,

Listerine Antiseptic instantly kills millions of

the very mouth germs that cause the most

common type of bad breath . . . the kind that

begins when tiny food particles ferment in

the mouth.

No Tooth Paste, No Chlorophyll

Kills Odor Germs Like Listerine Antiseptic.

Although tooth paste is a good method of oral

hygiene, no tooth paste ... no chlorophyll

. . . kills odor-producing germs with

anything like Listerine's germicidal efficiency.

So, when you want that extra assurance

about your breath, trust to Listerine

Antiseptic, the proven, germ-killing

method that so many popular,

fastidious people rely on.

Make it a part of your passport to popularity.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

slops bad braafli -for hours
KILLS BAD-BREATH GERMS

BETTER THAN TOOTH PASTE

BETTER THAN CHLOROPHYLL P

1



Onb/COLGATE

DENTALCREAM
HAS PROVED SO COMPLETELY IT

STOPS BAD
BREATH*!

^SCIENTIFIC TESTS PROVE THAT IN

7 OUT OF 10 CASES, COLGATE’S INSTANTLY STOPS

BAD BREATH THAT ORIGINATES IN THE MOUTH!

For “all day” protection, brush your teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream. Some toothpastes and powders
claim to sweeten breath. But only Colgate’s

has such complete proof it stops bad breath.*

Colgate’s wonderful wake-up flavor is the
favorite of men, women and children from
coast to coast. Nationwide tests of leading
toothpastes prove that Colgate’s is preferred
for flavor over all other brands tested!

Yes, science has proved that brushing teeth
right after eating with Colgate Dental
Cream stops tooth decay best! The Colgate
way is the most thoroughly proved and
accepted home method of oral hygiene
known today!

. •
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FAVORITE OF AMERICA’S “FIRST MILLION" MOVIE-GOERS FOR 40 YEARS
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“LOVELY TO LOOK AT”
starring KATHRYN GRAYSON, RED SKELTON,

HOWARD KEEL, dancers MARGE and GOWER
CHAMPION, ANN MILLER in a musical gay

as Paris .. . in color by TECHNICOLOR!

An eye-filling treat for July!
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SCARAMOUCH E starring

STEWART GRANGER, ELEANOR PARKER,

JANET LEIGH, MEL FERRER, brings to the

screen Rafael Sabatini's swashbuckling

story of the most fabulous adventurer in a

romantic era! M-G-M's spectacular

"Movie Of The Month" for June filmed in

the glory of color by TECHNICOLOR!
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“IVANHOE” stars ROBERT TAYLOR,

ELIZABETH TAYLOR, JOAN FONTAINE,

GEORGE SANDERS, EMLYN WILLIAMS

in Sir Walter Scott's exciting story en-

riched with color by TECHNICOLOR!
From the company that gave you "Quo Vadis"!
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New finer MUM

stops odor longer!

NOW CONTAINS AMAZING NEW
INGREDIENT M-3 TO PROTECT UNDERARMS

AGAINST ODOR-CAUSING BACTERIA

• Protects better, longer. New Mum now
contains amazing ingredient M-3 for more

effective protection. Doesn’t give under-

arm odor a chance to start!

• Creamier new Mum is safe for normal

skin, contains no harsh ingredients. Will

not rot or discolor finest fabrics.

• The only leading deodorant that contains

no water to dry out or decrease its effi-

ciency. No waste. No shrinkage.

• Delicately fragrant new Mum is use-

able, wonderful right to the bottom of the

jar. Get new Mum today.

NewMUM
CREAM DEODORANT

A Product of Bristol-Myert

what should /do ?

Your problems answered by Claudette Colbert

Star of “Planter's JPife”

EAR Miss Colbert:
I am nineteen and have been going

with a certain girl for six years. I have
dated several girls since I have been away
from home, but no one can take the place
of this one girl. She’s tops. She’s eighteen
and has a good job as a bookkeeper. I have
been in the Marine Corps since 1950. My
job is such that I will remain permanently
in the States.

When I went home on leave, I asked
this girl to marry me and she said yes. We
both talked to her parents, who are won-
derful people who were married during
World War I, and they agreed that we
should be able to make a go of marriage.
They gave us plenty of good advice about
handling money, being fair with one an-
other, doing right in the world.
Then I went to my folks and they ex-

ploded. They said no! I couldn’t get mar-
ried. As you know, I can’t get married until

I’m twenty-one without their written con-
sent. My mother said that as long as I was
in service I should stay single and that I

wasn’t ready to take on the obligations of

a wife and perhaps a family.
Well, I’m lonely here. I don’t care much

to run around with the boys and live the
life some of them do. I don’t drink, I don’t
smoke. It seems to me that—because I plan
to make the Marine Corps a career—

I

might as well get started on my whole life

at this time.
Do you think I’m wrong?

Cpl. Gregg W. C.

Ordinarily I am opposed to a marriage
betiveen a boy of nineteen and a girl of
eighteen because, at those ages, neither is

likely to be emotionally mature.
However, your letter gives evidence of

adult thinking. Your report of the atti-

tude and the sensible thinking of the girl's

parents indicates that they would be a
strong factor in helping you build a per-
manent and happy marriage.

Let us face another fact: there are far
worse things than an early marriage. I

gather from your letter that you are lone-

ly because you don’t care to have what is

called a good time by certain gay sections

of the armed forces. Your mother should
give this some thought.

In brief : if you were my younger broth-

er I believe I would try to persuade your
parents to give their consent to your mar-
riage. Since I’m not in that position, I

should tell you frankly that I don't think
anything anyone said or did would change
your parents' minds. They know they

have the authority to restrain you and
they may have reasons other than opposi-

tion to a young marriage to refuse their

consent.
There are two possible ways of ivorkihg

toward consent: talk over your hopes and
plans with your chaplain and ask him to

write to your parents. Ask your girl friend

to have her parents meet and become
friendly (if possible) with your family.

If none of this works, cheer up any-

how. You’ll be tiventy-one almost before
you know it.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
My problem has to do with correct movie

manners.
When entering a movie aisle, I would

like to know whether the boy goes first,

or the girl. Next, is it manners for one
person to comment to another about the
movie, while it is going on? Finally, when
one is sitting in the movie with a boy
friend and one feels his muscular arm
around one’s shoulders, how does one tell

the boy that hand-holding is as far as one
will go in the movie?

Tucky L.

When there is an usher at any place of
entertainment, and this also applies when
there’s a headwaiter in a restaurant, the
girl follows him to the seat which he
designates, while the boy immediately fol-

lows the girl. If there is no usher, the boy
precedes the girl, finds a satisfactory spot
and turns to assist the girl.

It is extremely bad manners for a thea-
tre patron to keep up a conversation,
either personal or critical, during the per-
formance.
When a boy slips his arm around your

shoulders, you should say pleasantly,
“ We’re probably blocking the view of
those behind us. Hold hands instead . .

.”

The important thing to remember is

that exasperation will cost you a boy
friend, but if you will be sweet, quiet,

and explanatory, you will accomplish
your purpose of being fair to everyone,
and you’ll keep your beau as well.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am a high school girl of sixteen and

for more than a year now I have been in

love with a twenty-eight-year-old married
teacher in our school. I know you will just

dismiss it by saying it’s a natural crush
or infatuation, but I know it isn’t.

Because I was so desperate to have him
show me at least a little attention, I wrote
him a letter and explained the situation.

He never answered. Perhaps he never re-

ceived the letter. I have no way of know-
ing because I don’t have nerve enough to

ask. What should I do next?
Melissa S.

I should be pleased if you would be-

lieve me when I suggest that what you
feel for this man is a mirage of love. A
mirage, as one sees it, does not exist. It

is merely a reflection of a far distant

scene which is projected in a sort of
mirror-like atmospheric condition and
made to seem close at hand.

It may be that this man happens to

match some author’s description of the

hero in one of your favorite childhood
books. It may be that, in some way, he
resembles your father, of whom you may

(Continued on page 6)
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Temptation
AND

W^rTerror

H*easure,Plunder and Lust!

STARRING

,t was all around them ! A dead man’s curiously twisted smile, a still-heard echo

in a hidden catacomb, a glowing bed of fiery jewels! Here treasure-hunt

flared into man-hunt—turning a torrid corner of the tropics into flame

!

Warner Bros: Thrill-Swept Tropical Adventure!
SCREEN PLAY BY N. RICHARD NASH Music bv Max Steiner "DIRECTED BY GORDON DOUGLAS • PRODUCED BY DAVID WtlbbAKf
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nly Mavis keeps

you flower-fragrant,

flower-fresh, alluringly

feminine all over. This

velvety imported talc,

exquisitely perfumed,

insures your daintiness

. . . absorbs moisture;

helps prevent chafing.
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are always your

loveliest self.
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Complete the magic spell

with bewitching . . !
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(Continued from page 4 )

be very fond. It may be, and this borders
on the mystic, that this man is similar to

the man you will one day marry.
The important thing for you to bear in

mind is that the wise girl does not dis-

cuss her romantic mirages with anyone—
not even with the man concerned. There
is something that is rare and sweet, but
completely your own, in these early awak-
enings to love. Don’t spoil them by act-

ing upon your impulses. Wait for time
to bring you to the real experience.

Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I was married at sixteen because life

was so unhappy in our large family
that I wanted to get away. I became a

mother just before I was eighteen and I

was divorced before I was twenty. My hus-
band and I agreed to a “friendly” divorce,

although he refused to contribute to our
daughter’s support. He said he was through
with marriage and both of us and wanted
to be free. He said if I made trouble for

him, he would leave the state so I might
as well save attorney’s f-es.

I went to work in a factory, after having
put Madelyn in a nursery home, and took
a beauty course at night. About two years
ago I had a chance to buy a small shop,
which I did, and it has prospered. As
things improved for us, I was able to put
Madelyn in a better school. I spend as

much time with her as possible. She is new
almost ten and I will soon be twenty-eight.
She is the source of much happiness to me.
A year ago I met a man in whom I was

interested and he appeared to be serious.

Somehow I didn’t tell him about Madelyn
until she joined us one Sunday. That
ended my friendship. Since then I have
made it a rule to tell every man who asks
me for a date that I have a wonderful
daughter who is a vital part of my life.

The men I meet seem to be of two
types: the playboy who says, in effect,

“You’ve been married, so don’t be coy
with me,” and the big dealer who wants
me to expand the beauty shop, so he can
be a partner and collect half the income.

I want to marry again, but the next time
I want it to be for keeps. I want a proper
home for Madelyn. I want to expand
the business, but with someone I can
trust. How does one go about meeting such
a man?

Doris J.

You are living in a large city in which
there are—according to statistics—many
more women of marriageable age than
men. Since your living can be earned any-
where you wish to set up shop, it might
be a good idea to move to some other sec-

tion of the country. The male ratio is fa-
vorable in Texas, in Montana, and in the
Dakotas. You know the hunter’s slogan:
To trap mink, you must go where the
mink are.

However, if you are truly successful and
like your present geographical location,
acquire a cheerful conviction that your
ideal mate will find you where you are.

Then relax, be contented and secure.
This will give you dignity and composure,
and keep you from being overeager and
from trying too hard to impress. Also,
join a church, or an adult night class, or a
bowling club or something of this kind,
where you will have more opportunity to

meet substantial citizens.

Give time a chance to work for you.
Claudette Colbert

Dear Miss Colbert:
I am nineteen and have never had a

date. Not because I haven’t had plenty of

opportunity but because of my abnormal
childhood. My father is a monster. He is

slovenly, ill-kept, tyrannical and often

drunk. He hasn’t had a steady job for more
than two years at a time in all of his life,

according to my mother. He owns a build-
ing which he rents. This brings in what
money he wants, except for my salary,
which he takes, with the exception of my
necessary carfare and thirty cents per day
for luncheon. We live in three attic rooms
in the building I mentioned before: my
parents, my brother and I.

My mother is a saint. My brother and I

adore her and my father learned long ago
that he could bring us to time by threaten-
ing to beat my mother if we opposed him.
Since my brother is now seventeen and
much larger in every way than my father,
my mother no longer gets beaten. The last

time it started, my brother tried to kill

my father and he would have done it if it

hadn’t been for my mother intervening.
You can see why any sort of social life

is impossible. I couldn’t endure pity and
I couldn’t stand the humiliation that
would surely come to me if anyone met
my father. He delights in making fun of us
and being completely obnoxious to shame
us.

The three of us planned at one time to
run away, but my father got wind of it—he
isn’t above listening at keyholes. He said
we could go anywhere we liked but he
would find us and move in with us and if

we didn’t treat him right he’d tell all the
neighbors how miserably he was treated
by his family.
Have you any idea what we could do

to secure some sort of a decent life for
ourselves?

Luanna S.

You should consult someone in the dis-
trict attorney’s office about your prob-
lem. Don’t be afraid to discuss your
problem candidly. For the most part the
deputies in a D.A.’s office are idealistic
young lawyers who want to help people
like yourself.

You may have to face the fact that, in
your state, the law provides that the earn-
ings of children under twenty-one are the
property of the parents.

/ think that you, your mother and your
brother should move. When you reach
your new home, you should go at once to
the chief of police and tell your story.
They will cooperate with you because the
job of the police is to protect those who
are innocent and in trouble. You should
also go to the editor of the local paper and
outline your difficulty to him. With the
law and the press informed of your trou-
ble, you will be assured of poiverful
friends working in your behalf.

Probably your father won’t follow you.
A bully seldom lives up to his threats. He
sounds to me like a man so lazy that he
would never summon enough energy to
go in search of a family which must mean
nothing at all to him.

Claudette Colbert

Have you a problem which seems
to have no solution? Would
you like the thoughtful advice of

CLAUDETTE COLBERT?
If you would, write to her in care
of Photoplay, 321 S. Beverly

Drive, Beverly Hills, Cal., and if

Miss Colbert feels that your
problem is of general interest,

she'll consider answering it here.

Names and addresses will be
held confidential for your pro-

tection.
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These daughters certainly bring new
ideas into the house-break the ice of

old habits, so to speak. For instance it’s

ten-to-one that your daughter discov-

ered Tampax before you did—Tampax,
that improved method of sanitary pro-

tection (worn internally).

Perfected by a doctor, Tampax needs

no belts, pins or bulky outside pads. It

really represents a highly modern idea

in monthly protection— helps take the

pressure off your mind at "those times.”

With Tampax there’s no worry about

odor or those revealing edges or

ridges that you see showing through

other women’s skirts or dresses. Your
social poise is sure to improve when
you wear Tampax.

Daintiness is the key word for Tampax
—from the slender white applicator (you

needn’t touch the Tampax!) all the way
through to the final disposal. Pure surgi-

cal cotton provides unusual absorbency.

. . . Sold in 3 sizes: Regular, Super, Junior.

Full month’s supply may be carried in

purse. .. .Tampax Incorporated,

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Cheers and Jeers:
Recently June Allyson has been photo-

graphed wearing a coy little-girl dress
with a Peter Pan lace collar and cuffs.

What is she trying to do—make the other
girls, who come dressed for the occasion,
look like hussies? She’s a pretty subtle

exhibitionist.

Adela J.

Seattle, Wash.

Marilyn Monroe seems to think the
only way she can be noticed is to shed
her clothes, or at least most of them, and
show herself off half naked. Marilyn is

a very pretty and a very, very talented

girl, but no girl in Hollywood can get

by on just sex appeal. I don’t mean
that she should hide those gorgeous
curves, don’t misunderstand me. But she

doesn’t have to disrobe to appeal to us
men. I enjoy looking at her, who
wouldn’t?

Cregg Hollingsworth
Fort Worth, Tex.

Last year my brother and I. were hunt-
ing with a twenty-two. The gun went
off when the safety lock was on. The
bullet entered the lower bowel and I

had to have two major operations in

three months. It was a long time stay-

ing in the hospital and not having any-
thing to do. Then one day 1 thought I

would start letter writing. Roy Rogers
was always my favorite so I started on
him. I wrote him a letter and asked
him to send me a picture of him and
his family together. On it he wrote,
“To Ronnie, get well soon.” The doctor
tried to get me on my feet for several

days because he said I would regain my
strength faster. Well, you can bet your
life the day I got that picture from Roy,
I was on my feet in no time at all. I

can always mark it down in my book
that Roy Rogers gave me the will to live.

Ronnie Staley
Wisconsin Rapids, Wise.

Without slighting the ability of Ameri-
can actors and actresses, I wonder if

others have noticed the extraordinary
sensitivity of European film actors : e. g.

Pier Angeli, Michelle Morgan and Oskar
Werner.

Perhaps this is due to their complete
naturalness of vocal expression and their

facial mobility, not having been in-

fluenced by the stereotyping and harden-
ing influence of Hollywood. So many
actors who gave memorable performances
in their first movies have failed to con-
tinue their good work after a few Holly-
wood-made movies.

Rosaleen D. Reidy, W.A.C.
Fort Lee, Va.

I just saw “The Big Night” and was
surprised to see how well John Barry-
more Jr. acted. The plot was too fan-

tastic to be true, but he certainly did

well to make it seem even credible. It’s

too bad talent like his is wasted

!

Elisa Forbes
Forest Hills, N. Y.

Taking Sides:

As long as Judy Garland can draw the

crowds and get the applause she deserves,

who is Elsa Maxwell to judge her life?

Maybe Judy is emotional and sensitive,

but her great artistry and magnetic charm

make up for it. I saw her at the Palace
and, even though she was a little on the
stout side, so what? Certainly Miss
Maxwell is no one to comment on figures.

Judy will have my vote always.

Earle R. Brown
Caribou, Me.

Elsa Maxwell deserves great com-
mendation for her Judy Garland article.

It is time Judy was made to face the
truth about herself. I saw her Palace
performance twice and she sure made
a display of her neuroses. She doesn’t
go over nearly as big with the public as
her highly paid publicity tries to pre-
tend.

J. P. Arthur
Highboro, N. Y.

Readers' Pets:

Why don’t you print more stories on
new people instead of all the older, more
established stars. Fernando Lamas is

a wonderful example of what I’m talking
about. He’s young, beautifully built

and unbelievably handsome.
Mrs. Lowell Kollman
Kenosha, Wise.

I want to tell you a little bit about
Dale Robertson’s personal appearance at

our high school this week. Even the
boys agreed that he is the best-looking
male they have ever seen. To prove it,

more than half the boys in school, espec-
ially those with blue eyes, have dyed their
hair black. It’s really a sight.

Mr. Robertson gave snappy and original
comebacks to our questions. He signed
autographs and was really swell. I wish
you would keep the readers more up-to-
date on this up-and-coming star.

Kay Osborne
Chickasha Okla.

Question Box:
Can you tell me who played Bill in

"Silver City”? We should see him
more often.

Rosalie Neall
Lomita Park, Calif.

( That was Michael
Moore. He is 6'

2"
, has brown hair,

brown eyes, was
born in Boston May
28, 1926. He was
an enlisted man in

the Navy in the

Pacific during the

war. He attended
Yale, zt'here his

father, Andrew R. Morehouse, is a pro-

fessor of French. He also studied at the

Pasadena Playhouse. He is unmarried.
His next, “The Atomic City,” “Stalag
17.” He is under contract to Paramount.)

Who sang for Vera-Ellen in “The
Belle of New York”?

Jane Evans
Brooklyn, N. Y.

(Anita Ellis, who also sang for her
in "Three Little Words.” However, Vera-
Ellen is taking singing lessons and hopes
she’ll soon be doing her oitm vocalising.)

Would you please tell me who played

Biff in “Death of a Salesman”? That is

one face we would all like to see on the

( Continued on page 11)



Palmolive Brings Out Beautv

Wliile It Cleans Your Skin!

36 LEADING SKIN SPECIALISTS IN 1285

SCIENTIFIC TESTS PROVED THAT PALMOLIVE’S

BEAUTY PLAN BRINGS MOST WOMEN LOVELIER

SO MILD . . . COMPLEXIONS IN 14 DAYS

SO PURE
Start Palmolive’s Beauty Plan today! Discover for your-
self— as women everywhere have discovered — that
Palmolive’s Beauty Plan brings exciting complexion
loveliness.

For 7a6 orShower Get
B/g Bath S/ze Va/mohVe/

Here's all you do: Gently massage Palmolive’s extra-

mild, pure lather onto your skin for just a minute,
three times a day. Then rinse and pat dry. You’ll see

Palmolive bring out your beauty while it cleans your skin.
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At last, glamorous swim suits

C"1

LAUGHING

down

ea nymph
the glamour suit

ivith the ‘tapered torso

’

that give you social security!

Only Sea Nymph
glamour suits have the

‘tapered torso’ that

keeps your suit UP at

the top and down at

the bottom. Cut in a

secret way that makes

it stay PUT. Exclusive

perma-banding at vital

points, gives extra
*

stay-up, stay-down

insurance, too! Want
beauty on the beach . . .

social security on the

sand? QUICK . . . INTO

A SEA NYMPH!

Suits shown in faille,

$8.99. Slightly higher

west of the Rockies

and in Canada.

Sizes 32-38. Also

Junior sizes 9-15.

At your favorite store or write Carol Wilson

Jordan Manufacturing Corp., 1410 Broadway, New York 18, New York
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(See Erskine Johnson’s “Hollywood Reel”

on your local TV station.)

The late W. C. Fields, after being intro-
duced to brandied figs: “I never ate so
much to drink in my life.”

* * *

Fox was afraid to have the movie mar-
quees proclaim: “Night Without Sleep,”

with Marilyn Monroe. So now they’ll read:
“Don’t Bother To Knock,” with Marilyn
Monroe.

* * *

Fred Allen, talking about the building
boom in Los Angeles and Hollywood:
“Pedestrians have a new worry. Now
they have to get out of the way of

buildings.”
* * *

Excerpt from a letter to Groucho Marx
from an Ohio matron: “I love your TV
show, but I still can’t get out of the habit
of opening all the windows when you start

smoking those cigars.”
* * *

Writer Jules Epstein after the preview
of a flop movie: “It was a four-snore
picture.”

* * *

A blonde star was cavorting around in

a fur coat at A1 Teitelbaum’s salon. An-
other, more sedate star walked in and
purred: “Her sable manners are worse
than her table manners.”

sfc * *

A couple pointed out Red Skelton walk-
ing along a Beverly Hills street to their

TV-minded four -year -old. “Gosh, he’s

real,” the half-pint exclaimed. “I thought
he was a puppet.”

Mona Freeman says she saw a sign in

Tijuana, Mexico, reading: “The beer that
made Milwaukee JEALOUS.”

* * *

Humphrey Bogart, discussing his wife’s

deep and gravelly voice: “Lots of times
when people call the house and Betty
answers, they say, ‘Hello, Bogey.’

”

* * *

Talking about a fading movie doll, Frank
DeVol said: “The best way for her to keep
her youth is not to introduce him to

anybody.”

Jeff Hunter’s theory: “Clothes can make
a girl into a social success if they allow
her to be seen in the best places.”

* * *

Talking about a movie starlet, a Holly-
woodsman said: “I knew her four check-
books ago.”

* * *

“Middle age,” says Danny Thomas, “is

when a woman finally stops trying to

dodge temptation and looks around to see
if she’s really missed any.”

* * *

A lah-de-dah cutie ordered a TV set and
told a friend: “I can’t wait to get home
and see that program I’ve heard so much
about—Kukla, Fran and Aly Khan.”

* * *

OVERHEARD
“The best years of hei life are figured in

man hours.”
“She certainly must have a sixth sense.

There’s no sign of the other five.”

“I think it happened while she was under
the influence of mink.”
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screen more often. Also, I would like to

know how to write to him.
Mrs. Robert Campanini
Brockton, Mass.

( That was Kevin McCarthy, who was
born in Seattle, Wash., Feb. 15, 1915. He
is 6', has blue eyes, brown hair, is married
to TV actress Augusta Dabney, has two
children. This ivas his first screen role

and he has no future film plans; will prob-
ably do another Broadway play. Write
him c/o Actors Equity, 45 If

7
. 47 St.,

New York, N. Y.)

Today I went to see “Bend of tile

River” starring James Stewart. Could
you please give me the name and some-
thing about the girl who played Funny-
face? She is precious.

Linda Carolyn Smith
Norfolk, Va.

( That was Lori
Nelson, ivho zvas

born Dixie Kay
Nelson in Santa Fe,
N. Mex., Aug. 15,

1933. She is 5'3y2 ",

108 lbs., has blue

eyes, blonde hair.

She started as a

phot o g r a pher’

s

model at age six

and did a lot of little theatre zvork before

getting 'into movies. Now under contract

to U-I, she is also in the “Ma and Pa
Kettle” pictures.)

I would like to know if June Allyson
really played the piano in “Too Young to

Kiss.” In Photoplay it said that she didn’t

but in another magazine it said she did.

Janet Reese
Portland, Ore.

(M-G-M’s Press Department nozv say
June did play the piano. However, our
spies assure us that this is not so.)

Casting:
Why doesn’t M-G-M give Howard

Keel roles in movies like “Across the

Wide Missouri” and “Westward the Wo-
men”? He is a better actor than Gable
or Taylor, is just as handsome and he
can sing ! He could put a little music
in those dull, uninteresting Westerns.

Jim Sooter
Modesto, Calif.

I am so happy that "Showboat” won the
Photoplay Gold Medal. I think Ava
Gardner is going to be one of the greatest

dramatic actresses to come ! I wish Metro
would make the life of Helen Morgan.
Ava would be sensational for the role.

Grace Cervenka
Queens Village, N. Y.

( Warners is planning to do the life of
Helen Morgan. Ava would love to play
that part, but Warner star Doris Day
may get it.)

In the not-too-distant future a portion
of the life of Elizabeth II will be filmed
and I’m unable to think of anyone more
suited to play the new' Queen of England
than Olivia de Havilland. There is a
striking resemblance. Olivia has the same
serious face, strong determination and
pure womanly qualities.

Ernest Wise
Wausaukee, Wise.

Address letters to this department to

Readers Inc., Photoplay, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, N. Y. However,
our space is limited. We cannot therefore
promise to publish, return or reply to all

letters received.

It's like washing your hair in

softest rain water! This new gentle

lotion shampoo pampers your hair

leaves it soft as a cloud, bright as

sunshine, and so easy to care for!

CAN'T DRY YOUR HAIR LIKE HARSH LIQUIDS
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INSIDE
CAL YORK'S GOSSIP

HEDDA HOPPER'S PARTY

Hedda, whose home is one of the loveliest in Beverly Hills and whose gay wit

is a drawing card at any party, chats with Ginger Rogers, Greg Bautzer. A
few days later, Ginger, Greg called it quits—but didn’t stop dating long!

The Irving Manheimers—he’s Chairman of the Executive Committee of Mac-

fadden Publications—hear latest Champion news from Marge. She and Gow-

er plan to adopt a French war orphan. Lady wearing glasses is Pat Wymore

The Gordon MacRaes, producer Darryl Zanuck (back

to camera) were among many Hollywood personalities

who met Photoplay executives at Hedda Hopper's party

No, this isn’t scene from “Annie Get Your Gun.' How-

ard Keel, Betty Hutton entertained guests with their

uproarious, “I Can Do Anything Better Than You Can

12



STU
OF HOLLYWOOD
FOR PHOTOPLAY

Sue Ladd and Richard Widmark settle down in a cor-

ner for a comfortable chat. Sue’s telling Dick about

Alan leaving Paramount to go with Warner Bros.

Buffet dinner made it easier for people to get around and become acquainted.

For Mitzi Gaynor, who arrived late (she’s making “The 1 Don't Care Girl”),

it was chance to sit in a corner alone with handsome fiance, Richard Coyle

Hedda Gives a Party: “Anything you can do
I can do Jbetter . . .” sang Howard Keel and
Betty Hutton. And instantly the sun-room
where these two were holding forth with song
was crowded with the stars, executives and
writers who were guests at Hedda Hopper’s
party for Photoplay editors and publishers.

On the sidelines, Charles O’Curran, Betty’s

bridegroom, and Helen Keel listened as en-

raptured as if they never had heard either

Betty or Howard sing before. And they could

be heard above all the rest when calls sounded
for “There’s No Business Like Show Business”
and other songs from “Annie Get Your Gun.”
Among those invited to meet Photoplay’s ex-

ecutives and editors were Sue and Alan Ladd, -

Darryl and Virginia Zanuck, Dick Powell,

Sheila and Gordon MacRae, Ginger Rogers and
Greg Bautzer, Mitzi Gaynor and Richard Coyle,

Richard Widmark, George Stevens, George
Sidney, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil B. De Mille, Mrs.
Samuel Goldwyn, Betty Hutton and Charles
O’Curran, Frances Marion, Marge and Gower
Champion, Pat Wymore and Errol Flynn.
To say a good time was had by all is rank

understatement.

Inside Hollywood: The front office at U-I is

talking about Suzan Ball and her test that won
her the lead in “Yankee Buccaneer.” Suzan,
who resembles Jane Russell (for more than two
reasons!) is practically inexperienced, but less

nervous and more confident than most old-

timers . . . Contrary to reports, U-I’s failure
to renew Frank Sinatra’s contract for a second
picture and the cancellation of his TV show,
have in no way put a damper on his spirits.

Frank and Ava have personal and production
plans for the future that excite them so much
—they can hardly keep from spilling ’em!

( Continued on page 14)

Howard Keel, this time with wife Helen, gets the inside story on magazines
from Ernest Machlin, right, Vice President and General Manager of Art Color

Printing Co. Profiled at left is Photoplay's editor-in-chief Fred Sammis

13
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(Continued from page 13)
Shop Talk: Anticipating (among other

things) that the stork might interrupt
Elizabeth Taylor’s future screen appear-
ances, the studio is searching for a gal
like Liz, unmarried, to be given a glam-
orous and glorious build-up . . . Since
Marlon Brando’s brilliant performance in

“Viva Zapata!” his combined offers from
four studios totaled over three million dol-

lars and allowed the celebrated actor to

dictate his own terms. His answer was a
flat “No!” ... It may merely be co-

incidence, but after that ten-month sus-
pension a changed Betty Grable returned
to the studio pay roll. Even her home is

now available to photographers, and re-

porters no longer grow gray waiting their

turn to see her.

It Appears to Cal: That by indications
the Franchot Tone-Barbara Payton di-

vorce trial is going to add another messy
chapter to Hollywood’s undeserving book
. . . That an apparent waning interest

will influence the talented but restless

Ruth Roman to ask for her studio re-

lease . . . That beneath the exterior of

Dan Dailey’s gaiety lurks a kind of resig-

nation which produces moments of in-

escapable unrest . . . That Ann Blyth is

slowly but surely beginning to assert a
positive side to her nature which will

result in even greater achievement . . .

That rumors are ridiculous concerning
temper and temperament between Bette
Davis and Gary Merrill, who just hap-
pen to have high-spirited and highly
individual personalities . . . That Farley
Granger, more than any other actor in

Hollywood, faces a problematical future
unless he curbs his indifference.

Conquering Hero: He who laughs last

is Cornel Wilde, only there’s no place for
bitterness in his life today. Love has
changed all that! There was a time, how-
ever, when he would have reveled in the
satisfaction that is his today. A few years
ago Cornel was under contract to War-
ner Bros. He was unknown to movie fans,
terribly in debt, and after playing a few
bit parts like the hotel desk clerk in “High

(Continued on opposite page)

f Once again Bing Crosby, Jane Wyman go into

their songs and dances in Technicolor film “Just

for Y ou,” with Ethel Barrymore as schoolma'am

THAT’S
HOLLYWOOD

FOR YOU
By SIDNEY SKOLSKY

Sidney Skolsky

I’d never cast Kirk Douglas as The Great Lover but the
guy is doing okay, flitting from Lamarr to Tierney to Hay-
worth and a few more, no doubt, while I’m slaving at my
typewriter ... At a race track, I’ll bet that Ava Gardner
plays long shots, Irene Dunne plays favorites ... In the
movies only comedians take funny passport photos; those of

the heroes and heroines look elegant . . . People interested
in acting should study the performances of Alec Guinness
in any movie . . . Judy Holliday disappointed me in “The
Marrying Kind.” I don’t think Judy’s odd voice and Aldo
Ray’s odd voice are a good combination . . . Susan Hayward
admits this about females: “Ever since Eve, women have
pursued men in a way to make men pursue them” ... I detest

slapstick comedy and a pie-throwing scene has yet to get a

laugh out of me . . . Ever since Danny Thomas clicked in, “I’ll See You in My Dreams,”
every night-club entertainer believes all he needs is the opportunity to prove he is

a good actor . . . Schwabs is the Lonely Hearts Club of Hollywood . . . I’ll be darned
if I can understand why an American citizen doesn’t have to pay taxes because he
slips out of the country and makes his money in Europe. I resent it.

Marlene Dietrich, when asked, “What do you think of men?” replied: “Well, it’s

the best the opposite sex has to offer” . . . Marie Wilson insists on wearing gloves,

even when the scene doesn’t call for them, on her TV show. Marie thinks her hands
aren’t pretty—as if you ever noticed . . . I’m anxious to know if “The Greatest

Show on Earth” helps or hurts the business of the circus itself . . . Concerning those

dumb remarks credited to her, Marilyn Monroe says: “If you’re blonde and not out

of shape, you’re supposed to be dumb” . . . The fried shrimp at The Beachcomber
is the best in the U.S. . . . Shelley Winters claims the beautiful part of her romance
with Vittorio Gassman is that they don’t speak the same language and therefore

don’t waste time in chit-chat ... I know that when Fer-
nando Lamas is asked the familiar “Are Latins lousy lov-

ers?” he merely looks toward Lana Turner and smiles . . .

Alan Ladd and Sue Carol are always the best-mannered
couple at the cocktail parties.

Jean Peters wants her private affairs to be private . . .

I can’t go for actresses who wear stockings with decorations
on them . . . Constance Smith looks very much like Hedy
Lamarr and, after they met, I asked Constance what Hedy
said. Constance replied, “She said she liked me very much”
. . . Mike Romanoff admits that excellent food is wasted on
celebrities. What matters is where you sit them . . . Lucille
Ball has an extension on her intercom phone leading to the
dog house. Lucille can tell her dog to shut up without stepping
to the window at night ... I don’t think Rhonda Fleming knows how to sell herself . . .

Talking about two of her rivals who are very chummy, Zsa Zsa Gabor said, “No won-
der they get along so well, each is the other’s idea of a lady” . . . Ava Norring, who’s
becoming one of my favorite characters, claims that, “When in Rome, do as the
Romanians do.”

sasKsscc f.

Aldo Ray

Clifton Webb’s dog “Razor” wears jackets which match Clifton’s ... I miss sitting
in a night club after hours with John O’Hara and listening to Emil Coleman play
tunes from old shows . . . Jane Wyman has a hobby—acting. Between scenes she

plays charades with the make-up woman, etc. ... If you
know a sweater that wants to be photographed properly,
send it to Monica Lewis . . . Louis “Satchmo” Armstrong,
while strolling through Union Square in San Francisco, was
very impressed. “Man, wotta town,” said Satchmo, “even
the Squares have a Union.”

Miehael Rennie

Judy Garland ! ! ! Do I have to say more? Judy’s great on
stage, movies, TV, radio, records or anything you care to

name ... I understand that when Jerry Lewis proposed to

his wife Patti, he actually said: “I know I’m not real, but
I love you” ... I think that being a movie star is a

dubious honor. Star status has been achieved by five horses,
four dogs, three monkeys, two chimpanzees, one cat and a
snake. That’s Hollywood for you! :
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HOLLYWOOD
PARTY
LINE

BY EDITH GWYNN

If there is any “new look” this season, it

is the “eliminated look”—a paring down to

essential lines, then accenting the smart
simplicity of a suit, coat or dress by some
bright, dashing accent; gay, mad little

gloves, a jeweled knickknack, a knock-out
high-colored purse or generous touches of

chalk white. Betty Grable proved this,

looking trim as all-git-out at the races. She
wore a suit of lightish navy blue linen with
a rib-hugging jacket, self-buttoned and
rather high to a point where a small, stand-
ing white linen collar peeped forth. Her
skirt was slim, her tiny hat was of match-
ing navy; her crushed cotton gloves were
dead white. And her understated outfit not
only was chic but it called attention to her
large sapphire and diamond earclips—the
only jewelry Betty wore.

Some got all gussied up, and some didn’t
for the fancy preview of “With a Song in

My Heart’’—hut all were glad they showed up for this enjoyable cinemusical. And
what a thrilled gal was Susie Hayward, with everyone telling her later how great is

her impersonation of singer Jane Froman. Susan, in a high-necked black dress and
mink stole, was with Jess Barker—natch. Debbie Reynolds, in a little suit with a
mandarin collar and a plaid-lined coat, was with Bob Wagner, who scores in “Song.”

Saw Mitzi Gaynor leaping away from the studio at the end of the day to keep
a dinner date. But she didn’t have to rush home to change—because what she’d worn
to work became a date dress just by adding lots of gold jewelry to the neck and arms
(a wide topaz-studded band on each wrist). Mitzi flounced out in a black shantung
number, with a soft, generously full (those miles of stiffened petticoats are out,
y’know!) skirt flaring from a nipped-in waist. Her bodice was snug, buttoning up the
front to a tiny round collar, and it had bracelet-length sleeves.

Leslie Caron is another who knows that in warm weather dark colors in light-

weight fabrics not only look cooler and smarter, but they can go through a busy day
into night-time duty with little added touches—and without the need of an iron!
She was dining at La Rue with George Hormel in a bark-brown Honan silk that
buttoned all the way from its flat round collar of turquoise blue pique to the hem-
line. It had a long basque-type top and a skirt that was close fitting to the knees.
But from there on down it was a mass of kick-pleats all around. Leslie wore tur-

quoise pique gloves and a five-strand band of turquoise beads for a bracelet—her
only touches of color. Bag and shoes were brown—so was her flaring linen coat.

Probably the gayest party this month was given by some visitors from New York
in the Redwood Room at the Bel-Air Hotel. I was seated with the Alan Ladds (who
are simply mad about their new miniature Dachshunds), Paul Douglas and Jan
Sterling. Couldn’t help staring at Jan, who’s just had a nose-bob. Can’t imagine why

—

she didn’t need it. Janet Leigh (with Tony Curtis) was coming out of the most
beautiful champagne-colored net ball gown—very decollete! The strapless bodice was
softly draped across the bust; endless yards of the net billowed from her tiny waistline.
A few enormous pink satin roses on long green stems trailed from bodice to hem.

Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Cowles entertained at least 200 with a cocktail soiree at

the Beverly Hills Hotel’s Rodeo Room. We thought Dinah Shore’s full-skirted, tiglit-

waisted beige taffeta cocktail dress the “cream of the crop.” Its most attractive
feature was its big square collar edged with a scroll-type design in black braid. Her
accessories were black. Other “accessories” we like to think of as necessities were
Dinah’s huge diamond clip and earrings. Ginger Rogers, also in beige, posed quite
unselfconsciously with such “youngsters” as Mitzi Gaynor, Marilyn Monroe, Gail
Storm, Diana Lynn, who was stunning in a wide-brimmed black straw hat.

Joan Crawford has a real “sweater binge” in her new picture “Sudden Fear”—but
what sweaters! One is a violet cardigan bedecked with pearl and gold embroidery;
another is a tight brown slip-on encrusted with amber-colored pearls, crystals and
gold leaf. They were designed especially for Joan by Rex, who usually turns out hats.

Hate to go to press without at least one male fashion note. So I’ll tell you that
Ty Power has given up those ruffled shirts he used to wear with his tux. His shirts
are standard now—but Ty is wrapping a black satin band around his middle instead
of a vest—for formal occasions.

For premiere date with Bob Wagner, D
Reynolds wore satin suit, plaid-lined
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( Continued, jrom opposite page)
Sierra,” the studio let him go. “Some day
they’re going to want me back here
again,” expostulated the unhappy actor,

“and it will cost them ten times as
much.” Well, that day is here and the
top-salaried Cornel is being starred in

“Danger Forward.” He’s so happy in his

marriage to Jean Wallace, his career is

going great guns and Cornel is so re-

laxed and happy inside—he just looks at

the world and smiles. On him it’s very
becoming.

Desert Didos: Like everyone else in

Hollywood trying to shake that old virus,

Cal hied himself down to Palm Springs
for a weekend. Looking sunny in the

sunshine: Lana Turner wearing a pink
linen tennis outfit, at the Racquet Club
with Fernando Lamas, who was wearing
an adoring expression! . . . One Coke, two
straws, a boy, a girl, a bottle of sun-tan
oil. Mix well together and you have—
Marilyn Erskine and Hugh O’Brien . . .

Steve Cochran, aided and abetted by the

hot sun, whispering sweet somethings
into the ear of a cool-looking blonde . . .

Scott Brady making like a life guard in

the pool with Elaine Stewart . . . Rock
Hudson with a doll at the Doll’s House,
who looked enough like Virginia Mc-
Guire (Photoplay’s Scholarship winner)
to be Virginia McGuire. P. S. She was!

Recipe for Glamour: She’s a grand-
mother. In a few years she’ll be fifty and
yet Cal saw it happen. Marlene Dietrich

was visiting old friends at Paramount.
As she walked across the lot, windows
flew open and heads popped out. Execu-
tives stopped to stare and, so help us, a

goggle-eyed messenger boy with his head
screwed on backwards—toppled into the

fishpond! Later we caught up with Ma-
demoiselle Madou (her radio character
name in “Cafe Istanbul”) and asked the
lovely lady to divulge a few of her pet
personality secrets. That silky voice an-
swered: “I hate being bored, so I try

never to be boring. I try to keep a hu-
morous perspective on myself and look

at others humorously. Age is dependent
(Continued on page 16)

As an opera singer drafted into Army, Mario p

Lanza has his troubles! Above, Mario rehearses

song for Technicolor film, “Because You’re Mine”
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( Continued, from page 15)

on a state of mind and condition of body.
I try to keep both healthy. Last and far
from least I enjoy—cooking!” You see,

girls—how simple it is to be glamorous!!!

Oscar Night in Hollywood: Highlights
on the 24th annual Academy Awards!
Best actress Vivien Leigh laughing and
crying to all of her Hollywood friends
over the long-distance telephone, from
New York . . . Best and most beaming
actor Humphrey Bogart, flashing a pro-
phetic telegram from director John Hus-
ton which read: “Burn this. Put ashes
into drink and toss off before leaving for
Pantages and you can’t miss” . . . Gown
of the evening designed by the fabulous
Adrian and worn beautifully by the beau-
tiful Marge Champion . . . Jane Wyman
in lilac net on arm of her then fiance,
Travis Kleefeld . . . Arlene looking Dahl-
ing in pale pink organza . . . Lovely
loser Eleanor Parker in gold-embroidered
green lace . . . Hottest song of the eve-
ning, Jane Wyman singing the winning
“Cool, Cool, Cool of the Evening,” with
Danny Kaye substituting for Bing Cros-
by who couldn’t quite find time to accept
his industry’s tribute . . . Jane Powell
flashing a smile that matched her new
platinum blonde hair . . . Bette Davis
graciously accepting for Kim Hunter for
best supporting actress . . . Best sup-
porting actor, Karl Malden, looking at his
Oscar as if it were a deity . . . Nominees
Montgomery Clift and Kevin McCarthy
stagging it while lovely ladies glare at
them . . . Danny Kaye and Lucille Ball
getting the biggest laughs . . . New-
comers Jeff Hunter and Dale Robertson
getting the biggest hand . . . Stars, lights,

enchantment! . . . Endless others . . .

Ironic twist of the evening, Marlon
Brando, who is in Europe, being repre-
sented by a fan in the bleachers wearing
a torn and dirty undershirt with the
star’s name lettered on the back! . . .

Everyone marching out to the tune of
“There’s No Business Like Show Busi-

( Continued on opposite page)

What

Hollywood's

WHISPERING
About

BY P. S. LOWE Judy Garland and Sid Luft

The reason Anne Sheridan and U-I have
been disagreeing: The studio wants her to

wear a girdle—and she wants no part of

same . . . Michael Wilding’s plans to take
diction lessons as soon as he gets settled

in Hollywood with Liz . . . The two aging
glamour girls who refuse to work on heated
sound stages because they believe the cool,

cool, cool of the atmosphere keeps their

facial features tight.

Anne Francis’s supreme disappoint-
ment at being replaced during production
of “The Snows of Kilimanjaro” by Ava
Gardner because Darryl Zanuck decided
he wanted a bigger name in this Peck-
Hayward starrer . . . David Selznick’s
turning down every script submitted to

Jennifer Jones so fast that Jennifer may
never get to do another film.

The fact that Betty Hutton, who attracts

the attention of everyone, is supposed to

have an inferiority complex and super-
sophisticate Joan Crawford is so shy at

times she can’t cross a room . . . Judy
Garland’s negotiations to return to the
screen, under Sid Luft’s management, in

the musical version of “A Star Is Bom”
. . . Yvonne De Carlo’s reluctance, to date
Hollywood men, preferring her beaus to

come from any other part of the world.

The offers that the producers all over
town are wiring Ingrid Bergman, who
prefers to remain in Rome and do two
more pictures under the direction of
Roberto as soon as her new bambino
arrives . . . Pierre Aumont, whose career
is zooming again now that he has returned
to Hollywood, will dance with Leslie Caron
in their co-starrer, “Lili.”

Anna Maria Alberghetti’s father rumored
to be ruling his daughter’s career to such
an extent Paramount is unhappy about
it . . . The nice gesture made by Linda
Darnell toward Tab Hunter, her young
leading man in “Island of Desire.” Linda
presented him with a leather book con-
taining all the stills from the picture,

inscribed in a way that made the newcomer
hit the ceiling with joy.

Corinne Calvet’s unhappiness over the
fact that although Hal Wallis, who has her
under contract, collects $30,000 a picture
when he loans her out—Corinne gets a

mere $500 a week . . . The “I’ve Been
Kissed Before” number done by Rita Hay-
worth in “Affair in Trinidad,” which is

rumored to be very, very torrid (thanks
to Rita’s dancing and voice dubbing by
Joan Greer) . . . The new romantic com-
bination of Joan Benny and Gary Crosby.

16

Toast to the bride and groom: One of first things Betty Hutton, new husband Charles

O’Curran, did on return from Las Vegas elopement was to visit Betty’s sister Marion,

confined to bed during pregnancy. Marion had wedding cake, champagne waiting

Humphrey Bogart claims Lauren Bacall jumped four feet

when he was selected as best actor of the year for “The
African Queen.” They’re expecting second child in August



Impertinent

INTERVIEW

BY MIKE CONNOLLY
Hollywood Reporter Columnist

“Why did you have to pose in the nude?”
I asked Marilyn Monroe. “Why didn’t you
go out and get a job as a salesgirl or even
a dishwasher? Almost anything would have
been more respectable than posing nude.”
My questions were prompted by the

publicity stories that broke on Twentieth’s
brightest new starlet after I ran an item
in my column in the Hollywood Reporter
that Marilyn actually was the nude beauty
who adorns a 1952 calendar. You may have
seen it hanging in servicemen’s quarters,
gas stations or barbershops.
Marilyn’s reply to my question was: “I

s was hungry.”
She continued: “I was living at the Holly-

1 wood Studio Club for Girls, which allows
1 you to be only a week behind in your rent.

Somehow or other I managed to fall four
weeks behind, although the newspapei's
said it was a week. I needed the money
in a hurry. If I had taken another job
I would have had to wait a full week for
my salary, and then it wouldn’t have been
enough to pay my back rent. Also, if I had
taken a full time job I wouldn’t have been
able to answer casting calls. After all, I

was trying to be an actress. Besides, hunger
drives you to extremes.”

Straight from the shoulder, that’s Mari-
lyn. Quite a change from the timid little

orphan who came to Hollywood in 1949.
The word “nude” creeps into her conver-

Marilyn Monroe—the girl who
posed for that 1952 calendar

sation constantly. But I’ll let Marilyn do
the talking: “I never wear girdles, and
bras as rarely as possible. I feel encum-
bered by them. Anyway, I dress for men,
not for other women, and men like to see
a woman when they look at one—not a boy.
When I wear a girdle it flattens me out.

Can you give me one good reason why I

should flatten myself out?”
I took a long, lingering look at the low-

cut gown she had donned for our interview
and said, “Not one.”
“My favorite clothes are something out-

and-out slinky or else just plain blue
jeans,” she continued. “But the blue jeans
have to be body-hugging. Another thing,
I dress from the feet up. I start out nude
and then put on my shoes and stockings.
I love nude colored shoes because they
make me feel like I’m walking on my toes.

I never wear nail polish because there’s
more of a nude feeling without it. Maybe
I shouldn’t say nude. Maybe I should say
I just don’t like to feel fenced in.

“I sleep in the nude, between very thin
sheets. And under a down-filled, nude
colored satin comforter—never a blanket.”
Marilyn said she was very shy when

she was a child. The only thing she liked
about school was literature. Her favorite
biographical reading is about Abraham
Lincoln. But who wants to discuss books
with a bundle of curves like Marilyn?

INSIDE STUFF

(Continued from opposite page)
ness,” which Hollywood believes with all

its great heart.

Here’s News: Betty Hutton, who loud-
ly proclaims she “just loves being mar-
ried,” has something to proclaim about.
A few days following her return from
entertaining troops in Korea, she eloped
to Las Vegas with dance director Charles
O’Curran . . . Alternating between the
hospital and his TV show, in true show-
must-go-on tradition, Red Skelton is still

trying to find out what ails him. Recent-
ly, he fainted in front of the microphone,
probably the result of his back-breaking
schedule . . . After six years of mar-
riage Louis Calhern and his fourth wife
have separated . . . “Woo-Woo” is gone
and Hollywood will miss veteran come-
dian Hugh Herbert . . . Hollywood wasn’t
surprised when Vera Hruba Ralston mar-
ried Herbert J. Yates, executive head of
Republic Pictures . . . It’s a mighty
beautiful face but Hedy Lamarr told the
judge that Ted Stauffer, her fourth hus-
band, smacked it. Her divorce was granted
. . . That hernia finally caught up with
Gary Cooper ’way down yonder in New
Orleans and he had to have an opera-
tion . . . Ann Sheridan spent a small-sized
fortune on remodeling and redecorating
her home, but she lives in her studio dress-
ing room because she’s lonely at home.

Party Prattle: “While my wife mixes
the salad dressing, I’ll cook you a seven-
course dinner,” said Bill Holden. He
wasn’t kidding either! It was the servants’
night out. Along with the Paul Clemens,
newlyweds Ronnie Reagan and Nancy
Davis, the Richard Carlsons and Helen
Conway, who’s decorating the Holden
home, Cal lined up at the barbecue pit.

For fun, fine food and the most unique
collection of Dixieland recordings, Bill

Holden puts on the best show in town.
In the midst of his telling a tall tale,

Mrs. Holden humorously interrupted:
“Bill, stop acting like Billy Wilder!” It

(Continued on page 18 )

“Who’s your friend?” Donald O’Connor asks Hoagy Carmichael.

L
Hoagy won Oscar for hit song “In the Cool, Cool, Cool
of the Evening,” which he co-authored with Johnny Mercer

Karl Malden, as Vivien Leigh’s bewildered suitor in “A Streetcar Named De- f

sire,” lost the girl, but performance won him Oscar as best supporting actor.

Among colorful audience was Sally Forrest, in pink tulle, deep rose gloves
17



It's a sailor's life for Esther Williams in “Skirts Ahoy,” filmed at Great Lakes

Naval Station. Esther, above with cameraman and script supervisor, plays role

of society girl who jilts her twelfth suitor at the altar to join the WAVES

INSIDE STUFF

Gary Merrill, who doesn't give a fig for fashion, was
a gay lad in the plaid jacket which wife Bette Davis

had his tailor make up for him as a birthday surprise

( Continued jrom page 17)

was true! For whenever he admires anyone,
Bill Holden automatically captures his man-
nerisms. His current movie? “Stalag 17,” di-

rected by Billy Wilder.

p
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Jinxed: Tyrone Power has known a jinx to

pursue a picture before—but never such a

streak of bad luck as that which has hovered
over his current Twentieth Century-Fox West-
ern, “Pony Soldier.” The roads to Sedona
in Arizona, where the company went on loca-

tion, were impassable with snow drifts for a
week. Sedona, in the mountains, was besieged
by the coldest winter in forty years. On the first

day of shooting, Ty’s leading lady, Penny Ed-
wards, fell from a racing wagon and was badly
bruised. Richard Boone caught pneumonia and
had to be replaced. Cameron Mitchell’s son,

Michael, was rescued from an attempted kid-
naping when his older brother kept a strange
man from luring him into a car. Then Cam was
felled by pneumonia. And Robert Horton, the
menace in the picture, barely escaped severe
burns when the wind shifted and the flames
from a burning wagon singed his hair and
eyebrows.

Ty, who so far has avoided this jinx, says,
“I’m not going to uncross my fingers until

we’re safely back in Hollywood.”
(Continued on page 21)

Table talk: Barbara Stanwyck is director Freddie De Cordova’s neighbor at Screen

Directors Guild Dinner at Biltmore Bowl. Shortly after this dinner, Barbara and

Nancy Sinatra left for New York holiday—to become most popular gals in town



LANA TURNER, starring in Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's “THE MERRY WIDOW’ — Color by lechnicolor

LANA TURNER . . . Lustre-Creme presents one of 12 women voted by “Modern Screen” and a jury of famed

hair stylists as having the world’s loveliest hair. Lana Turner uses Lustre-Creme Shampoo to care for her glamorous hair.

The Most Beautiful Hair in the World

is kept at its loveliest ... with Lustre-Creme Shampoo

Yes, Lana Turner uses Lustre-Creme

Shampoo to keep her hair always

alluring. The care of her beautiful hair

is vital to her glamour-career.

You, too, like Lana Turner, will notice a

glorious difference in your hair alter a

Lustre-Creme shampoo. Linder the spell of

its lanolin-blessed lather, your hair shines,

behaves, is eager to curl. Hair dulled by

soap abuse . . . dusty with dandruff, now
is fragrantly clean. Hair robbed of its

natural sheen now glows with renewed

highlights. Lathers lavishly in hardest

water . . . needs no special after-rinse.

No other cream shampoo in all the

world is as popular as Lustre-Creme.

For hair that behaves like the angels

and shines like the stars-. . . ask for

Lustre-Creme Shampoo.

The beauty-blend

cream shampoo
with LANOLIN.
Jars or tubes,

2hjt to $2.

Famous Hollywood Stars use Lustre-Creme Shampoo for Glamorous Hair



So quick! So easy!

and no other make-up looks and feels

so naturally lovely!

It’s Pan-Stik* ! Max Factor’s exciting new creamy make-up,

as easy to apply as lipstick. Shortens your make-up time

to just seconds. No puff, no sponge, no streaking.

Your Pan-Stik Make-Up is so gossamer-light, so dewy-fresh, it looks and feels

like your very own skin. Yet it conceals every imperfection, stays lovely hours

longer—with never a trace of “made-up” look. Pan-Stik is

another of the fabulous Max Factor products, created to

enhance the off-stage beauty of Hollywood's loveliest stars— and now

brought to you. Try Pan-Stik today. See how Max Factor's exclusive

blend of ingredients gives you a new. more alluring, natural

loveliness, with perfect results guaranteed* the

very first time you use it.

A little does so much !

Pan-Stik Make-Up spreads

far more easily, just with

the fingertips, blends more
evenly than any other kind of

make-up. Never becomes
greasy or shiny. Covers

more perfectly, clings far

longer. No hourly touch-ups

necessary. Your skin always

feels and looks so fresh—
young— naturally lovely.

Pan-Stik
by

max Factor
New cream make-up

in stick form
§ l

6
°p/MS tax. In 7 enchanting

shades— to harmonize with any

complexion. At leading drug
and department stores .

Available in Canada at slightly

different prices.

PIPER LAURIE
as she appears off-stage.

This refreshing, young screen per-

sonality is now starring in

“HAS ANYBODY
SEEN MY GAL”

A U-I Picture. Color by Technicolor

Like so many other Hollywood
beauties, she depends on Max
Factor Pan-Stik Make-Up to keep

her fresh, natural loveliness at its

alluring best . . . wherever she goes

. . . whatever she does.

To blend with her sparkling red hair and
medium complexion. Piper chooses

Max Factor "Medium” Pan-Stik.

Gown by Ben Gam

Just stroke it on! Pan-
Stik's unique form makes
it so simple and quick.

Just apply a few light

strokes to nose, forehead

and chin, with Pan-Stik

itself. No messy finger-

nail deposits as with

cream cake make-up; no
dripping as with liquid.

And Pan-Stik tucks

away neatly in your purse

for unexpected touch-ups.

No spilling, no leaking.

^Guarantee: Buy Max Factor Pan-Stik Make-
Up at any cosmetic counter and use according to

directions. If you don't agree that it makes you
look lovelier than ever before, the very first time
you. use it, simply return unused portion to Max
Factor, Hollywood, for full refund.

*Pan-Stik trademark) means Max Factor Hol-
lywood cream-type make-up.
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INSIDE STUFF
( Continued, from page 18)

Mr. Big: It shouldn’t happen here but
too often the most deserving ones get
neglected in the daily shuffle. Take Don-
ald O’Connor, who has more talent in his
little finger than most of the headline-
happy stars in Hollywood. He’s under
contract to four major studios, his TV
show is terrific, his is a great hit part
in “Singin’ in the Rain” and now he wins
the coveted role opposite Ethel Merman
in the movie version of “Call Me Madam.”
While newer and handsomer movie heroes
like Tony Curtis, John Derek and Mont-
gomery Clift were deluged with atten-
tions, Donald never complained and al-
ways had a cheery word for everyone.
Recently, Cal sat opposite the O’Connors
in a Hollywood restaurant. “They’re cele-
brating their eighth wedding anniver-
sary,” the waiter whispered to us. They
looked so radiantly happy, Cal didn’t
have the heart to barge over. Maybe this
will say it for us.

Around the Town: A local Spanish
restaurant features a hot dish named
after Lana Turner, while the “Little
Italy” Cafe posts a sign, “Shelley Win-
ters ate here.” Remember who their boy
friends are and you’ll get the full mean-
ing! . . . Anne Baxter introducing her
lighter shade hair (she’s never touched
it up before!) at the premiere of “Viva
Zapata!” Gary Merrill, same time, same
place, introducing a red and green plaid
dinner jacket which Bette Davis ordered
from his New York tailor as a surprise
. . . If Scott Brady has been dating Joan
Crawford, as rumored, his friends hope
she’ll help him to forget some of those
“characters” who clutter up the nice
guy’s life.

Perverse Pilgrim: Hollywood skeptics
are of the opinion that his studio is co-
ercing Aldo Ray into becoming an over-
night colorful “character.” A two-minute
session with the blond, blue-eyed Italian
(who talks like Mel Torme sings!) con-
vinces Cal that Aldo needs no pernicious
prodding. He says what he thinks, he

pulls no punches—especially when he’s
extolling his own virtues. Aldo’s current
cinema caper is “The Marrying Kind”—
opposite Judy Holliday. Audiences may
reject this hodge-podge of domesticity,
but the former would-be constable of
Crockett, California, gives an intriguing,
off-beat performance. At the recent sneak
preview of “Pat and Mike” audiences
even cheered him. Aldo Ray has rough
edges that need sandpapering, but he’s
still more refreshing than any other
newcomer in Hollywood. We feel reason-
ably assured he’ll agree with us!

Famous Last Words: “Why am I wear-
ing glasses?” Replies Farley Granger:
“Because I went to a party and Marilyn
Monroe was in the room thirty minutes
before I recognized her!” . . . From Shir-
ley Booth to an interviewer: “Even
though ‘Come Back, Little Sheba’ is my
first movie, there really isn’t much differ-

ence between the stage and pictures. Just
one little thing happens to bother me—
the camera!” . . . According to Debbie
Reynolds, who is still young enough to
believe it: “The first thing a boy looks
for in a girl is—sincerity” . . .

Down Romance Lane: Man-power
shortage in Hollywood? Not so’s execu-
tive Darryl Zanuck’s daughter Susan
can notice it. Steve Cochran, Rock Hud-
son and Craig Hill keep her weekly date
book working overtime . . . Robert Tay-
lor in the Beverly Hills Derby House,
buying dinner for Jean McDonald, the
pretty M-G-M publicist, who usually has
her name linked with Peter Lawford’s
. . . So young, so attractive, so fully
packed with personality—Debbie Rey-
nolds and handsome Tab Hunter splitting
a banana split (they cost one dollar in
Hollywood!) . . . Piper Laurie and Rich-
ard Anderson playing host and hostess
at a mutual family get-together . . .

Marilyn Erskine wearing a choker of
miniature ivory elephants, a gift from
Cesar Romero who’s making a movie in
India . . . Hollywood’s wondering what
Greg Bautzer and Cy Howard’s reaction

was, when they saw those front page
photos of Kirk Douglas dancing with
Rita Hayworth. The week previous Kirk
made the news by escorting Gene
Tierney.

It’s True That: Not a word leaked out
out (until it’s read here) that director
Michael 'Curtiz is personally grooming
good-looking Richard Clark for stardom.
Mike discovered the lad behind the count-
er in Wil Wright’s ice cream parlor on
Sunset Boulevard . . . Farley Granger’s
recruiting friends to accompany him on
another European sojourn . . . Her friends
call Susan Hayward “The Little Flower
of Van Nuys” because she gets up in the
middle of the night and chases fire

engines . . . “If I ever decide to return
to the screen,” quips Lucille Ball, “I’m
going to go without make-up and win
an Academy Award!”

Salute of the Month: To Ava Gardner
for sending roses and regrets to Anne
Francis, whom she replaced (before the
picture started) in “The Snows of Kili-

manjaro” ... To Ann Blyth for volun-
tarily giving up a badly needed vacation,
to deliver in person a print of “The
Korean Story” to the Commanding Gen-
eral of the United Nations armies in

Korea ... To Tony Curtis for taking the
trouble to send thank-you notes to the
innumerable ones who were thrilled with
his performance in “Flesh and Fury” . . .

To Cary Grant who stopped his car and
held back traffic while a little girl, hug-
ging a teddy bear, safely crossed the
street ... To Dale Robertson for telling

off a reporter who was trying to heckle
him into panning a fellow actor.

Woman’s Prerogative: One week be-
fore she made her engagement official,

Jane Wyman vehemently denied she was
going to marry Travis Kleefeld. Her
reason was simple—they weren’t engaged
then ! The handsome young son (he’s

under thirty) of a wealthy contractor
met Janie less than a year ago. She had

(Continued on page 32)

Jean Simmons’ miniature French poodle just sniffed—at British cus-

tom of having tea on the set. Jean dropped in to visit husband Stewart

Granger, who is currently working on adventure film, “Scaramouche”

Confidentially speaking: Three lovelies in a huddle at Jewish Home for

Aged Benefit at Biltmore Bowl are Elaine Stewart, True Story’s Cover
Girl, now under contract to M-G-M. Margaret O’Brien and Barbara Ruick

r
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Best Pictures of the Month

Singin’ in the Rain

My Son John

Deadline—U.S.A.

Best Performances of the Month

Gene Kelly, Donald O’Connor, Jean
Hagen in “Singin’ in the Rain"

Humphrey Bogart in “Deadline—U.S.A.”

Robert Walker, Helen Hayes, Dean
Jagger in “My Son John”

\j$C bl l[tuA cjui/l

SHADOW
BY SARA

Hollywood laughs at itself and the roaring ’twenties in a happy Tech-

nicolor musical starring Debbie Reynolds, Gene Kelly, Donald O’Connor

(F) Singin’ in the Rain
(M-G-M, Technicolor)

BIG-TIME, good -time, gay -time musical with Gene
Kelly, Debbie Reynolds, Donald O’Connor and Jean

Hagen to glitter up the story and send it on its glorious

way. The unusual plot—which concerns the advent of

“talkies” in Hollywood, plus the unforgettable tunes of

that era—makes this a super-super production. Gene’s
wonderful dancing feet, Debbie’s appeal as Jean’s voice
substitute, Donald’s clowning in his “Make ’em Laugh”
number are but a part of the entertaining whole. Gene’s
“Singin’ in the Rain” routine and the numbers with long-
legged Cyd Charisse are brilliant. The very atmosphere of

Hollywood during those hectic days is emphasized in the
performances of the entire cast, including Millard Mitchell

as the studio head and Douglas Fowley as the harassed
director.

Your Reviewer Says: A smash hit.

Program Notes: Even before “An American in Paris” teas com-
pleted, Gene Kelly teas dreaming up numbers to fit into this Adolph
Green-Betty Comden story. With young director Stanley Donen
( courting Elizabeth Taylor at the time). Gene took on the task of
co-directing as well as staging the elaborate musical numbers . . .

The dresses of that Charleston era were a delight to designer
Walter Plunkett who has a feeling the middy-blouse effect may
become the newest trend . . . Special effects men figure at least a
ton of water poured over Kelly in his “Singin in the Rain” number,
considering retakes . . . The film completed, Kelly and his family
took off for a two-year movie-making jaunt in Europe . . . The
race to sign Donald O'Connor was won by Paramount, who plan
to exploit the lad’s wonderful talents.

Van Heflin prods Helen Hayes into a crucial choice between her son

Robert Walker or her country in a bold anti-Communist drama

v'v'Vi (F) My Son John (Paramount)

A
DEFINITE “cause” picture and a good one. An in-

timate, emotional, personal encounter with Communism
and its effects upon a solid, average American family.

Robert Walker is wonderful as the brilliant son of Helen
Hayes and Dean Jagger. Slowly and with shattering heart-
break, Bob’s traitorous beliefs are perceived by his parents.

Jagger, a Babbitty, home-loving, freedom-loving citizen,

and Miss Hayes, an adoring wife and mother, are outstand-
ing in their roles. The powerful impact of the film is

hindered, however, by a too trite ending and the touches
of overacting that creep in toward the climax. These are

minor faults, however, and fail to detract from the picture

in any serious way. Van Heflin is tenderly sympathetic as

the F.B.I. agent. Richard Jaeckel and James Young play

the two younger sons bound for Korea.

Your Reviewer Says: For Americans of all ages.

Program Notes: The cast journeyed to Washington, D.C., the near-

by town of Manassas, Va., ( scene of the Civil War’s battles of Bull

Run), and back to Los Angeles for outdoor shots. The last outdoor
shot was made on the steps of the Black-Foxe Military Institute

in Hollywood. The school served as a University with Walker
ascending the steps ivhile his two sons, pupils of the school,

stood by and watched. Robert died suddenly before the film was
edited . . . Sixteen years elapsed between Miss Hayes’ last picture

i “Vanessa—Her Love Story”) and this one. Hollywood already

is thinking up plans to lure her back again . . . This teas produced
and directed by Leo McCarey, whose last film for Paramount
was the renowned “Going My Way.”
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Marshal Gary Cooper pits himself against quartette of outlaws in

an adult and stirring Western. Grace Kelly plays Gary’s young bride

^ (F) High Noon (U.A.)

H
ERE’S a Western, unique in formula and adult in exe-
cution—a thrilling, chilling story of one man’s courage

against a town of cowardly citizens. And from beginning
to end it has suspense. Gary Cooper is cast to perfection

as the ex-marshal who, on his wedding day, resumes his

duty to meet, head on and alone, a quartette of revengeful
outlaws. Grace Kelly plays Cooper’s bride, Lloyd Bridges
is his ex-assistant and Katy Jurado, the Mexican woman.
Others in the strong supporting cast are Otto Kruger,
Thomas Mitchell, Henry Morgan, Lon Chaney and Ian
MacDonald. But it’s Cooper’s show all the way and to

him goes the credit for that different and wonderful West-
ern you’ve hoped for.

Your Reviewer Says: The best of its kind.

Program Notes: When producer Stanley Kramer turned his
talented hand to a Western, Hollywood raised its eyebrows. After
viewing the finished product, the brows were still up in astonish-
ment over the brilliant and different Kramer touch. The music
was especially ivritlen to fit the mood, with a theme refrain
accompanying Cooper’s every action . . . No expense was spared in
the casting. Important players willingly accepted smaller roles
in order to play under Kramer’s banner . . . Shot on a ranch
site out San Fernando Valley way, most Hollywood at one time
or another visited the set to watch producer, star and director
Fred Zinnemann in action . . . Gary Cooper was hospitalized
shortly after the film was completed. His emotions in relation to
his personal life were said to have brought on his illness.

The “Cheaper by the Dozen” family returns with Hoagy Carmichael,

Debra Paget, Myrna Loy, Jeanne Crain, Bob Arthur, Barbara Bates

^ (F) Belles on Tlieir Toes
(20th Century-Fox, Technicolor)

(

lOOD NEWS for those who enjoy light, relaxing enter-

| tainment! That “Cheaper by the Dozen” crew—the un-
usual Gilbreth family—returns to the screen to the accom-
paniment of songs, steps and comical situations. Myrna
Loy again plays the mother of twelve with Jeanne Crain
her eldest daughter and Robert Arthur her eldest son. As
before, the problem is how Myrna, widow of Clifton Webb,
who passed away in the former film, can hold her brood
together. Businessman Edward Arnold proves the Santa
Claus this time. Jeffrey Hunter plays the handsome young
doctor who falls in love with Jeanne. Martin Milner is

the rah-rah college boy who courts Jeanne’s sister, Barbara
Bates, and Hoagy Carmichael is handyman Tom.

Your Reviewer Says: A warm, amusing family story.

Program Notes: Jeanne Crain was expecting her fourth child,
Janine, born March 5, while making this picture . . . Myrna Loy
became the bride of Howland Sargeant, of the State Department,
between the making of “Cheaper” and ’’Belles.” At a Girl Scout
meeting in Washington, Myrna met the real Mrs. Gilbreth and was
deeply impressed with the gracious woman. At seventy, Mrs.
Gilbreth still works as an efficiency expert . . . Debra Paget, who
sings and dances for the first lime on the screen, went directly to
the hospital for a tonsillectomy, once her job was done . . . With
the money he earned for the movie, Jeff Hunter gifted his bride,
Barbara Rush , with a brand new red convertible.

(Continued on next page)
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keeps you

twice as

nice!

\ j&S

DEODORANT TALC

Now! To famous April Showers Talc,

the world’s most elfective deodorant

ingredient has been added! You’ll be

delighted with this lastingly effective

deodorant talc that smooths your

skin— and, at the same time,

safeguards your freshness. Keeps you

fragrant as April Showers— nil over.

Family size— 50^.

STICK
DEODORANT

A favorite with both men and

women—this new type deodorant in

“solid” stick form glides pleasantly

over your skin. It’s always safe—always

sure—protects you surely, lastingly.

Wonderful to take with you

when traveling ..not a chance

of dripping, staining! 75#.

% Prices plus tax

hiCHERAMYPERFUMER

yV!4 (F) Deadline—U. S. A.
(20th Century-Fox)

GREAT newspaper dies but with its

last breath valiantly fights gangsterism.
There you have it. It’s a movie that evokes
sentiment with a wallop. It’s a story of
honest newspapermen fighting to the last

final edition the very creeping menace
that many papers are fighting today.
Humphrey Bogart, wonderful as the man-
aging editor, risks his life to carry on the
crusade against hoodlums. Ethel Barry-
more is superb as the widow of the pub-
lisher who fights the sale of the paper.
Suspense, heartbreak, tragedy crowd the
reels to the uncompromising end. Kim
Hunter is seen too briefly as Bogart’s ex-
wife. Ed Begley is the city editor, Audrey
Christie is a sob sister and Martin Gabel
the gangster, Rienzi.

Your Reviewer Says: Today’s news in today’s
movie.

Program Notes: A word of caution went
out to all actors portraying newspapermen
in the story: “Maintain dignity,” No hat

brims turned up, no “sassing” managing
editors, no whisky bottles. Richard Brooks,
the author and himself a newspaperman,
insisted the story be kept factual with gentle-

men of the press honestly presented . . .

Lauren Bacall brought son Steve to the set

to watch his daddy act but three-year-old

Steve was much more interested in the bright

set lights . . . An unusual switch occurred
when Bogey’s stand-in, Joe Connors, turned
actor and Humphrey acted as his stand-in.

Joe played a triggerman . . . Her last scene
shot, Kim Hunter flew to New York to marry
actor Robert Emmett. She was still in New
York when she got the exciting news that

she and Bogart were Oscar winners—she for
“Streetcar,” Bogey for “The African Queen.”

kV (F) Flesh and Fury (U-I)

T
ONY CURTIS, handsomer than ever and
twice as effective, plays a deaf mute

prizefighter who falls into bad but very
pretty company. Jan Sterling is the
schemer who promotes the mute fighter

for her own selfish motives. Mona Freeman
is the understanding miss who inspires
Tony and almost loses him when, through
surgery, he regains his hearing. The fights

are excitingly done and the story, despite
noticeable flaws, keeps the interest at a

comfortable level. Wallace Ford as the
fight manager, Connie Gilchrist as his wife
and Katherine Locke as Mona’s mother,
lend strength to the emotional tale.

Your Reviewer Says: A new angle to an old
story.

Program Notes: During the first week of
shooting, Tony wore a cast on his thumb,
broken during a ring workout. This made it

difficult for him to master the sign language.
But he finally did it. Unable to register
reaction to any sound in the film, Tony prac-
ticed not listening to his wife’s chatter in the
evenings. This, of course, drove Janet Leigh
to despair . . . Some of the best welterweight
boxers in the business served as sparring
partners and five fighters turned actors were
his opponents in the film bouts . . . Jan
Sterling proclaims her role the meanest of
her career and hopes her fans will under-
stand . . . Eighteen pupils of a noted school
for deaf and dumb children appeared in the
scene when Tony enrolls in a speech school.

V'Vz (F) The Lion and the Horse
(Warners, Warnercolor)

N UNUSUAL, beautifully mounted story
of three mammals—a man, Steve Coch-

ran, a horse, Wildfire, and a lion, Jackie.
Against the misty, purple hues of Western
mountains, the three enact the story of a
man’s love for a wild, rebellious horse. Cap-
turing the stallion from a wild herd, Steve
attempts to buy control of the animal from
his partners. Instead, they sell the horse
to Ray Teal who callously commercializes
on the horse’s spirit at rodeos. Steve,
locating the animal, smuggles him off to a
small ranch where, with love and patience,
he breaks him to the saddle. The lion,

escaping from a rodeo, suddenly attacks
Wildfire and in a fierce battle between the
two, is killed. Little Sherry Jackson is

Jenny and Harry Antrim her grandfather.

Your Reviewer Says: Make it family night
at the movies.

Program Notes : Wildfire is actually “Su-

preme Wonder,” a registered horse of the

American Saddle Bred Association. Discov-

ered by studio scouts on a California ranch,

he ivas carefully trained for his role . . .

The lion, skunk, crow and squirrel, trained

(Continued on page 26)



Are you in

the know?
A delectable dish — till you eagle-eye a sliver (or whatever). So . . .

you tag the head waiter and sound off. Or do you? If you’d avoid

disapproving glances, you’ll quietly mention the snag to your date;

let him arrange for a new order. If you’re glance-conscious at trying

times, scoff off anxiety with Kotex; those flat pressed ends defy re-

vealing outlines. And your new Kotex belt gives added comfort.

Made with soft-stretch elastic; non-twisting, non-curling. Dries fast!

if you spy a sliver in the fricassee —
I |

Sound off Q Starve in silence Q Inform your squire

Which hotel plan should you choose?

I I
American l] European

Maybe the American plan (meals included)

appeals to you. But mornings, would you
rather sleep than yawn into the bacon n’

eggs? Or prefer exploring new dining spots

to dashing back for hotel chow? Consider
the European plan. When vacationing, being

carefree’s vital; so on problem days let Kotex
help— with the extra protection that exclu-

sive safety center assures you.

Whena gal’s "allears,” what'sthecure ?

I I

Clam up
j
A forward look fj] Drop earbobs

’Tisn’t the snooper type we mean — (just

wanted to keep you guessing.) It’s a gal with

really outsize ears. The remedy? Ixnay on

skinned-rabbit hairdo’s. Cover ears with

curls that turn softly forward. And for the

softness you want and need in sanitary

protection — count on Kotex. It holds its

shape. You see, this is the napkin made to

stay soft while you wear it

!

How to spark your ailing allowance?

I I
Set up a service Q Mope and hope

Dad’s deaf to your summer job plea? Well,

you can earn extra "cabbage” at home. Start

a service: knit baby sox; pastel Argyles in-

stead of booties. Or offer to shop for busy

Moms. Just put your special talent to work.

Come calendar time, there’s a "service”

Kotex offers ... 3 absorbencies to choose

from . . .
(Regular, Junior, Super). Try ’em!

Find the "special” one for you.

More women choose KOTEX than all other sanitary napkins

What assures daintiness on problem days ?

I I
Bath salts Q Powder Q Occasional showers

Takes more than daily tubbings to stay

dainty at "that” time. So, smart gals

sprinkle a powder deodorant on their

sanitary napkins. Choose Quest Pow-
der! You’ll find Quest best for napkin

use, because unlike most creams or

liquids, this deodorant powder has no

moisture-resistant base; doesn’t slow

up absorption. It’s safe. Soothing. Un-
scented. Positively destroys odors.

’ KOTEX AND QUEST ARE REGISTERED

TRADE MARKS Of THE INTERNATIONAL

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS COMPANY
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Nowyou can be sure

ofyour shampoo
“Ati Airline Stewardess Must Be Sure!”

says Sylvia Montgomery

of United Air Lines

"That’s why so many of us use

Helene Curtis Creme Shampoo.

It's wonderful anywhere, in

any climate, with any type of

water. Always makes my hair

easier to manage, more lus-

trous, than any other shampoo

I’ve ever used!"

Twice cis much lanolin as any other leading shampoo!

Twice as nourishing to give your hair vital new freshness,

alluring radiance! No wonder more and more women now assure

their feminine charm with the shampoo beauty experts have

long preferred— Helene Curtis Creme Shampoo.

Doubly-rich in

LANOLIN. Available

at beauty salons,

cosmetic and
drug counters.

Full dollar-quality

!A lb. jar 69c.
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BE SURE OF YOUR SHAMPOO • DO AS BEAUTY EXPERTS DO!

More leading hair stylists— experts in hair care—use and
recommend Helene Curtis Shampoo than any other brand.

THE FOREMOST NAME IN HAIR BEAUTY

Between Shampoos— Dress your hair with SUAVE, the cosmeticfor hair

(Continued from page 24)

in Hollywood, were flown to the location site
near Kanab, Utah. The sudden switch to a
high altitude threw the animals into such a
state of lethargy, it ivas necessary to liven
them up with oxygen . . . The knottiest
problem was staging the fight between horse
and lion. The pair were first trained to be
friends and the rest came easy . . . Steve
Cochran, gentle for a change, learned to ride
while cowpunching through the West before
his acting days.

y (F) About Face
(Warners, Technicolor)

P
ERSONABLE Gordon MacRae tries
hard to do something with this musical

but alack, even he cannot. Gordon, Dick
Wesson and Eddie Bracken are cadets (at
their age, mind you) at a military acad-
emy. They get into all sorts of boyish
scrapes, worthy of teen-age hepcats—
sneaking girls into the dorm and palming
off dye-tinted hair tonic on the chemistry
instructor. One or two of the songs are
catchy and Virginia Gibson, Aileen Stanley
Jr. and Phyllis Kirk are pretty.

Your Reviewer Says: Not inspired.

Program Notes: Joel Grey, who plays plebe
Bender, is a discovery of Eddie Cantor,
who first heard the lad. on radio . . . Gor-
don MacRae enjoyed his role of practical
joker but hopes his next is a more romantic
musical . . . Cliff Ferre’s hair, colored green,
orange and blue, created a sensation in the
studio dining room and threw the UCLA
campus into an uproar. Several scenes were
shot on the college campus and on the sports
field . . . Handsome John Baer, stuffy, rule-

observing cadet, teas discovered at the Pasa-
dena Playhouse.

V (A) Without Warning (U.A.)
I PAIR of shears—sharp and deadly

—

rl flash again and again and still another
psychopathic killer is on the loose. And
for those who extract entertainment from
the morbid doings of paranoic wretches,
“Without Warning” offers pretty good
fare. It solves nothing but warns that a
casual pick-up can be dangerous, even
fatal. Adam Williams plays the young
gardener with a penchant for stabbing
predatory blondes to death. Baffled police

are stymied until a scissor spring is found
near the third victim. After endless
searching and quizzing, a nurseryman is

able to supply a clue. And, just in time,

need we say, to prevent the murder of his

own daughter, Meg Randall. The picture

moves at times with an amateurish gait

but manages to sustain suspense.

Your Reviewer Says: Okay, if you want to

be scared silly.

Program Notes: This story is as timely as

today’s headlines with more and more
psychopathic killings in the news . , . Meg
Randall, whose career at U-I was limited to

playing light ingenues in comedies like the

“Ma and Pa Kettle” series, welcomed a

chance to do a more serious role. Meg is

also working quite frequently on TV films

. . . Adam Williams was ivorking in the

Thrift Drug Stores in Los Angeles when he

was signed for his first screen role in the

’‘High Diver” episode of “Queen for a Day.”

His former boss said he could have his old

job back any time—but it’s doubtful now if

Adam will have to take up that offer.

P' (F) Talk About a Stranger
(M-G-M)

S
USPICION and gossip are the actual

stars of this minor tale. George Murphy
and wife Nancy Davis are orange ranch-



II
ers. With their son, Billy Gray, they com-
prise the family in whose home all the
evil foments. It begins when Billy accuses
a mysterious and ungracious stranger, new
to the neighborhood, of poisoning his dog.
Lewis Stone, editor of the local paper,
tries to persuade Billy first to find proof
for his accusations but the embittered lad

takes matters into his own hands. In spite,

he destroys the neighbor’s reserve oil

needed for smudging against frost, there-
by subjecting the crops of his father and
neighboring ranchers to failure. Kurt
Kasznar plays the stranger.

Your Reviewer Says: A little lesson well set

forth.

Program Notes; This ivas photographed in

the California citrus belt. A threatened frost

arrived at exactly the right moment. Real
orange ranchers acted as technical advisers

. . . Young Billy Gray, who played young
Jim Thorpe in “Jim Thorpe, All American”
and Paul Douglas’s son in “The Man Who
Came Back,” won the role over several
dozen contestants . . . Nancy Davis, about
to marry screen star Ronald Reagan, planned
her trousseau between scenes . . . Davis Brad-
ley, a former G.I. student at Northwestern
University, was handed the job of directing
after an M-G-M official caught his outstand-
ing “amateur” school production of “Julius
Caesar.”

'S (F) The San Francisco Story
(Warners)

B
\CK in 1850, according to this yarn,
San Francisco was the “fightingest”

town in the whole U.S.A. Citizens pounded
each other and hanged each other like
crazy people—all in the name of Vigilante
law and order, of course. Right smack
into the middle of all this rides miner Joel
McCrea and he falls right smack in love
with Yvonne de Carlo, who seems to be
involved with ornery politician Sidney
Blackmer. Joel is a cool customer who
fights hard and gets what he wants

—

which in this case is Yvonne. Richard
Erdman is Joel’s pal, Florence Bates is

Sadie and Onslow Stevens, the sheriff.

Your Reviewer Says: Them was the days,
boys. .

Program Notes: Joel McCrea felt right at

home among the Vigilantes, his grandfather
having been among the first group of Vig-
ilantes to clean up corruption in the San
Francisco of 1850. Joel, suffering from
laryngitis, was required to leap into the sea
and then fight a terrific knockdown dragout
in a waterfront saloon. At the end of that
day’s business he almost had to crawl home.
McCrea, a rancher in real life, rides his own
horse, “Dollar ” in several scenes . . . The
set took on an international flavor when
visitors from Palestine, South Africa, Iran
and the Near East called on Miss de Carlo
who had made recent visits to their countries.

t'V (F) Walk East on Beacon
(Columbia)

IF YOU enjoyed the exciting film “House
I on 92nd Street,” prepare yourself for
another treat. This authentic story, based
on J. Edgar Hoover’s revelations of the
F.B.I. in action, is a solid, interesting and
exciting movie from start to finish. Told
in semidocumentary style, the story shows
the methods used by the Bureau in track-
ing down Communist plotters. Following a
single anonymous phone call, the F.B.I.
is able to crack open a well-knit Com-
munist group bent on stealing one of our
top scientific secrets. George Murphy as a
Bureau head and Finlay Currie as the

i
scientist are outstanding. But the real star
of the picture revealed here for the first

Now, Cutex brings you an amazing new nail polish bottle! Designed

with a miracle device, it prevents polish from flowing when bottle is

overturned—protects clothes and furniture from costly accidents due

to spilled polish

!

EXCITING LIPSTICK DISCOVERY-
NEW STAY FAST INDELIBLE LIPSTICK!

Stays on till you take it off! Never smears

on glasses, cigarettes or people! Never

leaves a kissprint ! Creamier because it

contains pure lanolin! Ten glorious col-

ors, to harmonize with your favorite shade

of Cutex Nail Polish.

Ask for Cutex today! You get so

much more— for less money!

Spillpruf Cutex 150 plus tax

Stay Fast Lipstick 290 plus tax

Yes, Spillpruf Cutex is better in every way ! Made with

long-wearing Enamelon, it sets hard as a jewel—gives

lasting “non-chip” wear. Such a heavenly range of

colors too—one lovelier, livelier than the next!
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time, is the new, exciting investigating
technique of the F.B.I. Virginia Gilmore,
Bruno Wick, Peter Capell, Karel Stepan-
ek and Louisa Horton are the players.

Your Reviewer Says: Powerful and instruc-
tive.

Program Notes: Louis de Rochemont. pro-
ducer of “House on 92nd St.,” saw in this

drama another suspenseful spy story. The
innermost operations of the Commie spies
are laid bare . . . Scenes were shot in Bos-
ton; Portsmouth; Washington, D. C. and
other eastern locales . . . For several weeks
the company shot around Finlay Currie who
was detained in England making “Ivanhoe

”

. . . The deaf, aiding George Murphy in one
scene, were real lip readers, deaf students
of the Plummer Institute . . . The F.B.I.
lined up municipal help and acted as con-
sultant as well.

v'Vi (F) The Captive City (U.A.)

B
ENEATH the calm surface of a small
American city lies an unsuspected vein

of gangsterism. As this is exposed by the
local newspaper publisher, John Forsythe,
we are treated to a story that boils down
to one loyal citizen versus many willing
to compromise with evil. At the film’s

conclusion, Senator Estes Kefauver him-
self warns that the duty of every citizen

is to expose this besetting evil. The pic-
ture builds in suspense and keeps a tight

grip on audience interest. Forsythe is

splendid and is capably aided by Joan
Camden, Ray Teal, Harold J. Kennedy
and Marjorie Crossland.

Your Reviewer Says: Sound and solid food
for thought.

Program Notes: The director and camera-
man flew to Washington, D. C. to shoot the

scene with Senator Kefauver tvho agreed to

play this port in the interest of the Crime
Commission. At his request, the compensa-
tion tendered him by the studio teas donated
to the Cordell Hull Foundation for World
Peace . . . John Forsythe returned to New
York after the picture was completed for
extensive television work . . . Ray Teal
stepped from his role of the honest but ham-
pered police chief to the cruel and heartless

rodeo owner in “The Lion and the Horse.”

Laurence Olivier and Jennifer Jones in scene

from “Carrie,” a turn-of-the-century romance

that takes place in Chicago and New York.

The story is from a Theodore Dreiser novel



(F) Red Ball Express (U-I)
TIHIS is the story of World War II

—

I the U. S. Transportation Corps and the
trucksters who drove ammunition to Pat-
ton’s fast moving Army. Compared to the
really splendid war stories of the past, it

is no great movie. The premise itself is in-
teresting but all the detours into personal
enmities, quarrels between whites and
Negroes and a quick-blooming romance,
detract from the story of men and wheels.
Jeff Chandler plays the lieutenant who
keeps moving the trucks labeled “The Red
Ball Express.” Alex Nicol is the sergeant
who hates and hinders Chandler. Charles
Drake is the romancing Romeo and Jac-
queline Duval is the French girl.

Your Reviewer Says: Courageous action told

in routine fashion.

Program Notes: A cast and crew of 125

people flew to Fort Eustis, Virginia, head-
quarters of the Army Transportation Corps,

for shooting where much of the “Red Ball

Express” was filmed. Hundreds of men from
the post were used as extras and in bit roles.

The citizens of near-by Newport News
formed their own “Red Ball Express,” de-

livering actors to the set on time and hot
lunches for all . . . Jeff Chandler felt at

home in his role of first lieutenant, having
been one during the last ivar . . . Jacqueline
Duval, well-known French stage and screeti

actress, makes her American debut in this

one.

V'iV (F) Bronco Buster
(U.I., Technicolor)

I

F YOU’RE a rodeo fan, a follower of
bronco riders and fancy steer ropers,

pay your money and get your fill. This
story of a young rider who becomes big-
headed with success, is almost a continual
rodeo show. If you’re not a rodeo fan it

could be a bit boring. Scott Brady plays
the overcocky, overdressed showoff who
grows nastier as his rodeo points mount.
And a right good job Brady does. John
Lund is the steady-going champion who
first befriends Brady and then turns on
him. Chill Wills plays the rodeo clown
who falls victim to Brady’s conceit. Joyce
Holden is Chill’s daughter and the gal

both men woo. It’s the display of riding
and roping skill that centers the interest.

And this should more than please the kids.

Your Reviewer Says: Too much of a good
thing unless you’re rodeo-minded.

Program Notes: Casey Tibbs, handsome
young 23-year-old champion bucking bronco

_ rider, plays a featured role and several other
rodeo stars play themselves . . . Camera
crews traveled to Cheyenne, Phoenix, the

Los Angeles Coliseum and other spots to

shoot actual scenes in Technicolor . . . Still

pictures are said to prove John Lund and
Scott Brady actually rode those wild Brah-
man bulls. We have our doubts. Lund almost
swooned ivhen told he’d have to rope and
tie a calf in so many seconds. After proper
coaching from Casey Tibbs, Lund accom-
plished the feat. Brady s badly sprained
back was testimony of his eagerness to per-

B
form his own feats . . . Joyce Holden, former
Miss Southern California, gets her first

starring role as the gal who loves Lund.

V'V' (F) Encore (Paramount)

A
GAIN we are treated to a trio of Som-
erset Maugham stories, unrelated in

theme but all three of them delightful.
“The Ant and the Grasshopper” tells of a
crafty penniless man who succeeds without
toil in contrast to his plodding brother,
Ronald Culver. The second story, “Win-
ter Cruise,” charming and whimsical, pre-
sents Kay Walsh, a chatty, boring spinster
whose good sportsmanship turns the tables

IdreamedIwent

to the races in ma

maidenform bra

Who needs a racing form! My Maidenform is a sure

thing to win a fabulous figure . . . keeps me so

beautifully in place (too bad it can’t shoiv !) I’ve
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trip you'll
rahvays remember

- a train

'you'll never forget

...your carefree ride through

the colorful Southwest

Indian Country on the

R T ANDERSON. General Passenger Trafllc Manager, Santa Fe System Lines, Chicago 4

on the ship’s captain, Ronald Squire, and
other cruise passengers. The best, to our
notion, is “Gigolo and Gigolette” with
Glynis Johns and Terence Morgan. Sus-
pense, at times, perches uncomfortably on
our shoulders as Glynis, a high dive artist

doubtful of her husband’s love, wavers on
the verge of suicide, then decides to make
the eighty-foot dive into a pool of flaming
water, her last. The author, Mr. Maugham,
as usual, opens the film with a charming
speech.

Your Reviewer Says: A polished three-facet
gem.

Program Notes: The success of the former
Maugham films, “Quartet” and “Trio,” in-

spired the filming of this third group of
stories . . . For this one the producer and
crew traveled to Maugham’s fabulous estate

overlooking the Mediterranean. There back-
ground shots were made for “Gigolo and
Gigolette” ivhich takes place along the Ri-

viera . . . Other exteriors were filmed at the
London docks and in a Buckinghamshire vil-

lage. Interiors were shot in the Pinewood
Studios in England . . . Glynis Johns, who
shared honors with Jimmy Stewart and Mar-
lene Dietrich in “No Highway in the Sky,”
is well known to American audiences.

W (F) Macao (RKO)

D
O YOU like stories of adventurers and
questionable but alluring females and

mysterious men on the prowl? This movie
struggles to be exciting with such a recipe
but misses. It begins with Robert Mitchum
on a ship headed for the Island of Macao,
losing his passport, ticket and wallet.

Passengers Jane Russell and Bill Bendix
take an interest in Mitchum (and vice
versa, need we say), and the shenanigans
the three get mixed up in on that island
should really add up to keen entertain-
ment—but don’t. The identity of Bill

Bendix comes as a bit of a surprise. Brad
Dexter plays a bigshot gambler on the
lam. Thomas Gomez, Vladimir Sokoloff
and Gloria Grahame mess around and mess
around. And Jane Russell sings.

Your Reviewer Says: Not what it could have
been.

Program Notes: An RKO camera crew
traveled to the Island of Macao, China, hide-

out for the international crooks, to record
every detail of docks, streets, gambling
houses, hotels, etc. With these as a back-
ground, the actors went through their paces
on a Hollywood sound stage . . . The songs
sung by Miss Russell, “Ocean Breeze” and
“You Kill Me,” were written especially for
the picture by Julie Styne and Leo Robin . . .

Bill Bendix took time out from shooting
each week to rehearse for his radio serial,

“Life with Riley,” which seems to go on and
on.

P' (F) Mara Maru (Warners)

A
DVENTURE in Manila with Errol Flynn
a salvage diver and business partner of

Richard Webb. When Webb is murdered,
Flynn is drawn into a nest of intrigue that
involves Webb’s widow, Ruth Roman, and
smooth, double-dealing Raymond Burr.
Engaged by Burr to dive for a box of

diamonds lost at sea, Flynn finds himself
not only in a lot of water but—when he
finds the gems—about to be murdered.
The Manila background seems authentic
enough but the regeneration theme that

clouds the climax seems a bit on the hokum
side. Paul Picerni and Robert Cabal are
outstanding.

Your Reviewer Says: It has its moments.

Program Notes: Raymond Burr who dwin-
dled from 300 pounds to 180, was besieged
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on the set for his reducing formula. All he
would reveal was his desire to play a roman-
tic hero or villain, such as he plays here,
simply melted away the pounds . . . The
problem of steering the ship was no hard-
ship for Flynn who, as captain of his own
craft the Zaca, has stood at the helm for
many sea-going hours . . . The Mara Maru
of this story is actually the twin-diesel

Malibu owned by a wealthy Californian and
leased by Warner Brothers for the picture

. . . Ruth Roman came through her adven-
tures—fire, storm and jungle—unscathed,
only to trip on the projection-room stairs,

injuring her right arm.

(F) The Girl in White
(M-G-M)

F
IFTY years ago, this story tells us,

women were pioneers in the field of

medicine. So, now, in biographical manner,
M-G-M reveals what happened to one
girl who determined against all odds to

be a doctor. Incongruously enough they’ve
chosen cute little June Allyson to play
straight-laced Emily Dunning, M.D. June’s
fight against bigotry and prejudice makes
up the bulk of the story. As the first

woman doctor attached to a hospital, her
work as ambulance surgeon and resident
physician makes for some mighty interest-

ing telling. Arthur Kennedy is the man
who loves her through medical school and
during their hospital days. Gary Merrill is

excellent as the hospital director. The cast

also boasts Mildred Dunnock, Jesse White,
Marilyn Erskine, Gar Moore and Guy
Anderson.

Your Reviewer Says: We learn while we’re
entertained.

Program Notes: Much research preceded
the shooting, as hospitals at the turn of the

century had to be faithfully duplicated. Sur-

gical instruments, dressings and uniforms of
that day were copied and used in the scenes

. . . June Allyson spent weeks learning scien-

tific names and terms and was finally able to

rattle them off to please the surgeon-adviser
on the set . . . Mildred Dunnock stepped
right out of the emotional role of Fredric
March’s wife in “Death of a Salesman” to the

quieter one of Dr. Marie Y eomans. Miss
Dunnock and Arthur Kennedy renewed a

friendship that began when both appeared in

“Death of a Salesman” on Broadway.
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INSIDE STUFF

LEAVE A

LIPSTICK

(Continued from page 21)
long since bid a fond farewell to Greg
Bautzer. Ever since her divorce from
Ronnie Reagan, Jane Wyman has stoutly
maintained that marriage wasn’t for her
and she’d never try her luck again. For a
period of several weeks, everyone thought
Travis had changed Jane’s mind on this
score. They were seen everywhere to-
gether—Janie beautiful in the blue mink
he had given her for an engagement
present. Then Jane called the whole thing
off. “It would be silly,” she said, “to go
into as serious a matter as matrimony
without being perfectly sure.” Obviously
she wasn’t.

It Happened in Hollywood: There was
nothing they could do about it. The
Walter Langs would just have to post-
pone their party! Guests had already
been invited when the cook announced
she couldn’t work—her sister was getting-
married. The director’s wife had reached
the G’s on her regret list. “Please tell

Mr. Gable I’m sorry the party is off,”

she said over the phone, “we’ll call him
next week.” Wide-eyed, the cook con-
fronted her. “Ef that there Mr. Gable
yo’ all was referrin’ to has a Clark in
front of his name,” she announced, “wed-
din’ or no weddin’—I’se stayin’.” P.S.
The party went off on schedule.

f
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New Lease: A whole new world is

about to open up for Joan Evans. Come
July, Miss Dark-eyes celebi-ates her
eighteenth birthday by saying goodbye
to school books and on-the-set welfare
workers. Legally Joan will be entitled
to make most of her own decisions.
Career-wise, a real nice thing happened
recently when the studio ran the daily
rushes on “Skirts Ahoy” in the projec-
tion room. Following Joan’s dramatic
scene, someone whose initials spell Esther
Williams started the applause rolling.

When this happens between two actresses,
one has to be especially nice, the other
especially deserving.

Repentant Sinner: Cal must confess
he was wrong about Robert Wagner and
this is to make restitution. We witnessed
what appeared to be R.W.’s indifferent

attitude toward his golden opportunity.

Gag-busters: Bing Crosby was special guest on

Bob Hope’s NBC air show at Fort Ord, follow-

ing Crosby’s Annual Pebble Beach Tournament
32



The Cornel Wildes—he’s a happier guy since

marriage to Jean—at Hollywood Foreign Cor-

respondents Assn. 10th Annual Awards at Ciro’s

INSJDE STUFF

Then we saw “With a Song in My Heart”
and the poignancy of his talent touched
us deeply. He has everything it takes
for stardom and the screen is lucky to
have him.

Love Tales: Cal can’t think of two
nicer Hollywood people more deserving of
their happiness than the newly married
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Reagan. So typical
of Ronnie and Nancy (Davis) who repre-
sent dignity, good taste and refinement
in our town, they waived all spotlight at-
tention. There wouldn’t even have been
wedding pictures, except that the Bill

Holdens, who stood up with them, in-

sisted. “You can’t cheat us out of pic-
tures for our den!” exclaimed Bill, after
they got back to the Holden house after
the ceremony. Bill called Paramount for
a photographer and, while they waited
for him, cracked open two quarts of
champagne. The Holdens offered to give
them a reception but the appreciative
Reagans preferred no fanfare. After an
Arizona honeymoon, they returned to
Nancy’s apartment where they’ll live un-
til they build on their ranch. The bride’s
wedding ring looked like a crown of
emerald-cut diamonds. The first person
Ronnie called after the ceremony was
little Maureen Reagan, who already loves
Nancy like a second mother.

Abreast of the Times: Cal was con-
vulsed at Corinne Calvet, who was so ex-
cited because she had been asked to model
a series of bathing suits from 1870 mod-
els to 1952 Bikinis. When the lush
mademoiselle got a gander at those au-
thentic flat-chested numbers, she
screamed all over the Paramount lot.

Finally, she settled for suits larger than
her size and pinched them in at the
waistline, which allowed her charms to
bloom as nature intended!

Miss Worry Wart: Being the conscien-
tious gal that she is, Doris Day wants
each succeeding picture to be better than
the last. Rushing through one and into
another allows little time for the proper
amount of preparation—all of which will
be rectified when and if she signs her
new Warner deal, which will specify that
Doris does two pictures a year—only.
Recently, when she was notified to re-
port for “April in Paris,” Do-Do had a

STYLE

c
A. Full-circle skirt—excellent qual-

ity Terry cloth in gay leaf de-

sign in exotic multi-color—zip-

per closing. Waist: 22, 24, 26,

28, 30. $7.88

B. Perky billowing fullness in crisp

embossed cotton. Large pockets

and belt of white fish net lace.

Waist: 22, 24, 26, 28, 30. Aqua,
Pink, Lilac, Blue, Cinnamon,
Navy, Maize. $4.88

C. Full sweep chambray. Jaunty
double pockets. Deep bands con-

trasting embroidery on pockets

and encircling skirt. Waist: 22,

24, 26, 28, 30, 32. Tan, Grey,
Blue, Red, Green. $4.88

Greta Gray
a wardrobe of

SKIRTS

FASHIONS

STYLE

LOOK
YOUR
FESTIVE
BEST
for

Datetime -

for

Playtime!
STYLE

A

Greta Gray Fashions Inc., 1841 Broadway, New Aork, N.Y
PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING SKIRTS

STYLE
WAIST
SIZE

COLOR
1st I 2ND PRICE-

A SI. 88 ea.

B S4.88 ea.
Address

C S4.88 ea. City Zone .... State

.

*ADD 20c FOR MAILING AND HANDLING—IN N.Y.C. ADD 3% SALES TAX

THIS OFFER EXPIRES AUGUST 1, 1952 -CHECK OR M.O. ONLY
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED WITHIN 10 DAYS
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INSIDE STUFF

Want to Lose Weight?

/

• Here is Hedy Lamarr with her Great
Dane, Doner. “If I find myself putting

on weight, the first thing I turn to is

Ayds,” says Hedy. “I can sincerely rec-

ommend it to you and all my friends.”

• Hedy Lamarr in one of her famous
roles. “Every star has to take care of
her figure,” says Hedy. “Ayds is the
natural way to reduce. It helps you
slim the way Nature intended you to.”

No Drugs... No Diet...

If you want a lovelier figure, let

Hedy Lamarr tell you how. Lose
unwanted fat the safe, healthful
Ayds way—without dieting or
hunger.

Proved by Clinical Tests

With Ayds you lose weight the
way Nature intended you to. A
quick, natural way, clinically
tested and approved by doctors,
with no risk to health. With the
Ayds plan you should feel health-
ier, look better while reducing

—

and have a lovelier figure.

Controls Hunger and Over-eating

When you take Ayds before
meals as directed, you can eat
what you want— all you want.
No starvation dieting—no hun-
ger pangs ever. Ayds is a spe-
cially made, low calorie candy
fortified with health-giving vita-

mins and minerals. Ayds curbs

Not a Moment’s Hunger!
your appetite— you automat-
ically eat less—lose weight nat-
urally, safely, quickly. Ayds is

guaranteed pure. Contains no
drugs or laxatives.

Results Guaranteed

Users report losing up to ten
pounds with the very first box.
You will lose weight with your
first box ($2.98) or your money
back.

THE LOVELIEST WOMEN IN THE WORLD TAKE AYDS

serious talk with Ray Bolger. “It was
real rough when I danced with Gene
Nelson,” she explained. “He’s so good and
I hadn’t done anything but a time step
in years. I think we should rehearse our
dances as often as possible.” Bolger
beamed back at. her and quietly re-
marked: “You know those tables Nelson
dances on? Well, I just dust them off—
so you have nothing to worry about!”

Flying High: Concerning those rumors
that Robert Taylor is (a) carrying a
torch, (b) pining away from loneliness,
(c) miserable and unhappy: We caught
up with our old friend on the “Eagle on
His Cap” set and put the questions to
him. “You’ve known me since 1937 when
I made ‘A Yank at Oxford’ in England,”
he said. “I loved England then and I

still do. I can’t remember how many
trips I’ve made since—but I’m getting
ready to go again.” When we asked Bob
about his sweet mother, he answered,
“I’m living in her house right now, be-
cause I didn’t want to lease a place for
such a short time. In fact, I’m living in
the servants’ room and it’s so small I

had to move out the double bed to make
room for a rack to hang my clothes!”
He grinned from ear to ear. Cal has
never seen Bob Taylor in finer fettle.

Shelley-gram : Anyone would know
that Shelley Winters was keenly disap-
pointed when she didn’t win an Oscar
for her performance in “A Place in the
Sun.” But with typical bounce she
turned her thoughts to future plans, said
plans being marriage to Vittorio Gass-
man and a readjustment of her U-I con-
tract that would allow her to live six
months out of the year in Italy. Kidding-
ly, she cracks: “I love the relaxed way
of living there. I’ve always hated to get
up early and besides, I’d better get Vit-
torio back to his native country. He
already speaks better English than I

do!” Apropos of losing the Academy
Award, some voters say they didn’t vote
for Shelley because—“her behavior proves
she lacks respect for an industry that
has given her such wonderful opportu-
nities.” Cal always thought nominees
were supposed to be judged by their
performances on screen—not off!

The Spencer Tracys at brilliant Derby Ball held

in Beverly Hills Hotel. Proceeds went to John

Tracy Clinic. Mrs. Tracy is founder, director



The response to Photoplay’s talent

search of 1952 has been wonderful.

And now many of you, who have

written hopefully, telling of your

dreams of an acting career, soon will

be asked to take your place in the

second stage of the Photoplay Pasa-

dena Playhouse Scholarship Contest

with a recording of your voice.

Once again, for those who further

prove their talent with voice record-

ings, there will be country-wide audi-

tions in August. And once again, from

these auditions, three finalists will be

chosen to visit Hollywood as Photo-

play’s guests. At the Playhouse, the

three finalists will be auditioned by

the final board of judges: Barbara

Stanwyck, James Stewart, Dore

Schary, Mark Robson, Charles F.

Prickett of the Pasadena Playhouse,

and Lyle Rooks, Hollywood Editor of

Photoplay. The winner will remain to

study for two full years, with all ex-

penses paid, at the famous playhouse-

workshop-college.

Many who take part in the audi-

tions, even though they are not among
the three finalists, will find themselves

on their way to a career. They will

receive invitations to join summer
theatre groups, to guest star in na-

tional television or radio shows and

to audition before name producers.

All these things happened to many
among last year’s top hundred con-

testants—and they will happen again.

Who are your competitors in this

contest?

Many are still in high school—about

to be graduated this June. Others

have been working awhile. A few are

in college. Applicants live in all forty

-

eight states with Texas, California,

New York and Michigan producing

the largest number of hopefuls, in just

that order. Theatrical experience

ranges from being a member of the

senior class prop committee to leading

lady. But all have in common an in-

tense, almost desperate desire to act.

There are a few whose ambitions

reach only for ( Continued on page 97)

At Pasadena Playhouse, the 1952 winner will meet Virginia McGuire, who won
Photoplay’s 1951 Scholarship, here with students John Radeck, Felix Masarachia

The stage is set for the second act of the Photoplay

Pasadena Scholarship Contest. Soon, with

thousands of recordings, eager contestants

will make their bid for Photoplay’s great prize

BY KATHERINE PEDELL



Also Starring

It’s the

Growing-Up,

Falling-

In-Love

Story of

the “Cheaper-

by-the-Dozen”

Family!

They’re learning

about l-O-V-E,

winning Charleston

contests, filling home

and heart with song

and laughter and

utter delight!

From the

best beloved

Book-of-the-Month

sequel to "Cheaper

By The Dozen”

DEBRA JEFFREY EDWARD

PAGET HUNTER ARNOLD
with HOAGY CARMICHAEL -BARBARA BATES -ROBERT ARTHUR -VERNA FELTON

Produced by SAMUEL G. ENGEL Directed by HENRY LEVIN Screen Play by PHOEBE and HENRY EPHRON
Based on the Book by Frank B. Gilbreth, Jr., and Ernestine Gilbreth Carey
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SCOOP!

I

When a guy barges past a

waiter, a stout lady and

a plate of hors d’oeuvres

to reach the kind of girl he

thought he’d never marry

—brother, that’s Vamour!

BY GEORDIE HORMEL
As Told to Ruth Waterhury

Leslie Caron of “Glory Alley'

( Those who know Leslie Caron either like her

tremendously or do not like her at all. Which is one way
of saying Leslie is a very definite individual—a fact

her husband, heir to the Hormel Packing Company’s

fortune
, confirms in his story. The Editors.)

| looked acx-oss the noisy, crowded party at the girl in

the French bathing suit and I flipped completely.

A split second before, I had been just another guy. The

split second after, I was a character in love. Not that

I realized it then. How could I? (Continued on page 72)
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Frank used to be jealous.

Now Ava is. She has in-

somnia. He sleeps like a

rock. She likes to advise him
about his career. He prefers

to make his own decisions.

But that’s only half of the

story. ( Ava appears next in

"The Snows of Kiliman-

jaro.” Frank is appearing in

“Meet Danny Wilson”)
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At a recent Hollywood party all eyes

turned as Ava Gardner and Frank

Sinatra came in. Ava wore a stunning

gown and looked beautiful, as always.

And Frank, with his arm about her,

was beaming. They were a handsome,

happy pair and, sitting with friends,

they seemed to be having a marvelous

time—until Frank left the table to

talk to other friends seated some dis-

tance away.

The big tent that had been put up in

the garden was crowded. So Ava
couldn’t see where Frank had gone.

When he came back they began to

argue. Whether they argued because

he had left the table or because of

something else, equally silly, no one

could be sure. Whatever the reason,

the tension mounted. Ava left the

party, stalked out alone. And a few

minutes later Frank followed.

You hear stories like this about the

(Continued on page 82 )

That Ava and Frankie are fighting is not

news. But why they fight—as hard as they love

—

is a dramatic story! BY SUSAN CLARKE
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Do you look as if you just

stepped out of a beauty parlor . . . fish

for compliments . . . fix his tie . .

.

keep his line busy? If you do, you’re

off your romantic track

!

GIRLS
RUIN

ROMANCE
BY FARLEY GRANGER

/

Girls all over the world, I think, should change tactics, unless they

want the romantic going to get tougher and tougher. Men, since the

world began, have always been the real romantics—but I think

women inspire that mood. Only today some women kill it before

it gets half started, with the result that we’re both losing

out, both male and female.

If girls want to get married, ideally, and stay married, ideally, so

do men. Everything proves the male heart is as sentimental

as a lace Valentine. Who writes the love songs? Who
writes the poetry? The man.

Many times, I think the distaff side nips knighthood in the

bud. It’s just a little thing, but when a girl straightens my tie,

even before I have time to take off my hat, I want to turn on my heel

and rim. This type of girl is also capable of reminding a man that

he has very poor taste in neckwear. Even if it’s true, she

could exercise a bit of diplomacy in letting him know.

Don’t ever forget; a man’s necktie is just about the most important

part of his wardrobe—and he’s mighty sensitive about it.

There’s also the type of girl who continually tries to milk compli-

ments out of a man. I once dated a girl who was a better than average

driver. She could operate a car as well as most men I know.

But she was quite aware of this and constantly saw fit to

remind me of it. Not only that; when we went out she invariably

insisted that we take her car so that she could drive. Talk

about slaughtering a male’s ego! Granted, these are seemingly

insignificant characteristics, but somehow they linger in a

guy’s memory. Someone once said: “It’s the little things that count.”

They certainly add up. (Continued on page 94)

Farley Granger appears next

in ‘‘Hans Christian Andersen”

VALESKA
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Memo to Marge

“Where we love is home,

Home, where our feet may leave, but not

our hearts.”

Those words are as wisely true today as

when Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote them.

In this streamlined way of living, our feet

may leave a little faster—but our hearts

still stay.

I, in a mellow mood, was reminded of this

philosophical fact this evening, when we
were alone together in the den. You were
reading, and I was surveying, with some
sense of satisfaction, the window-seat I’d

built and upholstered with foam rubber.

But it was really the cover of the window-
seat that stopped me, and that indirectly

brought all of this On. It matches those

floral drapes we bought when we were first

married, which are hanging even now a

step away in the living room. They pack a

sentimental hook to the heart for me. And
they were a welcome sight, believe me,

when I first came home to this strange

house with you.

That was the night we drove back from

the airport together ... We stopped in

front of a two-story Colonial white house

with green shutters just off Sunset Boule-

vard, into which you had moved during our

separation ... We turned into a driveway,

under an unfamiliar white lattice arbor.

“This is my husband,” you said to the

housekeeper, a woman strange to me. I

must have acknowledged the introduction.

Funny, I don’t remember. I wandered
around the place for a few minutes like an
outfielder who ( Continued on page 88)

Marriage, I’ve discov-

ered, is a lot of little

things . . . like the first

word your daughter

speaks . . . the living

room drapes . . . the

cans of paint you never

got around to using.

A guy misses a lot

when he leaves home

BY JEFF CHANDLER

JEFF AND MARGE CHANDLER:
HE'S IN “YANKEE BUCCANEER**
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scoop! they’re in love with

VWo 0M.M alodiis k-

Will Frank Sinatra be able to stem the rest-

less tide in Ava Gardner’s romantic heart?

As long as Bette Davis is Mrs. Gary Merrill,

she won’t look elsewhere. She’s a one-man

woman. But she has to be a married one

Hollywood is the most moral place in the world.

People are always getting married! That’s the

trouble. They love so easily here. And divorce

so quickly. June rhymes with “soon.” There’s a

yearning, burning vapor in the air that isn’t smog.

It’s Falling in Love with Love!

This explains why Shelley Winters went to

Europe with Farley Granger and came back en-

gaged to Vittorio Gassman. Why Bette Davis

was in love with Gary Merrill such a little while

after she left William Grant Sherry. Why Lana
Turner “loves” Lamas.

Love is the beckoning finger that calls Joan

Evans to so many cocktail parties. Maybe he

will be there. It’s the reason Rita Hayworth
succumbed to Prince Aly Khan and Ingrid Berg-

man to Roberto Rossellini.

It explains the hopeful look in Hedy Lamarr’s

eyes. The wistfulness of Ann Miller. The des-

peration of Joan Crawford. (Cont’d on page 85)



LOVE

When Shelley Winters’s trip to Europe
didn’t turn into a honeymoon with Far-

ley Granger, her heart leaped—at this

handsome Italian actor, Vittorio Gassman

Maybe Clark Gable, above left, would be

luckier in love if he’d take another look

at his long-time girl friend, Virginia Grey

Scott Brady averages a different girl every

month. But his 'heart might settle down
if Dorothy Malone, shown with him at left,

would come back from her home in Texas

! iWre, wo ml

ijc !
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Who started the poodle cut? Who should wear it? How much care does it take? What can you

do when it’s growing out? Hollywood has the

Betty Grable isn’t worried about the time when
she will decide to let her hair grow—Hollywood

Elizabeth Taylor says, “The poodle cut makes me feel

at once carefree and sophisticated. I'm mad about it’”

VVhere did the poodle cut come from?

What type should wear it? And what type

should not?

Is it difficult to keep groomed?

What can be done about it when you’ve had

enough of it?

Is it here to stay?

Hollywood knows all the answers!

Shelley Winters will tell you, “I had my
hair cut this way long before there was a

poodle-cut fashion—because it seemed most

becoming to my peculiar style of face.”

Judy Holliday, too, has been wearing her

hair like this for a (Continued on page 74)
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Judy Holliday has worn this hair-do since she was
in grade school, never changed, even when the

page-boy bob, shingle, other styles were popular



COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS BY

ENGSTEAD, COBURN, JONES AND SMITH

Bette Davis says the problem with any drastic cut is your deci-

sion to have it done. “When that hazard is past you feel great
!”

answers for the style that’s clipped the nation

BY KATHERINE ALBERT

Shelley Winters is among many who believe the poodle cut’s

here to stay. She’s worn it for years—intends to keep it

“My objection to the poodle," says Linda Christian,

“is the fact that once you have it you can’t change

it until you decide not to have it any more”



He pul his foot on

the brakes. It was

useless. A truck’s

horn scolded violently

as the MacRae car

shot by and—with gath-

ering speed—raced

down the hill

BY GORDON MACRAE

Terror

The MacRaes, Meredith, Heather, Sheila,

Gordon, Gar. Their adventure began

when they planned a two-day weekend

ON ROUTE 99

One of the ways an actor has to escape from the heavy responsibilities of a

daily studio routine is to get away on a weekend to Palm Springs. But it’s a

three-hour trip at best, and six hours chopped out of a two-day weekend doesn’t

leave much time for sunning and resting.

So my wife Sheila and I pored over the maps for a short cut to the resort.

Usually everyone takes Highway 99, but there are many other roads which can

be used. We found one good cut-off which we figured would save us time,

gathered the children into the car, and started off.

It was a beautiful day, one we could appreciate even more because it had

rained the day before. All along there were deep puddles, and the kids got a

boot out of the splashings as we drove along through them.

The miles began stretching out behind us. In no (Continued on page 78)

Gordon MacRae appears next

in “About Face”
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Friends climb rickety stairs,

brave musty odors to reach

the Hestons" unheated flat

Charlton is familiar figure on playground next to

his house, where kids, attendant greet him with:

‘Hi, Chuck—how about refereeing a game?”

The Hestons’ cream-colored Packard convertible, which Charl-

ton parks in front of house, is pride of neighborhood. Their

garage rent comes to more than they pay for the flat

I WAS THERE
Charlton Heston lives in a tliirty-dollar-

a-month tenement in Hell’s Kitchen.

Why? “It’s convenient,” he says

BY BEVERLY LINET

The Charlton Hestons live in a thirty-dollar-

a-month unheated New York tenement. As I

climbed the three flights of stairs to their two
rooms, I could smell the mustiness that pervades

old buildings, combined with many cooking odors.

The Hestons have lived here six years now,

since 1946, when Chuck—just out of the service

—

was looking for a job on the New York stage and

his actress wife, Lydia Clarke, worked as a model.

Their budget in those days allowed them six dol-

lars a week for food and occasionally, by dint of

rigid economy, the celebration of a fifty-cent

dinner.

The door to the Heston apartment opens into

the kitchen, a spotless (Continued on page 77)

Open window divides living room and combined kitchen-bed-

room. Only ventilation comes from two living-room windows
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY BEN MANCUSO-1 M PACT

The Hestons moved into these two rooms in

1946 when- he came out of service, bought

their furniture from the Salvation Army

Local kids barge in to ask if Charlton’s really “the movie actor in that circus picture!”

(He plays circus manager in “The Greatest Show' on Earth.’’) Front door opens directly

into kitchen. When the Hestons invite friends to dinner, all eat at kitchen table

facing street. Charlton’s next picture is

“The Savage,” pioneer story of early West

I'here are no partitions between bedroom and kitchen. Hestons slept

on floor until Charlton built bed—trapped himself into bedmaking chore

when he nailed it to wall. Background sketch by Toulouse-Lautrec





June used to be afraid of everything.

She was afraid of life, actually

Love can work miracles.

That’s what the corny senti-

mentalists say. And this

story about June Allyson

proves they’re right

The heartgrowsup
BY HYATT DOWNING

California sunshine, thick as yellow

cream, lay over the grounds of the

spacious estate where Dick Powell and

June Allyson were giving a reception. The

wide lawns were dotted with tables shaded

by enormous umbrellas, the poles of which

were festooned with bunches of freshly

picked green grapes. Above the umbrellas

floated clusters of frosted white balloons.

Eager waitresses bearing platters of hors

d’oeuvres hurried back and forth. An
orchestra throbbed softly in a leafy bower.

Among the tables strolled groups of Holly-

wood’s most distinguished actresses and

actors—Lana Turner, lovely and serene;

Irene Dunne, Loretta Young, Jane Wy-
man, George Murphy, Johnny Green, the

composer; prominent studio executives and
many, many others. And among them all,

eager, a little breathless yet completely

assured, moved June Allyson.

My thoughts moved back to the day in

the summer of 1943 when I had first seen

June hurrying (Continued on page 75)

Happy days: June Allyson

with husband Dick Powell, daughter

Pamela and baby son Rickie. June

appears next in “The Girl in White”

With George Murphy, composer Johnny Green, at the garden party where

June’s old friend Hyatt Downing rejoiced at the woman she had become



debra paget Family picnics in the park . . .

a sleeping Juliet ... a birthday cake with pink icing . . .

spring breezes in organdy curtains ... a wild rose, clinging to a garden wall

Color portrait by Powolny. Debra’s next, "Belles on Their Toes”



marlon brando Steel girders against a Manhattan

skyline . . . shyness masked by insolence . . . magnetism in dungarees ... a jet

plane, roaring into the sunset . . . nonconformist giving life the shock treatment 55



OUR FIRST YEAR
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ORNITZ

Janet’s helped me a lot—has me organized so I don’t make three appointments for the same time. I’ve

become the most dependable guy in town. But I still don’t concentrate too well when I’m reading and Janet

starts fooling with my hair! (Tony’s in “No Room for the Groom.” Janet Leigh’s next is “Fearless Fagan”)

Me and my girl—we’ve had our ups and downs. But we’ve had our

laughs too. Marriage? It’s crazy! It’s wonderful! says TONY CURTIS
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PARIS

I like to paint—did the one on the left in

Paris. Janet wants to frame and hang every-

thing I do. I tell her nobody can be that good

!

Food used to be just something I ate—when I was hungry. Breakfast I used to skip. But

no more. Janet makes me eat regularly. If she has an early call at the studio, she leaves

the table set, the coffee perking. All I have to do is plug in the toaster

Janet’s as big a kid as I am about the European scale model trains

I bought in Germany. Anyone who drops in has to watch his step

—we usually have trains going in all directions over the floor

We’re still talking about our trip to Paris. George Rosen-

berg, my agent, gave us the map. Here I’m showing Janet

the spot where we bought six paintings from sidewalk artists

_

They say the first year is the toughest! I wonder about that. Ours has been

great—in spite of such dark spots as the separations caused by our work, the worry
about my Dad’s illness. But through it all we’ve had a chance to grow up together.

And that honeymoon in Paris! I bought Janet the craziest hat. It sits on top of her

head! And we bought my camera, too, a real beauty, in Germany—at the Army PX. I

like taking pictures, even if I’m not too hot, especially pictures of Janet. Poor kid,

she never knows when I’m going to shoot her! A home of our own? Definitely.

But we have to think of the future and not step out over our heads. Meantime,

anywhere with Janet is okay with me.
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Tony Curtis loathes bathing raps that are worn Vera-Ellen thinks Tony’s so right about the dropped-shoulder-strap rou-

half on, half off. So does wife Janet heigh tine. She avoids it, solves another problem, too, with strapless suits

STAR FISH

The quickest way to a man’s heart is

usually through a two-weeks’ vacation. If

there’s a beach involved and you are heart

hunting don’t think you necessarily are on

the way to your main objective just by
getting into a dreamy bathing suit. A
dreamy bathing suit helps enormously. But
there’s much more than meets the eye,

even in the skimpiest cut Bikini, to being

a real bathing beauty. Photoplay, always

helpful, herewith rounded up four of the

most he-man males in Hollywood—to tell

you what brings ( Continued on page 76 )
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COLOR PORTRAITS BY ENGSTEAD. JANET LEIGH'S SWIM SUIT BY CATALINA. KLEINERT CAP: VERA-ELLEN S SUIT BY GANTNER, BAG BY

KLEINERT: JANE RUSSELL'S SUIT BY ROSE MARIE REED SALLY FORREST S SUIT BY BRILLIANT VIRGINIA MAYO'S SUIT BY SEA NYMPH

Sally Forrest goes with Tony Dexter’s preference for the romantic.

“I always pick fancy suits—sequins, embroidery are such fun”

Virginia Mayo agrees with Gordon MacRae that a girl with

shaggy hair on the beach is most unattractive. Virginia wraps
a ‘white towel, turban-fashion, around her hair when it’s wet

Our jury of beach boys, Tony Curtis,

Burt Lancaster, Gordon MacRae

and Tony Dexter reveal the things that

give them those bathing beauty blues

BY VICKY RILEY

Jane Russell agrees wholeheartedly with Burt Lancaster’s gripe against

would-be sand sirens. “You set up a date hazard with clanking bracelets,

too heavy make-up,” warns Jane, “especially if your man is outdoor type”



I

An unpredictable

redhead, Rita. But the

Hollywood men are

agreed life is more exciting

since she came home

THE
GIRL WHO
CAME BACK

BY ELSA MAXWELL

Back in her own
world, a happier

Rita chats with

photographer Bob

Coburn on set of

“Affair in Trini-

dad,” and dates

Kirk Douglas, left

It’s good to see pictures of Rita

Hayworth at the Hollywood night

spots again; talking with Charles

Feldman, dining with Cy Howard,

dancing, cheek-to-cheek, with Kirk

Douglas.

Says Kirk, all enthusiasm, “All

the good things I could say about

Rita would be understatement.

She’s a wonderful girl!”

I doubt Rita’s dates with Kirk

are any more serious than her

dates were with Charlie Feldman
or Cy Howard. But all these things

are good because they prove Rita

has found herself again.

She’s not going back to the Aly

Khan. In fact, by the time you
read this, she should have her di-

vorce. And old-fashioned as I am
about marriage—and even though

it was I who introduced Rita and

Aly—I am glad. The reconciliation

rumors were disturbing. The Aly,

no doubt, feels far safer when he

is married. For he cannot resist

beautiful women. And neither can

beautiful women resist him—any

more than Rita did when she fol-

lowed him across the world. At
this moment, in fact, two attrac-

tive ambas- (Continued on page 84)
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Ten years: The Alan Ladds, above with David, Alana and the boxer Jezebel, love their

home. Sue decorated the house—gave it the comfort Alan likes. Both prefer to entertain

here—ask friends to Sunday lunch at the gay parasoled tables beside swimming pool

Ten years: Gene Nelson likes to telephone while

he’s eating, lives in the shower. But that’s all

right with wife Miriam who frankly adores him

S ome Hollywood marriages don’t last long

enough to be marriages at all. But many stars are

old married couples, with the same daily problems

of children, in-laws and money that exist every-

where. The Autrys have no children, the Ladds

have four, the Pecks and the Holdens, three, the

Barry Sullivans, two and the Gene Nelsons, one.

The budget limitations these couples know often

are pressing. Taxes leave them less than fifty per

cent of their star incomes. Almost all have business

managers who keep them on strict allowances.

Schooling, orthodontist bills, the new dress a wife

must have for an important dinner party; all these

things often are real concerns.

These stars have no time to make sensational

headlines—they’re too busy building good lives for

themselves and their children.

(Alan Ladd is in “Shane”; Gene Nelson in “She’s Work-
ing Her Way Through College”; Bill Holden in “Stalag
17”; Gregory Peck in “The World in His Arms”; Barry
Sullivan in “Skirts Ahoy”; Gene Autry in “Barbed Wire.”)

Eleven years : The Bill Holdens live comfortably—on a budget

—

in a big house in the Valley. Brenda gave up her career, con-

centrates on Bill’s; considers home-making a full-time job
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Steady
Meet Hollywood’s homebodies—the

married couples who have learned

how to stay put in their family circle

PHOTOGRAPHS BY SMITH AND ORN1TZ

Fifteen years: Barry Sullivan applauds

his wife for being able to sleep through

his nightly reading, typing sessions

INine years: Gregory Peck lines the halls of his sprawling ranch house with his amateur photog-
raphy, some of it good, some not so good. Greg says he and wife Greta settle their quarrels
by battling them out—and grow' closer with the years and the family crises they inevitably bring

Twenty years: Gene Autry’s business

keeps him traveling, mealtimes uncer-

tain. Wife adjusts her schedule to his
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Debra Paget, Barbara Bates

and Merry Anders of “Belles on Their Toes,” Twentieth

Century-Fox’s gay Technicolor comedy, model Photo-

play’s choice of junior summer fashions

Debra Paget, far left, makes a

decorative picture in a polished

cotton bathing suit with cuffed

boy pants. Double shoestring

straps tie halter style. Rich scroll-

work adds interest to waist-hug-

ging bodice. Pockets give shorts

a peg-top effect. Available in blue,

pink or black. By Bestlyne, in

sizes 9-15. Price around $15.00

Carnival striped cotton separates

worn by Barbara Bates are young

and gay. Pedal pushers have back

zipper, button trim, tapered leg.

Around $5.00. Matching bra is

around $3.00, is topped by a but-

ton-up-the-front spencer jacket.

Around $4.00. By Beacon Hill,

in blue, coral or gray stripes with

white. Available in sizes 9-15

FOR STORE NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 71

Photoplay’s Summer Belle

Fashions are available at the

following stores:

Baltimore, Md.
Hutzler’s

Boston, Mass.

Wra. Filene’s Sons Co.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Abraham & Straus

Chicago, III.

Carson Pirie Scott

Cincinnati, O.

The John Shillito Co.

Cleveland, O.

Higbee’s

Columbus, O.

The F. & R. Lazarus Co.

Dayton, O.

The Rike-Kumler Co.

.
Miami, Fla.

Burdine’s, Inc.

Milwaukee, Wise.

The. Boston Store

New York, N. Y.

Bloomingdale’s

Philadelphia, Pa.

Straw-bridge & Clothier

Richmond, Va.

Thalhimers

St. Louis, Mo.
Stix, Baer & Fuller

>
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PHOTOGRAPHS BY ENGSTEAD

Debra Paget models a saucy swim suit in

checked gingham with crisp, frosty white

pique trim at the neckline of flattering,

waist-hugging bodice and cuffs of little-boy

shorts. Two rows of buttons, giving a

double-breasted look, march gaily down to

outline handy hip pockets. By Juniorite, it

comes in white with red. blue, black or

green checks. In sizes 9-15, it’s around $9.00

Summer Belles

Fresh as a summer breeze is the sun dress pictured below on Merry Anders.

Dress, of a striking plaid in a combed cotton, bares the shoulders to the

sun (See small picture at right). Belt, bodice cuff are in same white Birds-

eye pique as spencer jacket, which can be worn with other dresses. By Faye

Robin, 9-15, in various color combinations on white. Around $15.00
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Photoplay

Fashions
CONTINUED

FOB STORES CARRYING THESE FASHIONS SEE PAGE 65

FOR STORES NEAREST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 71

Debra shines in the sun in a dress with a double purpose. Wear it w'ith its lull skirt oi

unpressed pleats, as a sun dress. Remove the skirt and you have a youthful, flattering

swim suit (shown at left). Rows of pique piping on the overskirt are repeated on the suit,

which has the new lowered waistline. In plaid cotton by Juniorite, in red with green, blue

with white, blue with green. Skirt around $6.00, bathing suit around $9.00. Sizes 9-15



Photoplay

Fashions
CONTINUED

ENGSTEAD

Summer Belles
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A terry cloth beach robe to keep you warm when the sun

dips behind a cloud or to ward off sunburn. This robe,

modeled by Merry Anders, has tapered push-up sleeves

and comfortably deep armholes. The attractive shawl

collar is buttoned at the neckline. Two large pockets

offer ample storage space for beach accessories. By

Juniorite, sizes 9-15, in white only. Around $6.00

FOR STORES CARRYING THESE FASHIONS SEE PAGE 65. FOR STORE

A one-piece bathing suit to keep you in the swim this

summer. The above, worn by Barbara Bates, takes to

the water like a duck. Flattering to the figure is the

softly shirred front, intriguing cuff effect around grace-

fully draped bustline. In wide range of wonderful colors,

it’s made by Jantzen, in Sun Taffeta. Available in

sizes 9-15, it is an attractive buy for around $15.00

:EST YOU WRITE DIRECT TO MANUFACTURER LISTED ON PAGE 71
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Photoplay Pattern of the Month

Mona Freeman models the original beach ensemble designed by Bill Thomas for her role in Universal-

International’s “Flesh and Fury”

Sure approach to summer—

a

practical, charming swim suit with

matching beach coat. Cute little-

boy swim shorts, halter-neck bra

can be trimmed with the same

material as the coat—whether it’s

terry cloth or crisp Birdseye

pique. You’ll adore the coat, with

its full, easy skirt, convenient

pockets. We suggest making the

suit in any one of the attractive

sea-going fabrics which are now
being displayed at the stores

Photoplay Patterns

Box 229, Madison Square Station

New York 10, New York
Enclosed find fifty cents ($.50) for which please
send me the Mona Freeman “Flesh ajid Fury”

.
pattern #10 in size 10-12-14-16-18-20.

Name Size

Street -

City State Age ....

NOTE: For speedy delivery, enclose five cents
extra for special handling

For detailed pattern drainings see page 71

ENGSTEAD



BY JOAN CRAWFORD
Star of “Sudden Fear”

If you

want to be

charming

This month my desk has been

btlried under an avalanche of des-

perate “what - to - do’s” for facial

lines—crow’s-feet, deep lines from

nose to mouth, neck lines and

droopy chins, and, as one nineteen-

year-old, shuddering quite prop-

erly, puts it: “Premature wrinkles!”

Facial lines before thirty are in-

deed “premature.” (I’ll except the

squint-lines around the eyes of

some sun worshippers and a few
cases of contour lines which are

inherited.) And, like so many of

the charm problems we have dis-

cussed in this space, they demand
a three-way counter attack to get

at their interior, exterior and psy-

chological causes.

Let us consider the psychological

department first— for you can’t

start too soon to remedy mistakes

which come under this heading.

We draw the lines in our own faces,

remember, with chronic facial ex-

pressions which are, in turn, re-

flections of our mental attitudes.

Crow’s-feet and forehead lines are

tension lines—sign of the chronic

worrier. So are the vertical lines

which dig (Continued cm page 92)

Gloomy Gertie was a

picture before she got

into the worry groove

Sullen Susie kept swallowing

her rage—now her face re-

flects the state she’s in

!

.DRAWINGS BY SHORTALL

_ A70



I
Wherever you live you can buy

PHOTOPLAY FASHIONS

If the preceding pages do not list the stores

in your vicinity where the Photoplay Fash-

ions are sold, please write to the manufac-

turers listed helow:

Bestlyne swim suit

1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Beacon Hill separates

108 West 39th St., New York, N. Y.

Faye Robin sun dress and jacket

1410 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Juniorite swim suits and beach coat

1359 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Jantzen swim suit

Empire State Building, New York, N. Y.

Detailed drawings of the Mona
Freeman—Bill Thomas pattern

on page 69

-

. . . Because a vital new measurement has

been added, you no longer need be content with a

bra that fits almost right. For now Formfit, and only

Formfit, takes the ultimate step to bra perfection. Fits

you for degree of separation, as well as size and cup!

. . . Only life bras by Formfit are “Triple Fitted” to

(1) your bust size, (2) your cup size, (3) your separa-

tion— wide, medium or narrow. That’s why a life bra

means far lovelier lines. Far more comfort and freedom.

Be “Triple Fitted.” You’ll know then why more women

\
demand Formfit than any other make.

Life Bras from $1.25

THE FORMFIT COMPANY, CHICAGO, NEW YORK
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The Most Discussed Girl in Hollywood

(Continued from page 37)
I didn’t know the girl’s face. I didn’t know
her name. And I didn’t get a chance to
meet her.

To be accurate about all this, in that
first moment, I didn’t see her face. And
even if I had been introduced to her, her
name would have meant nothing to me.
Leslie Caron? I’d never heard of her.
France’s gift to the ballet and M-G-M?
It all would have been news to me.
The time was August, 1951. The place

was the residence of Roland Petit, re-
cently of Paris, and always of the Ballet
de Paris, but now of Hollywood. If any
one had told me that afternoon that six

weeks later that beautifully stacked
bundle across the room would be my
bride, I would have asked them where
they were getting their stuff.

Up until then, I had always been a slow
and awkward wolf. What’s more, I am in

the Coast Guard. My time, in other words,
was not my own.

Since September 23rd, however, Leslie
has been my own. Think of us. Mr. and
Mrs. Geordie Hormel—or, if you insist,

Mr. and Mrs. George Hormel II, as frantic

a married couple as ever a frantic town
has seen.

To illustrate. We live in a small house
in Laurel Canyon on a street that is no
longer there. Honest. In front of our house
there is a sign which reads, “Horseshoe
Lane”—but there’s no lane,

Or consider the matter of breakfast.
I stir up the eggs and bacon and try to

get Leslie to down them. This is usually
sometime around dawn when I am just

going to bed, as she is just getting up.
Left to herself, Leslie would go to bed

at sundown and get up at sunrise. Left to

myself, I would do exactly the opposite.

So we often do. Left to herself, also, Leslie
would eat chocolate cake for breakfast.

As she bakes it herself, about all I can
say when she advances her fantastic idea
that this gives her energy is, “Yes, dear.”
Our host, that first afternoon when I

didn’t meet Leslie, was Roland Petit. He
and I are old friends, but he had never
mentioned her to me.
This is understandable; however. Leslie

is definitely the kind of secret any man
would keep to himself as long as he could.

It had been a swimming party that
afternoon. Leslie had dunked herself in

the pool by the time I arrived. After my
first awareness of her, I began trying to

get across the room to her side. A waiter
with a drink got in my way. I took the
drink. Then a stout lady with a long
anecdote was in my path. I listened. Then,
as I once more advanced, Roland stepped
up with a plate of hors d’oeuvres. By the
time I got around that, Leslie had changed
into her street clothes and departed, and
I didn’t have her name, her phone number
or her address.

I went home, sore over the fact that I

had only one day left before leaving with
the Coast Guard for Alaska.

I can always cheer myself up by making
music. This wild habit began when I was
a hot nineteen living in Nebraska. Back
there, I had a tape recorder, a piano and
too much nerve. So I started doping
around with multiple recording, not only
being my own one-man band but my own
vocalist—sometimes my own quartette

—

as well. To get unusual sound effects, I

put tacks in the piano hammers, blankets
under the strings. This is not good for a
piano but it does make distinctive noises.

Thus, on this night, as I couldn’t pursue
a girl I hadn’t met, I stayed up till dawn,
evolving a new type of recording. That’s
how it happened that I was still asleep

when my kid brother came in to our joint

bedroom to dress for an early evening
dinner date. I opened one eye and saw
that he was giving himself the full treat-
ment—his best tie, my most expensive toi-

let water, his most costly sport jacket.
“Where are you off to, all shined up?”

I asked.
He told me he had a date with two girls

from the ballet. “You can’t handle all

that by yourself,” I said. “Besides, how
do you rate such attention?”
“We fixed up the date at Roland Petit’s

party yesterday,” he said.

That made me sit up fast. “What do
they look like,” I demanded. Two sen-
tences of his description of the first girl

and I was out of bed and dressing. “You
need an older man in a situation like this.”

I was not wanted. Jimmy made this

quite clear by going off alone and at once.
But not before I’d found out where he
was going, which for no good reason was
a barbecue joint.

ROUGH ten minutes later I, also, was
there. I spotted my brother and the two

girls at once. But I saw only Leslie, sitting

quietly back and listening. I began noting
that her hair was dark brown, that her
eyes were deep, blue, that she couldn’t
be more than five feet, three, or weigh
much over one hundred ten. I crossed the
room, and there was nothing Jimmy could
do but introduce us.

She smiled, and I suppose we both said
how-do-you-do. I suppose I spoke to the
others, too, but I can never prove it.

There was some music floating around the
room, from a juke box, I suppose, but I’m
not positive of that either. Nothing really

got through to me except this girl.

It was appalling food. It was so horrible
I called the waiter and asked him to wrap
it up for my dog. When he brought the
package, I put it in my pocket and then,
I looked at Mile. Caron sitting there and
thought she would undoubtedly think I

was a barbarian acting that way.
Instead I saw a gleam light up her eyes

with approval—a sapphire shaft of true
French approval of thrift. At that sight,

my heart raced like the motor of a
stratoliner.

You see, I am half-French. However,
Leslie couldn’t know that I was half-

French, any more than I knew at that
moment that she, like me, was half-

American. It’s her father and my mother
who are French; so there, without our
knowing it, was a bond between us.

Crazy, crazy, a moment like that—but
it comes up love when it happens. I am

not, usually, much of a talker and one of
the things I admired about Leslie that
night—beside her figure, her face and her
charm, was her listening attitude. Later,
I came to understand that her limited
English was helping keep her quiet. Later,
too, she found out I spoke French, not too
well in the accent department, but French.

I argued Leslie—and necessarily, the
rest of the party—into going downtown to
see “Finian’s Rainbow.” My idea on that
was that I’d corral Ella Logan, the star,

and an old friend of ours, to come out
afterwards and have a drink with us.

Ella joined us after the final curtain,
and we went on to a party. When I saw
Leslie’s eyes getting tired with sleep, I

suggested I take her home—and Ella, too.

Where did she live, I asked subtly. She
told me. It was about four blocks from
where we were. I knew where Ella lived

—

out in Brentwood a good six miles away
“We’ll drop off Miss Logan first,” I said
nobly.

Ella acted as though it were the most
natural thing in the world to drive miles
out of your way to go four blocks. And
when we landed at her house she said,

“Miss Caron, I’d like to call you for lunch
sometime. May I have your phone num-
ber?” When Leslie gave it to her, she made
like she didn’t quite hear it and asked for

a repeat, so I could memorize it.

In a second, it was burned into my
brain though I didn’t say a word. In fact,

Mttle Miss Pixie-Face and I were too shy
to say anything as we headed toward her
place. There we exchanged smiles, I was
given a neat, quick handshake—and that

was that. Next day, I stalled till late after-

noon before I called. No answer. At six-

thirty there was still no answer. At eight-

thirty there was. Mile, it seemed, had
been working all day. But she really

flipped me when she was not surprised at

my call. “I was expecting it earlier,”

she . said.

I told her my lousy news that I had to

sail for Alaska. I asked if I could write
her. She said yes. I startled myself at the

type of love letters I was able to turn out.

Our first port of call on the return voy-
age was Victoria, Canada. I put in a long-
distance call to my brother and said, “If

you should happen to bring somebody to

meet me when we anchor at Long Beach,
I wouldn’t mind.” When we hit San Fran-
cisco I called again. “In case somebody, is

with you in Long Beach, ask thejn not
to have a date for that evening.”
When we arrived in Long Beach I saw

my brother. He was alone. I yelled, and he
saw me; he indicated his car, alongside.

BETTY GRABLE'S FAVORITE CAKE FROSTING—

and very easy

—

is made by melting one pack-

age of chocolate chips and

six marshmallows in the top

of a double boiler, and when

melted and partially cool,

adding half pint of sour

cream, blending thoroughly



Inside I saw the blur of a small pixie face.

My heartbeats began sounding as loud as
Big Ben.

I have the impression that even before
I got into the car, I asked Leslie to marry
me. Gruesomely, I heard her replying
about how important her career was to

her, that she barely knew me, and stuff

and stuff. That’s when I decided that I

must enlist my whole family into the act.

I have the kind of family in which every-
body likes everybody.
That night, I took Leslie to meet my

mother. It was excellent. They jabbered
together in French and plainly went to-

gether like right and left gloves. I

learned that my father was due back from
the East in the morning, so with mother’s
connivance, we decided to cook up a joke
that would let him meet Leslie in a
rather distinctive way.
Father is a breakfast nut. He has exactly

the same breakfast every morning and it

couldn’t be more formally served were he
Louis, the Fifteenth. We all breakfast to-

gether. Dad has to start with orange juice.

Then he must have his own special cereal.

This must be followed by one fried egg
and two strips of Hormel bacon.
Mother went along with our gag. Father

was due in at eleven-thirty. Leslie came
over about ten. When fully briefed by
mother, and clad in a maid’s uniform,
she walked downstairs; it really was
something.
The moment Dad got in, we all took our

places at the breakfast table and as Leslie
came in from the pantry with the orange
juice, the rest of us did a dive into our
coffee, trying to keep our faces straight.

He’s too smart, my old man. He drank
his orange juice and made no comment,
as Leslie’s legs twinkled, out toward the
butler’s pantry, and she returned with the
cereal. He said nothing about that either,

as she headed out for the egg. He ate
every crumb and broke all precedent by
wanting extra toast. We knew then that
he was hep and we broke and introduced
him and Leslie. Whereupon he insisted
he had been going to ask what new em-
ployment agency we were using.
When it was time for the family to make

its trek back to Minnesota, mother asked
Leslie to join us as our house guest. A real

pal, my mother. This made it possible for
me to see my girl ten days in succession,
without all the telephoning and waiting,
but instead of my breaking up her resis-

tance during that period, she broke up
mine. I’d always sworn I’d never have a
wife with a career of her own. I always in-

tended to fall in love with a night owl,
j

like myself. I believed that the only girl

who could interest me would be one who
knew the last word in popular music.
So I was in love with a girl who was a

musical highbrow, a long-hair from way
back. I was in love with a girl who was
a dawn getter-upper and who had a career
she adored so much she fully expected to

go on with it. Me? I gave in.

By the time we got back to California,

in late September, Leslie was at least

talking about what her terms of marriage
were. “I wouldn’t want a big wedding,”
she said in her serious way. “You are just

getting started making records. I am just

getting started in movies. We should marry
small.”

“All right,” I said. “Let’s elope. Nothing
elaborate about eloping.”

“But your family,” said Leslie. “You
always do everything together.”

“Okay. We’ll elope with the family.”
So we did. All my family was there

when Leslie and I were married on a Sun-
day in the Little Church of the West, so-
called.

Next day, Leslie was due in Florida to

do a layout in connection with “An Ameri-
can in Paris.” “We will make this our
honeymoon trip,” said my French bride.

“Okay, and when you finish, we’ll go
to the Virgin Islands so I can meet your
parents,” I said.

I thought her family was as nice as
mine, and I know no higher praise.

We came home to our rented house on
the street that isn’t there. And I made my
first commercial record for MacGregor
Records in two days, up in San Francisco.
It’s “Chinatown, My Chinatown” on one
side, “Sheik of Araby” on the other. If

you listen carefully, you will hear in this

oldie, the new verse I wrote for Leslie. I

played it to her over the phone from San
Francisco and, nice girl, she went for it.

And later, when I made “Crazy Rhythm”
and “Twelfth Street Rag,” Leslie found
she could dance to it.

Pleasant this, very pleasant.
We haven’t quarreled yet. When I didn’t

think Leslie was eating enough, I started
evolving special breakfast dishes and dis-
covered I had some faint talent for cook-
ing. Leslie dutifully eats them all—and
doesn’t put on an ounce. For most of her
things, she shops at the cheapest place in
town. She comes home with a $3.92 num-
ber and looks better in it than most gals
is their Adrians.
Now do you know why she’s all I want?

The End

Leslie Caron with

her new husband,

Geordie Hormel.

Heir to the meat

packing company
family fortune,
he’s making name
with his recordings
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(Continued from page 46)
long time, ever since she was in grade
school. “I’ve clung to it while I’ve watched
the pageboy bob and shingle and other
styles come and go

—
” she says.

Not that Hollywood pretends Shelley or
Judy started the poodle cut . . .

Jean Paul, associated with the famous
House of Westmore, cut Mrs. Ernest Hem-
ingway’s naturally curly, ash-blonde hair
in this fashion back in 1942. Her husband,
the author, liked it so well that he gave
it to his heroine, Maria, in “For Whom the
Bell Tolls.” And when Ingrid Bergman
made the movie she had her hair cut to

follow Hemingway’s vivid description.

Go back further. Thirteen years ago
Metro’s Sidney Guilaroff cropped the
tresses of Joan Crawford and Garbo, in

what he called “a baby cut.” Everyone
was then wearing the long glamour bob
and . he wanted to give these stars a dif-

ferent look.

“And in the Twenties,” laughs Nellie

Manley, hair stylist at the Paramount
studios, “we called it ‘the pineapple bob.’

The screen’s first flapper, Clara Bow, wore
her hair that way.”
But, according to Perc Westmore, coun-

selor to the stars at his House of Westmore,
the poodle cut was in fashion over one hun-
dred and fifty years ago. “I have a drawing
of a lady of Bonaparte’s court with the
cropped hair we now call a poodle,” Perc
says. “Bonaparte brought this fashion back
from his Italian junket, having admired
the statue of Mercury.”

It was Mary Martin, of course, who
launched the current poodle fad. When
Mary read the script of “South Pacific” and
learned she had to shampoo her hair on
stage every day—and twice on matinee
days—she cut her hair to two and a half

inches, had it tightly curled, and clipped

the nation!

“I’m not a vain woman, but I do know
my hair is beautiful,” says Bette Davis,

“so it was a big gesture for me to go in

for even a modified version of the poodle
cut. But I love it because, among other
reasons, Gary likes it so much.
“The worst thing about any drastic cut

like this is your decision to have it done.
When that psychological hazard is past,

you feel just great.”

The last time Bette’s hair was sheared,
prior to the recent cutting, was ten years
ago when she made “Now, Voyager.” Her

Curly Tops
current bob came about after Gary took
her to see Lili St. Cyr at Ciro’s. With one
eye he observed the gorgeous St. Cyr. With
the ether, he watched Bette scrutinize
Lili’s chic hair-do. “Okay, Gary,” Bette
said on their drive home. “You win! Take
me to Westmore ’s tomorrow morning,
while I’m in the mood!”
Perc Westmore, who cut Bette’s hair,

says, “Women of all ages can wear the
pccdle. But the poodle cut does one of

two things, gives a woman a wonderfully
groomed look or makes her appear down-
right common. Too many women mistake
a sheep-dog look for a poodle, insisting

upon a thick bang—

”

Perc has a test that will tell whether or
not a poodle cut will be becoming: “Girls
with low foreheads should be wary,” he
says. To find out if your hair line is high
enough place the first three fingers of your
right hand together on your forehead

—

with your middle finger barely touching
the top of your eyebrows. If your top
finger just touches or misses ycur hair
line you’re okay for a poodle. Otherwise,
^ »

no.

The Hollywood experts agree that girls

who have round faces or large features
should skip the poodle.

B
ILL TUTTLE, director of make-up and
hair dressing at Metre, points to Liz Tay-

lor and Janet Leigh as two girls to whom
the poodle cut is singularly becoming.

Elizabeth is absolutely mad for her
pocdle. “I’d like to keep my hair like this

forever,” she says. “It makes me feel, at

once, carefree and sophisticated.”

Linda Christian, Mrs. Tyrone Power,
agrees with Liz that it is a chic hair style.

“It’s French looking,” she says, “and we
always think of anything French as chic.”

Linda, however, knows she will not wear
her hair this way too long because: “Once
you have it you can’t change it. It bars
the fun of variety.”

If you’re thinking about having a poodle
cut take heed:
“Be sure your hair is cut so it does not

disguise the shape of ycur head,” says
Nellie Manley.
“A poodle should be feather edged and

back combed,” warns Jean Paul.

“Your hair should be cut two or three
inches long all over your head. And to be
most charming it should drop over your
forehead not quite like a bang but just

to cover the hairline,” says Bill Tuttle.
Now for the care of the poodle:
Average hair cut in a poodle requires

a permanent about every six weeks, ac-
cording to Bill Tuttle. “If your hair is

fine, a poodle cut will make it seem
thicker. But fine hair has to be pin-
curled every couple of days—whereas

i

coarse hair, which takes a better perma-
nent, needs pin-curling only every four
or five days.”

Nellie Manley suggests your pin-curls
stand up and that the circle of the curl be
as large as possible, so the ends will not
frizz. “When you have shaggy ends,”
Nellie says, “get out the old curling iron.”
Betty Grable, who has a modified poodle,

is another star who rates this a most com-
fortable hair style. “Nevertheless, if I

didn’t think it was right for me I would
want no part of it,” she says.

Any concern over the “growing out”
period is unnecessary, according to Perc
Westmore. “If your hair is feather edged
properly in the original cut it will mould
to the head,” he says. “You can then
part it on the side or in the middle and,
as it grows out, it will be first a medium
bob and later a long bob. Since a poodle
is the same length all over it is the easiest

of all hair styles to change.”
As to how long this fashion will last

there is no doubt in Hollywood that
it will continue in high favor at least

throughout the summer. For what other
coiffure could be as ideally suited to swim-
ming, sailing, or driving in a convertible,

say, with the top down. . . .

Moreover, Hollywood believes, the poodle
cut may well remain the vogue long after

summer has passed. For, far from being
the overnight fad many think it, actually
it’s a renaissance of a hair style favored
back through the years to Bonaparte’s
time, even— if Mercury’s sculptor is to be
believed—to that distant day when gods
and goddesses roamed the earth and the
celestial set buzzed about Mercury’s new
hair do. The End

(Betty Grable’s gown is by Angovar, her
jewels by Josef. Betty Grable is in “The
Farmer Takes a Wife,” Judy Holliday in
“The Marrying Kind,” Liz Taylor in “Ivan-
hoe,” Linda Christian in “The Happy
Time,” Shelley Winters in “The Untamed”
and Bette Davis is in “Phone Call From a
Stranger”)

In Clara Bow’s day—she was
famous flapper of the Nine-

teen-twenties— this hair cut

was called the “pineapple bob”

In 1939, long glamour bob was popular. So

Sidney Guilaroff, hair stylist at the M-G-M
studios, originated “baby cut” to give Joan

Crawford and other stars a different look

In 1943, when Ingrid Bergman made “For Whom
the Bell Tolls,” her hair was cropped the way
author Ernest Hemingway described the hero-

ine’s hair in his hit novel of the same name
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across the patio of the apartment house
on Wilshire Boulevard where my wife and
I were then living. The telephone in the
public booth had been buzzing like a blue-
bottle fly against a window pane, and she
was flying to answer it. Simply because
she was lonely. Any voice, even a strange
one, would be welcome. She was wrapped
in a voluminous brown robe; her honey-
colored hair was wind-blown and wild.
A moment later she emerged, her cute

face a little empty, a little sad. She saw
me smiling at her and said in her husky,
throaty voice, “Wrong number.”
A few days after this there was a timid

knock on our door. I opened it and saw
the same little elf, poised as if for instant
flight. “The Red Cross just called,” she
gasped. “Your son is coming home on fur-
lough from the Army.”

“Bless you, child,” I shouted, “that’s

the best news I’ve had in a year. What else

did they say? Come in and tell me about
it.” I reached out, grasped her hand and
drew her into the apartment.
When she left, my wife told me that she

was a starlet at M-G-M; that she and her
roommate, Penny Porter, had been brought
out from New York; that they sat all day
in their tiny room, listening for the phone
to ring. “They’re lonely,” my wife said,

“we ought to have them in.”

That night they both came to our apart-
ment, sat crosslegged on the floor, and
sang some of the songs they had sung as
chorus girls in New York. June’s voice
possessed no lyric beauty, but it had some-
thing better—warmth and vivid vitality.

“I don’t sing, I just shout,” she explained.
“Even from the second row I could always
get a song out into the audience.”

T
HE shadows were lengthening over the
lawn, and dusk, like soft blue smoke, was

drifting down through the trees. Here
and there couples began to move along the
driveway to where their cars were parked.
Irene Dunne came up to June and mur-
mured enthusiastically about the party.
“But you’re not leaving?” June cried in

dismay. “We’re going to have a wonder-
ful buffet supper. What if it is getting late?

Who cares about the dark?”
She led Miss Dunne away to a merry,

chattering group, then hurried off to others,

marshaling them adroitly, maneuvering
individuals into dancing on the platform,
dropping down at a table to talk for a
moment to people who called to her
eagerly.

Remembering her words, “Who cares
about the dark?” I thought of a time
when June cared

.
about it very much.

We had moved to Beverly Glen and
soon thereafter June followed, taking a
bachelor apartment on the floor below
us. This was mid-winter and darkness
came early. And nearly always when
June was forced to work late at the
studio, I would hear the sound of her
newly purchased, secondhand car on the
driveway, then the rush of her feet

coming up the stairs. The door would
burst open and there was June, hair tum-
bled about her face, eyes wide with fear.

“There was a m-m-man walking up the
driveway,” she stuttered one night. “He
made me think of the milkman.”
The night the milkman came she never

will forget. She and Penny, naively credu-
lous, had been listening to the man’s stories

of difficulties along his route, giving him
their impulsive, unguarded sympathy.
One night, after his day off, the milkman,

lit up like a new saloon, appeared at the
window of their ground -floor apartment,
blithely waving a quart of whisky. He
demanded admittance.

The Heart Grows Up
Penny howled and June screamed and

legged it for our door. Half asleep, I

heard whispered ejaculations. A moment
later my wife left with her. She had
difficulty, she told me the next morn-
ing, in persuading the solicitous milkman
to leave. Hearing the screams, he had
barged in, ready to do battle, and he had
insisted upon remaining for the night.
There were no friendly conversations

with the new man who came to deliver
milk. The door was double-locked and a
chair propped beneath the knob.
“But I got over being afraid a long time

ago,” June says now. “Fear generally has
its basis in insecurity, and heaven knows,
I felt insecure enough during those days.
I was afraid of everything, afraid of dark
closets, afraid my studio would not pick up
my option, afraid of life. Now I have
Richard and Pamela and little Rickie and
this big, comfortable home. How can one
person be so lucky?”
Yes, fear has gone and so has the naivete,

the charming helplessness in matters con-
cerning her career which characterized her
early years in Hollywood. This is sharply
illustrated by an incident which happened
a short time ago when June called at her
agent’s office.

They were on her favorite subject,
babies. Suddenly, at the conclusion of an
anecdote, June paused and said thought-
fully: “About that clause in my contract
about time off—you know what I want?”

“Yes, I think so.”

“Can you get it?”

“I believe I can.”
“There mustn’t be any just believing,”

June said sharply. “If you can’t get what
I want, I must find someone who can.”

This incident is cited to portray the
maturity which June Allyson has achieved,
not to indicate that she has grown hard.
She hasn’t. June is now, as she always
will be, a hoyden with a heaven-sent streak
of pure genius. On the set she calls grips
and technicians by their given names,
lifts her cheek to the director, listens

thoughtfully to last-minute instructions
and then goes to work. After that she is a
dedicated actress, employing skill and
intelligence, but something else too—

a

puckishness that is inimitably hers.
It was deep dark now, the Romanesque

torches bordering the grounds had been
lit, shedding little pools of yellow light.

Now Dick Powell came up, an exquisite
little girl clasping his hand. “Say good-
night, Pam. It’s bedtime.”
She dropped us a curtsy, then walked

away beside her father. “Look at him!”
June burbled. “Right now Richard is the
most important man in the world. And

how expertly she manages him.”
She was silent for a moment and then

went on indulgently. “Don’t let that sweet
little face fool you. She’s a schemer. For
a long time Pam has been pleading with
us to take her out to a restaurant. I have
managed to avoid this by telling her that
since she never eats the food on her plate
we can’t take her out because the res-
taurant people wouldn’t like that. At her
very next meal she cleaned up everything,
then looked at her father archly. ‘Now
can I go to the restaurant, Daddy?’
“Of course Richard gave in. The next

day while I was at the studio, she got the
nurse to call up all her friends. When
they came to the phone Pam took the
receiver and invited them to dine out with
her. It ended with Richard paying the
check for a dozen hungry youngsters.”
June rose to speed departing guests.

The reception was over. Light from the
guttering torches gleamed palely on the
long table. Enough food remained to pro-
vision a small army. I thought of the
two-burner gas plate in June’s bachelor
apartment on Beverly Glen, her frank
enjoyment of bacon, eggs, toast and good
coffee on Sunday morning when she some-
times breakfasted with us. I thought of

the great Tudor house in which she now
lived, its broken roof-line sharp against
the stars. Yes, she had come a long way
since those early days of struggle.

“She hasn’t changed,” my wife said as
we drove home. “She’s just the same.”
That is true, of course, in the essential

qualities which comprise the real human
being. June still possesses the old, buoy-
ant effervescence, the gamin-like, irresist-

ible charm. But she has new qualities,

too—an awareness of her own value as
an actress, the dignity she has acquired
as mistress of one of Hollywood’s most
elaborate houses, and as the mother of
two lovely children. She has a clear-eyed
knowledge, too, of what she wants, tem-
pered with humility and thankfulness
that she has been given so much.

“I shall quit motion pictures long before
the studio wishes I would,” she says now.
“I don’t want to be one of those sad women
reaching for something that is gone.”

“She’ll do it, too,” remarks John Sturges
who directed June in “The Girl in White,”
the story of the first woman physician ever
to intern at Bellevue. “For all her light-

hearted gaiety, she has one of the coolest,

most objective minds I’ve ever encoun-
tered.”

If this be true, she has reached the ulti-

mate goal for which we all strive but
rarely attain. That is the beginning of

wisdom. The End
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them down or sets them solid when a girl

is standing in for Neptune’s daughter, 1952.

Tony Curtis, looking at the bathing
beauty picture of Janet Leigh, said: “Now,
here’s a living doll who doesn’t do any of

the things at the beach that bring me down.
When we're lolling around in, the sand,
my Janie is not pretending. She’s wearing
a one-piece suit in a solid color, usually.
Her hair has not been freshly “done”—
but neither is it uncombed or unbrushed.
She’s got one coating of baby oil on her
arms, legs and face. She’s got one coating
of lipstick on her mouth. She’s brought
along one pretty towel that makes a good
contrast to her suit, and she’s got a sweater
with her, in case it suddenly turns cool.

“Her bathing cap fits so well that the
water can’t leak into it. She puts it on at
the water’s edge as she dives into the
first wave. She takes it off at the water’s
edge, as she heads back toward where we
were sitting. She does not sit around with
it half on and half off, and neither does
she go in without a cap, and come out
looking like an unwashed rug.
“The beach is a place where you have to

be yourself—or look mighty foolish. I hate
girls who roll up the thighs of their bath-
ing suits, and let down the straps and
coyly leave the top of the suit -at the low-
est possible point. Why? And what’s the
gag about pulling up that leg line that one-
quarter of an inch? If a girl wants a suit

shorter, why doesn’t she get it that way
in the first place?

“Financially, too, I think a girl is a cube
if she gets her hair done before a day at
the beach and then has to sit in mortal
terror that some little kid may throw a
handful of sand her way and spoil it all.

I once dated a dish like that. Once! I said.

“To me—and I think to most fellows

—

the feminine body is a beautiful thing

—

even the one whose measurements aren’t
perfect. What if a girl is a little too heavy
or a little too thin and you notice it when
she comes out in a suit that fits her? She’s
being herself. That’s why you’re with her
—for herself. If you wanted to be merely
with a perfect body you could go with a
dummy. As for the frails who wear falsies,

it’s themselves they’re fooling.

“While I’m making with the advice, I’d

like to say that if any girl has a guy tell

her after seeing her at the beach that he’s
not going to date her again—because she’s
not built like Venus—she’s lucky. The
sooner she can unload a cornball like that,

the better. He’s got a muscle-bound heart
and he’s strictly for the birds.”
Vera-Ellen giggled when she heard

about Tony’s beach blues. “He’s so right
about that shoulder-strap routine,” she
said. “But any smart girl knows the way
around that. She gets a strapless suit.

Not only does this make sense at the beach
but it prevents any white patches on your
summer tan.”

Burt Lancaster said, “Any man with any
athletic background can tell by a glance
at the muscles, or the lack of muscles,
where a girl’s chest joins her shoulders,
whether or not she can swim. So if she has
those muscles and she asks you to be a
‘big mans’ and show her what to do against
the frightening water, well, my impulse
would be just to drown her. On the other
hand, if she hasn’t got those muscles and
can only swim a stroke or two, but goes
about that at a depth of water where she
can’t get into danger, I have much ad-
miration for her, know she’s for real.

“As for picking suits, I wish more dames
remembered they are observed both ad-
vancing and retreating. I do not like a
girl’s retreat to be only half-covered. I

also do not like girls in suits they have to
76

Star Fish

keep pulling down in the leg department,
and up in the chest department. If this

is supposed to be a sexy maneuver, I can
assure them no man regards this as any
big hypo.

“I like girls to stay clean, too. If they
can pack lipstick, they can also pack a
cleansing tissue, so when they go for Cokes
or popcorn, they can wipe their mouths,
and hands. The girl who comes out of the
water, sits on the sand, then gets up a
little later coated all over with it, should
be buried quietly in it.

“Deliver me, also, from the girl who,
to assure her perfect sun-tan, brings a
stop-watch to the beach and turns faith-

fully over, front to back and back to front,

every few minutes. For this is a doll en-
tirely in love with herself.”

Jane Russell, being married to the pro
football king, Bob Waterfield, and know-
ing what goes with athletes, couldn’t agree
more with Burt Lancaster’s sand-and-sun
summary. “Too many girls forget how
most men respond to just plain good health
and vitality,” Jane insists. “To go clank-
ing around in bracelets or to cover your
face with so much make-up you look like

a Technicolor Western is just setting up a

losing game for yourself if your man is the
outdoor type.”
Gordon MacRae wishes more girls would

underplay their facial color schemes when
they are out in the midday sun. “Here’s
the perfect spot for any charmer to be
forever amber,” says Gordon. “Lipstick
that shows up purple, rouge that turns
cheeks into a polka-dot design and eye-

“There’s one good thing about traveling

faster than sound, you can’t hear the back

seat driver.”

. . . JIMMY STEWART

lashes black as a villain’s heart are de-
pressing rather than exciting.

“My favorite peeve at girls, after swim-
ming, whether it’s poolside or seaside, is

that so many of them don’t comb out their

hair. Even if their hair is dripping wet, a
comb can make it look slick and neat.

Esther Williams has false braids she wraps
around her head and I think that is effec-

tive if you can afford it.

“When a girl is in bathing togs, I notice

good manicures and pedicures. And I like

legs that are perfectly smooth. I’m also

not one bit averse to liberal dashes of

some good toilet water. Perfume, I think,

is too heavy, but a light, fresh, flowery
odor pleases me.
“While I know there are a lot of girls,

city girls in particular, who have very
little chance, except for a two-weeks’
vacation, to get out in the sun, I’m still

off the girl who turns up at the beach
lobster red in some spots, lily white in

others. Either that, or on her first day at

a sumiper resort, tries to make up for 364

unbleached days a year, and bums her-
self worse than a bride’s toast. If I were
such a girl and couldn’t get any pre-vaca-
tion sun, I’d go where I could lie under a
sun lamp. You can rent these for your
home, I know. All I mean is that I wouldn’t
start my tanning in public—unless I was
going to start in easy stages, early in the
season. As for the girl who circulates

socially while peeling—well, all I can say
is any smart doll should know that every
man notices a girl’s skin long before he
sees her eyes, her legs or what have you.”

Virginia Mayo, the pet of all Hollywood
and definitely in the “friendliest star”

division, agrees utterly with Gordon
when it comes to the hair department.
“I don’t even like to watch a girl comb
out her hair,” Virginia insists. “It

looks unsanitary at a beach or around a
pool. A girl who is going to dress her hair
should go into a dressing room. If this
isn’t possible, the smartest trick is to wind
a clean, white towel around your head,
turban fashion. It takes a simple flick of
the wrist to do, if you get a towel that
isn’t too thick and is sufficiently long. Your
reward is a nice Oriental look that my
husband assures me gentlemen find quite
appealing.”
Tony Dexter, talking of girls on the

beach, said, “Romance is always a little

reticent, I think. I like the bathing girl

who doesn’t reveal all her charm at one
glance. For example, at a recent Holly-
wood party I saw a girl sitting beside a
pool in what looked like a cocktail dress.
Actually what she was wearing was a
strapless, very functional bathing suit,

and over it an ankle-length skirt of net,

like a ballerina skirt. It—the skirt—was
simply hooked at the waistband so that
when she did decide to. go in swimming,
she stepped out of it rapidly and easily.

And when she had finished her swim, she
stepped back into it again—since it was
nylon net and the water wouldn’t harm it..

This girl happened to be an excellent
swimmer, so that was worth more than a
glance. And by shifting from her skirt into

the water, and back again, she was con-
stantly delightful to look at, and any man,
I believe, would have been intrigued by
her. She was of course both intelligent and
subtle.

“I don’t like open coquetry at a beach.
I do like it very much when it’s subtle.

The girl who mounds up the sand beneath
her back, so that when she lies down, her
waistline and hips are flat and the rest of

her isn’t, is being obvious. But to me, at
least, the girl who wears sun-glasses in

gay colors or made like flower petals or
something similar, is revealing a sense of
humor and charm that delights me.

“I don’t like to see ‘dressmaker’ suits

in the water, on an active swimmer, but
I also do not like real swim suits on figures

that shouldn’t be thus revealed. I saw
Mrs. Tony Curtis not long back in what
Tony told me was his favorite of her suits—
a form -fitting lastex, dotted over with
rhinestones. I go for that, too. I also saw
Diana Lynn at a swimming party where
she had done up her wet hair into pin curls,

and to hide them had pinned a flower in

each one. That I applaud also.

“As for Bikini suits, I’ve heard it argued
that on a fine figure they look good. I

would like to say that anything on a fine

figure looks good. Or nothing.”
Sally Forrest happily applauded Tony

Dexter’s, sand witch appraisal. “I always
pick fancy suits,” she confessed. “I love

being feminine and fortunately my hus-
band responds to exactly the styles I like

best. I’ve never wanted a little-boy look
about me. Sequins seem such fun to me,
and embroidery and soft fabrics.”

All of which is happy news for any
girl who wants to be in the swim on the

beach this summer, even if she doesn’t go
in the water.

The End

(Vera-Elleh is in “The Belle of New
York,” Jane Russell in “Macao,” Janet
Leigh in “Scaramouche” and “Jet Pilot,”

Virginia Mayo in “She’s Working Her Way
Through College,” Tony Curtis in “No
Room for the Groom,” Burt Lancaster in

“Come Back, Little Sheba” and “Crimson
Pirate,” Gordon MacRae in “About Face”
and Tony Dexter in “The Brigand”)
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cubbyhole with modern appliances, a small
stove, sink and two refrigerators. One re-
frigerator serves as a pantry in which
Lydia stores dry foods against any in-

vasions by vermin.
In the winter Chuck lights the stove jets

for warmth. And once the landlord accused
them of trying to heat their rooms by run-
ning the hot water. He wrote: “I wouldn’t
believe that college bread people would
do such a thing.”

The kitchen “window” opens on the
living room. And behind the refrigerator

is the bedroom with the bed Chuck built.

Lydia protested the design.

“I told him I’d never be able to get the
covers on smoothly with the framework
nailed to the wall,” she says. “But he prom-
ised he’d make the bed each day—and
he does.”

“I trapped myself,” Chuck smiled.

Opposite the bed is a sliding-door cabi-
net which Chuck copied from a $250 origi-

nal. He has not painted this because it’s

the one piece of furniture the Hestons plan
to take along when they finally settle in

California. They’ll finish it there to com-
plement the decoration scheme. In this

cabinet, Chuck keeps his scripts and pho-
tographic equipment—two three-dimen-
sional cameras and a Bush F.40; plus his

view-finders and dozens of color slides.

The only ventilation in the apartment
comes from the two windows in the 13' by
10' living room. These look out over a
crowded side street of “Hell’s Kitchen.”
“We furnished the living room with old

pieces we picked up at the Salvation Army
warehouse,” Lydia explained. “The desk
cost two dollars and fifty cents. And the
end tables were less than that.”

In striking contrast to the other furnish-
ings is Chuck's ivory chess set. “Lydia
gave it to me,” he ventured. “After she
took over the lead in the stage version
of ‘Detective Story’ she refused to be
practical.”

The Hestons don’t have to be practical

these days. Chuck makes over a thousand
dollars a TV show and has a generous
yearly guarantee from his movie contracts
with Paramount and producer Hal Wallis.
It was from Hal Wallis that Cecil B. De-
Mille borrowed Chuck for the role of Brad
in “The Greatest Show on Earth.” And
Lydia, too, has an income now—from
stage work, TV and her film debut in “Los
Alamos Story.”
Why, I asked, didn’t they move to more

comfortable quarters?
“Why should we?” Chuck countered.

“We’re comfortable enough—and conven-
ient to the heart of the theatrical district.

Our friends are used to this place. And
we’re able to put the money we save living

here into the things we’ve always wanted,
a seal coat for Lydia, the original Tou-
louse-Lautrec sketch that hangs over our
bed, my new Packard convertible, and our
acreage and old hunting lodge in Michi-
gan.”
The neighborhood attitude toward Chuck

and Lydia is the same as it was in the old
days. The grocer still tells Lydia about his
“specials.” The attendants at the next-door
playground greet Chuck with “Hi, got a
minute to referee the game?”
Only one thing has changed. The neigh-

borhood kids now stop and watch when
Chuck goes by. And sometimes one or two
of them, friends from school in tow, will
knock on the Hestons’ door.

“Ain’t you the actor in that circus
movie?” they’ll ask.

And when Chuck nods in agreement,
they’ll nudge their skeptical companions
and boast, “See, we told you!” The End

And Cashmere Bouquet is proved extra mild . leaves

your skin softer, fresher, younger looking!

Now Cashmere Bouquet Soap—with the lingering, irresistible

“fragrance men love”— is proved by test to be extra mild

too! Yes, so amazingly mild that its gentle lather

is ideal for all types of skin—dry, oily, or normal! And
daily cleansing with Cashmere Bouquet helps bring

out the flower-fresh softness, the delicate smoothness,

the exciting loveliness you long for! Use
Cashmere Bouquet Soap regularly . . . for the

finest complexion care . . . for a fragrant

invitation to romance!

Now at lowest price!

Cashmere
Bouquet
Soap

.Adorns your skin loith the

fragrance men louel

texionComp
.Bath Sixes
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or your money back!

See for yourself if Noxzema’s Home

Beauty Routine doesn’t help your skin

look smoother, lovelier!

This easy routine was developed by a

skin doctor. In actual clinical tests, it

helped 4 out of 5 women with problem

skin to have lovelier-looking complexions.

Surveys show that women all over the

United States are switching to this sensi-

ble care. Hundreds report they’re de-

lighted with the way Noxzema helps heal

externally-caused blemishes and helps

skin look fresher, lovelier.

See if it doesn't help you.No mat-
ter how many other creams you
have used, try Noxzema. Remem-
ber, it is a medicated formula.

That’s ONE secret of its amazing
effectiveness.

If you have a skin problem and long for a

complexion that wins compliments— try

Noxzema’s Beauty Routine for 10 days!

Noxzema works or money hack!

If not delighted with results, just return

jar to Noxzema, Baltimore. Your money

back! Get Noxzema Skin Cream today—

at any drug or cosmetic counter, 40f ,
G0^

and $1.00 plus tax.

Blemishes* : “I always

use Noxzema under my
make-up and I'm delighted

with the way it helps heal

blemishes*,” says Paulette

Hendrix of Savannah, Ga.

“Creainwash”: “My skin

looks smoother since I

‘creainwash’ regularly with

Noxzema,” says Phyllis

Riggs of Brooklyn. “I rec-

ommend it to my friends.”

Want to look loxelier?

Try this simple Beauty Routine!

Morning: 1. Apply Noxzema lib-

erally to face and neck. Then with

a cloth wrung out in warm water

wash your face w ith Noxzema in-

a stead of using soap. See how fresh

\ your skin looks when you “cream-

I

I
wash” with Noxzema! 2. Apply

Noxzema as a powder base.

Evening: 3. “Creamwash” again.

See how make-up and dirt disap-

pear! 4. Now apply Noxzema as

night cream to help skin look soft-

er, smoother. Pat a bit extra over

any blemishes* to help heal them.
* externally-caused

NOXZEMA

Terror on Route 99

( Continued from page 48)
time at all we were well on our way, on
the open highway, approaching the long
low hills and dips, going about fifty. I

noticed my gas gauge was approaching
the quarter mark. I decided to slow down
and fill the tank. I put my foot down on
the brake slowly— There were no brakes!

If you’ve ever had the experience,
you know what panic this can cause
you! I put my foot all the way down,
but the car leaped away faster on the
long downgrade. The water in the pud-
dles had made the brakes useless.

I tried pumping the brake pedal, but it

did no good. Now, although I had stopped
feeding any gas, we were almost flying,

even on the short stretch of straight road
that led to another dip. I prayed there
would be no curves ahead.
We sped through a ten-house town and

ironically the sign, “Slow—Save a Life

—

Yours” whizzed by. I winced. A tired old
chugging truck loomed ahead of me. I

shot around it. The driver’s scolding horn
faded fast as we leaped through the
desert scenery.

I knew it was senseless to try the emer-
gency brake. It wouldn’t hold. I had been
meaning to fix it for a long time. Only
the day before, starting for my garage, I

had decided to go shopping instead.
I had read there was an answer to just

such a situation—you push the gears into

reverse. I pulled at the gears but at that

speed they wouldn’t budge. The car was
now careening. I could tell that Sheila,

too, was frightened.
The speedometer now read “70” and we

were picking up speed. The children were
being bounced around on the back seat
like bits of popping popcorn. Cars coming
up the long grade whizzed by us, as if

they were the speeding offenders.

Then, as if a prayer had been answered,
I could see ahead, a long rise up a hill.

But would it be long enough and steep
enough to slow me down?
The car started to climb, not losing

speed. We were fast approaching the
peak. Then we slowed, almost imper-
ceptibly, and the careening stopped.

I knew if I could just slow up a little

more when we hit the top I could
drive off the side of the road into the soft

sand, where the car would automatically
be halted. A white and yellow line sud-
denly appeared in the middle of the road

—

no passing, it signified.

“No passing,” I said to myself. “What
do I do if a car gets in front of me? Vault
over it?”

Slowly the speedometer needle sagged.
Just as we hit the summit, with only a

glance at the long steep decline ahead
which would be treacherous and probably
fatal, I swerved.
The car ground into the sand, throwing

a spray of dust, but it held the ground,
slowed up and stopped. We were safe!

The kids loved it, they were shrieking
for joy. But Sheila and I just sat there
while I mopped my brow.
We bundled the kids out of the car and

walked slowly to a near-by garage and
cafe called “Summit House.” There we
arranged for a man to look at the car.

We all marched to the counter for sodas.

While we sipped the drinks, I told the

owner about our near accident.

“Brother,” I said, “it’s lucky I took the
short cut to the Springs. If it wasn’t for

that good old hill, we never could have
stopped.”
The man scratched his head. “Why,” he

said, “young fella, you’re not on the short

cut. You must have taken the wrong road.

The cut-off has no long climb like this.

No, sir.” The Ent



photoplay sneak previews

Two years before this Technicolor

movie went into production, Walt Dis-

ney and his staff began a study of

12th Century ballads and folk stories.

Out of these songs and stories a new
and exciting version of “Robin Hood”
was born, with Robin revealed, not as

an outlaw but as a rebel against the

tyrannies of his time.

This movie, filmed in England’s

Sherwood Forest, has an all-English

cast, headed by Richard Todd, known
to Americans for his “Hasty Heart,”

“Stage Fright” and “Lightning Strikes

Twice,” and Joan Rice, fiery young
newcomer, in her first starring role.

“The Story of Robin Hood” is a

forerunner of the many live pictures

Walt Disney plans to make—at least

one a year, in addition to his full-

length and short cartoon features.

Maid Marian (Joan Rice) and Robin Hood
(Richard Todd) have been sweethearts

since childhood. Robin, outlawed because

of his loyalty to the absent King of Eng-

land, hides in Sherwood Forest from Prince

John, who plots to usurp the throne

Robin avenges the murder of his father.

And the bowmen hired by the Sheriff of

Nottingham learn to fear him and his men

Maid Marian meets Robin Hood, Friar Tuck (James Hayter) and the hand to tell them

ransom is needed to free the King from a German prison. They succeed in raising the

money. Freed, King Richard (Patrick Barr) knights Robin, who marries Maid Marian

P
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According to Gene Nel-

son of “She’s Working
Her Way Through Col-

lege,” eggs are strictly

for the birds! Poached
eggs, especially. Gene
plain doesn’t like them.

Neither does his son,

Christopher. Which
worries Gene’s wife,

Miriam, who believes

growing boys should

have an egg a day.

Every morning she’d coax Chris to eat his egg, tel]

him that his idol, Hopalong Cassidy, never started a

day without having one. But Chris, unimpressed . . .

. . . went right on pushing away his plate. Finally, Miriam in-

sisted Gene must do something about it. For Chris adores his

father. If Gene ate an egg, Miriam was convinced, Chris . . .

. . . would too! Gene finally agreed to make the supreme sacri-

fice. The next morning, groaning inwardly as Miriam served

breakfast, Gene exclaimed brightly, “My, my! Poached eggs! . .

.

. . . Son, let’s see who can finish them first.” Forcing a smile,

he popped a forkful into his mouth. Chris just sat and looked

at him. “Hey,” said Gene. “These eggs are good—I love them!”

"Do you really?” asked his son. “You bet I do!” answered Gene.

“Okay, Dad!” said Christopher. And, piling his fork high with

egg, he reached over and thrust it—into Gene’s open mouth

!
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For Elinor Warren, 1952 is a year of dreams come true

Elinor Warren— Her complexion is a

delightful rose-and-white. "I couldn’t

do without Pond’s Cold Cream for

cleansing,” she says, "and it makes

my skin feel so so/i.”

The prettier you look—

\

lire happier you are — says

ssiitr

Elinor Warren has light golden hair and •

sparkling hazel eyes. Her skin is exquisite, so

very soft and smooth. It would be any girl’s

dream complexion. Elinor’s lace speaks out to

you the minute you see her—shows you the gay,

unaffected charming girl that is her Inner Sell.

Elinor's ring

In February—her debut as a singer. In June—her wedding to

John Troy Small of Washington, D. C. They will be married

in the lovely Congregational Church in New Canaan,

Connecticut. There will be four bridesmaids, a maid of honor

—

and Elinor, a happy and entrancing bride.

Isn’t it wonderful—the way you have

the nicest feeling of confidence when you

know you look your very loveliest.

Elinor feels a fresh, soft complexion is

one of every girl’s beauty "musts.” For

her delicately lovely skin, she uses Pond’s

Cold Cream. "I can’t imagine a nicer cream

than Pond’s Cold Cream,” she says. "It

leaves my skin feeling just wonderful, so

fresh and smooth.”

Your skin can give you an extra touch of

loveliness when you help it with this

special Pond’s cream care.

Every night, and for day cleansings, too,

cream your face with Pond’s Cold Cream,

as Elinor does. This is the way:

Hot Stimulation— a good hot water splashing.

Cream Cleanse—swirl light, fluffy Pond’s Cold
Cream over face, throat to soften dirt and make-
up, sweep them from pore openings. Tissue off.

Cream Rinse—more Pond s Cold Cream now. to

rinse off last traces of dirt, leave skin immac-
ulate. Tissue off

—

lightly.

Cold Stimulation—a tonic cold water splash.

Now—can’t you see how fresh and lovely

your skin looks? And doesn’t it feel soft,

wonderfully clean?

IT’S NOT VANITY to want to show your prettiest face. When
you know you look your very nicest, you gain a bright new
confidence that attracts friends to you on sight.



Elsa

Maxwell’s

Etiquette

Book
Elsa Maxwell, the famous
hostess to world celeb-
rities, is being showered
with praise by Holly-
wood stars for her splen-
did etiquette book. In
Hollywood they are call-

ing it the most useful
and entertaining book on

El,a Maxwell tbe subject e
y
er Written '

Once you get your copy
of this remarkable book you, too, will join

the stars of Hollywood in your praise of

this fascinating guide to good manners.

A Social Education

Elsa Maxwell’s new book is different from
the usual dry-as-dust etiquette volume.

It’s gay! It’s up-to-date! It’s just chock-
full of the type of information that you
can put to immediate use. It brings you a

thorough social education that will enable

you to live a richer, happier life.

Here are the answers to all your every-
day etiquette problems. By following the

advice contained in this book you know
exactly how to conduct yourself on every
occasion. Here you find important sug-
gestions on good manners in restaurants
— in church— in the theatre— on the

street—and when you travel.

Engagements and Weddings
In this book Elsa Maxwell covers every
phase of engagements and weddings. The
bride-to-be, as well as the father of the

bride, will find the exact information they
want in the fresh approach of this book.
Here is everything you need to know
about invitations, announcements, the
wedding dress, the attendants, the recep-
tion, etc. The bride who follows the sug-
gestions contained in this up-to-date book
need have no wedding fears. She will be
radiant in the knowledge
that her wedding is correct
in every detail.

You owe it to yourself to

have the information con-
tained in Elsa Maxwell’s
Etiquette Book. Order your
copy TODAY.

Paper-bound . . . .$1.00

Cloth-bound $2.50

r -
I BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. WG-652
I 205 E. 42nd St., New York 17. N. Y. •

Send me postpaid a copy of ELSA MAX- !

• WELL'S ETIQUETTE BOOK in the edition !

• checked below. I enclose $
Cloth-bound Edition $2.50

I Paper-bound Edition $1.00
I
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Why They Are the

( Continued from page 39)
Sinatras all the time. But you hear other
stories about them, too, if you listen.

Take, for instance, the other evening
when the Sinatras were entertaining
friends at their house down at the beach.
Someone asked Frank to play his record-
ing of “I Am Loved.” While the record
was playing, Ava, looking over at him, all

but melted. And when it was finished she
said, “My boy isn’t kidding.”

It’s only when you have both sides of the
Sinatra story that you know what really

goes on. Listen only to the stories of their

battles and you well might think their

marriage was on the rocks. It isn’t, even
though the going may continue to be rough
for a time.

Ava and Frankie always have fought.
During their tempestuous romance they
had hot and heavy arguments in Holly-
wood and in New York and, when they
were separated, over the long-distance
telephone. It was because of a big fight a
few days before their wedding that the
time and place of the ceremony was
changed and they nearly didn’t get married.

In the beginning, jealousy was Frank’s
problem. Now it is Ava’s. When the
“green-eyed monster” takes hold of her she
doesn’t stop to think—can’t think, probably
—just blows up, which is curious. Jealous
people, of course, are possessive and pos-
sessiveness is a quality Ava detests in other
women.

A
SHORT time before she and Frankie
were married, she arrived alone at a big

Hollywood party. Frank was in New York,
with many problems still to be worked out
before he could be free. And she was taking
plenty of criticism because of her romance
with him. This night she was exceedingly
moody. The room was crowded with big

stars, producers and agents. All were
laughing, having fun—all but Ava. She
went into a corner and curled up in a

large chair, almost melting into it, the way
a kitten does. A couple of friends joined

her and she began talking about her life.

She spoke in a low, relaxed voice, practi-

cally thinking out loud.

“I have everything,” she said, “except
the things I want most—Frank and a home
and kids. And, in a sense, these are the

same things I wanted before I ever came
to Hollywood, before I ever knew there

was anything else to want!”
She sat quietly for a while, smoking a

cigarette and running her hand through
her hair as she observed the party pro-

ceedings. She watched a great dramatic
actress, the center of a gay group, who had
married and divorced two famous actors.

Her eyes narrowed. “I hate those girls,”

she said, “for what they do to their men.
They’re so possessive they practically take

away a man’s manhood. They rob men of

independence, push them around until they
destroy them. Then they kick them out.”

And now, of course, Ava is being overly

possessive herself.

Frank’s friends insist he gives Ava no
cause whatever for her attitude, that he’s

devoted to her and most attentive—lighting

her cigarettes, coming home with surprise

gifts, always noticing how she looks and
most concerned as to her welfare.

Not that Frank doesn’t have a temper at

times. His former battles with the press,

for instance, are well known. But since

his marriage he’s really tried to keep his

dander down. His outlook has changed
really, he’s more reserved, almost passive

at times—and so most concerned over all

the public explosions.

Some of the Sinatra troubles undoubt-
edly can be chalked up against that “old

Hollywood debil”—careers. Since their

Elja Maxwell

Battling Sinatras

marriage Ava is supposed to have advised
Frank about his professional life. And he
doesn’t always agree with her opinions.
Lately, too, Frank has faced certain career
problems. Among other things, in April
his TV show was cancelled. He’s never
been the most emotionally stable person in

the world and often before his actions have
been erratic where his career has been
concerned, with him being extremely
touchy and quick to fly off the handle or
sulk, when things weren’t going well.

Ava’s career currently, of course, is soar-
ing and that, no doubt, adds fuel to both
of the Sinatras’ temperamental fires.

There’s also another bone of contention:
Ava tends towards insomnia. Frank sleeps
like a rock. He is willing to say goodnight
at a reasonable hour—especially if he has
to work the next day. Ava blooms at night.

The curious thing about Ava and Frank
is that when everything is fine between
them, they couldn’t be happier. They spend
a lot of time at their Palm Springs home,
one of the show places of the desert resort.

Often they’re there without servants. Ava
cleans and cooks. Frank putters around,
hammering and fixing things. There are

two extra bedrooms for guests. But one of

these rooms they refer to as “the nursery.”
Ava insists she wants a baby more than
anything, says she understands children

because of her own sensitive childhood.
She would do anything, too, to be

friendly with Frank’s three youngsters.
Which brings us to one of their latest

wham-bams, when Nancy Sinatra was in

New York with Barbara Stanwyck and
Frank invited little Nancy to have dinner
with him and Ava. He fetched little Nancy
to the house and the dinner began on a gay
note. But a few minutes later, according
to rumor, there was an argument. Who
knows about what trivial thing? This time
it was Frank who stalked out of the house,
leaving Nancy and Ava to finish dinner
without him.
Their battles currently are very trying

on their friends, their careers and no doubt
on their marriage. But those closest to

them insist they’re truly in love and that

the marriage eventually will work out fine.

The End
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Far Superior... Far More Foolproof. ..for Every type of Hair !

Procter &. Gamble guarantees that

f 0 J

1

makes hair look.. feel.. behave so much like the loveliest

Dress from H. B. Wragge

- *V
lifBSi#®

E - *
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Here’s why, for your hair, or for childrens hair, is far superior

1. Lilt’s one Waving Lotion is far superior . . .

safer, surer for every type of hair . . . even for

children's hair! No other Home Permanent today

has such a foolproof Waving Lotion!

2. Only Lilt has such a superior Neutralizer ! It

gives as long-lasting a home wave as is possible

today. And Lilt leaves your hair softer, lovelier

!

'1 ne only foolproof way to neutralize is the sure

but easy method Lilt uses!

3. Only Lilt gives such assurance of no kinky,

frizzy look . . . and the Lilt method is so quick,

so easy, so sure!

4. Only a Lilt wave is so easy-to-matiage. A Lilt

requires less frequent setting than any other home

permanent wave! SjZ*'"
o? Guaranteed by
L Good Housekeeping ,

.pi/mnsm

Home Permanent
Procter & Gamble’s Cream -Oil Cold Wave

Refill,

only $1.25*

(Use any plastic curlers)

Complete Kit, $2.25*

•plus tax

Money-back Guarantee: Both
the Lilt Refill and Complete Kit

are guaranteed by Procter& Gamble
to give you the loveliest, softest,

easiest - to - manage Home Perma-
nent wave you’ve ever had — or
your money back!
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over 'extra advantages'

ofthis higher type

INTIMATE FEMININE

HYGIENE

Greaseless Suppository Assures

Hours of Continuous Action

Easy to Carry if Away from Home

Zonitors are one of the most satis-

factory methods ever developed for

woman’s personal hygiene (includ-

ing internal cleanliness) ,
which is

so necessary for her health, married
happiness and deodorizing purposes.

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless

vaginal suppositories which possess
the same powerful germ-killing and
deodorizing properties as world-fa-
mous zonite liquid. When inserted,
Zonitors instantly release this pow-
erful medication and keep right on
doing so for hours. What a wonder-

ful advantage! Zonitors are
~ positively non - poisonous,

non-irritating. Safe to the
most delicate membranes.

Zonitors completely de-
odorize and help guard
against infection. They’re
so powerfully effective, they
instantly kill every germ
they touch. It’s not always
possible to contact all the
germs in the tract, but you
can rely on Zonitors to kill

Each in every reachable germ. En-
separate joy Zonitors many ‘extra’

glass vial advantages!

Send coupon for new book revealing all

about these intimate physical facts.
Zonitors, Dept. ZPP-62, 100 Park Ave-
nue, New York 17, N. Y *

Name.

Address.

Ci ty State.

•Offer good only in U. S. end Canada.

The Girl Who
( Continued from page 60)

sadresses are fighting over him while their

husbands are busy ambassadoring.
All of which leads me to believe the Aly

should marry a woman of the world. He
needs a wife with enough humor and
sophistication to take his charm or his

faults—whichever you will—in her stride,

while she enjoys her position as his

princess and all its perauisffes.

Rita never was and never will be such
a woman. I used to watch her at the lavish

dinner parties the Aly gave and, more than
once, I thought she looked scared, as if she
did not know where to turn or what to do.

She knew nothing of statecraft. And polit-

ical talk didn’t register with her.

Often she would not speak at all to the

gentlemen on either side of her. I think this

disturbed the Aga Khan, worldly wise and
most cultivated. He likes beautiful women,
just as Aly does. But he also likes brilliant

women. Rita is very sweet and very beau-
tiful, but she is not brilliant. To do her
credit she never pretended to be.

For a long time before Rita went to India

she had, I think, been homesick for Cali-

fornia and the studios. But it was her ex-
perience in India, I’m sure, that finally

caused her to pack her bags and sail with
Rebecca and Yasmin—to Aly’s surprise. I

believe the thought of Aly one day becom-
ing the Aga Khan, whereupon she would
be the Begum, filled her with horror.

S
HE’S far happier with studio grips and
electricians hollering, “Hi, Rita!” when

she comes into the studio in the morning
than she ever was with thousands of Mos-
lems prostrating themselves before her. She
married Aly, as I said at the time, not from
ambition but from love. He is still all she
thought him when she walked out on a

picture, went on suspension, deserted home
and friends and took up her life in a for-

eign land. But he also is other things

which make it pretty certain he never will

be a stay-at-home husband.
Aly, I know, still writes to Rita. And al-

ways he wants to know not only about
his Yasmin, but also about Rita’s elder

daughter by Orson Welles—Rebecca. And
faithfully on birthdays, at Christmas, and
in between times carefully chosen gifts for

the children arrive from him.
Towards Aly, Rita exhibits no bitterness.

“He is Yasmin’s father,” she replies to

those who criticize him, just as she has
always said to those who criticized Orson,
“He is Rebecca’s father.” Also, she takes
frequent pictures of both the little girls

to enclose in her letters to Aly.

If Rita is bitter towards anyone it is, I

think, towards herself for allowing all of

this to have come to pass. She knows now
what she did not know before she married
Prince Aly, that it is one thing to be a
famous and beautiful movie star and an-
other thing to be a Moslem princess and to

preside over a Mediterranean villa that is

a crossroads for Moslem political leaders
and British bigwigs, with twelve guest
rooms constantly full of guests and fre-
quently sixty guests at dinner. To Aly all

of this is perfectly normal, something he’s

known since infancy and will continue to

know until the day he dies.

It never was normal to Rita. She may
have lived in a goldfish bowl most of her
life but always she has been able to go
home, close her door and take off her shoes.

wear a V.F.W

Came Back

As Princess Margarita this was impossible.
Also, much as she enjoys dancing and par-
ties, she was not up to them seven days a
week, all year ’round. Moreover, genuinely
shy, she has been guided all of her life by
somebody—her father; her first husband,
Edward Judson, who was thirty years her
senior and who acted as her manager; and
then Orson Welles, her second husband, a
magnificent extrovert who was only too
happy to take the center of the stage and
let her tag along. All her life actually
there’s been somebody in the background
saying, “Do this, do that, smile, sit down,
don’t cross your legs, smile . .

.”

C
ERTAINLY today Rita gives every evi-
dence of being much happier than she

was when she returned to America, fright-

ened and confused. Or, for that matter,
much happier than she was for a long time
prior to her return. It’s been good for her
to be at work in the studios. They are her
world. She knows what is expected of her
in this world. And that she can deliver
what is expected. She works like a demon
when she works. Dramatic scenes find her
nervous, unwilling to have outsiders on the

set. But when she is dancing, the whole of

Hollywood could be there and she would
not care. She’s still Rita, not Miss Hay-
worth, to every propman and grip on the
Columbia lot and 99 per cent of them she
knows by their first names. Also, as be-
fore, she is glamorous only when on dis-
play. At other times she wears levis and
moccasins, covers her hair with a bandana,
and ties her shirt-tail in front. She likes

to sit with her feet up, to be comfortable.
Often, late in the evening, she will call

up the George Laits—George is an adver-
tising and publicity executive at the studios.

“What are you doing?” she’ll ask. “Eating
hamburgers,” they’ll say, likely as not.

“Well, make me one . . And, within a
few minutes, as long as it takes her to

drive over, she’ll be sitting with them in

the kitchen, yaking . . .

She has rented a house high up in
Beverly Hills with a swimming pool
lying below a little woods. When she’s not
working she sleeps late. By the time she
has had her breakfast the kids have had
their nap and all afternoon they play to-

gether. They swim and they climb up and
down their hillside singing in French.
Yasmin, going on three, is as lively as a
bouncing ball. She spoke only French when
they came to Hollywood but now, with
Rebecca’s help, she is beginning to under-
stand English. Someone says, “Hurry” and
Rebecca translates, “Vite, vite . .

The studio executives, in order to com-
pensate for Rita’s more than three years’
absence from the screen, want her to have
at least two pictures in quick succession.
“Affair in Trinidad” was filmed in black
and white so it could go into release late

this summer, without stay or delay. “Sa-
lome” will be a more pretentious produc-
tion in Technicolor.
The studio executives are very happy

indeed that Rita, an unpredictable red-
head if there ever was one, has come home.
So are the Hollywood gentlemen—even
those who have only an occasional date
with her. There’s something about her,

with her bright tumbling hair, her vivid
laughing face and her figure, so unforget-
table on the dance floor, that makes life a
little more exciting.

The End

buddy poppy memorial day
m
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STAR CANDIDS

1 They're in Love with Love

(Continued from page 44)

They’re all looking, oh, how they are look-

ing, for LOVE.
The men too. Clark Gable was never

going to marry again. He wishes he hadn’t!

Robert Taylor went to Europe hoping that

his marriage to Barbara Stanwyck could
be re-knit—until he tangled with Ludmilla
Tcherina. Errol Flynn’s heart is a much
trampled battlefield. Scott Brady is ready
to swoon at sight of a new pretty face.

Even Gregory Bautzer, lawyer par ex-
cellence, and adorer of those lovely, lonely
ladies, Jane Wyman, Joan Crawford,
Ginger Rogers, etc., etc., even Greg’s cor-

rugated heart is a naive instrument in the
great Hollywood passion play titled “Fall-

ing in Love with Love.”
Let’s get down to cases:

When Lana Turner told me at her wed-
ding reception with Bob Topping, “This
marriage is forever,” I almost believed
her, although she had made the same
statement with slight variations when she
was in love with Turhan Bey, Tyrone
Power, Steve Crane, Artie Shaw, Greg
Bautzer, etc. I guess I was fooled by the
hams with their gelatin “I Love You’s” at

the wedding reception. The marriage
proved as wobbly as the gelatin. Because
Lana never was in love with Bob. She
couldn’t have been. It was too quick after

her Great Love for Tyrone. Lana was in

love with a dream, a fifteen-year-old girl’s

dream of a knight in shining armor who
would rescue her from her unloved state

and carry her off into the blue yonder, to

live happily ever afterwards. That’s the
way it happens in Lana’s movies. In real

life, love is a delicate plant that to thrive
must be nourished with understanding,
patience and more understanding and more
patience. You don’t stop when the lights

go up.

I
’VE never believed in the seriousness of
Lana’s romance with Fernando Lamas.

Heaven knows he’s handsome enough to

fit any girl’s adolescent dreams. And Lana
might marry him. But Lamas came as
close on the heels of Topping as Topping
came on the heels of Ty. He served as a
straw to clutch in Lana’s hot little hands
when she was going down again for the

“It’s kids like these you help,” says Glenn

Ford, one of many Hollywood stars aiding

in United Cerebral Palsy Drive for five

million dollars needed for palsy sufferers

MARILYN MONROE

DALE ROBERTSON

MARIO LANZA

hot out

of

the camera
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NAME

STREET

CITY ZONE . . . STATE

1 . Lana Turner

2. Betty Grable
3. Ava Gardner
4. Clark Gable
5. Alan Ladd
6. Tyrone Power
7. Gregory Peck

8. Rita Hayworth
9. Esther Williams

1 1 . Elizabeth Taylor

1 4. Cornel Wilde
1 5. Frank Sinatra

1 7. Van Johnson
1 8. Rory Calhoun
1 9. Peter Lawford
20. Howard Duff

21 . Bob Mitchum
22. Burt Lancaster

23. Bing Crosby
24. Shirley Temple
26. June Haver
27. June Allyson

29. Ronald Reagan
30. Dana Andrews
3 1 . Glenn Ford

45. Bob Ryan
46. Kathryn Grayson
48. Gene Kelly

50. Diana Lynn

51 . Doris Day
52. Montgomery Clift

53. Richard Widmark
54. Mona Freeman
55. Wanda Hendrix

56. Perry Como
57. Bill Holden
59. John Garfield

60. Bill Williams

61 . Barbara Hale
63. Barbara Lawrence

64. Lon McCallister

65. Jane Powell

66. Gordon MacRae
67. Ann Blyth

68. Jeanne Crain

69. Jane Russell

70. John Agar
71 . John Lund

73. Bob Stack

74. John Wayne
75. Yvonne de Carlo

76. Richard Conte
78. Audie Murphy
79. Dan Dailey

82. Larry Parks

83. Macdonald Carey
84. Janet Leigh

85. Wendell Corey
86. Farley Granger
87. Louis Jourdan
88. Tony Martin

90. Cary Grant
91 . John Derek
92. Guy Madison
93. Ricardo Montalban
94. Mario Lanza
95. Joan Evans

97. Kirk Douglas
98. Gail Russell

1 01 . Keefe Brasselle

1 02. Dick Contino

1 03. Scott Brady
1 04. Bill Lawrence
1 05. Vic Damone
1 06. Shelley Winters

1 07. Richard Todd
1 08. Vera-Ellen

1 09. Dean Martin

1 1 0. Jerry Lewis

111. Howard Keel

I 1 2. Susan Hayward
113. Barbara Stanwyck
114. Hedy Lamarr
115. Betty Hutton

I I 6. Coleen Gray .

1 1 7. Terry Moore
1 1 8. Ruth Roman
1 1 9. Patricia Neal
1 20. Arlene Dahl

121. Tony Curtis

1 27. Piper Laurie

128. Debbie Reynolds

129. Penny Edwards
1 30. Carleton Carpenter

131. Jerome Cortland

1 32. Polly Bergen
1 33. Marshall Thompson
1 34. Gene Nelson

135. JefF Chandler
1 36. Rock Hudson
137. Stewart Granger
138. John Barrymore, Jr.

1 39. Debra Paget
140. Dale Robertson

141. Marilyn Monroe
1 42. Leslie Caron
1 43. Pier Angeli

1 44. Mitzi Gaynor
145. Marlon Brando

COWBOY SPECIALS

2£ Dale Evans

33. Gene Autry

34. Roy Rogers

35. Sunset Carson
36. Monte Hale
37. Hopalong Cassidy
38. Bill Elliott

39. Johnny Mack Brown
40. Al “Lash” LaRue
41 . Jimmy Wakely
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love count. A straw is not the best ma-
terial on which to build abiding love.

Shelley Winters on the romance prowl
always has been a fascinating sight. She
sets her love sights with the same go-
getting-ness that she does for a role in a
picture, and directors tell me it is easier to

give Shelley the role in the first place. I

believe Shelley was in love with Farley
Granger. She made enough statements
about the boy to convince even me. But
even when she was saying she loved him
most, she kept a weather eye open for

new prospects. The trip to Europe was to

have been a honeymoon with Farley. When
there was no wedding, Shelley was a cinch
to fall breathlessly into the arms of the
first interesting man who said, “Will you
marry me?”

E
LIZABETH TAYLOR has been fed a
steady diet of masculine admiration

since she was fourteen, when she began to

curve into womanhood. Now it’s a habit, a
craving that isn’t as health-wrecking as
other habits, but which can be just as de-
structive.

What shall it profit Elizabeth if she
gain all the adulation in the world, if she
loses her chance for permanent love? She
was so in love, she said, with Glenn Davis,
so heartbroken when he was sent to the
Orient. So in love again with Bill Pauley.
And it was the real thing with Nicky Hil-
ton. She would have married Stanley
Donen if they had been free in time. Next
came Michael Wilding, now her second
husband. The human heart isn’t capable of

so many gyrations. So you have to use an
artificial pump to keep spinning. Comes
the final spin, and what do you have?
Elizabeth is too innately nice to be left

with a trunkful of tired memories.
Bette Davis tailors her love to fit the

guy she wants to marry. Bette has to be
married. She was one jump ahead of a

collapse and one small step without a hus-
band when Gary Merrill walked into her
life via their picture, “All About Eve.”
For as long as this marriage lasts, Bette
won’t look elsewhere. She’s a one-man
woman, but she has to have one man.
Betty Hutton says she’s an impossible

person to be married to when she is work-
ing, which is most of the time. But Betty
is much more impossible without a mate.
This tense, emotional dynamo explodes
into the deepest depression when her life

is minus an adoring male. She used to

want to marry them all—from her first

Hollywood fiance Perc Westmore, right

down the line to Norman Krasna. But with
two small daughters, Betty wouldn’t rush
into matrimony until she was convinced
the guy would also be a good father.

So evidently Charles O’Curran, Betty’s
new husband, was able to convince her on
this score.

Hedy Lamarr doesn’t look for a man,
she looks for a husband. And the tragedy
of her romantic life to date is that after
she gets the husband, she doesn’t like
him as a man. Hedy’s non-stop dissatis-
faction with life makes me hope my
daughter will not be as beautiful. It’s too
blatantly true that beauty and the worship
of men doesn’t spell happiness for a
woman. It’s thrilling, of course, to be
admired, but that’s how it seems to end,
just a thrill that weakens with every new
dilution.

Ann Miller says she does not want to
marry again. I don’t believe her—in spite

of her unhappy marriage with Reese
Milner. There isn’t a premiere, a night-
club opening, a private party where I

don’t see Ann with one of her males

—

to name a few of them: Connie Hilton,
Dan Dailey, Bill O’Connor and Charles
Isaacs. And I’ve heard her swoon for each
one at different times. It was the same
when she dated Ernie Byfield. Her theme
song, then as now, “He’s wonderful, he’s

wonderful.” Ann’s pretty wonderful her-
self, and I hope the right man finds her
before Ann loses her zest for falling in

love.

Joan Evans is on the sunny side of

eighteen. She is second only to Ann Miller
in the number of functions she attends
with the town’s attractive eligibles: Carle-
ton Carpenter, Chris Randall, Bob Arthur
and Lee Kirby, with whom some say she’s

really and truly in love—at least as of now.
Ingrid Bergman fell in love with Ros-

sellini before she met him. She saw one
of his pictures and penned him the famous
“T’amo” note. If Mr. Joe Doakes had
directed “Open City,” or “Paisan,” Ingrid
could very well be signing her name Mrs.
Joe Doakes. Ingrid has always been in

love with love—the man, whether actor,

director or writer, is merely an accessory
to the fact.

When Joan Crawford is in love, lights

go on. There is a fierce intensity under-
neath the surface light camaraderie in all

of Joan’s romances. Also terrific posses-
siveness. But there has been only one
man—I don’t mean Mr. Bautzer—who has
measured up in every department of Joan’s

dream of the Ideal Man.
Nowadays, Joan isn’t quite so determined

to be in love. Her children are growing up.

Christopher and Christine are a pair of

charming escorts. She is busy. She’s still

a little lonely, but something new has
been added to Joan’s personality—a sense

of humor, especially in regard to men.
Recently, when Bautzer, his neck in an iron

HELPpolice find the fugitive

criminal named and described on the “True
Detective Mysteries” radio program every

Sunday afternoon.

$
1,000.00 REWARD

. . . is offered for information leading to

the arrest of any one of these criminals.

Hear the details about this $1,000.00 reward
on “True Detective Mysteries”.

TRUE DETECTIVE MYSTERIES
Every Sunday Afternoon on 527 Mutual Stations
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brace, danced with Jane Wyman at Mo-
cambo, Joan turned to her escort, the al-

ways reliable Cesar Romero, and laughed.
At one time she would have left the night
club in a huff and puff. This time she even
managed a peck on Greg’s cheek when he
passed on the way out. Believe you me,
this is the new Crawford. And I’m root-
ing for her. What for? To fall in love again,
of course.
Ava Gardner’s love dreams have too

often turned into nightmares. Whether
Frank Sinatra can stem the tide started by
Mickey Rooney and Artie Shaw, only time
and tide can tell. Ava has repeatedly told
me that she wants a man who will make a
real home for her, and give her children
to fill it. But what Ava says and what
Ava wants aren’t always one and the
same thing.

I believe she wants children. All normal
women do. But I’m not sold on the quiet
family life. It’s like Howard Duff used to
tell me—“Ava says, ‘Let’s go to the beach
today—do nothing—see no one.’ Halfway
there she says, ‘Let’s turn back, call on so
and so—do such and such.’ She’s terribly
restless, doesn’t seem to know what she
wants.”

Well, Ava wanted Frankie, and got him
in the face of a million-to-one odds. Frank-
ie isn’t famous for staying put in a place
long enough to warm the back of his jacket.
But if he can generate enough excite-
ment to hold Ava’s interest, she might be
willing to stop falling in love with love and
settle instead for a dream in Sinatra
clothing.

Errol Flynn talks so tough, but he’s a
sissy in the heart department. I never
saw a guy so determined to marry again
as Errol after Nora gave him the old
heave-ho.
The first pretty girl he laid eyes on in

Europe, Princess Irene Ghika, he proposed
to. Even brought her to Hollywood. The
next pretty girl he saw, Pat Wymore, he
married. She looks very much like Nora,
but is nothing like first wife Lili Damita
in temperament or looks. How long she
can hold him, I wouldn’t guess, but she’s

doing all right, giving him his head, not
rushing into the divorce court when he
leaves town, or when she hears he has
been seen with another girl. “I’m the
only woman who understands him,” Pat
says with all the assurance of her twenty-
four years. Maybe she does.
The candlelight shone softly on the

When Ethel Barrymore was asked what
she thought motion pictures needed
most today, her reply was: “Faith in

the people, not popcorn.”

blonde head of Lady Sylvia Ashley Fair-
banks Stanley, and for Clark Gable it

seemed as though Carole Lombard were
alive again. Clark fell in love with a
memory. Sylvia was never Carole. But
which of us hasn’t stared across a crowded
room or a dinner table, stirred by a sudden
memory revived in a new or even a fa-

miliar face?
Clark says he is through with love. I

doubt it. He’ll get lonely again, he’ll want
a companion again. And he will fall in

love again—this time, I hope, with his

eyesight unimpaired.
And if he uses my eyeglasses, he

will see Virginia Grey, his long-time

pal who lives close by in Encino.
Scott Brady was the raw, crew-cut

awkward younger brother of Lawrence
Tierney when Larry first introduced him
to me at Lucey’s restaurant four or five

years ago. Ever since, he’s been proving
that he has what it takes for stardom

—

and with the ladies. He averages a different

girl every month. Elaine Stewart this

month—Suzan Ball last. But I believe he’d
forget ’em all if Dorothy Malone would
stop playing hide and seek in Texas and
come back to marry him.
Robert Taylor has been married or in

love ever since I’ve known him. He was
engaged to Irene Hervey (now Mrs. Allan
Jones) when I came to Hollywood. Bob
needs the companionship of a woman less

than most men I know. I’m amazed that

his marriage to Barbara Stanwyck lasted

as long as it did. They had nothing, not
even food, in common. Bob likes to eat and
to cook. Barbara doesn’t care for either.

He’s the outdoor type. She prefers the
great indoors. Now I hear Robert is ready
to try it again, with the incredibly beauti-
ful Russian dancer, Ludmilla Tcherina. If

you saw her in “Tales of Hoffman,” you’ll

know why Mr. Taylor can't get the gal

out of his mind.
There are several married men and

women who should be included in this

story of Hollywood Love; they are in and
out of it all the time. But it is more
charming to keep them anonymous. Briefly,

there’s that debonair, handsome older star

who makes a rendezvous with every young
actress on the lot. And that beautiful
blonde star actress who succumbs so easily

to the love patter of her directors—and
leading men. And—and I could go on, but
I might be too revealing. I guess this is a
good place to write

—

The End
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Memo to Marge
(Continued from page 43)

can t find home plate for that big throw.
Finally I sat down in the living room sur-
rounded by foreign pale blue walls. Then
across the way I spied those old floral
drapes we’d picked out together and I

was in familiar territory again.
It’s been six years since we were mar-

ried—the first time.
You wanted to be married in a long

white dress, and by candlelight—and on
you they both look good. I can still see
our friend’s home, the white fireplace
banked with flowers, with an angel on the
mantel and candelabra on either side.
But the picture far eclipsed the frame.
Later you told me you’d “cheated a little”
on the accepted traditional bridal attire.
Me, I had no complaints. You wore a
long white jersey gown that nobody but
one with your specifications—tall and
well-contained—should attempt. On your
hair was a gold coronet creation, “an
original,” you said. You had designed it.

And you looked every inch the bridal
queen. It was a sentimental ceremony,
attended as it was by only a small inti-
mate group—your mother and stepfather,
my mother and stepfather, our pal Sam,
the waiter from Musso Frank’s, who had
so often befriended us in lean days, and
a few other intimates. But it had its

lighter moment, too. The minister kept
referring to me as “Irma” (my real name
being Ira), and when he inquired, “Do
you, Irma, take this woman, Marjorie?”
I struggled to keep from breaking up.
And you were no help!

O
UR honeymoon took us a scant mile to a
motel on Ventura Boulevard. The bache-

lor apartment we’d rented in Hollywood
wasn’t yet ready for us. Apartments were
impossible to get, and we were very lucky,
the manager said, even as we slipped the
required $125 bonus under the table to
him. He had a warm spot in his heart
for ex-G. I.’s, he said, so we could have
it—-“Gotta take care of you boys, y’know.”
But we honeymooned in a motel—and in

the hospital. I’ll never forget how that old
injury of yours, intensified by all the
emotional strain, began kicking up and
how, when I finally persuaded you to go to

the doctor, he said, “It’s into the hospital

—

and an operation for you!”
Eventually we moved into our little

efficiency apartment and you were very

jt

in

.

efficient, fortunately. We had permission
to use a burner for coffee—but not for
heavier cooking. So we were constantly
wondering how to hide the garbage and
where. On formal occasions, when we
had dinner guests, we brought out the
bridge table. The bathroom doubled for
the kitchen. You washed the dishes in
the basin and utilized the top of an ad-
joining bathroom accessory for the drain-
ing board. The latter also served as a
base for our hot plate. We had heavy

i

plastic mats to set the hot plate on, but
one night when you were broiling chops
—and forgot them—the skillet burned
through the mat and right on through the <

base—chenille and all. We didn’t worry
|

too much.
We were very happy that first year.

So happy we felt impelled for sentimental
reasons to give a repeat performance. On
our first anniversary, we went out to the
City Hall in Glendale and got married by
a Justice of the Peace, all over again. The
ceremony was going along smoothly this
time, until the groom was requested to
produce the ring. I’d put both of them
in my coat pocket, and when I reached in
for them, your ring was stuck inside mine.
I couldn’t pull them apart. The J. P. kept
hovering over, “I now pronounce” and ad
libbing, “I’m sure you’ll be very happy”
and anything else appropriate that came
to mind, until I got the rings unhitched.
When Jamie was on the way, we de-

cided to use my G. I. loan and go into
partnership with the Bank of America on
a home.
We were driving around Burbank one

Sunday afternoon when we saw our house.
A small modified English cottage, a light

stucco with dark brown trim and a fire-

place. When we went back out with the
agent to look at it, I couldn’t, I remember,
wait to get rid of him—to sound you out.

I didn’t want to appear overanxious, I

was afraid I might influence you, and
maybe you weren’t as sold as I was. You
didn’t want to influence me, so you hid
your true feelings too. “Well—we’ll let

you know,” I told the agent—even though
mentally you were knocking out the
dining-room wall, and I was repainting the
living room.
We decided on comfortable modern

furniture, and we found just the fabric

for the drapes—a smart modern red-and-
green floral design on a warm beige back-

”1 missed all the fam-

ily occasions—like not

being around when
Dana spoke her first

word.” Jeff Chandler,

with daughters Jamie,

five, left, and Dana,

who is two- and -a- half
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ground—which complemented my new

dark green walls. I kept procrastinating

about painting the room we were fixing for

a nursery. This I’d promised you faith-

fully I would do. And I intended to,

always assuring you, “There’s plenty of

time.” Then suddenly one night, there was

no time at all. I had a part in
^
jnovie

called “The Invisible Wall,” a Sol Wurtzel

Production, and I’d just come in from

the studio. I was in the kitchen scrambling

some eggs and mushrooms for dinner,

when I heard you cry, “Come here-

QUICK!” I’ve often wondered what hap-

pened to those scrambled eggs.

Because I felt so badly about neglect-

ng to paint the nursery, I determined,

some way, to have it painted by the time

you came home from the hospital. It

wasn’t easy. I was working in the pictuie

every day, doing assorted radio programs,

'-'siting you, and painting the nursery at

night. I’d decided on a pretty shade ol

pink, and I papered one wall with playful

white baby lambs frolicking on a pink

’^^ckground. I thought it looked gieat

when, weary and red-eyed, I finished it

the eve of your homecoming. You were

hysterical with joy when you walked

into the nursery, and you started crying.

3y then I was a little hysterical myself.

When the nurse walked in, she took one

quick look at you and reprimanded me
severely. “What have you done to this

woman? You must not excite her! she

• Watch out for a half truth—you may be

hearing the wrong half.”

. . BARBARA HALE

said. Then she sniffed, and her registered

nose caught the aroma. “The baby can t

sleep in this room!” she said, horrified.

“Fresh paint!”

Soon afterwards, I got my own radio

show. “See, our baby’s brought us luck

we said. And Jamie apparently had. 1

signed for a good part in Sword m the

Desert” at Universal-International. When

they saw the “rushes,” the higher echelon

picked up my contract option—and we

were definitely “in” the movies.

When our family expanded again, we

had to sell our little house. I bought

another can of green paint, but the drapes

wouldn’t fit the window space of the

house we rented in North Hollywood—so

they were altered, but the comfort they

exuded did not change.

You found the lot for our future home.

I was on movie location at the time, and

when I returned we drove out to Sherman

Woods. We walked around, stepping off

the property and surveying it with all the

seriousness of those who suspect a hidden

streak of uranium. We paid 25 per cent

down on it and agreed to pay the remain-

der at one per cent a month. We visual-

ized then, as we do now, a spacious

rambling California-ranch-modern home,

with plenty of walking space, perhaps a

tennis court, and work-room for me.

Somewhere, our plans got misplaced. It’s

the irony of life that when you succeed in

one quarter, your whole foundation some-

times goes out from under you in another.

Success can be an influential factor in

any separation. When you’re very poor,

there’s no time to analyze and dream up

reasons why you aren’t ecstatically happy

all the time. It’s when you’re doing better

financially that you’re afforded this op-

portunity, also the leisure to criticize and

exaggerate the other’s seeming shortcom-

ings. My increasing moodiness didn’t

STOPPAIN INSTANTLY

COMBAT INFECTION

PROMOTE HEALING
WITH STAINLESS

USE IT FOR

PIMPLES
4
-ACNE

minor SKIN RASHES
Not only do pimples* heal faster, without leaving

ugly scars, but the same thing happens when

Campho-Phenique is used on fever blisters, cold

sores, gum boils. Wonderful too, for insect bites,

cuts and scratches, minor burns caused by book

matches, hot cooking utensils, hot water or steam.

Just apply Campho-Phenique next tune and see

how fast this pain-relieving antiseptic goes to work.

And it doesn’t stain the skin! Get a bottle today.

*Externally caused

Pheniqyg

I pain relieving
^ANTISEPTIC
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GREAT
HOTEL

crtif/a

Complete Resort!

Beautiful modern guest

rooms, suites and cottages

in a setting of 22 acres of

luxury and convenience.

Home of the world-famous

COCOANUT GROVE
Room Ratesfrom $8 single,

$11 double

•»

J

Chicago

3-6222ANdover

reservations, telephone

Hew York

MUrray Hill 8-01 10

> 1

'll™ ‘“fit itt UlWjtfti-

HmBRSSflDOR
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Hair
OFF Face
lips•••Arms ••• Legs

Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair... was
unloved . . .discouraged.Tried many things . . .even ra-
zors. Then I developed a simple, inexpensive method
that brought satisfactory results. Its regular use helps
thousands retain admiration, love, happiness. My
FREE book about Superfluous Hair explains method,
proves success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette,
P. O. Box 4040, Mdse. Mart, Dept. 607, Chicago, 111.

Thrilling New Massage Cream

Contains PC -11. Acts Instantly to

DRY UP SKIN
BLEMISHES

From Both Oily Skin and

External Causes!
Have you tried in vain to get
rid of oily, muddy look, pim-
ples, “Hickies,” other exter-
nally caused skin blemishes?
Well, you never had PC- 11

before! That’s POMPEIAN’S
name for Hexachlorophene. Wonderful discovery
of science helps dry up such skin blemishes!
PC-11 is now contained in new POMPEIAN
Massage Cream! Acts instantly to clean out dirt,

help you remove blackheads like magic! See how
it goes on face pink—rolls off muddy
GENEROUS TRIAL TUBE

—10 CENTS! Send name, address
and 10 cents for 5 massages to
POMPEIAN CORP., Dept. P6,
Baltimore 24, Md. (Offer good
only in U.S.) Or get Pompeian
Massage Cream at any drug store.m

help, neither did the way I’d clam up and
never tell you what was bothering me.
When we separated, there was no shortage
of lovely feminine companionship, and this

c§n be very inflating to the male ego. But
I found it was no substitute for the soli-

darity of marriage. Or for you. And I

missed family occasions. Like not being
around when Dana spoke her first word.

It was our daughter, Dana, bless her
little heart, who helped break the strain
of my homecoming, after we had decided
over the long-distance phone to reconcile.

You can’t do too much reconciling over a
telephone. And we were both strained
when I called you from the East, where
I’d been making personal appearances.
But even before leaving Hollywood, I’d

made up my mind that if you would allow
me—I w-as coming home.
You met me at the plane, all three of

you. It was a warm sunshiny afternoon,
but it wasn’t the sun that blinded me when
I came down the ramp and heard a baby’s
voice yelling, “Hi, Daddy!” You’d been
coaching her all the way to the airport,

I found out later, and you’d pointed her
father out among the other passengers.
Dana’s greeting eased that first tension,

and helped facilitate that wonderful feel-

ing of being part of a family again.

Wonderful is an inadequate word. There
really isn’t any word that tells the warm,
homey day-to-day story. Like going into

a family huddle concerning your new
chic short haircut. We’re alike in so many
ways. We think alike on politics, religion,

and literature. But when it comes to

extreme styles or hair-dos, you are more
conservative. Which figures, I suppose,
since you are the one who wears them.

“Let’s just see how you’d look with
your hair cut short,” I kept insisting. You
pointed out, with some logic, that once
we’d “seen,” it would be too late. How-
ever, finally you agreed, and made an
appointment at the salon. But you really

rationed the scissoring.

“How do you like it?” you asked expec-
tantly, when you got heme.
“What did you do, just get it set?” I

inquired, observing no change. You insis-

ted they’d cut it. The next week you let

them shorten it an inch more. You inched
it off so cautiously, it took you six weeks
to get your hair cut. Until, finally, I called

the shop and instructed, “Look, this is

going to break us. Sit Marge down—and
cut it off!” They did. And when you
came home you looked just as I’d pre-
dicted—like a long, low? whistle.

We both laugh more now. We’re closer

together than ever before. Wiser and
more understanding. We discuss things

we never used to be able to discuss. I

talk more, which helps immeasurably. You

can’t shut each other out. When you do-
it isn’t marriage.
What happened to all the feverish goals

I used to have—to beat the world at this
and that? My most fervent desire, now,
is to get those new headboards finished
for our bedroom. I just want to be with
you and Jamie and Dana, and for us to

enjoy life together—without rushing it.

And I want to build that new home on
our lot in the Valley.

Psychologists with academic know-how,
theorize that we remember only what we
want to remember and forget the painful
and the unpleasant. They may have a
point. Those seven months I was away
are blanking out completely. It’s begin-
ning to seem as if they’d never happened.
Not that it was too simple, at first. Catch-

ing up on a marriage isn’t. Perhaps because
you’re both trying a little too hard, being
too considerate, and too polite.

That is, until such domestic procedures
as building a window-seat bring you
down to familiar earth again. Fixing up
“our” house aided in the readjustment.We
shopped for rugs and furniture together.

I set up a workroom in the basement, and
we had the living room painted the cus-
tomary “Chandler green.” Then, one
morning, I embarked on the project of

upholstering the window-seat I’d built in

it with some of those old floral drapes.
I had my difficulties. But I don’t have

to tell you. You were standing over me
most of the time. You and the children
and a gentleman for whom ordinarily 1

entertain the highest regard—my father-
in-law. All of you kept kibitzing, offering

innumerable suggestions calculated to be
helpful—but which can confuse any crea-
tive craftsman.
“Daddy, what are you doin’?” our daugh-

ter, Jamie, wanted to know.
Daddy didn’t know what he was doing

—

and he would have preferred not to be
reminded of that painful fact.

“From my experience— your father

began, and he was experienced.
“Why don’t you just pull it together?”

you suggested.
“But foam rubber gives,” I pointed out,

with authority.

Now that the window-seat is finally

completed, the creative problems have
been dissipated. A chuckle remains—plus

a darned attractive and comfortable seat.

But tonight, while admiring it from a

distance, I was remembering when we
bought the drapes that made that cover. . . .

remembering, too, a couple of thousand
words about other experiences that have
concerned the two of us. Reflecting that

wherever we love is indeed home, and
what a lucky guy I am to be there.

The End

Watch your local theatre for RALPH STAUB’S screen snapshots of

“HOLLYWOOD NIGHT LIFE”

for an on-the-scene film of the famous

PHOTOPLAY

GOLD MEDAL AWARDS DINNER
featuring Doris Day Frank Sinatra William Holden

Ann Blyth Ruth Roman Bob Stack Richard Widmark
Tony Dexter John Hodiak Cecil B. DeMille and many others

A COLUMBIA SHORT SUBJECT—DON’T MISS IT!
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Richard Conte

will next be

seen in “The
Fighter” and

“The Raiders”

Conte Close-up
• Richard Conte wished upon a star and
his wish came true. . .

“I was a dope as a kid,” he says, “never
too interested in academics. And I had
no ambition.” At sixteen he tried to be
a barber, working the second chair in the
barber shop on Saturdays and afternoons
after school. Then he was a floorwalker on
Fifth Avenue, a refrigerator salesman at

Gimbels, a Wall Street runner and a three-
dollar-a-night piano player for weddings
and christenings.

Acting was thrust upon him when he
accepted a job at a summer resort in

Connecticut and was “forced into a play”
with other employees. “I hated it . .

.”

he says, “I considered it sissy stuff.”

However, when Elia Kazan and Sanford
Meisner caught the play, they offered him
a scholarship at the Neighborhood Play-
house in New York—and fifteen dollars a
week to apprentice for the Group Theatre.
Finally, upon their insistence, he saw a
performance of “Waiting for Lefty.” He'd
never seen a play before and wasn’t pre-
pared for the emotional thrill he got from
it. “I felt I would die unless I got up there
on the stage, too,” he says.
He is still given to ardent enthusiasms.

He plays tennis until it’s so dark he can’t

see his opponent. He has never taken art
lessons but he gets so steamed up about his
painting that many a time he’s stayed up
all night to paint. His impatience he con-
siders his prime fault. “I just can’t wait."
His favorite painting hangs over the fire-

place. It shows a slim young woman in a
housecoat working away at an ironing
board. “It’s the apartment we had when
we were first married. I caught Ruth iron-
ing in the kitchen and sketched this.”

Dick met his actress-wife, Ruth Strome,
when they both were attending the Neigh-
borhood Playhouse. He was so poor that
their dates were spent in all -day visits to
the Modern Museum. They window-
shopped along Fifth Avenue. And they
went to all the plays, sneaking in with the
rest of the audience after the first inter-
mission. “We couldn’t tell you how any
play begins. When our friends discuss the
first acts of those plays now—we’re dead.”

Dick’s sentimental, a hand-holder at the
movies, and a great present-giver.

He’s also a realistic idealist, a rational-
izer, and a great worrier. “Moody? I

guess so . . . but l know my moods and I

understand' where they come from.”
Being a successful motion picture star

means to him the great riches of self-
expression. “It means I don’t have to worry
about paying the rent of course. But it

also means time in which to think, to play
the piano, to paint, to act. This gives me
the opportunity to use myself fully as a
human being, which to mp is the most
important thing in the world.”

SEE WHAT A DIFFER
MAYBELLI NE MAKES

Yes, eyes softly accented with Maybelline make all the difference

betv/een plainness and beauty. See how lovely you can look—with

PREFERRED BY SMARTWOMEN THE WORLD OVER

BABS RUBBERTIP
BOB* PINS

p
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RELIEVES

HEADACHE
NEURALGIA
NEURITIS PAIN

prescription. That is, Anacin contains not

one but a combination of medically proved

active ingredients. Anacin Especially com-

pounded to give FAST, LONG LASTING
relief. Don't wait. Buy Anacin today.

Spare Time Money-A-^

I

Sew neckties from special patterns.
You make them—we sell them!

Toni Ties, 110 E. Butler, West St. Paul, Minn. I

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—"THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE.** It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 60 years of
success. Praised and en-i
dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3250 N. Green Bay Ave.J
Dept. 27-F, Milwaukee 12. Wisconsin]

FREE
BOOKLET

' UNWANTED /

HAIR
Only by KILLING THE HAIR ROOT can you b* t

V UNWANTED HAIR U GONE FOREVER. Brings reUf i

•octal happiness. Do not use our method until J

you have read out instruction book carefully and i

loamed to use the MAHLER METHOD salely and
j

efficiently Used successfully over fifty years

L..M. .

MAHLER’S, INC DeptJ3-C. Providence 1 5, R

l A
MAKE $50-$60 A WEEK

You can learn practical nursing at home
in spare time. Course endorsed by phy-
sicians. Thousands of graduates. 53rd
yr. One graduate has charge of 10-bed
hospitaL Another saved $400 while
learning. Equipment included. Men.
women 18 to 60. High school not

required. Easy tuition payments. Trial plan. Write today.
CHICAGO SCHOOL OF NURSING

Dept. 26, 41 East Pearson Street. Chicago II, III.

Please send free booklet and 16 sample lesson pages.
Name
City State Age

Happy IsThe Day
When Backache
Goes Away . . .

.

Nagging backache, loss of pep and energy, head-
aches and dizziness may be due to slowdown of kidney
function. Doctors say good kidney function is very
important to good health. When some everyday con-
dition, such as stress and strain, causes this im-
portant function to slow down, many folks suffer
nagging backache—feel miserable. Minor bladder
irritations due to cold or wrong diet may c^use
getting up nights or frequent passages.

Don’t neglect your kidneys if these conditions
bother you. Try Doan's Pills—a mild diuretic. Used
successfully by millions for over 50 years. It’s amaz-
ing how many times Doan's give happy relief from
these discomforts—help the 15 miles of kidney tubes
and filters flush out waste. Get Doan’s Pills today!

If You Want to Be Charming

(Continued from page 70)
deep valleys from nose to mouth in some
otherwise beautiful faces. These lines are
caused and aggravated by tense, drawn lips

and an unrelaxed jaw. Frown enough and
you will sculp a permanent frown in your
brow; swallow enough rage and you carve
deepening furrows where your smile
should be. (Swallow while you’re watching
your face in the mirror, see what happens
to that line between nose and chin.)

To combat wrinkles you must relax,
cultivate a cheerful outlook, and, stop
worrying. Even worrying about your
wrinkles makes them worse.
Neck lines—so often accompanied by the

first signs of a double chin—come from bad
posture, more specifically from a neck-
pulled-into-the-shoulders, diaphragm-col

-

lapsed-into-the-stomach defeated posture;
again from a destructive mental attitude.

Sit and stand straight, chin balanced on
a straight line—neither up-tilted nor sag-
ging, and see the improvement in your ap-
pearance. And when you stand squarely
up to life, don’t you actually feel better
able to cope with it?

How Dry You Are
Physically, facial lines spell insufficient

skin moisture—and this you can get both
from the inside and outside.

Dietwise, more liquids—milk, pure water,
fruit juices—more meat and cheese, less

sweets and starches, and watch your “fig—

ger” improve with your face. For the sur-
face—you need oil. There are good and
inexpensive emulsified oils. I use one all

the time as a body lubricant. Even baby
oil—available everywhere—will do the
trick. Susan Hayward, whose smooth, radi-
ant skin is newsworthy even in this con-
centration point for beautiful women, uses
baby oil all the time—“gallons of it,” she
says.

Susan has staged a concentrated cam-
paign against dryness—and she hasn’t an
unwanted line in her pert little face.

Susan takes her bottle of lubricating oil

to the studio and applies it generously for
the period she is sitting under the dryer
in the make-up department.

“I think the worst thing in the world
for any skin,” she declares, “is to sit under
a dryer with make-up on and have that
hot, unnatural breeze beat the make-up
into your pores. I would advise every girl

to take oil or cream with her when
she’s going to a beauty shop, and apply it

to her scrubbed face before getting under
the dryer—which dries the face faster than
it does your hair!”

We've a lot more skin on our bodies than
on our faces, and leave it to Susan not to
forget that.

“I’m strictly an old-fashioned once-a-
week bathtub girl except when I’m on a
picture,” she told me. “I prefer showers,
and take one each morning, and every
night. But during a picture like ‘With a
Song in My Heart’ in which I wear four-
teen off-the-shoulder ball gowns and have
quantities of body make-up applied to me,
I like to soak myself in a hot bath every
night. I always use bath oil in my bath,
so I don’t go in as smooth as a grape and
come out looking as withered as a raisin.

My bath oil is scented with lemon verbena,
which I like for its clean, sweet smell.

“Once a week, on an evening I’m sure
I’m not going out, I rub my whole body
with bath oil, put on an old pair of pa-
jamas, and sleep all oiled up. Once a week,
also, I apply a softening cream to the bot-
tom of my feet, especially around the heels,

which are apt to get rough and rubbed
when you wear sling pumps.”

Beauty: From the Inside—Out
You will note that no woman who looks

just like everyone else ever gains a repu-
tation for great beauty.

Beauty, like fashion, is a very personal
thing—an inner thing. The radiance that

marks the difference between a merely
pretty or striking face and a beautiful one
comes from deep inside.

Jane Wyman is a perfect example of

this. A sweet little face, framed with a

little girl haircut—pretty. But those mag-
nificent, haunting eyes—disturbingly beau-
tiful. Everything that is Jane speaks to

you through those eyes—her kindness,
compassion, her poignant femininity.

I’ve known Jane for a long time, watched
her through a lot of ups and downs. I

remember when we were working on ad-
joining stages at Warner Brothers. Jane
was under pressure and terribly unhappy
—her marriage to Ronnie Reagan was
breaking up. She was so upset that she
had ulcers—and lunchtime after lunch-
time I saw her order nothing but milk.

But even then, when most people would
have been short-tempered—and, incident-

ally, been forgiveh for it—Jane was Jane,

self-effacing, sweet and kind, keeping her
troubles strictly to herself. I never in my
life heard Jane Wyman say an unkind
thing about anybody. Anybody. And in

that, I think, lies the secret of her great

appeal—and of her great beauty.

The End

listen to HOLLYWOOD LOVE STORY

A complete romantic drama presented

on each program. Cal York,

famed PHOTOPLAY Magazine reporter,

digs into Hollywood’s love

life for these heart-palpitating

stories. Also latest

Hollywood news.

EverySaturdaymorning, 1 1 :30AM. EST,NBC
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> TO REACH THE STARS

Photoplay receives thousands of letters

asking for photographs and addresses of

movie stars. Home addresses cannot be
revealed and Photoplay cannot fill re-

quests for photographs. However, follow-
ing are the addresses of the major motion
picture studios and a list of the stars they
have under contract. If your favorites are
not listed in any contract list, write to
them in care of the studio at which they
made their last picture. For autographed
pictures send twenty-five cents to the star
to cover cost of mailing. Clip out this list

and save it for future reference.

Columbia Pictures, 143 8 N. Gower St., Hollywood: Gene
Autry, Smiley Burnette, Broderick Crawford, Joan Davis,
John Derek, Glenn Ford. Barbara Hale. Rita Hayworth,
Judy Holliday, Anthony Dexter, Jody Lawrance, Jack Ma-
honey, Beverly Michaels, Terry Moore. Pat O’Brien, Aldo Ray,
Donna Reed. Carl Benton Reid, Mickey Rooney, Dolores
Sidener, Charles Starrett, Johnny Stewart, Pat Williams.

Goldwyn Studios, 1041 N. Formosa Ave. . Los Angeles:
Dana Andrews, Joan Evans. Farley Granger.

Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer. 10202 W. Washington Blvd.. Culver
City: Dawn Addams, June Allyson, Richard Anderson. Pier
Angeli. Fred Astaire. Lionel Barrymore. Keefe Brasselle.
Kay Brown. Louis Calhern, William Campbell, Leslie Caron.
Carleton Carpenter, Gower Champion. Marge Champion, Cyd
Charisse, Patrick Conway, Donna Corcoran, Jonathan Cott,
James Craig, Vic Damone. Nancy Davis, Michael Dugan,
Billy Eckstine, Marilyn Erskine, Nanette Fabray, Sally
Forrest, Clark Gable, Ava Gardner, Greer Garson, Stewart
Granger, Kathryn Grayson, Jean Hagen. Robert Horton. Van
Johnson, Howard Keel, Gene Kelly, Deborah Kerr, Fernando
Lamas, Mario Lanza, Peter Lawford. Janet Leigh. Monica
Lewis, Marjorie Main. Ralph Meeker, Ann Miller. Dean
Miller, Ricardo Montalban, George Murphy, Reginald Owen
Walter Pidgeon, Jane Powell, William Powell Paula Ray-
mond, Debbie Reynolds. Jeff Richards, Barbara Ruiek
J anice Rule. Red Skelton. Elaine Stewart. James Stewart'
Lewis Stone, Barry Sullivan, Elizabeth Taylor. Robert
Taylor, Spencer Tracy. Lana Turner. Vera-Ellen James
Whitmore, Esther Williams. Keenan Wynn. Gig Young

Monogram Pictures. 4376 Sunset Drive, Hollywood: Johnny
Mack Brown, Leo Gorcey. Huntz Hall, Florence Marly Jane
Nigh, Whip Wilson.

Paramount Pictures. 5451 Marathon St.. Hollywood: Anna
Maria Alberghetti, Judith Ames, Jean Arthur Peter DBaldwin William Bendix. Lyle Bettger, Pierre Cressoy. Bing
Crosby. William Demarest. Laura Elliot. Rhonda Fleming
Joan Fontaine. Mona Freeman. Nancy Gates. Paulette God-
dard, Gloria Grahame. Nancy Hale, Virginia Hall Peter
Hanson. Patricia Ann Harding. William Holden, Bob Hope
Betty Hutton. Dick Keene. Alan Ladd. Irene Martin. Robert
Merrill. Ray Milland. Michael Moore, Susan Morrow. Mary
Murphy. Nancy Olson. Eleanor Parker. Barbara Rush. Jan
Sterling, Joan Taylor. Alan Young. Linder personal contract
to Hal Wallis: Polly Bergen. Corinne Calvet. Wendell
Corey. Don DeFore. Vincent Edwards. Charlton Heston
Burt Lancaster, Jerry Lewis, Marion Marshall. Dean Martin'
Eddie Mayehoff, Lizabeth Scott, Richard Stapley.

TtKO Studios, 780 Gower St.., Hollywood: Keith Andes Carla
Balenda, Jack Buetel. Janice Carter, the Charivels. Barbara
Harrow, Brad Dexter, Joan Dixon. George Dolenz Faith
Domergue. Betsy Drake, Mel Ferrer, Steve Flagg Jane Greer
Dee Hartford. Tim Holt. Richard Martin, Charles McGraw’
Colleen Miller. Robert Mitchum. Carole Morton. Mala
Powers. Jane Russell. Robert Ryan. Margaret Sheridan Wil-
liam Talman, Mary Jo Tarola. Ursula Thiess. Kenneth Tobev

Republic Pictures, 4024 N. Radford Ave., N. Hollywood
Rex Allen, Roy Barcroft. Esperanza Baur. Rod Cameron
Judy Canova. William Ching, Penny Edwards, Mary Ellei
Kay. Allan "Rocky" Lane. Muriel Lawrence. Adele MaraVaughn Monroe. Vera Ralston. Estelita Rodriguez Forres
Tucker, John Wr

ayne. Grant Withers.
'

Twentieth Century- Fox, 10201 West Pico Blvd.. Beverly
Hills: Richard Allen. Merry Anders. Dana Andrews (with
Goldwyn), Ray Andrews, Charlotte Austin, Richard Base-
hart, Lauren Bacall, Barbara Bates, Anne Baxter Richard
Boone, Cornell Borches. Scott Brady. Marlon Brando Jill
Clifford. Valentina Cortesa, Joseph Gotten, Jeanne Crain
Dan Dailey. Dennis Day. Danielle Darrieux. Bette Davis'
Joanne Dru. Gloria Dellaven. Henry Fonda. Anne Francis
Mitzi Gaynor, Betty Grable, Bob Graham, Cary Grant, Billv
Gray. Susan Hayward. June Haver. Craig Hill Jeffrey
Hunter. Richard Hylton. Louis Jourdan. Patricia Knox
William Lundigan. Myrna Loy, Joyce MacKenzie. George
Mathews. Victor Mature, Hugh Marlowe, James Mason Gary
Merrill. Zero Mostel. Marilyn Monroe. Ava Norring Pat
Neal. Debra Paget. Walter (Jack) Palance. Gregory Peck
Jean Peters. Tyrone Power. Mieheline Prelle, George Raft’
Michael Rennie. Thelma Ritter. Dale Robertson, George
Sanders. Constance “Smith. Helene Stanley. Warren Stevens
James Stewart. Randy Stuart. Gene Tierney. Robert Wagner'
David Wayne, Clifton Webb. Orson Welles. Oskar Werner
Helen Westcott. Richard Widmark, Cornel Wilde.

Universal- International, LIniversal City: Abbott and Costello
Julia Adams, Ann Blyth, Judith Braun, Susan Cabot. Jeff
Chandler. Anthony Curtis. Peggy Dow, Charles Drake. Yvette
Dugay. Richard Garland. Cindy Garner. Nancy Guild. Joyce
Holden. John Hudson. Rock Hudson, Alice Kelly. Piper
Laurie, Palmer Lee. Richard Long. Stephen McNally. Bodil
Miller. Audie Murphy. Lori Nelson. Alex Nicol. Hugh
O'Brien, Gigi Perreau, William Reynolds, Beverly Tyler
Shelley Winters.

Warner Brothers, 4000 W. Olive Ave., Burbank: Mari Aldon
Charles Bickford, Humphrey Bogart, Ray Bolger. Eddie
Bracken, Marlon Brando. David Brian. James Cagney. Philip
Carey. Helena Carter, Steve Cochran. Gary Cooper. Horace
Cooper. Joan Crawford, Ginger Crowley, Doris Day. Kirk
Douglas, Betsy Drake. Errol Flynn, Virginia Gibson. Farley
Granger, Cary Grant, Ron Hagerthy. William Holden, Kim
Hunter. Phyllis Kirk, Burt Lancaster, Vivian Leigh. Frank
Lovejoy. Gordon MacRae. Raymond Massey. Virginia Mayo.
Allyn McLerie. Ray Millard. Eve Miller. Dennis Morgan,
Gene Nelson, Lucille Norman. Nancy Olson. Gregory Peck!
Paul Picerni. Ronald Reagan. Ruth Roman. Janice Rule,
S. Z. Sakall, Randolph Scott. Aileen Stanley Jr., Ray Teal.
Phyllis Thaxter, Gene Tierney. Danny Thomas. Lurene Tut-
tle, John Wayne. Richard Webb, Dick Wesson. Jane Wyman.
Patrice Wymore. Gig Young.

and your bra stays in place . . .

no slipping, no hiking up.

no p ull on your shoulder straps!

ft'V

without

Cir'.l-D-form

Style 492 mOAuffl
e493 : Aceta te satin

Tt htle only

A cup 32 ip 36

. with floating Action

Style 392 broadcloth
Style 393 Acetate satin

White only

8 cuff 32 to 40 . C cup 32 to 32

I#
New York 16 • lot Angeles 14

Chicago 54 Toronto, Canada

COODV COODELLE SIWGS
4 10" RECORDS $5.50

!

Laziest Gal in Town, Better Than Takin’ in Washin, Back

i the Saddle Again, Murphy s Project, Old Village Clock,

Dear Diary, Mr Brown and Mrs Brown, Oui! Oui!, I Hear

^
You Knockin’, She s Not the Girl She Used to be Before!

j

Send $5 50 to Goody Goodelle Recordings,

Box 3098 T Bahia-Mar, Ft Lauderdale,

Fla Album sent immediately

xpress charges

collect

Lights Blonde Hair

with Radiant Color!
New Shampoo

Specially Made

for Blondes Makes

Hair Shades Lighter,

Brighter, Shinier —
Uncovers Sparkling

Highlights

Want to keep your hair from getting dark and faded?
Want to restore its life and lustre — see it shades
lighter, brighter, shinier—at once! Then use BLONDEX!
For BLONDEX, alone, contains miraculous ANDILTM

—

shines and lightens as it shampoos. In just 11 minutes,
its creamy, billowy lather rinses away dingy film that
makes hair dark and dull. Hair sparkles with lustre,
looks shades lighter — radiant. More blondes use
BLONDEX than any other shampoo! Safe for children.
Get BLONDEX at 10c, drug and department stores.

tr£a44iout

Fresh, radiant eyes!

' Start using Kurlene
today on lashes, lids and

brows. Rich, finely-blended

ngredients help curling, impart

soft dewy sheen. I Of!, 50?!.

$1, at cosmetic counters.
THE KURLASH CO.. INC.. ROCHESTER I, N. T.

EYE BEAUTY
PRODUCT

YOU’D NEVER KNOW I HAD

F50RIA5I5
(S. D.)*

As hundreds of thousands of users
have learned, Siroil tends to re-
move psoriasis crusts and scales on
outer layer of skin. Light applica-
tions help control recurring le-

sions. Siroil doesn’t stain cloth-
ing or bed linens. Offered
on two-weeks-satisfaction-
or- money - refunded basis.
Write for free booklet.
*S.D. means Skin Disorder.

ta-

AT ALL DRUG STORES
Siroil Laboratories Inc., Dept. M-63, Santa Monica, Calif.

. Siroil of Canada, Box 488, Windsor, Ont



Girls Ruin Romance

Callouses
<$m-FAsr

RELIEF/

Puts You Right

Back On Your Feet!

You’ll enjoy super-fast relief

from your painful callouses,

tenderness or burning on the
bottom of your feet when you
use Super-Soft Dr. Scholl’s
Zino-pads. They’re wonder-
fully soothing, cushioning, pro-
tective and remove callouses

one of the fastest ways known
to medical science. Try them!

IT’S FUN TO DRAW!
ANYONE WHO HAS LEARNED TO WRITE, can learn to draw!

1.000 “How-to-do- it” sketches and drawings—a com-
plete self-instruction course—No previous knowledge on
your part is expected. Here’s the book you’ve been look-
ing for! Send for your copy of “It’s Fun to Draw” TODAY!We pay postage charges—Only $1.00

BARTHOLOMEW HOUSE, INC., Dept. PH-652
205 E. 42nd St.. New York 17. N. Y.

[

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as yonr time and abilities permit. Equivalent to resi-
dent school work— prepares for college entrance exams. Standard
H. S. texts supplied. Diploma awarded. Credit for H. S. subject*
completed. Single subjects if desired. Ask for Free Bulletin.
American School, Dept. HA53. Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

GrayHair
Brush It Away—Look Years Younger
It’s easy with Brownatone. Thousands
praise its natural appearing color. In-
stantly colors dull, faded or gray hair
to lustrous shades of blonde. brown or
black. Safe for you and your perma-
nent. Lasting. 75c plus tax at druggists.

Ask for BROWNATONE

FORMULA

TTO-3

REWARDS
SINUS

VICTIMS OF HAY FEVER,
SNEEZING, HEAD COLDS,

IRRITATIONS & HEADACHES
Must help or MONEY BACK • • • ORDER NOW
SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR YOUR TUBE AND APPLICATOR

Dept. 5-K.RNF Sales Co., 30 IOW. 7th St., Los Angeles, Cal.

BIRTHSTONE RING GIVEN!
A lovely design, expensive
looking, made in l/40-14k
rolled GOLD plate with
simulated BIRTHSTONE
set—your size and month

j

GIVEN for selling $1.00
f worth Rosebud Products.
Order 4 boxes of Rosebud
Salve to sell at 25* a box or
2 bottles Rosebud Perfume
to sell at 50e per bottle.

Send NO Money—We trust you.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO.. Box 9. W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.

Don’t mistake eczema
for the stubborn, ugly
embarrassing scaly skin
disease Psoriasis. Ap-
ply non-staining Der-
moil. Thousands do for
scaly spots on body or
scalp. Grateful users often
after years of suffering,
report the scales have
gone, the red patches gradually dis
appeared and they enjoyed the thrill of a clear skin
again. Dermoil is used by many doctors and is backed by a
positive agreement to give definite benefit in 2 weeks or
money is refunded without question. Send 10c (stamps or
coin) for generous trial bottle to make our famous “One Spot
Test.” Test it yourself. Results may surprise you. Write to-

day for your test bottle. Caution: Use only as directed. Print
nameplainly. Don’t delay. Sold by Liqgett and Walgreen Druq
Stores and other leadinq Hrugqists. LAKE LABORATORIES.
Box 3925, Strathmoor Station, Dept. 6204, Detroit 27. Mich.

(Continued from page 41)
I’m quite fond of clothes; my wardrobe

means a great deal to me. I like to buy
myself various jackets and slacks, and I

admire a girl who knows what is most be-
coming to her. But deliver me from the
girl who is always dressed from her ear
lobes to her heels and keeps reminding
me of it. I think one can overdress, be too
immaculate. If a man is out with a
female fashion plate he can’t even hold
hands without mussing her up. He might
wrinkle something. Too, the fashion-plate
girls seem to spend half their time in the
powder room, either admiring themselves
or replacing that hair that got out of
place.

It should go without saying that I admire
and respect intelligence in a girl. Most
men do, though some won’t admit it.

There is a wonderful stimulus in good
talk. Pat Neal, for instance, is always ex-
citing when engaged in conversation. She
knows painting, literature, and national
affairs, as well as acting. Yes, we men ac-
tually crave intelligent women. But we
abhor the girls who are prone to flaunt
their intelligence. That male ego—you
can’t escape it, nor can you be too cau-
tious in your handling of it.

T
HERE are many so-called happy mar-
riages in Hollywood that suddenly disin-

tegrate, almost overnight. Many times it’s

because the husband has tolerated his

wife’s bright remarks and belittling in-

sinuations until he can take no more of

it. It’s not always the soundest policy for

the wife to get that proverbial last word—

•

even if she’s right.

And while on the general theme of

bright, aggressive women, let’s mention a
related subject. No fellow likes to be
bossed, or nagged, or just plain possessed
by a girl, especially before he has pro-
posed or discussed marriage. Please, don’t
misunderstand; I’m all for the career girl.

I think a girl can have a career and raise

a family too, even in such hectic times as

these. But if you’re a career girl—when
you’re with your husband be his wife;

when you’re at your office be a career girl.

Affection, companionship, understanding
and humility are easily obtained—and just

as easily practiced.

Take the matter of telephoning. It an-
noys me to be called at the studio when
I’m thinking about a scene, and I’m sure
it drives a businessman frantic to get a

call at his office from Tweetiepie saying,

“I just wanted to hear your voice.” All a

smart girl has to do is reverse that pro-lj
cedure, wait for the fellow’s call and say, I

“How wonderful to hear your voice!”
But let’s say she does wait, and you call

|
on Monday. You say, “I’ll call you to-
morrow” and you do. You say, “I’ll call

you Wednesday” and you follow through
on that, and maybe on Thursday you have
a date together after which you promise
to call Saturday. Only something comes
up and you don’t. You like this girl, un-
derstand. You want very much to get in
touch with her again. Sunday morning
you’re sorry for having let the preceding
day go by without talking to her, and you
are just reaching out for the phone when
it rings—and there she is.

Up until that instant you have been
completely innocent and distinctly lonely,
but now you feel guilty and wary. If she
says, “Well, when are we going to see each
other?” you get a sense of being closed in

on before you even knew you were mov-
ing in her direction. One thing you make
sure of when she finally hangs up: you
move in the other direction.

I sincerely think girls knock themselves
out being wonderful to look upon. I like

painted fingernails, well-dressed hair, the
sheerest nylons with the straightest seams,
and the kind of figure that no appetite
has been allowed to push out of shape.
But, if a girl always looks as though she
had just stepped out of the beauty par-
lor into brand-new clothes, I know she’s

too calculating. Instead of encouraging ro-
mance, those everlasting visits to the
beauty parlor can discourage it. A guy
inhibits his impulse to rumple locks with
those iron-looking curls baked in them.
He knows better than to put wrinkles into

the waistline of a new Adrian suit. If

his embrace knocks off a fifty -dollar hat,

it simultaneously cools his ardor.

I also think that modern girls go in for

too much exposure. What a kick it must
have been for grandpa when he got that

glimpse of an ankle, that flash of white,
lacy petticoat. Grandma, through her very
mystery, encouraged the male to conquest
—but the modern girl who comes to a din-
ner party clothed a bare six inches above
the midriff and eight or ten below is a

little too much like the queen bee. When
the male catches up with her, she kills

him! You’ve got to concede that Dietrich

has done all right. She is, you know, the

gal with the “covered up” look.

I have yet to meet a male who goes for

the girl who is the life of the party. I like

a girl who has a sense of obligation to be

rr

^// makKes me

to be ati
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Lve
is what thousands of people say when they hear
many of their own problems solved on radio’s

“My True Story.” It has given so many listeners

the key to happiness because it presents in dra-

matic form true-to-life problems. The people
you meet here might be people you know

—

might even be you. “My True Story” gives you
their real-life problems and their solutions—di-

rect from the files of True Story Magazine.

Tune In

MY TRUE STORY”
American Broadcasting Stations



charming, attentive, and amusing. But the

old rule still goes: a girl’s most brilliant

conversation is heard when she is listen-

ing to you.
Take James Stewart, one of Hollywood’s

most sought after bachelors for years.

When he married, he chose a quiet, serene
lady who, while as modern as a converti-
ble, still radiates an atmosphere of think-
ing the sun rises and sets on her husband.

I’ll admit, we gents don’t always know
what we want. Shelley and I were the

best of pals—until we got so truly “pal-

like,” so truly friendly, all the romance
faded. Since the world began, women have
been maneuvering men into marriage,
quite frequently against the male will.

And since the world began, men have
usually liked the marriage state once they
landed there.

But today too many girls, I think, quite
deliberately kill off that important matter
of gender. You have adopted male slacks.

You have adopted male shoulders. You
have adopted male language and male
smoking and drinking habits. Your in-

comes are frequently the equal or the
superior of ours.
The result, all too often, is that you are

neither feminine nor masculine. You are
like wax fruit or flowers made out of
gold. You look enchanting—but you have
no flavor or fragrance. You attract us

—

but you are too artificial to hold us.

The girl I prefer must be feminine with-
out being coy, healthy without being
overpowering, intelligent without being
conceited, independent without being dom-
inant. The European girls still have the
mood of thinking men are more important,
more powerful, more intelligent, more
alert and more charming than any woman.
Because they have gone through the ter-
rible war years, they are not too frivolous,
not too demanding. Even the littlest pleas-
ure they take with great enjoyment.

It can be that this is the greatest
subtlety. There are relatively fewer men
in Europe than in our country, and there-
fore the pursuit of them is harder, the
capture of them more important. But if

this is subtlety then I think our American
girls should use a little more of it.

Because this is, as well we all know, the
greatest country in the world, and the
strength of a country comes from its hemes
and the strength of its homes comes from
the love within them.
The girl I hope to marry will be as

American as flapjacks, but she also will
know about Picasso. She’ll like Earl
“Father” Hines—and also Sibelius. She’ll
wear her clothes pretty and spotless. She
will cook so that I won’t even care what
I’m eating, it will be delicious.

Impossible perfection, you say? No, I

don’t think so and I’ll wager that any girl

who followed that pattern could get any
guy in the world. She would be all woman,
which makes a guy all male, which in turn
starts the greatest circle in existence. Or,
in other words, love, the only thing that
really matters to any one of us.

The End

UNITY
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Laco protects your hair from

Keeps it lovely nature’s way

4V? a favorite for 50 years

Laco 100%
PURE

Castile Shampoo

You know what harsh detergents

can do to your hands, face, scalp.

This same synthetic chemical

magic that cuts grease in the

roasting pan can leave your hair

dry, lifeless, uncontrollable. You
owe it to yourself to keep your
hair lovely nature’s way with
Laco 100% Pure Castile Shampoo.

When you shampoo regularly

with Laco, you protect against

"detergent dryness”—your hair

becomes soft, beautifully lus-

trous, so easy to manage.

COMPARE LACO! Send 10c to

Laco Shampoo, Baltimore 24,

Md., for generous Trial Size

Bottle. See how Laco's three

natural hair conditioners save

your wave, bring out the dancing
highlights and silken sheen
nature gave your hair

—

to-

day, tonight . . . and always!

RACE FOR OIL!
Get in the exciting race for oil on Western
public land. Liberal U. S. laws allow citi-

zens valuable oil rights. Thousands profit,

some as high as $250,000 for $250; $11,000
monthly for $200. Details free. California
Lease Co., Bonded Lease Broker, 7075-T
Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28.

EM
GOOD PAY, BIG DEMAND FIELD

Over 1 ,260,000 more births in U.S. each year than
10 years ago. Help fill this growing demand for
nurses in this pleasant, well-paid work. Pre-
pare at home in spare time. Classes supervised
by registered nurses. Simplified, practical
course; modern methods. High School diplo-
ma not needed. Write now for FREE book-
let of sample lesson pages. No obligation. 1

Wayne School of Practical Nursing
2525 Sheffield. Dept. G-SO, CHICAGO 14. ILC.

Check siza and color of frame,
5x7 Ivory and Gold
8x10 Brown and Gold

Beautiful silk finish black and white
enlargements made from your favorite
snapshots, photos or negatives. Be
sure to include color of hair, eyes
and clothing for complete information
on having your enlargements beauti-
fully hand colored in oil. SEND NO
MONEY. Simply pay postman for each
enlargement and frame plus cost of
mailing. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Limit 3 to a customer. Originals re-
turned with enlargements. Offer
good in U.S.A. only.YWOOD FILM STUDIOS

Monica Blvd.. Dept. C-102, Hollywood 38. Calif.

UNWANTED HAIR ?
IT’S OFF because IT’S OUT

Quick as a wink, superfluous hair eliminated. Com.
pletely removes all hair from FACE, arms and legs.

Checks future growth. Leaves the skin petal-smooth.

e p> i u a t o R
Like magic. Milady's skin becomes adorable. For the
finest down or the heaviest growth. Seems miraoilous,

but our 39 years experience proves it is the scientifically

correct way. Odorless. Safe. Flarmless. Simple to apply.

Superior to ordinary hair removers. For 15 years ZiP
Epilator was $5.00. NOW ONLY $1.10. Same superior

formula, same size. Good stores or by mail $1.10 or

L
C.O.D.NoFed. tax. Above guaranteed, money-back,

j
JQRDEAU INC. Box F-19, SOUTH ORANGE. NJ.^

vs *100 » MONTH
JUST FOR MURING

AND SHOWING
LOVELY DRESSES!

Ladies—get beautiful dresses without paying a
single penny! And—make up to $100 in a month
just by wearing and showing them to your
friends! Choice of 150 glorious models given to
you as a bonus. No obligation—no canvassing

—

no experience; just our way of advertising.
Everything sent FREE. Send your name,
address and dress size on postcard. Hurry!
Openings limited. FASHION FROCKS, INC.,
Studio J. 6053, Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

If you need cash FOR ANY PURPOSE . . . you
may BORROW $50 to $500, regardless of
where you live . . . entirely by mail . . . FAST,
CONFIDENTIAL service. NO CO-SIGNERSI NO

J INQUIRIES made of employers, friends, or 1

| tradespeople! SOLVE YOUR MONEY PROB-

| LEMS, NOWI Consolidate old bills. Buy what
you need and repay in convenient monthly
payments to fit your income. ACT NOWI
Mail coupon for a money-request application.

CAM
/N A

|
HURRY
MAIL
TODAY

DEPT. TW-6AMERICAN LOAN PLAN
Supervised by the §tate of Nebraska

219 City National Bank Bldg., Omaha 2, Nebr.

NAME
ADDRESS OCCUPATION

„
CITY STATE

95
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NOW ... AT LAST a truly

SAFE SPOT FOR YOUR MONEY

with safety, zippered money pocket

HOLDS FOLDED BILLS. Rl NGS. JEWELRY
WHERE THEY CAN T BE LOST OR STOLEN

Here’s a truly safe place to carry your cash on
trips, at the beach, in crowds, on the job. Keep
bills and jewelry safe and snug inside zipper

pocket of your MON-E-BRA without bulge—
completely hidden. It's a quality, uplift

bra of white rayon satin, stiched cup,

no twist adjustable buckles.

Sizes: A, B, C cups-
32 to 44.

$
1
50

If not available at your dealers’,

ORDER DIRECT and send us his name.
Add 25c for postage and wrapping.

No C. 0. D.’s please.

Gem Dandy, Inc. Madison 2, N. C. f

A book everyone who likes to draw
should have. It is free; no
obligation. Simply address

FREE
BOOK

vARTOONISTS' EXCHANGE
Dept. 596 Pleasant Hill. Ohio

OLD GOLD WANTED w
Highest prices paid on old pr^r broken ^
Watches, Diamonds, • Spectacle Frames, Den- T
tal Gold. CASH by return mail. Information C
free on request. H

Alamo Watch

INGROWN NAIL
Hurting You?
Immediate

Relief!
A few drops of OUTGRO® bring blessed relief from
tormenting pain of ingrown nail. OUTGIIO tough-
ens the skin underneath the nail, allows the nail to

be cut and thus prevents further pain and discom-
fort. OUTGRO is available at all drug counters.

PERSONALIZED WEDDING
ANNIVERSARY. OR ANY EVENT

DEMI-TASSE

CUP & 2 SAUCERS
Complete With Stand

ONLY 50c
Sentimental memento, First
names of couple and date of
event artistically hand-lettered
in 24K gold. Beautiful hand-
painted miniature china. Not
more than 2 sets to each cus-
tomer. Each set can be person-
alized differently, if you desire,
so vou can give one away as a
gift. Add 15c to each set ordered
for postage, handling. NoC.O.D.

Ideal for ANY Occasion!
We'll hand-letter ANY names, words and dates you want;
for example, "Happy Birthday—Tom, June 10, 19o2 for

Birthdays. Or, for Blessed Events, Graduations, etc.

GREAT AMERICAN SALES CO. De
9
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When NERVOUS
y- TENSION

MAKES YOU

ALL “KEYED-UP”
Take Miles Nervine to re-

lax. See how it can soothe
and comfort “jangled”
nerves. Contains no Bar-
biturates. Follow the label.

Avoid excessive use. At all

MILES

30 ] a

Casts of Current Pictures

ABOUT FACE—Warners: Tony Williams, Gordon
MacRae; Boff Roberts, Eddie Bracken; Dave Crouse,
Dick Wesson; Betty Long, Virginia Gibson; Alice
Wheatley, Phyllis Kirk; Lorna Carter, Aileen Stan-
ley Jr.; Bender, Joel Grey; Col. Long, Larry Keat-
ing; Lt. Jones, Cliff Ferre; Hal Carlton, John Baer.

BELLES ON THEIR TOES—20th Century-Fox:
Anne Gilbreth, Jeanne Crain; Mrs. Gilbretli, Myrna
Loy; Martha, Debra Paget; Dr. Bob Grayson, Jef-
frey Hunter; Sam Harper, Edward Arnold; Tom
Bracken, Hoagy Carmichael; Ernestine

,

Barbara
Bates; Frank Gilbreth, Robert Arthur; Cousin Leora,
Verna Felton; Bob Gilbreth, Roddy McCaskill; Lily
Gilbreth, Carole Nugent; Jane Gilbreth, Tina Thomp-
son; Jack Gilbreth, Teddy Driver; William Gilbreth,
Tommy Ivo; Fred Gilbreth, Jimmy Hunt; Dan Gil-
breth , Anthony Sydes; Al Lynch, Martin Milner;
Martin Dykes, Clay Randolph; Jane (Age 22), June
Hedin; Franklin Dykes, Robert Easton; Emily,
Cecil Weston; Cab Driver, Syd Saylor.

BRONCO BUSTER—U-I: Tom Moody, John Lund;
Bart Eaton, Scott Brady; Judy Bream, Joyce Holden;
Dan Bream, Chill Wills; Dobie, Don Haggerty; El-
liott, Dan Poore; Zumbro, Bill Williams; Tibbs,
Casey Tibbs; Crump, Pete Crump; Enos, Manuel
Enos.

CAPTIVE CITY, THE—U.A. : Jim Austin, John
Forsythe; Marge Austin, Joan Camden; Don Carey,
Harold T. Kennedy; Mrs. Sirak, Marjorie Cross-
land; Murray Sirak, Victor Sutherland: Chief
Gillette, Ray Teal; Phi! Harding, Martin Milner;
Mrs. Nelson, Geraldine Hall; Clyde Nelson, Hal K.
Dawson; Reverend Nash, Ian Wolfe; Linda Percy,
Gladys Hurlbut; Anderson, Jess Kirkpatrick; Krug,
Paul Newlan; Mrs. Harding, Frances Morris; Po-
lice Sergeant, Paul Brinegar; Sally Carey, Patricia
Coldwater; Joe Berg, Robert Gorrell; Coverly, Glenn
Judd; Coroner, William C. Miller.

DEADLINE — U.S.A. — 20th Century-Fox: Ed
Hutcheson, Humphrey Bogart; Mrs. Garrison, Ethel
Barrymore; Nora, Kim Hunter; Frank Allen, Ed
Begley; Burrows, Warren Stevens; Thompson, Paul
Stewart; Rienzi, Martin Gabel; Schmidt, Joseph De
Santis: Kitty Garrison Geary, Joyce MacKenzie;
Mrs. Willebrandt, Audrey Christie; Alice Garrison
Courtney, Fay Baker; Cleary, Jim Backus; Crane,
Carleton Young; Williams, Selmer Jackson; Judge,
Fay Roope; Headzvaitcr, Parley Baer; Telephone
Operator, Bette Francine: City News Editor, Tohn
Doucette; Bentley, June Eisner; Copy Boy, Richard
Monohan; Headline Writer, Harry Tyler; WJiitey,
Joe Sawyer; Barndollar

,

Florence Shirley.

ENCORE—Paramount: The Ant and the Grass-
hopper: Tom Ramsey, Nigel Patrick: George Ram-
sey, Roland Culver; Freda Ramsey, Alison Leggatt;
Mr. Bateman, Charles Victor; Philip Cronshaw,
Peter Craves: Mrs. Bateman, Margaret Withers;
Gertrude Wilmot, Margaret Vvner; Secretary

,

Dorothy Bramhall; Office Girl, Patricia Raine; Club
ATember, Campbell Cotts; Ascot Man, Michael Trub-
shaw.
GigoLo and Gigolette: Stella Cotman, Clvnis
Johns; Syd Cotman, Terence Morgan: Sandy Wescott,
David Hutcheson; Paco EsPinal, Charles poldner:
Flora Pcnezzi, Mary Marrall: Carlo Penezzi, Martin
"Miller; Eva Barrett, Heather Thatcher; Russian
Prince, Guido Lorraine: Italian Countess, Daphne
Barker; Head Waiter, Ferdy Mayne; Bandleader,
Guy Du Monceau.
Winter Cruise: Miss Reid, Kay Walsh: Captain,
Noel Purcell; Doctor, Ronald Squire: Engineer, John
Laurie; Pierre, Jacques Francois; Mate, John Hors-
ley; Miss Price, Joan Harben; Young Married
Couple, Brenda Hogan, Vincent Ball; Little Girl,

Carol Wolveridge; Ship’s Officer, John Warren.

FLESH AND FURY—LT-I : Paul Callan, Tony Cur-
tis; Sonya Bartow, Jan Sterling; Ann Hollis, Mona
Freeman; Jack Richardson, Wallace Ford; Mrs.
Richardson, Connie Gilchrist; Mrs. Hollis, Katherine
Locke: Cliff, Toe Grav; Al Logan, Ron Hargrave;
Lou Callan, Harry Guardino; Mike Callan, Harry
Shannon; Murph, Harry Raven; Wliitey, Ted Stan-
hope.

GIRL IN WHITE, THE—M-C-M : Dr. Emily
Dunning, June Allyson; Dr. Ben Barringer

,

Ar-
thur Kennedy; Dr. Seth Pawling, Cary Merrill;
Dr. Marie Yeomans, Mildred Dunnock; Alec, Jesse
White; Nurse Jane Doe. Marilvn Erskine: Dr.
Barclay, Guy Anderson; Dr. Graham, Car Moore;
Dr. Williams, Don Keefer; Nurse Finley, Ann
Tyrrell: Matt, James Arness; Commissioner of Hos-
pitals Hawley, Curtis Cooksey; Nurse Wells, Carol
Brannon; Nurse Schiff, Ann Morrison; Nurse
Bleccker, To Gilbert; Dr. Schneider

.
Erwin Kaiser;

Mrs. Lindsay, Kathryn Card: Dr. Ellerton, Jonathan
Cott; Nurse Hanson, Joan Valerie; Orderly, Coleman
Francis: Elevator Attendant, A. Cameron Grant;
Patient, David Fresco.

HIGH NOON—U.A. : Will Kane, Cary Cooper;
Jonas Henderson

,

Thomas . Mitchell
; Harvey Pell,'

Lloyd Bridges; Helen Ramirez, Katy Jurado; Amy
Kane, Grace Kelly; Percy Mcttrick, Otto Kruger;
Martin Hozve, Lon Chaney; William Fuller

,

Henry
Morgan; Frank Miller, Ian MacDonald; Mildred
Fuller, Eve McVeagh; Cooper, Harry Shannon;
Jack Colby, Lee Van Cleef; James Pierce, Bob
Wilke; Ben Miller, Sheb Woolley; Sam, Tom Lon-
don; Station Master, Ted Stanhope; Gillis, Larry
Blake; Barber, William Phillips; Mrs. Henderson,
Jeanne Blackford; Baker, James Millican; Weaver

,

Cliff Clark; Johnny, Ralph Reed; Drunk, William
Newell; Bartender, Lucien Prival; Fred, Guy
Beach; Hotel Clerk, Howland Chamberlin.

LION AND THE HORSE, THE—Warners : Ben
Kirby, Steve Cochran; Dave Tracy, Ray Teal; Alatt
Jennings, Bob Steele; Cas Baglcy, Harry Antrim;
“Shorty” Cameron, George O’ Hanlon; Jenny, Sher-
ry Jackson; Al Richie, Ed Hinton; “Pappy” Cole,
William Fawcett; “Rocky” Steuber. House Peters
Jr.; Riggs, Lee Roberts; Sheriff, Lane Chandler.

MACAO—RKO: Nick Cochran, Robert Mitchum;
Julie Benton, Jane Russell; Lawrence C. Trumble,
William Bendix; Betty, Gloria Grahame; Halloran,
Brad Dexter: Lt. Sebastian, Thomas Gomez; Kzvan
Situ Tang, Vladimir Sokoloff; Itzumi, Philip Ahn;
Gimpy, Don Zelaya.

MARA MARU—Warners: Mason, Errol Flynn;
Stella, Ruth Roman; Benedict, Raymond Burr;
Steve Ranier, Paul Picerni; Andy Callahan, Richard
Webb; Lt. Zuenon, Dan Seymour; Ortega, George
Renavent; Manuclo, Robert Cabal; Perol, Henry
Marco; Capt. Van Hoten, Nestor Paiva; Felix,
Howard Chuman.

MY SON JOLIN—Paramount: Lucille Jefferson,
Helen Hayes; John Jefferson, Robert Walker; Mr.
Stedman, Van Heflin: Dan Jefferson, .Dean Jagger;
Dr. Carver, Minor Watson; Father O'Dowd, Frank
McHugh; Ruth Carlin, Irene Winston; Ben Jefferson,
James Young; Chuck Jefferson, Richard Jaeckel;
Bedford, Tod Karns.

RED BALL EXPRESS—U-I : Lieut. Chick Camp-
bell, Jeff Chandler; Sgt. Ernest Kallck, Alex Nicol;
Partridge, Charles Drake; Wilson, Hugh O’Brian; i

Higgins, Frank Chase; Heyman, Jack Kelly; Joyce
McClelland, Judith Braun; Kitty Walsh, Cindy
Garner; Antoinette, Jacqueline Duval; General
Cordon, Tom Tully; Sgt. Max, Richard Garland; 1

Tank Lt., Palmer Lee; Robertson, Sidney Poitier;

Taffy, Bubber Johnson; Major, Jack Warden; Mc-
Cord, Robert Davis.

SAN FRANCISCO STORY, THE—Warners:
Rick Nelson, Joel McCrea; Adelaide McCall,
Yvonne de Carlo; Andrezv Cain, Sidney Blaekmer;
“Shorty

” Richard Erdman; Sadie. Flo~ence Bates;
Jim Martin. Onslow Stevens; Lessing, John Raven;
Alfey, O. Z. Whitehead; Winfield Holbert, Ralph
E. Dumke; Thompson, Robert Foulk; Morton, Lane
Chandler; Miner, Trevor Bardette; Slade, John
Doucette; Meyers, Peter Virgo; Palmer, Frank
Hagney; Buck, Tor Johnson; Scud, Fred Graham.

SINGIN’ IN THE RAIN—M-G-M : Don Lockwood,
Gene Kelly; Cosmo Brown, Donald O’Connor; Kathy
Selden, Debbie Reynolds: Lina Larnont, Jean Hagen;
R. F. Simpson, Millard Mitchell: Guest Artist, Cyd
Charisse; Zclda Zanders, Rita Moreno; Roscoe Dex-
ter, Douglas Fowley; Dora Bailey, Madge Blake.

TALK ABOUT A STRANGER—M-C-M: Robert
Fontaine Sr., George Murphy; Marge Fontaine,

Nancy Davis; Robert Fontaine Jr., Billy Gray; Mr.
\\

T

ardlaw, Lewis Stone; Matlock, Kurt Kasznar;
Camille Wardlaw, Anna Glomb.

WALK EAST ON BEACON—Columbia: Inspec-

tor Belden, George Murphy; Professor Kafcr, Fin-

lay Currie; Millie, Virginia Gilmore; Alex, Karel

Stepanek; Elaine, Louis_a Horton; Gino. Peter

Capell; Danzig, Bruno Wick: Dr. Wincott, Rev.

Robert Dunn; Reynolds, Karl Weber; Vincent Foss,

Tack Manning; Mrs. Foss, Vilma Kurer; Torrence,

Michael Garrett; Boldany, Robert Carroll; Martin,

Ernest Craves; Mrs. Martin. Rosemary Pettit; Wil-

bon, George R. Hill; Mason, Bradford Hatton; Land-

lady, Eva Condon; Hclmuth, Paul Andor; Mrs.

Kafcr, Lotte Palfi; Philadelphia Suspect, Ann
Thomas; Mrs. Belden, Nancy Heyl; Sherry Belden,

Suzanne Moulton; Taxi Driver, John Farrell; Sam-
son, Stephen Mitchell.

WITHOUT WARNING—U.A.: Carl Martin, Adam
Williams; Jane, Meg Randall; Pete. Edward Binns;

Don, Harlan Warde: Fred Saunders, John Max-
well: Blonde, Angela Stevens; Charlie, Byron KaneJ

Wolf, Charles Tannen; Virginia, Marilee Phelns,

Wilson, Robert Foulk; Carmelita, Connie Vera}

Psychiatrist, Robert Shayne.

It reads like a miracle!

HOLLYOOD’S FOUR-DAY MIRACLE DIET
Stars use it when they have to reduce in a hurry—lose

up to ten pounds. In July PHOTOPLAY
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Now Talent Goes on Record

( Continued, from page 35)

the glory and the fame. Others desire the

glamour. Some see it purely as a way to

make a great deal of money. But most
contestants want the excitement of creat-

ing a character or a mood, of enhancing
an audience’s pleasure.

M
ANY contestants come from towns so

small, opportunity is almost non-exis-
tent. But many of these have proved that

opportunity is only a word—that with time
and energy and belief, opportunity can be
created. When a club or sorority in their

community needed to raise money, they,

with the help of some older person, round-
ed up other local talent, persuaded local

merchants to lend props, borrowed the

town hall or the school auditorium and
presented a play.

Others convinced their teachers their

town should have a drama society. Some
talked themselves into part-time jobs at

local radio stations. They started, in some
instances, by making themselves generally

useful—bringing up coffee from the drug-
store, sorting records in the prop depart-
ment. Later they worked their way into

a five- or ten- or fifteen - minute spot

round-up of the local high school news.
And sometimes such effort branched out

—

paid off in a full-time job.

Soon now—as we said before—those of

you who have proven your talent, will

be auditioned. Notifications to those who
are chosen to appear before these audition
boards will be mailed on or before July 1st,

1952.

Those who go before these boards will be
asked to give a prepared reading, a sight

reading and a pantomime. And in every
case, those who serve on these boards will

be quick to offer contestants any assistance
they may require.
Photoplay is forming audition boards

in key cities throughout the country so
that, no matter where you live, a board
will be convenient to your home. The
judges on these boards will be representa-
tives from your local radio or television
stations, drama critics from your local

papers, teachers from near-by high schools
and colleges.

Out of these auditions will come the top
three. The excitement grows in this talent
search. Will you be a winner?

The End

The Bill Holdens answer volunteer Audrey
Lewis's call for help in the 1952 Cancer
Crusade. Enlist your dimes, too, by send-

ing to Cancer, c/o your local post office

-DANGER
in waiting for your child to

OUTGROW PIMPLES
Psychologists warn that

pimples undermine chil-

dren's self-confidence . .

.

may even cause perma-
nent damage to their
personalities.

Skin Specialists warn
neglect of pimples can
result in permanent
scars. CLEARASIL, the
sensational, scientific
medication especially
for pimples may save
your boy or girl from
these double dangers.

NEWS Amazing Greaseless Medication

ST4RVES’PIMPLES
SKIN COLORED... Hides Pimples While it Works
Reported in Reader's Digest

Now released to druggists — the sensational,
scientific, skin-colored medication especially
for pimples. CLEARASIL is the same type medi-
cation used in clinical tests reported recendy
in Reader’s Digest.

Doctors Amazed at Results
In skin specialists’ tests on 200 patients,
CLEARASIL brought amazing relief to 8 out of
every 10. CLEARASIL is greaseless and fast-

drying in contact with pimples. Actually
starves pimples because it helps remove the
oils* that pimples "feed” on.

CLEARASIL ends embarrassment — gives new
confidence immediately because its skin-color

hides pimples amazingly while it helps dr

y

them up. Greaseless, stainless — pleasant to
leave on day and night for uninterrupted
medication. Thousands of grateful users
(adults as well as teen-agers) have found
that CLEARASIL is one medication that really

worked for them. So even if other treatment
has failed, you owe it to your child to try

CLEARASIL. Get CLEARASIL today at druggists.

ONLY

Economy
size 98<

Satisfaction guaranteed or money back.
•Over-activity of certain oil glands is recognized

by authorities as a major factor in acne.

MUSIC
BE YOUR OWN TEACHER!H Learn at home this money-saving way

It’s easy as A-B-C, no matter which In-
strument you want to play. You learn by
playing- real melodies from actual notes
Instead of tiresome exercises. Everything Is
In print and pictures. First you read how to
play a tune. Then a picture shores you how.

Finally you play it and hear how it sounds. Some of our 850,000
pupils are now BAND LEADERS. If you want to learn music
fast, send post card for FREE Booklet and
Print & Picture sample. Mention instrument.
Write todayl (Our 54th successful year.)

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC
Studio B-206, Port Washington, N. Y.

FREE
BOOKLET

LottlvusedDRESSES

10 ^
.for

The biggest bargains we have
ever offered. Prints, solids,
rayons, cottons, etc. Assorted i
styles and colors. Sizes 10 to/
18, 10 for $4.95. Larger sizes!
6 for $4.95. Some of these!
dresses were worth i

$30.00 when new. Send $1
deposit, balance C.O.D. plus
postage. Your $4.95 refunded
if dissatisfied, or merchandise
exchanged if desired. Many other clothing bar-
gains for entire family.

Buy with confidence at
Allied Mail Order Co., Inc., Dept. BT

162 Christopher Ave. Brooklyn 12. N. Y.
POSTCARD BRINGS FREE CATALOG

Ofiftfhb hjWWMIl UKUj.-fo'

REMOVE

/ Keeps arms, legs, under-

/ arms hairfree, soft, and lovely. No razor-raw skin.

I
No rough, reddened, scraped or leathery look. No

'W whiskery regrowth.

NEW! SEALED INDIVIDUAL APPLICATIONS!
Only X-BAZIN has patented “Uni-Paks"—a fresh application

every timel No sticky tubes. No drying-out. No lost tube caps.

Choice of powder (100-year proved formula) or new improved
odorless cream. Simple directions. At all drug stores. If druggist

is out of X-Bazin, send 25c in coin (include druggist’s name) for

trial size package. Specify powder or cream.

25c, 69c ond 98c sizes

C. S. DENT & CO. 912 Sycamore St., Cincinnati 2, 0., Dept. T

The most stubborn caps and fids

are removed in a jiffy with the
Dazey Opn-Seal. Available in a
variety of colors and finishes. At
department, home furnishings, and
hardware stores.

Makers of the world's first

and finest wall type can opener.

P
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*'W Outstanding

fV Good
^ Fair BRIEF REVIEWS
A—For adults

F—For the whole family

p
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(F) AARON SLICK FROM PUNKIN CRICK—
Paramount, Technicolor: Musical version of the old-
time melodrama with Robert Merrill and Adele
Jergens as a couple of crooks who try to fleece farm
girl, Dinah Shore. With Alan Young. (May)
^ (F) ACTORS AND SIN—U.A.: A drama and a
comedy about the theatre and the motion picture
industry are combined in this rather off-beat two-
part film. Edward G. Robinson, Marsha Hunt are in
the first episode. Eddie Albert, Jennie Hecht in the
second. (Apr.)

V'V'V* (F) AFRICAN QUEEN, THE—U.A.,
Technicolor: A completely off-the-beaten-path adven-
ture story with spinster Katharine Hepburn and
rough mineworker Humphrey Bogart thrown together
on a frail river craft in German East Africa. They set
out to destroy an enemy gunboat and find a rare and
unexpected kind of love. With Robert Morley.
(MarJ
^ (A) ANOTHER MAN'S POISON—U.A. : A de-
pressing British-made drama in which Bette Davis
murders her husband to be free to marry Gary
Merrill. (Apr.)
^^54 (F) ANYTHING CAN HAPPEN—Para-
mount : Jose Ferrer comes to the U. S. in search of
happiness and a long-lost uncle; finds both and a
romance with Kim Hunter in the bargain in this
charm-laden bit of Americana. With Kurt Kasznar,
Eugenie Leontovich. (May)
^ (F) BATTLE AT APACHE PASS, THE—U-I

:

Jeff Chandler repeats his Cochise character, and
again tries to live in harmony with the white settlers

until Bruce Cowling stirs up an incident that results
in a bloody massacre. Susan Cabot, John Lund,
John Hudson and Beverly Tyler are involved in the
proceedings. (May)
fc^}4 (F) BELLE OF NEW YORK, THE—
M-G-M, Technicolor: Vera-Ellen’s a missionary
worker and Fred Astaire a playboy in this rather dis-
appointing lightweight musical set in the Gay Nineties
period. With Marjorie Main, Keenan Wynn. (May)
k^54 (F) BEND OF THE RIVER—U-l , Te hni-
color: Jimmy Stewart guides a party of determined
Missourians to Oregon and gets involved in some in-

tense action when former pal Arthur Kennedy tries
to highjack the pioneers’ food supply. With Julia
Adams, Lori Nelson, Rock Hudson. (Apr.)
l^54 (F) BIG TREES, THE—Warners, Technicolor:
Unscrupulous lumberman Kirk Douglas gets re-

formed by Eva Miller in this trite melodrama concern-
ing the preservation of the Giant California redwood
trees. With Pat Wymore, John Archer. (Apr.)

^ (F) BOOTS MALONE—Columbia: Behind the
scenes story of the race-track stables, introducing
Johnny Stewart as a rich kid who yearns to be a
jockey and Bill Holden as a shady agent who’s
reformed bv the boy’s loyalty and affection. (Mar.)
^ (F) BUGLES IN THE AFTERNOON—War-
ners, Technicolor: Disgraced civil war officer Ray
Milland goes west to join the U. S. Cavalry and
clashes with villainous Hugh Marlowe and war-
minded Sioux in this run-of-the-mill sage-brush
drama. With Helena Carter. (Apr.)
54 (F) BUSHWHACKERS, THE—Realart

:
John

Ireland, a peace-seeking Confederate sergeant, takes
a newspaper job and gets involved in killings, arson,
and murder charges. A violent Western. With
Dorothy Malone, Lawrence Tierney. (Mar.)
54^ (F) CALIFORNIA CONQ UEST—Columbia,
Technicolor: Cornel Wilde foils Mexicans and Rus-
sians and brings California into the Union all by him-
self according to this corny but fast-moving Western.
With Teresa Wright. (May)
k/ (F) CIMARRON KID, THE—U-I, Technicolor:
Audie Murphy, after being twice railroaded to prison
unjustly, joins up with the murderous Dalton gang in
this ho-hum Western. With Beverly Tyler, Yvette
Dugay, John Hudson. (Mar.)

(A) DEATH OF A SALESMAN—

C

olumbia:
Faithful screen version of the Pulitzer prize-winning
play which tells of the mental deterioration of an
average man whose false values lead to his down-
fall and the downfall of his sons. Starring Fredric
March. With Kevin McCarthy, Mildred Dunnock,
Cameron Mitchell. (Mar.)
sS'/Vt (F) 5 FINGERS—20th Century-Fox: The
best spy story in years based on actual events which
took place in Turkey during World War I, with
James Mason as the cool spy who sold top war
secrets to the Nazis for mercenary reasons. With
Danielle Darrieux. Michael Rennie. (May)

(F) FIRST TIME, THE—Columbia : A
light-hearted comedy about the trials and anxieties
of parents Barbara Hale and Robert Cummings as
seen through the eyes of their first offspring. (Mar.)
V*\/ .(F) FLAMING FEATHER—Paramount,
Technicolor: Blood ’n’ thunder Western with Sterling
Hayden and Forrest Tucker involved in a bet as to
who could discover and capture a vicious outlaw.
With Richard Arlen, Barbara Rush. (Apr.)

k/^ (A) FOR MEN ONLY—Lippert: An indict-

ment against hazing in college fraternities in which
Paul Henreid plays a defiant professor out to track
down the culprit responsible for Robert Sherman’s
death. With Russ Johnson, Margaret Field. (Apr.)
^yy2 (F) GIRL IN EVERY PORT, A—RKO : Bill

Bendix and Groucho Marx, as two oldest sailors in

the Navy, are involved in a lot of whacky goings on
with horses. Marie Wilson and Don De Fore are in

this nonsense comedy too. (Apr.)

l/Vl/ (F) GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH, THE
—Paramount, Technicolor: A spectacular epic in

which the acts, atmosphere and excitement of the Big
Top are combined with the talents of Charlton Hes-
ton, Betty Hutton, James Stewart, Gloria Grahame,
Cornel Wilde and Dorothy Lamour to make this one
of the most thrilling pictures of the year. (Mar.)

(F) HERE COME THE NELSONS—U-I:
The ingredients for fun and frolic are missing as
the well-loved radio stars Ozzie, Harriet, David and
Rickey Nelson bring their family life to the screen.
With Rock Hudson, Barbara Lawrence. (Mar.)

k^k/ (F) I'LL NEVER FORGET YOU—20th
Century-rox, Technicolor: Remake of classic “Berke-
ley Square” in which scientist Tyrone Power journeys
two hundred years back in time only to find that
the old days weren’t so good after all. With Ann
Blyth as the 18th Century and modern miss Ty
learns to love, and Michael Rennie. (Mar.)
l/y'J* (F) l 'LL SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS—
Warners: Doris Day and Danny Thomas are a
tuneful twosome in a heartwarming musical bi-

ography of lyricist Gus Kahn. With Pat Wymore,
Frank Lovejoy, James Gleason. (Mar.)

(F) INVITATION—M-G-M: A compassionate
drama in which Van Johnson is persuaded by Louis
Calhern to marry Dorothy McGuire in order to make
happy her last year to live. With Ruth Roman. (Apr.)

(F) ITS A BIG COUNTRY—M-G-M: A
somewhat overdone lecture on what America is and
why we should love it, illustrated by eight separate
episodes of varied merit and enacted by an all-

star cast including Van Johnson, Ethel Barrymore,
Gene Kelly, Janet Leigh and Gary Cooper. (Mar.)
k^ (F) JAPANESE WAR BRIDE—20th Century-
Fox: When Don Taylor brings wife Shirley Yama-
guchi back to America a lot of high-powered un-
pleasantness results from the intolerance of family
and triends. An indecisive melodrama. (Mar.)
kA^ (F) JUST THIS ONCE—M-G-M: Attor-
ney Janet Leigh is retained by Lewis Stone to pre-

vent Peter Lawford from squandering his fortune
in this delightful and diverting comedy. With
Richard Anderson, Marilyn Erskine. (Mar.)
J4 (F) LAS VEGAS STORY. THE—RKO: Jane
Russell, in Las Vegas with husband Vincent Price,
meets up with ex-love Vic Mature and all three some-
how get involved in a murder, in this corny and
stilted story. (Apr.)

k^k^ ( F) LONE STAR—M-G-M: Clark Gable is for
the Unionization of Texas, Brod Crawford is against
it and Ava Gardner wavers politically and romanti-
cally between them in this lusty outdoor drama. (Apr.)

k^ (F) LOVE IS BETTER THAN EVER—M-G-M

:

A silly little comedy in which dancing teacher Liz
Taylor pursues agent Larry Parks all over the place
until she catches him. (Apr.)

(F) MA AND PA KETTLE AT THE FAIR—
U-I : Further misadventures of the homespun couple
in which Ma loses a jam-making contest and Pa a
sulky race. With Lori Nelson, Tames Best. (May)

(F) MAN IN THE WHITE SUIT, THE—
U-I: A delightful British-made comedy in which
Alec Guinness invents an everlasting cloth—and
throws the whole British textile industry into a tur-
moil. With Joan Greenwood. (Apr.)
I/V54 (F) MARRYING KIND, THE—Columbia:
Humor, tragedy and a lot of every-day plain living
are unfolded in a marriage story of average couple,
Judy Holliday and Aldo Ray. With Madge Kennedy,
Sheila Bond. (May)
k^T4 (F) MODEL AND THE MARRIAGE
BROKER, THE—20th Century-Fox: Amusing and
sentimental comedy revolving around Thelma Ritter’s
attempts to bring lonely people together and to make
a match between reluctant Jeanne Crain and Scott
Brady. With Michael O’Shea. (Mar.)
54 k/' (F) MUTINY—U.A., Technicolor: Mark
Stevens as the skipper of a U. S. ship during the
War of 1812 tries to break the British blockade and
bring French gold back to America. A routine ad-
venture yarn. With Angela Lansburv. (Mav)
1^1/54 (F) MY SIX CONVICTS—Columbia:
Marshall Thompson, Gilbert Roland, Henry Morgan,
Millard Mitchell, Alf Kjellin, Jay Adler prove
to be unusual assistants to John Beal’s experiment
in establishing prison reforms. An entertaining and
different kind of picture. (May)
k/ lA (F) PAULA—Columbia: A heavy tear-jerking
drama in which Loretta Young, after accidentally

See page 22 for this month’s reviews

hitting Tommy Rettig with her car, takes him into i

her home and helps him regain his power of speech.
With Kent Smith. Alexander Knox. (May)

(F) PHONE CALL FROM A STRANGER— '1

20th Century-Fox. An absorbing and different story
with Gary Merrill as the sole survivor of an air
crash, who calls on the relatives of Michael Rennie, ill

Keenan Wynn and Shelley Winters; each visit pro- 1
vides a drama of its own. Bette Davis has small but i
effective role. (Apr.)

(F) PRIDE OF ST. LOUIS, THE—20th
Century-Fox: Baseball’s Dizzy Dean comes jauntily
to life with Dan Dailey as the pitcher whose screwy 1
antics provided amusement for thousands of fans, ]
Joanne Dru as his understanding wife and Richard •]

Crenna as his brother. With Richard Hvlton. (May) I
(F) RANCHO NOTORIOUS—RKO, Techni- I

color: A tongue-in-cheek Western in which Arthur I

Kennedy, seeking revenge for the murder of his 1

sweetheart, is led by Mel Ferrer to a robber’s hideout
|run by Marlene Dietrich. From there on in every- i

tiling happens. (May)
i/’ (F) RETREAT

, HELL!—Warners: A true
and gripping story of our soldiers in Korea and the <

hardships they went through before and during the i

infamous attack by the Chinese at Chosin Reservoir.
With Frank Lovejoy, Richard Carlson, Anita
Louise. (May)
l/' (F) RETURN OF THE TEXAN—20th Century-
Fox: A modern day Western in which widower Dale
Robertson returns to his ranch and tries to make a
new life for himself. Joanne Dru and Robert Hor-
ton provide the .romantii triangle, Walter Brennan
the humor, Richard Boone the villainy. (Mav)
1//2

.

(F) SAILOR BE IVARE—Wallis-Para ;
: Jerry

Lewis and Dean Martin are at it again—this time as
gobs whose slapstick antics all hut sink the U. S.
Navy. Corinne Calvet, Marion Marshall and Vince
Edwards are part of what passes for a plot. (Mar.)

.(A) ISLAND OF DESIRE—U.A.

,

Technicolor:
Fair adventure story about the events that ensue
when Linda Darnell and Tab Hunter are ship-
wrecked on a South Pacific island. With Donald
Gray. (May)
l/V (F) SCANDAL SHEET—Columbia: John
Derek tracks down the murder of an unknown
woman in order to get a scoop for newspaper editor
Brod Crawford—and discovers that Brod is the
murderer. An absorbing and suspenseful drama with
Donna Reed. (Apr.)
V* (A) SNIPER, THE—Columbia: A powerful

drama about a young psychiatric killer (Arthur
Franz) who roams the streets shooting innocent
women. Marie Windsor and Mario Dwyer are his
victims. Richard Kdey the psychiatrist who helps
track him down. (May)
'S (A) SOMETHING TO LIVE FOR—Paramount:
A morbid drama in which AA member Ray Milland
tries to pull Joan Fontaine together and proceeds to
fall in love with her. Teresa Wright is Ray’s loyal
wife. (Apr.)

(F) STEEL TOWN—U-T : The steel industry
provides the background for the romantic compli-
cations which occur when the boss’s nephew, John
Lund, falls for Ann Sheridan, Howard Duff’s girl.

Fair to middling drama. (May)
V'V, (F) THIS WOMAN IS DANGEROUS—
Warners: An outdated melodrama in which Joan
Crawford, notorious leader of a band of hoodlums,
reforms after Dennis Morgan restores her failing
sight. With David Brian. (Apr.)
l/"/S (F) TREASURE OF LOST CANYON— U-I.
Technicolor: William Powell and Rosemary DeCamp
adopt Tommy Ivo, who was cheated out of his in-

heritance by Henry Hull, and set out to reclaim it

for him. With Tulia Adorns. Charles Drake. (Apr.)(4 (A) VIVA ZAPATA!—20th Centurv-Fox:
Marlon Brando’s excellent as the humble Mexican
zealot who fought for nine years in order to regain
the land stolen from his people. A baffling but bril-

liant motion picture. With Jean Peters, Anthony
Quinn, Toseph Wiseman, Margo. (Apr.)
l/ (F) WILD NORTH, THE—M-G-M, Cine-
color: Northwest mountie Wendell Corey sets out to
bring accused murderer Stewart Granger back to
civilization, onlv to have Granger save his life in-

stead. Rugged adventure. With Cyd Charisse. (Mar.)
(F) WITH A SONG IN MY HEART—

20th Century-Fox, Technicolor: Heart-warming musi-
cal based on the true story of Jane Froman (Jane’s
beautiful voice is on the sound tracks) and the cour-

age that carried her through after a tragic plane
crash. With Susan Hayward, Rory Calhoun, David
Wavne. Thelma R-tter. tAnr.f

(F) YOUNG MAN WITH IDEAS—M-G-M:
Glenn Ford tries to establish himself in Los Angele*
to prove to wife R"th Roman that he’s not a failure,

and becomes involved with French singer Denise
Darcel, student Nina Foch and a mob of gangsters.

A light-weight amusing picture. (May)
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THERE ARE THREE BRECK SHAMPOOS
FOR THREE DIFFERENT HAIR CONDITIONS
Each one of the three Breck Shampoos is made for a different

hair condition. One Breck Shampoo is for dry hair. Another

Breck Shampoo is for oily hair. A third Breck Shampoo
is for normal hair. The next time you buy a shampoo,

ask for the correct Breck Shampoo for your hair. A Breck

Shampoo will leave your hair clean, fragrant and lustrous.

The Three Breck Shampoos are available at Beauty Shops and wherever cosmetics are sold.
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